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                                                           DEDICATION 

 
                   THIS BOOK IS DEDICATED TO MY BELOVED LORD RAM 
 
I dedicate this Book to Lord Sri Ram who is my dearest of dear, most beloved, the 
essence of my life and being, and for whom, and for whose pleasure, and on whose 
behest, and on whose divine mission, this book is dedicated. 

Nothing that I write is of my own creation. It is the Lord who is getting it 
done. So I deserve no credit. However, being an ordinary man like the rest of us, I 
may have committed errors, and for those I beg forgiveness. I hope this book will help 
to continue the great tradition of singing the glories of the different aspects of same 
indivisible one Divinity in order to meet diverse needs of the Soul, the Spirit, one 
such being to find peace and happiness amidst the surrounding turmoil of the world 
by being able to spend some time in the thoughts of the Divine Being, the same 
‘Parmatma’, the same Lord known by different names in different tongues.  

No creature is perfect; it’s foolhardy to claim so. The best of paintings cannot 
replace the original; the best of words cannot express the original emotions and 
sentiments. Even the Lord was not satisfied by one flower or one butterfly—he went 
on endlessly evolving and designing newer forms. So, I have done my best, I have 
poured out my being in these books. Honestly, I am totally incompetent—it was the 
Lord who had done the actual writing and had moved my fingers as if they were 
merely an instrument in his divine hands. But nonetheless, it’s a tribute to the Lord’s 
glory that he does not take the credit himself, but bestows it to them whom he loves as 
his very own. And to be ‘his very own’ is indeed an unmatched honour. However, I 
still beg forgiveness for all omissions, commissions and transgressions on my part 
that I may have inadvertently made. It’s the Lord’s glories that I sing, rejoice in, write 
on and think of to the best of my ability. I hope my readers will also absorb the divine 
fragrance effusing from the flowers representing the Lord’s books, enjoy the ambrosia 
pouring out of them and marvel at the Lord’s stupendous glories.  

I submit this effort at the holy feet of my beloved Lord Ram whom even Lord 
Shiva had revered and worshipped. And surely of course to Lord Hanuman who was a 
manifestation of Shiva himself. Finding no words to express my profound gratitude to 
Ram, I just wish to remain quiet, and let my silence do the speaking and praying on 
my behalf.  

I hope the reader will find my book useful and interesting. Since English is an 
international language, this book will help the English speaking world to access this 
masterpiece of classical Indian scriptural text.  
 
“He leadeth me! O blessed tho't!  
O words with heav'nly comfort fraught!  
What-e'er I do, wher-e'er I be,  
Still 'tis God's hand that leadeth me!” [A Hymn] 
                                                                                  
                                                                                 Ajai Kumar Chhawchharia                                             
                                                                                               Author 
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                           Vinaya-Patrikā  
 
                        Of Goswami Tulsidas:          
            
          A Book of Devotion, Supplication & True Love for God 
 
                           (Original Text, Roman Transliteration and  
                   English Exposition with Notes, Appendices and Index) 

 
 

                                          PREFACE 
 

 

Goswami Tulsidas {birth: Samvat 1589, corresponding to 1532 A.D; death: Samvat 
1680, corresponding to A.D. 1623} was one of the greatest saint-poet-philosophers of 
16th century India. He was a prolific writer par-excellence of devotional literature, 
was a realised soul who had established a direct communion with Lord Ram, the 
incarnate Supreme Being, and the masterly skill and wise craftsmanship with which 
he weaved great metaphysical and spiritual Truths so intricately into the texts that 
they gelled in perfectly, comfortably and un-intrusively with the broader framework 
of texts of his various books have no match in the history of Devotional Hindi 
Literature of India. 
 The present book called the ‘Vinai-Patrika’ was his last composition, penned 
roughly between Samvat 1631 and 1679 (A.D. 1574-1622), and was said to be 
completed a short while prior to his death. Acclaimed universally as a masterpiece of 
Hindi devotional literature, and highly venerated, deeply revered and immensely 
honoured for this achievement, majority of its verses are sung melodiously with the 
greatest of reverence and devotion among the masses in the Hindi belt of northern 
India. 

‘Vinai-Patrika’, as the name suggests, means ‘prayerful and humble 
submission in the form of a petition or letter’. It is a remarkable “Book of 
Supplication and True Love for God” in the form of devotional prayers composed in a 
style wherein one communicates his feelings and emotions directly to the Lord God 
without any intermediary. In this sense, as well as in its spiritual content, depth and 
meaning, Vinai Patrika is quite like the Book of Psalms in the Holy Bible.  

The Hymns and Prayers of this Book ‘Vinai Patrika’ have a universal spiritual 
message and an appeal for the whole of humankind though they are particularly 
dedicated to Lord Ram, an incarnation of the Supreme Being, because they are like a 
song arising from the inner core of a person’s heart, and as such they transcend the 
barriers of language and culture, and go beyond the actual words that have been used 
in their composition if they are truthfully and correctly interpreted and understood 
from a broader spiritual perspective.   

This Book is a beautiful and an ever-green collection of devotional Hymns 
designed as Prayers that are offered to the Supreme Being who had manifested 
himself as Lord Ram, and are in fact authentic outpourings of Tulsidas’ heart which is 
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completely soaked in love, affection and devotion of the highest order for his Lord 
Ram. The hymns reflect a living being’s eternal quest for peace and rest for his soul, 
his yearning for beatitude and felicity along with finding final emancipation and 
salvation for himself. The verses, having high emotional quotient on the one hand, are 
rich in the nectar of devotion for and submission to the Lord, and on the other hand 
they epitomize the distilled spiritual philosophy as enshrined in the Upanishads and 
other scriptures.  

These prayers, as said earlier, find a parallel in a number of books of the Old 
Testament of the Holy Bible, for instance, the Psalms, the Ecclesiastes, and the Song 
of Solomon. Similarly, in the Indian context, the prayers find a clear parallel in the 
Holy Book of Sikkhism, the Guru Granth Sahib.  

Vinai-Patrika is so powerful in its spiritual and emotional impact that once one 
begins to read it with dedication he is bound to be drowned in its surging waves of 
love, affection, devotion and submission for the Lord so much so that soon a time 
comes when his heart begins to strum its own melody of prayers for the Lord which 
resonate with those of the Vinai Patrika, and in due course of time this develops into a 
crescendo that completely submerges the person. It is then that he realises that his 
final emancipation and salvation is not far away.  

Written in the form of excellent poetry, the Book is not only a petition of 
Tulsidas before the Lord to redeem him, but it also carries us along its swift currents 
into the deep recesses of the mind, the poignant thoughts and the sad heart of a great 
philosopher who was pained and hurt by the wayward, sinful, pervert and reckless 
ways of the world around him as he sincerely advises us to mend our ways. He is 
presenting us with the spiritual remedy for our ills in the form of hymns of the Vinai-
Patrika. It represents the ultimate fruit of his life-long quest for the Truth that would 
bestow him with eternal bliss, peace, liberation, deliverance, emancipation and 
salvation. 

The prayers or psalms of Vinai Patrika are set to different ‘Raagas’ of classical 
Indian music that are meant to pluck the strings the harp of the heart, which then 
manifests its emotions and feelings in the form of melodious songs that are set to the 
tune of these Raagas, with the lyrics of the verses representing the voice of the heart. 
Therefore, the magic of these verses reveals itself only when they are sung in the 
particular Raaga in which they have been conceived and composed by the poet 
himself.  

They are therefore also like a soulful rendering of the ‘melody-of-the-heart’, 
most moving, most emotional, most sublime, most ethereal, most succulent and most 
effective. They are not meant to be a mere formality, but are intended to harmonically 
touch and stir the inner core of the heart. They are marked by honesty and sincerity in 
their narration, and have depth and vision in their meaning. 

In this respect, by the approval of Lord Lord Ram himself as clearly implied in 
the last two verse nos. 278-279, Vinai-Patrika can be termed as ‘The Psalms of Lord 
Ram according to Tulsidas’. This is indeed ‘a book of remembrance written before 
Him for those who fear (have love and affection for, are dedicated to, obedient and 
faithful to) the Lord and who meditate on His name. “They shall be mine”, says the 
Lord of the hosts, “on the day that I make them My jewels. And I will spare them as a 
man spares his own son who serves him.’ (The Holy Bible, Old Testament, Malachi, 
3/16-17.) 

The 279 verses of this Book of Supplication and Loving Prayers called “Vinai 
Patrika” can be broadly classified into three categories—(i) Verses that are dedicated 
to different deities and are in the form of hymns; these constitute the first one-third 
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part of the Book. (ii) Verses that are dedicated to Lord Ram and his Holy Name, 
glorifying their greatness, divinity and holiness, and lay stress on the fact that if a 
seeker takes the shelter of Lord Ram and his Holy Name then all his temporal and 
spiritual welfare are taken care of; these verses constitute the second one-third part of 
the Book. These verses are rich in spiritual philosophy and wisdom, and give a 
practical advice to all in their pursuit of happiness and peace. (iii) And finally, the 
verses in last one-third part of the Book are primarily prayers offered by the saint-poet 
Tulsidas to his beloved Lord Sri Ram, seeking the Lord’s mercy and grace upon him. 
This last part is unique in the sense that the great saint-poet has used a style of writing 
in which he directly addresses his beloved Lord Ram in the first person as if the Lord 
was standing right in front of him and listening to his prayers.  

At the end of this wonderful Book we read that Tulsidas’ urgency of appeal 
reaches its climax as he had a premonition of his impending death (verse no. 273), 
and therefore he asks the Lord not to delay his redemption any further. And the Lord 
readily agreed to his prayers as he accepted Tulsidas’ petition and put his signature as 
a token of his endorsement of the saint’s profound devotion, faith and affection for the 
Lord, accepting him, for all times to come, in the legion of his great devotees and 
followers (verse no. 279).  

As we move along charmed by the wonderful text of Vinai Patrika, we come 
across splendidly narrated and most apt metaphors, similes, analogies, aphorisms and 
parables, some interwoven in the verses so as to mingle with them almost 
imperceptibly, and some others standing out with entire verses devoted to them. Some 
such brilliant examples are—The Village (vrs. 145, 210/4), the Palanquin (vrs. 189), 
The Womb (vrs. 136), The Lunar Fortnight (vrs. 203), The Havan (fire sacrifice—vrs. 
108), The Kabandh (vrs 238), Aarti (vrs 47, 48), The Bird-Catcher (vrs. 208/2), The 
Spoilt-Coin (vrs 178), Holi (vrs. 203/17), The Bamboo (vrs. 114), The Parrot (vrs. 
197/2), The Journey (vrs. 83, 136), The Dangling Sword (vrs. 200), What ‘If’(vrs. 
151), The Delusory Dance (vrs. 91), The Golden Oppurtunity (vrs. 202), Lanka (vrs. 
58), The Forest (vrs. 59) etc. Then the poet-philosopher tells us who are our enemies 
(vrs. 187), who is a true friend (vrs. 174) and  who is false (vrs. 147), the reasons for 
miseries (vrs. 168), the culprits occupying our heart (vrs. 125), various means of 
salvation (vrs. 103), utility of the human body (vrs. 201-202), how foolish are we (vrs. 
92), why is there no peace (vrs. 246), why am I unhappy (vrs. 244) and the amazing 
list goes on and on, and is very awe inspiring and extensive. 

It will be observed that Tulsidas has used a plethora of parables and fables 
from Hindu mythology and Purans. Without knowing the stories cited by Tulsidas, the 
hidden meaning in the verse will be lost. Therefore, wherever important mythological 
stories have been cited by Tulsidas in his composition, a note is added to the relevant 
verse so that the reader is enlightened about the context as he moves ahead with his 
reading. 

Besides these legendary fables, elaborate notes are also added to the verses 
informing the reader about the varied philosophical and metaphysical aspects of the 
main theme of the concerned verse.  

It ought to be remembered that translation or rendering of any original text 
into another language of a different culture is fraught with immense difficulties, and 
run the inherent risk of transgression, commission and omission, sometimes even 
leading to the lost of the message in the process. Keeping this point in mind I have 
been very careful, within the limits of my human abilities, to present to the reader the 
meaning and intent of the verses in a simple and easy-to-understand way as best as I 
could. Towards this end I have focused on being elaborate more often in my rendering 
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of the verses so that they become very clear to the reader, and have added notes to 
explain the verses and their underlying themes from different perspectives. Still, being 
an ordinary human undertaking such a gigantic task I may have surely committed 
errors of commission and omission at quite a few places, and for them I earnestly 
request the reader to forgive me, and focus instead on enjoying and imbibing the 
sweet and succulent nectar-like juice of divine love, devotion, affection, faith, 
conviction, humility and submission for the Lord that drips from the lines of this great 
Book, and thereby feel spiritually nourished and fulfilled by drinking the distilled 
essence of great philosophical doctrines of the Upanishads and other scriptures that 
are cleverly integrated into the texture of the pristinely beautiful verses of Vinai 
Patrika.   

There are many verses of Vinai-Patrika which are very popular among the 
masses and are sung with the greatest of devotion and veneration, privately as well as 
during congregations. Appendix-1 at the end of the Book lists such verses. 

The other appendices added at the end of this Book are the following: 
Appendix-2 presents a sample list of verses classified on the basis of their themes; 
Appendix-3 lists the verses on the basis of some selected keywords; Appendix-4 
presents a brief life-sketch of the great saint-poet Goswami Tulsidas who had written 
this fantastic Book of Prayers; Appendix-5 has a letter written to Lord Ram by me, the 
author of the English rendering of this Book ‘Vinai Patrika’, that comes from the 
heart and is inspired by the reading and analysis of the verses of this exceptionally 
wonderful Book on the spiritually marvelous theme of devotion, surrender, love and 
affection for the Lord God; and finally Appendix-6 has a brief note on the other books 
by the same author.   
 
I find myself most fortunate that Lord Ram has chosen me amongst the innumerable 
options he had to be his pen, and make this eternal Psalm come within reach of all 
those who do not know the dialect used in the original text by the Lord’s great 
messenger Tulsidas. Further, I humbly wish to submit that 'I am become (just) as 
sounding brass or a tinkling cymbal' (The Bible, Corinthians 1/13/1) for the Lord, and 
can't find words to thank him for his profound, all-encompassing love, kindness, grace 
and mercy, sparkling and dazzling like a bright star, splendorous and radiant like the 
sun, that he has so magnanimously showered upon me.  

I honestly say I am unaware how this book was ever written, for it is beyond 
my humble capacity. But the fact that it did come into being is because the Lord 
wished it to be so, and on his inspiration Hanuman held the pen, and used my numb 
fingers to move it on and on. Therefore, I offer this book to Lord Ram even as 
Tulsidas had offered his own Vinai-Patrika at the holy feet of the Lord.  

Before embarking upon this divine book of Hymns which is like the Psalms of 
the Holy Bible, I will say a little prayer based on the Bible for I am not competent to 
express the overwhelming feeling of gratitude and thanks-giving for my beloved Lord 
Ram that I can say any thing correctly, so it is wiser to rely on a Holy Text for this 
purpose.  

I ask forgiveness from my beloved Lord Ram for all my incompetence and 
childishness by submitting before Him—‘Oh Lord! I have uttered what I did not 
understand, things too wonderful for me which I did not know’ (Bible, Job 42/2), but 
‘must I not take heed to speak what the Lord has put in my mouth?’ (Bible, Numbers 
23/12), for ‘the Spirit of the Lord spoke by me, and His word was on my tongue 
(when I spoke what I said)’ (Bible, 2 Samuel 23/2).  
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I write these books as a means of my thanksgiving to my Lord—‘Oh! Give 
thanks to the Lord! Call upon His name; make known His deeds among the peoples’ 
(Bible, 1 Chronicles 16/8). For this purpose, I—‘Sing Psalms to Him; talk all His 
wondrous works! Glory in His holy name. Let the hearts of those rejoice who seek the 
Lord! Seek the Lord and his strength, seek His face everyone. Remember His 
marvelous works which He has done; His wonders and the judgments of His mouth’ 
(Bible, 1 Chronicles 16/8-12).  

—‘O LORD our Lord, how excellent is thy name in all the earth! Who hast set 
thy glory above the heavens. Out of the mouth of babes and suckling hast thou 
ordained strength because of thine enemies, that thou mightiest still the enemy and the 
avenger. When I consider thy heavens, the work of thy fingers, the moon and the 
stars, which thou hast ordained; What is man, that thou art mindful of him? And the 
son of man, that thou visit him? For thou hast made him a little lower than the angels, 
and hast crowned him with glory and honour. Thou maddest him to have dominion 
over the works of thy hands; thou hast put all things under his feet: All sheep and 
oxen, yea, and the beasts of the field; The fowl of the air, and the fish of the sea, and 
whatsoever passeth through the paths of the seas. O LORD our Lord, how excellent is 
thy name in all the earth!’ (The Holy Bible, Old Testament, Psalm 8/1-9). 

I wish to once again thank the Lord God of all—‘Oh, give thanks to the Lord, 
for He is good! For His mercy endures forever’ (Bible, 1 Chronicles 16/34). 

Before concluding I must express my thanks to Sri Somil Bharti who has done 
the Roman Transliteration of the original Hindi Text of Vinai Patrika for me.  

 
Amen! 
 

Date: 15th August, 2017 
 
Ajai Kumar Chhawchharia 
 
Full address of Author—36-A, Rajghat Colony, Parikrama Marg,  
            P.O.—Ayodhya, Pin—224123 
            Distt.—Faizabad, U.P. India. 
Mobile: +919451290400, +919935613060 
 
Website: < www.tulsidas-ram-books.weebly.com > 
Email of Author: (i) < ajaichhawchharia@gmail.com > 
      (ii) < ajaikumarbooks@gmail.com > 
 
Archive.org: https://archive.org/details/@ajai_kumar_chhawchharia 
Facebook ID < www.facebook.com/ajaikumarchhawchharia8 >  
Linkedin: www.linkedin.com/AjaiKumarChhawchharia  
Goodreads: 
https://www.goodreads.com/author/show/991710.Ajai_Kumar_Chhawchharia   
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                                     Vinaya-Patrikā  
 
                        Of Goswami Tulsidas:          
            
          A Book of Devotion, Supplication & True Love for God 
 
                           (Original Text, Roman Transliteration and  
                   English Exposition with Notes, Appendices and Index) 
                                    
 
                                   Prayer offered to Lord Gaṇēśa 
                 
                                               Rāga Bilāvala 
                                                                     
                                                                  (1) 

 
xkb;s xuifr txcanuA ladj&lqou Hkokuh&uanuAA1AA 
flf)&lnu] xt&cnu] fouk;dA d`ik&fla/kq] lqanj] lc&yk;dAA2AA 
eksnd&fiz;] eqn&eaxy&nkrkA fo|k&ckfjf/k] cqf)&fo/kkrkAA3AA 

   ek¡xr rqyflnkl dj tksjsA clfga jkefl; ekul eksjsAA4AA 
 
 
                                                    (1) 
 
gā'iyē ganapati jagabandana. saṅkara-suvana bhavānī-nandana. 1.  
sid'dhi-sadana, gaja-badana, vināyaka. kṛpā-sindhu, sundara, saba-lāyaka. 2.  
mōdaka-priya, muda-maṅgala-dātā. vidyā-bāridhi, bud'dhi-vidhātā. 3.  
mām̐gata tulasidāsa kara jōrē. basahiṁ rāmasiya mānasa mōrē. 4.  
 
Verse no. 1—Sing the glories of Lord Ganpati (Ganesh), who is revered by the whole 
world and is the chief of Lord Shiva’s followers. He is the beloved son of Lord Shiva 
and goddess Bhavani (Parvati, the divine consort of Shiva). (1).  
 
He is the abode (treasury; fountainhead) of all Siddhis (mystical powers, 
achievements, attainments, successes in life). His face resembles that of an elephant. 
He is the destroyer (vanquisher, conqueror and eliminator) of all obstacles (that come 
in the way of an individual). He is an ocean of grace, kindness and benevolence. He is 
charming and beauteous. And he is able in every respect. (2).  
 
He is very fond of Laddus (a ball-shaped sweet made from gram flour) [Here it means 
that he is fond of good things, such as wisdom, virtues, auspiciousness, righteousness, 
probity, propriety and noble conduct etc.]. He is a bestower of happiness and joys as 
well as all kinds of auspiciousness and welfare. He is a fathomless ocean of 
knowledge. And (therefore) he is the Lord of wisdom and intellect. (3).  
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Tulsidas requests and pleads, with folded hands and with great earnestness and 
humility, to such a great Lord (Ganpati, the chief of the attendants of Lord Shiva) that 
he bless him so that Lord Ram and Sita (the divine consort of Lord Ram) may reside 
in his (Tulsidas’) heart abidingly for eternity. (4). 
 

[Note—Lord Ganesh—An entire Upanishad belonging to the Atharva Veda is 
dedicated to the theme of Lord Ganesh, and it is called the Ganapati Upanishad.   

Lord Ganapati is also known as Vinaayak. Other names of Lord Ganapti are 
enumerated in the Ganapti Upanishad of the Atharva Veda tradition as follows:—
Lord Ganesh (refer verse no. 8); Ekdanta or the Lord with one tusk, Vakratunda or 
the Lord with a bent trunk (refer verse no. 10); Vraatpati or the one who is the chief 
amongst the Gods, Ganapati or the chief of the attendants of Lord Shiva, Pramath-pati 
or the chief of a special category of attendants of Lord Shiva, known as Pramaths, 
who give immense misery to those who are sinful, Lambodar or the one with a big 
abdomen; pot-bellied, Vighna-Vinaayak or the one who destroys all hurdles and 
misfortunes, Sri Varadmuti or the one who is an embodiment of blessings and grants 
whatever boons one desires, and Shiva-sut or the son of Lord Shiva (refer verse no. 
15).  
 The Lord derives his name Gajaanan or Gajpati or Gajamukh from the root word 
‘Gaj’ meaning an elephant, and ‘Ja’ meaning an origin or birth. Hence, these names 
indicate that the Lord has taken birth in a form that has the head and body like that of 
an elephant. The elephant head stands for the macrocosm, while the rest of the body 
which resembles that of a human stands for the microcosm. These two aspects of this 
creation are not separate from one another but form a composite unit just like the 
head and the body of Lord Ganesh are not separate from one another but form one 
composite body of the Lord, though the head represents an animal (an elephant) and 
the rest of the body represents a human being.  

In other words, one is regarded as learned, wise and enlightened only if he is 
able to see the Supreme Being even in the oddest and the most unconventional form 
of life in this creation. One must see the Lord in a healthy man as much as in a 
deformed and a handicapped individual; one must see the Lord in an animal as much 
as in a human form.   
       Another connotation is the following—the word ‘ga’ implies ‘gati’ or fate and 
destination of creation, and ‘ja’ means birth or origin. Hence, the word ‘Gajpati’ 
means the Lord from whom the rest of the creation has taken birth, and in whom the 
creation would finally collapse and merge at the end.  

He is said to be the wisest and most honoured of the Hindu Gods and is 
always worshipped in the beginning of any endeavour or enterprise, whether it 
pertains to the mundane worldly affairs or to the spiritual realm. This is done to 
invoke his blessings which preempt any evil forces from throwing a spanner in the 
wheel of the successful completion of the exercise.  

In Goswami Tulsidas’ epic Ram Charit Manas, Sita has prayed to Lord 
Ganesh and addressed him with the titles of ‘Gan-naayak’, and ‘Var-daayak’. [Refer: 
Ram Charit Mana, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 257.] Now, 
let us examine the meaning of these two titles.  

The word “Gan-Naayak” literally means ‘the chief of the attendants’, the 
‘commander’, ‘the god in charge of other junior gods’. Being the son of Lord Shiva, 
the obvious meaning is that Ganesh is the chief or the commandar of all of Shiva’s 
attendants. But this title of being a ‘Gan-naayak’ has a greater significance and far-
reaching importance than this shallow meaning of just being the chief of Shiva’s 
household attendants when we couple it with the other title of being a ‘Var-daayak’, 
one who graciously grants boons. It is as follows:— 
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He has an unchallenged and immaculate reputation as the God who fulfills 
any desire the worshipper has when he offers his worship to him. He is universally 
adored and offered worship on a priority basis before one offers worship to any other 
god because not only is he the greatest in the pantheon of gods but also because once 
he is pleased with the worshipper then all other gods are easy to please; none of them 
would ever think of denying what the worshipper wishes if Lord Ganesh has agreed 
to fulfill his wishes.   

This fact is metaphorically depicted in his being appointed as the ‘chief of the 
attendants of Lord Shiva’. Lord Shiva the greatest of the three senior-most gods, i.e. 
the three gods of the holy Trinity consisting of Brahma the creator, Vishnu the 
sustainer, and Shiva or Rudra the concluder. It is this reason why Shiva is honoured 
by the title of a ‘Maha-Deva’, the Great God. All other gods are his juniors, i.e. they 
attend to the wishes of Lord Shiva. Therefore, Ganesh’s anointment as the chief of 
Shiva’s attendants is a symbolic way of making him the ‘chief of all the gods who are 
junior to Lord Shiva’.  

The two wives of Lord Ganapati are said to be Buddhi and Shiddhi who are 
personifications of the virtues of intellect and the glories that come with 
achievements.  

One of the sub-Purans or Up-purans, known as ‘Mudgal-puran’ which is 
named after sage Mudgal is dedicated chiefly to the narration of the nine main 
incarnations of Lord Ganapati, or Lord Ganesh who is the son of Lord Shiva and 
Parvati, and is the chief deity who is worshipped first during any religious ceremony 
or auspicious activity. This Up-puran was probably written between 900-1100 A.D. 
The nine incarnations of Ganapati mentioned in this sub-Puran are the following—
Vakradanta, Ekdanta, Mahodar, Gajaanan, Lambodar, Vikat, Vighna-raaja, Dhumra-
varna, and Yoga. Besides these nine incarnations, it also lists 23 more forms of Lord 
Ganesh.  

He is said to be the wisest and most honoured of the Hindu Gods and is 
always worshipped in the beginning of any endeavour or enterprise, whether it 
pertains to the mundane worldly affairs or to the spiritual realm. This is done to 
invoke his blessings which preempt any evil forces from throwing a spanner in the 
wheel of the successful completion of the exercise. 

The Tripura Tapini Upanishad of the Atharva Veda tradition, Canto 3, verse 
no. 15, describes the Mantra of Lord Ganesh which highlights his exalted nature and 
superior stature amongst all the gods, while Canto 4, paragraph no. 12 describes its 
importance for the worshipper.  

The Mantra is “Ganaanam Twa Ganpatim Havaamahe Kavim 
Kavinaamupasra-vastabham; Jyestha Rajam Brahanam Brahamnaspata Aa Naha 
Srinva-nnutubhiha Seed Saadanam”. [Briefly it means—‘I pay my obeisance and 
respect to Lord Ganesh who is the most senior amongst all the attendants of the Lord 
and even the Gods. He is most exalted, wise and learned. He is like the biggest king 
or emperor amongst those who are enlightened about Brahm, and is Brahm himself 
personified. There is no one better or senior than you. Be gracious upon me; be 
pleased with me. I bow before you most humbly and submit myself before you.’]  

When this hymn is being said, the worshipper should prefix and suffix it with 
the Beej Mantra of Ganesh, which is the Sanskrit letter ‘Ga’ (as in gum) with a Bindu 
(dot) on top, and pronounced as ‘Gam/Gan(g)’ (pronounced as gum or gun(g)).] 

The Tarak Mantra of Lord Ganapati is ‘OM Gum/gun(g)’ according to the 
Ganapti Upanishad, verse no. 8.  

Now let us understand the symbolism of the various parts of this God. His 
large ears imply that the Lord hears everything, from every corner, and from 
everyone; the Lord is extremely receptive and gathers information and knowledge 
from all available sources. He is a good listener, a virtue that makes him a good 
teacher, because one has to learn first and it is only then that he can teach others. The 
large size of the ear that resemble a winnow-basket or a hand-held fan indicate that 
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the Lord is able to blow away useless pieces of information and accept only the useful 
ones like the case of the winnowing basket or the hand-fan that is used to blow away 
chaff and retain the grain.  

His large head stands for great intellect and mind.  
He has two tusks—one that is full stands for the Truth that is perfect, 

complete, priceless and beautiful. The other tusk that is broken indicates an imperfect 
world that is incomplete, worthless, and not as good as it seems to be. Since the two 
tusks are part of Lord Ganesh’s body, the implication is that both the Absolute Truth 
as well as the not-so-absolute truth is a part of the universal whole known as Brahm. 
In other words, the perfect world of spiritual truth represented by the full tusk, and the 
imperfect world of material sense objects represented by the broken tusk are part of 
the same universal Truth known as Brahm. The fact that the intellect helps one to 
discriminate between the right and the wrong only when there is a choice is indicated 
by the two tusks—one that is full indicates the correct and the straight path, and the 
one that is broken implies the crooked and the wrong path.  

The bent and long trunk has the following connotations—(i) it stands for 
OM, the cosmic sound that reverberates (‘trumpets’) in the ether that fills the space of 
the sky where the entire creation is harboured; (ii) since the trunk emerges from the 
head of the elephant and it can uproot big trees and clear the path ahead for the 
elephant, the implied meaning is that the Lord employs his mind and intellect to get 
rid of the greatest of delusions and ignorance and other spiritual obstacles or hurdles, 
no matter how crooked they may be, that come in the way of seekers of Truth.  

His wide mouth indicates a good appetite, and this stands for his ability to 
accept a wide range of knowledge. It also means that the Lord can speak on a wide 
range of topics with the greatest of ease and with the highest level of erudition and 
expertise at oratory.  

His big belly stands for his endless appetite for knowledge and wisdom which 
he assimilates with ease. Being a personified form of Brahm, the Supreme Being, it 
also means that the Lord harbours the entire creation inside his own self. His big belly 
stands for the immense size of the universe.  

Ganesh has four arms indicating the four components of the Anthakaran, 
called the inner-self. These are Mana (mind), Buddhi (intellect), Chitta (sub-
conscious) and Ahankaar (ego, false pride etc.) 

One of his hands holds a Paasha (snare; rope) which stands for worldly 
attachments and entanglements that the Lord is able to control. The second hand 
holds an Ankush (goad) which stands for the ability to exercise control over the sense 
organs and natural urges. The third hand holds a Modak (a ball of sweetmeat) which 
stands for the spiritual rewards. And the fourth hand is held in the Var Mudra which 
is used to bless his devotees and give them fearlessness.  

His mount is a small mouse.  The mouse is notorious for stealing grain and 
ruining the store. Hence it is a metaphor for all the evil and negative qualities in a 
creature that are demeaning for his soul and lead to his ruin, and the fact that the Lord 
sits on the mouse shows that the Lord helps one to overcome them; or the fact that the 
Lord is able to overcome and subdue all the negativities of creation. The ‘small’ size 
of the mouse indicates that even a small negative trait in us can rob us of all the other 
good we have like the small rat can ruin the greatest of harvest or a huge granary.   

The mouse is fond of sweets and grains. This indicates that the Lord is fond 
of good virtues and qualities of creation, and he searches them out from all the 
corners of creation like the mouse that goes on rummaging for grain and sweetmeats 
throughout his life.   

The Ganapti Upanishad of the Atharva Veda tradition, which is the twenty-
fifth Upanishad of this Veda, is entirely dedicated to him. It is propounded therein 
that Lord Ganpati resides in the inner-self of all living beings as their Atma, the soul 
and the pure consciousness. It then goes on to explain the meaning of the word 
Ganapti, how to meditate upon the Lord, the Mala-Mantras dedicated to him which 
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are used to turn the beads of the rosary while doing Japa (repetition of the holy 
Mantras), the spiritual rewards of such meditation and contemplation, some special 
Mantras of the Lord which helps the worshipper fulfill his desires and attain fruits of 
his efforts, the benefits of reading this eclectic Upanishad, and the rules to be 
followed while doing so as well as for preaching this Upanishad to others. The visible 
form of Lord Ganpati has also been described in this Upanishad (verse no. 11-14).  

The image of Lord Ganapti is described in verse nos. 11-12 of the Ganapti 
Upanishad as follows— 
“verse no. 11 =  The Lord (Ganapati) has one tusk and four arms. He holds a ‘Paash’ 
(a snare) and an ‘Ankush’ (a goad) in two of his arms, while the third is held in the 
‘Abhaya Mudra’ (the posture that grants perpetual fearlessness to his devotees) and 
the fourth in the ‘Var Mudra’ (the posture that grants boon of wish fulfillment to his 
devotees). He holds a flag with the insignia of a rat/mouse (11). 
“verse no. 12 = His countenance is red like blood. His abdomen is large (big and pot-
bellied). His ears are also large like the hand-held winnowing fan. He is covered in 
clothes of red colour.  

His body is covered by a paste of red-coloured perfume. He is duly 
worshipped with red coloured flowers (12).”] 

 
 

Prayer offered to the Sun God 
 

¼2½ 
 
nhu&n;kyq fnokdj nsokA dj eqfu] euqt] lqjklqj lsokAA1AA 
fge&re&dfj&dsgfj djekyhA ngu nks’k&nq[k&nqfjr&#tkyhAA2AA 
dksd&dksdun&yksd&izdklhA rst&izrki&:i&jl&jklh AA3AA 
lkjfFk iaxq] fnC; jFk&xkehA gfj&ladj&fof/k&ewjfr LokehAA4AA 

  csn&iqjku izxV tl tkxSA rqylh jke&Hkxfr cj ek¡xSAA5AA 
 
 
                                                    (2) 
 
dīna-dayālu divākara dēvā. kara muni, manuja, surāsura sēvā. 1.  
hima-tama-kari-kēhari karamālī. dahana dōṣa-dukha-durita-rujālī. 2.  
kōka-kōkanada-lōka-prakāsī. tēja-pratāpa-rūpa-rasa-rāsī. 3.  
sārathi paṅgu, dibya ratha-gāmī. hari-saṅkara-vidhi-mūrati svāmī. 4.  
bēda-purāna pragaṭa jasa jāgai. tulasī rāma-bhagati bara mām̐gai. 5.  
 
Verse no. 2—Oh Lord Sun, who is merciful towards the distressed! Sages and 
hermits, men of all denominations, the Gods and the demons—all serve (i.e. worship, 
honour and show respect to) you. (1).  
 
For the purpose of eliminating (overcoming, subduing, vanquishing, conquering) frost 
and darkness which are like strong elephants, you are like a lion, the king of the 
forest, who is easily able to subdue the mightiest of elephants. You wear a garland of 
rays around you. [This refers to the brilliant halo that surrounds the Sun. It represents 
an aura of divinity and holiness that surrounds you from all sides.]  

You turn to ashes (i.e. burn and eliminate) faults, shortcomings, defects, flaws, 
grief, sorrows, unrighteousness, misdemeanors, and diseases (that would thrive on this 
earth if there was no sunlight and its heat). (2).  
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You provide an extreme sense of joy and happiness to the Chakva (an ostrich) and 
Chakvi (its female companion) when they are united during the day after being 
separated overnight. You make the lotus bloom. [That is, you bless the world with 
light symbolizing auspiciousness and good tidings.]  

You light up the entire world. You are a treasury of immense splendour, 
radiance, brilliance, glory, beauty and the nectar or essence of life. (3).  
 
You ride a magnificent and glorious chariot. Your charioteer (named Arun) is a lame. 
Oh Lord! You are an image (or another manifestation; a personified form) of Brahma 
(the creator), Vishnu (the sustainer) and Shiva (the concluder). (4).  
 
Your grand fame and stupendous glories are sparkling with a brilliant dazzle in the 
Vedas and the Purans. Tulsidas asks you for a boon of devotion for Lord Ram. (5). 
 

[Note—(a) The Sun God or Surya—References of the Upanishads dealing with the 
Sun God— 

(i) Rig Veda = Aiteriyo-panishad, Canto 1, verse no. 4, Canto 2, verse no. 4. 
(ii) Sam Veda = Chandogya Upanishad, 1/6/3, 5, 6; 1/10/7; 2/9; 2/14; 

2/24/12-14; 3/1-11; 3/18; 5/13; 6/4/2 etc.; Savitri Upanishad.  
(iii) Shukla Yajur Veda = and Brihad Aranyak Upanishad of Shukla Yajur 

Veda—2/1/2; 2/5/5; 3/7/9; 3/9/5; 5/15.   
(iv) Krishna Yajur Veda = Akchu Upanishad, Cantos 1 and 2; Brahmo-

panishad, verse no. 1; Taitteriya Upanishad, Valli 1, Anuvaak 1, verse no. 1; Valli 1, 
Anuvaak 5, verse no. 2; Shwetashwatar Upanishad, Canto 2; Naryan Upanishad, 
verse no. 1.   

(v) Atharva Veda = Prashna Upanishad, Canto 1, verse nos. 4-8; Surya 
Upanishad; Gayatri Upanishad; Pashupat Brahm Upanishad, Purva Kanda/Canto 1, 
verse nos. 8, 21, 24, 28, and Uttar Kanda/Canto 2, verse nos. 6, 15-16 (stresses that 
the Sun is a metaphor for the Atma and Brahm); Tripura Tapini Upanishad, Canto 1, 
verse/paragraph no. 13 (which says that the Sun is a revelation of the Parmatma or 
Brahm; or it is symbol  of the union of the Jivatma and the Parmatma); and Canto 4, 
verse/paragraph no. 11 (which highlights the importance of the worship of the Sun 
God); Brihajjabal Upanishad, Brahman 6, verse no. 12; Nrisingh Tapini Upanishad, 
Canto 1, verse no. 3; Tripadvibhut Maha Narayan Upanishad, Canto 4, paragraph no. 
4 (Brahm as splendorous as the Sun).  
 
The Sanskrit word for the Sun God or Aditya is Surya. This word has three 
connotations—viz. (i) Sarat(ha)—one who moves like the wind or the cloud. This 
refers to the Sun because it moves constantly across the sky. It also refers to the 
supreme cosmic Consciousness that makes all movement possible. (ii) Svikriti(ha)—
this means one who receives and accepts. This virtue refers to the fact that all 
offerings offered to the fire sacrifice are done in the presence of the Sun, and since 
the latter is the celestial cauldron of fire all the offerings are deemed to be offered to 
it. In another plane, it refers to the Jiva, the living being, who receives stimuli from 
the world and then accepts them and deduces that the world from where they 
originate is real and true. (iii) Subhrate and Savita—meaning one who shines 
brilliantly. This is very obvious in the case of the Sun. This virtue refers to the 
supreme Self or supreme Consciousness that is self-illuminated and self-effulgent. 
 Sun God or Surya appears first in the Rig Veda, 1/50. He is one of the chief Gods 
that sustain life. He is closely related to the Fire God; the Sun is a visible 
manifestation of the fire element. The sun is regarded as the ‘eye’ of the Viraat 
Purush, and at the time of creation when this Viraat Purush revealed himself as the 
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individual creature such as for example a cow, a horse and a man, the Sun God took 
up residence in the eye (refer Aitereyo-panishad of Rig Veda, Canto 1, verse no. 4, 
and Canto 2, verse nos. 3-4). He is also regarded as visible manifestation of the 
supreme transcendental Brahm (refer Brihad Aranyaka Upanishad, 2/1/2; 2/5/5; 
3/7/9). The Sun God watched the deeds done by all the creatures (Rig Veda, 1/50/2). 
The Sun is like the Atma of all the creatures (Akchu Upanishad, Canto 1, verse no. 1; 
Rig Veda, 1/115/1; Shatpath Brahman, 14/3/2/9).  
 The Sun is the brightest, the most splendorous, the brilliantly radiant, the most 
majestic and grandest entity in the entire firmament. The whole length and breadth of 
the sky is lit with its light; all the objects present in the sky, visible or invisible, are 
illuminated by its light. It is the eternal and infinite celestial source of light, heat and 
energy; it inspires, fosters, sustains and protects life in this world; it is synonymous 
with and a metaphor for life in all its dimensions. Its splendour and radiance makes it 
an apt metaphor for knowledge, wisdom, erudition, sagacity and enlightenment. As 
an embodiment of this virtue of knowledge, wisdom, erudition and sagacity he has 
been held in high esteem and as the great teacher and preacher of eclectic knowledge 
pertaining to the philosophy expounded by the Upanishads. He had assumed the form 
of a horse and revealed the Shukla Yajur Veda to the great sage Yagyavalkya. He was 
also the teacher of Hanuman, said to be incarnate Wind God and Lord Shiva, and who 
was the great, most ardent and the wisest devotee of Lord Ram.  

 From the physical perspective also, the Sun is regarded as a fount of light, 
energy and heat which supports life in all forms in this physical world. No life is 
imaginable without the presence of the Sun.  

According to mythological accounts, the Sun God was the son of sage 
Kashyap and his wife Aditi from whom all the Gods were born. He is said to be a 
revelation from the eye of the Viraat Purush also known as Vishnu who is the 
macrocosmic all-pervading and all-encompassing vast and invisible form of the 
Supreme Being known as the transcendental Brahm. The physical Sun in the sky is 
the Viraat Purush’s visible form. He was married to Sangya, the daughter of 
Vishwakarma who is regarded as the architect, builder and planner of the Gods. 
Sangya had two sons and one daughter from the Sun God—viz. the sons named 
Shraadha-dev also called Vaivaswat Manu and Yam the god of death, and the 
daughter named Yamuna which is also the name of a famous river in India. Sangya 
could not bear the intensity of the Sun’s heat and light, so she left her ‘shadow’ or 
image and herself went away disguised as a mare to do sever penance. From this 
‘shadow’ were produced two sons and a daughter. The two sons were Shani God who 
is believed to be full of malice and evil forebodings reflecting the genes of his mother 
as a dark shadow, and Saarvarni Manu, and the daughter was Tapti literally meaning 
one who is fierce and hot. In due course of time, the Sun God found out that his real 
wife Sangya was involved in doing severe Tapa, so he was extremely pleased with 
her and brought her back. It was from her form as a mare that the Ashwini Kumars 
were born. They derived their name from the root ‘Ashwa’ meaning a horse. These 
twin sons of the Sun God are regarded as the medicine men of the Gods.  

The Sun is the source of light, heat and energy for this earth. The Sun 
regulates seasons and rains, it controls the cycle of day and night, thereby regulating 
all aspects of life on earth. It is a symbolic personified and visible form of Brahm, the 
sublime form of the Supreme Being also known as the Viraat Purush, the vast and 
infinite macrocosmic form of Brahm. No life is imaginable without the Sun. 
Therefore, it is Pran personified. The Moon is lighted because of the Sun; the Moon 
has no light of its own but shines due the light of the Sun falling upon it. Therefore, 
the Moon showcases the magical power of the Sun to light up even distant bodies 
which have no light of their own. In other words, this Pran element represented by the 
Sun is capable of injecting life in an entity which has no life of its own, here the 
instance of the Moon. Since the Moon is lighted due to the inspiration provided by 
the Sun, it is like the Rayi. The Sun is the inspirer, and the Moon is the inspired one.  
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 The Sun is an excellent example of the gross and the subtle aspects of Brahm. 
The eternal fire that is burning inside the disc of the Sun is the subtle aspect of 
Brahm; it provides the power and energy to the Sun to shine and burn. This fire is the 
‘inspirer’ of the gross aspect of Brahm. The disc of the Sun is the ‘inspired’—the 
heat, light and energy that the physical body of the Sun gives is due to the fire 
burning inside it, but no one can see this fire. The viewer sees the disc of the 
luminous Sun only which is the inspired aspect of the Sun. The hidden fire in the Sun 
is the Pran of the Sun because it lends the latter its worth and power to shine. This 
‘Pran’ of the Sun, i.e. the fire burning inside the Sun is Brahm manifested in its subtle 
form. The visible disc of the Sun, with its dazzling brilliance and splendour, giving 
out heat, light and energy is the manifested aspect of Pran or Brahm; it is the gross 
body of Pran or Brahm. Hence, it is the Rayi of the Sun.  

But the fire burning inside the Sun is not the complete picture of Brahm 
which is a transcendental entity that surpasses all definitions. At the most, the fire 
represents only one of the numerous virtues of Brahm. Therefore, to say that the 
hidden fire inside the Sun is Brahm personified in a subtle form is only a ‘part or 
fraction’ of the entire truth. In fact, the fire is a ‘subtle image’ of Brahm just like the 
external luminous disc of the Sun is the ‘gross image’ of Brahm. The fire embodies 
some of the grand virtues and characteristics of Brahm. The fire is the ‘inspired’ 
aspect of Brahm, and hence it is the ‘Rayi’ of Brahm because it is inspired by Brahm 
to burn and give out light and heat. In the context of the Sun, this fire becomes the 
‘inspirer’ and the Sun becomes the ‘inspired’. The Sun being a visible manifestation 
of the stupendous glories of Brahm is therefore the ‘inspired’ aspect of Brahm. The 
‘inspirer’ Brahm is invisible. So when one worships the Sun as a manifestation of 
Brahm, he does so both in its subtle (‘Amurta’) and gross (‘Murta’) forms as 
mentioned in this verse. When the gross is worshipped, the subtle is automatically 
deemed to be worshipped. They both represent the ‘inspired’ aspect of the sublime 
Brahm that transcends both the gross and the subtle. Brahm is the universal ‘inspirer’ 
of both.  
 The Sun is at the core of life on earth; it helps in producing food crops of all 
varieties such as cereals, pulses, vegetables etc. that are eaten by the living being to 
survive and gain energy and strength. Without the light, energy and heat of the Sun 
there would be no vegetation on earth. Hence, the Sun is the ‘inspirer’ and the ‘food’ 
that is produced by the grace of the Sun is the inspired. When the food is eaten it 
gives the creature energy, strength and vitality. Therefore, that secret and invisible 
aspect of food that is used by the creature to derive energy, strength and vitality is the 
Pran of the food, while its external form, its external body is the gross aspect of this 
Pran. When this food is eaten and digested by the eater, the Pran is transferred to the 
eater in the form of the latter’s own Pran, and the strength, energetic activity and 
vitality that the body of the eater shows is the inspired aspect of this Pran. The food 
therefore is the Pran, and the eater is the Rayi.     
 All the units of Nature that depend upon some Principal, such as the Moon 
depending for its light on the Sun, are called Rayi. These units may be visible (having 
a gross form) or invisible (having a subtle form). 

In mythology, the Sun God revealed himself as Sugriv, the king of the 
monkey race, during Treta-Yug when Lord Ram incarnated, and as Karna during 
Dwapar when Lord Krishna came as an incarnation of Vishnu. Sun God rides a 
chariot driven by Arun who is the son of Vintaa (his mother) and the elder brother of 
Garud, the legendary heron or eagle who is the mount of Lord Vishnu. The seven 
horses of the chariot represent the seven colours of the Sun’s light. He is constantly 
on the move and controls and regulates the seasons, months, solstice and year. 

The Surya Mandal, i.e. the divine abode of the Sun God, has been narrated in 
the Vishnu Puran, section 2, canto 10, verse nos. 1-23. It is also referred to in the 
Tripadvibhut Upanishad of the Atharva Veda, Canto 5, paragraph no. 15 as falling in 
the path of a spiritual aspirant who, upon leaving his gross body, is going astride the 
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Garud (the divine vehicle of Vishnu which is represented by the OM Mantra here) 
through the path of the sky to the heaven where Lord Vishnu lives.    
 Atharva Veda’s Pashupat Brahm Upanishad, Canto 1, verse no. 28 describes 
why Aditya or the Sun God is worshipped by wise men. “Aditya (the Sun) illuminates 
the world (i.e. it provides the world its light, life, energy, heat and dynamism). This is 
why Aditya is worshipped and honoured by wise and erudite persons who seek purity 
and knowledge.  

[The Sun gives ‘light’ and removes ‘darkness’. In other words, it grants 
knowledge and wisdom by removing the darkness of delusions and ignorance. Since 
the celestial Sun is employed as a metaphor for Brahm and the Atma, it follows that 
one meditates and contemplates upon the latter two entities to attain true spiritual 
knowledge and enlightenment that would remove one’s darkness caused by worldly 
delusions, and which is the cause of all his fears and perplexities.] (28).”  

According to Yoga Upanishads, the Sun God has his symbolic presence in 
the naval of the body in the Nabhi Chakra or the Manipur Chakra, and as the fire 
element in the Mooladhar Chakra, the Swadhisthan Chakra and the Kundalini. The 
dynamic energy of the sun represented by its life-giving powers is revealed in the 
form of consciousness that flows in the Pingla Naadi, the nerve passing through the 
right nostril. 
 The Akchu Upanishad of the Krishna Yajur Veda tradition lists some of the 
virtues of the Sun God in its Canto 1, verse no. 1 which is exclusively dedicated to his 
grand virtues as follows—he provides the creature with the ability to see; he lights up 
the world for him; he provides the creation with its life and sustains it; he moves 
across the sky with his army of light rays to protect the world from darkness; he 
personifies the three basic Gunas of Sata, Raja and Tama much like Brahm; he takes 
the creature away from darkness representing delusions and ignorance towards light 
symbolising wisdom, knowledge, erudition and enlightenment; he is like the Swan—
pure and immaculate; he is the bearer of life; he is the Jatveda (one having whatever 
is born or created as his property; the all-possessor; one who knows everything and is 
known by all creation; the word is usually applied as an epithet for the eternal fire 
element of which the sun is a visible manifestation and container); he is as intirinsicly 
valuable as molten and purified gold; he is Tapa (austerity, penace, sufferance for a 
noble cause) personified; he is the emperor of creation and is crowned with a 
glittering crown and wears an equally glittering robe consisting of rays of the 
sunlight; he is the son of Aditi, the mother of Gods, and he lives as ‘sight’ in our eyes.  
 Aditya or the Sun God, or his visible form as the celestial Sun, has been 
repeatedly regarded by the Upanishads as a visible manifestation of the Viraat Purush 
who himself is the macrocosmic gross body of Brahm. For example, Sam Veda’s 
Chandogya Upanishad—1/6/3, 5, 6; 1/10/7; 2/9; 2/14; 2/24/12-14; 3/1-11; 3/18; 5/13; 
6/4/2 etc.; Shukla Yajur Veda’s Brihad Aranyak Upanishad—2/1/2; 2/5/5; 3/7/9; 
3/9/5; 5/15; Krishna Yajur Veda’s Brahmo-panishad, verse no. 1; Taitteriya 
Upanishad, Valli 1, Anuvaak 5, verse no. 2.  

He is the eye of the Supreme Being—refer Aiteriyo-panishad of Rig Veda, 
Canto 1, verse no. 4, and finds his abode in the creature’s eye— refer Aiteriyo-
panishad, Canto 2, verse no. 4. 

The Prashna Upanishad of Atharva Veda, Canto 1, verse nos. 4-6, 8 
describes the Sun God as the Pran—the vital life giving factor in creation, the life 
consciousness, and in Canto 1, verse nos. 9, 12-15 as Prajapti—the creator, motivator, 
nourisher, sustainer, protector and caretaker of the subjects of this creation. He is 
called the Fire God or the Vaishwanar Agni, the Viraat Purush, the Pran or life 
consciousness that supports all life in this world—Canto 1, verse no. 7.   
 The Akchu Upanishad of the Krishna Yajur Veda tradition is fully dedicated to 
the Sun God. It has two parts—in its Canto 1 sage Sankriti offers prayers to the Sun 
God, and Canto 2 contains the metaphysical and spiritual teachings of the Sun God 
for the benefit of the sage.  
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 The Taitteriya Upanishad of the Krishna Yajur Veda tradition, in its Valli 1, 
Anuvaak 1, verse no. 1, says that the Sun God is known as ‘Mitra’, literally meaning 
a friend. This is because the Sun God’s benevolence and life-sustaining abilities make 
him a fast friend of every single living being in creation. He fosters life and is a friend 
of life rather than being its enemy by annihilating it. He helps the world to develop 
and grow as well as to acquire its stupendous magnificence and glory—refer 
Taitteriya Upanishad, Valli 1, Anuvaak 5, verse no. 2.  

He is also known as ‘Savita’—refer Savitru-panishad of Sam Veda tradition, 
and Shwetashwatar Upanishad, Canto 2 of Krishna Yajur Veda tradition.  

The Narayan Upanishad of Krishna Yajur Veda, in its verse no. 1 says that 
he was born from Lord Narayan, i.e. Lord Vishnu. The same thing is asserted in 
Brahmo-panishad of Krishna Yajur Veda, verse no. 1 which states that Aditya, the 
Sun God, is a manifestation of Lord Vishnu. But this is understandable because 
Vishnu and the Viraat Purush is the same Lord having different names according to 
the degree of subtlety and the scriptural text one is referring to; both are 
synonymously used. Whereas the Viraat Purush was the macrocosmic gross body of 
the supreme transcendental Brahm that appeared in the first stage of creation when 
Brahm decided to initiate it, he was called Vishnu at a little later stage when the 
visible creation was just about to be initiated, because it is from Vishnu that Brahma 
the creator was born who later gave shape to the creation itself.  

The Ram Uttar Tapini Upanishad of the Atharva Veda, Canto 5, verse no. 
4/27 says that Surya or the Sun God is a manifestation of Lord Ram who himself is 
the supreme transcendental Brahm personified.    

The Sun God is one of the ten Lokpals or custodians of the world because all 
forms of life on earth revolve around the benevolence of the Sun. 

‘Aditya’ or the Sun God appears in the Vedas as follows—Rig Veda-- 
1/41/4-6; 2/27; 8/47/14-18; 10/185; Sam Veda—395; 397; Yajur Veda—23/5; 34/54; 
Atharva Veda—5/3/9-10; 16/3. 
 
The Tripura Tapini Upanishad of the Atharva Veda tradition, Canto 4, 
verse/paragraph no. 11 describes the great Mantra of the Sun God. To quote— 

“[This paragraph is dedicated to the Sun as a visible manifestation of the 
dynamic powers of the Supreme Being which have revealed themselves as the divine 
Goddess. Just like the Goddess which has astounding powers which are benign when 
favourable but destructive when malignant, the Sun too plays a life infusing and 
sustaining role in its benign form, but scorches everything to ruin when it gets 
unfavourable. This is proved by the fact that the same Sun which gives the much 
needed heat, light and energy to this creation, which produces and regulates the 
seasons, the rainfall, and the cycle of day and night, also produces droughts and 
famines, and sucks out life from this world by its relentless heat and sunshine. It has 
been said elsewhere in the Upanishads that the Sun is visible manifestation of the 
supreme Brahm. The Sun is also regarded as a personified form of the Fire God as 
well as the ‘eye’ of the Supreme Being.] 

The three letters A, U and M combine together to form the word OM. [This 
word OM refers to Brahm.] 

The ‘Hans’ (i.e. Brahm) that is virtuous, pure, holy and divine resides in the 
infinite sky. The ‘Hota’ (the priest who offers oblations to the sacred fire during the 
sacrifice) offers sacrifices to this Hans on the altar.  

[This refers to the offering of oblations to the sacred fire that is meant to be 
accepted by the Supreme Being.] 

This sacred fire is like an honoured guest, and lives in one’s own household. 
[This statement has another connotation. It refers to the fact that the Fire God, in his 
elementary form as the fire element that provides energy, heat, warmth and light, 
resides in the creature’s body in a subtle form. This Fire God would then be 
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synonymous with the ‘consciousness’ living in the creature’s body because the body 
is kept alive and energized by this conscious factor.]  

Similarly, the seasons also live amongst the men and have their symbolic 
place in the sacrificial altar. They have been created from a combination of such 
factors of Nature as water, rays of the sun, truthfulness and mountains.  

A wise man who offers worship to the Sun God—who is a fount of brilliance, 
radiance, splendour and light, who brings dusk in its wake (i.e. where there is no Sun 
there is darkness), and who symbolizes the stupendous potentials of Pragya (true and 
deep knowledge; the virtues of wisdom, erudition, sagacity, enlightenment, 
expertise)—is able to attain all the eclectic fruits or the best of rewards that one can 
expect in this world by doing auspicious deeds. This fact is evident in each word of 
the Mantra dedicated to the Sun God. [The Mantra is not mentioned here, but it is the 
Gayatri Mantra explained at length in Canto 1 of this Upanishad.]  

The ‘Adrija’ is the divine Goddess who epitomizes the glorious virtues of 
Brahm in their dynamic manifestation. [The word ‘Adrija’ has to parts—‘Adri’ 
means a Mountain and ‘Aja’ means a daughter. Hence, the word refers to the 
‘daughter of the sacred Mountain’. This is a reference to Goddess Parvati, the divine 
consort of Shiva, who is the daughter of the King of the Mountains.]  

She lives in the sky high above. [This refers to the Sun which epitomizes the 
dynamic energy and potentials of the Supreme Being in its most brilliant, powerful 
and evident form.] [11].”   
 
The Tripadvibhut Maha Narayan Upanishad of the Atharva Veda tradition, Canto 4, 
paragraph no. 4 asserts that the supreme Brahm is comparable to the celestial Sun or 
Aditya in its splendour and visible glory. To quote—“I (the spiritual aspirant) know 
(am acquainted with) this great Purush (the divine Being, the divine Brahm, the 
Supreme Being) who is as splendorous and radiant as the celestial Sun (‘Aditya’), and 
who is beyond the reach of darkness (‘Tama’). [The word ‘Tama’ means darkness 
and it implies a preponderance of the negative virtues of Avidya or ignorance and 
lack of true knowledge (refer last stanza of paragraph no. 5), and ‘Maya’ means 
delusions along with all its accompanying spiritual problems. The ‘Aditya’ or the Sun 
is the only self-illuminated celestial body in the sky, and all the planets are lighted by 
it. This metaphor of the Sun in relation to Brahm is most apt because it is Brahm that 
is at the core of life in this creation. Brahm is pure cosmic Consciousness. It is the 
Consciousness that injects ‘life and vitality’ into the otherwise lifeless and inane 
creation; it is the Consciousness that ‘illuminates’ this world for the creature in as 
much as it enables the creature’s body to perceive the external world through his 
sense organs of perception just like the celestial Sun lights up the world for him to see 
with its physical light. The whole creation revolves round this Consciousness just like 
the planets go around the Sun. The Sun is the sustainer and protector of life on our 
planet, and hence to liken it with the supreme sustainer and protector known as 
Brahm is also very appropriate for purposes of understanding. Again, the Sun is the 
most evident source of light in the world and it removes the latter’s darkness by its 
own illumination which also is another reason for its selection to represent Brahm.]”  
 The Surya Upanishad of the Atharva Veda tradition, verse no. 3 asserts that all 
forms of life on earth depend upon the Sun God. The Sun is the haribinger as well as 
the sustainer, protector and nourisher of life in the world.  
 To quote—“The Sun God is the Atma (the soul, the essence and the basic life 
infusing, life supporting and life protecting element) of this creation. [That is, without 
the Sun no life in any form is imaginable or viable in this world.] It is the Sun that is 
the cause of all life forms coming into being in this world—i.e. it is the Sun God who 
is the progenitor of all living beings in this world because it is the Sun that provides 
the world with its energy, heat, light to sustain life in it; it is the Sun God who is the 
harbinger of life on earth; it is the Sun God from whom all the life forms are born.  
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It is from the Sun that the Yagya (fire sacrifices), the Parjanya (the life-giving 
rain), the Anna (food; crops) and the Atma (consciousness; life and its vital signs) 
have come into existence. And it is the Sun that sustains and protects them all (3).” 
 
According to the Atharva Veda’s Pashupat Brahm Upanishad, Purva Kanda/Canto 1, 
verse no. 24, the symbolic Sun that resides in the subtle heart of the creature has 
ninty-six rays radiating out from it. These rays stand for the ninty-six Tattwas 
(elements) of creation as referred to separately in Canto 1, verse nos. 14-15.  
 
(b) The twelve Adityas—According to mythology, there are said to be twelve Adityas 
which are simply as many forms of the Sun God. These are the revelations of Brahm 
in the form of the Sun to carry out the following functions of creation—(a) take care 
of the world (Rig Veda, 2/27/4); (b) are like the heads (Taiteriya Brahman, 1/2/3/3) 
and eyes (Jaimini, Uttar. 2/1/2/3) of all the creatures.  
 The Ram Uttar Tapini Upanishad of the Atharva Veda, Canto 5, verse no. 4/34 
says that the Adityas are none but manifestations of Lord Ram who himself is the 
supreme transcendental Brahm personified.    

These twelve Adityas appear first in the Rig Veda 1/41/4-6 and 2/27. They 
are the sons of Aditi, the mother of Gods (Atharva Veda, 8/9/21). They are the 
following—the eight Vasus + Indra + Sun + Vishnu + Shiva = twelve in number. 

According to Brihad Aranakya Upanishad 3/9/5, the twelve months of the 
year represent these twelve Adityas, one month for one Aditya. In this Upanishad, 
sage Yagyawalkya draws a parallel between the twelve months of a year and the 
twelve Adityas for the following reasons—First, with the passage of one complete 
year, a corresponding number of years are subtracted from the total number of years 
that a person is supposed to live in this world. That is, death comes so much the 
nearer to him. The passage of the sun across the sky from dawn to dusk is used as a 
symbolic way of depicting the passage of the life of a man from his birth till his 
death. Since there are twelve mythological suns and twelve months in a year, a 
parallel is drawn between them and the life of a man.  

Second, the whole life of an individual creature as well as the entire creation 
as a whole depends upon the various seasons that appear in a year. If even one of the 
seasons is disturbed, the entire cycle of life is disturbed correspondingly. For the 
smooth functioning of life, all the seasons must appear in a rhythmic and systematic 
manner, and it is a scientific fact that the seasons, upon which the life on earth is so 
dependent, also themselves depend upon the sun. That is why the Adityas are termed 
as being synonymous with the twelve months of the year as well as with the life cycle 
of creation. 

According to Vishnu Puran, the twelve Adityas are the 
following—Dhata (pronounced as ‘Dhaataa’), Aryama (pronounced as 
‘Aryamaa’ as calf), Mitra, Varun, Anshu, Bhug, Indra, Vishawan 
(pronounced as ‘Vivaswaan’), Pusha (pronounced as ‘Pushaa’), Parjanya, 
Twashta (pronounced as ‘Twashtaa’), and Vishnu.  

The Sun God is worshipped by twelve names during the twelve months of a 
year. These names and the months are as follows—(1) as Dhata during the first 
Hindu month of Chaitra also known as Madhu (roughly corresponding to mid-March 
and mid-April); (2) as Aryama during the second Hindu month of Vaishakha also 
known as Madhav (roughly corresponding to mid-April to mid-May); (3) as Mitra 
during the third Hindu month of Jyestha also known as Shukra (roughly 
corresponding to mid-May and mid-June); (4) as Varun during the fourth Hindu 
month of Ashad also known as Shuchi (roughly corresponding to mid-June and mid-
July); (5) as Indra during the fifth Hindu month of Sravan also known as Nabha 
(roughly corresponding to mid-July and mid-August); (6) as Vivaswan during the 
sixth Hindu month of Bhadrapad also known as Nabhasya (roughly corresponding to 
mid-August and mid-September); (7) as Pusha during the seventh Hindu month of 
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Aashwani also known as Tapa (roughly corresponding to mid-September and mid-
October); (8) as Kratu during the eighth Hindu month of Kartik also known as 
Tapasya (roughly corresponding to mid-October and mid-November); (9) as Anshu 
during the ninth Hindu month of Marga Shirsha also known as Saha (roughly 
corresponding to mid-November and mid-December); (10) as Bhag during the tenty 
Hindu month of Paush also known as Pushya (roughly corresponding to mid-
December and mid-January); (11) as Twasta during the eleventh Hindu month of 
Magh also known as Esh or Ish (roughly corresponding to mid-January and mid-
February); and (12) as Vishnu during the twelfth Hindu month of Phalgun also known 
as Urj (roughly corresponding to mid-February and mid-March).  

Since the Sun God is a manifestation of the Supreme Being known as Viraat 
Purush, he is like an Emperor who, during his sojourn across the sky which is like his 
vast realm, is accompanied by many sages called Rishis, celestial courtesans called 
Apsaras, celestial musicians called Gandharvas, servants called Raak-chhas or 
demons, guards known as Bhalls, and serpents called Naags. The Rishis walk in the 
front singing the Lord’s glories in sacred hymns; the Apsaras dance to the music 
scores by Gandharvas; the Raak-chhas (demons) push the chariot from rear; the 
Bhalls take care of the chariot and guide it along, while the Naags pull it forward.  

These attendants are also different like the forms in which the Sun God is 
worshipped in different months as described above. The list is outlined month-wise in 
the following sequence—Rishi, Apsara, Gandharva, Raksha, Bhalla and Naag. 

(1) The month of Chaitra—Rishi is Pulastya; Apsara is Kritsthali; Gandharva 
is Tumburu; Raak-chhas is Heti; Bhalla is Rath-krit; and Naag is Vaasuki. 

(2) The month of Vaishaakha—Rishi is Pulaha; Apsara is Punjikasthali; 
Gandharva is Naarad; Raak-chhas is Praheti; Bhalla is Oja (‘Ojaha’); and Naag is 
Kachaneer.  

(3) The month of Jyestha—Rishi is Atri; Apsara is Menakaa; Gandharva is 
Hahaa; Raak-chhas is Paurusheya; Bhalla is Rathaswan; and Naag is Takshak.  

(4) The month of Ashadha—Rishi is Vashishta; Apsara is Rambhaa; 
Gandharva is Huhu; Raak-chhas is Shukra; Bhalla is Chitraswan; and Naag is Saha-
janya. 

(5) The month of Sraavan—Rishi is Angira; Apsara is Pramlochaa; 
Gandharva is Vishwaa-vasu; Raak-chhas is Varya; Bhalla is Srotaa; and Naag is 
Elaapatra. 

(6) The month of Bhadrapaad—Rishi is Bhrigu; Apsara is Anumlochaa; 
Gandharva is Ugrasen; Raak-chhas is Vyagrha; Bhalla is Aasaaran; and Naag is 
Shankha-paal. 

(7) The month of Ashwin—Rishi is Gautam; Apsara is Ghritaachi; 
Gandharva is Dhananjay; Raak-chhas is Vaat; Bhalla is Suruchi; and Naag is Sushen. 

(8) The month of Kaartik—Rishi is Bhardwaj; Apsara is Varchaa; Gandharva 
is Parjanya; Raak-chhas is Senjit; Bhalla is Vishwa; and Naag is Eieraawat/Earaawat. 

(9) The month of Maargashirsha—Rishi is Kashyap; Apsara is Urvashi; 
Gandharva is Ritsen; Raak-chhas is Vidy-chhatru; Bhalla is Taakcharya; and Naag is 
Mahaa-shankha. 

(10) The month of Paush—Rishi is Aayu; Apsara is Purvachitti; Gandharva is 
Sfurja; Raak-chhas is Arishta-nemi; Bhalla is Uurna/Oorna; and Naag is Karkotak. 

(11) The month of Maagh—Rishi is Jamdagni also known as Richik-tanaya; 
Apsara is Tilottamaa; Gandharva is Shatjit; Raak-chhas is Brahmapet; Bhalla is 
Dhrit-raashtra; and Naag is Kambal. 

(12) The month of Phaalgun—Rishi is Vishwaa-mitra/Vishwamitra; Apsara 
is Rambhaa; Gandharva is Suryavarchaa; Raak-chhas is Makhaapet; Bhalla is 
Satyajit; and Naag is Aswatar. 

The Nrisingh Purvatapini Upanishad of the Atharva Veda, in its Brahman 1, 
verse no. 3 says that the Adityas, along with the Vasus and Rudras etc., were born out 
of the third step of the divine Anushtup Chanda in which the Mantra of Lord Nrisingh 
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was revealed to the creator Brahma when he did severe Tapa in order to initiate the 
process of creation. 

The Devi Upanishad of the Atharva Veda tradition, verse no. 4 says that the 
Adityas or the various forms of the Sun God are manifestations of the Mother 
Goddess, who actually represents the dynamism of the supreme transcendental 
Brahm, the Supreme Being. The Goddess is the energy, authority and powers of 
Brahm that are employed by the latter to create and control this creation, both at the 
macrocosmic level as well as the microcosmic level. The Aditya or the Sun God is 
this dynamism of Brahm revealed at the macrocosmic level.   

The divine glories of Aditya (Sun God) have been narrated in the Surya 
Upanishad of the Atharva Veda, verse no. 4-5 as follows— 
“Verse no. 4 = I bow most reverentially before Lord Aditya (the Sun God). You are 
evidently the one who inspires all activities and the deeds done by all living beings. 
You are the visible manifestation of the Trinity Gods such as Brahma the creator, 
Vishnu the sustainer, nourisher and protector, and Rudra the concluder of creation. 
You are a personified form of the four Vedas, viz. the Rig, the Yajur, the Sam and the 
Atharva. Therefore, you are an evident revelation of the Chandas (because the Vedas 
are composed in Chandas which are special poetical styles in which their hymns are 
composed) (4). 
“Verse no. 5 = It is from Aditya (the Sun God) that the primary elements of creation 
such as wind or air, earth, water and fire as well as light were born or created. The 
sky and directions also have their origin in Aditya. [These primary elements of 
creation owe their existence to the Sun.] 

It is from Aditya that the Gods and the Vedas have emerged.  
It is Aditya that heats up the universe in the sense that the former keeps the 

latter warm and provides it with its energy, vitality, strength and dynamism.  
It is Aditya that is manifested in the form of the four aspects of the 

Anthakaran (the subtle aspects of the inner-self)—i.e. the Mana (subtle mind and 
subtle heart), Buddhi or intellect, Chitta or the mind and the sub-conscious, and 
Ahankar or pride and ego.  

It is Aditya that is present in the form of the four vital winds called Pran that 
sustain and foster life in all living beings in this creation—viz. the Pran, Apaan, 
Samaan, Udaan, and Vyan.  

It is Aditya (i.e. the dynamic but subtle life-infusing energy) that keeps the 
five organs of perception in the body active and alive. These organs are ears (that 
hear), skin (that feels), eyes (that see), tongue (that tastes and speaks), and nose (that 
smells and breathes).   

It is Aditya that has revealed itself in the form of the five Tanmatras of the 
five organs of perception, or the active functions carried out by these five sense 
organs of perception—such as speech or voice (which relates to the ears because it is 
the ear that hears the word that is being spoken), touch and feeling (which relates to 
the skin), form, colour and shape (which relates to the eyes), taste (which relates to 
the tongue), and smell (which relates to the nose).  

It is Aditya that has revealed itself in the form of the five Tanmatras of the 
five organs of action, or the active functions carried out by these five sense organs of 
action—such as the function of speech or voice which relates to the mouth (because it 
is the mouth through which a creature speaks), the function of taking, receiving or 
accepting anything which relates to the hands (because it is the hand by which a 
creature takes or receives or accepts anything), the function of going somewhere or 
the function of mobility which relates to the legs (because it is the leg which helps a 
creature to move and go to the desired destination), the function of excretion or 
elimination of waste from the body which relate to the excretory organs (because it is 
the anus and urinary organs which help a creature to remove waste products from the 
body), and the function of deriving pleasure which relates to the genital organ 
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(because it is through this organ that a creature enjoys the immense pleasure that 
accompanies sex).  

It is Aditya that is an embodiment of the virtues of Anand (bliss and 
happiness), Gyan (knowledge, wisdom, enlightenment), and Vigyan (analytical or 
higher level of Gyan) (5).” 

 
The Sun is said to have twelve Kalaas (shapes, forms, dimensions or aspects) 

and the Sun with each Kalaa would therefore be known by that name. They are called 
‘Dwaadash Aditya’, meaning the twelve forms in which the Sun God is known. They 
are the following—Tapini, Taapini, Dhumraa, Jwaalini, Ruchi, Shushumna, 
Bhogadaa, Vishwaa, Bodhini, Dhaarini and Kshamaa.   

That is why lord Ram was said to belong to the solar race because he had 
twelve Kalaas possessed by the Sun. There is an obvious parallel here.     
 
(c) The eight Adityas—According to the Taiteriya Brahman, 1/1/9/1 gives the name 
of only eight Adityas—(i) Mitra, (ii) Varun (iii) Aryaman (iv) Ansha (v) Bhag (vi) 
Dhaata (vii) Indra, (viii) Vivaswan.] 

 
 

 
Prayer offered to Lord Śiva 

 
¼3½ 

 
dks  tk¡fp;s  laHkq  rft  vkuA 
nhun;kyq Hkxr&vkjfr&gj] lc izdkj lejFk HkxokuAA1AA 
dkydwV&tqj&tjr lqjklqj] fut iu ykfx fd;s fc’k&ikuA 
nk#u  nuqt]  txr&nq[knk;d]  ekjsm  f=iqj  ,d  gh ckuAA2AA 
tks xfr vxe egkeqfu nqyZHk] dgr lar] Jqfr] ldy iqjkuA 
lks xfr eju&dky vius iqj] nsr lnkflo lcfga lekuAA3AA 
lsor  lqyHk]  mnkj  dyir#]  ikjcrh&ifr  ije  lqtkuA 
nsgq dke&fjiq jke&pju&jfr] rqyflnkl dg¡ d`ikfu/kkuAA4AA 
 

 
                                                   (3) 
 
kō jām̐ciyē sambhu taji āna. 
dīnadayālu bhagata-ārati-hara, saba prakāra samaratha bhagavāna. 1.  
kālakūṭa-jura-jarata surāsura, nija pana lāgi kiyē biṣa-pāna. 
dāruna danuja, jagata-dukhadāyaka, mārē'u tripura ēka hī bāna. 2.  
jō gati agama mahāmuni durlabha, kahata santa, śruti, sakala purāna. 
sō gati marana-kāla apanē pura, dēta sadāsiva sabahiṁ samāna. 3.  
sēvata sulabha, udāra kalapataru, pārabatī-pati parama sujāna. 
dēhu kāma-ripu rāma-carana-rati, tulasidāsa kaham̐ kṛpānidhāna. 4.  
 
Verse no. 3—Whom else should one petition except Lord Sambhu (Shiva)1? He is 
merciful and kind on the underdogs, the downtrodden, the unfortunate, the under-
privileged, the deprived, the wretched and the distressed. He eliminates the numerous 
sufferings, the grief, the miseries, the troubles and the tribulations of his devotees. He 
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is a Lord God with all abilities, the Lord who is supremely competent, almighty and 
all-powerful. (1).  
 
During the legendary churning of the ocean, when both the Gods and demons were 
being scorched by the heat of the hell-like poison2 (which was the scum that formed a 
froth as the result of the vigorous churning of the highly toxic ocean), you had gulped 
it down voluntarily immediately to keep your vow (i.e. to uphold your promise and 
reputation) of protecting those creatures who are humble, distressed and unable to 
take care of themselves. When the ferocious demon Tripurasur3 began to greatly 
torment and tyrannize the world, you had slayed him with a single arrow. (2).  
 
Oh immortal Shiva! When one dies at Varanasi (a holy pilgrim city in northern India), 
you bestow upon him the most exalted and supreme end (i.e. death which gives 
salvation and emancipation to the soul) which is considered by the Vedas, Purans and 
other learned sages as rare and difficult to attain even for saints, sages, hermits and 
other such people. (3).  
 
Oh Lord (husband) of Parvati! Oh Sujan (one who is clever wise, intelligent, 
enlightened and learned)! You are easily accessible by service (i.e. by devotion and 
worship). You are as fulfilling and magnanimous as the Kalpa-tree (the all wish-
fulfilling ever-green tree of the Gods), giving desired fruits as desired (by your 
devotees). You are an enemy of Kamdeo4 (the patron God of lust, cupid and passion). 
[That is, you vanquish inherent passions and worldly attractions that are an integral 
part of all creatures in this creation. You have astounding self-control.]  

So, oh merciful Lord! Bless Tulsidas so that he has great devotion in the holy feet 
of Lord Ram. (4). 

 
[Note—1Lord Shiva: The Lord is also known as Rudra, the angry form of the 
concluder of evil aspects of creation.  

The Mantras of Lord Rudra—References: (i) Krishna Yajur Veda = Rudra 
Hridaya Upanishad, verse no. 16 (Mantra of Rudra); Panch Brahm Upanishad, verse 
no. 30 (Mantra of Shiva). (ii) Atharva Veda = Tripura Tapini Upanishad, Canto 4, 
paragraph nos. 1-6 (Mantra of Lord Trayambak); paragraph no. 8 (Mantra of Lord 
Shiva or Rudra); Bhasma Jabal Upanishad, Canto 1, paragraph no. 1; Canto 2, 
paragraph no. 3 (Rudra Mantra/Sukta); Canto 2, paragraph nos. 4, 18 (Tarak Mantras 
of Rudra); Brihajjabal Upanishad, Brahman 3, verse no. 12-13; Brahman 6, verse no. 
5-6; Brahman 7, verse no. 1 (the seven-lettered Mantra of Rudra, known as the Shat-
Rudra Mantra). 
 Now, let us see these Mantras in brief.  
(i) The one-word Mantra of Shiva—It is the Lord’s name ‘Shiva’ that is in itself a 
Mantra. Hence, the one-letter eclectic Mantra of Lord Shiva is Shiva or Shivam. Refer 
Bhasma Jabal Upanishad of the Atharva Veda tradition, Canto 2, paragraph no. 4.  
(ii) The two-letter Mantra of Shiva or Rudra is the Rudra Mantra—The eclectic 
Mantra is Rudra-Rudra. It is dedicated to Lord Rudra who is one of the eleven divine 
forms of Lord Shiva. It is described in Rudra Hridaya Upanishad of Krishna Yajur 
Veda tradition, verse no. 16. [The two letters are ‘Ru + Dra =2.] It is so powerful and 
grand that it is said to incorporate all the Mantras of the not only the other two Gods 
of the Trinity, viz. Vishnu and Brahma, but all other Gods combined. To quote this 
Upanishad—“Therefore, a wise and enlightened man who repeats the great Mantra 
‘Rudra Rudra’ and remembers the great Lord is symbolically worshipping all the 
Gods and repeating their Mantras. This helps him to overcome the evil effects of all 
sins and misdeeds (16). 
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{In the view of what has been expounded in this Upanishad, the Mantra ‘Rudra-
Rudra’ would deem to include the divine Mantras of all the Gods of the Trinity—i.e. 
Brahma, Vishnu and Shiva. Much like OM which is the universal Mantra for the 
supreme transcendental Brahm, this Mantra ‘Rudra-Rudra’ is the universal Mantra for 
all the Gods combined.}” 
 
(iii) The five-letter Mantra of Lord Shiva has been described in Panch Brahm 
Upanishad of Krishna Yajur Veda tradition, verse no. 30. It is ‘Namaha Shivaaye’. 
[Na + Maha + Shi +Va + Ye = 5.] 
 
 
(iv) The six-letter Mantra of Shiva or Rudra is ‘OM Namaha Shiva OM’ which is 
mentioned in the Atharva Veda’s Tripura Tapini Upanishad, Canto 4, paragraph no. 
8; Brihajjabal Upanishad, Brahman 3, verse no. 12-13. [OM + Na + Maha + Shi + 
Vaa + OM = 6.] 
 The Bhasma Jabal Upanishad, Canto 2, paragraph nos. 4, 18 however says that 
that the six-letter Mantra of Lord Shiva is ‘OM Namaha Shivaaye’. [OM + Na + 
Maha + Shi + Vaa + Ye = 6.] This is the Tarak Mantra of Lord Shiva. [Canto 2, 
paragraph no. 18.] 
 
(v) The seven-letter Mantra of Lord Shiva or Rudra is ‘OM Namaha Shivaaye OM’. 
[OM + Na + Maha + Shi + Vaa + Ye + OM = 7.] 
 
(vi) The eight-letter Mantra of Lord Shiva is ‘OM Namaha Mahaa-devaaye’. It is 
given in Bhasma Jabal Upanishad, Canto 2, paragraph no. 4. [OM + Na + Maha + 
Ma + Haa + De + Vaa + Ye = 8.] 

This Upanishad says that the eight-letter Mantra of Shiva is known as the Tarak 
Mantra, the one which provides liberation and deliverance to the spiritual seeker. This 
Mantra provides liberation and deliverance to the devotees of Lord Shiva in the 
Lord’s terrestrial abode known as the pilgrim city of Kashi. Preaching this Tarak 
Mantra of Lord Shiva is equivalent to the preaching of the Mantras of the Vedas. [In 
other words, this is the Veda Mantra.] 
 
(vii) The Trayambak Mantra is described in the Tripura Tapini Upanishad of the 
Atharva Veda tradition, Canto 4 which is entirely devoted to Lord Trayambak. It 
describes the meaning of this word and the Mantras dedicated to Lord Trayambak in 
great detail. This Mantra is given in Canto 4, paragraph nos. 1-6, and it is 
‘Trayambakam Yajaamahe Sugandhim Pushti-vardhan Urwaaruk-miv Bandhanaan-
mrityor-mukshi-yeti Mamritaat’. 
 
(viii) The Atharva Veda’s Bhasma Jabal Upanishad, Canto 1, paragraph no. 4, and  
Brihajjabal Upanishad, Brahman no. 6, verse nos. 5-6 says that the Mantra/Sukta of 
Lord Rudra (Shiva) should be said while preparing the sacred Bhasma (ash) for 
applying on the body of the ascetic.  
 
(ix) The Atharva Veda’s Bhasma Jabal Upanishad, Canto 1, paragraph no. 1, and 
Canto 2, paragraph no. 3 say that after praying to Lord Shiva by using the Rudra 
Sukta/Mantra, the worshipper should offer the Lord white Bhasma, the fruits of the 
Bel tree (the wood-apple tree; Aegla marmelos), and leaves of the Bilva tree (Aegle 
marmelos). The leaves of the Bilva tree should be green (i.e. freshly plucked) and 
three in number. If green leaves are not available, then dry leaves can also be offered 
Now, let see what these two Rudra Suktas/Mantras are— 
“Canto 1, paragraph no. 1 =  The Lord known as Maha-Dev was an embodiment of 
OM (the ethereal sound manifestation of the supreme Brahm also known as Pranav). 
He was accompanied by his divine consort named Uma (the Mother Goddess).  
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 He had a crown of matted hairs on his head. He had three eyes represented by the 
sun, the moon and the fire. He was wrapped in the hide of a tiger. He held his hands 
like a deer (i.e. his hands were resting on his folded-in legs as he sat in meditation 
posture). His body was adorned (smeared) by the ‘Bhasma’ (ash of the fire sacrifice).  
 On his forehead were marked the three lines of the Tripund (which is a sacred 
mark borne by ascetics). There was a subtle sweet and pleasant smile on his face. His 
body was cheerful and he had a pleasant demeanour (i.e. he was rested and calm; he 
was not agitated, fidgety or upset).  
 He was like a lion who was sitting in the posture known as ‘Viraasan’. [This one 
of the many sitting postures of Yoga, and is usually adopted by brave warriors, hence 
the name ‘Viraasan’. The word ‘Vir’ means one who is brave, valiant, gallant, bold, 
courageous, daring and mighty.]   
 He is so mystical and sublime that he is beyond the purview of proofs and 
measurements.  

He is ‘Anaadi and Anant’—i.e. he is without an end or beginning as he is eternal, 
infinite and imperishable.  
He is ‘Niskal’—i.e. he is the one who has no taints, faults, blemishes and 
imperfections that can scar his immaculacy and purity. He is immaculate and without 
any faults or blemishes as he is from all the corrupting influences of Maya (delusions 
and deceit).  
 He is ‘Nirguna’—i.e. he has no attributes or qualities or physical forms in the true 
sense (as the Lord is not an ordinary God with attributes, but the Supreme Being who 
has no known forms, specific attributes and describable qualities).  
 He is ‘Shanta’—i.e. he is calm, serene, peaceful and tranquil.  

He is ‘Niranjan’—i.e. he is faultless, flawless, uncorrupted, untainted and without 
any blemishes of any kind. [A Niranjan is an entity that has no defects, faults, flaws, 
taints, blemishes, shortcomings and scars of any kind; one who is absolutely 
immaculate and pristine pure. It is an epithet applied to Lord Vishnu, the sustainer 
and protector of creation. one whose sublime, subtle, esoteric and mystical form is so 
microscopic and diffused that it cannot be seen by the naked eyes of the physical 
gross body, but which can only be perceived by the eye of wisdom, erudition and 
enlightenment.] 
He is ‘Niraamaye’, i.e. he is healthy and without any moral or physical ailments or 
tainting affects that are like a disease that might afflict a person’s spiritual well being. 
One who is free from any kind of diseases—spiritual, mental, physical, 
psychological, moral etc. that may taint one’s character and personality. 

He (Lord Maha-Dev) was pronouncing the Beej Mantra ‘Hum’, ‘Phat’ etc., and 
continuously repeating the holy name of the Supreme Being who is also known as 
‘Shiva’. That is, he was meditating upon his own pure and enlightened ‘self’ which is 
truly the Supreme Being known as Brahm manifested in the form of the Atma, the 
cosmic Consciousness. Hence, he was doing Japa with the Mantra ‘Shiva-Shiva’. 
His is a living embodiment of the virtues for which the word ‘Hiranya’ is an 
aphorism. That is, the Lord has a radiance that is like gold; his hands (limbs) have a 
golden radiance, his form is like gold, his countenance is golden, and he is a treasury 
of immaculate virtues which resemble gold. [Since gold is the most precious metal, 
all his virtues and characteristics are completely immaculate and of the highest 
quality.]  

The Lord is a personification of the grand philosophy of Advaita, the philosophy 
of non-duality which says that there is only one Brahm or cosmic Truth in the form of 
Consciousness that is revealed in al the forms that this creation has taken, and 
therefore whatever that exists is nothing but one single Brahm. [In other words, Lord 
Maha-Dev is perfectly wise, enlightened and Brahm-realised in as much as he sees no 
difference between himself and the Supreme Being. This is the reason he is repeating 
the Mantra ‘Shiva’ while meditating.] 
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Since he is extremely enlightened, self-realised and Brahm-realised, he stays in 
the fourth state of Turiya. [This is the transcendental state of existence in which the 
ascetic lives in a state of trance. He is so deeply submerged in meditation and 
contemplation that he is not even aware of his body and what it does, and therefore 
there is no question of his being aware of the surrounding material world and its 
temptations. Hence, he is free from all corruptions and delusions that mire an 
ordinary soul.] 

This fourth state is a representative of the Supreme Being who is beyond the 
Trinity Gods known as Brahma the creator, Vishnu the sustainer, and Rudra the 
concluder. Hence, the Lord who stays in this eclectic and sublime state of 
Consciousness is known as ‘Maha-Dev’, the great Lord. [This fact has been expressly 
emphasized in the Pashupat Upanishad, Purva Kand, verse no. 10, which is the 
nineteenth Upanishad of the Atharva Veda.] 

Such a divine and majestic Lord is the fulfiller of all the desires of his devotees.  
Sage Jabal Bhusund politely bowed before the Lord repeatedly, worshipped him 

and paid his obeisance to him, offered him fruits of the Bilva tree (Aegle marmelos) 
and Bhasma (ash of the fire sacrifice), bowed his head, and asked him with folded 
hands as a gesture of politeness and submission—‘Oh Lord! You are well-versed in 
the essence of the Vedas and their profound teachings. Please tell me about the rules 
and tenets pertaining to the ‘Tripund2’ as described and prescribed in the Vedas, and 
by following which one is able to attain Moksha (final liberation, deliverance, 
emancipation and salvation). One need not take the recourse of any other means if 
one fully understands this doctrine. (1). 
 
“Canto 2, paragraph no. 3 = ‘The Lord is sitting on the Nandi (the bull). His arms are 
of a golden hue; his general countenance also has a golden hue; and his form appears 
to be cast in gold.  
 The Lord is the eliminator or destroyer of the snare represented by the continuous 
cycle of birth and death that has shackled all the living beings in its vicious grip. 
[That is, the Lord grants the boon of Mukti, or liberation and deliverance, to all the 
creatures.] 
 He is the primordial Purush personified. [That is, Lord Shiva is a personified 
form of the cosmic Viraat Purush, the macrocosmic all-pervading and all-
encompassing gross but invisible form of the supreme transcendental Brahm, the 
Supreme Being.] 
 His neck is coloured dark with a tinge of yellow1.  
 He is highly self-realised, enlightened and wise (‘Urdhva-reta’).  
 He has three eyes (‘Trilochan’). [The Lord has two conventional eyes, and one 
eye on the middle of the forehead signifying the mystical powers of insight that 
comes with the highest form of wisdom, enlightenment, knowledge and self-
realisation.] 
 He has taken the form of this whole world (‘Vishwa-roop’). This is because the 
entire creation is a revelation of Brahm, the Supreme Being, and Shiva is a 
personified form of Brahm.  
 That is why he is said to have thousands of eyes (‘Sahastraaksham’) symbolizing 
countless creatures. This is also metaphor for the fact that nothing is hidden from the 
Lord, for he ‘sees’ everything, even the most secret and the esoteric.   
 Similarly, he has thousands of heads (‘Sahastra-shirsha’), and thousands of legs 
(‘Sahastra-charan’). In fact, the entire creation (world) is embraced in his arms; this 
whole creation represents his arms. {If he has ‘thousands of eyes’, then it is natural 
that he would also have equal number of heads. It also means that the Lord has equal 
number of mouths, tongues, ears, noses etc. Again, if he has thousands of legs it also 
implies that he must have equal number of hands. All this simply indicate that the 
entire creation is a majestic multifarious revelation of one single Divinity known as 
Shiva.} 
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 Hence, Lord Shiva represents the Atma (soul) of the whole creation. [This 
reflects upon the metaphysical doctrine that the word ‘Atma’ refers to the pure 
consciousness that resides inside the body of an individual creature as his ‘true self’. 
This Atma of the individual is the microcosmic counterpart of the macrocosmic 
Consciousness that is universal and uniformly pervades throughout this creation. This 
universal Atma at the macrocosmic level of creation is known as Brahm. This Brahm 
therefore is the subtlest and most sublime entity in existence. When this Brahm 
revealed itself, it went through subtle steps in its transition from the subtlest to the 
grossest forms. The first step was the Viraat Purush, the all-pervading, all-
encompassing, all-inclusive invisible macrocosmic form of Brahm which was the 
latter’s first gross form. The word ‘gross’ when applied to the Viraat Purush is only in 
terms of relativity, for both Brahm and Viraat are sublime and subtle when compared 
to the word ‘gross’ as is understood in the context of the visible world of material 
sense objects. It is easy to understand this phenomenon—we have air all around us, 
but do we feel it, can we survive without it? Obviously, the answer is no. But when 
this same air moves or shows some ‘gross’ virtues, such as its form known as the 
‘wind’ which is felt when the ‘breeze’ wafts gradually or a ‘storm’ blows violently, it 
is then we can actually feel it bristling against our skins; but still we can’t see it. Now, 
when this same air has pollutants in it, like smoke or coloured gases, we can actually 
‘see’ the air. The same thing applies to Brahm, the cosmic Consciousness. The Viraat 
Purush is like the ‘wind’, and the rest of the creation that evolved from this single 
Viraat Purush is like the various forms the same wind has taken in this world. The 
grosser revelation of this Viraat Purush in the form of the visible world is akin to the 
instance of smoke, coloured gases or other pollutants which make us see the invisible 
wind move. It is the grossest form of the subtlest Brahm.] 
 Since Lord Shiva is Brahm personified, it is natural that all the honours and 
epithets applied to Brahm would also apply to Shiva.  
Hence, Shiva is ‘Advaita’—i.e. he is non-dual.  

He is ‘Nishkal’—i.e. he has no Kalaas, i.e. no separate or distinct attributes, 
forms, parts, divisions, variations and fractions as he is one immutable whole; one 
who has no taints, faults, blemishes and imperfections that can scar his immaculacy 
and purity; one who is immaculate and without any faults or blemishes as he is free 
from all the corrupting influences of Maya representing delusions, conceit and 
deceit). 

He is ‘Nishkriya’—i.e. he is not involved in any of the affairs of the world, as he 
is totally neutral, detached and dispassionate, has renounced everything, and being 
self-realised he knows that the deeds are done by the gross body and not by the Atma 
which is merely a neutral witness of what the body does.  
 He is absolutely ‘Shaanta’—i.e. he is calm, peaceful, serene, rested, tranquil, 
having no restlessness or agitations.  
 He is ‘Shiva’—i.e. he is an embodiment of the virtues of auspiciousness, 
righteousness, truthfulness, divinity and holiness.  
 He is ‘Akshar’—i.e. he is imperishable and one who is represented by the divine 
word OM.  

He is ‘Avyaya’—i.e. he is not diminished; he is infinite; he is eternal, unchanging 
and imperishable; he is not subject to degradation. 

He is the eternal Lord (the Supreme Being; Brahm) from whom Hari (Vishnu the 
sustainer), Har (Rudra the concluder) and Hiranyagarbha (Brahma the creator) have 
come into being.  

This supreme Creator and Lord of creation cannot be known or verified or judged 
by proofs, evidences and logics.  

The Lord has no beginning or end.’ (3). 
{Note—1Lord Shiva’s throat is dark blue or purple in colour. Since the glow and 

radiance of the whole body of the Lord is golden but the throat had turned black 
because he had kept the horrible poison he had drunk in his throat instead of allowing 
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it to enter the stomach. This corroding poison had emerged from the ocean when it 
was churned by the Gods and Demons in search of Amrit, the elixir of eternity. The 
Lord had accepted to drink it to protect the rest of the creation from getting scorched 
by its heat and toxins. Since this creation is lodged in the Lord’s own self, in his 
abdomen, he had kept this poison in the throat and did not allow it to enter his 
stomach. This resulted in the throat getting permanently burnt. The dark blue or 
purple colour of the Lord’s throat is the result of this single event and shows the 
Lord’s willingness to go to any length to grant his unilateral protection to this 
creation.  
 It is very interesting to note that while on the one hand Lord Shiva is depicted as 
being the concluder of creation—and this is assigned role amongst the Trinity of 
Gods consisting of Brahma, whose role is to create, Vishnu, whose role is to sustain, 
nourish and protect the creation, and Rudra (a form of Shiva), whose designated role 
is to bring about the conclusion of this creation—but on the other hand he had 
allowed himself to be permanently dis-coloured and take the risk of keeping the most 
horrible poison in existence lodged inside his body because otherwise this poison 
would kill the creation and scald everything in it to ashes. This is the reason why only 
Shiva is honoured as being the ‘Maha-Deva’, the ‘great’ God. Though Vishnu 
shoulders the formidable, most daunting and arduous task of taking care of the whole 
creation—and this is not a cake-walk and a joke considering what a man experiences 
in life taking care of his single family, what to talk of the whole society—this honour 
of being a Maha-Deva was not bestowed upon him. The same thing applies to the 
grand old patriarch of creation called Brahma who had not only created this gross 
world but even the sources of highest wisdom in the form of the venerable scriptures, 
but was not honoured with this title.  
 Hence, Shiva is truly the Supreme Being personified. One of his functions is to 
conclude this creation, and in this role he is known as Rudra, the angry form. But 
even as the same Brahm is known to have revealed himself in the form of each and 
every unit of creation which is extremely diverse and multifarious, the same Shiva 
has taken many names and assumed many roles, one of which is ‘conclusion’.}” 
 
The word Shiva refers to the third God of the Trinity, and the one who has been 
assigned the task of bringing the world to an end. The word itself briefly means the 
eclectic, glorious and beautiful virtues of truthfulness, purity, auspiciousness, 
wisdom, enlightenment, erudition, sagacity, blissfulness, dispassion, detachment, 
holiness and divinity. These are accompanied by a high degree of peace, tranquility, 
serenity and their attendant happiness, joy and bliss. Since ‘truthfulness and 
auspiciousness’ are qualities that are beautiful, this word also means something that is 
beautiful and beyond reproach. 
 Briefly therefore, the word ‘Shiva’ means ‘one who is auspicious, always pure, 
holy, divine, truthful, beautiful and blissful’. Shiva is the Lord who is self-realised 
and a personified form of the cosmic Consciousness and the Absolute Truth.  

The Maho-panishad of Sam Veda tradition, in its Canto 1, verse no. 7 describes 
that Shiva was born from the forehead of the Viraat Purush, the macrocosmic, 
invisible and all-inclusive gross body of Brahm, the Supreme Being.   

The Panch Brahm Upanishad of Krishna Yajur Veda, verse no. 41 espouses that 
Shiva lives in the heart of the creature as an embodiment of ‘Sat-Chit-Anand’, i.e. as 
his Atma—“Shiva, as Sat-Chit-Anand personified, always lives in the heart. He is a 
constant witness of all that is happening. That is why the heart is regarded as the 
doorway to liberation and deliverance from the traps that have been laid out by this 
delusory and cunning world of artificiality to ensnare the creature in its tentacles.”  
 The Bhasma Jabal Upanishad of the Atharva Veda tradition was preached by 
Lord Shiva himself to sage Jabal Bhusund, and it highlights the fact that Lord Shiva 
is no ordinary God, or even a senior one being a member of the Trinity of Gods 
consisting of Brahma the creator, Vishnu the sustainer, and Rudra the concluder, but 
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is the supreme transcendental Brahm himself personified. Shiva is the Supreme Being 
himself. Refer Bhasma Jabal Upanishad, Canto 1, paragraph no. 1; Canto 2, 
paragraph no. 3, 6-8.  
 The Yogtattva Upanishad of Krishna Yajur Veda tradition, in its verse nos. 92-94 
says that Lord Shiva, in his form as Rudra, is the patron deity and personification of 
the fire element, and it is no wonder then that he is surrounded by ‘fire-spitting’ 
serpents as a symbolism of this fact. In this Upanishad’s verse nos. 98-102 it is 
asserted that Shiva is the patron deity and personification of the sky element.  
 The Dakshin Murti Upanishad of Krishna Yajur Veda, in its verse nos. 8, 10, 13, 
15 and 19 affirms that Shiva is invariably wrapped by serpents. 
  The Dakshin Murti Upanishad of the Krishna Yajur Veda describes Lord Shiva 
as the south-facing Lord and elaborately elucidates the metaphysical significance of 
this form.  
 The Brihajjabal Upanishad of the Atharva Veda tradition, in its Brahman 4, verse 
no. 29 says that the Lord with three eyes (Trinetrum) is the bearer of this world 
having three aspects or the one who is the foundation upon which all the three Gunas 
such as Sata Guna, Raja Guna and Tama Guna rest (Trigunadhaaram) and is the one 
from whom the Trinity Gods (i.e. the creator Brahma, the sustainer Vishnu, and the 
concluder Rudra) are born. This Lord is none other than Lord Maheshwar, the great 
Ishwar or Lord of creation who is also known as Shiva, Ishan, Isha etc. This Lord is 
synonymous with the supreme transcendental Brahm. This fact is endorsed Krishna 
Yajur Veda’s Varaaha Upanishad, Canto 4, verse no. 32, and in Dakshin Murti or 
Dakshin Mukhi Upanishad.  
 As the deity of the fire element, he is said to have ‘three eyes’ (Yogtattva 
Upanishad, verse no. 93), and as the deity of the sky element he is depicted as having 
a moon tucked in his lock of hairs, besides having five mouths, ten arms and three 
eyes (Yogtattva Upanishad, verse no. 100). Now let us see their significance. 

The Ram Uttar Tapini Upanishad of the Atharva Veda, Canto 5, verse no. 4/42 
says that it is Lord Ram who has manifested as ‘Maheshwar’, the great God. Since 
this term is conventionally applied to Lord Shiva, it follows that Shiva is actually 
Lord Ram in this form. Its verse no. 4/43 clearly endorses this view when it says that 
Lord Ram has manifested himself as Mahadev—the great God. This term ‘Maha-dev’ 
is also conventionally used for Lord Shiva. 

The Atharva Veda’s Pashupat Brahm Upanishad, Purva Kanda/Canto 1, verse 
no. 32 emphasises that Lord Rudra or Shiva is also known as Pashupati. To quote—
“One must understand that the knowledge of the self-illuminated Hans that has been 
revealed in this Upanishad deals with the eclectic and the divine knowledge of the 
pure cosmic Consciousness known as the Atma as well as Brahm.  

This ‘Hans’ is also revealed in the form of Lord Rudra (Lord Shiva), who is also 
known as Lord Pashupati1.  
 It is this Brahm that is represented by Pranav, the cosmic ethereal sound 
encapsulated in the word Mantra OM. It is this Pranav representing Brahm that 
provides one with liberation and deliverance from this mortal gross world (32).  

{1Lord Shiva who has full control over his sense organs and their inherent 
animal-like instincts and behaviour—because he is a highly self-realised and 
enlightened deity who is chosen by exalted ascetics and spiritual aspirants as their 
patron God—is known as Pashupati, literally the Lord of animals. Since Lord Shiva 
tolerates no nonsense and ruthlessly overcomes the wayward tendencies of the sense 
organs and the mind, showing anger at them for their natural grossness and tendency 
to commit mischief and misdeeds, he is also known as ‘Rudra’, the angry one. Lord 
Shiva is uncompromising and unrelenting in his pursuit of immaculacy, purity, 
auspiciousness, righteousness, nobility, probity and propriety, and hence called 
Rudra, the angry God. 
 ‘Rudra’ has zero tolerance for impertinence, mischief and nonsense. ‘Shiva’ is, 
on the other hand, calm, tolerant and forgiving. Shiva always remains in a state of 
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meditation and contemplation, a state that is depicted in his posture of blissfulness 
and half-closed eyes. Rudra, on the other hand, spews fire and brimstone. While 
Shiva symbolizes the virtues of Brahm marked by blissfulness, tranquility, calmness, 
wisdom, enlightenment, self-awareness and contentedness, Rudra represents the 
qualities of dynamism, vitality, vigour, strength and energy present in Brahm.  
 The question arises ‘why did Shiva become Rudra (angry)?’ The answer is that 
when Shiva found that his sense organs and mind did not allow him the peace that he 
sought by meditation and contemplation upon the ‘Atma, the self’, he became angry 
over them, and severely took them to task—i.e. he became ‘Rudra’ or angry. It is like 
the case of a teacher who is of a very calm nature and loves his students like they 
were his own sons, but when he finds that his kindness and loving nature is being 
misused by the students who create ruckus in the class, he has to become stern and 
spank them in order to restore discipline and decorum. But that does not mean that he 
is cruel or wishes to harm his students in the least. This same thing applies to Shiva.  
 Shiva becomes Rudra in order to ruthlessly punish the creatures of this creation 
who behave like savages or animals. This is necessary for him as he is the Supreme 
Being who has the mandate to maintain order and balance in this creation, and he 
would be failing in his moral duties and obligations if he tries to maintain a false 
exterior of calmness when his interior is agitated by the upheaval all around. The 
Supreme Being that Shiva is has an obligation to uphold positive traits and the virtues 
of auspiciousness, righteousness, probity and propriety in this creation even if it 
means that his own image of being calm and forgiving is questioned and 
overshadowed by anger and vehemence.  
 Just as the case of severe and malignant diseases like cancer and tuberculosis 
requiring an equally strong medicine, the evil, pervert and demonic forces of creation 
require an equally strong antidote to be overcome.  

Therefore, that aspect of Brahm, the Supreme Being, which helps the Jiva (the 
living beings of this creation) control evil tendencies and negativity which make him 
animal-like is known as ‘Pashupat Brahm’, and the effort that a Jiva makes to achieve 
this eclectic goal is known as ‘Pashu-harta Yagya’.} 
 
The Tripura Tapini Upanishad of the Atharva Veda tradition, Canto 1, verse no. 8 
says that Shiva is known as Hans; and Canto 1, verse no. 9 says that he is Brahm.  

The Tripura Tapini Upanishad, Canto 4, verse nos. 10, 14 assert that Shiva is the 
creator of everything in this creation, and Canto 1, verse no. 13 says that Shiva 
represents the creation itself much like Brahm, the Supreme Being who is also treated 
as being an embodiment of the entire creation.  

The Tripura Tapini Upanishad, Canto 4, verse no. 11 says that Shiva represents 
the third state of consciousness known as the Sushupta state.  

The Atharva Veda’s Bhasma Jabal Upanishad, Canto 2, paragraph no. 6 asserts 
that Shiva and Rudra are one. The difference between the two names is due to the fact 
that the same Lord exists in two forms which appear to be diametrically opposite of 
each other in their characteristic features.  
 If we closely examine this verse we will understand the difference between the 
two terms ‘Shiva’ and ‘Rudra’ on the one hand, and between ‘Brahm’ and ‘Shakti’ on 
the other hand. Lord Shiva is extremely calm, serene, self-contented, self-realised and 
blissful like Brahm, and is therefore regarded as a personification of the latter (i.e. of 
Brahm). He remains perpetually involved in doing mediation and contemplation, 
remaining happy and submerged in the thoughts of the transcendental Truth. Hence, 
he is regarded as the patron deity of ascetics who themselves are regarded as 
personified forms of Brahm because they have become extremely self-realised, i.e. 
they have experienced the truth about themselves as being the Atma which is pure 
consciousness. This Atma is a microcosmic form of the cosmic Consciousness and 
the Absolute Truth of creation known as Brahm.  
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When the same Shiva assumes an angry form of Rudra at the time of conclusion 
of creation, he shows an astonishing and an astounding level of dynamism, energy, 
power, strength and vigour that are synonyms of the cosmic Shakti of Brahm. It is 
like the case of lightening that is present in the dark rain-bearing clouds in the sky. 
This lightening appears suddenly, streaks across the sky and causes a huge blast of 
light and thunder, and if it happens to strike the earth leaves behind scorched trees 
and ruined buildings, only to vanish without trace in another moment in the sky, 
withdrawing itself into the thick bank of cloud from which it made its appearance.  

This analogy of the lightening appearing from and disappearing into the clouds in 
the sky would explain the phenomenon of Rudra vis-à-vis Shiva, and Shakti vis-à-vis 
Brahm. Rudra appears momentarily from Shiva, accomplishes the task for which 
Shiva had to assume this ferocious and ruthless form of anger, wrath and vehemence 
personified, only to vanish into the calm and tranquil form of Shiva. Similarly Shakti 
appears from the neutral cosmic entity known as the divine Brahm, accomplishes 
what is expected of it, and then disappears into Brahm without trace.  

Since everything in creation is a manifestation of Brahm, this unique character of 
Brahm and its relationship with its dynamism revealed as Shakti is also revealed in all 
the five primary elements of creation such as sky, air, water, fire and earth. Let us 
take one example of earth to understand how it works out.  

The earth is the grossest of the five elements, being heaviest and most dense. It is 
inert and lifeless on the outside like any other celestial body of the fathomless heaven, 
but still it conceives and harbours all imaginable forms of life, takes proper care of 
them and provides endlessly for their necessities of existence. The earth is self-
sufficient in this respect, and it does not need any other help to sustain life, or even to 
replenish its reserves which never deplete inspite of constant exploitation. So in this 
sense the ‘earth’ is Brahm personified. But when the ‘mother earth’ becomes angry, 
she vents her anger as earthquakes, landslides, floods, tsunamis, famines and 
draughts, leading to large scale destruction and havoc. This is the Shakti form of 
earth.  

Then again, the earth is a solid piece of cosmic body which is lifeless, neutral and 
barren at one place as evidenced by the endless stretches of rocks and sand seen at 
some place on its surface, but at the same time it constitutes of charming and vibrant 
forms of endless variety of fauna and flora symbolizing life in all its splendour and 
grandeur at the other place. Even when the earth seems to be neutral, lifeless and 
inane, it still has its inherent dynamism and energy as shown by its magnetic field and 
its movement not only around its own self but also around the sun. This means that 
‘earth’ stands for Brahm as well as for Brahm’s Shakti simultaneously.   

Likewise, if we take the example of the fire and the water, we find that on the one 
hand they are harbingers of life, growth and development on the one hand, and when 
annoyed become the cause of widespread destruction and havoc on the other hand. 
For instance, fire is an essential component of life because without the fire there will 
be no warmth and light, and the resultant chill and darkness would snuff life out of 
this creation. But the same fire can scorch everything to ashes if it becomes annoyed 
and decides to punish the world it had so benevolently nurtured.  

The water also behaves in a similar fashion. While water is called the benevolent 
‘elixir of life’ as it is the only element which actually cradles life in its merciful arms 
by providing it with readymade nourishment and acts as a buffer, a coolant and a soft 
lubricant that helps this creation to overcome the harsh and abrasive conditions on 
earth, which is nothing but a solid and rugged ball of thick and hardened rock that 
would have caused severe injury to the creation if it was not protected by the water, 
the same water can wipe out life if it turns malevolent as is evident during floods, 
high ocean tides and huge waves, tsunamis etc., or as observed during draughts when 
the water decides to withdraw itself and let the life parch itself out by thirst.  
Air also exhibits similar characteristics. On the one hand the air is absolutely essential 
for life to exist in this world, because without air the life would suffocate to death, but 
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the same air can cause ruin when it becomes angry, as is proved during fierce storms 
and cyclones.  

The sky is the cosmic bowl which harbours everything that exists in this universe, 
from the smallest piece of cosmic debris to the huge galaxies and planetary systems. 
It is in the sky that our earth lives, and it is in the sky that the air we breathe is 
contained. But it is the same sky in from which devastating meteors and asteroids 
might strike upon the earth to wipe out entire generations of creatures. [It is one such 
event that had wiped out the ancient dinosaurs from the surface of earth, and more 
recently one such meteorite had blasted its way down to earth across the skies in the 
Ural Mountains of northern Russia which injured thousands of people and cause 
material damage to buildings and factories.]  During severe thunderstorms, hurricanes 
and cyclones, it is the sky that is said to ‘open up’ and pour rain on the earth which 
cause deluge, or blow fierce winds that strike out viciously any thing standing up in 
its path much like the swing of the Vajra of Indra, the king of Gods. It is one such 
deluge pouring down from the sky or heaven that is expected to wipe out the present 
generation at the time of doomsday. Then again, during wars, it is from the sky that 
rockets, missiles and arrows shower down upon armies to kill and slay mercilessly. 
So we conclude that while all the elements and all the units of creation are indeed 
manifestations of Shiva or Brahm, the latter’s life-fostering and benevolent nature is 
displayed in these units when they act as aids to development of life and its growth, 
while their destructive aspect is a representative of Rudra. The dynamism, energy, 
vigour, strength and abilities displayed by all the units of creation are, however, a 
manifestation of the Shakti in its many myriad forms. 
 
Names of Lord Shiva and their significance— 
Rudra—As the concluder of creation, Lord Shiva is known as Rudra—because then 
he has to assume a ruthless and angry form. The word ‘Rudra’ means anger and 
wrathfulness. [Refer Sharav Upanishad, verse no. 10.] 
 
Mritunjaya—Shiva is called ‘Mritunjaya’ because he has conquered or vanquished 
death. [Refer Atharva Veda’s Tripura Tapini Upanishad, Canto 4, verse no. 1.] 
 
Yajaamahe—Shiva is called ‘Yajaamahe’ because he represents the basic or 
fundamental Truth and Authority of creation that we offer our obeisance to. The word 
‘Yajan’ means worship and honour, and ‘Mahe’ means me. So, with the combined 
word ‘Yajan’ and ‘Mahe’ we invoke the essential Tattwa or the basic Truth that 
forms the fundamental cosmic Reality and the ultimate force that is behind all aspects 
of this creation. Shiva represents the Absolute Truth and Reality known as the 
universal cosmic Consciousness of creation that is the only thing that is true, eternal, 
constant and steady in this otherwise transient and false world. [Refer Atharva Veda’s 
Tripura Tapini Upanishad, Canto 4, verse no. 2.] 
 
Aghor—Shiva is also called ‘Aghor’, meaning the most fierce, terrible, formidable 
and an unconventional form of the Supreme Being who has an odd and mysterious 
existence. [Refer: Atharva Veda’s Pashupat Brahm Upanishad, Purva Kanda/Canto 1, 
verse no. 10.]  
 
Sugandhim—Shiva is called ‘Sugandhim’ because of an aura of divinity, holiness, 
purity, spirituality and majesty that effuses from him and radiates in all the directions 
in an invisible form like the sweet fragrance of a beautiful flower. The word 
‘Sugandha’ means good fragrance or a sweet and pleasant aroma. Lord Shiva is 
omnipresent and an omniscient Lord; his auspiticious glories, magnificence and 
eclectic virtues are well known and famous in all the directions of this creation; the 
Lord radiates a divine hallo wherever he is present and worshipped, and it is as 
invigorating and spiritually rejuvenating as the fragrance or aroma of a divine flower. 
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Hence, the term ‘Sugandham’ is used for him. [The word ‘Sugandha’ means pleasant 
fragrance, sweet and attractive aroma, an enchanting scent.] [Refer Atharva Veda’s 
Tripura Tapini Upanishad, Canto 4, verse no. 3.] 
 
Pushti-vardhan—Lord Shiva is honoured by the word ‘Pushti-vardhan’ because he 
creates all the worlds, sustains them, protects them, nourishes them, makes them 
health, helps in their growth and development, and enhances their glories and 
importance by living in all of them uniformly as he is all-pervading, all-including and 
all-encompassing. Hence, he is honoured by the epithet ‘Pushti-vardhan’. [Refer 
Atharva Veda’s Tripura Tapini Upanishad, Canto 4, verse no. 4.] 
 
Urwaaruk-miv Bandhanaan-mrityor-mukshi-yeti—Lord Shiva is called ‘Urwaaruk-
miv Bandhanaan-mrityor-mukshi-yeti’. Just like the musk-melon is firmly attached to 
its stalk, a creature is also sternly clasped in the shackle of death. When he breaks 
free from this vicious grip of the cycle of birth and death, he finds Mukti or final 
liberation and deliverance. [Lord Shiva is the most enlightened of the Gods in the 
pantheon. This is why he is the patron deity of ascetics and hermits. He can liberate 
the creature from the cycle of birth and death. He is depicted in the Purans as having 
his terrestrial abode in the holy city of Kashi where he gives Mukti to the dying man 
who is brought for cremation on the banks of the holy river Ganges.] [Refer Atharva 
Veda’s Tripura Tapini Upanishad, Canto 4, verse no. 5.] 
 
Mamritaat—Lord Shiva is called ‘Mamritaat’ because the worshipper attains the 
elixir of life that gives him eternity and imperishability. He becomes one like Lord 
Rudra himself. [Refer Atharva Veda’s Tripura Tapini Upanishad, Canto 4, verse no. 
6.] 
 
Ishaan/Ishan—Lord Shiva is called ‘Ishan’ because he is the greatest, the most wise 
and exalted amongst the Gods in this creation. He is the Isha or the Supreme Lord of 
creation, and a symbol of cosmic authority and power of the Supreme Being. Hence, 
he is known as Ishan—the symbol, the icon or the emblem of the Supreme Being 
known as Brahm.  

This term Ishan has been defined in Atharvashir Upanishad of Atharva Veda 
tradition, in its Kandika 4 as follows—“Why is he (Brahm in the form of Rudra) 
known as ‘Ishan’ (literally meaning the ‘Lord’ and his ‘insignia or authority’)? It is 
because he (Rudra) has full control over all the Gods and their powers and authority. 
Ishan signifies the Lord’s overriding authority and complete control over all the 
aspects of creation that are individually controlled by these Gods who actually act on 
behalf of Rudra representing the dynamic form of Brahm. These Gods are nothing but 
the different forces of Nature personified.  

It is you who controls this entire creation as Indra, the king of Gods as well as the 
organs of the creature’s body over which these Gods rule. That is also why you are 
called ‘Ishan’.” 

According to Ram Purva Tapini Upanishad of Atharva Veda, Canto 4, verse no. 
38-39, Ishan is one of the ten Dikpaals/Digpaals or the custodians of the celestial 
world. He takes care of the ‘Ishan Kone’ or the North-East direction. His weapon is 
‘Shul’ or a sharp spear or lancet or a trident. 
 
Maheshwar/Maha-deva—References: (i) Atharva Veda = Sharav Upanishad, verse 
no. 34; Atharvashir Upanishad, Kandika 4; Bhasma Jabal Upanishad, Canto 2, 
paragraph no. 1. 

Lord Shiva is considered as the most exalted and wisest amongst the Gods, and is 
therefore honoured with the epithet Maha Deva or the Great God, and Maheshwar or 
the Great Ishwar as he is regarded as the supreme Lord of the entire creation. [Refer: 
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Atharva Veda’s Atharvashir Upanishad, Kandika 4; and Bhasma Jabal Upanishad, 
Canto 2, paragraph no. 1.] 

The Sharav Upanishad of the Atharva Veda, verse no. 34, says that Shiva is 
Maheshwar as he is the Lord who provides Mukti or liberation and deliverance to the 
creature from the formidable snare that traps the latter in this gross world, helping the 
creature to break free from the tormenting cycle of birth and death which is very 
difficult to break free from. 

In his form as the liberator of the soul of the creature by destroying the latter’s 
gross external body and freeing the soul, he is known as Sharav. Shiva had assumed 
this form to liberate Lord Vishnu from the horrible body of Nrisingh (half man and 
half lion). [Refer Sharav Upanishad, verse no. 6-8.] 

‘Maheshwar’ or ‘Maha-Deva’ are both names of Lord Shiva. The term 
‘Maheshwar’ means the ‘Great Ishwar or Lord’, while the term ‘Maha-deva’ means 
the ‘Great God’. Obviously, they both mean the same.  

However, the term ‘Maheshwar’ has been defined independently in Atharvashir 
Upanishad of Atharva Veda tradition, in its Kandika 4 as follows—“Why are you 
(Rudra as a manifestation of Brahm) called ‘Maheshwar’ (literally meaning ‘the great 
Lord’)? It is because you show your benevolence and grace upon those devotees who 
worship you selflessly in order to attain Gyan or true knowledge. [As the greatest 
teacher and preacher in creation, it is you who can only give the knowledge of Truth. 
This knowledge is known only to you. Hence, you are great amongst even the Gods 
who are supposed to be wiser and more knowledgeable than ordinary mortals.] It is 
you who empowers the faculty of speech to speak and express this Truth. You have 
forsaken all sorts of delusions and overcome all ignorance, and instead remain steady 
and unwavering in the knowledge of Truth that you have acquired. You are self 
realised and most wise and enlightened. This gives you immense fame and honour; it 
establishes you as the greatest enlightened one in creation. This is why you are called 
Maheshwar.  
 This is how the divine characters and virtues of Rudra have been outlined here in 
this Upanishad.” 

In the Bhasma Jabal Upanishad of the Atharva Veda tradition, Canto 2, paragraph 
no. 1, Lord Shiva has been addressed as Maha-deva, and it explains why it is so as 
follows—“Since he is extremely enlightened, self-realised and Brahm-realised, he 
stays in the fourth state of Turiya. {This is the transcendental state of existence in 
which the ascetic lives in a state of trance. He is so deeply submerged in meditation 
and contemplation that he is not even aware of his body and what it does, and 
therefore there is no question of his being aware of the surrounding material world 
and its temptations. Hence, he is free from all corruptions and delusions that mire an 
ordinary soul. } 

This fourth state is a representative of the Supreme Being who is beyond the 
Trinity Gods known as Brahma the creator, Vishnu the sustainer, and Rudra the 
concluder. Hence, the Lord who stays in this eclectic and sublime state of 
Consciousness is known as ‘Maha-Dev’, the great Lord. {This fact has been expressly 
emphasized in the Pashupat Upanishad, Purva Kand, verse no. 10, which is the 
nineteenth Upanishad of the Atharva Veda.} 

The Bhasma Jabal Upanishad gives the Tarak Mantra of Lord Shiva as ‘OM 
Namaha Maha-devaaye’ in paragraph no. 4 of the same Canto 2.  
 
Shambhu—He is known as Shambhu as he is the one who remains uniform, unruffled 
and calm even under adverse situations. Shambhu is one who exists or is established 
in an enlightened state of highest consciousness (i.e. is ‘Bhu’) that is marked by 
perfect self control, complete neutrality, absolute tranquility, serenity, peacefulness 
and blissfulness. Since Lord Shiva possesses all these grand auspicious virtues, he is 
called ‘Shambhu’. Refer: Atharvashikha Upanishad of the Atharva Veda tradition, 
Kandika 3. 
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This Upanishad declares that Shambhu is the highest deity to be worshipped and 
adored, and he represents the fifth state of consciousness that is called the Turiyateet, 
and to the fourth aspect of the ethereal word OM—i.e. when the word has been said 
fully and the mouth closes. The first letter of OM is A and it represents Brahma the 
creator, the second letter U represents Vishnu the sustainer and protector of creation, 
the third letter M represents Rudra the annihilator and one of the names of Shiva, and 
the three and half letter called the ‘Ardha Matra’ represented by the horizontal ‘S’ 
mark attached to the symbol of OM on its side represents Ishan, one of the names of 
Shiva and the God who is the ruler of all other Gods. Finally, the fourth complete 
Matra symbolised by the dot on the top is Shambhu or Lord Shiva. This Shambhu or 
Shiva is Brahm in its best and most pristine form.  

Lord Shiva is called Shambhu because he possesses the highest knowledge of the 
‘truth and the Consciousness’ known as Brahm, and being self-realised he is a 
personified form of Brahm. Therefore, Shambhu is the supreme transcendental Lord 
of creation who surpasses all earlier states of existence such as the Jagrat or waking 
state, the Swapna or dreaming state, the Shshupta or deep sleep state and the Turiya 
or post-Sushupta state to permanently live in the Turiyateet state of perpetual bliss 
and tranquility.  

The Atharva Veda’s Bhasma Jabal Upanishad, Canto 2, paragraph no. 18 says 
that Lord Shiva who is known as Shambhu is  also known as Pashupaat and Maha-
deva. 
 
Laya-kaari—Lord Shiva brings about an end to delusions, and establish oneness and 
uniformity in creation by removing or eliminating or dissolving (‘Laya’) the artificial 
distinction in the various states of Consciousness (such as the Jagrat, Swapna, 
Sushupta, Turiya) that are caused by ignorance of the reality and its attendent 
delusions.  
 
Pashupati/Pashupaat—References: (i) Atharva Veda = Bhasma Jabal Upanishad, 
Canto 2, paragraph no. 8, 18; Sharav Upanishad, verse no. 14; Pashupat Brahm 
Upanishad, Purva Kanda/Canto 1, verse nos. verse nos. 10-11, 29, 32; Uttar 
Kand/Canto 2, verse no. 7. (ii) Sam Veda = Jabalu-panishad, verse nos. 11-18.  

Shiva is called Pashupati or Pashupaat because he is the Lord of lowly living 
beings who have animal-like instincts—i.e. those who are engrossed in pursuing the 
urge for self-gratification and pleasures of the sense objects of this gross world 
without realizing that they getting sucked in the vortex of endless miseries and being 
pulled away from peace and happiness.  

The Bhasma Jabal Upanishad of the Atharva Veda tradition, Canto 2, paragraph 
no. 8 explains the meaning of this term as follows—“Anyone who knows and 
understands these eclectic virtues of my (Shiva’s) divine cosmic form (as Brahm, the 
Supreme Being) is freed from the fetters that shackle him to this material world like 
an animal held in captivity.  

I (Shiva) am known as ‘Pashupaat’—one who liberates animals from their 
shackles; it also means freeing a living being from his animal-like lowly instincts that 
demean the exalted nature of his Atma. [Here, the ‘animal’ refers to the Jiva, the 
living being or the creature, and the ‘shackle’ to (i) the never ending cycle of birth 
and death, (ii) to the numerous temptations of this mundane artificial and deluding 
material world of sense objects, and (iii) to the evil and lowly natural instincts that 
may exist in the Jiva that would undermine the holiness and divinity of his Atma. The 
Lord ensures that such lowly traits in his character are eliminated for good so that the 
creature can find liberation and deliverance, or emancipation and salvation.] [8]”  

The Sharav Upanishad of Atharva Veda, verse no. 14 says—“All the Gods are 
like animals in front of him. That is, all the Gods are under his overall command and 
depend upon him for their survival and protection. That is why the Lord is honoured 
by the epithet ‘Pashupatinath’ or the Lord of animals.’ 
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Refer also Jabalu-panishad of Sam Veda tradition, verse nos. 11-18.  
Ahankar, or pride and ego, makes a man no less than an animal. This is stressed 

in Jabalu-panishad of Sam Veda tradition, verse nos. 11-18, and Sharav Upanishad of 
Atharva Veda, verse no. 14 which stresses that ‘Isha’, or the Lord Shiva who is 
regarded as the supreme Lord of creation, had to become a ‘Pashupati’, Lord of 
animals, just because he is the undisputed Lord of all the creatures, and those 
creatures who have lost wisdom and a sense of righteousness, those who are 
overcome with Ahankar, are no better than animals.  

When the ‘Ahankar’ is eliminated or symbolically reduced to ashes, the creature 
becomes an ‘Ish’ from a ‘Pashupati’; in other words he has become a purified 
creature in the place of an animal-like creature. This transformation or 
metamorphosis—from an animal to a non-animal or from an animal-like creature to a 
wise and erudite person—is tantamount to acquiring truthful knowledge and become 
spiritually wise and enlightened. 
 The Lord is especially honoured by the epithet of ‘Pashupati’ because an 
enlightened worshipper targets all his spiritual endeavours towards attaining high 
levels of purity and holiness that entails that he first controls his basic animal-like 
natural instincts; he is expected to have completely exercised total self-restraint on his 
sense organs. Brahm is not sitting somewhere in the sky, but the Lord resides inside 
one’s own inner-self as his Atma. This Atma is the Lord of the creature. So when a 
worshipper pays his obeisance to ‘Pashupati Parmatma’ he is actually honouring the 
Atma which has learnt to practice exemplary self-control over animal-like instincts, 
characters, qualities and behaviour. 
 
Tripurari/Tripu-raari—Refer (i) Atharva Veda = Sharav Upanishad, verse no. 14. 

The Sharav Upanishad of Atharva Veda, verse no. 14 describes that Lord Shiva 
is also known as the slayer of the demon Tirpurasur. Hence, Shiva or Rudra is also 
called Tripurari. This is because of the following legend associated with the Lord. 
Tarakaasur was the son of Vajraanga and his consort Varaangi. He had done severe 
Tapa (austerity and penance) as a result of which the creator Brahma had granted him 
several boons which had made him invincible. He was killed by Lord Subramanya, 
the son of Shiva and Parvati. He had three sons—Taaraaksha, Kamlaaksha and 
Vidyunmaali. They had also pleased Brahma and by his blessings built three great 
cities, collectively called ‘Tripura’. These cities were made of gold, silver and iron. 
When they became a nuisance for the Gods, Shiva destroyed these three cities and the 
demons with one arrow. These three demon brothers are collectively called 
Tripuraasur. Therefore he got the name of Tripurari—one who destroyed the three 
enemy cities. 
 
Kamari/Kaamaari—Lord Shiva is also known as Kaamaari or Kamari, literally the 
one who had reduced to ashes the pride of Kaamdeo, the God of passions and lust. 
The Lord had vanquished the haughtiness and arrogance of this God of passions and 
his belief that he is invincible and infallible. This fact has been stated in the Sharav 
Upanishad of the Atharva Veda, verse no. 15, which says that Lord Shiva had 
subdued even the God of Death known as Yam and the God of passions known as 
Kamdeo cupid. Hence, he is known as ‘Kamari/Kaamaari’—the Lord who had killed 
or conquered Kaam, the negative quality of having passions, lust, yearnings and 
longings; the desire for gratification of the natural carnal instincts in a living being; 
longing for sensual pleasures.  

The legend associated with this event is briefly as follows—“Once when Shiva 
was in deep meditative trance and was teased by Kamdeo, the God of passions, at the 
behest of Gods who had wanted Shiva to marry and produce a male child who would 
kill the demons, he felt so annoyed by Kamdeo’s impertinence that he opened this 
third eye to burn him down.” 
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The story of Shiva subduing Yam has been narrated in the Purans as follows—
“Shiva had trounced Yam, the God of death, to save his devotee Maarkandeya. Sage 
Maarkandey was the son of sage Maarkandu. He was a great devotee of Lord Shiva, 
the patron God of death, so much so that when death approached him personified as 
Kaal when the sage was yet quite young because destiny had it that he would die still 
when young, he clung to the Shiva Lingam (the image of Shiva) with the greatest of 
devotion, surrender and urgency that comes with one facing certain death. Lord Shiva 
appeared and prevented Yam, the God of death from tying him in his snare and taking 
him away. The Lord blessed him with a virtual eternal life, blessing him that he 
would live for another 14 Kalpas (1 Kalpa = 1 day of Brahma or roughly 4.32 billion 
human years). His magnum opus is the ‘Maarkandey Puran’. He had also edited and 
abridged the Manusmriti, the code of life and conduct as laid by the first human 
named Manu to regulate society and act as a constitution and manual for ready 
reference for the forthcoming human race, into eight thousand verses, and passed it to 
sage Bhargava. His reference comes in the Mahabaharat epic when he approaches the 
Pandavas and taught them the principles of Dharma (code of righteousness, 
auspiciousness, probity, propriety and nobility). He was the one who had enlightened 
Yudisthira that Krishna was an incarnation of Lord Vishnu (Vanapurva, 189). In the 
same Mahabharat, he preaches the celestial sage Narad the laws of Dharma 
(Anushaasan-purva, 50-62).” 
 
Parmeshwar—The word means the Supreme Ishwar or the Supreme Lord. Lord 
Shiva is addressed with this honourable epithet in the Atharva Veda’s Bhasma Jabal 
Upanishad, Canto 1, paragraph no. 3. 
 
Trinetrum/Trinetra/Trilaksha/Lalaataksha— 
Refer (i) Atharva Veda = Bhasma Jabal Upanishad, Canto 1, paragraph no. 6; and 
Canto 2, paragraph no. 21; Sharav Upanishad, verse nos. 10, 14; Tripura Tapini 
Upanishad, Canto 4, verse nos. 1-2; (ii) Krishna Yajur Veda = Yogtattva Upanishad, 
verse no. 93. 
 
The word Trinetra means the Lord who has three eyes, two conventional eyes and 
one rare eye of wisdom located in the center of the forehead, between the eyebrows 
and just above the root of the nose. Hence, Lord Shiva is also known as Lord 
Trinetrum.  [‘Tri’ = three; ‘Netra’ = eyes; ‘Laksha’ = to see.] 

The location of the third eye in the center of the forehead has given Shiva the 
name of Lalaataskha. [‘Lalaat’ = forehead.] 

  
The third eye is not some physical eye but a subtle eye symbolising the Lord’s high 
level of enlightenment and wisdom. This burning of the evil world by opening of the 
third eye of Shiva is a metaphoric way of saying that a creature can use his eyes of 
wisdom, erudition, knowledge and enlightenment to overcome all delusions and 
misconceptions about the truth and reality, along with all mischief as well as 
negativity and evil tendencies in this world. The ‘burning’ is elimination of such 
negativity and perversions.  
 According to Yoga philosophy, an ascetic focuses his Pran or vital winds at this 
spot in the forehead where he experiences enlightenment and the nectar of bliss 
dripping from it. By the way, Shiva is regarded as the patron God of all ascetics 
precisely for this reason. 
 There is a legendary story associated with this third eye. Once, Parvati, his divine 
consort, had closed his two eyes, and as a result the world was plunged in darkness. 
To save the world from this all-encompassing darkness, Shiva willed a third eye 
between the two eyebrows. This eye spouted fire with its accompanying heat and 
light. So, the celestial sun can be regarded as a symbol of this third eye.  
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Once when Shiva was in deep meditative trance and was teased by Kamdeo, the God 
of passions, at the behest of Gods who had wanted Shiva to marry and produce a male 
child who would kill the demons, he felt so annoyed by Kamdeo’s temerity and 
impertinence that he opened this third eye to burn him down. 
 According to the Atharva Veda’s Bhasma Jabal Upanishad, Canto 2, paragraph 
no. 21, the three eyes of Shiva or Rudra stand for the Sun, the Moon and the Fire. 
These three entities are regarded as the eternal sources of light in this creation. The 
Sun and the Fire provide the heat and energy so essential for sustenance of life 
besides being an eternal source of light, while the Moon is regarded as the pitcher of 
Amrit, the elixir of bliss and the soothing nectar that neutralises the scorching effects 
of the Sun and the Fire.  

The third eye, as has been noted above, stands for the excellent level of wisdom, 
erudition, knowledge, enlightenment and omniscience that the Lord possesses. 

The Sharav Upanishad of the Atharva Veda, verse nos. 10 and 14 says as 
follows— 
“Verse no. 10= We bow reverentially and pay our obeisance to the great Lord known 
as Rudra who can burn to ashes the entire world by the fierce spurt of fire emanating 
from the third eye located in his forehead1, and is so gracious that he re-creates it 
once again after punishing it (for its sins and misdeeds by reducing it to ashes), and 
then offers it his protection (10). 
“Verse no. 14 = We bow reverentially and pay our obeisance to the great Lord known 
as Rudra whose three eyes are the Sun, the Moon and the Fire (representing eternal 
sources of light, life, energy, warmth and heat) (14).” 

From the metaphysical perspective, his two eyes are the conventional eyes, and 
his third symbolizes his deep insight and great wisdom and enlightenment. Shiva 
personifies the fire element which also has a symbolic significance. The fire is known 
to burn all impurities present in gold when it is put into it, thereby purifying the 
metal. Similarly, fire is used in blast furnaces to extract iron from its ore. Fire has the 
inherent ability to reduce to ashes all filth and garbage, which is a metaphoric way of 
saying that a person who has worshipped this element in the form of Shiva is 
supposed to have burnt all his faults, blemishes and shortcomings that taint his 
character and soul, thereby purifying his inner self. The ash is indicative of total 
renunciation and detachment from the world of materialism, because it is indicative 
of a renunciate way of life and symbolically stands for burning of everything into the 
fire pit. That is why Lord Shiva has been called the patron God of ascetics, hermits 
and Sanyasis who worship the fire element only.  

Besides these points, Shiva is the God assigned the task of concluding the world 
which necessitates his being closely associated with the ‘fire element’ in the sense 
that he must be as unrelenting, merciless, powerful and ferocious as the latter in order 
to conclude this creation inspite of all the odds. He must reduce everything to ashes 
just like the fire does. And it is from this ash that the new creation would emerge in 
due course. Herein lie the magic of creation and its chief Lord, Brahm, the Supreme 
Being—the fact that a new creation rises from ashes! 

To quote Yogtattva Upanishad, verse no. 93—“This (i.e. the fire element is the 
symbolic abode of Lord Rudra or Shiva. [That is, he symbolises the fire element.] 
One should meditate upon this Lord who has three eyes, who is the one renowned for 
granting boons (to his followers and devotees, and in the presence case to the ascetic), 
who is as splendorous, illuminated and radiant as a sun which has just risen, and who 
has the ash of the fire sacrifice smeared all over his body (just like an ascetic, 
indicating that he is their great icon and patron deity of ascetics) (93).” 
 
Trayambak—The word Trayambak means the Lord who has a most unconventional 
form with one extra eyes oddly placed in the forehead. Lord Shiva’s behaviour and 
general bearing are also most unconventional and odd because he is at once an 
incarnation of the eclectic virtues of peace, renunciation, detachment, tranqulity and 
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blissful, and at another moment he becomes personified form of anger and wrath. On 
the one hand his cosmic form is the Supreme Being, the Greatest amongst the Gods 
(‘Maha-deva’), and in another form he is a gross Lingam (Shiva’s gross symbol made 
of stone). In one instance is is lost in meditation and contemplation, being completely 
detached from the outside world, and in another instance he is said to have a family 
consiting of his divine consort Parvati or Uma, the divine Mother, and sons known as 
Ganesh and Kartikeya. Hence, he is called Tryambak—the ‘odd one’.  
 The word also means ‘the Lord of the three (‘Traya’ = 3) worlds’ consisting of 
the heavens, the earth and the hell; the cosmos, the terrestrial world, and the nether 
world.   

The Lord’s Mantra is given in the Tripura Tapini Upanishad of the Atharva Veda 
tradition, Canto 4 is entirely devoted to Lord Trayambak. It describes the meaning of 
this word and the Mantras dedicated to Lord Trayambak in great detail. This 
Trayambak Mantra is given in paragraph nos. 1-6, and it is ‘Trayambakam 
Yajaamahe Sugandhim Pushti-vardhan Urwaaruk-miv Bandhanaan-mrityor-mukshi-
yeti Mamritaat’. 

Lord Triyambak’s name appears in the following Upanishads— 
(i) Atharva Veda’s Bhasma Jabal Upanishad, Canto 1, paragraph no. 6 which says 
that his Mantra should be said when the worshipper applies the sacred Bhasma (ash 
of the fire sacrifice) on his body from the toe to the head.  
(ii) The Tripura Tapini Upanishad of the Atharva Veda tradition, Canto 4 is entirely 
devoted to Lord Trayambak. It describes the meaning of this word and the Mantras 
dedicated to Lord Trayambak in great detail. This Trayambak Mantra is given in 
paragraph nos. 1-6, and it is ‘Trayambakam Yajaamahe Sugandhim Pushti-vardhan 
Urwaaruk-miv Bandhanaan-mrityor-mukshi-yeti Mamritaat’. 
 
Neelkantha—‘The Lord with a purple or blue-tinged throat’. Lord Shiva is known as 
‘Neelkanth’ because he had drunk the horrible poison called Halaahal which emerged 
as a scorching froth at the time of churning of the ocean by the Gods and the Demons 
in search of Amrit or the ambrosia of life and eternity. The legend goes that Lord 
Shiva had drunk the fierce poison that emerged at the time of churning of the celestial 
ocean in the beginning of creation by the Gods and the Demons in search of Amrit, 
the nectar of eternity and bliss. As soon as this boiling poison came out, there was the 
fear of the entire creation being scalded by its heat and ferocity. So Lord Shiva took 
the name of Lord Ram and gulped it in one mouthful. But the Lord knew that if this 
poison entered his abdomen the whole creation will be annihilated nevertheless as it 
resided in his abdomen. This shows that Lord Shiva is none but the supreme Brahm 
in whose body the entire creation resides like the embryo lives in its mother’s womb. 
Hence, the merciful Lord kept the poison in his throat, giving it a purple colour. 
{Refer: (i) Sharav Upanishad, verse nos. 11, 16. (ii) Mahabharat, Adi Parva, Canto 
18. In its verse no. 18 it is stated that—(a) Lord Shiva had drunk the poison while 
invoking and repeating the holy Mantra, and of course that Mantra was the holy name 
of Lord Ram because the Lord is Shiva’s patron deity, and (b) this is the reason why 
his throat became dark blue or purple, because he had retained the poison in his throat 
instead of gulping it down in his stomach. (iii) The same fact is endorsed in Tulsidas’ 
Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 19. (iv) 
Tulsidas’ Kavitawali, Uttar Kand, verse nos. 157-158 allude to Lord Shiva drinking 
the Halaahal poison.} 
 
Nataraj—One of mystical forms of Lord Shiva is known as the ‘Nataraj’ 
(pronounced as ‘Nut-Raaj’). The word ‘Nat’ means to dance, and ‘Raaj’ means a king 
or an expert who knows the secrets of any kind of art. So, when Lord Shiva performs 
his cosmic dance he is known as ‘Nataraj’. This mystical form of Lord Shiva is 
known as the ‘Nataraj’ because it represents the Lord’s cosmic dance that symbolizes 
both the destruction and the creation of the universe, and it reveals the cycles of death 
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and birth. Since one dances only when he is extremely happy and ecstatic, this 
Nataraj dance of Lord Shiva indicates that the Lord is extremely blissful and ecstatic 
in self-realisation. This pose is for the welfare of the world, and to tell the world how 
one enjoys total bliss upon self-realisation. In the pose of Nataraj, the ‘King of Dance 
Forms’, Shiva is giving darshan (divine viewing) to his beloved devotees within the 
abode of Consciousness, which is the heart of man. In other words, only when one 
becomes self-realised and experiences the existence of the pure conscious Atma 
inside one’s heart, inside one’s inner-self, that he can dance in ecstasy, lost in bliss 
and oblivious of the surrounding world.  

During this form of cosmic dance that is known as ‘Tandav’ (pronounced as 
‘Taan-dav’), Lord Shiva is depicted as having crushed under his feet the demon of 
ignorance called ‘Apasmara Purusha’. This demon of ignorance is created when the 
creature forgets the truth and reality of his true ‘self’ and that of existence as a whole, 
and the killing of this demon stands for overcoming ignorance and its attendent 
delusions. One hand is stretched across his chest and points towards the uplifted foot, 
indicating the release from earthly bondage of the devotee. The fire represents the 
final destruction of creation. But since Lord Shiva is the ‘Maha-Dev’, the great God, 
he is simultaneously responsible for bringing to an end this creation as well as 
creating it once again.    

Therefore, this dance of the Nataraj is also an act of creation whereby the Lord 
arouses dormant energies and scatters the ashes of the universe in a pattern that will 
form the design, the contours and the texture of the ensuing creation. 
 
Sharav—In his form as the liberator of the soul of the creature by destroying the 
latter’s gross external body and freeing the soul, he is known as Sharav. Shiva had 
assumed this form to liberate Lord Vishnu from the horrible body of Nrisingh (half 
man and half lion). [Refer Sharav Upanishad, verse no. 6-8.] 
 
Lord Shiva has many other names also as follows:-- 
1. Aashutosh—meaning one who fulfills all wishes of his devotees instantly.  
2. Bhairav—meaning the Lord of Terror. 
3. Bhole-naath—meaning the Lord who is simple-hearted, unpretentious, straight-
forward, honest, sincere, and humble inspite of being the Lord God.  
4. Bhu-Dev—meaning the Lord of the earth.  
5. Devaa-dhi-dev—meaning the Lord of all the Gods; the supreme God; the 
primordial God; the first amongst the Gods; the God who was present before the 
coming into being of all the other Gods.  
6. Gangaa-dhar—meaning the Lord who holds the mighty river Ganges in the lock of 
hairs on his head.  
7. Jagdish—meaning the Lord of the world, the universe.  
8. Kailash—meaning the Lord who eliminates miseries and torments, restoring peace 
and happiness to the creature. It also means the Lord of the sacred mountain with the 
same name, viz. Mt. Kailash.  
 
Symbols associated with Lord Shiva— 
Shiva Lingam/Jyotirlingam—References: The Atharva Veda’s (i) Bhasma Jabal 
Upanishad, Canto 2, paragraph nos. 11-12,14 refer to the Shiva’s ‘Lingam’ and to his 
‘Jyotirlingam’; (ii) Gopal Uttar Tapini Upanishad, verse no. 12.   

The Atharva Veda’s Gopal Uttar Tapini Upanishad, verse no. 12 gives the names 
of some of the twenty Shiva Lingams as follows—“Vireshwar, Rudreshwar, 
Ambikeshwar, Ganeshwar, Neelkanth, Gopaleshwar, Bhadreshwar etc.”  

The Shiva Lingam is a gross manifestation of Shiva who himself is a divine, 
subtle and sublime Being. Just like the case of the rest of this creation being a visible 
and gross manifestation of the supreme transcendental Brahm, the cosmic Supreme 
Being, Lord Shiva’s Lingams too represents the otherwise invisible, attribute-less, 
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cosmic, all-pervading and the most sublime Lord Shiva’s subtle form in its grosser 
aspect or form that is visible, and has attributes like the other grosser manifestations 
of the Supreme Being known as Brahm. This is one of the primary reasons why Lord 
Shiva is also called ‘Maha-deva’, the Great God, because he is none other than 
Brahm himself.  

The Shiva’s Lingam is like an icon that is normally used to stand as a unique 
symbol for a particular deity or God. It is an emblem of Shiva. If we look at the 
Lingam closely we observe that it is a cylindrical structure passing through the center 
of a circular girdle or ring. This structure reminds one of a wheel with the central 
axle. This imagery is used to indicate the fact that Shiva is the supreme transcendental 
Brahm around whom the whole of the creation rotates. ‘Rotates’ is a metaphoric way 
of saying that the entire creation depends upon Brahm; it is centered around Brahm; 
Brahm is the pivot that supports the entire edifice of creation. Just like the wheel 
cannot move if the axle is removed, this creation cannot survive if Brahm, the 
Consciousness and the Truth of creation, is removed from it. The fact that this 
creation is like a wheel rotating around the central axle called Brahm is endorsed in a 
number of Upanishads, e.g. (a) Atharva Veda = Prashna Upanishad, Canto 1, verse 
no. 11; Canto 6, verse no. 6; Mundak Upanishad, Mundak (Canto) 2, section 2, verse 
no. 6; Nrisingh Purvatapini Upanishad, Canto 5, verse nos. 2-7; Naradparivrajak 
Upanishad, Canto 9, verse nos. 4, 6; Tripdvibhut Maha-Narayan Upanishad, Canto 7, 
paragraph 3-14 (which describes the ‘Sudarshan Chakra’ of Vishnu); Shandilya 
Upanishad, Canto 1, section 4, verse no. 6-7 (which describes the wheel or Chakra 
that is present in the navel and how it keeps the creature trapped in it); Tripura Tapini 
Upanishad, Canto 2 (which describes the Sri Chakra dedicated to Goddess Tripura 
who is regarded as the Mother Goddess; Surya Upanishad, verse no. 1 (describes the 
Sun God as the one who keeps the wheel of life and death, known as the Kaal Chakra, 
rotating). (b) Krishna Yajur Veda = Shwetashwatar Upanishad, Canto 1, verse no. 4, 
6; Canto 5, verse no. 12; Canto 6, verse nos. 1-3. (c) Shukla Yajur Veda = Paingalo-
panishad, Canto 4, verse nos. 3-4.  

Besides this eclectic viewpoint we also observe that a cylinder is a smooth 
surface that is round from all sides. It appears the same from whichever side one sees 
it. This signifies the fact that Brahm is uniform and even in all respects, and neither 
does it have any specific form and feature. Like the Lingam passing through the 
circular girdle around it, the entire creation too forms a ring that moves around Brahm 
which holds the creation together and passes through its center. Now, this ‘center’ 
also means a core, and hence this refers to the Atma, the soul, that is the pivot or the 
core around which life revolves in this world.  

If we look further ahead and observe a potter’s wheel and how the potter moulds 
his pots and pans on it we find that it has a striking resemblance to the Shiva Lingam. 
As the wheel turns the potter expertly raises the shape of his wares at its center, and 
the rotating potter’s wheel can be treated as an apt metaphor for the way the Shiva 
Lingam represents the phenomenon of creation moulded from the dynamic energy of 
Brahm revealed as the Shakti that continuously revolves around the principal known 
as Brahm.  

Iconographically, the Shiva Lingam has three distinct parts—the lower part fixed 
to the ground stands for Brahma the creator; the middle part of the wheel stand for 
Vishnu the sustainer and protector of creation; and the upper part of the cylinder 
represents Rudra the concluder. These three Trinity Gods stand for the three basic and 
fundamental aspects of creation—birth, development and growth, and finally the end. 
They thus represent Brahm in its entirety.  

The Shiva Lingam is called Jyotirlingam because it is mentioned in the Linga 
Puran, Chapters 17-20 that the Shiva Lingam appeared as an endless shaft of fire. 
And ‘fire’ is characterized by the virtues of light and illumination. It came to be 
known as the ‘Linga’ because all the creatures of this creation have a gross body in 
which their soul or their Atma lived, called the ‘Linga Deha’, and they reproduced 
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themselves with the help of the genitals, called the ‘Linga’.  Since only the Supreme 
Being has this capacity to create and then sustain his creation, the grosser form of the 
Lord in the form of this creation and its self-replicating creatures was symbolized in 
the grosser symbol of the Linga.  In other word, the Lingam represents the whole 
creation in a miniature gross form. This icon of Brahm is called ‘Shiva’ Lingam 
because Shiva is a personified form of Brahm.  

It is also believed that it is called ‘Lingam’ because the entire creation would 
collapse at the end in Brahm, the ethereal cosmic Consciousness. The phrase ‘Linga 
Deha’ literally refers to the ethereal form of the corporal body of a creature. So when 
the creature sheds the body, his Atma would merge with the cosmic Atma known as 
Parmatma. Since Lord Shiva is the Parmatma—the Supreme Being—of this creation, 
it is natural that his symbol would be called a Lingam. It is to emphasize the fact that 
one should not be misled by its outer gross structure of being merely a cylindrical 
structure made of stone or rock but a divine symbol of the cosmic Atma that cannot 
be visualized by the naked eyes.  

The physical Lingam is the visible form of the invisible Linga Deha of Shiva 
which is the Lord’s ethereal and cosmic form.  

The fact that the Lingam is an image of Lord Shiva is affirmed by the Lord 
himself in the Atharva Veda’s Bhasma Jabal Upanishad, Canto 2, paragraph nos. 12 
where the Lord preaches about the immense symbolic metaphysical importance and 
signifance of the Lingam, and in paragraph nos. 14-15 when he preaches about the 
great many benefits of worshipping the Shiva Lingam which is his image, and how to 
worship it. To quote— 
“verse no. 12 =[This verse emphasizes the importance and the significance of the 
Shiva Lingam as follows—] Even the Sun God, the Moon God, the Fire God and the 
Wind God (i.e. the primary Gods) are unaware of the mysteries and enigmatic glories 
of this Shiva-Lingam.  
 The self-illuminated and self-emerged or self-created Lingam extends as far as 
the pit of the earth known as Paataal.  
 This Shiva-Lingam is an image of me who am the Lord of the world. Hence, it is 
known as ‘Vishwanaath’ Lingam.  
 Worshipping it and paying obeisance to it is directly worshipping and paying 
obeisance to me. 
 A worshipper who offers his worship and obeisance to me, who serves me and 
honours me with full devotion, sincerity and faith, by offering three leaves of the 
Bilva tree, and then offers the auspicious rewards of such exemplary worship to me 
(rather than expecting any gain for himself in return for such worship or service), who 
wears the Bhasma (sacred ash) and the Rudraksha beads as prescribed, who has 
sought my shelter and has taken refuge in my holy feet, and who is an unquestioned 
and most committed devotee of mine—verily I say that I accept his worship and free 
him from the fetter represented by the endless cycle of birth and death. 
 Even a great sin and its evil consequences are neutralized by offering daily 
worship to my Shiva-Lingam, by offering libations to me (a process known as 
‘Abhishek’) and praying to me by reading or reciting the hymns of the Rudra Skuta 
daily with the greatest of devotion and faith, and then drinking the water left over 
after the completion of worship and offering of libations to my Lingam.  
 Such a devotee is free from all sorrows, grief, miseries and torments. He is freed 
from the shackling effect of this mundane and entrapping world. [12] 
“verse no. 14 = (Benefits of worshipping the Shiva Lingam—) By offering libations 
to my Lingam, which is my image, with the milk drawn from a Kapila cow (i.e. a cow 
with reddish-brown, white, or white-spotted skin) while reciting the hymns of the 
Rudra Sukta, a devotee can obtain purification (pardon) from the horrendous sin of 
killing a Brahmin.  
 Offering of libations with the curd made from the milk of the Kapila cow helps 
one to eliminate or clean the great sin caused by drinking intoxicating liquids. 
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 Offering of libations with clarified butter made from the milk of the Kapila cow 
helps one to overcome the grave sin caused by stealing gold (or theft of any kind).  
 Offering of libations with honey helps one to overcome the horrible ignominy 
and sin caused by being amorous towards the wife of one’s Guru (teacher and moral 
preceptor). 
 Offering of libations with white sugar helps one to overcome the sin of being 
cruel to others.   
  Offering of libations with milk and other products (as prescribed above) helps 
the devotee fulfill all his aspirations, desires and wishes.  
 By offering libations one hundred times with quantity of materials that are one 
hundred times more than that used for one standard routine offering (i.e. roughly 100 
kilograms or 1 quintal by weight) helps the aspirant to free himself from the fetters 
that shackle him to this world. [14] 
 
“verse no. 15 = (How to worship the Shiva Lingam—) My (Shiva’s) image in the 
form of the Shiva-Lingam should be offered worship during the time of the Aadra 
Nakshatra (an asterism known as Aadra), on the full moon day, on the new moon day, 
the Vyatipaat Yoga (the seventeenth astrological union of stars), on the occasion of 
eclipses (solar and lunar), and on the day of the Sakranti (the summer and winter 
solstice).  
 During these days, worship should be done by first offering libations followed by 
oblations. For this, the following items are to be used—sesame seeds, rice, barley, 
three leaves of the Bilva tree, clarified butter made from the milk of the Kapila cow, 
scents and fragrances, incense sticks, lighted lamp, sweets, fruit etc. Then flowers and 
water in cupped palms of the hands should be offered most respectfully at the end of 
the worship.  
 By offering worship and service to me with devotion and faith, the devotee 
obtains Sayujya Mukti (i.e. he becomes one with me).  
 If the worship is done with rice of quantity that is one hundred times that used for 
standard routine worship (i.e. roughly 100 kilograms or 1 quintal), the worshipper 
obtains the abode of the Moon God known as Chandra-loka.  
 If equal quantity of sesame seeds (i.e. roughly 100 kilograms or 1 quintal) is used 
for worship, the worshipper obtains the abode of the Vayu God (the Wind God).     
 If equal quantity of horse beans (i.e. roughly 100 kilograms or 1 quintal) is used 
for worship, the worshipper obtains the abode of the Varun God (the Water God).     
  If equal quantity of barley (i.e. roughly 100 kilograms or 1 quintal) is used for 
worship, the worshipper obtains the abode of the Surya God (the Sun God).  
 If twice the above amount of items are used for worship (i.e. if roughly 200 
kilograms or 2 quintals are used), the worshipper obtains the higher heaven known as 
the Swarga-loka.    
 If four times the above quantity of items are used for offering worship to me (i.e. 
if roughly 400 kilograms or 4 quintals are used), the worshipper obtains the abode 
known as Brahma-loka, or the abode of Brahma the creator.   

If worship is offered to me or my Lingam by using the items needed for such 
worship measuring one hundred times than the standard offerings (i.e. if roughly 100 
x 100 = 10,000 kilograms or 100 quintals are used), the worshipper is freed from the 
jurisdiction of death, or clutches of death, as far as the Brahm-Kosha. [That is, he is 
freed from the fear of death till the time the creator would be born again. The word 
‘Kosh’ means the source from which Brahma the creator was born, the point of time 
when Brahma was born. Refer paragraph no. 20 of this Canto 2 below.] 
Since he is my devotee, he crosses over from the abode of Brahma and reaches my 
abode known as the Shiva-Loka that is beyond it. There is no abode or heaven better 
than it. He becomes free from all miseries and sorrows upon attaining it. He is freed 
from all fetters and encumbrances that had kept him shackled. 
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By worshipping me in my form as the Lingam, ascetics have attained great 
mystical powers. Those who do fire sacrifices (i.e. the worshippers of the sacred fire) 
are actually offering their obeisance to me when they offer their oblations to the 
sacred fire. It is me whose magnificence, holiness, eclectic glories and divine virtues 
are sung and lauded by the Vedas in their hymns.  

It is proved beyond doubt by the great scriptures such as the Vedangas (branches 
of Vedas), the Upanishads, and the Itihaasas (ancient mythological histories) that 
there is nothing besides me in this creation. Everything is me; everything is 
established in me; I am the foundation and basis of everything. [This is because Lord 
Shiva is the supreme transcendental Brahm personified. Nothing exists in this 
creation that is not Brahm; it is Brahm who has manifested or revealed in every single 
unit of creation.] [15]” 
 
The significance of the moon on his forehead, and his five heads and the ten arms— 
Lord Shiva has been depicted in the Purans as having a crescent moon on his 
forehead. The moon is said to have sixteen Kalaas or phases, symbolising the sixteen 
Kalaas or aspects out of the total of sixty four Kalaas of the supreme Brahm. These 
sixteen Kalaas represent the visible world which is one fourth part of the entire 
creation consisting of the remaining of the Kalaas of Brahm. The visible world is 
called ‘one Pada’ or one leg or one aspect or Kalaa of Brahm. So, Shiva is the Lord 
who presides over the entire visible part of creation, and this world is his 
ornamentation in the sense that the Lord appears to be so beautiful if we consider the 
beauty of Nature as the astounding beauty and the expert craftsmanship of Shiva on 
display.  
 The moon present on Shiva’s forehead also stands for the various eclectic 
qualities called Kalaas that he possesses and which adorn him like the moon. 
Symbolically, the devotee is advised to follow the example of his chosen deity Lord 
Shiva and note the symbolism of the Moon on his head. These eclectic qualities 
should be as prominent as the moon on the head of Shiva and they should form an 
integral part of the character of the devotee if he wishes to place himself in the 
position of being called a sincere follower and worshipper of Lord Shiva. Now let us 
have a glimpse of these Kalaas. They are the various eclectic qualities or attributes 
that an exalted man should possess, and briefly they are the following—(i) Shraddha 
(faith, believe, conviction, reverence, respect, devotion), (ii) Pran (ife; the very 
essence of creation; the vibrations of life; the rhythm and essential functions 
pertaining to life), (iii) Akash (the all-pervading, all-encompassing sky or space 
element), (iv) Vayu (wind, air element), (v) Tej (energy, splendour, radiance, glory, 
might, majesty and fire element), (vi) Apaha (water element which is the all-
important ingredient for life), (vii) ‘Prithivi’ (earth element which is the base or 
foundation for all mortal creation), (viii) Indriya (the organs of the body, both the 
organs of perception as well as of action), (ix) Mana (the mind and heart complex and 
their stupendous potentials), (x) Anna (food, the element without which life is simply 
not imaginable because it provides it with the basic nourishment and energy), (xi) 
Virya (semen, sperms, standing for courage, valour, potency, vitality and prowess), 
(xii) Tapa (austerity and penance, tolerance of hardship as a means of penitence, 
forbearance as well as carrying out strict religious vows in order to purify one’s self) 
(xiii) Mantra (the ability to give good advise, the power to contemplate and think, 
concentrate and focus, logically arrive at a conclusion), (xiv) Karma (taking actions 
and doing deeds), (xv) Loka (worldly interactions and behaviours), and (xvi) Naam 
(good name, fame, reputation, honour and glory).  

Reference should be made to the Chandogya Upanishad, 6/7/1-6 of Sam Veda 
tradition in this context. 
 
The five heads of Shiva stand for the ‘Panch Vyom’ or the five forms that the sky 
element is said to have. According to Vedanta, the concept of the sky or ‘Akash’ has 
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many connotations. According to one interpretation, there are five subtle skies 
representing the space surrounding the five sheaths or Koshas present in the body of a 
creature. They are the sheaths that surround the Atma and are called ‘Panch Akash’. 
These are the following—(1) the Food Sheath called Anna Maye Kosh; (2) the Vital 
Air Sheath called Pran Maye Kosh; (3) the Mental Sheath called Manomaye Kosh; 
(4) the Intelluctual Sheath called Vigyan Maye Kosh; and (5) the Bliss Sheath called 
Anand Maye Kosh. Refer—Mudgal Upanishad, 4/5 of the Rig Veda.  
  
The ten arms of Shiva stand for the ten forms of the subtle sky element. They are the 
following—(1) Ghatakash—the space inside a hollow pot; (2) Mathakash—the space 
inside a holy building, such as a holy shrine, a monastery, an abbey etc.; (3) 
Hridayakash—the subtle space inside the heart; (4) Akash—the vacant or blank space 
above the earth; (5) Suryakash—the space of the solar system; the space around the 
sun, or the solar system illuminated by the light of the sun; (6) Paraakash— the space 
above or beyond the solar system, it is said to burn with the celestial fire; (7) 
Mahakash— the great sky that is aglow with divine illumination, the heaven; that 
space which is radiant with a divine glow; (8) Paramakash— the supreme sky beyond 
the Mahakash, it is said to be very magnificent and encloses everything that exists, 
including all the other skies; that space which is illuminated, all pervading, all 
encompassing and full of bliss and felicity; (9) Tattwakash— the elementary space 
that is at the core of the concept of space, or the space that surrounds the basic 
elements of creation; by natural corollary it refers to the subtle, sublime, ethereal and 
supreme space where the eternal, transcendental Brahm has his abode because Brahm 
is the cause of all the basic elements of creation; there is complete beatitude and 
felicity there; that space which surrounds the essential truth known as Brahm; and 
(10) Anatariksha—the physical space where stars are present in deep space; the inter-
galactic space. Besides these, there is one more space called ‘Swarga’ which means 
heaven or the Duloka.  

These skies have been ascribed different names just to facilitate understanding, 
and not because any one form of sky is fundamentally different from the other. For 
example, the space present inside the mud-pot, called the Ghata-kash, is the same as 
the space present outside the body of the pot. When the pot is broken, the 
demarcation wall of the body of the pot is removed, and both the space inside and 
outside of the erstwhile pot become indistinguishably and inseparably the same. 
Therefore, the various names are artificial and misnomers. 

To quote Yogtattva Upanishad, verse no. 100—“This Lord Shiva is most pure 
and immaculate, and as clear and clean as pure crystal1. He has a crescent moon 
tucked in the lock of hairs on his head. He has five mouths, is very sober, gentle and 
pleasant, has ten arms and three eyes (100).  

{Note—Since Lord Shiva is the patron God of Yogis or those ascetics who do 
Yoga, especially those who practice its exercises and rituals as propounded by 
Patanjali, and this Upanishads deals with Yoga, the supreme transcendental Supreme 
Being known as Brahm of metaphysics and Upanishads is personified here in him.}”  
 
The significance of the serpents wrapped around his body—The snakes that are 
wrapped around Lord Shiva show that he is beyond the power of death and poison.  
These coiled serpents around his body indicate the fact that he constantly reminds 
himself of imminent death, because serpents are very poisonous and symbolise 
immediate death. They also remind him about the unholy and poisonous nature of the 
gross world. This helps him to remain focused on his spiritual aim of self-realisation 
instead of being attracted by the material charms of this material world of sense 
objects and getting deluded by them.  

The serpents also signify that Shiva is the Lord of death; he is death personified. 
Since he is able to wrap the serpents around his body and they cannot harm him, it 
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indicates the fact that he has conquered death. That is why he is called ‘Mrityunjay’, 
the conqueror of death.  

Again, the coiled serpents represent the Kundalini, the coiled subtle cosmic 
energy center at the base of the spine which when activated can entitle the spiritual 
aspirant to experience a burst of stupendous spiritual energy which provides him a 
glimpse of his own divine powers as well as the powers of the cosmic Consciousness 
present inside his bosom as his Atma. This Kundalini is activated by doing numerous 
Yoga exercises as described in the Upanishads on the subject of Yoga.  

The coiled serpents may also represent cycles of time in the macrocosm and the 
basic energy of life in the microcosm in the form of sexual energy.  

These reptiles are very ferocious, dangerous, poisonous, and a symbol of male 
potency. The symbolism is that Shiva is a very potent God who can be extremely 
ruthless and unforgiving towards sinful creatures. He has exercised extreme self 
control and has ‘girdled’ or readied himself in preparation for enduring the greatest of 
hardships and sufferance for self-realisation as well as to provide the world with 
liberation and deliverance. The serpents warn his enemies not to fool around with 
him. That is also why he has fire in one of his hands. This fire signifies his ability to 
reduce to ashes the entire physical world consisting of falsehood and sins as well as 
eliminate all impurities, imperfections, faults, weaknesses and shortcomings that 
cripple the creature’s spiritual well being.  
 
The Trident of Lord Shiva is known as ‘Trishul’, and it represents the three Gunas, or 
the three natural tendencies or the three fundamental qualities that are inherent in this 
creation and they govern all characteristics in the living world. These three Gunas are 
known respectively as the Sata Guna, the Raja Guna, and the Tama Guna.  

The Trident is known as the ‘Trishul’, and is one of the most popular symbols 
associated with Lord Shiva. It is a weapon used by Lord Shiva for the restoration of 
Dharma. But the Trishul has a deeper symbolic meaning as follows— 

The Trishul symbolizes the balance of the three forces of preservation, creation 
and destruction. It represents the three aspects of consciousness—cognition, conation 
and affection.  
 
The sound of Shiva's two-sided drum represents the cosmic sound known as Naad 
that reverberates in the background of the cosmos. This sound is symbolically 
represented by the sound that is produced by uttering the word OM. 
 
The vehicle or mount of Lord Shiva is the white bull called the Nandi—which means 
the cheerful one, the joyful one. The bull on which Lord Shiva rides represents 
virility and strength, the animal-like power and basic instincts in a man.  

In Shiva temples, there is always a reclining bull placed in front of the chief 
shrine or just outside it, with the head turned away from the deity but the gaze fixed 
on it. It is interpreted as the Jivatma, the individual soul of all living being, with its 
animal-like nature pulling it away from God, but the Lord’s grace pulling it back 
towards him. 
 
Lord Shiva is often depicted in the Purans and imagery as seated on a tiger skin or 
wears a tiger skin. Here, the tiger represents the stupendous power of the mind.  
 
Lord Shiva lives on Mount Kailas that is located in the northern side of the mighty 
mountain range known as the Himalayas. 
  
Importance of having devotion for Lord Shiva (according to Tulsidas)— 
Tulsidas’ immortal epic story of Lord Ram, known as Ram Charit Manas, highly 
respects Lord Shiva. In it, Lord Ram, who was an incarnation of Lord Vishnu, the 
Supreme Being, has said himself that if one wishes to have ‘Bhakti’ (devotion) for the 
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Lord, then it is necessary for him to have great respect of Lord Shiva—reference: 
Ram Charit Manas, Uttar Kand, Doha no. 45; and Lanka Kand, Doha no. 2 along 
with its preceding Chaupai line nos. 7-8, till Chaupai line nos. 1-4 that precedes Doha 
no. 3.  
 
Tulsidas has sung the glories of Lord Shiva in his book Kavitawali in its Uttar Kand, 
verse nos. 149—164.   
 
Mantras pertaining to Shiva—(i) The Tripura Tapini Upanishad of the Atharva Veda 
tradition, Canto 4, verse/paragraph no. 8 describes the great Mantra of Lord Shiva 
which gives the worshipper the stature equivalent to that of Lord Shiva. To quote—
“The Lord (Shiva) replied, ‘You must worship the God who vanquishes death with 
the help of the Anushtup Chanda ‘Trayambak’ etc. (narrated above).  
 It has been said from the beginning that the monosyllablic word OM is a 
representative of the Lord (the supreme transcendental Brahm) who is universal and 
uniformly all-pervading, all-incorporating and all-encompassing.  
 Hence, those who worship the Lord with Mantra ‘OM Namaha Shivaaye’ of the 
Yajur Veda are able to attain the exalted stature equivalent to Lord Rudra. He is 
rewarded with auspiciousness. [This Mantra briefly means ‘Salutations to the Lord 
represented by the word OM! I bow before Lord Shiva who is this particular supreme 
transcendental Lord’.] 

You must be fully enlightened about it. [That is, a spiritual aspirant who knows 
the profound import of this great Mantra uses it for offering worship to the Lord in 
order to attain the supreme state of enlightenment that gives him salvation and 
emancipation.] [8].” 
 
(ii) The Tripura Tapini Upanishad of the Atharva Veda tradition, Canto 4, 
verse/paragraph nos. 2-6 describe the great Mantra of Lord Shiva in his divine form 
as Trayambak. The full Mantra is ‘Trayambakam Yajaamahe Sugandhim Pushti-
vardhan Urwaaruk-miv Bandhanaan-mrityor-mukshi-yeti Mamritaat’ 
 
(iii) The Sharav Upanishad of the Atharva Veda, verse nos. 10, 23, 26, 33-34, 
describes the glories of Lord Shiva as follows— 
“verse no. 10 = We bow reverentially and pay our obeisance to the great Lord known 
as Rudra who can burn to ashes the entire world by the fierce spurt of fire emanating 
from the third eye located in his forehead1, and is so gracious that he re-creates it 
once again after punishing it (for its sins and misdeeds by reducing it to ashes), and 
then offers it his protection (10). 
 
“verse no. 23 = Lord Maheswar, the Great God (‘Ishwar’) and Lord of all the other 
gods, is truthful, is eternal, unchanging, steady and always omnipresent everywhere, 
is a (neutral and dispassionate) witness to all and everything (that is happening in this 
creation), is eternally blissful and happy, has no comparison or parallel in this 
creation, and is indescribable and incomprehensible.  
 The Lord or Bhagwan is also known as ‘Girish’ as he is the Lord of mountains. 
[This is because the symbolic abode of Shiva is said to be on the higher reaches of 
snow-covered Mt. Kailash. The reason for Shiva living in mountains is that he is the 
greatest Yogi or ascetic, and for an ascetic it is prescribed in the scriptures that he 
makes mountains and forests his abode. This is to help him in his meditation and 
contemplation or other forms of spiritual exercises. Mountains are places that give 
serenity, solitude, peace and tranquility to the soul. They are the natural habitat for 
those who wish to pursue spiritual path of meditation and contemplation because they 
provide the aspirant with the perfect environment that fits their spiritual needs. 
Besides this, the mountains are metaphors for areas on earth where the positive 
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energy of the consciousness is at its peak—and this is physically depicted in the form 
of high peaks of mountains that almost touch the sky.]  
 We say that the Lord lives there or anything else about the Lord only because we 
imagine it to be so, as it is just not possible to know about him (23). 
 
“verse no. 26 = Everything in existence comes to an end in a regular cycle and in a 
sequential order when the time comes. Therefore, everything is impermanent, mortal 
and perishable, and hence false and illusionary. {This is because if they would have 
been real and truthful then they would have been permanent and immortal, as ‘truth’ 
never ends and it is constant.} 
 OM salutations! We pay our obeisance and greatest of respect to that Great Lord 
known as Mahadev (literally the great God or Lord) holding the ‘Shul’ (the invincible 
and strong spear or any sharp pointed weapon, here meaning the trident held by 
Shiva) who devours everything and brings them to an end. That is, Shiva is the 
Authority that concludes this creation.  
 At the same time our obeisance and greatest of respect are meant for the same 
Lord Maheshwar (literally the great Ishwar or God or Lord) known as Rudra (or 
Shiva) who is ever so merciful, gracious, benevolent and munificent on all (26). 
  
“verse no. 33-34 = Shiva is the only truthful, eternal and imperishable entity that 
remains infinitely constant, steady and unchanging, that is immutable and indivisible. 
Except Shiva everything else is un-truth, illusionary and false. 
 That is why besides the other exalted God known as Vishnu, the aspirant should 
meditate and contemplate only upon Lord Shiva who is the Lord (like Vishnu) who 
can help the aspirant to break free from all the fetters that shackle him down and 
prevent his liberation and deliverance from this ensnaring world.  
We pay our sincere obeisance and the greatest of respect to Maheshwar (the great 
Lord God) who provides liberation and deliverance from the formidable snare of this 
world which is very difficult to break free from, as well as is the Lord who devours 
everything in this world. [Refer verse nos. 10, 17-18, 24, 26 and 30 in this context.] 
(33-34).” 
 
The Shiva Tattva—The essence of the Shiva principle called the Shiva Tattva has 
been dealt with in Krishna Yajur Veda’s Dakshin Murti Upanishad, verse nos. 4-5, 
24, 28-30; Varaaha Upanishad, Canto 3, verse no. 6, Canto 4, verse no. 32; Rudra 
Hridaya Upanishad, verse nos. 5-6, 12-14.  
 Shiva Tattva—The word ‘Tattva’ means truth, reality, essence, fundamental 
aspect, the primary and basic element, the real and truthful principle, while the word 
‘Shiva’ stand for a host of eclectic virtues and divine glories exemplified and 
personified by Lord Shiva, such as the divine and grand virtues of spiritual beauty, 
auspiciousness, truthfulness, righteousness, nobility, dispassion, detachment, wisdom, 
knowledge, enlightenment etc.  

Since the primary essence and the basic elementary Truth of creation that is 
absolute, pristine pure, uncorrupted, untainted, immutable, eternal, imperishable and 
universal, that is auspicious, righteous and noble, is known as Brahm, and since these 
virtues are undiluted, untainted and eternally truthful, since they are unchallengeable 
and irrefutable ‘truths and reality’ of existence, they are collectively called the ‘Shiva 
Principle’. Lord Shiva is the ultimate Authority and Principal of creation who 
personifies these virtues.  
 The word Shiva refers to one is not only beautiful, auspicious, holy and truthful, 
who is not only most enlightened, wise, self-realised and Brahm-realised, but 
personify or embody these virtues in his own self. That is why Shiva is the universal 
teacher and preacher of the great principles and tenets of metaphysics and spirituality 
because there is no one more competent, more knowledgeable and wiser than him. 
This is also the reason why he is depicted always in a state of perpetual Samadhi—the 
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state of perpetual meditation and contemplation, because he has tasted the nectar of 
eternal bliss and happiness that comes with realising the ultimate Truth of existence 
which fills the spiritual aspirant with an extreme sense of contentedness and ecstasy.    
It must be remembered that all Upanishads rely on and unequivocally expound upon 
one basic philosophy, and it is the tenet of ‘Advaita’ or ‘non-duality’. They 
endeavour to establish by their teachings that the ‘Tattva’, or the fundamental essence 
behind everything in this living creation, no matter what its external form and quality 
is and what the context and circumstance are—is basically the one and the same 
entity that is known as pure cosmic Consciousness. Since the underlying essence is 
the same and it remains constant, unchanging, immutable, indivisible and universal 
inspite of the mind-boggling variations in which it is manifested in this visible world, 
since nothing can exist without this fundamental essence, and since it would outlast 
all known visible faces of creation that appear to be true on their face but are 
fundamentally flawed because they come to an end whereas ‘truth’ should be eternal 
and imperishable, it is known as ‘Tattva’, the great essence and fundamental ‘truth’ 
behind everything.  

So, the Shiva Tattva being talked about here is the ultimate essence or Tattva that 
is ‘Shiva’ in nature.  That is, the essence that is basically truthful, beautiful, 
auspicious, holy and divine in nature.  

The main aim of all spiritual pursuit and study of the scriptures is to become 
aware of the supreme and irrefutable Truth that is Absolute in this creation along with 
the basic principles that define this Absolute Truth and form its eclectic essence.  
Since the concept of the Absolute Truth is too abstract to be comprehended by the 
mind, it has been personified as a deity or Deva. What is it? It is the eclectic, esoteric 
and mystical knowledge and awareness of the cosmic, universal and eternal divine 
Being who personifies this Truth, and who is the subject matter of all metaphysical 
research and spiritual practices. This Supreme Being is none other but Brahm, the 
cosmic Consciousness. The knowledge of this Brahm is known as the Shiva Tattva—
the auspicious, holy and divine essence and principle that defines and governs the 
enigmatic and mysterious entity known as Brahm.  

It is like the case of the hidden nucleus around which the electrons move in an 
atom, or the atom itself which is invisible but forms the basic building block around 
which all the molecules are constructed, and which in turn form the basis of all 
material things that have come into existence in this world. If we remove the nucleus 
or the atom, nothing would exist though no one has actually seen either of them.   
 The varying ratio of the three basic qualities of Sata, Raja and Tama in a person 
determine his individuality, and since the chances of these qualities mixing with each 
other is phenomenally large, we have countless types of men with no two individuals 
having everything in common. But suppose a situation is brought about when these 
three Gunas neutralise each other, as the case was before the beginning of creation 
when they were present in Brahm but lay in a neutral state, it would result in the 
elimination of all disparities and differences seen in this world. That is, the state of 
non-duality, homogeneity and uniformity would be reached. All variations and 
changes would cease to matter—what is now would also be in the future, and it was 
the same in the past. This is the basis of the theory of non-duality, i.e. that what was 
then is present now and would be there in the future and beyond. Since only ‘truth’ 
does not change, the entity targeted by this Upanishad is this ultimate ‘absolute truth’ 
which it prefers to call the ‘Shiva Tattva’. 
  
The abode of Shiva in the body—reference: Body as an abode of Lord Shiva—(i) The 
Krishna Yajur Veda’s Yogshikha Upanishad, Canto 1, verse nos. 72, 165-168, Canto 
2, verse nos. 6-10, 20, Canto 3, verse nos. 1-15, Canto 5, verse nos. 2-5, 13-16, and 
Canto 6, verse nos. 32-33, 47; Varaaha Upanishad, Canto 5, verse nos. 50 and 53; and 
Skand Upanishad, verse nos. 10-11. (ii) Sam Veda’s Jabal Darshan Upanishad, Canto 
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4, verse nos. 48-59. (iii) Atharva Veda’s Brihajjabal Upanishad, Brahman 7, verse no. 
4. 
 
The Varaaha Upanishad of Krishna Yajur Veda, Canto 5, verse nos. 50 and 53 
describe Shiva’s symbolic abode in the body in the Mooladhar Chakra (at the lower 
end of the body) and the region of the head (forehead) respectively.  
  
The Brihajjabal Upanishad of the Atharva Veda tradition, Brahman 7, verse no. 4 
says that when one wears the sacred ash of the fire sacrifice, called the Bhasma, on 
one’s body, all the pores of the body become as holy as Shiva Lingams. To quote—
“King Janak asked sage Yagyavalkya once again—‘What are the benefits of wearing 
the Bhasma?’  
 The sage replied—‘By wearing (smearing of) the Bhasma on the body, all the 
pores of the body from where the hair follicles emerge become de-facto Shiva 
Lingams. [The ‘Shiva Lingam’ is a symbol of Lord Shiva and is shaped like an erect 
cylinder which is encircled by a rounded horizontal flat platform at its base. This 
Shiva Lingam is consecrated in all the shrines dedicated to Lord Shiva. In the present 
case, by saying that each pore of the body of the wearer of Bhasma becomes a Shiva 
Lingam, it is meant that the whole body, the entire being of the wearer, becomes holy 
and sanctified, and it becomes a de-facto shrine of the Lord. It is to emphasize the 
profound sanctifying and purifying powers of the sacred Bhasma.]  
 Since the sacred Bhasma is rubbed on the whole body, and since each pore of the 
body has become a Shiva Lingam, it follows that the spiritual rewards of wearing the 
sacred Bhasma on the body is equivalent to offering the Bhasma to as many physical 
Shiva Lingams in temples of Lord Shiva.  
 All the sections of the society, whether they are Brahmins, Kshatriyas, Vaishyas 
or Shudras, get the same auspicious benefits and blessings, the same grace and 
benediction by wearing the sacred Bhasma as are got by offering it in a shrine of Lord 
Shiva’ (4).” 
 
Hymns of Lord Shiva—There are many hymns or Stotras dedicated to Lord Shiva as 
follows—(1) Arunchal Pancha-ratna; (2) Rudra Ashtak from Ram Charit Manas; (3) 
Shiv Manas Puja (mental worship of Lord Shiva); (4) Sri Shiva-aparaadha-kshamaa-
stotra (hymns asking Lord Shiva’s forgiveness); (5) Veda-saar-shiva-stava (the 
essence of Shiva as espoused in the Vedas); (6) Shiva-ashtakm (the 8 verses of 
Shiva’s hymn); (7) Sir Panchaa-kshar Stotra (hymn describing the mystical 
significance of Shiva’s five-lettered holy name); (8) Dwaadash-jyotirlingam Stotra 
(hymn dedicated to the 12 self-radiant Lingams/symbols of Shiva); (9) Shiva Taandav 
Stotra (hymn dedicated to the cosmic dance form of Lord Shiva); (10) Sri 
Pashupatya-ashtakam (the 8 verse hymn dedicated to Lord Pashupati); (11) Sri 
Viswanaath-ashtakam (the 8 line hymn dedicated to Lord of the world).   

The hymn known as “Rudra Ashtak” appears in Gowami Tulsidas’ epic narration 
of the divine story of Lord Ram in the Ram Charit Manas, Uttar Kand, verses that 
precede Doha no. 108. The beauty of these verses is their poetry and rhyming of the 
verses, something that lacks in other classical works in Sanskrit. These sacred hymns 
are called ‘Rudra Ashtak’ because, one, ‘Rudra’ is one of the many names of Lord 
Shiva, and two, there are ‘eight’ (Ashtak) verses of two lines each, followed by a 
concluding Shloka.  

2The churning of the ocean and emergence of the ‘Kaal-Kut Visha’: Once, the 
Gods and demons churned the ocean using Mt. Sumeru as the churner and Seshnath, 
the serpent, as the rope. The first produce of the vigorous churning was the ‘Halahal’ 
poisons (literally, the scalding, corrosive, biting, fierce and sharp as a saw) which 
started scalding all the directions of the world. The Gods and the demons decided 
after confabulations that only Lord Shiva can give them protection from this fear. On 
being propitiated and worshipped, Lord Shiva manifested himself and drank the 
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poison in a single mouthful—but instantly he realised that the Lord resides in his 
heart, and this ferocious poison would kill all the creation because the Lord is all-
pervading and omnipresent. So, he just kept it in his throat for eternity. That is why 
his throat became blue-tinged, and his name became, inter alia, ‘Neel-Kanth’, the 
blue-throated one. 

3The slaying of demon Tripura: The demon called Tarak had 3 sons—
Taarkaaksha, Bindumaali and Kamal-Lochan. They did severe penances and 
austerities and propitiated Lord Brahma as well as Shiva, and acquired the kingdom 
of the 3 celestial ‘Puras’ or cities as a boon. After that, due to haughtiness and pride, 
they started great excesses and tyranny in the world. Tormented and persecuted by 
them, the Gods prayed to Shiva under the guidance of Vishnu. Shiva manifested 
himself and demolished the 3 celestial cities and the 3 demons brothers. Since then, 
Shiva has been called ‘Tripurari’ or the one who has vanquished the 3 ‘Puras’ or 
cities of the above demons. In some legends it is held that the demon was called 
‘Tripura’ and he had conqured the Gods and pilloried and tormented them. His 
slaying at the hands of Shiva give him the name of Tripurari. 

4‘Kaam-Ripu’ or the enemy of Kaam: Parvati was called ‘Sati’ in her previous 
life. After her death by burning in the sacrifical fire at being indignant and angry at 
Shiva's insult at the hands of her father Prajapati during the fire sacrifice. At the same 
time, the demon Tarakasur (pronounced as ‘Taarkaasur’) created such havoc that the 
Gods were extremely terrified and tormented. The demon had a boon that he can be 
killed by Shiva's son only—but the dilemma was that Sati had died, and after her 
death Shiva had sat in a trance like state of Samadhi, unwavering and oblivious of his 
surroundings. To get him married to Parvati so as to beget a son it was necessary to 
break his austerities, severe renunciation mode that his trance like posture had 
created. The patron God of love, cupid, lust and passion, Kamdeo, was selected and 
motivated for the purpose. Once, at the instant when Parvati had gone to offer her 
offerings of flowers to Shiva at his abode in Kailash, Kamdeo appeared at the scene, 
armed with an arrow made of flowers. But before he could strike, Lord Shiva 
regained consciousness (or awareness) and seeing him with a pulled bow, he opened 
his third eye in wrath, burning Kamdeo instantly to ashes. Since then, he was called 
‘Kamari’, ‘Madanripu’ (i.e., slayer of Kamdeo, enemy of Kamdeo respectively) etc. 
Later, Kartikeya was born of the wedlock and he killed Tarkasur. 
 This fascinating story is narrated in detail in Tulsidas’ famous epic “Ram Charit 
Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 82—to Chaupai 
line no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 88.] 
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                                                   (4) 
dānī kahum ̐ saṅkara-sama nāhīṁ. 
dīna-dayālu dibō'ī bhāvai, jācaka sadā sōhāhīṁ. 1.  
mārikai māra thapyau jagamēṁ, jākī prathama rēkha bhaṭa māhīṁ. 
tā ṭhākurakau rījhi nivājibau, kahyau kyōṁ parata mō pāhīṁ. 2.  
jōga kōṭi kari jō gati harisōṁ, muni mām̐gata sakucāhīṁ. 
bēda-bidita tēhi pada purāri-pura, kīṭa pataṅga samāhīṁ. 3.  
īsa udāra umāpati parihari, anata jē jācana jāhīṁ. 
tulasidāsa tē mūṛha mām̐ganē, kabahum̐ na pēṭa aghāhīṁ. 4.  
 
Verse no. 4—Indeed, anyone who is as generous, charitable and magnanimous as 
Lord Shankar (Shiva) is nowhere to be found in this world. He is a great benefactor of 
those who are distressed, miserable, deprived, downtrodden and humble. He is indeed 
very fond of giving (i.e. is very charitable and generous by natural disposition; he 
loves giving away to others). And therefore he likes those who seek anything from 
him. (1).  
 
How can I describe the graceful and forgiving nature of a Lord who allowed Kamdeo 
(the patron God of lust, desire, cupid, passion), one of the most brave warriors, to live 
without a form (in the mind of the people) after burning him to ashes (for his 
demeanours, temerity and audacity of disturbing Shiva during his meditation)?  

[When he was burnt for disturbing Shiva and his wife Rati pleaded with the 
Lord for pardoning his sin, the Lord granted her this boon by which Kamdeo did not 
die altogether but survived in an immortal subtle form that had no gross physical 
body, and in this bargain Kamdeo all-pervading and omnipresent in an invisible 
form.] (2).   
 
The ultimate end or aim of the soul (which is to attain final emancipation and 
salvation) for which the sages and hermits strive but hesitate to request as a grant of 
boon from Lord Hari (Vishnu) even after doing a lot of Yoga (meditation and 
contemplation) is easily available even to insects and flies (who live and die) in the 
worldly abode of Lord Tripurari (literally the Lord of the three worlds; Shiva). [The 
city referred to here is Varanasi, the terrestrial abode of Shiva.]  

This fact has been revealed in the Vedas. (3).  
 
Those who are foolish enough to abandon such a generous and benevolent husband of 
goddess Parvati (i.e. Shiva) and go to beg or seek something elsewhere can never 
satisfy their hunger fully (i.e. they can never be contented and be at peace ever). (4). 

 

 

¼5½ 
 
ckojks   jkojks   ukg   HkokuhA 
nkfu  cM+ks  fnu  nsr  n;s  fcuq]  osn&cM+kbZ  HkkuhAA1AA 
fut  ?kjdh  cjckr  fcyksdgq]  gkS  rqe  ije  l;kuhA 
flcdh   nbZ   laink   ns[kr]   Jh&lkjnk   flgkuhAA2AA 
ftuds  Hkky  fy[kh  fyfi  esjh]  lq[kdh  ugha  fulkuhA 
fru   jadudkS   ukd   l¡okjr]   gkSa   vk;ks   udckuhAA3AA 
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nq[k&nhurk   nq[kh   buds   nq[k]   tkpdrk   vdqykuhA 
;g  vf/kdkj  lkSafi;s  vkSjfga]  Hkh[k  Hkyh  eSa  tkuhAA4AA 
izse&izlalk&fcu;&C;axtqr]  lqfu  fcf/kdh  cj  ckuhA 

  rqylh  eqfnr  egsl  eufga eu]  txr&ekrq  eqlqdkuhAA5AA 
 
 
                                                  (5) 
 
bāvarō rāvarō nāha bhavānī. 
dāni baṛō dina dēta dayē binu, vēda-baṛā'ī bhānī. 1.  
nija gharakī barabāta bilōkahu, hau tuma parama sayānī. 
sibakī da'ī sampadā dēkhata, śrī-sāradā sihānī. 2.  
jinakē bhāla likhī lipi mērī, sukhakī nahīṁ nisānī. 
tina raṅkanakau nāka sam ̐vārata, hauṁ āyō nakabānī. 3.  
dukha-dīnatā dukhī inakē dukha, jācakatā akulānī. 
yaha adhikāra saumpiyē aurahiṁ, bhīkha bhalī maiṁ jānī. 4.  
prēma-prasansā-binaya-byaṅgajuta, suni bidhikī bara bānī. 
tulasī mudita mahēsa manahiṁ mana, jagata-mātu musukānī. 5.  
 
Verse no. 5—[Tired of re-writing the destiny of the people because they were always 
pardoned by Shiva and obtained salvation and emancipation inspite of their 
ineligibility for it, the creator Brahma went to goddess Parvati and complained:-]  
 
‘Oh Bhavani (Parvati)! Your husband (Shiva) has gone astray and has lost his mind. 
[That is, he is literally exceeding his brief because he is supposed to bring the creation 
to conclusion, and not to be an agent of eternity and fostering perpetual life!]  

He always gives, even to those people who are not eligible to receive anything 
in return because they have never done any charities (i.e. anything good) in life. This 
violates the sanctioned regulations of the Vedas. (1).  
 
You are very clever and wise, so take care of your household! (The wealth of the 
house is being gradually diminished as) Lord Shiva has been virtually squandering 
away the property because of his charitable nature, and even goddesses Laxmi (the 
patron goddess of wealth) and Saraswati (the patron goddess of learning) are 
(sarcastically) praising you and your rich household (because inspite of your husband 
giving away freely the wealth never seems to end or be depleted, and the great wander 
is that even you do not object to your husband emptying the coffers of the house). (2). 
  
Those wretched people and paupers for whom I had not destined any comfort, 
pleasure or happiness of any kind, I have become fed-up creating and arranging 
comfortable heavens for them due to the sheer madness of your husband (Shiva) and 
his un-restrained habit of granting boons (of eternity and salvation) to such people. 
(3).  
 
The personified forms of such pitiable conditions in this world such as misery, grief, 
sorrows, torments and other misfortunes, as well as the accompanying tendency of 
begging for mercy and seeking solace and succour from such agonies, are so 
distressed and dismayed because they have lost their natural habitat. [This is a 
metaphoric way of saying that Lord Shiva grants boons of eternity, happiness and 
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bliss to all who pray to him, and therefore such things as torments, misfortunes, 
misery and pain are vanishing from the world.]  

I am so fed-up with this transgression of authority and interference in my 
jurisdiction by Lord Shiva that I request you to please entrust this work of writing 
people’s destiny to someone else—for, I would rather prefer begging to feed (sustain) 
myself than being subjected to this humiliation of being side-lined, and my authority 
being undermined and eroded by Shiva (who has begun writing the destinies of 
people). (4).  
 
Hearing such words of Brahma that were laced with immense affection, praise, prayer 
and sarcasm, Lord Mahesh (Shiva) felt mentally happy and delighted, while the 
mother of the world goddess Parvati smiled. (5).  
  
                                             
 
                                             Rāga Rāmakalī 

 
¼6½ 

 
tk¡fp;s fxfjtkifr dklhA tklq Hkou vfuekfnd nklhAA1AA 
vkS<j&nkfu nzor iqfu FkksjsaA ldr u nsf[k nhu djtksjsaAA2AA 
lq[k&laifr] efr&lqxfr lqgkbZA ldy lqyHk ladj&lsodkbZAA3AA 
x;s lju vkjfrdS yhUgsA fujf[k fugkiy fufe’keg¡ dhUgsAA4AA 
rqyflnkl tkpd tl xkoSA fcey Hkxfr j?kqifrdh ikoSAA5AA 
 

 
                                                    (6) 
 
jām̐ciyē girijāpati kāsī. jāsu bhavana animādika dāsī. 1.  
auḍhara-dāni dravata puni thōrēṁ. sakata na dēkhi dīna karajōrēṁ. 2.  
sukha-sampati, mati-sugati suhā'ī. sakala sulabha saṅkara-sēvakā'ī. 3.  
gayē sarana āratikai līnhē. nirakhi nihāpala nimiṣamaham ̐ kīnhē. 4.  
tulasidāsa jācaka jasa gāvai. bimala bhagati raghupatikī pāvai. 5.  
 
Verse no. 6—One should seek (or beg, request) only from the Lord of Girija (i.e. from 
Shiva who is the husband of Parvati, the daughter of the king of mountains) whose 
abode is in Kashi (the city of Varanasi), and to whom Anima and such other Siddhis1 
are subservient and obedient like a maid-servant is to her master. (1).  
 
Lord Shiva is a very generous giver by nature; he becomes mellowed by or yields 
easily to even a little bit of service. He cannot watch distressed creatures standing at 
his doorstep with folded hands, and so he quickly fulfils their desires as soon as 
possible. (2).  
 
All kind of happiness and joys, wealth and prosperity, refined intellect and wisdom, as 
well as the best kind of end (i.e. death which culminates in liberation, deliverance, 
emancipation and salvation) etc. are easily available by serving Lord Shiva. (3).  
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Those distressed and eager souls who sought his refuge or shelter were immediately 
accepted by him (Shiva), and they were all instantly fulfilled and their wants or 
desires immediately satisfied. (4).  
 
The beggar (i.e. humble) Tulsidas also sings his glories (with the hope) that he might 
also be lucky enough to be bestowed with the alms (i.e. granted the boon) of devotion 
and love for Lord Ram. (5). 
 

[Note—1The eight Siddhis are the following mystical powers—(i) ‘Anima’ means the 
power to become microscopic or so minute that one becomes invisible to the naked 
eye. (ii) ‘Mahima’ is to have majesty, glory and fame; to be honoured and 
acknowledged for one’s achievements, wisdom, erudition, knowledge and skills. (iii) 
‘Garima’ is to have weight, stature, dignity, decorum, gravity and significance. (iv) 
‘Laghima’ is the grand virtue of being simple and humble inspite of being great, 
powerful and authoritative; it is to have simplicity and humility despite possessing 
grandeur, majesty, power, authority and magnificence. (v) ‘Praapti’ is to be able to 
attain or obtain anything wished or desired for. (vi) ‘Praakramya’ is to have valour, 
ardour, strength, powers, prowess, potential and punch that leads to triumph, glory 
and majesty. (vii) ‘Ishwatwa’ is to be able to have lordship or sway over everything 
else. And (viii) ‘Vashitwa’ is to be able to control and subdue others, and exert 
influence on them so much so that they become obedient.] 
 

 

¼7½ 
 
dl u nhuij nzogq mekojA nk#u fcifr gju d#ukdjAA1AA 
csn&iqjku dgr mnkj gjA gefj csj dl Hk;sgq d`fiurjAA2AA 
dofu Hkxfr dhUgh xqufuf/k f}tA gksb izlUu nhUgsgq flo in futAA3AA 
tks xfr vxe egkeqfu xkofgaA rc iqj dhV iarxgq ikofgaAA4AA 

  nsgq dke&fjiq! jke&pju&jfrA rqyflnkl izHkq! gjgq Hksn&efrAA5AA 
 
 
                                                    (7) 
 
kasa na dīnapara dravahu umāvara. dāruna bipati harana karunākara. 1.  
bēda-purāna kahata udāra hara. hamari bēra kasa bhayēhu kṛpinatara. 2.  
kavani bhagati kīnhī gunanidhi dvija. hō'i prasanna dīnhēhu siva pada nija. 3.  
jō gati agama mahāmuni gāvahiṁ. taba pura kīṭa pantagahu pāvahiṁ. 4.  
dēhu kāma-ripu!rāma-carana-rati. tulasidāsa prabhu!harahu bhēda-mati. 5.  
 
Verse no. 7—[In this verse, Tulsidas lovingly and politely admonishes Lord Shiva for 
delaying to attend to his prayers.] ‘Oh the dear husband of Parvati (i.e. Lord Shiva)! 
Why are you not becoming benevolent, benignant, kind, merciful and graceful 
towards this distressed and wretched (Tulsidas)? Oh the mine of mercy, graciousness 
and kindness! You are the one who can vanquish and eliminate the greatest of 
miseries, troubles and tribulations, the greatest of ordeals and concerns that torment a 
creature. [Then why are you not paying heed to Tulsidas’ pleadings?] (1).  
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The Vedas and Purans assert that Lord Har (Shiva) is enormously large-hearted and 
greatly magnanimous. Why then have you become so miserly and reluctant in my 
case? (2). 
 
What kind of special worship had a Brahmin named Guna-Nidhi1 done that you were 
so pleased with him so much so that you had bestowed him with your auspicious 
abode (i.e. you raised him to an exalted stature of one who has attained salvation)? 
(3).  
 
The highest attainment for the soul (i.e. salvation and emancipation of the soul which 
is equivalent to attaining oneness with the Supreme Being), which is assumed to be 
difficult even by the sages and ascetics, is easily accessible to the ordinary insects and 
flies in your city of Kashi (or Varanasi, if they live in it and die there). (4).  
 
Oh the enemy of Kamdeo! Give Tulsidas firm devotion for and steady faith in the 
holy feet of Lord Ram. Eliminate all sense of doubts and confusions and dichotomy 
arising out of duality that clouds his mind. (5). 
 

[Note—1The story of Guna-Nidhi  and his liberation: A Brahmin called Gun-Nidhi 
was a thief. Once he went to a Shiva temple to steal the dumb-bell. Unable to reach 
its hight to enable him to bring it down, he mounted the Shiva-Lingam to lift him up 
to the proper hight. Instantly, Shiva appeared and blessed him with the boon of abode 
in heaven, for he said, 'people offer flowers and leaves, but you have offered your 
whole self. What more could you offer me and what more could I expect'. As a result, 
Gun-Nidhi went to heaven.] 

 

 

¼8½ 
 

  nso   cM+s]   nkrk   cM+s]   ladj   cM+s   HkksjsA 
  fd;s nwj nq[k lcfuds] ftUg&ftUg dj tksjsAA1AA 
  lsok]  lqfeju]  iwftckS]  ikr  vk[kr  FkksjsA 
  fn;s txr tg¡ yfx lcS] lq[k] xt] jFk] ?kksjsAA2AA 
  xk¡o  clr  ckenso]  eSa  dcgw¡  u  fugksjsA 
  vf/kHkkSfrd  ck/kk  HkbZ] rs  fdadj  rksjsAA3AA 
  csfx  cksfy  cfy  cjft;s]  djrwfr  dBksjsA 
  rqylh nfy] :¡/;ks pgSa lB lkf[k flgksjsAA4AA 
 
 
                                                    (8) 
 
dēva baṛē, dātā baṛē, saṅkara baṛē bhōrē. 
kiyē dūra dukha sabanikē, jinha-jinha kara jōrē. 1.  
sēvā, sumirana, pūjibau, pāta ākhata thōrē. 
diyē jagata jaham̐ lagi sabai, sukha, gaja, ratha, ghōrē. 2.  
gām̐va basata bāmadēva, maiṁ kabahūm̐ na nihōrē. 
adhibhautika bādhā bha'ī, tē kiṅkara tōrē. 3.  
bēgi bōli bali barajiyē, karatūti kaṭhōrē. 
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tulasī dali, rūm̐dhyō cahaiṁ saṭha sākhi sihōrē. 4.  
 
Verse no. 8—Oh Shankar (Shiva)! You are a great God, a generous giver, and very 
simple-hearted. All those who besought your graciousness, mercy, benevolence and 
kindness by humbly approaching you with folded hands are blessed by you as you 
eliminate all their sorrows, miseries and misfortunes without exception and in an 
unpartisan manner. (1).  
 
With only a few leaves of the wood-apple tree (Bel-leaves) and few grains of rice it is 
possible to offer service to you, worship you and also meditate upon your form (i.e. 
please you), and in return you bestow upon the worshipper all the objects of comfort, 
pleasure, majesty, pomp and grandeur in this world, such as elephants, chariots, 
horses etc. [These things symbolize the majestic stature fit for a king. They stand for 
authority, grandeur and power. Hence, you are so liberal in your habit of giving, and 
so easy to please that you raise an ordinary creature to the stature of a king in 
exchange of even a token form of worship and respect.] (2).  
 
Oh Vamdeo (Shiva)! I live in your city (Varanasi); I have never asked you for 
anything. But still, unfortunately and without provocation, these servants (subjects) of 
yours are tormenting me like some demonic force. [Tulsidas was subjected to 
continuous harassment and anguish by the Pandas (priests) of Varanasi. So he asks 
Shiva why he is being made miserable though he had never bothered or caused any 
annoyance to the Lord anytime.] (3). 
  
Therefore I beg you to summon them soon and restrain these cruel people from 
tormenting this innocent, humble and harmless Tulsidas, because they wish to crush 
this symbolic plant of Tulsi (Basil) represented by Tulsidas, and sow the Cactus tree 
in its stead. (4). 

 

¼9½ 
 
flo! flo!  gksb  izlUu  d#  nk;kA 
d#uke;  mnkj  dhjfr]  cfy  tkm¡  gjgq  fut  ek;kAA1AA 
tyt&u;u]  xqu&v;u]  e;u&fjiq]  efgek  tku  u  dksbZA 
fcuq ro d`ik  jke&in&iadt]  liusgq¡ Hkxfr  u gksbZAA2AA 
fj’k;] fl)] eqfu] euqt] nuqt] lqj] vij tho tx ekghaA 
ro in fceq[k u ikj iko dksm] dyi dksfV pfy tkghaAA3AA 
vfgHkw’ku]    nw’ku&fjiq&lsod]    nso&nso]    f=iqjkjhA 
eksg&fugkj&fnokdj    ladj]    lju    lksd&Hk;gkjhAA4AA 
fxfjtk&eu&ekul&ejky]    dklhl]    elku&fuoklhA 

  rqyflnkl  gfj&pju&dey&cj]  nsgq  Hkxfr  vfcuklhAA5AA 
 
 
                                                   (9) 
 
siva! siva! hō'i prasanna karu dāyā. 
karunāmaya udāra kīrati, bali jā'um̐ harahu nija māyā. 1.  
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jalaja-nayana, guna-ayana, mayana-ripu, mahimā jāna na kō'ī. 
binu tava kṛpā rāma-pada-paṅkaja, sapanēhum̐ bhagati na hō'ī. 2.  
riṣaya, sid'dha, muni, manuja, danuja, sura, apara jīva jaga māhīṁ. 
tava pada bimukha na pāra pāva kō'u, kalapa kōṭi cali jāhīṁ. 3.  
ahibhūṣana, dūṣana-ripu-sēvaka, dēva-dēva, tripurārī. 
mōha-nihāra-divākara saṅkara, sarana sōka-bhayahārī. 4.  
girijā-mana-mānasa-marāla, kāsīsa, masāna-nivāsī. 
tulasidāsa hari-carana-kamala-bara, dēhu bhagati abināsī. 5.  
 
Verse no. 9—Oh Shiva! Live up to your famed name of ‘Shiva’, be pleased with me, 
and grant your mercy, kindness, graciousness and compassion to me. You are famed 
for your reputation of being exceedingly merciful, compassionate, kind and gracious 
as well as being most magnanimous, kind-hearted, benevolent and liberal. I adore you 
for these virtues, and beseech you to kindly eliminate your Maya. [Since you are so 
kind, I beg you to spare me the anguish that the uncountable delusions create for me.] 
(1).  
 
Your eyes are like the lotus flower. You possess all the imaginable eclectic virtues 
and the best of qualities. You are like an enemy of Kamdeo (the patron God of 
worldly passions). Without your grace it is not possible for anyone to either have any 
knowledge of your magnificent fame (i.e. your true nature and form), nor can he have 
any devotion in the holy feet of Lord Ram even in his dreams. (2).  
 
Hermits, ascetics, mystics, sages, men, demons, gods and all other creatures in this 
world—none of them can ever cross this world which is like an endless ocean of 
delusions even after crores of Kalpas (i.e. even after millions of years) by remaining 
opposed to your holy feet (i.e. by not worshipping you). (3).  
 
Serpents form your ornaments. [This is because Shiva wraps them around his body 
like one wears a garland, a necklace, armlets, head-dress etc.]  

You are a servant (i.e. an ardent devotee, a faithful and obedient follower) of 
Lord Ram who is the slayer of demons Khar and Dushan (representing all the evils, 
vices, deceit, conceit, corruptions and perversions in this world).  

You are the Lord of the gods, and the slayer of the demon known as Tripura. 
Oh Lord Shankar! You are like the real sun for the purpose of eliminating fog-like 
Moha (worldly delusions, attachments, infatuations, attractions, affections etc.). [Just 
like the heat of the sun helps to disperse fog, the Lord’s mercy is able to remove all 
effects of worldly delusions.]  

You are the one who eliminates all the miseries, misfortunes and distresses as 
well as all the fears and consternations of those who have taken shelter in you hold 
feet. (4).  
 
Oh Lord of Kashi (Varanasi)! [Shiva is the patron God of the city of Varanasi.] Oh 
the resident of the cremation grounds. [It is believed that Shiva constantly stays in the 
cremation ground so that he can utter the name of Lord Ram in the ears of the dead 
brought for cremation. This is said to provide the dead with salvation.] 

Oh the royal Swan who floats majestically in the mind and heart of Parvati (his 
consort) which resemble the legendary fresh-water lake named Mansarovar! Please 
bestow upon (or give the boon of) eternal devotion to Tulsidas in the most exalted 
holy feet of Lord Hari (Lord Ram). (5). 
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[Note—The city of Varanasi is situated on latitude 250 which, by Vedic calculations, 
is the line through which the spine of the universe runs. This bestows it with special 
mystical and spiritual powers, enabling it to occupy a unique place in cosmic atlas.] 
 
 

 
                                            Rāga Dhanāśrī 

 
¼10½ 

 
nso] 
eksg&re rjf.k] gj] #nz] ’kadj] ’kj.k] gj.k] ee ’kksd yksdkfHkjkeaA 
cky&'kf'k&Hkky] lqfo'kky ykspu&dey] dke ’k rdksfV&yko.;&/kkeaAA1AA 
dacq&dqansanq&diwZj&foxzg #fpj] r#.k&jfo dksfV ruq rst HkzktSA 

   HkLe  lokZax  v/kkZax  ’kkSykRetk]  O;ky&ùdiky&ekyk  fojktSAA2AA 
ekSfyladqy tVk&eqdqV fo|qPNVk] rfVfu&oj&okfj gfj&pj.k&iwraA 
Jo.k dqaMy] xjy daB] d#.kkdan] lfPpnkuan oans·o/kwraAA3AA 
’kwy&'kk;d&fiukdkfl&dj] ’k=q&ou&ngu bo /kwe/ot] o`’kHk&;kuaA 
O;k?kz&xt&peZ&ifj/kku] foKku&?ku] fl)&lqj&eqfu&euqt&lsO;ekuaAA4AA 
rkaMfor&u`R;ij] Me# fMafMe izoj] v'kqHk bo Hkkfr dY;k.kjk'khA 
egk dYikar czãkaM&eaMy nou] Hkou dSykl] vklhu dk'khAA5AA 
rK] loZK] ;K'k] vP;qr] foHkks] fo'o Hkona'klaHko iqjkjhA 
czãsanz] panzkdZ] o#.kkfxz] olq] e#r] ;e] vfpZ Hkonaf?kz lokZf/kdkjhAA6AA 
vdy] fu#ikf/k] fuxqZ.k] fujatu czã] deZ&iFkesdet fufoZdkjaA 
vf[kyfoxzg] mxz:i] f'ko] Hkwilqj] loZxr] “koZ loksZidkjaAA7AA 
Kku&oSjkX;] /ku&/keZ] dSoY;&lq[k] lqHkx lkSHkkX; f'ko! lkuqdwyaA 
rnfi uj ew< vk#< lalkj&iFk] Hkzer Hko] foeq[k ro iknewyaAA8AA 
u’Vefr] nq’V vfr] d’V&jr] [ksn&xr] nkl rqylh ’kaHkq&'kj.k vk;kA 
nsfg dkekfj! Jhjke&in&iadts Hkfä vuojr xr&Hksn&ek;kAA9AA 
 

 
                                                    (10) 
 
dēva, 
mōha-tama taraṇi, hara, rudra, śaṅkara, śaraṇa, haraṇa, mama śōka 
lōkābhirāmaṁ. 
bāla-śaśi-bhāla, suviśāla lōcana-kamala, kāma śatakōṭi-lāvaṇya-dhāmaṁ. 1.  
kambu-kundēndu-karpūra-vigraha rucira, taruṇa-ravi kōṭi tanu tēja bhrājai. 
bhasma sarvāṅga ardhāṅga śailātmajā, vyāla-nṛkapāla-mālā virājai. 2.  
maulisaṅkula jaṭā-mukuṭa vidyucchaṭā, taṭini-vara-vāri hari-caraṇa-pūtaṁ. 
śravaṇa kuṇḍala, garala kaṇṭha, karuṇākanda, saccidānanda vandē̕vadhūtaṁ. 
3.  
śūla-śāyaka-pinākāsi-kara, śutru-vana-dahana iva dhūmadhvaja, vṛṣabha-
yānaṁ. 
vyāghra-gaja-carma-paridhāna, vijñāna-ghana, sid'dha-sura-muni-manuja-
sēvyamānaṁ. 4.  
tāṇḍavita-nṛtyapara, ḍamaru ḍiṇḍima pravara, aśubha iva bhāti kalyāṇarāśī. 
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mahā kalpānta brahmāṇḍa-maṇḍala davana, bhavana kailāsa, āsīna kāśī. 5.  
tajña, sarvajña, yajñaśa, acyuta, vibhō, viśva bhavadanśasambhava purārī. 
brahmēndra, candrārka, varuṇāgri, vasu, maruta, yama, arci bhavadaṅghri 
sarvādhikārī. 6.  
akala, nirupādhi, nirguṇa, niran̄jana brahma, karma-pathamēkamaja 
nirvikāraṁ. 
akhilavigraha, ugrarūpa, śiva, bhūpasura, sarvagata, śarva sarvōpakāraṁ. 7.  
jñāna-vairāgya, dhana-dharma, kaivalya-sukha, subhaga saubhāgya śiva! 
sānukūlaṁ. 
tadapi nara mūḍha āruḍha sansāra-patha, bhramata bhava, vimukha tava 
pādamūlaṁ. 8.  
naṣṭamati, duṣṭa ati, kaṣṭa-rata, khēda-gata, dāsa tulasī śambhu-śaraṇa āyā. 
dēhi kāmāri! śrīrāma-pada-paṅkajē bhakti anavarata gata-bhēda-māyā. 9.  
 
Verse no. 10—Oh  Lord (Shiva)! You are like a real sun to eliminate the darkness of 
Moha (the negative virtues of worldly attachments, attractions, infatuations, 
involvements and attendant delusions).  

Oh Har! Oh Rudra! Oh ‘Sharanya’ (one who readily gives refuge and shelter 
to those who seek it)!  

Oh ‘Lokabhiram’ (one who is most charming or delightful in the world)! You 
are the one who eliminates my sorrows, miseries, troubles and tribulations, who can 
free me from all the concerns that have overwhelmed me. The young moon of the 2nd 
night (of the dark fortnight) is adorning the lock of hairs on your head. Your large 
eyes are like the lotus flower. Your glamour and beauty resembles the one possessed 
by millions of Kamdeos (who is the patron God of passions and lust, and hence 
regarded as the most handsome God). (1).  
 
The bright and beautiful countenance of your auspicious and glorious form (body) 
resembles that of a conch-shell, a lotus flower, a moon and camphor. The splendour, 
radiance and glory of your divine body (form) is dazzling like crores (millions) of 
mid-day suns shining together. Your whole body is smeared with ash (of the sacred 
fire).  

Your consort (named Parvati or Uma), who is the daughter of Himachal (the 
king of the Himalayan Mountains), adorns one half of your divine form. [This form of 
Shiva is envisioned as having its right half like that of a male representing Shiva, and 
the left as a female representing Parvati. The statement also means that Parvati sits to 
the left of Shiva.]  

Garlands of serpents and skulls are worn by you around your neck. (2).  
 
The patted lock of glistening hairs on your head resembles a yellow-hued (or 
brownish) crown which is as splendorous and dazzling like electric. The holy river 
Ganges, which has been made holy and pure by coming in contact with the divine feet 
of Lord Hari (because Ganges is said to have originated from Vishnu’s toes), has 
found its abode on your head (among the intertwined cluster of hairs which you wear 
as a crown)1.  

Your ears have ear-rings, the terrible poison (that emerged at the time of the 
churning of the ocean by the gods and the demons) glistens with a bluish or purplish 
hue in your neck (thereby making your neck itself appear to be blue or purple in 
colour).  
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I praise and pray to the Lord, who is the root of the eclectic virtues of grace, 
kindness, mercy and compassion, who is a personification of the grand virtues of Sat 
(truth), Chit (consciousness) and Anand (bliss), and whose form is like that of an 
‘Avadhut’ (which is the highest category for a self-realised and enlightened monk or 
ascetic to attain). [There are a number of Upanishads dealing with the concept of 
Sanyas which explain in detail the virtues of Avadhuts.] (3). 
 
You hold a spear, a sword, an arrow and a bow in your hands. You are like a fire that 
can easily burn the forest represented by one’s enemies. A bull is your mount. You 
have wrapped the hide of a tiger and an elephant around your body. You are a rich 
treasury of the best of knowledge, erudition and wisdom (i.e. there is no dearth of 
these qualities in you).  

You are being faithfully and diligently served (honoured, revered and 
worshipped) by great Siddhas (those who have mystical powers), Gods, sages and 
hermits, as well as by other ordinary men. (4).  
 
You play with and shake a beautiful tabor to produce music while performing the 
cosmic dance known as ‘Tandav’ (which is a special form of Tantrik dance). Though 
you appear inauspicious from your dress, external appearance, demeanours and 
paraphernalia that accompany you, the reality is that you are a mine of immense 
auspiciousness, goodness, welfare and good luck.  

You turn to ashes the entire universe at the time of Dooms-day (which marks 
the dissolution of the world into the primordial cosmic gel). Mt. Kailash (in the lofty 
Himalayan ranges) is your terrestrial home, while you take your official seat in Kashi 
(the city of Varanasi in the Gangetic plains of India). (5).  
 
You know the essence of the matter in this creation (i.e. you are enlightened enough 
to have a full grasp and knowledge of the fundamental Truth; the elementary things; 
the absolute reality and irrevocable truth in creation).  

You are all-knowing and omniscient. You are the Lord of fire-sacrifices and 
other religious ceremonies and rituals. You are ‘Vibhu’ (one who is all-pervading, all-
encompassing, uniform, almighty and eternal Lord of creation).  

You always remain stable in your state; you are unchanging and unwavering; 
you are immutable and constant. Oh Purari (Shiva)! This whole world has emerged 
from you, and is a fractional part of your whole being. It is by the virtue of 
worshipping your holy feet that the various Gods—such as Brahma (the creator), 
Indra (the king of Gods), the Moon God, the Sun God, Varuna (the Water God), the 
Fire God, the eight Vasus (patron gods of essential wealth in creation), the forty-nine 
Maruts (Wind Gods) and Yam (the God of death; the God responsible for upholding 
the laws of Dharma; the God who determines the destination for a dead creature’s 
soul depending upon his deeds)—have acquired their respective authorities and 
powers. (6).  
 
You are the one who has no Kalaas or fractions, divisions and separate forms 
(because you are an eternally immutable whole).  

You are the one who is neutral and indefinable because you do not have any 
specific attributes, virtues, qualities, forms and characteristics that can be employed to 
designate your state of being. You have no Gunas or specific attributes, qualities, 
virtues, forms and characteristic features (and therefore you are invisible and 
incomprehensible by the senses).  
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You are faultless and taintless. You are indeed the supreme Brahm 
personified. In this ever-changing world characterized by multifarious activities and 
innumerable deeds you the only one who remains constant and uniformly one.  

You have no birth (because you are eternal and imperishable), and therefore 
you are free from any kind of shortcomings, faults, flaws, defects and corruptions that 
are an inherent part of all forms of births in this world. The whole world is nothing 
but your manifestation. Inspite of your external form being very unconventional, un-
holy, ferocious and angry (‘Ugra’), you are still, in your primary form, very 
auspicious, holy and divine.  

You are the Lord of the Gods. You are all-pervading and omnipresent. Inspite 
of being the slayer or annihilator of all (because you are the concluder of creation), 
you are the one who graciously takes good care of everyone in this world, and provide 
for their well-being and welfare. (7).   
 
Oh Shiva! Those on whom you become benevolent and show grace upon can easily 
acquire such eclectic virtues as knowledge and wisdom, develop profound 
renunciation, dispassion and detachment, acquire wealth in the form of the virtues of 
righteousness, scrupulousness, probity and propriety, attain the bliss, the felicity and 
the beatitude that comes with final emancipation and salvation, and obtain good 
fortunes and favourable luck. Inspite of all these benefits it is most regrettable and 
surprising that men turn away from serving your holy feet and instead prefer to 
wander aimlessly here and there on the difficult and hazardous path represented by 
this mortal world. (8).  
 
Oh Shambhu (Shiva)! I—the wretched and miserable Tulsidas whose wisdom and 
intellect have decayed, become decrepit and corrupted, and who has fallen on bad 
times as he is surrounded by miseries, misfortunes, grief, troubles and tribulations of 
the gravest kind—have come poignantly to seek refuge and shelter at your holy feet.  

Oh Kaamaari (the slayer of Kamdeo)! Please give me a stable, unwavering and 
eternal devotion in the holy feet of Lord Ram so that the delusions and doubts in my 
mind are destroyed (removed) for ever. (9). 

 
[Note—1River Ganges is called ‘Hari Charan Poot’, which literally means one who 
has born from the holy feet of Lord Hari (Vishnu):  
 When Lord Vishnu had assumed the dwarf mendicant form and asked king Bali 
for land equivalent to his three steps, the former had expanded his body so large that 
the entire universe was measured in just a single step. At that time, Brahama (the 
creator) had washed his feet and kept the water in his Kamandalu (a pot made of 
dried pumpkin kept by ascetice and hermits), which later emerged as the flow of the 
holy river ganges. Being thus having its importance at being used to wash the Lord's 
feet, it was called Hari Charan Poot or the offspring of the Lord feet.] 
 
 

 
                    Prayer offered to Bhairavanātha (a form of Śiva) 

 
¼11½ 
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vrqy cy] fciqy] foLrkj] foxzg xkSj] vey vfr /koy /kj.kh/kjkHkaA 
f’kjfl ladqfyr&dy&twV fiaxytVk] iVy “kr&dksfV&fo|qPNVkHkaAA2AA 
Hkzkt focq/kkixk vki ikou ije] ekSfy&ekyso ’kksHkk fofp=aA 
yfyr yYykVij jkt jtuh'k dy] dyk/kj] ukSfe gj /kun&fe=aAA3AA 
banq&ikod&Hkkuq&u;u] enZu&e;u] xq.k&v;u] Kku&foKku&:iaA 
je.k&fxfjtk] Hkou Hkw/kjkf/ki lnk] Jo.k daqMy] onu Nfo vuwiaAA4AA 
peZ&vfl&'kwy&/kj] Me#&'kj&pki&dj] ;ku o`’kHks'k] d#.kk&fu/kkuaA 
tjr lqj&vlqj] ujyksd ’kksdkdqya] e`nqy fpr] vftr] d`r xjyikuaAA5AA 
HkLe ruq&Hkw’k.ka O;k?kz&pekZEcja] mjx&uj&ekSfy mj eky/kkjhA 
Mkfduh] ’kkfduh] [kspja] Hkwpja] ;a=&ea=&Hkatu] izcy dYe’kkjhAA6AA 
dky&vfrdky] dfydky&O;kykfn&[kx] f=iqj&enZu] Hkhe&deZ HkkjhA 
ldy yksdkUr&dYikUr’kwykxzd`r  fnXxtkO;ä&xq.k  u`R;dkjhAA7AA 
iki&larki&?ku?kksj lal`fr nhu] Hkzer tx ;ksfu ufga dksfi =krkA 
ikfg HkSjo&:i jke&:ih #nz] ca/kq] xq#] tud] tuuh] fo/kkrkAA8AA 
;L; xq.k&x.k x.kfr foey efr ’kkjnk] fuxe ukjn&izeq[k czãpkjhA 

  ’ks’k]  losZ'k]  vklhu  vkuanou]  nkl  rqylh  iz.kr&=klgkjhAA9AA 
 
 
                                                  (11) 
 
dēva, 
bhīṣaṇākāra, bhairava, bhayaṅkara, bhūta-prēta-pramathādhipati, vipati-
hatrtā. 
mōha-mūṣaka-mārjāra, sansāra-bhaya-haraṇa, tāraṇa-taraṇa, abhaya-katrtā. 
1.  
atula bala, bipula, vistāra, vigraha gaura, amala ati dhavala 
dharaṇīdharābhaṁ. 
śirasi saṅkulita-kala-jūṭa piṅgalajaṭā, paṭala śata-kōṭi-vidyucchaṭābhaṁ. 2.  
bhrāja vibudhāpagā āpa pāvana parama, mauli-mālēva śōbhā vicitraṁ. 
lalita lallāṭapara rāja rajanīśa kala, kalādhara, naumi hara dhanada-mitraṁ. 3.  
indu-pāvaka-bhānu-nayana, mardana-mayana, guṇa-ayana, jñāna-vijñāna-
rūpaṁ. 
ramaṇa-girijā, bhavana bhūdharādhipa sadā, śravaṇa kaṁuḍala, vadana chavi 
anūpaṁ. 4.  
carma-asi-śūla-dhara, ḍamaru-śara-cāpa-kara, yāna vṛṣabhēśa, karuṇā-
nidhānaṁ. 
jarata sura-asura, naralōka śōkākulaṁ, mṛdula cita, ajita, kṛta garalapānaṁ. 
5.  
bhasma tanu-bhūṣaṇaṁ vyāghra-carmāmbaraṁ, uraga-nara-mauli ura 
māladhārī. 
Ḍākinī, śākinī, khēcaraṁ, bhūcaraṁ, yantra-mantra-bhan̄jana, prabala 
kalmaṣārī. 6.  
kāla-atikāla, kalikāla-vyālādi-khaga, tripura-mardana, bhīma-karma bhārī. 
sakala lōkānta-kalpāntaśūlāgrakṛta diggajāvyakta-guṇa nṛtyakārī. 7.  
pāpa-santāpa-ghanaghōra sansṛti dīna, bhramata jaga yōni nahiṁ kōpi trātā. 
pāhi bhairava-rūpa rāma-rūpī rudra, bandhu, guru, janaka, jananī, vidhātā. 8.  
yasya guṇa-gaṇa gaṇati vimala mati śāradā, nigama nārada-pramukha 
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brahmacārī. 
śēṣa, sarvēśa, āsīna ānandavana, dāsa tulasī praṇata-trāsahārī. 9.  
 
Verse no. 11—Oh Bhairav! You have a colossus form. You look terrible and 
ferocious. You are the Lord of ghosts, spirits, phantoms and other similar followers of 
Lord Shiva. You are the remover of all sorts of troubles, miseries, concerns and 
misfortunes. For the rat-like negative qualities of delusions and attachments you are 
like a cat.  

You are the remover of the fear of this world characteristic by the cycle of 
endless births and deaths (and their accompanying horrors). You provide liberation, 
deliverance, emancipation and salvation to all the creatures, and at the same time you 
are an embodiment of these virtues. You bestow fearlessness to all (your devotees). 
(1).   
 
Your strength and powers are immeasurable and incomparable. Your colossus form is 
of a fair complexion, is holy and pure, is bright and glorious, and its radiance 
resembles that of Shesh-Nath (the legendary serpent who holds the earth on its 
hoods). The crown of matted hairs on your head—which is yellowish or brownish in 
colour, and splendorous like 100 crores (10 million) streaks of lightening shining 
simultaneously—looks exceptionally magnificent. (2).  
 
The most pure and holy river of the Gods, known as Ganges, which has a mysterious 
and enchanting beauty, swirls around your head and adorns it like a garland wrapped 
around it. The position of the beautiful crescent moon on your magnificent forehead 
looks astoundingly charming and beautiful. I bow my head in reverence to such a 
Shiva who is a friend of Kuber (the treasurer of Gods). (3).  
 
The moon, the fire and the sun are your (three) eyes. You are the crusher or 
vanquisher of Kamdeo (the God of passions and lust).  

You are a treasury of eclectic virtues, noble qualities, highest wisdom, truthful 
knowledge and metaphysical science.  

You move around in the company of (your consort) Parvati, and Mt. Kailash, 
which is the chief and most important among the mountains, is your permanent abode. 
 You have large ear-rings in your ears, and the beauteous countenance of your 
face is most bewitching. (4).  
 
You are armed with a shield, a sword and a spear. You also hold in your hands a 
tabor, an arrow and a bow. A bull is your mount. You are a treasury of mercy, 
compassion and kindness. This is evident from the fact that when the scalding hot and 
most terrible poison emerged from the ocean (at the time of its churning in some 
ancient time), and its heat and corrosiveness was scorching the gods, the demons and 
all the creatures of this world, you were so moved by their plight, distress and agony 
that you had immediately gulped it without a second thought. (5).  
 
The ash (from the sacrificial fire) is the ornament of your body (i.e. your whole body 
is smeared with it).  

You are attired in a leopard skin. You are wearing a garland of serpents and 
skulls (around your neck and) on your chest.  

You are the destroyer of female hobgoblins, the ghosts, the Khechars (those 
evil spirits who move in the sky) and the Bhuchars (terrestrial evil spirits), besides the 
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malignant effects of evil magical charms known as Yantras, and similar malignant use 
of Mantras. You destroy huge sins instantly. (6).  
 
You are the Mahakaal (the ‘great Kaal’ or ‘the supreme God of death’ personified) 
who causes even Kaal (the ‘death god’) to die. For the present age known as Kaliyug 
which is as horrifying as venomous serpents, you act like Garud (the legendary eagle 
who feeds on serpents, and who is a vehicle of Lord Vishnu).  

You are the slayer of the demon known as Tripurasur, and you have done 
many other great deeds which are very formidable and awe-inspiring. At the time of 
the great Dooms-day, when the whole universe is being annihilated, you are able to 
pierce (kill, conquer, trounce) even those who are most brave, valiant and courageous 
(‘Diggajs’) with the point of your trident, become emotionally neutral and 
dispassionate, and dance as if you are in a state of extreme trance. [This cosmic dance 
of destruction is known as Tandava Nritya.] (7).  
 
I (Tulsidas) am moving endlessly in this horrifying mortal world full of sins, pains, 
miseries and torments in a circle consisting of endless cycles of births and deaths 
which has made me take births for a record number of eighty-four lakh times, and am 
therefore immensely distressed, dismayed and horrified at the prospect of having to 
undergo this torture once again. I am feeling extremely wretched, hapless and helpless 
as I find there is no one to provide me with salvation and deliverance.  

Oh Bhairav! Oh Rudra who is a personification of Lord Ram! For me you are 
a friend, a Guru (moral preceptor, guide and teacher), a parent and the Vidhata (the 
creator who decides destiny). Please save me; please protect me. (8).  
 
Tulsidas says that Lord Shiva, whose virtues are always being sung by Saraswati (the 
goddess of wisdom and speech), Vedas, sage Narad and other wise ones who have 
profound wisdom and are well-steeped in the knowledge of the supreme Brahm, and 
who bestows freedom from all fears to his devotees, is present in Kashi (the holy city 
of Varanasi) which is much like a forest of joys and happiness known as ‘Anand 
Van’. (9). 

 

 

 

¼12½ 
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  izpqj&Hko&Hkatua]  iz.kr&tu&jatua]  nkl  rqylh  ’kj.k  lkuqdwyaAA5AA 
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                                                   (12) 
 
sadā- 
śaṅkaraṁ, śampradaṁ, sajjānānandadaṁ, śaila-kan'yā-varaṁ, 
paramaramyaṁ. 
kāma-mada-mōcanaṁ, tāmarasa-lōcanaṁ, vāmadēvaṁ bhajē bhāvagamyaṁ. 
1.  
kambu-kundēndu-karpūra-gauraṁ śivaṁ, sundaraṁ, saccidānandakandaṁ. 
sid'dha-sanakādi-yōgīndra-vṛndārakā, viṣṇu-vidhi-vandya caraṇāravindaṁ. 2.  
brahma-kula-vallabhaṁ, sulabhamatidurlabhaṁ, vikaṭavēṣaṁ, vibhaṁu 
vēdapāraṁ. 
naumi karuṇākaraṁ, garala-gaṅgādharaṁ, nirmalaṁ, nirguṇaṁ, nirvikāraṁ. 
3.  
lōkanāthaṁ, śōka-śūla-nirmūlinaṁ, śūlinaṁ, mōha-tama-bhūri bhānuṁ. 
kālakālaṁ, kalātītamajaraṁ haraṁ, kaṭhina-kalikāla-kānana-kṛśānuṁ. 4.  
tajñamajñāna-pāthōdhi-ghaṭasambhavaṁ, sarvagaṁ, sarvasaubhāgyamūlaṁ. 
pracura-bhava-bhan̄janaṁ, praṇata-jana-ran ̄janaṁ, dāsa tulasī śaraṇa 
sānukūlaṁ. 5.  
 
Verse no. 12—I always worship the Lord Vamdeo who is also known as Shankar 
because he spreads auspiciousness and all round happiness and good fortunes 
everywhere around. He does good to all, is the bestower of welfare and happiness, 
gives joys to saints, is the husband of the daughter of Himachal (i.e. Parvati), is most 
charming and attractive, is the crusher of the pride, vanity and haughtiness of Kamdeo 
(the God of passion and lust), is lotus-eyed, and is attainable only by devotion. (1). 
 
His body (skin; countenance) is smooth (wrinkle-free, radiant, glorious, healthy and 
well-toned) like a conch-shell, the lily flower, the full moon, and camphor. It is soft 
and delicate, is comfortably cool (i.e. is not ‘hot’ in the sense that it is not agitated and 
aggressive, it does not inspire fear or repulsion), is fair in complexion (due to the ash 
being smeared all over it), and it effuses a fragrant and sweet aroma (to indicate its 
holiness and divinity).  

The Lord is a personification (embodiment) of the virtues of auspiciousness 
and all round welfare as well as of (spiritual) beauty.  

He is like a tuber-root or treasury of the glorious virtues of Sat (truth), Chit 
(consciousness) and Anand (bliss). Such acclaimed ones as the various Siddhas (those 
who have acquired mystical powers; the mystics), sages such as Sanak, Sanandan, 
Sanatan and Sanatkumar, ascetics such as Yugiraj (great ascetics), the different Gods, 
Lords Vishnu (the sustainer of creation) and Brahma (the creator of the visible 
world)—all of them worship and pray at the holy feet of the Lord (Shiva). (2).  
 
He loves and shows respects to the Brahmins (i.e. those who have a high birth in the 
sense that they are learned, wise and enlightened). He is easily accessible to saints and 
those with a pure heart, and is most un-attainable by those who are wicked and 
pervert.  

His form is very formidable, fearsome and awe-inspiring. He is ‘Vibho’ as he 
is eternal, omnipresent, all-pervading and all-powerful.  
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He is so exalted and sublime that he is even beyond the reach (understanding) 
of the Vedas. He is a mine of kindness, mercy, compassion and grace. He is the one 
who bears the ferocious poison (in his throat) as well as the holy river Ganges (on his 
head) simultaneously.  

I bow my head in reverence to pay my obeisance to this Lord (Shiva) who is 
immaculate and pristine pure, who is without any attribute and untainted by one or the 
other Gunas (qualities that are characteristic of this mortal world full of corruptions 
and impurities), and who is absolutely taintless, flawless, faultless and without any 
trace of corruptions. (3).  
 
He is the Lord of all the worlds. He renders sorrows and agonies in vain (futile, 
harmless and ineffective).  

He bears (holds) a trident. He is like a sun for the purpose of destroying the 
(spiritual) darkness represented by Moha (delusions; worldly entanglements, 
attractions and attachments). He is the death of ‘Death’ itself. He is beyond the reach 
and purview of time (i.e. he is imperishable, infinite, eternal and constant). He does 
not become old and decrepit (from diseases or age because he is eternal, steady and 
imperishable).  

He removes a creature (i.e. provides liberation and deliverance) from being 
perpetually trapped in the never-ending cycle of arrival (birth) in and departure 
(death) from this mortal world. And he is like the wild-fire for the purpose of burning 
(getting rid of; eliminating; clearing) the dense forest represented by the present dark 
era known as Kaliyug. (4).  
 
This Tulsidas takes the refuge and shelter at the holy feet of Lord Shiva who is well 
versed and enlightened in the ultimate essence and truth of everything in existence, 
who is like sage Agastya (pāthōdhi-ghaṭasambhavaṁ)1 as far as soaking the deep 
sea of ignorance is concerned, who is all-pervading and omnipresent as well as all-
knowing and omniscient, who is like a root from which all good fortunes and 
auspicious spring forth, who is the destroyer of the vast and endless world of births 
and deaths, who gives happiness and joys to those who seek his refuge and shelter, 
and who is always benevolent, gracious, kind and favourable towards such people. 
(5). 

[1‘pāthōdhi-ghaṭasambhavaṁ’: There lived a Sandpiper (a type of bird) couple 
by the sea. The former's eggs were regularly washed away by the latter; so anguished 
and indignant at the sea's behaviour, they started dropping sand particles in the sea in 
order to fill it. Sage Agastya passed that way, and he was moved with pity and 
compassion at the miserable condition and frustration of the Sandpiper couple. As a 
punishment, he invoked the great Tarak Mantra ‘Om Ram’ three times and gulped 
down the whole ocean in a draught—not a drop was left. All the marine ecology and 
life went topsy-turvy, so the Gods prayed to him to calm down and reinstate the 
equilibrium of nature. Then, sage Agastya restored the ocean water in the form of 
urine; that is why, the ocean is salty and un-potable. 

This incident is also referred to in verse no. 247, stanza no. 3 of this Book 
‘Vinai Patrika’.] 
 
 
                                              
 
                                              Rāga Basanta 
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¼13½ 

 
lsogq flo&pju&ljkst&jsuqA dY;ku&vf[ky&izn dke/ksuqAA1AA 
diwZj&xkSj]  d#uk&mnkjA  lalkj&lkj]  HkqtxsUnz&gkjAA2AA 
lq[k&tUeHkfe] efgek vikjA fuxqZu] xquuk;d] fujkdkjAA3AA 
=; u;u] e;u&neZu egslA vg¡dkj&fugkj&mfnr fnuslAA4AA 
cj cky fulkdj ekSfy HkzktA =Syksd&lksdgj izeFkjktAA5AA 
ftUgdg¡ fcf/k lqxfr u fy[kh HkkyA frUgdh xfr dklhifr d`ikyAA6AA 
midkjh dks·ij gj&lekuA lqj&vlqj tjr d`r xjy ikuAA7AA 
cgq dYi mik;u dfj vusdA fcuq laHkq&d`ik ufga Hko&fccsdAA8AA 

   fcX;ku&Hkou] fxfjlqrk&jeuA dg rqyflnkl ee =kl&leuAA9AA 
 
 
                                                   (13) 
 
sēvahu siva-carana-sarōja-rēnu. kalyāna-akhila-prada kāmadhēnu. 1.  
karpūra-gaura, karunā-udāra. sansāra-sāra, bhujagēndra-hāra. 2.  
sukha-janmabhami, mahimā apāra. nirguna, gunanāyaka, nirākāra. 3.  
traya nayana, mayana-darmana mahēsa. aham̐kāra-nihāra-udita dinēsa. 4.  
bara bāla nisākara mauli bhrāja. trailōka-sōkahara pramatharāja. 5.  
jinhakaham̐ bidhi sugati na likhī bhāla. tinhakī gati kāsīpati kṛpāla. 6.  
upakārī kō̕para hara-samāna. sura-asura jarata kṛta garala pāna. 7.  
bahu kalpa upāyana kari anēka. binu sambhu-kṛpā nahiṁ bhava-bibēka. 8.  
bigyāna-bhavana, girisutā-ramana. kaha tulasidāsa mama trāsa-samana. 9.  
 
Verse no. 13—[Tulsidas advises the creatures as follows—] ‘One should worship 
with great devotion the dust of the holy lotus-like feet of Lord Shiva which is a 
provider of all auspiciousness and welfares, and fulfils all desires like a Kamdhenu 
cow.’ (1).  
 
Lord Shiva is fair complexioned like camphor. He is very generous in showing mercy, 
compassion and graciousness. He is like the sublime entity known as the Atma (the 
pure conscious soul; the essence and the only truth; the only entity of worth; the life 
and vitality) in this world that is otherwise worthless, gross, soul-less, meaningless, 
lifeless and inane.  

He wears the legendary serpent known as Vasuki, the king of serpents, like a 
garland (around his neck). (2).  
 
He is the ‘mother-land’ of all bliss, happiness and joy (i.e. all these virtues have their 
origin in him; he is the one from whom they emerge and then spread in this world; he 
is the fountainhead of these virtues).  

His fame, majesty and glory are fathomless and infinite.  
He is beyond the purview of the three Gunas (such as Satvik, Rajsik and 

Tamsik). He is in fact the Lord of all types of virtues and qualities (good or bad). And 
he is formless and without attributes. (3).  
 
He has three eyes. Lord Mahesh (Shiva) is the one who had crushed the ego, the pride 
and the vanity of Mardan (Kamdeo), and is therefore like a sun that can destroy or 
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eliminate the mist of ego, pride, vanity, haughtiness and arrogance. [The mist 
disappears on the appearance of the sun, so do pride and vanity that disappear in the 
presence of Shiva.] (4).  
 
A young (nascent) moon looks glorious on his forehead. [This refers to the crescent 
moon of the second night after the new moon.]  

He is the eliminator of the sorrows and miseries of the three worlds. [The three 
worlds are the terrestrial world, the heavens, and the nether world.]  

He is like a King for his subject or followers. (5).  
 
For those whose destiny written by the creator contains nothing that is worth   looking 
forward to, nothing that is auspicious and joyful, Lord Shiva is their only destiny (i.e. 
Shiva is their only refuge and shelter).  

By the Lord’s blessings, graciousness and kindness, they also achieve 
emancipation and salvation. (6).  
 
Who is more generous, kind, benevolent and merciful than Lord Har (Shiva) who had 
drunk the venomous poison (that was produced at the time of legendary churning of 
the ocean) to protect the gods and demons from being burnt, scalded and corroded by 
its ferocity? (7).  
 
No matter what one tries, and no matter how many attempts and formulas are 
employed for numerous Kalpas (eras, period of time), one would not realise and 
understand the real and true nature of the world without the blessings, grace and 
kindness of Shiva. [That is, one cannot get wisdom, become self-realised and 
attainment enlightenment without the Lord’s grace.] (8).  
 
Tulsidas pleads with Lord Shiva as follows—‘Oh the one who is very dear to the 
daughter of Giri (the king of mountains)! [Here it refers to Parvati whose divine 
husband is Shiva.]  

You are an abode (treasury) of Vigyan (i.e. knowledge, especially 
metaphysical, of the highest order). You are the only one who can remove all my 
fears (including the ones arising out of ignorance and delusions).’ (9).                               

                                    

                                                                        
¼14½ 

 
ns[kks ns[kks] cu cU;ks vktq mekdarA ekuksa ns[ku rqefga vkbZ fjrq clarAA1AA 
tuq ruqnqfr paid&dqlqe&ekyA cj clu uhy uwru rekyAA2AA 
dy dnfy ta?k] in dey ykyA lwpr dfV dsgfj] xfr ejkyAA3AA 
Hkw’ku izlwu cgq fcfc/k jaxA uwiqj fdafdfu dyjo fcgaxAA4AA 
dj uoy cdqy&iYyo jlkyA JhQy dqp] dapqfd yrk&tkyAA5AA 
vkuu ljkst] dp e/kqi xaqtA ykspu fclky uo uhy datAA6AA 
fid cpu pfjr cj cfgZ dhjA flr lqeu gkl] yhyk lehjAA7AA 
dg rqyflnkl lquq flo lqtkuA mj cfl iziap jps iapckuAA8AA 
dfj d`ik gfj; Hkze&Qan dkeA tsfg ân; clfga lq[kjkfl jkeAA9AA 
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                                               (14) 
 
dēkhō dēkhō, bana ban'yō āju umākanta. mānōṁ dēkhana tumahiṁ ā'ī ritu 
basanta. 1.  
janu tanuduti campaka-kusuma-māla. bara basana nīla nūtana tamāla. 2.  
kala kadali jaṅgha, pada kamala lāla. sūcata kaṭi kēhari, gati marāla. 3.  
bhūṣana prasūna bahu bibidha raṅga. nūpura kiṅkini kalarava bihaṅga. 4.  
kara navala bakula-pallava rasāla. śrīphala kuca, kan̄cuki latā-jāla. 5.  
ānana sarōja, kaca madhupa gaṁuja. lōcana bisāla nava nīla kan̄ja. 6.  
pika bacana carita bara bar'hi kīra. sita sumana hāsa, līlā samīra. 7.  
kaha tulasidāsa sunu siva sujāna. ura basi prapan̄ca racē pan̄cabāna. 8.  
kari kṛpā hariya bhrama-phanda kāma. jēhi hṛdaya basahiṁ sukharāsi rāma. 
9.  
 
Verse no. 14—[Tulsidas imagines Shiva to be a forest, and then describes the beauty 
of Nature using this metaphor as follows:-] ‘Look, the beloved Lord of Uma (i.e. Lord 
Shiva)! Today you have metaphorically assumed the form of a dense forest. Parvati, 
who stays as your other-half by your side, appears to be the spring season which has 
arrived to meet (see) you. (1).  
 
The radiance, shine and majesty of your body is akin to a garland of Magnolia 
(Champa) flowers, while the beautiful dark-blue attire that you wear is like new 
leaves of the Catechu (Tamal) tree. [Here, the ‘dark-blue colour of the attire’ refers to 
the sky that is wrapped around the mendicant Shiva and worn by him as a cloth.] (2).  
 
Your thighs are like the smooth stem of the plantain (banana) tree, your feet (soles) 
are like the red-hued lotus flower, while the thin waist reminds one of the lion, and 
your attractive and majestic gait reminds one of a swan. (3).  
 
Many coloured flowers that adorn the verdant forests are your ornaments, while the 
Nupur (anklet with tiny bells) and Kinkini (bracelet with tiny bells) are represented by 
the sweet chirping sound of birds (hopping around and playing merrily in these 
forests). (4).  
 
Your hands are represented by the leaves of Molsiri (a tree called Ninsops dengi 
whose flowers are very fragrant; also called Bakul) and Mango trees, the breast 
(chest) by the fruit of the plum-tree, and the vest by the creepers that cover the 
numerous trees in the forest. (5).  
 
Your face is like a lotus, hairs are like the (black) bumble-bee, and large eyes are like 
the petals of a new blue-tinged lotus. (6).  
 
Your sweet voice is like that of a Cuckoo; your virtuous characters are like the 
peacock and the parrot; your bewitching smile is like a white flower (lily); and your 
activities are like the cool, fragrant and slow breeze that blows in a forest. (7).’  
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Tulsidas says, ‘Oh the most wise and enlightened Shiva! Kamdeo (lust, desire, 
lasciviousness, passions etc.) resides in my heart and creates a lot of mischief for me. 
(8). 
 
Please be kind to cut down this deluding and ensnaring trap created by Kaamdeo so 
that Lord Ram, who represents eternal spiritual bliss, happiness, beatitude and felicity, 
can reside in my heart. (9).’ 

 
 

 
   Prayer offered to the Goddess 

 
                                               Rāga Mārū 

 
¼15½ 

 
nqlg nks’k&nq[k nyfu] d# nsfo nk;kA 
foÜo&ewyk·fl] tu&lkuqdwyk·fl] dj ’kwy/kkfjf.k egkewyek;kAA1AA 
rfMr xHkkZax lokZax lqUnj ylr] fnO; iV HkO; Hkw’k.k fojktSaA 
ckye`x&eatq[katu&foykspfu] pUnzonfu yf[k dksfV jfrekj yktSaAA2AA 
:i&lq[k&'khy&lhek·fl] Hkhek·fl] jkek·fl] okek·fl oj cqf)ckuhA 
Neq[k&gsjEc&vackfl] txnafcds] ’kaHkq&tk;kfl t; t; HkokuhAA3AA 
paM&HkqtnaM&[kaMfu] fcgaMfu efg’k] eaqM&en&Hkax dj vax rksjsA 
’kqaHk fu%'kqaHk dqEHkh'kj.k ds'kfjf.k] Øks/k okjh’k vfj&o`Un cksjsAA4AA 
fuxe&vkxe&vxe xqfoZ! ro xqu&dFku] mfoZ/kj djr tsfg lglthgkA 
nsfg ek] eksfg iu izse ;g use fut] jke ?ku';ke rqylh iihgkAA5AA 
 

 
                                                  (15) 
 
dusaha dōṣa-dukha dalani, karu dēvi dāyā. 
viśva-mūlā̕si, jana-sānukūlā̕si, kara śūladhāriṇi mahāmūlamāyā. 1.  
taḍita garbhāṅga sarvāṅga sundara lasata, divya paṭa bhavya bhūṣaṇa 
virājaiṁ. 
bālamṛga-man̄jukhan̄jana-vilōcani, candravadani lakhi kōṭi ratimāra lājaiṁ. 2.  
rūpa-sukha-śīla-sīmā̕si, bhīmā̕si, rāmā̕si, vāmā̕si vara bud'dhibānī. 
chamukha-hēramba-ambāsi, jagadambikē, śambhu-jāyāsi jaya jaya bhavānī. 
3.  
caṇḍa-bhujadaṇḍa-khaṇḍani, bihaṇḍani mahiṣa, maṁuḍa-mada-bhaṅga kara 
aṅga tōrē. 
śumbha niḥśumbha kumbhīśa raṇa kēśariṇi, krōdha vārīṣa ari-vṛnda bōrē. 4.  
nigama-āgama-agama gurvi! tava guna-kathana, urvidhara karata jēhi 
sahasajīhā. 
dēhi mā, mōhi pana prēma yaha nēma nija, rāma ghanaśyāma tulasī papīhā. 
5.  
 
Verse no. 15—‘Oh Goddess! You are the one who vanquishes horrifying sorrows and 
immeasurable faults; have mercy on me. You are the fount (i.e. the place of origin) of 
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the entire creation, are always benevolent, kind and gracious towards your devotees, 
bear the trident to crush miscreants and rascals, and are the basic cause and the 
primordial Nature from which the creation has emerged. (1).  
 
All the parts of your glamorous (radiant, beautiful) body are shining and glowing like 
electric. Divine clothes and beautiful ornaments look magnificent on them. Your eyes 
are as beauteous as those of a fawn and Khanjan (a bird seen between fall and winter), 
and the face is like a full moon. Millions of Ratis and Kamdeos feel ashamed and lose 
their sense of pride (at being the most beautiful and charming in creation) when they 
compare themselves with you (i.e. your beauty, majesty, magnificence, charm, 
grandeur and glamour). (2).  
 
You are a benchmark and an embodiment of the grand virtues of charm, beauty, 
glamour and majesty, as well as of happiness and joys, along with the possessing 
noble characters and high quality of dignity, decorum, modesty and propriety. For the 
wicked you assume a highly ferocious form (e.g. Kali, Durga). It is you who has 
manifested in the form of  Laxmi (the goddess of wealth and the divine consort of 
Vishnu), Parvati (the divine consort of Shiva), and the most wise Saraswati (the 
goddess of knowledge and the divine consort of Brahma). Oh Mother of the World! 
You are the mother of Kartikeya and Ganesh, and wife of Lord Shiva. Oh Bhavani! 
Glory to you! Cheers for you! Hail! (3).  
 
You had broken the arms of the demon Chand (and hence known as Chandi), had 
slayed another demon Mahisasur (in your incarnation as Durga), and had broken 
every part of the body of the demon known as Mund by destroying (crushing) his 
false sense of pride, vanity, arrogance and haughtiness. For the furious, wild elephant-
like demons known as Shumbh and Nishumbh you were like the lioness in a battle-
field. You had drowned and completely annihilated uncountable hordes of enemies in 
the un-forgiving ocean of your anger and wrath. (4).  
 
The Vedas, other scriptures and a thousand-tongued serpent known as Sesh-Nath 
praise and sing your glories continuously, but still they find it difficult to fathom them 
and find an end of them. Oh mother! Bless this Tulsidas with the same devotion, the 
attachment and the same affection for Lord Ram that the Papiha (sparrow-hawk) has 
for the dark rain-bearing clouds. [The bird keeps its sight fixed on the cloud and 
drinks only the rain water for its sustenance. It thinks of nothing else.] (5). 
 

 
                                             
                                            Rāga Rāmakalī 

 
¼16½ 

 
t; t; txtufu nsfo] lqj&uj&eqfu&vlqj&lsfo] 

Hkqfä&eqfä&nkf;fu]       Hk;&gjf.k dkfydkA 
eaxy&eqn&flf)&lnfu]      ioZ'koZjh'k&onfu] 

rki&frfej   r#.k   rjf.k&fdj.kekfydkAA1AA 
oeZ&peZ   dj   d`ik.k]   ’kwy&'ksy&/kuq’kck.k] 

/kjf.k] nyfu    nkuo&ny]    j.k&djkfydkA 
iwruk&fi'kkp&izsr&Mkfduh&'kkfdfu]      lesr] 
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Hkwr & xzg & csrky & [kx & e`xkfy & tkfydkAA2AA 
t;     egs'k&Hkkfeuh]      vusd&:i&ukfeuh] 

leLr&yksd&Lokfeuh]        fge'kSy&ckfydkA 
j?kqifr&in  ije  izse]  rqylh  ;g  vpy  use] 

nsgq   àS   izlUu   ikfg   iz.kr&ikfydkAA3AA 
 

 
                                                   (16) 
 
jaya jaya jagajanani dēvi, sura-nara-muni-asura-sēvi, 
bhukti-mukti-dāyini, bhaya-haraṇi kālikā. 
maṅgala-muda-sid'dhi-sadani, parvaśarvarīśa-vadani, 
tāpa-timira taruṇa taraṇi-kiraṇamālikā. 1.  
varma-carma kara kṛpāṇa, śūla-śēla-dhanuṣabāṇa, 
dharaṇi, dalani dānava-dala, raṇa-karālikā. 
pūtanā-piśāca-prēta-ḍākinī-śākini, samēta, 
bhūta - graha - bētāla - khaga - mṛgāli - jālikā. 2.  
jaya mahēśa-bhāminī, anēka-rūpa-nāminī, 
samasta-lōka-svāminī, himaśaila-bālikā. 
raghupati-pada parama prēma, tulasī yaha acala nēma, 
dēhu hvai prasanna pāhi praṇata-pālikā. 3.  
 
Verse no. 16—Oh Mother of the World! Oh Goddess! Hail! Cheers for you! Glory to 
you! Gods, humans, hermits and demons—all serve (worship) you. You are a 
provider (bestower) of pleasures and comforts of the material world as well as 
spiritual emancipation and salvation. You are akin to Kalika (Goddess Kali) to 
remove the fear of your devotees. You are the abode of welfare, auspiciousness, joy 
and achievements (i.e. by serving you, all these can be made easily accessible). Your 
beautiful face is like that of a full moon. To destroy or eliminate the three forms of 
torments called Adhyatmik (spiritual problems), Adhibhautik (problems from the 
body and other terrestrial creatures), and Adhidaivik (problems created by malignant 
stars and other demonic or evil forces of creation) that act like darkness engulfing the 
creature from all sides and make him miserable and distressed, you come as a beacon 
of hope, solace and succour much like the rays of the mid-day sun which is able to 
remove all forms of darkness in this world. (1).  
 
Your body has armour covering it. You have a shield, a sword, a trident, a dagger, a 
bow and an arrow in your hands. You are the slayer and destroyer of hordes of 
demons, and assume a ferocious form in the battle-field. You are like a net that 
catches hold of (i.e. helps to get rid of) the numerous flock of birds and groups of 
animals represented by evil spirits, ghosts, phantoms, hobgoblins, malignant planets 
and stars etc. (that are overpowered and vanquished by you, are made harmless, and 
prevented from tormenting the creatures of this world). (2).  
 
Oh the consort of Shiva! Glory to you! You have numerous names and forms. You are 
the Mistress of the whole world and a daughter of Himachal (the king of mountains). 
You are the protector of those who have taken refuge and shelter with you. I, 
Tulsidas, desire to have unshakeable and supreme devotion in and affection for the 
holy feet of Lord Ram, so be kind and gracious enough to give this to me, and extend 
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your protection to me at the same time. [That is, ensure that I am no longer bothered 
by the numerous evil forces of this world which have made my life hell at present, 
and which prevent me from getting near to my Lord Ram.] (3). 
 
 
 
                           Prayer offered to the holy river Ganges 
 
                                                Rāga Rāmakalī 

 
¼17½ 

 
t;  t;  HkxhjFkufUnfu]  eqfu&p;&pdksj&pfUnfu] 

uj&ukx&fccq/k&cfUnfu]     t;    tàq&ckfydkA 
fcLuq&in&ljksttkfl]      bZl&lhlij fcHkkfl] 

f=iFkxkfl]    iqU;jkfl]    iki&NkfydkAA1AA 
fcey fciqy cgfl ckfj]  lhry  =;rki&gkfj] 

Hk¡oj     cj     fcHkaxrj     rjax&ekfydkA 
iqjtu   iwtksigkj]   lksfHkr   lfl   /koy/kkj] 

Hkatu    Hko&Hkkj]    Hkfä&dYiFkkfydkAA2AA 
fut  rVcklh  fcgax]  ty&Fky&pj  ilq&irax] 

dhV] tfVy  rkil  lc  lfjl  ikfydkA 
rqylh  ro  rhj  rhj  lqfejr  j?kqcal&chj] 

              fcpjr   efr   nsfg   eksg&efg’k&dkfydkAA3AA 
 

 
                                                    (17) 
 
jaya jaya bhagīrathanandini, muni-caya-cakōra-candini, 
nara-nāga-bibudha-bandini, jaya jahnu-bālikā. 
bisnu-pada-sarōjajāsi, īsa-sīsapara bibhāsi, 
tripathagāsi, pun'yarāsi, pāpa-chālikā. 1.  
bimala bipula bahasi bāri, sītala trayatāpa-hāri, 
bham̐vara bara bibhaṅgatara taraṅga-mālikā. 
purajana pūjōpahāra, sōbhita sasi dhavaladhāra, 
bhan̄jana bhava-bhāra, bhakti-kalpathālikā. 2.  
nija taṭabāsī bihaṅga, jala-thala-cara pasu-pataṅga, 
kīṭa, jaṭila tāpasa saba sarisa pālikā. 
tulasī tava tīra tīra sumirata raghubansa-bīra, 
bicarata mati dēhi mōha-mahiṣa-kālikā. 3.  
 
Verse no. 17—Oh daughter of Bhagirathi1 (i.e. river Ganges)*! Hail and Cheers! 
Glory to you; glory to you! For the community of hermits and sages represented by 
Chakors, you are like the moon2. Humans, serpents and Gods pray to you and sing 
your glories. Oh daughter of Jahanu3! Hail and Cheers! You are born from the feet 
(precisely the toe-nail) of Lord Vishnu, adorn the head of Shiva, and flow in three 
streams, one each in the terrestrial, the subterranean and the heavenly worlds. You are 
a treasury of righteousness, scrupulousness and good fortunes, and wash away the sins 
and evils. (1).  
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You have fathomless (i.e. an endless supply of) water which is holy and pure, and it is 
cool enough to remove the heat produced by ‘Traitaap4’. You wear splendid garlands 
represented by enchanting pools of swirling water, and very energetic, playful and 
swift currents. Your frothy and simmering currents look magnificent like the moon, 
and are beautifully decorated by various items of worship that the devotees of the city 
have offered to your water. The current of your water is the destroyer of the burden 
consisting of birth and death in this world, and is like a hedge and protective shield 
for the purpose of providing protection to the Kalpa Tree that represents one’s 
devotion for the Lord. (2).  
 
You are unbiased, unpartisan and equitable while taking care and sustaining all the 
creatures, such as the numerous birds, aquatic animals, terrestrial creatures, animals, 
insects, worms, and ascetics with matted hairs (or hermits/sages etc.) etc. who reside 
on your banks.  

Oh Ganges! You are like Kalika (the goddess of destruction) for killing the demon 
Mahisasur in the form of worldly attachments, attractions, entanglements and 
delusions! Give me (Tulsidas) such wisdom and discriminatory power that I may 
(abandon the deluding world) and freely roam (i.e. stay, or move about) along your 
banks, constantly and abidingly remembering and having an unflinching devotion for 
the great warrior of the clan of king Raghu—i.e. Lord Ram. (3). 
 

[Note—*The story of the origin of the holy river Ganges is narrated in Srimad 
Bhagwat Mahapuran, Skandha 5, Canto 17, verse nos. 1-10.  

It was contained in the Kamandalu (water pot) of Brahma, the creator. This is 
said in Srimad Bhagwat Mahapuran, Skandha 8, Canto 21, verse no. 4. 

Then, its acceptance on the head of Lord Shiva where it was locked in the mat of 
thick hairs on the Lord’s head is narrated in Valmiki’s Ramayan, Baal Kand, Canto 
42, verse nos. 23-25, and Canto 43, verse no. 1.  

The story of why Bhagirath did Tapa to bring Ganges upon the earth is narrated 
in detail in Valmiki’s Ramayan, Baal Kand, Sarga 38—44.   

There is another version narrated in Padma Puran, Sristhi Khand. Here, sage 
Veda Vyas, who was narrating the Puran to Brahmin audience, told the story of the 
origin and descent upon the earth of the holy river Ganges in detail when they asked 
him about it.  

Briefly, the story of river Ganges is this: When Lord Vishnu had incarnated as 
Lord Vaaman, the dwarf mendicant, to crush the haughtiness of king Bali and prevent 
him from declaring himself the emperor of the entire universe, the Lord had expended 
his left foot so much that its toe nail had ruptured the outer shell of the galaxy, 
creating a hole. The inter-galactic river flowing outside the known galaxy gushed in 
through this hole to fill the whole space. When this celestial river touched the feet of 
Lord Vishnu, it turned reddish due to the colour of the Lord’s feet which are like the 
red or pink lotus. Because it had its origin from the foot of Lord Vishnu, the primary 
name of river Ganges was ‘Bhawatpadi’. [‘Bhagwat’ = Lord Vishnu; ‘Padi’ = from 
foot.] 

After the passage of thousands of Yugas (eras), it established itself in the northern 
edge of the heaven where the Polar Star is situated. This area is known as ‘Vishnu-
pad’. It is here that the Lord’s great devotee Dhruv accepts the water of this holy river 
as sanctified water, and the seven celestial sages known as the Sapta-rishis hold it in 
the lock of hairs on their head. Meanwhile, when the celestial water poured in from 
the hole in the galaxy, the creator Brahma was alarmed because he realised that its 
fierce currents would sweep everything away, both in the heaven as well as on the 
earth where it descended to wash the feet of Lord Vaaman immediately after its 
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entrance in the habitable galaxy. So Brahma used his Kamandalu, the water pot, to 
contain river Ganges within it.  

From the summit of the heaven, i.e. from its northern fringes, Ganges cascaded 
down to the abode of the Moon God, went past it and fell on the summit of Mt. Meru 
(the golden mountain where the Gods live, including their king Indra) which is 
situated within the realm of Brahma, the creator.  

From there it divides into four branches—named Sita, Alaknanda, Chakchu and 
Bhadra.  

Out of these, Sita descends from Brahma-puri to the summit of Mt. Kesaraachal, 
then goes further down and falls upon the summit of Mt. Gandha-maadan, and from 
there flows through the area known as Bhadraa-shwa-varsha to finally fall into the 
salty ocean in the east.  

The second branch Alkananda falls to the south of Brahma-puri, goes past 
countless summits of mountains to finally arrive at the summit of Mt. Hemkut. From 
there, it cascades down with tremendous speed and force down upon the plains of 
India (knon as Bharat-varsha). Then it traverses the length of the land to fall and 
merge with the ocean in the south. 

Chakchu, the third branch, reaches the summit of Mt. Malyawaan, and from there 
it flows through the area known as Ketumal-varsha, heading in the western direction 
to finally fall in the sour ocean in the west.  

The fourth branch, Bhadra, falls from the summit of Mt Meru and descends to its 
north. Falling from one mountain upon another, it reaches the summit of Mt. Sringa-
waan. From there it flows through the area of the land known as Kuru-desh to finally 
fall in the northern ocean.  

This river is known as the River of Gods or river Gangaa. This is the origin of the 
river in its celestial form. Refer: Smd. Bhagwat, 5/17/1-9.  

When Lord Vaaman’s feet were being washed as part of the ritual to honour the 
guest Brahmin by king Vaaman, Brahma the creator had collected this water in his 
Kamandalu (water pot) because it was very holy. Refer. Smd. Bhagwat, 8/21/4.   

Later on, when king Bhagirath had done severe Tapa (penance) to bring this holy 
river on the earth so that his ancestors who lay dead due to the curse of sage Kapil 
could be revived, Brahma told him that he must first prepare Lord Shiva to accept 
river Ganges on his head because when the river descends from heaven upon earth, it 
will do so with such tremendous force that the earth would not be able to bear it and 
would split into two. So Bhagirath did Tapa to please Lord Shiva who agreed to 
accept the cascading river on the lock of hairs on his head. Then he will gradually 
allow to let it down upon the plains is a stream that lacks the force by which the river 
falls thousands of miles from heaven. Refer: Valmiki Ramayan, 1/42/23-25, and 
1/43/1. 

The story of why Bhagirath did Tapa to bring Ganges upon the earth is narrated 
in detail in Valmiki’s Ramayan, Baal Kand, Sarga 38—44.  

Briefly this part of the story is as follows: King Sagar had done a great horse 
sacrifice known as ‘Ashwamedh Yagya’. This sacrificial horse was stolen by Indra, 
the king of Gods who was renowned for his mischief and jealous nature, in the guise 
of a demon. The reason was that king Sagar had already done 99 such sacrifices, and 
if he successfully completed this 100th sacrifice, he would have become eligible for 
the stature of Indra. This Indra could not tolerate.  

Now, king Sagar ordered his sixty thousand sons to go and find the horse. They 
dug up the entire earth in search of the horse, pursuing Indra relentlessly. During the 
process all the creatures who lived on the earth suffered immensely because their 
homes were demolished and they were uprooted from their natural habitats. This was 
what Indra wanted—to instigate Sagar to commit some sort of blunder that would 
invite the wrath of the creatures and the Brahmins, thereby inviting his own ruin. The 
Gods rushed to their patriach Brahma, complaining about the developments. Brahma 
comforted them that they should not worry because Lord Vishnu who is responsible 
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for the welfare of the creation would certainly do something to rectify the damage 
and punish the perpetrator.   

Meanwhile, even after searching the earth the sons could not find the sacrificial 
horse. When they reported this to their father, king Sagar, he stongly rebuked them 
and ordered them to go back and search once again. This time around, they dug up 
the subterranean world. Ultimately, they reached the hermitage of sage Kapil on the 
shore of the eastern ocean. The mischievious Indra had hidden the horse there, but 
sage Kapil had no idea that it was a stolen sacrificial horse. So, when Sagar’s sons 
saw the horse there, they concluded that it was stolen by the sage, and they haughtily 
challenged him. The sage was very angry, and he cursed them, reducing them to 
ashes.  

When these sixty thousand sons did not return even after a long time, king Sagar 
ordered his grandson Anshumaan to go and find out what had happened. Anshumaan 
followed the path taken by his uncles, and finally reached the place where he saw 
their ashes in a huge mound. Lamenting and grieving, he wanted to perform their last 
rites. He also found the horse grazing nearby. For doing the last rites he needed water. 
Just at that time, Lord Garud (the mount of Lord Vishnu), who was the maternal 
uncle of his own uncles, came there and told Anshumaan that ordinary water won’t 
liberate his uncles because they were reduced to ashes by the curse of a great sage 
named Kapil. For this, the water of the holy river Ganges is needed. So he must go 
and make an effort to bring Ganges to earth so that its water can flow over the ashes 
and provide your uncles deliverance. Meanwhile, he should take the sacficial horse 
and go home to his grandfather.  

King Sagar completed his sacrifice and returned to his capital. He did not know 
how to bring the celestial river of Gods to earth, and he died without accomplishing 
the task. After his death, Anshumaan ascended the throne. His son was king Dilip. 
Anshumaan abdicated the throne in favour of his son and went to the Himalayas to do 
severe Tapa, and died there.  

King Dilip had a son named Bhagirath. Dilip did many sacrifices in order to bring 
river Ganges to earth so that his ancestor’s souls could find deliverance, but failed. 
Worried and frustrated he fell sick and died.  

Meanwhile, Bhagirath had no sons, but he still was determined to bring Ganges 
to earth and fulfill the long cherished desire of his father, grandfather and great 
grandfather. So he handed over the reins of the kingdom to his wise ministers and 
went to do the severest form of Tapa one can imagine of. His determination and noble 
resolve pleased Brahma, the creator, who revealed himself before him and asked him 
to request for a boon. Bhagirath replied that if Brahma really wants to grant him 
something then he should bless him that he be able to bring Ganges to earth and wash 
his ancestors with its holy water so that they can find deliverance. Braham advised 
him that he must please Lord Shiva and request him to accept the river on his head 
prior to its reaching the surface of the earth—because if the river fell directly upon 
the earth it would split the latter into two with its tremendous force.  

So, Bhagirath prayed to Shiva who was more than willing to accept Ganges on 
his head because the Lord knew that the river had its origin in the foot of Lord 
Vishnu. As soon as Shiva gave his consent to bear the river on his head, Brahma let 
his Kamandalu tilt and thus the mighty river Ganges came cascading down with a 
thunderous force to land upon the matted hairs of Lord Shiva. Ganges was very proud 
of its own origin and powers, so it thought that it will push Shiva to the under-world 
by its sheer force. Shiva wanted to teach Ganges a lesson not to be haughty, so the 
Lord contained the might of the swirling waters of the haughty Ganges in the lock of 
hairs on his head so much so that the river almost got lost amidst its huge crevices.  

Bhagirath was confounded: after all the efforts made by him, the river still failed 
to reach the ground. So he did Tapa again to please Lord Shiva and ask him to allow 
Ganges to fall down to earth. Pleased with his sincerity and devotion, Lord Shiva 
allowed a thin stream of Ganges to escape from his head and fall in the ‘Bindu-
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sarovar (lake)’. Immediately upon reaching this lake, Ganges branched off into seven 
streams. The seventh stream followed king Bhagirath who lead its path on a chariot to 
the spot where the ashes of his ancestors lay. As soon as the holy water of the Ganges 
touched the ashes, the souls of the sixty thousand sons of king Sagar found liberation 
and deliverance.  

At that time, Brahma appeared and blessed Bhagirath that henceforth Ganges 
would be deemed to be his daughter and bear his name. It would be known by three 
names—viz. ‘Tripatha-gaa’, ‘Dibyaa’ and ‘Bhagirathi’. Hence, the holy river Ganges 
also came to be known as ‘Bhagirathi’, the daughter of Bhagirath. Since it flows in 
the whole of the three worlds, the heaven, the earth and the subterranean world, it is 
known as ‘Tripatha-gaa’—that which flows on three paths. And since it is a holy and 
divine river, it is known as ‘Dibya’—the divine and holy one.    

There is another version narrated in Padma Puran, Sristhi Khand. Here, sage 
Veda Vyas, who was narrating the Puran to Brahmin audience, told the story of the 
origin and descent upon the earth of the holy river Ganges in detail when they asked 
him about it. Briefly this story is as follows:  

Veda Vyas said—‘In some ancient time, when sage Narad asked Brahma how 
creation came into being, Brahma told him that at the time of creation, he had 
requested the Paraa-Prakriti, the primary-primordial Mother Nature, to become the 
primary cause of creation. Brahma told her that he would use her to create everything.  

Hearing this, the Paraa-Prakriti divided herself into seven forms. These seven 
forms are the following—(i) Gayatri (from which were produced all the Vedas, 
Swasti, Swaha, Swadha, and Diksha—i.e. all things related to the fire sacrifice), (ii) 
Vaag-devi or Saraswati, the goddess of speech and knowledge, through whom 
knowledge and scpriptures spread, (iii) Laxmi (the goddess of wealth and prosperity 
that was needed to sustain and take care of the needs of the creation), (iv) Uma (the 
consort of Lord Shiva and said to be Mother Goddess from whom all other Gods and 
Goddesses originated; she is also the one who became instrumental in spread of 
knowledge), (v) Shakti-beeja (cosmic dynamic energy that gives all the Mantras their 
inherent mystical powers and is responsible for injecting vitality, energy and force 
into this creation), (vi) Tapaswini (the patron goddess or the cosmic force 
overlooking Tapa—austerity and penances), (vii) and Dharma-dravaa (the inherent 
powers of Dharma—everything that is in accordance to the laws of auspiciousness, 
righteousnss, probity, propriety, ethics and morality).  

Brahma thought that the last form, i.e. ‘Dharma-dravaa’, was the best of the 
seven forms, and since it was in a liquid form (‘Dravaa’ = liquid), he stored it into his 
Kamandalu (water pot).  

Now, during the Lord’s incarnation as Vaaman (the dwarf mendicant) when he 
had spread his left foot to measure the entire universe during the sacrifice of king 
Bali, this foot ruptured the sky and the heaven and appeared before Brahma. It was 
then that he washed the Lord’s holy foot with the water that he had stored in his 
Kamandalu at the time of creation.  

After the Lord’s holy foot had been washed, this water fell on Mt. Hemkut. From 
there this water reached Lord Shiva who immediately placed it on his head because 
he realised it to be sanctified and holy as it had been used to wash the foot of Lord 
Vishnu in his incarnation as Lord Vaaman. So, this water now was established on the 
thick lock of hairs on the head of Lord Shiva.  

Later on when king Bhagirath had done severe Tapa with the intention of 
bringing this holy river on earth so that his dead ancestors could be revived and their 
souls could find peace, he had prayed to Lord Shiva to let the Ganges come down 
upon the earth. The Lord allowed its stream to descend upon the earth and follow 
Bhagirath across the land to the place where his ancestors lay dead. This is how the 
holy river descended upon earth and traversed eastwards following Bhagirath to 
finally merge into the ocean.   
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According to Valmiki Ramayan, Ganga was the elder daughter of Himwan, the 
king of the mountains, and his wife Maina. Maina was the daughter of Mt. Sumeru. 
The Gods took her to heaven because a number of divine deeds were destined to be 
dependent upon her. Refer: Valmiki’s Ramayan, Baal Kand, Sarga, 35, verse nos. 13-
18.   

Tulsidas has praised river Ganges in Kavitawali, Uttar Kand, verse nos. 145—
147.   

 
1‘Bhagirath Nandini’ (River Ganges; bhagīrathanandini): In the Sun-race, there was 
a great king called Sagar who had dug the oceans, thereby it being called after his 
name as ‘Sagar’. The king had two queens; the first wife gave birth to a son called 
Anshuman while the other had 60,000 sons. The king performed a horse-sacrifice, 
during which, Indra stole the freely roaming sacrificial horse and hid it in sage Kapil's 
hermitage (at the site of present day Ganga-Sagar near Calcutta). The 60,000 sons 
who went out to search for the horse, found it at the hermitage and in consternation 
and anger, indignantly uttered some derogatory and insulting words to the sage. 
Enraged, the sage burnt them to ashes by his curse. The other son Anshuman's son 
was Bhagirath (grandson of Sagar) who did severe penances and austerities to bring 
the holy river Ganges down from the heaven on to the earth (at the site of Gangotri in 
the Himalayas) and led her to the site where his uncles lay dead. The touch of the 
holy water emancipated all of them. Hence, Ganges was called the daughter of 
Bhagirath or ‘Bhagirath-Nandini’ or ‘Bhagirathi’. 

2Chakor, the Indian red-legged partridge, is very enamoured of the moon, and 
feels exhilarated by its sight. Similarly, sages and saints too love the holy river 
Ganges and feel happy by its side. 

3‘Jahanu-Balika’ (River Ganges; jahnu-bālikā): When the river was following 
Bhagirathi's chariot, it passed through the hermitage of sage Jahanu. Thinking it to be 
a deluge or a huge tidal wave, the sage drank it. Then, on being propitated by 
Bhagirathi's prayers, he pierced his thighs to allow the river to re-emerge. Hence, she 
is called ‘Jahanvi’ (or emerging from the thighs of Jahanu) or ‘Jahanu-Suta’ 
(daughter of Jahanu). 

4The Traitaap are the three forms of agonies that torment the creature—those 
related to the body are called Daihik, those related to other terrestrial creatures and 
existential problems are called Bhautik, and those related to the malignant stars and 
gods are called Daivik.] 

 
 

¼18½ 
 
t;fr t; lqjljh txnf[ky&ikouhA 
fo’.kq&indat&edjan bo vEcqoj ogfl] nq[k ngflv?ko`Un&fonzkfouhAA1AA 
fefyr tyik=&vt ;qä&gfjpj.kjt] fojt&oj&okfj f=iqjkfj f'kj&/kkfeuhA 
tàq&dU;k /kU; iq.;d`r lxj&lqr] Hkw/kjnzksf.k&foíjf.k cgqukfeuhAA2AA 
;{k] xa/koZ] eqfu] fdUujksjx] nuqt] euqt eTtfga lqd`r&iaqt ;qr&dkfeuhA 
LoxZ&lksiku] foKku&Kkuizns] eksg&en&enu&ikFkkst&fge;kfeuhAA3AA 
gfjr xaHkhj okuhj nqgq¡ rhjoj] e/; /kkjk fo’kn] foÜo&vfHkjkfeuhA 
uhy&i;Zad&d`r&'k;u lisZ'k tuq] lgl lhlkoyh lzksr lqj&LokfeuhAA4AA 
vfer&efgek] vfer:i] Hkwikoyh&eqdqV&efuca| =Syksd iFkxkfeuhA 
nsfg j?kqohj&in&izhfr fuHkZj ekrq] nklrqylh =klgjf.k HkoHkkfeuhAA5AA 
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                                                    (18) 
 
jayati jaya surasarī jagadakhila-pāvanī. 
viṣṇu-padakan̄ja-makaranda iva ambuvara vahasi, dukha dahasi'aghavṛnda-
vidrāvinī. 1.  
milita jalapātra-aja yukta-haricaraṇaraja, viraja-vara-vāri tripurāri śira-
dhāminī. 
jahnu-kan'yā dhan'ya puṇyakṛta sagara-suta, bhūdharadrōṇi-viddaraṇi 
bahunāminī. 2.  
yakṣa, gandharva, muni, kinnarōraga, danuja, manuja majjahiṁ sukṛta-
paṁuja yuta-kāminī. 
svarga-sōpāna, vijñāna-jñānapradē, mōha-mada-madana-pāthōja-
himayāminī. 3.  
harita gambhīra vānīra duhum̐ tīravara, madhya dhārā viṣada, viśva-
abhirāminī. 
nīla-paryaṅka-kṛta-śayana sarpēśa janu, sahasa sīsāvalī srōta sura-svāminī. 4.  
amita-mahimā, amitarūpa, bhūpāvalī-mukuṭa-manibandya trailōka 
pathagāminī. 
dēhi raghuvīra-pada-prīti nirbhara mātu, dāsatulasī trāsaharaṇi bhavabhāminī. 
5.  
 
Verse no. 18—Oh the holy/sacred river of the Gods (i.e. river Ganges)! Glory to you! 
You are the cleanser and purifier of the whole world. You have water which is as holy 
and divine as the nectar dripping from the lotus-like feet of Lord Vishnu. You turn to 
ashes all sorts of sorrows and miseries, and at the same time annihilate all kinds of 
sins and evils. (1). 
 
Your pristine pure water, which contains the dust of the holy feet of the Lord Hari 
(Vishnu), is collected and filled by Brahma in his Kamandalu (a wooden kettle-like 
pot to store water). You stay on the head of Lord Tripurari (Shiva)1. Oh daughter of 
sage Jahanu (jahnu-kan'yā)2! You are praise-worthy and glorious. You had liberated 
the sixty thousand sons of king Sagar. You can pierce (drill through, or make a 
passage for yourself through) the caves of mountains. You have numerous names. (2).  
 
Those Yakshas (Spirits who have some of the mystical powers of gods), Gandharva 
(celestial musician), hermits/mendicants, Kinnars (celestial singers and dancers), 
serpents (reptiles), demons and humans, who take a bath in your water along with 
their wives and children, become eligible for obtaining innumerable good fortunes 
and auspiciousness. You are a ladder for ascending to the heaven, and are a bestower 
of wisdom and knowledge. For the purpose of destroying (eliminating) the lotuses 
representing Moha (worldly attachments, entanglements and delusions), Mada 
(haughtiness, arrogance, pride, vanity) and Kaam (lust, passions and desires), you are 
akin to the might of the winter season. [The lotus flower perishes during winter and 
thrives during summer. Hence, this stanza alludes to it.] (3).  
 
On both the sides of your banks, there are green and dense clusters of cane trees, and 
you meander along by a path that flows between them in a broad stream that is full of 
currents of pure water which provide solace and succour to the whole world. This is 
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such a beautiful and enchanting spectacle that resembles the thousand hooded Sesh-
Nath (legendary serpent) who is fast asleep on a blue-coloured bedstead. Oh the 
Goddess of Gods! Your thousands of fountains and springs sprouting here and there 
look as splendid as (the thousand) hoods of Sesh-Nath. (4).  
 
Your glory, majesty, grandeur and fame are unparalleled, measureless and endless. 
Your forms are countless. You are worshipped and adored by the crown jewels of 
kings (i.e. even kings bow their heads before you, or wash their crowns in your holy 
waters). Oh the one who traverses in this world along three paths! [The three paths are 
the ones that pass through the heavens, the terrestrial world, and the nether world.] 
 You are the beloved of Shiva. You are the mother who can eliminate the fear 
of existence. Give this Tulsidas eternal love and devotion in the holy feet of Raghuvir 
(Lord Ram). (5). 
 

[Note—1‘Tripuraari-sir-dhaamini’ (tripurāri śira-dhāminī): Afraid that the cascade 
of descending river Ganges from the heavens would flood the earth, Bhagirathi 
prayed to Shiva, who stopped the river midway in his lock of matted hairs (to break 
the river's tremendous impact and velocity). Since Shiva is also called Tripurari (see 
s.no. 2), the Ganges was christened ‘Tripurari-Sir-Dhamini’ (i.e., one who found rest 
or abode on the head of Tripurari). 

2Jahnu-kan'yā—A sage named Jahanu’s path was obstructed by Ganges. So he 
drank her. Later, the river emerged from his thighs. Hence, river Ganges is deemed to 
be this sage’s daughter as it emerged from his body. The word ‘jahnu’ in Hindi 
stands for ‘thighs’, and the word ‘kan'yā’ stands for a ‘daughter’.] 

 
 

¼19½ 
 
gjfu]  iki  f=fc/k  rki  lqfejr  lqjlfjrA 

       fcylfr  efg  dYi&csfy eqn]  euksjFk  QfjrAA1AA 
lksgr  lfl /koy  /kkj  lq/kk&lfyy&HkfjrA 
fceyrj  rjax  ylr  j?kqcj  dsls  pfjrAA2AA 
rks  fcuq  txnac  xax  dfytqx  dk  dfjr\ 

       ?kksj  Hko&vikjfla/kq  rqylh  fdfe  rfjrAA3AA 
 

 
                                                   (19) 
 
harani, pāpa tribidha tāpa sumirata surasarita. 
bilasati mahi kalpa-bēli muda, manōratha pharita. 1.  
sōhata sasi dhavala dhāra sudhā-salila-bharita. 
bimalatara taraṅga lasata raghubara kēsē carita. 2.  
tō binu jagadamba gaṅga kalijuga kā karita? 
ghōra bhava-apārasindhu tulasī kimi tarita. 3.  
 
Verse no. 19—Oh the holy/sacred river of the Gods (Ganges)! Immediately upon 
remembrance you eliminate sins and the heat generated by the three torments known 
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as Traitaps. [Refer verse no. 17/2.] You adorn this earth like an eternal creeper called 
‘Kalpa-Lata’ which is full of fruits of joy and fulfilled wishes. (1).  
 
Your stream which is of a white hue (because of the foam that collects due to its swift 
currents) looks as glorious as the moon. It is full of water that is as sweet as honey 
and is the liberator from the fear of death. In this stream rise currents which are as 
holy and pure as the divine stories of Raghuvar (Lord Ram). [That is, your water is as 
holy, divine, spiritually uplifting, glorious, and a provider of spiritual liberation and 
deliverance as the famed virtuous and auspicious story of Lord Ram.] (2).  
 
Oh Ganges, the mother of the world! If you had not been present, no one knows what 
mischief and devastation this wild era known as Kaliyug would have done, and how 
this Tulsidas would have crossed this huge ocean-like mundane existence in this 
entrapping world. [For in all sooth, I am aghast at the horrors created by Kaliyug for 
all the creatures of this age.] (3). 
 
 

¼20½ 
 
bZl&lhl clfl] f=iFk ylfl] uHk&irky&/kjfuA 
lqj&uj&eqfu&ukx&fl)&lqtu     eaxy&djfuAA1AA 
ns[kr      nq[k&nks’k&nqfjr&nkg&nkfjn&njfuA 
lxj&lqou&lk¡lfr&lefu] tyfuf/k ty HkjfuAA2AA 
efgekdh vof/k djfl cgq fcf/k&gfj&gjfuA 

          rqylh  d#  ckfu  fcey]  fcey  ckfj  cjfuAA3AA 
 
 
                                                   (20) 
 
īsa-sīsa basasi, tripatha lasasi, nabha-patāla-dharani. 
sura-nara-muni-nāga-sid'dha-sujana maṅgala-karani. 1.  
dēkhata dukha-dōṣa-durita-dāha-dārida-darani. 
sagara-suvana-sām̐sati-samani, jalanidhi jala bharani. 2.  
mahimākī avadhi karasi bahu bidhi-hari-harani. 
tulasī karu bāni bimala, bimala bāri barani. 3.  
 
Verse no. 20—[Oh Ganges!] You reside on the head of Lord Isha (Shiva). While 
flowing through the three paths (i.e. the terrestrial, the subterranean and celestial 
paths) you look most majestic, glamorous and magnificent. You provide welfare and 
auspiciousness to the Gods, the humans, the hermits and sages, the serpents 
(terrestrial and subterranean creatures), and the mystics and saints (the pure-hearted 
ones). (1).  
 
Immediately on seeing you, one’s sins, sorrows, faults, torments, agonies, poverty and 
wants are all eliminated. You had liberated the sixty thousand sons of king Sagar from 
the torments of Yam (i.e. you had freed them from the horrors of death and hell). You 
constantly pour water in the ocean which itself is an endless treasury and abode of 
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water. [In other words, though the ocean is famed for being an endless container of 
water, it is actually you who continuously replenish its source of water. Otherwise, the 
ocean would go dry!] (2).  
 
By being contained in the pot of Vidhi (Brahma), by emerging from the toes of Hari 
(Vishnu), and by taking abode on the head of Har (Shiva), you are the one who has 
enhanced the fame and glory of these three Gods. [That is, it is because of you and 
being associated with you that these three Gods of the Trinity have acquired such an 
exalted stature and fame. It is because of you that they are so much revered.]  

Make the speech and voice of Tulsidas as pure and uncorrupt as your own 
water—which is the destroyer of sins—so that he (Tulsidas) can sing the glorious and 
divine deeds of Lord Ram, which is in turn the destroyers of all sins. (3). 
 
 
 
                                 Prayer offered to holy river Yamunā 
                                                    
                                                Rāga Bilāvala 

 
 

¼21½ 
tequk T;ksa T;ksa ykxh ck<+uA 
R;ksa R;ksa lqd`r&lqHkV dfy&Hkwifga] funfj yxs cgq dk<+uAA1AA 
T;ksa T;ksa ty eyhu R;ksa R;ksa texu eq[k eyhu ygS vk<+ uA 

     rqyflnkl txn?k tokl T;ksa vu?kes?k yxs Mk<+uAA2AA 
 
 
                                                    (21) 
 
jamunā jyōṁ jyōṁ lāgī bāṛhana. 
tyōṁ tyōṁ sukṛta-subhaṭa kali-bhūpahiṁ, nidari lagē bahu kāṛhana. 1.  
jyōṁ jyōṁ jala malīna tyōṁ tyōṁ jamagana mukha malīna lahai āṛha na. 
tulasidāsa jagadagha javāsa jyōṁ anaghamēgha lagē ḍāṛhana. 2.  
 
Verse no. 21—As river Yamuna* began to rise and expand, the qualities of 
righteousness, scrupulousness, meritorious actions, noble virtues and auspiciousness 
manifested themselves as great warriors and began to subdue and scornfully eject the 
evil and unrighteous kings that rule the world in the guise of Kaliyug. (1).  
 
During the rainy season, as the water of Yamuna begins to rise and become 
progressively turbid and dirty, the faces of the messengers of Yam (the god of hell 
and death) also begin to get darkened and gloomy for they feel frustrated and 
humiliated, wondering whom to take to hell, as they have lost all hope of being 
successful in their efforts. [As the virtues of righteous, auspiciousness, scrupulousness 
and noble conducts increased, the chances of anyone going to hell decreased in the 
same proportion. This frustrated the messengers of Yam.]  

Tulsidas says that this rise and expansion of river Yamuna is like rising banks of 
rain-bearing dark clouds which symbolize increased auspicious and righteous virtues 
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in this world, and its effect is to reduce to ashes (eliminate and destroy) all the sins 
and negative virtues in the world in the form of Jawas plant. [Jawas plant is a rootless, 
prickly herb which ironically gets scorched and withers away, instead of flourishing, 
when rain-water falls on it.] (2). 
 

[Note :- In this verse, Tulsidas has highlilghted and extolled the good and 
virtuous effects of river Yamuna. Since it is a holy river like the Ganges, the rise in its 
water level symbolizes increase in auspiciousness, righteousness, noble and virtuous 
conducts, probity, propriety, scrupulousness etc. Likening it with rain, the poet says 
that even as the rain-water results in devastating the Jawas plant, so do these good 
virtues result in eliminating all the vices, evils, sins and faults that thrive in Kaliyug. 
Of special note is the fact that by alluding to the Jawas plant it is being emphasized 
that these negative traits do not have any permanent roots, and they can easily be 
uprooted and overcome. 

*Yamuna is one of the most sacred rivers of India, revered next only to river 
Ganga or Ganges, and honoured alongside river Saraswati. In fact, these three 
rivers—viz. Ganges, Yamuna and Saraswati—are regarded as the ‘Trinity of Rivers’, 
and the holy rivers of gods. Their confluence at a place known as ‘Triveni’ or Prayag 
(whose modern name is the city of Allahabad) is one of the holiest sites in India. In 
ancient times it was the seat of great sages and hermits, the most remarkable among 
them was sage Bharadwaj.  

It finds mention in Rig Veda (the most ancient of the four Vedas) alongside 
Ganges—refer: Rig Veda, 10/75/5. It is mentioned in this Veda that king Sudaasa had 
taken the help of the Trashtus to conquer the ten kings on its banks (refer: Rig Veda, 
7/18/19). The legendary kings Bharat, Ambrisha and Shantaanu had performed many 
sacrifices on its banks. Similarly, the great sage Agastya (who is famed for drinking 
the entire ocean in a gulp) had done severe Tapa (penance and austerity) on the banks 
of Yamuna.  

Lord Krishna, an incarnation of Lord Vishnu, had lived and did his worldly sport 
as a child on its banks where the twin cities of Mathura and Vrindavan are situated.  

The river emerges from the Himalayan mountain ranges, from a particular 
mountain known by the name of ‘Kalinidi’. Hence, this river is also known as 
‘Kaalindi’. After spouting out from the mighty Himalayas, it goes down the plains of 
northern India to merge with two other great rivers, Ganges and Saraswati, at Prayag. 
Since these three rivers merge here, this place is also known as ‘Triveni’ [“Tri” = 
three; “Veni” = a flowing stream; a river].  

  According to Puranic lore, Yamuna has other names also—such as 
‘Surya-tanaya’ (or the daughter of the Sun God), and ‘Shamanasvasaa’. Yamuna is 
called ‘Surya-tanaya’ because she is said to be the daughter of the ‘Surya’ (Sun God) 
and Sangya-devi.  The god of death, Yam, is her twin brother. She had invited Yam 
(her brother) for a hearty meal on Kaartika-Shukla-Dvitiya day which falls 
immediately after the famous festival of lights known as ‘Divaali’ or ‘Dipaawali’. 
Hence, it is considered auspicious for sisters to call their brothers on this day and feed 
them, as well as take a dip in the river Yamuna on this day.   

It is believed that when Lord Shiva was overcome with grief at the loss of loving 
consort Sati (who had jumped into the fire and burnt herself when she discovered that 
Shiva had been insulted by her father during a fire sacrifice held by him), he had 
jumped into Yamuna out of grief, anger and frustration. This made the water turn 
black. Hence, the water of river Yamuna is mysteriously black in colour.  

In images and iconography, Yamuna is depicted as a black goddess. She stands 
on a black tortoise, wears a garland of blue lotuses, and has two arms showing the 
‘Varada’ and ‘Abhaya’ Mudras, meaning ‘postures that grant boons and 
fearlessness’.]  
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                               Prayer offered to Kāśī (Vārāṇasī) 
           (The holy pilgrim city said to be the terrestrial abode of Lord Śiva) 
 
                                               Rāga Bhairava 

 
¼22½ 

 
lsb; lfgr lusg nsg Hkfj] dke/ksuq dfy dklhA 
lefu lksd&larki&iki&#t] ldy lqeaxy&jklhAA1AA 
ejtknk pgq¡vksj pju cj] lsor lqjiqj&cklhA 
rhjFk lc lqHk vax jkse flofyax vfer vfcuklhAA2AA 
varj,su ,su Hky] Fku Qy] cPN csn&fcLoklhA 
xydacy c#uk fcHkkfr tuq] ywe ylfr lfjrk·lhAA3AA 
naMikfu HkSjo fc"kku] ey#fp&[kyxu&Hk;nk&lhA 
yksy fnusl f=ykspu ykspu] dju?kaV ?kaVk&lhAA4AA 
efudfuZdk cnu&lfl lqUnj] lqjlfj&lq[k lq[kek&lhA 
LokjFk ijekjFk ifjiwju] iapdksfl efgek&lhAA5AA 
fcLoukFk ikyd d`ikyqfpr] ykyfr fur fxfjtk&lhA 
flf)] lph] lkjn iwtfga] eu tksxofr jgfr jek&lhAA6AA 
iapkPNjh izku] eqn ek/ko] xC; lqiapunk&lhA 
czã&tho&le jkeuke tqx] vk[kj fcLo&fcdklhAA7AA 
pkfjrq pjfr dje dqdje dfj] ejr thoxu ?kklhA 
ygr ijein i; ikou] tsfg pgr iziap&mnklhAA8AA 
dgr iqjku jph dslo fut dj&djrwfr dyk&lhA 

          rqylh cfl gjiqjh jke tiq] tks Hk;ks pgS lqiklhAA9AA 
 
 
                                                    (22) 
 
sē'iya sahita sanēha dēha bhari, kāmadhēnu kali kāsī. 
samani sōka-santāpa-pāpa-ruja, sakala sumaṅgala-rāsī. 1.  
marajādā cahum̐ōra carana bara, sēvata surapura-bāsī. 
tīratha saba subha aṅga rōma sivaliṅga amita abināsī. 2.  
antara'aina aina bhala, thana phala, baccha bēda-bisvāsī. 
galakambala barunā bibhāti janu, lūma lasati saritā̕sī. 3.  
daṇḍapāni bhairava biṣāna, malaruci-khalagana-bhayadā-sī. 
lōla dinēsa trilōcana lōcana, karanaghaṇṭa ghaṇṭā-sī. 4.  
manikarnikā badana-sasi sundara, surasari-sukha sukhamā-sī. 
svāratha paramāratha paripūrana, pan̄cakōsi mahimā-sī. 5.  
bisvanātha pālaka kṛpālucita, lālati nita girijā-sī. 
sid'dhi, sacī, sārada pūjahiṁ, mana jōgavati rahati ramā-sī. 6.  
pan̄cāccharī prāna, muda mādhava, gabya supan̄canadā-sī. 
brahma-jīva-sama rāmanāma juga, ākhara bisva-bikāsī. 7.  
cāritu carati karama kukarama kari, marata jīvagana ghāsī. 
lahata paramapada paya pāvana, jēhi cahata prapan̄ca-udāsī. 8.  
kahata purāna racī kēsava nija kara-karatūti kalā-sī. 
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tulasī basi harapurī rāma japu, jō bhayō cahai supāsī. 9.  
 
Verse no. 22—[In this verse, the holy city of Kashi* is compared to the holy cow 
called Kamdhenu.] In the present era known as Kaliyug, one should affectionately 
enjoy living in Kashi (the holy city of Varanasi) for the whole life, for it is like the 
legendary holy Kamdhenu cow. [This is the cow of gods and a fulfiller of all wishes. 
In the present context this allusion means that if one stays in Kashi, all his wishes 
would be fulfilled.]  

This city is the destroyer of sorrows, torments, sins and diseases, and is the 
mine of all types of auspiciousness, welfares and well-beings. (1)  
 
The four geographical boundaries or sides (i.e. the periphery) of Kashi are like the 
four feet of the Kamdhenu cow. The Gods of heaven serve its feet (hooves). All local 
‘Tirthas’ (holy places of worship) are the different parts of this cow’s body, and the 
numerous eternal Shiva-Lingams (a conical, dome-shaped image of Shiva) that dot 
this city are its body-hairs. (2).  
  
The center of Kashi is the nipple of this Kamdhenu cow, while the acclaimed fruits1 
of all endeavours are represented by its udders. Those who believe and have faith in 
the Vedas and other scriptures are like its calves—i.e. only those who believe and are 
faithful can get the milk of emancipation and salvation by residing here. The beautiful 
river known as Varuna adorns it like a necklace, while the river called Assi adorns it 
like a tail. (3).  
 
The spear (or baton)-bearing Bhairav is its horn—i.e. this cow always instills fear 
among the sinners and the evil ones by showing then its horns. Its eyes are 
represented by ‘Lolarka’ (a water tank/pond) and ‘Trilochan’ (another holy place), 
while the holy place named ‘Karna-Ghanta’ is the bell tied around its neck2. (4).  
 
The ‘Manikarnika (Ghat)’ (the bank of the river Ganges where cremation takes place) 
is its beautiful moon-like mouth. [The word ‘mouth’ alludes to the fact that bodies are 
consumed here during cremation.] While the joy and pleasure that one derives on 
getting freedom from sins and torments by the blessings of the holy river Ganges are 
its quality and mark its fame and glory. The ‘Panch Kosi Praikrama’ (the 
circumnavigation of a holy site, consisting of a path that runs around the city and 
covers a distance of 5 Kosas or roughly 10 miles in circumference), which is full of 
the joys of worldly pleasures as well as those of spiritual emancipation and salvation, 
gives it its fame and renown. (5).  
 
The merciful and kind-hearted Lord Vishwanath (literally, the Lord of the world; here 
referring to Shiva) takes care of this Kamdhenu-like city, and the loving mother, 
goddess Parvati, always shows her kind love and affection towards it. All the eight 
Siddhis (attainments, achievements), Saraswati (goddess of knowledge, wisdom) and 
Indrani (consort of Indra) worship it. Even Laxmi, who is powerful enough to sustain 
this world on her own (as she is the goddess of wealth and the divine consort of 
Vishnu), is careful, alert and hesitant while dealing with it (so as not to do anything 
that would annoy it). (6).  
 
The five-syllable mantra ‘Namaha Shivaaya’ (dedicated to Lord Shiva) are the five 
'Prans'3 of this symbolic cow. Its joy is represented by God Bindu Madhav. The holy 
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site of ‘Panch-nadaa’ (also known as Panch Ganga) represents the five produces of 
the cow (i.e. curd, milk, butter, cow-dung, cow's urine). The two basic letters of the 
divine name of Lord Ram, i.e. ‘Ra’ and ‘Ma’, are like the supreme Brahm and the Jiva 
(the creature) respectively. (7).  
 
This cow grazes on the grass representing all good and/or bad deeds of those who die 
here so that they can get the same milk in the form of attaining the supreme state of 
existence (i.e. obtaining ‘one-ness’ with the eternal Soul or the Supreme Being known 
as Brahm) that is so sought-after by great and acclaimed sages and hermits who have 
renounced this world. (8).  
 
It is written in the Purans that Lord Vishnu used all his expertise and talents to create 
it (Kashi) by his own hands. Oh Tulsidas! If you want to be happy, chant Lord Ram’s 
holy name while residing in Kashi. (9). 
 

[Note—*Kashi or Varanasi is believed to be the terrestrial abode of Lord Shiva. 
According to the Ram Uttar-Tapini Upanishad, Canto 4, (especially verse no. 4) it is 
said that Lord Shiva utters the holy name of Lord Ram, known as the ‘Tarak Mantra’ 
(i.e. a divine formula that provides emancipation and salvation to the soul of a person 
so that he or she attains final liberation and deliverance from the cycle of birth and 
death in this world), in the ears of a dying person on the banks of river Ganges in 
Kashi, thereby ensuring that the soul of this person finds its ultimate liberation and 
deliverance. 

Gowami Tulsidas has also praised the spiritual importance of Kashi as the place 
where Mukti (liberation and deliverance) of the creature is possible. Reference: (i) 
Dohawali, Doha no. 237; (ii) Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 1 that 
precedes Doha no. 119; and (iii) Vinai Patrika, verse no. 22.  

In the epic ‘Ram Charit Manas’ of Goswami Tulsidas, Lord Shiva has himself 
said that he provides freedom form all sorts of sorrows, torements and miseries to 
those who die at ‘Kashi’ relying on the strength of the divine name of Lord Ram 
which empowers him to do this, and which itself is the holy formula that enables a 
creature attain its final liberation, deliverance, emancipation and salvation. Shiva 
asserts that Lord Ram is the Supreme Being (“Parmatma”) who is the Lord of the 
entire creation (“Charaachar Swami”), and is also the deity whom Shiva worships as 
his own Lord God. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 1-5 that 
precedes Doha no. 119.    
 Kashi is called ‘Avimukta Kshetra—a place which provides liberation and 
deliverance to the soul.  

The reason why Kashi (Varanasi) is called the ‘Avimukta Kshetra’ has been 
elaborately explained in the Ram Uttar Tapini Upanishad, Canto 1 and Canto 4, verse 
nos. 1-16 (i.e. in the full Canto); and in Bhasma Jabal Upanishad, Canto 2, paragraph 
no. 11.  

The symbolic location and the spiritual significance of Kashi (Varanasi) has 
been elaborately described in the Atharva Veda’s Bhasma Jabal Upanishad, Canto 2, 
paragraph nos. 4, 9, 11, 16-19, 22. 

In the Bhasma Jabal Upanishad of the Atharva Veda tradition, Canto 2, 
paragraph no. 11, Lord Shiva has himself told sage Jabal Bhusund that Kashi 
(Varanasi) is the Abhimukta Kshetra where those who reside get Mukti (liberation 
and deliverance). To quote— 
“Canto 2, paragraph no. 11 =  [This paragraph describes the glories of the terrestrial 
abode of Lord Shiva known as Kashi.] 

For those desirous of Mukti (liberation and deliverance), residing in the 
pilgrim city of Kashi (the terrestrial abode of Lord Shiva) is equivalent to doing Tapa1 
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(penances, austerities and other holy deeds requiring commitment, sufferance, 
hardships and steadfastness). It is known as the Avimukta Kshetra2. I provide 
liberation, deliverance, emancipation and salvation to all those who live there.  

Hence, those desiring such spiritual benefits should not abandon Kashi. There 
is no better place for spiritual welfare other than Kashi known as Avimukta Kshetra.  

Kashi has four important places at four corners. Inside this periphery is the 
central area, known as the ‘Anthaa Griha’. Inside this central area there are five 
important places. Amongst them, the shrine of Lord Shiva is the best and most holy.  

To the east of this shrine is the symbolic abode of ‘Aishwarya’ (fame, 
majesty, glory, greatness, divine faculties, super-human powers, opulence, wealth, 
fortunes, grandeur etc.) 

To the south of this shrine is the symbolic abode of ‘Vichaalan’ (factors that 
induce confusions, doubts, restlessness, agitation, flux, delusions, illusions, passions, 
attractions, attachments etc.).     

To the west of this shrine is the symbolic abode of ‘Vairagya’ (renunciation, 
detachment, dispassion, neutrality, non-involvement etc.).  

To the north of this shrine is the symbolic abode of ‘Gyan’ (truthful 
knowledge, enlightenment, realisation, erudition, wisdom etc.). 

My (Shiva’s) symbol or image known as ‘Shiva Lingam’ is established in 
this shrine. It has mystical qualities and eclectic virtues that reflect my glories, 
divinity and holiness. These qualities and virtues are as follows— 

It is Anant (has no beginning or end, is infinite); it is Nirlipta (is not attached 
or attracted to anything or anyone); it is Avyaya (eternal, unchanging and 
imperishable; not to get diminished or degraded); it is Anaadi-Anant (has no 
beginning or end; is eternal and infinite); it is Ashesha (it leaves no remainder or 
residue; this is because it does not end, and is eternal and infinite); it worthy of 
knowing and researching by the medium of the scriptures such as the Vedas and the 
Upanishads (Vedanta); is indescribable and incomprehensible; is immune to being 
degraded, denigrated or demeaned; is much sought after by my devotees and fulfills 
their desires; and is Advitya (non-dual, unique and one of its only kind).  

Besides this, it is the Aadhar or support, foundation and basis of all that 
exists; is self-supporting and does not need for its self any foundation to rest upon; it 
is esoteric and mystical in as much as what it appears on the surface is not its true 
form (it appears to be a stone image, but actually it represents me who am invisible 
and ethereal); and is always honoured and worshipped by the various Gods such as 
Brahma, Vishnu, Indra etc. 

This symbol of mine is an image of illumination and light. That is why it is 
known as ‘Jyotirlingam’—the Lingam or symbol of Shiva that resembles a male 
phallus, is self-illuminated and effuses a glow of divinity and holiness.  

One should worship, pay obeisance to and honour me as well as my symbol 
known as this Jyotirlingam. [11]” 

The Ram Uttar Tapini Upanishad of the Atharva Veda tradition, in its Canto 1, 
describes what the Avimukta Kshetra is. To quote—“OM salutations! Brishaspati (the 
moral preceptor or the Guru of Gods) asked sage Yagyawalkya—'Oh Brahmin! 
Which is the holy site that dwarfs Kurukshetra in its holiness, divinity and sanctity? 
Which is the place chosen even by the Gods to worship their seniors? Which is the 
place much sought after by the creatures seeking spiritual deliverance, emancipation 
and salvation?'  
 Yagyawalkya replied—'Certainly, this place—which is known as ‘Kashi’ (also 
known as the city of Varanasi in the north of India)—is called the ‘Avimukta Tirtha’.  

It is the holy site which is the first and foremost place for doing noble, religious 
and righteous deeds—i.e. it is the ‘Kurukshetra’ for spiritual aspirants desirous of 
Mukti, or spiritual liberation and deliverance. [The word ‘Kurukshetra’ has two 
parts—‘Kuru’ means to ‘do’, and ‘Kshetra’ means an area or realm. Hence, the 
Kurushetra is the area or place where one must do deeds in order to obtain one’s 
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desired objectives or fulfill one’s dreams. In the spiritual field, this doing of deeds in 
order to realise one’s objectives is to do auspicious and righteous deeds so that Mukti, 
or liberation and deliverance, is obtained from the endless cycle of birth and death in 
which the creature is trapped from time immemorial and countless generations of 
previous births. It is not that doing of good deeds elsewhere would not bear sweet 
fruits, but only that here the results are quicker and easier to beget as the spiritual soil, 
so to say, is more fertile at this place, and harnessing of positive energy of the super 
Consciousness is more easy and readily possible here.] 

It is the place of worship selected even by the Gods to honour the Supreme 
Being. It is the location where the creature can attain oneness with the Parmatma (the 
supreme transcendental Soul, or the Lord God of creation) more easily and with the 
least effort. Hence, one should treat this place called ‘Kashi’ as the real Kurukshetra 
as compared to other religious or pilgrim site he goes visiting in search of Mukti.  

It is in this place where Lord Shiva (Rudra) preaches the dying creature about 
the ‘Tarak Brahm’. This nectar-like advice makes the creature immortal, helps in his 
final liberation form all worldly fetters arising out of ignorance and delusions, and 
helps in his deliverance from this mundane world. It is this advice of Lord Shiva 
about the Tarak Brahm that gives the dying creature a once in a life-time opportunity 
and the final chance to obtain emancipation and salvation.  

Hence, one should attempt to take up a residence in Kashi and have faith in 
its ability to provide Mukti. One should never abandon it. This is the truth'. Sage 
Yagyawalkya thus explained the importance and significance of Kashi and the Tarak 
Brahm to Brishaspati (1).” 
 

1There are four great fruits—Artha (prosperity, wealth), Dharma (being auspicious, 
righteous and scrupulous; having probity, propriety and nobility of conduct), Kaam 
(fulfilled desires), and Moksha (attaining emancipation and salvation). 
2‘Karan-Ghant’ (karanaghaṇṭa): A Brahmin in Varanasi was a great devotee of 
Shiva. He did not wish to hear the name of any other God except Shiva, so he had 
dangled two small bells from his ears so that their chiming would prevent the name of 
another God from being heard by him. Hence, he was called Karan-Ghant (the one 
with a bell on his ears). The site where he lived is known even today as Karan-Ghant 
locality. 
3The five Prans are the following—Pran, Apaan, Samaan, Vyan and Udaan. These are 
the five vital winds that keep any living being alive.] 
 
 

 
 

                                 Prayer offered to Citrakūṭa 
 
     (It was the verdant, charming forest where Lord Ram spent some of his
  time during his stay in the forest for 14 years. Hence, sanctified.) 
 
                                              Rāga Basanta 

 
¼23½ 

 
lc lksp&fcekspu fp=dwVA dfygju] dju dY;ku cwVAA1AA 
lqfp vofu lqgkofu vkyckyA dkuu fcfp=] ckjh fclkyAA2AA 
eankfdfu&ekfyfu lnk lhapA cj ckfj] fc"ke uj ukfj uhpAA3AA 
lk[kk lqla`x] Hkw#g&lqikrA fuj>j  e/kqcj] e`nq ey; ckrAA4AA 
lqd] fid] e/kqdj] eqfucj fcgk#A lk/ku izlwu] Qy pkfj pk#AA5AA 
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Hko&/kksj?kke&gj lq[kn Nk¡gA FkI;ks fFkj izHkko tkudh&ukgAA6AA 
lk/kd&lqifFkd cM+s Hkkx ikbA ikor vusd vfHker v?kkbAA7AA 
jl ,d] jfgr&xqu&dje&dkyA fl; jke y[ku ikyd d`ikyAA8AA 
rqylh tks jke in pfg; izseA lsb; fxfj dfj fu#ikf/k useAA9AA 
 

 
                                                   (23) 
 
saba sōca-bimōcana citrakūṭa. kaliharana, karana kalyāna būṭa. 1.  
suci avani suhāvani ālabāla. kānana bicitra, bārī bisāla. 2.  
mandākini-mālini sadā sīn ̄ca. bara bāri, biṣama nara nāri nīca. 3.  
sākhā susaṁṛga, bhūruha-supāta. nirajhara madhubara, mṛdu malaya bāta. 
4.  
suka, pika, madhukara, munibara bihāru. sādhana prasūna, phala cāri cāru. 5.  
bhava-dhōraghāma-hara sukhada chām̐ha. thapyō thira prabhāva jānakī-
nāha. 6.  
sādhaka-supathika baṛē bhāga pā'i. pāvata anēka abhimata aghā'i. 7.  
rasa ēka, rahita-guna-karama-kāla. siya rāma lakhana pālaka kṛpāla. 8.  
tulasī jō rāma pada cahiya prēma. sē'iya giri kari nirupādhi nēma. 9.  
 
Verse no. 23—[In this verse, the holy city of Chitrakoot that is associated with the 
story of Lord Ram is compared to a ever-green tree that is all wish-fulling.] 
Chitrkoot* can give liberation from all types of sorrows, troubles and grief. It is like a 
blossoming ever-green tree that is the destroyer of all the painful afflictions caused by 
Kaliyug, and a giver of auspiciousness and all round welfare. (1). 
 
The holy land (of Chitrakoot) is the soil for the growth of this symbolic tree, and the 
strange and indescribable verdant forests that surround it are like a great hedge around 
its periphery. (2).  
 
The gardener in the form of river Mandakini nourishes and waters (sustains) this tree 
with its water which does not get polluted or de-sanctified even when wicked, mean 
and evil persons bathe in it daily. (3).  
 
The magnificent mountain-tops are the branches of this tree, and the numerous trees 
that grow on them are like its beautiful leaves. The waterfalls are like the nectar or 
sweet sap oozing from it, while the breeze blowing in this city with a fragrance of 
sandalwood is like the tenderness of this tree. (4).  
 
The exalted hermits, saints and sages who reside and move around here (in 
Chitrakoot) are the like the numerous parrots, cuckoos and bumble-bees that throng 
this tree. The numerous means and ways adopted by them (for worship, meditation, 
yoga etc.) are like the various flowers that adorn this tree, while its four fruits. [The 
four fruits are Artha, Dhrama, Kaam, Moksha. Refer note of verse no. 22.] (5).  
 
The shadow of this tree overcomes (protects from) the harsh sunlight representing the 
horrors of birth and death in this world, and gives comfort and succour from its heat 
(i.e. from the sufferings of the world). The Lord of Janki (i.e. Lord Ram, the divine 
husband of Sita, the daughter of king Janak) has made the good effects of this place 
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(as described herein above) permanent for all times to come. [Chitrakoot is blessed by 
Lord Ram because he had lived here for a considerable time during his journey 
through the forest during his sojourn on earth. See verse no. 24.] (6).  
 
Pedestrians and travelers in the form of Sadhaks (spiritual seekers) achieve the 
proximity of this tree during their journey through life with great deal of luck (i.e. 
only when they are fortunate), and once achieved, they feel contented and fulfilled 
upon receiving all the desired happiness and joys of different types. [Only the lucky 
ones are able to live here and enjoy its spiritual gains.] (7).  
 
It is immune to and free from the evil effects of Maya (worldly delusions and 
attachments arising out of ignorance), Kaal (death, unfortunate circumstances and bad 
times) and deeds (spiritual entrapments caused by either the good or the bad deeds). It 
remains uniform, stable and unchanging under all circumstances. These benefits are 
made possible because Lord Ram, Sita and Laxman are its protectors. (8).  
 
Oh Tulsidas! If you wish to have love and devotion in the holy feet of Lord Ram, you 
should diligently serve (or reside in and benefit from the proximity of) the Chitrakoot 
mountains without having any sort of deceit, conceit, crookedness and pretensions. 
(9). 
 

[Note—*Chitrakoot is the place in central India where Lord Ram had spent some of 
his days while he stayed in the forest for 14 years. The Lord was directed here by 
sage Valmiki. Refer: Tulsidas’ epic book ‘Ram Charit Manas’, Ayodhya Kand, from 
Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 132—to Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes 
Doha no. 142. 

Refer also to “Geetawali” of Tulsidas, Ayodhya Kand, verse nos. 43—50 where 
the beauty and glory of Chitrakoot have been described in vivid terms.] 

 
 

 
                                             Rāga Kānharā 

 
¼24½ 

 
vc  fpr  psfr  fp=dwVfg  pyqA 
dksfir dfy] yksfir eaxy exq] fcylr c<+r eksg&ek;k&eyqAA1AA 
Hkwfe fcyksdq jke&in&vafdr] cu fcyksdq j?kqcj&fcgkjFkyqA 
lSy&l`ax  HkoHkax&gsrq y[kq]  nyu diV&ik[kaM&naHk&nyqAA2AA 
tg¡ tues tx&tud txrifr] fcf/k&gfj&gj ifjgfj iziap NyqA 

  ld`r izcsl djr tsfg vkJe] fcxr&fc'kkn Hk;s ikjFk uyqAA3AA 
u d# fcyac fcpk# pk#efr] cj’k ikfNys le vfxys iyqA 
ea= lks tkb tifg] tks tfi Hks] vtj vej gj vpb gykgyqAA4AA 
jkeuke&ti tkx djr fur] eTtr i; ikou ihor tyqA 
dfjgSa jke HkkorkS eudkS]  lq[k&lk/ku]  vu;kl  egkQyqAA5AA 
dken efu dkerk&dyir# lks tqx&tqx tkxr txrhryqA 
rqylh rksfg fclsf’k cwf>;s] ,d izrhfr&izhfr ,dS cyqAA6AA 
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                                                     (24) 
 
aba cita cēti citrakūṭahi calu. 
kōpita kali, lōpita maṅgala magu, bilasata baṛhata mōha-māyā-malu. 1.  
bhūmi bilōku rāma-pada-aṅkita, bana bilōku raghubara-bihārathalu. 
saila-sṛṅga bhavabhaṅga-hētu lakhu, dalana kapaṭa-pākhaṇḍa-dambha-dalu. 
2.  
jaham̐ janamē jaga-janaka jagatapati, bidhi-hari-hara parihari prapan̄ca chalu. 
sakṛta prabēsa karata jēhi āśrama, bigata-biśāda bhayē pāratha nalu. 3.  
na karu bilamba bicāru cārumati, baraṣa pāchilē sama agilē palu. 
mantra sō jā'i japahi, jō japi bhē, ajara amara hara aca'i halāhalu. 4.  
rāmanāma-japa jāga karata nita, majjata paya pāvana pīvata jalu. 
karihaiṁ rāma bhāvatau manakau, sukha-sādhana, anayāsa mahāphalu. 5.  
kāmada mani kāmatā-kalapataru sō juga-juga jāgata jagatītalu. 
tulasī tōhi bisēṣi būjhiyē, ēka pratīti-prīti ēkai balu. 6.  
 
Verse no. 24—Oh Chitta (mind and sub-concious)! Wake-up and be alert. Let's go to 
Chitrakoot. Kaliyug's malicious wrath and evil designs have hidden or obscured the 
path of welfare, auspiciousness and fortunes represented by Dharma and Devotion to 
the Lord. Instead, negativity created by delusions, worldly attachments, sins, evil 
deeds and perversion are ascendant and increasing by the day. (1).  
 
While in Chitrakoot, you must have a ‘Darshan’ (divine viewing) of the land which is 
sanctified and marked by the holy feet of Lord Ram. It is the forest-place where the 
Lord had resided during his exile. View those mountain tops that are the destroyers of 
such evil traits and vices as deceit, conceit, crookedness, fraud, meanness, hearsay, 
hypocrisy, wickedness, haughtiness, vanity etc. At the same time, the auspicious view 
of these mountain tops act as symbolic liberators from this world of birth and death. 
[Tulsidas means that since these mountain peaks are pointed and conical in shape they 
can ‘spike, pierce, kill and destroy’ all the evil tendencies that torment the seekers of 
spiritualism.] (2).  
 
Here (in Chitrakoot) the father and Lord of creation had taken birth. This happened 
when the Trinity Gods known as Vidhi (Brahma), Hari (Vishnu) and Har (Shiva)1 had 
abandoned all their cunning, trickery and deception (and took birth as sons of 
hermitress Anusuiya, the wife of sage Atri). As soon as Yudhisthir and other 
Pandavas (of the epic Mahabharata fame), who had lost everything in gambling (dice-
playing) and had been roaming aimlessly in forests during their wandering in exile, 
entered it (Chitrakoot) they had lost all their sorrows and sufferings (i.e. they found 
peace and solace). The same thing (happiness, tranquility and solace) was experienced 
by king Nal too. (3).  
 
Don't delay anymore in going there. Use your wisdom and don't lament (repent or 
regret) at the time or years of your life that have gone by, but think of those that are 
still left. Considering that every moment of your remaining life is as valuable as one 
year, with death almost near at hand, you should quickly (without wasting anymore 
time and procrastinating further) go to Chitrakoot and chant Lord Ram's holy name 
(Mantra) there, the chanting of which made Shiva ageless and free from the disastrous 
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effects of drinking the horrible poison (that he had emerged at the time of churning of 
the ocean by the Gods and the demons). (4).  
 
When you would constantly do Japa (repetition) of the holy name of Lord Ram while 
living there, along with performing Yagya (religious sacrifices and observing 
sacraments) and daily bathing in and drink the holy waters of Payeswani (a river near 
Mandakini), then it is sure that Lord Ram would fulfill all your desires. By adopting 
this easy and joyful path you would easily obtain the four great fruits that are 
obtainable as a reward for any endeavour. [These four fruits are Artha, Dharma, Kaam 
and Moksha.] (5).  
 
The ‘Kamta Nath’ mountain in Chitrakoot glitters on this earth and lasts for countless 
ages much like the all wish-fulfilling Chintamani gem as well as the Kalpa Tree. [The 
‘Chintamani is a mystical gem which has the magical power to abolish or overcome 
all worries. The Kalpa Tree is the ever-green tree of the Gods and is believed to all 
wish-fulfilling.] Chitrakoot is beneficial for all in general, but oh Tulsidas, you should 
specially rely on its mystical and spiritual powers, have great faith in it, be convinced 
of its powers, and serve it with great devotion and affection as a fulfiller of your 
wishes. (6). 
 

[Note—‘Vidhi-Hari-Har’ (bidhi-hari-hara): Hermit (sage) Atri and his hermitress 
wife Anusuiya lived in Chitrakoot. To  beget a son, they prayed to Vishnu, Brahama 
and Shiva, and asked them for a son in their likeness or image. Later on, Vishnu 
manifested as sage Dattatrey, Shiva as Durvasa and Brahma as the Moon-God.] 
 
 

  
           
                                Prayer offered to Lord Hanumāna 
 
                                               Rāga Dhanāśrī 

 
¼25½ 

 
t;R;atuh&xHkZ&vaHkksf/k&laHkwr&fo/kq]  focq/k&dqy&dSjokuandkjhA 
dsljh&pk#&ykspu&pdksjd&lq[kn]   yksdxu  ’kksd&larkigkjhAA1AA 
t;fr t; ckydfi dsfy&dkSrqd mfnr paMdj&eaMy&xzkldÙkkZA 
jkgq&jfo&'kØ ifo&xoZ&[kohZdj.k “kj.k Hk;gj.k t; Hkqou&HkÙkkZAA2AA 
t;fr j.k/khj]  j?kqohjfgr]  nsoef.k]  #nz&vorkj]  lalkj&ikrkA 
foiz&lqj&fl)&eqfu&vkf'k"kkdkjoiq’k] foeyxq.k] cqf)&okfjf/k&fo/kkrkAA3AA 
t;fr lqxzho _{kkfn j{k.k&fuiq.k] ckfy cy'kkfy&c/k&eq[;gsrwA 
tyf/k&ya?ku flag flafgdk&en&eFku]  jtfupj&uxj&mRikr&dsrwAA4AA 
t;fr HkwufUnuh&'kksp&ekspu fofiu&nyu ?kuukno'k foxr'kadkA 
yweyhyk·uy&Tokyekykdqfyr]  gksfydkdj.k  yads'k&yadkAA5AA 
t;fr lkSfef=&j?kquanukuandj] _{k&dfi&dVd&la?kV&fo/kk;hA 
c)&ckfjf/k&lsrq] vej&eaxy gsrq] Hkkuqdqy&dsrq&j.kfot;nk;hAA6AA 
t;fr t; otzruqn’ku u[k eq[k fodV] paM&HkqtnaM r#&'kSy&ikuhA 
lej&rSfyd&;a= fry&rehpj&fudj] isfj Mkjs lqHkV ?kkfy ?kkuhAA7AA 
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t;fr n'kdaB&?kVd.kZ&okfjn&ukn&dnu&dkju] dkfyusfe&garkA 
v?kV?kVuk&lq?kV lq?kV&fo?kVu fodV] Hkwfe&ikrky&ty&xxu&xarkAA8AA 
t;fr fo'o&fo[;kr ckuSr&fo#nkoyh] fonq’k cjur osn foey ckuhA 
nkl rqylh =kl ’keu lhrkje.k lax ’kksfHkr jke&jkt/kkuhAA9AA 
 

 
                                                   (25) 
 
jayatyan̄janī-garbha-ambhōdhi-sambhūta-vidhu, vibudha-kula-
kairavānandakārī. 
kēsarī-cāru-lōcana-cakōraka-sukhada, lōkagana śōka-santāpahārī. 1.  
jayati jaya bālakapi kēli-kautuka udita caṇḍakara-maṇḍala-grāsakatrtā. 
rāhu-ravi-śakra pavi-garva-kharvīkaraṇa śaraṇa bhayaharaṇa jaya bhuvana-
bhatrtā. 2.  
jayati raṇadhīra, raghuvīrahita, dēvamaṇi, rudra-avatāra, sansāra-pātā. 
vipra-sura-sid'dha-muni-āśiṣākāravapuṣa, vimalaguṇa, bud'dhi-vāridhi-
vidhātā. 3.  
jayati sugrīva ṛkṣādi rakṣaṇa-nipuṇa, bāli balaśāli-badha-mukhyahētū. 
jaladhi-laṅghana sinha sinhikā-mada-mathana, rajanicara-nagara-utpāta-kētū. 
4.  
jayati bhūnandinī-śōca-mōcana vipina-dalana ghananādavaśa vigataśaṅkā. 
lūmalīlā̕nala-jvālamālākulita, hōlikākaraṇa laṅkēśa-laṅkā. 5.  
jayati saumitri-raghunandanānandakara, ṛkṣa-kapi-kaṭaka-saṅghaṭa-vidhāyī. 
bad'dha-bāridhi-sētu, amara-maṅgala hētu, bhānukula-kētu-raṇavijayadāyī. 6.  
jayati jaya vajratanu daśana nakha mukha vikaṭa, caṇḍa-bhujadaṇḍa taru-
śaila-pānī. 
samara-tailika-yantra tila-tamīcara-nikara, pēri ḍārē subhaṭa ghāli ghānī. 7.  
jayati daśakaṇṭha-ghaṭakarṇa-vārida-nāda-kadana-kārana, kālinēmi-hantā. 
aghaṭaghaṭanā-sughaṭa sughaṭa-vighaṭana vikaṭa, bhūmi-pātāla-jala-gagana-
gantā. 8.  
jayati viśva-vikhyāta bānaita-virudāvalī, viduṣa baranata vēda vimala bānī. 
dāsa tulasī trāsa śamana sītāramaṇa saṅga śōbhita rāma-rājadhānī. 9.  
 
Verse no. 25—[Verse nos. 25-36 are prayers offered to Lord Hanuman.] Oh 
Hanuman*! Glory to you! You took birth from the womb of Anjani as if it were an 
ocean from which the moon emerged, and the Gods in the form of lotuses blossomed 
(prospered and found fearlessness) in your presence. You please the eyes of Kesari 
(your father) which are symbolically like Chakor birds (a bird which constantly fixes 
its gaze on the moon). [Kesari is very pleased and happy when he sees you.] You 
dispel the sorrows and pains of the whole world. (1).  
 
Glory to you! During your childhood you had playfully swallowed the rising sun, 
thinking it to be a big red (i.e. ripe) fruit. {udita caṇḍakara-maṇḍala-grāsakatrtā 
}1. At the time, you had crushed (vanquished) the pride, vanity and ego of Rahu (a 
demon with only a head), Sun, Indra (the king of Gods) and Vajra (Thunderbolt). 
Glory to you! You are the dispeller of fear of those who seek your refuge and shelter, 
and are the sustainer and care-taker of the world. (2).  
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Glory to you! You are steady and valiant in the battle-field. You always strive for 
doing well of Raghuvir (Lord Ram). You are a manifestation (or a revelation) of 
Rudra (Lord Shiva) { rudra-avatāra }2 who is the most exalted of Gods. You are the 
protector of the world. Your body is an embodiment of the blessings of Brahmins (the 
learned ones), Gods, Siddhas (the attained ones or those who have special mystical 
powers), ascetics and hermits. You are an ocean of immaculate qualities and virtues 
as well as of high wisdom, erudition and intelligence. You are a controller of destiny. 
(3).  
 
Glory to you! You are diligent, expert and proficient in protecting the interests of 
Sugriv (the king of the monkeys) and Jamvant (the king of the bears) { jayati sugrīva 
ṛkṣādi rakṣaṇa-nipuṇa }3. You are the chief agent that brought about the death of 
Baali (the elder brother of Sugriv) who was very strong, brave and valiant { bāli 
balaśāli-badha-mukhyahētū }4. While crossing the ocean you were like a lion for 
subduing the demoness called ‘Singhika’ { sinha sinhikā-mada-mathana }5, and 
were like a comet (a harbinger of bad omens) for Lanka { rajanicara-nagara-
utpāta-kētū }6. (4).  
 
Glory to you! You are the one who had removed the worries of ‘Bhu-Nandani’ 
(literally the ‘daughter of mother Earth’, i.e. Sita, by conveying the happy news of 
Lord Ram's well-being and his intention to recover her) { bhūnandinī-śōca-mōcana 
}7, and it was you who had laid waste Ravana's Ashok Grove. You had willingly 
surrendered to Meghnad (and allowed him to capture you), and then you created a 
virtual Holi (a festival having its origin in fire) in Lanka by burning it down with the 
aid of furiously leaping flames from your burning tail. [This alludes to the burning of 
the city of Lanka, the capital of the demon king Ravana, in the epic Ramayana.] (5).  
 
Glory to you! You gave peace and happiness to Lord Ram and Laxman. You had 
constructed a bridge over the ocean after assembling an army of bears and monkeys. 
You are the benefactor of Gods and provide welfare to them. And you are the one 
who was instrumental in the victory of ‘Bhanukulketu’ (literally the bright star in the 
Solar race, i.e. Lord Ram) in the battle-field (of Lanka) (6).  
 
Glory to you! Your body, teeth, nails and ferocious looking mouth are as strong as 
Vajra (which is the weapon of Indra, the king of Gods, and made of the hardest 
element in existence; the thunderbolt). Your arms have immense strength, and you 
bear mountain and trees in your hands. You had crushed the hordes of demons as if 
they were mustard-seeds being crushed to extract oil in a mill. (7).  
 
Glory to you! You are the main factor in the slaying or elimination the demons named 
Ravana (the ten-necked one: daśakaṇṭha), Kumbhkarna (the one whose ears were as 
large as a big water-pitcher: ghaṭakarṇa), and Meghnad (the one who roared like the 
rain-bearing cloud: vārida-nāda)8 . You were the one who had killed the deceitful 
and crooked demon called Kalnemi { kālinēmi-hantā }9. You can make things 
possible out of impossible things, and vice-versa. You are most terrible and awe-
inspiring. You can reach unhindered have access to all parts of the earth, the 
subterranean world, the ocean and the sky. (8). 
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Glory to you! You are famous in the world, and are always ahead in bravery. The 
wise ones and the Vedas have sung your praises and glories in unison and without 
reservations. You are the dispeller of Tulsidas' fears of this ocean-like mundane world 
(consisting of birth and death and their attendant uncountable horrors). And you are 
always glorified and adored along with the dear Lord of Sita (i.e. Lord Ram) in the 
capital city of Lord Ram (i.e. at Ayodhya). (9). 
 

[Note—*A life sketch of Hanuman is narrated in the following scriptures—(i) Anand 
Ramayan, Saar Kand, Sarga (Canto) 13, verse nos. 155-190; (ii) Valmiki’s Ramayan, 
Kishkhindha Kand, Sarga (Canto) 66, verse nos. 1-17 (as narrated by Jamvant, the 
Bear king); Uttar Kand, Sarga 35-36 (as described to Sri Ram by sage Agastya).  
 These describe Hanuman as the son of the Wind God.  
 But it is also universally believed that Hanuman is a manifestation of Lord Shiva, 
and represents the ‘Tej’ (glory and dynamism) of Lord Ram. This is clearly 
mentioned in Brihad Brahm Sanhita, Chapter (Pratham) 3, Canto (Adhyaya) 1, verse 
(Shloka) no. 102. This verse also says that it is Lord Shiva who manifested also as 
Sankarshan, one of the forms of Lord Vishnu. In the case of Hanuman, it is said here 
that “Hanuman is a manifestation of Lord Maha Shiva, and represents the Tej (glory 
and dynamic aspect) of Lord Ram”. 

Lord Hanuman was one of the greatest devotees of Lord Ram. His devotion for 
Lord Ram had no match. He is regarded as the wisest, the most enlightened and a 
highly self-realised soul. He is an incarnation of the eleventh form of Lord Shiva that 
is known as Rudra. When Lord Vishnu decided to manifest himself as Lord Ram in 
this world, all the different Gods has assumed various forms to serve the Lord. Shiva 
had taken the form of Hanuman to serve Lord Ram.   

According to the Purans (mythological histories), the name of his mother was 
Anjana. She was the wife of the monkey king Kesari. He was born as a grace of the 
Wind God, also known as Marut. Hence, Hanuman was also known as ‘Anjaneya’ or 
‘Maruti’. However, his most common name ‘Hanuman’ is derived from the fact that 
once he had been hit by the ‘Vajra’, the hard weapon of Indra, the king of Gods. The 
story goes that once, a little time after his birth, the infant Hanuman had felt 
extremely hungry, and seeing the rising sun he thought it to be some ripe red fruit 
dangling from the sky. So he leapt to the sky to eat the rising sun. Incidentally, it was 
the time of the solar eclipse, when, according to mythology, the head of the demon 
known as Rahu was proceeding to devour the sun. When he saw Hanuman rushing 
towards the sun, Rahu ran away scared, thinking that Hanuman was some competitor 
who was out there to grab his food. Rahu complained to Indra, the king of Gods, that 
he is being denied his regular meal. At this, Indra intervened. When Hanuman saw 
Indra approaching astride his white majestic elephant known as Eraavat, he thought 
that it was some other white fruit. So he left sun alone and instead leapt at Eraavat. 
Indra was shocked, confounded and perplexed, and in order to stop Hanuman he 
threw his formidable weapon known as Vajra The Vajra hit him on the chin, thereby 
causing a dent. The jaw swelled as result. This incident gave ‘Hanuman’ his famous 
name. 

The word ‘Hanu’ means the lower jaw, the chin, while ‘Maan’ means to hit to 
subdue or defeat. Another interpretation is that ‘Hanu’ means to crush, to trounce, to 
take away, or to eliminate, and ‘Maan’ means one’s pride, arrogance, haughtiness and 
ego. So the composite word ‘Hanuman’ refers to this incident when Indra had 
subdued the son of the Wind God by breaking his chin-bone as a token punishment 
for him being extremely arrogant and unnecessarily mischievous.   
But when the Wind God saw that Hanuman was hurt, he became extremely angry as 
Hanuman was born as his grace, so he stopped the movement of air. This caused 
suffocation in this creation and all the Gods were on the verge of asphyxiation. So 
they appeased the Wind God by blessing Hanuman with invincibility and formidable 
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powers. This made Hanuman immortal and immune to the dangers of fire, water and 
wind.   

Once as a child he was even cursed by sages because of his mischievous nature as 
he used to play havoc with the trees and plants around the hermitages and forests 
where they lived, uprooting them, breaking their branches, eating their fruits and 
littering the place all around. So they cursed him that he would forget his powers till 
the time someone reminded him about them. As it happened, when the monkeys and 
bears set out in search of Sita, who had been abducted by the demon king of Lanka 
known as Ravana, and had reached the shores of the vast ocean, they faced the 
formidable challenge of having to cross it, face this formidable enemy, and come 
back alive. It was then that Jamvant, the old patriarch of the bears, had reminded 
Hanuman about his lost strength. Hanuman regained his old stupendous powers and 
abilities, and he was the one who not only crossed the ocean but also burnt Lanka 
before coming back with the news of Sita. These events are narrated in the epic 
Ramayana in great detail.  

Hanuman can be likened to a diamond amongst all the characters in the epic story 
of Ramayan which deals with Lord Vishnu’s incarnation as Lord Ram. In fact, the 
story of Lord Ram and his conquest of Lanka would not have been what it was 
without Hanuman. Even Lord Ram had openly accepted his indebtedness to 
Hanuman.  
 It is believed that when Lord Ram left this world for his heavenly abode during 
the final episodes of Ramayana, all those who were close to him as well as the rest of 
his subjects had also left this world with the Lord. But Hanuman remained behind 
with the express mandate from the Lord to ensure that the Lord’s glory as well as the 
glory of his divine name can be perpetuated, and to ensure that the devotees of the 
Lord can be afforded protection.  This has been narrated in (i) Veda Vyas’ Adhyatma 
Ramayan, Uttar Kand, Sarga (Canto) 9, verse nos. 34-36; (ii) Anand Ramayan, Purva 
Kand, Sarga (Canto) 5, verse nos. 9-13; (iii) Valmiki Ramayan, Uttar Kand, Sarga 
108, verse nos. 32-35. 
 Hanuman had immense mental and physical agility, strength, power and prowess. 
His character was immaculate and his intellect was of high refinement. He had 
complete, unchallenged and unparalleled knowledge of the scriptures. One of the 
reasons is that his teacher was the Sun God himself who had taught him all the Vedas 
and other scriptures. His speech was elegant and scholarly. He is regarded as a 
treasury of the eight Siddhis (mystical powers) and the nine Nidhis (spiritual assets). 
He was a renunciate and a celibate since birth.  
 The eight Siddhis which Hanuman possessed were the following—(i) ‘Anima’—
means the power to become microscopic or so minute that one becomes invisible to 
the naked eye; to become small like an atom; (ii) ‘Mahima’—is to have majesty, 
glory and fame; to be honoured and acknowledged for one’s achievements, wisdom, 
erudition, knowledge and skills; to become huge like a mountain, thereby standing 
out and being unique or special in a crowd; (iii) ‘Garima’—is to be heavy-weight in 
any field, to have special qualities that give one’s ideas and words a great amount of 
importance and weight; to have stature, dignity, decorum, gravity and significance; 
(iv) ‘Laghima’—is the grand virtue of being simple and humble inspite of being 
great, powerful and authoritative; it is to have simplicity and humility despite 
possessing grandeur, majesty, power, authority and magnificence; (v) ‘Praapti’—is to 
be able to attain, gain or obtain anything wished or desired for; (vi) ‘Praakramya’—is 
to have valour, ardour, strength, powers, prowess, potential and punch leading to 
triumph, glory and majesty; (vii) ‘Ishwatwa’—is to be able to have lordship or sway 
over everything else; to be able to rule over othes; (viii) ‘Vashitwa’—is to be able to 
control and subdue others, and exert influence on them so much so that they become 
obedient and subservient. 

The nine Nidhis that Hanuman possessed were the following— Spiritual assets—
according to saint Tulsidas’ epic Ram Charit Manas, Aranya Kand, Doha 35-36, they 
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are—(i) communion with saints and pious people where the Lord’s glories are being 
sung, (ii) serving one’s teacher and elders, (ii) praising the Lord’s glories and doing 
Kirtan and Bhajan which are community singing of the Lord’s glories, (iv) repeating 
the divine Mantras or holy words of the Lord, i.e. doing Japa, (v) having such virtues 
as ‘Dam’ or tolerance, patience, fortitude and resilience, ‘Sheel’ or good and 
righteous demeanors, ‘Virati’ or being renunciate and detached from deeds and to be 
dispassionate towards the world, ‘Sam’ or equanimity, looking everything as Brahm, 
having a non-dual approach of or view of the world, ‘Santosh’ or contentedness, and 
‘Saral’ or simplicity and humility, (vi) having no deceit, conceit and falsehoods, (vii) 
not finding faults with others and criticising them unnecessarily, (viii) to have firm 
reliance and faith in the Lord, and (ix) not to feel dejected, depressed, despaired, 
inferior, lowly and condemned under any adverse circumstances, because the great 
and merciful Lord is always with them. 

According to another version, the nine Nidhis are the various special virtues or 
qualities or attributes that one possesses, and which make him special amongst others. 
They are the following—(i) Buddhi—intelligence and the power to discriminate, to 
think sharply, quickly, logically, rationally, deeply and analytically. (ii) Bal—
strength, vigour and power of the body and of the mind as well as of the spirit. (iii) 
Yasha—fame, good reputation and name; majesty and renown. (iv) Dhairya—to have 
courage, fortitude, resilience, ability to hold on in the face of greatest adversity, 
misfortune and opposition. (v) Nirbhayataa—fearlessness, courage, bravery and an 
indomitable spirit. (vi) Aarogyataa—to be freed from diseases and illnesses, both 
mental as well as bodily. (vii) Ajaadyataa—the opposite of Jadataa; to be free from 
the negative trait of inertia, lethargy, depression, stagnation, lack of drive, initiative 
and will power. (viii) Vaakya-patutaa—to be an expert orator; speaking skills, 
eloquence, diplomacy, and wise and intelligent choice of the spoken word. (ix) 
Bhakti—to have steady and robust devotion, loyalty, dedication and conviction for 
one’s chosen deity and faith. This quality, of course, comes under the category of 
spiritual assets also.  

Other variations include the following qualities in this list of Nidhis because they 
are like an asset for a man which stand him in good stead in his life— (i) Sham—
having self restraint and control; having peace, tranquility, serenity and quietness; 
being able to suppress desires, yearnings and natural instincts and impulses. (ii) 
Dam—tolerance, forbearance, fortitude. (iii) Upriti—renunciation, detachment, 
dispassion, indifference and non-involvement. (iv)Titksha—endurance, patience, 
fortitude, sufferance, equanimity. (v) Samadhan—the ability to find a solution, an 
answer to even the most vexing problem; lack of confusion or doubts; clarity of 
thoughts and conception. (vi) Shraddha—having faith, belief, conviction, reverence 
and devotion. (vii) Sakhya—friendship and the ability to co-exist with even one’s 
adversary. (viii) Daya—kindness, compassion, graciousness. (ix) Atma Bodh—self-
realisation and awareness about the true nature of one’s conscious ‘self’, to be 
enlightened about the Atma, the pure consciousness, that resides inside one’s inner 
self as his soul, as his Spirit. 

Sometimes, the last Nidhi of ‘Atma Bodh’ is replaced with ‘Seva’ or the natural 
habit of serving others selflessly.  
 Faces of Hanuman—In iconography, Hanuman is depicted as having five, ten or 
eleven faces.  

(a) The five faces of Hanuman are as follows—(i) in the eastern direction it is that 
of a monkey; (ii) in the southern direction it is that of Lord Nrisingh; (iii) in the 
western direction it is that of Lord Garud; (iv) in the northern direction it is that of 
Lord Varaaha; and (v) in the zenith it is that of Lord Hayagriva.  

The genesis of the story is linked with the battle of Lanka when the son of the 
ten-headed Ravana, known as Mahi-Ravan, had kidnapped Ram and Laxman and hid 
them underground in the nether world. He prepared them to sacrifice to the goddess 
whom he worshipped in order to please the goddess so that his father Ravana could 
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win the war. When Hanuman got the wind of it, he went to the nether world and hid 
behind the idol of the goddess. The demon Mahi-Ravana offered all sorts of inedible 
things to the goddess—such as wine, excreta, meat, urine etc. He had his eyes closed 
in meditation. So Hanuman assumed this heads and ate up all the offerings. Finally, 
when the wicked demon thought that the sacrifice is finished and the goddess is 
happy with him, he was about to chop off the heads of the two brothers at the altar, 
Hanuman emerged from hiding in this ferocious form with five heads (or according to 
the previous narration with eleven unconventional heads) to kill the demon. It is 
believed that even Ram and Laxman could not recognize Hanuman in that form till 
the time they saw his monkey head with which he bowed before the Lord.  

In essence we can say that Hanuman epitomised the glory of knowledge and the 
Shakti of the Supreme Brahm rolled into one. When he appeared to save Ram and 
Laxman from the clutches of Mahi-Ravana, he represented the supreme power of 
creation. This form of Hanuman—whether it is of five heads or nine heads or eleven 
heads—implies that all the fundamental forces of Nature had joined hands to get rid 
of or negate the negative forces that had become ascendant, and to restore the balance 
in favour of the positive forces and principles of creation.   

The five faces of Hanuman stand for the following—(i) the five elements of 
creation, viz. sky, air, fire, water and earth. (ii) the five chief vital winds called 
Prans—viz. Pran, Apaan, Samaan, Vyaan and Udaan. This fits in perfectly with the 
fact that Hanuman is regarded as the son of the Wind God.  

(b) The ten or eleven faces of Hanuman—According to another version, 
Hanuman is shows as having eleven or ten faces as follows—(i) in the eastern 
direction it is that of a monkey (Hanuman in his original form); (ii) in the south-east 
corner (called ‘Agneya Kona’) it is that of a Kshatriya (warrior class); (iii) in the 
southern direction it is that of Lord Nrisingh (half man and half lion incarnation of 
Vishnu); (iv) in the south-west corner (called ‘Nairitya Kona’) it is that of Lord 
Ganesh; (v) in the western direction it is that of Harishwar (Hari or Vishnu; or it can 
be interpreted as Hari’s Lord or Shiva in line with the term Rameshwar which is one 
of the forms of Shiva); (vi) in the north-west corner (called ‘Vaayabya Kona’) it is 
that of Lord Bhairav (one of the forms of Shiva); (vii) in the northern direction it is 
that of Varaaha; (viii) in the north-east corner (called ‘Ishan Kona’) it is that of Lord 
Rudra (one of the forms of Shiva); and (ix) in the zenith corner (above; towards the 
sky) it is that of Lord Hayagriva (Lord Sun; Vishnu with a horse’s head; one of the 
many incarnation of Vishnu).  

In this above description only nine faces are given; two are missing. The other 
two faces are that of Lord Garud (mount of Vishnu) and Lord Shiva. In this version, 
the face on the west side is that of Garud (instead of Harishwar), and Lord Varaaha 
faces in the lower direction called nadir. The eleventh face is a combination of all the 
faces—i.e. it is the face of all-encompassing and all-incorporating Lord Isha. 
The point to note here are that all these forms are manifestations or representations of 
the five or the eleven principal ‘Tattwas’ or the fundamental elements of creation. 
The eleven heads are symbols of the following Tattwas—the five elements (sky, air, 
fire, water and earth) + five vital winds (Pran, Apaan, Samaan, Vyaan and Udaan) + 
Chitta (mind and its sub-conscious). These eleven Tattwas form the basic units which 
combine together to form the physical body of any living being.  

It will be noted that only nine specific heads are mentioned though the total 
number of heads are eleven. Well, the significance of the number ‘nine’ vis-à-vis the 
nine Tattwas is as follows— 

‘The Pashupat Brahm Upanishad of the Atharva Veda tradition, Canto 1, verse 
no. 14 says that there are nine Tattvas which are actually subtle revelations of the 
supreme Brahm. They are the following—The three fundamental Gunas, i.e. the Sata, 
the Raja and the Tama, the three basic characters of the Atma known as Sat-Chit-
Anand, i.e. Sat (truth), Chitta (consciousness) and Anand (bliss), and the three forms 
of divinity represented by the Trinity Gods, i.e. Brahma the creator, Vishnu the 
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sustainer, and Rudra the concluder of creation, represent the nine Tattwas of 
creation.’  
 The Par Brahm Upanishad of the Atharva Veda tradition, verse no. 5 says that 
the sacred thread that is worn by Brahmins has three main strands, and each strand 
consists of three sub-strands. The total number of strands thus becomes nine (3 x 3 = 
9). These nine strands symbolically represent the nine Tattwas of creation which 
actually stand for the nine revelations of the same Brahm. The fact that the sacred 
thread has nine finer strands is endorsed in the Pashupat Brahm Upanishad, Canto 1, 
verse no. 27.’ 

It must be remembered that Hanuman is not an ordinary soul, but he is the most 
enlightened One to have come on this earth. He is regarded as the leader in the 
community of the wise and enlightened ones. There is no wonder in it because of two 
reasons—one, he is Shiva personified, and Shiva is the most enlightened amongst the 
Trinity Gods, and second, his teacher was the Sun God who is personification of the 
Supreme Brahm, and his brilliant light is a metaphor of the immensity of knowledge 
and enlightenment he has as well as the light this knowledge provides to the world. 
Without knowledge this world would be engulfed in a thick shroud of darkness of 
ignorance symbolized by the night.  

The importance of the figure five is of great metaphysical importance. It 
represents the Pancha Mahaabh. They were formed at the beginning of creation, and 
consist of earth, water or fluid, fire or energy, air or wind and sky or space elements 
in increasing degree of subtlety. They can be studied at two levels—one at the very 
core level, and the other at the more general level.  

The study of the body at the core level of the five Bhuts consisting of the five 
primary elements consisting of the sky or space, air or wind, fire or energy, water or 
fluids, and earth. Refer verse nos. 1-2, and 5-6 of Shaarirako-panishad. Briefly, the 
earth element formed the solid part of the body, the water element formed the fluid 
part, the fire element formed the warmth and heat of the body, the movement of the 
body is revelation of the air element, and the subtle space between various organs and 
tissues of the body, both at the external as well as internal levels, is the sky element. 
The next level would the various Koshas or Sheaths that are made of a combination 
of these five elements. They are the following—Anna Maye Kosh (the food sheath), 
Pran Maye Kosh (the vital wind sheath), Manomaye Kosh (the mind sheath), Vigyan 
Maye Kosh (the intellect sheath), and Anand Maye Kosh (the bliss sheath). These 
Koshas are also like the elements or units that decide the complexities of the 
creature’s body and its position in the hierarchy of evolution.  

All the living organisms can be classified into the following five types depending 
upon the number of Koshas they have—(i) Udbhij—these are those life forms that are 
born from seeds, such as members of the plant kingdom. These have only one Kosha, 
the Anna Maye Kalaa. In other words, they depend on food and become food for 
others higher up in the evolutionary ladder. (ii) Swedaj—they are those which are 
born from dampness and sweat, such as fungi, algae, bacteria, germs, mosquito, lice, 
flies etc. They have two Koshas, viz. Anna Maye and Pran Maye. That is, they are 
formed from food, they live for food and they die as food. Besides this, they also 
exhibit signs of life, e.g. the mosquito and lice have life like any other member of the 
animal kingdom. (iii) Andaj—they are placed higher up in the evolutionary ladder, 
and are born from eggs, whether inside the mother’s womb or outside. Such birds as 
pigeon, sparrow, parrot, peacock etc. come under this category. They have three 
Koshas which are Anna Maye, Pran Maye and Mano-maye. The last Kosh refers to 
the fact that such creatures have a mind and heart which enables them to think, albeit 
in a primitive level. (iv) Jaruyuj—these are the creatures that are born as embryo that 
develops inside the mother’s womb. Under this class come the animals such as 
horses, cows, dogs, elephants etc. They have four Koshas, such as Anna Maye, Pran 
Maye, Mano-maye and Vigyan Maye. The last Kosh refers to their ability to have a 
higher level of thinking ability called intelligence. The human being comes under this 
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last category with the added benefit of having five Koshas. Besides the four Koshas 
mentioned above in other creatures of this category, the man has the fifth one and it 
called the Anand Maye Kosh. It is only possessed by a man and not by other creatures 
in the sense that the man can realise the true meaning of the terms ‘bliss and 
happiness that is eternal and substantial’ by the virtue of his attaining higher level of 
intelligence and his ability to delve into the secrets of the concept of truth itself and 
then  realising that kind of happiness and bliss that is not superficial and which is not 
limited to enjoyment of the sensual pleasures of the body and the material comforts of 
the world, but which has a holistic and all-inclusive dimension that incorporates the 
spirit or the soul. 
 
1Udita caṇḍakara-maṇḍala-grāsakatrtā: According to the Valmiki Ramayan, the 
child Hanuman became exceedingly hungry one morning. Seeing the rising sun and 
thinking it to be some ripe red fruit, he leapt in the sky to gobble it. As it happened, it 
also was the day of solar eclipse when the sun is eaten by the trunk-less Rahu. When 
the latter arrived for his meal, he found that there was no sun (because Hanuman had 
already put it in his mouth). Rahu went to Indra to complain, and both of them rushed 
to the site. Seeing them, Hanuman leapt at them to eat Rahu (according to some 
legends, he was lured by the large, fan-like waving ears of Erawat elephant, the 
mount of Indra). Then, Indra hit him with his Bajra, breaking his chin, and in the 
process, breaking the Bajra also. Since then, the child was called Hanuman (the one 
with a broken chin). 
 

2Incarnation of Rudra (rudra-avatāra): Once Shiva prayed to Sri Ram that he 
wanted to serve him as his servant. So, the former manifested himself as Hanuman 
during Sri Ram's incarnation. Another name of Shiva is Rudra. Hence Hanuman is 
referred to as Rudravatar (i.e., incarnation of Rudra). 

3Hanuman, the Protector of Sugriv and Jamvant (jayati sugrīva ṛkṣādi rakṣaṇa-
nipuṇa): Sun was the preceptor and teacher (Guru) of Hanuman. As ‘Gurudakshina’ 
(the token amount of money or a promise that the student gives to his teacher in 
return for his education; in modern parlance—the fees), the sun took a vow from him 
that he should protect his son Sugriv during Sri Ram's incarnation. (When the various 
Gods took the forms of monkeys and bears in order the serve Sri Ram, Sun had 
manifested as Sugriv, the brother of Bali). 

 
4Hanuman, the one who played an instrumental role in the slaying of Baali (bāli 

balaśāli-badha-mukhyahētū): When Sri Ram had gone to Mt. Rishyamuk while 
searching for Sita, he first met Hanuman who introduced and befriended him to 
Sugriv, which friendship was responsible for the slaying of Bali. Hence, Hanuman is 
also called the main protagonist in Bali's death. 

 
5Hanuman, the slayer of demoness Singhika (sinha sinhikā-mada-mathana): A 

demoness called Singhika lived in the ocean. She could trap (catch) overflying 
objects by holding their shadow in the water. [A remarkable analogue of the modern 
day Radar.] When Hanuman was on his way to Lanka in search of Sita, she tried to 
catch him, at which she was killed by a single clenched fist-blow by Hanuman. 

 
6Rajanicara-nagara-utpāta-kētū: Hanuman is compared to a comet here 

because he arrived in the darkness of night and appeared to be like a streak of light 
against the darkness of the night sky. The demons thought that he was some kind of 
comet, and so thinking it to be a bad omen they preferred to look away. This is the 
reason no one paid heed when Hanuman landed on the soil of Lanka. 
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7Bhūnandinī-śōca-mōcana: Sita is called ‘Bhu-nandini’, meaning the ‘daughter 
of mother Earth’, because she was born out of earth. This story is narrated in Adbhut 
Ramayan, Canto 8, verse nos. 36-44; and in detail in Adhyatma Ramayan of Veda 
Vyas, in its Baal Kand, Canto 6, verse nos. 58-to-75. Sita was abducted by the demon 
king Ravana of Lanka. In captivity, Sita suffered a lot. Hanuman arrived at Lanka and 
met her with the finger-ring of Lord Ram which he had bought for her. His arrival 
marked a new phase of hope and redemption for her. She derived immense succour 
and solace by Hanuman’s visit. He helped her overcome her distressed and miserable 
condition, kindling hope of rescue in her heart.  

 
8Daśakaṇṭha-ghaṭakarṇa-vārida-nāda: Ravana was the demon king of Lanka 

who had stolen Lord Ram’s wife, Sita. Kumbhakaran was Ravana’s brother. 
Meghnad was Ravana’s son. Their death in the war of Lanka has been elaborately 
described in all the versions of the epic story of ‘Ramayana’. Tulsidas has narrated 
this story in Lanka Kand of all his three books that describe the story of the 
Ramayana: viz. Ram Charit Manas, Geetawali and Kavitawali.  

In Tulsidas’ book “Kavitawali”, Lanka Kand, verse no. 40, Lord Ram has himself 
told Laxman, the Lord’s younger brother and comrade-in-arm that it was Hanuman 
who was the one actually fighting the war in the battle-field of Lanka. The valour, the 
courage and the marvelous deeds of Hanuman in the battle-field of Lanka has been 
very vividly described in Kavitawali, Lanka Kand, verse nos. 32—48.    

 During the Ram-Ravana war the demon Ravana performed a fire sacrifice, 
which, if completed, would have made him invincible. On being informed by 
Vibhishan, Hanuman went there with a small detachment of his troops and 
defiled/interrupted the fire sacrifce. Since Ravana could not complete the fire 
sacrifice, his defeat and death in the final battle became a certainity. Hence, it is said 
that Hanuman was instrumental, or rather the main reason, why Ravana could be 
killed. This is clearly mentioned in Tulsidas’ epic Ram Charit Manas, Lanka Kand, 
Doha no. 84—to Doha no. 85.  

Besides this, some of the great duals of the war were fought by Hunuman—refer 
for instance, Ram Charit Manas, Lanka Kand, (i) Chaupai line nos. 1-4 that precedes 
Doha no. 51 (Hanuman and Meghnad); (ii) Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 
65 (Hanuman and Kumbhakaran); (iii) Doha no. 83 and its following Chaupai line 
nos. 1-4 (Hanuman and Ravana); (iv) Chaupai line nos. 1-8 and Chanda line no. 1 
that precedes Doha no. 95 (Hanuman and Ravana). 

During the battle with Kumbhakaran, Hanuman had played a valiant role and 
helped Lord Ram to kill this demon—refer: Tulsidas’ epic Ram Charit Manas, Lanka 
Kand, Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 65.  

Likewise, Hanuman had been pivotal in the killing of Meghnad. There are two 
reasons for this. One is that Hanuman and other chief monkey warriors had succeeded 
in stopping Meghnad from doing a fire sacrifice that would have made him immune 
to defeat and death—refer Ram Charit Manas, Lanka Kand, from Chaupai line no. 1 
that precedes Doha no. 75—to Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 76. In this 
context it is clearly mentioned that in the ensuing battle, Hanuman had a fierce battle 
with Meghnad—refer: Lanka Kand, Chaupai line nos. 6-9 that precedes Doha no. 76. 
 Earlier, Meghnad had severely wounded Laxman, the younger brother of Lord 
Ram whom the Lord had deputed to slay Meghnad. Laxman fell unconscious in the 
battle-field. Then it was Hanuman who brought the Sanjivani herb (a life-reviving 
herb) to help Laxman get back his consciousness. Later on, Laxman had killed 
Meghnad. Had Laxman not been revived, Meghnad would not have been killed. 
Hence, Hanuman is also called the slayer of Meghnad because he had played an 
important role in reviving Meghnad’s nemesis Laxman. This story is narrated in Ram 
Charit Manas, Lanka Kand, from Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 54—to 
Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes Doha no. 62. 
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9Kālinēmi-hantā: Hanuman, the slayer of Kalnemi: Kalnemi was a very cunning 
trickster in Ravana's camp. Ravana had asked Kalnemi to stop Hanuman while the 
latter was on his way to the northern mountains to bring the herb that would revive 
Laxman back to life. Kalnemi had disguised himself as a hermit and created a 
charming hermitage with a garden and pond where he waited for Hunuman. When 
Hanuman saw this garden as he flew north towards the mountains, he came there to 
refresh himself and drink some water to quench his thirst. Kalnemi tried to poison 
Hanuman by offering him water from his pot, which the latter refused, saying that 
first he wished to take a bath in the pond in the garden. There, a crocodile, who was 
actually a cursed soul, tried to catch hold of Hanuman’s foot and drag him in the 
water.  When Hanuman killed this crocodile, it revealed its true identity and told him 
the truth about Kalnemi. So, Hanuman came back and killed this demon. This story is 
narrated in Tulsidas’ Ram Charit Manas, Lanka Kand, from Chaupai line no. 2 that 
precedes Doha no. 56—to Chaupai line no. 6 that precedes Doha no. 58.]  

   
 

¼26½ 
 
t;fr edZVk/kh'k] e`xjkt&foØe] egknso] eqn&eaxyky;] dikyhA 
eksg&en&Øks/k&dkekfn&[ky&ladqyk] ?kksj lalkj&fuf’k fdj.kekyhAA1AA 
t;fr ylnatuk·fnfrt] dfi&dsljh&d';i&izHko] txnkfÙkZagÙkkZA 
yksd&yksdi&dksd&dksdun&'kksdgj] gal guqeku dY;k.kdÙkkZAA2AA 
t;fr lqfo'kky&fodjky&foxzg] otzlkj lokZax HkqtnaM HkkjhA 
dqfy’ku[k] n'kuoj ylr] ckyf/k c`gn] oSfj&'kókó/kj dq/kj/kkjhAA3AA 
t;fr tkudh&'kksp&larki&ekspu] jke&y{e.kkuan&okfjt&fodklhA 
dh’k&dkSrqd&dsfy ywe&yadk&ngu] nyu dkuu r#.k rstjklhAA4AA 
t;fr ikFkksf/k&ik’kk.k&ty;kudj] ;krq/kku&izpqj&g’kZ&gkrkA 
nq"V jko.k&dqaHkd.kZ&ikdkfjftr&eeZfHkr~] deZ&ifjikd&nkrkAA5AA 
t;fr HkqouSdHkw’k.k] foHkh’k.kojn] fofgr d`r jke&laxzke lkdkA 
iq"idk:<+ lkSfef=&lhrk&lfgr] Hkkuq&dqyHkkuq&dhjfr&irkdkAA6AA 
t;fr ij&;a=ea=kfHkpkj&xzlu] dkjeu&dwV&d`R;kfn&garkA 
’kkfduh&Mkfduh&iwruk&izsr&osrky&Hkwr&izeFk&;wFk&;ark  AA7AA 
t;fr osnkUrfon fofo/k&fo|k&fo’kn] osn&osnkaxfon czãoknhA 
Kku&foKku&oSjkX;&Hkktu foHkks] foey xq.k xufr ’kqdukjnknhAA8AA 
t;fr dky&xq.k&deZ&ek;k&eFku] fu'pyKku] ozr&lE;jr] /keZpkjhA 

  fl)&lqjoa`n&;ksxhanz&lsfor lnk] nkl rqylh iz.kr Hk;&rekjhAA9AA 
 
 
                                                   (26) 
 
jayati markaṭādhīśa, mṛgarāja-vikrama, mahādēva, muda-maṅgalālaya, 
kapālī. 
mōha-mada-krōdha-kāmādi-khala-saṅkulā, ghōra sansāra-niśi kiraṇamālī. 1.  
jayati lasadan̄janā̕ditija, kapi-kēsarī-kaśyapa-prabhava, jagadātrtinhatrtā. 
lōka-lōkapa-kōka-kōkanada-śōkahara, hansa hanumāna kalyāṇakatrtā. 2.  
jayati suviśāla-vikarāla-vigraha, vajrasāra sarvāṅga bhujadaṇḍa bhārī. 
kuliśanakha, daśanavara lasata, bāladhi bṛhada, vairi-śaóāódhara 
kudharadhārī. 3.  
jayati jānakī-śōca-santāpa-mōcana, rāma-lakṣmaṇānanda-vārija-vikāsī. 
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kīśa-kautuka-kēli lūma-laṅkā-dahana, dalana kānana taruṇa tējarāsī. 4.  
jayati pāthōdhi-pāṣāṇa-jalayānakara, yātudhāna-pracura-harṣa-hātā. 
duṣṭa rāvaṇa-kumbhakarṇa-pākārijita-marmabhit, karma-paripāka-dātā. 5.  
jayati bhuvanaikabhūṣaṇa, vibhīṣaṇavarada, vihita kṛta rāma-saṅgrāma sākā. 
puṣpakārūṛha saumitri-sītā-sahita, bhānu-kulabhānu-kīrati-patākā. 6.  
jayati para-yantramantrābhicāra-grasana, kāramana-kūṭa-kṛtyādi-hantā. 
śākinī-ḍākinī-pūtanā-prēta-vētāla-bhūta-pramatha-yūtha-yantā . 7.  
jayati vēdāntavida vividha-vidyā-viśada, vēda-vēdāṅgavida brahmavādī. 
jñāna-vijñāna-vairāgya-bhājana vibhō, vimala guṇa ganati śukanāradādī. 8.  
jayati kāla-guṇa-karma-māyā-mathana, niścalajñāna, vrata-samyarata, 
dharmacārī. 
sid'dha-suravaṁṛda-yōgīndra-sēvita sadā, dāsa tulasī praṇata bhaya-tamārī. 
9.  
 
Verse no. 26—Oh Hanuman! Glory to you! You are the king of monkeys, have valour 
like that of a lion, are the best among the Gods, are an abode of bliss and 
auspiciousness, and are the manifestation of the skull-bearing Lord (Shiva). You are 
like a sun to dispel or eliminate the darkness that surrounds this world like a dark 
shroud of the night symbolizing Moha (delusions and worldly attachment), Mada 
(pride, vanity, arrogance, hypocrisy), Krodh (anger), Kaam (lust, passions and other 
worldly vices) etc. (1).  
 
Glory to you! You are born out of the union of Anjani, who is like Aditi (the mother 
of all Gods), and the monkey king known as Kesari, who is like the first male known 
as Kashyap. You are the dispeller or eliminator of the troubles, miseries, ordeals and 
concerns related to the world. You are like the sun which is a personification of the 
glorious virtues that remove the agony and grief of the bird-couple known as Chakva 
and Chakvi (male and female ostrich; the ruddy-goose) who symbolize the world and 
its custodians known as Lokpals respectively, as well as that of the lotus (because the 
lotus opens itself early morning at the sight of the sun as if its troubles of the previous 
night when there was darkness all around has ended). (2).  
 
Glory to you! Your body is very large and awesome. Every part of it is as strong as 
Vajra (the weapon of Indra, and made of the hardest element in existence; the 
thunderbolt). Your arms are heavy (robust and muscular). Your teeth and nails, which 
are as strong as Vajra, look very wonderful. Your tail is very long. And you are armed 
with various types of invincible arms, strong weapons and huge mountains for the 
purpose of slaying (or conquering, defeating, crushing) the enemy. (3).  
 
Glory to you! You are the dispeller of Janki’s (Sita's) worries, consternations, sorrows 
and agonies, and help the lotus of Lord Ram's and Laxman's happiness to bloom. You 
are the one who had playfully burnt the city of Lanka with your burning tail in a 
manner that is a natural playful habit of monkeys. You had uprooted the whole of 
Ashok Grove in Lanka. And you are a personification of the brilliant splendour of the 
mid-day sun. (4). 
 
Glory to you! You are the one who had built a stone bridge across the ocean, are the 
one who played spoil-sport for the demons and ruined their life of pleasures, and are 
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the giver of justice (punishment; retribution) to Ravana, Kumbhkarna and Meghnad 
for their sins. (5).  
 
Glory to you! You are the gem (glory and the honour) of all the Bhuvans (worlds). 
You gave the boon of Ram's devotion to Vibhishan. You did stupendous deeds and 
performed marvelous feats along side Lord Ram in the battle-field (at Lanka). You are 
the flag-bearer of the fame, the glory and the majesty of the sun of the Solar Race 
(Lord Ram) as he sat on the Pushpak-plane with Saumitra (Laxman, his brother) and 
Sita after achieving victory at Lanka. [This refers to the time when the Lord was just 
about to embark upon the journey back to Ayodhya after conquering Lanka.] (6).  
 
Glory to you! You can swallow (i.e. nullify or neutralize the bad or negative effects 
of) black magic done by enemies using various magical charms and formulas. You are 
the destroyer of the evil designs of Satan, as well as the death-knells personified as 
various malignant (unfavourable) goddesses. Indeed, you control and rule over 
phantoms, evil spirits, ghosts, hobgoblins, ogres, vampires and other terrible creatures 
of their ilk. (7).  
 
Glory to you! You are expert in Vedant (Upanishads; the essential knowledge of 
Vedas), are well-versed in many other types of knowledge, and are learned in the four 
Vedas and the six Vedangs (organs or sub-divisions or branches of Vedas)1. You are 
well-versed in the knowledge of Brahm (the supreme and absolute Truth and cosmic 
Consciousness), and therefore you not only are competent to elucidate upon it with 
utmost finery but also portray this eclectic spiritual stature in your own life, thoughts 
and demeanours. You are the store house or a receptacle of the grand virtues of 
wisdom, erudition, truthful knowledge, metaphysics, dispassion and renunciation. 
This is why sages Narad and Shukdeo and other such great saints always sing your 
glories. (8).  
 
Glory to you! You can destroy or overcome the effects of Kaal (era; time; death; 
circumstance; compulsions of day-hour-moment), Triguna (Satwa, Rajas, Tamas), 
Karma (deeds and their accumulated consequences, both good and bad), and Maya 
(worldly delusions and its hallucinating effect). Your enlightenment, self-realisation, 
wisdom, erudition and knowledge are steady and of the highest order of purity and 
perfection. You are a diligent follower of the eclectic virtues of truthfulness, honesty, 
sincerity, auspiciousness, righteousness, scrupulousness, nobility, probity and 
propriety. Siddhas (the realised ones; the mystics), the Gods and great Yogis 
(ascetics) always serve (honour and worship) you. Oh the one who is like the sun for 
the purpose of eliminating the fear of darkness representing this fearful mortal world 
full of horrors! This humble servant Tulsidas is always at your feet (i.e. he has taken a 
permanent shelter in your holy feet, and seeks your blessing and patronage). (9). 
 

[Note—1The six “Vedangas” are the following—Shiksha (deals with learning the 
hymns and how to chant them), Vyaakarana (grammar), Chandas (poetical styles of 
composition), Nirukta (meaning and explanation of Vedic texts), Jyotisha (astrology 
and astronomy) and Kalpa (formula or aphorisms called the Sutra). The Kalpa has 4 
branches—viz. Shrauta, Grihya, Dharma and Shulba. This deals with all sacrificial 
rites and even those that are done at home by an individual householder.] 
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¼27½ 
 
t;fr eaxykxkj] lalkjHkkjkigj] okujkdkjfoxzg iqjkjhA 
jke&jks"kkuy&Tokyekyk&fe"k /okarpj&lyHk&lagkjdkjhAA1AA 
t;fr e#natukeksn&eafnj] urxzho lqxzho&nq%[kSdca/kksA 
;krq/kkuks)r&Øq)&dkykfXugj] fl)&lqj&lTtukuan&fla/kksAA2AA 
t;fr #nzkxz.kh] foÜo&oa|kxz.kh] foÜofo[;kr&HkV&pØorhZA 
lkexkrkxz.kh dketsrkxz.kh] jkefgr jkeHkäkuqorhZAA3AA 
t;fr laxzket;] jkelanslgj] dkS'kyk&dq'ky&dY;k.kHkk"khA 
jke&fojgkdZ&larIr&Hkjrkfn&ujukfj&'khrydj.k dYi'kk"khAA4AA 
t;fr flagkluklhu lhrkje.k] fujf[k fuHkZjgj"k u`R;dkjhA 

      jke laHkzkt ’kksHkk&lfgr loZnk rqyflekul&jkeiqj&fcgkjhAA5AA 
 
 
                                                   (27) 
 
jayati maṅgalāgāra, sansārabhārāpahara, vānarākāravigraha purārī. 
rāma-rōṣānala-jvālamālā-miṣa dhvāntacara-salabha-sanhārakārī. 1.  
jayati marudan̄janāmōda-mandira, natagrīva sugrīva-duḥkhaikabandhō. 
yātudhānōd'dhata-krud'dha-kālāgnihara, sid'dha-sura-sajjanānanda-sindhō. 2.  
jayati rudrāgraṇī, viśva-vandyāgraṇī, viśvavikhyāta-bhaṭa-cakravartī. 
sāmagātāgraṇī kāmajētāgraṇī, rāmahita rāmabhaktānuvartī. 3.  
jayati saṅgrāmajaya, rāmasandēsahara, kauśalā-kuśala-kalyāṇabhāṣī. 
rāma-virahārka-santapta-bharatādi-naranāri-śītalakaraṇa kalpaśāṣī. 4.  
jayati sinhāsanāsīna sītāramaṇa, nirakhi nirbharaharaṣa nṛtyakārī. 
rāma sambhrāja śōbhā-sahita sarvadā tulasimānasa-rāmapura-bihārī. 5.  
 
Verse no. 27—Oh Hanuman! Glory to you! You are an abode of auspiciousness and 
welfare, an abolisher or vanquisher of the burden of the world, and are the eternal and 
sublime Lord Purari (Shiva) himself in the physical gross form of a monkey. You are 
the personification of the wrathful flame of the ferocious fire representing the anger of 
Lord Ram which burns to ashes the insect-like demons. (1).  
 
Gory to you! You are a fount of joy for (your parents) Anjani (your mother) and the 
Wind-God (your father). You had helped Sugriv like a true friend during his adverse 
time of trials and sorrows when his head was bowed with worries and shame. You 
have doused the doomsday-like fire of the demons' wrath (that they unleashed on the 
world), and are like an ocean of joys and happiness for mystics, hermits, sages, Gods 
and gentlemen. (2).  
 
Glory to you! You are the most exalted and chief among the eleven Rudras (the 
various forms of Shiva) as well as among the wise and learned ones who are honoured 
and revered by the world. You are like a famous Emperor of all the bravest of 
warriors in this world. You are the best among those who recite the Sam Veda, as well 
as those who can overcome Kamdeo (lust/desires/passions). [That is, you are very 
learned and an expert in the Vedas as well as the one who practices exemplary self-
restraint.] You are the well-wisher of Lord Ram and stay with his devotees to protect 
them. (3).  
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Glory to you! You win a sure victory in the battle-field. You are the one who took the 
message of Lord Ram to Sita and eliminated her sorrows and agonies by conveying 
the good news of the wellbeing of the Lord of Kaushal (Lord Ram) to her. You are 
like the Kalpa tree to remove the pain, the agony and grief of separation from Lord 
Ram that Bharat and other subjects of Ayodhya were suffering from by conveying the 
good news of the Lord to them at Ayodhya (at the time of the Lord’s return from 
exile). (4). 
 
Glory to you! When you saw the beloved Lord of Sita (i.e. Lord Ram) on the throne 
of Ayodhya (crowned as its emperor), you had danced in ecstasy and extreme joy. 
Even as Lord Ram looked magnificent and glorious after being crowned the king of 
Ayodhya and adorned its throne, you should also reside in the Ayodhya of this 
Tulsidas' mind and thoughts forever! (5). 
 

 

¼28½ 
 
t;fr okr&latkr] fo[;krfoØe] c`gn~ckgq] cyfciqy] ckyf/kfclkykA 
tkr#ikpykdkjfoxzg]   ylYykse   fo|qYyrk   TokyekykAA1AA 
t;fr ckykdZ oj&onu] fiaxy&u;u] dfi'k&ddZ'k&tVktwVèkkjhA 
fodV Hk`dqVh] otz n'ku u[k] oSfj&eneÙk&dqatj&iqat&dqatjkjhAA2AA 
t;fr   HkhektqZu&O;kylwnu&xoZgj]   /kuat;&jFk&=k.k&dsrwA 
Hkh"e&nzks.k&d.kkZfn&ikfyr] dkyn`d lq;ks/ku&pew&fu/ku&gsrwAA3AA 
t;fr  xrjktnkrkj]  garkj  lalkj&ladV]  nuqt&niZgkjhA 
bZfr vfr Hkhfr&xzg&izsr&pkSjkuy&O;kf/kck/kk&'keu ?kksj ekjhAA4AA 
t;fr fuxekxe O;kdj.k dj.k fyfi] dkO; dkSrqd&dyk&dksfV&flaèkksA 
lkexk;d]  Hkä&dkenk;d]  okenso]  Jhjke&fiz;&izse&ca/kksAA5AA 
t;fr  /kekZa'kq&lanX/k&laikfr  uoi{k&ykspu&fnO;&nsgnkrkA 

  dkydfy&ikilarki&ladqy lnk] iz.kr rqylhnkl rkr&ekrkAA6AA 
 
 
                                                    (28) 
 
jayati vāta-san ̄jāta, vikhyātavikrama, bṛhadbāhu, balabipula, bāladhibisālā. 
jātarupācalākāravigraha, lasallōma vidyullatā jvālamālā. 1.  
jayati bālārka vara-vadana, piṅgala-nayana, kapiśa-karkaśa-jaṭājūṭadhārī. 
vikaṭa bhṛkuṭī, vajra daśana nakha, vairi-madamatta-kun̄jara-pun̄ja-kun̄jarārī. 
2.  
jayati bhīmārjuna-vyālasūdana-garvahara, dhanan̄jaya-ratha-trāṇa-kētū. 
bhīṣma-drōṇa-karṇādi-pālita, kāladṛka suyōdhana-camū-nidhana-hētū. 3.  
jayati gatarājadātāra, hantāra sansāra-saṅkaṭa, danuja-darpahārī. 
īti ati bhīti-graha-prēta-cairānala-vyādhibādhā-śamana ghōra mārī. 4.  
jayati nigamāgama vyākaraṇa karaṇa lipi, kāvya kautuka-kalā-kōṭi-sindhō. 
sāmagāyaka, bhakta-kāmadāyaka, vāmadēva, śrīrāma-priya-prēma-bandhō. 
5.  
jayati dharmānśu-sandagdha-sampāti navapakṣa-lōcana-divya-dēhadātā. 
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kālakali-pāpasantāpa-saṅkula sadā, praṇata tulasīdāsa tāta-mātā. 6.  
 
Verse no. 28—Oh Hanuman! Glory to you! You have been born of the Wind-God, 
and your renowned valour, strength and glories are famous in this world. Your arms 
are very large (broad, muscular, robust and strong), and your strength and might are 
measureless. Your tail is very long. Your body is as colossus as Mt. Sumeru as well as 
most radiant and full of energy. The hairs of your body are simmering like the flame 
of a fire, or appear to be gleaming like a glimmering garland (row) of brilliant flames. 
(1).  
 
Glory to you! Your face is as beauteous as a rising sun. Your eyes have a yellow hue. 
Your head has a lock of matted grey hairs tied in a bun. Your eye-brows are curved 
(like a bow). Your teeth and nails are as hard and strong as Vajra (thunderbolt, the 
strong and formidable weapon of Indra). You are like a lion that single-handedly is 
able to disrupt a herd of wild and rogue elephants. (2).  
 
Glory to you! You are the one who removed the pride, vanity, arrogance and ego of 
Arjun (who thought that he is invincible, and the best and bravest warrior), Bhimsen 
(that he is extremely strong)1 and Garuda (the mount of Vishnu, who thought that he 
is very swift in speed)2. You sat on the war-standard of Arjun and protected his 
chariot (during the Mahabharat war)3. You are the main factor that brought about the 
destruction of the ferocious and formidable army of Duryodhan, which was like Kaal 
(death personified) for the Pandavas, and was protected by such ace warriors as 
Bhishma Pitamaha, Dronacharya and Karna. (3).  
 
Glory to you! You had restored the lost kingdom (of Kishkindha) to Sugriv. You are 
the one who eliminates all the troubles, the tribulations, the miseries, the ordeals and 
the concerns pertaining to this world. You are the vanquisher of the pride, vanity, 
arrogance and haughtiness of the demons. You are the eliminator of and protector 
from of all types of calamitous events which create hurdles in the harvest, such events 
as excess rainfall, drought, locusts, rats, birds and attacks from enemies, as well as the 
six types of formidable obstacles such as premature death, great fear from 
uncertainties, malignant stars, ghosts, evil spirits, thief, fire, disease, plague/pestilence 
and other epidemics etc. (4).  
 
Glory to you! You are the one who has written expert commentaries on the Vedas, 
scriptures and grammar as well as on literature. You are an ocean (a treasury) of 
immeasurable talents and skills. You have sung the Sam Veda, and have fulfilled the 
needs and desires of your devotees. You are a true personification of Lord Vamdeo 
(Shiva). You are the dearest and the most beloved friend and companion of Lord Sri 
Ram. (5).  
 
Glory to you! You had restored (i.e. you were instrumental in restoring) the wings, the 
eyes and a healthy body of Sampati which had earlier been scorched by the rays of the 
sun4. [Sampati was a vulture and brother of Jatau who had fought valiantly with 
Ravana in a vain attempt to prevent him from abducting Sita, had lost his wings in the 
process, and had subsequently died, cradled in the arms of Lord Ram.]  
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You are like a parent for this Tulsidas who has taken shelter with you as he is 
gravely tormented and agonized and horrifed by the sins and other horrors created by 
Kaliyug. (6). 
 

[Note—1+3The remover of pride of Bhim and Arjun (bhīmārjuna-garvahara): 
During the exile period of the Pandavas, once the great, valorous and strong Bhim, 
who was very proud of his great strength, saw an old monkey lying in his way. The 
former asked the latter to move out of the way, at which the monkey asked him to lift 
his tail and put it aside as he was too old to move. Bhim tried all his might but the tail 
didn't budge. This demolished Bhim's vanity and haughtiness.  
 Similarly, during the Mahabarat war, Hanuman sat atop the war standard of 
Arjun's chariot, but the latter was unaware of it. During the Arjun-Karna duel, the 
arrow of Arjun pushed Karna's chariot far back but Karna's arrows could push Arjun's 
chariot only a fraction. Inspite of that, Sri Krishna praised Karna's arrows and his 
expertise at archery. Arjun felt disgruntled and indignant at Krishna's partial attitude 
at praising the enemy (Karna). To teach Arjun a lesson and vanquish his self-
righteous proud demeanour, Sri Krishna asked Hanuman to leave the chariot for 
sometime. The next arrow of Karna pushed Arjun's chariot miles back. Stunned and 
perplexed, Arjun was informed by Krishna that it was Hanuman who had made his 
chariot stable—the very fact that it even backed by an inch by Karna's arrow was a 
miracle in itself. This episode removed Arjun's sense of false pride and vanity. 
 

2Byal-Sudan (vyālasūdana): Vishnu's mount Garud, the eagle, was very proud of its 
speed. Once, Sri Krishna asked it to go and call Hanuman. When Garud reached 
Hanuman and ask him to accompany him, Hanuman replied, 'I will reach where Sri 
Krishna is before you.' Garud was surprised, and flew to where Krishna was with the 
greatest of speed. But when he reached there, he found Hanuman already with 
Krishna. This demolished Garud's Vanity of being the fastest creature in the world. 

 

4Restorer of Sampati's eyes and wings (sampāti navapakṣa-lōcana-divya-
dēhadātā): Sampati was the younger brother of Jatau, the king of vultures. Once in 
childish competition, they rushed towards the sun playfully. The elder brother Jatau 
realised that he would be burnt, so he aborted the flight, but Sampati was arrogant and 
he continued with the flight. On reaching the vicinity of the sun, his wings got burnt, 
and he fell down on Mt. Malyawan. During the search for Sita, it was he (Sampati) 
who told the monkeys about her location at Lanka. By Hanuman's intercession, 
Sampati got back his wings and eye-sight, and attained emancipation. Hence, 
Hanuman has been called the restorer of Sampati's eyes and wings.] 
 

 

¼29½ 
 
t;fr  fuHkZjkuan&lanksg dfidsljh]  dsljh&lqou HkqouSdHkÙkkZA 
fnO;   HkwE;atuk&eatqykdj&e.ks]   Hkä&larki&fparkigÙkkZAA1AA 
t;fr  /kekZFkZ&dkekioxZn foHkks]  czãyksdkfn&oSHko&fojkxhA 
opu&ekul&deZ   lR;&/keZozrh]   tkudhukFk&pj.kkuqjkxhAA2AA 
t;fr fcgxs’k&cycqf)&csxkfr&en&eFku] eueFk&eFku] Å/oZjsrkA 
egkukVd&fuiqu] dksfV&dfodqy&fryd] xkuxq.k&xoZ&xa/koZ&tsrkAA3AA 
t;fr eanksnjh&ds'k&d"kZ.k] fo|eku n'kdaB HkV&eqdqV ekuhA 
Hkwfetk&nq%[k latkr&jks"kkard`r tkruk tarq d`r tkrq/kkuhAA4AA 
t;fr jkek;.k&Jo.k&latkr&jksekap] ykspu lty] f'kfFky ok.khA 
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  jkeiniù&edjan&e/kqdj] ikfg] nkl rqylh 'kj.k] 'kwyik.khAA5AA 
 
 
                                                   (29) 
 
jayati nirbharānanda-sandōha kapikēsarī, kēsarī-suvana bhuvanaikabhatrtā. 
divya bhūmyan̄janā-man̄julākara-maṇē, bhakta-santāpa-cintāpahatrtā. 1.  
jayati dharmārtha-kāmāpavargada vibhō, brahmalōkādi-vaibhava-virāgī. 
vacana-mānasa-karma satya-dharmavratī, jānakīnātha-caraṇānurāgī. 2.  
jayati bihagēṣa-balabud'dhi-bēgāti-mada-mathana, manamatha-mathana, 
ūdhrvarētā. 
mahānāṭaka-nipuna, kōṭi-kavikula-tilaka, gānaguṇa-garva-gandharva-jētā. 3.  
jayati mandōdarī-kēśa-karṣaṇa, vidyamāna daśakaṇṭha bhaṭa-mukuṭa mānī. 
bhūmijā-duḥkha san ̄jāta-rōṣāntakṛta jātanā jantu kṛta jātudhānī. 4.  
jayati rāmāyaṇa-śravaṇa-san ̄jāta-rōmān̄ca, lōcana sajala, śithila vāṇī. 
rāmapadapaù-makaranda-madhukara, pāhi, dāsa tulasī śaraṇa, śūlapāṇī. 5.  
 
Verse no. 29—Oh Hanuman! Glory to you! You are an ocean of unadulterated, 
wholesome and eternal bliss. You are like a lion amongst the monkeys, are the son of 
Kesari (Kesari also means lion), and are the only sustainer, nourisher, protector and 
care-taker of the world. You are a magnificent gem (i.e. a son) that has emerged 
(taken birth) from the mine (womb) of, and nourished by, the radiant (fertile) soil 
(blood) of Anjani. You always dispel the numerous concerns that torment your 
devotees; you eliminate all their woes, worries, sufferings, ordeals, agonies, miseries, 
troubles and tribulations from which they suffer. (1).  
 
Oh Vibho (one who is omnipresent, majestic, almighty, all pervading and eternal)! 
Glory to you! You are a bestower of the (four fruits of) Artha (material wellbeing and 
prosperity), Dharma (the eclectic virtues of auspiciousness, righteousness, probity and 
propriety), Kaam (fulfillment of all desires) and Moksha (emancipation and salvation; 
liberation and deliverance). Inspite of your ability to give all things desired by others, 
you remain a perfect renunciate yourself, being completely detached from, 
dispassionate towards and uninterested in any of the astoundingly magnificent charms 
and great objects of pleasure and comfort that are present anywhere in creation, even 
in the heavens called the Brahma Loka which is the best in the world. [That is, inspite 
of your being a metaphoric treasury of these divine treasures enumerate herein above, 
you remain aloof from them and un-moved by their charms.] You truly and faithfully 
follow the path of Dharma (righteousness, auspiciousness, scrupulousness, purity, 
propriety, probity and nobility). And you are a great and affectionate devotee of the 
holy feet of the Lord of Janki (i.e. Lord Ram). (2).  
 
Glory to you! You had destroyed (crushed, abolished, vanquished) the great pride, 
vanity, arrogance and haughtiness that Garuda (mount of Vishnu) had regarding his 
strength, wisdom, intelligence and speed. You are eternally celibate like an innocent 
child, and are the one who has conquered Kamdeo (the patron God of love, passion, 
desire, lust). You are an expert in creating, staging and acting in big dramas and plays 
(that artfully and expertly depict various events in a creature’s destiny)1. You are the 
chief amongst the community of millions of great poets and bards, and can have 
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victory over Gandharvas (celestial musicians) who are proud of their talent in singing. 
(3).  
 
Glory to you! You are like the crown jewel among warriors. You are the one who had 
the courage and the valour of pulling Mandodari by her hairs in front of her husband, 
the most haughty and arrogant Ravana (the demon king of Lanka). Seeing the 
agonies, miserable condition and sorrows of Bhumija (literally the one who took birth 
from the earth; here referring to Sita who was held captive in Lanka) you had become 
so wrathful, angry, resentful and agitated that you had punished the demons severely 
and scornfully like Yam (the god of death and hell) does to sinful persons (at the time 
of death). (4).  
 
Glory to you! Your body is thrilled, your eyes are filled with tears of joy and 
affection, and your speech overflows with emotions as soon as you hear the stories of 
Lord Ram being narrated as it is described in the epic Ramayana. You are like a 
bumble-bee who is enamoured and captivated by the lure of the nectar of Lord Ram's 
lotus-like feet. Oh trident-holding Lord (Shiva) in the form of Hanuman! This humble 
servant Tulsidas has taken refuge and shelter in your holy feet; protect him; give him 
solace and succour. (5). 
 

[Note—1Hanuman, the expert in composing the great ‘play’ (Hanuman Natak) 
(mahānāṭaka-nipuna): Hanuman was matchless in literature and music. Legend has 
it that he wrote the story of Sri Ram in great detail in a ‘play’ format, but finding no 
one worthy of it, he threw the manuscript in the ocean. Later on, its stray parts were 
retrieved by a Pundit called Damodar Misra and he pieced together the play called 
‘Hanuman-Natak’ based on it. 

Or else, the phrase ‘mahānāṭaka-nipuna’ may also mean that ‘you are an expert 
artist who plays his designated role in the staging of great epics to absolute perfection 
like a skilled craftsman or artisan’. This of course refers to the stellar role that 
Hanuman played in the epic story of the Ramayana. Though he was an incarnation of 
Lord Rudra, the eleventh form of Shiva, yet no one could know about his real identity 
because he played his part as a monkey warrior very perfectly.] 

 
 

 
                                            Rāga Sāraṅga 

 
¼30½ 

 
tkds xfr gS guqekudhA 
rkdh iSt iwft vkbZ] ;g js[kk dqfyl i"kkudhAA1AA 
v?kfVr&?kVu] lq?kV&fc?kVu] ,slh fc#nkofy ufga vkudhA 
lqfejr ladV&lksp&fcekspu] ewjfr eksn&fu/kkudhAA2AA 
rkij lkuqdwy fxfjtk] gj] y[ku] jke v# tkudhA 

      rqylh dfidh d`ik&fcyksdfu] [kkfu ldy dY;kudhAA3AA 
 
 
                                                   (30) 
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jākē gati hai hanumānakī. 
tākī paija pūji ā'ī, yaha rēkhā kulisa paṣānakī. 1.  
aghaṭita-ghaṭana, sughaṭa-bighaṭana, aisī birudāvali nahiṁ ānakī. 
sumirata saṅkaṭa-sōca-bimōcana, mūrati mōda-nidhānakī. 2.  
tāpara sānukūla girijā, hara, laṣana, rāma aru jānakī. 
tulasī kapikī kṛpā-bilōkani, khāni sakala kalyānakī. 3.  
 
Verse no. 30—Those who solely depend on Hanuman can be reassured that all their 
vows, objectives, desires, aims and purpose would be fully achieved and completely 
fulfilled. This fact is eternal and unalterable like a line drawn by thunderbolt on stone 
(i.e. it can't be erased or tampered with). (1).   
 
This is because Hanuman can make possible what is impossible, and vice-versa. No 
one else possesses such fame, superseding authority and power. All sorrows, agonies, 
miseries, troubles, tribulations, ordeals and concerns are completely erased or 
absolutely removed as soon as Hanuman is remembered (with devotion and faith). (2).  
 
Oh Tulsidas! Those who are fortunate enough to have the beneficial and benevolent 
glance of Hanuman—who is a mine of all welfares and auspiciousness—falling upon 
them, such people will always have Shiva, Parvati, Laxman, Ram and Sita favourably 
inclined, most kind, extremely obliging and exceedingly benign towards them. (3). 
 
 
 

Rāga Gaurī 
 

¼31½ 
rkfdgS refd rkdh vksj dksA 
tkdks gS lc Hkk¡fr Hkjkslks dfi dsljh&fdlksjdksAA1AA 
tu&jatu vfjxu&xatu  eq[k&Hkatu  [ky  cjtksj  dksA 
csn&iqjku&izxV iq#"kkjFk ldy&lqHkV&fljeksj dksAA2AA 
mFkis&Fkiu] Fkis mFkiu iu] fccq/kc`an c¡fnNksj dksA 
tyf/k yk¡f/k nfg yad izcy cy nyu fu’kkpj ?kksj dksAA3AA 
tkdks  ckyfcuksn  leqf>  ft;  Mjr fnokdj  HkksjdksA 
tkdh  fpcqd&pksV  pwju  fd;  jn&en  dqfyl  dBksjdksAA4AA 
yksdiky  vuqdwy  fcyksfdcks  pgr  fcykspu&dksjdksA 
lnk vHk;] t;] eqn&eaxye; tks lsod jujksjdksAA5AA 
Hkxr&dker#  uke  jke  ifjiwju  pan  pdksjdksA 

      rqylh  Qy  pkjksa  djry  tl  xkor  xbZ cgksjdksAA6AA 
 
 
                                                   (31) 
 
tākihai tamaki tākī ōra kō. 
jākō hai saba bhām̐ti bharōsō kapi kēsarī-kisōrakō. 1.  
jana-ran ̄jana arigana-gan̄jana mukha-bhan̄jana khala barajōra kō. 
bēda-purāna-pragaṭa puruṣāratha sakala-subhaṭa-siramōra kō. 2.  
uthapē-thapana, thapē uthapana pana, bibudhabṛnda bam̐dichōra kō. 
jaladhi lām̐dhi dahi laṅka prabala bala dalana nisācara ghōra kō. 3.  
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jākō bālabinōda samujhi jiya ḍarata divākara bhōrakō. 
jākī cibuka-cōṭa cūrana kiya rada-mada kulisa kaṭhōrakō. 4.  
lōkapāla anukūla bilōkibō cahata bilōcana-kōrakō. 
sadā abhaya, jaya, muda-maṅgalamaya jō sēvaka ranarōrakō. 5.  
bhagata-kāmataru nāma rāma paripūrana canda cakōrakō. 
tulasī phala cārōṁ karatala jasa gāvata ga'ībahōrakō. 6.  
 
Verse no. 31—Who can look with indignation, anger, ill-will and malice towards him 
who relies solely on the son of Kesari (i.e. Hanuman)? (1).  
 
Who can compare with him (Hanuman) when it comes to making the devotees feel 
happy and cheerful, as well as in the destruction (elimination or conquering) of 
enemies, or in hitting hard on the face of the wicked and evil-mongers, and in valour, 
courage and bravery? (Of course, no one.) His valour, manliness, strength, courage 
and bravery are famous in the Vedas and Purans. Indeed, who is more exalted, lauded 
and honoured in the community of great warriors other than Hanuman? (2).  
 
Who else except Hanuman can reinstate those who are dethroned forcefully and 
unscrupulously from their right to the throne (e.g. Sugriv, Vibhishan), or dethrone 
those already at the helm of affairs and are firmly established on their respective 
thrones and kingdoms (but have become sinful, pervert and unrighteous—e.g. 
Ravana, Bali etc.). Who else can determinedly liberate the Gods from Ravana's 
bondage, leap across the ocean to burn Lanka, as well as vanquish and crush the 
strength and valour of innumerable fierce demon warriors. (3).  
 
He, whose childhood pranks (in which he has playfully swallowed the sun thinking it 
to be a red fruit) still inspire fear and awe in the heart of the morning sun, and whose 
chin had put to shame the hardness of Indra's Vajra (because it could not crush 
Hanuman's chin in a stand off between the two). (4).  
 
He, whose service is eagerly sought by the Digpals (a type of semi Gods), is such that 
those who serve him are always fearless, conquer their enemies, get all worldly 
pleasures, and also attain salvation. (5).  
 
The name of Hanuman—who constantly fixes his gaze on the face of Lord Ram even 
as the Chakor bird (the Indian red-legged partridge which is said to be enamoured by 
the moon) constantly gazes at the full moon—is like a Kalpa Tree (the all wish-
fulfilling celestial tree of Gods) for his devotees. Oh Tulsidas! Those who sing the 
glories of Hanuman who can restore lost objects are able to have all the four fruits 
(which are considered as the best rewards that are obtainable by a man—viz. Artha or 
prosperity and wealth, Dharma or the possession of auspicious virtues and 
righteousness, Kaam which refers to wish fulfillment, and Moksha which implies 
emancipation and salvation. (6). 
 
 
                                            
                                            Rāga Bilāvala 

 
¼32½ 
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,slh  rksfg  u  cwf>;s  guqeku  gBhysA 
lkgsc dgw¡ u jkels] rksls u mlhysAA1AA 
rsjs  ns[kr  flagds  fllq  esa<d  yhysA 
tkur gkSa dfy rsjsÅ eu xquxu dhysAA2AA 
gk¡d  lqur  nlda/kds  Hk;s  ca/ku <hysA 
lks cy x;ks fd/kkSa Hk;s vc xjcxghysAA3AA 
lsoddks  ijnk  QVs  rw  lejFk  lhysA 
vf/kd vkiqrs vkiquks lqfu eku lgh ysAA4AA 
lk¡lfr rqylhnkldh lqfu lqtl rqgh ysA 

            frgw¡dky frudks HkykS ts jke j¡xhysAA5AA 
 
 
                                                   (32) 
 
aisī tōhi na būjhiyē hanumāna haṭhīlē. 
sāhēba kahūm̐ na rāmasē, tōsē na usīlē. 1.  
tērē dēkhata sinhakē sisu mēṇḍhaka līlē. 
jānata hauṁ kali tērē'ū mana gunagana kīlē. 2.  
hām̐ka sunata dasakandhakē bhayē bandhana ḍhīlē. 
sō bala gayō kidhauṁ bhayē aba garabagahīlē. 3.  
sēvakakō paradā phaṭē tū samaratha sīlē. 
adhika āputē āpunō suni māna sahī lē. 4.  
sām̐sati tulasīdāsakī suni sujasa tuhī lē. 
tihūm̐kāla tinakō bhalau jē rāma ram ̐gīlē. 5.  
 
Verse no. 32—Oh adamant and stubborn Hanuman! [‘Adamant and stubborn’ are not 
used in any negative sense, but they intend to convey the idea that Hanuman is 
uncompromising, unrelenting, always eager, diligent and active in protecting his 
devotees, looking after their welfare, and removing their miseries and torments.]  

You should not act like this. [It appears that Tulsidas is politely admonishing 
Hanuman for showing laxity, slackness, apathy or carelessness in protecting him (i.e. 
Tulsidas) though Hanuman is renowned as a protector of Lord Ram’s devotees.]  

There is no Lord compared to Lord Ram, and no assistant of a Lord compared 
to you. [Tulsidas’ intension is clear here: he affectionately, courteously, jovially but 
politely wishes to cajole Hanuman, coax and plead with him to extend his protection 
to Tulsidas against his tormentors because Tulsidas is a devotee of Lord Ram, and 
Hanuman is committed to protect such persons.] (1).  
 
Inspite of this glory and capability of yours it is surprising and a great irony that while 
you are watching silently this wretched Kaliyug, in the form of a frog, is gobbling up 
the cub of a lion. [Here, Tulsidas compares himself with a lion's cub because 
Hanuman is like a lion, and Tulsidas, being a devotee or protectorate of Hanuman, is 
akin to a lion's cub. Tulsidas means that Kaliyug, which has no significance or power 
when compared to Hanuman, and is therefore compared to a frog, has had the guts, 
the temerity and the audacity to tease the lion's cub simply because the lion is 
indolent, slothful and careless about the welfare of its own cub!]  

It appears that this Kaliyug has nailed (made ineffective or impotent) your 
famed virtues of showing love towards your devotees and your determination to 
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protect those who have taken your refuge, along with your magnanimity, generosity, 
merciful nature etc. (2).  
 
There was a day when all the joints of the ten-shouldered Ravana's body were 
weakened that they creaked and buckled on hearing your thunderous roar—where has 
that determination, valour, courage and strength (for which you are renowned) gone? 
Or, is it that you have become haughty or spiteful (upon me) and have lost your 
inherent nature of being merciful, kind, compassionate, gracious and benevolent 
(upon your devotees)? (3).  
 
Today, the curtain (of self respect, honour and dignity) of your devotee is being torn 
apart—you must sew it (i.e. you must restore it). You must save his dignity and 
modesty from being lost (or trampled underfoot). Why can’t you do it for you are all-
able, empowered and adept in doing it! Earlier you used to treat your devotees with 
more respect and care than you had even for yourself, heard them and pleas, and had 
shown tolerance and fortitude to them (took care of them, overlooked their mischief, 
their flaws, weaknesses, follies and shortcomings, and extended all possible help and 
protection to them)—but I am aghast at your apathy and wonder what has happened to 
you now? (4).  
 
Hearing the distressed pleas of Tulsidas, why don't you remove his agonies and 
troubles, and take the credit for it? In actual fact (whether you like it or not), the 
devotees of Lord Ram are assured of their welfare and happiness in all the three eras 
(past, present, future). [So really, I am not much bothered whether you pay attention 
to my pleas or not. My well-being and welfare are assured because I am a devotee of 
Lord Ram. I just wanted to give you a chance to get easy publicity, fame or credit for 
ensuring my welfare which nevertheless is certain by virtue of Ram's nature of 
showing compassion, forgiveness, grace, mercy and benevolence upon his devotees 
regardless of whether other Gods do the same or not.] (5). 
 
 

¼33½ 
 
lejFk lqvu lehjds] j?kqchj&fi;kjsA 
eksij dhch rksfg tks dfj ysfg fHk;k jsAA1AA 
rsjh efgek rs pySa fpafpuh&fp;k jsA 
v¡f/k;kjks esjh ckj D;ksa] f=Hkqou&mft;kjsAA2AA 
dsfg djuh tu tkfudS lueku fd;k jsA 

            dsfg v?k vkSxqu vkius dj Mkfj fn;k jsAA3AA 
[kkbZ [kksaph ek¡fx eSa rsjks uke fy;k jsA 
rsjs cy] cfy] vktq ykSa tx tkfx ft;k jsAA4AA 
tks rkslksa gksrkS fQjkSa esjks gsrq fg;k jsA 
rkS D;ksa cnu ns[kkorks dfg cpu b;kjsAA5AA 
rkslks X;ku&fu/kku dks ljcX; fc;k jsA 
gkSa leq>r lkbZa&nzksgdh xfr Nkj fN;k jsAA6AA 
rsjs Lokeh jke ls] Lokfeuh fl;k jsA 

            rg¡ rqylhds dkSudks dkdks rfd;k jsAA7AA 
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                                                    (33) 
 
samaratha su'ana samīrakē, raghubīra-piyārē. 
mōpara kībī tōhi jō kari lēhi bhiyā rē. 1.  
tērī mahimā tē calaiṁ cin ̄cinī-ciyā rē. 
am̐dhiyārō mērī bāra kyōṁ, tribhuvana-ujiyārē. 2.  
kēhi karanī jana jānikai sanamāna kiyā rē. 
kēhi agha auguna āpanē kara ḍāri diyā rē. 3.  
khā'ī khōn ̄cī mām̐gi maiṁ tērō nāma liyā rē. 
tērē bala, bali, āju lauṁ jaga jāgi jiyā rē. 4.  
jō tōsōṁ hōtau phirauṁ mērō hētu hiyā rē. 
tau kyōṁ badana dēkhāvatō kahi bacana iyārē. 5.  
tōsō gyāna-nidhāna kō sarabagya biyā rē. 
hauṁ samujhata sā'īṁ-drōhakī gati chāra chiyā rē. 6.  
tērē svāmī rāma sē, svāminī siyā rē. 
taham̐ tulasīkē kaunakō kākō takiyā rē. 7.  
 
Verse no. 33—Oh almighty son of the Wind-God (Hanuman)! Oh the beloved of Lord 
Ram! Oh brother, do whatever you like to do with me now. (1).  
 
By your grace, even the seeds of the Tamarind tree can serve the purpose of metal 
coins and ‘Asharfis’ (gold coins). [That is to say that if you wish then even a useless 
fellow like me can be counted amongst the devotees, and thus acquire some worth.] 
Oh the one who lights (illuminates) all the three worlds! Why are you, then, making 
this world dark, gloomy, fearful and foreboding for me? (2).  
 
Say, what was my good deed that had made you first accept me as your servant and a 
devoted follower and show respect me, and now what sin or crime have I committed 
that you have thrown me off your hands (i.e. have discarded or abandoned me)? (3).  
 
I had always begged for food in your name, and I swear by you (i.e. I solely and 
truthfully rely upon you). I have lived in this world relying only on your strength and 
support. (4).  
 
If I had been opposed to you due to any ill-feelings in my heart, would I have had the 
courage and face to say what I feel (without any fear or hesitation) as if I was a 
member of your own family (of devotees)? (5).  
 
You know what is in my mind because there is no one like you in having deep insight, 
wisdom, and the mystical ability of being able to know the thoughts of others. I do 
understand that those who oppose their Lord (master) are bound to be ruined. (6).  
 
Lord Ram is your Lord, and Sita is his divine consort. For Tulsidas there is no one 
besides you for support and help. Therefore, why don't you take me there (to Lord 
Ram and Sita)? [That is, since I solely rely upon you for the fulfillment of my wishes, 
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I expect you to grant this wish to me that I have the good fortune to come close to 
Lord Ram and Sita.] (7). 
 

¼34½ 
 
vfr vkjr] vfr LokjFkh] vfr nhu&nq[kkjhA 
budks fcyxq u ekfu;s] cksyfga u fcpkjhAA1AA 
yksd&jhfr ns[kh lquh] C;kdqy uj&ukjhA 
vfr cj"ks vucj"ksgw¡] nsfga nSofga xkjhAA2AA 
ukdfg vk;s ukFklksa lk¡lfr Hk; HkkjhA 
dfg vk;ks] dhch Nek] fut vksj fugkjhAA3AA 
leS lk¡djs lqfefj;s] lejFk fgrdkjhA 
lks lc fcf/k Åcj djS] vijk/k fclkjhAA4AA 
fcxjh lsoddh lnk] lkgscfga lq/kkjhA 

            rqylhij rsjh d`ik] fu#ikf/k fujkjhAA5AA 
 
 
                                                   (34) 
 
ati ārata, ati svārathī, ati dīna-dukhārī. 
inakō bilagu na māniyē, bōlahiṁ na bicārī. 1.  
lōka-rīti dēkhī sunī, byākula nara-nārī. 
ati baraṣē anabaraṣēhūm̐, dēhiṁ daivahiṁ gārī. 2.  
nākahi āyē nāthasōṁ sām̐sati bhaya bhārī. 
kahi āyō, kībī chamā, nija ōra nihārī. 3.  
samai sām̐karē sumiriyē, samaratha hitakārī. 
sō saba bidhi ūbara karai, aparādha bisārī. 4.  
bigarī sēvakakī sadā, sāhēbahiṁ sudhārī. 
tulasīpara tērī kṛpā, nirupādhi nirārī. 5.  
 
Verse no. 34—Oh Hanuman! One should not mind the words of those who are 
distressed and in great agony, those who are very selfish, those who are most 
wretched and unhappy—because being emotionally and mentally upset they do not 
know what to say (and how to think and behave). [And therefore, they deserve 
forgiveness. Here Tulsidas requests Hanuman to forgive him for his demeanours and  
any wrong-doings that he may have done inadvertently and unwillingly. Refer stanza 
no. 3 below.] (1).  
 
It is usually seen clearly in the world that people accuse Gods in case of excess or 
deficient rainfall (i.e. for misfortunes), but the Gods don't bother about it. (2).  
 
Similarly, when I was aghast and fed-up with the agonies and torments caused by 
Kaliyug, and the fear created by this deluding world which is like a fathomless ocean, 
I lost my bearings and uttered angry, irresponsible and irreverent words. Now, 
invoking your love for you devotees, I request you to excuse me and forgive me, and 
ignore my childish indiscretions and rashness. (3).  
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When one is confronted with troubles and feels miserable, one turns towards him 
whom one considers as a fast and reliable friend upon whose shoulders one can weep 
and relieve his agonies, with whom one can share one's troubles and pains, and it is 
also expected that one gets full support and protection from such a friend. (4).  
 
It has been a noble tradition that the errors and faults of a humble servant or 
subordinate have always been corrected, overlooked and forgiven by his master. In 
my case it is fortunate that you have paid special attention to me, and have shown 
special grace and kindness upon me. (5). 
 
 

¼35½ 
 
dVq dfg;s xk<+s ijs] lqfu leqf> lqlkbZA 
djfga vuHkysm dks Hkyks] vkiuh HkykbZAA1AA 
lejFk lqHk tks ikb;s] chj ihj ijkbZA 
rkfg rdSa lc T;ksa unh ckfjf/k u cqykbZAA2AA 
vius viusdks Hkyks] pgSa yksx yqxkbZA 
HkkoS tks tsfg rsfg HktS] lqHk vlqHk lxkbZAA3AA 
ck¡g cksfy nS Fkkfi;s] tks fut cfjvkbZA 

            fcu lsok lksa ikfy;s] lsoddh ukbZaAA4AA 
pwd&piyrk esfj;S] rw cM+ks cM+kbZA 
gks vknjs <hB gS] vfr uhp fupkbZAA5AA 
cafnNksj fc#nkoyh] fuxekxe xkbZA 

            uhdks rqylhnkldks] rsfj;S fudkbZAA6AA 
 
 
                                                   (35) 
 
kaṭu kahiyē gāṛhē parē, suni samujhi susā'ī. 
karahiṁ anabhalē'u kō bhalō, āpanī bhalā'ī. 1.  
samaratha subha jō pā'iyē, bīra pīra parā'ī. 
tāhi takaiṁ saba jyōṁ nadī bāridhi na bulā'ī. 2.  
apanē apanēkō bhalō, cahaiṁ lōga lugā'ī. 
bhāvai jō jēhi tēhi bhajai, subha asubha sagā'ī. 3.  
bām̐ha bōli dai thāpiyē, jō nija bari'ā'ī. 
bina sēvā sōṁ pāliyē, sēvakakī nā'īṁ. 4.  
cūka-capalatā mēriyai, tū baṛō baṛā'ī. 
hō ādarē ḍhīṭha hai, ati nīca nicā'ī. 5.  
bandichōra birudāvalī, nigamāgama gā'ī. 
nīkō tulasīdāsakō, tēriyai nikā'ī. 6.  
 
Verse no. 35—When a servant or subordinate is under distress and troubled by 
problems, he is inclined to vent his feeling of grief and his sense of misery and agony 
by accusing his Lord for all his troubles (and the latter’s failure to either prevent such 
happenings or to grant immunity from them, or to extend complete relief from them 
once they materialize). [The servant forgets that the one is obliged to accept the 
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effects of deeds done by him, and the Lord has got nothing to do with his sufferings.]
 A good Lord is one who realises the servant's mental agonies, stress and 
predicament, and instead of being angry, annoyed and vindictive with the latter he 
does good to his servant by taking proper care of his welfare and ensuring that his 
sufferings end as quickly as possible and without leaving any scars on his psyche. (1).  
 
When one's Lord is able, strong, powerful, magnanimous and benevolent to such an 
extent that he is always ready to help anyone in their times of need, such a gracious 
Lord is always sought after by people in their times of grief, distress and need like the 
instance of the rivers that rush towards the ocean without waiting for an invitation. 
[People rush un-invited towards magnanimous and compassionate Lords seeking all 
types of favours because, first, they are sure that they won't be rebuked, scorned at, 
insulted and turned away, and second, that their needs and desires would be taken care 
of, and that their approaching the Lord would not go in vain.] (2).  
 
In this world every man and woman wants their own welfare and happiness, and 
therefore they worship that God who can help them achieve it. But for me, you 
(Hanuman) are the only hope, solace and succour. (3).  
 
When you have prevailed upon someone to become your servant (a follower, a 
devotee or subordinate) with the assurance of giving support and protection of your 
arms to him, then inspite of the latter’s not serving you diligently or faithfully and 
being a worthless burden upon you, you should still sustain him as if he were a loyal 
servant (because you are morally bound to do so as you have given your word of 
honour to him). [Being the Lord it is your moral obligation and traditional 
responsibility to ensure that your subjects are well tended for inspite of the fact that 
the latter are not worthy for such magnanimity because they might be unfaithful and 
lack enthusiasm in serving their Lord. This is the reason why you are so respected as 
you indeed do so; you do take care of your devotees and followers.] (4).  
 
I am at fault, fickle and unsteady (in my faith and loyalty towards you), but you are 
senior to me, you are my Lord—therefore it is befitting to expect from you that would 
gladly forgive culprits (guilty, sinful, pervert, wicked, unfaithful, unscrupulous, 
wavering and mischievous people) like me. It is well-known that when a crooked, 
mean and evil person is respected, he becomes haughty and arrogant, and begins to 
behave meanly. [That is why you should not pay attention to my lowly and mean 
behaviour, and my foolish misdemeanors.] (5).  
 
The Vedas and scriptures sing your fame as the one who liberates and provides 
deliverance from the shackles (of this mundane existence). This Tulsidas' welfare and 
happiness is now in your hands, for otherwise I am of no worth. [That is, without your 
kindness, grace, benevolence and mercy, I have no hope of succour and salvation 
from anyone or from any other source.] (6). 
 

 [Note—Though nowhere mentioned here, this verse also refers to Hanuman.] 
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                                              Rāga Gaurī 

 
¼36½ 

 
eaxy&ewjfr ek#r&uanu A  ldy&veaxy&ewy&fudanuAA1AA 
iouru; laru&fgrdkjh A  ân; fcjktr vo/k&fcgkjhAA2AA 
ekrq&firk] xq#] xuifr] lkjnA flok&lesr laHkq] lqd] ukjnAA3AA 
pju cafn fcuokSa lc dkgw A  nsgq jkein&usg&fuckgwAA4AA 

     cankS jke&y[ku&cSnsgh A  ts rqylhds ije lusghAA5AA 
 
 
                                                    (36) 
 
maṅgala-mūrati māruta-nandana. sakala-amaṅgala-mūla-nikandana. 1.  
pavanatanaya santana-hitakārī. hṛdaya birājata avadha-bihārī. 2.  
mātu-pitā, guru, ganapati, sārada. sivā-samēta sambhu, suka, nārada. 3.  
carana bandi binavauṁ saba kāhū. dēhu rāmapada-nēha-nibāhū. 4.  
bandau rāma-lakhana-baidēhī. jē tulasīkē parama sanēhī. 5.  
 
Verse no. 36—Hanuman, the son of the Wind-God, is an embodiment of all 
auspiciousness and well beings. He can uproot and dispel all the faults and sins from 
their very root or foundation (so that they do not rear their heads again). (1).  
 
He is the son of the Wind-God, is the one who is a great benefactor of saints, and 
Lord Ram always dwells in his heart. (2).  
 
I bow my head at his feet, as well as to my parents, Guru (wise teacher), Lord Ganesh 
(patron God of auspiciousness), goddess Saraswati (patron goddess of learning), Lord 
Shiva (Rudra, whose incarnation is Hanuman) along with his consort Parvati, sage 
Shukdeo (the legendary parrot who recited the Bhagwat Maha Puran) and sage Narad 
(the celestial saint and the mental son of the creator Brahma)—I pray to all of them 
and ask for granting me the boon that my devotion and love for the holy feet of Lord 
Ram shall ever remain steady and undiminished. (3-4).  
 
Finally, I also pay my deepest respects to Lord Ram, Laxman and Sita, the Trinity, 
who are the dearest and the sole Lord of Tulsidas. (5). 
 
 

 
Prayer offered to Laxman  

 
(The younger step-brother of Lord Ram & his constant companion) 

 
 

                                           Rāga Daṇḍaka 
 

¼37½ 
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yky ykfM+ys y[ku] fgr gkS tudsA 
lqfejs ladVgkjh] ldy lqeaxydkjh] 
ikyd   d`ikyq   vius   iudsAA1AA 
/kjuh&/kjugkj       Hkatu&HkqouHkkj] 
vorkj    lkglh    lglQudsAA 
lR;la?k]  lR;czr]  ije  /kjejr] 
fujey  dje  cpu  v#  eudsAA2AA 
:ids  fu/kku]  /kuq&cku  ikfu] 
rwu dfV] egkchj fcfnr] ftrS;k cM+s judsAA 
lsod&lq[k&nk;d] lcy] lc yk;d] 
xk;d    tkudhukFk     xquxudsAA3AA 
Hkkors Hkjrds] lqfe=k&lhrkds nqykjs] 

               pkrd  prqj  jke  L;ke  ?kudsAA 
               cYyHk  mjfeykds  lqyHk  lusgcl] 
               /kuh   /ku  rqylhls   fuj/kudsAA4AA 
 
 
                                                   (37) 
 
lāla lāḍilē lakhana, hita hau janakē. 
sumirē saṅkaṭahārī, sakala sumaṅgalakārī, 
pālaka kṛpālu apanē panakē. 1.  
dharanī-dharanahāra bhan̄jana-bhuvanabhāra, 
avatāra sāhasī sahasaphanakē.  
satyasaṅgha, satyabrata, parama dharamarata, 
niramala karama bacana aru manakē. 2.  
rūpakē nidhāna, dhanu-bāna pāni, 
tūna kaṭi, mahābīra bidita, jitaiyā baṛē ranakē.  
sēvaka-sukha-dāyaka, sabala, saba lāyaka, 
gāyaka jānakīnātha gunaganakē. 3.  
bhāvatē bharatakē, sumitrā-sītākē dulārē, 
cātaka catura rāma syāma ghanakē.  
ballabha uramilākē sulabha sanēhabasa, 
dhanī dhana tulasīsē niradhanakē. 4.  
 
Verse no. 37—Oh dear and most affectionate Laxman*! You are the benefactor of 
your devotees. You eliminate troubles and tribulations immediately on being 
remembered. You are the provider of all auspiciousness and welfare, are true to your 
words, and are very gracious, merciful and kind on those who are miserable, wretched 
and distressed. (1).  
 
You bear the earth#, you eliminate the burden of the world, you are extremely 
courageous, valiant and brave, and you are an incarnation of Sesh Nath (the Lord of 
serpents). You are true to your promises and vows, are a great follower of Dharma 
(the principles of righteousness, auspiciousness, nobility, scrupulousness, propriety 
and probity), and are the one who has an immaculate and uncorrupt mind, a truthful 
speech (words), and do auspicious and noble deeds. [#Laxman bears the earth because 
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primarily he is Lord Shesh Nath, the hooded serpent who is said to hold the earth on 
its hood.] (2).  
 
You are a treasury of attractiveness and charms (i.e. are handsome and have virtuous 
qualities in you). You hold a bow and an arrow in your hands, while a quiver is tied 
around your waist. You are a world famous warrior who is great and courageous; you 
are steadfast, brave and victorious in big wars. You give succour, solace, happiness 
and joy to your faithful servants (devotees, followers). You are most valiant, brave, 
powerful and strong as well as competent and able in all respects. And you sing the 
litany of glories of the Lord of Janki (i.e. of Lord Ram). (3).  
 
You are a beloved of Bharat (Laxman’s brother), dearest of Sumitra (his mother) and 
Sita (Lord Ram’s divine consort). You are like a clever Chatak (a cuckoo) when it 
comes to the enchanting form of Lord Ram which is like the dark rain-bearing clouds. 
[That is, you constantly and eagerly fix your attention on Lord Ram, and are always 
ready to serve him in all possible ways. The Chatak fixes its gaze upon the  Moon and 
is totally enamoured by it.]  

You are the husband of Urmila. You are accessible easily by love and affection 
(i.e. by devotion), and for a penniless pauper such as Tulsidas, you are a rich and 
charitable person who generously gives (donates) wealth in the form of Lord Ram's 
devotion. [That is, anyone who seeks Ram's devotion and approaches you, such a 
seeker is sure to get his wishes fulfilled. So I expect this largesse to be showered upon 
me as well.] (4). 
 

[Note--*Laxman was the step-brother of Lord Ram, and was the comrade-in-arm 
and a constant companion of the Lord throughout his life. He was the son of Sumitra, 
the step-mother of Lord Ram. His wife was Urmila. (Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal 
Kand, Chanda line nos. 9-10 that precede Doha no. 325.) 

Laxman had renounced the kingdom of Ayodhya when Lord Ram went to forest 
for 14 years, and had helped the Lord emotionally to overcome some of the greatest 
bad times there, such as the time when Sita, Ram’s wife, was stolen by the demon 
king Ravana and the Lord was absolutely devastated and distraught. Refer: Ram 
Charit Manas, Aranya Kand, Chaupai line nos. 6-8 that precede Doha no. 30.  

During the war of Lanka, Laxman had fought alongside the Lord and was even 
mortally wounded in the battle-field. At that time Lord Ram had wailed and grieved 
immensely for Laxman, though of course the latter was revived later on. Refer: Ram 
Charit Manas, Lanka Kand, Doha no. 61 along with its preceding Chaupai line nos. 1-
18.  

It is believed that he was an incarnation of Lord Seshnath, the legendary serpent 
on whose coiled body Lord Vishnu reclines as Seshnath floats on the surface of Kshir 
Sagar, the celestial ocean of milk. According to Puranic lore, Seshnath supports the 
earth on its thousand hoods. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 197.  

In Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 5-7 that precede Doha no. 17 
these above facts have been explicitly stated by Tulsidas.] 

 
 

 
                                          Rāga Dhanāśrī 

 
¼38½ 

 
t;fr 
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y{e.kkuar Hkxoar Hkw/kj] Hkqtx& 
jkt]   Hkqous'k]   HkwHkkjgkjhA 

izy;&ikod&egkTokyekyk&oeu] 
'keu&larki     yhykorkjhAA1AA 

t;fr nk'kjfFk] lej&lejFk] lqfe=k& 
lqou] 'k=qlwnu] jke&Hkjr ca/kksA 

pk#&paid&oju] olu&Hkw"ku&/kju] 
fnO;rj]  HkO;]  yko.;&fla/kksAA2AA 

t;fr xkèks;&xkSre&tud&lq[k&tud] 
foÜo&daVd&dqfVy&dksfV&garkA 

opu&p;&pkrqjh&ij'kq/kj&xjcgj] 
loZnk          jkeHknzkuqxarkAA3AA 

t;fr lhrs'k&lsokljl] fc"k;jl& 
fujl]  fu#ikf/k  /kqj/keZ/kkjhA 

foiqycyewy 'kknwZyfoØe tyn& 
ukn&enZu]   egkohj   HkkjhAA4AA 

t;fr  laxzke&lkxj&Hk;adj&rju] 
jkefgr&dj.k    ojckgq&lsrwA 

mfeZyk&jou] dY;k.k&eaxy&Hkou] 
                      nklrqylh&nks"k&nou&gsrw  AA5AA 
 
 
                                                   (38) 
 
jayati 
lakṣmaṇānanta bhagavanta bhūdhara, bhujaga- 
rāja, bhuvanēśa, bhūbhārahārī. 
pralaya-pāvaka-mahājvālamālā-vamana, 
śamana-santāpa līlāvatārī. 1.  
jayati dāśarathi, samara-samaratha, sumitrā- 
suvana, śatrusūdana, rāma-bharata bandhō. 
cāru-campaka-varana, vasana-bhūṣana-dharana, 
divyatara, bhavya, lāvaṇya-sindhō. 2.  
jayati gādhēya-gautama-janaka-sukha-janaka, 
viśva-kaṇṭaka-kuṭila-kōṭi-hantā. 
vacana-caya-cāturī-paraśudhara-garabahara, 
sarvadā rāmabhadrānugantā. 3.  
jayati sītēśa-sēvāsarasa, biṣayarasa- 
nirasa, nirupādhi dhuradharmadhārī. 
vipulabalamūla śārdūlavikrama jalada- 
nāda-mardana, mahāvīra bhārī. 4.  
jayati saṅgrāma-sāgara-bhayaṅkara-tarana, 
rāmahita-karaṇa varabāhu-sētū. 
urmilā-ravana, kalyāṇa-maṅgala-bhavana, 
dāsatulasī-dōṣa-davana-hētū . 5.  
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Verse no. 38—Glory to Laxman! You are the Lord (“bhagavanta”) who is without 
an end, are an incarnation of Lord Sesh Nath, the legendary king of serpents who 
bears the earth (on its hood) {“bhūdhara, bhujaga- 
rāja”}, are the Lord of the whole world, are the remover of the burden of the earth, 
can spew fierce and scorching flames like those of the dooms-day fire when angry, 
are the destroyer of the torments and miseries of the world, and had taken a human 
form out of your own free will. (1).  
 
Glory to Laxman, the son of Dashrath (the king of Ayodhya)! You are all-powerful 
and invincible during a combat, are the son of mother Sumitra, are the destroyer of 
enemies, and are a dear brother of Bharat and Lord Ram. The complexion of your 
handsome body is like the flowers of Magnolia. You are attired in very charming, 
attractive and magnificent clothes and ornaments. And you are a like a symbolic huge 
ocean of glamour, beauty and charm. (2).  
 
You had given pleasure to sages Vishwamitra and Gautam as well as to king Janak. 
[That is, you had provided immense satisfaction and contentment to them by 
removing the cause of their sorrows.] You are the slayer of cruel demons who were 
like millions of prickly thorns for this world. You had vanquished the haughtiness of 
Parashuram by mere use of clever and intelligent words (instead of any duel or 
fighting for which Parashuram was very eager). And you always walked behind Lord 
Ram (i.e. obeyed the Lord, diligently served him, took good care of him, and followed 
the path shown by him). Glory to such a Laxman! (3).  
 
You are devout and diligent in serving ‘Sitesh’ (the Lord of Sita, i.e. Lord Ram). You 
are completely detached from and uninterested in the pleasures of the sense organs or 
the objects of the material world. You bear the axle of Dharma (duty) in the form of 
devout service for Lord Ram, a service that is honest and sincere, and without any 
cunning, deceit or crookedness. [That is, you have taken upon yourself the exclusive 
responsibility of diligently serving Lord Ram.] You are an eternal home of 
measureless strength, are brave as a lion, are a slayer of Meghnad (the mighty son of 
Ravana, the ten-headed king of Lanka and the demon race), and are indeed most 
valiant, courageous and brave. Glory to such a Laxman! (4).  
 
You can easily and without much of an effort cross a huge ocean symbolizing any 
kind of warfare. You had metaphorically converted your arms into a bridge to help 
Lord Ram accomplish his desired work (which was to free the earth from the burden 
of cruel demons). You are the husband of Urmila, a fount of auspiciousness, 
happiness and welfare, and the main factor (chiefly responsible) in destruction of all 
the sins of Tulsidas. Glory to such a Laxman! (5). 
 
 
 
                                  Prayer offered to Bharata 
 
                            (He was a step-brother of Lord Ram) 

 
¼39½ 
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t;fr 
Hkwfetk&je.k&iniadt&edjan&jl& 

jfld&e/kqdj  Hkjr  HkwfjHkkxhA 
Hkqou Hkw"k.k&Hkkuqoa'k&Hkw"k.k] Hkwfeiky& 

ef.k          jkepanzkuqjkxhAA1AA 
t;fr focq/ks'k&/kunkfn nqyZHk egk 

jkt&laezkt&lq[k&in&fojkxhA 
[kM~x&/kkjkozrh&izFkejs[kk    izdV] 

'kq)efr&;qofr     ifr&izseikxhAA2AA 
t;fr fu#ikfèk&HkfäHkko&;af=r&ân;] 

ca/kq&fgr     fp=dwVkfnz&pkjhA 
iknqdk&u`i&lfpo] iqgqfe&ikyd ije 

/kje&/kqj&/khj]  ojohj  HkkjhAA3AA 
t;fr lathouh&le;&ladV guweku 

/kuqcku&efgek      c[kkuhA 
ckgqcy fciqy ijfefr ijkØe vrqy] 

xw<+  xfr  tkudh&tkfu  tkuhAA4AA 
t;fr j.k&vftj xU/koZ&x.k&xoZgj] 

fQj  fd;s  jkexq.kxkFkk&xkrkA 
ek.Moh&fpÙk&pkrd&uokacqn&cju] 

                   lju  rqylhnkl  vHk;&nkrkAA5AA 
 
 
                                                (39) 
 
jayati 
bhūmijā-ramaṇa-padapaṅkaja-makaranda-rasa- 
rasika-madhukara bharata bhūribhāgī. 
bhuvana bhūṣaṇa-bhānuvanśa-bhūṣaṇa, bhūmipāla- 
maṇi rāmacandrānurāgī. 1.  
jayati vibudhēśa-dhanadādi durlabha mahā 
rāja-sammrāja-sukha-pada-virāgī. 
khaḍga-dhārāvratī-prathamarēkhā prakaṭa, 
śud'dhamati-yuvati pati-prēmapāgī. 2.  
jayati nirupādhi-bhaktibhāva-yantrita-hṛdaya, 
bandhu-hita citrakūṭādri-cārī. 
pādukā-nṛpa-saciva, puhumi-pālaka parama 
dharama-dhura-dhīra, varavīra bhārī. 3.  
jayati san ̄jīvanī-samaya-saṅkaṭa hanūmāna 
dhanubāna-mahimā bakhānī. 
bāhubala bipula paramiti parākrama atula, 
gūṛha gati jānakī-jāni jānī. 4.  
jayati raṇa-ajira gandharva-gaṇa-garvahara, 
phira kiyē rāmaguṇagāthā-gātā. 
māṇḍavī-citta-cātaka-navāmbuda-barana, 
sarana tulasīdāsa abhaya-dātā. 5.  
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Verse no. 39—Glory to the most fortunate and lucky Bharat*! You are like a nectar-
seeking bee for the purpose of drinking the nectar that contained in the lotus-like holy 
feet of the Lord of the daughter of mother Earth (i.e. Lord Ram, the divine husband of 
Sita). You are like an ornament of the world, the jewel of the Sun-race, and the most 
beloved of Lord Ram who is the best among the kings. (1).  
 
Glory to Bharat! You had turned away from (i.e. had spurned the offer and the 
privilege of) enjoying the grandeur, pomp, majesty, pleasures and comforts of a great 
kingdom and empire (i.e. the realm of Ayodhya) which is very rare even for Indra, 
Kuber and Lokpals to acquire and enjoy (i.e. it is difficult for them to imagine such 
great wealth and resist the temptation for enjoying it). You are regarded as the best in 
the community of those whose commitment to devoted to service (of their respective 
Lords) is as sharp as the edge of a sword (i.e. very difficult to emulate or follow). And 
your thoughts and mind are entirely focused on having affection and devotion (for 
Lord Ram) like a young wife would have towards her beloved husband. (2).  
 
Glory to Bharat! Motivated by pure love, affection and devotion, you had gone 
barefoot to Chitrakoot to bring Lord Ram back to Ayodhya. [And after bringing Lord 
Ram's wooden sandals as a token of his personal presence—] You had treated these 
sandals as the de-facto king of the realm, and yourself as a mere minister who is 
acting on the behalf of the monarch and taking care of the realm to the best of his 
abilities. You have borne the axle of Lord Ram's devotion as your only Dharma 
(duty). [That is, all your laws, rules, conduct, authority, sanctions and codes are 
basically centered around Lord Ram's devotion; anything devoid of devotion is 
unlawful for you. Having steady and robust virtue of devotion for Lord Ram is the 
only auspicious thing for a creature to do which can provide him with all the fruits of 
righteous and noble conducts that he can expect to achieve.] (3).  
 
Glory to Bharat! When Laxman was injured (in Lanka), Hanuman had gone to fetch 
the Sanjivani herb (from the Himalayan mountain ranges in the north). [As he was 
flying back to Lanka with the mighty mountain in his hands, Bharat had shot him 
down with an arrow without a tip. Later on, Bharat had asked the injured Hanuman to 
ride piggy-back on his arrow so that he can reach Lanka within the allotted time 
because his arrow will fly faster and would also help to take some rest as he won’t 
have to make any further exertion in flying with the weight of the mountain in hand.] 
 At that time, Hanuman had praised you (Bharat) and the strength of your arms, 
as well as that of your bow and arrow (because it was not easy for anyone to shoot 
down a swiftly flying and mighty Hanuman by a single shot, which you had done)1. 
Your arms have uncomparable strength and power, your fame and valour are 
stupendous, and it is only Lord Ram who knows the glorious virtues you possess2. (4).  
 
You had destroyed (or vanquished) the pride, vanity and ego of celestial singers and 
dancers (known as Gandharvas) in the battle-field, and then made them sing the fame 
and glories of Lord Ram once again—glory to such a Bharat! For a Chatak (cuckoo) 
in the form of Mandavi's (Bharat's wife) mind and thoughts, you are like a dark rain-
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bearing cloud (i.e. she keeps her thoughts fixed on you like a Chatak does on the 
cloud).  

Tulsidas says that he has surrendered himself to (i.e. taken refuge, shelter with) 
such a Bharat. (5). 

 
[Note—*Bharat was also a step-brother of Lord Ram. His mother was Kaikeyi. In the 
story of the Ramayana, Kaikeyi had wanted that her son Bharat ascend the throne of 
the kingdom of Ayodhya, and for this reason had plotted for Lord Ram going to 
forest exile. But when Bharat came to know about the mischief that his mother has 
created, he very sternly rebuked her, publicly humiliating her and refusing to accept 
the crown which he said rightly belonged to Lord Ram. Thereafter, Bharat had gone 
all the way to Chitrakoot in the forest to bring Lord Ram back. But when the Lord 
explained things to him that it was essential that he remain in the forest because he 
had to accomplish the elimination of the demons as it was the primary reason why he 
had come down to earth from heaven (because Lord Ram was actually an incarnation 
of Lord Vishnu, the Supreme Lord of the world), Bharat returned to Ayodhya, 
installed the Lord’s footwear on the throne in a token manner of Lord Ram’s 
coronation, and himself lived a life of a hermit on the outskirts of Ayodhya. Every 
single person, including the great sages and seers had lavishly praised Bharat and his 
exemplary level of devotion and love for the Lord. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, 
Ayodhya Kand, from Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 323—to Doha no. 
326. 
 In the annals of spiritual and devotional literature, Bharat is remembered as a 
personified form of ‘Bhakti’ or love, devotion and submission for Lord God. His 
glories and pious nature have been extolled by the renowned sage Bharadwaj as well 
as the holy rivers Ganges, Yamuna and Saraswati, and the gods themselves. Refer: 
Ram Charit Manas, Ayodhya Kand, (i) from Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes Doha 
no. 207—to Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 210 (Bharadwaj’s praise); and 
(ii) Doha no. 205 along with its preceding Chaupai line nos. 6-8.  

The glories of Bharat have been sung by Tulsidas in ‘Ram Charit Manas’, Baal 
Kand, Chaupai line nos. 3-4 that precede Doha no. 17 where Tulsidas says that he 
offers his respect first to Bharat and bows before his feet before anyone else, for 
Bharat’s sense of duty, his diligence in follwing the right path, and his strict 
adherence to obeying the principles of rightousness and probity in conduct and 
thought, are unmatched.  
 Bharat was responsible for taking care of the world and look after its needs. He 
took care of sustenance and well-being of the world—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal 
Kand, Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 197. 
 
1Praise of Bharat at the time of bringing of Sanjivni herb by Hanuman: When 
Hanuman was returning from the Himalayas with the Sanjivani herb, Bharat shot him 
down thinking him to be some huge demon. At that time, Hanuman had praised the 
strength of arms, archery skills and the potential powers of arrows shot by Bharat 
because it was not easy for anyone to shoot down a swiftly flying Hanuman in the 
darkness of the night sky. And then when Bharat learnt the fact and realized that the 
time was short, he had asked Hanuman to ride on his arrow which he will shoot in the 
direction of Lanka so that Hanuman can reach there on time without having to make 
the effort of flying any more. Hanuman had wondered how the arrow would be able 
to fly with his weight on it. But when it actually did, he was all praise for Bharat. This 
stanza refers to this episode. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Lanka Kand, Doha no. 60 
along with its preceeding Chaupai line nos. 5-8.   
2Lord Ram’s praise of Bharat: Refer Ram Charit Manas, Ayodhya Kand, Chaupai line 
no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 231—to Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes Doha 232. This 
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latter verse clearly says that the glories of Bharat are so immense and mysterious that 
only Lord Ram can understand them.] 
 

 
 

                                 Prayer offered to Śatrughna 
   
            (He was the twin brother of Laxman & a step-brother of Lord Ram) 
 
                                               Rāga Dhanāśrī 

 
¼40½ 

 
t;fr t; 'k=q&dfj&dsljh 'k=qgu] 

'k=qre&rqfgugj    fdj.kdsrwA 
nso&efgnso&efg&/ksuq&lsod lqtu& 

fl)&eqfu&ldy&dY;k.k&gsrwAA1AA 
t;fr lokZaxlqUnj lfe=k&lqou] 

Hkqou&fo[;kr&Hkjrkuqxkeh   A 
oeZpekZfl&/kuq&ck.k&rw.khj&/kj 

'k=q&ladV&le;     ;Riz.kkeh AA2AA 
t;fr yo.kkEcqfuf/k&dqaHklaHko egk& 

nuqt&nqtZunou]  nqfjrgkjh  A 
y{e.kkuqt] Hkjr&jke&lhrk&pj.k& 

js.kq&Hkwf"kr&Hkky&fryd/kkjh  AA3AA 
t;fr JqfrdhfrZ&oYyHk lqnqyZHk lqyHk 

uer   ueZn   Hkqfäeqfänkrk  A 
nklrqylh pj.k&'kj.k lhnr foHkks] 

                  ikfg    nhukÙkZ&larki&gkrk  AA4AA 
 
 
                                                   (40) 
 
jayati jaya śatru-kari-kēsarī śatruhana, 
śatrutama-tuhinahara kiraṇakētū. 
dēva-mahidēva-mahi-dhēnu-sēvaka sujana- 
sid'dha-muni-sakala-kalyāṇa-hētū. 1.  
jayati sarvāṅgasundara samitrā-suvana, 
bhuvana-vikhyāta-bharatānugāmī . 
varmacarmāsi-dhanu-bāṇa-tūṇīra-dhara 
śatru-saṅkaṭa-samaya yatpraṇāmī. 2.  
jayati lavaṇāmbunidhi-kumbhasambhava mahā- 
danuja-durjanadavana, duritahārī . 
lakṣmaṇānuja, bharata-rāma-sītā-caraṇa- 
rēṇu-bhūṣita-bhāla-tilakadhārī . 3.  
jayati śrutikīrti-vallabha sudurlabha sulabha 
namata narmada bhuktimuktidātā . 
dāsatulasī caraṇa-śaraṇa sīdata vibhō, 
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pāhi dīnātrta-santāpa-hātā . 4.  
 
Verse no. 40—Glory to Shatrughan*, who is like a lion for the destruction of 
elephants symbolizing one’s enemies. He is also like a sun to eliminate (or drive 
away) the enemy in the form of darkness and fog. He serves (and looks after the 
welfare of) Gods, Brahmins, the earth and holy cows (representing all meek and 
humble creatures). At the same time, he takes care of and provides for the welfare of 
gentlemen, mystics, hermits, sages etc. (1).  
 
Glory to Shatrughan! Your whole body is glamorous (handsome). You are the son of 
mother Sumitra, and an obedient follower of the world-famous Bharat (your elder 
brother). You bear armour, a shield, a sword, a bow, an arrow and a quiver. You 
vanquish the enemy and dispel the torments inflicted by them. I bow before you! (2).  
 
Glory to Shatrughan! For the purpose of overcoming and killing of the demon 
Lavanasur1 who was like a formidable and fathomless ocean, you are like sage 
Agastya (who had drunk the ocean in one gulp). You are the destroyer (i.e. eliminator 
and vanquisher) of great miscreants and scoundrels who are highly sinful, as well as 
all things that are sinful, pervert, inauspicious and unrighteous. Glory to such a 
Shatrughan! You are a younger (twin) brother of Laxman, and you put the dust of the 
feet of Lord Ram, Sita and Bharat on your forehead as a Tilak-mark (a religious mark 
used by Hindus) to show your reverence to them. (3).  
 
You are the husband of Srutikirti2. While you are inaccessible to miscreants and 
rascals, you are easily accessible to humble servants (devotees and followers). You 
provide happiness, pleasure, comfort and liberation (from the worldly delusions and 
bondage) to those who bow before you reverentially. Glory to such a Shatrughan! Oh 
Lord! It is an irony that inspite of taking refuge and shelter with you this poor 
Tulsidas is being subjected to immense amount of agonies, miseries, torments and 
sufferings. Oh the one who removes the sorrows and miseries of the unfortunate ones 
who are miserable, distressed and the wretched! Kindly save him (Tulsidas)! (4). 
 

[Note—*Shatrughan was the twin brother of Laxman. His wife was Srutkriti. During 
the 14 years of Lord Ram’s forest sojourn, it was Shatrughan who had looked after 
the daily administrative affairs of the kingdom of Ayodhya.  
 He is regarded as the one who offers protection against one’s enemies—refer: 
Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, (i) Chaupai line no. 9 that precedes Doha no. 17; and 
(ii) Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 197.   
 
1Lavanasur(lavaṇāmbunidhi-kumbhasambhava-mahā-danuja-durjanadavana): 
Lavanasur was a tyrannical demon ruler of Mathura. The subjects were immensely 
tormented by him. Hearing their plea for relief, Shatrughan asked Sri Ram's 
permission to go and defeat him. Lavanasur was eventually killed and the citizens of 
Mathura freed by Shatrughan from his tyranny.  
 This story is narrated in detail in Veda Vyas’ epic ‘Adhyatma Ramayan’, Uttar 
Kand, Canto 6, verse nos. 1-26. 
2Srutkirti—She was the cousin sister of Sita, the consort of Lord Ram, and the 
younger sister of Mandavi, the wife of Bharat. She was married to Shatrughan. Refer: 
Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chanda line no. 11-12 that precede Doha no. 325.] 
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                                Prayer offered to Mother Sītā 
 
(She was the divine consort of Lord Ram & an incarnation of Goddess Laxmi) 
 
                                               Rāga Kedārā 

 
¼41½ 

 
dcgq¡d    vac]    volj    ikb A 
esfjvkS lqf/k |kbch] dNq d#u&dFkk pykbAA1AA 
nhu] lc v¡xghu] Nhu] eyhu] v?kh v?kkbA 
uke yS HkjS mnj ,d izHkq&nklh&nkl dgkbAA2AA 
cwf>gSa ^lks gS dkSu*] dfgch uke nlk tukbA 
lqur jke d`ikyqds esjh fcxfjvkS cfu tkbAA3AA 
tkudh txtufu tudh fd;s cpu lgkbA 

            rjS rqylhnkl Hko ro ukFk&xqu&xu xkbAA4AA 
 
 
                                                  (41) 
 
kabahum̐ka amba, avasara pā'i. 
mēri'au sudhi dyā'ibī, kachu karuna-kathā calā'i. 1.  
dīna, saba am̐gahīna, chīna, malīna, aghī aghā'i. 
nāma lai bharai udara ēka prabhu-dāsī-dāsa kahā'i. 2.  
būjhihaiṁ ‘sō hai kauna’, kahibī nāma dasā janā'i. 
sunata rāma kṛpālukē mērī bigari'au bani jā'i. 3.  
jānakī jagajanani janakī kiyē bacana sahā'i. 
tarai tulasīdāsa bhava tava nātha-guna-gana gā'i. 4.  
 
Verse no. 41—Oh Mother (amba)! [This refers to Sita1, the divine consort of Lord 
Ram. She was an incarnation of goddess Laxmi, the divine consort of Lord Vishnu, 
the Supreme Lord of creation who had himself manifested as Lord Ram.] If you find 
an opportunity, initiate some talk with Lord Ram regarding the subject of compassion 
and mercy, and then while on the topic please be kind to raise the issue of my 
desperately pitiful state and miserable condition to discretely remind the Lord about 
me. (That would be enough for me!) (1).  
 
Just say that a person, who is the most wretched, meek, weak, poor, miserable, devoid 
of all resources, distressed in mind, and who is very sinful, calls himself a servant 
(devotee) of your maid (known as ‘Tulsi’—and hence has acquired the name of 
‘Tulsidas’ for himself), and fills his stomach (i.e. survives; quenches his hunger) on 
the strength of your name (or, exploits your name to satisfy his hunger by begging and 
seeking alms in your name). (2).  
 
When the Lord enquires ‘who is that person?’, tell him my name and inform him of 
my most wretched condition. When the merciful and compassionate Lord Ram just 
hears this much (my name and condition), then all my problems would be over 
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(because he is so merciful and compassionate that he would immediately initiate steps 
to redeem me). (3).  
 
Oh Janki (literally meaning ‘the daughter of Janak’), the mother of the world! If you 
can be gracious enough to help this servant just by your words (as requested above), 
this humble Tulsidas would cross this ocean of mundane, gross and mortal existence 
called the ‘Bhav-Sagar’ by singing the majestic glories and divine virtues of your 
Lord (Lord Ram). [In other words, Tulsidas would make your Lord world famous by 
composing beautiful poetry or hymns in his honour that would encapsulate all the 
stupendous glories of the Lord. These hymns would be matchless, and sung for all 
times to come.] (4). 
 

[Note—*Tulsidas has dedicated verse nos. 41—42 to honour Sita, the consort of Lord 
Ram. She was also known as ‘Janki’ because she was the daughter of king Janak.  

Sita was an incarnation of goddess Laxmi, the divine consort of Lord Vishnu, the 
Supreme Lord of creation who had himself manifested as Lord Ram. Since Vishnu is 
the Supreme Being and the Father of the world, his manifested form as Lord Ram too 
was deemed to be a Father. And hence, Sita, Ram’s wife, was too a ‘Mother’. We 
read in line no. 1 of the next verse no. 42 that Tulsidas has explicitly called Sita as 
‘Mother Janki’.  

Sita was the divine consort of Lord Ram. If Ram was an incarnate Vishnu then 
Sita was goddess Laxmi, the heavenly consort of Vishnu and the patron goddess of 
wealth and prosperity. If Ram is to be treated as a personified form of the Supreme 
Being known as Brahm then Sita is Maya (delusion creating powers of Brahm) 
personified. The Sita Upanishad is the 9th Upanishad of the Atharva Veda, and it 
describes the metaphysical importance of Sita. She was the daughter of king Janak. 
She is also known as ‘Vaidehi’ meaning the daughter of Videha, another name of 
Janak as well as the kingdom where he ruled.   

Regarding the story of the birth of Sita, it is narrated in Adbhut Ramayan, Canto 
8, verse nos. 36-44. This Ramayan is purpoted to have been written by sage Valmiki. 
Sita’s father Janak had no heirs. He was advised by sages to perform a fire-sacrifice. 
While the ground was being prepared for the altar of the sacred fire, the head of the 
plough got stuck into a pot buried in the ground. When it was taken out, it was 
discovered that it contained an infant girl. In the beginning the king thought that this 
was a bad omen, but his royal priest and other sages who had assembled there advised 
him that this girl would give him immense fame and a chance to meet the Supreme 
Lord. Since this lovely girl was discovered when the ploughshare got stuck in the 
ground, she was named ‘Sita’—meaning precisely this, the ‘tip or edge of the 
ploughshare’. 

It is also narrated in Adhyatma Ramayan of Veda Vyas, in its Baal Kand, Canto 
6, verse nos. 58-to-75. 

Again, since Sita was born from the Mother Earth, she was also regarded as the 
daughter of Prithivi (earth). Earth is regarded as the foot of the Viraat Purush, the 
macrocosmic all-encompassing vast form of the Supreme Being. This is why Laxmi, 
whose incarnation was Sita, is invariably depicted to be seated near the feet of Lord 
Vishnu, another name of the Viraat Purush. It was this Lord Vishnu who had 
manifested himself as Lord Ram of Ayodhya to whom Sita was married. This is 
natural to expect because Laxmi is the eternal divine consort of Vishnu.]  

 
 

¼42½ 
 
dcgq¡ le; lqf/k |k;ch] esjh ekrq tkudhA 
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tu dgkb uke ysr gkSa] fd;s iu pkrd T;ksa] I;kl izse&ikudhAA1AA 
ljy izd`fr vkiq tkfu, d#uk&fu/kkudhA 
futxqu] vfjd`r vufgrkS] nkl&nks"k] lqjfr fpr jgr u] fn;s nkudhAA2AA 
ckfu  fclkjulhy  gS  ekun  vekudhA 

  rqylhnkl u fclkfj;s] eu dje cpu tkds] liusgq¡ xfr u vkudhAA3AA 
 
 
                                                   (42) 
 
kabahum̐ samaya sudhi dyāyabī, mērī mātu jānakī. 
jana kahā'i nāma lēta hauṁ, kiyē pana cātaka jyōṁ, pyāsa prēma-pānakī. 1.  
sarala prakṛti āpu jāni'ē karunā-nidhānakī. 
nijaguna, arikṛta anahitau, dāsa-dōṣa, surati cita rahata na, diyē dānakī. 2.  
bāni bisāranasīla hai mānada amānakī. 
tulasīdāsa na bisāriyē, mana karama bacana jākē, sapanēhum̐ gati na ānakī. 
3.  
 
Verse no. 42—Oh mother Janki (Sita)! Remind Lord Ram about me if you get an 
opportunity. I am called his servant (loyal follower; devotee), I chant his name, and 
am sitting eagerly waiting for him like a Papiha (the bird ‘sparrow hawk’) because I 
am thirsty for the nectar of the Lord’s affection just like the bird waits eagerly for the 
rain drops of the Swati Nakshatra to quench its thirst. [The Papiha drinks only the rain 
drops that fall during a special constellation called Swati, literally meaning a dew-
drop. Otherwise it prefers to die of thirst. Similarly, Tulsidas prefers to quench his 
emotional and spiritual thirst by being blessed by the love and affection of Lord Ram, 
and seeks no other solace and succour.] (1).  
 
You (Sita) are fully aware that the Lord (Ram) has a very sweet and amiable nature. 
He does not remember his own greatness or exalted stature or even his eclectic virtues 
and qualities (i.e. he has no sense of ego, self-pride, haughtiness or vanity). Similarly, 
he does not remember the crimes committed even by his enemies, the faults and 
misdemeanors of his servants, devotees or followers, and whatever has been given by 
him as charity (i.e. he does not boast of being forgiving, compassionate, 
magnanimous, and a good-doer, nor does he expect anything in return). (2).  
 
His habit is to forget (and forgive). He gives respect to even those wretched and lowly 
persons who do not get respect anywhere else, and he forgets even this (i.e. he does 
not embarrass anyone by teasing him with constant reminders of help and respect that 
was given to him without being eligible to deserve such honours). Oh mother! You 
tell him not to forget Tulsidas because he has no hope of expecting any kind of 
support, succour and solace from anyone else (except Lord Ram) even in his dreams, 
or due to the good effects of any of his deeds, words (speech) or thoughts (i.e. his 
deeds, speech and thoughts are so corrupt and mired in worldly faults that there is not 
the slightest of hope of redemption of Tulsidas by merely relying on them). (3). 
 
 
 
                               Prayers offered to Lord Rām 
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¼43½ 
 
t;fr 
lfPpnO;kidkuan   ijczã&in]   foxzg&O;ä   yhykorkjhA 
fody czãkfn lqj] fl) ladkspo'k] foey xq.k&xsg uj&nsg&èkkjhAA1AA 
t;fr 
dks'kyk/kh'k dY;k.k dks'kylqrk] dq'ky dSoY;&Qy pk# pkjhA 
osn&cksf/kr dje&/kje&/kjuh&/ksuq] foiz&lsod lk/kq&eksndkjhAA2AA 
t;fr _f"k&e[kiky] 'keu lTtu&lky] 'kkio'k eqfuoèkw&ikigkjhA 
Hkaft Hkopki] nfy nki Hkwikoyh] lfgr Hk`xqukFk urekFk HkkjhAA3AA 
t;fr /kkjfed&/kqj] /khj j?kqohj xqj&ekrq&firq&ca/kq&opukuqlkjhA 
fp=dwVkfnz foU/;kfnz naMdfofiu] /kU;d`r iqU;dkuu&fogkjhAA4AA 
t;fr ikdkfjlqr&dkd&djrwfr&Qynkfu [kkfu xÙkZ xksfir fojkèkkA 
fnO; nsoh os"k nsf[k yf[k fuf'kpjh tuq foMafcr djh fo'ock/kkAA5AA 
t;fr [kj&f=f'kj&nw"k.k prqnZ'k&lgl&lqHkV&ekjhp&lagkjdÙkkZA 
x`/kz&'kcjh&Hkfä&foo'k d#.kkfla/kq] pfjr fu#ikf/k] f=fo/kkfrZgÙkkZAA6AA 
t;fr en&va/k dqdca/k cf/k] ckfy cy'kkfy cf/k] dju lqxzho jktkA 
lqHkV edZV&Hkkyq&dVd&la?kV ltr] uer in jko.kkuqt fuoktkAA7AA 
t;fr ikFkksf/k&d`r&lsrq dkSrqd gsrq] dky&eu&vxe ybZ yyfd yadkA 
ldqy] lkuqt] lny nfyr n'kdaB j.k] yksd&yksdi fd;s jfgr&'kadkAA8AA 
t;fr lkSfef=&lhrk&lfpo&lfgr pys iq"idk:<+ fut jktèkkuhA 
nklrqylh eqfnr vo/koklh ldy] jke Hks Hkwi oSnsfg jkuhAA9AA 
 

 
                                                    (43) 
 
jayati 
saccidavyāpakānanda parabrahma-pada, vigraha-vyakta līlāvatārī. 
vikala brahmādi sura, sid'dha saṅkōcavaśa, vimala guṇa-gēha nara-dēha-
dhārī. 1.  
jayati 
kōśalādhīśa kalyāṇa kōśalasutā, kuśala kaivalya-phala cāru cārī. 
vēda-bōdhita karama-dharama-dharanī-dhēnu, vipra-sēvaka sādhu-mōdakārī. 
2.  
jayati ṛṣi-makhapāla, śamana sajjana-sāla, śāpavaśa munivadhū-pāpahārī. 
bhan̄ji bhavacāpa, dali dāpa bhūpāvalī, sahita bhṛgunātha natamātha bhārī. 3.  
jayati dhāramika-dhura, dhīra raghuvīra gura-mātu-pitu-bandhu-
vacanānusārī. 
citrakūṭādri vindhyādri daṇḍakavipina, dhan'yakṛta pun'yakānana-vihārī. 4.  
jayati pākārisuta-kāka-karatūti-phaladāni khāni gatrta gōpita virādhā. 
divya dēvī vēṣa dēkhi lakhi niśicarī janu viḍambita karī viśvabādhā. 5.  
jayati khara-triśira-dūṣaṇa caturdaśa-sahasa-subhaṭa-mārīca-sanhārakatrtā. 
gṛdhra-śabarī-bhakti-vivaśa karuṇāsindhu, carita nirupādhi, trividhārtihatrtā. 
6.  
jayati mada-andha kukabandha badhi, bāli balaśāli badhi, karana sugrīva rājā. 
subhaṭa markaṭa-bhālu-kaṭaka-saṅghaṭa sajata, namata pada rāvaṇānuja 
nivājā. 7.  
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jayati pāthōdhi-kṛta-sētu kautuka hētu, kāla-mana-agama la'ī lalaki laṅkā. 
sakula, sānuja, sadala dalita daśakaṇṭha raṇa, lōka-lōkapa kiyē rahita-śaṅkā. 
8.  
jayati saumitri-sītā-saciva-sahita calē puṣpakārūṛha nija rājadhānī. 
dāsatulasī mudita avadhavāsī sakala, rāma bhē bhūpa vaidēhi rānī. 9.  
 
Verse no. 43— Glory to Lord Ram*! You are the supreme transcendental Brahm who 
is Truth and pure Consciousness personified, is omnipresent and all-pervading, and is 
an embodiment of eternal happiness and bliss. [That is, you are the Supreme Being 
personified.]  

You are invisible, formless and without attributes, but to give effect to your 
maverism you have assumed a form that is visible and has attributes. When the 
creator Brahma as well as other Gods and acclaimed sages and seers were 
overwhelmed by the horrors of uncountable torments and miseries that were inflicted 
upon them by the cruel demons, then to give them relief from the horrible distress 
they were being subjected to and alleviate their sufferings you had taken the form of a 
human (i.e. incarnated yourself on this earth in the visible form of Ram) because you 
could not deny them your help. (1).  
 
Glory to you! You took birth in the household of the righteous king Dashrath of the 
Kaushal dynasty and his auspicious consort queen Kaushalaya as four brothers who 
represented the four divine fruits that can bestow to the creature the rewards of 
Moksha (spiritual liberation, deliverance, emancipation and salvation). [The four 
brothers were Ram, Bharat, Laxman and Shatrughan.]  

You gave joys and exhilaration to Vedic ritualistic practices, Dharma (the 
virtues of auspiciousness, righteousness, scrupulousness, noble conduct, probity and 
propriety) mother earth, (holy) cow, Brahmins (upper-castes, or essentially meaning 
the wise teacher-class), devotees and Sadhus (the pure-hearted ones). [That is, you 
made them fearless; you reinstated their honour and self-respect, and sustained them.] 
(2).  
 
Glory to you! You had protected sage Vishwamitra's Yagya (a Vedic ritual in which 
fire-sacrifice was done) after killing the demons (who were interfering with it, 
obstructing it and defiling it)1. You had suppressed the evil ones who endlessly 
tormented those who were noble and holy. You had liberated Ahilya, the wife of sage 
Gautam, from the curse arising out a sin that resulted in her being turned into a stone2. 
You had vanquished and crushed the ego, haughtiness, vanity and false-pride of all 
the princes (who had come to marry Sita in a ceremony called ‘Swayambar’ at 
Janakpur) by breaking the stern and strong bow that symbolized this formidable 
world, and had thus put to shame not only these princes but also vanquished the sense 
of false pride, haughtiness and arrogance about his own strength and valour that sage 
Parashuram had, so much so that the latter lowered his head in surrender and humility. 
[This incident refers to the marriage ceremony of Lord Ram and Sita as narrated in 
detail in the epic Ramayana.] (3).  
 
Glory to you! You are steady and determined while bearing the burden 
(responsibility) of upholding the virtues of Dharma (auspiciousness, righteousness, 
scrupulousness, probity and propriety). You are an extraordinarily courageous warrior 
of king Raghu's clan. Giving due respect to (i.e. obeying) the words (or wishes) of 
your father, mother, Guru (moral preceptor and teacher) and brother (Bharat), you had 
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obliged them by coming to the forest, and in the process you had made the three great 
forests by the name of Chitrakoot, Vindhyachal and Dandak most holy and auspicious 
by wondering in them. [That is, you had gone to the forest on the orders of your 
parents and to uphold the wishes of others, and had resided in these three forests for 
some time, thereby purifying them and making them holy and venerated.] (4).  
 
Glory to you! You gave a befitting answer to Indra's deceitful, crooked, cunning and 
lascivious son (named Jayant) who was in the form of a crow for his despicable and 
damnable act3. [Jayant, in the form of a crow, had pricked at Sita by its beak. Lord 
Ram had shot an arrow to punish him, but finally forgave him by merely blinding him 
in one eye. It is believed that crows became one-eyed since this incident.]   

You had dug a grave (a pit) and buried the demon Viradh in it. You had got 
the ear and nose of Supernakha, the sister of the demon Ravana, chopped-off when 
she had come disguised as a young maiden (to lure the Lord with her charms with the  
intention of killing him), thereby symbolically challenging the might of Ravana, who 
was the tormentor of the whole world, by insulting him in the guise of maiming his 
sister. (5).  
 
Glory to you! You are the slayer of (the demons) Khar, Dushan, Trishira, their 14-
thousand strong army, and Marich (who had taken the form of a golden deer to lure 
Lord Ram away from his hermitage so that Ravana could kidnap Sita). You are the 
liberator of the cadaver-eating vulture named Jatau as well as of the low-caste woman 
named Sabari. You are an ocean of mercy, compassion, kindness and grace. You are 
faultless, taintless and without blemishes. You are the one who dispels and eliminates 
the fear and evil effects of the three torments or horrors associated with life, called the 
Triatap. [These horrors are—Adhyatmik, i.e. those related to spiritual life; 
Adhibhautik, i.e. those related to the terrestrial world and mundane life on earth; and 
Adhidaivik which relates to the problems arising from malignant stars and gods.] (6).  
 
Glory to you! You are the slayer of the wicked and proud demon named Kabandh. 
You had made Sugriv the king (of Kishkindha) after slaying the most powerful Bali. 
You had collected and properly arranged a huge army of brave monkeys and bears 
(for your conquest of Lanka, killing of Ravana, and liberation of Sita from her 
captivity at Lanka). And you had graciously granted the boons of devotion and 
liberation to Vibhishan who had taken refuge with you. (7).  
 
Glory to you! You had constructed a bridge across the ocean as a playful activity. You 
had cheerfully grabbed (conquered) Lanka which was beyond the imagination of even 
Kaal (the god of death), and had killed Ravana in the battle-field along with his entire 
clan, including his brother, and his huge army, thereby making the three Lokas (i.e. 
the heaven known as the Swarga Loka, the earth known as the Bhu Loka, and the 
subterranean world known as the Patal Loka), Indra (king of Gods), Kuber (the God's 
treasurer) and other protectors of Lokas (or the Lokpals) fearless and free from the 
horrors of Ravana and his demon race. (8).  
 
Glory to you! After conquering Lanka you had gone back to your capital Ayodhya 
along with Saumitri (literally the son of mother Sumitra; i.e. Laxman, Ram’s brother), 
Sita, Sugriv, Hanuman and other ministers aboard the plane called ‘Pushpak’. 
Tulsidas cheerfully narrates by way of a ballad about the fact that all the residents of 
Ayodhya were extremely exhilarated, excited, exuberant, happy and jubilant when 
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Lord Ram became a king and Vaidehi (Sita) became the queen (upon their return the 
their capital of Ayodhya from fourteen years of exile in the forest). (9). 
 

[Note—*Briefly, Lord Ram was a human incarnation of Lord Vishnu, the Supreme 
Lord of creation. The reasons why Vishnu took a human form as Lord Ram have 
been narrated in all the versions of the story of Ramayana. For instance, Tulsidas’ 
epic narration of this story known as ‘Ram Charit Manas’, extensively described the 
different reasons why Vishnu came down to earth as Lord Ram. Refer: Ram Charit 
Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 121—to Doha no. 
198.  
 Essentially, whenever powerful evil, sinful and pervert forces became ascendant 
in this world in the form of ‘demons’ and began to negate the auspicious virtues of 
Dharma (rightousness, probity, propriety, nobility and morality), whenever these 
forces assumed a notorious dimension that became too much for tolerance for the 
Supreme Lord of creation for the Lord who also had to take into consideration his 
responsibility of taking care of the other creatures of his creation who were suffering 
hugely due to these evil forces, the Lord was obliged, he was compelled to do 
something so as to restore the balance and ensure peace and order in his cosmic 
kingdom. Therefore, the Lord comes down himself to set things in order and restore 
the principles of Dharma.  
 In the case of Lord Ram, these negative and evil forces that tormemted and 
horrified the rest of the creation were represented by the demon race led by their king 
Ravana of Lanka. Ravana and his brothers had done Tapa (penances) as a result of 
which they had armed themselves with some boons that made them invincible and 
virtually impossible to be eliminated except by the Lord’s personal intervention as a 
human being. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 1-5 that 
precede Doha no. 177 that explicitly say this thing.  
 Refer also to Adhyatma Ramayan of Veda Vyas, Baal Kand, Canto 2, verse nos. 
6—32; and Uttar Kand, Canto 2, verse nos. 10—15. 
 

1Protector of the sage's fire-sacrifice (ṛṣi-makhapāla ): Sri Ram was taken by sage 
Vishwamitra to protect his fire-sacrifice which was constantly defiled and interrupted 
by the demons. Sri Ram guarded the sacrifice and slayed Tadka, Subahu and other 
demons, and threw Marich beyond the sea.  
 This episode is narrated in—(i) Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line 
no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 206—to Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 210; 
and (ii) Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse nos. 47—60.  
 
2Ahilya's curse (śāpavaśa munivadhū-pāpahārī): Sage Gautam's wife Ahilya was 
very beautiful. Once Indra cheated her by posing as her husband while he was away. 
Incensed at this adulterous behaviour, sage Gautam cursed Indra to have thousands of 
holes in his body and Ahilya to became a stone. She was liberated from this cursed 
state when Sri Ram touched her with his foot en-route to Janakpur with sage 
Vishwamitra. This episode is narrated by Tulsidas in (i) Ram Charit Manas, Baal 
Kand, from Chaupai line no. 11 that precedes Doha no. 210—to Doha no. 211; and 
(ii) Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse nos. 57—59.  
 

3The crow Jayant (pākārisuta-kāka-karatūti-phaladāni): Indra's son Jayant was 
once so enchanted by the beauty of Sita at Chitrakoot that he assumed the form of a 
crow and pricked her feet in jealousy and ran away. Sri Ram became so infuriated at 
his audacity that he shot a headless arrow at him. Finally, he let him off by a mild 
punishment of blinding him in his one eye. Legend has it that that is the reason why 
crows have only one useful eye. This episode is narrated by Tulsidas in Ram Charit 
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Manas, Aranya Kand, from Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 1—to 
Sortha/Doha no. 2.] 

 

     

¼44½ 
 
t;fr 
jkt&jktsanz]  jkthoykspu]  jke] 

uke dfy&dker#] lke&'kkyhA 
vu;&vaHkksf/k&daqHkt] fu'kkpj&fudj& 

frfej ?ku?kksj&[kjfdj.kekyhAA1AA 
t;fr eqfu&nso&ujnso nljRFkds] 

nso&eqfu&oa| fd; vo/k&oklhA 
yksduk;d&dksd&'kksd&ladV&'keu] 

Hkkuqdqy&dey&dkuu&fodklh AA2AA 
t;fr Ük`axkj&lj rkejl&nkenqfr& 

nsg]  xq.kxsg]  fo'oksidkjh  A 
ldy lkSHkkX;&lkSan;Z&lq"kek:i] 

euksHko   dksfV   xokZigkjh AA3AA 
¼t;fr½ lqHkx lkjax lqfu[kax lk;d 'kfä] 

pk#  pekZfl  oj  oeZ/kkjh A 
/keZ/kqj/khj] j?kqohj] Hkqt&cy vrqy] 

gsy;k  nfyr  HkwHkkj  Hkkjh AA4AA 
t;fr dy/kkSr ef.k&eqdqV] dqaMy] fryd& 

>yd Hkfy Hkky] foèkq&onu&'kksHkkA 
fnO; Hkw"ku] clu ihr] miohr] 

fd; /;ku dY;ku&Hkktu u dks HkkAA5AA 
¼t;fr½ Hkjr&lkSfef=&'k=q?u&lsfor] lqeq[k] 

lfpo&lsod&lq[kn]    loZnkrkA 
v/ke] vkjr] nhu] ifrr] ikrd&ihu 

ld`r urek= dfg ^ikfg* ikrkAA6AA 
t;fr t; Hkqou nlpkfj tl txexr] 

iqU;e;]  /kU;  t;  jkejktkA 
pfjr&lqjlfjr dfo&eq[; fxfj fu%lfjr] 

ficr] eTtr eqfnr l¡r&lektkAA7AA 
t;fr o.kkZJekpkjij ukfj&uj] 

lR;&'ke&ne&n;k&nku'khykA 
foxr nq[k&nks"k] larks"k lq[k loZnk] 

lqur]  xkor  jke  jktyhykAA8AA 
t;fr   oSjkX;&foKku&okjkafu/ks] 

uer   ueZn]   iki&rki&gÙkkZA 
nkl rqylh pj.k 'kj.k la'k;&gj.k] 

                  nsfg   voyac   oSnsfg&HkÙkkZAA9AA 
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                                                  (44) 
 
jayati 
rāja-rājēndra, rājīvalōcana, rāma, 
nāma kali-kāmataru, sāma-śālī. 
anaya-ambhōdhi-kaṁubhaja, niśācara-nikara- 
timira ghanaghōra-kharakiraṇamālī. 1.  
jayati muni-dēva-naradēva dasarat'thakē, 
dēva-muni-vandya kiya avadha-vāsī. 
lōkanāyaka-kōka-śōka-saṅkaṭa-śamana, 
bhānukula-kamala-kānana-vikāsī. 2.  
jayati śṛṅgāra-sara tāmarasa-dāmaduti- 
dēha, guṇagēha, viśvōpakārī . 
sakala saubhāgya-saundarya-suṣamārūpa, 
manōbhava kōṭi garvāpahārī. 3.  
(jayati) subhaga sāraṅga sunikhaṅga sāyaka śakti, 
cāru carmāsi vara varmadhārī. 
dharmadhuradhīra, raghuvīra, bhuja-bala atula, 
hēlayā dalita bhūbhāra bhārī. 4.  
jayati kaladhauta maṇi-mukuṭa, kuṇḍala, tilaka- 
jhalaka bhali bhāla, vidhu-vadana-śōbhā. 
divya bhūṣana, basana pīta, upavīta, 
kiya dhyāna kalyāna-bhājana na kō bhā. 5.  
(jayati) bharata-saumitri-śatrughna-sēvita, sumukha, 
saciva-sēvaka-sukhada, sarvadātā. 
adhama, ārata, dīna, patita, pātaka-pīna 
sakṛta natamātra kahi ‘pāhi’ pātā. 6.  
jayati jaya bhuvana dasacāri jasa jagamagata, 
pun'yamaya, dhan'ya jaya rāmarājā. 
carita-surasarita kavi-mukhya giri niḥsarita, 
pibata, majjata mudita sam̐ta-samājā. 7.  
jayati varṇāśramācārapara nāri-nara, 
satya-śama-dama-dayā-dānaśīlā. 
vigata dukha-dōṣa, santōṣa sukha sarvadā, 
sunata, gāvata rāma rājalīlā. 8.  
jayati vairāgya-vijñāna-vārānnidhē, 
namata narmada, pāpa-tāpa-hatrtā. 
dāsa tulasī caraṇa śaraṇa sanśaya-haraṇa, 
dēhi avalamba vaidēhi-bhatrtā. 9.  
 
Verse no. 44— Glory to Lord Ram! He is like Indra (the king of Gods) amongst the 
great kings and emperors. His eyes are as beautiful and enchanting as a lotus flower. 
His name is like the Kalpa Tree (the all wish-fulfilling tree) in the era known as 
Kaliyug. He gives consolation and reassurance to devotees who have surrendered 
themselves before him. He is like sage Agastya to dry up the ocean of unrighteous and 
unethical actions and behaviour. And he is like the powerful Sun to remove (destroy, 
banish) the grave darkness (of delusions and ignorance) represented by the huge horde 
of great of demons. (1). 
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Glory to Lord Ram who is the son of king Dashrath, and the Lord of Gods, sages and 
seers as well as the humans! He had raised the residents of Ayodhya to such an 
exalted state that even saints, sages and Gods had begun to sing their glories and 
laurels, and praised their good fortunes. He is like the sun that removes the sorrows 
and agonies of the bird known as Chakva (ostrich; the ruddy-goose) representing the 
various custodians of the world who are called the Lokpals, as well as the one who 
has made the lotus flowers representing the members of the Solar race bloom and 
flourish. (2).  
 
Glory to Lord Ram! The light blue tinge of his complexion glows like a garland of 
blue lotuses developing in a pond of beauty. He is the abode of all divine virtues, the 
benefactor of the whole world, and is the vanquisher of Kamdeo's pride and vanity 
with his form that is endowed by astounding charm and beauty, which is an 
embodiment of good virtues and auspiciousness, and which is most honourable and 
respected. (3).  
 Glory to Lord Ram! He wears a crown studded with jewels on his head as well 
as beautiful ear-rings. He has a Tilak mark on his forehead. [This is a religious 
symbol marked on the forehead above the nose.]  

His countenance is as beautiful as the full moon. He is wearing a Pitambar (a 
seamless length of yellow cloth made of silk which is wrapped around the body), 
attractive jewelry, and the sacred thread across the shoulder. Is there anyone who has 
not benefited from such a bewitching, enthralling and enchanting view of Lord Ram 
that holds the eyes captivated and gives it contentedness? (5).  
 
Glory to Lord Ram! He is being served by Bharat, Laxman and Shatrughan. He is the 
wish fulfiller of not only his ministers such as Sugriv and Sumant but also of other 
devotees. He is the one who saves all (i.e. provides liberation and deliverance to all) 
from the cycle of birth and death, even those who are sinful, distressed, miserable, 
wretched and lowly if they bow once before him and plead sincerely by saying ‘save 
me, my Lord!’ (6).  
 
Glory to Lord Ram! His fame is shining (i.e. is well known and established) in all the 
fourteen Bhuvans1 (i.e. in the entire universe). He is absolutely divine, auspicious, 
holy and exalted. His life-story has been revealed by the ancient sage Valmiki (i.e. 
was first narrated or brought to light by him) just like the celestial river Ganges had 
made its appearance on earth from the mountains (Himalayas). By bathing in this holy 
river and drinking its water (i.e. by studying the divine story of Lord Ram and 
implementing its teachings in one’s own life), the community of sages and saints 
remains ever contented and happy. [Here, Tulsidas has likened the story of Lord Ram 
with the holy river Ganges, for even as the holy water of the river is spiritually 
purifying by providing the reward of liberation and deliverance from this mortal 
world, the divine story of Lord Ram is also fully empowered and endowed with a 
similar characteristics of being the provider of liberation and deliverance to the 
creature who hears it with devotion and faith.] (7).  
 
Glory to Lord Ram! (Describing the reign of king Ram, Tulsidas says—) During the 
Lord’s famous reign, all men and women followed the honourable and righteous path 
of life that conformed to the principles set out for them by tradition in accordance to 
the class of society that belonged to. All of them diligently observed the path of 
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auspiciousness, righteousness, probity and propriety. They were all truthful, self-
restraint tolerant, benevolent, kind, gracious and charitable by nature. They were free 
from any kind of sorrows and miseries as well as from worldly corruptions and other 
faults. They were always contented, happy and blissful by all means, and were always 
engaged in singing the praises and glories of Lord Ram. (8).  
 
Glory to Lord Ram! He is an ocean of the grand virtues of renunciation and supreme 
knowledge. He provides solace and comfort to all those who bow reverentially before 
him in humility (i.e. surrender themselves to him), besides banishing all their miseries 
and torments that accrue to them due to sins and misdemeanors.  

Oh the Lord of Vaidehi (i.e. Lord Ram)! Oh the one who removes all doubts and 
confusions! Tulsidas has taken refuge in your feet, so please give him the solace and 
succour that are so characteristic of your holy feet (and for which they are so 
renowned in this world). (9). 

 
[Note—1The fourteen Bhuvans are the following—(A) The upper worlds called 
Urdhava Lokas are seven in number:—(i) Bhu, (ii) Bhuvha, (iii) Swaha, (iv) Maha, 
(v) Janaha, (vi) Tapaha, and (vii) Satyam. (B) The seven nether worlds called 
Adhaha Loka:— (i) Atal, (ii) Vital, (iii) Sutal, (iv) Rasaatal, (v) Talaatal, (vi) 
Mahaatal, and (vii) Paataal.] 
 
 
 

  
 

                                          Advice to the Mind 
 
                                                  Rāga Gaurī 

 
¼45½ 

Jh jkepanz d`ikyq Hktq eu gj.k HkoHk; nk#.kaA 
uodat&ykspu] dat&eq[k] dj&dat] in datk#.kaAA1AA 
daniZ vxf.kr vfer Nfo] uouhy uhjn lqanjaA 
iV ihr ekugq rfM+r #fp 'kqfp ukSfe tud&lqrkojaAA2AA 
Hktq nhuca/kq fnus'k nkuo&nSR;oa'k&fudanuaA 
j?kquan  vku¡ndan  dks'kypan  n'kjFk&uanuaAA3AA 
flj eqdqV dqaMy fryd pk# mnk# vax foHkw"k.kaA 
vktkuqHkqt 'kj&pki&/kj] laxzke&ftr&[kjnw"k.kaAA4AA 
bfr onfr rqylhnkl 'kadj&'ks"k&eqfu&eu jatuaA 
ee ân;&dat&fuokl dq#] dkekfn [ky&ny&xatuaAA5AA 
 

 
                                                    (45) 
 
śrī rāmacandra kṛpālu bhaju mana haraṇa bhavabhaya dāruṇaṁ. 
navakan̄ja-lōcana, kan̄ja-mukha, kara-kan̄ja, pada kan̄jāruṇaṁ. 1.  
kandarpa agaṇita amita chavi, navanīla nīrada sundaraṁ. 
paṭa pīta mānahu taḍita ruci śuci naumi janaka-sutāvaraṁ. 2.  
bhaju dīnabandhu dinēśa dānava-daitya-vanśa-nikandanaṁ. 
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raghunanda ānam̐dakanda kōśalacanda daśaratha-nandanaṁ. 3.  
sira mukuṭa kuṇḍala tilaka cāru udāru aṅga vibhūṣaṇaṁ. 
ājānubhuja śara-cāpa-dhara, saṅgrāma-jita-kharadūṣaṇaṁ. 4.  
iti vadati tulasīdāsa śaṅkara-śēṣa-muni-mana ran ̄janaṁ. 
mama hṛdaya-kan̄ja-nivāsa kuru, kāmādi khala-dala-gan̄janaṁ. 5.  
 
Verse no. 45—Oh mind! Concentrate on, think of and devote yourself to Lord 
Ramchandra, the merciful, the kind, the benevolent and the compassionate Lord! He 
is the one who can remove the grave fear of birth and death in this world. His eyes are 
as beautiful as a newly blossomed lotus flower. His face, hands and feet are also like a 
red-tinged (pink) lotus. (1).  
 
The beauty of his countenance is greater than innumerable Kamdeos (God of beauty 
and glamour) taken together. The complexion of his body has a blue tinge resembling 
rain-bearing dark clouds. The Pitambar (a yellow body-wrapping seamless cloth made 
of silk) is shining and simmering like lightening on his body, the complexion of 
which is compared with dark clouds. I offer my obeisance to and bow before the Lord 
of Janak-Suta (i.e. Lord Ram who is the divine husband of Sita, the daughter of Janak) 
who is a personification of auspiciousness and holiness. (2).  
 
Oh my mind! Concentrate on, think of and devote yourself to (Lord Ram who is) a 
friend of the distressed and the humble, is as radiant, brilliant and splendorous as the 
sun, is a destroyer of the race of demons, evil spirits, ogres and Satan (representing 
evil and sinful creatures in creatures in this world), is the root of all joys and 
happiness, is symbolically like a moon which shines in the sky symbolizing the 
kingdom of Kaushal (Ayodhya). (3).  
 
He has a crown that is studded with jewels and gems. He wears large ear-rings in his 
ears, an enchanting Tilak (religious mark) on his forehead, and beautiful jewelry on 
each part of his body. His arms are so long that they reach up to his knees. [Such long 
arms are regarded as auspicious for a king and indicate his long reach and extended 
influence. He is carrying a bow and an arrow. He has conquered the demons Khar and 
Dushan in the battle (i.e. he has conquered all the evil forces represented by them). 
(4).  
 
He grants happiness and joys to the mind and heart of Lord Shiva, the mythical 
serpent-king known as Shesh, and great sages and hermits. He is the destroyer of 
enemies in the form of Kaam (lust, passions), Krodh (anger) and Lobha (greed, 
rapacity and avarice). Tulsidas prays that such a gracious and divine Lord Ram may 
always reside in his lotus-like heart. (5). 
 
 
 
                                           Rāga Rāmakalī 

 
¼46½ 

 
lnk 
jke tiq] jke tiq] jke tiq] jke tiq] jke tiq] ew<+ eu] ckj ckjaA 
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ldy lkSHkkX;&lq[k&[kkfu ft; tkfu 'kB] ekfu foÜokl on osnlkjaAA1AA 
dks'kysUnz  uo&uhydatkHkruq]  enu&fjiq&datâfn&papjhdaA 
tkudhjou lq[kHkou HkqouSdizHkq] lej&Hkatu] ije dk#uhdaAA2AA 
nuqt&ou&/kwe/kqt] ihu vktkuqHkqt] naM&dksnaMoj paM ckuaA 
v#.k dj pj.k eq[k u;u jktho] xqu&v;u] cgq e;u&'kksHkk&fu/kkuaAA3AA 
okluko`an&dSjo&fnokdj]   dke&Øks/k&en&dat&dkuu&rq"kkjaA 
yksHk  vfr  eÙk  ukxsanz  iapkuua  Hkäfgr  gj.k  lalkj&HkkjaAA4AA 
ds'koa]  Dys'kga]  ds'k&oafnr  in&}a}  eankfduh&ewyHkwraA 
loZnkuan&lanksg]    eksgkiga]    ?kksj&lalkj&ikFkksf/k&iksraAA5AA 
'kksd&lansg&ikFkksniVykfuya]   iki&ioZr&dfBu&dqfy'k:iaA 
lartu&dke/kqd&/ksuq] foJkeizn] uke dfy&dyq"k&Hkatu vuwiaAA6AA 
/keZ&dYinzqekjke]  gfj/kke&ifFk  lacya]  ewyfeneso  ,daA 
Hkfä&oSjkX;&foKku&'ke&nku&ne] uke vk/khu lk/ku vusdaAA7AA 
rsu  rIra]  gqra]  nÙesokf[kya]  rsu  loZa  d`ra  deZtkyaA 
;su   Jhjkeukeke`ra   ikud`refu'keuo|eoyksD;   dkyaAA8AA 
Üoip] [ky] fHkYy] ;oukfngfjyksdxr] ukecy foiqy efr ey u ijlhA 
R;kfx lc vkl] la=kl] Hkoikl] vfl fuflr gfjuke tiq nklrqylhAA9AA 
 

 
                                                   (46) 
 
sadā 
rāma japu, rāma japu, rāma japu, rāma japu, rāma japu, mūṛha mana, bāra 
bāraṁ. 
sakala saubhāgya-sukha-khāni jiya jāni śaṭha, māni viśvāsa vada vēdasāraṁ. 
1.  
kōśalēndra nava-nīlakan ̄jābhatanu, madana-ripu-kan̄jahṛdi-can ̄carīkaṁ. 
jānakīravana sukhabhavana bhuvanaikaprabhu, samara-bhan̄jana, parama 
kārunīkaṁ. 2.  
danuja-vana-dhūmadhuja, pīna ājānubhuja, daṇḍa-kōdaṇḍavara caṇḍa 
bānaṁ. 
aruṇa kara caraṇa mukha nayana rājīva, guna-ayana, bahu mayana-śōbhā-
nidhānaṁ. 3.  
vāsanāvṛnda-kairava-divākara, kāma-krōdha-mada-kan̄ja-kānana-tuṣāraṁ. 
lōbha ati matta nāgēndra pan̄cānanaṁ bhaktahita haraṇa sansāra-bhāraṁ. 4.  
kēśavaṁ, klēśahaṁ, kēśa-vandita pada-dvandva mandākinī-mūlabhūtaṁ. 
sarvadānanda-sandōha, mōhāpahaṁ, ghōra-sansāra-pāthōdhi-pōtaṁ. 5.  
śōka-sandēha-pāthōdapaṭalānilaṁ, pāpa-parvata-kaṭhina-kuliśarūpaṁ. 
santajana-kāmadhuka-dhēnu, viśrāmaprada, nāma kali-kaluṣa-bhan ̄jana 
anūpaṁ. 6.  
dharma-kalpadrumārāma, haridhāma-pathi sambalaṁ, mūlamidamēva ēkaṁ. 
bhakti-vairāgya-vijñāna-śama-dāna-dama, nāma ādhīna sādhana anēkaṁ. 7.  
tēna taptaṁ, hutaṁ, dattmēvākhilaṁ, tēna sarvaṁ kṛtaṁ karmajālaṁ. 
yēna śrīrāmanāmāmṛtaṁ pānakṛtamaniśamanavadyamavalōkya kālaṁ. 8.  
śvapaca, khala, bhilla, yavanādiharilōkagata, nāmabala vipula mati mala na 
parasī. 
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tyāgi saba āsa, santrāsa, bhavapāsa, asi nisita harināma japu dāsatulasī. 9.  
 
Verse no. 46—Oh you foolish mind! Always chant and keep repeating Lord Ram's 
holy and divine name ‘RAM’ persistently, consistently, unwaveringly and constantly 
at all times because it is the mine and treasure-trove of all good fortunes, 
auspiciousness, happiness and joy. This is what the Vedas have reiterated and is the 
essence of their teachings. [Realizing this fact in your heart, and having full belief, 
faith and conviction in it, you should always pronounce Lord Ram's name.] (1).  
 
The charm and radiance of the beauteous form of Kaushalendra (literally the King of 
Kaushal, here meaning Lord Ram) is like a newly bloomed blue lotus flower. He is a 
bee that dwells in the lotus-like heart of the Lord who is an enemy of Kamdeo. [This 
refers to Lord Shiva who had turned Kamdeo to ashes.] He stays with Janki (i.e. is the 
constant companion of Sita, as he is her divine husband). He is an abode of bliss, 
happiness and joys. He is the only Lord of the entire universe. He is a destroyer of 
enemies in the battle-field. And he is most merciful, kind and compassionate. (2).  
 
He (Lord Ram) is like a wild fire for the forest of demons. [That is, just like the fire 
destroys big forests, Lord Ram is able to get rid of great demons who stand for evil, 
dark, decadent, pervert and corrupt tendencies in this world, as well as equally evil 
thoughts, actions and behaviours.] He holds a beautiful bow and fierce (invincible) 
arrows in his muscular arms that are so long as to reach the knees. His hands (palms), 
feet (sole), face and eyes are attractive and alluring like a red lotus. He is an abode of 
all good virtues and a treasury of beauty that is comparable to numerous Kamdeos 
taken together. (3).  
 
He is like the sun personified for the purpose of abolishing the negative qualities of 
Vasanas (worldly yearning, lust and passion for the objects of the senses) symbolized 
by the Kumudini (a type of lotus that shrinks in sunlight). Similarly, he is like frost for 
the purpose of destroying the forest of lotuses symbolizing such negative qualities as 
Kaam (lust, desire, passion, infatuation and lasciviousness), Krodh (anger), Mada 
(haughtiness, arrogance), etc. He is like a lion, the king of forest, for the wild and 
arrogant elephant representing Lobh (greed, avarice, rapacity). He is the slayer of 
demons for the benefit of his devotees, as well as to remove the burden of the entire 
world tyrannized by these demons (symbolizing evils and vices; those rascals who are 
universal tormentors of innocent creatures; those who are miscreants who are sinful, 
unrighteous, unscrupulous, and pervert). (4).  
 
His name is Keshav, and he is the destroyer or eliminator of troubles, tribulations, 
sorrows and agonies of all sorts. His feet, which are the fount (spring) from where 
river Ganges had emerged, is worshipped by Lords Brahma (the creator) and Shiva 
(the annihilator). He is always a bouquet (a treasury) of Anand (bliss, happiness and 
joy). He is an eliminator of all forms of Moha (attachments, attractions, infatuations 
and delusions). And he is like a ship to cross the great ocean known as Bhav-Sagar 
(literally the mortal world of mundane existence that is huge and endless, as well as 
entrapping for the creature). (5).  
 
Lord Ram is like a strong gust of wind to disperse clouds of sorrows and doubts. He is 
like a Vajra (thunderbolt; the strong weapon of Indra) for the purpose of reducing to 
rubble the formidable mountain of sins. His name gives the desired fruits to saints like 
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a Kamdhenu cow does. He is a bestower of bliss, beatitude and felicity. And he is 
matchless in eliminating all the great sins that are characteristic of Kaliyug. (6).  
 
The holy name of Lord Ram is a like an evergreen garden of Kalpa Trees representing 
Dharma (auspiciousness, righteousness, virtuousness). It is like the sanctified meal 
that is to be accepted by the travelers who are en-route to the abode of the Lord. [That 
is, the holy name of Lord Ram sustains spiritual seekers of emancipation and 
salvation; it is the mainstay of those who want liberation and deliverance from this 
gross delusory world.]  

It is the fount as well as the foundation of all resources and accomplishments. 
[That is, the holy name of the Lord is the only means by which one can attain success 
in any kind of endeavour in this world. All achievements revolve around one’s 
devotion for the Lord and his reliance on his holy name.]  

The various means of salvation—such as Bhakti (devotion), Vairagya 
(renunciation), Vigyan (expert and truthful knowledge), Sham (equanimity, restraint), 
Dam (fortitude, tolerance), Daan (charity) etc.—are all dependant on Lord Ram's holy 
name. [They subsist on the Lord’s name. That is why it is an established tradition to 
start anything or any kind of work by invoking the Lord’s name first at the beginning 
of the effort or enterprise.] (7).  
 
Those who have constantly, consistently and persistently imbibed this purified nectar 
of Lord Ram's name in an abiding form and as a matter of natural habit in the present 
ferocious and cruel era marked by horrors and torments—they are deemed to have 
done (i.e. they get the benefit of doing) all types of Tapas (penances, austerities, rigid 
following of codes of conduct), have performed all Yagyas (religious rituals and 
sacrifices), have given everything in charity, and have done all the sacraments and 
rituals sanctioned by the Vedas. [That is, the simple name of Lord Ram is a one-
window solution for all the problems tormenting the creature. It is one-dose remedy 
for all ills afflicting the creature. It encapsulates in it all the spiritual rewards that 
accrue by doing Tapa, Yagya and Vedic rituals etc.] (8).  
 
Numerous Chandals (out-castes), sinners, Bhils (tribal hunters) and Yavans (heretics, 
non-believers) etc. have gone to the abode of the Lord on the immense strength of 
Lord Ram's name, and its astounding good effects and potential powers as a liberator 
and deliverer. All the vices and evils of this world dared not to touch their wisdom 
and intellect (i.e. these vices could not corrupt or mislead them).  

Oh Tulsidas! Abandon all fears and all kind of hopes from any other source, 
and instead chant Lord Ram's holy name which is like a sharp-edged sword to cut 
through the bindings and snares of this mundane world characterized by delusions and 
entrapments. (9). 
 
 
                             
                                        Āratī of Lord Rāma  
 
                               (worship by showing lighted lamp) 

 
 

¼47½ 
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,slh vkjrh jke j?kqchjdh djfg euA 
gju   nq[knqan   xksfcan   vkuUn?kuAA1AA 
vpjpj :i gfj] ljcxr] ljcnk clr] bfr ckluk /kwi nhtSA 
nhi futcks/kxr&dksg&en&eksg&re] izkS<+vfHkeku fprc`fÙk NhtSAA2AA 
Hkko vfr'k; fo'kn izoj uSos| 'kqHk Jhje.k ije larks"kdkjhA 
izse&rkacwy xr 'kwy la'k; ldy] foiqy Hko&okluk&chtgkjhAA3AA 
v'kqHk&'kqHkdeZ&?k`riw.kZ n'k ofrZdk] R;kx ikod] lrksxq.k izdklaA 
Hkfä&oSjkX;&foKku  nhikoyh]  vfiZ  uhjktua  txfuoklaAA4AA 
foey âfn Hkou d`r 'kkafr i;Zad 'kqHk] 'k;u foJke Jhjkejk;kA 
{kek&d#.kk izeq[k r= ifjpkfjdk] ;= gfj r= ufga Hksn] ek;kAA5AA 
,fg vkjfr&fujr ludkfn]Jqfr]'ks"k]f'ko]nsofjf"k]vf[kyeqfu rRo&njlhA 
djS lksb rjS] ifjgjS dkekfn ey] onfr bfr veyefr&nkl rqylhAA6AA 

 
                                                    (47) 
 
aisī āratī rāma raghubīrakī karahi mana. 
harana dukhadunda gōbinda ānandaghana. 1.  
acaracara rūpa hari, sarabagata, sarabadā basata, iti bāsanā dhūpa dījai. 
dīpa nijabōdhagata-kōha-mada-mōha-tama, prauṛha'abhimāna citabṛtti chījai. 
2.  
bhāva atiśaya viśada pravara naivēdya śubha śrīramaṇa parama santōṣakārī. 
prēma-tāmbūla gata śūla sanśaya sakala, vipula bhava-vāsanā-bījahārī. 3.  
aśubha-śubhakarma-ghṛtapūrṇa daśa vartikā, tyāga pāvaka, satōguṇa 
prakāsaṁ. 
bhakti-vairāgya-vijñāna dīpāvalī, arpi nīrājanaṁ jaganivāsaṁ. 4.  
vimala hṛdi bhavana kṛta śānti paryaṅka śubha, śayana viśrāma śrīrāmarāyā. 
kṣamā-karuṇā pramukha tatra paricārikā, yatra hari tatra nahiṁ bhēda, māyā. 
5.  
ēhi ārati-nirata sanakādi,śruti,śēṣa,śiva,dēvariṣi,akhilamuni tatva-darasī. 
karai sō'i tarai, pariharai kāmādi mala, vadati iti amalamati-dāsa tulasī. 6.  
 
Verse no. 47—[Tulsidas addresses his mind and says—] ‘Oh my Mind! Worship, 
venerate and pay your obeisance to Lord Ram, who is the brave Lord in the dynasty 
of king Raghu, by doing the Lord’s ‘Aarti’* in a symbolic manner. While doing this 
Aarti, you should pray to the Lord and remember the Lord’s glories and magnificent 
virtues as follows—“The Lord is the destroyer of all forms of miseries, sorrows and 
grief. He is the one who eliminates all confusions, doubts, consternations, perplexities 
and bewilderments. He is known as Govind who is a treasury of immense bliss, 
happiness, joy, beatitude and felicity. (1).  
 
Both the animate as well as the inanimate world is a manifestation of Lord Hari 
(Vishnu) who is all-pervading, omnipresent and eternal.” [While performing the 
formal form of worship of the Lord by doing his Aarti, follow the following 
procedure—]  

First, burn the various Vasanas (inherent worldly tendencies; desires, lust 
pertaining to the sense objects of this material world) symbolically in the form of 
‘Dhup’ (perfumed incense-sticks) that are lighted during formal worship—this will 
remove all the foul smell of Bhed in the environment. [Bhed is spiritually corrupting 
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sense of duality that incites a creature to differentiate between Saguna or formed and 
Nirguna or un-formed aspects of the same universal cosmic Lord who is non-dual and 
immutable.]  

As the next step, one should light the ‘Deepak’ (earthen lamps)—that is, he 
must light the lamp of self-realisation and enlightenment. [That is, the worshipper 
must strive to become aware of the true nature of the Atma which is his true self and 
the pure consciousness that is a personification of Brahm, the Supreme Being. He 
should remove the darkness of ignorance by ‘lighting’ the lamp of wisdom, self-
realisation and enlightenment.]  

This would remove the darkness symbolized by such negativity as Krodh 
(anger), Mada (arrogance, haughtiness) and Moha (worldly attachments, infatuations). 
With this maturity of spiritual wisdom and enlightenment, destroy the inherent 
inclinations of the mind and intellect called the Chitta Vritis. (2).  
 
After that, offer the ‘sweets’ to the Lord in the form of sincerity and highly devotional 
emotions—such a pure offering of sweets will be most acceptable to Sri Raman (i.e. 
Lord Vishnu incarnated as Ram). Next, offer the Lord ‘Tambul’ (betel-leaf and nut) 
of love and affection. This offering is potent enough to destroy the seed or cause from 
which all sorts of sorrows, miseries and pains, all sorts of doubts and confusions, and 
all sorts of worldly passions and yearnings leading to delusions and entrapments arise. 
(3).  
 
Thereafter, show the Lord ‘light’ of good and auspicious virtues by dipping the wick 
representing the ten sense organs1 in the clarified butter (Ghee) of good deeds, and 
lighted by the fire of renunciation (Tyag). In this way, perform the ‘Aarti’ (ceremonial 
showing the light of lamps)—symbolized by the eclectic virtues of devotion, 
renunciation and enlightenment—of the Lord who pervades throughout the creation 
and is inherently present in it in a subtle, uniform and universal manner. (4).  
 
After performing the Aarti, give ‘rest’ to Lord Ram on a bedstead of peace in the 
‘temple’ of your purified heart. Appoint chief ‘maids’ in the form of forgiveness, 
mercy etc. to serve the Lord there (in your heart as the Lord reclined in it). Wherever 
Lord Hari (Vishnu; here referring to Lord Ram) lives, there is no room for delusions, 
confusions and doubts of any kind. (5).  
 
The sages Sankadi2, Veda-vyas3, Shukdeo4, Narad5 and other wise ones, as well as the 
Gods, Lord Sesh-Nath6 and Lord Shiva are always engaged in performing such a 
symbolic ‘Aarti’ of the Lord (as described above). [That is, they worship the Lord in 
the prescribed manner outlined in this verse.]  

Tulsidas, who strives to be a humble follower of such exalted and enlightened 
sages and wise ones (i.e. emulates their example), asserts that those who worship the 
Lord in this way (as described above) are indeed freed from the evils of Kaam 
(worldly passions and lust and their corrupting influences) etc., and are also able to 
cross the Bhav-Sagar (ocean representing this mortal, gross and mundane world of 
entrapments, the world consisting of the endless cycle of birth and death, and its 
accompanying horrifying miseries and tribulations). (6). 

 
[Note—*“Aarti (āratī)” is  a traditional form of worship wherein the object of 

worship is shown lighted lamp that is waved in front of the worshipped by the 
worshipper.  
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Arti is performed during all religious rites to honour the deity worshipped. When 
an honoured guest arrives as someone’s place, he is also welcomed with a Arti. The 
plate containing the lighted oil lamps is moved in a clockwise fashion in front of the 
person or the deity concerned. 

The light of the lamps is symbolic of the lighted path that stands for a bright 
future that is wished for the person to whom the Arti is shown. As for the worshipped 
deity, they indicate that the deity is being given great respect and honour.  

The Arti is a tradition since ancient times in India. It is a gesture to show the 
concerned person that he is warmly welcome, that his best future is hoped for, and 
that all his misfortunes represented by darkness should be removed in the light of the 
lamps. 

Refer to verse no. 48 below also. 
1The 10 sense organs referred to in stanza 4 are the following—the five organs of 
perception such as eye, nose, ear, tongue and skin, and the five organs of action such 
as hands, legs, mouth, excretory and reproductive. 
2Sankadi—Sanatkumar and others called ‘Sankaadi Rishis’—Sage Sanatkumar is 
considered as one of the four Manas Putras or the mental-born sons of the creator 
Brahma. The other three are Sanak, Sanat-sujaat and Sanandan. They are regarded in 
a perpetual state of boyhood. Together they are called ‘Sanakaadi Rishis’.  
 Sanatkumar had taught the greatness of Vishnu to demon Vrittaasur, the enemy 
of Indra, the king of Gods. He also taught spiritual wisdom to sage Narad, the 
celestial sage.  
 Sanat-sujaat taught spiritual wisdom to Dhritrashtra who was the blind father of 
the Kauravas of the epic Mahabharat fame. Sanak is said to an eternal companion of 
Lord Vishnu. Sanandan is regarded as the ancient preacher of the Sankhya Shastra, 
even more ancient than Kapil.  
 Sanatkumar, along with sages Pippalaad and Angira, had approached sage 
Atharva to ask him about the highest form of meditation, the different aspects of OM 
and the culmination of spiritual journey by realising Brahm in the form of Shambhu, 
one of the names of Lord Shiva, in Atharva Veda’s Atharva-shikha Upanishad.  
 It is narrated in the Brihajjabal Upanishad of the Atharva Veda tradition, in its 
Brahman 7, verse no. 8, that he had gone to Lord Kalagnirudra, one of the forms of 
Lord Shiva and who had first revealed this Upanishad to one sage Bhusund 
(Brahmans 1-6) to learn about the metaphysical importance and spiritual value of the 
Rudraksha beads. [Rudraksha beads are the seeds of the tree Eleocarpus ganitrus.]  
 According to Kalagni Rudra Upanishad of Krishna Yajur Veda, Sanatkumar was 
taught how to wear the Tripundra, the three lines marked on the forehead of all 
Hindus, by Lord Kalagnirudra himself. 
 The Sharav Upanishad of Atharva Veda, in its verse no. 22 stresses the greatness 
of Lord Shiva known as Maheshwar by saying that even such great sages as Sankadi 
and Sanatsujat (i.e. sages Sanatkumar and others collectively called the Sankaadi 
Rishis) had praised and prayed to the Lord, implying that if these great sages had 
worshipped Shiva then the latter must surely be a great Lord. 
3Veda-vyas— Sage and seer Veda Vyas was the great grandson of sage Vashistha, 
grandson of sage Shakti, and the son of sage Paraashar and his wife Satyavati, a 
fisherwoman. Since he had dark complexion, he was also called Krishna, and since he 
was born on an island, he was called Dvaipayaana. Hence his other name was 
Krishna Dvaipayaana.  
 He is said to be an incarnation of Lord Vishnu himself. The Lord felt that the vast 
knowledge enshrined in the scriptures were so huge, jumbled up, abstract and 
complicated that they were beyond the reach of ordinary mortals. Further, till this 
time, everything was based on memory—hearing and speaking, passing from one 
generation of disciple to another generation in the oral form. There was a need to sort 
them out, to codify, systematise and classify this vast ocean of knowledge contained 
in the Vedas to make them more useful and handy.  
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 So, Vishnu took the form of Veda Vyas to undertake this mammoth, daunting and 
formidable task. It is believed that Veda Vyas was born at the end of Dwapar Yug 
during the period of the Mahabharat war.  
 Soon after his birth, he took permission from his mother Satyawati and went to 
Badrinath in the Himalayas to do severe penances and austerities (Tapa), and he 
established his hermitage there. Hence, he was also called ‘Badaraayana’. 
Veda Vyas gathered all the Mantras of the hitherto undivided Vedas, edited them and 
grouped them according to the use to which they were put during fire sacrifices. He 
named them according to the class or section of the priests (called Ritwij) who would 
use them for their ritualistic practices, such as the fire sacrifices. This added another 
epithet to his name—viz. ‘Vyas’, the one who knew the Vedas like the back of his 
hands and was therefore able to classify and divide them into four distinct texts as 
they now exist; the one who is the best preacher of the subject and made it easy for 
dissemination and teaching purposes. He classified the Vedas into four basic texts 
called the Rik, the Atharva, the Sam and the Yajur Vedas.  

The four classes of such expert priests and the relevant Vedas were—(i) ‘Riks’—
they were also the senior most priests who presided over the ritual, and were also 
called Hota. They chanted the hymns of the Rig Veda. (ii) ‘Yajus’—these priests 
were junior to the Riks and were also called Adhwaryou, and they chanted the verse 
categorised as the Yajur Veda. (iii) ‘Samans’—these priests were the chanters of the 
holy hymns in chorous, in a loud, clear and melodious voice. They can be called 
modern day classical singers who attend any great function or festivity. They were 
also called Udgata. The Sam Veda was meant for them. (iv) ‘Atarvans’—these priests 
did the actual, physical offerings of oblations in the fire pit of the fire sacrifice. They 
were called Brahma because they represented the senior most God, and the hymns 
used by them were classified and collected under the name of the Atharva Veda. So, 
as we have seen, the basic function of this classification was to facilitate the 
performance of the fire sacrifice.  
 But this exercise did not give peace of mind to Veda Vyas. His soul was yearning 
for something higher than these futile ritualistic exercises. So, as a next step, he 
further classified the Vedas into various Sanhitas, the Brahamans, the Aranyakas and 
the Upanishads.  
 The result of this tireless exercise produced a much vaster tome of spiritual, 
philosophical and metaphysical literature so much so that Veda Vyas thought it 
necessary and fit to write the basic tenets and maxims of the Vedas into a single 
volume for quick referral. This was called ‘Vedant Sutra’, literally, the key to the 
Vedas.  
 The concept of the Vedas was still indigestible and daunting for the masses. So, 
he rendered the precepts palatable and within the grasp of the common man by 
resorting to the time-tested and more acceptable method of the story-telling form by 
writing the eighteen Purans and the eighteen sub-Prans—a stupendous literary 
achievement of mammoth proportions.  

He had also penned the epic Mahabharat besides these eighteen Purans and 
eighteen sub-Purans. It is said that Ganesh, the most revered and wise son of Shiva 
who has the head of an elephant, was the scribe who wrote down the dictation of 
Mahabharat as Veda Vyas narrated it non-stop, a job which is not a child’s play. It is 
also believed that inspite of remaining a chaste saint for life, he had begot the three 
legendary figures of Mahabharat, viz. Dhritraastra, Pandu and Vidur, from the wives 
of Vichitravirya at the behest of his mother Satyavati. He gave divine sight to Sanjay, 
the charioteer who narrated the on going famous battle of the Mahabharat to 
Dhritraastra who was blind. Being a contemporary sage of the Mahabharat period, he 
knew almost all the persons of this great epic. 

During the reign of Kurus, he was revered by both the Kurus as well as their arch 
rivals, the Pandavas. Both the heroes of the epic Mahabharat war held him in high 
esteem. When he decided to write the story of Mahabharat—the documentary 
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narration of the epic story of clan-fight and the devastating war that followed it—he 
chose Lord Ganesh as his scribe; Veda Vyas had dictated while Ganesh had written 
the epic. It is said that the site where the epic Mahabharat was written is called ‘Vyas 
Gufa’ (Vyas' cave) located near Bharoach while the place where he did his final Tapa 
is called Vyas Ashram located in the village of Mana two miles from the shrine of 
Badrinath in the Himalayas. His hermitage during the epic Mahabharat war was 
located in a village about ten miles north of the city of Ambala in Haryana state. 
River Saraswati flows nearby. This place is also famous as Vyas Ashram. 
 Time flew by, but still Veda Vyas did not get peace at heart. Once, while he sat 
near river Saraswati, full of remorse, unsatisfied and contrite, sage Narad came to him 
and advised him to write Srimad Bhagwat containing 18000 Slokas. This voluminous 
work gave him his final peace, so it is said.  
 His Guru was sage Yagyavalkya. His son was sage Shukdeo, the parrot saint. 
Veda Vyas chose five chief disciples who were initiated by him in the four Vedas and 
Purans. They were as follows—(a) He taught Rig Veda to his disciple named Paila; 
(b) Yajur Veda to his disciple Vaishampaayana; (c) Sam Veda to his disciple Jaimini; 
(d) Atharva Veda to his disciple Sumanthu; and (e) the Purans to his disciple 
Ramharshan. 
 It is believed that sage Veda Vyas still lives, albeit in an invisible, intangible and 
subtle form in the shape of the vast repertoire of spiritual, philosophical and 
metaphysical literature that he has created for humankind, something which is not 
possible for any ordinary human being. These fortify the legend that he was an 
incarnation of Lord Vishnu and not an ordinary human being, a fact that is 
extensively covered in Vishnu Puran 3.3. 
4Shukdeo—Sage Shukdeo was the son of the legendary seer and renowned sage Veda 
Vyas. He was highly respected and was born of the celestial maiden named 
Ghrataachi when she had taken the form of a parrot, called Shuka in Sanskrit, to 
produce Shukdeo. He had his education under the expert guidance of his father Veda 
Vyas (refer Maho-panishad of Sam Veda, Canto 2, verse nos. 1-20, and the entire 
Rudra Hridaya Upanishad of the Krishna Yajur Veda tradition). He was fortunate 
enough to have as his wise Guru (moral preceptor and teacher) the legendary king 
Janak, the father of Sita of the Ramayan fame and the most self-realised and 
enlightened king of his time (refer Maho-panishad of Sam Veda, Canto 2, verse nos. 
28-77) and Lord Shiva himself (refer Shuk Rahasya Upanishad of Krishna Yajur 
Veda which was preached by Lord Shiva to Shukdeo). 

His self restraint was so profound that the celestial Apsara, the dancing damsel of 
the court of Indra, the king of Gods, failed to trap him in her honey-trap of lust and 
passions. Shukdeo learnt the epic Bhagvata Mahapurana from his father and then 
narrated it to Parikshit at the culmination of the Dwapar Yug (the third era of the 
four-era celestial cycle of mythology) and the beginning of the present era called Kali 
Yug. In an incident narrated in Maho-panishad, Canto 2, verse nos. 21-27 it is 
described how sage Shukdeo had to wait for twenty-one days before king Janak 
granted him an audience to test his self control over anger, ego and self-pride of being 
a son of an enlightened father of the stature of sage Veda Vyas as well as his sincerity 
and steadfastness of purpose which are important virtues that must be present in a 
student of spiritualism and important criterion by which his eligibility as a disciple 
can be judged.  
 The Tejobindu Upanishad of Krishna Yajur Veda describes him as a truly Brahm-
realised sage along with sage Sankaadi in its Canto 1, verse no. 47. 
 Shukdeo learnt the epic Bhagvata Mahapurana from his father and then narrated 
it to Parikshit at the culmination of the Dwapar Yug (the third era of the four-era 
celestial cycle of Hindu mythology) and the beginning of the present era called Kali 
Yug (which is the last of the four-Yug cycle).  
 The Sharva Upanishad of Atharva Veda, in its verse no. 22 stresses the greatness 
of Lord Shiva known as Maheshwar by saying that even such great sage as Shukdeo 
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had praised and prayed to the Lord, implying that if Shukdeo had worshipped Shiva 
then the latter must surely be a great Lord. 
5Narad—The celestial sage Narad is said to be a manifestation of the Supreme 
Being’s Mana (mind and its thoughts, intentions, hopes, desires and wishes, as well as 
the heart and its emotions and sentiments). The Supreme Being implements his 
wishes and expresses his intentions and wishes by making Narad his spokesperson. 
Purans list uncountable instances when Narad has approached people—both the good 
and righteous as well as the demonic and unrighteous ones—to tell them the path best 
suited to them, and the wise ones treated this advise as the Lord’s wish while the 
unwise ones still benefited from it because Narad’s intention was always to turn a 
living being away from his sinful ways and lead him towards the good. 
 Since he is a personified Mana, he is as fickle, unstable and transient as the 
Mana—never staying at one place for more than a fleeting moment, always roaming 
here and there in the entire creation, having nothing to stop his path as he could go 
anywhere he wished. And the remarkable thing is that he was never unwelcome 
anywhere—even the demons welcomed him with the same respect as did the Gods.  

It is believed that he is born in each Kalpa to carry out the wishes of the Supreme 
Being. [1 Kalpa is equivalent to 4.32 billion human years.] He was a Gandharva (a 
semi-God who is a celestial musician) named Upbarhan in the previous Kalpa. He 
was physically very charming and an expert musician. Once he showed his amorous 
intentions towards Urvashi, a celestial dancer, in the presence of Brahma the creator 
where he was supposed to show exemplary restraint, and this overt show of lust 
resulted in his being cursed by Brahma that he would become fallen and take birth in 
the mortal world as a Shudra (a low caste). So, he was born from a maid servant of 
low caste working as a devoted servant of a learned Brahmin. Under the constant 
companion of this great Brahmin, Narad developed noble and auspicious virtues in 
him even though he was a mere child of five years. He was very modest, devoted, 
pious, noble hearted and diligent.  

Since he had the Lord’s genes in him, his inclinations were more inclined towards 
the Spirit than the worldly charms of material sense objects which he detested from 
childhood. As luck would have it, once some wondering mendicants came to spend 
the four-month period of the rainy season in the hermitage of this Brahmin. Narad 
served them with great devotion. Impressed by his service and having some inner 
vision of his high spiritual stature and the spark of divinity that was lying hidden in 
him waiting for an opportune moment to leap up and shine through, they blessed him, 
taught him meditation and contemplation, besides initiating the child into the path of 
the Lord.  

Thus, the dormant fire of renunciation and spiritual awareness was immediately 
ignited in Narad’s little heart and he wished to take to Sanyas (a renunciate’s life 
markds by constant wandering as a mendicant in search of the supreme bliss and 
Truth), but he did not wish to hurt his mother’s emotions. But the Lord had other 
plans for him, and soon his wish was fulfilled when his loving mother died of snake 
bite while milking a cow. Instead of grieving at such a loss in human terms, the child 
Narad felt happy as if the last fetter was broken and he was liberated form worldly 
obligations. 

He immediately headed north towards the mighty Himalaya Mountains to do 
severe Tapa (penance and austerity) to attain access to the Supreme Being. The little 
one walked on and on, and finally he was so tired and exhausted that when he saw a 
cool lake he drank water, ate fruits that he found there, and sat under the shadow of a 
tree and became lost in meditation. Lord Vishnu revealed himself in his four-arm 
form in his heart, but Narad was so thrilled and excited with this divine vision that he 
wished to see the Lord in practical terms with his physical eyes rather than the subtle 
eyes while he was in deep meditation. But as soon as he opened the eyes, the Lord 
vanished. Most sorry and overwhelmed with this loss, the child began to cry bitterly. 
Then a cosmic formless reverberating voice said—‘Oh son! Your penance is 
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accepted, and I do love you. Though I bless you with an eternal life and that your 
memory of me would never be erased, but you would not be able to see me with 
physical eyes in this world. So go back to the world and carry out my divine mandate 
for me. Become my messenger and go preach the path of my devotion and holy name 
to this world so that other unfortunate creatures also can get liberation and 
deliverance from the fetters in which they have bound themselves with no one to 
show them an easy and practical way out of their predicaments. Go and preach my 
message to such people in every corner of the earth; go and preach my devotion and 
let them have faith in my holy name. Your salvation would come naturally and 
automatically to you as an unasked reward.’ 

Narad turned back with this divine mandate of the Lord to be carried out just like 
the great Apostles of Lord Jesus Christ had went, on the Lord’s instructions, to spread 
his message to the people on this earth. Henceforth, he wandered in the entire 
creation like a mendicant, with an Indian lute upon which he sang the Lord’s glories 
and his divine name, spreading the divine message of the Lord’s mercy, compassion, 
benevolence and love everywhere, attempting to turn everyone towards the Lord and 
away from this sinful and mortal world so that each individual creature could get his 
spiritual liberation and deliverance. Such are the ways of great and holy saints that 
instead of being selfish to seek his own liberation and deliverance from the Lord as 
the grant of a boon and letting the rest of the world go to hell, Narad chose to 
sacrifice his own life, liberation and deliverance at the altar of larger good of creation 
and to fulfill the wish of the Lord. Of course there is another twist to this tale—the 
Lord does not select everyone to carry on his own divine agenda, and a soul who the 
Lord designates for this purpose is indeed the most favoured and lucky one—because 
the Emperor chooses only those upon whom he has utmost confidence to carry out his 
personal task. It is just like Jesus choosing his disciples and ordaining them the task 
of spreading his glorious Gospel of love and salvation.  

Therefore, Narad, the apostle of the Supreme Being, is the most loved disciple of 
the Lord, and it is evidenced by the fact that he is the only saint who has unrestricted 
access to the abode of the Trinity Gods (Lord Vishnu the sustainer and protector of 
creation, Brahma the creator and Shiva the concluder of this creation) besides every 
nook and corner of creation without hindrance and even without seeking any previous 
permission and appointment from anyone, be it a God or a Demon or anybody else. 
Narad’s visit was always for the host’s long term good, so he was always welcome 
and revered.  

When the time came and the age of the physical body ended, he left the mortal 
coil like a serpent leaves its cuticle and went to heaven to sing the Lord’s holy and 
divine name in the presence of Brahma, the old patriarch of creation. At the end of 
the Kalpa, at the time of Doomsday, he merged and became one with Brahma, the 
creator.  

When the new cycle of creation came into being, he was born again from the 
Mana (mind) of Brahma the creator after the Sankadi sages were born. That is why, in 
the present Kalpa, Narad is called the ‘Manas Putra’ of Brahma, i.e. the son born out 
of Braham’s mental powers or his wishes. With this heritage and gene running in his 
blood, it is natural that he is highly respected and regarded as one of the greatest 
devotees of Lord Vishnu who is the Supreme Being personified. It is from the navel 
of Lord Vishnu that Brahma, the creator of the visible world, was born atop a divine 
Lotus that emerged from it while he was reclining on the bed made of the coiled body 
of the legendary serpent named Seshnath who floated on the surface of the celestial 
ocean of milk called Kshirsagar.    

Narad preached renunciation of this material world and an extreme sense of faith 
in and complete devotion for Lord Hari (Narayan, Vishnu, the Supreme Being). But 
this was against the process of creation, because if everyone followed the path 
preached by Narad and renounced the material world then the process of propagation 
of the world and its inhabitant creatures along with its development would come to a 
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naught. So, when Narad preached renunciation and detachment from this material 
world of sense objects that was mortal, transient and never a giver of peace and 
happiness to the ten thousand mental sons who were created by Daksha Prajapti (the 
first male from whom the rest of the human race was born and who was assigned the 
task by Brahma to propagate creation) in order to propagate this human race, Narad 
obviously annoyed him. These sons were preached by Narad and they all became 
mendicants, renouncing their attachment with this life and all charms of the material 
world along with the desire to enjoy it, gratify their sense organs and remain 
entangled in affairs of this world. Daksha Prajapti was exasperated and he created 
another set of ten thousand sons. But when Narad again played spoil-sport, Daksha 
cursed him that Narad would have to remain on the move always and he would not be 
able to stay at one place for more than two ‘Gharis’. [1 Ghari = 24 minutes. In 
practice the term means a very short period of time; a fleeting moment as small as 
batting an eyelid.] As a result of this curse, Narad became an ever-wandering 
mendicant. But this suited the divine mandate of the Lord—for now Narad was 
forced to keep on the move and reach newer corners of the worldly and celestial 
realm to preach the Lord’s message amongst the mortal creatures on earth and the 
Gods and Spirits in the heaven. 

It is believed that Narad is immortal and is symbolic of the stupendous powers of 
a man’s mind. The mind is ever-wandering like Narad, and the subtle message in the 
entire lore is that one should tame this restless mind and train it to turn away from this 
mortal engrossing material world and instead turn towards the Lord for finding 
permanent liberation and deliverance from this world. A wise mind would teach 
(preach) the aspirant about the futility of pursuing this artificial world, and instead 
seek ways of finding the Truth that gives eternity and brings to an end the endless 
litany of miseries and horrors, perplexities and confusions, restlessness and agitations 
that are invariably associated with un-truth, delusions and ignorance.   

Narad was the most erudite and scholarly devotee of the Lord. No other sage or 
saint could match him in his scholarly acumen and profundity of wisdom (ref. 
Chandogya Upanishad, Canto 7, section 1, verse no. 2). Narad is also credited with 
the composition of the great Sutra (formula or key) called ‘Narad Bhakti Sutra’ which 
defines the eclectic principles and characteristics of the spiritual practice called 
Bhakti which is to have a profound and exemplary degree of devotion for and 
surrender to the Supreme Being. Narad himself epitomizes Bhakti at its most refined 
and developed form. 

In Atharva Veda’s Narad Parivrajak Upanishad, sage Narad has taught an 
assembly of sages the grand philosophy as well as the eclectic tenets of Sanyas, the 
life of total renunciation, detachment and dispassion, leading to one’s spiritual 
liberation and deliverance. 

The Atharva Veda’s Hayagriva Upanishad has been revealed to sage Narad by 
Brahma the creator when the sage approached the latter with his quest for Brahm-
Vidya, the knowledge of Brahm.  

In Garud Upanishad of the Atharva Veda tradition, the creator Brahma has 
taught Narad the esoteric knowledge known as the ‘Garud Vidya’ which describes the 
secret Mantras pertaining to Garud, the divine mount of Lord Vishnu, as well as the 
Mantras which can help to counter the evil effects of all types of poisons arising from 
snake bites.   

It was sage Narad who had told Valmiki the story of the Lord Ram which the 
latter penned down in the form of the epic ‘Ramayan’ by sage Valmiki.  

In Tulsidas’ epic ‘Ram Charit Manas’, Lord Ram had explained to Narad why the 
Lord had not allowed him to marry in great detail. In essence the Lord told him that 
once he had taken the vows of renunciation and detachment to lead a life of a 
wandering hermit or friar, it would have been very wrong to marry. At the same time, 
the Lord has outlined the characteristic virtues of saints in the same discourse. Refer: 
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Ram Charit Manas, Aranya Kand, from Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 
43—to Chanda line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 46. 
6Lord Sesh-Nath—Lord Narayan or Vishnu is said to recline on the bedstead of 
‘Sheshnath’, or the legendary serpent of thousand hoods, that floats on the calm 
waters of the Kshirsagar, the celestial ocean of milk. Now, let us examine their 
symbolisms. 

The word ‘Shesh’ means ‘leftover or remainder’, and ‘Nath’ means the Lord. At 
the time of conclusion of creation, ‘something’ remains from which the new creation 
would come into being. It is this ‘cosmic entity’ into which the previous creation 
collapses and dissolves at the time of its conclusion. It is from this ‘cosmic entity’, 
the ‘remainder’ of the last creation, that the first signs of the new creation would 
emerge. Hence, the Seshnath represents the cosmic entity that remains after the 
creation ends. He is the ‘Lord’ (Nath) of what remains of this creation. Since Lord 
Vishnu is the unquestioned ‘Lord and the Supreme Being’ of this creation who 
remains even after everything comes to an end, and it is from him that the next phase 
of creation emerges, he is depicted in the Purans and in iconography as being 
reclining on the Seshnath. Sheshnath also represents the sum total of all the souls in 
their subtle forms which have been leftovers from the previous generation or cycle of 
creation, hibernating and waiting for the opportune time to remerge as a new creation. 
It is believed that the world (earth) is supported on the hoods of Sheshnath.  

In this context, the Kshirsagar, or the ocean of celestial milk called Amrit upon 
which this Sheshnath floats, is like the preservative ambrosial fluid which sustains 
life and gives it nourishment during the time it is in hibernating phase before the 
commencement of new creation or springing forth of a new generation of living 
organisms. The Kshirsagar also represents the cosmic primordial gel from which the 
creation was moulded by the Viraat Purush at the time of creation.  

In ‘Adhyatma Ramayan’ of sage Veda Vyas, Uttar Kand, Canto 8, verse nos. 25 
it is narrated that “in the beginning of creation, the Brahm, the Supreme Being 
represented by the cosmic Consciousness, had employed his Maya (mystical powers 
that could produce something from nowhere) to create Seshnath, the celestial serpent 
with a thousand hoods that floated on the surface of the celestial ocean.  

According to the epic story of Lord Ram, when Lord Vishnu had manifested 
himself as Lord Ram, Sheshnath had accompanied the Lord as his younger brother 
Laxman. Refer: Ram Charit Manas of Tulsidas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 197; Lanka 
Kand, Doha no. 54.] 

 
 

¼48½ 
 
gjfr  lc  vkjrh  vkjrh  jkedhA 
ngu  nq[k&nks"k]  fujewfyuh  dkedhAA1AA 
lqjHk  lkSjHk  /kwi  nhicj  ekfydkA 
mM+r v?k&fcg¡x lqfu rky djrkfydkAA2AA 
Hkä&âfn&Hkou]   vX;ku&re&gkfjuhA 
fcey   fcX;kue;   rst&fcLrkfjuhAA3AA 
eksg&en&dksg&dfy&dat&fgetkfeuhA 
eqfädh  nwfrdk]  nsg&nqfr  nkfeuhAA4AA 
izur&tu&dqeqn&cu&bUnq&dj&tkfydkA 
rqyfl vfHkeku&efg"ksl cgq dkfydkAA5AA 
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                                                  (48) 
 
harati saba āratī āratī rāmakī. 
dahana dukha-dōṣa, niramūlinī kāmakī. 1.  
surabha saurabha dhūpa dīpabara mālikā. 
uṛata agha-biham̐ga suni tāla karatālikā. 2.  
bhakta-hṛdi-bhavana, agyāna-tama-hārinī. 
bimala bigyānamaya tēja-bistārinī. 3.  
mōha-mada-kōha-kali-kan̄ja-himajāminī. 
muktikī dūtikā, dēha-duti dāminī. 4.  
pranata-jana-kumuda-bana-indu-kara-jālikā. 
tulasi abhimāna-mahiṣēsa bahu kālikā. 5.  
 
Verse no. 48— The ‘Aarti’ of Lord Ram (i.e. the ceremonial formal form of worship 
of Lord Ram as narrated in verse no. 47) removes all agonies, distresses, sufferings 
and pains. It burns (i.e. reduces to ashes) all sorrows and miseries, as well as all the 
sins and evils. It uproots and completely eliminates all sorts of worldly desires, wants, 
hopes and expectations. (1).  
 
The symbolic garland consists of fragrant incense-sticks and the best of lighted lamps 
used for such worship (as described in verse no. 47). Hearing the clapping sound 
made during the Aarti, the birds represented by one’s sins, vices and evil deeds fly off 
immediately. (2).  
 
The Aarti has the power and potent to illuminate the house of the devotee represented 
by his heart by destroying the darkness of ignorance and delusions. It spreads the 
brilliant light of truthful knowledge and wisdom in every direction. (3). 
 
It is like a winter night for the purpose of destroying the lotuses representing Moha 
(worldly attachments, infatuations), Mada (arrogance, haughtiness), Krodh (anger), 
and Kali (all the dark evils and vices associated with the world). It is like a lady 
messenger of the goddess represented by spiritual liberation, deliverance, 
emancipation and salvation. [In other words, the worship of Lord Ram as narrated in 
the foregoing verses is a harbinger for one’s spiritual liberation and deliverance. It 
heralds one’s emancipation and salvation.]  

This messenger has a body as radiant and dazzling as lightening. [That is, it is 
very glorious and powerful. It shines and dazzles by its own illumination representing 
its stupendous spiritual potentials and divine glories. It is as effective as lightening.] 
(4).  
 
It is like the moonlight that helps the Kumudini flower (a type of lotus; water lily) 
representing surrendered devotees to bloom and flourish. It is like the many ‘Kalikas’ 
(goddess of destruction and devastation) for the purpose of destroying the demon 
called Mahisasur representing the pride, ego and vanity of Tulsidas. [Mahisasur was 
the demon who was killed by goddess Durga.] (5). 
 
 

 
             Prayer offered to Hara (Lord Śiva) and Harī (Lord Viṣṇu) 
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¼49½ 
 
nso& 
nuqt&ou&ngu]  xqu&xgu]  xksfoan  uankfn&vkuan&nkrk·fouk'khA 
'kaHkq] f'ko] #nz] 'kadj] Hk;adj] Hkhe] ?kksj] rstk;ru] Øks/k&jk'khAA1AA 
vu¡r] Hkxoar] txnar&vard&=kl&'keu] Jhjeu] HkqoukfHkjkeaA 
Hkw?kjk/kh'k  txnh'k  bZ'kku]  foKku?ku]  Kku&dY;ku&/kkeaAA2AA 
okeukO;ä] ikou] ijkoj] foHkks] izdV ijekrek] izd`fr&LokehA 
panz'ks[kj] 'kwyikf.k] gj] vu?k] vt] vfer] vfofNUu] o`"kHks'k&xkehAA3AA 
uhy tynkHkruq ';ke] cgq dke Nfo jke jkthoykspu d`ikykA 
dacq&diwZj&oiq] /koy] fueZy] ekSfy tVk] lqj&rfVfu] flr lqeu ekykAA4AA 
olu fdatYd/kj] pØ&lkjax&nj&dat&dkSeksndh vfr fo'kkykA 
ekj&dfj eÙk e`xjkt] =SuSu] gj] ukSfe vigj.k lalkj&tkykAA5AA 
d`".k] d#.kkHkou] nou dkyh; [ky] foiqy dalkfn fuoZa'kdkjhA 
f=iqj&en&Hkaxdj]  eÙkxt&peZ/kj]  vU/kdksjx&xzlu iUuxkjhAA6AA 
czã] O;kid] vdy] ldy] ij] ijefgr] X;ku] xksrhr xq.k&o`fÙk&gÙkkZA 
fla/kqlqr&xoZ&fxfj&otz] xkSjh'k] Hko] n{k&e[k vf[ky fo/oaldÙkkZAA7AA 
Hkfäfiz;] Hkätu&dke/kqd /ksuq] gfj] gj.k nq?kZV fodV foifÙk HkkjhA 
lq[kn] ueZn] ojn] fojt] vuo|·f[ky] fofiu&vkuan&ohfFku&fogkjhAA8AA 
#fpj  gfj'kadjh  uke&ea=koyh  }U}nq[k  gjfu]  vkuan[kkuhA 
fo".kq&f'ko&yksd&lksiku&le loZnk onfr rqylhnkl fo'kn ckuhAA9AA 
 

 
                                                   (49) 
 
dēva- 
danuja-vana-dahana, guna-gahana, gōvinda nandādi-ānanda-dātā̕vināśī. 
śambhu, śiva, rudra, śaṅkara, bhayaṅkara, bhīma, ghōra, tējāyatana, krōdha-
rāśī. 1.  
anam̐ta, bhagavanta, jagadanta-antaka-trāsa-śamana, śrīramana, 
bhuvanābhirāmaṁ. 
bhūgharādhīśa jagadīśa īśāna, vijñānaghana, jñāna-kalyāna-dhāmaṁ. 2.  
vāmanāvyakta, pāvana, parāvara, vibhō, prakaṭa paramātamā, prakṛti-svāmī. 
candraśēkhara, śūlapāṇi, hara, anagha, aja, amita, avichinna, vṛṣabhēśa-
gāmī. 3.  
nīla jaladābhatanu śyāma, bahu kāma chavi rāma rājīvalōcana kṛpālā. 
kambu-karpūra-vapu, dhavala, nirmala, mauli jaṭā, sura-taṭini, sita sumana 
mālā. 4.  
vasana kin̄jalkadhara, cakra-sāraṅga-dara-kan̄ja-kaumōdakī ati viśālā. 
māra-kari matta mṛgarāja, trainaina, hara, naumi apaharaṇa sansāra-jālā. 5.  
kṛṣṇa, karuṇābhavana, davana kālīya khala, vipula kansādi nirvanśakārī. 
tripura-mada-bhaṅgakara, mattagaja-carmadhara, andhakōraga-grasana 
pannagārī. 6.  
brahma, vyāpaka, akala, sakala, para, paramahita, gyāna, gōtīta guṇa-vṛtti-
hatrtā. 
sindhusuta-garva-giri-vajra, gaurīśa, bhava, dakṣa-makha akhila 
vidhvanśakatrtā. 7.  
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bhaktipriya, bhaktajana-kāmadhuka dhēnu, hari, haraṇa durghaṭa vikaṭa 
vipatti bhārī. 
sukhada, narmada, varada, viraja, anavadya̕khila, vipina-ānanda-vīthina-
vihārī. 8.  
rucira hariśaṅkarī nāma-mantrāvalī dvandvadukha harani, ānandakhānī. 
viṣṇu-śiva-lōka-sōpāna-sama sarvadā vadati tulasīdāsa viśada bānī. 9.  
 
Verse no. 49—[Note: This is a unique form of prayer in as much as each of its stanzas 
has two parts, one dedicated to Lord Hari or Vishnu, and the other to Lord Har or 
Shiva. It is also known as ‘Hari-Shankar’ prayer precisely for this reason. Tulsidas 
has tried to establish the fact that both these two forms of the Lord are basically 
synonymous with and equivalent to each other. They are but the two aspects or sides 
of the same coin. This fact that there is no difference between Lords Vishnu and Shiva 
have been affirmed in the Upanishads as well—viz. (i) Krishna Yajur Veda tradition’s 
Skanda Upanishad, verse nos. 4, 8-9; and the entire Rudra Hridaya Upanishad. (ii) 
Atharva Veda tradition’s Brihajjabal Upanishad, Brahman 6, verse nos. 8-9; Sharav 
Upanishad; and Ram Rahasya Upanishad, Canto 5, verse no. 3.] 
 
Lord Vishnu :- He is the destroyer of the forest representing demons. He is a forest (a 
rich and colourful garden; a treasury) of auspicious virtues and noble qualities. He is 
restrainer of the sense organs, gives happiness and joy to Nand and Upnand, and is 
indestructible and imperishable (i.e. eternal and immortal).  
 Lord Shiva :- He is renowned by the famous names of Shambhu, Shiva, 
Rudra, Shankar and other auspicious names. He is very fierce and formidable. He 
possesses great radiance and splendour. And he is an epitome of anger — Stanza 1. 
  
Lord Vishnu :- He is without an end (i.e. is eternal, imperishable and infinite). He is 
empowered and endowed with the six types of Aishwaryas (fames, glories, qualities). 
[Refer verse no. 38.] He is the one who can terminate this world (existence). He is the 
remover of the torments caused (inflicted upon a creature) by Yam (the God of death 
and hell). He is the Lord of Laxmi (the goddess of wealth, prosperity and opulence). 
And he is a provider of happiness, cheer and joys to the whole world. 
 Lord Shiva :- He is the Lord of Mt. Kailash. He is the Lord of the universe. He 
is known as ‘Ishan’ (one of the eleven Rudras or forms of Lord Shiva). [The word 
‘Ishan’ has its root in the word ‘Ish’ meaning a Lord.] He is a treasury or fount of 
knowledge and wisdom, and he is also an abode of enlightenment as well as the 
ultimate destination that is described as emancipation and salvation—Stanza 2. 
  
Lord Vishnu :- He manifested in the form of Vaaman (the dwarf mendicant 
incarnation of Vishnu). He cannot be described by the mind and felt by the sense 
organs. He is pure, immaculate and untainted by any kind of impurities, vices and 
evils. He is the Lord of animate and inanimate world, as well as this mortal world and 
the immortal world beyond it. He is the ‘Parmatma’ himself (i.e. he is a manifestation 
of the supreme cosmic Soul; he is the macrocosmic, all-encompassing form of the 
supreme transcendental Brahm known as the Viraat Purush). And he is the Lord of 
Prakriti (Mother Nature). 
 Lord Shiva :- He bears the moon on his forehead and the trident in his hands. 
He is the annihilator of the entire creation. He is free from all sins. He is without birth 
and death (as he is eternal, imperishable and infinite). He is without divisions and 
separable parts (i.e. he is one whole and cannot be fractioned, partitioned or divided 
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into units; he cannot be destroyed or dismembered; he is immutable, whole and one 
infinite divine entity). And he mounts a Nandi (a bull) — Stanza 3. 
  
Lord Vishnu :- He is of a dark complexion like the rain-bearing cloud. He is of a 
magnificent charm, beauty and glamour that is equivalent to countless Kamdeos taken 
together. His eyes are as beauteous and bewitchingly charming as the lotus flower. 
And he is the all-pervading, all-prevailing, all-encompassing and omnipresent Lord of 
the whole world.  
 Lord Shiva :- His body is like the conch-shell and camphor for its smoothness, 
fair complexion and a divine fragrance emanating from it. He is without faults and 
impurities (i.e. he is taintless and uncorrupt; he has no trace of evils, vices, blemishes 
etc. of any kind whatsoever). He has a crown of matted hairs which bears river 
Ganges on his head. And he is wearing a garland of white flowers —Stanza 4. 
  
Lord Vishnu :- He wears a Pitambar (a body-wrapping silk cloth) which is yellow in 
colour like saffron. He holds in his hands a conch-shell, a discus, a lotus, a bow, an 
arrow, and a large water lily that resembles a mace. 
 Lord Shiva :- He is akin to a lion for the purpose of vanquishing wild and 
arrogant elephants representing Kamdeo (the God of passions and lust). He has three 
eyes. [The third eye is renowned as the ‘eye of wisdom and enlightenment’, and is 
located between the eyebrows above the nose.] He destroys or eliminates the 
entangling net of this world consisting of a web of birth and death. I bow my head to 
such a divine Lord Har (Shiva)— Stanza 5. 
  
Lord Vishnu :- He attracts the attention of all creatures towards himself. He is an 
abode of mercy, compassion, kindness and graciousness. He is the vanquisher of the 
dangerous snake known as Kalia1 represented by the present age known as Kaliyug. 
[Kalia was a venomous and ferocious dragon that was killed by Lord Krishna in his 
childhood days.] He had killed the entire clan of Kansha (the maternal uncle of 
Krishna, who was very cruel and tyrannical) along with other demonic forces. [This 
reference alludes to the incarnation of Lord Vishnu as Lord Krishna.]  
 Lord Shiva :- He crushed the haughtiness, pride, vanity and arrogance of the 
demon Triparasur. He wears the hide of wild elephants. He is like Garud (the legendry 
vehicle of Vishnu; the heavenly bird eagle or heron) for the purpose of gobbling up 
(destroying, conquering and eliminating) the serpents representing darkness (of 
ignorance, delusions, various worldly taints and entrapping temptations) that were 
represented by another demon known as Andhakaasur, the demon with the name 
Andhak2—Stanza 6. 
  
Lord Vishnu :- He is the ‘Purna-Brahm’. [That is, he is a wholesome and complete 
manifestation of the transcendental Supreme Being known as Brahm.] As such, he is 
all-pervading, all-prevailing and omnipresent divine entity in the entire creation. He 
is, on the one hand, without any forms and attributes, is invisible, immutable and one 
uniform divine Being (‘Akal’), and on the other hand he has taken numerous gross 
visible forms exhibiting as many characteristics and varied attributes (‘Sakal’). He is 
the Supreme Being, the most exalted and the best amongst all entities in creation. He 
who is most concerned about the welfare and good of the subjects of this creation. He 
is an embodiment of wisdom, enlightenment, erudition, sagacity and truthful 
knowledge of the highest order and refinement. He is beyond the reach and grasp of 
any of the subtle instruments of perception and comprehension of the inner-self (i.e. 
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of the mind and the intellect), as well as any of the external instruments of the body 
such as its sense organs. He can remove (eliminate) the numerous Vasanas (inherent 
worldly tendencies), and the three Gunas (Satvik, Rajsic and Tamsik) that are an 
integral part of the inherent nature of all living beings in this creation. 
 Lord Shiva :- He is like a Vajra (an invincible and strong weapon of Indra, 
which is represented by the thunderbolt) for the purpose of cracking and demolishing 
the mountain of pride, vanity and haughtiness of demon Jalandhar. He is the beloved 
husband of goddess Parvati. He is the origin of the entire creation. He is one who had 
interrupted and destroyed the Yagya (fire sacrifice) performed by Daksha (who was 
the father of Parvati in her previous birth), as well as the Lord who can annhiliate or 
bring to conclusion the entire creation (because Shiva is the third God of the Trinity 
responsible for bringing to an end of the cycle of creation initiated by Brahma, and it 
is essential to do so in accordance with the fundamental law of Nature that says that 
everything that has come into being must end one day)3—Stanza 7. 
  
Lord Vishnu :- He loves nothing but devotion, and is like the Kamdhenu cow to fulfill 
all the desires of his devotees and remove their greatest of troubles and distresses, 
their gravest of concerns and sufferings. This is why he is renowned as ‘Hari’—i.e. 
one who robs or steals. In this case, the Lord is the one who forcibly takes away or 
snatches all the miseries and agonies that make his devotees suffer, and frees them the 
burden of having to bear with troubles and tribulations of any kind.  
 Lord Shiva :- He is the Lord who grants the boons of happiness and joys, of 
bliss, beatitude and felicity, and anything else that is desired by seekers. He is 
completely dispassionate, detached and full of renunciation. He is free from all taints, 
corruptions and impurities that are so characteristic of this existence. He roams in the 
lanes of Kashi (the city of Varanasi) which is like ‘Anand-Van’, i.e. a forest of 
happiness and bliss— Stanza 8. 
  
These beautiful stanzas listing the different holy names (and glories) of Lords Hari 
(Vishnu) and Shankar (Shiva) are collectively called ‘Hari-Shankari’. They can 
remove the perplexities, bewilderments, tribulations, miseries and consternations 
caused by worldly faults such as Raag and Dwesh (attachments and infatuations on 
the one hand, and malice, ill-will and hatred on the other hand). They are a mine of 
bliss, ecstasy, happiness and joys. They are like a ladder to climb to the abode of 
Vishnu and Shiva (i.e. reach heaven). Tulsidas asserts all this affirmatively, 
articulately, with a firm conviction and a steady voice which is well-thought and free 
from any corrupting influences of this world—Stanza 9. 
 

[Note—1The serpant Kaliya (davana kālīya khala): According to Srimad Bhagwat 
Mahapuran, a ferocious serpent called Kaliya lived in the waters of river Yamuna. 
Due to the heat of its venom, the water was on the boil constantly. Sri Krishna 
pierced its fangs and leashed it. Thereafter, the serpent left the river and went to the 
ocean (perhaps this is one of the reasons why the ocean water is so un-potable). 

2The demon Andhak (andhakōraga-grasana): Andhak was a tyrannical, strong 
and riotous demon, and was the son of Hiranyaaksha. Propitiating Brahma he got the 
boon that he would live as long as he does not get wisdom and enlightenment. Such 
an incongruously odd boon! Bolstered by the sense of immortality, he became 
belicose, threatening and tormenting the Gods who ran like hunted fox. At last, they 
invoked Shiva to intercede and protect them. Shiva fought a ferocious battle with 
Andhak. Finally, he struck the latter with a trident (symbolic of wisdom), as a result 
of which, the demon entered into a trance like state of meditation. Pleased at his 
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posture, the merciful Lord Shiva gave him the boon of eternal and abiding devotion. 
The story appears in Shiva Puran. 

3The destruction of the fire-sacrifice of Prajapati Daksha (dakṣa-makha akhila 
vidhvanśakatrtā): In her previous birth, Shiva’s consort Parvati was known as Sati. 
Sati's father Daksha Prajapati performed a fire-sacrifice but did not invite Shiva, his 
son-in-law. This infuriated Sati because she took it as a public insult of her husband. 
She was very angry and disgusted, and therefore had burnt herself by a self-kindled 
fire of Yoga. Shiva, on getting the news, sent Virbhadra who went and disrupted the 
sacrifice to punish Daksha. This episode has been narrated by Tulsidas in his epic 
story of Lord Ram, called the Ram Charit Manas, in its Baal Kand, from Chaupai line 
no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 60—to Chaupai line no. 6 that precedes Doha no. 65. 

The word ‘Akhla’ is significant here. It means ‘all’. ‘All’ has two connotations: 
one refers to the destruction of the entire sacrifice of Daksha, and the other 
interpretation is that Shiva is the Lord who brings to an end the entire creation as the 
‘supreme Concluder’ of creation. It ought to be noted that the Supreme Being known 
as ‘Brahm’ had assumed three distinct forms when he created this creation. As its 
‘creator’ he became ‘Brahma’, as its ‘sustainer’ he became ‘Vishnu’, and as its 
‘concluder’ he became ‘Rudra’ which is one of the many name of Shiva.] 

 
 
 
                                        Glory to Lord Rāma 

 
¼50½ 

nso& 
Hkkuqdqy&dey&jfo] dksfV daniZ&Nfo] dky&dfy&O;kyfeo oSurs;aA 
izcy  HkqtnaM  ijpaM  dksnaM&/kj  rw.koj  fof'k[k  cyeizes;aAA1AA 
v#.k jkthony&u;u] lq"kek&v;u] ';ke ru&dkafr oj okfjnkHkaA 
rIr dkapu&oL=] 'kL=&fo|k&fuiq.k] fl)&lqj&lsO;] ikFkkstukHkaAA2AA 
vf[ky yko.;&x`g] foÜo&foxzg] ije izkS<+] xq.kxw<+] efgek mnkjaA 
nq?kZ"kZ] nqLrj] nqxZ] LoxZ&vioxZ&ifr] HkXu lalkj&ikni&dqBkjaAA3AA 
'kkio'k  eqfuo/kw&eqäd`r]  foizfgr]  ;K&j{k.k&n{k]  i{kdrkZA 
tud&u`i&lnfl  f'kopki&Hkatu]  mxz  HkkxZokxoZ&xfjekigrkZAA4AA 
xq#&fxjk&xkSjokej&lqnqLR;t jkT; R;ä] Jhlfgr lkSfef=&HkzkrkA 
lax tudkRetk] euqteuql`R; vt] nq"V&o/k&fujr] =SyksD;=krkAA5AA 
naMdkj.;  d`riq.;  ikou  pj.k]  gj.k  ekjhp&ek;kdqjaxaA 
ckfy  cyeÙk  xtjkt  bo  dsljh]  lqân&lqxzho&nq[k&jkf'k&HkaxaAA6AA 
_{k] edZV fodV lqHkV mn~HkV lej] 'kSy&ladk'kfjiq =kldkjhA 
c)ikFkksf/k] lqj&fudj&ekspu] ldqy nyu nllhl&Hkqtchl HkkjhAA7AA 
nq"V fccq/kkfj&la?kkr] vigj.k efg&Hkkj] vorkj dkj.k vuwiaA 
vey]  vuo|]  v}Sr]  fuxqZ.k]  lxq.k]  czã  lqfejkfe  ujHkwi&:iaAA8AA 
'ks"k&Jqfr&'kkjnk&'kaHkq&ukjn&lud xur xqu var ufga ro pfj=aA 
lksb jke dkekfj&fiz; vo/kifr loZnk nklrqylh&=kl&fuf/k&ofg=aAA9AA 
 

 
                                                    (50) 
 
dēva- 
bhānukula-kamala-ravi, kōṭi kandarpa-chavi, kāla-kali-vyālamiva vainatēyaṁ. 
prabala bhujadaṇḍa paracaṇḍa kōdaṇḍa-dhara tūṇavara viśikha 
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balamapramēyaṁ. 1.  
aruṇa rājīvadala-nayana, suṣamā-ayana, śyāma tana-kānti vara vāridābhaṁ. 
tapta kān ̄cana-vastra, śastra-vidyā-nipuṇa, sid'dha-sura-sēvya, 
pāthōjanābhaṁ. 2.  
akhila lāvaṇya-gṛha, viśva-vigraha, parama prauṛha, guṇagūṛha, mahimā 
udāraṁ. 
durgharṣa, dustara, durga, svarga-apavarga-pati, bhagna sansāra-pādapa-
kuṭhāraṁ. 3.  
śāpavaśa munivadhū-muktakṛta, viprahita, yajña-rakṣaṇa-dakṣa, pakṣakartā. 
janaka-nṛpa-sadasi śivacāpa-bhan ̄jana, ugra bhārgavāgarva-garimāpahartā. 4.  
guru-girā-gauravāmara-sudustyaja rājya tyakta, śrīsahita saumitri-bhrātā. 
saṅga janakātmajā, manujamanusṛtya aja, duṣṭa-vadha-nirata, trailōkyatrātā. 
5.  
daṇḍakāraṇya kṛtapuṇya pāvana caraṇa, haraṇa mārīca-māyākuraṅgaṁ. 
bāli balamatta gajarāja iva kēsarī, suhṛda-sugrīva-dukha-rāśi-bhaṅgaṁ. 6.  
ṛkṣa, markaṭa vikaṭa subhaṭa udbhaṭa samara, śaila-saṅkāśa ripu trāsakārī. 
bad'dhapāthōdhi, sura-nikara-mōcana, sakula dalana dasasīsa-bhujabīsa 
bhārī. 7.  
duṣṭa bibudhāri-saṅghāta, apaharaṇa mahi-bhāra, avatāra kāraṇa anūpaṁ. 
amala, anavadya, advaita, nirguṇa, saguṇa, brahma sumirāmi narabhūpa-
rūpaṁ. 8.  
śēṣa-śruti-śāradā-śambhu-nārada-sanaka ganata guna anta nahiṁ tava 
caritraṁ. 
sō'i rāma kāmāri-priya avadhapati sarvadā dāsatulasī-trāsa-nidhi-vahitraṁ. 9.  
 
Verse no. 50— Lord Ram is like the sun for making the lotus of the Sun-race to 
bloom1. He has beauty and glamour like millions of Kamdeos taken together. He is 
like Garuda (the heavenly eagle or heron who is a vehicle of Vishnu) to gobble-up the 
serpents in the form of Kaliyug. He is holding a mighty and powerful bow and arrow 
in his strong arms, and bears a quiver (tied around his waist). His valour and strength 
are measureless (i.e. unmatched and stupendous). (1).  
 
His eyes are red like the petals of the red-coloured lotus flower. He is a treasury of 
splendour, radiance, beauty, charm, magnificence, grandeur and goodness of all kind. 
The beautiful radiant glow of his dark complexioned body is akin to the dark rain-
bearing clouds. He is clad in Pitambar which is yellow-coloured like heated gold. He 
is an expert in weaponry and art of warfare. [That is, he is an expert and skilled 
warrior.]  

He is worshipped (venerated, adored) by mystics and Gods alike. And the 
celestial Lotus (atop which the creator was born) had emerged from his navel. [This 
refers to the cosmic form of Vishnu known as the Viraat Purush. While the Lord was 
reclining on the bedstead of the serpent Shesh-Nath that floated on the surface of the 
celestial ocean of mild known as Kshir Sagar, a lotus had emerged from his navel. 
The creator Brahma was seated on its petals.] (2).  
 
He is the abode or treasury of all beauty and charms in existence. The whole world 
(creation) is his image; it is the Lord who has revealed himself in the form of this 
creation. He is very qualified, highly acclaimed and full of mysterious (unknown or 
beyond comprehension) qualities and virtues. His fame and glory are measureless and 
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fathomless. He is invincible. His activities are beyond understanding by anyone. It is 
very difficult to understand (or recognise) him and his true form. He is the Lord of 
heaven and salvation. And he is equivalent to an axe for the purpose of cutting out 
entirely from its root or foundation (or uprooting and completely eliminating) this 
mortal world consisting of an endless cycle of birth and death. [That is, Lord Ram is 
the one who can provide liberation and deliverance to the soul from the fetters that 
shackle the creature to this mundane existence of transmigration.] (3).  
 
He had liberated Ahilya, the wife of sage Gautam, from the curse (that had 
transformed her into a stone). He was very careful, agile and diligent in protecting the 
fire sacrifice of sage Vishwamitra (from being defiled by the demons). He always 
favours his devotees, dependants and followers. And he had vanquished (removed) 
the famed pride, vanity and arrogance of the haughty sage named Bhargav (i.e. sage 
Parashuram) by breaking Lord Shiva's bow in the assembly of king Janak. [This refers 
to the marriage ceremony of Lord Ram and Sita wherein Parashuram had intervened 
because he was annoyed at the breaking of Lord Shiva’s bow as he had regarded this 
incident as an insult of Shiva. Later on, however, he was subdued by Lord Ram, and 
had surrendered to the Lord in humiliation.] (4).  
 
In order to keep the honour of the words of his father, he, accompanied by Saumitra 
(his brother Laxman) and Sri (Sita, Lord Ram’s divine consort), had willingly 
renounced the kingdom (of Ayodhya) which even the gods would find difficult to 
forego (because of its richness, wealth, opulence, magnificence, fame and grandeur). 
Thereafter, he was accompanied by brother Laxman and wife Sita in engaging himself 
in maverick worldly activities that culminated in the killing of the cruel demons 
including Ravana with the express purpose of affording protection to the three worlds 
(i.e. the entire creation that was being tyrannized by the demons), inspite of the fact 
that the Lord is without any birth and the supreme transcendental Brahm himself 
personified. (5).  
 
He had sanctified the (cursed) Dandak forest by his holy feet. He had eliminated 
(killed) the deceitful and crooked demon named Marich who was disguised as a deer. 
He was like a lion for the purpose of slaying Bali who was like a mad, wild and 
arrogant elephant. He is the remover of all sorrows and miseries of Sugriv (the 
monkey king). And he is the one who eliminates all kinds of sufferings, sorrows, 
miseries, grief, agonies, troubles and tribulations of all the creatures who seek his 
refuge and shelter, and for whom he is the Lord who is most benevolent, dear, kind 
and graceful. (6).  
 
Accompanied by fierce, very brave and valiant monkeys and bears, he frightened 
colossus demon warriors—who were all huge like Kumbhkaran—in the battle-field. 
He had bridged the formidable ocean, had liberated the hordes of Gods who were held 
captive by Ravana, and had destroyed the 10-headed and 20-armed strong Ravana 
along with his entire clan of demons. (7).  
 
I remember (worship, venerate and adore) Lord Ram who is a manifestation of the 
supreme transcendental Brahm as a human being for the purpose of removing the 
burden of the world by killing the hordes of cruel, evil and wicked demons who were 
highly inimical to the Gods, who is without any attributes and gross forms, who is 
unparalleled and without any comparison, who is absolutely immaculate and pristine 
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pure, who is faultless and untainted, who is non-dual and one single whole, who is 
primarily invisible, without any forms and qualities, but who has willingly assumed a 
visible, gross form with characteristics by the virtue of his voluntary association with 
Maya (delusions), and who is the Emperor and King of Kings. (8). 
 
Lord Ram—whose stupendous fame, astounding glories, eclectic virtues and noble 
qualities are being constantly sung by Sesh-Nath (the legendary serpent), the Vedas 
(the holy scriptures), Saraswati (the goddess of knowledge, wisdom and speech), 
Shiva (the third of the Trinity Gods and the concluder of creation), the celestial sages 
Narad and Sankadi etc., but who are unable to describe them—is the same Lord who 
is very dear to Lord Shiva and is the king of Ayodhya. He is also the Lord who is like 
a ship to ferry Tulsidas across the ocean of sorrows, distress, miseries and agonies in 
which he finds himself trapped. (9). 
 

[Note—1The lotus flower opens its petals when the sun rises. Hence, this metaphor is 
used to imply that Lord Ram has established the glory of the Sun-race in which he 
was born. There were many great kings in this race, but it would not have got the 
fame and acclaim that it did without the birth of Lord Ram in it.] 
 

 

¼51½ 
 
nso& 
tkudhukFk] j?kqukFk]  jkxkfn&re&rjf.k]  rk#.;ruq]  rst/kkeaA 
lfPpnkuan]    vkuandankdja]    fo'o&foJke]    jkekfHkjkeaAA1AA 
uhyuo&okfj/kj&lqHkx&lqHkdkafr] dfV ihr dkS'ks;oj olu/kkjhA 
jRu&gkVd&tfVr&eqdqV&eafMr&ekSfy] Hkkuq&'kr&ln`'k m|ksrdkjhAA2AA 
Jo.k dqaMy] Hkky fryd] Hkzw #fpj vfr] v#.k vaHkkst ykspu fo'kkyaA 
oØ voyksd] =Syksd 'kksdkiga] ekj&fjiq&ân;&ekul&ejkyaAA3AA 
ukfldk pk#] lqdiksy] f}t otznqfr] v/kj fcacksiek] e/kqjgklaA 
daBnj] fpcqd oj] opu xaHkhjrj] lR;&ladYi] lqj=kl&uklaAA4AA 
lqeu lqfofp= uo rqyfldkny&;qra e`nqy oueky mj HkzktekuaA 
Hkzer vkeksno'k eÙk e/kqdj&fudj] e/kqjrj eq[kj dqoZfUr xkuaAA5AA 
lqHkx JhoRl] ds;wj] dad.k] gkj] fdafd.kh&jVfu dfV&rV jlkyaA 
oke fnfl tudtklhu&flagklua dud&e`nqofYyor r# rekyaAA6AA 
vktkuq HkqtnaM] dksnaM&eafMr oke ckgq] nf{k.k ikf.k ck.kesdaA 
vf[ky eqfu&fudj] lqj] fl)] xa/koZ oj uer uj ukx vofui vusdaAA7AA 
vu?k] vfofNUu] loZK] losZ'k] [kyq loZrksHknz&nkrk·lekdaA 
iz.krtu&[ksn&foPNsn&fo|k&fuiq.k ukSfe Jhjke lkSfef=lkdaAA8AA 
;qxy iniù lq[klùiùky;a] fpUg dqfy'kkfn 'kksHkkfr HkkjhA 

 guqear&âfn foey d`r ijeeafnj] lnk nklrqylh&'kj.k 'kksdgkjhAA9AA 
 
 
                                                   (51) 
 
dēva- 
jānakīnātha, raghunātha, rāgādi-tama-taraṇi, tāruṇyatanu, tējadhāmaṁ. 
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saccidānanda, ānandakandākaraṁ, viśva-viśrāma, rāmābhirāmaṁ. 1.  
nīlanava-vāridhara-subhaga-subhakānti, kaṭi pīta kauśēya vara vasanadhārī. 
ratna-hāṭaka-jaṭita-mukuṭa-maṇḍita-mauli, bhānu-śata-sadṛśa udyōtakārī. 2.  
śravaṇa kuṇḍala, bhāla tilaka, bhrū rucira ati, aruṇa ambhōja lōcana viśālaṁ. 
vakra avalōka, trailōka śōkāpahaṁ, māra-ripu-hṛdaya-mānasa-marālaṁ. 3.  
nāsikā cāru, sukapōla, dvija vajraduti, adhara bimbōpamā, madhurahāsaṁ. 
kaṇṭhadara, cibuka vara, vacana gambhīratara, satya-saṅkalpa, suratrāsa-
nāsaṁ. 4.  
sumana suvicitra nava tulasikādala-yutaṁ mṛdula vanamāla ura 
bhrājamānaṁ. 
bhramata āmōdavaśa matta madhukara-nikara, madhuratara mukhara 
kurvanti gānaṁ. 5.  
subhaga śrīvatsa, kēyūra, kaṅkaṇa, hāra, kiṅkiṇī-raṭani kaṭi-taṭa rasālaṁ. 
vāma diśi janakajāsīna-sinhāsanaṁ kanaka-mṛduvallivata taru tamālaṁ. 6.  
ājānu bhujadaṇḍa, kōdaṇḍa-maṇḍita vāma bāhu, dakṣiṇa pāṇi bāṇamēkaṁ. 
akhila muni-nikara, sura, sid'dha, gandharva vara namata nara nāga avanipa 
anēkaṁ. 7.  
anagha, avichinna, sarvajña, sarvēśa, khalu sarvatōbhadra-dātā̕samākaṁ. 
praṇatajana-khēda-vicchēda-vidyā-nipuṇa naumi śrīrāma saumitrisākaṁ. 8.  
yugala padapaù sukhasaùpaùālayaṁ, cinha kuliśādi śōbhāti bhārī. 
hanumanta-hṛdi vimala kṛta paramamandira, sadā dāsatulasī-śaraṇa  
śōkahārī. 9.  
 
Verse no. 51—Lord Raghunath (literally the Lord of the Raghu dynasty; here 
meaning Lord Ram), who is the beloved husband of Sita, is like the sun for the 
purposing of destroying the darkness represented by the negative qualities of Raag 
and Dwesh (attachments and infatuations on the one hand, and envy, jealousy and 
discord on the other hand respectively). He has a youthful body. He is a treasury of 
radiance, glory, energy, dynamism and splendour. He is an embodiment of the virtues 
of Sat (truth), Chit (consciousness) and Anand (bliss, beatitude and felicity). He is 
indeed a mind of extreme bliss, cheerfulness, happiness and joyousness. He bestows 
or grants the boon of peace and tranquility to the world. He is very beautiful in this 
aspect (here meaning very charitable in bountifully providing all these blessings to the 
people of the world, specially his devotees). (1).  
 
The radiance of his countenance and form is as beautiful and auspicious as that of 
fresh rain-bearing dark clouds. He wears a silk Pitambar (silk cloth) around his waist. 
He is adorned by a golden crown which is studded with gems, and which is as 
magnificent and splendorous as hundreds of suns shining simultaneously. (2).  
 
He wears ear-rings and has a Tilak mark (a religious sign) marked on his forehead. 
His eye-brows are very attractive and charming. His eyes are large like a red lotus, 
with which he glances obliquely (i.e. attractively, enchantingly, bewitchingly and 
fascinatingly). He is like a Swan in the lake of Lord Shiva's heart who had slayed 
Kamdeo (the God of passion and lust). And he removes the sorrows, miseries and 
distresses of the three Lokas (i.e. the entire creation). (3). 
 
His nose is beautiful (attractive and well-formed, as if chiseled), his cheeks are 
attractive and glowing, his teeth glitter and glisten like diamonds, his lips are red like 
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the fruits of beetle, his smile is sweet and enchanting, his throat is like a conch-shell, 
and his chin is also very attractive. His words are very wise, meaningful and serious 
(i.e. he does not speak unnecessarily and useless things). He is true to his words and 
vows. And he is the destroyer of the sorrows, miseries, torments, tribulations and 
distresses of all kinds for the Gods. (4).  
 
His chest is adorned by a soft garland of multi-coloured flowers and newly plucked 
leaves of Tulsi (basil plant). Groups of bumble-bees are attracted towards the garland 
due to the fragrance of its flowers, and hum around it. (5).  
 
His chest has a beautiful mark of ‘Srivatsa’ imprinted on it. [The Srivatsa is the 
footprint of sage Brighu who was once so annoyed that he had kicked Lord Vishnu on 
his chest. The Lord is so forgiving and loving that instead of casting his wrath on 
Bhrigu he had accepted it as mark of the sage’s fearlessness and confidence of 
devotion in the Lord as well as his sense of closeness to him that he promised to bear 
it for ever.] His arms have arm-bands, and wrists have bracelets. An attractive garland 
adorns his neck, and a beautiful ‘Taagri’ around his waist. [The Taagri is an ornament 
that is worn around the waist, and it has tiny bells that jingle when the wearer moves.] 
 Sita is seated to his left on the throne, and she appears adorable like a golden 
creeper near the magnificent Tamaal tree (the black catechu tree). [Here, Sita is 
compared to the golden-coloured creeper, and Lord Ram to the black catechu tree 
around which this creeper is twined.] (6).  
 
His arms stretch up to the knees. He holds a bow in his left arm and an arrow in his 
right arm. He is shown respect by all the sages, seers, hermits etc., the Gods, the 
Siddhas (mystics), the best of Gandharvas (celestial musicians), the humans, the 
serpents and numerous kings and emperors who bow their heads before him. (7). 
 
He is without sins and faults. He is immutable, indivisible, constant, seamless and 
eternal.  He is all-knowing, all-wise and omniscient. He is the Lord of all. He is the 
one who certainly looks after the welfare and well-being of his devotees, followers, 
dependants, subjects and subordinates. He is fully able, competent and expert in the 
art of removing the sorrows and miseries of those who have taken his refuge and 
shelter.  

I (Tulsidas) bow my head most reverentially before such a Lord Ram who is 
accompanied by Laxman (his brother). (8).  
 
His two holy and august feet are the abode of bliss and happiness, as well as of Kamla 
(Laxmi). [Laxmi, the goddess of wealth and prosperity, serves his feet. The Lord’s 
holy feet are the providers of all happiness and joy in this world.]  

These feet of the Lord are adorned by the mark of Vajra (the invincible 
weapon of Indra) and forty-eight other marks of holiness and divinity. These feet are 
enshrined in the temple represented by the pure and holy subtle heart of Hanuman 
who is the greatest devotee of the Lord. [That is, Hanuman always these holy feet of 
Lord Ram and has enshrined them in his heart like a deity is consecrated in a temple.]
 Tulsidas says that he has surrendered himself (i.e. has taken refuge and 
shelter) in the holy august feet of such a Lord Ram who is an eliminator or remover of 
all his (Tulsidas’) sorrows, miseries, pains, griefs, distresses, torments, troubles, 
tribulations and ordeals of all kinds. (9). 
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                                      Different Incarnations of the Lord 

                       
                               ¼52½ 

 
nso& 
dks'kyk/kh'k] txnh'k] txnsdfgr] vferxq.k] foiqy foLrkj yhykA 
xk;afr ro pfjrlqifo= Jqfr 'ks"k 'kqd 'kaHkq ludkfn eqfu euu'khykAA1AA 
okfjpj&oiq"k /kfj Hkä&fuLrkjij] /kjf.kd`r uko efgekfrxqohZA 
ldy ;Kka'ke; mxz foxzg ØksM+] efnZ nuqts'k m)j.k mohZAA2AA 
deB vfr fodV ruq dfBu i`"Bksijh] Hkzer eanj daMq&lq[k eqjkjhA 
izdVd`r ve`r] xks] bafnjk] banq] o`ankjdko`an&vkuandkjhAA3AA 
euqt&eqfu&fl)&lqj&ukx&=kld] nq"V nuqt f}t&/keZ&ejtkn&gÙkkZA 
vrqy e`xjkt&oiq/kfjr] foífjr vfj] Hkä izgykn&vgykn&dÙkkZAA4AA 
Nyu cfy diV&oVq:i okeu czã] Hkqou i;Zar in rhu dj.kaA 
pj.k&u[k&uhj =Syksd&ikou ije] focq/k&tuuh&nqlg&'kksd gj.kaAA5AA 
{kf=;k/kh'k&dfj fudj uo&dsljh] ij'kq/kj foiz&lfl&tyn:iaA 
chl  HkqtnaM  nllhl  [kaMu  paM  osx  lk;d  ukSfe  jke  HkwiaAA6AA 
HkwfeHkj&Hkkj&gj]  izdV  ijekrek]  czã  uj:i/kj  HkägsrwA 
o`f".k&dqy&dqeqn&jkds'k    jk/kkje.k]   dal&calkVoh&/kwedsrwAA7AA 
izcy ik[kaM efg&eaMykdqy nsf[k] fua|d`r vf[ky e[k deZ&tkyaA 
'kq) cks/kSd?ku] Kku&xq.k/kke] vt] ckS)&vorkj oans d`ikyaAA8AA 
dkydfytfur&ey&efyueu loZuj eksg&fuf'k&fufcM+;ouka/kdkjaA 

 fo".kq;'k iq= dydh fnokdj mfnr nklrqylh gj.k foifrHkkjaAA9AA  
 
 
                                                   (52) 
 
dēva- 
kōśalādhīśa, jagadīśa, jagadēkahita, amitaguṇa, vipula vistāra līlā. 
gāyanti tava caritasupavitra śruti śēṣa śuka śambhu sanakādi muni 
mananaśīlā. 1.  
vāricara-vapuṣa dhari bhakta-nistārapara, dharaṇikṛta nāva mahimātigurvī. 
sakala yajñānśamaya ugra vigraha krōṛa, mardi danujēśa ud'dharaṇa urvī. 2.  
kamaṭha ati vikaṭa tanu kaṭhina pṛṣṭhōparī, bhramata mandara kaṇḍu-sukha 
murārī. 
prakaṭakṛta amṛta, gō, indirā, indu, vṛndārakāvṛnda-ānandakārī. 3.  
manuja-muni-sid'dha-sura-nāga-trāsaka, duṣṭa danuja dvija-dharma-
marajāda-hatrtā. 
atula mṛgarāja-vapudharita, viddarita ari, bhakta prahalāda-ahalāda-katrtā. 4.  
chalana bali kapaṭa-vaṭurūpa vāmana brahma, bhuvana paryanta pada tīna 
karaṇaṁ. 
caraṇa-nakha-nīra trailōka-pāvana parama, vibudha-jananī-dusaha-śōka 
haraṇaṁ. 5.  
kṣatriyādhīśa-kari nikara nava-kēsarī, paraśudhara vipra-sasi-jaladarūpaṁ. 
bīsa bhujadaṇḍa dasasīsa khaṇḍana caṇḍa vēga sāyaka naumi rāma bhūpaṁ. 
6.  
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bhūmibhara-bhāra-hara, prakaṭa paramātamā, brahma nararūpadhara 
bhaktahētū. 
vṛṣṇi-kula-kumuda-rākēśa rādhāramaṇa, kansa-bansāṭavī-dhūmakētū. 7.  
prabala pākhaṇḍa mahi-maṇḍalākula dēkhi, nindyakṛta akhila makha karma-
jālaṁ. 
śud'dha bōdhaikaghana, jñāna-guṇadhāma, aja, baud'dha-avatāra vandē 
kṛpālaṁ. 8.  
kālakalijanita-mala-malinamana sarvanara mōha-niśi-nibiṛayavanāndhakāraṁ. 
viṣṇuyaśa putra kalakī divākara udita dāsatulasī haraṇa vipatibhāraṁ. 9.   
 
Verse no. 52— Oh the king of Kaushal (Ayodhya)! Oh the Lord of the world (i.e. 
Lord Ram)! You are the only benefactor of the world, and the only one who cares for 
its good, well-being and welfare. Your measureless and countless qualities and virtues 
have spread widely everywhere (i.e. are known everywhere). The four Vedas, the 
Sesh-Nath, sages Shukdeo and Sankadi along with and other wise and thoughtful 
sages and saints, as well as Lord Shiva—all sing laurels of your glorious virtues and 
holy characters. (1).  
 
You had assumed the form of a huge Fish (known as the Matsya) and made the earth 
a boat to take (pull or tug or row) to safety your devotees and followers during the 
great dooms-day deluge. Your divine glories are immeasurable and astounding. You 
are a complete embodiment of all the aspects of the Yagyas (fire sacrifices, sanctified 
rituals, etc.). You had liberated the earth from the clutches of the demon Hiranyaaksha 
who had a colossus body by slaying him in your divine incarnation as a Boar (known 
as the ‘Varaaha’). (2).  
 
Oh Murari! At the time of the legendary churning of the ocean (by the demons and 
Gods in search of nectar of life or the elixir called Amrit), you had taken the form of 
the great tortoise (the ‘Kaschap’; the turtle) and had borne the weight of the 
Mandraachal mountain on your back, thereby preventing it from sinking into the 
ocean bed, and the friction caused by its rotation was like a mere itch on your back. 
As a result of the churning, you had caused to be produced the Amrit (elixir of eternal 
life), the Kamdhenu cow (the all wish-fulfilling cow of Gods), Laxmi (the goddess of 
wealth and prosperity), and the Moon—all of which gave a lot of joy to the Gods. (3).  
 
By taking the form of the most ferocious and strong form of Lord ‘Nrisingh’ (literally 
one who was half man and half lion), you had torn apart the evil demon 
Hiranyakashipu who was tormenting humans, hermits, mystics, Gods and serpents 
(i.e. all creatures), was destroying and transgressing the sanctity of the laws of 
Dharma (laws of auspicious and righteous conduct), and tyrannizing the Brahmins 
(who were the guardians of Dharma). This great act of protection and redemption 
done by you had made the most exalted devotee named Prahalad overwhelmed with 
emotions, happiness and joys. [Briefly, Prahalad, who was the son of the demon 
Hiranyakashipu, was a great devotee of Lord Vishnu. His father did not approve of it, 
and since the son would not stop worshipping the Lord, the demon began torturing 
Prahalad. Finally one day, the demon drew a sword to kill his son and challenged him 
to reveal his Lord from the pillar of the palace if ever he was in existence. It was then 
that Lord Vishnu manifested as Nrisingh to kill this demon. Vishnu had to assume this 
unconventional form because of boon granted to the demon that he would neither be 
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killed by a human or an animal. So the Lord took the middle path of becoming a half 
man and a half lion.] (4).  
 
Taking the form of a Brahmin dwarf mendicant known as ‘Vaaman’, you had asked 
the demon king Bali (Lord of the nether-world) for land that can be measured by your 
three steps, and having him promise it to you, you had measured the entire universe in 
those three steps. At the time (of measurement), the holy water (i.e. river Ganges) had 
emerged from your toe-nails. Having thus banished Bali to the subterranean world, 
you had returned (restored) the Lordship of the celestial and terrestrial worlds to 
Indra, and had thereby removed the cause of sorrow of Aditi, the mother of Gods. (5).  
 
You had manifested yourself in the form of Parashuram who was like a lion for the 
purpose of crushing the herd of elephants represented by haughty and arrogant 
Sahastrabahu and other Khastriya kings. You are like a rain-bearing cloud that 
nourishes the crop representing Brahmins. [That is, you sustain and protect 
Brahmins.]  

Similarly, as Lord Ram you had reduced to crushed (killed) the demon named 
Ravana, who had ten heads and twenty arms, with your fierce and powerful arrows. I 
bow my head reverentially before such a Lord Ram who is the Emperor of kings. (6).  
 
Inspite of you being the absolute supreme transcendental Brahm who has no forms 
and attributes, you had still assumed the form of human being in order to please your 
devotees and for removing the great burden represented by evil demons from this 
earth. You are equivalent to the full moon which helped the lily flower representing 
the Vrishni-race to blossom and flourish. In this respect, you were the beloved consort 
of Radha, and were like a terrible fire to destroy the forest representing the clan of 
king Kansha and his kith and kin. [Tulsidas is referring to Lord Krishna in this 
stanza.] (7).  
 
In order to liberate the earth from the entrapping net of blind, meaningless and false 
doctrines compounded by heresies, irrelevant practices, obsolete beliefs and obscure 
rituals that accompanied formal forms of worship such as elaborate fire sacrifices and 
other rituals and practices (as perpetrated by the Brahmins on the pretext of religion 
and salvation), you had manifested yourself as Lord Buddha. I bow my head in 
reverence to your divine form as Lord Buddha who had purity of wisdom, who was an 
embodiment of high enlightenment, who was extremely self-realised, who was 
endowed with all the magnificent and glorious virtues and characters one can think of, 
who was without a birth as he was eternal, and who was most merciful, kind, graceful 
and compassionate. (8).  
 
The mind, intellect, sub-conscious and heart of all the people have been darkened, 
corrupted and maligned by the evil effects of sins and vices in the present age of 
Kaliyug. You will manifest yourself as a Kalki-Avtar (literally an incarnation in 
Kaliyug) in the form of a son in the household of a Brahmin named Vishnu Yash. 
This manifestation would be like a sun to remove the pitch darkness represented by 
Mlechas (literally meaning the impure-ones) in the night represented by Moha 
(worldly attachments, delusions and ignorance).  

Oh Lord! Remove the burden of countless troubles and tribulations, the many 
problems and ordeals that are faced and suffered by Tulsidas. (9). 
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[Note—Now let us read more about the different incarnations of Lord Vishnu listed 
here.  
 
(i) Matsya or Fish incarnation of Vishnu—In this incarnation as a Fish or Matsya, 
which is the first of ten divine incarnations of Vishnu, the Lord is said to have saved 
Manu, the progenitor of mankind, and the Saptarishis (the seven mental sons of the 
creator Brahma) along with their wives during the dooms-day deluge. They were 
made to board a boat which was pulled by this Fish and saved from being drowned. 
They re-populated the world later on. It is a story identical to the Biblical story of the 
Noah’s Arc.  
 
(ii) Kurma or Tortoise incarnation of Vishnu—It is the second incarnation of Vishnu. 
The Lord had supported the legendary Mountain called Mandara which had started 
sinking during the churning of the ocean by the Gods and the Demons in search of 
Amrit, the elixir of eternal and life. 
 
(iii) Varaaha or Boar incarnation of Vishnu—It is the third incarnation of Vishnu in 
which he killed the demon Hiranyaaksha and lifted the earth from the flood water 
where it had vanished. According to some versions, this demon had hidden the earth 
in the bowls of the ocean. This extrication and resurrection of the earth is a symbolic 
way of saying that the Lord saves the creation from being submerged in the vast 
ocean of sins and evil. An Upanishad preached by Lord Varaaha appears in the 
Krishna Yajur Veda tradition as its 30th Upanishad. The female aspect of Varaaha is 
known as Goddess Vaaraahi.  
 
(iv) Nrisingh or half man and half lion incarnation of Vishnu—Lord Nrisingh or 
Narsingh is the half lion and half man incarnation of Lord Vishnu to slay the demon 
Hiranyakashipu who had been tormenting Prahalad, his son, because the latter 
worshipped Vishnu. Lord Vishnu had incarnated as Nrisingh to kill the demon 
Hiranyakashipu who had been tormenting his own son Prahalad because the child 
was a devout follower of Vishnu. After having killed the demon, Nrisingh started 
roaming in the forests, striking terror in the hearts of all the creatures. It was then that 
Shiva, the universal Lord who has been honoured with the epithet of ‘Mahadev’ as he 
is the greatest and supreme God, had assumed the form of Sharav, the killer, and 
liberated Vishnu from the body of Nrisingh. [Refer Sharav Upanishad of Atharva 
Veda, verse no. 8.] Thus liberated, Vishnu had thanked him a lot (refer Sharav 
Upanishad of Atharva Veda, verse no. 19) and went to his divine abode called 
Vaikunth. So this ferocious form of Shiva known as Sharav was also called ‘Rudra’, 
the angry and ferocious form of the Lord. One can imagine the fight that might have 
raged between Nrisingh and Rudra, and obviously Rudra must have been more 
ferocious than Nrisingh in order to subdue the latter.   

This ‘half lion and half man’ form of the Lord is a visible image that has a cosmic 
counterpart as the ‘half man and half female’ manifestation of the Lord that is known 
as ‘Ardha-Narishwar’. This cosmic form of Brahm as Ardha-Narishwar has two 
components—the right half is depicted in iconography as being a male representing 
Shiva, the great God, the other half is female representing his divine Shakti known as 
Parvati or Uma. This Shakti represents the dynamic energy of Shiva. When this 
applies to Brahm, the male aspect refers to the Supreme Being himself while the 
female aspect applies to Maya which is the dynamic power that Brahm employed to 
initiate this magical creation. This depiction is basically envisioned to drive home the 
point that Brahm and Shakti are inseparable in the context of the creation of the 
world. This elementary method of reproduction is known as ‘asexual reproduction’ 
and is depicted by many asexual plants and animals even today. For instance, the one-
celled amoeba reproduces itself by cleavage. On the other hand, if we were to regard 
Brahm in its purest form as the cosmic Consciousness, then Brahm would not need 
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the other half of the Maya, and would only be one and universal entity which has no 
definite and describable form and shape, it has no characteristic features, attributes 
and qualities. This form of the sublime and most subtle Brahm is known as either the 
Hiranyagarbha or the Viraat Purush depending upon the level of subtlety and 
grossness which is assigned to it, the former being more subtle than the latter.  

The ‘lion’ part is a metaphor for the grand qualities of unmatched authority, 
stupendous strength, physical prowess and complete and unchallenged sway over the 
entire domain of creation just like a lion has over the forest and its inhabitant wild 
animals. This term is symbolic of the inherent stupendous might of the supreme 
Brahm as the unquestioned and powerful Lord of this forest-like world inhabited by 
myriad varieties of living beings, called the Jivas, just like a dense forest infested by 
wild animals. Similarly, the ‘man’ part symbolizes the fact that Brahm is the most 
highly placed Lord much like a human being who represents the highest level in the 
ladder of evolution.  
 In other words, even as the lion is the unquestioned lord of the wilds and the man 
is of all the living beings, the supreme transcendental Brahm is the unquestioned Lord 
of all that exists with all its variations in this creation, whether in its primary form 
represented by the wild and primitive animals of the jungle or in its more evolved and 
developed form represented by the man, with all the other stages of creation included 
in between these two. 
 Lord Nrisingh is the fourth incarnation of the Supreme Being who had taken 
various forms to ward off and overcome evil forces in creation when they become 
ascendant and overcame the good and the righteous. The Lord did this to maintain 
order in the creation which is like his offspring.  
 So when one of his great devotees known as Prahalaad was being extremely 
tormented by his own father, the demon Hiranyakashipu, the Lord appeared as 
Nrisingh—or as a half lion and half man form—from the pillar to which the innocent 
lad was tied by the demon to prove to him the omnipresence and all-pervading form 
of the Supreme Being. Nrisingh is a personification of the grand virtues of dynamism, 
power, energy, valour and strength, and hence is worshipped by warriors and rulers in 
general. The Mantra of this Lord is believed to be very powerful and effective against 
enemies and opponents.  
 Iconographically, there are many forms of Nrisingh. Some of them are as 
follows—as seated (Aasin), as standing (Sthaanak), as boon-giver (Vardaayak), as 
ferocious and angry (Ugra), as striding (Yaanak), in the company of Laxmi, the 
Goddess of wealth and the divine consort of Vishnu (Laxmi-Nrisingh), as seated in 
Yoga or doing meditation like Shiva (Yoga-Nrisingh), as a resident of a mountain 
(Girija), etc.  
 His images depict him in either the two-hand form or in a four-hand form. In the 
latter case, the two back hands hold a conch and discus like the case of Vishnu. The 
two front hands are shown as killing the demon Hiranyakashipu by forcing the latter 
on his lap, tearing his abdomen, and yanking his entrails out by his sharp nails.   
An entire Puran called Narsingh Puran is likewise dedicated to this Godhead. This 
Puran glorifies Nrisingh as an incarnation of Vishnu, and is regarded as being 
synonymous with Narayan, one of the names of Lord Vishnu who is none but the 
Supreme Being called Brahm. Since Lord Vishnu himself is a macrocosmic, all-
inclusive and invisible form of the supreme transcendental Brahm, therefore Nrisingh 
is a de-facto visible form of the otherwise invisible Brahm. 
 Similarly, an entire Upanishad known as the Nrisingh Tapini Upanishad of the 
Atharva Veda tradition is dedicated to this deity. It also lists the various divine 
Mantras dedicated to Lord Nrisingh. It is the 7th Upanishad of this Veda.     

The Shuk Rahasya Upanishad of Krishna Yajur Veda, verse no. 27, while 
describing the processs of invoking one of the components ‘Asi’ (‘is’) of the Maha 
Vakya (the great saying of the Vedas) ‘Tattwamasi’ (‘that essence is you’) says that 
the Shakti (dynamic energy) of this individual component ‘Asi’ is Nrisingh.  
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The Skanda Upanishad of Krishna Yajur Veda, verse no. 13 praises Lord 
Nrisingh as an incarnation of the Trinity Gods consisting of Brahma the creator, 
Vishnu the sustainer, nourisher and protector, and Shiva the concluder of creation. 
His divine and glorious virtues are similar to Brahm. Earlier in this Upanishad it has 
already been established that these three Gods of the Trinity are Brahm personified, 
as well as the fact that the creature’s Atma or pure ‘self’ which is Consciousness 
personified, are also Brahm personified. Hence, by worshipping Nrisingh one is 
offering prayers to Brahm and honouring the grand virtues of creation exemplified by 
the latter. He is also offering worship to the ‘consciousness’ that represents Brahm in 
the physical body of Lord Nrisingh.  
 
(v) Vaaman/Vaman or the Dwarf incarnation of Vishnu—This is the fifth incarnation 
of Vishnu. When Bali, the grandson of Prahalad for whom Vishnu had incarnated as 
Nrisingh, conquered the entire world and deprived Indra, the king of Gods who ruled 
over the heavens, Vishnu had taken the dwarfish form of a Brahmin mendicant to 
retrieve the heaven for Indra when he was requested by Aditi, the mother of Gods, to 
do so. He approached Bali, who was famous for his charities, as a ‘Vaaman’ or a 
dwarf, and begged him for ground sufficient enough to be covered by his three small 
steps. When the unsuspecting Bali agreed, Vaaman measured the entire earth with 
one step, the heaven with the second step, and for the third step he measured Bali’s 
own head symbolizing the crown of the kingdom of Bali. He put his third step on 
Bali’s head and pushed the latter to the nether world. Hence, Vishnu is also called 
‘Trivikram’—one who conquered the three worlds in three steps. But the Lord is so 
kind and gracious that he saw the injustice done to a magnanimous Bali who had been 
righteous and firm in his vow of making charity, and never rescinded on his 
commitments. So, the Lord made him the king of the nether world, and himself took 
up the job of protecting him there as his gatekeeper. This incarnation of Lord Vishnu 
is his fifth and followed the Nrisingh form which was the fourth. The idea behind this 
Vaaman incarnation is that even the most humble looking man, represented by the 
diminutive Vaaman in this story, can indeed have the stupendous power of the Spirit 
that even the most powerful gods and kings lack.  
 
(vi) Parashuram or Ram with a battle-axe—This is the sixth incarnation of Vishnu. 
Parashuram was the youngest of the five sons of sage Jamdaagni and his wife 
Renuka. He had subdued the haughty Kshatriya race or the warrior race led by king 
Kaartavirya who had become tyrannical and were oppressing others. The story goes 
that once Jamdagni doubted the infidelity of his wife Renuka and therefore asked his 
sons to behead her. The four sons refused and were cursed by him, but Parashuram 
did as told. The father was pleased and asked Parashuram to request for a boon, upon 
which the latter requested that his mother be revived, his brothers be pardoned, and 
Jamdagni should discard his angry temperament. The father agreed to all.  
Jamdagni was killed by Shursena, the son of Kaartavirya-Arjuna, because the sage 
had refused to hand over the celestial cow known as Kapila to him. Extremely peeved 
by the Kshatriya race to which this king belonged, Parashuram vowed to eliminate 
the entire race from the surface of the earth as a revenge for the killing of his father. 
This was the reason why Parashuram had fought and killed thousands of Kshatriya to 
avenge the killing of his father by Kaartavirya-Arjuna. 
 
(vii) Lord Ram—This was the seventh incarnation of Vishnu. Ram was born in the 
Ikshwaku dynasty belonging to the solar race that ruled the kingdom of Ayodhya as 
the son of Dasrath and his eldest queen Kaushalya. In this incarnation, Laxmi, the 
goddess of wealth and prosperity who is the divine consort of Lord Vishnu, 
accompanied him as Sita, the divine consort of Lord Ram. The epic story of Ramayan 
in which the Lord slayed the arrogant and cruel demon Ravana is woven around this 
incarnation. Lord Ram exemplified the grand virtues of righteousness, 
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auspiciousness, nobility, propriety and probity, and is therefore lauded as the 
‘Maryada Purshottam’—the excellent male who always observed the strictest code of 
proper conduct. Lord Ram’s divine name ‘Ram’ is regarded as a Tarak Mantra—i.e. a 
Mantra that has the spiritual power to bestow liberation and deliverance to the 
creature. There are three Upanishads dedicated to the Lord—viz. Ram Purvatapini 
Upanishad, Ram Uttartapini Upanishad and Mukti Upanishad. The former two belong 
to the Atharva Veda tradition, and the third to the Shukla Yajur Veda tradition.  
 Lord Ram manifested himself in the Treta Yug which is the second era of the 
four-era one cycle of creation according to Hindu philosophy. 
 Lord Ram had 8 main devotees or ‘Sevaks’ who served him. Different scriptures 
mention different devotees as being the chief eight Sevaks of Lord Ram as follows— 
 (a) Vishnu Puran, Ansha (Section) 4, Canto 4, verse no. 99 lists the eight chief 
devotees as Laxman, Bharat, Shatrughan, Vibhishan, Surgriv, Angad, Hanuman, and 
Jamvant.  
 (b) Anand Ramayan, Vilaas Kand, Sarga 1, Ram Stavaraaj, verse no. 18 lists the 
eight devotees as Laxman, Bharat, Shatrughan, Vidyaadhar, Indra, Siddhas (mystics), 
Gandharvas, and Kinnars.  
 (c) Adhyatma Ramayan, Uddha Kand, lists the eight chief devotees as follows:-  
Canto 15, verse no. 16 = Sugriv, Angad, Hanuman, Vibhishan;  
Canto 15, verse no. 19 = Bharat, Shatrughan, Laxman;  
Canto 16, verse no. 8 = Guha or Nishad (boatman). 
 
 (viii) Lord Balraam—This is the regarded as the eighth incarnation of Vishnu. 
Balram was the strong elder brother of Lord Krishna of the Mahabharat fame. Both 
Balram and Krishna, being brothers, were born in Dwapar Yug which was the third 
era of the four-era cycle of creation. At the time of his death, the celestial serpent 
Sheshnath emerged from his mouth giving credence to the theory that he was an 
incarnation of Sheshnath who had earlier manifested himself as Laxman, the younger 
brother of Lord Ram during the seventh incarnation of Vishnu.  
 If this is the case then according to some scholars it would not be proper to 
include Balraam as an incarnation of Vishnu. Therefore, Balraam is excluded from 
the list and Lord Krishna is regarded as the eighth incarnation.  
If this is taken into account, then it is suggested that Lord Buddha who established 
Buddhism is to be regarded as the ninth incarnation of Vishnu instead of it being Lord 
Krishna.  
 
(ix) Lord Krishna—Krishna is the ninth incarnation of Vishnu. He is a well known 
deity and it is he who had pronounced the famous Gita and preached it to Arjun on 
the eve of the epic Mahabharata war. Krishna’s story is narrated in full in Srimad 
Bhagwat Mahapuran. But according to some accounts, Krishna is the eighth 
incarnation replacing Balraam. This has been explained above.  
 
 (x) Lord Buddha—He is also regarded as an incarnation of Lord Vishnu. The word 
‘Buddha’ means ‘the enlightened one’. His full name was Gautam Buddha, also 
known as ‘Shakya Muni’, the ‘hermit who had witnessed the Truth’. He is also 
regarded as one of the incarnations of Lord Vishnu, the tenth one in the series of 
incarnations.  

Lord Vishnu had taken this form at a time when the true essence of religion was 
being eclipsed by the priestly class who propagated mere mechanical rituals and 
formal forms of worship and observance of mandatory rites as means to attain 
liberation and deliverance from this world. The society had become decadent, and the 
glorious spiritual philosophy of the Vedas and the Upanishads had been relegated to 
the background in the face of an onslaught of the priestly class which had vested 
interest in propagating rituals and rites.    
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Gautam Buddha was born as Siddharta to king Shubhodhan and his queen 
Mayadevi at a place called Lumbini. He was married to princess Yashodhara and 
even had a son Rahul. One day he went out to see his capital city. The sights of 
distress and pain associated with the world that he saw on that day and subsequent 
days filled him with remorse and renunciation. He discovered to his dismay that the 
cocooned life of comfort and pleasure that he had seen and lived within the walls of 
his palace were like a mirage in a desert, because the actual life in this world is full of 
pain and sorrows.  

He had seen a sick man, an old man, a corpse and a monk—all of which made a 
deep impression in his sub-conscious mind. He decided that this life is full of sorrow 
and misery, and that he does not want to live such a life. So one day, on Vaishakha 
Purnima (full moon night of the 2nd Hindu month of the lunar calendar; roughly 
April), he renounced his kingdom and became a hermit or monk in the search of 
Truth and True Peace. He did severe Tapa (meditative penance) under a tree at a 
place known as Gaya, vowing that he will not get up till he realized the Truth. It is 
believed that it was here that he became ‘Buddha’ or the ‘Enlightened One who has 
realized the Truth’. 

Then he went to the great pilgrim place of Varanasi (also known as Kashi) and 
preached in a deer park on the outskirts of the city, at a place called Sarnath. This 
sermon or preaching came to be known as ‘setting the wheel of Dharma in motion’: 
the ‘Dharma-Chakra-Pravartan’. It literally means the code of conduct that would 
change how the laws of Dharma (righteousness, probity, propriety and proper 
conduct) can be correctly used by an individual to attain final peace and deliverance. 
As the name itself suggests, the main tenets of Buddha lay emphasise on right 
conduct, right thought and right way of living life as a mean of attaining Mukti 
(liberation and deliverance) as opposed to ritual and rites propagated by the priestly 
class till then.  

Buddha established ‘Buddhism’ which basically is based on the spiritual 
philosophy of the Upanishads. In fact, if we closely examine its tenets we discover 
that they are entirely based on a famous Upanishad known as ‘Jabal Darshan 
Upanishad’ of the Sam Veda tradition. Even a cursory reading of Cantos 1 and 2 of 
this Upanishad will show that all the tenets of Buddhism are founded on it.  

Buddhism prescribes that extreme paths of indulgence in worldly luxuries and 
severe tormenting of the body by ‘Tapa’ must be avoided. The best path is the 
‘middle path’. This path is called ‘the 8-fold path of discipline or righteousness’. 
These are the following—right belief, right aspirations, right speech, right conduct, 
right means of livelihood, right thought (mind), right means, and right efforts.  

Buddhism further prescribed 10 precepts for its monks (or ascetics) —do not kill, 
do not steal, do not lie, do not drink intoxicants, do not indulge in food, do not 
engross in pleasures and gratifications, remain chaste, don’t sleep in luxury (i.e., 
observe austerity and self control, desist from indulgences and gratifications), don’t 
accept gold/silver (i.e., be a true renunciate, don't greed or yearn).  
 The 4 Noble Truths of Buddhism also reflect the basic teaching of the 
Upanishads—(i) life is full of sorrows, (ii) the cause for this sorrow is craving/desire, 
(iii) this craving can be overcome by diverting the mind to righteousness (and the 
Atma, according to the Upanishads), and (iv) the way to do it is following the 8-fold 
path which are very similar to the tenets outlined in the Jabal Darshan Upanishad.  
 ‘Nirvana’ (liberation and deliverance) according to Buddha is enlightenment and 
self-realisation of the Truth that leads to extinction of all sorrows and sufferings.  
 Gautam Buddha life period varies from 624-544 B.C upto 557-477 B.C.   
 The teachings of Buddha have been compiled in three canons known as 
‘Tripitaka’. It consists of Vinaya Pitak, Sutta Pitak and Abhidhhama Pitak. 
 
(xi) Kalki—This would be Vishnu’s tenth and last incarnation before one cycle of 
creation ends. It is predicted that he would be born during the present Kali Yug, 
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which is the fourth and the last era. He is visualized as riding on the back of a white 
horse, a drawn sword in hand, eliminating evil-mongers and those who are opposed to 
Dharma or righteous way of life. His main aim would be to restore Dharma.] 
 
 
 

¼53½ 
 
nso& 
ldy lkSHkkX;izn loZrksHknz&fuf/k] loZ] losZ'k] lokZfHkjkeaA 
'koZ&âfn&dat&edjan&e/kqdj #fpj&:i] Hkwikyef.k ukSfe jkeaAA1AA 
loZlq[k&/kke xq.kxzke] foJkein] uke loZlinefr iquhraA 
fueZya] 'kkar] lqfo'kq)] cks/kk;ru] Øks/k&en&gj.k] d#.kk&fudsraAA2AA 
vftr]  fu#ikf/k]  xksrhreO;ä]  foHkqesdeuo|etef}rh;aA 
izkd`ra]  izdV  ijekrek]  ijefgr]  izsjdkuar  oans  rqjh;aAA3AA 
Hkw/kja] lqUnja] Jhoja] enu&en&eFku lkSUn;Z&lhekfrjE;aA 
nq"izkI;] nq"izs{;] nqLrD;Z] nq"ikj] lalkjgj] lqyHk] e`nqHkko&xE;aAA4AA 
lR;d`r] lR;jr] lR;ozr loZnk] iq"V] larq"V] lad"VgkjhA 
/keZoeZfu czãdeZcks/kSd] foiziwT;] czã.;tufiz;] eqjkjhAA5AA 
fuR;] fueZe] fuR;eqä] fuekZu] gfj] Kku?ku] lfPpnkuan ewyaA 
loZj{kd loZHk{kdk/;{k] dwVLFk] xw<+kfpZ] HkäkuqdwyaAA6AA 
fl)&lk/kd&lk/;] okP;&okpd:i] ea=&tkid&tkI;] l`f"V&lz"VkA 
ije dkj.k] datukHk] tynkHkruq] lxq.k] fuxZq.k] ldy n`';&nz"VkAA7AA 
O;kse&O;kid] fojt] czã] ojns'k] oSdqaB] okeu] foey czãpkjhA 
fl)&o`ankjdko`anoafnr  lnk]  [kafM  ik[kaM&fuewZydkjhAA8AA 
iwjukuanlanksg]  vigju   laeksg&vKku]   xq.k&lfUuikraA 
opu&eu&deZ&xr 'kj.k rqylhnkl =kl&ikFkksf/k bo dqaHktkraAA9AA 
 

 
                                                    (53) 
 
dēva- 
sakala saubhāgyaprada sarvatōbhadra-nidhi, sarva, sarvēśa, sarvābhirāmaṁ. 
śarva-hṛdi-kan̄ja-makaranda-madhukara rucira-rūpa, bhūpālamaṇi naumi 
rāmaṁ. 1.  
sarvasukha-dhāma guṇagrāma, viśrāmapada, nāma sarvasapadamati 
punītaṁ. 
nirmalaṁ, śānta, suviśud'dha, bōdhāyatana, krōdha-mada-haraṇa, karuṇā-
nikētaṁ. 2.  
ajita, nirupādhi, gōtītamavyakta, vibhumēkamanavadyamajamadvitīyaṁ. 
prākṛtaṁ, prakaṭa paramātamā, paramahita, prērakānanta vandē turīyaṁ. 3.  
bhūdharaṁ, sundaraṁ, śrīvaraṁ, madana-mada-mathana saundarya-
sīmātiramyaṁ. 
duṣprāpya, duṣprēkṣya, dustakrya, duṣpāra, sansārahara, sulabha, 
mṛdubhāva-gamyaṁ. 4.  
satyakṛta, satyarata, satyavrata sarvadā, puṣṭa, santuṣṭa, saṅkaṣṭahārī. 
dharmavarmani brahmakarmabōdhaika, viprapūjya, brahmaṇyajanapriya, 
murārī. 5.  
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nitya, nirmama, nityamukta, nirmāna, hari, jñānaghana, saccidānanda mūlaṁ. 
sarvarakṣaka sarvabhakṣakādhyakṣa, kūṭastha, gūṛhārci, bhaktānukūlaṁ. 6.  
sid'dha-sādhaka-sādhya, vācya-vācakarūpa, mantra-jāpaka-jāpya, sṛṣṭi-sraṣṭā. 
parama kāraṇa, kan̄janābha, jaladābhatanu, saguṇa, nirguṇa, sakala dṛśya-
draṣṭā. 7.  
vyōma-vyāpaka, viraja, brahma, varadēśa, vaikuṇṭha, vāmana, vimala 
brahmacārī. 
sid'dha-vṛndārakāvṛndavandita sadā, khaṇḍi pākhaṇḍa-nirmūlakārī. 8.  
pūranānandasandōha, apaharana sammōha-ajñāna, guṇa-sannipātaṁ. 
vacana-mana-karma-gata śaraṇa tulasīdāsa trāsa-pāthōdhi iva kumbhajātaṁ. 
9.  
 
Verse no. 53—I bow to Lord Ram, who bestows all welfare, is a store-house of all 
auspiciousness, is revealed in the form of the universe (i.e. the creation is an image of 
the Lord and is created in his likeness)1, is the Lord of the universe, the provider of 
happiness and joy to all, is like a bumble-bee for the purpose of drinking the nectar 
stored in the lotus-like heart of Lord Shiva, is of attractive and captivating beauty, and 
is the most exalted amongst the kings of this world. (1).  
 
Oh Lord Ram! You are the abode of all happiness and comforts, a treasury of all 
virtues, and the bestower of supreme bliss. Your name can provide all desired things 
in this world, and it is most pure and holy. You are pure, clean and holy (uncorrupt; 
untainted; divine); you are calm, tranquil, peaceful, placid; you are an embodiment of 
knowledge and wisdom; you are the destroyer of anger, pride, vanity, arrogance and 
hypocrisy; and you are an abode of mercy, grace and kindness. (2).  
 
You are invincible, beyond honour and attributes, and beyond the reach of the mind 
and perception of the senses (i.e. beyond comprehension). You cannot be described. 
You are all-pervading, ubiquitous and omnipresent, without a second, without faults, 
without birth, without any match (i.e. you are unique, peerless and one of your own 
kind that has no parallel). Inspite of being a Parmatma (Supreme Atma, the Supreme 
Being), you manifested yourself in this world along with your divine Shakti known as 
Prakriti. [That is, inspite of being the Supreme Being who is invisible, formless, 
attributeless and the all-pervading cosmic Consciousness, you had manifested on this 
earth as a human being along with your cosmic Shakti, or your cosmic energy and 
dynamism, that revealed itself alongside you in the form of Sita. The same Shakti in 
its macrocosmic form is known as Prakriti or Mother Nature.]  

You are the greatest benefactor and the greatest well-wisher of all, and it is 
you who give inspiration to all. You are without an end, are infinite and eternal. Your 
divine form has two manifestations—one is the macrocosmic form that is subtle, 
invisible, all-pervading, all-encompassing and without any attributes, and the other is 
the microcosmic form that is visible, has attributes and a gross body. I bow my head 
to such a Lord Ram who is majestic and beyond definition. (3).  
 
You bear (i.e. sustain) the earth, are magnificent, Lord of Laxmi, crush the pride and 
vanity of Kamdeo who is proud of his beauty, are the benchmark of magnificence, 
and are most attractive and pleasant. It is very difficult to attain you and have your 
Darshan (divine or holy viewing). No one can understand you by logic (and using 
one's intelligence), and it is also very difficult to measure (or understand) your 
marvels and worldly activities. You can, by your grace and kindness, remove (liberate 
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or deliver) one from the journey of birth and death (transmigration of soul) which 
constitutes this existence (the mundane world as we know it). You give Darshan 
(manifest yourself) to your devotees easily (without much effort or cumbersome 
rituals), and you are easily attainable by simplicity, humility, love, affection and 
devotion. (4).  
 
You create ‘Truth’, live in ‘Truth’, and are true to your vows and words. You are 
always healthy and endowed with robust and divine energy and powers. You are ever 
(eternally) contented, and are the remover of great sorrows, miseries and tribulations. 
Dharma (righteous, scrupulousness, probity, propriety) is your shield. You are 
matchless in the knowledge and understanding of Brahm (the formless, attributeless, 
absolute, all-pervading Truth; the cosmic supreme Consciousness) and Karma 
(assigned duties). You are worshipped by the Brahmins, are the beloved of Brahmins 
as well as devotees, and are the slayer of the demon Mur. (5).  
 
Oh Hari! You are constant, without attachments, eternally free, without pride, vanity 
or ego, eliminator of sins, embodiment of wisdom, abode of supreme bliss, and the 
root cause of everything. You are the protector of all, the Lord of Yam (who devours 
all in the form of death), Kuthastha (i.e. unchangeable, immovable, steady, constant, 
exalted, secret), endowed with (or possessed of) mystical glory, splendour and 
radiance, have stupendous mercy, and show graciousness towards your devotees. (6).  
 
You are the goal and the seeker of that goal. Your possess all the mystical powers that 
exist in this creation, making you a Siddha or one who is empowered, attained, 
realised and enlightened. You are the speaker as well as the speech. You are the 
Mantra (divine words representing God; a group of syllables or alphabets having 
magical charm), the chanter of those Mantras, as well as the Divine-Being himself 
represented by those Mantras. You are the creation as well as the creator, and you are 
the ultimate cause (reason) of both of them. The celebrated legendary Lotus 
(representing purity) has emerged from you navel. Your complexion is as beauteous 
as the dark rain-bearing cloud. You are both the Saguna (formed) as well as the 
Nirguna (formless, attributeless) one. You are manifested in the form of this entire 
visible creation, and at the same time you are its observer—both of these are you. 
 [This seems incredulous on the face of it, but when one studies the principles 
of metaphysics one learns that everything in creation is a manifestation of one single 
Truth known as the cosmic Consciousness. And since this single entity has revealed 
itself in every conceivable form in this creation, including the creation itself, it 
naturally follows that both the seer and the thing seen, both the creator and the 
created, both the worshipper and the object of worship, and so on and so forth are 
fundamentally the same entity.]  (7).  
 
You are all-pervading and all encompassing like the sky. You are without any 
attachments and delusions. You are the supreme Brahm, and the Lord of the boon-
giving Gods. One of your abodes is in Vaikunth (i.e. inspite of you being omnipresent 
and all-pervading, your divine form as Lord Vishnu lives in the highest heaven known 
as Vaikunth). You had revealed your self as the young Brahmachari (a celibate 
Brahmin) known as Vaaman. [This refers to Lord Vishnu’s manifestation as the dwarf 
mendicant known as Vaaman, literally meaning a ‘dwarf’.]  

Siddhas (the attained and enlightened ones) and the congregation of Gods 
always worship and venerate you. You break (remove, uproot) deceit, crookedness, 
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fraud, heresy, false doctrines, hypocrisy, haughtiness etc., and render them rootless 
(i.e. you make them totally ineffective, in vain, harmless and of no consequence). (8).  
 
You are a treasure of pure and supreme bliss. You are the eliminator (remover) of 
ignorance, inprudence and the three traditional Gunas (qualities) that act as torments 
for all the creatures. [These three Gunas are known as Satvic, Rajsic and Tamsic. 
They are present in each individual in varying combinations. This decides the 
character, nature and personality of the individual.]  

This fellow Tulsidas has taken complete shelter in your (Lord Ram’s) holy feet, 
and has surrendered himself before you with his mind, heart and deeds (i.e. in totality, 
completely, without any reservations whatsoever). You are like sage Agastya 
personified for the purpose of drying-up the ocean of fear of this mundane existence. 
[Legend has it that sage Agastya had drunk the entire ocean in three gulps. So the 
allusion to this incident by Tulsidas means that Lord Ram is capable of removing all 
types of fears arising out of mundane existence in this fearsome gross world that is 
full of sorrows and pains.] (9). 

 
[Note—1It ought to be noted here that Lord Ram is a manifested form of Brahm, the 
Supreme Being. In the views of the Upanishads, Brahm is the cosmic Consciousness 
that forms the essence and the truth of creation. Just like a clay pitcher has clay as its 
basic identity and raw material, and without the clay there would be no pitcher though 
the former cannot be visibly seen in the latter once the clay has assumed the form of a 
pitcher, Brahm has assumed the form of this creation and cannot be separated from it. 
If there is no Brahm, there would be no creation just as there would be no pitcher 
without the clay.] 
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nso& 
foÜo&fo[;kr] foÜos'k] foÜok;ru] foÜoejtkn] O;kykfjxkehA 
czã] ojns'k] okxh'k] O;kid] fcey] fciqy cyoku] fuokZuLokehAA1AA 
izd`fr] egrRo] 'kCnkfn xq.k] nsork O;kse] e#nfXu] veykacq] mohZA 
cqf)] eu] bafnz;] izk.k] fpÙkkrek] dky] ijek.kq] fpPNfä xqohZAA2AA 
loZesok= Ronzwi Hkwikye.kh! O;äeO;ä] xrHksn] fc".kksA 
Hkqou Hkonax] dkekfj&oafnr] in}a} eankfduh&tud] ft".kksAA3AA 
vkfne/;kar] Hkxoar! Roa loZxreh'k] i';fUr ;s czãoknhA 
;Fkk iV&rarq] ?kV&e`fÙkdk] liZ&lzx] nk# dfj] dud&dVdkaxnknhAA4AA 
xw<+] xaHkhj] xoZ?u] xw<kFkZfor] xqIr] xksrhr] xq#] X;ku&X;krkA 
X;s;] X;kufiz;] izpqj xfjekxkj] ?kksj&lalkj&ij] ikj nkrkAA5AA 
lR;ladYi] vfrdYi] dYikard`r] dYiukrhr] vfg rYioklhA 
out&ykspu] out&ukHk] ounkHk&oiq] oupj/ot&dksfV&yko.;jklhAA6AA 
lqdj]  nq%dj]  nqjkjk/;]  nqO;Zlugj]  nqxZ]  nq)Z"kZ]  nqxkZfÙkZgÙkkZA 
osnxHkkZHkZdknHkZ&xquxoZ]       vokZxij&xoZ&fuokZi&dÙkkZAA7AA 
Hkä&vuqdwy] Hko'kwy&fuewZydj] rwyv?k&&uke ikod&lekuaA 
rjyr`".kkreh&rjf.k] /kj.kh/kj.k] 'kj.k&Hk;gj.k] d#.kkfu/kkuaAA8AA 
cgqy o`ankjdko`an&oank#&in&}a}      eankj&ekyksj&/kkjhA 
ikfg ekeh'k larki&ladqy lnk nkl rqylh iz.kr jko.kkjhAA9AA 
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                                                    (54) 
 
dēva- 
viśva-vikhyāta, viśvēśa, viśvāyatana, viśvamarajāda, vyālārigāmī. 
brahma, varadēśa, vāgīśa, vyāpaka, bimala, bipula balavāna, nirvānasvāmī. 1.  
prakṛti, mahatatva, śabdādi guṇa, dēvatā vyōma, marudagni, amalāmbu, urvī. 
bud'dhi, mana, indriya, prāṇa, cittātamā, kāla, paramāṇu, cicchakti gurvī. 2.  
sarvamēvātra tvadrūpa bhūpālamaṇī! vyaktamavyakta, gatabhēda, biṣṇō. 
bhuvana bhavadaṅga, kāmāri-vandita, padadvandva mandākinī-janaka, jiṣṇō. 
3.  
ādimadhyānta, bhagavanta! tvaṁ sarvagatamīśa, paśyanti yē brahmavādī. 
yathā paṭa-tantu, ghaṭa-mṛttikā, sarpa-sraga, dāru kari, kanaka-
kaṭakāṅgadādī. 4.  
gūṛha, gambhīra, garvaghna, gūḍhārthavita, gupta, gōtīta, guru, gyāna-gyātā. 
gyēya, gyānapriya, pracura garimāgāra, ghōra-sansāra-para, pāra dātā. 5.  
satyasaṅkalpa, atikalpa, kalpāntakṛta, kalpanātīta, ahi talpavāsī. 
vanaja-lōcana, vanaja-nābha, vanadābha-vapu, vanacaradhvaja-kōṭi-
lāvaṇyarāsī. 6.  
sukara, duḥkara, durārādhya, duvryasanahara, durga, durd'dharṣa, 
durgātrtihatrtā. 
vēdagarbhārbhakādarbha-gunagarva, arvāgapara-garva-nirvāpa-katrtā. 7.  
bhakta-anukūla, bhavaśūla-nirmūlakara, tūla'agha--nāma pāvaka-samānaṁ. 
tarala tṛṣṇātamī-taraṇi, dharaṇīdharaṇa, śaraṇa-bhayaharaṇa, 
karuṇānidhānaṁ. 8.  
bahula vṛndārakāvṛnda-vandāru-pada-dvandva mandāra-mālōra-dhārī. 
pāhi māmīśa santāpa-saṅkula sadā dāsa tulasī praṇata rāvaṇārī. 9.   
 
Verse no. 54—Oh Lord Ram! You are famed in the world, the Lord of the entire 
universe, an embodiment of this creation, an embodiment of the law (sanctified code 
of behaviour) of the world, and one who mounts Garud (an eagle). You are Brahm, 
the Supreme Being. You are the Lord of Brahma (the creator) and other Gods who are 
empowered to give boons, as well as the Lord of speech and knowledge. You are all-
pervading, ubiquitous, omnipresent, most holy and divine, almighty, and the patron 
God of the most exalted stage of the soul when it reaches its emancipation and 
salvation. (1).  
 
The Primary Nature, the best and most excellent elements and essence of creation 
known as the Tattwas, the ‘word’, the various feelings (sense of touch), the perception 
of sight (visible form), taste and smell, the three Gunas known as ‘Sata’ (truthfulness 
and the best quality in creation), ‘Raja’ (the second quality of all living beings which 
produce desires) and ‘Tama’ (the third and the meanest quality of creatures producing 
malignant tendencies), all the Gods, the five elements of creation such as the sky, air, 
fire, water and earth, the intellect, wisdom and mind, the ten sense organs1, the five 
Prans (life giving vital winds or airs)2, thought, mind and concentration, the Atma or 
soul, the Kaal (factor time or death), the Parmaanu (i.e. the ‘atom’ which is the basic 
unit of all things in this creation), and the great ‘Chaitanya’—the life giving 
Consciousness etc.—all these are your (Lord Ram’s) various forms. Oh the best 
among the kings! You are everything which is visible as well as invisible. You reside 
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uniformly, universally and in a seamless continuity in the entire creation. This whole 
creation is but only a fraction of your cosmic ‘Self’. Lord Shiva worships and 
venerates your holy feet, and river Ganges has emerged from them. You are all 
conquering and ever victorious. (2-3).  
 
Oh God! You are the beginning, the present and the end; you prevail in all, are 
ubiquitous and omnipresent. Oh Lord! Those wise-ones who have attained the true 
knowledge of Brahm (the Supreme Being; the cosmic Consciousness that is the 
eternal, formless, universal and all-pervading Truth) see you as the basic ingredient 
(composition, constituent, essence or basic element) in all things in this creation like 
cotton is present in cloth, mud is present in an earthen-pitcher, a garland can be 
visualized in the rounded form of a serpent, wood is inherent in or integral to a 
wooden elephant, and gold is the basic element that is moulded to give it another 
name such as a bracelet, and armlet and other such ornament made of gold.  

[We call a golden bracelet a ‘bracelet’ and not gold, but we don't realise that 
the basic and intrinsic value of this bracelet is in the quantity and purity of gold that it 
contains. We would not value a similarly designed bracelet if it is made of iron, would 
we? Similarly, this creation just wouldn't exist without Lord Ram in his all-pervading 
cosmic form known as the supreme Consciousness. This ‘Consciousness’ is the 
primary ‘atom’ that acts as the basic building block of everything that exists in this 
creation. Just like we can’t see the atom but see its manifestation in the form of a 
physical body or thing, we cannot see the Consciousness hidden in the gross form that 
this creation takes. But the very fact that ‘life’ exists in this creation is enough proof 
of the presence of the Consciousness just like the existence of anything proves that 
there are atoms in it. The wise perception of this creation is to see the same universal 
Truth known as Consciousness that is hidden behind the external façade of physical 
characteristics which vary from one individual to another. Lord Ram personifies this 
universal Truth and the cosmic Consciousness.] (4).  
 
In a similar way you are very mysterious and strange (it is too difficult to understand 
you). You are solemn and serious. You are a vanquisher of pride, vanity and 
haughtiness. You are the one who knows all the secrets because you are omniscient, 
and you are the ‘secret’ itself. [The ‘secret’ here refers to the Atma or the pure 
conscious soul that resides in the gross body of an individual. Nothing is hidden from 
the Lord because he lives in the heart as the Atma which is privy to all the thoughts 
and emotions of the creature.]  

You are beyond the reach of the mind and perception by the sense organs. You 
are the preceptor (teacher) for the whole world (because you are all-knowing and the 
Supeme Being). You fully attained or expert in wisdom, an embodiment of 
knowledge, and one who loves the virtues of true enlightenment, knowledge and 
wisdom. You are a store-house or treasury or a fount of great renown, fame, eminence 
and respect (i.e. you are worthy of it). You can help a creature to cross this huge 
ocean of mundane, deluding existence consiting of an endless cycle of birth and 
death. (5).  
 
You are true to your words. You can annihilate the world as well as the universe (you 
are almighty and the concluder of creation). No one can imagine or measure you by 
his mind and intellect. You reside (recline) on the bed made of Sesh Nath. [This refers 
to Lord Vishnu who reclines on the bed made by the coiled body of the celestial 
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serpent known as Sesh Nath who floats on the surface of the celestial ocean of milk 
called Kshir-sagar.]  

Your eyes are like a lotus flower; the lotus flower itself has emerged from 
your navel. [This lotus emerged from the navel of reclining Vishnu, and from this 
lotus was born the creator of the visible world known as Brahma.]  

The complexion of your body is dark like the rain bearing clouds. You are a 
treasury of beauty, charm and attractiveness which is equivalent to millions of 
Kamdeos. [The Kamdeo is the god of passions, and is regarded as being the most 
charming to look at.] (6).  
 
You are easily accessible for your devotees, but most inaccessible for the rascals, the 
miscreants and those who are wicked. [Only those with a pure heart can attain the 
Lord; those whose heart is perverted cannot find him.]  

In the path of your devotion, one has to face great hurdles (to test one's 
tenacity and sincerity of devotion). You destroy all the bad or evil qualities and 
characters of your devotees. [You make them holy and pure.]  

You are very difficult to attain and most formidable. You can eliminate, 
remove or dispel great troubles, tribulations, sufferings and sorrows. You had 
removed the pride and vanity of Brahma's son Sankadi3 about his knowledge of the 
‘Para and Apara4’. (7).  
 
You are always kind and benevolent towards your devotees. You can uproot (remove) 
the torments, miseries and tribulations caused by this world consisting of a cycle of 
birth and death. Your name ‘Ram’ is like a fire for the purpose of burning the cotton 
of sin. You are like a ‘sun’ for the purpose of eliminating (removing, overcoming) the 
night represented by ever changing (unsatisfied) desires. You bear the burden of the 
earth.You remove the fear of those who have taken your refuge. And you are the 
abode of mercy and compassion. (8).  
 
The various communities of Gods worship and revere your holy feet. You wear a 
garland of Mandaar flowers on your chest. [Mandaar = the coral tree.]  

Oh Lord Ram, the enemy of Ravana! I, who am always tormented by the miseries 
and troubles (of Kaliyug), have taken the refuge and the shelter of your holy feet. Oh 
Lord! Save and protect me! (9). 
 

[Note—1The ten sense organs are said to be the following—five organs of perception 
such as the eye which sees, the tongue which tastes, the nose which smells, the ear 
which hears, and the skin which feels. The five organs of action are the following—
the hands which accept, the legs which take the creature to his desired place, the 
mouth which speaks and eats, the excretory which eliminate waste from the body, and 
the genitals which help in reproduction and give him pleasure.  

2The five Prans are the following—Pran (the vital air which sustains life), Apan 
(the wind which passes through the anus), Samaan (equivalent or balancing force of 
life), Byan (the vital air which pervades throughout the body and the mind), Udaan 
(the air which rises up the throat, e.g., belching) respectively. 

3Vanity of sage Sankadi (pronounced as ‘Sunkaadi’) 
(vēdagarbhārbhakādarbha-gunagarva, arvāgapara-garva-nirvāpa-katrtā): 

Brahma's son Sankadi asked his father some questions relating to metaphysics 
and transcedental knowledge (Para-Apara Vidya=knowledge which is within as well 
as beyond comprehension; the knowledge of the micro as well as the macro self), 
which the former could not answer. This instilled pride in the son. Brahma asked 
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Vishnu to remove the pride of Sankadi, at which the latter became a Swan and 
explained to Sankadi the essence and the most intricate of knowledge related to the 
subject. This crushed his vanity and haughtiness. The cult of ‘Nimbaark’ regard this 
swan (as manifestation of Vishnu and embodiment of wisdom and knowledge) as 
their patron and the first Guru. 

4Para and Apara Vidya—References: Rudra Hridaya Upanishad of Krishna Yajur 
Veda tradition, in its verse nos. 28-30; Mundak Upanishad of Atharva Veda, Mundak 
(Canto) 1, sections 1, verse no. 4-5.  

The word Para Vidya refers to that knowledge which is transcendental and 
beyond the normal field of knowledge that can be acquired in this mundane world by 
study; the knowledge which  relates to the supreme ‘self’ or the pure conscious Atma; 
the knowledge of things that is beyond the range of bodily perception and 
comprehension. It is the knowledge pertaining to the supreme transcendental Brahm 
which is the ultimate and absolute Truth of creation. The Paraa Vidya relates to the 
invisible and unknown Divinity that is eternal, infinite and imperishable, and whose 
Mantra is OM. [Refer—Mundak Upanishad of Atharva Veda, Mundak (Canto) 1, 
section 1, verse no. 4-5.]  

It has been extensively described in Mundak Upanishad of Atharva Veda, 
Mundak (Canto) 1, section 1, verse nos. 4-9. 

On the other hand, Aparaa Vidya means that body of knowledge that is known 
and which can enlighten the aspirant about the Paraa Vidya which is the knowledge 
of the transcendental Brahm. In this category come the four Vedas—the Rik, the 
Sam, the Yajur and the Atharva. Refer—Mundak Upanishad of Atharva Veda, 
Mundak (Canto) 1, section 1, verse no. 4-5. 

It has been extensively described in Mundak Upanishad of Atharva Veda, 
Mundak (Canto) 1, section 2, verse nos. 4-5.] 

 
 
 

¼55½ 
 
nso& 
lar&larkigj] fo'o&foJkedj] jke dkekfj] vfHkjkedkjhA 
'kq) cks/kk;ru] lfPpnkuan?ku] lTtukuan&o/kZu] [kjkjhAA1AA 
'khy&lerk&Hkou] fo"kerk&efr&'keu] jke jkekjeu] jkoukjhA 
[k³~xdj] peZoj&oeZ/kj] #fpj dfV rw.k 'kj&'kfä lkjax/kkjhAA2AA 
lR;la/kku] fuokZuizn] loZfgr] loZxq.k&Kku&foKku'kkyhA 
l?ku&re&?kksj&lalkj&Hkj&'koZjh ukefnols'k [kj&fdj.kekyhAA3AA 
riu rhPNu r#u rhoz rki?u] ri:i] ruHkwi] reij] riLohA 
eku&en&enu&eRlj&euksjFk&eFku] eksg&vaHkksf/k&eanj] euLohAA4AA 
osn&fo[;kr] ojns'k] okeu] fojt] foey] okxh'k] oSdqaBLokehA 
dke&Øks/kkfnenZu] foo/kZu] Nek&'kkafr&foxzg] fogxjkt&xkehAA5AA 
ije ikou] iki&iqat&eqatkVoh&vuybo fufe"k fueZwydÙkkZA 
Hkqou&Hkw"k.k] nw"k.kkfj] Hkqous'k] HkwukFk] JqfrekFk t; HkqouHkÙkkZAA6AA 
vey]vfopy]vdy]ldy] larIr&dfy&fodyrk&HkatukuanjklhA 
mjxuk;d&'k;u] r#.kiadt&u;u] Nhjlkxj&v;u] loZoklhAA7AA 
fl)&dfo&dksfonkuan&nk;d in}a} eankReeuqtSnqZjkiaA 
;= laHkwr vfriwr ty lqjljh n'kZuknso vigjfr ikiaAA8AA 
fuR; fueZqä] la;qäxq.k] fuxqZ.kkuan] Hkxoar] U;ked] fu;arkA 
fo'o&iks"k.k&Hkj.k] fo'o&dkj.k&dj.k] 'kj.k rqylhnkl =kl&garkAA9AA 
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                                                   (55) 
 
dēva- 
santa-santāpahara, viśva-viśrāmakara, rāma kāmāri, abhirāmakārī. 
śud'dha bōdhāyatana, saccidānandaghana, sajjanānanda-vardhana, kharārī. 
1.  
śīla-samatā-bhavana, viṣamatā-mati-śamana, rāma rāmāramana, rāvanārī. 
khaṅgakara, carmavara-varmadhara, rucira kaṭi tūṇa śara-śakti sāraṅgadhārī. 
2.  
satyasandhāna, nirvānaprada, sarvahita, sarvaguṇa-jñāna-vijñānaśālī. 
saghana-tama-ghōra-sansāra-bhara-śarvarī-nāma divasēśa khara-kiraṇamālī. 
3.  
tapana tīcchana taruna tīvra tāpaghna, taparūpa, tanabhūpa, tamapara, 
tapasvī. 
māna-mada-madana-matsara-manōratha-mathana, mōha-ambhōdhi-
mandara, manasvī. 4.  
vēda-vikhyāta, varadēśa, vāmana, viraja, vimala, vāgīśa, vaikuṇṭhasvāmī. 
kāma-krōdhādimardana, vivardhana, chamā-śānti-vigraha, vihagarāja-gāmī. 
5.  
parama pāvana, pāpa-pun̄ja-mun̄jāṭavī-anala'iva nimiṣa nirmūlakatrtā. 
bhuvana-bhūṣaṇa, dūṣaṇāri, bhuvanēśa, bhūnātha, śrutimātha jaya 
bhuvanabhatrtā. 6.  
amala,avicala,akala,sakala, santapta-kali-vikalatā-bhan ̄janānandarāsī. 
uraganāyaka-śayana, taruṇapaṅkaja-nayana, chīrasāgara-ayana, sarvavāsī. 7.  
sid'dha-kavi-kōvidānanda-dāyaka padadvandva mandātmamanujairdurāpaṁ. 
yatra sambhūta atipūta jala surasarī darśanādēva apaharati pāpaṁ. 8.  
nitya nirmukta, sanyuktaguṇa, nirguṇānanda, bhagavanta, n'yāmaka, niyantā. 
viśva-pōṣaṇa-bharaṇa, viśva-kāraṇa-karaṇa, śaraṇa tulasīdāsa trāsa-hantā. 9.  
 
Verse no. 55—Oh Lord Ram! You remove the torments and suffering of saints. You 
give the universe rest in yourself at the time of the ultimate dissolution (or 
annihilation) of creation at the time of dooms-day. [The entire creation collapses and 
merges back into you or devolves in you. It had earlier emerged from you, and it 
retraces its path back to you. It will remain merged in you till the time of the next 
phase of creation when it will start emerging from you once again.] You provide 
happiness and joy to Lord Shiva (who is the designated God responsible for 
conclusion of creation). [That is, Lord Shiva is pleased that you have done the job of 
winding up the creation for him, and the credit of this stupendous achievement is got 
by Shiva. So he is pleased that he gets the credit for free!]  

You are the abode of pure wisdom and truthful knowledge, and are a treasury 
of eternal bliss and peace. [Pure wisdom and truthful knowledge gives eternal peace 
and bliss to the enlightened man.]  

You are the one who enhances the pleasure and happiness of gentlemen, and 
you are an enemy of the demon Khar. [That is, while pious and righteous people love 
you, those who are evil and corrupt and cruel treat you as their enemy, and therefore 
fear you.] (1).  
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Oh Lord Ram! You are an abode of excellent characters and exemplary qualities such 
as modesty, propriety, kindness as well as fortitude, equality and equanimity. You are 
the eliminator of dissension, discord, differences or disputes caused by discrimination 
and disparity. You are the Lord of Laxmi (the Goddess of wealth and prosperity), and 
an enemy of Ravana (the demon). You are naturally endowed with the glorious virtue 
known as ‘Shakti’ (strength, dynamism, energy, vigour, valour, authority and 
powers). You (therefore) hold a bow, an arrow, a sword, and an attractive shield in 
your hands, your body is adorned by armour, and a quiver is tied around your waist. 
[These weapons are used by brave warriors, and they are symbols of strength and 
power.] (2).  
 
You are true to and steadfast in your words. You are a bestower of all auspiciousness 
and welfare. You are a benevolent benefactor who is favourable to all. You are 
complete with all the divine qualities, all the knowledge and all the wisdom. Your 
name of ‘Ram’ is akin to the powerful rays of the sun for overcoming or eliminating 
the darkness of night symbolising ignorance and delusions associated with this 
mundane and mortal world. (3).  
 
Your divine radiance and splendour are brilliant. You destroy the numerous and fierce 
torments, miseries and sufferings of this world which keep on emerging endlessly one 
after another. And though you have a body of a human King (who are generally very 
indulgent), you are an embodiment of Tapa (austerities, self-control, penance etc.). 
[This refers to the physical form of Lord Ram as the king of Ayodhya. But unlike the 
kings of this world, he practices exceptional virtues of Tapa and remains aloof from 
the world of sense objects as well as from the demands of the sense organs for self 
gratification.]  

You are beyond ignorance and delusions. You’re the one who has exemplary 
control over one’s own self. You are like the legendary Mandrachal mountain for 
churning the ocean of pride, vanity, hypocrisy, haughtiness, jealousy, envy, anger, 
lust, passions, desires, delusions etc. [This mountain was used as a turning rod to 
churn the ocean by the demons and the gods in search of Amrit, the ambrosia of 
eternity.]  

You are very wise and thoughtful. (4).  
 
You are the Lord of the Gods who are famous in the Vedas and bestow boons. You 
are Vaaman. [Vaaman was a manifestation of Lord Vishnu in the form of a Brahmin 
mendicant who was like a dwarf. The word ‘Vaaman’ means a dwarf. Hence, this 
stanza means that it was Lord Ram in his primary cosmic form of Lord Vishnu who 
had revealed himself as Vaaman].  

You are an exemplary renouncer and remain detached from everything. You 
are most pure and holy. You are the Lord of speech as well as the Lord of Vaikunth 
(heaven, abode of Vishnu). You destroy Kaam (lust, passion, desire), Krodh 
(indignation, wrath, anger), Lobh (greed, avarice, covetousness) etc. You are the 
enhancer of the quality of forgiveness, tolerance and fortitude. You are an 
embodiment of peace and tranquility. You mount on Garuda, the king of birds. [Garud 
is the mount of Lord Vishnu. Its reference here implies that Lord Ram is Lord Vishnu 
himself personified.] (5).  
 
You are very pure and are like ‘fire’ to burn instantly the forest of tall reeds known as 
‘Munj’ representing the treasury of sins. [That is, you are pure and uncorrupt like the 
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‘fire’, and you destroy all sins like the fire that destroys huge bundles of reed, burning 
them to ashes in a short time.]  

You are the ornament of the universe. [You are the most exalted and adorable 
Lord in the entire creation. The creation gets its value, importance and meaning 
because of the fact that you are present in it as its Lord.]  

You are an enemy of the demon Dushan, Lord of the world (universe) as well 
as the earth, the head (the essence, the most revered deity) of the Vedas, and the 
sustainer of the whole universe (creation). Glory to you! (6).  
 
You are most pure, uncorrupt and holy. You are unchangeable as well as changeable. 
[You are ‘unchangeable’ because you are the Absolute Truth of creation and the 
essence of the living world that is known as Consciousness which is a common 
denominator in the entire creation. You are ‘changeable’ because this world, which is 
your own manifestation, is always changing. No two things and no two individuals 
are alike in this world though it is you who pervades uniformly in them and are their 
truthful identity.] You are universal and uniform in this creation. [You pervade 
uniformly throughout this creation.]  

You are the destroyer of the agitations and agonies of the creatures caused by 
the scorching (tormenting) effects of Kaliyug, and are the treasury of happiness, joy 
and bliss (for them). You recline on (the bedstead of) Sesh Nath (the legendary 
serpent floating on the surface of the Kshir-sagar). Your eyes are like a blooming 
lotus flower. You visibly reside in the ‘Kshir-sagar’ (the legendary celestial ocean of 
milk), and invisibly in the form of this creation. [Lord Vishnu is ‘visualized’ by the 
Purans as reclining on the coiled body of Shesh-nath as the latter floats on the surface 
of Kshir-sagar. On the other hand, the same Lord has manifested himself as this 
creation and lives in it as its Atma, its soul, which is ‘invisible’. Though the entire 
visible world is a revelation or a manifestation of the Supreme Being, no one can 
actually see that Supreme Being with one’s physical eyes thought he is all-pervading, 
ubiquitous and omnipresent in this creation.] (7).  
 
These two holy feet of yours, which give happiness and comfort to Siddhas (mystics), 
Kavis (poets, bards, those who are expert in language and expression) and Vidvans 
(learned men and wise ones). You are inaccessible to and unattainable by the wicked 
and rascals. The river Ganges, whose water is most pure and holy, has emerged from 
your feet, while sins and evils are eliminated by the mere sight of them. (8).  
 
You are eternal, free from all delusions, an abode of divine qualities, without the 
(tainting effects of) three ‘Gunas’ (Satvik, Rajsic, Tamsik), and an embodiment of 
bliss, happiness and joys. You are ‘Bhagwan1’ who is endowed with the six 
celebrated virtues or qualities. You are a strict follower of all auspicious rules, 
regulations and sanctified codes of conduct, and one who reigns over the entire 
creation. You are the sustainer of the entire universe, as well as the original cause (or 
the very origin of) the world.  

Oh Lord, you are the remover of all fears of this refugee Tulsidas. (9). 
 

[Note—1The word “Bhagwan” has two syllables ‘Bhag’ and ‘Wan’. The second 
syllable ‘Wan’ means one who possesses, or is in the possession of. The first syllable 
‘Bhag’ means the following six qualities—(i) Possessing all the qualities that are 
called Dharma (righteousness, probity, propriety and noble conduct). (ii) Possessing 
all the qualities that are called Yash (good name and fame; renown and majesty; (iii) 
Possessing all the qualities that are called Aishwarya (glories, good fortunes, 
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supremacy, sway, greatness, majesty, magnificence, grandeur, successes and 
achievements; (iv) Possessing all the qualities that are called Sri (wealth, prosperity, 
authority, powers, potentials, proficiencies, successes and achievements; (v) 
Possessing all the qualities that are called Gyan (the best of all knowledge, wisdom 
and enlightenment; and (vi) Possessing all the qualities that are called Vairagya 
(dispassion, detachment, renunciation, leading to freedom from delusions and 
entanglements). 
 Hence, Bhagwan is a person who possesses, or is an embodiment of all these six 
eclectic qualities or virtues.] 
 
 
 

¼56½ 
 
nso& 
nuqtlwnu]   n;kfla/kq]   naHkkigu]   ngu   nqnksZ"k]  nikZigÙkkZA 
nq"Vrkneu]  neHkou]  nq%[kkS?kgj]  nqxZ  nqokZluk  uk'kdÙkkZAA1AA 
HkwfjHkw"k.k]  Hkkuqear]  Hkxoar]  Hko&HkatukHk;n]  Hkqous'k HkkjhA 
Hkkoukrhr]  Hkooa|]  HkoHkäfgr]  Hkwfem)j.k]  Hkw/kj.k&/kkjhAA2AA 
ojn] ounkHk] okxh'k] fo'okrek] fojt] oSdq.B&efUnj&fcgkjhA 
O;kid O;kse] oank#] okeu] foHkks] czãfon] czã] fparkigkjhAA3AA 
lgt lqanj] lqeq[k] lqeu] 'kqHk loZnk] 'kq) loZK] LoPNUnpkjhA 
loZd`r]  loZHk`r]  loZftr]  loZfgr]  lR;&ladYi]  dYikardkjhAA4AA 
fuR;]  fueksZg]  fuxqZ.k]  fujatu]  futkuan]  fuokZ.k]  fuokZ.knkrkA 
fuHkZjkuan]  fu%dai]  fu%lhe]  fueZqä]  fu#ikf/k]  fueZe]  fo/kkrkAA5AA 
egkeaxyewy] eksn&efgek;ru] eqX/k&e/kq&eFku] ekun] vekuhA 
enuenZu]  enkrhr]  ek;kjfgr]  eatq  ekukFk]  ikFkkstikuhAA6AA 
dey&ykspu] dykdks'k] dksnaM?kj] dks'kyk/kh'k] dY;k.kjklhA 
;krq/kku    izpqj   eÙkdfj&dsljh]   Hkäeu&iq.;&vkj.;oklhAA7AA 
vu?k] v}Sr] vuo|] vO;ä] vt] vfer] vfodkj] vkuanfla/kksA 
vpy] vfudsr] vfojy] vuke;] vukjaHk] vaHkksnukngu&ca/kksAA8AA 
nklrqylh [ksnf[ké] vkié bg] 'kksdlaié] vfr'k; lHkhraA 
iz.krikyd jke] ije d#.kk/kke] ikfg ekeqfoZifr] nqfoZuhraAA9AA 
 

 
                                                    (56) 
 
dēva- 
danujasūdana, dayāsindhu, dambhāpahana, dahana durdōṣa, darpāpahatrtā. 
duṣṭatādamana, damabhavana, duḥkhaughahara, durga durvāsanā 
nāśakatrtā. 1.  
bhūribhūṣaṇa, bhānumanta, bhagavanta, bhava-bhan̄janābhayada, 
bhuvanēśa bhārī. 
bhāvanātīta, bhavavandya, bhavabhaktahita, bhūmi'ud'dharaṇa, bhūdharaṇa-
dhārī. 2.  
varada, vanadābha, vāgīśa, viśvātamā, viraja, vaikuṇṭha-mandira-bihārī. 
vyāpaka vyōma, vandāru, vāmana, vibhō, brahmavida, brahma, cintāpahārī. 
3.  
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sahaja sundara, sumukha, sumana, śubha sarvadā, śud'dha sarvajña, 
svacchandacārī. 
sarvakṛta, sarvabhṛta, sarvajita, sarvahita, satya-saṅkalpa, kalpāntakārī. 4.  
nitya, nirmōha, nirguṇa, niran̄jana, nijānanda, nirvāṇa, nirvāṇadātā. 
nirbharānanda, niḥkampa, niḥsīma, nirmukta, nirupādhi, nirmama, vidhātā. 5.  
mahāmaṅgalamūla, mōda-mahimāyatana, mugdha-madhu-mathana, mānada, 
amānī. 
madanamardana, madātīta, māyārahita, man ̄ju mānātha, pāthōjapānī. 6.  
kamala-lōcana, kalākōśa, kōdaṇḍaghara, kōśalādhīśa, kalyāṇarāsī. 
yātudhāna pracura mattakari-kēsarī, bhaktamana-puṇya-āraṇyavāsī. 7.  
anagha, advaita, anavadya, avyakta, aja, amita, avikāra, ānandasindhō. 
acala, anikēta, avirala, anāmaya, anārambha, ambhōdanādahana-bandhō. 8.  
dāsatulasī khēdakhinna, āpanna iha, śōkasampanna, atiśaya sabhītaṁ. 
praṇatapālaka rāma, parama karuṇādhāma, pāhi māmurvipati, durvinītaṁ. 9.  
 
Verse no. 56—Oh Lord Ram! You are the destroyer of demons (symbolizing evil, 
perversions, cruelty, unrighteousness and sins of all hues). You are an ocean of mercy 
and compassion. You are an eliminator or remover of such negative qualities as 
pretensions, deceit, conceit and falsehood. You turn to ashes (burn) all the wicked and 
evil deeds that a creature does. You are the remover of haughtiness, false pride, 
vanity, hypocrisy and arrogance. You are the destroyer of wickedness. You are the 
best amongst those who have restrained their sense organs and practice exemplary 
self-control. You are the remover of all sorrows, miseries and agonies of the creature. 
You are the annihilator of all the evil Vasnaas (desires, lust, perversity, attachments) 
that are formidable and difficult to overcome. (1).  
 
You are decorated (adorned) by a large variety of ornaments, and are endowed with 
the six divine qualities like Aishwarya etc. (which entitles you to be honoured by the 
title of a Bhagwan—see verse no. 55/9) which shine like the celestial sun. [The 
‘ornaments’ are a metaphors for the countless divine virtues that the Lord possesses. 
These adorn him and make him as glorious as the splendorous sun.] You provide 
liberation and deliverance from the bondage of the world, and can grant freedom from 
all sorts of fear (that torment all living beings in this world). You are the most exalted 
Lord of the creation. You are beyond comprehension and grasp of the mind and the 
intellect. You are adored and worshipped by Lord Shiva, and are the well-wisher of 
the devotees of Lord Shiva. You are the one who provides freedom to the earth or 
liberate the earth from the torments of the demons (who represent evil and 
wickedness)1, and you are the one who bearers all the mountains2. [That is, you are 
the cosmic force that keeps the earth, with all its colossus and heavy mountains, 
floating in the void of space without any support; you prevent this earth from 
collapsing from the weight of the mountains. In metaphoric terms it means that it is 
Lord Ram who actually bears the burden of the entire creation without openly saying 
so, because on the face of it, it looks that the burden of the mountains is borne by the 
earth, whereas the fact is that it is the Lord who bears both the burdens—that of the 
earth as well as of its colossus mountains!] (2).  
 
Oh bestower of boons! Your body is dark like the rain-bearing cloud. You are the 
patron Lord of speech (i.e. you are the one who not only enables a creature to say 
something, but also determine what is said by him). You are the macrocosmic and all-
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pervading universal Soul of creation. You are without any attachments and 
entanglements (i.e. you are free from being involved in this creation though you live 
in it as its Soul). You reside always (at all times) in the temple (abode) called 
Vaikunth (heaven). [This refers to Lord Ram’s primary cosmic form as Lord Vishnu 
who lives in the heaven known as Vaikunth.]  

You are all-pervading, all-encompassing, ubiquitous and omnipresent like the 
sky. You are worshipped by all in this creation (i.e. both by the mortal living beings 
as well as the immortal Gods). You had taken the form of the dwarf mendicant known 
as Vaaman. You are all able and all competent. You are an expert in the knowledge of 
Brahm (the macrocosmic pure ‘Self’ known as the cosmic Consciousness, the 
Supreme Being), and are an embodiment or personification of that Brahm. [That is, 
you are highly enlightened about your true form, and you know that inspite of 
assuming a human body you are not an ordinary man but the Supreme Being himself 
revealed in your divine form.]  

You are the one who removes all the worries and miseries that afflict the 
world and its creatures. (3).  
 
You are naturally and inherently of a sweet nature, and have an attractive countenance 
(which instills fearlessness and reassurance in the heart of your devotee). You have a 
pure heart (i.e. you have no deceit and conceit hidden in you). You are eternally and 
always auspicious, holy and pure. You are all-knowing and omniscient. You are 
independent and free from having any sort of compulsions of any kind (which may 
force you to make compromises in connection with your principles and commitments 
to your devotees). You can do everything in this world (as you are omnipotent and 
almighty Lord of this creation). You are the one who sustains all, conquers all, and are 
the benevolent well-wisher of all. You are true to your words  
and promises (i.e. you are truthful and honest). And you are an annihilator or the 
concluder of the world (i.e. bring the creation to an end). [This is because you are the 
Supreme Being, and it is you who decides when to create and when to conclude this 
world.] (4).  
 
You are eternal and infinite. You are without Moha (any trace of delusions and its 
attendent attachments, allurements, infatuations and other spiritual anomalies 
associated with this world). You are formless and attributless. You are most holy, 
divine and immaculate. You are an embodiment of self-generated bliss. You are both 
the embodiment as well as the bestower of salvation to the soul. [That is, in your 
manifested form as Lord Ram you grant emancipation and salvation to the soul of the 
devotee, but since you are the supreme Soul and the spiritual Truth of this creation it 
is you who is the ultimate destiny of the individual’s soul.]  

You are a personification of the virtues of complete bliss and happiness, You 
are unmovable (stable), without limits (infinite), an embodiment (personification) of 
salvation, and beyond honour (you transcend such mundane considerations as honour 
and respect). You are free from all attachments or attractions (that are the normal 
characteristic quality of all in this creation). And it is you who decides the destiny of 
all. (5).  
 
You are the root of all greatest of virtues of auspiciousness and holiness. [The word 
‘root’ means that you are a treasury of these virtues as well as the source from which 
all such qualities draw their strength just like a tree that draws its nourishment through 
the medium of the root. It is you who help these noble virtues remain established in 
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this world just like the root that helps the tree to remain firmly anchored to the ground 
and prevents its toppling over.]  

You are an abode of joy, happiness and bliss, as well as of great majesty, 
magnificence, fame and glory. You are the slayer of the foolish demon Madhu3. You 
give respect to others, but have no pride, vanity or ego yourself. You are the destroyer 
of Kamdeo (i.e. of passions, yearning and lust—because Kamdeo is the patron god of 
these qualities). You are free from the evil qualities of haugtiness, hypocrisy and 
delusions. You are the Lord of Laxmi (the goddess of wealth and prosperity—i.e. you 
are Lord Vishnu). And you hold a divine lotus in your hand. (6).  
 
Your eyes are like beautiful lotus flower. You are a treasury of the sixty four 
celebrated qualities known as ‘Kalaa4’. You hold a bow (in your hand), are the Lord 
(king) of Kaushal (Ayodhya), and a treasury of auspiciousness. You are like a lion for 
the purpose of killing numerous demons in the form of wild, haughty and mad 
elephants. [The ‘demons’ here are symbols of negative traits such as evil, cruelty, 
haughtiness, arrogance etc. So just like a lion is easily able to overcome and kill a 
wild elephant that is bigger in physical size and strength than a lion, you too can 
easily overcome and eliminate all the formidable and evil forces in creation which are 
like demons.]  

You reside in the pure heart of your devotees which is like forest where this 
lion lives. (7).  
 
You are without sins, evils or vices of any kind (i.e. you are perfect and immaculate). 
You are peerless and without a second. You are faultless and without a taint. You are 
invisible and imperceptible by the sense organs. You are without birth (i.e. you are 
unborn because you have no beginning as you are eternal and infinite). You are 
infinite, eternal and limitless. You are flawless and taintless. You are an ocean of 
happiness and bliss (i.e. you are an infinite source of these virtues). You are 
unmoving (unwavering, stable), yet you do not reside at only one place—for you are 
present everywhere as you are omnipresent and all-pervading. You are complete in all 
respects. You are without disease or any ills (i.e. without the spiritual faults caused by 
worldly delusions that cause immense torment for the living being just like a disease 
that also torments him). You are without an end or beginning (as you are infinite, 
eternal and non-perishable). You are the elder brother of Laxman who is the slayer of 
Meghnad (who was the son of Ravana, the 10-headed demon king of Lanka). (8).  
 
This Tulsidas is being tormented by the countless miseries and tribulations inflicted 
upon him by this world; he is surrounded by them; he is overcome by uncountable 
sorrows and agonies; and has become very distraught and extremely frightened. Oh 
the care-taker and sustainer of refugees! Oh the abode of the highest quality of mercy 
and compassion!  

Oh Lord Ram, the Lord of the earth! Please protect this evil, miserable, wretched 
and afflicted one (Tulsidas). [These words show Tulsidas' great humility and modesty, 
his total surrender before the Lord, his earnestness in seeking the Lord’s intervention 
for redemption of his soul from the miseries created by the world, and his realisation 
that Lord Ram is the personified form of the Supreme Being.] (9). 

 
[Note—1Libration of the earth (bhūmi'ud'dharaṇa): During the 1st Yug (Satyug), 
there were two ferocious, most valorous demons called Hiranyakashyapu, the father 
of Prahalad, and Hirnyaaksha, the father of demon Andhak (see sr. no. 31). The latter 
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stole the earth and hid it in the subterranean world. Lord Vishnu assumed the form of 
a wild boar, killed Hirnyaksha and liberated the earth. Besides this, each time the 
earth is tormented, the Lord manifests to liberate her from her tormentors. 

2The lifting of Mt. Gobardhan by Krishna (bhūdharaṇa-dhārī): This alludes to 
the following episode in the life of Lord Krishna.The inhabitants of Vrindavan 
stopped offering worship to Indra at the behest of Krishna, the former showed his 
wrath in the form of torrential, incessant deluge-like rainfall. It rained like cats and 
dogs for 7 continuous days. Lord Krishna lifted Mt. Gobardhan on his little finger and 
under its umbrella-like shade, all the inhabitants and their cattle were saved. 

3The demon Madhu— The Vedas had been stolen by two demons named Madhu 
and Kaitav, who hid them in the eastern ocean. Lord Vishnu had assumed the form of 
Hayagriva to kill them and restore the Vedas. 

4The 16 Kalaas are the following virtues—These are the special qualities and 
attributes etc. that one must possess to make him perfect. They represent his various 
strengths and potentials, and they are said to be sixteen in number corresponding to 
and symbolised by the sixteen phases of the moon. Since Lord Ram is a manifestation 
of the ‘Viraat Purush’, the vast and all-encompassing cosmic form of the Supreme 
Being, these sixteen qualities or attributes refer to the sixteen qualities of Brahm 
himself that made him the Lord of creation. The presence of all these divine attributes 
makes a man complete and very powerful. Hence, these sixteen Kalaas represent all 
the magnificent good qualities that are present in this creation which enable a man to 
overcome all adversities, hurdles and ill circumstances. Lord Ram is the creature’s 
only sincere well-wisher and succour in times of distress and dismay, and he is the 
Lord who possesses all the exemplary qualities grouped under the single word 
‘Kalaa’ that enables him to carry out his duties of sustaining and protecting this 
creation.  
 Since the entire creation is a manifestation of the Lord, and the Lord is himself an 
embodiment of all that exists in this creation, it follows that all the fundamental 
elements that constitue this creation are represented in the form of Lord Ram. 

The sixteen Kalaas are expressly listed in the Prashna Upanishad of the Atharva 
Veda tradition, in its Canto 6, verse no. 4. These are the following—(i) Pran (life; life 
consciousness; the very essence of creation; the vibrations of life manifested in the 
form of the vital winds; the rhythm and essential functions pertaining to life), (ii) 
Shraddha (the eclectic virtues of faith, believe, conviction, reverence, respect, 
devotion), (iii) Akash (the all-pervading, all-encompassing sky or space element), (iv) 
Vayu (wind, air element), (v) Tej (energy, splendour, radiance, glory, might, majesty 
and fire element), (vi) Apaha (water element which is the all-important ingredient for 
life), (vii) ‘Prithivi’ (earth element which is the base or foundation for all mortal 
creation), (viii) Indriya (the organs of the body, both the organs of perception as well 
as of action), (ix) Mana (the mind and heart complex and their stupendous potentials), 
(x) Anna (food, the element without which life is simply not imaginable because it 
provides it with the basic nourishment and energy), (xi) Virya (semen, sperms, 
standing for courage, valour, potency, vitality and prowess), (xii) Tapa (austerity and 
penance, tolerance of hardship as a means of penitence, forbearance as well as 
carrying out strict religious vows in order to purify one’s self; the sufferance for some 
auspicious and noble cause) (xiii) Mantra (the key or formula to achieve success in 
any enterprise; it also refers to the ability to give good advise; the power to 
contemplate and think, concentrate and focus, and then logically arrive at a 
conclusion; the different mystical formulas consisting of letters or words or phrases 
which encapsulated various dynamic forces of Nature which could be invoked and 
harnessed by the creature and help him to utilise the latent cosmic energy, strength 
and other magnificent powers incorporated in these Mantras for the benefit of 
creation at large), (xiv) Karma (the ability to do deeds and take action; the strength, 
energy and stamina to perform even difficult tasks), (xv) Loka (the various worlds, 
such as the mortal world where the creature lived on the earth, the lower heaven 
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called the Antariksha where the junior Gods and the Spirits of dead creatures would 
live, and the upper heaven or Brahm Loka where the Supreme Being lives; the 
different worlds as experienced during the waking state, the dreaming state and the 
deep sleep states of existence of the consciousness), and (xvi) Naam (the name 
assigned to each independent creature; the good name, fame, reputation, honour and 
glory that a creature has in this world). 

They are also called the sixteen Aakarshini Shaktis of creation that makes the 
possessor of these virtues much sought after in society. The word ‘Aakarshini’ means 
one that attracts others, and the word ‘Shakti’ of course means power. These are the 
following—(i) the power possessed by Pran, the vital life-sustaining winds or airs 
which maintain the vibrations, the rhythm and the essential functions of life in this 
creation; (ii) the power that comes with having Shraddha, i.e. having the eclectic 
virtues of faith, believe, conviction, reverence, respect and devotion that one has for 
his chosen deity, for the Supreme Being, and for the aim of life one has set for 
himself; (iii) the power to be as vast, all-pervading and all-encompassing as the Sky 
element known as ‘Akash’; (iv) the power that is equivalent to that possessed by the 
Wind or Air element known as ‘Vayu’ that is so essential for life and its sustenance, 
and its proof lies in the fact one would die for want of air; (v) the power that is known 
as ‘Tej’, literally meaning vigour, vitality, energy, dynamism etc. that are depicted by 
the Fire element known as ‘Agni’ that is so essential for life and its sustenance, and 
its proof lies in the fact one would die for want of heat and warmth; (vi) the powers 
equivalent to those possessed by the Water element known as ‘Apaha’ that is so 
essential for life and its sustenance, and its proof lies in the fact one would die for 
want of water; (vii) the powers that are equivalent to the earth element known as 
‘Prithivi’ which is the base or foundation for all mortal creation, the power that helps 
one to sustain others and therefore it makes a person much sought after; (viii) the 
powers displayed by the various sense organs of the body, called the ‘Indriya’, 
because it is these organs that enable the creature to achieve stupendous and most 
astounding tasks that are even beyond imagination; (ix) the immense and most lauded 
power of the mind and sub-conscious known as the ‘Mana’ which has formidable 
potentials and reach, keeping the creature firmly held in its grip, and without which 
power noting can be done or any success achieved in any field whatsoever; (x) the 
power equivalent to that possessed by food or ‘Anna’ which is absolutely essential for 
survival and has such powerful force of attraction that people go long distances in 
search of food, even kill each other over it; (xi) the magnificent power to create and 
generate that is shown by the semen known as the ‘Virya’ which stands for courage, 
valour, potency, vitality and strength, vigour, dynamism etc., and anyone who 
possesses these glorious powers or virtues is surely much attractive and useful for 
others; (xii) the power that comes with doing ‘Tapa’, meaning austerity and penance, 
tolerance of hardship as a means of penitence, forbearance, carrying out strict 
religious vows in order to purify one’s self, sufferance for some auspicious and noble 
cause, etc., virtues that make the person who possesses them have a magnetic appeal 
for others; (xiii) the powers inherent in the various mystical ‘Mantras’ which are great 
spiritual formulas with astounding potentials to fulfill all desires of the user; they are 
like keys to achieve success in any enterprise; it also refers to the ability to give good 
advise; the power to contemplate and think, concentrate and focus, and then logically 
arrive at a conclusion; the mystical powers that are an integral part of the Mantra and 
represent the various dynamic forces of Nature which could be invoked and 
harnessed by the creature and help him to utilise the latent cosmic energy, the 
strength, the dynamism and other magnificent powers incorporated in these Mantras 
for the benefit of creation at large; (xiv) the power to do various deeds and take 
actions, the strength, energy and stamina to perform even difficult tasks, the powers 
that are an integral part of the theory of doing Karma; (xv) the powers that makes a 
man so powerful  that he can have control over the various worlds called the three 
Lokas, i.e. the mortal world where the creatures live on earth, the lower heaven called 
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the Antariksha where the junior Gods and the Spirits of dead ancestors live, and the 
upper heaven or Brahm Loka where the senior Gods live; it also refers to the 
terrestrial world, the heavens and the nether world, as well as the different worlds as 
experienced during the waking state, the dreaming state and the deep sleep states of 
existence of the consciousness; and finally (xvi) the inherent power in one’s good 
name, the power of ‘Naam’; this gives the person fame, acclaim, authority and 
respect in society; it bestows reputation, honour and glory that a person so much 
seeks in this world. This power of good name and its value in terms of making the 
man famous and eternal in the memory of others is so attractive that everyone wishes 
to gain some good name for himself in this world. A person with good name attracts 
others towards himself.] 

 
 
 

 
                                      Importance of Saints 

 
¼57½ 

 
nso& 
nsfg lrlax futvax Jhjax! HkoHkax&dkj.k 'kj.k&'kksdgkjhA 
;s rq Hkonaf?kziYyo&lekfJr lnk] Hkfäjr] foxrla'k;] eqjkjhAA1AA 
vlqj&lqj] ukx&uj] ;{k&xa/koZ&[kx] jtfupj] fl)] ;s pkfi vésA 
lar&lalxZ =SoxZij ijein] izkI; fu%izkI;xfr Rof; izlésAA2AA 
o`=]cfy]ck.k]izgykn]e;] O;k/k] xt] x`/kz] f}tcU/kq fut/keZR;kxhA 
lk/kqin&lfyy fu/kwZr&dYe"k ldy] Üoip&;oukfn dSoY;&HkkxhAA3AA 
'kkar] fujis{k] fueZe] fujke;] vxq.k] 'kCnczãSdij] czãKkuhA 
n{k] leíd] Loíd] foxr vfr Loijefr] ijejfr fojfr ro pØikuhAA4AA 
fo'o&midkjfgr O;xzfpr loZnk] R;äeneU;q] d`r iq.;jklhA 
;= fo"BfUr r=So vt 'koZ gfj lfgr xPNfUr {khjkfC/koklhAA5AA 
osn&i;fla/kq] lqfopkj eanjegk] vf[ky&eqfuo`an fueZFkudrkZA 
lkj lrlaxeqn~?k`R; bfr fuf'pra onfr Jhd`".k oSnfHkZHkrkZAA6AA 
'kksd&lansg] Hk;&g"kZ] re&r"kZx.k lk/kq&l|qfä foPNsndkjhA 
;Fkk j?kqukFk&lk;d fu'kkpj&pew&fup;&funZyu&iVq osx HkkjhAA7AA 
;= dq=kfi ee tUe futdeZo'k Hkzer txtksfu ladV vusdaA 
r= Roöfä&lTtu] lekxe] lnk Hkorq es jke foJkeesdaAA8AA 
izcy Hko&tfur =SO;kf/k&HkS"kt Hkxfr] Hkä HkS"kT;e}SrnjlhA 
lar&Hkxoar varj fujarj ugha] fdefi efr efyu dg nklrqylhAA9AA 
 

 
                                                    (57) 
 
dēva- 
dēhi satasaṅga nija'aṅga śrīraṅga! bhavabhaṅga-kāraṇa śaraṇa-śōkahārī. 
yē tu bhavadaṅghripallava-samāśrita sadā, bhaktirata, vigatasanśaya, murārī. 
1.  
asura-sura, nāga-nara, yakṣa-gandharva-khaga, rajanicara, sid'dha, yē cāpi 
annē. 
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santa-sansarga traivargapara paramapada, prāpya niḥprāpyagati tvayi 
prasannē. 2.  
vṛtra,bali,bāṇa,prahalāda,maya, vyādha, gaja, gṛdhra, dvijabandhu 
nijadharmatyāgī. 
sādhupada-salila nirdhūta-kalmaṣa sakala, śvapaca-yavanādi kaivalya-bhāgī. 
3.  
śānta, nirapēkṣa, nirmama, nirāmaya, aguṇa, śabdabrahmaikapara, 
brahmajñānī. 
dakṣa, samaddaka, svaddaka, vigata ati svaparamati, paramarati virati tava 
cakrapānī. 4.  
viśva-upakārahita vyagracita sarvadā, tyaktamadaman'yu, kṛta puṇyarāsī. 
yatra viṣṭhanti tatraiva aja śarva hari sahita gacchanti kṣīrābdhivāsī. 5.  
vēda-payasindhu, suvicāra mandaramahā, akhila-munivṛnda nirmathanakartā. 
sāra satasaṅgamudghṛtya iti niścitaṁ vadati śrīkṛṣṇa vaidarbhibhartā. 6.  
śōka-sandēha, bhaya-harṣa, tama-tarṣagaṇa sādhu-sadyukti vicchēdakārī. 
yathā raghunātha-sāyakaniśācara-camū-nicaya-nirdalana-paṭu vēga bhārī. 7.  
yatra kutrāpi mama janma nijakarmavaśa bhramata jagajōni saṅkaṭa anēkaṁ. 
tatra tvaökti-sajjana, samāgama, sadā bhavatu mē rāma viśrāmamēkaṁ. 8.  
prabala bhava-janita traivyādhi-bhaiṣaja bhagati, bhakta 
bhaiṣajyamadvaitadarasī. 
santa-bhagavanta antara nirantara nahīṁ, kimapi mati malina kaha 
dāsatulasī. 9.  
 
Verse no. 57—Oh Sri-Ranga (Lord Ram)1! Give me the privilege of having 
communion with saints and motivate me to attend gatherings where saints and holy 
people discuss topics related to spiritualism and the Lord God2 because it is one of the 
main paths (means) to attain (reach, realise) you, the Divne Being and the Lord of 
creation, because it is the destroyer of the cycle of transmigration (birth and re-birth), 
and because it is the remover of the sorrows of those who take refuge in this path to 
seek solace and succour for themselves in this world of sorrows and miseries. 

Oh Murari3! [“Murari” is an address for Lord Krishna.] Those who are always 
involved in your devotion and service, and are dependent on the grace of your holy 
feet which are like the petals or leaves of lotus flower (i.e. they rely solely upon you 
as their protector because they have taken refuge at your feet)—such persons have 
their ignorance-induced doubts destroyed or eliminated for good. (1).  
 
The demons, gods, serpents, men, Yakshas (a form of demi-god in a Spirit form 
believed to be generally residing on the banayan tree), Gandharvas (celestial 
musicians), birds, Siddhas (those with mystical powers) and all other living beings 
(i.e. everyone) can attain that eternal and most exalted spiritual stature (of 
emancipation and salvation) by the simple method of having communion with saints 
who (i.e. whose mind and heart) remain ever engrossed in your thoughts and who are 
always devoted to you. This exalted stature is very high, great and rare to achieve, and 
it is superior to the three rewards of ‘Artha’, ‘Dharma’ and ‘Kaam’ that one gets for 
all his meritorious deeds in this world. [“Artha” = financial well-being; “Dharma” = 
fame for diligently following the correct and auspicious path of righteousness; and 
“Kaam” = fulfilment of all desires.] (2).  
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Vrittasur4, Bali5, Vanasur6, Prahalad7, the demon Mai8, the hunter (Valmiki)9, the 
elephant king Gajendra10, the vulture Jatau11, the Brahmin Ajamil12 (who had fallen 
from his high status in society due to his misdeeds), Chandals (those who live near 
cremation grounds and perform last rites of dead persons; considered out-castes), 
Yavans (non-believers, savages, uncivilised people) etc.—all of them were able to 
wash their sins by the symbolic water used to wash the feet of saints (i.e. by serving 
saints and obeying their advice). As a reward, all of them had become eligible for 
attainment of the exalted status of auspiciousness and spiritual well-being as a 
blessing of their having taken refuge with the saints. [That is, even highly sinful 
persons who had no hope of ever attaining spiritual peace, or of attaining liberation 
and deliverance from the negative affects their sins, had actually obtained 
emancipation by serving the holy feet of saints and obtaining their grace and 
blessings.] (3).  
 
[In the following stanza no. 4, and in the subsequent stanza no. 5, Tulsidas describes 
the glories of enlightened saints, and their unique characters and virtues.]  {Stanza 
no. 4:--}  

(i) They (saints) are peaceful, placid and tranquil because all desires have left 
their mind (i.e. they have conquered desires).  

(ii) They are neutral (i.e. are detached and dispassionate towards the world; 
they practice equanimity and evenness of attitude) because they do not have any need 
or desire for any substance or material thing of this world, and neither do they expect 
any favour or favourable circumstance that would give them pleasure and comfort. 
[Therefore, they need not pamper or favour anyone. They treat everything alike, and 
since they have no needs or desires for worldly things and comforts, they accept 
whatever comes their way. This helps them to be even in mind and remain calm under 
varying circumstances. They face adversities and favourable circumstances with 
stoicity. They treat their enemies and friends alike; they therefore have no enemies or 
friends. Bodily sufferings or comforts are the same for them.]  

(iii) They are free from ‘Mamta’. [That is, they are without worldly 
attachments. They have no longing or infatuation for anything in this world.]  

(iv) They have no titles or honours, and neither do they expect them. [This is 
because they have no ‘desires’ and prefer to practice detachment, neutrality, 
equanimity and renunciation.]  

(v) They are without any trace of having any bias for and against anything. 
They are therefore neutral and beyond the effect of the three Gunas13. [That is, the 
three basic qualities of Satvic, Rajsic, Tamsic Gunas have no affect on them. They 
remain calm and neutral under all circumstances.] 

(vi) They are well-versed and enlightened about the supreme Consciousness 
known as ‘Shabda Brahm’ represented by the cosmic word ‘OM’14. [This is known as 
OMKAR or Pranav Brahm as envisioned in the Vedas and other ancient scriptures. 
This refers to the sound generated by the cosmic Consciousness that pervades 
throughout the creation, and from which this visible creation is said to have emerged.]  

Therefore, they are said to be ‘Brahm-Gyaani’ or ‘Brahm-realised’. That is, 
they are enlightened about the truth of existence in the form of the cosmic 
Consciousness that produces vibrations of life in this creation. Ancient scriptures have 
visualised this vibration of Consciousness  in the form of a ‘Cosmic Sound’ that is 
equivalent to the sound made when one utters the word OM or AUM. There are 
umpteen numbers of Upanishads that deal with this topic.14]   
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(vii) They are fully aware of the ultimate spiritual goal that one is expected to 
reach when the soul has had the privilege of assuming a human body. [And this goal 
is to attain final liberation, deliverance, emancipation and salvation for one’s own 
self, and at the same time show the correct path to others not so enlightened. A saint is 
supposed to act as a moral guide and a beacon of hope for the rest of the world. He is 
expected to teach others the correct way to live by example rather than by precept. 
They are skilled in carrying out the deeds/duties for which the soul gets a human 
body] 

(viii) They are equitable in their thoughts, views and demeanours, treating 
everything evenly with an attitude of equanimity.  

(ix) Being Brahm-realised and enlightened, they are aware of the nature of 
their True-self. [That is, they are ‘self-realised’ and understand that their true self is 
the pure conscious Atma, the soul, and not the physical body consisting of gross 
organs. They also know that this Atma is eternal as compared to the body which is 
mortal.] 

(x) They do not distinguish between any two persons, nor as they being 
different from their own selves. [This is a proof of their being neutral, detached, 
dispassionate, equitable, self-realised and enlightened about the Truth of existence. 
They know that the ‘Atma’ or the soul is the true identity of any living being. The 
physical body is only a habitat of the Atma. This Atma is pure consciousness and a 
universal, constant entity. It is the same in all living beings. Therefore, there is no 
reason why one must distinguish between two creatures with different external bodies. 
Hence, a true saint treats everyone as he would treat himself.] 

(xi) Oh Lord Chakrapaani (cakrapānī)! [This refers to Lord Vishnu who holds 
a “Chakra”, a dicus, in his hand. Hence, Tulsidas once again reiterates that he is 
addressing Lord Ram as an incarnation of Lord Vishnu.] Such an exalted saint treats 
everything as belonging to his Lord Ram. He has distanced himself from either 
enjoying any of the worldly pleasures and comforts, or being affected by the sorrows 
and pains of the world. [This is obvious because he treats everything in this material 
world as belonging to Lord Ram, and therefore he has no right to enjoy them. And 
secondly, having inculcated all the virtues mentioned herein above, he has developed 
an exemplary sense of neutrality and renunciation from the world.]  

(xii) Oh Lord, such a saint is a great devotee of yours; he is an ardent follower 
of you, and he has immense affection for you who are the Supreme Being (in a human 
form). (4)  

{Elaborating further on the grand virtues of saints, Tulsidas continues as 
follows in this stanza no. 5—} 

(i) The exalted saints are always concerned about the welfare of the world. 
[They harbour no grudges against anyone, and hope that all living beings live happily 
and peacefully.] 

(ii) On the one hand they have abandoned (or have conquered) such negative 
things as ‘Mada’ and ‘Krodha’ (pride, vanity and anger), and on the other hand they 
have earned for themselves a great treasury in the form of ‘Punya’ (meritorious deeds 
and their spiritual rewards that are obtained by the virtue of following the auspicious 
path of righteousness, probity, nobility, morality, scrupulousness, goodness and 
proper conduct—or the path of ‘Dharma’).  

Verily, wherever such exalted saints reside, the most exalted gods of the 
Trinity, such as the creator Brahma, the concluder Shiva, and the sustainer Hari 
(Vishnu) who lives on the surface of the celestial ocean known as the ‘Ksir-Sagar’, 
come rushing to that place. [It means that such saints have become so holy and divine 
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that whereas the rest of the world, including the gods, seek the blessing of the Trinity 
Gods and consider it very auspicious to go the abode where these three Gods live, the 
latter on the other hand regard saints more holy and divine than themselves. When the 
three Gods of the Trinity wish to seek blessings, they go to where the saints reside. 
This statement also means that saints are higher in the hierarchy of exalted Beings so 
much so that even the greatest of gods such as Brahma, Shiva and Vishnu have no 
hesitation in coming down from heaven to meet them. It also implies that all the gods 
in creation are at the beck-and-call of saints; they attend upon the saints; they pay 
their respects to saints. Therefore, if the great gods pay their respects to saints then 
obviously the latter are more honourable and reverential than the gods themselves. 
Hence, if one gets the blessings of saints, the gods are bound to bless such a person.] 
(5).   
 
[In the following stanza nos. 6-7, Tuslidas highlights the importance of saints and 
their company with the help of similes. In stanza no. 6, the metaphor of the churning 
of the ocean is used, and in stanza no. 7 the destruction of the demon army by the 
arrows shot by Lord Ram is employed.] 
 The Vedas are like the celestial ocean (i.e. they are immense, vast, fathomless 
and auspicious like the abode of the Lord Vishnu himself); understanding them and 
their proper and correct interpretation is the Mandrachal mountain (i.e. understanding 
the Vedas properly and correctly is a huge and difficult task); all the community of 
hermits, sages, saints etc. are the ones who churn this ocean (i.e. they study and 
interpret the Vedas); and as a result of this exercise the Amrit (the elixir or ambrosia 
of eternal spiritual peace) in the form of Satsang (communion of saints where the 
glories of the Lord are sung) was produced. This has been declared by Sri Krishna 
who is the husband of Rukmani. [This story of the churning of the ocean to produce 
Amrit is described in the Purans. Here it has been invoked to emphasise that company 
of saints provides the same spiritual benefits very conveniently that one would get by 
studying hard and correctly understanding the huge tomes of scriptural texts which is 
a very cumbersome and tedious job. This is because saints distill the knowledge of the 
scriptures and make this knowledge easily understandable for the common man. They 
not only explain the principles and concepts with examples, but they show how to live 
a life of spirituality in practice by living it themselves.] (6).  
 
The methods, skills, reasonings and tacts adopted or employed by the saints are so 
truthful, simple and straightforward that are able to eliminate all sorts of doubts and 
spiritual fears that haunt a seeker. Their advice and preaching helps one to overcome 
all fear, sorrows and ignorance. They help one to maintain poise in the ups and downs 
of emotions such as moments of (false) joy and moments of (imaginary) sorrows. In 
fact, the company of saints help one to eliminate all spiritual hurdles in the same way 
as the powerful arrows of Lord Ram had destroyed all the demons (in the battle-field 
of Lanka). (7).  
 
Oh Sri Ram! I request you to please bless me that wherever and in whatever form I 
might take birth due to my deeds and their effects, I pray to you that I should be 
blessed with having devotion for you, and also of having contact with saints (for that 
would ensure my well-being). Oh Lord Sri Ram! This is my only hope, my only 
refuge, my only shelter and my only succour. [That is, I am a most humble person 
who has not done any ‘Punya’ or meritorious deed. Neither am I a learned man, or a 
Brahm-realised and enlightenend man. The only way I can ensure my good and well-
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being is to have company of saints, and of course having devotion for you, Lord Ram. 
I pray to you, oh Lord, to grant me these two things at least.] (8).  
 
Your devotion and veneration is the only remedy that can cure and help one to tide 
over the horrors of the three types of tormenting diseases15 created by this mortal 
world. And the doctor who can prescribe this medicine is a devotee of yours (i.e. a 
saint) who sees ‘non-duality’ in this creation.  

[The ‘three types of horrors associated with this world’ are Adhi-daivic, Adhi-
bhautic, and Adhyatmic. Every creature suffers from them. The only way to overcome 
this fear and override these horrors themselves is to have company of saints where 
one comes to learn many spiritual truths that help him to ally his fears. Ghosts are 
seen in darkness, and not in light. Likewise, a person suffers from these imaginary 
horrors because he is unaware of the reality and truth. Once he comes to know them, 
all fears vanish. And what is this ‘truth’? Put simply it is that the body of the creature 
which suffers from all ailments is destined to perish as it is mortal from the very 
beginning. The body is not the ‘true self’. The Atma which is pure consciousness is 
this ‘true self’, and this Atma is a universal, non-dual and eternal entity. This Atma is 
a personified form of ‘Consciousness’ known as Brahm that lives as an individual 
creature. A saint knows this, and his company enlightens a person about these facts. 
This knowledge is like the light that helps one to get over his spiritual fears like one 
feels free from fear of ghosts once one opens the window and lets the sunlight come 
inside the room.  

Refer to a note appended at the end of this verse, marked with the sign #]  
 

In fact I, Tulsidas, though most humble and ill-witted { mati malina }, have 
always asserted this fact of ‘non-duality’ in the sense that there is no difference or 
distinction between saints and Lord God { santa-bhagavanta antara nirantara 
nahīṁ }. [Here, Tulsidas has likened saints to Lord God. Refer stanza no. 5 herein 
above where it is said that the Gods of the Trinity come rushing to the place where 
saints reside.] (9). 

 
[Note—1Sri Ranga (śrīraṅga): This term is used to indicate Lord Vishnu who is the 
divine husband of goddess Laxmi, or ‘Sri’, the goddess of wealth and prosperity. 
Lord Ram is an incarnation of Lord Vishnu, hence this term is applied to him to 
clearly indicate that Tulsidas refers to the Lord of the world while he offers his 
prayers in Vinai Patrika, and not to the ‘son of kind Dasrath of Ayodhya’. 
 

2The glory, virtues and importance of saints and pious souls have been narrated 
by Tulsidas elsewhere also. Refer: (i) Ram Charit Manas, Uttar Kand, from Chaupai 
line no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 37—to Doha no. 41; (ii) Dohawali, verse nos. 
375—378, 381; and (iii) Vairagya Sandipani, verse nos. 8-42. 

 
3Murari (murārī): This shows that Tulsidas saw no distinction between the two 

forms of Lord Vishnu, Lord Ram, his beloved Lord who was the king of Ayodhya 
and who killed the demon Ravana of Lanka in the epic war, and Lord Krishna who 
lived in Vrindavan, killed the demonic king Kansha, and had played a pivotal role in 
the war of Mahabharata.  

 
4Demon Vrittasur: Demon Vrittasur though having an evil body of a demon, was 

at heart a great devotee of the Lord and an enlightened soul. During the battle with 
Indra, his enunciations on devotion and wisdom are worth their weight in gold. (This 
episode appears in Bhagwat Mahapuran). To kill him, the God asked sage Dadhichi 
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to give his bones which were used to mould the Bajra (thunderbolt; the weapon of 
Indra), and it was used to kill him. 

 
5Bali: The story of king Bali appears in Srimad Bhagwat, 8/15-23. It relates to the 

Vaaman (dwarf mendicant) incarnation of Lord Vishnu. This is the fifth incarnation 
of Vishnu. Bali was a grandson of Prahalad for whom Vishnu had incarnated as 
Nrisingh (half men and half lion) earlier.  

King Bali was very righteous and powerful; he chased away Indra, the 
promiscuous and lustful king of Gods, from the throne of heaven, and conquered it. 
He performed a thousand Ashwamedha Yagya (horse sacrifice) during the course of 
which he had conquered the entire world and deprived Indra, the king of Gods who 
ruled over the heavens, of his heavenly powers. Aditi, the mother of Gods, was 
peeved, and she requested her husband, sage Kashyap, to find a way out. Kashyap 
advised her to pray to Lord Vishnu. Aditi did severe penance for twelve days at the 
end of which Vishnu appeard before her and asked how he could help her. When 
Aditi told him the problem, Vishnu promised that he will take birth as her son in the 
form of a ‘Vaaman’ (a dwarf Brahmin) and retrieve the earth and the kingdom of 
heaven from Bali’s dominion.  

Once he heard that king Bali was performing a great fire sacrifice, something Bali 
used to do routinely, and during which he had declared that he will give anything 
asked for, again something for which he was renowned. This religious sacrifice was 
being conducted on the banks of river Narmada. Seizing this opportunity, Vishnu in 
the form of a Vaaman approached Bali who welcomed him and paid his due respects. 
Then Bali asked Vaaman to ask for some gift or donation as this was the traditional 
practice during such great religious sacrifices. Vaaman was waiting for this chance. 
First he made Bali repeat his vows in public, and then asked for land measuring his 
three steps.  

Bali was dumbfounded—he wondered at the inconsequential dimension of the 
land covered by three tiny steps of this dwarf! Bali requested Vishnu to ask for 
something more, but Vishnu was adamant. Bali’s priest, sage Shukracharya, knew 
that this dwarf was no one else but Vishnu, and so he tried to persuade Bali to abstain 
from making such commitment off-hand, because he will lose his entire kingdom. 
But Bali refused, saying that being the grandson of Prahalad, he cannot rescind on his 
words that he will give this Brahmin dwarf whatever he asks, even if it means 
sufferance.  

Shukracharya was annoyed at this disobedience, but Vishnu was extremely 
pleased, and the Lord decided that after fulfilling the promise made to the Gods he 
will instantly reward Bali in ample terms, and will himself serve him! What a 
wonderful grace Vishnu shows.  

So it happened that Vishnu, in the form of Vaaman, assumed a colossal form of 
cosmic proportions. The Lord measured the entire earth that Bali ruled in his first 
step. In the second step Vishnu measured the whole heaven. Nothing was left for the 
third step—so Bali offered his head! Vishnu was extremely pleased, and being the 
Lord of the world, he decided that since Bali has offered his own self to him like a 
faithful devotee, he will fully reward him. Hence, Vishnu blessed Bali that he will go 
down in history as the greatest donor and righteous of all times, that he will become 
Indra, the king of Gods, and rule over the heavens during the celestial era known as 
Saawarni Manvantar, that till that time he shall become the king of the nether world 
where demons would live, and to add icing to the cake the Lord declared that he 
himself will become his gatekeeper, and anybody who dared oppose him would be 
punished by the Lord himself! 

 
6Demon Vanasur: Vanasur was the son of king Bali (for whom Lord Vishnu 

manifested as the dwarf mendicant Vaaman). He had 1000 arms and was an ardent 
devotee of Shiva. His daughter named Usha had a dream in which she saw Sri 
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Krishna's grandson Anirudha, who was very handsome. Enamoured by him, Usha 
took the help of her favourite maid and companion Chitralekha to smuggle Anirudha 
into her private palace. When her father Vanasur came to know of this adultery and 
trickery, he threw the boy in the prison. This led to a ferocious battle between Krishna 
and Vanasur, in which Lord Shiva fought on the side of his devotee Vanansur. When 
all but four of his hands were cut by Krishna, the demon relented, and asked for 
forgiveness. At the intercession of Shiva on his behalf, Krishna made him fearless. 
Thereafter, Usha was married to Anirudh. This episode also appears in Bhagwat 
Puran. 

 
7Prahalad: He was an ardent devotee of Lord Vishnu. He was the eldest son of the 

king of demons, named Hiranyakashipu. His mother was Kayaadhu, the daughter of 
the demon king named Jambhaasur. Both the mother and the son were initiated by 
sage Narad who had inspired them to become devotees of Lord Vishnu.  
 The story of Prahalad is narrated in detail in (i) Vishnu Puran, 1/17-20, and (ii) 
Bhagvata Puran, 7/3-10.     

The father, being a demon, was an inveterate opponent of Lord Vishnu, and so 
naturally he couldn’t tolerate his own son worshipping his enemy Lord Vishnu. He 
tried his best to dissuade Prahalad from being devoted to the Lord, but the son had 
immense faith in the Lord and would not be deterred by his father’s threats and 
scolding. Hiranyakashipu tried even cruel means to change Prahalad, including an 
attempt to burn in a raging fire, but the child devotee escaped unscathed. So, finally 
the demon father decided to kill him personally. Prahalad was tied to a pillar and 
asked ‘Where is your Lord Vishnu? Is he in this pillar also?’ The child replied in the 
affirmative. Then his father swung the sword to kill him, and it was at this instant that 
Lord Vishnu revealed himself as the famous incarnation known as ‘Nrisingh’—the 
upper half of his body was like a lion and the lower half was like a man. An 
Upanishad titled ‘Nrisingh Tapini Upanishad’ of the Atharva Veda is dedicated to 
this Lord.  
 Lord Nrisingh snatched the sword and laid the demon father across his laps. He 
then tore through his abdomen, and yanked out his intestines, thereby killing the 
demon. He then picked up the child Prahalad on to his laps and lovingly licked and 
caressed him like a lion does to its cub. But Prahalad prayed to the Lord to provide 
deliverance to the soul of his father, at which the Lord liberated the demon from all 
his sins.  
 Prahalad is credited with enumerating the nine-fold path of Bhakti, the path of 
devotion for the Lord, in the epic Bhaagvata, 7/5/23.   

Lord Dattatreya, one of the manifestations of Lord Vishnu, had preached 
Prahalad about the eclectic state of Avadhut Sanyasi in the form of a huge python, 
known as Ajgara. Prahalad had spiritual discussions also with other sages such as 
Hansa (the divine Swan, an incarnation of Vishnu), and with Indra (the king of Gods).   

Prahalad had four brothers, three sons and a daughter. The king of demons known 
as Bali, who was famous for his charities and donations, was a grandson of Prahalad. 
The incarnations of Vishnu as Vaaman, the dwarf mendicant, is related to this 
legendary king.  

Refer also to: verse no. 93. 
 
8Demon Mai: Demon Mai was not a warrior or cruel demon. He was a great 

architect and town planner. He was the chief architect, planner and developer of 
Lanka of Ravana and Indraprastha of Kauravs. He was devotee of the Lord God. The 
fact that Mai had constructed Lanka for the demon king Ravana has been expressely 
mentioned by Tulsidas in Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupi line nos. 5-8 that 
precede Doha no. 178. 
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9Valmiki: Sage Valmiki is well known for his classical work known as the 
famous epic ‘Ramayana’, which is his magnum opus. He is also credited with 
penning Advhut Ramayan in which Sita had assumed the form of Maha Kali to kill 
the Ravana with a thousand heads.  

Valmiki is said to be the son of sage Pracheta who is said to be the son of Varun, 
the Water God. He is also said to be one of the Prajaapatis—the ancient patriarchs of 
this world.  

According to Adhyatma Ramayan, Ayodhya Kand, Canto 6, verse nos. 57-58 he 
was a Brahmin by birth but became a robber and adopted their means of livelihood 
because he was brought up by robbers. Once the seven celestial sages known as the 
Sapta-Rishis went through the forest where he lived, and Valmiki accosted them. 
When asked by the sages why he robbed others, Valmiki replied that he did it to feed 
his family and other dependants. The sages advised him that they would not share the 
consequences of sins that he is committing for them. To test the correctness of this 
advice, Valmiki tied them to a tree and went to his house to ask his kith and kin if 
they would share any misfortune that might befall upon him. When they replied that 
they are only concerned with what loot he brings home, Valmiki’s eyes of wisdom 
opened instantaneously. He rushed back to the sages, untied them and fell at their feet 
seeking forgiveness. He asked them to show him the path by which he can seek 
redemption and salvation for himself. The sages then advised him to do Japa 
(repetition) with Lord Ram’s holy Name ‘RAM’. Valmiki said that he was so sinful 
that it is not possible for him to utter the Lord’s holy Name. At this, the sages thought 
over the matter and told him to repeat the name in the reverse order—as ‘MARA’. 
When this word MARA is repeated it becomes RAM. This trick worked fine for 
Valmiki, and he immediately sat down to do Tapa (severe form of penance) and 
meditated on the name of the Lord in the reverse order. He became so immobile and 
lost in contemplation that a mound of anthill formed around his body. It so happened 
that when the sages returned to the same place during their return journey, they saw 
him in this condition. They poured consecrated water on him and revived him. It was 
then that they gave him a new name ‘Valmiki’, which means ‘one who has emerged 
from an anthill’. This story is narrated in Adhyatma Ramayan, Ayodhya Kand, 6/57-
58. 
  He established a hermitage on the banks of river Tamsa and lived there. Lord 
Ram went to meet him during his outward journey to the forest, and it was in the 
sage’s hermitage that Sita lived and her two sons Lav and Kush were born when she 
was sent to exile by Ram during the final days of the Lord’s days on earth as a 
prelude to his winding up his worldly ‘Leela’ or deeds and ascending to the heaven as 
Lord Vishnu.  
 One day Valmiki saw a hunter shoot down a male bird and heard the wailings of 
his companion, the female bird. He cursed the hunter in a verse that came out of his 
mouth in a poetic style called the Anushtup Chand (metre). Never before had Valmiki 
ever composed any verse, so he was astonished at this development. Then Brahma the 
creator appeared before him and ordered him to compose the epic Ramayan for which 
the basic story was provided to him by sage Narad.  

The genesis of the story of Ramayan is this—Once the celestial sage Narad came 
to his hermitage (called an Ashram) on the behest of Brahma. Valmiki asked him if 
there was anyone living in this creation who embodied all the 16 Kalaas (qualities) 
that the Supreme Being is known to possess. Then Narad told him about Lord Ram. 
This is how the grand and magnificent story of the Ramayan was revealed.   

Refer also to: verse nos. 94, 112, 151 and others in this book Vinai Patrika in 
respect of sage Valmiki being cited as an instance of how Lord Ram’s divine name 
and his glory is able to provide liberation for those who had been sinful in their lives 
and had no hope of deliverance from this bondage. 
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10Gajendra: In the ancient country of Dravid (the present day South India), there 
was a kingdom called Pandyaraaj whose king was named Indradumna. He was a great 
devotee of Lord Vishnu and used to offer regular worship to the Lord with great 
diligence. Once, sage Agastya passed that way with his retinue of disciples. The king 
was so engrossed in the worship of the Lord that he did not notice the sage and 
neither did he get up to welcome him or pay his obeisance to him. This annoyed the 
sage and he cursed—‘You are like a haughty and wild elephant who pays no heed to 
those standing in the front. Therefore, you deserve to become an elephant—so you 
would take a birth as an elephant.’ When the king died he became an elephant in a 
pleasant island in the middle of the Kshirsagar, the celestial ocean of milk.  

He had a majestic body and was very strong in his herd. Once he was playing 
with his she-elephants and companions in a large and beautiful pond. In this pond 
lived an alligator/crocodile who was actually a Gandharva (a semi-god) named Huhu 
in his previous life and had become an alligator due to a curse of sage Deval. The 
alligator /crocodile caught hold of the leg of the elephant and started pulling him 
inside the deep lake. The Gaja himself and all his companions tried their best but 
failed to free him from the mouth of the alligator. A long tussle followed and the 
elephant became completely exhausted. When the situation became so bad that the 
Gaja, the elephant, was about to sink fully inside the water, he broke a lotus flower 
and offered it to Lord Vishnu as his last worship and offering before dying. The 
merciful Lord rushed instantly astride his mount, called the Garud, to save him. 
Reaching the spot within a moment, the Lord pulled the Gaja out of the water with 
one hand, and with the other he opened the mouth of the alligator to yank the leg of 
the elephant free from its clutches. Then the Lord cut off the alligator’s head with his 
circular weapon known as the Chakra.  

Both the alligator/crocodile and the elephant found liberation—the 
alligator/crocodile reverted to his earlier form of a Gandharva, and Gaja the elephant 
assumed a divine form similar to that of the Lord and went to his abode in the heaven.  

Refer also to: verse nos. 93, 94 and countless other verses of this book Vinai 
Patrika where Gaja has been cited as an instance when Lord Ram had shown his 
grace and extended his protection to the humblest and the meekest of creatures when 
they had called out to the Lord in distress.  

   
11Jataau/Jatau: Jatau was a vulture by birth but a great devotee of Lord Ram. 

When Ravana was rushing towards Lanka on his chariot with Sita as captive, it was 
Jatau who had fought fiercely with him in an attempt to rescue Sita from the demon’s 
clutches. But ultimately Ravana had cut off his wings, and so the unfortunate Jatau 
fell down on the ground, mortally wounded. He kept repeating the holy Name of Lord 
Ram and managed to hold on to his life till the time the Lord came there in his search 
of Sita. Jatau told the Lord about Ravana stealing Sita and proceeding towards Lanka 
in the south direction. Then Jatau left his mortal coil while Lord Ram held him in his 
arms, caressing him and wiping his wounds with his own hands and using the plaits 
of his long hairs. When Jatau died, the Lord did his last rites himself—a privilege that 
no one else except one other character, i.e. Sabari, had got in the whole story of the 
Ramayana. Even Dasrath, who was the worldly father of the Lord, was denied this 
honour when he died at Ayodhya after the Lord was sent to exile in the forest because 
at that time only Bharat and Shatrughan were present in the city, and so his last rites 
were performed by Bharat. This episode is narrated in all the versions of the 
Ramayana, e.g. in the Ram Charit Manas of Tulsidas, in its Aranya Kand, from 
Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 29 right upto Chaupai line no. 4 that 
precedes Doha no. 33.  
 It ought to be noted here that prior to this, Lord Ram has met Jatau earlier in the 
forest and befriended him. Jatau was a friend of Dasrath, and he had assured the Lord 
that he will stay in close proximity with them (Ram, Sita and Laxman) in the forest to 
keep a vigilant eye and give them protection to the best of his might—this is narrated 
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in the Adhyatma Ramayan of sage Veda Vyas, Aranya Kand, Canto 4, verse nos. 1-7. 
This fact is also endorsed by Tulsidas in Geetawali, Aranya Kand, verse no. 12, 
stanza no. 2. 

The glorious way that Jatau died has been lauded and applauded by Tulsidas in 
Dohawali verse nos. 222-227.  Refer also to Geetawali, Aranya Kand, verse nos. 12-
16.  
“Lord Ram lifted Jatau onto his lap and washed his wounds with the tears streaming 
from his (Ram’s) eyes”—this is said in Geetawali, Aranya Kand, verse no. 13, stanza 
no. 1, while Ram Charit Manas, Aranya Kand, Doha no. 30 says that “the Lord 
moved his loving hand carrassingly on his head”.  

Jatau’s special death which made him a subject of jealousy and envy for all other 
exalted persons as narrated in the Doha above has one unique aspect—inspite of him 
being a vulture by birth and body, he was given an honour befitting a father by none 
else than the Supreme Being (Lord Ram) himself when the Lord performed his last 
rites himself—refer: (i) Geetawali, Aranya Kand, verse no. 16, stanza no. 4; verse no. 
14, stanza no. 1; (ii) Ram Charit Manas, Aranya Kand, Doha no. 32; (iii) Kavitawali, 
Uttar Kand, verse no. 16, line no. 3; (iv) Doha no. 227 of Dohawali; (v) Vinai Patrika, 
verse no. 164, stanza no. 2; verse no. 138, stanza no. 3, line no. 1.  

Vinai Patrika, verse no. 138, stanza no. 3, line no. 1 says that Lord Ram offered a 
‘Pinda’, a ball of cereals that is offered to the soul of one’s departed parent, to Jatau 
after the bird left its physical body. 

Doha no. 227 of Dohawali clearly says “Lord Sri Ram, who is an ocean of 
graciousness and mercy, performed the last rites of Jatau with a devotion and fervour 
which was ten times more than what he had for his own father Dasrath, and having 
done so, he, along with his brother Laxman, gravely mourned his (Jatau's) death.” 

The remarkable thing is that Lord Ram has called Jatau ‘his father’ in clear terms 
in Geetawali, Aranya Kand, verse no. 15, stanza no. 1 when the Lord requests Jatau 
to live a little longer for some more days so that he (Ram) can enjoy his company as a 
father and becomes privileged to receive his blessings as a son gets from his father. 
Dohawali’s Doha no. 233 says—“Upon hearing the news of how Jatau, the king of 
vultures, had died, the great ascetics, the Karmayogis (those who do their duties in a 
righteous manner), the devotees, the wise-men, the sages, the mystics, the hermits, 
the higher and lower borns, et al—in short, all living beings became jealous of him on 
the one hand, and praised him and applauded him for the auspicious death he got.”  

When people came to know how Jatau had died while being caressed by Lord 
Ram as he lay cradled in the Lord’s arms, and how the Lord had himself performed 
his last rites, they all praised Jatau and wished that they too could die the same way. 
They all became convinced that of all the living beings on earth, no one was as 
fortunate and lucky as Jatau—because all those who have taken a birth must die, but 
it’s rarer than the rarest occasion when the Supreme Being himself comes down 
walking upto a dying man to move his divine hands on his head, to cradle the dying 
man in his arms, and to do his last rites with his own hands. Their becoming ‘jealous’ 
is a figure of speech to emphasise how much they envied Jatau because envy is a sort 
of praise and honour. One becomes envious of another person only when the latter 
has something that is highly praiseworth and valuable, and which the other person 
who is jealous does not have nor expects to have any time in the future. 
 Jealousy and envy is an indirect way of immense praise. One is not jealous of an 
evil character in a person, because such character is denounced by the society. One is 
jealous and envious of a person only if he possesses some noble virtue or skill or 
asset for which the world lauds him and applauds him. 
 Geetawali, Aranya Kand, verse no. 13, stanza no. 4 explicitly says that when 
Lord Ram asked Jatau that if he wished to live then the Lord can grant him a longer 
life, Jatau had replied—“Lord, well, tell me one thing—to be in the presence of the 
Supreme Lord at the time of death is most difficult even for great ascetics and sages 
to achieve, and this magnificent opportunity has come to me out of its own free will. 
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Where will I get it again? I will not be cheated of this golden chance by bargaining it 
for a life that is nonetheless transient, mortal, false, deluding and decayable. 
Therefore, I do not wish to live any longer!” 
 Then again, in Geetawali, Aranya Kand, verse no. 15, stanza no. 4, Jatau says—
“Oh Lord, believe me. My death is so honourable and desirable that not even the four 
commendable noble fruits that the scriptures say one gets by living a life of full 
auspiciousness and righteousness (i.e. the rewards of Artha—worldly prosperity and 
well-being, Dharma—honour that comes with being rightful and righteous), Kaam—
fulfilment of all desires, and Moksha—spiritual liberation and deliverance) can ever 
compare with it. Tell me, is there any such other honourable and divine reward more 
desirable than the way I am dying?” Lord Ram was left speechless, for he had no 
answer to this question!  
 What other factor, besides the fact that Jatau died in the arms of the Supreme 
Being, made his death so desirable and laudable? He had died in a selfless manner 
serving the Lord in trying to protect Sita, Lord Ram’s honourable wife, from the 
clutches of the demon Ravana who had abducted her and was taking her away to his 
city of Lanka. ‘Selfless service’ is one of the greatest deeds for a person to do, and 
this single action of Jatau made him perfectly eligible for immediate deliverance upon 
death. In other words, if one dies doing selfless service, and offers his services to the 
Lord God while actually undertaking the exercise, then his emancipation and 
salvation is a surety. Such a creature is praised by all the saints and sages—refer: 
Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 84. 

In Ram Charit Manas, Kishkindha Kand, Chaupai line nos. 7-8 that precede Doha 
no. 27, Angad praised Jatau when he said—“There is no one more praiseworthy and 
honourable than Jatau in this world. He is most adorable because he had left his 
mortal body in the selfless service of Lord Ram, and had gone to the divine abode of 
Lord Hari (Vishnu) after death.” 
 Nothing is in-accessible or un-attainable for a creature who has the good of others 
in his heart, who thinks for the welfare of others, and who is not selfish—refer: Ram 
Charit Manas, Aranya Kand, Chaupai line no. 9 that precedes Doha no. 31. 
 Geetawali, Aranya Kand, verse no. 16, stanza no. 3 says that “the king of vultures 
assumed a divine form and went to heaven after bowing at the holy feet of Lord Ram 
and enshrining the Lord’s beautiful and holy image in his heart even as he heard his 
own glories and those of the Lord’s being sung all around in the world”.  
 Doha no. 224 of Dohawali says “So many have died till now; so many are dying 
at present; and so many will die in the future with the passage of time—but till today, 
and not ever in the future, will anyone get the privilege of dying the way Jatau had 
died. (224)” 
 Refer also to: Vinai Patrika’s verse no. 95. 
 

12Ajamil or Dwij Bandhu: Dwij Bandhu is another name of Ajamil because he 
was a Brahmin by birth. But unfortunately he became enamoured with a prostitute 
and married her. Bad company made him turn into a hunter. One day a group of 
saged passed by the village. When they asked the villagers if there was a Brahmin’s 
house where they could spend the night, the villagers told them of Ajaamil. So these 
sages decided to spend the night there. When Ajaamil returned from his hunting trip 
with a catch of a bird and saw the sages, he felt very ashamed. He confided with them 
that he is a fallen man and that they should not eat in his house. The saints had a 
merciful heart and they thought amongst themselves that it is their moral obligation to 
show this man some way by which he can find liberation and deliverance.  

They cooked their own meals with whatever they had. The next day, they 
summoned Ajaamil and told him, ‘Look, your wife is pregnant. She will soon deliver 
a son. Give that son the name ‘Narayan’ (one of the many names of Lord Vishnu). 
This would lead to your emancipation.’ And then the group of sages went on their 
journey.  
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When the son was born, Ajaamil named him as advised by them—he called the 
son ‘Narayan’. He was very fond of the son, and called out his name ‘Narayan, 
Narayan’ umpteen numbers of times during the course of the day. He was unwittingly 
taking the name of Lord Vishnu. This continued till the time came for his death. 
 When he was tormented by the messengers of Yam, the God of hell and death, he 
became terrified and called out in fear—‘Narayan, Narayan. Save me’. Though he 
was calling his son, but the Lord heard his name being called out by someone in 
distress. So he sent his own messengers to protect the caller. The messengers of Lord 
chased away the messengers of Yam and took Ajaamil to heaven. When Yam 
complained to Vishnu, the Lord told him that if anyone calls out his name at the time 
of death he is duty-bound to liberate and protect him. This story tells us the power of 
the name of the Lord. 

This story is narrated in Srimad Bhagwat, 6/1-2. 
 
13The three Gunas: The character of all the living beings in the entire creation is 

dependent upon three celebrated primary qualities called the Gunas. They are Sata, 
Raja and Tama.   

(a) The Sata Guna is the best of the three qualities present in any creature. It is a 
positive quality and is marked by a propensity for following the path of nobility, 
auspiciousness, probity, propriety, virtuousness, holiness and righteousness. 
Creatures that have a predominance of Sata Guna are inclined to do selfless service, 
be benevolent, merciful, kind and gracious, have coolness of head and a rationale and 
balanced mind, be contented, have humility and piety etc. Such creatures are devoted 
to good values in life and have a desire to acquire knowledge that would help them 
reach higher spiritual goals in life.  

This Sata Guna is marked by high standards of ethical and moral existence that 
makes the bearer of such qualities highly respected in society. Such people have a 
spiritual dimension to their personality. This quality is spiritually uplifting and gives a 
divine halo to those who posses it and practice it.  

The Vasanas that have the Sata Guna or quality dominant in them are like a veil 
covering the lamp or like a smoke covering the fire. A slight breeze will remove this 
smoke. Similarly a little bit of prayer and meditation will remove the Satwic desires; 
its removal requires the least effort. 

(b) The second quality is the Raja Guna and it makes a man more attracted to this 
material world and its charms, and less spiritually inclined. The Raja Guna is the 
medium quality marked by a greater percentage of worldly passions, desires and 
attachments and their natural offshoots in a creature. It makes a creature inclined 
towards the material things of the gross world and their enjoyments, towards creation 
of wealth, its enhancement and protection, and generally having a desire for growth, 
development and expansion etc. It covers such qualities as worldly yearnings, 
passions, a stormy nature, agitated behaviour, ambitions, selfishness, expansionist 
tendencies, a desire to acquire, retain and develop such acquisitions even to the 
detriment of one’s long term spiritual welfare and even if such actions cause pain to 
others. All these pertain to this materialistic world. Such qualities give worldly fame 
and prosperity. If these qualities are judiciously mixed with the Satwic qualities, then 
they provide the person the better of the two worlds, both in terms of worldly fame as 
well as spiritual well being. 

The Vasanas that have the Rajsic Guna or quality dominant in them can be 
compared to dust on a mirror. In this case some dusting and rubbing is needed to 
clean the mirror; a greater effort is needed as compared to the case with Satwic 
quality.  

(c) The third quality is called the Tama Guna and is the meanest and the basest of 
the three Gunas. It is a demeaning quality in a creature that leads to his downfall and 
perpetual entanglement with things that are considered improper and unethical. It 
creates an inclination for committing all sorts of sins, misdeeds and demeanours. It 
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leads the creature towards negativity and inspires him to acquire negative qualities 
such as various vices, evils, sins, perversions etc. It makes him inclined to be greedy, 
rapacious, haughty, arrogant, lustful, intoxicated, vile and wild to the extreme. Such a 
creature with a predominance of Tama Guna has utter disregard for propriety, noble 
virtues and ethics, for righteousness and morality.  

In brief, it is the most degrading, denigrating and contemptible of the three 
characteristics in a person, and leads to such behaviour which is utterly immoral, 
denigrating and depraved, marked by grossness, crassness and recklessness. It 
therefore leads to his downfall, ignominy and ruin as well as ignorance, delusions, 
gloom, inertia, anger, frustration etc.  

The Tamsic Guna or quality is like the embryonic membrane that covers the 
foetus in the womb. They cannot be removed easily and require great diligence, 
effort, persistence, dedication and careful handling requiring time and patience. It is 
the basest and the lowliest of the three characteristics, and the worst type to possess.  

The Vasanas that have the Tama Guna in dominance are regarded as the ‘bad 
Vasanas’ or better still the ‘worst type of Vasana’ that any individual can have. 

These Gunas, in varying ratios and mixtures, decide the character and personality 
of any given unit of creation. In modern world we recognize them as the ‘gene’ 
special to that individual, the ‘gene’ which makes each individual so unique in this 
creation. These Gunas can also be compared to the various shades and hues of colours 
that a painter uses to paint a picture or a portrait and inject life and uniqueness to it. 
Even the same painter cannot duplicate exactly a picture again—there is bound to be 
a difference between any two pictures or portraits no matter how invisible, 
imperceptible, microscopic and subtle it might be. 

The effect of the Gunas and how they affect this creation have been explained in 
a number of Upanishads. some of the references are these: Ram Purva Tapini 
Upanishad, Canto 2, verse no. 2 of the Atharva Veda; Tripadvibhut Maha Narayan 
Upanishad of the Atharva Veda tradition, Canto 6, paragraph no. 7; Shaarirak 
Upanishad of Krishna Yajur Veda, verse no. 13; Pashupat Brahm Upanishad of the 
Atharva Veda, Kanda 1, verse no. 9; Naradparivrajak Upanishad of the Atharva 
Veda, in its Canto 3, verse no. 77; Brihajjabal Upanishad of the Atharva Veda 
tradition, Brahman 3, verse no. 1; Yogshikha Upanishad of Krishna Yajur Veda, 
Canto 1, verse no. 116.  

 
14OM and Brahm: There are umpteen numbers of Upanishads that deal with this 

esoteric subject which is beyond the purview of the present book to be described in 
detail here. Refer to the following Upanishads— 

The eclectic concept of the ethereal sound known as Naad and its 
conceptualisation as the word Mantra OM has been explained in a number of 
Upanishads. Some of these Upanishads are the following— 

(a) Rig Veda—Naad Bindu Upanishad.  
(b) Krishna Yajur Veda—Taittiriya Upanishad, Valli (Canto) 1, Anuvak (sub-

canto) 8; Amrit Naad Upanishad, verse no. 2, 4, 24-25, 31-32; Dhyan Bindu 
Upanishad, verse no. 2, 9-18 (which narrates how each letter of OM stands for 
different aspects of creation), 37, 102; Tejobindu Upanishad, Canto 1, verse nos. 1, 6; 
Yogtattva Upanishad, verse nos. 136-139; Brahm Vidya Upanishad, verse nos. 2-12, 
69-71 ½ (which narrates how each letter of OM stands for different aspects of 
creation); Varaaha Upanishad, Canto 4, verse nos. 1.11—1.34, and Canto 5, verse 
nos. 69-72; Shuk-Rahashya Upanishad, verse no. 20 (describes how OM is used for 
the purpose of ritualistic worship according to the Tantra philosophy involving Anga 
Nyas, Shadanga Nyas etc.); Akchu Upanishad, Canto 2, verse nos. 42-43 ½ (describe 
how the three states of existence, i.e. waking, dreaming and deep sleep, and the three 
types of bodies, i.e. gross, subtle and causal, came into existence as manifestations of 
the three letters A, U and M of the word OM); Rudra Hridaya Upanishad, verse no. 
38.    
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(b) Shukla Yajur Veda—Taarsar Upanishad, Canto 2, and Canto 3, verse nos. 1-
7; Hans Upanishad, verse nos. 6-17. 

(c) Sam Veda—Yogchudamani Upanishad verse no. 74-81, 85-88; Pranavo 
Panishad which has only 13 verses dedicated to OM.  

(d) Atharva Veda—Sita Upanishad, verse no. 9; Ram Rahasya Upanishad, Canto 
1, verse no. 7; Ram Tapiniopanishad, canto 3, verse no.5-9; Prashna Upanishad, full 
Canto 5; Mundak Upanishad, Canto 2, section 2, verse no. 4,6; Mandukya Upanishad, 
verse no. 1, 8-12; Atharvashikha Upanishad; Nrisingh Purvatapini Upanishad, Canto 
1, verse no. 8; Canto 2, verse nos. 2, 5; Canto 4, verse no. 3; Naradparivrajak 
Upanishad, Canto 8, verse nos. 1-7; Shandilya Upanishad, Canto 1, section 6, verse 
nos. 1-5; Param Hans Parivrajak Upanishad, verse no. 6; Pashupat Brahm Upanishad, 
Kanda/Canto 1, verse no. 4, 17 (which equates OM with the ‘Hans’ Mantra), 20 
(which says that OM is used a Mantra to offer worship or reverence to the Atma); 
Kanda/Canto 2, verse no. 3-5; Par Brahm Upanishad, verse no. 2, 5. 

The supreme transcendental Being known as ‘Brahm’ is also known as Pranav 
Brahm or Shaba Brahm because the term ‘Brahm’ refers to the cosmic Consciousness 
that is at the core of this creation, and this ‘Consciousness’ generates ‘vibrations of 
life’ in the deep bowls of the cosmos, and these vibrations in turn produce a ‘sound’. 
‘Sound’ is a characteristic of ‘conscious life’ as only a living entity can ‘speak and 
utter something’, or produce a sound. In the cosmic context, this sound that was heard 
is best represented by the sound made by the monosyllabic word OM.  

The cosmos is like a colossus bowl, and the sound generated by the 
Consciousness produced a deep and dense reverberating sound that was called 
‘Naad’. The word ‘Naad’ itself means a reverberating sound that is deep and dense 
and pulsating like the one made by a huge and heavy bell or drum.  

The cosmic ‘Consciousness’ vibrated with life, and this created pulses that spread 
in waves in the cosmic ether much like ripples that spread on the surface of a pond 
when one throws a stone in it. Since there was nothing to obstruct these vibrations, 
they spread uniformly thoroughout this creation, permeating every inch of it.  

Now, ancient sages and seers tried to explain this esoteric concept by coining the 
words ‘Brahm’ and ‘OM’ to represent respectively the ‘cosmic Consciousness’ and 
the ‘signs of life it produces in the form of vibrations in the cosmic ether that in turn 
created sound in the cosmos’. Again, since Consciousness and Sound go hand-in-
hand, these sages and seers called Brahm as ‘Pranav Brahm’ or ‘Shabda Brahm’. The 
word ‘Shabda’ means a letter or word. Here, the word ‘Shabda’ refers to the 
monosyllabic word OM that was deemed to be the nearest analogue to the cosmic 
sound that was produced by the supreme Consciousness in the cosmic ether. This is 
because when one says the word OM or AUM slowly, the sound that is produced is 
equivalent to the sound that is heard in the deep corners of the universe even now.  

OM was therefore treated as the nearest analogue and a synonym of Brahm, the 
supreme Consciousness. Later on the Purans made this abstract idea very easy to 
comprehend by giving it the name of the Supreme Being: the Brahm, the Parmatma, 
the Supreme Lord of creation, the Viraat Purush (which literally means the immense 
dimension of the all-encompassing and all-inclusive form of Brahm). 

To access the secret of Brahm, this word OM was given the status of a formula, 
known as a ‘Mantra’. OM therefore became a ‘name of Brahm’, a synonym of 
Brahm. OM helped an aspirant seeking to know the truth of Brahm and of existence 
an easy method to access the latter. In other words, OM was not only a word and a 
name assigned to Brahm but was also a path that can lead a seeker of truth to the 
cosmic Consciousness. OM is a Mantra that provides direct access to Brahm and to 
the cosmic Consciousness that is at the core of creation.  

By corollary, the word OM began to represent the cosmic ‘Naad’ as well. And by 
extension it began to represent Brahm and Consciousness too. 
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#The three great torments in the world are known as ‘Traitaap’: Refer: (i) Rig 
Veda’s Mudgal Upanishad, Canto 4, verse no. 2; (ii) Atharva Veda’s Sharva 
Upanishad, verse no. 17. 

(a) ‘Adhyatmic’ problems are those that the creature faces in his spiritual 
pursuits, (b) ‘Adhibhautic’ problems are created by terrestrial creatures like enemies, 
wild animals, cruel kings, thieves, bodily afflictions such as old age and diseases etc., 
(c) ‘Adhidaivic’ are the problems created by unfavourable Gods and malignant stars.]  

 
 
 

 
                         Metaphoric Laṅkā (the City of Demons) 

 
¼58½ 

 
nso& 
nsfg voyac djdey] deykjeu] neu&nq[k] 'keu&larki HkkjhA 
vKku&jkds'k&xzklu fo/kaqrqn] xoZ&dke&dfjeÙk&gfj] nw"k.kkjhAA1AA 
oiq"k czãk.M lqizo`fÙk yadk&nqxZ] jfpr eu nuqt e;&:i/kkjhA 
fofo/k dks'kkS?k] vfr #fpj eafnj&fudj] lRoxq.k izeq[k =SdVddkjhAA2AA 
dq.ki&vfHkeku lkxj Hk;adj ?kksj] foiqy voxkg] nqLrj vikjaA 
uØ&jkxkfn&ladqy euksjFk ldy] lax&ladYi chph&fodkjaAA3AA 
eksg n'kekSfy] rn~Hkzkr vg¡dkj] ikdkfjftr dke foJkegkjhA 
yksHk vfrdk;] eRlj egksnj nq"V] Øks/k ikfi"V focq/kkardkjhAA4AA 
}s"k nqeqZ[k] naHk [kj] vdaiu diV] niZ euqtkn en&'kwyikuhA 
vfercy ije nqtZ; fu'kkpj&fudj lfgr "kM~oxZ xks&;krq/kkuhAA5AA 
tho Hkonaf?kz&lsod foHkh"k.k clr e/; nq"VkVoh xzflrfparkA 
fu;e&;e ldy lqjyksd&yksds'k yads'k&o'k ukFk! vR;ar HkhrkAA6AA 
Kku&vo/ks'k&x`g xsfguh Hkfä 'kqHk] r= vorkj HkwHkkj&grkZA 
Hkä&lad"V voyksfd firq&okD; d`r xeu fd; xgu oSnsfg&HkrkZAA7AA 
dSoY; lk/ku vf[ky Hkkyq edZV foiqy Kku&lqxzhod`r tyf/klsrwA 
izcy oSjkX; nk#.k izHkatu&ru;] fo"ke ou Hkoufeo /kwedsrwAA8AA 
nq"V nuqts'k fuoZa'kd`r nklfgr] fo'onq[k&gj.k cks/kSdjklhA 
vuqt fut tkudh lfgr gfj loZnk nklrqylh ân; deyoklhAA9AA 
 

 
                                                    (58) 
dēva- 
dēhi avalamba karakamala, kamalāramana, damana-dukha, śamana-santāpa 
bhārī. 
ajñāna-rākēśa-grāsana vidhaṁutuda, garva-kāma-karimatta-hari, dūṣaṇārī. 1.  
vapuṣa brahmāṇḍa supravṛtti laṅkā-durga, racita mana danuja maya-
rūpadhārī. 
vividha kōśaugha, ati rucira mandira-nikara, satvaguṇa pramukha 
traikaṭakakārī. 2.  
kuṇapa-abhimāna sāgara bhayaṅkara ghōra, vipula avagāha, dustara apāraṁ. 
nakra-rāgādi-saṅkula manōratha sakala, saṅga-saṅkalpa bīcī-vikāraṁ. 3.  
mōha daśamauli, tadbhrāta aham̐kāra, pākārijita kāma viśrāmahārī. 
lōbha atikāya, matsara mahōdara duṣṭa, krōdha pāpiṣṭa vibudhāntakārī. 4.  
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dvēṣa durmukha, dambha khara, akampana kapaṭa, darpa manujāda mada-
śūlapānī. 
amitabala parama durjaya niśācara-nikara sahita ṣaḍvarga gō-yātudhānī. 5.  
jīva bhavadaṅghri-sēvaka vibhīṣaṇa basata madhya duṣṭāṭavī grasitacintā. 
niyama-yama sakala suralōka-lōkēśa laṅkēśa-vaśa nātha! atyanta bhītā. 6.  
jñāna-avadhēśa-gṛha gēhinī bhakti śubha, tatra avatāra bhūbhāra-hartā. 
bhakta-saṅkaṣṭa avalōki pitu-vākya kṛta gamana kiya gahana vaidēhi-bhartā. 
7.  
kaivalya sādhana akhila bhālu markaṭa vipula jñāna-sugrīvakṛta jaladhisētū. 
prabala vairāgya dāruṇa prabhan̄jana-tanaya, viṣama vana bhavanamiva 
dhūmakētū. 8.  
duṣṭa danujēśa nirvanśakṛta dāsahita, viśvadukha-haraṇa bōdhaikarāsī. 
anuja nija jānakī sahita hari sarvadā dāsatulasī hṛdaya kamalavāsī. 9.  
 
Verse no. 58—Oh the Lord of Kamala (i.e. the divine husband of goddess Laxmi: 
kamalāramana)1!  Give me the support of your arms as I appear to be drowning in 
this world-like ocean (that is full of contless miseries and torments), because you are 
reputed to be the one who can remove all sorts of sorrows, miseries and the greatest of 
torments. Oh the slayer of demon Dushan2! You are akin to Rahu3 for devouring 
(eclipsing) the moon of ignorance, and are like a lion to crush (kill) the wild elephants 
representing pride, vanity, haughtiness and desires. (1).  
 
[Now, the metaphor of Lanka, the city of demons, is used by Tulsidas to describe how 
the various negative traits that are present in a person and form an integral part of his 
basic nature and temperament turn him or her into a virtual ‘demon’—an evil, sinful, 
corrupted, nasty and pervert person; a person who makes the world around him suffer 
due to him and who suffers himself in the process4.]  

The various tendencies, inclinations and habits of this body are like the  fort of 
Lanka; the architect Mai-Danav representing the mind has constructed it; the five 
‘Koshas’5 in it are like the magnificent palaces of Lanka; and the three Gunas 
(fundamental qualities that every living being has), such as Satguna etc. (the others 
are Rajsic and Tamsic)6, are the chief commanders of its army. (2).  
 
The pride and vanity that one has of one's body (i.e. about the ability, valour, powers 
and strength of the body; about how robust and handsome the body is; about the many 
achievements and successes that one has got by this body; in brief, about one’s 
ownself) is like the formidable ocean that is terrible, fathomless, endless and difficult-
to-cross. This ocean is filled with crocodiles represented by attachments, enmity, 
hostility, envy, jealousy and desires; and the waves that heave menacingly in this 
ocean are symbolized by false allurements that one has and promises that one  makes. 
[The city of Lanka was in the middle of the mighty ocean which was almost 
impossible to cross. The negative virtues listed here are as unsurmountable and as 
dangerous as the ocean and the ferocious marine animals that lived in it.] (3).  
 
In this city (of Lanka), ‘Ravana’ (the king of demons) symbolizes the negative trait of 
Moha (attachments, infatuation, attractions, ignorance, delusions, bewilderments), his 
brother ‘Kumbhkaran’ represents the negative traits of pride, vanity, hypocrisy, 
haughtiness, ego etc., and ‘Meghnad’ (Ravana’s son) stands for the negative qualities 
of Kaam (lust, passion, desire) which destroys peace. The demon ‘Atikai’ is greed, 
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avarice and yearnings, the wicked demon ‘Mahodar’ is jealousy and anger, the great 
sinner ‘Devantak’ is anger, wrath and indignation, the demon ‘Durmukh’ is envy and 
jealousy, ‘Khar’ is ego, false pride, vanity, hypocrisy and heresy, ‘Akampan’ is 
deceit, crookedness, fraud, falsehood, treachery and scheming, ‘Manujad’ is 
arrogance, pride, vanity and boast, and ‘Shulpani’ is arrogance, hypocrisy and 
hallucination. This royal family of demons and its supporters (the other demons) are 
very strong, brave, valiant and invincible. Accompanying these ignorant, haughty and 
arrogant demons are their respective demonesses (their female counterparts). [By 
including the female demons along with the male demons, Tulsidas means that the 
negative traits mentioned herein above are in full force, with their might on display. 
They are like a family and help each other. And like a family, they would multiply 
and produce their off-springs if left unattended. But the problem is that if a person 
tries to somehow overcome one or two of these evil tendencies in him, the others 
immediately create nuisance for the person and force him to abandon his plans or 
efforts to free himself of them. The negative traits that are like the pervert demons 
have firmly established themselves inside the Jiva, and they work together to defy all 
attempts to eject them.] (4-5).  
 
Oh Lord (Ram)! ‘Vibhishan’ (the younger brother of Ravana, but ironically a great 
devotee of the Lord unlike the rest of the demons), who represents the Jiva (the living 
being) and who is your ardent servant (follower or devotee), resides in this fearful 
forest (city) teeming with horrifying demons, always terrified, fearful and worried of 
his well-being and safety. The ten ‘Yams and Niyams7’ are represented by the ten 
Dikpals as well as Indra (the king of gods) who are all subdued by Ravana and are 
like his serfs. They live in constant terror of Ravana and his ilk. [That is, the Jiva is 
unable to practice any of the Yams and Niyams because the rest of the negative traits 
listed in the earlier stanzas constantly harass him and create fear in his mind. The 
‘Dikpals’ are the ten custodians of the ten corners of the world, and ‘Indra’ represents 
the different gods as he is their king. Since they are assigned the job of taking proper 
care of the world and ensure its proper functioning, all the efforts that a Jiva makes as 
part of observing the principles of Yam and Niyam are likened to these Dikpals and 
Indra. But ironically, the Jiva is unable to do anything because of the stifling fear of 
the demonic forces that are dominant in him. See also verse 172.] (6). 
 
So, Oh the beloved of Janki (a reference to Sita; here meaning ‘Lord Sri Ram’), 
please manifest (reveal) yourself through mother ‘Kaushalya’ representing the grand 
and noble virtue of devotion, veneration and worship, in the household of ‘Dasrath’ 
(the king of Ayodhya) who represents wisdom and true knowledge, for the purpose of 
destroying these ‘demons’ representing delusions, ignorance, attachments, 
infatuations, confusions, bewilderments etc., and come to the ‘forest’ represented by 
my Mana (heart and mind) the way you had gone to the forest at your father's 
command (during your incarnation as Lord Ram).  

[This refers to Lord Ram going to the forest for 14 years to uphold the words 
of his worldly father Dasrath. In the forest, the Lord lived for quite some time where 
he eliminated a number of demons who had been tormenting sages and hermits living 
in the forest and pursuing their spiritual quest. Not only this, the Lord had visited 
many of these great sages to bless them with his divine presence. The Lord had also 
blessed countless ordinary people who lived in villages and hamlets along the way. 
Tulsidas has this in mind when he asks Lord Ram to come and stay in the symbolic 
‘forest of his Mana’. This would make Tulsidas privileged and blessed on the one 
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hand, and on the other hand it would help his mind and heart (i.e. his Mana) to free 
themselves of all evil qualities that are firmly entrenched there.] (7).  
 
Oh Lord, in order to reach the symbolic Lanka (to destroy the demons represented by 
the hoardes of evil traits as narrated in the foregoing stanzas), you should construct a 
bridge over this delusory world-like ocean with the help of ‘Sugriv’ (the king of the 
monkey army) representing wisdom, and his companions, the numerous bears and 
monkeys who represent the different paths to salvation and liberation of the soul. 
 [That is, you must take the initiative and guide your devotees from the front so 
that they develop wisdom and the ability to wisely employ the different paths for 
obtaining liberation and deliverance that have been prescribed by the scriptures so that 
their main goal, the single objective of attaining emancipation and salvation for their 
souls, can be achieved. It is like Lord Ram employing so many monkeys with 
different abilities and skills to attain his single objective—and it was to eliminate the 
demons. However, while following the different principles and paths as advised by 
the scriptures, your devotees will always have you to look upon and seek help from as 
their leader and guide. Oh Lord, be a beacon of hope and solace for all your devotees 
just as you had led the army of monkeys across the ocean by constructing the bridge 
and leading them from the front in the war that got rid of the cruel demons. Just like 
the monkeys needed your leadership, your devotees too need your guidance and 
leadership for their salvation and emancipation! Just like you had one single goal to 
eliminate the demons when you launched your offensive on Lanka, in the present case 
please ensure that your devotees too attain one single goal of life—and it is to attain 
final liberation, deliverance, emancipation and salvation of their souls.]  

Once this happens (i.e. once the Jiva develops proper wisdom and the desire to 
pursue his single spiritual goal of life with a steadfast mind and heart), the most 
valiant, brave and strong ‘Hanuman’ (the great monkey warrior and one of the 
greatest devotees of Lord Ram) represented by stern (great, immense degree of strict) 
renunciation would arrive at Lanka like a ‘Dhumketu’ (a comet) to burn to ashes (i.e. 
eliminate) the gardens and palaces (of Lanka) representing the different kind of 
Vasanas (sensual pleasures, lust and passions, a desire for enjoyment of material 
comforts, and so many other allurements of the world of sense objects) that a Jiva has.
 [That is, once the Jiva begins to follow you and develop spiritual wisdom, he 
will be aided in his spiritual pursuit by observing strict renunciation and vows. 
Hanuman is a symbol of strict renunciation and vows. It is only when a Jiva is armed 
with these qualities that he can burn to ashes all sorts of ‘Vasanas’ or passions, lust 
and yearning. Hanuman is compared to a ‘Dhumketu’ (dhūmakētū) because he had 
flown into Lanka in the darkness of the night, and appeared like a streak of light in the 
sky.]  (8).  
 
Thereafter, oh Lord Ram who are an eliminator of the sorrows and miseries of the 
entire world, you should destroy all the wretched and wicked demons who represent 
the different kinds of spiritual hurdles, and all kinds of other negativities and evil 
traits that create horrifying sorrows and miseries associated with mudane existence in 
this world that keep tormenting the Jiva represented by your devotee. [That is, you 
must ensure that the Jiva represented by your devotee is freed from all the evil traits 
and problems created by them in his quest for finding peace for himself.]  
 Oh Lord! Thence, please enshrine your divine self along with your brother 
(“Anuj”; Laxman) and Janki (Sita) in my lotus-like heart for all times to come (for 
eternity)8. [That is, let my heart be first purged of all the bad emotions and qualities as 
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enumerated above. After I achieve this by your grace, my heart will be clean like the 
lotus flower which remains clean inspite of living in a pond with dirty water. Then my 
heart will be ready to invite you to come and make it your abode. This is because the 
Lord cannot be invited and seated in the heart that is unclean and corrupted by 
worldly taints.] (9).   
 

[Note—1“Kamalāramana”: The word has two parts—viz. ‘Kamala’ and ‘Ramana’. 
‘Kamala’ refers to goddess Laxmi because she is shown as standing on a lotus flower 
in iconography. And ‘Ramana’ means one who stays close to and moves side-by-side 
with someone, usually one’s consort. Hence, the word ‘kamalaramana’ stands for 
Lord Vishnu who is in a human form as Lord Sri Ram.  

Remember: This book ‘Vinai Patrika’ is dedicated to Lord Ram who was an 
incarnation of Lord Vishnu. 
2Dushan—He was a demon who was killed by Lord Ram when he attacked the Lord 
along with his brother Khar and the commander of the demon army named Trishira. 
This story is narrated in Ram Charit Manas, Aranya Kand, from Chaupai line no. 2 
that precedes Doha no. 18—to Doha no. 20 ka.  
3Rahu—The legend has it that Rahu was the eldest son of the demon Viprachitti and 
his wife Shinghikaa. His younger brothers were Ilvala, Vaataapi, Narak amongst 
others. When Lord Vishnu, disguised as the beautiful Mohini, was distributing the 
ambrosia of eternity called Amrit to the Gods during the episode of the churning of 
the ocean as told in the Purans, Rahu assumed the form of a God and surreptitiously 
entered the lines of the Gods to take this Amrit. When his cheating was discovered, 
Vishnu cut-off his head with his weapon called the Chakra Sudarshan (a circular saw-
like discus). But it so happened that before the head was severed Rahu had already 
drunk some Amrit, and so did not die. His head and torso became two independent 
entities. The former was called ‘Rahu’ and the latter ‘Ketu’.  

Since the Moon God and the Sun God had betrayed him, Rahu takes revenge by 
devouring them periodically to satisfy his hunger. He devours them when they are in 
their full glory—viz. he devours the Moon God during the full moon night, and the 
Sun God only during the day time, either when the sun rises or during its journey 
across the sky, but never at sunset when the sun is already losing its radiance and is 
on the decline.  
 Again, since the head of Rahu was severed from the neck, hence both the Moon 
God and the Sun God re-emerge from the lower end of the head after they have been 
devoured by the mouth of Rahu. This is why the moon and the sun appear to be 
getting gradually cut-off from view from one end of their discs, symbolizing their 
gradually entering the mouth of Rahu as the latter begins to devour them. Then for 
some time they remain dark or obstructed from view symbolizing the period when 
they remain inside the mouth of Rahu. Finally, they gradually regain their original 
shape symbolizing their ejection from the lower end of Rahu’s neck where it was 
severed from the trunk.  

Thus we see that the mythological origin of the solar and lunar eclipse can be 
traced to this event of the churning of the ocean and the demon Rahu getting his head 
cut-off because he had cheated Vishnu in an attempt to drink Amrit. But having 
already drunk this elixir, he could not die; the head became Rahu and the trunk 
became Ketu (a comet). Because of this enmity, Rahu extracted a boon that he would 
eat the sun and the moon periodically when he felt hungry, which, according to 
mythology, he does during the solar and lunar eclipses respectively. The sun or the 
moon enter his mouth (the beginning of the eclipse), and emerge from his severed 
throat (marking the end of eclipse). 

The elongated torso of Rahu came to known as ‘Ketu’ and it is recognized as the 
comet in modern science. That is why sighting of the comet is regarded as a bad 
omen.  
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 Both Rahu and Ketu are placed amongst the nine planets. They represent the two 
nodal points where the celestial equator cuts the ecliptic.  
In iconography, Rahu is depicted as just a head or even as a snake’s hood.      
 The story of Rahu appears in Srimad Bhagwat Maha-Puran, Chapter 8, Canto 9.  
 Refer also to verse no. 87, stanza no. 2. 
4Tulsidas prays to Lord Ram to get rid of all these negativities from inside him just 
like the Lord had slayed all the evil demons of Lanka so that Tulsidas can regain his 
peace and overcome all his sorrows and miseries that are generated by the negative 
traits present in him. Remember: The physical gross body of a Jiva (a living being; a 
creature) is compared to a city or a dwelling where the ‘true self’ of the Jiva lives. 
This ‘true self’ is the pure conscious Atma or Soul. All the negatives are limited to 
the body, for the Atma is eternally pure and holy. But since the Atma lives inside the 
physical body, and the latter becomes its habitat, whatever sort of bad habits and evil 
tendencies that the body harbours begin to affect the Atma and torment the Jiva. 
Here, Tulsidas has likened all the negative traits that a person possesses to demons 
who keep tormenting him and become a cause of his miseries and sorrows. 
 In the story of the Ramayana, the demons had been wreaking havoc and terror on 
this earth as well as the heaven from their fort at Lanka. The gods and mother earth 
had prayed to Lord Vishnu to protect them from the tyranny of the demons, and 
Vishnu had promised them that he will come down as Lord Ram and get rid of the 
cruel demons to restore peace in the world. So, Lord Ram began eliminating all the 
demons one by one on some or other pretext. But the majority of them were in Lanka. 
So the Lord devised a plan and made it so happen that his own wife Sita would be 
stolen and held captive at Lanka by the demon king Ravana. There, Sita was 
subjected to unimaginable horrors and sufferings. Finally, Lord Ram used this as an 
excuse to attack Lanka and kill all the cruel demons in the war for liberating Sita 
from their captivity.    
 The way the demons had been tyrannizing the world and the construction of their 
golden city of Lanka has been described in Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from 
Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 176—to Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes 
Doha no. 184.  
 It ought to be specially noted here that in Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai 
line no. 3 that precedes Doha no. 184, Tulsidas clearly asserts that “anyone who 
behaves the way these demons behaved, is a demon himself”.   
 The horrors that Sita suffered at Lanka have been briefly described in Ram Charit 
Manas, Sundar Kand, Doha no. 31 along with its preceding Chaupai line nos. 6-8. A 
remarkable similarity is to be found between the present verse no. 58 of Vinai Patrika 
where Tulsidas has prayed to Lord Ram to eliminate the symbolic demons who have 
been causing horrors for him, and the way Sita has asked Lord Ram to do so in Ram 
Charit Manas, Sundar Kand, Chaupai line nos. 3-6 that precede Doha no. 27. A 
similar request has been made by Hanuman to Lord Ram to take immediate steps to 
provide relief to Sita: refer—Ram Charit Manas, Sundar Kand, Doha no. 31. 
5The five ‘Koshas’—The word ‘Kosha’ literally means a sheath, a chamber, a cell, a 
store or treasury. According to metaphysics, the gross body of a Jiva (living being) 
consists of five Koshas. The Atma or the soul of the Jiva that lives inside the body is 
surrounded by these five Koshas. 

According to Paingalo-panishad, canto 2, verse no. 4 of the Shukla Yajur Veda 
tradition, these are the following—‘Annamaye Kosh’ or the food sheath, ‘Pranmaye 
Kosh’ or the vital wind sheath, ‘Manomaye Kosh’ or the mental sheath, ‘Vigyanmaye 
Kosh’ or the intellect sheath, and ‘Anandmaye Kosh’ or the bliss sheath. [These 
sheaths cover the Atma or pure conscious self like various coverings or shrouds 
wrapping any object.] 
 The Annamaye Kosh is that which was created by the intake of food, was 
nourished and developed by food, and at the end it finally disintegrates into the basic 
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ingredients that constitutes food and merges with the earth element from where the 
food has derived its original ingredients. This forms the gross body of the creature.  
 The Pranmaye Kosh consists of the five vital winds (Pran, Apaan, Vyan, Udaan, 
and Samaan) along with the five organs of actions (hands, legs, mouth, excretory and 
reproductive).  
 The Manomaye Kosh consists of the mind and the five organs of perceptions 
(ears, eyes, nose, tongue and skin), while the Vigyanmaye Kosh consists of the 
combined apparatus made of the intellect and these five organs of perceptions.  
 A combination of these three sheaths, i.e. Pranmaye Kosh (vital wind sheath), 
Manomaye Kosh (the mental sheath) and Vigyanmaye Kosh (the intellect sheath) is 
what is known as the ‘Ling Deha’ of a creature, or the ethereal form of the corporeal 
body. This is the subtle body of the creature. 
 The sheath in which the pure conscious self is not aware of the ‘Ling Deha’ is 
called Anandmaye Kosh. This forms the causal body of the creature (4)”.   
These five sheaths are called the ‘Panch Kosha’.  

The Atma, which is the truthful identity of the creature, lives in a body consisting 
of various sheaths, called ‘Koshas’, as mentioned above. Like the crystal, the 
attribute-less, neutral, featureless, untainted and immaculate Atma acquires the 
various attributes and qualities of these sheaths that surround it, because of the fact 
that the Atma lives in a body consisting of these sheaths, and it cannot remain 
indifferent to being effected by their individual characteristics and virtues, whether 
good or bad. Consequentially, the pristine pure Atma appears to have all these taints 
and scars that these sheaths possess. 

In the present context, these five Koshas are like the palaces within which the 
Atma representing the Jiva lives. 
6The three Gunas—See note of verse no. 57 herein above.  
7Yam and Niyam— The virtues of Yam and Niyam have been described in Skanda 
Puran, Bra. Dha. Maa. 5/19-21 as follows:-  

The ten ‘Yams’ are—(i) ‘Satya’ or truthfulness;  (ii) ‘Kshama’ or forgiveness, 
(iii) ‘Asteya’ or not stealing, (iv) ‘Dhyaan’ or meditation and concentration of the 
mind, (v) ‘A-maan’ or being free from pride, ego and haughtiness, (vi) ‘Ahinsa’ 
meaning lack of cruelty and violence as well as having compassion and mercy, (vii) 
‘Sanyam’ or restraint of mind and sense organs, (viii) ‘Dama’ or observing self 
restraint and enduring pain and suffering cheerfully, (ix) ‘Prasaad’ or to give 
charitably and accept whatever comes one’s way without yearning for more or 
complaining, (x) ‘Maadhura and Mridu’ or sweetness in demeanours as well as in 
words.  

The ten ‘Niyams’ are—(i) ‘Shauch’ and (ii) ‘Snaan’ or cleanliness and 
purification of body and mind, ablution and bath to clean and purify the external and 
the internal body; (iii) ‘Tapa’ or doing austerities and penances, to suffer for some 
great and noble cause; (iv) ‘Daan’ or giving alms and making charities; (v) ‘Maun’ or 
keeping silence and not talking unnecessarily; (vi) ‘Yagya’ or doing sacrifices and 
other auspicious deeds; (vii) ‘Adhyayan’ or to read and study the scriptures etc. with 
full attention and interest; self study; (viii) ‘Vrat’ or observance of auspicious vows, 
diligence in following righteous deeds and noble virtues; (ix) ‘Upvaas’ or  keeping 
fasts, abstaining from indulgences; (x) ‘Upastha Danda’ or observing strict celibacy 
and self restraint of sense organs and their desire for gratification. (Skanda Puran, 
Bra. Dha. Ma. 5/19-21.) 

The Varaaha Upanishad of the Krishna Yajur Veda tradition, in its canto 5, verse 
nos. 12 ½ --14 also describes these Yams and Niyams. 

The Trishikhi Brahmin Upanishad of Shukla Yajur Veda tradition, in its Canto 2, 
verse nos. 32-32 describes Yam and Niyam in the following way—“Non-violence, 
truthfulness, non stealing, celibacy, continence or abstinence from sexual indulgences 
and other pervert activities of the body and mind, mercy and compassion, simplicity 
and humility (32), forgiveness, patience and fortitude, restrained eating, and purity of 
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mind, intellect and body—these are regarded as the ten supreme Yams. ‘Tapa’, 
meaning austerity, penance, sufferance and hardships endured for some noble cause, 
‘Santosh’, meaning contentedness and satiety, to have belief on the doctrines and 
teachings of the scriptures, to make charities and donations, the remembrance of the 
supreme Lord known as ‘Hari’ and devotedly serving him and contemplating upon 
him1 (33), hearing Vedanta (the preaching of Upanishads), to have modesty, honour, 
dignity, self respect and shame, to have wisdom and intelligence, to repeat the holy 
Mantras or divine, ethereal words of the Lord, and to keep stern religious vows and 
observe fasting—these are ten Niyams.”  

According to Mandal Brahmin Upanishad of Shukla Yajur Veda tradition, 
Brahman 1, section 1, verse nos. 3-4, the Yam and Niyam are the following—“Verse 
no. 3 = To overcome the notion of feeling (excessive) heat and cold (and getting 
agitated about them), to have control over the urge to eat and sleep (more then 
necessary), to remain ever calm and tranquil (even during the greatest of adversities), 
to remain unwavering and steady (like a mountain and the flame of a lamp protected 
from the wind), and to be able to exercise control over the sense organs (of perception 
and action)—these are categorised as the various ‘Yams’ (3).  
“Verse no. 4 =Devotion towards one’s moral preceptor, teacher and guide called a 
Guru, dedication and diligent pursuit of the path which is righteous, auspicious and 
noble, contentedness with whatever is available, residence in a secluded and serene 
place that gives peace, solitude, tranquility and calmness, non-attachment with and 
indifference towards anything and anyone in this world, diversion of the mind from 
the sensual pleasures and charming objects of the materialistic world, no expectation 
of any reward from any deed done or action taken, and a sense of exemplary 
renunciation—all these are the various ‘Niyams’ to be followed by the seekers of true 
knowledge of the Atma (4).”  
8Sage Valmiki has told Lord Ram the places where he should live in Ram Charit 
Manas, Ayodhya Kand, from Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes Doha no. 128—to 
Doha no. 131. A careful reading of these verses will make it clear that they essentially 
say the same thing what Tuslidas says here.]  
 
 

 
                                       The symbolic Forest 

 
¼59½ 

 
nso& 
nhu&m)j.k j?kqo;Z d#.kkHkou] 'keu&larki] ikikS?kgkjhA 
foey foKku&foxzg] vuqxzg:i] Hkwioj] focq/k] ueZn] [kjkjhAA1AA 
lalkj&dkarkj vfr ?kksj] xaHkhj] ?ku] xgu r#deZ&ladqy] eqjkjhA 
okluk ofYy [kj&daVdkdqy foiqy] fufcM+ foVikVoh dfBu HkkjhAA2AA 
fofo/k fpro`fÙk&[kx fudj ';suksywd] dkd od x`?kz vkfe"k&vgkjhA 
vf[ky [ky] fuiq.k Ny] fNnz fuj[kr lnk] thotuifFkdeu&[ksndkjhAA3AA 
Øks/k dfjeÙk] e`xjkt daniZ] en&niZ o`d&Hkkyq vfr mxzdekZA 
efg"k eRlj Øwj] yksHk 'kwdj:i] Qs# Ny] naHk ektkZj/kekZAA4AA 
diV edZV fodV] O;k?kz ik[k.Meq[k] nq[kn e`xozkr] mRikrdrkZA 
ân; voyksfd ;g 'kksd 'kj.kkxra] ikfg eka ikfg] Hkks fo'oHkÙkkZAA5AA 
izcy vg¡dkj nqj?kV egh/kj] egkeksg fxfj&xqgk fufcM+ka/kdkjaA 
fpÙk osrky] euqtkn eu] izsrxu jksx] HkksxkS?k o`f'pd&fodkjaAA6AA 
fo"k;&lq[k&ykylk na'k&e'kdkfn] [ky f>fYy :ikfn lc liZ] LokehA 
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r= vkf{kIr ro fo"ke ek;k ukFk] va/k eSa ean] O;kyknxkehAA7AA 
?kksj] voxkg Hko vkixk ikityiwj] nq"izs{;] nqLrj] vikjkA 
edj "kM~oxZ] xks uØ pØkdqyk] dwy 'kqHk&v'kqHk] nq[k rhoz /kkjkAA8AA 
ldy  la?kV  iksp  'kkspo'k  loZnk  nklrqylh fo"ke xgu xzLraA 
=kfg j?kqoa'kHkw"k.k dqikdj] dfBu dky fodjky&dfy=kl&=LraAA9AA 
 

 
                                                    (59) 
 
dēva- 
dīna-ud'dharaṇa raghuvarya karuṇābhavana, śamana-santāpa, pāpaughahārī. 
vimala vijñāna-vigraha, anugraharūpa, bhūpavara, vibudha, narmada, kharārī. 
1.  
sansāra-kāntāra ati ghōra, gambhīra, ghana, gahana tarukarma-saṅkula, 
murārī. 
vāsanā valli khara-kaṇṭakākula vipula, nibiṛa viṭapāṭavī kaṭhina bhārī. 2.  
vividha citavṛtti-khaga nikara śyēnōlūka, kāka vaka gṛghra āmiṣa-ahārī. 
akhila khala, nipuṇa chala, chidra nirakhata sadā, jīvajanapathikamana-
khēdakārī. 3.  
krōdha karimatta, mṛgarāja kandarpa, mada-darpa vṛka-bhālu ati ugrakarmā. 
mahiṣa matsara krūra, lōbha śūkararūpa, phēru chala, dambha 
mārjāradharmā. 4.  
kapaṭa markaṭa vikaṭa, vyāghra pākhaṇḍamukha, dukhada mṛgavrāta, 
utpātakartā. 
hṛdaya avalōki yaha śōka śaraṇāgataṁ, pāhi māṁ pāhi, bhō viśvabhatrtā. 5.  
prabala aham ̐kāra duraghaṭa mahīdhara, mahāmōha giri-guhā 
nibiṛāndhakāraṁ. 
citta vētāla, manujāda mana, prētagana rōga, bhōgaugha vṛścika-vikāraṁ. 6.  
viṣaya-sukha-lālasā danśa-maśakādi, khala jhilli rūpādi saba sarpa, svāmī. 
tatra ākṣipta tava viṣama māyā nātha, andha maiṁ manda, vyālādagāmī. 7.  
ghōra, avagāha bhava āpagā pāpajalapūra, duṣprēkṣya, dustara, apārā. 
makara ṣaḍvarga, gō nakra cakrākulā, kūla śubha-aśubha, dukha tīvra dhārā. 
8.  
sakala saṅghaṭa pōca śōcavaśa sarvadā dāsatulasī viṣama gahana grastaṁ. 
trāhi raghuvanśabhūṣaṇa kupākara, kaṭhina kāla vikarāla-kalitrāsa-trastaṁ. 9.  
 
Verse no. 59—Oh Lord (Sri Ram)! You are the one who provides salvation and 
emancipation to those who lack all resources that would enable them to attain this 
exalted state, i.e. those who are weak, deprived, poor, miserable, wretched and 
downtrodden.  

You are the best in the race of king Raghu. Your are an abode of mercy, an 
embodiment of compassion and benevolence. Your are the destroyer of torments and 
tribulations, and are an eliminator of sins, evils and vices. You are faultless, and an 
embodiment of knowledge and wisdom of the highest kind. You are the most exalted 
among merciful and compassionate kings, a bestower of happiness to even the Gods, 
and an enemy of demon called Khar1. (1).  
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Oh Murari2! This forest-like world is very dense, awe-inspiring and terrifying. ‘Trees’ 
representing the countless deeds done and actions taken by a Jiva (the living being) 
are planted thickly (densely, closely) in it. The numerous creepers in the form of 
desires, attachments, passions, infatuations etc. are clinging (to these trees). And 
numerous sharp thorns in the shape of agitations, discord, uneasiness and agonies are 
spread all around. This is the way this formidable, dense and intractable forest exists. 
 [The world is likened to a forest. A Jiva who lives in this world does countless 
deeds and takes countless actions as part of his routine life and obligations in this 
world. Not an hour or a day in the life of the Jiva passes when he does not do 
anything. These deeds and actions are numerous and follow one another in closely, 
symbolised by the densely growing tree in the forest. When a Jiva does anything he 
gets attached to the thing he does as well as the result or rewards of his deeds. These 
represent the clinging creepers because just like the creeper that needs the support of 
the tree to rise and grow, the numerous desires and passions too rise and grow in 
direct proportion to the deeds done by the Jiva with expectations of rewards or 
successes from each and every thing he does. Since success and good rewards are not 
always possible, and there are full chances of failure and uncertainties that lead to 
agitations and frustrations and discord etc., they are like the countless thorns that stick 
out of the trees and creepers to prick and hurt the Jiva.] (2).  
 
In this forest, the numerous Vasanas and Vrittis of the mind (i.e. the countless forms 
of passions and desires that the Jiva has, as well as the many evil tendencies of the 
mind) are like the countless groups of different kinds of birds of prey that live in the 
forest. Some of these birds are the hawk (or falcon), the owl, the crow, the crane or 
the stork, and the vulture. They are very wicked and cruel, and expert in treachery, 
deceit and crookedness. They wait in ambush, and upon seeing any ‘hole’ (meaning a 
loop-hole, or a shortcoming and weakness) in the character of the traveller 
representing the Jiva who is passing through this forest (world), they pounce upon 
him and always torment and create nuisance for him in the form of sorrows and 
miseries in his heart and mind.  

[The Vasanas and Vrittis never let the Jiva live in peace even if he tries to 
carefully wend his way through the world and avoid all the traps that are inherent to 
it. That is, even if a traveller is carefully walking through a thick forest and avoids the 
prickly thorns, or getting entangled in the net of creepers, or bumping against the trees 
or getting lost in their maze, these birds of prey that symbolise the various Vasanas 
and Vrittis do not spare him and strike at him at the first chance. And this chance is 
some kind of weakness in his character or slackness in his resolve.]  (3).  
 
In the forest-like world, besides the cruel birds, there are many wild animals, such as 
rogue elephants represented by ‘Krodh’ (anger), the lion represented by roaring 
‘Kaam’ (constantly prodding desires and passions), the wolf symbolising ‘Mada’ 
(haughtiness, hypocrisy and arrogance), and the bear that stands for ‘Garva’ (pride, 
vanity, haughtiness and ego)—all of them are very cruel and blood-thirsty. Not only 
that, there are other cruel animals such as the wild buffaloes in the form of ‘Matsarya’ 
(jealousy, envy, ill-will, indignation), the wild boars representing ‘Lobha’ (greed and 
avarice), the jackals in the form of ‘Chala’ (deceit, crookedness, cunning, trickery and 
deception), and the cat (leapord) which symbolises ‘Dambha’ (falsehood, deceit, 
hypocrisy, vanity etc.). (4).  
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Here, there are wicked and cunning monkeys in the shape of ‘Kapat’ (deceit, 
crookedness, treachery, dishonesty and insincerity), and the tigers that are like 
‘Paakhanda’ (heresy, false doctrines, hypocrisy, falsehood and imposturing) who 
always torment the deer and other docile and harmless animals living in the forest 
who symbolise saints and sages who harm no one and seek no revenge. These wild 
and wicked animals have no reservations in constantly creating a lot of nuisance and 
mischief for them.  

Oh Lord of the universe! Pained at seeing all this and the sorry state of affairs 
in this world, I have come to take refuge and shelter in your holy feet. Oh Lord! 
Protect me, protect me! (5).  
 
Now, even if a Jiva’s soul passing through the gross world, and who represents a 
traveller going through the formidable forest on his journey to his destination, 
manages to overcome these obstacles as described above, there are other problems 
lying ahead for him. There is a huge mountain representing ‘Ahankar’ (false pride, 
vanity, haughtiness and ego about oneself, the body and one’s achievements) that 
stands in the way, obstructing the path, and which is very difficult to cross. [That is, it 
is difficult for a person to overcome pride and ego and their associates that are firmly 
entrenched in his heart and mind.] 

In this mountain there is a dark cave representing ‘Maha Moha’ (the great 
delusion, great ignorance, extreme degree of worldly attachments, allurements and 
infatuations). Inside this cave there are fearful phantoms and ghosts in the shape of 
‘Chitta’ (the sub-conscious aspect of the mind and its ability to remember and pay 
attention to anything), man-eating ogres and vampires symbolising ‘Mana’ (mind and 
heart), other ghosts and evil spirits representing ‘Roga’ (various diseases of the body), 
and poisonous scorpions who symbolise ‘Bhog and Vilaas’ (intense desire for 
enjoyment of sensual pleasures and material comforts of the world; over indulgences 
and self gratifications). (6).  
 
Here in this cave, there are mosquitoes and flies in the shape of unquenchable desire 
for sensual pleasures, and there are stubborn, wicked people (living in this world) who 
symbolise the thick cobwebs that act as entangling nets to trap the Jiva once he enters 
this symbolic cave. [The Jiva finds himself trapped by a net of problems once he 
allows himelf to fall prey to ‘Moha’ which is like a dark cave from which it is almost 
impossible to come out after entering. That is, if a person develops even a trace of 
attachment for anything or anyone in this world, he falls in a trap which completely 
ensnares him.] 
 Oh Lord! Besides the above horrors, there are serpents represented by the five 
senses of perception, such as sight, taste, smell, sound and touch, and their 
corresponding objects in the material world.  
 Oh Lord, I lament that I have been dumped in this horrifying forest-like world 
of delusions and ignorance by the force of your powerful ‘Maya’. Oh Lord who rides 
on Garud (the Eagle)! It appears that I have been blinded by this Maya because I am 
unable to see the ‘truth’. 

[“Maya” is the power of the Creator by which he creates delusions and 
ignorance. According to metaphysics and the philosophy of the Upanishads, all the 
spiritual problems of a Jiva arise out of Maya because it creates delusions and 
ignorance. In other words, Tulsidas says that it is out of ignorance that a Jiva thinks 
that this world is his final abode and it is the one that would give him happiness. 
Though the Jiva’s real identity is his Atma, he is so deluded that he thinks that the 
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gross body is his true self. The delusions and ignorance created by Maya go hand in 
hand to land the Jiva in a quagmire from where he finds difficult to extricate himself 
unless he overcomes the fundamental reason for all his torments—that is, unless he 
overcomes Maya, he cannot get his peace. All the problems that are listed in this verse 
are generated by Maya. Once Maya is overcome, the rest of the problems would 
vanish automatically like phantoms and ghosts vanishing in daylight.] (7) 
 
In this forest, there is a huge and frightening river that is deep  and turbulent. It 
represents ‘Vasana’ (worldly desires, passions, lust, greed, avarice, infatuation etc.).  
This river is filled with water symbolising ‘Paap’ (sins; unrighteous actions and 
deeds). It is even horrifying to watch this river, let alone thinking to cross across it—
because it is uncrossable. [That is, in this mundane existence, it is well nigh 
impossible for a creature not to commit sin in any form or not to have any desires or 
passions of any kind. Hence, crossing this symbolic river becomes impossible.]  
 This river is infested by six crocodiles representing ‘Kaam’ (lust, desire, 
passion), ‘Krodh’ (indignation, anger, wrath), ‘Lobha’ (greed, avarice), ‘Moha’ 
(delusions, ignorance, attachments, infatuation etc.), ‘Mada’ (vanity, haughtiness, 
arrogance, pride), ‘Matsarya’ (envy, jealousy). Then there are countless alligators and 
whirlpools in the shape of sense organs.  

This river has two banks represented by good and bad deeds respectively.  
And its fast flowing current symbolises the many sorrows and grief that sweep the 
Jiva off his feat in this world. (8).  
 
Oh the jewel of Raghu's clan (i.e. Lord Sri Ram)! All these rascals have kept me 
captive, (as a result which) this Tulsidas, who is a devoted servant of yours, is always 
overwhelmed by worries and miseries. Please save me because I have become scared 
and petrified due to the fear of this horrific Kaliyug. (9). 
 

[Note: 1Khar—He was a demon who, along with his brother Dushan and demon 
commander Trishira, had attacked Lord Ram in the forest, and was subsequently 
killed in the ensuing battle. This story is narrated in Ram Charit Manas, Aranya 
Kand, from Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 18—to Doha no. 20 ka. 

2Murari—This term literally means the slayer of demon Mur, and is usually 
applied to Lord Krishna. Employing this term for Lord Ram implies that Tulsidas had 
the wisdom to see non-duality between the two forms of Ram and Krishna who were 
both Lord Vishnu in their primary form. Refer verse no. 51, stanza 1 also.] 

 
 

 
                       Prayers offered to Lord Nara and Lord Nārāyaṇa 
 
                               (The Pilgrimage to Badrikāśrama) 

 
¼60½  
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nsfg voyac u fcyac vaHkkst&dj] pØ/kj&rstcy 'keZjk'khAA9AA 
 

 
                                                   (60)  
 
dēva- 
naumi nārāyaṇaṁ, naraṁ karuṇāyanaṁ, dhyāna-pārāyaṇaṁ, jñāna-mūlaṁ. 
akhila sansāra-upakāra-kāraṇa, sadayahṛdaya, tapanirata, praṇatānukūlaṁ. 1.  
śyāma nava tāmarasa-dāmadyuti vapuṣa, chavi kōṭi madanārka agaṇita 
prakāśaṁ. 
taruṇa ramaṇīya rājīva-lōcana lalita, vadana rākēśa, kara-nikara hāsaṁ. 2.  
sakala saundarya-nidhi, vipula guṇadhāma, vidhi-vēda-budha-śambhu-sēvita, 
amānaṁ. 
aruṇa padakan̄ja-makaranda mandākinī madhupa-munivṛnda kurvanti pānaṁ. 
3.  
śakra-prērita ghōra madana mada-bhaṅgakṛta, krōdhagata, bōdharata, 
brahmacārī. 
mārakaṇḍēya munivaryahita kautukī binahi kalpānta prabhu pralayakārī. 4.  
puṇya vana śailasari badrikāśrama sadāsīna paùāsanaṁ, ēka rūpaṁ. 
sid'dha-yōgīndra-vṛndārakānandaprada, bhadradāyaka darasa ati anūpaṁ. 5.  
māna manabhaṅga, citabhaṅga mada, krōdha lōbhādi parvatadurga, 
bhuvana-bhatrtā. 
dvēṣa-matsara-rāga prabala pratyūha prati, bhūri nirdaya, krūra karma katrtā. 
6.  
vikaṭatara vakra kṣuradhāra pramadā, tīvra darpa kandarpa khara 
khaḍgadhārā. 
dhīra-gambhīra-mana-pīra-kāraka, tatra kē varākā vayaṁ vigatasārā. 7.  
parama durghaṭa pathaṁ, khala-asaṅgata sātha, nātha! nahiṁ hātha vara 
virati-yaṣṭī. 
darśanārata dāsa, trasita māyā-pāśa, trāhi hari, trāhi hari, dāsa kaṣṭī. 8.  
dāsatulasī dīna dharma-sambalahīna, śramita ati khēda, mati mōha nāśī. 
dēhi avalamba na bilamba ambhōja-kara, cakradhara-tējabala śarmarāśī. 9.  
 
Verse no. 60—I bow before (and pay my obeisance to) Lord Nara-Narayan1 who is an 
abode of compassion and mercy, the object of all meditative concentrations, and the 
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essence or the cause of all knowledge. The Lord is the benefactor of the whole world, 
is of a merciful and compassionate heart (nature), is ever engrossed in penances and 
austerities, and is the one who shows benevolence on his devotees who have taken 
shelter or refuge with him. (1).  
 
The beautiful radiance of his body is akin to a garland of newly bloomed blue lotus; 
whose beauty (attractiveness) is comparable to millions of Kamdeos (patron God of 
love and physical beauty), and is splendorous like numerous suns. His pleasant eyes 
are like newly blooming lotus flower, his countenance is like the moon, and his soft 
and sweet smile resembles the rays of the moon. (2).  
 
He is a treasury of all that is beautiful and praise worthy, is an abode of many good 
virtues, is devoid of pride, vanity or haughtiness inspite of being served (honoured, 
revered and worshipped) by Brahma (the creator of the world), the Vedas (ancient 
scriptures), those who are expert in knowledge of the scriptures, and Lord Shiva. The 
numerous sages and hermits in a symbolic form of bees always drink the nectar of 
river Mandakini which has emerged from his pink (or red) coloured feet.  
 [That is, the great sages and hermits drink the water of the holy river Ganges, 
which is also known by the name of ‘Mandakini’ in the upper reaches of the 
Himalayan mountains from where it emerged, while they live on its banks there. This 
river is reputed to provide liberation and deliverance to the Jiva, the living being, who 
has faith in its mystical spiritual powers. This river has this unique quality because it 
originated from the holy feet of Lord Vishnu. It ought to be noted here that Tulsidas 
has offered his obeisance to Lord Nara-Narayan because he knows that the Lord is a 
manifestation of Lord Vishnu who had also manifested as Lord Ram, the Lord revered 
and worshipped by Tulsidas. In this stanza, the sages and hermits residing on the 
banks of river Mandakini are likened to the ‘bees’, and the river itself to the ‘lotus 
flower’. Just like the bees hum around the lotus and alight on it to drink its nectar, 
feeling contented thereby, these hermits and sages who live along the banks of the 
river too enjoy and feel spiritually contented when they are able to live near the holy 
river, bathe in it and drink its water.] (3).  
 
The Lord is the crusher of the vanity and arrogance of fierce Kamdeo who was sent 
by Indra (to disturb the Lord’s penance). The Lord has no trace of anger, wrath or 
vengeance in his nature. [This statement sets to rest the doubt that arises about the 
temperament of the Lord in the context of his ‘crushing the arrogance of Kamdeo. He 
never becomes angry nor does he harbour any notion of vengeance against anyone. 
He had punished Kaamdeo because the latter had tried to be arrogant and disturb the 
Lord’s penance.]2 

The Lord is an embodiment of pure and true knowledge, and he is a celibate. 
He had created a magical and illusionary spectacle of dooms-day for the purpose of 
showing it to sage Markandey even without it actually happening3. (4).  
 
He stays permanently in ‘Padmaasan’ (which is a sitting posture with legs crossed 
over each other, upturned palms placed on them at the center, the spine ram-rod 
straight and the eyes closed) posture in Badrikaashram4. His Darshan (i.e. the 
auspicious viewing of the Lord’s image in the shrine at Badrinaath in the Himalayas) 
is very pleasant and matchlessly divine. This sight gives immense joy to the beholder, 
and it provides auspiciousness to Siddhas (mystics), to Yogis (those who do penances 
and meditation), to Indra (the king of gods), and to all other exalted Beings. (5).  
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Oh the Lord of the universe! There, en-rout to your abode at Badrikaashram, is a 
mountain called ‘Man-Bhang’ (manabhaṅga which literally means ‘one which 
breaks the shackles of ego and pride from the mind and heart’). Similary, a symbolic 
mountain in the form of pride, vanity, ego, arrogance and haughtiness resides inside 
my own heart and mind, my ‘Mana’. [It means that one of the first obstacles that a 
Jiva faces before he can come face to face with the Lord God and have his divine 
sight is in the form of the obstinate nature of his own mind and heart that have pride 
and ego as their inherent nature. They are compared to a ‘mountain’ because they are 
huge and unsurmountable for all practical purposed for an ordinary person. Of course, 
those who are determined to complete their pilgrimage, i.e. those who are determined 
to reach their spiritual goal of being one with the Supreme Being, this mountain can 
be overcome. And it implies ‘control of the Mana; control of the mind and heart’.]  

Then there is another great mountain known as ‘Chitta-Bhang’ (citabhaṅga). 
It stands for similar formidable obstacles of the mind and sub-conscious known as 
‘Chitta’. These obstacles are the same as aforesaid, viz.: pride, vanity, vanity, 
hypocrisy, ego etc. [In other words, it is necessary to eliminate these negativities from 
the inner-self completely—from the heart, the mind and the sub-conscious. Their 
elimination from the ‘sub-conscious’ is of utmost importance because it is the sub-
conscious that stores all information accessed by the mind and acts as a back-room 
boy and reference source. The conscious mind may be controlled by effort and 
alertness, but if the software is corrupted, if the backroom assistant and referral 
material is corrupted, then sooner rather than later the mind would be led astray as 
soon as lays down its guard. And obviously it is not possible to be on the guard at all 
times of the day and night. So it is essential to keep the house clean from within and 
without.] 

 Besides these fear-inspiring spiritual obstacles which are metaphorically 
represented by the two mountains mentioned above, there are many others, small and 
big. These difficult-to-cross mountains (spiritual obstacles) are represented by such 
negative traits as greed, avarice, passion, infatuation, desire etc. [All these negative 
traits are also present inside a seeker’s inner-self. They are like ‘mountains’ because 
they are huge barriers separating the Jiva from the Sureme Being and act as 
formidable obstacles in his spiritual path to liberation and deliverance.] 

{It will be noted that almost similary negative traits are used as metaphors for 
different mountains, some which are prominent and specially named, and others that 
are there but unnamed. This is done to imply that the negative qualities that are 
regarded strong and stubborn like the mountains are of varying types, degrees and 
dimensions like the many mountains, some huge and some small, some that stand out 
as formidable obstacles, and some that are there but look inconsequential as they can 
be crossed (or their obstruction can be overcome) more easily.}   

The barrier of mountains notwithstanding, there are other horrible and fearful 
obstacles in the form of different cruel and wild animals which roam freely along the 
path. These animals are represented by such negative traits as attachments, envy, 
jealousy, anger, wrath, discord etc., each one of them equally ferocious, cruel and 
wicked. [That is, besides the physical obstacles created by the mountains, there is the 
grave fear from the countless wild animals that roam freely on the path to 
Badrikaashram. Metaphorically it means that all the negative traits listed in these 
stanzas act together to inhibit the seeker’s spiritual journey, in his quest for success in 
spiritual liberation and enlightenment. And all of them are to be overcome before the 
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‘pilgrim’, the spiritual aspirant, can actually hope to succeed in his pilgrimage 
symoblising emancipation and salvation of the soul.]  (6).  
 
[More problems are listed now.] The lustful glances of a beautiful woman are like the 
terrible, sharp edges of a knife, and the poison of desire and passion is like the sharp 
edge of a sword which inflicts grave and mortal wounds (i.e. creates agony and 
tumult) in the hearts of even those who are otherwise very sober, serious, patient, 
equanimous and wise. In such a difficult situation, what do feeble, weak and meek 
persons like us count? [That is, when those who are normally wise and learned, those 
who are naturally sober and self-restraint by their temperament, get aroused by the 
lustful presence of a seducing woman and are overcome with lust and passion, it can 
be easily imagined how difficult it is for ordinary people to resist this temptation. This 
is the next level of obstacle that presents in the way of a spiritual aspirant who wishes 
to do Tapa and Yoga to attain oneness with the Supreme Being symbolised by Lord 
Nara-Narayan.] (7).  
 
Oh Lord! To start with, this path that leads me (who represent all pilgrims) to your 
divine abode where I can have your holy vision (Darshan) is difficult and full of 
hurdles. Then the company which I have is of wicked and mischievous people, and to 
make matters worse I don't even have the support of a cane (or a stick which helps 
climbers to climb steep gradients on a mountain trail) in the form of renunciation. 
This humble servant (devotee, follower) of yours is very eager to have your Darshan 
(divine and holy vision), but unfortunately he has been caught in the snare (or loop, 
trap) of delusions, bewilderments, confusions, ignorance etc. which are causing 
immense consternation and sorrow for him. [That is, I am perplexed and confounded, 
not knowing what to do and how to reach my spiritual destination in the face of such 
horrifying obstacles and hindrances as narrated herein above.]  

So, oh Lord, I beseech you, pray to you and urge you to save your servant 
(devotee, follower; spiritual seeker) by removing his troubles, sufferings, miseries and 
tribulations. (8). 
 
This poor Tulsidas does not have pocket expenses for the journey in the form of 
‘Dharma’ (good virtues); he is weary of tiredness, delusions and ignorance, and 
confusions have destroyed his wisdom and discrimination. [Tulsidas says that he is 
very humble and does not pretend to be armed with good virtues that can solely help 
him reach his spiritual goal if the Lord does not help him and be kind upon him.] 

Hence, Oh the bearer of Chakra (discus)! [This clearly refers to Lord Vishnu 
whose incarnation was Lord Ram.] You are a treasury of splendour, radiance, strength 
and happiness; you are an embodiment of glorious virtues. So oh Lord, please be kind 
to give me the support of your hand without any further delay.  

[Tulsidas likens  himself to a pilgrim undertaking the ardous journey to 
Badrikaashram in the upper hights of the mighty Himalayas. He has said earlier that 
he does not have even a walking stick to support him, and he is weary and tired. The 
physical barriers by way of mountains and wild animals are huge and causing 
depression in the pilgrim’s mind who is apprenhensive of them. He does not have the 
money to pay for a pony to ride upon or a porter to carry his luggage. His companions 
are all wicked. In this scenario, he is perplexed and confounded; he is overcome with 
horror and fear. So he asks his Lord Sri Ram to help him. The Lord is most merciful 
and compassionate, and a protector of those who take refuge with him. So surely he 
would help Tulsidas. This is the earnest plea of this great saint!] (9). 
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[Note—1Lord Nara-Narayan— As the name suggests, this incarnation of Lord Vishnu 
was to establish the principle of Advaitya or non-duality of Vedanta which says that 
the Jiva, the living being, and the Ishwar, the Supreme Being known as Brahm are not 
two distinct entities but the same cosmic Consciousness existing in two different 
planes—the former at the microcosmic level of creation and the latter at the 
macrocosmic level of creation.  
 The word ‘Nara’ literally means a man, and ‘Narayan’ refers to the supreme 
Lord. At the beginning of creation, the supreme Brahm had revealed himself in two 
forms called Nara and Narayan. From the angle of the Upanishads and the genesis of 
creation described in them, the Nara was the primary man, and the Narayan was the 
Viraat Purush known as Vishnu. The Nara was created as an image of Narayan. 
[Refer Aiteriya Upanishad of the Rig Veda.]  
 These two images of the Supreme Being, i.e. Nara and Narayan, were assumed 
by Lord Vishnu, the Viraat Purush, to establish the importance of Tapa (austerity and 
penance) as well as Vairagya (renunciation and total detachment from the material 
charms of this deluding world). They had matted lock of hairs on the head, held a 
Swan in their hands to indicate purity and wisdom, had the mark of the Chakra 
(discus of Vishnu) on the sole of their feet to indicate that they have conquered the 
world, and the sign of the Srivatsa (the foot-print of sage Durvasa) on the chest to 
imply their grand virtues of extreme humility, forgiveness, fortitude, tolerance, and 
love for devotees. 
 After birth, they went to the higher reaches of the northern Himalayas to do 
severe Tapa in the region now known as Badrikaashram. There they did Tapa for 
thousands of years. The king of Gods felt jealous of them and tried his best to distract 
them by employing all the tricks he could—such as luring them with great boons, 
sending Apsaras (celestial beauties) and Kaamdeo (the God of lust and passion) to 
distract them with sexually explicit overtures, singing, music and dance, and so on 
and so forth. But he failed in all attempts, and had to surrender. The sages neither fell 
in any trap nor did they become angry or cursing. This incarnation therefore was 
taken to establish the glorious virtues of Tapa, Vairagya, Kshamaa (forgiveness), 
Namrataa (humility), Titiksha (endurance, sufferance, fortitude and tolerance), not 
having Ahankar (ego, pride, haughtiness and arrogance) etc.  
 It is believed that Lord Nara and Narayan are personified forms of these grand 
and glorious virtues, and are still doing Tapa in the Himalayas. Perhaps this is the 
reason why one finds an extreme sense of spiritual fulfilment and surging exhilaration 
when one meditates in the Himalayas.  
2Kamdeo being sent to disturb the Tapa of Lord Nara-Narayan—Kamdeo is the god 
of passion and lust. It is narrated in Purans that Kamdeo was frequently asked by 
Indra, the king of gods, to go and disturb the Tapa (penance and austerity) that great 
sages and hermits did. Though it seems incredulous that the ‘king of gods would do 
such a sinful thing as disturbing the sage’s Tapa’, but nevertheless he did it because 
he was very jealous of all those who could attain a stature senior than him, and Tapa 
was a means to achieve success in it.  

But the stories of the Purans must be understood properly to decipher their true 
intent and meaning, for otherwise they look absolutely incredulous and nonsensical. 
Now let us see what this idea actually means in the context of metaphysics.  

The real meaning of this legend is however very different. The word ‘Indra’ 
comes from the word ‘Indri’, meaning the sense organs of a creature’s gross body. 
These sense organs are accustomed to seeking physical comfort and pleasures from 
the physical world of material things. They are happy with a person who appeases 
them and fulfils their desire for self-gratification, and are angry with him who 
prevents them from worldly enjoyments. When these sages and hermits did Tapa they 
practiced self-restraint and self-control of the highest order, and this was not 
acceptable to the sense organs or the ‘Indris’. So they got together and did their best 
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to throw a spanner in the wheel by doing everything in their might to disturb the 
sage’s Tapa.  

The sense organs are ten in number: five of perception, and five of action. The 
five organs of perception are—ears which hear, eyes which see, nose which smells, 
tongue which tastes, and skin which touches and feels. The five organs of action 
are—mouth that speaks and eats, hands which accept, legs which move and take the 
creature to the desired place, excretory that eliminates the waste produced by the 
other organs inside the body, and reproductive that help to satisfy desire for sensual 
pleasures and sex instincts as a means to propagate this creation and keep the other 
organs busy.    

Kamdeo is a symbol of the natural urges, the natural instincts, the inherent 
passion, desire, wants and yearnings that all these organs have and exhibit in a 
teamed, synchronised manner. Thus, if the sage manages to control one or two of the 
urges or desires, and if he is not careful, the rest of the members of this team try their 
best to pull the rug from under his feet, so to say. In other words, doing Tapa 
becomes very difficult for the sage and hermit. This phenomenon is metaphorically 
depicted by saying that “Indra sent Kamdeo to disturb the Tapa of the sages and 
hermits”. 

A similar incident is narrated in the epic ‘Ram Charit Manas’. It is described here 
that the gods had sent Kamdeo to disturb the Tapa of Lord Shiva. The intention here, 
however, was that Shiva would be cajoled to marry Parvati and beget a son who 
would destroy the demon Tarkaasur. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from 
Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 82—to Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes 
Doha no. 88. 
3The story of sage Maarkandey—: Sage Maarkandey was very chaste, enlightened, 
self restrained, very adept in austerities, and a wise saint. Indra became afraid of his 
abilities and sent Kamdeo with his army to corrupt the sage's wisdom, but he failed in 
the attempt. Pleased, the Lord appeared before Maarkandey and asked him to request 
for a boon. The sage wished to see the Lord's Maya, at which request the mirage of 
the great dooms-day deluge appeared before him as if the whole universe was 
drowned in water.] 
4Badrikaashram (Badrikāśrama)—This is one of the four great pilgrim places in 
India which all Hindus are expected to visit at least once in a lifetime. Here there is a 
famous shrine (‘Ashram’) dedicated to Lord Badrinaath, or the Lord of Badri. It is so-
called because this place is covered in a shroud of clouds for most parts of the year. 
[“Badri” = cloud.] Lord Vishnu is worshipped here. There are two summits opposite 
the shrine symbolizing the two forms of Lord Nara and Lord Narayan doing Tapa.  
 The metaphysical significance of this site is that it establishes non-duality 
between Lord Narayan or Lord Vishnu, the Supreme Being, and the human being 
known as ‘Nara’. It teaches us that essentially there is no difference between the Jiva, 
the ‘Nara’, and the Supreme Being known as ‘Narayan’. But how do they become 
‘non-dual’ and ‘one’? It is by the means of Tapa. Put simply it means that if a Nara, 
the ‘living being’, is able to exercise full control over his sense organs, i.e. practices 
Tapa, then he becomes equivalent to ‘Narayan’ or the ‘supreme Being’.] 
 
 

 
                  Prayers offered to Lord Viṣṇu as ‘Bindu Mādhava’ 
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ldy lq[kdan] vkuanou iq.;d`r] fcanqek/ko }a}&foifrgkjhA 
;L;kaf?kzikFkkst vt&'kaHkq&ludkfn] 'kqd&'ks"k] eqfuo`an vfy fuy;dkjhAA1AA 
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vey ejdr ';ke] dke 'krdksfV Nfo] ihriV rfM+r bo tynuhyaA 
v#.k 'kri= ykspu] foyksdfu pk#] iz.krtu&lq[kn] d#.kknZz'khyaAA2AA 
dky&xtjkt&e`xjkt] nuqts'k&ou&ngu ikod] eksg&fuf'k&fnus'kaA 
pkfjHkqt pØ&dkSeksndh&tyt&nj] ljfltksifj ;Fkk jktgalaAA3AA 
eqdqV] dqaMy] fryd] vydvfyozkrbo] Hk`dqfV] f}t] v/kjoj] pk#uklkA 
#fpj lqdiksy] nj xzho lq[klho] gfj] banqdj&daqnfeo e/kqjgklkAA4AA 
mjfl oueky lqfo'kky uoeTtjh] Hkzkt JhoRl&ykaNu mnkjaA 
ije czãU;] vfr/kU;] xreU;q] vt] vfercy] foiqyefgek vikjaAA5AA 
gkj&ds;wj] dj dud dadu jru&tfVr ef.k&es[kyk dfVizns'kaA 
;qxy in uwiqjkeq[kj dygalor] lqHkx lokZax lkSan;Z os'kaAA6AA 
ldy lkSHkkX;&la;qä =SyksD; Jh nf{k fnf'k #fpj okjh'k&dU;kA 
clr focq/kkixk fudV rV lnuoj] u;u fuj[kafr uj rs·fr /kU;kAA7AA 
vf[ky eaxy&Hkou] fufcM+ la'k;&'keu] neu&o`ftukVoh] d"VgÙkkZA 
fo'o/k`r] fo'ofgr] vftr] xksrhr] f'ko] fo'oikyu&gj.k] fo'odÙkkZAA8AA 
Kku&foKku&oSjkX;&,s'o;Z&fuf/k] flf) vf.kekfn ns HkwfjnkuaA 
xzflr&Hko&O;ky vfr=kl rqylhnkl] =kfg Jhjke mjxkfj&;kuaAA9AA 
 

 
                                                   (61) 
 
dēva- 
sakala sukhakanda, ānandavana puṇyakṛta, bindumādhava dvandva-
vipatihārī. 
yasyāṅghripāthōja aja-śambhu-sanakādi, śuka-śēṣa, munivṛnda ali nilayakārī. 
1.  
amala marakata śyāma, kāma śatakōṭi chavi, pītapaṭa taḍita iva jaladanīlaṁ. 
aruṇa śatapatra lōcana, vilōkani cāru, praṇatajana-sukhada, karuṇārdraśīlaṁ. 
2.  
kāla-gajarāja-mṛgarāja, danujēśa-vana-dahana pāvaka, mōha-niśi-dinēśaṁ. 
cāribhuja cakra-kaumōdakī-jalaja-dara, sarasijōpari yathā rājahansaṁ. 3.  
mukuṭa, kuṇḍala, tilaka, alaka'alivrāta'iva, bhṛkuṭi, dvija, adharavara, 
cārunāsā. 
rucira sukapōla, dara grīva sukhasīva, hari, indukara-kaṁudamiva 
madhurahāsā. 4.  
urasi vanamāla suviśāla navamajjarī, bhrāja śrīvatsa-lān ̄chana udāraṁ. 
parama brahman'ya, atidhan'ya, gataman'yu, aja, amitabala, vipulamahimā 
apāraṁ. 5.  
hāra-kēyūra, kara kanaka kaṅkana ratana-jaṭita maṇi-mēkhalā kaṭi pradēśaṁ. 
yugala pada nūpurāmukhara kalahansavata, subhaga sarvāṅga saundarya 
vēśaṁ. 6.  
sakala saubhāgya-sanyukta trailōkya śrī dakṣi diśi rucira vārīśa-kan'yā. 
basata vibudhāpagā nikaṭa taṭa sadanavara, nayana nirakhanti nara tē̕ti 
dhan'yā. 7.  
akhila maṅgala-bhavana, nibiṛa sanśaya-śamana, damana-vṛjināṭavī, 
kaṣṭahatrtā. 
viśvadhṛta, viśvahita, ajita, gōtīta, śiva, viśvapālana-haraṇa, viśvakatrtā. 8.  
jñāna-vijñāna-vairāgya-aiśvarya-nidhi, sid'dhi aṇimādi dē bhūridānaṁ. 
grasita-bhava-vyāla atitrāsa tulasīdāsa, trāhi śrīrāma uragāri-yānaṁ. 9.  
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Verse no. 61—[In this verse, Tulsidas refers to the patron deity of the ‘Bindu Madhav 
Temple’ at Vaishnav Kashi belonging to that sect of Hindus who were followers of 
Lord Vishnu at Varanasi. This temple is said to have co-existed with the Vishwanath 
Shiva Temple which was dedicated to Lord Shiva. According to history of India, both 
these temples were brought down during the reign of Mughal emperor Aurangzeb. 
Tulsidas died earlier during the reign of Mughal emperor Jahangir, and the temples 
were demolished later. 
 The glories of Lord Bindu-Madhav are extolled in verse nos. 61-63. The 
reason why Tulsidas chose this deity for adoration is that its form is similar to that of 
Lord Vishnu though it is known by another name as ‘Bindu Madhav’. It will be noted 
that there is a remarkable similarity in these three verses. Only some of these 
similarities have been cited as examples in our presentation below for reference 
purposes only because the similarities are so intricately woven into the respective 
texts and overlap each other that if each similarity was to be cited separately there 
would be a lot of confusion in the flow of the narrative of the concerned verse.] 
 Oh Bindu Madhav (which is a form of Lord Vishnu)! You are like a cloud 
which pours rains of happiness and joy. You are the one who purifies the symbolic 
forest called Varanasi, a forest which is very pleasant by the virtue of your presence. 
[Here, ‘purification’ means to make holy and sanctified. Lord Bindu Madhav’s 
presence in this pilgrim city makes it sinless and holy.] 

You are the remover of troubles created by ‘Raag and Dwesh’. [This means 
that you remove all the different kinds of emotional problems that are created by 
having attachments or infatuation with one thing, and keeping animosity, envy, 
jealousy and ill-will towards another thing, which leads to tussle, to mutual distrust, 
discord, contradictions, conflicts, debates etc.]  

Exalted gods and sages such as Lord Brahma, Lord Shiva, sages Sanak-
Sankadi1, sage Shukdeo2, Lord Sesh Nath3 and other sages reside permanently at your 
holy feet like bees (that keep in close proximity with the lotus flower). [That is, these 
exalted Ones have their minds and thoughts focused at your holy feet. They are 
compared to the ‘bee’ because the mind of the bee is focused on the lotus flower from 
which it draws nectar. The holy feet of Lord Vishnu in the form of Bindu-Madhav is 
also like the lotus flower.] (1).  
 
You are of a dark blue complexion like a pure Sapphire (refer also to verse no. 62, 
stanza no. 1). Your beauty is akin to 100 crores (millions of) Kamdeos (the patron god 
of physical charm and beauty), and you wear a ‘Pitambar’ (a yellow silk cloth 
wrapped around the body). This Pitambar looks pretty and magnificent like the 
shimmering lightening seen against the background of dark clouds. [Lord Vishnu 
wears a yellow coloured silk cloth called ‘Pitambar’, and his complexion is depicted 
as being of a dark hue like that of a rain-bearing cloud. So a comparison is made with 
the lightening and the cloud. Compare verse no. 62, stanza no. 11, and verse no. 63, 
stanza no. 4.]  

Your eyes are like a red (pink) lotus, and your gaze (or glance) is most 
attractive. You provide succour, comfort, joy and well-being to your devotees, and are 
drenched (soaked) in mercy, compassion and kindness as a matter of habit. [That is, 
being merciful, kind, compassionate and graceful is a natural trait of yours; they are  
most natural to you and part of your habit and character.] (2).  
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You are like a ‘lion’ to kill (overcome; conquer) the (fear of) Kaal (death; bad times) 
that is like an elephant (huge, rogue and strong); you are like a ‘fire’ to burn the forest 
of demons (representing various kinds of evils, vices, sins, perversions), and are like a 
‘sun’ to eliminate the night of darkness represented by Moha (delusions, ignorance, 
attachments, infatuations). [The lion can easily defeat and kill an elephant which other 
animals can’t. Here, ‘Kaal’ has been likened to an elephant, and the Lord to a lion. 
Similarly, the Lord is likened to the fire that can destroy a forest symbolising evil 
forces and tendencies in a person, and to a sun that can remove the darkness of night 
representing delusions and ignorance. These three metaphors are used to stress the 
glories of Lord Vishnu as Bindu-Madhav.] 

[In the following stanzas, the physical form of Lord Bindu Madhav is being 
described. This form is exactly like that of Lord Vishnu.] 

You have a conch, a discus, a mace and a lotus in your four hands respectively 
(refer: verse no. 62, stanza no. 8, and verse no. 63, stanza no. 5). The white conch-
shell in your hand looks as magnificent as a majestic Swan sitting on a lotus flower. 
(3).  
 
The crown on your head, the ear-rings in the ear, the sign of a ‘Tilak4’ on the 
forehead, the black curls (of hair) on your head that resemble bumble-bees (who have 
alighted there), the curved eye-brows, the beautiful row of teeth, the enchanting lips 
and the well chiselled nose—all of these look extremely pretty and enchanting to the 
beholder (and captivates his mind and heart). The beautiful cheek and conch-like 
(well-shaped and muscular) neck appear to be a bench-mark of beauty. [The ‘neck’, 
or the throat produces sound or voice when air passes through the vocal cord inside it. 
Hence it is compared to the ‘conch’ because it too produces a sound when air is blown 
through it. Compare: verse no. 62, stanza nos. 8 and 10; and verse no. 63, stanza no. 
6.]  

Oh Hari (which is one of the many names of Lord Vishnu)! Your sweet and 
pleasant smile is like the rays of the moon and the flower of the water-lily. [That is, 
the Lord’s smile is pleasing and soothing like the cool rays of the moonlight, and it is  
as beautiful, soft and attractive as the water-lily.] (4)  
 
Your chest is adorned with a big (large) garland known as ‘Vanamala’ (vanamāla) 
which is made of freshly plucked flowers of the Kadamba tree (Nauclea cadamba), 
marigold and daisy or xanthium that are interspersed with the buds of the Tulsi plant 
(i.e. the Basil plant). Besides this garland, your chest also bears the foot-prints of sage 
Bhrighu (known as śrīvatsa). These footprints could have been a sign of an insult of 
you by sage Bhrighu (lān ̄chana), but you are forgiving and benevolent that you keep 
this mark on your chest as a sign of respect for this Brahmin sage, thereby showing to 
the rest of the world how gracious and broad-hearted you are (udāraṁ)5.  This 
gesture of your show that you give great respect to Brahmins (i.e. the learned class of 
people who are well-steeped in the knowledge of Brahm, the Supreme Being—
‘parama brahman'ya’). [Refer: Verse no. 62, stanza no. 6; and verse no. 63, stanza 
no. 4.] 

You are most honourable, most revered and an exalted Being; Glory to you!  
(atidhan'ya). You are beyond the purview of such negative traits as pride, ego, 
hypocrisy and vanity (i.e. you have no trace of these negativities in you; 
‘gataman'yu’). You are without any birth (‘aja’; i.e. you are eternal and infinite, 
without a beginning). You have strength and valour that are measureless (amitabala). 
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And you have immense divine virtues and glories that are infinite and measureless 
(vipulamahimā apāraṁ). (5).  
 
You wear a necklace on your chest, golden armlets on your arms, gem-studded 
bracelets on your wrists, and a jewel-studded waist-band around your waist. There are 
anklets on your feet which chime like the sweet sound made by swans. Your whole 
body is beautiful, enchanting and glamorous, and your whole attire is also as 
charming as your physical form. [Compare verse no. 62, stanza nos. 4-5.] (6).  
 
The daughter of the ocean, which is known as the ‘Lord of the rain’ (vārīśa-kan'yā), 
i.e. goddess Laxmi6, who is all-auspicious and the glory of the three Lokas (i.e. the 
three worlds), resides (stays) at your right-hand side. You stay in a beautiful and 
grand temple near the river Ganges. Those people who have your Darshan (i.e. have a 
holy sight of your divine form with piety and devotion) are most honourable, worthy 
of respect and privileged (tē̕ti dhan'yā). [It is to be noted here that in the Bindu 
Madhav temple that existed at the time of Tulsidas, the idol of goddess Laxmi was 
placed to the right of the idol of Lord Bindu Madhav. This temple was later on 
brought down by the Mughal emperor Aurangzeb. At the time of its demolition by the 
latter, some priests had removed the idol of the deities to prevent their desecration. 
When the new and present temple was re-built, the idol of Laxmi was put to the left of 
that of Lord Bindu Madhav to conform to the tradition that Laxmi stays to the left of 
Vishnu. Refer: Verse no. 62, stanza no. 12; and verse no. 63, stanza no. 8.] (7).  
 
You are an abode of all types of auspiciousness. You are the destroyer (eliminator, 
remover) of the most difficult types of doubts, bewilderments and confusions that a 
person can have (in spiritual matters); you can reduce to ashes the forest of sins, vices 
and evils; and are the eliminator of troubles, sufferings, miseries and agonies (of your 
devotees).  

You are the bearer of the universe, and its benefactor and well-wisher 
(viśvadhṛta; viśvahita). You are invincible (ajita), are beyond the comprehension of 
mind, analysis of the intellect, and reach of perception of the sense organs (gōtīta), 
are an embodiment of truth, auspiciousness, holiness, wisdom, knowledge, 
renunciation and other divine virtues that are collectively represented by the word 
‘Shiva’ (śiva), and are the sustainer, the concluder and the creator of the universe 
(viśvapālana-haraṇa, viśvakatrtā). (8).  
 
You are a treasury (i.e. an embodiment) of the virtues of knowledge, wisdom, 
renunciation and majestic qualities that has made you so renowned and famed (jñāna-
vijñāna-vairāgya-aiśvarya-nidhi).  

You are a great and generous donor, one who can bestow the great boons of Anima 
and other Siddhis7.  

Oh Lord! This Tulsidas is being swallowed by the world-like serpent (a huge 
python), which has made him very frightened. [Here, Tulsidas compares the world 
with a huge python which can devour a full animal. According to legends, the python 
does not attack its victim by going to it, but it inhales so fiercely that any deer that 
happens to be nearby gets sucked in. Tulsidas means that it is not that he willingly 
wants to get trapped by the world, but it is so fierce and powerful that it sucks him 
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and traps him in its snare, shackling him even against his wishes, and he finds 
difficult to resist falling prey to it. So, oh Lord, please help me—says Tulsidas.] 

Hence, Oh Lord Sri Ram, who mounts the Garuda (the Eagle and the mount of 
Lord Vishnu) which feeds upon serpents8! Please be kind to save me! [Tulsidas 
requests Sri Ram to instruct his mount Garuda to gobble-up all the tormenting evils of 
Kaliyug in the form of serpents that have ensnared him in their strong coil. The point 
to note is that Garuda, the Eagle, is the vehicle of Vishnu. So Tulsidas clearly means 
that when he is praying to Lord Bindu Madhav, he is actually praying to his beloved 
Lord Sri Ram because is a manifestation of Vishnu whose another form is Bindu 
Madhav. Garud is said to be inimical to serpents, and is invoked to fight off the fear 
of serpents.] (9). 

 
[Note—1Shankadi—See note of verse no. 47. 
2Shukdeo— See note of verse no. 47. 
3Sesh-Nath— See note of verse no. 47. 
4Tilak Mark—This is a religious sign made on the forehead of higher classes in Hindu 
society. It is basically of two types—(i) Worshippers of Lord Vishnu make two 
vertical lines just above the root of the nose like a tuning fork, with a dot in the inner 
side of the concave curve line of the fork at its lower end. (ii) Worshippers of Lord 
Shiva mark three horizontal lines across the forehead.  
 Another version of the Tilak is known as the ‘Tilak Pundra’. It is a vertical holy 
mark made in the center of the forehead similar to the Urdhva-pundra. It is a single 
line that starts at the on the bridge of the nose and goes straight up to the hair line. 
Refer Naradparivrajak Upanishad of Atharva Veda, Canto 7, verse no. 3. It is usually 
made by monks and hermits who worship Brahm, the ‘One and Supreme Lord’ of 
creation who has no other forms.  
5Srivatsa and the story of sage Bhrigu— Sage Bhrigu is a well known sage and seer 
who appears in a number of Vedic and Purnaic works. His name ‘Bhrigu’ is derived 
from the root word ‘Bhrij’ or ‘Bhraaj’ which literally means to roast or burn, and 
therefore it could mean the sage, who was a fire sacrifice priest, had some mystical 
powers which allowed him to kindle the altar fire automatically by use of Mantras. 
According to mythological history, the patron God of lightening, Lord Maatarishwan, 
brought the celestial lightening down to earth and taught three priests the art of 
kindling the sacred altar fire using the Aranis (‘the fire sticks’ used to kindle fire by 
vigorous rubbing together). These three priests were the Bhrigu, the Angiras, and the 
Atharvan.  
 Sage Bhrigu has is regarded as being one of the nine ‘Manas Putras’ of Brahma, 
the creator. [That is, Bhrigu was born as the son of Brahma because the latter wished 
in his mind and heart, the ‘Mana’, to have a son, a ‘Putra’, rather than the usual 
process by which a son is born, i.e. the physical process of procreation by 
intercourse.]   
 He is one of the seven celestial sages known as “Sapta-rishis”.  

He is also stated elsewhere as being the son of Indra (the king of Gods). The 
Taittiriya Upanishad of Krishna Yajur Veda tradition, in its Valli 3, Anuvak 1 
describes him as ‘Bhirgu Vaaruni’, i.e. the son of Varun (the Water God). He was the 
father of Laxmi, the divine consort of Vishnu the sustainer and protector of creation. 
That is why Laxmi, the goddess of wealth and prosperity, is also known as Bhargavi, 
the daughter of Bhargava, or Bhrigu.  

According to Bhagwat Maha-Puran, Skandha 4, Canto 1, verse nos. 43-45, sage 
Bhrigu had a wife named ‘Khyaati’ from whom he begot two sons named Dhaataa 
and Vidhaataa, and a daughter named Sri. ‘Sri’ (whose another name was Laxmi) was 
later married to Vishnu. Meanwhile, sage Meru married his daughters Aayati and 
Niyati to Dhaataa and Vidhaataa respectively. Aayati gave birth to Mrikand, and 
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Niyati gave birth to Praan. Mrikand’s son was the famous sage Markendeya, and 
Praan’s son was Ved-shiraa. Hence, sage Markendeya was a great grandson of 
Bhrigu.  

According to Bhagwat Maha-puran, 3/24/21-24, and 4/1, it is narrated that in the 
epoch called Swayambhu-Manwantar, king Manu’s daughter named Devhuti was 
married to sage Kardam from whom she begot nine daughters. They were named 
Kalaa, Anusuya, Shraddha, Havirbhu, Gati, Kriyaa, Urjaa or Arundhati, Chiti and 
Shaanti, and Khyaati. They were married repectively to sages Marichi, Atri, Angiraa, 
Pulastya, Pulaha, Kratu, Vasistha, Atharvan and Bhrigu.  

In other births sage Bhrigu is regarded as the grand-father of Shukracharya (also 
known as Ushnaa), the moral preceptor of the Demons (Refer: Bhagwat, Skandha 4, 
Canto 1, verse no. 45). [Bhrigu’s son was Kavi, and the latter’s son was 
Shukracharya.] 
 He was one of the ancient sages after whom a lineage was established—and his 
descendents assumed his name as their surname or title. It is ‘Bhargava’ or ‘Bhrigu’. 
Some well known names of sages who followed him in this lineage are sages 
Jamdagni and Parashuram.  
 He is one of the four sages (the others being Marichi, Atri and Kashyap) who had 
elaborately described the Vakhaanas Aagam followed by some Vaishnav sects 
(followers of Vishnu worship).  
 He performed severe austerity and penance at a place called Bhrigu Kaccha 
located on the banks of river Narmada where it merges with the Arabian Sea. It is 
situated in the Broach area of Gujrat state of western India.  
 He is credited with composing the tome of astrology and horoscopes known as 
‘Bhrigu Sanhita’. It is said to contain a data base of all possible horoscopes that can 
be created by considering all possible permutations and combinations of the nine 
planets and twelve zodiac signs.  
 The third chapter, called Valli no. 3, of the famous Taittiriya Upanishad of the 
Krishna Yajur Veda tradition is revealed by Varun to Bhrigu when the latter 
approached his father Varun to ask him the method by which Brahm can be realised.  
 He once tested the Trinity Gods (Brahma, Vishnu and Shiva) and determined that 
Vishnu is the best amongst them and alone deserves worship. This story in brief is as 
follows— 

Once all the sages had collected and decided to judge which of the Trinity Gods, 
i.e. Brahma the creator, Vishnu the sustainer, and Shiva the concluder, is the greatest. 
Sage Bhrigu was appointed to find it out. Bhrigu first went to Brahma and did not 
show any respect to him. This enraged Brahma, but somehow he managed to control 
himself. Then Bhrigu went to meet Shiva. Shiva came forward but Bhrigu did not 
want to meet him, accusing the Lord of following inauspicious way of life. This 
enraged Shiva who lifted his trident to kill Bhrigu. Then Parvati, the consort of Shiva, 
intervened and pacified him.  
 Finally, Bhrigu went to Vishnu who was reclining in his divine abode known as 
Vaikuntha. Bhrigu got annoyed that Vishnu did not get up to welcome him, and so he 
kicked the Lord on his chest. Lord Vishnu woke up from his sleep, and instead of 
becoming angry at Bhrigu asked for his forgiveness as he was unaware that the 
Brahmin has arrived as he was asleep. Further, Vishnu showed Bhrigu great respect 
and said that instead of feeling insulted on being kicked on the chest, he is feeling 
honoured that a great sage had blessed him by touching his body with his august feet. 
This stunned Bhrigu; he was dumbfounded at the gracious and forgiving nature of 
Vishnu. But Vishnu’s consort Laxmi, the goddess of wealth and prosperity, was 
extremely peeved, and she cursed the Brahmin that henceforth the entire Brahmin 
race will have to suffer because of lack of wealth and would be forced to beg for their 
sustenance.  
 Lord Vishnu wears the mark made by the sage’s footprint on his chest as a token 
of respect that he has for learned Brahmins.  
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 Bhrigu came back and narrated the entire thing to the assembly of sages. They 
decided that indeed it was Lord Vishnu who was the greatest because he had 
conquered anger, the worst of all the negative qualities and the cause of all strife and 
destruction. Anger was to become the greatest of evils and vices in this world, and 
forgiveness as the greatest of virtues.  
 In the fire sacrifice of Daksha Parjapati in which Sati, the consort of Lord Shiva, 
had burnt herself due to the insult inflicted upon her husband Shiva by her father 
Daksha, sage Bhrigu had presided over as the head priest. He was an expert in the 
rituals of the fire sacrifice, especially those in which the Mantras of the Yajur Vedas 
were chanted. When Sati had burnt herself, Lord Shiva’s attendants who had 
accompanied her become furious, and they started destroying the fire sacrifice. At 
that time, sage Bhrigu had saved Daksha’s fire sacrifice by invoking some powerful 
Mantras of the Yajur Veda which are especially designed to ward-off obstruction to 
fire sacrifices. Once oblations were made into the fire with this Mantras, countless 
semi-gods named Ribhu were created, who chased away Shiva’s attendants and 
helped to salvage the fire sacrifice. 
6Laxmi, the daughter of the ocean—Laxmi is the Goddess of well being, majesty, 
wealth and prosperity. She is the divine consort of Lord Vishnu and represents the 
dynamism of the Lord that helps him to carry out the function of sutainance, 
development, growth, nourishment and protection of this vast and myriad creation.  

Laxmi is the patron goddess of wealth, and she epitomizes all round welfare and 
well being, not only in material terms but also in spiritual terms for only a well off 
aspirant who has not to bother about his daily needs can comfortably involve himself 
in religious activities such as doing fire sacrifices and making charities. If a man is 
mentally worried about his bread and butter, he would find it hard to concentrate on 
spiritual pursuits without a sense of guilt of not living up to his responsibilities 
towards his family, especially when he has spent the whole life as a householder with 
a large bundle of responsibility on his shoulders. Even the cosmic sustainer and care-
taker, Lord Vishnu had to keep her with him in order to take care of the material 
needs of his subjects. An entire Upanishad, called the ‘Saubhagya Laxmi Upanishad’ 
belonging to the Rig Veda tradition is dedicated to this goddess. This Upanishad is 
chapter no. 9 of this humble author’s anthology of Rig Veda Upanishads. 

Laxmi was created when the gods and the demons had churned the ocean in 
search of Amrit, the ambrosia of eternity. She is therefore known as the ‘daughter of 
the ocean (vārīśa-kan'yā)’. Refer: Tulsidas’ ‘Vinai Patrika’, verse no. 61, stanza no. 
7, line no. 1. The ocean is called ‘Varish’ or the Lord of the rains because it is the 
ocean from which the water evaporates to form the rain that falls from the cloud.  

According to the Krishna Upanishad of the Atharva Veda tradition, verse no. 16-
17, the Shankha (the conch of Lord Vishnu) was born alongside Goddess Laxmi from 
the Kshir-Sagar during the churning of the ocean, and therefore is regarded as the 
brother of the Goddess. Later on, both the conch and Laxmi were accepted by Lord 
Vishnu. 

Laxmi is depicted as being standing on a lotus flower. She wears red garments 
symbolizing fertility and prosperity, and is the patron goddess of material wealth and 
prosperity. Lord Vishnu needed Laxmi because he was assigned the task of taking 
care of the physical needs of the world, and material things are needed for this job.  
 The Nrisingh Purvatapini Upanishad of the Atharva Veda, in its Canto 4, verse 
no. 11 describes the Mantra dedicated to this Goddess. To quote—“OM salutations! 
The most glorious, majestic, powerful, great and divine Goddess is the Laxmi* of the 
three worlds called the Bhu Loka (the terrestrial world where mortal creatures live; 
the earth), the Bhuvaha Loka (which is the lower heaven where the junior Gods and 
spirits live), and the Swaha Loka (the upper heaven where the Lord of the world 
Vishnu lives). [*The word Laxmi is used here as an adjective to describe the glorious 
virtues and majestic qualities that give greatness and supremacy to an entity. It is 
usually measured in terms of grandeur, magnificence, prosperity, opulence, 
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supernatural powers, sway and authority that such an entity possesses. In materialistic 
world it is usually a synonym for material wealth, prosperity, opulence and the fame 
that comes with them. In other words, the divine Goddess Laxmi who is the consort 
of Lord Vishnu personifies these virtues. Since Lord Vishnu is another name for the 
Viraat Purush, the macrocosmic all-pervading and all-inclusive form of the supreme 
Brahm, from whom the entire creation has been born and who completely soaks it 
like water in sponge, it follows that Laxmi represents the dynamic qualities of Vishnu 
that helps the Lord to sustain and protect the world.] 
 Let the great Goddess Maha-Laxmi whose other name is ‘Kalkarni’ (i.e. the one 
who actively controls all the deeds and actions of the creature in all phases of time 
and circumstance) inspire and impel us towards doing auspicious, righteous and noble 
deeds.’ 
 This Mantra dedicated to the great Goddess Laxmi in the Gayatri Chanda (style 
of poetical composition) is enunciated in the Yajur Veda, and is therefore called the 
‘Maha-Laxmi Gayatri Mantra’ of the Yajur Veda. It has twenty-four letters or 
syllables (11).” 
7Siddhi—See note of verse no. 6 
8Garud—It is narrated in the epic ‘Ram Charit Manas’ that when Lord Ram was 
caught in a snare consisting of snakes that magically appeared from an arrow shot by 
Meghnad in the battle-field of Lanka during the epic war, Garud had come to gobble-
up all the snakes and free the Lord. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Lanka Kanda, from 
Chaupai line no. 10 that precedes Doha no. 73—to Doha no. 74 ka.  

The mount or the vehicle of Lord Narayan or Vishnu is the bird called Garud 
(eagle or heron). He is in the form of the legendary bird in the form of an eagle or 
heron. Garud stands for many things—such as speed and agility of the mind to move 
from one subject to another. Garud also symbolizes the spoken word. This is because 
spoken words are transmitted from one point to another by the medium of the sky just 
like the bird flying from one tree to another. Words and ideas are transmitted from 
one person to the other like the bird flying off from one tree and perching on another. 
That is why speech is likened to a bird. Garud is regarded as a personification of the 
knowledge contained in the Vedas because this knowledge is transmitted through the 
means of speech. Besides this point, there is another way of looking at this aspect. 
The knowledge contained in the Vedas help a wise man to reach his spiritual 
destination much like Lord Vishnu employing the services of Garud if he wants to go 
any place. The eagle is known to have a long range of vision and flies high up in the 
sky. The Garud is able to have a broad perspective of the sight seen below because 
from its high perch in the sky. This indicates the virtues of Vishnu in having wider 
knowledge and broad vision of life as well as to remain aloof from the humdrum 
affairs of the deluding world below. The Garud is extremely fast and reaches its 
destination in a fraction of a second—indicating the almost instantaneous reach of the 
Lord in all the directions of the creation. Since the Gurud is able to fly it also stands 
for the imaginative abilities of the mind, and since it has a penetrating vision that sees 
long distances he stands for the sharp and wise intellect that has foresight and deep 
insight.  

According to Krishna Upanishad of the Atharva Veda tradition, verse no. 24, 
Garud took up the form of the Indian Fig tree (known as Bhandir) during Lord 
Vishnu’s incarnation as Krishna.  

There is an Upanishad of the Atharva Veda that is dedicated to Lord Garud. It is 
called the Garud Upanishad and it is 31st Upanishad of this Veda. It has the Mantras 
of Garud which are said to possess great powers to overcome the killer effects of any 
kind of poison, especially those of snake bite. ] 
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Rāga Āsāvarī 
 

¼62½ 
 
bgS ije Qyq] ije cM+kbZA 
u[kfl[k #fpj fcUnqek/ko Nfc fuj[kfga u;u v?kkbZAA1AA 
fcln fdlksj ihu lqanj ciq] ’;ke lq#fp vf/kdkbZA 
uhydat] ckfjn] reky] efu] bUg ruqrs nqfr ikbZAA2AA 
e`nqy pju lqHk fpUg] int u[k] vfr vHkwr miekbZA 
v#u uhy ikFkkst izlo tuq] efutqr ny&leqnkbZAA3AA 
tkr:i efu&tfVr euksgj] uwiqj tu&lq[knkbZA 
tuq gj&mj gfj fcfc/k :i /kfj] jgs cj Hkou cukbZAA4AA 
dfVrV jVfr pk# fdafdfu&jo] vuqie] cjfu u tkbZA 
gse tyt dy dfyr e/; tuq] e/kqdj eq[kj lqgkbZAA5AA 
mj fclky Hk`xqpju pk# vfr] lwpr dkseyrkbZA 
dadu pk# fcfc/k Hkw'ku fcf/k] jfp fut dj eu ykbZAA6AA 
xt&efueky chp Hkzktr dfg tkfr u ind fudkbZA 
tuq mìxu&eaxy ckfjnij] uoxzg jph vFkkbZAA7AA 
HkqtxHkksx&HkqtnaM dat nj pØ xnk cfu vkbZA 
lksHkklho xzho] fpcqdk/kj] cnu vfer Nfc NkbZAA8AA 
dqfyl] dqan&dqMey] nkfefu&nqfr] nluu nsf[k ytkbZA 
uklk&u;u&diksy] yfyr Jqfr dqaMy Hkzw eksfg HkkbZAA9AA 
dqafpr dp flj eqdqV] Hkky ij] fryd dgkSa leq>kbZA 
vyi rfM+r tqx js[k banq eg¡] jfg rft papyrkbZAA10AA 
fujey ihr nqdwy vuwie] miek fg; u lekbZA 
cgq efutqr fxfj uhy fl[kjij] dud&clu #fpjkbZAA11AA 
nPN Hkkx vuqjkx&lfgr bafnjk vf/kd yfyrkbZA 
gseyrk tuq r# reky f<x] uhy fupksy vks<+kbZAA12AA 
lr lkjnk ls"k Jqfr fefydS] lksHkk dfg u fljkbZA 
rqyflnkl  efrean  }anjr  dgS  dkSu  fcf/k  xkbZAA13AA 
 

 
                                                   (62) 
 
ihai parama phalu, parama baṛā'ī. 
nakhasikha rucira bindumādhava chabi nirakhahiṁ nayana aghā'ī. 1.  
bisada kisōra pīna sundara bapu, syāma suruci adhikā'ī. 
nīlakan̄ja, bārida, tamāla, mani, inha tanutē duti pā'ī. 2.  
mṛdula carana subha cinha, padaja nakha, ati abhūta upamā'ī. 
aruna nīla pāthōja prasava janu, manijuta dala-samudā'ī. 3.  
jātarūpa mani-jaṭita manōhara, nūpura jana-sukhadā'ī. 
janu hara-ura hari bibidha rūpa dhari, rahē bara bhavana banā'ī. 4.  
kaṭitaṭa raṭati cāru kiṅkini-rava, anupama, barani na jā'ī. 
hēma jalaja kala kalita madhya janu, madhukara mukhara suhā'ī. 5.  
ura bisāla bhṛgucarana cāru ati, sūcata kōmalatā'ī. 
kaṅkana cāru bibidha bhūśana bidhi, raci nija kara mana lā'ī. 6.  
gaja-manimāla bīca bhrājata kahi jāti na padaka nikā'ī. 
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janu uḍḍagana-maṅgala bāridapara, navagraha racī athā'ī. 7.  
bhujagabhōga-bhujadaṇḍa kan̄ja dara cakra gadā bani ā'ī. 
sōbhāsīva grīva, cibukādhara, badana amita chabi chā'ī. 8.  
kulisa, kunda-kuḍamala, dāmini-duti, dasanana dēkhi lajā'ī. 
nāsā-nayana-kapōla, lalita śruti kuṇḍala bhrū mōhi bhā'ī. 9.  
kun̄cita kaca sira mukuṭa, bhāla para, tilaka kahauṁ samujhā'ī. 
alapa taḍita juga rēkha indu maham̐, rahi taji can̄calatā'ī. 10.  
niramala pīta dukūla anūpama, upamā hiya na samā'ī. 
bahu manijuta giri nīla sikharapara, kanaka-basana rucirā'ī. 11.  
daccha bhāga anurāga-sahita indirā adhika lalitā'ī. 
hēmalatā janu taru tamāla ḍhiga, nīla nicōla ōṛhā'ī. 12.  
sata sāradā sēṣa śruti milikai, sōbhā kahi na sirā'ī. 
tulasidāsa matimanda dvandarata kahai kauna bidhi gā'ī. 13.  
 
Verse no. 62—It is the only fruit (reward) of this body and its only privilege that one 
gets to watch the magnificent and beauteous form of Lord Bindu Madhav from the toe 
to the head. [Refer: Verse no. 63, stanza no. 1. A devotee must think that he is very 
fortunate and blessed that he is able to have a divine view of the Lord’s physical form 
in its entirety. The point to note is that while viewing the Lord, one must first see the 
Lord’s feet as a mark of respect and submission, and then move his eyes up to the 
Lord’s head. This principle should be applied while viewing any image of the Lord in 
any shrine.] (1).  
 
The beauty (the attractiveness, the enchantment) of his pure, holy, youthful, healthy 
and dark-complexioned body is peerless. It appears that the blue lotus, dark clouds, 
the black catechu plant and sapphire have derived their prettiness and splendour out of 
his body (i.e. the Lord’s body was the source of these qualities). (2).  
 
His tender (soft) feet have the auspicious signs (symbols) of ‘Vajra-Ankush’. [The 
‘Vajra’ is the strong weapon used by Indra to control the world by virtue of his being 
king of gods, while an ‘Ankush’ is the iron spike-like goad that is used to control wild 
and rogue elephants. Here, these signs indicate that Vishnu controls both the gods as 
well as the creatures of this world.] 

His toes and nails look so glamourous and unprecedented in beauty as if gem-
studded leaves have sprouted from blue lotuses. [Here in this metaphor, ‘gem’ refers 
to the toe-nails, ‘leaves’ to the toes because they are elongated, and ‘lotus’ to the sole 
of the feet of the Lord.] (3).  
 
Golden gem-studded anklets (worn around the Lord’s ankles) attract the mind and 
provides joy to the devotees. It appears that Lord Vishnu has assumed various forms 
and dwells in a symbolic temple erected in the heart of Lord Shiva. [This verse is 
dedicated exclusively to Lord Bindu Madhav as is clear from stanza no. 1. So what is 
the idea of Tulsidas in making this statement? He means that Lord Shiva is so highly 
enlightened that when he worships Lord Ram as his chosen deity1 he knows that Ram 
is none else but Lord Vishnu in this form. So, any form of Lord Vishnu is honoured 
and revered by Lord Shiva because he sees in this form his beloved Lord Ram. Hence, 
Lord Shiva actually offers his obeisance to Lord Vishnu when he worships any form 
of the latter, whether as Lord Ram or as Lord Bindu Madhav.] (4).  
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The sound that is made by the chiming of the bells in waist-band tied around the waist 
of the Lord is so sweet, pleasant and enchanting that it cannot be described in words. 
But still, being a poet, I can attempt to make a humble comparison of this sound with 
the humming sound of the joyous bumble bees that hover around the beautiful petals 
of the golden lotus flower. [The bee hovers on the lotus flower in search of nectar. 
The insect is absolutely enamoured at the sight of the blooming lotus that it thinks of 
nothing else and keeps of humming merrily. Here, the bells are comared to the 
numerous bees that hover around the lotus, the waist of the Lord to the lotus, and the 
sound of the bells to the humming of the bees. The reference to a ‘golden lotus’ is a 
clear indication that the Tulisdas is just imagining how beautiful the sound and sight 
appears to him. Compare to verse no. 63, stanza no. 3.]  (5). 
 
The tenderness of the broad chest of the Lord is highlighted by the presence of the 
foot-print of sage Brighu (known as Srivastva; refer: verse no. 61, stanza 5; verse no. 
63, stanza no. 4.). The bracelet and other ornaments look so glamorous that it appears 
as if (the creator) Brahma had diligently and carefully created (crafted) them with his 
own hands. [The creator Brahma is an expert craftsman. So this statement means that 
these ornaments are so excellent that they appear to have been made by the creator 
himself instead of some human artisan.] (6). 
 
The gem-studded square pendant in the middle of the garland of ‘Gajmukta2’ (gaja-
manimāla) is indescribable in its beauty and magnificence, but for the purpose of 
imagination (or visualisation) it is compared to the prominent seat that the  ‘Nav-
Grahas’ (the nine planets that occupy important places in the astrological chart)3 have 
made for themselves above the dark clouds amongst the cluster of sparkling stars that 
surround them in the sky. [Here, the ‘dark cloud’ is the Lord's dark complexion, the 
‘stars’ are the pearls of the garland, and the ‘pendant made of Gajmukta’ is the seat of 
the ‘Nav-Grahas’. The nine planets stand out in the sky in the midst of thousands of 
smaller stars just like the Gajumkta stands out in the garland of pearls. Compare to 
verse no. 63, stanza no. 4.] (7). 
 
The long, strong and flexible serpent-like arms of the Lord (that extend to the knees) 
are adorned by lotus, conch, discus and mace (which are the characteristic symbols of 
Lord Vishnu). The Lord’s neck is matchless in beauty (because it is shaped like a 
conch—refer: verse no. 61, stanza no. 4; verse no. 63, stanza no. 5), and his face looks 
radiant and attractive with its chiselled chin and lips (8). 
 The glitter of diamonds, the whiteness and glistening shine of the water-lily 
and the dazzle of a streak of lightening feel shy and faded when compared to the 
sparkle and shine of the Lord’s teeth.  

[Tulsidas says—] I very much love (i.e. am extremely charmed by) the sight 
of the nose, the eyes, the cheeks, the beautiful ear-rings and the eye-brows (of the 
Lord). [Tulsidas is talking about the image or the idol of Lord Bindu Madhav intalled 
in the shrine dedicated to this deity as cited in verse no. 61 herein above. Compare to 
verse no. 63, stanza no. 6.] (9). 
 
The hairs on the head of the Lord are curly. There is a crown on it. The Tilak mark on 
the forehead looks magnificent, and I (Tulsidas) can compare it with two streaks of 
lightening which have abandoned their fickleness and flicker and have taken a 
permanent abode (i.e. have become stable or steady) on the face of the moon (i.e. or 
the face of Sri Ram in the form of Bindu-Madhav). [Here, the ‘two lines of the Tilak 
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Mark’ are compared to two streaks of lightening, and the ‘beauty of the face’ of the 
Lord is compared to the full moon. Refer: Verse no. 61, stanza no. 4; verse no. 63, 
stanza no. 7.]  (10). 
 
He (Lord Bindu-Madhav) is wearing a clean ‘Pitambar’ on his body which cannot be 
compared with anything else, but it could be imagined that a golden cloth has been 
draped on the summit of a blue mountain studded with numerous gems. [Refer: Verse 
no. 61, stanza no. 2. The ‘Pitambar’ is the one-piece body wrapping garment of silk 
worn by Lord Vishnu. Here, the ‘Pitambar’ is compared to the golden cloth, and the 
‘blue mountain’ to the physical form of the Lord that has a dark-blue complexion.] 
(11). 
 
Goddess Laxmi is established affectionately on the right side of the Lord (Vishnu in 
the form of Bindu-Madhav). She looks as beauteous as if a golden creeper covered by 
blue clothes has been placed beside a Tamaal Tree (the catechu tree which is dark in 
colour). [Here, the ‘golden creeper’ symolises goddess Laxmi, and the ‘black catechu 
plant’ to Lord Bindu Madhav representing Lord Vishnu. Refer: Verse no. 61, stanza 
no. 7; and verse no. 63, stanza no. 8.]  (12). 
 
When hundreds of Saraswatis (who is the patron goddess of speech), Sesh Naths (the 
thousand-tongued legendary serpent), and Vedas (the scriptures) together cannot 
describe this beauty and grandeur of the magnificent form of the Lord (Bindu 
Madhav)—then say, how can this dim-witted and dud (matimanda) Tulsidas, who is 
trapped in worldly delusions and confusions (dvandarata) can ever be able to sing 
(i.e. narrate) the glories, the beauty and the magnificence of this divine sight [Tulsidas 
means that though he has tried to do his best but he is not satisfied by his description 
of the Lord’s beauty and charming form. He finds himself incompetent and inept. But 
he says that it is not suprising because those who are expert in this sort of narration, 
such as goddess Saraswati who is the patron deity of speech, the thousand-tongued 
Seshnath who can extol the glory of Lord Vishnu with all these tongues 
simultaneously and is supposed to know more about Vishnu than anybody else 
because he always stays close to the Lord, and the Vedas that are renowned for their 
narrative ability, have all failed to do so. Hence, there is no wonder that Tulsidas isin’t 
able to describe how exactly beautiful the Lord is.] (13). 

 
[Note—1Lord Shiva worships Lord Ram, meditates upon the latter, and employs Lord 
Ram’s holy name as the medium to provide liberation, deliverance, emancipation and 
salvation to those dying in Kashi (the terrestrial abode of Shiva) by uttering the 
Ram’s holy name in the ears of the dying person. Besides, the story of the ‘Ramayan’ 
which describes the worldly activities of Lord Vishnu as Lord Ram was also 
conceived by Lord Shiva first in his heart before this divine story became known to 
the rest of the world. All these facts have been explicitly stated in Ram Charit Manas, 
Baal Kand, (i) Chaupai line no. 6 that precedes Doha no. 15; (ii) Chaupai line no. 3 
that precedes Doha no. 19; (iii) Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes Doha no. 30; (iv) 
Chaupai line no. 11 that precedes Doha no. 35; (v) Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes 
Doha no. 111; (vi) Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 51. 

2Gajmukta—It is a secretion of the sebaceous glands on the head of an elephant. 
When it dries up it forms a bead as large as a bid pearl. It is a very costly thing 
because of its rarity. 

3According to astrology, the Navgrahas are the following—Sun, Moon, Mars, 
Mercury, Jupiter, Venus, Saturn, Rahu and Ketu.] 
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                                             Rāga Jaitaśrī 

 
¼63½ 

 
eu bruksbZ ;k ruqdks ije QyqA 
lc v¡x lqHkx fcUnqek/ko&Nfc] rft lqHkko] voyksdq ,d iyqAA1AA 
r#u v#u vaHkkst pju e`nq] u[k&nqfr ân;&frfej&gkjhA 
dqfyl&dsrq&tc&tyt js[k cj] vadql eu&xt&cldkjhAA2AA 
dud&tfVr efu uwiqj] es[ky] dfV&rV jVfr e/kqj ckuhA 
f=cyh mnj] x¡Hkhj ukfHk lj] tg¡ mits fcjafp X;kuhAA3AA 
mj cueky] ifnd vfr lksfHkr] fciz&pju fpr dg¡ dj"kSA 
L;ke  rkejl&nke&cju  ciq]  ihr  clu  lksHkk  cj"kSAA4AA 
dj  dadu  ds;wj  euksgj]  nsfr  eksn  eqfnzd  U;kjhA 
xnk  dat  nj  pk#  pØ/kj]  ukx&laqM&le  Hkqt  pkjhAA5AA 
dacqxzho]  Nfclho  fpcqd  f}t]  v/kj v#u]  mér  uklkA 
uo jktho  u;u]  lfl  vkuu]  lsod&lq[kn  fcln  gklkAA6AA 
#fpj diksy] Jou dqaMy] flj eqdqV] lqfryd Hkky HkzktSA 
yfyr Hk`dqfV] lqanj fprofu] dp fujf[k e/kqi&voyh yktSAA7AA 
:i&lhy&xqu&[kkfu nPN fnfl] fla/kq&lqrk jr&in&lsokA 
tkdh d`ik&dVkPN pgr flo] fcf/k] eqfu] euqt] nuqt] nsokAA8AA 
rqyflnkl Hko&=kl feVS rc] tc efr ;sfg l:i vVdSA 
ukfgar nhu eyhu ghulq[k] dksfV tue Hkzfe Hkzfe HkVdSAA9AA 
 

 
                                                   (63) 
 
mana itanō'ī yā tanukō parama phalu. 
saba am ̐ga subhaga bindumādhava-chabi, taji subhāva, avalōku ēka palu. 1.  
taruna aruna ambhōja carana mṛdu, nakha-duti hṛdaya-timira-hārī. 
kulisa-kētu-jaba-jalaja rēkha bara, aṅkusa mana-gaja-basakārī. 2.  
kanaka-jaṭita mani nūpura, mēkhala, kaṭi-taṭa raṭati madhura bānī. 
tribalī udara, gam̐bhīra nābhi sara, jaham̐ upajē biran̄ci gyānī. 3.  
ura banamāla, padika ati sōbhita, bipra-carana cita kaham̐ karaṣai. 
syāma tāmarasa-dāma-barana bapu, pīta basana sōbhā baraṣai. 4.  
kara kaṅkana kēyūra manōhara, dēti mōda mudrika n'yārī. 
gadā kan̄ja dara cāru cakradhara, nāga-saṁuḍa-sama bhuja cārī. 5.  
kambugrīva, chabisīva cibuka dvija, adhara aruna, unnata nāsā. 
nava rājīva nayana, sasi ānana, sēvaka-sukhada bisada hāsā. 6.  
rucira kapōla, śravana kuṇḍala, sira mukuṭa, sutilaka bhāla bhrājai. 
lalita bhṛkuṭi, sundara citavani, kaca nirakhi madhupa-avalī lājai. 7.  
rūpa-sīla-guna-khāni daccha disi, sindhu-sutā rata-pada-sēvā. 
jākī kṛpā-kaṭāccha cahata siva, bidhi, muni, manuja, danuja, dēvā. 8.  
tulasidāsa bhava-trāsa miṭai taba, jaba mati yēhi sarūpa aṭakai. 
nāhinta dīna malīna hīnasukha, kōṭi janama bhrami bhrami bhaṭakai. 9.  
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Verse no. 63—[In this verse, Tulsidas addresses himself and asks his mind to 
concentrate its attention on the divine form of Lord Vishnu as Lord Bindu Madhav. 
The reason why Tulsidas chose this deity for adoration is that its form is similar to 
that of Lord Vishnu though it is known by another name as ‘Bindu Madhav’.] 

‘Oh mind! The only and best fruit of getting this human body is to have 
Darshan (divine sighting) of the captivating and enchanting view of Sri Bindu-
Madhava's image from toe to head for even a second with steadiness and devotion 
after having overcome your natural habit of being unsteady and fickle.  

[Refer: Verse no. 62, stanza no. 1. The mind is habituated to be fickle and 
restless. It is a common observance in any temple that except for a few worhippers, all 
the rest of the crowd that have gathered there purportedly for worshipping the deity 
are looking here and there and talking about so many things except for which they 
have come to the temple in the first place. It seems to be like an outing or a picnic for 
the majority. Tulsidas warns the mind against this and says that if one wishes to gain 
anything from visiting a shrine then he must first and foremost control his own mind. 
Otherwise this visit is a fruitless exercise.] (1).  
 
His (Bindu-Madhav's) tender feet are akin to newly bloomed red lotus; the dazzle of 
the toe-nails are able to remove the darkness of ignorance of the heart. [Refer: Verse 
no. 62, stanza no. 3.]  

The sole of the feet of the Lord has auspicious signs (lines) of the Vajara 
(thunderbolt; the weapon of Indra), the flag (standard) of Lord Vishnu (that has the 
emblem of the Eagle on it), a stalk of barley and a lotus flower, and the symbol of the 
goad (a spear) that is also marked on it is capable of controlling the mind that is like a 
wild elephant. [The ‘mind’ is compared to a wild, rogue elephant here, and the sign of 
the ‘goad’ on the feet of the Lord implies that if one surrenders himself to the Lord 
then his mind will automatically be controlled. In the opening lines of this verse, 
Tulsidas has already warned his mind to become alert and steady.] (2).  
 
Golden, gem-studded anklets on the feet and the waist-band around the waist are 
chiming sweetly (pleasantly). [Refer: Verse no. 62, stanza no. 5.]  
 There are three lines (creases of the skin) on the abdomen, and the navel of the 
Lord is deep like a pond from where the wise Brahma (the creator) had emerged. 
 [According to legend, the ‘creator Brahma’ had emerged aloft a lotus flower 
with a long stem that sprouted from the navel of Lord Vishnu as the latter lay 
reclining on the coiled body of the celestial serpent Seshnath that floated on the 
surface of Kshirsagar, the heavenly ocean of milk, at the beginning of creation. The 
‘three lines on the abdomen’ of Lord Vishnu represents the three dimensions of this 
creation—the upper world known as the heaven, the middle world known as the earth, 
and the lower world known as the nadir.] (3).  
 
On the chest of the Lord lies the garland known as ‘Vanmala’ (flowers of marigold 
etc.), and at the center of it is a square pendant of gems which looks stunning by its 
beauty. The foot-print of sage Brighu, known as ‘Srivasta’, which appears as a mark 
on the chest of the Lord attracts the attention of all. The ‘Pitambar’ appears to shower 
glamour on his body which is like a garland of blue lotus flowers. [Refer: Verse no. 
61, stanza nos. 2, 5; and verse no. 62, stanza nos. 6-7, 11.] (4). 
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The wrists have bracelets and the arms have armlets, while the rings (on the finger) 
are giving rare delight to the beholder. [Here obviously Tulsidas means himself 
because he is the one looking at the image of Lord Bindu Madhav.]  

The four arms of the Lord are like the tusks of an elephant. [That is, the Lord’s 
arms are long, strong, well-formed and smooth.]  

They hold a mace, a lotus, a  conch and a sharp-edged discus (which are 
characteristic symbols of Lord Vishnu) [Refer: Verse no. 61, stanza no. 3; and verse 
no. 62, stanza no. 8.] (5). 
 
The Lord’s conch-like neck is a limit of (or a bench-mark of) beauty. [Refer: Verse 
no. 61, stanza no. 4; and verse no. 62, stanza no. 8.] 

The chin, teeth are also beautiful, while the pink lips, sharp nose, new lotus-
like eyes, the moon-like countenance and the sweet smile bestows joy on the 
devotees. (6). 
 
The Lord’s cheeks are beautiful, while the ear-rings in the ear, crown or tiara on the 
head, and the Tilak mark on the forehead adorn the Lord and add charm to his form. 
The eye-brows are sharp and beautifully curved, glances are most endearing and 
pleasant, and rows of bumble-bees feel inferior when they are compared to the black 
curly hairs on the head of the Lord. [Refer: Verse no. 61, stanza no. 4 where black 
bees are cited.] (7). 
 
Goddess Laxmi—who is the daughter of the ocean, a mine of virtues, nobility and 
beauty, and whose favour is coveted by even Lord Shiva, Brahma, sages, humans, 
demons and Gods—stays on the right side of the Lord and serves his feet. [Refer: 
Verse no. 61, stanza no. 7; and verse no. 62, stanza no. 12.] (8). 
 
Tulsidas says that his fear of the mundane world can only be eliminated if his wisdom 
and intellect attaches themselves to (i.e. meditate upon) this beautiful and enchanting 
image (of Lord Bindu Madhav). Otherwise he would be wandering aimlessly in this 
world for millions of births, being wretched, miserable, weak, meek and devoid of all 
happiness and contentedness every time he is born (i.e. in each of his births). [Here, 
Tulsidas advises his mind to meditate upon the divine form of Lord Bindu Madhav in 
a symbolic manner because it resembles the form of Lord Vishnu. It ought to noted 
here that Tulsidas is actually adoring his Lord Sri Ram in the form of Bindu Madhav 
because Tulsidas was a great devotee of Lord Ram and he worshipped no other deity 
except Lord Ram. For him, the whole creation and all manifestations of the Lord are 
the different forms of Lord Ram.] (9). 
 

 
 

                                          Glory of Śrī Rāma 
 
                                             Rāga Basanta 

 
¼64½ 

 
cankSa  j?kqifr d#uk&fu/kkuA tkrs  NwVS Hko&Hksn X;kuAA1AA 
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j?kqcal&dqeqn&lq[kizn fulslA lsor in&iadt vt&egslAA2AA 
fut Hkä&ân;&ikFkkst&HkàxA ykoU; ciq"k vxfur vuaxAA3AA 
vfr izcy eksg&re&ekjraMA vX;ku&xgu&ikod izpaMAA4AA 
vfHkeku&fla/kq&dqaHkt  mnkjA lqjjatu]  Hkatu  HkwfeHkkjAA5AA 
jkxkfn&liZxu&iéxkfj   A daniZ&ukx&e`xifr] eqjkfjAA6AA 
Hko&tyf/k&iksr  pjukjfcanA tkudh&jou   vkuan&danAA7AA 
guqear&izse&ckih&ejky   A fu"dke dke/kqd xks n;kyAA8AA 
=Syksd&fryd] xquxgu jkeA dg rqyflnkl foJke&/kkeAA9AA 
 

 
                                                   (64) 
 
bandauṁ raghupati karunā-nidhāna. jātē chūṭai bhava-bhēda gyāna. 1.  
raghubansa-kumuda-sukhaprada nisēsa. sēvata pada-paṅkaja aja-mahēsa. 2.  
nija bhakta-hṛdaya-pāthōja-bhaṁṛga. lāvan'ya bapuṣa aganita anaṅga. 3.  
ati prabala mōha-tama-mārataṇḍa. agyāna-gahana-pāvaka pracaṇḍa. 4.  
abhimāna-sindhu-kumbhaja udāra. suraran̄jana, bhan ̄jana bhūmibhāra. 5.  
rāgādi-sarpagana-pannagāri . kandarpa-nāga-mṛgapati, murāri. 6.  
bhava-jaladhi-pōta caranārabinda. jānakī-ravana ānanda-kanda. 7.  
hanumanta-prēma-bāpī-marāla . niṣkāma kāmadhuka gō dayāla. 8.  
trailōka-tilaka, gunagahana rāma. kaha tulasidāsa viśrāma-dhāma. 9.  
 
Verse no. 64—I pray to Lord Sri Ram, who is an abode of mercy (bandauṁ 
raghupati karunā-nidhāna), so that I am able to get rid of the sense of duality and 
perception of differences in this world (jātē chūṭai bhava-bhēda gyāna). 

[To wit, I pray to the merciful Lord to bless me with wisdom and 
enlightenment so that I may overcome all delusions and confusions associated with 
this gross world. Let me become wise and enlightened enough to realise that the 
ultimate Truth of life and creation is one and the same, and whatever difference there 
appears between any two given situations or things is because a person sees their 
gross forms and not their essential form which would enlighten him about the truth. 
Oh Lord Ram, please free me from all the confusions and delusions that arise out of 
this dilemma.] (1). 
 
Lord Sri Ram gives glory to the noble family of king Raghu (of the dynasty which 
ruled over the kingdom of Ayodhya where he was born) just like the full moon which 
helps the lily flower to bloom with its full majestic beauty under its light 
(raghubansa-kumuda-sukhaprada nisēsa).  

Even Brahma (the creator) and Shiva (the concluder) serve Lord Ram’s holy 
lotus-like feet and worship the Lord (sēvata pada-paṅkaja aja-mahēsa). (2). 
 
Lord Ram resides in the heart of his devotee just like a bumble-bee finds its peaceful 
rest in the lotus flower (nija bhakta-hṛdaya-pāthōja-bhaṁṛga)1.  

The charm, elegance, grace and extreme beauty of the Lord’s form is 
comparable to numerous Kamdeos (who is a god personifying these qualities) 
(lāvan'ya bapuṣa aganita anaṅga). (3). 
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Lord Ram is like a sun for the purpose of destroying the terrible darkness arising out 
of delusions and confusions, bewildments and attachments (ati prabala mōha-tama-
mārataṇḍa).  

The Lord is like a fire for the purpose of destruction of the dense forest of 
ignorance (agyāna-gahana-pāvaka pracaṇḍa). (4). 
 
Lord Ram is like the generous sage Agastya for drying-up the ocean2 of pride, vanity, 
ego, hypocrisy, haughtiness etc. (abhimāna-sindhu-kumbhaja udāra). 

The Lord is the provider of happiness, succour, joy, relief to the Gods 
(suraran̄jana). And the Lord is the remover of the burden of the earth by vanquishing 
the demons3 (who represent all sorts of evil, vices and sins in this world) (bhan̄jana 
bhūmibhāra). (5). 
 
Lord Ram is like Garuda (the Eagle, the king of birds and the mount of Lord Vishnu) 
for swallowing the serpent-like4 negative qualities such as attachments, envy, 
jealousy, conflictions, discord etc. (rāgādi-sarpagana-pannagāri). 

The Lord is like a lion for the purpose of killing (eliminating, vanquishing, 
defeating) elephant-like desires, passions, lust etc. (kandarpa-nāga-mṛgapati). 

And the Lord is the slayer of the demon named Mur (and hence he is also 
called ‘Murari’) (murāri). (6). 
 
Lord Ram, who is Janki’s (Sita’s) beloved husband (jānakī-ravana) and whose holy 
lotus-like feet are like ships that help one to cross this world which is like a huge 
ocean (bhava-jaladhi-pōta caranārabinda), is indeed like a root from which all joys 
and happiness emerge (ānanda-kanda). (7). 
 
Lord Ram always swims like a swan in the pond represented by devotion and 
affection that Hanuman had for him5 (hanumanta-prēma-bāpī-marāla). 

The Lord is like a most merciful and benevolent Kamdhenu cow6 for his 
selfless devotees who serve him without any desires (for rewards) (niṣkāma 
kāmadhuka gō dayāla).  

[This 2nd paragraph can also be interpreted as follows: The Lord is most 
merciful and benevolent like the selfless Kamdhenu cow for all his devotees because 
the Lord takes care of them and fulfils all their wishes like this cow, without 
expecting anything in return.]  (8). 
 
Tulsidas therefore asserts (kaha tulasidāsa) that Lord Sri Ram, who is the glory and 
the most exalted Lord of the three worlds (subterranean, terrestrial, celestial; the past, 
the present and the future worlds—“trailōka-tilaka”) and an endless treasury or 
source of excellent and the best of auspicious virtues (gunagahana rāma), is the 
only place (abode) of peace, happiness and tranquility for the creature (viśrāma-
dhāma).  

[To wit, if someone wants to find real peace and happiness then he must take 
shelter and refuge with the Lord.] (9). 
 

[Note—1The bee and the lotus have a very especial relationship with each other. The 
lotus offers the bee an interminable source of nectar, and the bee loves the lotus so 
much that once it alights on a flower to suck this nectar it prefers to stick to it. The 
bee forgets about its surroundings and everything else as long as it remains sitting on 
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the petals of the lotus, enjoying the charm of its company. On its part, the lotus loves 
its contact with the bee and makes no effort to drive it away. Rather, the lotus feels 
most lucky if a bee hovers over it and spends a lot of time sitting on it drinking its 
nectar. On the other hand, if there is some old lotus flower from which nectar has 
been dried up and no bee wishes to alight on it, then this flower feels dejected and 
sorry for itself.  

In this metaphor, the heart of the devotee is like the lotus flower, the devotion 
that he has for the Lord is the nectar, and the Lord himself is like the bee. 

Compare this with stanza no. 8 where it is said that Lord Ram is like a ‘swan’ that 
floats in the virtues of devotion and affection that Hanuman has for the Lord.  

2According to legend, sage Agastya had drunk the entire ocean in a few gulps and 
without any efforts. Hence, this incident is cited here to emphasise that in a likewise 
manner, Lord Ram can remove such negativities as pride, vanity, ego, hypocrisy, 
haughtiness in a person. 

3The earth and its inhabitants were being terrorised by the demons. So, earth 
assumed the form of a cow and along with all the other gods who were also victims of 
the terror of demons prayed to Lord Vishnu to save them. Then, the Lord promised 
them that he will come down as Sri Ram and remove the source of their grief—i.e. 
the Lord will eliminate the demons and give relief to the earth and the gods. Refer: 
Tulsidas’ Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha 
no. 184—to Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 187.  

4Garud is a sworn enemy of serpents. There is a Upanishad named ‘Garud 
Upanishad’ which gives certain Mantras or divine formula which helps one overcome 
the deathly effects of snake bite. In fact it is believed that if one recites this 
Upanishad and its Mantras he is freed from the fear of snakes. It is narrated in the 
epic Ramayan that during the war of Lanka when the demon Meghnad had tied Lord 
Ram in a snare of snakes that emerged miraculously from an arrow shot at the Lord 
by the demon, the Lord had invoked Garud who came to the battle-field instantly and 
gobbled up all the snakes, thereby freeing the Lord. Refer: Tulsidas’ Ram Charit 
Manas, Lanka Kand, from Chaupai line nos. 11-12 that precede Doha no. 73, and 
Doha no. 74 ka along with its preceding Chaupai line no. 10. 

5Compare this metaphor with the one in stanza no. 3 which says that Lord Ram is 
like a bee which resides in the lotus-like heart of devotees. It is to be noted here that 
these virtues of devotion and affection have their origin in the heart. So these two 
stanzas are correlated. 

6The Kamdhenu cow is the all wish-fulfilling cow. So this metaphor means that 
Lord Ram always fulfils all the desires of his devotees. But the caveat is that the 
devotee should serve the Lord without any desire, or ‘selflessly’. It means that if the 
devotee serves the Lord without any expectations, the Lord takes it upon himself as 
his responsiblilty to ensure that the devotee lacks nothing even though the latter asks 
for nothing. It is indeed very clever for a devotee to ask nothing—because then the 
Lord feels that whatever he has done for the devotee is much less than what he should 
have actually done for the devotee, and that the devotee is not complaining out of 
modesty. Therefore the Lord feels that he is obliged to do more. But on the other 
hand, if the devotee expressly states what he wants then the Lord would be satisfied 
by fulfilling the devotee’s wishes and that will be the end of it. So therefore, the 
devotee not wanting anything makes the Lord give him all the more so that the 
devotee is left with no chance of feeling shortage of anything. After doing everything, 
the Lord stills feels that he should do more for the devotee.]    

 
 
 
                       Glory and Importance of Lord Rāma’s Name 
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                                              Rāga Bhairava 
 

¼65½ 
 
jke jke jeq] jke jke jVq] jke jke tiq thgkA 
jkeuke&uousg&esgdks]  eu!  gfB  gksfg  iihgkAA1AA 
lc lk/ku&Qy dwi&lfjr&lj] lkxj&lfyy&fujklkA 
jke&uke&jfr&Lokfr&lq/kk&lqHk lhdj   izsefi;klkAA2AA 
xjft] rjft] ik"kku cjf"k ifo] izhfr ijf[k ft; tkuSA 
vf/kd vf/kd vuqjkx me¡x mj] ij ijfefr ifgpkuSAA3AA 
jkeuke&xfr] jkeuke&efr] jkeuke&vuqjkxhA 
àS x;s gSa] ts gksfgaxs] rsb f=Hkqou xfu;r cM+HkkxhAA4AA 
,d vax ex vxeq xou dj] fcyeq u fNu fNu NkgSaA 
rqylh fgr viuks viuh fnfl] fu#if/k use fuckgSaAA5AA 
 

 
                                                 (65) 
 
rāma rāma ramu, rāma rāma raṭu, rāma rāma japu jīhā. 
rāmanāma-navanēha-mēhakō, mana! haṭhi hōhi papīhā. 1.  
saba sādhana-phala kūpa-sarita-sara, sāgara-salila-nirāsā. 
rāma-nāma-rati-svāti-sudhā-subha sīkara prēmapiyāsā. 2.  
garaji, taraji, pāṣāna baraṣi pavi, prīti parakhi jiya jānai. 
adhika adhika anurāga umam ̐ga ura, para paramiti pahicānai. 3.  
rāmanāma-gati, rāmanāma-mati, rāmanāma-anurāgī. 
hvai gayē haiṁ, jē hōhiṅgē, tē'i tribhuvana ganiyata baṛabhāgī. 4.  
ēka aṅga maga agamu gavana kara, bilamu na china china chāhaiṁ. 
tulasī hita apanō apanī disi, nirupadhi nēma nibāhaiṁ. 5.  
 
Verse no. 65—Oh Tongue (jīhā)! You should always be talking about Lord Ram and 
remain involved in singing the Lord’s glories (rāma rāma ramu); you should always 
be chanting the holy Name ‘Ram’ of the Lord (rāma rāma raṭu); and you should 
always be repeating the holy Mantra of Lord Ram constantly (rāma rāma japu).  

Oh my Mind and Heart (mana)! Be determined like a Papiha (the sparrow 
hawk) (haṭhi hōhi papīhā) and be enamoured of the fresh rain-bearing cloud 
represented by the virtues of devotion and affection for the holy name of Lord Ram 
just like this bird is of the cloud that bears rain (rāmanāma-navanēha-mēhakō).  

[Oh my dear Mana, think of nothing else except Lord Ram's holy name and fix 
your attention on it just like the Papiha bird fixes its attention exclusively on the rain 
giving cloud. This bird is renowned for its undiluted love for the rain-bearing cloud, 
and it drinks only the rain drops that fall down from the cloud directly into its beak. 
Otherwise, the bird prefers to remain thirsty and would rather die than to drink water 
from any other source. Tulsidas cites the example of this bird’s love for the cloud to 
stress that he also desires to develop sincere and deep devotion, affection and love for 
the Lord with the same intensity and sincerity as that of the Papiha. He would seek 
whatever is to be sought exclusively from Lord Ram and his holy Name.] (1). 
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Even as a Papiha shuns the water of wells, rivers, ponds and even an ocean to quench 
its thirst, and remains eager to get even a single drop of rain water that its beloved 
cloud gives directly to it during the Swati Nakshatra (which is a special configuration 
of stars occurring between August-September), so should you (i.e. the tongue and the 
Mana) also avoid the hope of satisfying yourself by any other means except by 
concentrating exclusively and solely on the nectar-like drops of spiritual bliss that are 
obtained by constant repetition of Lord Ram's holy name and focusing the attention 
on the Lord (saba sādhana-phala kūpa-sarita-sara, sāgara-salila-nirāsā. rāma-
nāma-rati-svāti-sudhā-subha sīkara prēmapiyāsā). (2). 
 
The lover cloud growls, admonishes, showers hail and strikes the loving Papiha with a 
thunderbolt (garaji, taraji, pāṣāna baraṣi pavi). In this way when the cloud 
determines that the unshakeable, eternal and measureless love of the Papiha (prīti 
parakhi jiya jānai), even after subjecting it to the most rigorous of tests, goes on 
increasing steadily in its heart with each test and none of its rebukes diminishes the 
bird’s devotion for it even a whit (adhika adhika anurāga umam̐ga ura), then only 
does it graciously obliges the bird with the much sought-after drops of rain water that 
it puts directly into the bird’s mouth as a token of acknowledgement of mutual love 
and respect for each other (para paramiti pahicānai). 

[To wit, the cloud firsts tests the sincerity of the bird’s love and devotion for it 
by subjecting it to rigourous tests. When it is satisfied that the bird would not budge 
from its determination then only the cloud showers it with its own love in the form of 
the rain. Similarly, a devotee is first tested by the Lord about his sincerity of devoton 
and love as well as his faith in the Lord by subjecting him to apparent neglect and 
hardships. The trick here is that the devotee should learn to have patience and 
perserverance. When the Lord finds that the devotee is unwavering in his love and 
devotion for the Lord, and would cope with everything in order to get the Lord’s 
grace, then the doors of the Lord’s treasury of mercy and grace is wide opened for 
him.] (3). 
 
In a similar fashion (no matter what tribulations, ordeals, torments, agonies, troubles 
and miseries come to test your sincerity and steadfastness), you should also take 
refuge in the holy and divine Name of Lord Ram as your last destination 
(rāmanāma-gati), keep your mind, sub-conscious and intellect focused on the holy 
and divine Name of Lord Ram (rāmanāma-mati), and develop sincere love and 
affection for the holy and divine Name of Lord Ram (rāmanāma-anurāgī).  

Such devotees who depend on Lord Ram's Name, whether in the past, the 
present or the future, should be considered as the one who is most privileged, lucky 
and fortunate in the entire world and its three levels or dimensions (hvai gayē haiṁ, 
jē hōhiṅgē, tē'i tribhuvana ganiyata baṛabhāgī).  

[The phrase ‘three levels of the world’ has many connotations—such as the 
past, the present and the future. It also means the terrestrial world, the celestial world 
and the nether world, as well as the present world, the world after death, and the 
world of the previous birth.] (4). 
 
This path (of having unflinching, unwavering and sincere love for Lord Ram's holy 
name) is lonely and very difficult to follow because there are many distractions and 
hardships encountered enroute (ēka aṅga maga agamu gavana kara). So, once 
you step on this path, do not stop even momentarily to take rest under a shade (i.e. to 
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enjoy the pleasures of the objects of this materialistic world as you would get deluded 
and miss your objective) (bilamu na china china chāhaiṁ).  

Oh Tulsidas (tulasī)! Your welfare lies in keeping your allegiance to the holy and 
divine Name of Lord Ram without having any deceit, pretensions, crookedness, 
cunning, trickery and deception in your mind (hita apanō apanī disi, nirupadhi 
nēma nibāhaiṁ). [That is, your welfare is ensured only if you have sincere devotion 
for Lord Ram’s holy and divine Name.] (5). 

[Note—In this verse, Tulsidas compares Lord Ram to the rain-bearing cloud, the 
Lord’s holy name to the rain drops, the spiritual bliss, joy and sustenance that one 
derives from the Lord’s glorious name to the joy, happiness and rejuvination that the 
bird Papiha gets by drinking the rain drops, and the devotee of the Lord, who in this 
particular case is Tulsidas himself, to the bird Papiha itself.  

Even as the Papiha loves the cloud so much that it has taken a vow that it would 
depend solely on it for quenching its thirst by dropping rain drops directly into its 
beak, a devotee of Lord Ram also depends directly on the grace of the Lord for all his 
needs, whether they are related to the temporal world or to the spiritual world. A true 
devotee of the Lord would rather die than go somewhere else to seek what he wants.  

In this devotion for the cloud the Papiha is more often than not subjected to 
extreme sufferings as it is hit by hail falling from the same cloud it loves so much, is 
made to get affrightened by the deafening sound of the rupturous thunder and the 
blinding light of the streak of lightening striking all over the sky to indicate that the 
cloud is annoyed with its constant display of love for it by fixing its gaze on the cloud 
and nagging it for rain water—but none of these things deters the Papiha from 
expressing its love and devotion for the cloud.  

The sacrifice of the Papiha does not in vain for finally a time comes when the 
overwhelmed cloud feels ashamed of itself for being so harsh with its lover who 
would rather court death than abandon its love for its beloved, and so the cloud 
lovingly puts the rain drops directly into the mouth of the bird. The wonderful part is 
that this rain, which is meant for the Papiha, not only benefits a particular bird but a 
whole generation of living beings on this planet as the cloud pours and pours its rain 
on earth as a token of largesse and charity to show how grateful it is to the Papiha for 
its love for the former.  

Likewise, when a single devotee sacrifices his life for the sake of love and 
devotion for Lord Ram and is abundantly rewarded by the Lord, it sets an example for 
countless others who see this as an example for their own redemption, as a light of 
hope at the end of the dark tunnel for themselves.  

This verse lays the basic foundation for the theme that forms the underlying current 
in the majority of the verses that follow below in this marvellous Book called Vinai 
Patrika wherein Tulsidas has repeatedly stressed that no matter how much he has to 
suffer he would still seek to surrender before Lord Ram and ask for his mercy, for it is 
sure that the Lord, who is so merciful and compassionate, is only testing his sincerity 
by being stern in the beginning, and would soon redeem him if he passes the 
rigourous test of devotion, faith and love for the Lord.]     
 
 

¼66½ 
 
jke tiq] jke tiq] jke tiq ckojsA 
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?kksj Hko&uhj&fuf/k uke fut uko jsAA1AA 
,d gh lk/ku lc fjf)&flf) lkf/k jsA 
xzls dfy&jksx tksx&late&lekf/k jsAA2AA 
Hkyks tks gS] iksp tks gS] nkfguks tks] cke jsA 
jke&uke gh lksa var lc gh dks dke jsAA3AA 
tx uHk&ckfVdk jgh gS Qfy Qwfy jsA 
/kqok¡ dSls /kkSjgj nsf[k rw u Hkwfy jsAA4AA 
jke&uke NkfM+ tks Hkjkslks djS vkSj jsA 
rqylh ijkslks R;kfx ek¡xS dwj dkSj jsAA5AA 
 

 
                                                  (66) 
 
rāma japu, rāma japu, rāma japu bāvarē. 
ghōra bhava-nīra-nidhi nāma nija nāva rē. 1.  
ēka hī sādhana saba rid'dhi-sid'dhi sādhi rē. 
grasē kali-rōga jōga-san̄jama-samādhi rē. 2.  
bhalō jō hai, pōca jō hai, dāhinō jō, bāma rē. 
rāma-nāma hī sōṁ anta saba hī kō kāma rē. 3.  
jaga nabha-bāṭikā rahī hai phali phūli rē. 
dhuvām̐ kaisē dhaurahara dēkhi tū na bhūli rē. 4.  
rāma-nāma chāḍi jō bharōsō karai aura rē. 
tulasī parōsō tyāgi mām̐gai kūra kaura rē. 5.  
 
Verse no. 66—[Note :- The use of the Hindi word ‘rē’ as in ray at the end of each 
sentence indicates earnest and sincere plea by the loving teacher to convince a rather 
naughty, stubborn and reluctant disciple to mend his ways, and pay heed to what is 
being said, lest he would repent later.] 
 
Oh you fool (bāvarē)! Chant Lord Sri Ram's holy Name “RAM” repeatedly; I repeat 
and stress it—do it (rāma japu, rāma japu, rāma japu). 

It is the only boat we have to ferry us across this worldly ocean (i.e.this is the 
easiest way to achieve salvation as it is easily available, simplest and accessible to all) 
(ghōra bhava-nīra-nidhi nāma nija nāva rē) (1). 
 
You can master all virtues and acquire all knowledge with the help of this single 
medium alone (ēka hī sādhana saba rid'dhi-sid'dhi sādhi rē) because Yoga 
(meditation and contemplation), self-control and self-restraint) and Samadhi (a state 
of meditative trance) etc. have been all eclipsed by the era of Kali (i.e. all other 
mediums for salvation or liberation of the soul have been over-shadowed or obscured 
by the evil presence of Kali, and therefore they aren't available) (grasē kali-rōga 
jōga-san ̄jama-samādhi rē).  

[To wit, you will do yourself a great favour by relying on the Lord’s holy 
Name for your emancipation and salvation because it is easily available to you and 
would help you to achieve success in all your spiritual endeavours with the least effort 
and a surety of success that no other method can ever guarantee to you.] (2). 
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In the end (sōṁ anta), the holy Name of Lord Ram is the only hope for redemption, 
it is the only hope for attainment of liberation and deliverance for all of us (rāma-
nāma hī saba hī kō kāma rē), whether it is bad or good, upside down or up, i.e. 
whether chanted backwards or forwards, willingly or unwillingly, with or without 
faith, conviction and belief—it will only do you good, and be rest assured about it 
(bhalō jō hai, pōca jō hai, dāhinō jō, bāma rē).  

[To wit, it would make no sense in arguing about its worth or worthiness, or 
whether it is a good spiritual formula or not. It is a wasteful exercise in wasting time 
and energy in this debate. After all, this holy name is a time-tested remedy for all 
spiritual problems and it is like a boat that takes you across the ocean of 
transmigration with its attendent miseries and horrors. A patient is more concerned 
about the cure of his illness rather than in discussing the countless options that are 
available to the doctor for the cure of his disease. The scriptures and great sages and 
saints have unanimously held that Lord Ram’s holy Name is the single-window where 
a creature can find an answer for his problems, and is a single path that leads directly 
to liberation and deliverance from this gross mortal world of transmigration. So, it is 
wiser to pay heed and take the shelter of the Lord’s holy and divine Name. 

All other paths prescribed in the sciptures are helpful, but they are fraught with 
dangers of different kinds and magnitudes, involve too many rigid procedures and 
require careful diligence so much so that they become too arduous and difficult to 
follow for a common man. On the other hand, Lord Ram’s holy Name is so easy to 
say that one can repeat it any time of the day and in any manner he likes, without 
bothering about formalities. The goal is thus easily reached without having to endure 
any pain and suffering.] (3). 
 
This world is like an illusion of seeing a blossoming garden in the sky—it is a mirage, 
it is a delusion, it is something that is totally fake (jaga nabha-bāṭikā rahī hai phali 
phūli rē).  

All the materials and sense objects in this world are castles and palaces of 
smoke—here now and gone the next moment (dhuvām̐ kaisē dhaurahara dēkhi tū 
na bhūli rē). [To wit, don't go astray believing the world to be real—it is a total 
illusion, a mirage. So, focus your attention on the supreme Reality and the supreme 
Truth instead of getting distracted by false charms of the gross mortal world.] (4). 

[Here, Tulsidas warns the creature not to be misled by the temptations of the 
material world and the attractions of its charming sense objects for all of them are like 
a fabulous castle seen in the sky, or like the water seen in the mirage on hot sand in a 
desert. Expecting any worthwhile thing from them is absolute nonsense.] 
 
Tulsidas says that one who relies and depends on others, and not on the holy Name of 
Lord Ram (rāma-nāma chāḍi jō bharōsō karai aura rē), is like a fool who leaves 
the food in front of him and begs for it from house to house like a dog (tulasī parōsō 
tyāgi mām̐gai kūra kaura rē).  

[To wit, the medium of emancipation and salvation is in front of you—so why 
do you search for it somewhere else like a hungry dog foraging for food and nibbling 
at leftovers from door to door?] (5). 

 
[Note: This verse is very popular with the people.] 
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¼67½ 
 
jke jke tiq ft; lnk lkuqjkx jsA 

dfy u fcjkx] tksx] tkx] ri] R;kx jsAA1AA 
jke lqfejr lc fcf/k ghdks jkt jsA 

jkedks  fclkfjcks  fu"ks/k&fljrkt  jsAA2AA 
jke&uke  egkefu]  Qfu  txtky  jsA 

efu fy;s Qfu ft;S] C;kdqy fcgky jsAA3AA 
jke&uke  dker#  nsr  Qy  pkfj  jsA 

dgr  iqjku]  csn]  iafMr]  iqjkfj  jsAA4AA 
jke&uke   izse&ijekjFkdks   lkj   jsA 

jke&uke   rqylhdks   thou&v/kkj   jsAA5AA 
 

 
                                                   (67) 
 
rāma rāma japu jiya sadā sānurāga rē. 
kali na birāga, jōga, jāga, tapa, tyāga rē. 1.  
rāma sumirata saba bidhi hīkō rāja rē. 
rāmakō bisāribō niṣēdha-siratāja rē. 2.  
rāma-nāma mahāmani, phani jagajāla rē. 
mani liyē phani jiyai, byākula bihāla rē. 3.  
rāma-nāma kāmataru dēta phala cāri rē. 
kahata purāna, bēda, paṇḍita, purāri rē. 4.  
rāma-nāma prēma-paramārathakō sāra rē. 
rāma-nāma tulasīkō jīvana-adhāra rē. 5.  
 
Verse no. 67—[Note :- As if Tulsidas' plea to chant Lord Ram's holy Name could not 
fully convince his audience, in this verse he continues the argument further, and 
concludes citing the Vedas and the Purans as his authority.] 
 
Oh Creature! Repeat (chant) Lord Ram's holy Name with abiding and sincere love 
and devotion in your heart (rāma rāma japu jiya sadā sānurāga rē), for besides 
Lord Ram's holy Name, nothing (e.g. emancipation, salvation, bliss, tranquility) can 
be achieved in this era of Kaliyug merely by having Vairagya (renunciation), or by 
doing Yoga (meditation), Yagya (fire sacrifices and other religious practices), Tapa 
(austerities and penances), and Daan (making charities and giving of alms) (kali na 
birāga, jōga, jāga, tapa, tyāga rē). (1). 
 
In the scriptures, clear instructions are laid down as to what should or should not be 
done (i.e. what constitutes Dharma and Adharma, good deeds and evil/bad deeds) in 
order to attain one’s objective.  

But in my (Tulsidas') view, remembering Lord Ram's holy Name is the king 
among laws and the only secret to attain ones’ spiritual objectives (rāma sumirata 
saba bidhi hīkō rāja rē), and forgetting the Lord and his holy Name is the worst 
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form of evil deed that can be done by a creature (rāmakō bisāribō niṣēdha-siratāja 
rē). (2). 

[The scriptures have laid stress on doing deeds to achieve one’s goals. Nothing 
is achieved by sitting idly doing nothing. Since one has to do something to achieve 
one’s goals, why not do something that has no risk factor and is sure to provide 
success instead of trying other risky paths that are not only cumbersome, require so 
much effort bur are also fraught with the danger of failure. This easy, effortless and 
sure-shot path is repeating the holy Name of Lord Ram and taking the shelter of the 
Lord for all needs.] 
 
This world is like a serpent and Lord Ram's holy Name is like a Mani (a luminous sac 
on the hood of a serpent which glows in the darkness) (rāma-nāma mahāmani, 
phani jagajāla rē).  

Even as the snake cannot survive when one takes away this Mani from it 
(mani liyē phani jiyai), so does the world of interminable sorrows, grief and miseries 
vanishes (cannot survive) on taking Lord Ram's holy Name (byākula bihāla rē) (3). 
 
Ah! This holy Name of Lord Ram is a Kalpa Tree (the all wish-fulfilling tree) which 
gives the celebrated four fruits of ‘Artha’ (prosperity and wealth), ‘Dharma’ 
(righteousness), ‘Kaam’ (fulfillment of desires) and ‘Moksha’ (liberation and final 
deliverance; emancipation and salvation) (rāma-nāma kāmataru dēta phala cāri 
rē).  

This fact is declared, endorsed and ratified by the Vedas, the Purans, the 
Pandit (wise and expert teachers of spiritual laws), and Lord Shiva (kahata purāna, 
bēda, paṇḍita, purāri rē) (4). 
 
Lord Ram's holy Name is the essence of the virtues of devotion and love for the Lord, 
as well as of spiritual welfare and well-being of the soul in this world (rāma-nāma 
prēma-paramārathakō sāra rē). 

Verily indeed and in all sooth, the holy and divine Name of Lord Ram is the very 
foundation that supports Tulsidas' life, without which he wouldn’t be able to survive, 
and is a source of his well-being (rāma-nāma tulasīkō jīvana-adhāra rē) (5). 
 
 

¼68½ 
 
jke  jke  jke  thg  tkSykSa  rw  u  tfigSA 
rkSykS]  rw  dgw¡  tk;]  frgw¡  rki  rfigSAA1AA 
lqjlfj&rhj  fcuq  uhj  nq[k  ikbgSA 
lqjr#  rjs  rksfg  nkfjn  lrkbgSAA2AA 
tkxr]  ckxr]  lius  u  lq[k  lksbgSA 
tue  tue]  tqx  tqx  tx  jksbgSAA3AA 
NwfVcsds  tru  fcls"k  ck¡/kks  tk;xksA 
àSgS fc"k Hkkstu tks lq/kk&lkfu [kk;xksAA4AA 
rqylh fryksd] frgw¡ dky rksls nhudksA 
jkeuke gh dh xfr tSls ty ehudksAA5AA 
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                                                  (68) 
 
rāma rāma rāma jīha jaulauṁ tū na japihai. 
taulau, tū kahūm̐ jāya, tihūm̐ tāpa tapihai. 1.  
surasari-tīra binu nīra dukha pā'ihai. 
surataru tarē tōhi dārida satā'ihai. 2.  
jāgata, bāgata, sapanē na sukha sō'ihai. 
janama janama, juga juga jaga rō'ihai. 3.  
chūṭibēkē jatana bisēṣa bām̐dhō jāyagō. 
hvaihai biṣa bhōjana jō sudhā-sāni khāyagō. 4.  
tulasī tilōka, tihūm̐ kāla tōsē dīnakō. 
rāmanāma hī kī gati jaisē jala mīnakō. 5.  
 
Verse no. 68—[Note :- Tulsidas warns in this verse what kind of fate awaits us if we 
do not heed him]. 
 
Admonishing the creature, Tulsidas warns—‘Oh, listen you Creature (jīha)! Till the 
time (taulau) you don’t chant Lord Ram's holy Name repeatedly (rāma rāma rāma 
jaulauṁ tū na japihai), you can never find peace anywhere—and will continue to 
burn with the fire of the Traitap (tū kahūm̐ jāya, tihūm̐ tāpa tapihai).  

[The Traitap is the torment that a creature is subjected to because of the 
following three—(i) Adhyatmik—spiritual problems; (ii) Adhibhautik—problems 
arising due to existential life in this world; and (iii) Adhidaivik—problems arising due 
to malignant stars and gods.] (1). 
 
You will be thirsty even while being on the banks of the holy river Ganges (surasari-
tīra binu nīra dukha pā'ihai), and poverty shall torment you even while you are 
staying under the Kalpa Tree (surataru tarē tōhi dārida satā'ihai) (2). 
 
You would never rest in peace—waking, sleeping or dreaming (jāgata, bāgata, 
sapanē na sukha sō'ihai).  

You would have to weep (lament, regret) in this world in all your births, 
always, and in all the eras in which you take birth (janama janama, juga juga jaga 
rō'ihai). 

[Tulsidas advises the creature that if he does not take the help of Lord Ram’s 
holy Name, he would continue to suffer interminably for all times to come. His 
condition would be so ironic that he would be like a foolish person who dies of thirst 
even while living on the banks of the holy river Ganges. ]  (3). 
 
The more you try other methods for liberation and deliverance, the greater will be 
your entanglement in this world (because you are far away from Lord Ram's holy 
Name) (chūṭibēkē jatana bisēṣa bām̐dhō jāyagō). 

Even the Amrit (which is the delicious drink that gives immortality) would 
turn poison for you (hvaihai biṣa bhōjana jō sudhā-sāni khāyagō) (4). 
 
Tulsidas says about himself that for a humble person like him (tulasī tōsē dīnakō), in 
all the three Lokas (subterranean, terrestrial, celestial) and all the three periods (past, 
present, future) (tilōka, tihūm̐ kāla), Lord Ram's holy Name is the only destination 
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and habitat, and it has the same importance as the water has for a fish (rāmanāma hī 
kī gati jaisē jala mīnakō).  

[Even as a fish cannot survive without water, Tulsidas can't live without Ram's 
Name. The water is the fish’s natural habitat, and it finds joy and complete rest while 
being in it. Likewise, Tulsidas says that the Lord’s holy Name is his only destination 
and provider of joy and happiness.] (5). 
 
 

¼69½ 
 
lqfe#  lusglksa  rw  uke  jkejk;dksA 
lacy  fulacydks]  l[kk  vlgk;dksAA1AA 
Hkkx  gS  vHkkxsgwdks]  xqu  xqughudksA 
xkgd  xjhcdks]  n;kyq  nkfu  nhudksAA2AA 
dqy vdqyhudks] lqU;ks gS csn lkf[k gSA 
ik¡xqjsdks gkFk&ik¡;] vk¡/kjsdks vk¡f[k gSAA3AA 
ek;&cki  Hkw[ksdks]  v/kkj  fujk/kkjdksA 
lsrq  Hko&lkxjdks]  gsrq  lq[klkjdksAA4AA 
ifrrikou  jke&uke  lks  u  nwljksA 
lqfefj  lqHkwfe  Hk;ks  rqylh  lks  ÅljksAA5AA 
 

 
                                                   (69) 
 
sumiru sanēhasōṁ tū nāma rāmarāyakō. 
sambala nisambalakō, sakhā asahāyakō. 1.  
bhāga hai abhāgēhūkō, guna gunahīnakō. 
gāhaka garībakō, dayālu dāni dīnakō. 2.  
kula akulīnakō, sun'yō hai bēda sākhi hai. 
pām̐gurēkō hātha-pām̐ya, ām̐dharēkō ām̐khi hai. 3.  
māya-bāpa bhūkhēkō, adhāra nirādhārakō. 
sētu bhava-sāgarakō, hētu sukhasārakō. 4.  
patitapāvana rāma-nāma sō na dūsarō. 
sumiri subhūmi bhayō tulasī sō ūsarō. 5.  
 
Verse no. 69—[Note :- After explaining the importance and value of Ram's holy and 
divine Name in earlier verses, here Tulsidas emphasises its utility for all creatures in 
this world, citing the pair of opposites to illustrate his point]. 
 
‘Oh Creature, listen! You must always remember Lord Ram's holy Name with the 
greatest of love and devotion you can command (sumiru sanēhasōṁ tū nāma 
rāmarāyakō) as his name is strength and power of those who have no other strength 
or power of any kind (sambala nisambalakō), and is the best friend of those who are 
helpless and hapless (sakhā asahāyakō) (1).  
 
This holy Name of Lord Ram is the luck of luck-less (bhāga hai abhāgēhūkō), and 
is the grand virtue, quality and talent for those who do not have any worthiness in 
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them (guna gunahīnakō). [To wit, those who chant Lord Ram's holy Name are 
bestowed with good luck and wisdom, and the otherwise worthless creature becomes 
someone respected and sought after by the world.]  

It is like a merchant who respects even the poor (customer) (gāhaka 
garībakō), and is merciful towards the downtrodden, the deprived and the distressed 
(dayālu dāni dīnakō). [Such a merchant is respected in the society as compared to 
one who is selfish.]1 (2). 

[1The 2nd line of this stanza can be interpreted differently to explain its 
meaning better as follows: “The holy Name of Lord Ram is so valuable and magical 
in its effect that those who possess it become like a valuable customer is for a 
merchant, though he may be otherwise poor in the sense that he lacks any other 
quality or virtue in him. When a merchant sees a rich customer he goes all out to woo 
him and offers him the best of the merchandise he has to offer. Likewise, when a 
luck-less and poverty stricken person repeats the holy Name of Lord Ram, he is 
warmly welcome and shown great respect in this world wherever he goes inspite of 
the fact that he has no other qualities in him nor has he done any other religiously 
meritorious deeds that would ordinary invite such honour. 

Similarly, a person who possesses the asset in the form of Lord Ram’s holy 
Name becomes empowered to grant blessings to others as if he was a rich person who 
would liberally give charity to all those who come seeking something from him. This 
also invites respect for him in this world.”] 
 
It is heard and even the Vedas are witness to it (sun'yō hai bēda sākhi hai) that 
those who have a low birth and are downtrodden since birth, the holy Name of Lord 
Ram is able to lift them to an exalted stature where they get the same honour and 
respect that those born in a higher caste or have a noble pedigree are entitled to get 
(kula akulīnakō).   

[To wit, even a low-caste-born is to be considered a high-caste-born if he 
chants the holy Name of Lord Ram.]  

Lord Ram’s holy Name is akin to the limbs of a lame (pām̐gurēkō hātha-
pām̐ya), and eyes for the blind (ām̐dharēkō ām̐khi hai) (3). 
 
This holy Name of Lord Ram is like a parent for the hungry (for a hungry man is sure 
to find food in the house of his parents) (māya-bāpa bhūkhēkō), and a source of 
help and solace for the helpless and the wretched (adhāra nirādhārakō).  

It is like a bridge to cross this ocean-like mundane world of transmigration with its 
formidable problems and miseries (sētu bhava-sāgarakō). [That is, to cross over 
this mortal world of birth and death, and find immortality instead, to break free from 
the shackles of this world and find liberation for the soul, the holy Name of Lord Ram 
is like a bridge that helps one to cross over from one side to another effortlessly.]  

The holy Name is the source of eternal bliss and beatitude for the creature and his 
soul (hētu sukhasārakō) (4). 
 
There is no other Name or Entity which is more helpful and beneficial for the creature 
than Lord Ram's holy Name which makes even the most sinful and unholy person into 
one who is pure and holy (patitapāvana rāma-nāma sō na dūsarō), because the 
mere remembrance of which has turned the useless Tulsidas, who was as worthless as 
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a dry and barren moorland, into a fertile land sought after by all (sumiri subhūmi 
bhayō tulasī sō ūsarō).’ 

[To wit, even the worthless Tulsidas has become so venerated, honoured and 
sought after in the society when he has taken the shelter of Lord Ram’s holy Name. 
Earlier the same Tulsidas was subjected to scorn, rebuke and ridicule by the same 
society that now respects him. All this is obviously due to the marvelous effects of 
Lord Ram’s holy and divine Name that has so profoundly affected Tulsidas’ fate that 
from being derided and scorned at he has now become a great saint who is shown 
respect by one and all. Tulsidas says that he possesse no qualities worth the name, and 
so the only obvious reason for this honour is that he openly chants Lord Ram’s holy 
Name wherever he goes.] (5). 

 

 

¼70½ 
 
Hkyks Hkyh Hkk¡fr gS tks esjs dgs ykfxgSA 
eu   jke&ukelksa   lqHkk;   vuqjkfxgSAA1AA 
jke&ukedks  izHkkm  tkfu  twM+h  vkfxgSA 
lfgr  lgk;  dfydky  Hkh#  HkkfxgSAA2AA 
jke&ukelksa  fcjkx]  tksx]  ti  tkfxgSA 
cke  fcf/k  Hkky  gw  u  dje  nkx  nkfxgSAA3AA 
jke&uke  eksnd  lusg  lq/kk  ikfxgSA 
ikb  ifjrks"k  rw  u  }kj  }kj  ckfxgSAA4AA 
jke&uke  dke&r#  tksb  tksb  ek¡fxgSA 
rqylhnkl  LokjFk  ijekjFk  u  [kk¡fxgSAA5AA 
 

 
                                                    (70) 
 
bhalō bhalī bhām̐ti hai jō mērē kahē lāgihai. 
mana rāma-nāmasōṁ subhāya anurāgihai. 1.  
rāma-nāmakō prabhā'u jāni jūṛī āgihai. 
sahita sahāya kalikāla bhīru bhāgihai. 2.  
rāma-nāmasōṁ birāga, jōga, japa jāgihai. 
bāma bidhi bhāla hū na karama dāga dāgihai. 3.  
rāma-nāma mōdaka sanēha sudhā pāgihai. 
pā'i paritōṣa tū na dvāra dvāra bāgihai. 4.  
rāma-nāma kāma-taru jō'i jō'i mām̐gihai. 
tulasīdāsa svāratha paramāratha na khām̐gihai. 5.  
 
Verse no. 70—[Note :- After pleading with his disciple to chant Ram's holy Name 
repeatedly, warning for the consequences of not doing so, pleading again citing 
opposite circumstances which are benefited by Lord's Name, Tulsidas finally and 
lovingly requests his disciple to chant the Name, and obtain the benefits that he will 
reap from it.] 
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‘Oh my dear! If you pay heed to me and follow what I say, you would benefit and set 
to gain in all possible ways (bhalō bhalī bhām̐ti hai jō mērē kahē lāgihai). 

I'm telling this for your own good that you must forthwith develop full 
devotion and love for the holy Name of Lord Ram in your Mana (heart and mind) 
(mana rāma-nāmasōṁ subhāya anurāgihai) (1). 
 
Forsooth, Lord Ram's holy Name is like a fire which removes the shiver of extreme 
cold of the chilly winter season (rāma-nāmakō prabhā'u jāni jūṛī āgihai). 
 Kaliyug—which can deflect one's wisdom from the path of good—runs away 
with all its companions out of fear on hearing this Name (sahita sahāya kalikāla 
bhīru bhāgihai). [To wit, when a person takes the shelter of Lord Ram’s holy Name, 
the Kaliyug stops tormenting him and creating mischief for him. He is left alone in 
peace.] (2). 
 
Vairagya (renunciation), Yoga (meditation), and Tapa (austerity and penance) etc. 
would become effective and powerful by merely chanting or repeating the holy Name 
of Lord Ram for it acts as a catalyst for their being effective and beneficial for a 
person (rāma-nāmasōṁ birāga, jōga, japa jāgihai).  

Even a jealous and malignant Brahma (the creator who writes destiny) would 
not be able to blame you for your evil deeds (i.e. all the accumulated results of your 
past bad deeds will be eliminated forthwith as soon as you start repeating the holy 
Name of Lord Ram) (bāma bidhi bhāla hū na karama dāga dāgihai).1 (3). 

[1The holy Name of Lord Ram is so powerful that it not only neutralizes all 
the negative effects of miseeds done by a creature but also gives him a credit balance 
in his spiritual account. So the Creator can’t find any fault with this creature at the 
time of judgement, and is compelled to show him the path to heaven like a person 
who has done great religious merit in his life. 

Refer: Verse no. 156, stanza no. 2 of this Book Vinai Patrika where an 
idendical idea is expressed. ] 
 
If you eat a ‘Laddu’ (a ball-shaped sweet made of gram flour soaked in clarified 
butter and mixed with sugar) made of Lord Ram's holy Name which is soaked in the 
Amrit (a divine and sweet liquid that gives immortality; here meaning ‘honey’) of 
love and devotion (rāma-nāma mōdaka sanēha sudhā pāgihai), you shall get the 
highest degree of satisfaction and contentment which would ensure that you don’t 
have to go from door to door seeking anything ever (pā'i paritōṣa tū na dvāra 
dvāra bāgihai). 
 [To wit, you will feel so contented and happy, so blissful and ecstatic, that 
nothing more would be left for you to want or expect in this life. ‘Door to door’ is a 
phrase meaning from one place to another or from one source to another seeking 
peace, happiness, bliss and rest for the soul.] (4).’ 
 
Addressing himself, Tulsidas says: ‘Ram's holy Name is like a Kalpa Tree that fulfils 
all wishes (rāma-nāma kāma-taru). You will get whatever you ask of it, you will 
not be left wanting (jō'i jō'i mām̐gihai). It will fufil your wishes relating to your 
selfish interests in this world as well as your wishes for spiritual welfare and 
happiness (tulasīdāsa svāratha paramāratha na khām̐gihai).’ 
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[To wit, the holy Name of the Lord will fulfil all your wants, both the ones 
pertaining to this world as well as the ones pertaining to the requirements of your 
soul—i.e. its need for emancipation and salvation, for peace and tranquility, for bliss 
and happiness.] (5). 
 
 

 
The most benevolent, merciful and greatest Lord Śrī Rāma 

 
¼71½ 

 
,slsgw lkgcdh lsok lksa gksr pks# jsA 

vkiuh u cw>] u dgS dks jk¡MMks# jsAA1AA 
eqfu&eu&vxe] lqxe ekb&ckiq lksaA 

d`ikfla/kq] lgt l[kk] lusgh vkiq lksaAA2AA 
yksd&csn&fcfnr cM+ks u j?kqukFk lksaA 

lc fnu lc ns’k] lcfgds lkFk lksaAA3AA 
Lokeh ljcX; lksa pyS u pksjh pkj dhA 

izhfr ifgpkfu ;g jhfr njckjdhAA4AA 
dk; u dysl&ysl] ysr eku eudhA 

lqfejs ldqfp #fp tksxor tudhAA5AA 
jh>s cl gksr] [kh>s nsr fut /kke jsA 

Qyr ldy Qy dker# uke jsAA6AA 
csaps [kksVks nke u feyS] u jk[ks dke jsA 

lksÅ rqylh fuokT;ks ,slks jktkjke jsAA7AA 
 

 
                                                (71) 
 
aisēhū sāhabakī sēvā sōṁ hōta cōru rē. 
āpanī na būjha, na kahai kō rām̐ḍaḍōru rē. 1.  
muni-mana-agama, sugama mā'i-bāpu sōṁ. 
kṛpāsindhu, sahaja sakhā, sanēhī āpu sōṁ. 2.  
lōka-bēda-bidita baṛō na raghunātha sōṁ. 
saba dina saba dēsa, sabahikē sātha sōṁ. 3.  
svāmī sarabagyasōṁ calai na cōrī cārakī. 
prīti pahicāni yaha rīti darabārakī. 4.  
kāya na kalēsa-lēsa, lēta māna manakī. 
sumirē sakuci ruci jōgavata janakī. 5.  
rījhē basa hōta, khījhē dēta nija dhāma rē. 
phalata sakala phala kāmataru-nāma rē. 6.  
bēn̄cē khōṭō dāma na milai, na rākhē kāma rē. 
sō'ū tulasī nivājyō aisō rājārāma rē. 7.  
 
Verse no. 71—Alas, how stupid you are that you shy away from and try to avoid the 
service of such a (merciful, benevolent, kind, loving and dear) Master (as Lord Ram) 
(aisēhū sāhabakī sēvā sōṁ hōta cōru rē).  
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You have no understanding of your own (āpanī na būjha), nor do you pay 
any heed to what others say (or advise you) (na kahai kō). You are of no use; you are 
of no worth and are a hopeless case; you are dumb and useless like a lifeless stone or 
pebble found on the road (rām̐ḍaḍōru rē) (1).  
 
Look, it’s such a marvellous and wonderous thing that Lord Sri Ram, who is 
inaccessible even for the mind and intellect of sages (muni-mana-agama), becomes 
so easily available (to his devotees) like one has an easy access to one’s parents 
(sugama mā'i-bāpu sōṁ).  

He is an ocean of kindness, graciousness, generosity and benevolence 
(kṛpāsindhu), is a natural friend of all (sahaja sakhā), and he loves others as if they 
were all very dear to him, without having a cause or any sort of self-interest in doing 
so (sanēhī āpu sōṁ).  

[To wit, like a parent loves the child in a natural way, and a true friend is one 
who loves without having any vested interest in the other person, Lord Ram’s 
affection for all is natural, inherent, spontaneous and effusive. It is the Lord’s habit to 
show affection towards his devotees and dependants.  

Though even great sages find it difficult to access and communicate with the 
Supreme Being in the form of Lord Ram inspite of their undertaking of so many 
rigorous spiritual practices and observances, the same Lord is very easily accessible to 
his devotee by merely remembering him and invoking his holy name just like the case 
of a loving father who would immediately respond to a child when the latter calls out 
to him. The father may be out of reach for the rest of the world because, say, of his 
high stature as a senior government official or even as a king or his minister, but for 
his children he is always available. The rest of the world has to observe a lot of 
formalities to speak to the king or his minister or the high government official and 
take an appointment to even meet him, but his children can call him anytime of the 
day and interact with him in an informal manner. This is also the case with Lord Ram; 
his devotees can easily call him at their free will though great sages find it difficult 
even to concentrate their minds on the Lord.] (2)  
 
The fact that there is no one greater and more exalted than Lord Sri Ram 
(raghunātha) is well known in the whole world, and well documented in the Vedas 
as well (lōka-bēda-bidita baṛō na raghunātha sōṁ). 

He is available at all times of the day, in all the places, and stays with all 
everywhere (because the Lord is omnipresent and all-pervading) (saba dina saba 
dēsa, sabahikē sātha sōṁ) (3) 
 
[Therefore, have devotion for Lord Sri Ram with sincerity and truthfulness in your 
heart, and don’t try to act smart with him because—]The Lord is omniscient and all-
knowing (svāmī sarabagyasōṁ), and hence a servant's (devotee's) pretensions, craft, 
sleight-of-hand, cunning, deceit and crookedness cannot remain concealed from him 
(calai na cōrī cārakī). [To wit, one can’t deceive the Lord with pretensions of 
devotion and service.]  

In the Lord’s court, the only criterion or qualification that is recognised and 
given importance is ‘true love and devotion’. It is the only code of conduct 
established in his court, and no amount of cunning, pretensions and deceptions will 
help anyone in any way whatsoever (prīti pahicāni yaha rīti darabārakī) (4). 
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It’s such a wonderful thing that it requires no physical effort or suffering or labour to 
serve and please the Lord, for all one needs to do is to have true love and sincere 
devotion for the Lord to serve this objective. One needs only to have love and 
devotion for Lord Ram in his heart and serve the Lord in the simplest possible way 
without the hassle of physical exertion (kāya na kalēsa-lēsa, lēta māna manakī). 
 [Lord Ram does not want that his devotees should suffer in any way. The Lord 
is the eliminator of all sufferings, pains and troubles, so how can he be expected to 
make his devotees suffer just to serve him and to prove that the devotee loves his 
Lord? Therefore, it is not at all necessary to do severe penances or austerities or 
meditation etc. to please the Lord. Simple love and devotion in one’s heart suffices.]  
 The Lord is so exceptionally gracious and affectionate that as soon as one 
remembers him, the Lord becomes eager to fulfil all the desires of his devotees. And 
even after fulfilling all the desires of the devotee without asking, the Lord still feels 
uneasy that he should have done more, that he should have given more, that he has not 
done enough for the devotee (sumirē sakuci ruci jōgavata janakī). How gracious 
and benevolent is he! (5) 
 
When the Lord (Sri Ram) is pleased with someone, he becomes literally servile to him 
(i.e. the Lord literally comes under his control and obeys him; the Lord goes out of his 
way to reciprocate a person’s affection for him by doing what pleases that person) 
(rījhē basa hōta). But on the other hand, if the Lord becomes annoyed with anyone, 
he liberates him from the shackles of this body (i.e. he kills him and liberates his soul) 
and sends him to his supreme abode (in the heaven) (khījhē dēta nija dhāma rē) (as 
he had done with the demons whom he did kill, but had sent all of them instantly to 
heaven).  

Verily, the Lord’s holy Name is akin to the ‘Kalpa Tree’ in which all types of 
fruits (rewards) are found (phalata sakala phala kāmataru-nāma rē). [The Kalpa 
Tree is the tree of gods which is able to fulfil all desires. Here it means that if one 
takes the holy Name of Lord Ram, then all his wishes are fulfilled.] (6). 
 
The Lord has made this worthless Tulsidas extremely happy, joyful, contented and 
satisfied, the same Tulsidas who was earlier so useless (sō'ū tulasī nivājyō) that not a 
dime or penny could have been got by selling him as a slave (bēn̄cē khōṭō dāma na 
milai), nor any purpose would have been served by keeping him as one’s servant (na 
rākhē kāma rē).  

Say, how can one describe the greatness and the glories of such a great Master 
and such a glorious Lord as Sri Ram, who is the King of Kings, because merely being 
associated with the Lord and taking the shelter of his holy Name such a worthless 
fellow as Tulsidas, who had always been sorrowful and miserable in his early life and 
was regarded as a worthless man by one and all, has become so happy and contented 
now (aisō rājārāma rē) (7). 
 
 
 
                                         Lord Śrī Rāma’s Grace 

 
¼72½ 

 
esjks Hkyks fd;ks jke vkiuh HkykbZA 
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gkSa rks lkbZa&nzksgh iS lsod&fgr lkbZaAA1AA 
jkelksa cM+ks gS dkSu] ekslksa dkSu NksVksA 

jke lks [kjks gS dkSu] ekslks dkSu [kksVksAA2AA 
yksd dgS jkedks xqyke gkSa dgkokSaA 

,rks cM+ks vijk/k HkkS u eu ckokSaAA3AA 
ikFk ekFks p<+s r`u rqylh T;ksa uhpksA 

cksjr u ckfj rkfg tkfu vkiq lhapksAA4AA 
 

 
                                                  (72) 
 
mērō bhalō kiyō rāma āpanī bhalā'ī. 
hauṁ tō sā'īṁ-drōhī pai sēvaka-hita sā'īṁ. 1.  
rāmasōṁ baṛō hai kauna, mōsōṁ kauna chōṭō. 
rāma sō kharō hai kauna, mōsō kauna khōṭō. 2.  
lōka kahai rāmakō gulāma hauṁ kahāvauṁ. 
ētō baṛō aparādha bhau na mana bāvauṁ. 3.  
pātha māthē caṛhē tṛna tulasī jyōṁ nīcō. 
bōrata na bāri tāhi jāni āpu sīn ̄cō. 4.  
 
Verse no. 72—Lord Sri Ram had done me so much good for me and provided me 
with welfare because of his inherent nature of being kind, merciful and 
compassionate, and doing good to others (for otherwise, what hope did I ever have of 
any good for myself if I had relied solely on my own deeds that were never good or 
meritorious enough to provide happiness and solace to me) (mērō bhalō kiyō rāma 
āpanī bhalā'ī).  

I am wicked and crafty towards the Lord, but my Lord Sri Ram is so 
benevolent, compassionate, forgiving and graceful towards his servants (devotee, 
follower) by his inherent nature that he has forgiven me and forgotten all my follies, 
flaws, weaknesses and shortcomings while accepting me as his follower and 
dependant, and showering his blessings upon me notwithstanding my failings and 
unworthy nature (hauṁ tō sā'īṁ-drōhī pai sēvaka-hita sā'īṁ) 

[To wit, if I was left alone to face my destiny according to the deeds I had 
done in this life or the baggage of the consequences of the deeds that I had done in my 
previous life, I would have been doomed. But the Lord is so kind and merciful that 
when he saw my miserable condition and the fact that I have come to surrender before 
him, begging him for mercy and forgiveness, the Lord immediately took cognizance 
of my plead, took pity on my condition, and provided solace and succour to me 
though I am unfit for receiving such grace.] (1). 
 
Who is more exalted and greater than Lord Sri Ram (rāmasōṁ baṛō hai kauna), and 
who is more lowly and downtrodden than me (mōsōṁ kauna chōṭō)?  

Who is more perfect, pure, imaculate and faultless than him (rāma sō kharō 
hai kauna), and who is more imperfect, flawed, evil and impure than me (mōsō 
kauna khōṭō)? (2). 
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The world says that I am a true ‘slave’1 (i.e. an obedient servant or follower) of Lord 
Ram, and I too like to hear it and being called so (lōka kahai rāmakō gulāma hauṁ 
kahāvauṁ).  

But this acceptance on my part is wrong (because I know that I am not at all 
qualified to be the Lord’s humblest of servants or devotees, but it gives me 
satisfaction and pleasure and honour to be deemed to be a servant of the Lord, so I 
accept it willingly) (ētō baṛō aparādha bhau).  

Howbeit, inspite of this fact (that I am not qualified to serve the Lord, but still 
I like to be called the Lord’s servant because it serves my purpose), the Lord has 
overlooked this thing and has still accepted me as one of his own. The Lord has not 
become angry at me or turned his attention away from me for my wrong-doing and 
my audacity to openly accept being a servant of the Lord inspite of my unworthiness 
for this exalted stature, and then wrongfully enjoying the privileges that come with it. 
(na mana bāvauṁ)   

 
[This shows how good and nice my Lord is, who has accepted even the most 

unworthy man like me and given his tacit support to me by remaining silent while I go 
about boasting about me being his servant and follower, and enjoying the honour and 
privileges that accompany it.  
 1The word ‘slave’ (gulāma) here means one who serves his lord or master 
obediently and diligently, without expecting anything in return. Tulsidas says that 
even if it is accepted that he is the Lord’s servant who is serving the Lord as a literal 
‘slave’, but he is deriving some benefit from this association by way of fame and good 
reputation, and it is therefore not a selfless and free service as it should have been. But 
the gracious Lord has overlooked this thing and has allowed Tulsidas to be honoured 
as being one of the Lord’s devotees. The Lord does not mind Tulsidas’ pretensions 
and false claims because the Lord is so gracious and broad-hearted.] (3) 
 
Oh Tulsidas (tulasī)! My case (of Lord Ram accepting my misdemeanours and 
pretensions without punishing me) is like that of a humble piece of straw which rides 
on the surface of water inspite of the former being so tiny and of no consequence or 
significance (pātha māthē caṛhē tṛna jyōṁ nīcō), because the water is so 
magnanimous that it thinks that since it has given shelter to the straw and has been 
nourishing and supporting it till now, and therefore the straw is dependent on it, it 
should let the humble straw be where it prefers to be instead of pulling it down and 
drowning it (bōrata na bāri tāhi jāni āpu sīn ̄cō).  

[To wit, the water thinks that if it forcibly drowns the humble straw and 
compels it to perish, the reputation of the water itself as being life-giving and life-
supporting element in this creation would suffer, and no great objective would be 
served and honour got by stifling such a humble thing as a straw.  

In this allusion, Lord Sri Ram is like the water, and Tulsidas is like the straw. 
The straw is kept afloat by the mercy of the water because the latter thinks that since 
it has given shelter to the former once, it should not eject it out as that would be like 
throwing out one’s dependant, which is not a good thing to do. After all, the water 
knows that though the straw floats on its surface and might think in its utter ignorance 
that it is senior to the water because it rides on its surface, but the world knows that 
the straw has no worth and it is out of the water’s graciousness that it has allowed the 
straw to remain afloat instead of drowning it. Likewise, Tulsidas praises his Lord Sri 
Ram by saying that though he (Tulsidas) thinks that he is great but it is actually the 
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Lord who is great because the Lord has allowed the stupid fellow known as Tulsidas 
boast of his honour for which he is not at all worthy!] (4). 

 
 

 
The clarion call to wake-up                                      

 
                                         Advice to the Creature 

 
¼73½ 

 
tkxq] tkxq tho tM+! tksgS tx&tkfeuhA 

nsg&xsg&usg tkfu tSls ?ku&nkfeuhAA1AA 
lksor liusgw¡ lgS lal`fr&larki jsA 

cw<+Óks e`x&ckfj [kk;ks tsojhdks lk¡i jsAA2AA 
dgSa csn&cq/k] rw rks cwf> euekfga jsA 

nks"k&nq[k liusds tkxs gh iS tkfga jsAA3AA 
rqylh tkxsrs tk; rki frgw¡ rk; jsA 

jke&uke lqfp #fp lgt lqHkk; jsAA4AA 
 

 
                                                   (73) 
 
jāgu, jāgu jīva jaṛa! jōhai jaga-jāminī. 
dēha-gēha-nēha jāni jaisē ghana-dāminī. 1.  
sōvata sapanēhūm̐ sahai sansṛti-santāpa rē. 
būṛhyō mṛga-bāri khāyō jēvarīkō sām̐pa rē. 2.  
kahaiṁ bēda-budha, tū tō būjhi manamāhiṁ rē. 
dōṣa-dukha sapanēkē jāgē hī pai jāhiṁ rē. 3.  
tulasī jāgētē jāya tāpa tihūm̐ tāya rē. 
rāma-nāma suci ruci sahaja subhāya rē. 4.  
 
Verse no. 73—Oh you foolish and dumb Creature (jīva jaṛa)! Wake-up, wake-up, 
and become aware (jāgu, jāgu)! Watch this world which is dark and foreboding like 
the pitch darkness of night (where one can’t see anything and feels scared) (jōhai 
jaga-jāminī). [Here, Tulsidas exhorts a creature to realise the truth about this material 
world and the temptations of its sense objects, that it is not as charming as he thinks it 
to be, but rather it is as dark and frightening as the night where one sees ghosts and 
phantoms.]  

Be wise enough to realise that all the different worldly relationships that you 
have developed and the affections that you have with them, whether they be your kith 
and kin or  your own body, are all related or limited to your gross body (as they have 
nothing to do with your ‘true self’ which is your Atma or soul), and all of them are 
transient and momentary like the streak of lightening seen in the cloud—it shines and 
dazzles for a second and then vanishes from sight for good; it is here now and gone 
then (dēha-gēha-nēha jāni jaisē ghana-dāminī).  

[The world is transient and mortal. The body of the creature itself is mortal 
and subject to decay and death. All worldly relationships are limited to this gross 
body, and they have no relationship with the soul which is actually the true identity of 
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a living being. Besides this, the world is selfish. As long as one serves the world with 
his body, the world loves him, and as soon as the body becomes old and feeble, 
people shun the person because he is of no use to them. So Tulsidas warns us to be 
careful.] (1). 
 
Oh you foolish fellow (rē)! Not only while awake but even during your sleep you 
dream of the worries, miseries, troubles and ordeals of this world, and consequently 
suffer from them (and you never ever find rest even for a fleeting moment) (sōvata 
sapanēhūm̐ sahai sansṛti-santāpa).  

Alas! Due to countless delusions, you are virtually allowing yourself to be 
drowned in the water of a mirage (būṛhyō mṛga-bāri), and are feeling horrified at 
being bitten by an imaginary serpent when it is merely a harmless length of rope 
(khāyō jēvarīkō sām̐pa rē).  
 [A man is so highly deluded and deeply engrossed in this mirage-like world 
that he thinks it to be true. So he worries about all the things of this world at all times 
of day and night. But he forgets that this world is so magical that it is like the mirage 
seen in a desert. This mirage traps an unwary thirsty traveller into thinking that there 
is water there, and as the traveller rushes towards it the illusion of water continues to 
move away from him till a time comes when the exhausted traveller falls down due to 
thirst and dies. Another instance is that of a ignorant man who gets terrified that he 
has been bitten by a snake if he happens to step on a rope in the darkness of the night. 
In fact, it often happens that he is so shocked that he dies of a heart attack in the belief 
that he has stepped on a snake and that it has bitten him without actually verifying 
what has happened.  
 This is what Tulsidas means here. One is so deluded that he thinks that the 
world is real and its relationships are real. So he remains worrying about them 
throughout his life without realising that all this is merely a mirage; that all sufferings 
and miseries pertaining to the world are self-inflicted and artificially created—
because the ‘soul’, the ‘true identity of a creature’, has got nothing to do with it.]  (2). 
 
The Vedas and experts proclaim repeatedly (kahaiṁ bēda-budha), and you must 
understand this properly in your heart (tū tō būjhi manamāhiṁ rē), that all the 
agonies, sufferings, miseries, troubles and tribulations that are like a turbulence 
experienced during a dream are eliminated only when one wakes up from this 
nightmare (dōṣa-dukha sapanēkē jāgē hī pai jāhiṁ rē).  

[To wit, the only way to get rid of worldly sufferings and miseries is to wake 
up and realise that the world is merely a mirage, that it is mortal and related to the 
gross body of the creature which itself is mortal. The true identity of all living beings 
is their ‘Atma’ or soul which is pure consciousness and distinct from the gross body. 
The Atma is subtle, sublime, eternal and blissful, and not mortal and suffering like the 
gross body. Once this is realised by a creature he comes to understand that the things 
that had been tormenting him till now are irrelevant because they are limited in their 
interactions to the gross body and not to the soul.] (3).  
 
Oh Tulsidas (tulasī)! The ‘3 Traitaps’ (sufferings) of this world1 are eliminated only 
on waking-up from the sleep of ignorance (jāgētē jāya tāpa tihūm̐ tāya rē). And it 
is then only pure, selfless and natural love, affection and devotion for Lord Sri Ram's 
holy Name sprouts or springs up in one's heart like a spring of all happiness and joy 
(rāma-nāma suci ruci sahaja subhāya rē).  
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[Till the time the sun remains covered in a thick shroud of clouds one can’t see its 
light. It is only when this cloud moves away that the sun shines in its dazzling 
brilliance. Likewise, as long as one remains engulfed in a veil of worldly delusions he 
cannot see the light of self-realisation that is symbolised by the glory of the soul and 
its natual affinity with the Lord and his divine name. As long as one thinks that the 
world is real, he yearns for its material pleasures and comforts; he has no time for 
spiritual matters and the Lord. It is only when he realises that what he thinks is 
comfortable and pleasureable are only transient and impermanent that he draws his 
mind to that which is permanent and stable, that which would give him true peace and 
happiness. In this quest a wise man ultimately realises that true happiness and peace 
lies in surrendering before the Lord God and taking refuge with him instead of 
remaining engrossed with the artificial world.] (4). 

 
[Note—1The 3 Traitaps are the following:--Adibhautik, Adhyatmik, Adidaivik. These 
respectively relate to the sufferings caused (i) by the physical world and its 
inhabitants, (ii) from spiritual causes, and (iii) maligned stars and unfavourable gods 
and forces of Nature.] 
 

 
 

The clarion call to wake-up 
 

Advice to the Creature 
 

                                             Rāga Vibhāsa 
 

¼74½ 
 
tkudhldh d`ik txkorh lqtku tho] 

tkfx R;kfx ew<+rk·uqjkxq JhgjsA 
dfj fopkj] rft fcdkj] Hktq mnkj jkepanz] 

Hknzfla/kq]  nhuca/kq]  csn  cnr  jsAA1AA 
eksge; dqgw&fulk fclky dky fciqy lks;ks] 

[kks;ks lks vuwi :i lqiu tw ijsA 
vc izHkkr izxV X;ku&Hkkuqds izdk’k] ckluk]  

       ljkx eksg&}s"k fufcM+ re VjsAA2AA 
Hkkxs en&eku pksj Hkksj tkfu tkrq/kku] 

dke&dksg&yksHk&NksHk&fudj viMjsA 
ns[kr j?kqcj&izrki] chrs larki&iki] 

rki f=fc/k izse&vki nwj gh djsAA3AA 
Jou lqfu fxjk x¡Hkhj] tkxs vfr /khj chj] 

cj fcjkx&rks"k ldy lar vknjsA 
rqyflnkl izHkq d`ikyq] fujf[k tho tu fcgkyq] 

HkaT;ks Hko&tky ije eaxykpjsAA4AA 
 
 
                                                  (74) 
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jānakīsakī kṛpā jagāvatī sujāna jīva, 
jāgi tyāgi mūṛhatā̕nurāgu śrīharē. 
kari vicāra, taji bikāra, bhaju udāra rāmacandra, 
bhadrasindhu, dīnabandhu, bēda badata rē. 1.  
mōhamaya kuhū-nisā bisāla kāla bipula sōyō, 
khōyō sō anūpa rūpa supana jū parē. 
aba prabhāta pragaṭa gyāna-bhānukē prakāsa,bāsa- 
nā, sarāga mōha-dvēṣa nibiṛa tama ṭarē. 2.  
bhāgē mada-māna cōra bhōra jāni jātudhāna, 
kāma-kōha-lōbha-chōbha-nikara apaḍarē. 
dēkhata raghubara-pratāpa, bītē santāpa-pāpa, 
tāpa tribidha prēma-āpa dūra hī karē. 3.  
śravana suni girā gam̐bhīra, jāgē ati dhīra bīra, 
bara birāga-tōṣa sakala santa ādarē. 
tulasidāsa prabhu kṛpālu, nirakhi jīvajana bihālu, 
bhan̄jyō bhava-jāla parama maṅgalācarē. 4.  
 
 
*Verse no. 74—(Tulsidas advises the creature—) “It is the grace of Lord Ram, the 
beloved husband of Janki (Sita) (jānakīsa), that makes a wise and clever creature 
wake up from the dream of delusions (jānakīsakī kṛpā jagāvatī sujāna jīva). 
 Therefore, if you wish to wake up and see the light of reality, abandon your 
stupidity and stubbornness while there is still time for you, and instead become a 
devotee of Lord Hari and develop affection for the Lord, for then the Lord would 
graciously grant you the wisdom to see the reality and overcome the blinding 
darkness of ignorance (jāgi tyāgi mūṛhatā̕nurāgu śrīharē).  

Think it over deeply (kari vicāra), abandon all your pretensions, evils and 
vices (taji bikāra), and have devotion for Lord Ramchandra who is most 
magnanimous and benevolent (bhaju udāra rāmacandra), who is an ocean of 
excellent characters and magnificent virtues (bhadrasindhu), and is a friend of the 
distressed, the lowly, the downtrodden and the humble (dīnabandhu). This is the 
unanimous view affirmed by the Vedas (scriptures) (bēda badata rē), and hence the 
inviolable truth. 

[To wit, become wise and heed this advice: abandon all sorts of vices and 
faults that are associated with this gross world and caused by the sense organs of the 
body to gratify their instincts. Some of these negativities are having desires, being 
overcome by delusions, harbouring anger, envy etc. Instead of wasting time on these, 
you should worship Lord Sri Ram who is an ocean of grace, auspiciousness and 
welfare, who is the friend of the distressed and the neglected creatures, and who is 
hugely magnanimous and large-hearted.] (1). 
 
A long time has elapsed while you have been asleep in the long and dark moon-less 
night of delusions, ignorance and confusions (mōhamaya kuhū-nisā bisāla kāla 
bipula sōyō), and have forgetten the true glorious nature of your ‘pure self’ admist 
the dream of illusions, attachments and falsehoods that you have been dreaming 
during this night (khōyō sō anūpa rūpa supana jū parē).   

Look, now it is day-light, and as soon as the rays of the sun-like wisdom and 
true knowledge dawns, the darkness of desires, passion, lust (Vasana), attachments 
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(Raag), delusions, ignorance, confusions (Moha) and envy, jealousy, conflicts of 
interest, ill-will, malice etc. (Dwesh) are eliminated (aba prabhāta pragaṭa gyāna-
bhānukē prakāsa,bāsanā, sarāga mōha-dvēṣa nibiṛa tama ṭarē) (2). 
 
Realising that it is day-light, the thieves and burglars in the shape of pride, vanity, 
ego, arrogance, haughtiness and hypocrisy have started fleeing (bhāgē mada-māna 
cōra bhōra jāni jātudhāna), while the throng of demons in the form of passions, 
anger, greed, avarice, anguish and agitations of all kinds have been frightened (kāma-
kōha-lōbha-chōbha-nikara apaḍarē).  

When the sins and various torments saw the glorious virtues of Lord Ram and 
the observed the Lord’s presense that would grant unquestioned protection to his 
devotees, they also became a thing of the past (dēkhata raghubara-pratāpa, bītē 
santāpa-pāpa). [They stopped disturbing the Lord’s devotee.]  

Realise for yourself that the torments of the three worldly Traitaps1 (horrors of 
life) have been doused automatically by the soothing water symbolised by Lord Sri 
Ram's affection, love, veneration and devotion (tāpa tribidha prēma-āpa dūra hī 
karē) (3).” 
 
When wise and prudent saints hear such sincere and solemn advice, they realise that it 
is for their own good and welfare. So they wake up from the sleep of delusions and 
ignorance (śravana suni girā gam̐bhīra, jāgē ati dhīra bīra), and willingly and 
cheerfully accept the virtues of renunciation, contentedness etc. (as the true path to 
self realisation, the path that would lead them to the Lord God, and ultimately towards 
emancipation and deliverance of their souls) (bara birāga-tōṣa sakala santa 
ādarē). 
 [Now, Tulsidas addresses himself and says—] ‘Oh Tulsidas! The most 
gracious, kind and benevolent Lord Sri Ram (tulasidāsa prabhu kṛpālu), seeing that 
the devotees are tormented and agitated by the horrors created by delusions and 
ignorance of this world (nirakhi jīvajana bihālu), has broken or dismantled the 
entangling net of this world by providing them with the advice outlined herein above, 
because by following this advice, the creatures would derive lasting joy, happiness, 
contentedness and bliss, and freedom from all horrors associated with this mundane 
gross world of transmigration (bhan̄jyō bhava-jāla parama maṅgalācarē).’2 (4). 
 
[*This verse can be paraphrased in another way for ease of understanding. Wise and 
thoughtful saints wondered why the people of the world did not find true and abiding 
peace and happiness though they had all the material comforts and access to every 
pleasure of the physical world. They contemplated and deduced that it was because 
these people were trapped in the dark abyss of delusions caused by their ignorance of 
the reality and the truth, for they think that this gross visible and physical world of 
material objects that are needed to gratify the sense organs of the body will give them 
the happiness and peace they want. This erroneous thinking—that the world would 
give what is wanted by the creature for happiness and peace—pushes him and keeps 
the creature perpetually trapped in this pit of darkness. It jostles and remains restless 
for the rest of his life in pursuit of that illusive happiness and joy. 
 The wise saints pondered deeply into the matter and came to the conclusion 
true happiness, joy, peace and bliss comes not by pursuing the gross world and its 
charms, but in having devotion and love for Lord Ram, the Supreme Lord who is a 
fount of eternal spiritual grace, bliss and beatitude. This realisation arises in their 
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inner-self, and it is like an ‘inner call’ that they hear. This ‘inner voice’ advises them 
to get out of this abyss and see the light of day which comes with developing 
dispassion for the delusory world, and instead have devotion and affection for Lord 
Ram, to realise the fact that the Atma or the soul is the real ‘self’ of the creature, and 
not his gross body, and that true peace comes with self-realisation and renunciation of 
the world. 
 To remain in the darkness of the abyss of ignorance and delusion is like 
sleeping because the creature is unaware of the ‘real’ world around him. And waking 
up to the reality and becoming aware of the true way that leads to real and abiding 
peace, contentedness and happiness is like getting up from sleep into the world of 
sunlight. So whereas ignorance is darkness, knowledge is sunlight; sunlight eliminates 
darkness even as knowledge removes ignorance.  
 Hence, when the wise saint hears this inner voice of consciousness speaking to 
him, he wakes up from his sleep of ignorance and delusions, and sees the light of 
knowledge that leads him to reality and abiding happiness.]  

[Note—1The 3 Traitaps or horrors of the world and life are: (i) Adhibhautik = related 
to mortal world and its creatures who may be the cause of torments to the person 
concerned; (ii) Adhidaihik = torments arising from one’s own body, such as illness 
and old age; and (iii) Adhidaivik = miseries created by opposed gods and stars. 
 

2To wit, when wise people hear the voice of their consciousness, the inner voice that 
gives them the advice as outlined in this verse, they realise its truth and see its merit. 
So therefore, they abandon all things that are evil, things that pull their souls into the 
depth of darkness symbolised by the various delusions associated with this gross 
mundane world, things that would never give them any sort of abiding peace or 
happiness. They realise that there is no gain in pursuing this world; rather it is a trap 
that would keep them perpetually ensnared in endless wants, great misery, never 
ending restlessness, grief and pain. So they turn their attention to that path that would 
give them eternal peace and bliss, that path that would make them contented and 
happy in the real sense. And this path is easy: it involves having love and affection 
for Lord Ram who is a personified form of the Supreme Lord of creation.]  

 
 
 

Surrender to Lord Rāma & Complete Faith in the Lord 
 

                                               Rāga Lalita 
 

¼75½ 
 
[kksVks [kjks jkojks gkSa] jkojh lkSa] jkojslksa >wB D;ksa dgkSaxks] 

tkukS lc gh ds eudhA 
dje&cpu&fg;s] dgkSa u diV fd;s] ,slh gB tSlh xk¡fB 

ikuh ijs ludhAA1AA 
nwljks] Hkjkslks ukfga] ckluk miklukdh] cklo] fcjafp 

lqj&uj&eqfuxudhA 
LokjFkds lkFkh esjs] gkFkh [kku ysok nsbZ] dkgw rks u ihj 

j?kqchj! nhu tudhAA2AA 
lk¡i&lHkk lkcj yckj Hk;s] nso fnC;] nqlg lk¡lfr dhtS 

vkxs gh ;k rudhA 
lk¡ps ijkSa] ikÅ¡ iku] iapesa iu izeku] rqylh pkrd vkl 
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jke L;ke?kudhAA3AA 
 
 
                                                  (75) 
 
khōṭō kharō rāvarō hauṁ, rāvarī sauṁ, rāvarēsōṁ jhūṭha kyōṁ kahauṅgō, 
jānau saba hī kē manakī. 
karama-bacana-hiyē, kahauṁ na kapaṭa kiyē, aisī haṭha jaisī gām̐ṭhi 
pānī parē sanakī. 1.  
dūsarō bharōsō nāhiṁ, bāsanā upāsanākī, bāsava, biran ̄ci 
sura-nara-muniganakī. 
svārathakē sāthī mērē, hāthī khāna lēvā dē'ī, kāhū tō na pīra 
raghubīra! dīna janakī. 2.  
sām̐pa-sabhā sābara labāra bhayē, dēva dibya, dusaha sām̐sati kījai 
āgē hī yā tanakī. 
sām̐cē parauṁ, pā'ūm̐ pāna, pan̄camēṁ pana pramāna, tulasī cātaka āsa 
rāma syāmaghanakī. 3.  
 
 
Verse no. 75—[Tulsidas prays to his revered Lord Ram as follows—]  
 
Oh Lord (rāvara)! Whether sort of person I am, whether good or bad, pious or 
corrupt, I am yours, oh Lord (khōṭō kharō rāvarō hauṁ). By your honour, why 
should I lie to you (rāvarī sauṁ, rāvarēsōṁ jhūṭha kyōṁ kahauṅgō)? Since you 
know even the inner thoughts and feelings of everyone (jānau saba hī kē manakī), 
so how can I ever dare to speak lie to you, how can I cheat or defraud you? 

I tell you—truthfully, honestly, without a trace of deceit, conceit, crookedness 
or any sort of pretensions in my mind and heart—that ‘I am yours’ (kahauṁ na 
kapaṭa kiyē). This declaration of mine is earnest and sincere, and I am saying it with 
my heart, and it is evident in all my actions and deeds (karama-bacana-hiyē).   

[To wit, every moment of my life is dedicated to you, oh Lord Ram, and you 
can judge the truthfulness of my words in whatever I say, whatever I do and whatever 
I think. I can’t play fools with you by speaking sweetly to appease you, for you are 
all-knowing and omniscient, being aware of my inner feelings and thoughts.]  

This vow of mine that I am your servant (a devout follower; a devotee; one 
who finds pleasure in serving one’s Lord) is as strong as a knot tied in a rope made of 
jute that has been soaked in water (aisī haṭha jaisī gām̐ṭhi pānī parē sanakī).   

[A knot in a jute rope becomes so rigid and stiff and tight when dipped in 
water and dried that it is impossible to untie it later on.] (1). 
 
Oh Raghubir (“raghubīra”—i.e. Lord Sri Ram)! I don't rely on anyone else and don’t 
expect anything from anyone (dūsarō bharōsō nāhiṁ), nor do I have any desire to 
worship or admire (bāsanā upāsanākī) even Indra (the king of Gods—“bāsava”), 
Brahma (the Creator—“biran̄ci”) or any other God, not to mention human beings and 
exalted hermits who may have acquired great fame (sura-nara-muniganakī).  

Excepting you, all the rest are selfish companions and friends (svārathakē 
sāthī mērē)—after serving them like an elephant for a life-time, all they give are 
insignificant rewards like one were a dog (to whom the master throws discarded 
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crumbs of bread as if it was sufficient reward for all the service the dog has rendered 
unto him) (hāthī khāna lēvā dē'ī).  

None of them have empathy or sympathy towards the sorrows and sufferings 
of those who are wretched, meak, weak, miserable and distressed like the way you 
(Lord Ram) have (kāhū tō na pīra dīna janakī).  

[To wit, no matter how sincerely and diligently a person serves others for a 
life-time, no one would acknowledge the magnitude or selflessness of his service. His 
lord or master thinks that his servant is being paid for the services rendered, and that 
is all there is to it. What more should a servant get except his promised salary and 
perks? Here, the elephant is used as a figure of speech to indicate that a person bears 
the burden of his master’s services and duties just like the elephant carries his master 
on his back. And just like this elephant who is pierced by the goad if it does not obey 
its master’s command, the servant is endlessly taken to task for even the slightest slip 
he may make in doing his assigned duties. The master rarely tolerates negligence in 
performance of duty by his servant. And rarely would the master pat the servant on 
his back for his diligence and sincerity, rarely would he give him credit for sacrificing 
all that he has done in the service of his master, for the latter expects this from his 
servant as a matter of fact.  

And after all the sacrifices and toil the servant makes for the welfare and 
comfort of his master, what does he get? Only a pittance; nay, if he commits any error 
in service then all his goodness and services are forgotten, and he is admonished and 
chided as if he is not even a human being deserving some basic respect.  

That is to say, it is well nigh impossible to please any of the gods, or any 
human master, no matter how hard one tries. Even the hermits would get offended 
quickly if their wishes are not fulfilled or they are not shown due respect. Tulsidas 
says that Lord Ram is the only Lord who feels obliged by the smallest service his 
devotee does to him, and the Lord goes out of his way to reward the devotee far more 
than what he deserves by the measurement of his service.] (2). 
 
Oh glorious, divine and holy Lord (dēva dibya)! If I tell a lie and pretend that ‘I am 
your devout servant’, then inflict intolerable pain on my body (i.e. punish me most 
severely) (dusaha sām̐sati kījai āgē hī yā tanakī) like a false snake charmer who 
suffers in the midst of serpents (sām̐pa-sabhā sābara labāra bhayē).  

[A person who pretends that he knows the trick to control snakes by use of 
Mantras or mystical chants, but actually has no idea of them, is sure to get bitten to 
death by the serpents. Likewise, if I am saying any lie to you regarding my devotion 
and surrender to you, then oh Lord punish me in the severest way I deserve.]  

Howbeit, on the contrary, if I prove myself to be true in what I say about my 
being a devoted servant of Lord Sri Ram, then oh Lord, I should be duly honoured for 
my truthfulness and sincerity in the assembly of saints (sām̐cē parauṁ, pā'ūm ̐ 
pāna, pan̄camēṁ pana pramāna).  

Verily indeed, in all sooth and without gainsay, this Tulsidas asserts that he is 
like the bird known as ‘Chatak’ that expects succour and mercy from no other source 
but the rain-bearing cloud, because Tulsidas too exclusively relies on Lord Ram for 
succour and solace as well as for fulfilment of all his needs like this bird (tulasī 
cātaka āsa rāma syāmaghanakī).  

[Just like the rain-bearing cloud quenches the thirst of the bird known as 
Chatak, the sparrow hawk that is believed to drink rain-drops directly falling from the 
cloud during the constellation or “Nakshatra” known as Swati, and from no other 
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source to quench its thirst, Tulsidas says that he expects nothing from anyone else 
except his beloved Lord Sri Ram. Even if there are thousands of people and many 
more gods willing to help him, he will reject them all and accept anything that Lord 
Ram gives him.  

This verse is an ideal example of the sincerity, the intensity, the depth and the 
dimension of Tulsidas’ love, affection and devotion as well as faith and confidence in 
his Lord, Sri Ram. Tulsidas is absolutely convinced that if there is anyone in this 
world whom he can call as his very own and dearest, the only Lord who will take care 
of his worldly as well as spiritual well-being, than it is Lord Ram and no one else.] 
(3). 

 
 

 
                                                “Rām-Bōlā” 
 
     (This was Tulasīdās' childhood name; how he was accepted by Śrī Rāma) 
 

 
¼76½ 
 

jkedks xqyke] uke jkecksyk jk[;kS jke] 
dke ;gS] uke }S gkSa dcgw¡ dgr gkSaA 

jksVh&ywxk uhds jk[kS] vkxsgwdh csn Hkk[kS] 
Hkyks  àSgS  rsjks]  rkrs  vku¡n  ygr  gkSaAA1AA 

ck¡/;kS  gkSa  dje  tM+  xjc  xw<+  fuxM+] 
lqur  nqlg  gkSa  rkS  lk¡lfr  lgr  gkSaA 

vkjr&vukFk&ukFk]  dkSlyiky]  d`iky] 
yhUgksa  Nhu  nhu  ns[;ks  nqfjr  ngr gkSaAA2AA 

cw÷;kS T;kSagh] dáks] eSa gw¡ psjks àSgkS jkojks tw 
esjks dksÅ dgw¡ ukfga] pju xgr gkSaA 

ehatks xq# ihB] viukb xfg ck¡g] cksfy 
lsod&lq[kn]  lnk  fcjn  cgr  gkSaAA3AA 

yksx dgSa iksp] lks u lksp u l¡dksp esjs 
C;kg u cjs[kh] tkfr&ik¡fr u pgr gkSaA 

rqylh vdkt&dkt jke gh ds jh>s&[kh>s] 
izhfrdh  izrhfr  eu  eqfnr  jgr  gkSaAA4AA 

 
 
                                               (76) 
 
rāmakō gulāma, nāma rāmabōlā rākhyau rāma, 
kāma yahai, nāma dvai hauṁ kabahūm̐ kahata hauṁ. 
rōṭī-lūgā nīkē rākhai, āgēhūkī bēda bhākhai, 
bhalō hvaihai tērō, tātē ānam̐da lahata hauṁ. 1.  
bām̐dhyau hauṁ karama jaṛa garaba gūṛha nigaṛa, 
sunata dusaha hauṁ tau sām̐sati sahata hauṁ. 
ārata-anātha-nātha, kausalapāla, kṛpāla, 
līnhōṁ chīna dīna dēkhyō durita dahata hauṁ. 2.  
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būjhyau jyaunhī, kahyō, maiṁ hūm̐ cērō hvaihau rāvarō jū 
mērō kō'ū kahūm̐ nāhiṁ, carana gahata hauṁ. 
mīn̄jō guru pīṭha, apanā'i gahi bām̐ha, bōli 
sēvaka-sukhada, sadā birada bahata hauṁ. 3.  
lōga kahaiṁ pōca, sō na sōca na sam̐kōca mērē 
byāha na barēkhī, jāti-pām̐ti na cahata hauṁ. 
tulasī akāja-kāja rāma hī kē rījhē-khījhē, 
prītikī pratīti mana mudita rahata hauṁ. 4.  
 
Verse no. 76—[It is believed that Tulsidas had uttered the word ‘Rāma’ during the 
very early moments of his birth. A normal child cries, but this blessed soul had said 
the holy Name of Lord Ram the first thing after stepping into this world! So, people 
started calling him by this name, i.e. as  “Rām-Bōlā”, which literally means ‘one who 
had said Ram’.  
 In due course of time, as the child grew up, he lost his parents, and was living 
hand to mouth, with no one caring about him. He used to go from house to house 
begging for food, and at every door he used to say the name of the Lord to invite its 
residents to offer him something as food just as a means of charity because he had 
invoked the holy Name. Destiny had destined a more noble fate for Tulsidas, as is 
evident in his later life when he became a renowned saint famed for his unswerving 
devotion and deep love for Lord Ram. It is later on in life Tulidas realised the 
significnce of the holy Name of the Lord.  
 In this verse, this noble saint-poet is expressing his heart-felt thanks to the 
Lord by invoking whose name he had been able to tide over the most adverse of 
circumstances of life and emerge a winner, someone who became revered and 
respected in society. Tulsidas credits Lord Ram for his sustenance and all that he had 
achieved in life by relying on the strength of the Lord’s holy Name, for it was on the 
strength of the Lord’s name that he had fed his stomach in his early days, and even 
today he is remembered because he had the Lord’s holy Name in his tongue, 
glorifying its virtues and highlighting its immense spiritual potentials. Forsooth, in the 
realm of devotional writings and devotion for Lord Ram, no one has matched 
Tulsidas. So he gives thanks to his revered Lord Ram, and says that he would never 
be able to sufficiently thank him for the immensity of grace and benevolence that the 
Lord has shown towards him. 
 In the context of this verse, refer also to verse no. 75 herein above, and verse 
nos. 79 and 106 herein below.]   
 
‘I am literally a slave of Lord Ram (rāmakō gulāma). [Tulsidas means that he is 
absolutely loyal to his Lord, and is his devout and selfless follower who wants 
nothing in return for the services he offers to his loved Lord, Sri Ram. Just like a slave 
who obeys his master without asking questions and is bound to serve the master for 
his entire lifetime, Tulsidas also vows to be faithful and obedient to his Lord Sri Ram 
and serve him throughout his life.] 

People call me ‘Rambola’ (nāma rāmabōlā). It is the name Lord Ram had 
decided for me (rākhyau rāma). But what do I do for getting this honour? Nothing 
actually, except that I only utter Sri Ram's holy Name once or twice occasionally 
(kāma yahai, nāma dvai hauṁ kabahūm̐ kahata hauṁ), and it is due to which 
Sri Ram provides me with enough Roti (bread) and clothes (rōṭī-lūgā nīkē rākhai). 
 [To wit, the Lord is so gracious and king that since I utter his name “Ram” 
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occasionally, the sole reason for which people call me “Rambola”—one who says 
‘Ram’, he ensures that my basic needs of food and clothes are met. For otherwise, 
nothing good and worthwhile is written in my destiny; I would have starved to death 
and gone naked had it not been due to the mystical powers and potentials inherent in 
Lord Ram’s holy Name, for by merely saying it, not out of any particular devotion but 
merely out of habit, I get what I need! Is it not fantastic? Is is not something to 
wonder?]  

So much for this mundane existence in this mortal world, and as for the other 
world (i.e. the life after death), the Vedas are repeatedly asserting me (āgēhūkī bēda 
bhākhai) that—“Your spiritual welfare is assured, and certainly ensured, by the 
wonderful mystical powers inherent in Lord Ram’s holy Name, powers that provide 
liberation, deliverance, salvation and emancipation to the soul, powers that take care 
of the welfare and well-being of the creature who utters this holy Name, willingly or 
unwillingly (bhalō hvaihai tērō).” 

In all sooth therefore, and for this reason, I am always happy and contented. 
Verily I affirm that I have no worries in this world about my present as well as my 
future (for now it is in safe hands of Lord Ram because I say his holy Name) (tātē 
ānam̐da lahata hauṁ). (1). 
 
At first (in the beginning), the senseless, evil deeds that I had been doing had shackled 
me to pride, haughtiness, vanity and ego (bām̐dhyau hauṁ karama jaṛa garaba 
gūṛha nigaṛa). It was such a horrible state of affairs that it is almost intolerable (or 
very uncomfortable) to even think (or hear) about it now (sunata dusaha hauṁ tau 
sām̐sati sahata hauṁ).   

Being thus tormented and dismayed, I had called out in distress, ‘Oh Lord of 
the distressed and destitutes (ārata-anātha-nātha)! Oh Lord of Kaushal (Ayodhya; 
kausalapāla)! Oh an ocean of mercy, compassion, graciousness and benevolence 
(kṛpāla)! I am under great agony and stress, and am suffering a lot due to my 
misfortunes (durita dahata hauṁ). [So oh my merciful Lord, have mercy upon me; I 
am your humblest of servant.]’  

(As soon as the Lord heard my pitiful cries of distress and prayer for mercy, he 
intervened.) Lord Sri Ram, having seen me burning from (the fire of) sins, liberated 
me immediately from the knot that had tied me to my deeds (līnhōṁ chīna dīna 
dēkhyō). [To wit, as soon as I begged my Lord Ram to help me out of my sufferings, 
he manoeuvred things in such a way that I turned away from evil deeds and longing 
for this world, and instead devoted my life to the Lord.] (2). 
 
As soon as he asked me, ‘Who are you and what’s the matter’ (būjhyau jyaunhī), I 
replied immediately, ‘Oh Lord! I wish to become your devout servant (an ardent, 
loyal, faithful and truthful follower, a devotee) of your lordship (kahyō, maiṁ hūm̐ 
cērō hvaihau rāvarō jū). I have nobody I can call as mine anywhere in this world 
(mērō kō'ū kahūm̐ nāhiṁ), and I have come to hold your feet (to take shelter and 
refuge) (carana gahata hauṁ).’  

At this, Lord Ram, who is the supreme Guru (preceptor, teacher) of the world, 
thumped my back (mīn ̄jō guru pīṭha), accepted me (as his follower, servant, devotee, 
dependant, ward) by holding my arms, and reassured me, saying (apanā'i gahi 
bām̐ha, bōli) that I need not worry as the Lord is determined to provide comfort, 
happiness and joy to his devotees, and that this is his glorious reputation of which he 
is ever conscious (sēvaka-sukhada).  
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[To wit, Lord Ram told Tulsidas that he has a reputation for providing succour 
and solace to anyone who comes to seek his refuge and shelter, irrespective of what 
such seeker had been doing in the past. For, once he has come before the Lord, no 
matter how dark his past was, this darkness can’t survive in the light of the Lord’s 
auspicious presence just as night can’t survive in the presence of the sun. So, Tulsidas 
need not worry any more about his welfare and well-being. A similar idea is 
expressed by Lord Ram with respective to Vibhishan, the brother of the demon king 
Ravana, when he had come to seek shelter and refuge at the holy feet of Lord Ram. 
Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Sundar Kand, (i) Doha no. 43 along with Chaupai line no. 
8 that precedes it, and Chaupai line nos. 1-8 that follow it; and (ii) Chaupai line nos. 
1-8 that precede Doha no. 48.]   

Verily, ever since that time, I have been always narrating and spreading the 
immense glories and great virtues of the Lord to the best of my ability (sadā birada 
bahata hauṁ) (as a thanks giving to the Lord who had salvaged my life from being 
drowned in the quagmire of my ill fate to which I was earlier condemned by the fiat 
of Destiny) 1. (3) 

[1There is another way of interpreting this particular stanza. Tulsidas has said 
that earlier in life he had been involved in doing evil deeds. In other words, he was 
leading an ordinary life like others who are concerned only in feeding their stomach, 
acquiring whatever then can of the material things of the world, by hook or by crook, 
and enjoying the world as best they can without bothering about their future. In this 
endeavour, they fight with each other, develop envy and jealousy, make and break 
relationships, and become indulgent and selfish to the extreme. Tulsidas was very 
poor, and would not get any respect in the society. Ordinarily he would have lived and 
died anonymously like others, suffering the whole life in wants and miseries.  

But luckily he turned to Lord Ram. And what was the driving force for this 
change? It was the power of Lord Ram’s holy Name which Tulsidas had used to 
gather food for his stomach, without realising the hidden benefit he was getting by 
saying this powerful Mantra. Even as a medicine takes its effect once imbibed, this 
holy Name of Lord Ram turned Tulsidas’ heart away from the world and towards 
Lord Ram, albeit in a very silent and gradual way. Being overcome with 
insurmountable problems in this world, Tulsisas felt helpless and hapless, so as a last 
resort he turned to Lord Ram and cried for succour.  

This was the opportunity the merciful Lord was waiting for, for as soon as 
Tulsidas told the Lord that he has come to seek refuge at his feet, the Lord welcomed 
him by holding his arms, and assuring him that now onwards he need not worry.  

So, since that time Tulsidas accepted Lord Ram as his “Guru”, and become his 
“disciple”. A disciple of some great Guru wears certain signs or symbols that marks 
him or her as a follower of that Guru. Since Lord Ram was an incarnation of Lord 
Vishnu, his followers are called ‘Vaishnav’. These Vaishnavs sport certain external 
signs—such as holding a small prayer rosary in hand or tied around their neck, a Tilak 
mark on the forehead, silent repetation of the Lord’ holy Name, and so on. They also 
take the vow of leading an auspicious life according to the principles of Dharma (code 
of conduct for a noble and ethical way of life), and follow the path of non-violence, 
non-distinction, equality, equanimity, politeness etc. 

Obviously, all these auspicious and noble observances make the erst-while 
sinful man into a noble and holy man. And naturally such a man gets respect and 
honour in the society. This is what Tulsidas alludes to in these stanzas.  

He says that on the strength of Lord Ram’s name he has been transformed 
from a sinful man into an honoured man. And therefore he says that he felt obliged to 
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go around in the world lauding and spreading the holiness and glories of Lord Ram 
and his holy Name.]  
 
Seeing me become a devout servant (devotee; follower; ‘slave’) of Lord Ram (as 
described in stanza 1), people call me lowly, dumb and good-for-nothing; they call me 
stupid and out of my wits (lōga kahaiṁ pōca)2. But I am not at all bothered about 
these comments nor reluctant to become a servant of Lord Ram (sō na sōca na 
sam ̐kōca mērē).  

Verily indeed, I pay no heed to my detractors and their insinuations against me 
because I do not need to please and appease them as I don’t have to establish marital 
relations with anyone (byāha na barēkhī), nor am I concerned with caste and creed 
of anyone if he denounces me for being a servant of Lord Ram (jāti-pām̐ti na cahata 
hauṁ).  
 [2People call Tulsidas ‘lowly’ because he was born into a Brahmin family, and 
Brahmins are too proud of their higher caste birth so much so that they look down 
upon any Brahmin who serves anyone as his servant. This misplaced arrogance on the 
part of the Brahmins has over time alienated them from the society, and they live in a 
self-created shell of a false sense of superiority, hypocrisy and chauvinism. People 
forgot that Tulsidas is not serving some human Lord, but is merely following the 
advice of the scriptures which have repeatedly advised the creature to surrender 
himself before the Lord God.  
 They call his out of his mind and look down upon him is because they had 
expected him to teach, preach and earn money like other educated people like him, 
rise in terms of acquisition of wealth and prosperity, which are the yardsticks the 
world uses to measure success in life, and not waste it by being a savant and friar who 
goes about singing verses in prayer of the Lord Ram. That is, the world did not expect 
Tulsidas to renounce the world, live like a friar, and devote his life to Lord Ram, 
singing the Lord’s glories and remaining submerged in the Lord’s thoughts, relying 
on the Lord for everything he needs, and not attempting to please and appease the 
world for his necessities of life, for this is what the world wanted from him, to feel 
obliged to the world and its people for even his basic needs.  

But Tulsidas didn’t do it; he did not beg before the world after he surrendered 
himself before Lord Ram. So the people felt he has gone nuts; that he is haughty and 
too proud to ask anyone for anything. To this Tulsidas says he is unconcerned—for he 
need not please the world as he does not have to establish any relationships of mutual 
benefit with it, that he does not expect anything from the world. Even if the people 
call him an out-caste, they are welcome, for as far as Tulsidas is concerned, what 
matters is his relationship with his revered Lord Ram, and the fact that he serves his 
Lord to the best of his ability like a loyal servant. The rest of the things would be 
surely taken care of by the Lord himself, and Tulsidas is not to be bothered about it.]   

Tulsidas asserts that his destiny, whether it entails his welfare or ruin, is in the 
hands of Lord Sri Ram alone; it is the Lord’s grace or annoyance alone that would 
either grant him an auspicious destiny or ruin it respectively (tulasī akāja-kāja rāma 
hī kē rījhē-khījhē). He says: ‘I (Tulsidas) am sure, assured and have firm faith on 
your (Sri Ram's) love and affection towards me (that you can never think ill or harm 
of Tulsidas), and that is why I am always happy and live in eternal peace (prītikī 
pratīti mana mudita rahata hauṁ)3. (4). 

[3Tulsidas answers the people who call him foolish and look down upon him 
for submitting unconditionally before Lord Ram. He says that whether the Lord is 
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benevolent or malevolent towards him, the latter will always remain loyal towards his 
Lord, and will not seek succour, relief and shelter anywhere else except at the holy 
feet of Sri Ram and his holy Name. This declaration by Tulsidas shows his intense 
faith and devotion for Lord Ram, for he is absolutely certain that Lord Ram will take 
care of him. Tulsidas says he will not be distracted from his chosen path by the 
jealous words of his worldly detractors who wish to draw him away from Lord Ram 
and become one like them. 

It ought to be noted in the context of this verse that Tulsidas had spent a major 
part of his life in Kashi or Varanasi, a pilgrim city where the ruling deity is Lord 
Shiva. Every resident of Kashi is expected to worship Lord Shiva. In this backdrop, 
Tulsidas worshipped and advocated the cause of Lord Ram. This seems to have 
rubbed narrow minded people and religious bigots on the wrong side. They found it 
hard to digest that Tulsidas would break tradition and sing the glories of Lord Ram 
instead of using his talents in praising Lord Shiva. We read in the life of Tulsidas that 
the Pundits of Kashi had been greatly troubling him out of jealousy for his fame and 
talent. Perhaps this verse is directed at such tormentors.]  

 
 

 
                                          Glory of Śrī Rāma 
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tkudh&thou]  tx&thou]  txr&fgr] 
txnhl]  j?kqukFk]  jkthoykspu  jkeA 

ljn&fc/kq&cnu]   lq[klhy]   Jhlnu] 
lgt  lqanj  ruq]  lksHkk  vxfur  dkeAA1AA 

tx&lqfirk] lqekrq] lqxq#] lqfgr] lqehr] 
lcdks nkfguks] nhucU/kq] dkgwdks u ckeA 

vkjfrgju]   ljun]   vrqfyr   nkfu] 
izurikyq]  d`ikyq]  ifrr&ikou  ukeAA2AA 

ldy  fcLo&cafnr]  ldy  lqj&lsfor] 
vkxe&fuxe   dgSa   jkojsbZ   xquxzkeA 

bgS  tkfu  rqylh  frgkjks  tu  Hk;ks] 
U;kjks  dS  xfucks  tgk¡  xus  xjhc  xqykeAA3AA 

 
 
                                                   (77) 
 
jānakī-jīvana, jaga-jīvana, jagata-hita, 
jagadīsa, raghunātha, rājīvalōcana rāma. 
sarada-bidhu-badana, sukhasīla, śrīsadana, 
sahaja sundara tanu, sōbhā aganita kāma. 1.  
jaga-supitā, sumātu, suguru, suhita, sumīta, 
sabakō dāhinō, dīnabandhu, kāhūkō na bāma. 
āratiharana, saranada, atulita dāni, 
pranatapālu, kṛpālu, patita-pāvana nāma. 2.  
sakala bisva-bandita, sakala sura-sēvita, 
āgama-nigama kahaiṁ rāvarē'ī gunagrāma. 
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ihai jāni tulasī tihārō jana bhayō, 
n'yārō kai ganibō jahām̐ ganē garība gulāma. 3.  
 
Verse no. 77—Oh Lord Sri Ram (rāma) who is dear to Sita like her own life (because 
you are her beloved husband—“jānakī-jīvana”). You are the supreme Soul of this 
world and the one who injects life into it (jaga-jīvana). You are the benefactor of the 
world, the Lord who takes care of the welfare and well-being of the world (jagata-
hita).  

You are the Lord of the world (jagadīsa). You are the Lord of king Ragu’s 
race (raghunātha). You have lotus-like eyes (rājīvalōcana). 

Your countenance is (beautiful and charming) like that of the full moon of 
‘Sharad’ (the first full moon of winter) (sarada-bidhu-badana).  

You provide happiness and joy, and possess noble characters (sukhasīla).  
You are an abode of ‘Sri’ (i.e. you have all the noble virtues and characters 

that give fame and good name to a person besides giving him prosperity, wealth, 
riches, comforts etc.) (śrīsadana). [The word “Sri” stands for all the good virtues that 
a man can have in this world. These give him good name and bring in their wake 
establishment, successes, fame and honour. Lord Ram has all these.] 

Your body is naturally handsome and attractive (sahaja sundara tanu), and 
its beauty is comparable to innumerable Kamdeos (sōbhā aganita kāma). [Kamdeo 
is the patron god of beauty and charm.] (1). 
 
You are like a father, a mother, and a Guru for the world (jaga-supitā, sumātu, 
suguru) because you provide it with happiness and joy like they do (to their off-
spring and disciple respectively) (suhita).  

You are a dear friend of the world (sumīta), a universal friend who always 
think of good and welfare of all, and one who is invariably favourably inclined 
towards all (sabakō dāhinō). [To wit, you are always thinking of the good of the 
world; you are always favourable towards the world.] 

Though it is true that you are a friend of the meek, the weak and the humble 
(dīnabandhu) but this does not mean that you would harm anybody else and neglect 
their welfare even though they aren't weak, meek are humble, or are able and 
powerful enough to take care of themselves (kāhūkō na bāma).  

[To wit, even though you favour the lowly and the meek, but it does not mean 
that you neglect the not-so-lowly and the not-so-meek, or would let them suffer or 
cause them to suffer in order to favour the humble, weak and the meek. For in all 
sooth, you act in a very judicious manner, with equanimity, impartiality, and love for 
all—because you are like the parent and the guru for the whole world. Even as a 
parent would love all children alike; even the able child gets the same love and care as 
the weak child, you too take equal care of the whole world, though of course you are 
ever ready to help those who need your help. You treat the lowly and the exalted, the 
poor and the rich, the fallen and the risen equally, without distinction based on caste, 
creed, religion and beliefs.]   

You remove the countless troubles and tribulations, sufferings, agonies, 
miseries and ordeals of those who suffer from them (āratiharana); you give refuge to 
refuge seekers (saranada); you are a peerless and a most gracious and liberal donor 
whose charitable disposition has no parallel (atulita dāni); you are a protector of 
those who have surrendered themselves before you and have become your refugee 
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(pranatapālu); and you are very merciful, compassionate, kind and gracious 
(kṛpālu).  

Your divine and holy Name “RAM” purifies the downtrodden, the miserable, 
the sinful, the wretched and the lowly (patita-pāvana nāma). (2). 
 
The whole universe pays obeisance to you (sakala bisva-bandita); all the Gods serve 
you (sakala sura-sēvita), and all the Vedas and Purans (scriptures) sing only your 
majesty’s glories (āgama-nigama kahaiṁ rāvarē'ī gunagrāma). [That is, all the 
scriptures glorify you when they sing the glories of the Supreme Being because you 
are no one else but the Supreme Being himself in a personified form.]  

Understanding and realising the truth of all this, Tulsidas has become your 
servant (a devout follower) (ihai jāni tulasī tihārō jana bhayō). Now tell me oh 
Lord, whether you will treat him separately or include him in the list of those whom 
you treat favourably as they are your humble and devoted servants (n'yārō kai 
ganibō jahām̐ ganē garība gulāma)?  

[That is, will you be kind to accept me as one of your devotees, and show your 
grace upon me as you would show to one of your ardent deovtees?] (3). 
 

[Note: Tulsidas highlights Sri Ram's mercy, grace, benevolence, benefaction, 
benediction, munificence and magnanimity towards all and sundry, specially his 
devotees, in this verse.] 

 
 
 
 
          Śrī Rāma is an unparalled, selfless Benefactor for the Creature 
 
                                                Rāga Ṭōṛī 
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nso& 
nhudks   n;kyq   nkfu   nwljks   u   dksÅA 
tkfg  nhurk  dgkSa  gkSa  ns[kkSa  nhu  lksÅAA1AA 
lqj]  uj]  eqfu]  vlqj]  ukx  lkfgc  rkS  ?kusjsA 
¼iS½  rkS  ykSa  tkS  ykSa  jkojs  u  usdq  u;u  QsjsAA2AA 
f=Hkqou]  frgw¡  dky  fcfnr]  csn  cnfr  pkjhA 
vkfn&var&e/;    jke!    lkgch    frgkjhAA3AA 
rksfg   ek¡fx   ek¡xuks   u   ek¡xuks   dgk;ksA 
lqfu   lqHkko&lhy&lqtlq   tkpu   tu  vk;ksAA4AA 
ikgu&ilq]  fcVi&fcg¡x  vius   dfj  yhUgsA 
egkjkt    nljFkds!    jad    jk;    dhUgsAA5AA 
rw   xjhcdks   fuokt]   gkSa   xjhc   rsjksA 
ckjd   dfg;s   d`ikyq!   rqyflnkl   esjksAA6AA 

 
 
                                                  (78) 
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dēva- 
dīnakō dayālu dāni dūsarō na kō'ū. 
jāhi dīnatā kahauṁ hauṁ dēkhauṁ dīna sō'ū. 1.  
sura, nara, muni, asura, nāga sāhiba tau ghanērē. 
(pai) tau lauṁ jau lauṁ rāvarē na nēku nayana phērē. 2.  
tribhuvana, tihūm̐ kāla bidita, bēda badati cārī. 
ādi-anta-madhya rāma! sāhabī tihārī. 3.  
tōhi mām̐gi mām̐ganō na mām̐ganō kahāyō. 
suni subhāva-sīla-sujasu jācana jana āyō. 4.  
pāhana-pasu, biṭapa-biham̐ga apanē kari līnhē. 
mahārāja dasarathakē! raṅka rāya kīnhē. 5.  
tū garībakō nivāja, hauṁ garība tērō. 
bāraka kahiyē kṛpālu! tulasidāsa mērō. 6.  
 
Verse no. 78—Oh Lord (“dēva”—Sri Ram)! There is no one other than you who 
grants endless mercy and compassion to the distressed and the miserable, one who 
gives abundant peace and happiness to all such creatures (dīnakō dayālu dāni 
dūsarō na kō'ū).  

To whosoever I describe my problems and miseries, I find that the person 
himself is in distress and miseries (so how can he help me when he himself is 
suffering) (jāhi dīnatā kahauṁ hauṁ dēkhauṁ dīna sō'ū). [What can he, who is 
in distress and troubles himself, give to others? How can a person who is suffering 
himself and needs succour can ever provide help and succour to others?]1 (1). 

[1Tulsidas observes that the whole world is feeling miserable, none of the 
creatures is truly happy and contented though they may keep an external countenance 
of happiness, but this is merely to hide their internal sense of unease and unhappiness. 
In this scenario, what can he expect from the world? Whenever Tulsidas approaches 
someone in the hope he would find some person who is happy and contented so that 
he can learn the tricks from him, he draws a blank. So what’t the use of begging from 
those who are beggers themselves?] 
 
There are many lords and masters in this world (sāhiba tau ghanērē), such as the 
different gods, humans, sages, hermits, demons, serpents etc. who lord over the 
heaven, the earth and the subterranean worlds (sura, nara, muni, asura, nāga)—but 
(pai) they are favourable and benevolent upon a person only till the moment you 
(Lord God personified in the form of Lord Sri Ram) are not hostile or malevolent 
towards that person (tau lauṁ jau lauṁ rāvarē na nēku nayana phērē). [But as 
soon as these worldly lords realise that you have turned hostile (or angry, 
unfavourable or opposed to someone), all of them abandon and forsake him 
immediately, for they know that they can’t pretend to be that person’s benefactor any 
longer once the Great Lord, Sri Ram, is opposed to him, for now their deceit of being 
his well-wisher would be exposed.]2 (2). 
 [2Tulsidas means that the real Lord who ensures a person’s happiness and 
well-being is Lord Ram, and all other lords of the world go out of their way to try and 
show favour to this fortunate and blessed person and act kindly to him just to gain 
favour with Lord Ram because he would like that these worldly lords are treating his 
favoured disciple politely and kindly. It is like the case of a person who is in good 
books of the ruling soverign of a kingdom. All the courtiers try to befriend him, but it 
is to serve their own interest for they fear that this favoured person of the soverign 
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may otherwise say a bad word for them in the ears of their king, which would mean 
they themselves would have to suffer.  

Therefore, all the favours and kindness shown by these lords and courtiers are 
hinged on the favourable disposition of the emperor of the realm; once the emperor 
becomes hotile to this once favoured person, all these courtiers too would turn against 
him.  

This is what is meant here. All the able powers of the world, such as the gods, 
humans, hermits etc., are favourably inclined towards a person only till the moment 
the supreme Lord of the world is favourable towards this person. But once this person 
loses his patron Lord, in this case Lord Ram, he immediately loses all favours with 
the selfish world; everyone turns hostile against him. 

That is why Tulsidas has said in the previous verse no. 76, stanza nos. 3-4 that 
once Lord Ram has accepted him as his servant or follower by holding his arms 
personally, Tulsidas is not bothered by what the world says about him.] 

 
 

It is well known and established in all the three worlds (celestial, terrestrial, 
subterranean), the three eras (past, present, future), and even the four Vedas (Rig, 
Sam, Yajur and Atharva Vedas) also assert (tribhuvana, tihūm̐ kāla bidita, bēda 
badati cārī), that you, oh Lord Ram, are the Supreme Authority of the world (rāma 
sāhabī tihārī); you have been so from the beginning, are so at the present, and will 
remain so till the end of the world (and beyond it) (ādi-anta-madhya)3. (3). 
 [3It must be remembered that Lord Ram is a human manifestation of the 
Supreme Being, and the latter is indeed the supreme Authority in this creation.] 
 
[Addressing Lord Ram, Tulsidas says—] Any beggar who begged before you was 
never called (i.e. remained) a beggar again (for he achieved or attained eternal 
happiness and became contented and desire-less forever) (tōhi mām̐gi mām̐ganō na 
mām̐ganō kahāyō).  

Hearing this renowned fame and glory of yours, hearing about your excellent 
virtues and noble character, this humble servant (Tulsidas) has come to beg before 
you (suni subhāva-sīla-sujasu jācana jana āyō)4 (4). 

[4Refer stanza no. 3 of verse no. 77 herein above.] 
 
*You had even accepted a lifeless stone (a reference to Ahilya; “pāhana”)a, animals 
(monkeys, bears; “pasu”)b, trees (Yamalarjun; “biṭapa”)c and birds (vulture Jatau, 
crow Kaghbhusund; “biham̐ga”)d by showing your grace upon them.  

Oh king Dasrath's son (a reference to Lord Ram; “mahārāja dasarathakē”)! 
You had transformed the wretched and the impoverished paupers into Kings of their 
realms (raṅka rāya kīnhē) (a reference to Sugriv and Vibhishan)e. (5). 
 
You give solace, succour, support and happiness to the poor, lowly and meek (tū 
garībakō nivāja), and I am your one such poor and humble one who has come to you 
(hauṁ garība tērō). [Tulsidas means: “I am too one of those humble beings who you 
have always provided support and succour to, because I am one of your followers, 
servant and devotee who is selfless and wants nothing except your mercy and grace. 
So oh Lord, I am sure to receive your grace and mercy.”]  

Oh merciful Lord (kṛpālu)! Please utter at least once that “this fellow Tulsidas is 
mine” (and that would be sufficent for me) (bāraka kahiyē tulasidāsa mērō) (6). 
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[Note—*In this verse, Tulsidas highlights Sri Ram's mercy, grace, benevolence, 
benefaction, benediction, munificence and magnanimity towards all and sundry, 
especially his devotees. 
 Now, let us briefly read about the entities mentioned in this stanza.  
 aAhilya: Refer verse no. 43, stanza no. 3 and its accompanying note.  
 bAnimals—Sugriv, Angad, Hanuman, Jamvant etc. were all born as monkeys and 
bears, but Lord Ram did not treat them as such but befriended them, showing them 
the same respect as he would have shown his own brothers Bharat or Laxman, 
embracing them and expressing his gratitude to them for helping him in his attempt to 
eliminate the demons led by Ravana. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, (i) Kishkindha Kand, 
Chaupai line nos. 6-8 that precede Doha no. 3 (with respect to Hanuman); Doha no. 4 
(where Lord Ram made Sugriv his friend); (ii) Uttar Kand, Chaupai line nos. 5-8 that 
precede Doha no. 8 (where Lord Ram introduces all his monkey, bear and demon 
companions to sage Vasistha upon return to Ayodhya). 

cThe story of the Tree: Once the two sons of Kuber named Nal-Kuber and 
Manigriv derided and made fun of sage Narad, at which he cursed them to become 
trees. When they regretted their follies, the sage blessed him that they would get 
liberation when touched by the feet of Lord Krishna. As a result the two brothers 
became two Arjun trees in Gokul (Vrindavan). Once, when Yashoda had tied Sri 
Krishna to a pestle as a child, he dragged it to the place where the two trees stood 
adjacent to each other. The pestle got stuck between them, and Krishna gave such a 
forceful jerk that both the trees fell down, thereby liberating the two brothers from 
their curse. 

dJatau and Kaagbhusund were birds, the former a vulture and the latter a crow. 
Both were shown great love and affection by Lord Ram. 

The story of Jatau is stated in brief as a note appended to verse no. 57, stanza no. 
3.  

The story of Kaagbusund briefly is as follows: He was a great devotee of Lord 
Ram in the form of a crow. His life is presented in the epic Ramcharit Manas written 
by the great poet-sage Goswami Tulsidas, in its 7th Kanda (Chapter), from Doha no. 
105 to 125.  

Earlier in his previous lives he was a human being. He used to stay in Ayodhya, 
the capital city of Lord Ram and was a great devotee of the Lord. But time became 
unfavourable for him and due to misfortunes that befell him he went to Ujjain, a 
famous pilgrim site. There he used to worship Lord Shiva and was given the Lord’s 
Mantra by some Brahmin. Bhusund used to repeat this Mantra of Lord Shiva in a 
temple. Once, the Guru summoned him and advised that the reward of worshipping 
Lord Shiva is to have steady and unflinching devotion for Lord Ram, the incarnation 
of Lord Vishnu. This did not go down well with Bhusund who thought that the Guru 
is misleading him and causing an insult to Shiva. So, once when his Guru arrived in 
the temple where Bhusund was meditating upon Shiva with the relevant Mantra, he 
did not show due respect to the Guru. This audacity and irreverence annoyed Lord 
Shiva and he cursed him to go to the worst type of hell and be born as a reptile (a 
serpent). The merciful Guru intervened on behalf of Bhusund and pleaded with Shiva 
to forgive him. At his intercession, Shiva blessed Bhusund that though he would have 
to be born as low forms of life to suffer for his misdeed, he would always be wise and 
enlightened amongst all such life forms; Gyan would always stand him in good stead, 
and as a result he would be elevated to a higher birth each time he was born again to 
progress rapidly in the evolutionary hierarchy to finally become a human once again. 
As a human he would become a Brahmin, the highest stature in this form.  

As a result of this incident Bhusund became a serpent, and subsequently had to 
take birth in many low life forms. Finally he became a Brahmin. He was so much 
inherently devoted to Lord Ram that even as a child he used to enact incidents from 
the Lord’s life on earth. The learned father’s repeated attempts to teach him in the 
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traditional method of education that was in vogue for learned Brahmins failed to 
enthuse the child Bhusund, and when the parents died he went to the forest as a 
mendicant. He roamed in the numerous hermitages of sages and seers, seeking 
knowledge of devotion for the Lord because he was charged with a strong longing to 
find his Lord Ram. By and by, he came to the hermitage of sage Lomas who used to 
live on the top of Mt. Meru. The sage, like so many previous sages, attempted to 
teach metaphysics and philosophy to the young Bhusund, but again the latter had 
scant attention for such things. While sage Lomus persistently espoused the cause of 
formless Divinity or the Nirguna Brahm, Bhusund persisted with his quest for the 
formed or Saguna Divinity in the person of Lord Ram, the form which was very dear 
and close to his heart. His persistence peeved the sage and he cursed him to be born 
as a crow, the scavenging bird. Bhusund took this not as a curse but as a blessing of 
his Lord Ram. The sage too repented at his anger and was very moved by the 
innocence of Bhusund. He relented and reassured Bhusund that though he would have 
to become a crow as result of the curse but he would be the wisest bird in creation. 
The sage gave him the Mantra of Lord Ram. He kept Bhusund in his hermitage for 
some time and taught him the story of Ram, called the Ramayan. The sage divulged 
the secret that this divine story was revealed to him by Lord Shiva himself. He also 
blessed Bhusund that he would live as long as he wished, and death would not affect 
him; he would die only when he wished. The hermitage where Bhusund would 
establish himself would be glorified and no ignorance would ever come within one 
Yojan (roughly equal to 8 or 16 miles according to different measures) of it. 
Immediately there was a voice from the heaven which endorsed the sage’s blessing 
and confirmed that Bhusund was indeed a great devotee of the Lord.  
 Then Bhusund went to Mt. Neel in the northern Himalayan ranges and 
established his hermitage there. It is here that once Garud, the legendary vehicle of 
Lord Vishnu, had gone for enlightenment on the advice of none other but Lord Shiva 
himself when he was overcome with delusions about the true nature of Lord Ram. At 
that time, Bhusund had already spent seven hundred and twenty Kalpas1 worshipping 
and meditating upon Lord Ram. Whenever Lord Ram took birth as a human in each 
Treta Yug of the celestial cycle of four Yugs, Bhusund would go and visit the Lord to 
play with the child Ram. 
 eSugriv and Vibhishan were both condemned and thrown out from their 
respective kingdoms by their elder brothers, Baali of the kingdom of Kishkindha 
where the monkey and bear race lived, and Ravana of the kingdom of Lanka where 
the demons lived. Both had no hope ever of returning home, what to say of getting 
the crown of their respective kingdoms. But when they came and took refuge with 
Lord Ram, their destiny changed for good, and they were eventually made the kings 
of their kingdoms, and their tormentors, their brothers, were eliminated.  
 Refer: (a) Ram Charit Manas, Kishkindha Kand, from Doha no. 5—to Doha no. 
11 which tells the story of how Sugriv became the king of Kishkindha; and (b) Ram 
Charit Manas, Sundar Kand, from Doha no. 41—to Doha no. 49; and Lanka Kand, 
Chaupai line nos. 1-6 that precede Doha no. 106 which describes how Vibhishan 
became the king of Lanka.] 
 
 

  
 
 

Tulasīdās' humility & Rāma's greatness 
 

¼79½ 
 
nso& 
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rw  n;kyq]  nhu  gkSa]  rw  nkfu]  gkSa  fHk[kkjhA 
gkSa   izfl)   ikrdh]   rw   iki&iqat&gkjhAA1AA 
ukFk  rw  vukFkdks]  vukFk   dkSu  ekslks\ 
eks  leku  vkjr  ufga  vkjfrgj  rkslksAA2AA 
czã  rw]  gkSa  tho]  rw  gS  Bkdqj]  gkSa  psjksA 
rkr&ekr]  xq#&l[kk  rw  lc  fcf/k  fgrq  esjksAA3AA 
rksfga  eksfga  ukrs  vusd]  ekfu;S  tkS  HkkoSA 
T;ksa  R;kSa  rqylh  d`ikyq!  pju&lju  ikoSAA4AA 

 
 
                                                  (79) 
 
dēva- 
tū dayālu, dīna hauṁ, tū dāni, hauṁ bhikhārī. 
hauṁ prasid'dha pātakī, tū pāpa-pun̄ja-hārī. 1.  
nātha tū anāthakō, anātha kauna mōsō? 
mō samāna ārata nahiṁ āratihara tōsō. 2.  
brahma tū, hauṁ jīva, tū hai ṭhākura, hauṁ cērō. 
tāta-māta, guru-sakhā tū saba bidhi hitu mērō. 3.  
tōhiṁ mōhiṁ nātē anēka, māniyai jau bhāvai. 
jyōṁ tyauṁ tulasī kṛpālu! carana-sarana pāvai. 4.  
 
Verse no. 79—Oh Lord (dēva)! If you are the one who is renowned for showing 
kindness, mercy and grace upon those who are humble, wretched, miserable and 
distressed (tū dayālu), then surely I fit the bill as I am one such person (dīna hauṁ). 
 If you are a matchless and generous donor (tū dāni), then I am a beggar of the 
humblest kind (hauṁ bhikhārī).  

If I am a famous sinner (hauṁ prasid'dha pātakī), then you are the 
vanquisher and destroyer of all the treasuries of sins (tū pāpa-pun̄ja-hārī). 
[Therefore, oh Lord, I qualify for your attention and grace; do I not?] (1). 
 
If you are the Lord of the destitutes (nātha tū anāthakō), then who is a greater 
destitute than me (anātha kauna mōsō)?  

There is no one as sorrowful, miserable and pitiful as me (mō samāna ārata 
nahiṁ), and neither is there one greater than you who can eliminate sorrows and 
distress (āratihara tōsō). (2). 
 
You are Brahm (the supreme Soul known as the Parmatma, the immortal Lord of this 
creation) while I am an ordinary Jiva (a mortal living being) (brahma tū, hauṁ 
jīva).  

You are the Lord, while I am a humble servant of yours (tū hai ṭhākura, 
hauṁ cērō).  

What more, for me you are a mother, father, teacher, friend and benefactor by 
all means (tāta-māta, guru-sakhā tū saba bidhi hitu mērō)1. (3). 
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[1Refer: (a) Vinai Patrika, verse no. 77, stanza no. 2; (b) Ram Charit Manas, 
(i) Ayodhya Kand, Doha no. 130; (ii) Uttar Kand, Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes 
Doha no. 47.] 
 
Forsooth, it is therefore evident that we two (Lord Ram and Tulsidas) are related to 
each other in many ways (tōhiṁ mōhiṁ nātē anēka). Whichever relation suits you, 
you treat me as such (māniyai jau bhāvai).  

But the thing is, oh merciful, this Tulsidas yearns to get refuge and shelter in your 
holy feet (jyōṁ tyauṁ tulasī kṛpālu! carana-sarana pāvai). [And I cite your 
reputation and invoke your gracious nature to plead with you not to turn me away.] 
(4). 
  

[Note—Tulsidas highlights Sri Ram's mercy, grace, benevolence, benefaction, 
benediction, munificence and magnanimity towards all and sundry, specially his 
devotees, in this verse.] 

 
 
 

Śrī Rāma is an exceptionally gracious & magnanimous Lord 
 

¼80½ 
 
nso& 
vkSj  dkfg  ek¡fx;s]  dks  ek¡fxcks  fuokjSA 
vfHkernkrkj    dkSu]    nq[k&nfjnz    nkjSAA1AA 
/kje/kke   jke   dke&dksfV&:i   :jksA 
lkgc   lc   fcf/k   lqtku]   nku&[kMx&lwjksAA2AA 
lqle;  fnu  }S  fulku  lcds  }kj  cktSA 
dqle;   nljFkds!   nkfu   rSa  xjhc   fuoktSAA3AA 
lsok   fcuq   xqufcghu   nhurk   lquk;sA 
ts  ts  rSa  fugky  fd;s  Qwys  fQjr  ik;sAA4AA 
rqyflnkl  tkpd&#fp  tkfu  nku  nhtSA 
jkepanz   panz   rw]   pdksj   eksfga   dhtSAA5AA 

 
 
                                                   (80) 
 
dēva- 
aura kāhi mām̐giyē, kō mām̐gibō nivārai. 
abhimatadātāra kauna, dukha-daridra dārai. 1.  
dharamadhāma rāma kāma-kōṭi-rūpa rūrō. 
sāhaba saba bidhi sujāna, dāna-khaḍaga-sūrō. 2.  
susamaya dina dvai nisāna sabakē dvāra bājai. 
kusamaya dasarathakē! dāni taiṁ garība nivājai. 3.  
sēvā binu gunabihīna dīnatā sunāyē. 
jē jē taiṁ nihāla kiyē phūlē phirata pāyē. 4.  
tulasidāsa jācaka-ruci jāni dāna dījai. 
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rāmacandra candra tū, cakōra mōhiṁ kījai. 5.  
 
Verse no. 80—Oh Lord (“dēva”—i.e. Sri Ram)! In front of whom should I stretch my 
hands now to ask for anything (aura kāhi mām̐giyē)? Who else can remove my 
wants forever; who else would give me so much that I won’t need to seek anything 
any longer (kō mām̐gibō nivārai)? Who else is there who is able to liberally grant all 
that one wants (abhimatadātāra kauna) so much so that all my sorrows, miseries, 
poverty and wants are eliminated for good (dukha-daridra dārai)? (1). 
 
Oh Sri Ram (rāma)! You are the abode (i.e. a personified form) of Dharma 
(“dharamadhāma”—i.e. you embody all the grand virtues of auspiciousness, 
nobility of thought and conduct, probity and propriety that are collectively called the 
principles of Dharma).  

You are more beauteous and charming than millions of Kamdeos (the patron 
god of beauty and charm) taken together (kāma-kōṭi-rūpa rūrō).  

You are my Lord and Master by all means (sāhaba saba bidhi). You are a 
thorough gentleman and know whatever is in my mind and heart (“saba bidhi 
sujāna”—because you are omniscient and live in all the creatures as their Atma or 
soul; and therefore I can’t hide anything from you, and neither can I cheat you with 
false words).   

You are exceptionally generous and extremely magnanimous in the virtue of 
giving charity and bestowing blessings on others, and in this quality you are unique 
and peerless like a warrior who is renowned for his special skills at wielding the 
sword (dāna-khaḍaga-sūrō). 

[To wit, every warrior knows how to use the sword, but amongst them there is 
one who has acquired great fame for his skills with the sword, for he can wield it in a 
way no one else can. This warrior stands out in the crowd. Likewise, there are so 
many big and small donors and granters of boons, blessings and largesse in this world, 
but in all sooth and without any gainsay I say that there is no one like you.]  (2).  
 
During good times, drums are played (i.e. celebrations are held) at the gate and door-
step of all for a day or two (i.e. for a few days only) (susamaya dina dvai nisāna 
sabakē dvāra bājai), but oh son of Dasrath (“dasarathakē”—Lord Sri Ram), you 
are such a gracious donor and benefactor that even during bad times you ensure that 
care is taken of the poor, the miserable, the pitiable and the distressed who fall upon 
bad times (kusamaya dāni taiṁ garība nivājai)1 (3). 
 [1This stanza can be paraphrased as follows: During good times everyone 
seems to enjoy happiness, and all the people gather to congratulate such a person who 
is fortunate. But when days become bad and fortune turns its back on a person, there 
is gloom all around, and no one comes to help the same person whom they had shown 
so much friendship during the time the days were good for him. In this time of gloom 
and distress, the only true friend is Lord Ram. The Lord ensures that his devotee is 
taken good care of. Albeit the person has to suffer what ever is written in his destiny 
and also the consequences of his own deeds, but his suffering is mitigated to a large 
extent and reduced in intensity and duration by the grace of Lord Ram.] 
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Even those persons who hadn't served you at all (sēvā binu) and were completely 
devoid of good qualities, characters and virtues of any kind (gunabihīna), were fully 
satisfied and rewarded by you when they asked for your mercy and pleaded before 
you for your grace (dīnatā sunāyē -- nihāla kiyē).  

I have witnessed such people roaming about contented, and exulting in joy and 
happiness after they had surrendered themselves before you and were graced by you 
(jē jē taiṁ nihāla kiyē phūlē phirata pāyē) (4). 
 
Now,realising what this beggar Tulsidas wants (for he does not want anything else 
except your love, affection and devotion) (tulasidāsa jācaka-ruci jāni), please also 
give him alms (dāna dījai) in the form of a boon that he develops a relation with you 
that makes him like the bird Chakor (Indian red-legged partridge) and you, Lord Ram, 
like the full Moon (rāmacandra candra tū, cakōra mōhiṁ kījai)2. (5). 

[2The Chakor constantly gazes at the moon and is enamoured by its beauty. 
So, Tulsidas hopes that his constant gaze is also transfixed on the divine form of Sri 
Ram, and he prays to the Lord to bless him with the boon that he may think of nothing 
else but the divine form of Lord Ram, that he may have unwavering devotion and 
affection for the Lord, and that for him all that matters in his life is Lord Ram and 
nothing else.] 
 

[Note—Tulsidas highlights Sri Ram's mercy, grace, benevolence, benefaction, 
benediction, munificence and magnanimity towards all and sundry, specially his 
devotees, in this verse.] 
 
 

 
 
                                   The Torments of the World 

 
¼81½ 

 
nhuca/kq]  lq[kfla/kw]  d`ikdj]  dk#uhd  j?kqjkbZA 
lqugq ukFk! eu tjr f=fc/k tqj] djr fQjr ckSjkbZAA1AA 
dcgq¡ tksxjr] Hkksx&fujr lB gB fc;ksx&cl gksbZA 
dcgq¡ eksgcl nzksg djr cgq] dcgw¡ n;k vfr lksbZAA2AA 
dcgq¡ nhu] efrghu] jadrj] dcgq¡ Hkwi vfHkekuhA 
dcgq¡  ew<]  iafMr  fcMacjr]  dcgq¡  /keZjr  X;kuhAA3AA 
dcgq¡ nso! tx /kue; fjiqe;] dcgq¡ ukfje; eklSA 
lal`fr&lafuikr nk#u nq[k fcuq gfj&d`ik u uklSAA4AA 
late] ti] ri] use] /kje] czr] cgq Hks"kt&leqnkbZA 
rqyflnkl  Hko&jksx  jkein&izse&ghu  ufga  tkbZAA5AA 

 
 
                                                   (81) 
 
dīnabandhu, sukhasindhū, kṛpākara, kārunīka raghurā'ī. 
sunahu nātha! mana jarata tribidha jura, karata phirata baurā'ī. 1.  
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kabahum̐ jōgarata, bhōga-nirata saṭha haṭha biyōga-basa hō'ī. 
kabahum̐ mōhabasa drōha karata bahu, kabahūm̐ dayā ati sō'ī. 2.  
kabahum̐ dīna, matihīna, raṅkatara, kabahum̐ bhūpa abhimānī. 
kabahum̐ mūḍha, paṇḍita biḍambarata, kabahum̐ dharmarata gyānī. 3.  
kabahum̐ dēva! jaga dhanamaya ripumaya, kabahum̐ nārimaya māsai. 
sansṛti-sannipāta dāruna dukha binu hari-kṛpā na nāsai. 4.  
san ̄jama, japa, tapa, nēma, dharama, brata, bahu bhēṣaja-samudā'ī. 
tulasidāsa bhava-rōga rāmapada-prēma-hīna nahiṁ jā'ī. 5.  
 
Verse no. 81—[Verse nos. 81 and 82 are closely related, and should be read togther to 
fully comprehend their import and spiritual message.] 
 
Oh the most merciful and compassionate Lord of the race of king Raghu (i.e. Lord 
Ram) (kārunīka raghurā'ī)! You are a friend of the distressed, the miserable and the 
poor (dīnabandhu); you are an ocean of happiness, joy and bliss (sukhasindhū); and 
you always show grace, kindness and compassion (kṛpākara).  

Listen Lord (sunahu nātha)! My mind is suffering from the three worldly 
torments known as ‘Traitap’ (Adhyatmik, Adhibhautik, Adidaivik)1, or else it may be 
suffering from a fever arising out of the worldly faults (represented by ‘Kaam’-desire, 
lust; ‘Krodh’-anger, indignation, malice wrath; and ‘Lobha’-greed, avarice, wants, 
covetousness) (mana jarata tribidha jura).  

It is because of the heat generated by these spiritual ills that my mind roams 
about in this world in a delirious state, hallucinating and talking incoherent rubbish 
like a mad man (karata phirata baurā'ī). (1). 
 [1The Traitaps have been described in note appended to verse no. 17, stanza 
no. 2. 
 Tulsidas means that a Jiva, the living being, invariable suffers from the various 
torments caused by this mortal gross world so much so that his soul can’t find peace 
and rest at all just like a person suffering from high fever. He tries all sorts of 
remedies as a means to overcome his sufferings and consults different advisors who 
tell him so many diverse ways to find spiritual rest and peace. These methods are 
briefly enumerated in the stanzas that follow below. But unfortunately, none of these 
methods serve the purpose, and the creature continues to suffer. Tulsidas then 
prescribes a remedy at the end in stanza nos. 4-5 when he says that the only way to 
find freedom from all spiritual problems and worldly sufferings that agitate the soul, 
and instead have abiding happiness and joy, is when one develops devotion and 
affection for Lord God, surrendering himself before the Lord, seeking his mercy and 
grace.]    
 
Sometimes he practices Yoga (meditation; “kabahum̐ jōgarata”), and at other times 
this wretched rascal gets entangled in sensual and materialistic pleasures of the world, 
thinking that this would give him happiness (bhōga-nirata saṭha). But the irony is 
that it gets forcibly sucked in a vortex of sufferings that come with not getting what 
one wants, or losing what one already has (haṭha biyōga-basa hō'ī). 

Sometimes he is overwhelmed by the sorrows of separation from certain 
people or things he loves (haṭha biyōga-basa hō'ī). Due to his delusions and 
ignorance, he sometimes creates various sorts of unnecessary discords and enmities 
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with the same people from whose separation he had suffered grief (kabahum̐ 
mōhabasa drōha karata bahu), and at other times the same fellow shows great 
compassion, mercy and benevolence towards them for whom he had harboured ill-
will and animosity a while ago (kabahūm̐ dayā ati sō'ī).  

His behaviour thus becomes very erratic. (2). 
 
Sometimes he pretends to be meek, humble, ignorant, impoverished and downtrodden 
(kabahum̐ dīna, matihīna, raṅkatara), while at other times he becomes like an 
arrogant and haughty king (kabahum̐ bhūpa abhimānī).  

It is such an irony that sometimes he behaves like a fool, and at other times 
like an expert (kabahum̐ mūḍha, paṇḍita). Sometimes he indulges in hypocrisy, 
falsehood and deceit (biḍambarata), and at other times he behaves like he were an 
ardent follower of Dharma or one who follows right conduct and thought (kabahum ̐ 
dharmarata gyānī). [To wit, he obviously proves himself to be fickle minded and 
unsure of himself.] (3). 
 
Sometimes oh Lord (kabahum̐ dēva), the whole world appears full of lucre, 
prosperity and wealth to him (kabahum̐ jaga dhanamaya), sometimes full of 
enemies (ripumaya), and at other times charming, lustful and passionate as if it were 
a personified form of a young woman (kabahum̐ nārimaya māsai). [To wit, a 
deluded man falls prey to the attractions of lucre, anger, passion or lust.] 

This horrible condition that causes endless misery and trouble for the creature 
in this gross mortal world of sense objects is like a fever that makes a person suffer 
and hallucinate immensely (sansṛti-sannipāta dāruna dukha), and this suffering 
can never be eliminated and the accompanying agitation never be calmed down 
without the Lord's mercy, grace and kindness (binu hari-kṛpā na nāsai) (4). 
 
Though there are various remedies (for this spiritual malaise) as prescribed in the 
scriptures as well as traditional wisdom (bahu bhēṣaja-samudā'ī), such as practicing 
self control (san̄jama), chanting and repetition of holy Mantras, known as doing of 
Japa (japa), doing penances and observing austerities (tapa), doing religious rituals, 
observing strict vows, fasting etc. (nēma, brata), as well as following the principles 
of Dhrama (the path of righteousness, probity, propriety, scrupulous, ethics and 
nobility of thought and conduct; “dharama”)—but for Tulsidas the disease in the 
form of this delusory world cannot be eliminated without love and devotion for the 
holy feet of Sri Ram (tulasidāsa bhava-rōga rāmapada-prēma-hīna nahiṁ jā'ī)2. 
(5). 
 [2Refer: verse no. 82, stanza no. 4 which speaks of the same thing.  

The meaning of this stanza in the context of this verse is self-evident. Tulsidas 
affirms that though there are various methods available for a person to overcome the 
many spiritual problems he is facing in this world, but as far as he is concerned the 
only sure-shot remedy is having devotion for Lord Ram and surrendering at the holy 
feet of the Lord.] 
 
 
 

Worldly Delusions, Spiritual Problems & their Remedy 
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¼82½ 

 
eksgtfur ey ykx fcfc/k fcf/k dksfVgq tru u tkbZA 
tue tue vH;kl&fujr fpr] vf/kd vf/kd yiVkbZAA1AA 
u;u efyu ijukfj fujf[k] eu efyu fc"k; l¡x ykxsA 
ân; efyu ckluk&eku&en] tho lgt lq[k R;kxsAA2AA 
ijfuank lqfu Jou efyu Hks] cpu nks"k ij xk;sA 
lc izdkj eyHkkj ykx fut ukFk&pju fcljk;sAA3AA 
rqyflnkl czr&nku] X;ku&ri] lqf)gsrq Jqfr xkoSA 
jke&pju&vuqjkx&uhj fcuq ey vfr ukl u ikoSAA4AA 

 
 
                                              (82) 
 
mōhajanita mala lāga bibidha bidhi kōṭihu jatana na jā'ī. 
janama janama abhyāsa-nirata cita, adhika adhika lapaṭā'ī. 1.  
nayana malina paranāri nirakhi, mana malina biṣaya sam ̐ga lāgē. 
hṛdaya malina bāsanā-māna-mada, jīva sahaja sukha tyāgē. 2.  
paranindā suni śravana malina bhē, bacana dōṣa para gāyē. 
saba prakāra malabhāra lāga nija nātha-carana bisarāyē. 3.  
tulasidāsa brata-dāna, gyāna-tapa, sud'dhihētu śruti gāvai. 
rāma-carana-anurāga-nīra binu mala ati nāsa na pāvai. 4.  
 
Verse no. 82—[This verse is closely related to verse no. 81.] 
 
The different types of spiritual and moral dirt (scum; taint; infirmities; shortcomings; 
blemishes; flaws; defects; weaknesses) clinging to me in the form of sins, vices, evils 
and other negativities of character and temperament which have their origin in 
delusions, infatuations, bewilderments, ignorance, allurements, attachments etc. 
having their origin in this world (mōhajanita mala lāga bibidha bidhi) are not 
removed even by any means, even after countless efforts and trials (kōṭihu jatana na 
jā'ī) done over many lives and generations (janama janama abhyāsa)1.  

This mind is habituated (nirata cita) to be engrossed in sins and evil deeds, 
whereat this scum (dirt, slush, filth in the form of different sins, vices, evils) goes on 
progressively increasing (escalating) and having a firmer grip on me (adhika adhika 
lapaṭā'ī) (1). 

[1Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Uttar Kand, Chaupai line no. 29 that precedes 
Doha no. 121—to Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 122.] 

 
 
The eyes have been blinded and its vision blurred by looking at other people's women 
(nayana malina paranāri nirakhi); the mind has become corrupted due to the 
company with and contact of sensual objects (of this materialistic world; “mana 
malina biṣaya sam̐ga lāgē”); the heart has been darkened by lust, covetousness, 
greed, avarice, infatuations, haughtiness, ego and hypocrisy (hṛdaya malina bāsanā-
māna-mada).  

The consequence of this horrifying turmoil and degradation of the soul is that 
the Jiva (the living being; the creature) has forsaken or has abandoned or has forgotten 
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about its natural state of blissfulness and happiness that are the characteristics of its 
truthful ‘self’ known as the Atma (“jīva sahaja sukha tyāgē”), whereaupon the Jiva 
remains restless, miserable and aggrieved by misery and torments2 (2). 

[2The true identity of all living beings known as the Jiva is his soul or his 
Atma. This Atma is nothing but pure consciousness, and is characterized by peace, 
bliss and contentedness. But unfortunately this Atma has to live inside the gross body 
of the Jiva, and this gross body becomes tainted over time if the Jiva is not careful 
about himself.  

It is like a noble person who allows his house to become filthy and unkempt 
out of laziness and carelessness. But once his dwelling becomes dirty, this person 
becomes uneasy and fidgety because his dirty environment negatively affects his 
mind and pschycology. He can’t blame anyone else for his misfortunes for it is his 
own doing. If he does not realize this and clean his house then he has not only to live 
in filth for the rest of his life but his pschycology is also disturbed so much as to 
negatively affect his personality, behaviour and character. In due course of time, he 
becomes a laughing stock of the world and his progeny is known shunned by others as 
being lowly and outcaste. 

In other words, when a Jiva becomes careless, allows himself to become 
indulgent in the world, finding charm in its tempatations, and in the process forgetting 
his true nature as being the blissful and contented Atma, he can never find peace and 
happiness. On the contrary, this Jiva remains perpetually restless, acquires all vices 
and evil associated with the world, commits all sorts of sins in order to fulfill the 
desires of his body and meet the needs of his sense organs. He does not practice self-
control, and has lost all sense of wisdom and propriety. In brief, the Jiva has fallen in 
the deep abyss of delusions and ignorance, and their accompanying spiritual darkness 
that creates countless miseries for him.]  
 
The ears have become dirty and choked (deaf) by listening to criticism of others 
(paranindā suni śravana malina bhē); and the tongue has become dirty and stiff 
(dumb) talking ill and finding faults with others (bacana dōṣa para gāyē).  

Forsooth I say truly that the big burden of faults, flaws, weaknesses, vices, 
sins, evils and other shortcomings have been dogging me (saba prakāra malabhāra 
lāga) because unfortunately I have forgotten (or have neglected, out of my ignorance, 
to submit myself and seek refuge at) the holy feet of my revered Lord Sri Ram (nija 
nātha-carana bisarāyē)3 (3). 

[3Tulsidas affirms that all spiritual and moral problems that he faces in this 
world are due to his distancing himself from the holy feet of Lord Ram, due to his 
error of not submitting himself at the holy feet of Lord Ram, because had he done it 
the Lord would have taken excellent care of his well-being and welfare, and he 
wouldn’t had to suffer like he is suffering now. He would have been happy and joyful; 
he would have been contented and blissful; he would not have felt miserable and 
tormented by the world and its temptations and delusions.] 

 
For washing (i.e. getting rid of or eliminating) these burden of worldly sins and 
spiritual miseries, the Vedas describes various solutions in the form of austerities, 
penances, religious vows, charity, wisdom, and acquisition of true knowledge etc. 
(brata-dāna, gyāna-tapa, sud'dhihētu śruti gāvai), but oh Tulsidas (tulasidāsa), 
without the water in the form of love, affection and devotion for the holy feet of Sri 
Ram (rāma-carana-anurāga-nīra binu), none of these faults and their 
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accompanying miseries can ever be eliminated from their roots (mala ati nāsa na 
pāvai)4 (4). 

[4Refer: verse no. 81, stanza no. 5 which speaks of the same thing.  
The meaning of this stanza in the context of this verse is self-evident. Tulsidas 

affirms that though there are various methods available for a person to overcome the 
many spiritual problems he is facing in this world, but as far as he is concerned the 
only sure-shot remedy is having devotion for Lord Ram and surrendering at the holy 
feet of the Lord.] 
 
 
 

 
Journey Through Life 

 
Rāga Jaitaśrī 

 
¼83½ 

 
dNq à S u vkbZ x;ks tue tk;A 
vfr nqjyHk ruq ikb diV rft Hkts u jke eu&cpu&dk;AA1AA 
yfjdkbZ  chrh  vpsr  fpr]  papyrk  pkSxqus  pk;A 
tkscu&tqj tqcrh dqiF; dfj] Hk;ks f=nks"k Hkfj enu ck;AA2AA 
e/; c;l /ku gsrq x¡okbZ] d`"kh cfut ukuk mik;A 
jke&fceq[k lq[k yáks u liusgq¡] fuflcklj r;kS frgw¡ rk;AA3AA 
ls;s ufga lhrkifr&lsod] lk/kq lqefr Hkfy Hkxfr Hkk;A 
lqus u iqyfd ruq] dgs u eqfnr eu] fd;s ts pfjr j?kqcaljk;AA4AA 
vc lkspr efu fcuq Hkqvax T;ksa] fcdy vax nys tjk èkk;A 
flj /kqfu&/kqfu ifNrkr ehaft dj dksm u ehr fgr nqlg nk;AA5AA 
ftUg yfx fut ijyksd fcxkjîkS] rs ytkr gksr Bk<+s Bk¡;A 
rqylh vtgq¡ lqfefj j?kqukFkfga] rjîkS x;¡n tkds ,d uk¡;AA6AA 

 
 
                                                   (83) 
 
kachu hvai na ā'ī gayō janama jāya. 
ati duralabha tanu pā'i kapaṭa taji bhajē na rāma mana-bacana-kāya. 1.  
larikā'ī bītī acēta cita, can̄calatā caigunē cāya. 
jōbana-jura jubatī kupathya kari, bhayō tridōṣa bhari madana bāya. 2.  
madhya bayasa dhana hētu gam ̐vā'ī, kṛṣī banija nānā upāya. 
rāma-bimukha sukha lahyō na sapanēhum̐, nisibāsara tayau tihūm̐ tāya. 3.  
sēyē nahiṁ sītāpati-sēvaka, sādhu sumati bhali bhagati bhāya. 
sunē na pulaki tanu, kahē na mudita mana, kiyē jē carita raghubansarāya. 4.  
aba sōcata mani binu bhu'aṅga jyōṁ, bikala aṅga dalē jarā dhāya. 
sira dhuni-dhuni pachitāta mīn̄ji kara kō'u na mīta hita dusaha dāya. 5.  
jinha lagi nija paralōka bigāraîau, tē lajāta hōta ṭhāṛhē ṭhām̐ya. 
tulasī ajahum ̐ sumiri raghunāthahiṁ, taraîau gayam̐da jākē ēka nām̐ya. 6.  
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Verse no. 83—*Ah, Alas! I could not achieve or gain anything worthwhile in this life, 
and it has been spent in vain, in futility (kachu hvai na ā'ī gayō janama jāya).  

Inspite of taking birth as a human and getting a body that is regarded as rare 
for any living being (because the human form is the most evolved in the long chain of 
evolution and a most privileged one for the creature) (ati duralabha tanu pā'i), I had 
not abaodoned my corrupt and deceitful ways and nature (kapaṭa taji), and I never 
used this golden opportunity to worship Lord Sri Ram sincerely and without 
pretensions, using all the abilities of my mind, deeds and body to serve the Lord 
(bhajē na rāma mana-bacana-kāya). 

[To wit, inspite of getting the rare opportunity to do so, I did not serve the 
Lord devotedly and with full commitment as I should have done. I did not employ my 
body, my mind and my speech to serve the Lord in the way I should have done. 

I hadn’t worshipped Lord Ram properly, by doing righteous and auspicious 
deeds with my body, by devoting my mind and sub-conscience to having sufficient 
devotion, faith and love for the Lord, and neither did I use my tongue and faculty of 
speech to sing the Lord’s glories in full, pray to him with honesty and faith, preach 
about him with vigour and raised voice, and thank the Lord profusely for the 
immensity of his mercy, grace and benevolence upon me. Albeit I pretended to do so, 
but it was not done sincerely and honestly, for I had pretended to be his devotee and 
follower, but this statement of mine lacked sincerity and was more of a sort of 
perfunctory one rather than something coming out truly from my heart; it was rather a 
ruse to please the world and deceive it to believe that I am a devotee of Lord God, and 
therefore worthy of respect and honour.]1 (1). 

[1The rarity of the human body and the need to use it properly has been 
repeatedly stressed in Vinai Patrika at a number of places. Some of the instances are 
verse nos. 84, 102, 130, 135/1, 151, 194, 198-202 etc. 

It ought to be noted here that Tulsidas has used this ploy of criticizing himself 
to indirectly warn others about the way they are wasting their lives in false pursuit of 
happiness and joy. True goal of human life is to attain eternal happiness and bliss, of 
obtaining deliverance of the soul and finding final emancipation and salvation. It is to 
be an honest effort addressed to one’s own self, and not done to please others or 
deceive the world.  

By addressing and admonishing himself for wasting away his life in 
pretensions of holiness and righteousness instead of being true to it, he wishes to ward 
off accusations of being a hypocrite, one who indulges in self-praise and acquire an 
air of holiness around himself. He would not have succeeded in delivering his 
message effectively if he had not blamed himself for his shortcomings while poining 
fingers at others. This erudite and blessed soul tells the world that the life is passing 
away quickly and in vain pursuits. There is no sense in cheating the world by 
pretending to be devoted to God and leading an auspicious life, while being indulgent 
in the world and pretending to be devout servant of the Lord so as to meet selfish ends 
because the world respects those who are holy, spiritually attained and devoted to 
God. This pretension would serve no purpose in the real term, and so its better to 
mend one’s ways before its too late.  

In the following stanzas, Tulsidas points out the usual milestones in a person’s 
life, highlighting how its gone to waste. Why is the life deemed to have gone to 
waste? Because it is very rare for the soul, the Atma, to assume the form of a human 
being out of hundreds and thousands of forms that it has to assume during its long an 
tedious journey through this mortal world over countless births and generations. In 
none of these births the Atma found any abiding peace as it had desired. The final 
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chance came in the form of having a human body, and therefore this golden chance 
should not be frittered away but should be well used to attain eternal peace and bliss. 
And how is this attained in a simple and uncomplicated manner? It is by having true 
and sincere devotion, faith and love for Lord Ram, the incarnate Supreme Being, the 
Lord God of the world. This frees the Jiva from all worldly and spiritual torments, and 
gives him freedom from all fetters that would tie his Atma to the endless chain of 
fresh birth and its consequent horrors and miseries. 

Refer also to: Ram Charit Manas, Uttar Kand, from Chaupai line nos. 7 that 
precedes Doha no. 43—to Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 45.] 

 
The childhood was spent unawares in utter ignorance (larikā'ī bītī acēta cita). At that 
time, the mind had four times more fickleness, mischief and instability as compared to 
the present (when the individual has attained adulthood) (can ̄calatā caigunē cāya). 
 [To wit, during my childhood, I, like other human beings, was more concerned 
with playing and eating and deriving worldly happiness and pleasure. My mind 
thought of nothing else but these small joys of the mortal world.]  

When adolescence or adulthood approached, wrong diet in the form of lust 
and passion for a woman (wife) resulted in the whole body being on fire like some 
fever overcoming me (jōbana-jura jubatī kupathya kari), and I was afflicted by a 
serious disease known as ‘Kaam’ (lust, passion, cupid, lasciviousness) that made my 
condition delirious and all the more precarious and dangerous as it was equivalent to a 
serious ailment that afflicts one’s body when the three basic elements of it get 
disturbed (bhayō tridōṣa bhari madana bāya)2 (2). 

[2According to ancient medical practice, a person’s body is diseased when the 
balance of cough, bile and wind get disturbed. Tulsidas here alludes to this fact.] 
 
The middle-age was wasted away in earning money and acquiring worldly fortunes by 
various vocations and professions (madhya bayasa dhana hētu gam̐vā'ī) such as 
farming, trade and many other means (kṛṣī banija nānā upāya).  

But during this time I (representing any ordinary person in general terms) was 
so engrossed in my activities and pursuits, being extremely precoccupied with the 
work at hand, that I neglected Lord Sri Ram, and because of this negligence there was 
no peace for me even in my dreams (rāma-bimukha sukha lahyō na sapanēhum̐).  

Verily, instead of having peace (which was like a distant dream for the 
creature), I was always tormented by the three sufferings associated with life in this 
world (nisibāsara tayau tihūm̐ tāya)3. (3).  
 [3Refer: Verse no. 81, stanza no. 1, and verse no. 17, stanza no. 2 to know 
more about the three torments associated with the world. Briefly, these three 
sufferings are called the ‘Traitaap’, and they are Adhibhautik, Adhidaivik and 
Adhyatmik.] 
 
Neither did I ever serve sincerely those who themselves served Lord Sri Ram in some 
way (sēyē nahiṁ sītāpati-sēvaka) nor did I serve pious saints who were wise and 
enlightened and who had devotion for the Lord (sādhu sumati bhali bhagati 
bhāya).  

I had no time to either cheerfully hear with a thrilled body (sunē na pulaki 
tanu) nor to speak, talk and discuss with an exhilarated mind and heart (kahē na 
mudita mana) any of the divine deeds done by Lord Ram or any of the stories related 
to him during his incarnation on earth as the exalted Lord of the Raghu dynasty (kiyē 
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jē carita raghubansarāya), something that would have given me true joy and 
happiness3 (4). 
 [3I was so busy with the affairs of mundane life that whenever I wished to 
have some joy and peace and relax my weary mind and body, I would seek them from 
some thing or the other of the sensual pleasures and objects of the world, instead of 
being wise enough to turn my attention to hearing the divine stories of Lord Ram, and 
singing songs and hymns in his praise that too would have given me joy and 
happiness; albeit this latter joy and happiness would have been better for me and my 
spiritual welfare, but I unfortunately bartered it for worldly pleasures. So this chance 
was also wasted away.] 
 Lord Ram, the Supreme Being, took birth as a great King in the race of Kings 
descending from King Raghu of Ayodhya.]  
 
Now that the old age has appeared and has broken my body and afflicted all the parts 
it with so many problems, making me feeble, wornout and virtually incapacitated 
(bikala aṅga dalē jarā dhāya), I worry and regret like a serpent who has been 
robbed of its Mani (a luminiscent sac on its hood) (aba sōcata mani binu bhu'aṅga 
jyōṁ)4. 

I lament by beating my head and wringing my hands in frustration (sira 
dhuni-dhuni pachitāta mīn̄ji kara). But at this time, I don't find any friend or kin to 
douse this terrible Fire that rages inside me and burns me endlessly (kō'u na mīta 
hita dusaha dāya)5 (5). 
 [4According to mythology, there is a special species of serpents who carry a 
luminescent sac on the top of their hoods. They come out in the dark of the night and 
forage for food in the light of this sac. If someone steals this sac, the serpent is 
extremely agitated and often becomes blind. It then thrashes its own hood by hitting 
on the ground or against some stone, and kills its self. 

5In old age, the body has become too weak to enjoy the pleasures of the world. 
Now I want some help from those for whom I had toiled my whole life. But no one is 
concerned: see the following stanza. So now I have begun to repent and lament; but it 
is too late to mend and do some amend for the time lost. When I was serving this 
world as an adult, there were so many friends and companions, but now all of them 
have left me alone to face the horrors of my destiny. No one comes forward to help 
me when my body is unable to support me, and the same persons for whom I had 
toiled day and night now turn away from me. 

Woe to me! Why didn’t I realize that all are selfish and false friends when I 
had time; why did I not realize that my true friend is Lord Ram who will stand by me 
in thick and thin, who will help me when everyone abandons me. Woe betide me: I 
had so stupidly forgotten this dear Lord of mine! See the next stanza herein below.] 
  
Those for whom all sorts of sins were committed by me, thereby ruining the prospects 
of salvation and peace for myself (i.e. liberation from the shackles of this mundane 
world, from the cycle of birth and death and re-birth, as well as the chances of 
permanent attainment of peace and rest for the self) (jinha lagi nija paralōka 
bigāraîau), are now feeling reluctant and averse to even stand near me (for they fear 
that I will ask them to do this or that menial task for me; alas, they don't even 
recognise me, what to talk of sharing my agonies) (tē lajāta hōta ṭhāṛhē ṭhām̐ya).  

Oh Tulsidas! It is still not too late for you to remember Lord Sri Ram (tulasī 
ajahum̐ sumiri raghunāthahiṁ), remembrance of whose single holy Name helped 
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the elephant known as Gaja to cross over from this ocean-like world and get instant 
salvation (taraîau gayam̐da jākē ēka nām̐ya)6 (6). 

[6The story of the Elephant is briefly narrated in verse no. 57, note appended 
to stanza no. 3 of this Book “Vinai Patrika”. 

Tulsidas asserts that it is never too late for a person to wake up from delusions 
and ignorance, and become wisened and enlightened to the Truth. Lord Ram’s holy 
Name is so powerful and effective that if a creature realizes his mistakes and turns to 
it for seeking help to attain liberation and deliverance for his soul, let him be 
reassured that he will get his wishes fulfilled. It’s better late than never!] 
 
*[Note—The idea expressed in this verse is also reiterated in another verse no. 234 of 
this book Vinai Patrika.] 
  

 
 

Oh mind! Don't regret later on if you don’t wake up now 
 

¼84½ 
 
rkS rw ifNrSgS eu ehaft gkFkA 
Hk;ks gS lqxe rksdks vej&vxe ru] leqf>/kkSa dr [kksor vdkFkAA1AA 
lq[k&lk/ku gfj&fceq[k c`Fkk tSls Je Qy ?k`rfg; eFks ikFkA 
;g fcpkfj] rft dqiFk&dqlaxfr] pfy lqiaFk fefy Hkys lkFkAA2AA 
ns[kq jke&lsod] lqfu dhjfr] jVfg uke dfj xku xkFkA 
ân; vkuq /kuqcku&ikfu izHkq] yls eqfuiV] dfV dls HkkFkAA3AA 
rqyflnkl ifjgfj iziap lc] ukm jkein&dey ekFkA 
tfu  Mjifg  rksls  vusd  [ky]  viuk;s  tkudhukFkAA4AA 

 
 
                                                   (84) 
 
tau tū pachitaihai mana mīn ̄ji hātha. 
bhayō hai sugama tōkō amara-agama tana, samujhidhauṁ kata khōvata 
akātha. 1.  
sukha-sādhana hari-bimukha bṛthā jaisē śrama phala ghṛtahiya mathē pātha. 
yaha bicāri, taji kupatha-kusaṅgati, cali supantha mili bhalē sātha. 2.  
dēkhu rāma-sēvaka, suni kīrati, raṭahi nāma kari gāna gātha. 
hṛdaya ānu dhanubāna-pāni prabhu, lasē munipaṭa, kaṭi kasē mātha. 3.  
tulasidāsa parihari prapan̄ca saba, nā'u rāmapada-kamala bhātha. 
jani ḍarapahi tōsē anēka khala, apanāyē jānakīnātha. 4.  
 
Verse no. 84—[Continuing with what he has said in verse no. 83, Tulsidas now  asks 
his mind, and through it his own inner-self, to be alert to his warnings so that they do 
not have to regret and lament later on. In this context of advice given to the mind or 
the Mana, refer to other verses of Vinai Patrika which also express similar idea—viz. 
verse nos. 85, 87-90, 124, 126, 143, 196, 199 etc.] 
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Oh my Mana (mind and heart)! You would have to wring your hands in regret (if you 
do not pay heed to my advice) (tau tū pachitaihai mana mīn̄ji hātha).  

Listen carefully. You have so easily received the human body which is rare 
and difficult even for the Gods (bhayō hai sugama tōkō amara-agama tana).  

Just spare a little thought to it and try to understand—why do you lose it in 
vain (samujhidhauṁ kata khōvata akātha)1? (1). 
 [1The rarity of the human body and the need to use it properly has been 
repeatedly stressed in Vinai Patrika at a number of places. Some of the instances are 
verse nos. 83, 102, 130, 135/1, 151, 194, 198-202 etc.] 
 
The materials and pursuits that provide worldly comforts and pleasures, but which 
turn the creature away from Lord Hari (the Lord God), are as useless, worthless and 
futile (sukha-sādhana hari-bimukha bṛthā) just like an attempt to extract Ghee (fat, 
clarified butter, oil) by churning of water (jaisē śrama phala ghṛtahiya mathē 
pātha).  

[To wit, if you think that you will get real peace and happiness by pursuing the 
world and its material sense objects, you are running behind a mirage that gives fruits 
which are transient, false, illusive, deluding and ensnaring. Realise and understand 
that true bliss and peace is where Lord Hari is, and trying to get them by pursuing or 
serving materialistic world is absolutely stupid, futile and an insane expectation.] 

Hence, think over this matter carefully (yaha bicāri) and leave the path that is 
evil, sinful and unrighteousness, and abandon the company of unrighteous and 
unscrupulous people (taji kupatha-kusaṅgati). Instead of it, walk on the path of 
righteousness, scrupulousness and noble conduct, and have the company of saintly 
people, following the path shown by them (cali supantha mili bhalē sātha). (2). 
 
Watch the example of devotees and followers of Lord Ram (dēkhu rāma-sēvaka): 
see how they lead their lives, hear from them the Lord’s divine stories and glories 
(suni kīrati), constantly chant (repeat) Lord Sri Ram's holy Name (raṭahi nāma), 
sing the glories of Lord Ram (kari gāna gātha), and meditate in your heart on the 
divine form of the Lord with a bow and arrow in his hands (hṛdaya ānu dhanubāna-
pāni prabhu), attired like a hermit (lasē munipaṭa), and having a quiver tied around 
his waist (kaṭi kasē bhātha). (3). 
 
Oh Tulsidas! Abandoning all scheming, deceit, crookednesss and pretensions in this 
world (tulasidāsa parihari prapan̄ca saba), bow your head reverentially at the holy 
lotus-feet of Lord Sri Ram (nā'u rāmapada-kamala mātha).  

Don't be afraid (of your past mischief and sins) (jani ḍarapahi), for Lord Sri 
Ram (who is also known as Jankinath) has accepted many who were lowly, mean, 
downtrodden, deprived, wretched and poor like you (and even worse than you) (tōsē 
anēka khala, apanāyē jānakīnātha)2 (4). 

[2Refer to verse nos. 217-218 of this book Vinai Patrika in this context.]  
 
 

 
Advice to the mind 
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                                            Rāga Dhanāśrī 
 

¼85½ 
 
eu! ek/kodks usdq fugkjfgA 
lquq lB] lnk jadds /ku T;ksa] fNu fNu izHkqfga l¡HkkjfgAA1AA 
lksHkk&lhy&X;ku&xqu&eafnj]  lqanj  ije  mnkjfgA 
jatu lar] vf[ky v/k&xatu] Hkatu fo"k;&fcdkjfgAA2AA 
tks fcuq tksx&tX;&ozr&late x;ks pgS Hko&ikjfgA 
rkS tfu rqyflnkl fufl&cklj gfj&in&dey fclkjfgAA3AA 

 
 
                                                 (85) 
 
mana! mādhavakō nēku nihārahi. 
sunu saṭha, sadā raṅkakē dhana jyōṁ, china china prabhuhiṁ sam ̐bhārahi. 1.  
sōbhā-sīla-gyāna-guna-mandira, sundara parama udārahi. 
ran ̄jana santa, akhila adha-gan̄jana, bhan̄jana viṣaya-bikārahi. 2.  
jō binu jōga-jagya-vrata-san̄jama gayō cahai bhava-pārahi. 
tau jani tulasidāsa nisi-bāsara hari-pada-kamala bisārahi. 3.  
 
Verse no. 85—[Addressing himself, Tulsidas tells his mind—] ‘Oh my Mana (mind 
and heart)! Just have a glance at Sri Madhav (which is one of the many names of Lord 
Vishnu whose incarnation was Lord Ram) (mana! mādhavakō nēku nihārahi).  

Oh you stupid and wicked fellow, listen (to my wise advice) (sunu saṭha)! 
Just as a pauper keeps glancing longingly every now and then (china china) at 
whatever little treasure he has to ensure its safety as well as to derive comfort by 
viewing it (sadā raṅkakē dhana jyōṁ), so should you too constantly remember 
your Lord Sri Ram and be careful about it (because he is also a priceless treasure that 
ensures your peace and welfare of your soul) (china china prabhuhiṁ sam̐bhārahi) 
(1). 
 
Lord Sri Ram is an abode of beauty and magnificence, is polite and has an excellent 
character and temperament, is a treasure of wisdom and knowledge, and abounds in 
all other good virtues (sōbhā-sīla-gyāna-guna-mandira).  

He is handsome, beautiful (in the spiritual sense), and very magnanimous and 
charitable in his disposition as he is a gracious donor who gives liberally without 
inhibitions (sundara parama udārahi).  

He makes saints happy and contented (ran ̄jana santa); he is the destroyer of 
all sins, vices and evils (akhila adha-gan̄jana); and he destroys (removes, 
eliminates) all the faults that are generated by indulgences in sensual pleasures of the 
materialistic world (bhan ̄jana viṣaya-bikārahi) (2). 
 
Oh Tulsidas (tulasidāsa)! If you want to easily cross the ocean symbolised by this 
mundane world (gayō cahai bhava-pārahi) without taking recourse to such arduous 
methods such as Yoga (meditation, concentration on the Lord), Yagya (religious 
sacrifices and rituals), Vrat (religious observances and keeping of vows), and Sayam 
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(austerities and self-control) (jō binu jōga-jagya-vrata-san ̄jama)—then do not ever 
forget Lord Ram and let your mind be deflected from the remembrance of the holy 
lotus-feet of the Lord; remember the Lord day and night, every moment of your life 
(tau jani nisi-bāsara hari-pada-kamala bisārahi) (3). 
 
 

 
Mother Suniti's Advice to her son Dhrūva 

 
¼86½ 

 
bgS dáks lqr! csn pgw¡A 
Jhj?kqchj&pju&fparu   rft   ukfgau   BkSj   dgw¡AA1AA 
tkds  pju  fcjafp  lsb  flf/k  ikbZ  ladjgw¡A 
lqd&ludkfn eqdqr fcpjr rsm Hktu djr vtgw¡AA2AA 
t|fi  ije  piy  Jh  larr]  fFkj  u  jgfr  drgw¡A 
gfj&in&iadt  ikb  vpy  Hkb]  dje&cpu&eugw¡AA3AA 
d#ukfla/kq]    Hkxr&fparkefu]    lksHkk    lsorgw¡A 
vkSj  ldy  lqj]  vlqj&bZl  lc  [kk;s  mjx  Ngw¡AA4AA 
lq#fp  dáks  lksb  lR;  rkr  vfr  i#"k  cpu  tcgw¡A 
rqylhnkl j?kqukFk&fceq[k ufga feVb fcifr dcgw¡AA5AA 

 
 
                                                  (86) 
 
ihai kahyō suta! bēda cahūm̐. 
śrīraghubīra-carana-cintana taji nāhinna ṭhaura kahūm̐. 1.  
jākē carana biran̄ci sē'i sidhi pā'ī saṅkarahūm̐. 
suka-sanakādi mukuta bicarata tē'u bhajana karata ajahūm̐. 2.  
jadyapi parama capala śrī santata, thira na rahati katahūm̐. 
hari-pada-paṅkaja pā'i acala bha'i, karama-bacana-manahūm̐. 3.  
karunāsindhu, bhagata-cintāmani, sōbhā sēvatahūm̐. 
aura sakala sura, asura-īsa saba khāyē uraga chahūm̐. 4.  
suruci kahyō sō'i satya tāta ati paruṣa bacana jabahūm̐. 
tulasīdāsa raghunātha-bimukha nahiṁ miṭa'i bipati kabahūm̐. 5.  
 
Verse no. 86—(Devotee Dhruv's mother Suniti had advised her son :-) ‘Oh son! All 
the 4 Vedas assert (ihai kahyō suta bēda cahūm̐) that the soul has no succour and 
destination anywhere else except at the holy feet of Lord Sri Ram (śrīraghubīra-
carana-cintana taji nāhinna ṭhaura kahūm̐) (1). 
 
These holy feet of the Lord are the ones by serving and meditating upon which even 
Brahma and Shiva (the two Gods of the Trinity, the creator and concluder of creation 
respectively) have attained all success and every accomplishment for which they are 
renowned as Great Gods (jākē carana biran̄ci sē'i sidhi pā'ī saṅkarahūm̐).  

Sages Shuk (the parrot sage) and Sankadi (the celestial sages) have obtained 
liberation (from the cycle of birth and death), and they now roam freely (without fear 
or worry of death) in the world, all the while remembering the Lord constantly and 
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worshipping him and his holy feet (suka-sanakādi mukuta bicarata tē'u bhajana 
karata ajahūm̐) (2). 
 
Although Laxmi (the goddess of wealth) is very unstable and transient, and never 
stays permanently at one place (jadyapi parama capala śrī santata, thira na rahati 
katahūm̐), but even she has become stable when she got the chance to serve the holy 
lotus like feet of the Lord1, which she does with great devotion, involving her  mind, 
speech and actions (without ever thinking of moving away from this service) (hari-
pada-paṅkaja pā'i acala bha'i, karama-bacana-manahūm̐) (3). 
 [1Goddess Laxmi is the divine consort of Lord Vishnu, and is the patron 
goddess of material wealth and prosperity. In this world, wealth and prosperity come 
and go; a person may be poor now but may become rich some day, only to lose 
everything under misfortune.  
 In her celestial form, Laxmi is said to be serving the holy feet of Lord Vishnu, 
and in this she is extremely diligent and careful. When Vishnu came down to earth as 
Lord Ram to fulfil some obligations, Laxmi accompanied the Lord in the form of Sita.  
 What Dhruv’s mother means is that even Laxmi, who has a natural habit of 
fickleness, restlessness and uncertainty, becomes stable when she began to serve Lord 
Vishnu’s holy feet. So, if her son Dhruv wishes to have eternal peace, stable fame and 
lasting life than he must do what Laxmi did—which is to begin serving the holy feet 
of the Lord, here referring both to Lord Vishnu, and his human form as Lord Ram.]   
 
He (Lord Sri Ram) is an ocean of mercy and compassion (karunāsindhu), and is like 
a ‘cintāmani’ (a gem said to vanquish all worries) for all his devotees (bhagata-
cintāmani).  

Forsooth and without gainsay, it is an honourable and worthy thing for one to 
serve and worship the Lord as it is the most correct and proper thing to do because it 
leads the way to attainment of all goodness, greatness and lasting peace and stability 
in one’s life (sōbhā sēvatahūm̐).  

[None of the other gods are worthy of this respect because—] All other gods 
and non-gods who rule over the world are bitten by the six poisonous snakes2, and 
hence not suitable for doing service to (aura sakala sura, asura-īsa saba khāyē 
uraga chahūm̐) (4). 

[2The six symbolic serpents who have bitten all other gods and non-gods in 
this world, thereby injecting their characterised poisons into the latter and corrupting 
them, are the following: (i) Kaam (desire, lust, passion), (ii) Krodha (anger, wrath, 
indignation, vengeance), (iii) Lobha (greed, avarice, covetousness), (iv) Mada 
(arrogance, hypocrisy, pride), (v) Moha (attachments, infatuation and allurements), 
and (vi) Maatsarya (envy, jealousy and malice). 

To wit, when these gods and other powers that control the world are under 
these negative influences outlined herein above, how can a creature expect justice at 
their hands? If unfortunately someone unwittingly approaches any one of these gods 
and powers, the response that is expected will be tampered with one or the other 
negative traits, listed above, that is dominant in that particular god or power. 

It is only Lord Vishnu who is free from this corruption, and hence the Lord is 
the most suitable Lord from whom one can expect true justice and fulfilment of one’s 
desires and needs, without any selfish interest of Lord Vishnu impinging upon the 
response he gives to his devotee that may adversely affect the latter’s well-being.]  
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Oh my dear Son (“tāta”--Dhruv)! Your step-mother Suruchi3 has said the truth 
though it sounds very unpleasant and offensive to hear in the beginning or at face 
value (suruci kahyō sō'i satya ati paruṣa bacana jabahūm̐)!’ 

[Tulsidas endorses what Dhruv’s mother advised her son. He addresses himself 
and says—] ‘Oh Tulsidas! The troubles and tribulations can never be overcome and 
destroyed if one remains opposed to or negligent towards Lord Sri Ram (tulasīdāsa 
raghunātha-bimukha nahiṁ miṭa'i bipati kabahūm̐).’ (5). 

[3King Uttanpad had two queens—Suruchi and Suniti, but the king favoured 
Suruchi more. Once, Suniti's son Dhruv sat on the lap of his father while Suruchi's son 
was also sitting on his other lap. Suruchi could not tolerate this due to jealousy and 
malice, and admonished Dhruv and pulled the child down from his father's lap. The 
child was so emotionally hurt that he went crying to his mother Suruchi. Then the 
latter consoled her son, telling him that his real father was the Lord God, that he 
should strive to attain him and sit on his laps, and for that he has to have devotion and 
do severe austerities and penances. Moved, Dhruv did what was told and had a 
personal divine viewing (Darshan) of the Lord, and as a boon received a stable 
position in the heavens represented by the so-called “North Star”, also called “Dhruv-
Tara” in local folklore to commemorate Dhruv’s Tapa and his subsequent blessing by 
the Lord.] 

 
 

 
Advice to the mind 

 
(The bad consequences of not having devotion for Lord Ram) 

 
¼87½ 

 
lquq eu ew<+ fl[kkou esjksA 
gfj&in&fceq[k yáks u dkgq lq[k] lB! ;g leq> lcsjksAA1AA 
fcNqjs  lfl&jfc  eu&uSufursa]  ikor  nq[k  cgqrsjksA 
Hkzer Jfer fufl&fnol xxu eg¡] rg¡ fjiq jkgq cM+sjksAA2AA 
t|fi vfr iquhr lqjlfjrk] frgq¡ iqj lqtl ?kusjksA 
rts  pju  vtgw¡  u  feVr  fur]  cfgcks  rkgw  dsjksAA3AA 
NqVS  u  fcifr  Hkts  fcuq  j?kqifr]  Jqfr  lansgq  fucsjksA 
rqyflnkl  lc  vkl  Nk¡fM+  dfj]  gksgq  jkedks  psjksAA4AA 

 
 
                                                  (87) 
 
sunu mana mūṛha sikhāvana mērō. 
hari-pada-bimukha lahyō na kāhu sukha, saṭha! yaha samujha sabērō. 1.  
bichurē sasi-rabi mana-nainanitēṁ, pāvata dukha bahutērō. 
bhramata śramita nisi-divasa gagana maham̐, taham̐ ripu rāhu baṛērō. 2.  
jadyapi ati punīta surasaritā, tihum̐ pura sujasa ghanērō. 
tajē carana ajahūm̐ na miṭata nita, bahibō tāhū kērō. 3.  
chuṭai na bipati bhajē binu raghupati, śruti sandēhu nibērō. 
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tulasidāsa saba āsa chām̐ḍi kari, hōhu rāmakō cērō. 4.  
 
Verse no. 87—[Tulsidas addresses himself and his Mana, i.e. his mind, and alerts it as 
follows—] ‘Oh you foolish Mind of mine (mana mūṛha)! Listen to my advice (sunu 
sikhāvana mērō): no one has got happiness without having devotion for the holy feet 
of Lord Hari (i.e. Lord Sri Ram) (hari-pada-bimukha lahyō na kāhu sukha). 

Oh you stupid rascal (saṭha)! Understand this fact as soon as you can, for then 
you will have the light of dawn1 (“yaha samujha sabērō”).  

[1To wit, the moment you realise that your true happiness lies in surrendering 
to Lord Ram, serving the Lord’s feet and having devotion for him, it will be like the 
dawn of a new day for you. Just as the dawn brings cheer and is the harbinger of new 
energy and life after the fearfull darkness of the previous night, you too will enjoy 
fearlessness and cheerfulness in life.] (1).  
 
See! Ever since the sun and the moon assumed independent identities as physical 
celestial bodies after getting separated from the cosmic form of the Lord as his eyes 
and the heart respectively (bichurē sasi-rabi mana-nainanitēṁ)2, they are suffering 
from a lot of torments, sorrows and agonies (pāvata dukha bahutērō).  

They get tired of making constant rounds in the sky day and night (bhramata 
śramita nisi-divasa gagana maham̐), with the strong enemy known as Rahu in hot 
pursuit of them (taham̐ ripu rāhu baṛērō)3. [The sun and the moon are constantly on 
the run in the sky, changing their location every other moment in order to escape 
Rahu that follows them from behind. They become weary of this chase, but aren’t 
able to rest even for a while. But inspite of this, Rahu manages to catch hold of them 
when they think they have managed to escape and exult in their achievement as soon 
their enemy catched hold of them and gobbles them up during the solar and lunar 
eclipses.] (2). 
 [2According to the Upanishads and the Purans, the ‘sun’ originally is 
envisioned as being the subtle eye, and the ‘moon’ as the subtle heart of the invisible, 
all-encompassing cosmic form of the Supreme Being, a form known as the ‘Viraat 
Purush’. Here, the word “Viraat” means vast and infinite, and “Purush” means a 
Divine Being. This Viraat Purush is also a synonym for Lord Vishnu. 

But as this creation evolved from the subtlest to more grosser forms, these two 
entities, i.e. the sun and the moon, lost their subtlety and assumed a gross form just 
like Vishnu assumed a gross human body as Lord Ram.   
 Now, till the time the sun and the moon were close to the Viraat Purush, the 
demon Rahu, the demon with a severed head, did not dare to trouble them. But once 
they assumed the form of independent gods themselves, viz. the ‘sun god’ and the 
‘moon god’ revealed in the form of two celestial bodies known as the ‘sun’ and the 
‘moon’, the demon Rahu started tormenting them by way of periodically devouring 
them for some time, an event that creates the solar and the lunar eclipses respectively.  
 In other words, Tulsidas warns his mind not to distance itself from Lord Ram, 
but remain always submerged in the thought of the Lord, for otherwise it would be 
eclipsed or overcome by the different faults and negative traits of the world. 

3The story of why and how ‘Rahu’ torments the sun and the moon is briefly 
narrated at the end of this verse. Refer also to verse no. 58, stanza no. 1 of this Book 
‘Vinai Patrika’.]  
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Although the river Ganges is called the ‘river of Gods’ and is very pure and holy 
(jadyapi ati punīta surasaritā), its fame spread in all the three divisions of this 
world (“tihum̐ pura sujasa ghanērō”—i.e. the heaven, the earth and the nether 
world), but still, ever since it abandoned the feet of the Lord (because it emerged from 
the toe of Lord Vishnu and moved away from it in the form of a current that 
descended upon the earth as the river by this name), it has to flow constantly (i.e. it 
did not find a permanent resting place for itself) (tajē carana ajahūm̐ na miṭata 
nita, bahibō tāhū kērō). [And not only this, while earlier it flowed in the heaven and 
had crystal clean and pure water, once it separated from the feet of Lord Vishnu and 
in due course of time descended to this gross world, it became dirty and polluted.] (3). 
 
None of the troubles, torments, miseries and sorrows can ever be destroyed or 
eliminated without worshipping, having devotion for and venerating Lord Raghupati 
Sri Ram (chuṭai na bipati bhajē binu raghupati).  

[To wit, without having devotion, love, affection and reverence for the Lord, a 
creature can never find happiness and peace for himself, and would continue to suffer 
interminably.]  

Any doubt about the veracity of this fact has been removed by the Vedas (i.e. the 
Vedas unanimously endorse this view) (śruti sandēhu nibērō).  

Therefore, oh Tulsidas, become a devoted servant (i.e. an ardent devotee and 
follower) of Lord Sri Ram after abandoning all other hopes of succour and solace 
from any other source (tulasidāsa saba āsa chām̐ḍi kari, hōhu rāmakō cērō) (4). 

 
[Note—3Ripu Rāhu:-- The legend has it that Rahu was the eldest son of the demon 
Viprachitti and his wife Shinghikaa. His younger brothers were Ilvala, Vaataapi, 
Narak amongst others. When Lord Vishnu, disguised as the beautiful Mohini, was 
distributing the ambrosia of eternity called Amrit to the Gods during the episode of 
the churning of the ocean as told in the Purans, Rahu assumed the form of a God and 
surreptitiously entered the lines of the Gods to take this Amrit. When his cheating 
was discovered, Vishnu cut-off his head with his weapon called the Chakra 
Sudarshan (a circular saw-like discus). But it so happened that before the head was 
severed Rahu had already drunk some Amrit, and so did not die. His head and torso 
became two independent entities. The former was called ‘Rahu’ and the latter ‘Ketu’.  
Since the Moon God and the Sun God had betrayed him, Rahu takes revenge by 
devouring them periodically to satisfy his hunger. He devours them when they are in 
their full glory—viz. he devours the Moon God during the full moon night, and the 
Sun God only during the day time, either when the sun rises or during its journey 
across the sky, but never at sunset when the sun is already losing its radiance and is 
on the decline.  
 Again, since the head of Rahu was severed from the neck, hence both the Moon 
God and the Sun God re-emerge from the lower end of the head after they have been 
devoured by the mouth of Rahu. This is why the moon and the sun appear to be 
getting gradually cut-off from view from one end of their discs, symbolizing their 
gradually entering the mouth of Rahu as the latter begins to devour them. Then for 
some time they remain dark or obstructed from view symbolizing the period when 
they remain inside the mouth of Rahu. Finally, they gradually regain their original 
shape symbolizing their ejection from the lower end of Rahu’s neck where it was 
severed from the trunk.  

Thus we see that the mythological origin of the solar and lunar eclipse can be 
traced to this event of the churning of the ocean and the demon Rahu getting his head 
cut-off because he had cheated Vishnu in an attempt to drink Amrit. But having 
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already drunk this elixir, he could not die; the head became Rahu and the trunk 
became Ketu (a comet). Because of this enmity, Rahu extracted a boon that he would 
eat the sun and the moon periodically when he felt hungry, which, according to 
mythology, he does during the solar and lunar eclipses respectively. The sun or the 
moon enter his mouth (the beginning of the eclipse), and emerge from his severed 
throat (marking the end of eclipse). 
 The story of Rahu appears in Srimad Bhagwat Maha Puran, Chapter 8, Canto 9.  
Actually however, the phenomenon of the lunar eclipse is due to the earth’s shadow 
falling on the moon’s surface when it comes in the path of this shadow during its 
revolution around the earth. This scientific fact was known to the great Rishis (sages 
and seers) who had preached the Upanishads, and it is clearly mentioned in Varaaha 
Upanishad, Canto 2, verse no. 74 of the Krishna Yajur Veda tradition which says 
“When the moon is said to be devoured by the demon Rahu (the severed head of a 
demon) during the lunar eclipse, people start offering worship, making sacrifices, 
doing penances, taking purifying baths, giving alms and making charities, observing 
austerities etc. so that the Moon God is freed from the demon’s curse, but all their 
deeds are a waste of effort and done in utter ignorance because there is no such event, 
and the darkness on the moon’s disc is actually a shadow of the earth falling upon it. 
This shadow would go away on its own when the time comes even if no such hue and 
cry is raised by worried worshippers. So it is a height of stupidity and profound 
ignorance to even think that the Moon God has been cursed or is being devoured, and 
by doing so many religious deeds it can be freed from its torments.” 
Similarly, the solar eclipse is caused when the moon comes in between the shiny 
surface of the sun and the view from earth, thereby blocking the former’s view from 
the latter’s surface.  
 The elongated torso of Rahu came to known as ‘Ketu’ and it is recognized as the 
comet in modern science. That is why sighting of the comet is regarded as a bad 
omen.  
 Both Rahu and Ketu are placed amongst the nine planets. They represent the two 
nodal points where the celestial equator cuts the ecliptic.  
 In iconography, Rahu is depicted as just a head or even as a snake’s hood.]     
 
 
 
              The importance of wisdom and true knowledge 
 

                                     ¼88½ 
 
dcgw¡ eu fcJke u ekU;ksA 
fuflfnu Hkzer fclkfj lgt lq[k] tg¡ rg¡ bafnzu rkU;ksAA1AA 
tnfi fc"k;&l¡x láks nqlg nq[k] fc"ke tky v#>kU;ksA 
rnfi  u  rtr  ew<+  eerkcl]  tkurgw¡  ufga  tkU;ksAA2AA 
tue vusd fd;s ukuk fcf/k dje&dhp fpr lkU;ksA 
gksb  u  fcey  fccsd&uhj&fcuq]  csn  iqjku  c[kkU;ksAA3AA 
fut fgr ukFk firk xq# gfjlksa gjf"k ânS ufga vkU;ksA 
rqyflnkl dc r`"kk tk; lj [kurfga tue fljkU;ksAA4AA 

 
 
                                               (88) 
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kabahūm̐ mana biśrāma na mān'yō. 
nisidina bhramata bisāri sahaja sukha, jaham̐ taham̐ indrina tān'yō. 1.  
jadapi biṣaya-sam ̐ga sahyō dusaha dukha, biṣama jāla arujhān'yō. 
tadapi na tajata mūṛha mamatābasa, jānatahūm̐ nahiṁ jān'yō. 2.  
janama anēka kiyē nānā bidhi karama-kīca cita sān'yō. 
hō'i na bimala bibēka-nīra-binu, bēda purāna bakhān'yō. 3.  
nija hita nātha pitā guru harisōṁ haraṣi hṛdai nahiṁ ān'yō. 
tulasidāsa kaba tṛṣā jāya sara khanatahiṁ janama sirān'yō. 4.  
 
Verse no. 88—Oh my mind and heart (collectively known as the “mana”)! You have 
never taken rest and are always very fidgety and fickle (kabahūm̐ mana biśrāma na 
mān'yō).  

Having forgotten your inherent and natural blissful form, you have wandered 
aimlessly here and there like a vagrant, being endlessly enticed by the pleasures of the 
sense organs of the body, and getting pulled day and night by the deluding charms of 
the world of sense objects (nisidina bhramata bisāri sahaja sukha, jaham̐ taham̐ 
indrina tān'yō)1 (1). 

[1The inherent nature of the creature’s ‘true self’, called his Atma, which is 
pure consciousness, is blissful and contented. But unfortunately this Atma lives in a 
gross body which has gross sense organs, and the natural tendency or inclination of 
these organs is to seek pleasure and comfort for themselves from the respective sense 
objects of the external world. For instance, the ‘eye’ would always like to see 
beautiful things in this world. The problem arises when these sense organs are not 
under control of the Mana and are allowed to have their say in the life of a creature. 
The desires and needs of these sense organs are endless, and if one desire is satisfied 
then immediately another arises; it’s a vicious cycle. This silently robs the Mana of its 
peace and calmness because it is forced to oblige these sense organs of the host body, 
otherwise they would make life hell for the creature.  

In this verse, Tulsidas is addressing this problem of the Mana.]  
 
Although you have suffered heavily and have been trapped in a difficult snare from 
which it is equally difficult for you to get out due to the company of sensual objects of 
this materialistic world that you so assiduously try to keep (jadapi biṣaya-sam ̐ga 
sahyō dusaha dukha, biṣama jāla arujhān'yō), oh you idiot (mūṛha), you still do 
not abandon them and become alert because you are enslaved to attachments and have 
developed affection towards them (tadapi na tajata mamatābasa).  

You are so dumb-witted that inspite of being aware of the truth of all this you 
willingly continue to feign ignorance about your problems and the cause for them 
(jānatahūm̐ nahiṁ jān'yō). 

[To wit, even though the creature knows that it is suffering so much and that 
all its problems are caused by its involvement with the world and appeasement of the 
sense organs of the body, it still turns a blind eye to them, and continues to plunge in 
this slush again and again.] (2). 
 
Oh Mana! You smeared yourself and got covered by a thick layer of filth, muck and 
slush created as a result of the various deeds done by you over different births 
(janama anēka kiyē nānā bidhi karama-kīca cita sān'yō).  
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The Vedas and Purans (ancient scriptures) advise (bēda purāna bakhān'yō) 
that this muck and dirt sticking to you cannot be washed away without obtaining the 
water of wisdom and true knowledge (hō'i na bimala bibēka-nīra-bina).  

[But, would you pay heed? Sorry, it seems that you are so stupid as to turn a 
deaf ear to them.] (3). 
 
Our (i.e. all living beings’) welfare and good lies only with the supreme Lord, the 
supreme Father and the supreme Teacher (or Guru) known as ‘Lord Hari’ (nija hita 
nātha pitā guru harisōṁ), but Alas, you (the Mana) had never accepted the Lord in 
your heart with conviction and enthusiasm (haraṣi hṛdai nahiṁ ān'yō). [Instead of 
doing that, you had spent your time appeasing and gratifying the selfish sense organs 
of the body as well as this materialistic world and its inhabitants.]  

Alas, oh Tulsidas! How can one quench his thirst from a pond if one spends 
the whole life in merely digging it (tulasidāsa kaba tṛṣā jāya sara khanatahiṁ 
janama sirān'yō)?  

[Tulsidas’ observation is remarkable. He says that there is no use in spending a 
life-time digging through the texts of the voluminous scriptures if one cannot find and 
understand the Truth they are repeatedly speaking of.] (4). 

 
 
 

The Stubborn Mind 
 

¼89½ 
 
esjks eu gfjtw! gB u rtSA 
fuflfnu ukFk nsm¡ fl[k cgq fcf/k] djr lqHkkm futSAA1AA 
T;ksa tqorh vuqHkofr izlo vfr nk#u nq[k mitSA 
àS vuqdwy fclkfj lwy lB iqfu [ky ifrfga HktSAA2AA 
yksyqi Hkze x`gilq T;ksa rg¡ rg¡ flj in=ku ctSA 
rnfi v/ke fcpjr rsfg ekjx dcgw¡ u ew<+ ytSAA3AA 
gkSa gjîks dfj tru fcfc/k fcf/k vfrlS izcy vtSA 
rqyflnkl cl gksb rcfga tc izsjd izHkq cjtSAA4AA 

 
 
                                                   (89) 
 
mērō mana harijū! haṭha na tajai. 
nisidina nātha dē'um̐ sikha bahu bidhi, karata subhā'u nijai. 1.  
jyōṁ juvatī anubhavati prasava ati dāruna dukha upajai. 
hvai anukūla bisāri sūla saṭha puni khala patihiṁ bhajai. 2.  
lōlupa bhrama gṛhapasu jyōṁ taham̐ taham̐ sira padatrāna bajai. 
tadapi adhama bicarata tēhi māraga kabahūm̐ na mūṛha lajai. 3.  
hauṁ haraîō kari jatana bibidha bidhi atisai prabala ajai. 
tulasidāsa basa hō'i tabahiṁ jaba prēraka prabhu barajai. 4.  
 
Verse no. 89—[In verse no. 88, Tulsidas has adominished his Mana for his ignorance 
and stupidity. But he discovers that inspite of his earnest request, the Mana would not 
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change its old habits. So now the saintly poet turns to Lord God and prays to him 
about the stubborn nature of his Mana with a silent request to do something about it. 
He pleads with the Lord that his Mana won’t listen to him, and he has failed in his 
best attempt to control and rein it in. So, will the Lord please step in and help him 
control the waywardness of his Mana, for it is only by the Lord’s grace this can be 
done. 

The central idea is that it is normal for a person to be under the restless nature 
of his mind, the Mana, but if he would take the shelter of the Lord, Sri Ram, and turn 
his attention to him, then the Mana would be easy to rein in.]    
 
Oh Lord Hari (Ram)! My Mana (mind) does not abandon its stubbornness and 
arrogance (mērō mana harijū! haṭha na tajai).  

Lord, I advise and preach it day and night, but it does what suits its 
temperament, and pays no attention to me and my advice, which nevertheless is for its 
own good (nisidina nātha dē'um̐ sikha bahu bidhi, karata subhā'u nijai). (1). 
 
[Now, Tulsidas cites an example to explain the stubborn nature of the Mana for its 
refusal to learn from its sufferings.]  

A woman has to undergo extreme pain at the time of a child's birth (and vows 
not to go near her husband again) (jyōṁ juvatī anubhavati prasava ati dāruna 
dukha upajai), but that fool forgets all the agonies she had to undergo during 
pregnancy and at the birth of the child, and still prefers to enjoy conjugal relationship 
with her husband all over again (hvai anukūla bisāri sūla saṭha puni khala patihiṁ 
bhajai)1 (2). 
 [1The woman knows very well that if she becomes pregnant again, she would 
have to bear all the pain and suffering she had experienced during her previous 
pregnancy and child birth. But the pull of the sense organs and their natural urge for 
gratification is so overbearing that her mind and its reasoning powers are eclipsed, 
and she willingly accepts the full round of torments for momentary sexual pleasure.  
 Likewise, the Mana knows the horrifying consequences of getting attracted to 
the sense objects of the world and yielding to the demands of the sense organs of the 
body, that such doing would rob it of its peace and happiness, but this wretched 
fellow would still get involved in these activities like that stupid lady who willingly 
indulges in sexual gratification inspite of a first-hand knowledge of its consequences.] 
  
[Now, Tulsidas cites another example of a greedy dog.]  

A greedy and rapacious stray dog is beaten and kicked at every door wherever 
it goes, but that wretch still does not refrain from going to the same place again and 
again (lōlupa bhrama gṛhapasu jyōṁ taham̐ taham̐ sira padatrāna bajai). The 
fool does not feel ashamed at all at the insult that it is subjected to, and neither is it 
afraid of the wounds that would be inflicted upon it once again by going to someone’s 
door (tadapi adhama bicarata tēhi māraga kabahūm̐ na mūṛha lajai)2 (3). 
 [2A stray dog is always hungry, looks sick and dirty. He goes from door to 
door, and people first shoo it away, but later on when they find that he has started 
coming repeatedly to howl at their doorsteps, they throw stones at him and beat him 
with a stick to drive the poor creature away from the front of their homes. But the 
irony is that this fool still goes at the same place, to be subjected to another round of 
abuses and beatings. This is the same situation with the Mana.  
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 A person longs for some thing or someone, and he develops attachment with 
them. A time comes that the object of his adoration begins to reject him and his 
overtures, but this person’s Mana is so obsessed with this thing or person that it would 
rather suffer every possible suffering to appease the object of its adoration than to 
realise its mistake and turn away. 
 The Mana is repeatedly warned that it cannot expect true and lasting peace and 
happiness by pursuing this gross, mundane and mortal world of material sense 
objects, but it won’t listen. It forces the creature to turn to the world for seeking 
instant gratification, unbothered about the negative consequences this attitude will 
have for the creature concerned.]   
 
[Tulsidas says that his mind has a similar tendency and fate like the woman and the 
stray greedy dog. It repeatedly entangles itself in the sensual pleasures of the world, 
and gets beaten, hurt, rebuffed and frustrated as a result. But it cares not!] 

I have become tired trying out various means and tacts to make the mind 
disciplined, but I have failed to tame it as it is very headstrong and adamant, and it 
seems that it is almost invincible for me (hauṁ haraîō kari jatana bibidha bidhi 
atisai prabala ajai). 

Oh Tulsidas! Realise this truth: that it can be controlled only when Lord Sri Ram, 
who inspires the Mana, decides to put a leash on it (tulasidāsa basa hō'i tabahiṁ 
jaba prēraka prabhu barajai)3 (4). 

[3The message is clear: if a person wishes to control the wayward nature of his 
Mana and find spiritual rest, peace and happiness, then the easiest means is to turn to 
Lord Ram, the incarnate Lord God, as the Lord is the only Authority who can subdue 
the Mana. What Tulsidas implies is to have devotion and affection for Lord Ram and 
surrender one’s self to him, for then the dynamic energy of the Atma, which is ‘pure 
consciousness’, would be channelled in this direction, and away from the world of 
delusions.] 

 
 
 
                                The Stupidity of the Mana 
 
 

¼90½ 
 
,slh ew<+rk ;k eudhA 
ifjfgfj jke&Hkxfr&lqjlfjrk] vkl djr vksldudhAA1AA 
/kwe&lewg fujf[k pkrd T;ksa] r`f"kr tkfu efr ?kudhA 
ufga rg¡ lhryrk u ckfj] iqfu gkfu gksfr ykspudhAA2AA 
T;ksa xp&dk¡p fcyksfd lsu tM+ Nk¡g vkius rudhA 
VwVr vfr vkrqj vgkj cl] Nfr fclkfj vkuudhAA3AA 
dg¡ ykSa dgkSa dqpky d`ikfuf/k! tkur gkS xfr tudhA 
rqyflnkl izHkq gjgq nqlg nq[k] djgq ykt fut iudhAA4AA 
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                                                 (90) 
 
aisī mūṛhatā yā manakī. 
parihiri rāma-bhagati-surasaritā, āsa karata ōsakanakī. 1.  
dhūma-samūha nirakhi cātaka jyōṁ, tṛṣita jāni mati ghanakī. 
nahiṁ taham ̐ sītalatā na bāri, puni hāni hōti lōcanakī. 2.  
jyōṁ gaca-kām̐ca bilōki sēna jaṛa chām̐ha āpanē tanakī. 
ṭūṭata ati ātura ahāra basa, chati bisāri ānanakī. 3.  
kaham̐ lauṁ kahauṁ kucāla kṛpānidhi! jānata hau gati janakī. 
tulasidāsa prabhu harahu dusaha dukha, karahu lāja nija panakī. 4.  
 
Verse no. 90—This Mana (mind) is so stubborn, foolish and ignorant (aisī mūṛhatā 
yā manakī) that it tries to quench its thirst by the dew-drops while abandoning the 
river Ganges in the form of Lord Sri Ram's devotion and affection (parihiri rāma-
bhagati-surasaritā, āsa karata ōsakanakī)1 (1).  

[1To wit, the Mana is like a stupid person who forsakes an immense source of 
water in the river to quench his thirst, and instead tries to be satisfied with a miniscule 
source of water in the drop of a dew. The Mana tries to derive comfort and happiness 
from this world inspite of being told repeatedly that this is only a delusion, and that 
whatever comfort and happiness it seems to get from the world and by appeasing the 
sense organs of the body are not only transient and unreal but also miniscule in 
comparison to the vast source of bliss and happiness that it can have access to by 
turning away from the temptations of the materialistic world and urges of the sense 
organs of the body, and instead diverting its attention to an endless source of these 
virtues in the form of the having devotion and affection for Lord God, and also by 
developing a sense of self-realisation that would untap the reservoir of endless 
spiritual bliss, beatitude and felicity for it.]  
 
[Tulsidas now cites an example of the delusion that the Mana faces.]  

A thirsty Papiha (sparrow hawk) goes towards a bank of smoke in search of 
moisture to quench its thirst, thinking this smoke to be a moisture-laden cloud 
(dhūma-samūha nirakhi cātaka jyōṁ, tṛṣita jāni mati ghanakī), but it neither 
gets cooled nor finds water in it. Instead, it gets its eyes blinded by the smoke (nahiṁ 
taham̐ sītalatā na bāri, puni hāni hōti lōcanakī). [Forsooth, the mind has a similar 
tendency and fate.]2 (2). 
 [2The bird known as ‘Papiha’ thinks that the dark smoke rising up in the sky 
from a fire is actually a rain-bearing cloud that is rich in moisture. So it goes towards 
the smoke in the hope of wetting its tongue and cooling its body temperature. But 
what happens? It gets blinded by the smoke and heated by the hot environment.  
 The situation with the Mana is the same. In its delusions, the Mana goes 
towards the world seeking pleasure, comfort, joy and happiness, but it gets suffering 
and pain instead.] 
 
[This stanza gives another example, that of a falcon.]  

A foolish and hungry falcon sees its own image on a glass floor, and thinking 
it to be another bird (jyōṁ gaca-kām̐ca bilōki sēna jaṛa chām̐ha āpanē tanakī), it 
dives against the glass floor in an attempt to catch its prey and kill it for food as it is 
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so hungry. But what happens in reality? The foolish falcon breaks its beaks and 
gravely hurts its own self! (ṭūṭata ati ātura ahāra basa, chati bisāri ānanakī)3 (3).  

[3The falcon does not understand that the bird it sees in the glass floor is its 
own reflection. It thinks that it is another bird, and it swoops down speedily on the 
image on the floor in the hope of grabbing its prey for food. But it breaks its beak and 
bleeds its own mouth.  

In a similar fashion, the mind also pounces on the illusionary pleasures of the 
sense objects in this world, thinking erroneously that the latter would give it its 
desired happiness and joy. But the reality is quite the contrary. The Mana not only 
suffers and becomes disillusioned itself, but it also forces the creature to lose its peace 
and happiness by becoming indulgent in this world, because this creature has allowed 
himself to be controlled by the Mana instead of the other way round.]  

 
[Having said this, Tulsidas now addresses his Lord Ram and prays to him thus—]  

‘Oh Lord who is a treasury of kindness and mercy (“kṛpānidhi”)! To what 
extent can I describe this stupidity, stubbornness, evil behaviour and arrogant nature 
of my Mana (kaham̐ lauṁ kahauṁ kucāla)?  

You understand the pitiable state of servants (jānata hau gati janakī). [Here, 
Tulsidas means that he has bcome a servant of the Mana, and so he is not free to act. 
So he prays to Lord Ram to help him overcome this bondage and its compulsions.] 

 So oh Lord, remove the fierce and terrible sorrows, miseries, troubles and 
tribulations from which Tulsidas is suffering, and help him overcome his great ordeals 
which have sapped his energy and virtually crushed his spirits (tulasidāsa prabhu 
harahu dusaha dukha), and thus prove true your vows of being the protector and 
benefactor of those who have sought refuge and shelter with you, those who have 
sought succour and solace in you (karahu lāja nija panakī)’4 (4). 

[4Tulsidas represents all living beings when he says this prayer to Lord Ram. 
He emphasises that he is like a servant of his mind. A servant cannot disobey his 
master, and if the master won’t pay heed to his advice, no matter how wise and sane 
this advice is, the servant feels helpless. If the master suffers due to his recklessness 
and ill nature, the servant has to suffer alongside him, though the servant is not at fault 
personally. So, Tulsidas pleads with Lord Ram that whatever worldly faults and 
delusions he is subjected to and which make him suffer, are none of his own making, 
but are caused by his stubborn and ignorant Mana which does not pay heed to him. 
So, oh Lord, help me, because it is only the Lord who can put the Mana under leash.]  

 
 

 
The Dance of the Creature under the influence of Worldly Delusions 

 
¼91½ 

 
ukpr gh fufl&fnol ejîksA 
rc gh rs u Hk;ks gfj fFkj tcrsa fto uke /kjîksAA1AA 
cgq  ckluk  fcfc/k  dapqfd  Hkw"ku  yksHkkfn  HkjîksA 
pj v# vpj xxu ty Fkyesa] dkSu u Lok¡x djîksAA2AA 
nso&nuqt] eqfu] ukx] euqt ufga tk¡pr dksm mcjîksA 
esjks  nqlg  nfjnz]  nks"k]  nq[k  dkgw  rkS  u  gjîksAA3AA 
Fkds u;u] in] ikfu] lqefr] cy] lax ldy fcNqjîksA 
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vc j?kqukFk lju vk;ks tu] Hko&Hk; fcdy MjîksAA4AA 
tsfg xqursa cl gksgq jhf> dfj] lks eksfg lc fcljîksA 
rqyflnkl  fut  Hkou&}kj  izHkq]  ntS  jgu  ijîksAA5AA 

 
 
                                               (91) 
 
nācata hī nisi-divasa maraîō. 
taba hī tē na bhayō hari thira jabatēṁ jiva nāma dharaîō. 1.  
bahu bāsanā bibidha kan̄cuki bhūṣana lōbhādi bharaîō. 
cara aru acara gagana jala thalamēṁ, kauna na svām̐ga karaîō. 2.  
dēva-danuja, muni, nāga, manuja nahiṁ jām̐cata kō'u ubaraîō. 
mērō dusaha daridra, dōṣa, dukha kāhū tau na haraîō. 3.  
thakē nayana, pada, pāni, sumati, bala, saṅga sakala bichuraîō. 
aba raghunātha sarana āyō jana, bhava-bhaya bikala ḍaraîō. 4.  
jēhi gunatēṁ basa hōhu rījhi kari, sō mōhi saba bisaraîō. 
tulasidāsa nija bhavana-dvāra prabhu, dajai rahana paraîō. 5.  
 
Verse no. 91—The entire days and nights of  my life were spent in dancing (to the 
tune of this delusory world) (nācata hī nisi-divasa maraîō).  

Oh Hari! Ever since you had christened (named) the divine entity, that is 
originally known as the ‘Soul’ (which is subtle and pure Consciousness), as an entity 
that is called a ‘creature’ (a living being with a gross body known as a ‘Jiva’), it has 
never become stable and has never found either a permanent resting place or peace for 
itself (taba hī tē na bhayō hari thira jabatēṁ jiva nāma dharaîō)1. (1). 

[1Tulsidas addresses the basic cause of all problems by invoking the 
philosophy of the Upanishads. He says that the primary nature of all living beings is 
their Atma, which is pure consciousness and also known as the ‘soul’. This Atma is 
the true identity of the creature. But unfortunately, this Atma is invisible and an 
extremely subtle entity. In order to set the ball of creation rolling, the Supreme Being 
known as Brahm, who is the ‘Param Atma’ or the supreme Atma, created the 
creature’s gross body which has visibility like the rest of the tangible world. But  this 
body is dead and lifeless without the Atma which injects ‘consciousness’ into it. Once 
this happens, this otherwise lifeless body becomes a ‘living being’. But it is the Atma 
that is at the center of the whole thing. The irony is that the Atma becomes a slave of 
its own body and its various instruments, one of which is the Mana.  

This Mana is like a magistrate and controller of the affairs of the body on 
behalf of the Atma which is like a Soverign. Now what happens if the magistrate and 
controller himself becomes corrupt and indulgent once he gets powers to rule, defying 
even the advice of his own king or soverign, usurping authority to becomes a ruler 
himself? The kingdom and the state suffer.  

This is the state of affairs Tulsidas is hinting at. Once the ‘Supreme Atma’, the 
pure conscious and subtle Soul, was made into a ‘Jiva-Atma’, the living being with a 
gross body, all its sufferings and delusions started. It is simply the fault of its 
‘grossness’. 

And then what happened? Like a balloon filled with hot air, the Atma began to 
dance and hop madlessly in its new body!]  
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In the course of this delusory dance, I had worn various ‘bodices’  (upper garments; 
“kan̄cuki”) representing ‘Vasnaas’ (lust, infatuation, passion; “bāsanā”), different 
‘ornaments’ (bhūṣana) in the form of greed, avarice, attachments, allurements, 
enticements etc. (lōbhādi bharaîō), and there was no pretension, disguise, deceit, 
conceit, crookedness, heresy, cunning, falsehood, misdemeanour, baseness, meanness 
etc. that I did not try with zest and zeal (kauna na svām̐ga karaîō) in the animate as 
well as inanimate world (cara aru acara)—in my different births that I took as an 
inhabitant of the sky, in the water, on the land (gagana jala thalamēṁ)2 (2). 
 [2Here Tulsidas says that the Atma assumed myriad forms as a ‘creature’, as a 
bird of the sky, as an aquatic creature living in water, and as terrestrial creature who 
moves and lives on land. All these countless forms are like the countless dresses a 
person wears during the course of his life, discarding old clothes and wearing a new 
one as time goes by. And in each life, the Atma, i.e. the true ‘self’ of the creature, 
acted  its role according to the form or body it had assumed, or the ‘dress it had worn’.   
 Like an artist who changes his clothes according to the role he has to play on 
the stage, the ‘Atma’ changed its body and role during the long journey through this 
world.]  
 
There was no god, demon, hermit, serpent (lords of subterranean world and reptiles), 
man etc. in front of whom I had not spread my hands to beg (dēva-danuja, muni, 
nāga, manuja nahiṁ jām̐cata kō'u ubaraîō).  

But none of them removed my extreme poverty, huge sins, vices and faults; no 
one helped me to get rid of or overcome any of my sorrows, agonies, troubles, pains 
and tribulations (mērō dusaha daridra, dōṣa, dukha kāhū tau na haraîō)3 (3). 
 [3When a person begins to suffer, he seeds succour and help from every 
possible source anywhere he is told it could be found. Tulsidas alludes to the 
prevalent practice in society of worshipping so many deities, so many gods and 
goddesses. People, in their utter ignorance, even start worshipping trees, serpents and 
demi-gods. Why for? Just to fulfil their shortsighted petty needs; just to get instant 
relief, albeit this relief is imaginary and delusory.]  
 
My eyes, legs, hands, wisdom and intellect—all have become weary (thakē nayana, 
pada, pāni, sumati); and I have lost strength (bala) to cope with anything more.  

I have lost contact with all my companions (and am feeling like a lonely and 
desolate traveller passing through a forest that creates fear in the heart of the sternest 
of men; “saṅga sakala bichuraîō”).  

Now, oh Lord Raghunātha (Sri Ram)! Tormented and affrightened as I am 
by this world, this agitated and scared servant of yours has come to seek refuge and 
shelter at your feet with the hope that you will not turn him away (aba raghunātha 
sarana āyō jana, bhava-bhaya bikala ḍaraîō) (4). 
 
Oh Lord (prabhu)! I have forsaken and forgotten all the about the good virtues that 
could motivate or inspire you to be pleased and happy with me, for I have none of 
them (jēhi gunatēṁ basa hōhu rījhi kari, sō mōhi saba bisaraîō).  

But now howbeit my Lord, I plead and beseech you to let this Tulsidas lie at 
your doorstep (tulasidāsa nija bhavana-dvāra prabhu, dajai rahana paraîō).  

[To wit, though I am worthless and may be a nuisance for you, but still let me 
humbly stay in one corner of your place, because I do not have any other where to 
go!] (5). 
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How Foolish are We! 

 
¼92½ 

 
ek/kotw] eksle ean u dksÅA 
t|fi  ehu&irax  ghuefr]  eksfg  ufga  iwtSa  vksÅAA1AA 
#fpj  :i&vkgkj&cL;  mUg]  ikod  yksg  u  tkU;ksA 
ns[kr fcifr fc"k; u rtr gkSa] rkrs vf/kd v;kU;ksAA2AA 
egkeksg&lfjrk  vikj  eg¡]  larr  fQjr  cáksA 
Jhgfj&pju&dey&ukSdk rft] fQfj fQfj Qsu xáksAA3AA 
vfLFk iqjkru Nqf/kr Loku vfr T;kSa Hkfj eq[k idjSA 
fut  rkywxr  #f/kj  iku  dfj]  eu  larks"k  /kjSAA4AA 
ije dfBu Hko&C;ky&xzflr gkSa =flr Hk;ks vfr HkkjhA 
pkgr  vHk;  Hksd  ljukxr]  [kxifr&ukFk  fclkjhAA5AA 
typj&c`an  tky&varjxr  gksr  flfefV  bd  iklkA 
,dfg ,d  [kkr  ykyp&cl]  ufga  ns[kr  fut  uklkAA6AA 
esjs  v?k  lkjn  vusd  tqx]  xur  ikj  ufga  ikoSA 
rqylhnkl  ifrr&ikou  izHkq]  ;g  Hkjksl  ft;  vkoSAA7AA 

 
 
                                                   (92) 
 
mādhavajū, mōsama manda na kō'ū. 
jadyapi mīna-pataṅga hīnamati, mōhi nahiṁ pūjaiṁ ō'ū. 1.  
rucira rūpa-āhāra-basya unha, pāvaka lōha na jān'yō. 
dēkhata bipati biṣaya na tajata hauṁ, tātē adhika ayān'yō. 2.  
mahāmōha-saritā apāra maham̐, santata phirata bahyō. 
śrīhari-carana-kamala-naukā taji, phiri phiri phēna gahyō. 3.  
asthi purātana chudhita svāna ati jyauṁ bhari mukha pakarai. 
nija tālūgata rudhira pāna kari, mana santōṣa dharai. 4.  
parama kaṭhina bhava-byāla-grasita hauṁ trasita bhayō ati bhārī. 
cāhata abhaya bhēka saranāgata, khagapati-nātha bisārī. 5.  
jalacara-bṛnda jāla-antaragata hōta simiṭi ika pāsā. 
ēkahi ēka khāta lālaca-basa, nahiṁ dēkhata nija nāsā. 6.  
mērē agha sārada anēka juga, ganata pāra nahiṁ pāvai. 
tulasīdāsa patita-pāvana prabhu, yaha bharōsa jiya āvai. 7.  
 
Verse no. 92—Oh respected Lord Mādhavajū (which is one of the many names of 
Lord Vishnu)! There is no one more lowly, fallen and dumb-witted than me (mōsama 
manda na kō'ū).  

Though (jadyapi) a fish and a moth are of very low intellect (in fact, they do 
not have any intelligence at all as compared to a human being; “mīna-pataṅga 
hīnamati”), still even they cannot compare themselves with me (i.e. with my 
ignorance and stupidity—“ mōhi nahiṁ pūjaiṁ ō'ū”). [Why? This is explained 
below.] (1). 
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The ‘moth’ (pataṅga) was so attracted by the beauty of the light of the lamp (rucira 
rūpa) that it did not realise (na jān'yō) that it was fire (pāvaka) that would burn it if 
it goes too neart to it, and neither did the ‘fish’ (mīna) treat the iron hook (lōha) as a 
death-trap laid out for it because it was only concerned with the food (the bait) 
attached to this hook, and got caught in its overwhelming greed for this food (āhāra-
basya unha).  

But the irony is that I do not abandon pursuing the sensual pleasures of this 
world inspite of knowing fully well that they are an embodiment or a personified form 
of all troubles, tribulations and agonies for me (dēkhata bipati biṣaya na tajata 
hauṁ).  

Therefore, I am certainly more stupid and a bigger idiot than the moth and the 
fish (tātē adhika ayān'yō).  

[These two poor creatures do not have the intellect ability and wisdom to 
determing that the fire and the bait are harmful for them respectively. But I am a 
human being, a creature who is supposed to be the most evolved in the hierarchy of 
creation. It is so unfortunate that inspite of having the privilege of possessing 
intelligence and wisdom, of being able to determine what is good or bad for me and 
my interest, I still do stupid things that undermine my good and welfare. In this 
scenario, I am a bigger idiot as compared to the moth and the fish because I allow 
myself to fall into a trap inspite of knowing that it is a trap!] (2). 
 
I keep constantly floating aimlessly along the great river of swift currents symbolising 
delusions, attachments and ignorance (mahāmōha-saritā apāra maham̐, santata 
phirata bahyō).  

Instead of boarding a boat symbolised by surrendering myself at the holy feet 
of Lord Hari (Lord Ram) in order to cross over this fearful river (śrīhari-carana-
kamala-naukā taji), I repeatedly try to swim across it on my own strength by 
clinging to its foaming currents (which keep me swirling and whirling in the river, 
without letting me see land on the other side) (phiri phiri phēna gahyō)1.  

[1To wit, I repeatedly try to grapple with foam, scum or froth emnating from 
this river (i.e. I indulge in transient and false pleasures of this world which would lead 
me no where) in the mistaken belief that I will cross over this river on my own 
strength. 

Here, the world is compared to the river that is in spate with swift currents. A 
man who wishes to cross it is wise if he takes a sturdy and reliable boat across it, but 
what will you call a man who tries to swim across it to impress onlookers about his 
abilities? Won’t one call him utterly stupid and out of his wits?  

So Tulsidas says that the easiest and the safest way to cross over from this 
world of delusions and torments, a world that never gives peace and happiness to the 
creature’s soul but traps him instead in an endless cycle of miseries and grief, is to 
take refuge in the holy feet of Lord God, i.e. Lord Ram.] (3).  

 
[Tulsidas cites the example of a hungry dog chewing a dry piece of bone, thinking 
that the blood that oozes out of its own injured jaws is coming out from that bone!]  

A hungry dog, in its ignorance, grabs a piece of old and dry bone, nibbles and 
gnaws at it and chews it as if it was covered by fresh flesh (asthi purātana chudhita 
svāna ati jyauṁ bhari mukha pakarai), and thinks that the blood oozing out of its 
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own gums is actually coming from the bone (nija tālūgata rudhira pāna kari). And 
so it continues to enjoy and feels contented in its mind and heart by chewing the dry 
piece of bone, mindless of the injury it is causing to its own mouth and jaws (mana 
santōṣa dharai). [A similar case prevails with me.]2 (4). 
 [2The world has no reality in it; it has no pith, juice, succulance and any 
worthwhile substance in it. It is raw and dry like this bone. When I indulge in it, I 
think that it is giving me pleasure and happiness. But actually I am suffering, albeit I 
don’t realise it. This failure to understand the truth is at my own peril.] 
  
I am becoming extremely terrified and am constantly tormented by the fear of getting 
bitten by the poisonous and ferocious serpent symblising this mudane world of 
transmigration and consisting of countless delusions and temptations of sense objects 
that cause interminable sorrows and grief for the creature, clasping it in their vice-like 
grip from which it becomes impossible to extricate one’s self (parama kaṭhina 
bhava-byāla-grasita hauṁ trasita bhayō ati bhārī).  

But, the irony is, I am such a great fool that I try to find succour and protection 
from it by seeking the refuge (or patronage) of the frog (symblising the inticing 
pleasures of the materialistic world), instead of taking refuge at the holy feet of the 
Lord who rides on the legendary bird known as ‘Garud’ (cāhata abhaya bhēka 
saranāgata, khagapati-nātha bisārī)3 (5). 
 [3Here, Tulsidas is referring to Lord Vishnu because the Lord has Garud, the 
celestial Eagle, as his vehicle. The ‘Garud’ is famed as an enemy of the serpent for he 
gobbles up the latter very easily. He is invoked whenever one needs protection from 
troubles created by this reptile.  
 The frog croaks loudly when it is the mating season, usually during the rains 
when it tries to attract the female for copulation. It is compared to the sensual 
pleasures of the world because they too beckon the creature by their brilliant and 
alluring temptations, symbolising the frog’s croaking during the rainy season when 
the surroundings are green, fragrant, colourful and sensual. 
 A snake is hiding behind this frog and bidding its time to lunge forward and 
grab the latter in its mouth.  
 A man falls into this trap. He pursues the temptations of the world like a frog 
croaking merrily, unaware that a snake representing the various torments and miseries 
associated with this gross world is eying him stealthily. And then the man unwittingly 
gets bitten by the serpent, symbolising the miseries associated with attachment with 
the material things of the world. In his delirum this bitten man forgets to invoke 
Garud to get rid of the burning created by snake bite. In other words, even though the 
man is suffering immensely, he does not, under the influence of the delusions created 
by this world, invoke the Lord’s grace and mercy to get rid of his torments. On the 
contrary, he goes on pursuing this world in the hope of finding some remedy that 
would calm down his agitated nerves and give succour and peace to him, which 
howbeit eludes him.]   
 
Hordes of aquatic creatures of varying denominations get trapped in a net (cast in the 
water by the fisherman) (jalacara-bṛnda jāla-antaragata hōta). Once they are 
crowded together in a small net (simiṭi ika pāsā), they start fighting with each other, 
the larger ones devouring their smaller compatriots (ēkahi ēka khāta lālaca-basa), 
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without realising the consequences that one by one they would all be decimated 
(nahiṁ dēkhata nija nāsā). [Verily indeed, my condition is almost identical.]4 (6). 

[4Tulsidas alludes to the way people have become selfish, with one human 
being baying for the blood of his brethren in a stiff competition to get the best things 
of the world all for himself. In this quarrelsome, pushing and shoving world, a person 
does not realises that unfettered greed and avarice and jealousy is making him enemy 
of all. No one is left to guide others towards a path that would truly give them peace 
and happiness, for everyone wants to extract some selfish interest from others.]   

 
If goddess Saraswati (the patron goddess of knowledge) keeps on counting my sins, 
misdemeanours and misdeeds for many ages (mērē agha sārada anēka juga), she 
would still not find an end to it (ganata pāra nahiṁ pāvai).  

The only reliance that Tulsidas has is in the form of his firm conviction and 
faith (tulasīdāsa  -- yaha bharōsa jiya āvai) that his Lord (Sri Ram) is the one who 
makes the lowly and the fallen persons into ones who are respected, purified from 
their sins and freed from their faults (patita-pāvana prabhu). [Therefore I am sure 
that he will also accept me and provide me with succour and refuge.] (7). 

 
 

 
                                   Lord Rāma’s merciful nature 

 
 

¼93½ 
 
d`ik lks /kkSa dgk¡ fclkjh jkeA 
tsfg d#uk lqfu Jou nhu&nq[k] /kkor gkS rft /kkeAA1AA 
ukxjkt fut cy fcpkfj fg;] gkfj pju fpr nhUgksaA 
vkjr fxjk lqur [kxifr rft] pyr fcyac u dhUgksaAA2AA 
fnfrlqr&=kl&=flr fuflfnu izgykn&izfrX;k jk[khA 
vrqfyr cy e`xjkt&euqt&ruq nuqt gR;ks Jqfr lk[khAA3AA 
Hkwi&lnfl lc u`i fcyksfd izHkq] jk[kq dáks uj&ukjhA 
clu iwfj] vfj&nji nwfj dfj] Hkwfj d`ik nuqtkjhAA4AA 
,d  ,d  fjiqrs  =flr  tu]  rqe  jk[ks  j?kqchjA 
vc eksfga nsr nqlg nq[k cgq fjiq dl u gjgq Hko&ihjAA5AA 
yksHk&xzkg]  nuqtsl&Øks/k  dq#jkt&ca/kq  [ky  ekjA 
rqyflnkl  izHqk  ;g  nk#u  nq[k  Hkatgq  jke  mnkjAA6AA 

 
 
                                                   (93) 
 
kṛpā sō dhauṁ kahām̐ bisārī rāma. 
jēhi karunā suni śravana dīna-dukha, dhāvata hau taji dhāma. 1.  
nāgarāja nija bala bicāri hiya, hāri carana cita dīnhōṁ. 
ārata girā sunata khagapati taji, calata bilamba na kīnhōṁ. 2.  
ditisuta-trāsa-trasita nisidina prahalāda-pratigyā rākhī. 
atulita bala mṛgarāja-manuja-tanu danuja hatyō śruti sākhī. 3.  
bhūpa-sadasi saba nṛpa bilōki prabhu, rākhu kahyō nara-nārī. 
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basana pūri, ari-darapa dūri kari, bhūri kṛpā danujārī. 4.  
ēka ēka riputē trasita jana, tuma rākhē raghubīra. 
aba mōhiṁ dēta dusaha dukha bahu ripu kasa na harahu bhava-pīra. 5.  
lōbha-grāha, danujēsa-krōdha kururāja-bandhu khala māra. 
tulasidāsa prabhuā yaha dāruna dukha bhan ̄jahu rāma udāra. 6.  
 
Verse no. 93—[In this verse, Tulsidas invokes Lord Ram’s merciful and 
compassionate nature, citing several instances when the Lord had rushed to help his 
devotees who called out to him in distress, to plead with him to pay heed to his 
(Tulsidas’) prayers.] 
 
Oh Lord Sri Ram! Why have you forgotten that merciful, compassionate, kind, 
benevolent, beneficent and gracious nature of yours (kṛpā sō dhauṁ kahām̐ bisārī 
rāma) by virtue of which you rush out of your place and go immediately (dhāvata 
hau taji dhāma) to help those who are in distress when you hear the pitiable cries of 
the wretched, the humble, the weak, the meek, the deprived and the downtrodden 
creatures (jēhi karunā suni śravana dīna-dukha)? (1). 
 
When the king of elephants (known by the name of ‘Gajendra’)1 felt that his strength 
was failing and he had no chance of escaping death (nāgarāja nija bala bicāri hiya), 
when he felt utterly dejected, defeated, helpless and hapless, he decided to focus his 
attention exclusively on the holy feet of the Lord as his last resort (hāri carana cita 
dīnhōṁ), making a fervent appeal to you for protection and liberation from his 
horrors (of being dragged into the water and getting killed by the crocodile that had 
clasped its legs firmly in its jaws).  
 Upon hearing his call of distress, you had instantly jumped-off your mount 
Garuda (because it was too slow to reach the site on time) (ārata girā sunata 
khagapati taji), and had dashed to the site of the call without delay (calata bilamba 
na kīnhōṁ) (2). 
 
You had kept the honour and the word of Prahalad (prahalāda-pratigyā rākhī)2, who 
was constantly under threat of life and was being tormented night and day by his 
father, the demon named Hiranykashipu who was the son of Diti, the mother of all the 
demons (ditisuta-trāsa-trasita nisidina), by assuming a fierce, strong and 
formidable form of a ‘half lion and half man’ (known as ‘Narsingh’) (atulita bala 
mṛgarāja-manuja-tanu). In this way you had slayed the demon and protected 
Prahalad (who was your devotee, and his father subjected him to horrors because his 
son would not abandon his faith in you and stop worshipping you) (danuja hatyō).  

Forsooth, the Vedas stand witness to it (i.e. this incident is cited even in the 
ancient scriptures, and there is no denying it) (śruti sākhī) (3). 
 
When Draupadi, the wife of Arjun who is believed to be an incarnation of ‘Nar’ (the 
cosmic Male—“nara-nārī”), was being disrobed in the full court (of Duryodhan, one 
of the cousins of Arjun and belonging to the Kaurav clan), and when none of the 
assembled kings came to her rescue when she was about to lose her modesty and self-
respect though she pleaded with everyone (bhūpa-sadasi saba nṛpa bilōki prabhu), 
she cried out to you (Lord Krishna) with the greatest of urgency and gravest of 
distress in her plea for mercy, ‘Oh Lord! Protect me (rākhu kahyō nara-nārī)!’  
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Then, oh the enemy of demons (danujārī), you had shown exceptional and 
abundant mercy and compassion towards her (bhūri kṛpā) by creating a huge and 
endless mound of seamless cloth (basana pūri) to protect her dignity, modesty and 
chastity. This kind and merciful act of yours had eliminated all the pride, haughtiness, 
arrogance and pretensions of righteousness of her tormentors (ari-darapa dūri kari)3 
(4). 
 
Oh Raghbir (i.e. the brave Lord of king Raghu’s race; Lord Sri Ram)! You had 
protected all these (above named) devotees and many others from being subjected to 
torments from a single enemy in each case (ēka ēka riputē trasita jana, tuma 
rākhē raghubīra).  

But here, in my case, there are numerous such enemies who are inflicting 
unbearable agonies, pains and miseries upon me (aba mōhiṁ dēta dusaha dukha 
bahu ripu). Why don't you remove this pain and torment of mine which is caused due 
to mundane existence in this delusory world (kasa na harahu bhava-pīra)?4 (5). 

[4Here, Tulsidas has made it clear the sort of enemies he has. A summary of 
Tulsidas’ sufferings from which he wants Lord Ram to give him relief are enumerated 
in verse nos. 81—92 herein above, as well as in stanza no. 6 of this verse below. It 
ought to be noted here that these ‘enemies’ are only symbolic of the countless 
spiritual problem and hurdles all the living beings face as a whole in this world. Once 
the enemy is determined, Tulsidas then prescribes the way a person can get rid of 
these problems. And the way he advises is to seek the protection of, have devotion 
for, and surrender to Lord Ram, the personified form of the Supreme Being, the Lord 
God of the world. ]    
 
The crocodile-like greed, avarice and rapacity (lōbha-grāha), the anger-like demon 
king Hiranyakashipu (danujēsa-krōdha), and the wicked Kamdeo-like (khala māra) 
brother of the king of the Kuru clan (a reference to Duryodhan's brother Dushashan 
who had tried to disrobe Draupadi; “kururāja-bandhu”)5—all these are giving this 
humble and helpless Tulsidas an immense amount of unbearable and interminable 
trouble, suffering, pain, grief and horror that continuously torment him (yaha dāruna 
dukha).  

Oh gracious, benevolent and magnanimous Lord Sri Ram (rāma udāra)! Please 
have mercy on me and destroy my fierce sorrows, miseries, troubles and tribulations 
(by your intervention) (tulasidāsa prabhuā bhan ̄jahu yaha dāruna dukha) (6). 

[5As is clear in this stanza, the ‘crocodile’ (grāha), the ‘demon king 
Hiranyakashipu’ (danujēsa) and ‘the brother of the king of the Kuru clan, i.e. 
Dushashan’ (kururāja-bandhu)  are metaphors for the various negative qualities that 
trouble a person in this world. These are greed, avarice and rapacity (lōbha), anger 
(krōdha), and lust and passion (māra) respectively.  

Tulsidas prays to his Lord Ram to provide protection against these formidable 
ememies who are contantly troubling him.]  

 
[Note—Tulsidas highlights Sri Ram's mercy, grace, benevolence, benefaction, 
benediction, munificence and magnanimity towards all and sundry, especially his 
devotees, in this verse. 
 
1The story of ‘Gaja’, the king of elephants, and how he was on the verge of death 
when he pleaded to Lord Vishnu to save him, at which the Lord came immediately 
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and killed his tormentor, the crocodile, is narrated in verse no. 57 of this book Vinai 
Patrika. Refer also to verse no. 213, stanza no. 2, and verse no. 217, stanza no. 3 of 
this book Vinai Patrika.  
 
2Prahalad and his demon father Hiranyakashipu:  The demon king Hiranyakashipu 
propitiated Brahma and took a peculiar boon that he would not die either at the hands 
of a human or by an animal, neither in the day nor at night, nor by any arms or 
armaments, or inside or outside the house. As a result, he became excessively 
tyrannical, haughty and cruel. He doggedly started persecuting the Lord's devotees. 
His son was called Prahalad. The child was a great devotee of the Lord since his 
birth, and inspite of his father's strict strictures, he wouldn't abandon his love for the 
Lord. The demon tried all possible means to make the child heed him, but at last, 
appalled and most indignant at his religious beliefs and devotion for Lord Vishnu, he 
once tied the child to a pillar and drew a sword to kill him. He challenged the child, 
saying, 'Show me your Lord, or else I will kill you instantly'. Prahalad replied, 'The 
Lord is everywhere—even in this pillar'. Rebuked, the demon rased his sword to 
strike at Prahalad, but the Lord manifested himself immediately from the pillar by 
splitting it into two parts,  as ‘Narsingh’ (half man-half lion) and dragged the demon 
to the doorway, lay him prostrate across his laps and tore his entrails out, thereby 
keeping the sanctity of all the conditions of the boon as described above. At the same 
time, he protected the devotee Prahalad by killing his own father who was tormenting 
him. 

The story of Prahalad is narrated in detail in (i) Vishnu Puran, 1/17-20, and (ii) 
Bhagvata Puran, Skandha 7, Cantos 3-10. 

 
3“Nara-nārī”: This two-word combination literally means the wife (“nārī”) of a man 
(“Nara”). Arjun was regarded as an incarnation of ‘Nar’ aspect of the Lord, or 
according to some legends, of a sage called Nar; hence, draupadi, being the wife of 
Arjun, was called Nar-Naari (i.e., wife of Nar). The legend goes that Duryodhan (of 
Kaurav clan) cheated the five Pandava brothers in a game of dice and won—even to 
the extent of their wife Draupadi. In order to humiliate them further, Duryodhan 
ordered Dushashan to pull her in the royal court and disrobe her. The latter started 
pulling her Sari to unclothe her, at which the poor lady—having lost all hopes of 
protecting her modesty and self-dignity when all those present did not object to such 
an abhorable and dishonourable act—called out to Lord Kirshna in utter distress and 
as a last hope and resort. The Lord manifested as seamless cloth; Dushashan got tired 
at pulling and pulling, but could not disrobe the hapless woman. This episode is 
famous in Mahabharat and was one of the main reasons that ignited this epic war. 

This incident where Lord Hari protected the modesty and dignity of Draupadi by 
manifesting himself as a huge mound of seamless cloth is also mentioned elsewhere 
in Vinai Patrika, for instance in verse no. 206, stanza no. 3; verse no. 213, stanza no. 
3; verse no. 217, stanza no. 3.] 

 
 

 
                                      Glory of Lord Śrī Rāma 

 
 

¼94½ 
 
dkgs rs gfj eksfga fclkjksA 
tkur fut efgek esjs v?k] rnfi u ukFk l¡HkkjksAA1AA 
ifrr&iquhr] nhufgr] vlju&lju dgr Jqfr pkjksA 
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gkSa ufga v/ke] lHkhr] nhu\ fd/kkSa csnu e`"kk iqdkjks\AA2AA 
[kx&xfudk&xt&C;k/k&ik¡fr tg¡] rg¡ gkSagw¡ cSBkjksA 
vc  dsfg  ykt  d`ikfu/kku!  ijlr  iuokjks  QkjksAA3AA 
tks dfydky izcy vfr gksrks] rqo funsl rsa U;kjksA 
rkS gfj jks"k Hkjksl nks"k xqu rsfg Hktrs rft xkjksAA4AA 
eld fcjafp] fcjafp eld le] djgq izHkkm rqEgkjksA 
;g lkejFk vNr eksfga R;kxgq] ukFk rgk¡ dNq pkjksAA5AA 
ukfgu ujd ijr eksdg¡ Mj] t|fi gkSa vfr gkjksA 
;g cfM+ =kl nklrqylh izHkq] ukegq iki u tkjksAA6AA 

 
 
                                                    (94) 
 
kāhē tē hari mōhiṁ bisārō. 
jānata nija mahimā mērē agha, tadapi na nātha sam ̐bhārō. 1.  
patita-punīta, dīnahita, asarana-sarana kahata śruti cārō. 
hauṁ nahiṁ adhama, sabhīta, dīna? kidhauṁ bēdana mṛṣā pukārō?. 2.  
khaga-ganikā-gaja-byādha-pām̐ti jaham ̐, taham̐ haunhūm̐ baiṭhārō. 
aba kēhi lāja kṛpānidhāna! parasata panavārō phārō. 3.  
jō kalikāla prabala ati hōtō, tuva nidēsa tēṁ n'yārō. 
tau hari rōṣa bharōsa dōṣa guna tēhi bhajatē taji gārō. 4.  
masaka biran̄ci, biran̄ci masaka sama, karahu prabhā'u tumhārō. 
yaha sāmaratha achata mōhiṁ tyāgahu, nātha tahām̐ kachu cārō. 5.  
nāhina naraka parata mōkaham̐ ḍara, jadyapi hauṁ ati hārō. 
yaha baḍi trāsa dāsatulasī prabhu, nāmahu pāpa na jārō. 6.  
 
Verse no. 94—Oh Lord Hari (i.e. Lord Sri Ram, who was an incarnation of Lord Hari, 
one of the many names of Lord Vishnu)! Why have you forgotten me (kāhē tē hari 
mōhiṁ bisārō)?  

Oh Lord! You are aware of your own reputation, fame and glory on the one 
hand, and of my sins and misdemeanours on the other hand (jānata nija mahimā 
mērē agha). Inspite of that, why don't you take care of me (tadapi na nātha 
sam ̐bhārō)?1 (1). 

[1The Lord has a reputation of being merciful and of taking care of even the 
most sinful and humble of creatures if the latter honestly prays to the Lord, seeking 
the Lord’s protection while promising to change his evil ways. Not only this, the Lord 
is so gracious that if someone takes his shelter, the Lord ensures that the person 
changes his evil nature on his own by subtly influencing his mind and heart.  

In this stanza, Tulsidas invokes this quality of Lord Ram and stresses that the 
Lord should be careful about acting in accordance with his famed reputation and his 
own words that he would afford protection to the most lowly and humble, the most 
sinful and wretched, if the latter prays to him and surrenders himself before the Lord. 
Otherwise, his immaculate reputation would be tarnished if he neglects Tulsidas and 
does not give solace and succour to him.  

In the following stanzas, the stellar virtues and glories of Lord Ram which 
have made him so famous in this creation are enumerated in brief.]   
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Oh Lord, you are the one who purifies those who are tainted, those who are sinful, 
evil, vile and wicked; you make those who have countless faultless into ones who are 
faultless (patita-punīta).  

You are a benevolent benefactor and a selfless well-wisher of those who are 
unfortunate, distressed, lowly and humble; you think and act in their interest 
(dīnahita).  

You provide refuge and shelter to them who have no refuge or shelter 
anywhere else (asarana-sarana).  

These are facts that are affirmed by all the four Vedas (kahata śruti cārō). 
Then tell me, if this is the case, am I not eligible for your attention and mercy; am I 
not distressed, downtrodden, scared and sinful enough that I do not deserve your 
kindness and grace (for my salvation and deliverance)? (hauṁ nahiṁ adhama, 
sabhīta, dīna?).  

Or else, is the assertion of the Vedas wrong; is their proclamation erroneous 
(kidhauṁ bēdana mṛṣā pukārō)? (2). 
 
To start with, you had me sit along with the bird (vulture Jatau), Ganika1 (the 
prostitute who attained salvation), the elephant (Gaja) and the hunter/bandit (named 
Valmiki)2.  

[To wit, you have acknowledged that I am a sinner like one of them; you have 
equated me or treated me at par with them: “khaga-ganikā-gaja-byādha-pām̐ti 
jaham̐, taham̐ haunhūm̐ baiṭhārō”.] 

Now, oh merciful Lord, what hesitation or shame do you now have in 
providing me with the same benefit, the same mercy and grace that you bestowed 
upon them (aba kēhi lāja kṛpānidhāna)3?  

[1Ganika (The prostitute): There was a prostitute by the name of Pingla. One 
day she had decorated herself with flowers and ornaments and waited eagerly for her 
lover. When he did not turn up even till midnight, she was very contrite and it dawned 
upon her that if she had spent so much of her time in devotion and remembrance of 
the Lord, she would have found deliverance. Right onwards, she turned away from 
her profession and became an ardent devotee of the Lord. This led to her 
emancipation and salvation. 

2The story of Jatau, Gaja and Valmiki are narrated in notes appended to verse no. 57, 
stanza no. 3 of this book Vinai Patrika. 

3To wit, first you accepted that you had provided the benefit of liberation, 
deliverance, peace and happiness to the above named entities who everyone knows 
were sinful, evil and lowly. Then you had also accepted that Tulsidas was no better 
than them—i.e. you treated Tulsisas at par with these sinful fellows. Now, if you can 
grant your mercy and grace upon these creatures on the ground that it is your very 
nature to provide succour and solace to those who are distressed and lowly, as well as 
to purify the impure and the sinful, then tell me oh Lord why are you not being 
equally graceful and merciful to Tulsidas? Verily oh Lord, I also expect the same 
treatment at your hands.]  

Now therefore, once you have allowed me to sit alongside the above-named 
persons, why are you taking away the platter (i.e. the plate of leaves for partaking 
food in a community meal) put in front of me (parasata panavārō phārō)4? 

[4Here, Tulsidas refers to the tradition of great Kings of inviting the poor and 
the humble for a commumity meal. In this metaphor, the benevolence, grace and 
spiritual rewards that the Lord bestowed upon the vulture Jatau, the prostitute Ganika, 
the elephant Gaja, and the hunter-turned great sage Valmiki is likened to the 
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wonderful and delicious food served to them in this community meal. These creatures 
had never expected in their lives to ever taste the sweetness of freedom from a life of 
sins and vices which was like their daily staple food, but on this occasion they tasted 
the most delicious food of their lives, symbolised by the nectar-like sweetness that is 
inherent in attainment of spiritual bliss and deliverance from the horrors of this world.     

Tulsidas says that he is no less sinful and lowly than them. And therefore, why 
is Lord Ram not granting him the same benefit as he had granted these four persons 
mentioned in this verse? Tulsidas reminds his Lord Ram that if he neglects the 
former, then it will have a negative effect on the Lord’s well known reputation of 
providing freedom from fear, freedom from sins and freedom from miseries to those 
who have sought refuge with the Lord even though they had been sinful and evil prior 
to seeking such refuge. 

To wit, Tulsidas earnestly pleads with his beloved Lord Ram, saying: “Oh 
Lord, why are you depriving me of the benefit of having peace and happiness, of 
having liberation and deliverance from all worldly horrors and miseries, like you had 
provided these to the sinful and pervert fellows named by me? Am I worse than them, 
or am I not as sinful and evil as they were? If they qualified for receiving your mercy, 
why am I not equally qualified?] (3). 
 
If Kaliyug (the personified form of the present age, the ‘yuga’, named after ‘Kali’, the 
deity of this age) had been stronger, more potent and powerful, and more gracious 
than you are (jō kalikāla prabala ati hōtō), and had he not been obeying your orders, 
had he not been under your command and was independent (tuva nidēsa tēṁ 
n'yārō)—then oh Hari (tau hari), we would have not troubled you, we would not 
have relied upon you for succour and solace, we would have stopped praising your 
fame and glories, and would have stopped getting angry at Kaliyug and finding faults 
with it (rōṣa bharōsa dōṣa guna).  

Instead of you, we would have worshipped and adored Kaliyug because it 
would have served our purpose. We would not have been angry at him or blame him 
for all the faults that afflict the world and cause interminable misery and pain to all 
living beings in it, because inspite of all its shortcomings and faults it would have 
been our Lord and Master for all practical purposes (rōṣa bharōsa dōṣa guna tēhi 
bhajatē taji gārō)5.  

[5To wit, if Kaliyug is more powerful than Lord Ram, then Kaliyug would be 
the de-facto Lord of the world instead Sri Ram. In this situation, it would be prudent 
to keep him in good humour inspite of all his shortcomings—because it is always 
advisable to keep the King, in whose realm one has to live, in good humour. 
Otherwise, unnecessary problems are created by criticising the King and inviting his 
wrath.  

In this stanza Tulsidas politely and lovingly warns his Lord Ram that if he 
starts neglecting his devotees like Tulsidas, then they will think that Kali, the 
presiding deity of the current corrupt age, is more powerful. No one would then like 
to offend Kali and invite his wrath. They will stop worshipping the Lord and praying 
to him for their deliverance from miseries, and instead try to propitiate Kali. The Lord 
must understand that it will be a very shameful development, and would undermine 
his divinity and supremacy in this creation. Therefore, the Lord should pay heed to 
Tulsidas and take special care of the sinful and lowly creatures during the era known 
as Kaliyug if the Lord wishes to retain his glory and fame in this world.] (4). 
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But (what I have said above is not true because oh Lord) we all know about your 
majestic glories and mystical capabilities (karahu prabhā'u tumhārō) for you are 
capable of transforming a humble mosquito into the most exalted Brahma, the 
Creator, and vice-versa (masaka biran̄ci, biran̄ci masaka sama)6. 

[6Albeit I have said that if you become slightly careless, the people of the 
world would think that you are afraid of taking action against Kaliyug or providing 
help to those whom Kaliyug wishes to enslave, as this would annoy the latter, and you 
do not wish to annoy him; but it is just for the sake of warning you, for actually all of 
us know that you are extremely powerful, being the sole Lord and the supreme 
Authority of creation. Even Kaliyug obeys your commands. We know for sure that 
you have that power whereby you can elevate the humblest to the stature of the most 
exalted, symbolised by your ability to turn a humble mosquito into the Creator of this 
creation!] 

Inspite of being so great, able, potent and powerful Lord of the world, (it 
seems that) are you are abandoning, ignoring and neglecting me (yaha sāmaratha 
achata mōhiṁ tyāgahu).  

Then, oh Lord, if even you behave this way, what can I do for I am feeling 
helpless (as I have no one to turn to and complain against you) (nātha tahām̐ kachu 
cārō). [But truly Lord, this does not behove of you and your majestic glory!] (5). 
 
Though I have been defeated (“jadyapi hauṁ ati hārō”--i.e. have lost all hopes of 
salvation and deliverance), and have recoinciled to my fate of falling into hell and 
have therefore overcome this fear too (nāhina naraka parata mōkaham̐ ḍara)—but 
oh Lord (prabhu), this Tulsidas has the greatest regret and is feeling most anguished, 
hurt and sorrowful (yaha baḍi trāsa dāsatulasī) that even your great and powerful 
Name could not burn to ashes my sins, faults and blemishes which prevent me from 
attaining salvation and eternal peace for myself (nāmahu pāpa na jārō), though it 
certainly and surely can do so! (6). 
 
[Note—Tulsidas highlights Sri Ram's mercy, grace, benevolence, benefaction, 
benediction, munificence and magnanimity towards all and sundry, especially his 
devotees, in this verse.] 

 
 
 

Tulasīdās’ Humility 
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rÅ u esjs v?k&voxqu xfugSaA 
tkS tejkt dkt lc ifjgfj] bgS [;ky mj vfugSaAA1AA 
pfygSa  NwfV  iqat  ikfiuds]  vleatl  ft;  tfugSaA 
nsf[k [kyy vf/kdkj izHkwlksa ¼esjh½ Hkwfj HkykbZ HkfugSaAA2AA 
g¡fl dfjgSa ijrhfr Hkxrdh] Hkxr&fljksefu efugSaA 
T;ksa  R;ksa  rqyflnkl  dkslyifr  viuk;sfg  ij  cfugSaAA3AA 
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                                                    (95) 
 
ta'ū na mērē agha-avaguna ganihaiṁ. 
jau jamarāja kāja saba parihari, ihai khyāla ura anihaiṁ. 1.  
calihaiṁ chūṭi pun̄ja pāpinakē, asaman̄jasa jiya janihaiṁ. 
dēkhi khalala adhikāra prabhūsōṁ (mērī) bhūri bhalā'ī bhanihaiṁ. 2.  
ham̐si karihaiṁ paratīti bhagatakī, bhagata-sirōmani manihaiṁ. 
jyōṁ tyōṁ tulasidāsa kōsalapati apanāyēhi para banihaiṁ. 3.  
 
Verse no. 95—[Tulsidas prays to Lord Ram—] ‘Oh Lord Sri Ram! If Yam (the God 
of death and hell) leaves aside all other works (of keeping an account for the sins and 
good deeds of living beings in general) (jau jamarāja kāja saba parihari), and 
exclusively spends his time on counting my own sins, evils and faults (ihai khyāla 
ura anihaiṁ -- agha-avaguna), I am sure that he wouldn't be able to finish counting 
them (i.e. counting of my sins, faults, vices etc., because they are so vast and 
innumerable that he won’t find an end to them) (ta'ū na mērē -- ganihaiṁ). (1). 
 
[And, while he is so engaged in counting my sins and faults, and seeing that his 
attention is diverted on some other job—] Hordes of sinners and evil mongers would 
have an oppurtunity to break free and escape punishment (from hell), and run away 
unhindered (calihaiṁ chūṭi pun̄ja pāpinakē). This would cause great worry to Yam, 
and he would find himself on the horns of a dilemma (asaman̄jasa jiya janihaiṁ). 
 [Why? It is because is his duty to fully count and list all the sins of every 
individual creature. But in my case this list is so long and my sins so great that the 
poor Yam would be at his wits end how to count them and judge them on their 
severity. Finding him so pre-occupied and distracted by this daunting task, countless 
sinners and evil creatures will find an opportunity to escape his vigilant sight and run 
away from hell. Flummoxed and flabbergasted, Yam would not know how to tackle 
me. It is such a hilarious situation, ain’t it?] 

Realising that he (Yam) would be accused of negligence in carrying out his 
duties because of me (as he would not be able to pay attention to other sinners in his 
custody because his attention was fixed on accounting for my sins and 
misdemeanours, resulting in these sinners, evil and wicked creatures escaping from 
his custody) (dēkhi khalala adhikāra), he would present a report to you (i.e. to Lord 
Sri Ram, the Supreme Authority and Soverign of this creation) praising me greatly 
(prabhūsōṁ (mērī) bhūri bhalā'ī bhanihaiṁ), and asserting that I am your great 
and faithful devotee, that I have not committed any sin, misdemeanour and 
malfeasance, and that by the good influence of my worshipping and adoring you, even 
other sinners were freed of their fetters (because of their keeping company with me). 
This is why all of them managed to escape from his custody. 

[Yam will finally abandon counting and enumerating my sins. He has to report 
to the Supreme Lord, and to his dimay he would find that others prisoners in his 
custody are running away helter skelter while he was engaged in updating my record. 
So, in order to save his own skin, he would report to the Lord that this fellow Tulsidas 
is a great saint and so no fault could be found in his life-record. Well, well! It would 
be fantastic for me, won’t it be so?] (2). 
 
Then you would smilingly accept the words of your devotee (i.e. Yam, who is 
actually an employee of your royal court and has been assigned the duty of keeping an 
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account of all living beings so that they can be rewarded or punished according to 
their deeds—“ham̐si karihaiṁ paratīti bhagatakī”), and you would regard me as the 
best among your devotees (bhagata-sirōmani manihaiṁ).  

[When your court employee Yam gives a positive report about me, albeit it is 
done to escape censor from you for not paying attention to other sinners and allowing 
these culprits to escape punishment because he was too occupied in updating my sins, 
you will think that I am actually a great devotee of yours and a holy man; that it is due 
to the positive effect of my company that other sinners and evil mongers too got 
redeemed because it is a well known thing that company of saints and holy men can 
turn the most evil and sinful person into one who is good and honourable. Forsooth, 
you will think that it is due to my good company that this transformation had taken 
place with other sinners, and it is because of this that they were all allowed to leave 
hell and escape punishment by Yam!] 

In short, oh the King of Kaushal (“kōsalapati”; Lord Ram, the King of Ayodhya), 
you will have to accept me as one of your own devotees, either in a straightforward 
manner by heeding to my prayers, or by an indirect manner when someone else (in 
this case Yam) tells you that I am your devotee and therefore sin-less and worthy 
(jyōṁ tyōṁ tulasidāsa apanāyēhi para banihaiṁ).  

[To wit, since it is certain that you can’t avoid me, and would have to accept me 
as one of your devotees irrespective of whether I am sinful or not, then why not do it 
as an answer to my prayers when I am honestly telling you that I am sinful but have 
come to seek refuge at your holy feet, as I have heard that you have a great reputation 
of providing shelter to the lowly, the sinful and the bad. At least every thing would be 
done in a transparent manner, and Yam would not be compelled to tell a lie to escape 
censor from you, and falsely make me a holy man when I myself am telling you that I 
am not.  

Oh Lord, if you accept me because you are told that I am holy and nice, what 
greatness is there for you in it? Tell me, which great king would not accept a good 
person? The magic would be when you accept a sinful person with full knowledge 
that he is sinful, and then turn him around to be a holy man by your grace and mercy. 
It is only in the latter case that you will get good fame and applaud from the world as 
being the Lord who gives shelter and refuge to even those who have no other where to 
go, and those who have honestly sought your refuge by acknowledging their own sins 
and misdemeanours, begging you to forgive them and provide them liberation and 
deliverance.  

Say, what greatness or credit will you have if only those who are good and 
meritorious get these spiritual rewards, because they are destined to get them 
nevertheless due to the positive effect of their own efforts and deeds, and not by any 
of your grace and mercy. So therefore, it is in your own interest to accept Tulsidas as 
he is.] (3). 

 
[Note :- A similar sentiment and cleverness has been displayed by Tulsidas in Verse 
No. 208.] 
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tkS iS ft; /kfjgkS voxqu tudsA 
rkS D;ksa dVr lqd`r&u[krs eks iS] fciqy c`an v?k&cudsAA1AA 
dfggS dkSu dyq"k esjs d`r] dje cpu v# eudsA 
gkjfga vfer ls"k lkjn Jqfr] fxur ,d&,d NudsAA2AA 
tks fpr p<+S uke&efgek fut] xquxu ikou iudsA 
rks rqyflfga rkfjgkSa fciz T;ksa nlu rksfj texudsAA3AA 

 
 
                                                   (96) 
 
jau pai jiya dharihau avaguna janakē. 
tau kyōṁ kaṭata sukṛta-nakhatē mō pai, bipula bṛnda agha-banakē. 1.  
kahihai kauna kaluṣa mērē kṛta, karama bacana aru manakē. 
hārahiṁ amita sēṣa sārada śruti, ginata ēka-ēka chanakē. 2.  
jō cita caṛhai nāma-mahimā nija, gunagana pāvana panakē. 
tō tulasihiṁ tārihauṁ bipra jyōṁ dasana tōri jamaganakē. 3.  
 
Verse no. 96—Oh Lord! If you pay attention to the faults and misdemeanours of this 
servant (faithful devotee and a loyal follower) of yours (jau pai jiya dharihau 
avaguna janakē), then how would I be able to cut through the dense and large forest 
of sins, evils and vices with my humble nail-like scythe representing my meagre 
resources symblised by some good and meritorious deeds that I may have done, or 
some good virtues and luck that I may have (tau kyōṁ kaṭata sukṛta-nakhatē mō 
pai, bipula bṛnda agha-banakē).  

[Say, how can I get victory over my sins with my limited resources in the form 
of virtues and meagre good deeds if you don’t help me?] (1). 
 
Who can ever describe the innumerable sins commited by me through my mind, 
speech and body (kahihai kauna kaluṣa mērē kṛta, karama bacana aru 
manakē)?  

Forsooth, even numerous Sesh-Naths (legendary serpent with a thousand 
tongues), Saraswatis (the goddess oof speech) and Vedas (ancient scriptures) would 
be defeated (fail) in trying to account for all my sins, evils, vices, misdemeanours etc. 
(hārahiṁ amita sēṣa sārada śruti, ginata ēka-ēka chanakē) (2). 
 
If you happen to recall the grace and glory of your holy Name (and its liberating 
powers) (jō cita caṛhai nāma-mahimā nija), and the fame of your special nature of 
purifying and uplifting the downtrodden, deprived, lowly, distressed, the helpless and 
hapless creatures (gunagana pāvana panakē), then you would certainly liberate this 
Tulsidas from the ocean of this mundane world by smashing the teeth of the 
messengers of Yam (God of death and hell) in the same way as you had done for 
Ajamil (tō tulasihiṁ tārihauṁ bipra jyōṁ dasana tōri jamaganakē)1 (3). 

[1To wit, it is impossible for me to get liberation from the bondage and burden 
of my sins relying solely on the strength of my own virtues and good deeds. You have 
a great reputation of providing freedom from sins and their horrible consequences to 
those who have taken shelter with you, who have called out to you in distresss to help 
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them from the horrors of sins by invoking your holy Name. one such instance I can 
give is that of  Ajamil. Then oh Lord, you must also provide liberation and 
deliverance to this humble servant of yours known as ‘Tulsidas’. Refer: Verse no. 57.] 

 
 

 
If ......... 
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tkS iS gfj tuds vkSxqu xgrsA 
rkS lqjifr dq#jkt ckfylksa] dr gfB cSj fclgrsAA1AA 
tkS ti  tkx  tksx  czr  cjftr]  dsoy  izse  u  pgrsA 
rkS dr lqj eqfucj fcgk; czt] xksi&xsg cfl jgrsAA2AA 
tkS tg¡&rg¡ izu jkf[k Hkxrdks] Hktu&izHkkm u dgrsA 
rkS dfy dfBu dje&ekjx tM+ ge dsfg Hkk¡fr fucgrsAA3AA 
tkS lqrfgr fy;s uke vtkfeyds v?k vfer u ngrsA 
rkS te?kV lk¡lfr&gj gels c`"kHk [kksft [kksft ugrsAA4AA 
tks txfcfnr ifrrikou] vfr ck¡dqj fcjn u cgrsA 
rkS cgqdyi dqfVy rqylhls] liusgq¡ lqxfr u ygrsAA5AA 

 
 
                                                    (97) 
 
jau pai hari janakē auguna gahatē. 
tau surapati kururāja bālisōṁ, kata haṭhi baira bisahatē. 1.  
jau japa jāga jōga brata barajita, kēvala prēma na cahatē. 
tau kata sura munibara bihāya braja, gōpa-gēha basi rahatē. 2.  
jau jaham̐-taham̐ prana rākhi bhagatakō, bhajana-prabhā'u na kahatē. 
tau kali kaṭhina karama-māraga jaṛa hama kēhi bhām̐ti nibahatē. 3.  
jau sutahita liyē nāma ajāmilakē agha amita na dahatē. 
tau jamaghaṭa sām̐sati-hara hamasē bṛṣabha khōji khōji nahatē. 4.  
jō jagabidita patitapāvana, ati bām̐kura birada na bahatē. 
tau bahukalapa kuṭila tulasīsē, sapanēhum̐ sugati na lahatē. 5.  
 
Verse no. 97—Oh Lord Hari (i.e. Lord Sri Ram, an incarnation of Lord Vishnu who is 
also known as ‘Hari’)! If you had paid attention or minded the faults and 
misdemeanours of your devotees and those who have surrendered themselves before 
you (jau pai hari janakē auguna gahatē), then why would you have willingly 
created enmity and hostility with Indra1, Duryodhan2 and Baali3 (tau surapati 
kururāja bālisōṁ, kata haṭhi baira bisahatē)?4 (1).  

[1-3A brief note on Indra, Duryodhan and Baali is added at the end of this 
verse.  

4To wit, these three had not directly offended you, but you stood against them 
just because they had offended someone who had taken shelter with you, albeit the 
latter person was not without faults or blemishes. But you took their side because you 
have declared your nature of helping those who have come to surrender before you 
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and seek your protection, for then you overlook their shortcomings just like a parent 
who overlooks the misdeeds of his own child and protects him or her against others 
when they come to harm that child.]  
 
If you had not sought love, devotion, affection and total surrender (kēvala prēma na 
cahatē) in place of doing Japa (constant repetition of divine formulas known as 
‘Mantras’ and the Lord’s holy Name), religious sacrifices (such as fire sacrifices), 
rituals, penances, austerities, meditation, vows etc. (in order to accrue spiritual merit 
or credit) (jau japa jāga jōga brata barajita)—then why would you have resided in 
the household of Gopas (cowherds of Vrindavan) instead of in the abode of Gods (i.e. 
in the heaven), or at the hermitages of exalted hermits, sages, ascetics etc. (tau kata 
sura munibara bihāya braja, gōpa-gēha basi rahatē)5? (2). 

[5To wit, Lord Krishna had obliged even the most humble and the ordinary 
folk of Vrindavan, called the “Gopas”, by living with them as one of them because the 
Lord was obliged to do so by the love and affection all of them showed to him. The 
Lord did not find the heaven where the gods dwell, nor the hermitages of great sages 
and hermits to be as attractive as the humble residences of the ordinary folks of 
Vrindavan although these gods duly worshipped the Lord in a formal way, and the 
sages and hermits diligently followed all practices sanctioned by the scriptures, such 
as doing a lot of Japa, religious sacrifices, meditation and other meritorious deeds. It 
is because the Gopas showed heartfelt love and affection for Lord Krishna, treating 
him as one of them, as their friend, brother and son, instead of treating him in a formal 
way as the Lord of the world. This clearly shows that love, affection and devotion for 
the Lord brings him nearer as compared to all other formal meritorious deeds taken 
together.]  
 
If you had not preserved and upheld the dignity, self-respect, vows and supremacy of 
your devotees (au jaham ̐-taham̐ prana rākhi bhagatakō), and thereby establish the 
paramount nature and supreme effect that your worship and devotion has vis-à-vis 
other so many religious paths and spirtitual practices that are all meritorious and 
credit worthy in their own right (bhajana-prabhā'u na kahatē)— then how would 
stupid, ignorant and idiots like us (the ordinary human beings who don’t have any 
religious or spiritual merit to their name) have ever survived in these difficult times 
and the rough path of doing countless deeds (some of which may be good, but the 
majority of which are bad and done out of existential compulsions) during the course 
of our lives in Kaliyug6 (tau kali kaṭhina karama-māraga jaṛa hama kēhi bhām̐ti 
nibahatē)? (3). 

[6To wit, we, the ordinary creatures of this age, who can’t do any religious 
meritorious deed worth the name, who cannot claim liberation and deliverance from 
the horrors of this world and the interminable sufferings that we are made to suffer in 
the course of our lives, who can’t expect or hope to have peace and happiness, rely 
solely on the Lord’s graceful, compassionate and merciful nature to have these 
benefits—to have peace and happiness, to have liberation and deliverance, to have 
succour from torments and freedom from sufferings, to be free from the fear of the 
evil consequences of our deeds and misdemeanours of which there are countless 
numbers, for otherwise we have no other chance or hope.]  
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Oh the eliminator of troubles and tribulations (sām̐sati-hara)! If you had not set a 
precedent by liberating Ajamil from the horrors of hell on the pretext that he had 
pronounced your holy Name ‘Narayan’ at least once—albeit he had done it to call his 
son of the same name (jau sutahita liyē nāma ajāmilakē agha amita na 
dahatē)— then the messengers (of Yam) would have searched out oxen like us in this 
world to tie them to their ploughs (i.e. all the sinful creatures like us would have been 
enslaved by the messengers of death and subjected to interminable sufferings if we 
did not have the tool of your divine Name to protect us from this doomed existence in 
hell)7 (tau jamaghaṭa hamasē bṛṣabha khōji khōji nahatē) (4). 

[7Ajamil had called out to his son named “Narayan” to come and protect him 
when he became terrified upon seeing the horrifying forms of the messengers of 
Death who had come to drag him to hell as he had not done any meritorious deed in 
his life. Incidentally, the word “Narayan” also happened to be the name of Lord 
Vishnu. So, when he shouted “Narayan come here”, the Lord’s messengers thought 
that he was calling out to their Master, Lord Vishnu. They came instantly and freed 
the dying Ajamail from the clutches of the messengers of Yam, the God of Death. The 
messengers of Lord Narayan took Ajamail to the heaven.  

Tulsidas alludes to this tale from the ancient scriptures to stress that the Lord’s 
holy Name is the only succour for the ordinary creatures in this world, for they can’t 
expect to be delivered from the horrors of death and hell by solely relying upon their 
deeds while alive. The reason is that it is impossible for anyone to be absolutely 
perfect and completely without sins, shortcomings, weaknesses and flaws in this 
world, and so perfect peace and bliss would always elude the creature. He will always 
be on tenterhooks of uncertainty and affright of punishment for the sins and misdeeds 
done in life, knowlingly or inadvertently, if he does not take the shelter of Lord Ram 
and his holy Name—for this would be like an umbrella to protect him from the 
scorching sun of sins and evil deeds. Otherwise, the creature would be yoked to the 
symbolic plough of Yam and go round and round through the endless cycle of life and 
death, undergoing the punishment of the previous life in a new life, doing a set of 
deeds in this life to undergo their punishements in the next life. There would be no 
liberation and deliverance for the creature from the agonies of this hell-like situation.]  
 
And, if you had not worn the garb of the famous quality (i.e. if you had not upheld 
your vows) of being a purifier and liberator of the distressed, the deprived, the 
downtrodden, the humble, the helpless and hapless creatures (jō jagabidita 
patitapāvana, ati bām̐kura birada na bahatē)— then rascals, the sinful, the evil 
fellows and miscreants like Tulsidas would not have expected any liberation even in 
there wildest of dreams for many Kalpas (eras) (tau bahukalapa kuṭila tulasīsē, 
sapanēhum̐ sugati na lahatē)8 (5).  

[8To wit, if Lord Ram hath not taken the vow of providing liberation and 
deliverance to those who are humble and lowly, who are not able to do expected 
meritorious deeds in their lives by virtue of the strength of which they can 
independently attain liberation and deliverance, then only a miniscule number of 
creatures would have been fortunate to have freedom from the horrors of the cycle of 
life and death and its sufferings, for the vast majority would have suffered 
interminably. It is the grace and benediction of the Lord that even the sinful and lowly 
can expect to have peace and happiness under the shadow of Lord Ram’s umbrella 
symblising mercy, compassion, kindness, benevolence, benediction and grace.] (5). 
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[Note—Tulsidas highlights Sri Ram's mercy, grace, benevolence, benefaction, 
benediction, munificence and magnanimity towards all and sundry, especially his 
devotees, in this verse. He points out that if one could get desired spiritual rewards 
relying solely on his own good efforts and due diligent following one or more paths 
sanctioned by the scriptures for obtaining such rewards, then what credit would Lord 
Ram get; what special powers he has; why is he so lauded and applauded by the 
scriptures and honoured as the Lord who provides liberation and deliverance even to 
those who have no scope of attaining freedom from the bondage of sins and 
sufferance from their horrifying consequences?  
 The uniqueness of Lord Ram is that once the creature takes his shelter and seeks 
his refuge—albeit this is done honestly to find redemption and with a firm 
determination that the sin and misdemeanour would not be henceforth repeated, that 
the sinner would mend his ways for good, and not done merely to escape punishment 
for the time being only to revert to dirty old ways once forgiven by the Lord—all his 
spiritual problems are taken care of; he finds freedom from worries as to what would 
happen to him due to the burden of sins on his head, is freed from all miseries and 
torments, is assured of liberation and deliverance, and can be sure to have peace and 
happiness for his soul.   
 
1Lord's enmity with Indra (Surapati): Once, Lord Krishna's second wife Satyabhama 
saw the flower of the Kalp Tree (Parijat tree) with her senior Rukmani. She asked 
Krishna to bring it for her also, so he went to heaven, fought with Indra and uprooted 
the entire Kalp Tree with its roots and planted it in the garden of Satyabhama to 
please her. 
 
Kalpa Tree: The botanical name of the Kalpa Tree is Adansonis Digitta and is also 
called Parijat in Sanskrit meaning ‘descended from the sea’. The English name of it is 
‘Coral Jasmine’, in Latin language it is called Nyctanthes Arbor Tristis (nyctanthes 
means night flower while arbor tristis means sad tree), and in Hindi it is called 
‘Harsingar’. Its flowers are said to be worn by the Gods. The orange colour of the 
flower is used for dying silk and cotton, a practice originating with Buddhist monks. 
According to legend, it was produced during the churning of the ocean. The king of 
Gods, Indra, took it and planted it in his city Amravati. According to another legend 
(Vishnu Puran), a princess called Parijat fell in love with the Sun-God and followed 
him throughout the day. As night approached, the sun became disenchanted towards 
her overtures. Disillusioned and despaired, she died, and a tree grew on the ashes of 
her funeral pyre. The flowers of this tree could not bear the sight of the sun, it blooms 
only during the night, and with the crack of dawn, it falls and dies. 

 

2Kururāja: The five Pandavas had kept a single woman (Draupadi) as their joint 
wives, played dice and staked Draupadi as a wager—all these were highly unethical, 
unrighteous, evil and ignoble deeds of the Pandavas. But seeing their loyalty and 
devotion towards himself, Lord Krishna overlooked their misdeeds, took their side 
and created animosity with the Kaurav king Duryodhan leading to the havoc causing 
Mahabharat war. 

 
3Bāli (The monkey king): Similarly, though Sugriv was not fully above board, Sri 
Ram took his side and killed his elder brother to enable Sugriv to ascend the throne of 
Kishkindha.] 

 
 

 
The Macrocosmic vis-à-vis the Microcosmic form of the Lord 
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,slh gfj djr nklij izhfrA 
fut  izHkqrk  fclkfj  tuds  cl]  gksr  lnk  ;g  jhfrAA1AA 
ftu  ck¡/ks  lqj&vlqj]  ukx&uj]  izcy  djedh  MksjhA 
lksb vfcfNé czã tlqefr gfB ck¡/;ks ldr u NksjhAA2AA 
tkdh  ek;kcl  fcjafp  flo]  ukpr  ikj  u  ik;ksA 
djry rky ctk; Xoky&tqcfrUg lksb ukp upk;ksAA3AA 
fcLoaHkj]  Jhifr]  f=Hkqouifr]  csn&fcfnr  ;g  yh[kA 
cfylksa dNq u pyh izHkqrk c# àS f}t ek¡xh Hkh[kAA4AA 
tkdks  uke  fy;s  NwVr  Hko&tue&eju  nq[k&HkkjA 
vacjh"k&fgr  ykfx  d`ikfuf/k]  lksb  tues  nl  ckjAA5AA 
tksx&fcjkx] /;ku&ti&ri dfj] tsfg [kkstr eqfu X;kuhA 
ckuj&Hkkyq  piy  ilq  ikej]  ukFk  rgk¡  jfr  ekuhAA6AA 
yksdiky] te] dky] iou] jfc] lfl lc vkX;kdkjhA 
rqyflnkl  izHkq  mxzlsuds  }kj  csar  dj  /kkjhAA7AA 

 
 
                                                  (98) 
 
aisī hari karata dāsapara prīti. 
nija prabhutā bisāri janakē basa, hōta sadā yaha rīti. 1.  
jina bām̐dhē sura-asura, nāga-nara, prabala karamakī ḍōrī. 
sō'i abichinna brahma jasumati haṭhi bām̐dhyō sakata na chōrī. 2.  
jākī māyābasa biran̄ci siva, nācata pāra na pāyō. 
karatala tāla bajāya gvāla-jubatinha sō'i nāca nacāyō. 3.  
bisvambhara, śrīpati, tribhuvanapati, bēda-bidita yaha līkha. 
balisōṁ kachu na calī prabhutā baru hvai dvija mām̐gī bhīkha. 4.  
jākō nāma liyē chūṭata bhava-janama-marana dukha-bhāra. 
ambarīṣa-hita lāgi kṛpānidhi, sō'i janamē dasa bāra. 5.  
jōga-birāga, dhyāna-japa-tapa kari, jēhi khōjata muni gyānī. 
bānara-bhālu capala pasu pāmara, nātha tahām̐ rati mānī. 6.  
lōkapāla, jama, kāla, pavana, rabi, sasi saba āgyākārī. 
tulasidāsa prabhu ugrasēnakē dvāra bēnta kara dhārī. 7.  
 
Verse no. 98—Sri Hari (i.e. Lord Ram who was an incarnation of Lord Vishnu whose 
another name is ‘Hari’) shows his immensity of love and affection for his servants 
(devotees and followers) in such a way (aisī hari karata dāsapara prīti) that he feels 
subjugated to them, and would go to any length to keep his devotee happy and fulfil 
his wishes, forgetting his own exalted and majestic stature as the Lord of the entire 
creation (nija prabhutā bisāri janakē basa). [To wit, the Lord never feels hesitant, 
reluctant or shy to help and be in the company of even the most lowly and humble 
inspite of his majestic existence as the Lord of the Universe. He never feels that it is 
below his dignity and majesty to help the downtrodden, the destitute and the fallen.] 

This is, in sooth and without any gainsay, his natural habit and an eternal 
temperament (hōta sadā yaha rīti). [To wit, this nature of the Lord is not artificial or 
ad-hoc, it is not shown by him to please someone or to serve any vested interest, but it 
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is a part of his natural character, it is his famous quality for which he has been known 
since time immemorial.] (1). 
 
The supreme Lord of the world, known as the ‘Brahm’, who keeps a tight leash on the 
gods, the demons, the serpents and the humans, and drives them in accordance to their 
individual deeds (jina bām̐dhē sura-asura, nāga-nara, prabala karamakī ḍōrī)1—
the same Brahm, who is the eternal, uniform, immutable, universal and supreme Lord 
of creation (sō'i abichinna brahma), was tied forcefully to the pestle by mother 
Yasodha (mother of Lord Krishna) so much so that he could not untie himself and 
become free from this artificial bondage (which obviously he allowed himself to 
suffer willingly, for had he not wanted so no power in creation would have tied him 
for he was the supreme Lord of this creation and nothing could be done against his 
will) (jasumati haṭhi bām̐dhyō sakata na chōrī)2 (2). 
 [1Brahm is the Supreme Being and Lord of creation. He controls the entire 
world and its inhabitants, all the creatures, all the living beings of whatever 
denomination and stature, by the virtue of deeds done by them. No one can break free 
from this law: one reaps what one sows. And it is not an easy job and thing to do, for 
the gods and demons are super powerful creatures, and to control them and keep them 
under tight leash is no joke.  

Even among the humans there are powerful persons, such as great kings and 
emperors, great sages, hermits and ascetics whom even the gods and the demons are 
afraid to offend.  

The subterranean creatures represented by the serpents are cited here because 
they live a life that is not so open and almost hidden from view, for they spend the 
major part of their lives underground, in burrows, in thickets and caves and holes. 
Their lives are so secret and hidden from the world that one may think that they would 
easily escape punishment or reward for their activities. But this is not the case, for 
nothing is hidden from the supreme Lord who subjects them to the same laws of 
Karma (deeds) as he does other creatures of creation.  
 Only an Authority superior and more powerful than all the creatures of this 
creation can do it. In other words, the “Lord” is the most powerful Being in this 
creation and its supreme Authority, its Soverign, and hence no one can subdue him.  
 In this context, is is not self humiliating for such a mighty Lord and Authority 
to subject himself to be subdued by ordinary mortal creatures? But the Lord is so 
gracious that, first he willingly leaves his exalted abode in the heaven and abandons 
his exalted stature as the cosmic Lord of creation who is infinite and invisible, who is 
most sublime and subtle, to become like an ordinary creature who has a gross body 
and is subjected to all the laws governing such mortal beings in his various 
manifestations or incarnations. One such form was that of Lord Krishna to which 
Tulsidas alludes to in this verse. The reason why Krishna was tied by his worldly 
mother is narrated in brief below.   

2Krishna and Yashoda: Once, mother Yasoda tried to punish the naughty child 
Krishna—who had been creating mischief by eating curd and butter stored in the 
household—by tying him to a pestle, but the rope fell short. The mother used all the 
rope available in the house, but still could not tie him. Finally, the Lord decided to 
please the mother by allowing himself to get tied by maneuvering things in such a 
way that she got him tied to the pestle with the same rope with which she had failed 
earlier.  
 The idea is that the supreme Lord of this creation would go to any length, even 
allowing himself to be tied by worldly fetters though ironically he is the one who 
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breaks them for the rest of the creatures, if he finds that his small action of 
surrendering to the wish of his devotee would please him or her. In this case, mother 
Yasodha wished to tie Lord Krishna to the pestle in order to subdue him and prevent 
him from eating butter and curd at even odd hours of the day and night, and breaking 
the earthen pots which contained them, which the Lord was accustomed to doing as 
part of his worldly sporting activity, he decided to get tied to the pestle just to oblige 
his mother because she was getting frustrated at not being able to tie him initially. 
Had the Lord wanted, no matter what Yasodha did she would not have been able to tie 
him to anything by anything. 
 There is a remarkable message here: and it is that the Lord showed by his own 
example here that he himself feels obliged to obey the laws of creation that have been 
set by him for all other creatures, that they will have to endure the result of their own 
deeds. In this case, he was punished by his worldly mother for the mischief he was 
making as a child, and she wished to tie him to a heavy pestle so that his movement is 
restricted and he is unable to do more mischief. At first the Lord showed that if he 
does not want no one can tie him, but then he immediately changed his stance and got 
tied willingly to prove that he has no regrets in subjecting himself to the same rules 
that he enforces upon the rest of the creatures.]  
    
He, under the influence of whose delusory powers known as ‘Maya’ (jākī 
māyābasa), even Brahma (the creator) and Shiva (the concluder of creation) have 
danced since time immemorial to the tunes set by him (i.e. they have always obeyed 
his commands and did his bidding, though they are mighty Gods in their own right), 
but still they could not find the other end of it (i.e. could not measure the powers of 
the Lord nor his Maya) (biran̄ci siva, nācata pāra na pāyō)— the same Lord was 
himself made to dance in the courtyard of their homes by the Gopis of Vrindavan who 
cheered and jested merrily and clapped their hands as the Lord danced to please them 
(karatala tāla bajāya gvāla-jubatinha sō'i nāca nacāyō)3 (3).  
 [3This alludes to the playful activities of Lord Krishna while he was still a 
child at Vrindavan. The ‘Gopis’ were the cowherd women folk who loved Krishna so 
much that they enjoyed his company. They would prevail upon him to dance while 
they clapped and sang. As the Lord obliged them, all of them cheered and laughed 
merrily. Tulsidas cites this instance from the life of Lord Krishna to stress that the 
Lord who had made even the most senior gods of creation such as Brahma and Shiva 
dance to his tunes and do his bidding, was so obliged by the love and affection 
showed to him by the ordinary Gopis of Vrindavan that he danced in all odd ways just 
to please them and make them cheerful.] 
 
It is well established in the world and affirmed by even the Vedas (ancient scriptures) 
(bēda-bidita yaha līkha) that the Lord God (i.e. the Supreme Being known as 
‘Brahm’) is the sustainer and care-taker of the whole universe (or creation) 
(bisvambhara), is the Lord of Laxmi (the goddess of wealth and prosperity) (śrīpati), 
and is the undisputed Lord of the three worlds (celestial, terrestrial and subterranean) 
(tribhuvanapati)— even that Lord (who is so exalted, so vast in his authority, form 
and powers, and supreme) had to become an alms-seeker Brahmin called ‘Vaaman’ 
(the dwarf mendicant) in order to beg before the great and generous donor king ‘Bali’ 
because all the Lord's fame, potent, powers and glories became ineffective and 
lustreless (i.e. were no match for) in front of the latter (Bali) (balisōṁ kachu na calī 
prabhutā baru hvai dvija mām̐gī bhīkha)4 (4). 
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 [4Lord Vishnu, the ‘Supreme Being’, had to assume a humble form of a 
Brahmin mendicant to beg for alms before king Bali, who was the Soverign ruler of 
the whole earth at that time. By this humble act, the Lord showed that he had the 
greatest respect for Bali who was true to his words, was renowned as a liberal donor 
who will never turn away anyone seeking anything from him, was extremely morally 
upright and a diligent follower of righteousness. The Lord showed that he might have 
had to subdue Bali’s quest to conquer the entire world by forcing him to donate it to 
him in his form as an alms seeking Brahmin, but it was done to maintain law and 
order in his creation, for otherwise someone else would also try the same thing even if 
he was not so upright and righteous as Bali. The Lord had to enforce discipline and 
ensure that no living being, in this case Bali, no matter how good and meritorious he 
may be, ever break the law of creation by trying to become immortal, almighty and 
Lord of the world. If he allowed this for Bali, he would set a bad precedent for the 
future, so he had to intervene and stop Bali’s quest.  
 But the Lord did this with the greatest of humility and respect for Bali, 
upholding Bali’s desire to rule the world, because only a ‘ruler or soverign’ can grant 
the largesse of land to others as Bali did in favour of Lord Vishnu who was disguised 
as a mendicant Brahmin.  
 Another important point to note is that Lord Vishnu, whose original form is so 
vast that it emcompasses the entire creation and encloses it from its outer periphery, 
giving the Lord the epithet of a ‘Viraat Purush’, the ‘Being with a vast and infinite 
cosmic form’, chose to become a ‘dwarf’ mendicant named ‘Vaaman’. This was a 
significant gesture for Lord Vishnu—for he wished to tell the world that when it 
comes to his devotees, he is smaller and humbler than them! 

The story of Vaaman and Bali is narrated as a note appended to verse no. 52 of 
this Book ‘Vinai Patrika’.]  
 
He, the mere remembrance of whose holy Name liberates a soul from the burden of 
sorrows and miseries that is a part of the cycle of birth and death (jākō nāma liyē 
chūṭata bhava-janama-marana dukha-bhāra)—the same Lord had to manifest 
himself ten times (as an incarnation) for the sake of his devotee Ambarisa (ambarīṣa-
hita lāgi kṛpānidhi, sō'i janamē dasa bāra)5 (5). 
 [5King Ambarisa: King Ambrish was a great devotee of the Lord and faithfully 
kept fast on Ikadashi days (the 11th day of the first fortnight of the moon). The 
scriptures prescribe that the fast of the Ikadashi should be broken the next day on 
Dwadashi but before the third or Trayodashi by offering food to a Brahmin who 
comes first on the day of Dwadashi. Incidentally, sage Durbasha, known for his hot 
temper and wrathful nature, came, and was invited by the king to accept meals. The 
sage accepted but went out to do his rituals from which he did not return on time. 
Meanwhile, the auspicious time was soon due to expire, so in his predicament, 
Ambarish was advised by Brahmin advisors to put a leaf of Tulsi (basil plant) in his 
mouth to break the fast. When Durbasha returned, he became so enraged that he 
cursed Ambarish to take birth ten times. Not contented, he produced a demoness 
called ‘Kritya’ and orderd her to eat the king. It was too much for the Lord to bear—
so he ordered his ‘Chakra’ (discus) which cut the demoness' head and rushed at 
Durbasha. He ran in panic from place to place in the 3 Lokas, but no one gave him 
shelter. At last, he sought forgiveness from Vishnu who ordered him to go and ask for 
forgiveness from Ambarish. Durbasha came and fell at the king's feet. Then Vishnu 
said that he accepts the curse himself (in place of Ambarish) and shall take birth as a 
human on this earth (as an incarnation) ten times, while at the same time he relieved 
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his devotee Ambarish of the curse. Refer also to verse no. 137, stanza no. 3 of this 
book Vinai Patrika. 
 An instant example of how the Lord’s holy Name provides liberation from the 
horrors of life and death is that of ‘Ajamil’ cited in verse no. 97, stanza no. 4 herein 
above.] 
 
He, who is being constantly searched and sought by learned and wise hermits, sages, 
ascetics (jēhi khōjata muni gyānī) by undertaking all possible means that have been 
prescribed for attaining success in this endeavour, such as doing meditation, 
practicing renunciation, concentration, chanting of Mantras, and doing penances and 
various other austerities (jōga-birāga, dhyāna-japa-tapa kari)— verily indeed, the 
same Lord (iin his incarnation as Lord Ram) had made friends with lowly creatures 
such as monkeys, bears and other humble and fickle creatures who had the physical 
form of animals (which form is not something to be proud  of in the heriarchy of 
creation) (bānara-bhālu capala pasu pāmara, nātha tahām̐ rati mānī)6 (6). 
 [6Tulsidas alludes to the Lord’s manifestation as Lord Ram when he had 
befriended monkeys and bears of Kishkindha, and even the vulture Jatau, or in other 
words, made himself easily accessible to these creartures, though the Lord is so great 
and inaccessible that even the most exalted amongst the learned sages and hermits fail 
to attain him inspite of their best of efforts and adopting the best of means for 
fulfilment of their wishes. 
 The Lord of the world had no second thoughts in keeping company with such 
lowly creatures as monkeys, bears and vulture. He showed that he has no trace of ego 
and pride in him, and neither is he pretentious and haughty as to assume an aura of 
greatness in front of humble creature who don’t even know what is meant by being 
almighty and supreme, for these ordinary creatures, the monkeys and bears, simply 
knew that “Ram” was their Lord and Friend, and this was sufficient for them to have 
full faith and devotion for Lord Ram, something that the Lord gave precedence to as 
compared to wisdom and knowledge.  
 Why is this so? Because the Lord has declared that he is like a loving mother 
or father who is more concerned about the welfare and good of their innocent child, a 
child who may have some physical and mental shortcomings or deformities that he 
can’t lead a normal life and is fully dependent upon them, then an intelligent and 
robust off spring who would be able to stand on his own two feet and fend for 
himself. These humble and lowly creatures such as the monkeys and bears and 
vultures did not know how to attain liberation and deliverance by practicing 
meditation, austerities and renunciation, or repeating the holy Names of the Lord and 
other spiritual means to have their spiritual well-being. So the Lord obliged them by 
showing his grace upon them. As for the learned sages and hermits and ascetics, they 
would also attain their spiritual welfare, but they do not need the help of the Lord to 
support them. 
 Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Aranya Kand, Chaupai line nos. 4-8 that precede 
Doha no. 43 which explicitely endorses this view in the words of Lord Ram himself.] 
 
He, to whom the Lokpals (guardians of the world), Yam (God of death), Kaal (Death 
himself; even the factor of Time that rules over the entire creation), Vayu (the Wind 
God; the essential forces of Nature that inject life and movement in creation), the Sun 
and the Moon (the two dominant entities in the heaven around which the life cycle of 
every living being rotates) are all obedient and subordinate (lōkapāla, jama, kāla, 
pavana, rabi, sasi saba āgyākārī)— Tulsidas says that the same Lord stands as a 
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guard himself with a stick in hand at the gates of Ugrasen7 out of affection and respect 
for the latter (tulasidāsa prabhu ugrasēnakē dvāra bēnta kara dhārī) (7). 
 [7Ugrasen: The father of Kansha, the maternal uncle of Lord Krishna, was 
Ugrasen. Kansha had thrown his father into prison and usurped the throne. Lord 
Krishna had slayed Kansha, reinstated Ugrasen to the throne, and became his door-
keeper or guard.] 

 
[Note—Tulsidas highlights Sri Ram's mercy, grace, benevolence, benefaction, 
benediction, munificence and magnanimity towards all and sundry, especially his 
devotees, in this verse. Further, this verse shows that the supreme Lord can be 
subservient to his most ordinary devotees.] 

 

 
 
                                    Glory of Rāma's Holy Name 

 
¼99½ 

 
fcjn xjhcfuokt jkedksA 
xkor  csn&iqjku]  laHkq&lqd]  izxV  izHkkm  ukedksAA1AA 
/kzqo] izgykn] foHkh"ku] dfiifr] tM+] irax] ikaMo] lqnkedksA 
yksd lqtl] ijyksd lqxfr] bUgesa dks gS jke dkedksAA2AA 
xfudk] dksy] fdjkr] vkfndfc] bUgrs vf/kd cke dksA 
ckftes?k dc fd;ks vtkfey] xt xk;ks dc lkedksAA3AA 
Nyh] eyhu] ghu lc gh v¡x] rqylh lks Nhu NkedksA 
uke&ujsl&izrki izcy tx] tqx&tqx pkyr pkedksAA4AA 

 
 
                                                   (99) 
 
birada garībanivāja rāmakō. 
gāvata bēda-purāna, sambhu-suka, pragaṭa prabhā'u nāmakō. 1.  
dhruva, prahalāda, vibhīṣana, kapipati, jaṛa, pataṅga, pāṇḍava, sudāmakō. 
lōka sujasa, paralōka sugati, inhamēṁ kō hai rāma kāmakō. 2.  
ganikā, kōla, kirāta, ādikabi, inhatē adhika bāma kō. 
bājimēgha kaba kiyō ajāmila, gaja gāyō kaba sāmakō. 3.  
chalī, malīna, hīna saba hī am ̐ga, tulasī sō chīna chāmakō. 
nāma-narēsa-pratāpa prabala jaga, juga-juga cālata cāmakō. 4.  
 
Verse no. 99—The glorious reputation, the professed vocation, the well-known 
temperament, the inherent habit and natural inclination of Lord Sri Ram for which he 
is so famed and renowned in this world (birada rāmakō) is to fully please, satisfy 
and help those who are poor, humble, helpless, hapless, deprived and downtrodden, 
those who don’t expect solace and succour anywhere else and from anyone else; the 
Lord takes full care of such people and provides for their protection and welfare 
(garībanivāja).   

The Vedas, the Purans, Lord Shiva and sage Shukdeo (the parrot-sage) etc. 
(gāvata bēda-purāna, sambhu-suka)—all have asserted this fact and sing this 
glory of the Lord. The positive affect, the mystical powers, the potent and influence of 
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the Lord’s holy Name “RAM” is evident from a wide range of instances cited below 
(pragaṭa prabhā'u nāmakō) (1). 
 
Dhruv, Prahalad, Vibhishan, Sugriv, inanimate stone (Ahilya), bird (vulture Jatau, 
crow Kagbhusund)1, the five Pandavas2 and Sudama3 (dhruva, prahalāda, 
vibhīṣana, kapipati, jaṛa, pataṅga, pāṇḍava, sudāmakō) —all of them were 
bestowed with a good fame and renown in this world while they were alive (lōka 
sujasa), and were given an auspicious destination after their death (i.e. were given 
salvation) (paralōka sugati).  

Who among them was of any use to the Lord? (inhamēṁ kō hai rāma 
kāmakō) [But still the Lord showed his grace upon them as they had taken the shelter 
of his holy Name and sought his protection.] (2). 
 [1The story of Dhruv, Prahalad, Vibhishan, Sugriv, Ahilya, Jatau etc. have 
been narrated in brief earlier in verse nos. 25, 43, 57, 78 and 86 herein above of this 
book Vinai Patrika.  
 2The story of the five Pandava brothers is central to the story of the epic war of 
Mahabharat. They were numerically miniscule and had no might that comes with 
being a king of a great kingdom, for all numbers and powers were in favour of their 
cousins, the Kaurav brothers, who were not only a hundred in number but had the 
backing of the mighty kingdom of which Hasitinapur was the capital. The Pandavas 
had been exiled and had been hounded by the Kauravas, and they roamed around for 
the fear of their lives. Lord Krishna took pity on them, and he took up their cause 
personally. This resulted in the savage and calamitous war of Mahabharat where the 
mighty army of the Kauravas was defeated and all of them killed, while all the five 
Pandavas survived the war and their honour was restored with this victory. The credit 
went solely to Lord Krishna.  
 3Sudama: He was a classmate of Krishna during their adolescent days, but fell 
on bad days and became extremely impoverished. At the behest of his wife, he once 
went to pay a visit to Krishna who, by this time, had become the great king of 
Dwarka. But Sudama was so wretchedly poor that he had nothing but four fistfulls of 
puffed rice flakes to take as a visiting gift for Krishna. Sri Krishna was so moved at 
this gesture and at Sudama's abject poverty that he not only accepted those four 
humble fistfulls of dry coarse puffed rice flakes but also rewarded him with immense 
wealth and prosperity which even put Kuber, the God of wealth, to shame. 
 What Tulsidas means is: Krishna had nothing to gain by showing honour to 
Sudama who was utterly poor and humble, a person with no means and wherewithal. 
But he loved his friend ‘Krishna’, and so the Lord honoured him for this affection.] 
 
Who was a worse sinner and more fallen than (inhatē adhika bāma kō) Ganika (the 
whore named Jiwanti)4, the Kol-Kirats (tribals such as Guha-Nishad)5, and the great 
poet Valmiki (because he was a cruel bandit and hunter once before being 
transformed into a great sage)6 (ganikā, kōla, kirāta, ādikabi)?  

When did Ajamil perform the ‘Ashwamegh Yagya’ (the horse sacrifice) 
(bājimēgha kaba kiyō ajāmila), and when did Gaja, the elephant, sing Sam-Veda 
for which they got such excellent rewards which are usually reserved for highly 
acclaimed and learned persons who undertake these exercises (gaja gāyō kaba 
sāmakō)?7 (3). 
 [4The story of Ganika is narrated in verse no. 94.  
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 5The ‘Kol and Kirats’ were the humble and illiterate tribals whom Lord Ram 
met and obliged during his way to the forest. He conversed with them, sat surrounded 
by them to give them his company, partook of food they offered, and did everything 
practical to please them and make them feel happy. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, 
Ayodhya Kand, (i) Chaupai line nos. 1-8 that precede Doha no. 88; (ii) from Chaupai 
line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 135—to Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes Doha no. 
137; and (iii) from Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 250—to Chaupai line 
no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 251. 
 6The story of Valmiki is narrated in verse no. 57 of this book Vinai Patrika.] 
 
[Now, in this stanza Tulsidas talks about himself and says—] ‘Who is more deceitful, 
crooked, darkened or lowly (sinful), meek, devoid of all resources, lean and thin and 
worn out (emaciated; lacking proper nourishment due to lack of resources and luck) 
than Tulsidas (chalī, malīna, hīna saba hī am ̐ga, tulasī sō chīna chāmakō)?  

But, in the kingdom of a King represented by Lord Sri Ram's holy Name, and only 
due to his majesty’s authority, powers and potentials (nāma-narēsa-pratāpa 
prabala jaga), even worthless coins made of hide (leather—instead of some precious 
metal such as silver and gold, even copper or bronze that is normally the way coins of 
great kings are made of) assume great value and becomes a currency much sought 
after (juga-juga cālata cāmakō)7 (4). 

[7Tulsidas means that even the wretched sinners and lowly creatures who have no 
worth themselves have been attaining respect and salvation by the good influence of 
Sri Ram's holy Name for a long time in his  kingdom. So if this is the case, then he 
says that he is also sure and hopes that he too would get to attain salvation and due 
respect in the kingdom of Lord Ram by relying on the strength of the Lord’s holy 
Name and its potential powers as briefed above. 

The picture that Tulsidas presents of himself in this stanza is simply to emphasise 
that he is extremely poor and ordinary, and that in the usual course of life he cannot 
expect any good for himself. But as things turned out for him, he had become one of 
the most respected poet and devotee of the Lord the annals of history has recorded. 
So, Tulsidas assigns the credit for this achievement entirely to Lord Ram and his holy 
Name.]  

 
[Note—Tulsidas highlights Sri Ram's mercy, grace, benevolence, benefaction,  
benediction, munificence and magnanimity towards all and sundry, especially his 
devotees, in this verse.] 

 
 

 
Lord Rāma's glory 

 
¼100½ 

 
lqfu lhrkifr&lhy&lqHkkmA 
eksn u eu] ru iqyd] u;u ty] lks uj [ksgj [kkmAA1AA 
fllqiursa firq] ekrq] cU/kq] xq#] lsod] lfpo] l[kkmA 
dgr  jke&fc/kq&cnu  fjlksgSa  liusgq¡  y[;ks  u  dkmAA2AA 
[ksyr  lax  vuqt  ckyd  fur]  tksxor  vuV  vikmA 
thfr  gkfj  pqpqdkfj  nqykjr]  nsr  fnokor  nkmAA3AA 
flyk  lki&larki&fcxr  Hkb]  ijlr  ikor  ikmA 
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nbZ lqxfr lks u gsfj gj"k fg;] pju Nq,dks ifNrkmAA4AA 
Hko&/kuq Hkaft funfj Hkwifr Hk`xqukFk [kkb x;s rkmA 
Nfe  vijk/k]  Nekb  ik¡;  ifj]  brkS  u  vur  lekmAA5AA 
dáks jkt] cu fn;ks ukfjcl] xfj xykfu x;ks jkmA 
rk dqekrqdks eu tksxor T;kSa fut ruq eje dq?kkmAA6AA 
dfi&lsok&cl  Hk;s  dukSM+s]  dákS  ioulqr  vkmA 
nscsdks  u  dNw  fjfu;k¡  gkSa  /kfud  rw¡  i=  fy[kkmAA7AA 
viuk;s  lqxzho  fcHkh"ku]  fru  u  rT;ks  Ny&NkmA 
Hkjr  lHkk  luekfu  ljkgr]  gksr  u  ân;  v?kkmAA8AA 
fut  d#uk  djrwfr  Hkxrij]  pir  pyr  pjpkmA 
ld`r izuke izur tl cjur] lqur dgr fQfj xkmAA9AA 
leqf>  leqf>  xquxzke  jkeds] mj  vuqjkx  c<+kmA 
rqyflnkl   vu;kl   jkein   ikbgS   izse&ilkmAA10AA 

 
 
                                                   (100) 
 
suni sītāpati-sīla-subhā'u. 
mōda na mana, tana pulaka, nayana jala, sō nara khēhara khā'u. 1.  
sisupanatēṁ pitu, mātu, bandhu, guru, sēvaka, saciva, sakhā'u. 
kahata rāma-bidhu-badana risōhaiṁ sapanēhum̐ lakhyō na kā'u. 2.  
khēlata saṅga anuja bālaka nita, jōgavata anaṭa apā'u. 
jīti hāri cucukāri dulārata, dēta divāvata dā'u. 3.  
silā sāpa-santāpa-bigata bha'i, parasata pāvata pā'u. 
da'ī sugati sō na hēri haraṣa hiya, carana chu'ēkō pachitā'u. 4.  
bhava-dhanu bhan̄ji nidari bhūpati bhṛgunātha khā'i gayē tā'u. 
chami aparādha, chamā'i pām̐ya pari, itau na anata samā'u. 5.  
kahyō rāja, bana diyō nāribasa, gari galāni gayō rā'u. 
tā kumātukō mana jōgavata jyauṁ nija tanu marama kughā'u. 6.  
kapi-sēvā-basa bhayē kanauṛē, kahyau pavanasuta ā'u. 
dēbēkō na kachū riniyām̐ hauṁ dhanika tūm̐ patra likhā'u. 7.  
apanāyē sugrīva bibhīṣana, tina na tajyō chala-chā'u. 
bharata sabhā sanamāni sarāhata, hōta na hṛdaya aghā'u. 8.  
nija karunā karatūti bhagatapara, capata calata caracā'u. 
sakṛta pranāma pranata jasa baranata, sunata kahata phiri gā'u. 9.  
samujhi samujhi gunagrāma rāmakē, ura anurāga baṛhā'u. 
tulasidāsa anayāsa rāmapada pā'ihai prēma-pasā'u. 10.  
 
Verse no. 100—On hearing the (benevolent, merciful, gracious, magnanimous, 
loving, courteous, tolerant and kind) natural disposition and virtuous character of the 
Lord of Sita, Sri Ram (suni sītāpati-sīla-subhā'u), if one does not feel ecstatic and 
immensely glad at heart (mōda na mana), if one’s body is not thrilled (tana 
pulaka), if one’s eyes are not filled with tears of overwhelming love, affection and 
gratitude for such a Lord (nayana jala)—it is far better for such a foolish person to 
roam about aimlessly in this world, in absolute futility and literally throwing fistfulls 
of dust in his eyes and mouth (sō nara khēhara khā'u) than expecting any kind of 
welfare and well-being for himself in this life or the life hereafter. (1). 
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Ever since my childhood (sisupanatēṁ), my parents (father, mother), brother, 
teacher, servant, advisor and friend (pitu, mātu, bandhu, guru, sēvaka, saciva, 
sakhā'u)—all have been saying that none of them had ever seen any sign of 
indignation, bitterness, anger, wrath, malice, ill-will, vengeance or a sense of reprisal 
(kahata risōhaiṁ lakhyō na kā'u) on the moon-like (sweet and pleasant) face of 
Lord Sri Ram even in their dreams (rāma-bidhu-badana sapanēhum̐).  

[That is, I (Tulsidas) have been always told by my elders that they have never 
seen Lord Ram angry. His countenance is always sweet and welcoming.] (2). 
 
As a child, Lord Ram would daily go out to play with his three brothers (Bharat, 
Laxman and Shatrughan) and other children of the city (of Ayodhya) (khēlata saṅga 
anuja bālaka nita). During the games, he (Lord Sri Ram) would never bother about 
(i.e. had overlooked) the many nuisances, mischief and cheating committed by them 
though he saw and knew everything (jōgavata anaṭa apā'u).  

The Lord would voluntarily accept defeat inspite of apparently winning the 
game he was playing with the children just to please the latter and make them feel 
happy (jīti hāri cucukāri).  

Not only this, the Lord would call them (his brothers and friends) 
affectionately (dulārata), and tell them the tact he would be using to play the next 
game (i.e. he told them about the secret manauverings he would adopt and steps he 
would take to win the game so that they can beat him and win the game). He would 
even inspire others (especially his three brothers) to do so (so that the children of 
Ayodhya always won the game and were filled with joy and exhilaration) (dēta 
divāvata dā'u)1. (3). 
 [1Tulsidas wishes to tell us how loving and kind Lord Ram was even during 
the days of his childhood. He would voluntarily lose the game so that others won 
albeit he could have easily won it, just to make his friends and brothers who defeated 
him in the game feel happy and joyful at the victory.  
 In other words this means that the Lord is so gracious and accomodating that 
he would never mind if he has to suffer a bit and be subjected to ridicule and scrutiny 
in this world if any of his deeds and actions helped his devotees, if he could be 
instrumental in giving happiness and joy to those who have come to seek refuge and 
shelter with him, those who depend upon him and have no where to go except him. 
 Why then, is it not foolish not to take shelter with such a Lord; is is not utter 
stupidity to go begging at the doors of others when such a welcoming and benevolent 
Lord is waiting for you with out-stretched arms to come to him?  

This is what Tulsidas means in stanza no. 1 of this verse.] 
   
Merely by the touch of his (Lord Sri Ram's) holy feet (parasata pāvata pā'u), 
Ahilya, who was turned in to a stone by a curse, was liberated from her torments (silā 
sāpa-santāpa-bigata bha'i). She was provided with the boon of an exalted stature 
(i.e. she was restored to her former self with no taint to her character; “da'ī sugati 
sō”)—but, instead of feeling proud or glad at this noble act (na hēri haraṣa hiya), 
Sri Ram felt regret at having to touch a sage's wife with his feet (carana chu'ēkō 
pachitā'u)2. (4). 
 [2The story of Ahilya is narrated in verse no. 43 of this book Vinai Patrika.] 
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The arrogance and haughtiness of the assembled princes was removed when Lord Sri 
Ram broke Lord Shiva's stubborn bow (at Janakpur, at the time of the marriage 
ceremony of Sita) (bhava-dhanu bhan̄ji nidari bhūpati)3.  

At this, when sage Parashuram came and showed his annoyance and anger 
(bhṛgunātha khā'i gayē tā'u), he (Sri Ram) forgave him for his misdemeanours and 
arrogant behaviour (chami aparādha), and instead, the Lord made Laxman (his 
younger brother) ask for forgiveness for his previous impertinent behaviour with the 
sage and himself fell at the feet of Parshuram to ask for forgiveness for any wrong-
doing (chamā'i pām̐ya pari). In all sooth and without gainsay, there is no greater 
show of humility and modesty compared to this act of the Lord anywhere in this 
world (itau na anata samā'u)4.  (5). 

[3Sita’s father Janak had organised an elaborate ceremony to choose a groom 
for her. He had made a vow that anyone who breaks an old bow of Lord Shiva lying 
in his family’s custody as the condition for the successful candidate for marrying Sita. 
All great kings and princes of every corner of the earth had assembled, but no one 
could move the bow. At this juncture, Lord Ram easily broke this bow and established 
his fame in this great assembly, making himself known in all the four corners of the 
world as the strongest warrior of that time.  

This story is narrated in great detail in Tulsidas’ epic book Ram Charit Manas, 
in its Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 9 that precede Doha no. 210—to Chaupai line 
no. 5 that precede Doha no. 265. 

4When sage Parashuram heard about the breaking of the bow, he became 
exceedingly angry because he worshipped Lord Shiva to whom the bow had belonged 
long time ago before the Lord had himself discarded it and had given it to ancestors of 
Janak, the father of Sita, for safekeeping. So, the sage came angrily to punish the 
person who had broken the bow. At the venue at Janakpur, there was a heated 
exchange between him and Laxman, the younger brother of Lord Ram, though the 
Lord himself always tried to pacify the sage. Finally, when the sage’s anger had 
dissipated and he calmed down, the Lord not only forgave him for his angry outburst 
but also bowed himself before him, and made Laxman to also do so, to show his 
respect to Parashuram as he was a great and senior sage.   

  This story is narrated in great detail in Tulsidas’ epic book Ram Charit 
Manas, in its Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 2 that precede Doha no. 268—to 
Chaupai line no. 7 that precede Doha no. 285.] 
 
King Darsrath (Lord Ram’s worldly father), under the evil and undue influence of 
Kaikeyi (the step mother of the Lord and the king’s third queen), had given him (Sri 
Ram) exile even after declaring that he would be anointed prince-regent of the 
kingdom (of Ayodhya) (kahyō rāja, bana diyō nāribasa). As a consequence the 
king was filled with great regret and had died due to the shame and ignominy of his 
act (gari galāni gayō rā'u).  

Lord Sri Ram had even cared for the sentiments of such an evil and wicked 
mother as Kaikeyi (tā kumātukō mana jōgavata) as if someone takes special care 
of the painful wound on the sensitive parts of his body (jyauṁ nija tanu marama 
kughā'u)5. (6). 
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[5Lord Ram always ensured that none of his actions or words were against 
Kaikeyi’s wishes, and was very careful not to say or do anything that would hurt her 
feelings or be insulting to her in any way. When confronted by her and told to go to 
the forest, he did not show any rancour or anger at her; rather he politely and with all 
civility accepted her wishes and told her that it would be his privilege to do what she 
and his father wish for him. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Ayodhya Kand, from Doha no. 
39—to Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 43. 

Kaikeyi is treated as a sore wound for the family because her attitude and 
actions that forced king Dasrath to send Lord Ram to exile in the forest for fourteen 
years made the whole family suffer and the king himself dying like the case when the 
whole body suffers pain and misery due to a sore wound on one of its parts.  

Briefly, the story is that Kaikeyi wanted to make her own son Bharat the 
crown prince and regent of the kingdom. King Dasrath had promised her two words-
of-honour long ago. So she invoked those vows and asked him to send Lord Ram to 
the forest for fourteen years as fulfilment of one vow, and to appoint Bharat on the 
throne as the second fulfilment. Lord Ram went to the forest cheerfully to keep the 
promise of his father, but though Kaikeyi was the cause of the turmoil that submerged 
the entire kingdom and caused the death of Dasrath, the Lord never showed any 
disrespect to her. Even her own son Bharat had vehemently insulted her and never 
talked with her for the rest of her life (refer especially to: Geetawali Ramayan, Uttar 
Kand, verse no. 37 which expressly says this); she was abhorred by all the citizens of 
Ayodhya, but Lord Ram took great care to not do anything to hurt her more. The Lord 
even went to the extent of paying her a visit specially to assuage her feelings and tell 
her that he harbours no hard feelings for her after his return to Ayodhya at the end of 
his exile (refer: Ram Charit Manas, Uttar Kand, Chaupai line nos. 1-2 that precede 
Doha no. 10).  

The full event is narrated in Ram Charit Manas, Ayodhya Kand, from Chaupai 
line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 2—to Chaupai line no. 2 that precede Doha no. 81; 
from Chaupai line no. 4 that precede Doha no. 142—to Doha no. 182. 

This shows the nature of Lord Ram—that he never does or says anything 
against even those who have caused him great suffering; nay, not only to him but even 
to others. Instead, he tries his best to please them who have sorely made things 
difficult for him; he tries to fulfil their wishes even if this means a lot of sufferance 
and miseries for himself and those who are closely related to him, such as his wife 
Sita and his brother Laxman who too had to suffer with Lord Ram during his exile in 
the forest for fourteen long years.] 
 
When he (Lord Sri Ram) was greatly obliged and indebted to Hanuman for the 
services rendered by the latter (kapi-sēvā-basa bhayē kanauṛē), the Lord called 
him near and said affectionately, ‘Oh son of Wind-God! Come here (kahyau 
pavanasuta ā'u). I have nothing to give you (in return for your services; “dēbēkō na 
kachū”). I am indebted and highly grateful to you (riniyām̐ hauṁ)! You are my 
creditor; if you wish you can take this from me in writing (dhanika tūm̐ patra 
likhā'u).’6 (7). 
 [6Lord expressed this sentiment for Hanuman when he had brought the 
information of Sita’s whereabouts at Lanka to him. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Sundar 
Kand, Chaupai line nos. 5-7 that precede Doha no. 32.] 
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Sugriv and Vibhishan had not abandoned their cunning, deceit, crookedness and 
scheming nature, but you had still accepted them (as one of your own devotees) 
(apanāyē sugrīva bibhīṣana, tina na tajyō chala-chā'u)7.  

You were always all praise for Bharat in a full court (i.e. you had always 
publicly praised Bharat) (bharata sabhā sanamāni sarāhata), and were never 
contented in your heart of doing so (hōta na hṛdaya aghā'u)8. (8). 

[7Both Sugriv and Vibhishan had betrayed their elder brothers, Baali and 
Ravana respetively. But Lord Ram had overlooked this fault and negative trait in their 
character when they sought his protection against their tormentors, who ironically 
were their above mentioned brothers themselves. Sugriv was a monkey by birth, and 
Vibhishan was a demon. Though they had helped Lord Ram during his campaign to 
free Sita from the clutches of the demon king Ravana as a pretext to eliminate the 
cruel demons as promised by the Lord to the Gods and Mother Earth who had pleaded 
for his intervention and protection against the horrors perpetrated by the demons led 
by Ravana, these two fellows, i.e. Sugriv and Vibhishan, had not abandoned their 
basic nature which is characteristic of their race, viz. the monkey and the demon race 
respectively. Nonetheless, Lord Ram showed them great affection and respect, and 
promised them abiding friendship and invited them to come to his capital city of 
Ayodhya whenever they pleased to do so. Refer: Ram Charit Manas: (i) Baal Kand, 
Chaupai line nos. 1-2 that precede Doha no. 18; and (ii) Uttar Kand, Doha no. 26 
along with Chaupai line nos. 2-7 that precede it. 

8Lord Ram had highly praised Bharat in full assembly at Chitrakoot where the 
former and all the prominent citizens of Ayodhya had gone in their attempt to bring 
the Lord home. The Lord wished to make sure that Bharat’s sense of guilt, regret and 
contrition were eliminated, and he was assured that the Lord had no ill-feeling against 
him. By publicly praising Bharat and even going to the extent of saying that if Bharat 
wants he is ready to break his own vows and that of his father, which was to stay in 
the forest for fourteen years, and would instead go back to Ayodhya if Bharat insists, 
Lord Ram also sent a strong message to the citizens of Ayodhya to treat Bharat with 
great respect and politeness. This event is narrated in Ram Charit Manas, Ayodhya 
Kand, (i) from Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 263—to Doha no. 264; (ii) 
from Chaupai line no. 6 that precedes Doha no. 304—Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes 
Doha no. 307.] 
 
You feel almost burried in embarrasment when it is merely mentioned that you have 
been so gracious and benevolent towards your devotees (i.e. you do not like to hear 
yourself being praised; “nija karunā karatūti bhagatapara, capata calata 
caracā'u”).  

But, even if someone as much as merely bows before you even once and takes 
refuge at your feet (sakṛta pranāma pranata)—you always praise him and never tire 
of describing his good fortune and virtues yourself (jasa baranata), like to hear 
about them from others (sunata), and inspire or instruct others to go around praising 
this person wherever they go (kahata phiri gā'u)9. (9). 

[9To wit, Lord Ram does not wish that the world praise him, for he does not 
need publicity and advertisement for himself! But yes, he does want that those humble 
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beings who have taken shelter with him are given due respect and made to feel 
comfortable and honourable. The Lord realises that only the humble and the lowly, 
those who have been shunned and ill-treated by the world, come to seek his blessings 
and protection, and therefore by praising the whatever little goodness they have in 
them, the Lord wants to tell the world to keep its hands off them, not to insult them 
any longer as they have taken refuge with him and he has assured them of his 
protection.  

Another interpretation is that Lord Ram is so gracious that he gives 
cognizance to even a small goodness in his devotees, and wants the world to 
recognise and accept it. He wishes to tell others who criticise his devotees and 
humiliate them that these devotees are more fortunate than their detractors for the 
Lord has himself chosen to praise them and highlight their goodness and merits, and 
that these detractors are not holy cows as they themselves are full of evil and sins 
about which others don’t know; so let them beware! ] 
 
Understanding and realising these collective virtuous qualities of Lord Sri Ram whose 
heart is compassionate and tender, my (Tulsidas') heart overflows and is inundated 
with love and affection for the Lord (samujhi samujhi gunagrāma rāmakē, ura 
anurāga baṛhā'u).  

Verily oh Tulsidas, it appears that due to this exhilarating and ecstatic feeling of 
joy, bliss and gratitude that you experience (at being a devotee of such a great, 
benevolent, kind and gracious Lord), you too would attain Lord Sri Ram's holy feet 
almost unawares (without any tangible effort made by you; “tulasidāsa anayāsa 
rāmapada pā'ihai prēma-pasā'u”)10. (10). 

[10It is interesting to note this observation of Tulsidas. It implies that even if one 
begins to love Lord Ram and feel blessed by surrendering to him, one can be assured 
of redemption even if he or she may not have done any worthwhile meritorious 
spiritual deed in life. The joy and exhilaration that comes with being a devotee of 
Lord Ram is sufficient to give that happiness and peace of mind, joy to the heart as 
well as rest to the soul that one would get by doing so many meritorious deeds and 
practicing so many religious duties in life, which are all incidentally very 
cumbersome and difficult to fulfil.]  

 
[Note—Tulsidas highlights Sri Ram's mercy, grace, benevolence, benefaction, 
benediction, munificence and magnanimity towards all and sundry, especially his 
devotees, in this verse.] 
 
 
 

                           Lord Rāma is the only Benevolent Lord 
 
 

¼101½ 
 
tkm¡ dgk¡ rft pju rqEgkjsA 
dkdks  uke  ifrr&ikou  tx]  dsfg  vfr  nhu  fi;kjsAA1AA 
dkSus  nso  cjkb  fcjn&fgr]  gfB  gfB  v/ke  m/kkjsA 
[kx] e`x] C;k/k] i"kku] fcVi tM+] tou dou lqj rkjsAA2AA 
nso] nuqt] eqfu] ukx]  euqt  lc]  ek;k&fccl  fcpkjsA 
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fruds  gkFk  nklrqylh  izHkq]  dgk  viuikS  gkjsAA3AA 
 
 
                                                 (101) 
 
jā'um̐ kahām̐ taji carana tumhārē. 
kākō nāma patita-pāvana jaga, kēhi ati dīna piyārē. 1.  
kaunē dēva barā'i birada-hita, haṭhi haṭhi adhama udhārē. 
khaga, mṛga, byādha, paṣāna, biṭapa jaṛa, javana kavana sura tārē. 2.  
dēva, danuja, muni, nāga, manuja saba, māyā-bibasa bicārē. 
tinakē hātha dāsatulasī prabhu, kahā apanapau hārē. 3.  
 
Verse no. 101—Oh Lord! Where else should I go except at your holy feet? [Where 
will I find refuge and shelter other than at your holy feet; where will I go if I leave 
you?]  

Who else is called ‘patita-pāvana’ (the purifier of sinners, of those who are 
evil, vile, unrighteous and unscrupulous) in this world (except you)?  

Who else dearly loves the wretched, the poor, the distressed, the humble, the 
hapless and the helpless creatures more than you? (1). 
 
Till this date, which other God had purposefully and diligently searched out such 
creatures and provided salvation to the downtrodden, the miscreants, the rascals, the 
lowly and the sinners et al (haṭhi haṭhi adhama udhārē) just to uphold his fame, his 
promise, his vow, his reputation and his character of being a ‘salvation-provider’ to 
all and sundry (kaunē dēva barā'i birada-hita)?  

Say, which God has given salvation and emancipation to a bird (Jatau), 
animals (monkeys, bears, deer etc.), a cruel hunter-cum-bandit (Valmiki), a stone 
(Ahilya), inanimate trees (Yamalarjun) and barbarians (the demons or other savage-
minded creatures) (khaga, mṛga, byādha, paṣāna, biṭapa jaṛa, javana kavana 
sura tārē)? (2). 
 
The Gods, demons, sages/hermits/ascetics, serpents (reptile-like creatures), humans 
etc.—all of them are ensnared by and under the control of ‘Maya’ (delusions, 
infatuations, ignorance, attachments) (dēva, danuja, muni, nāga, manuja saba, 
māyā-bibasa bicārē). [How can one, who is himself in fetters, liberate others? 
Thererore, I can’t expect any thing or any help from these poor fellows—“bicārē”.] 

Hence, oh Lord, what will this Tulsidas gain by subjugating himself to them or 
seeking favours from them  (instead of you) (tinakē hātha dāsatulasī prabhu, kahā 
apanapau hārē)?1 (3). 

[1Everyone in this creation is subjected to some sort of fetters. Even the great 
Gods and exalted sages and hermits are not exempt from it. Tulsidas says what can he 
expect from them who are themselves slaves and bound in fetters of Maya.  

Besides this, no one would want himself to be surrounded by sinners and 
lowly fellows; they would try to avoid such people if possible, and shoo them away if 
they happen to come near forcefully. But Lord Ram has a different attitude: he 
welcomes the lowly and the sinful, frees them of all their negative traits, makes them 
feel comfortable and transformed, and removes their worries and miseries. Say, what 
more would anyone want?  
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Tulsidas’ advice to all is simple: It is wise and sensible to take shelter with 
Lord Ram, and not to go begging before so many gods and holy men. No one will 
help you except the Lord.] 

[Note—This verse is extremely popular.] 
 

 
 

Rarity of the Human Body, and the Frailty of the Mind  
 

¼102½ 
 
gfj! rqe cgqr vuqxzg dhUgksaA 
lk/ku&/kke fccq/k&nqjyHk ruq] eksfg d`ik dfj nhUgksaAA1AA 
dksfVgq¡ eq[k dfg tkr u izHkqds] ,d ,d midkjA 
rnfi  ukFk  dNq  vkSj  ek¡fxgkSa]  nhtS  ije  mnkjAA2AA 
fc"k;&ckfj eu&ehu fHké ufga gksr dcgq¡ iy ,dA 
rkrs  lgkSa  fcifr  vfr  nk#u]  tuer  tksfu  vusdAA3AA 
d`ik&Mksfj  culh  in  vadql]  ije  izse&e`nq&pkjksA 
,fg  fcf/k  csf/k  gjgq  esjks  nq[k]  dkSrqd  jke  frgkjksAA4AA 
gSa Jqfr&fcfnr mik; ldy lqj] dsfg dsfg nhu fugksjSA 
rqyflnkl ;sfg tho eksg&jtq] tsfg ck¡/;ks lksb NksjSAA5AA 

 
 
                                                   (102) 
 
hari! tuma bahuta anugraha kīnhōṁ. 
sādhana-dhāma bibudha-duralabha tanu, mōhi kṛpā kari dīnhōṁ. 1.  
kōṭihum̐ mukha kahi jāta na prabhukē, ēka ēka upakāra. 
tadapi nātha kachu aura mām̐gihauṁ, dījai parama udāra. 2.  
biṣaya-bāri mana-mīna bhinna nahiṁ hōta kabahum̐ pala ēka. 
tātē sahauṁ bipati ati dāruna, janamata jōni anēka. 3.  
kṛpā-ḍōri banasī pada aṅkusa, parama prēma-mṛdu-cārō. 
ēhi bidhi bēdhi harahu mērō dukha, kautuka rāma tihārō. 4.  
haiṁ śruti-bidita upāya sakala sura, kēhi kēhi dīna nihōrai. 
tulasidāsa yēhi jīva mōha-raju, jēhi bām̐dhyō sō'i chōrai. 5.  
 
Verse no. 102—[The idea expressed in this verse about the rarity of the human body 
and foolishness of letting go to waste this opportunity to attain liberation and 
deliverance from the endless cycle of birth and death and its attendent miseries and 
horrors has been reiterated by Tulsidas also in his epic ‘Ram Charit Manas’ in its 
Uttar Kand, from Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 43—to Doha no. 44.] 
 
‘Oh Lord Hari (i.e. Lord Sri Ram)! You had been very kind, benevolent and gracious 
upon me by giving me (tuma bahuta anugraha kīnhōṁ -- mōhi kṛpā kari 
dīnhōṁ)1 a human body which is an instrument by which one can do so many 
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meritorious deeds, and attain liberation, deliverance, emancipation and salvation from 
the vicious cycle of birth and death (sādhana-dhāma).  

This body is rare for even the Gods to obtain2 (bibudha-duralabha tanu) (1). 
 [1Here, the term “me” does not refer to the gross physical body of a person, 
but to his ‘true self’ which is his Atma or his pure conscious soul. 

2Refer also to: Vinai Patrika, verse nos. 83, 84, 130, 135/1, 151, 194, 198-202 
among others that also stress on the importance of the human body and its rarity, 
while emphasising, at the same time, upon the need to use it properly.  

The Gods do not have a physical body, and therefore they are subjected to 
certain restrictions, drawbacks and handicaps that humans are free from. For instance, 
they can’t choose and pick to do any meritiorious deeds themselves which would 
enhance their stature in the heiarchy of heaven; they cannot feed themselves for they 
depend upon offerings made to them by humans for their sustenance; they can’t enjoy 
the material things of this magnificent world and its countless physical charms; they 
can’t do Yoga or meditation, Tapa or austerity, Yagya or fire sacrifices, Dhyan or 
contemplation, Niyam and Niyam or observance of certain vows and sacraments that 
would enhance their fortunes, and so on.] 
 
Though I cannot sufficiently describe even by using millions of mouths (i.e. I cannot 
explain how grateful and obliged I am for) the immensity and the excellence of the so 
many wonderful things that your majesty has so graciously done for me and the 
countless blessings that you have granted me due to your benevolence, benediction 
and munificence (kōṭihum̐ mukha kahi jāta na prabhukē, ēka ēka upakāra), but 
still oh Lord (tadapi nātha), I ask you for something extra (kachu aura 
mām̐gihauṁ) which, being so generous and magnanimous as you surely are, please 
be kind to give me (dījai parama udāra) (2). 
 
[In the following stanzas, Tulsidas uses the metaphor of the fish and the water to 
explain how a creature is attached to this world, and then goes on to pray to Lord Ram 
to free him from this vicious trap by using the metaphor of the fisherman’s fishing rod 
which pulls the fish out of the water.] 
 
This fish-like mind of mine does not want to separate itself even for a moment (i.e. 
severe its  ties and detach itself) from the water-like sensual pleasures and attractions 
of this mundane, materialistic world (biṣaya-bāri mana-mīna bhinna nahiṁ hōta 
kabahum̐ pala ēka).  

[To wit, just like a fish is so intrinsically attached and emotionally bound to 
the water that it does not want to leave its natural habitat even for a fleeting moment, 
my mind and heart called the “Mana” are also so much attached to the sense objects 
of the world and its charms, as well as the sensual gratification that they derive by this 
envolvement, that they do not wish to think of anything else. The result is that I get 
unwitingly sucked in this vortex even against my wish. But I feel helpless.] 

Because of this, I am suffering a great deal (and see no end to it) (tātē 
sahauṁ bipati ati dāruna). I also have to repeatedly take birth in different forms 
(i.e. from different wombs, in the form of different types of living beings, with no end 
in sight from this cycle) (janamata jōni anēka)3 (3). 
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 [3Tulsidas says that a person has got the human body after a long journey 
through thousands of births in countless forms. The aim of this body is to help the 
person attain final freedom from this vicious cycle of birth and death and its attendent 
horrors. Though of course the Atma, the true self of the person, wishes to do so, his 
‘mind’ or Mana creates a hurdle. The Mana is an integral part of the body, and it 
decides what the physical body would like to do. It is like an advisor or minister of the 
king known as the Atma. Just like the case where the king acts through his minister, 
and if the minister is corrupt the king suffers, my Atma suffers entanglement with this 
world because my mind is corrupt and lustful. So he prays to Lord Ram and asks the 
merciful Lord to please help him on this front; tell him how he can control this 
wandering and indisciplined Mana. In the next stanza, Tulsidas tells us how this aim 
can be achieved. 

Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Uttar Kand, Chaupai line nos. 1-6 that precede 
Doha no. 44.]  
    
Oh Lord Sri Ram! (In order to capture or control this fish-like mind of mine—) Please 
be kind to make a string out of your kindness and graciousness (kṛpā-ḍōri), a hook 
(that is tied at the end of fishing rod) out of the imprint of the ‘goad’ marked on your 
holy feet (banasī pada aṅkusa), and then stick a soft bait symbolising your virtues 
of immensity of love and affection for me at the end of this hook (parama prēma-
mṛdu-cārō).  

Using it, pierce my fish-like mind, take me out of this water of delusions, 
sensual pleasures and allurements and temptations of this gross material world of 
sense objects, and in this way you can remove the cause of all my sorrows, miseries, 
troubles and tribulations (ēhi bidhi bēdhi harahu mērō dukha).  

Oh Lord Ram, for you this is like a child's play (but for me it is an impossible 
task to free myself from the trap represented by this world and its countless 
temptations; so I need your help) (kautuka rāma tihārō)4 (4). 
 [4Tulsidas asks Lord Ram to save him from drowning in the water symbolised 
by this world and its temptations. He says that just like a fish is so enamoured of the 
water that it won’t come out of it on its own, unless plucked out by a fisherman, so 
likewise his Mana is so hooked to this world that it won’t leave it on its own accord 
unless Lord Ram forcibly picks it out from the swamp himself and frees it from its 
interminable sufferings. The Lord should show his grace and mercy upon his devotee 
by doing as requested, without having reservations of any kind, just like the fisherman 
fishes out the fish from the water without having any regrets. But while the 
fisherman’s act kills the fish and he gets cursed by the fish, the kind act of the Lord 
would only help Tulsidas get rid of his immense sufferings, and in return the latter 
would be extremely grateful to the former and sing his glories for all times to come.]
  
The Vedas are full of prescriptions that outline the various means by which one can 
attain liberation and deliverance from his many sufferings and troubles (haiṁ śruti-
bidita upāya), and there is no shortage of Gods to whom one can pray for freedom 
from his sufferings and expect being granted boons by them (sakala sura)5.  

But this humble Tulsidas wonders where to go and roam about begging for 
mercy and praying for freedom from his sufferings (kēhi kēhi dīna nihōrai).’ 
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Verily indeed, Tulsidas says that it is useless wondering here and there to ask 
others to untie the knot of the rope of Moha (attachments, infatuations and attractions 
for this sensual world) which has tied a creature to this world and its sense objects 
(tulasidāsa yēhi jīva mōha-raju), for the Lord who has tied the creature by this knot 
is the one who himself can untie the knot and free the creature (jēhi bām̐dhyō sō'i 
chōrai)6 (5).  

 [5Refer: Verse no. 103, stanza no. 1 herein below. 
6Tulsidas means that Lord Sri Ram is the only one who can liberate the soul 

from the torments and miseries that it faces in this world. No one can provide the soul 
peace and happiness except the Lord, and it is foolish to hope to attain this spiritual 
destiny without the grace and blessing of the Lord. Therefore, it is wise and prudent to 
seek shelter with Lord Ram, and no one else. This sentiment is elaborated upon in the 
next verse no. 104.] 
 
 

Seek shelter only at the holy feet of Lord Śrī Rāma 
 

¼103½ 
 
;g fcurh j?kqchj xqlkbZaA 
vkSj   vkl&fcLokl&Hkjkslks]   gjkS   tho&tM+rkbZAA1AA 
pgkSa u lqxfr] lqefr] laifr dNq] fjf/k&flf/k] fciqy cM+kbZA 
gsrq&jfgr  vuqjkx  jke&in  c<+S  vuqfnu  vf/kdkbZAA2AA 
dqfVy dje  yS  tkfga  eksfg  tg¡  tg¡  viuh  cfjvkbZA 
rg¡ rg¡ tfu fNu Nksg Nk¡fM+;ks] deB&vaMdh ukbZaAA3AA 
;k txesa tg¡ yfx ;k ruqdh izhfr izrhfr lxkbZA 
rs lc rqyflnkl izHkq gh lksa gksfga flfefV bd BkbZaAA4AA 

 
 
                                                  (103) 
 
yaha binatī raghubīra gusā'īṁ. 
aura āsa-bisvāsa-bharōsō, harau jīva-jaṛatā'ī. 1.  
cahauṁ na sugati, sumati, sampati kachu, ridhi-sidhi, bipula baṛā'ī. 
hētu-rahita anurāga rāma-pada baṛhai anudina adhikā'ī. 2.  
kuṭila karama lai jāhiṁ mōhi jaham̐ jaham̐ apanī bari'ā'ī. 
taham̐ taham̐ jani china chōha chām̐ḍiyō, kamaṭha-aṇḍakī nā'īṁ. 3.  
yā jagamēṁ jaham ̐ lagi yā tanukī prīti pratīti sagā'ī. 
tē saba tulasidāsa prabhu hī sōṁ hōhiṁ simiṭi ika ṭhā'īṁ. 4.  
 
Verse no. 103—Oh Lord Raghubīra (Sri Ram)! Oh my Lord (gusā'īṁ)! I pray to you 
(yaha binatī) to remove the foolishness of my mind and the false hope, belief and 
reliance that I may have on other means for attaining liberation and deliverance for 
myself by the virtue of the grossness of my intellect and wisdom, because I am, after 
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all, a gross and a lowly creature (aura āsa-bisvāsa-bharōsō, harau jīva-jaṛatā'ī)1 

(1).  
 [1Refer to verse no. 102, stanza no. 5 herein above. The scriptures, i.e. the 
Vedas, have prescribed a number of ways and means by practicing which a creature 
can attain liberation and deliverance. These paths have been briefly refered to in verse 
no. 97, stanza no. 2; and verse no. 98, stanza no. 6.  
 Then there are so many Gods too to whom one prays for grant of grace and 
freedom from sufferings. But all these Gods are selfish: they would provide some 
temporary relief but extract their own share of offerings in return. Nothing is done 
free! 
 Therefore, Tulsidas says that one is so foolish that he prays to so many Gods 
and relies upon his own abilities to attain freedom from his sufferings, or obtain his 
ultimate spiritual goal of liberation, deliverance, emancipation and salvation. This is 
not a wise thing to do. Rather, a person should rely upon Lord Ram’s grace, mercy, 
compassion, love and affection for all his needs, both temporal and spiritual, for the 
Lord is so nice and obliging that he goes a step forward to help his devotee attain 
whatever the latter wishes to attain. And the Lord does it without any obligations and 
expecting anything in return. 
 There are countless Gods and Goddesses who can grant specific boons, but 
they are only like different ministers and governors of the world appointed by the 
Soverign of this creation known as the Supreme Being, whose manifested form is 
Lord Ram. Just as any minister or governor has limited powers, these gods and 
goddesses too have limited authority.  
 A person can think that since the scriptures say that if someone does 
meritorious and good deeds then he will definitely be rewarded and get his desired 
spiritual objective, but it is easy said than done. It is because the life in this world is a 
very complicated affair, and one is bound to commit some error here or there 
unwittingly and unknowingly which would raise its ugly hood at the time of taking 
stock of the deeds done by him in his life. The creature might be unaware of these 
misdeeds done inadvertently by him, but he cannot escape their punishment. This 
means that perfection in deeds is impossible with a gross body that has to live and 
interact with an equally gross world.  

The creature does not live in isolation on an island of perfection and a world 
of utopia, for the world is full of faults, evils and delusions, and it is impossible to 
hope to rely on the strength of merely good deeds to attain salvation and deliverance. 

Therefore obviously, it is stupidity to expect one’s spiritual well-being by 
relying on these three methods cited in this stanza. So Tulsidas asks Lord Ram to 
remove this delusory concept from his mind that he can find freedom from the horrors 
of the world and the cycle of birth and death by relying on these three above 
mentioned methods for they are ineffective in practice.]     
 
Oh Lord Sri Ram! I have no desire whatsoever to attain an exalted fate and stature 
(cahauṁ na sugati), nor do I want to have excellent wisdom, intellect and 
knowledge (sumati), nor any kind of wealth and prosperity (sampati kachu), or any 
sort of worldly achievements, successes and boons (ridhi-sidhi) that would give me 
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great fame and powers, nor do I wish to have praise and honour in this world (bipula 
baṛā'ī). 

I only wish that my abiding, eternal and pure love and devotion towards your 
holy lotus feet should be selfless (hētu-rahita anurāga rāma-pada), and it should 
go on increasing day and night in many-fold ways, without diminishing a bit (baṛhai 
anudina adhikā'ī). 

[To wit, true devotee does not want anything except deep and steady faith, 
devotion, love and affection for his Lord.] (2). 
 
In whichever womb I am forcefully made to enter (i.e. in whatever form I have to take 
a re-birth) by virtue of the consequences of the bad deeds that I do in my life (as they 
decide my fate) (kuṭila karama lai jāhiṁ mōhi jaham̐ jaham̐ apanī bari'ā'ī), I pray 
thee, oh Lord—do not forsake me even for a moment very much like a tortoise which 
never abandons its eggs (taham̐ taham̐ jani china chōha chām̐ḍiyō, kamaṭha-
aṇḍakī nā'īṁ)2 (3). 
 [2Stanza nos. 2-3 exemplify Tulsidas’ humbleness and devotion for his 
beloved Lord Ram. This great saintly soul wants nothing from Lord Ram, except love 
and devotion for him! In this, Tulsidas has shown his clever wit, for on the one hand 
he has proved himself to be humble, devoted to the Lord, and one who has no worldly 
desires, which are noble traits of saints and those who are eligible for attaining 
salvation and deliverance, and on the other hand he has made Lord Ram uneasy 
because now the Lord would be obliged to wonder what he can do for Tulsidas as the 
latter has not asked for anything from the Lord, though the Lord’s promise is well 
known that he does not allow anyone who comes to him to go back empty-handed.  
 In Ram Charit Manas there is an incident narrated where the saintly crow 
Kaagbhusund had done the same thing: when he approached Lord Ram and the Lord 
asked him to seek any boon or thing he wished for, Kaagbhusund said he wanted 
nothing but devotion for the Lord. Lord Ram had tried to test his wisdom and 
determination by asking Kaagbusund to seek anything else, but when this saintly crow 
insisted that he wants nothing else but devotion, then the Lord had himself praised 
him and his choice, saying that he appreciates it exceedingly, and that henceforth 
Kaagbhusund will be bestowed with all the benefits that come naturally and 
automatically by having the Lord’s grace even though he had not asked for them 
specifically. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Uttar Kand, from Doha no. 83—to Doha no. 
85. 

In the present case, Tulsidas has put Lord Ram in a piquant situation: had he 
asked for something, the Lord would have gladly granted it to him, and this grant 
would have freed the Lord from his obligation towards Tulsidas, for the Lord could 
tell the world that he has fully granted what Tulsidas whatever he wanted, and would 
have thus managed to preserve his reputation of fulfilling all the wishes of everyone 
who had sought anything from the Lord. But since Tulsidas wants nothing, it becomes 
obligatory for Lord Ram to grant him all that which is in the Lord’s power, and this 
grant would be no mean thing as the Lord is the Supreme Being himself.] 
   
Oh Lord ()prabhu! Whatever relations of love, faith and kinship that I may have in 
this world with this body (such as with wife, son, family etc.; “yā jagamēṁ jaham̐ 
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lagi yā tanukī prīti pratīti sagā'ī”)—well, all of them should be concentrated into a 
focal point for Tulsidas, and that should be you (tē saba tulasidāsa prabhu hī sōṁ 
hōhiṁ simiṭi ika ṭhā'īṁ)!  

[To wit, please create a situation where my only kith and kin, my only 
relation, and my only friend and companion is Lord Ram, and no one else. Why? So 
that all my affection and love and devotion can be exclusively directed at you, can be 
focussed on you, without any distraction or diversion of any kind, whether real or 
imaginary.] (4). 
 

 
 

                                      Rāma is my only Lord 
 

¼104½ 
 
tkudh&thoudh cfy tSgkSaA 
fpr dgS jkelh;&in ifjgfj  vc  u  dgw¡  pfy  tSgkSaAA1AA 
mith mj izrhfr liusgq¡ lq[k] izHkq&in&fceq[k u iSgkSaA 
eu  lesr  ;k  ruds  ckflUg]  bgS  fl[kkou  nSgkSaAA2AA 
Joufu  vkSj  dFkk  ufga  lqfugkSa]  jluk  vkSj  u  xSgkSaA 
jksfdgkSa  u;u  fcyksdr  vkSjfga]  lhl  bZl  gh  uSgkSaAA3AA 
ukrks&usg  ukFklksa  dfj  lc  ukrks&usg  cgSgkSaA 
;g  Nj  Hkkj  rkfg  rqylh  tx  tkdks  nkl  dgSgkSaAA4AA 

 
 
                                                  (104) 
 
jānakī-jīvanakī bali jaihauṁ. 
cita kahai rāmasīya-pada parihari aba na kahūm̐ cali jaihauṁ. 1.  
upajī ura pratīti sapanēhum̐ sukha, prabhu-pada-bimukha na paihauṁ. 
mana samēta yā tanakē bāsinha, ihai sikhāvana daihauṁ. 2.  
śravanani aura kathā nahiṁ sunihauṁ, rasanā aura na gaihauṁ. 
rōkihauṁ nayana bilōkata aurahiṁ, sīsa īsa hī naihauṁ. 3.  
nātō-nēha nāthasōṁ kari saba nātō-nēha bahaihauṁ. 
yaha chara bhāra tāhi tulasī jaga jākō dāsa kahaihauṁ. 4.  
 
Verse no. 104—I sacrifice myself (“bali jaihauṁ”; i.e. offer myself sincerely, 
humbly, completely, and with gratitude) to Lord Ram who is also the dear Lord of 
Janki (Sita) (jānakī-jīvanakī). 

My Mana (mind and heart) advises me that I should not abandon the holy feet 
of ‘Sita-Ram’ (cita kahai rāmasīya-pada parihari) to seek shelter and refuge 
anywhere else (aba na kahūm̐ cali jaihauṁ). (1). 
 
My heart is convinced (upajī ura pratīti) that I shall not find peace, tranquility, 
succour and happiness in my life anywhere else, even in my dreams, except at the feet 
of my Lord Sri Ram (sapanēhum̐ sukha, prabhu-pada-bimukha na paihauṁ). 
 Therefore, I shall advice my mind and all my sense organs as well as my inner 
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self (i.e. my Atma; my soul) accordingly (mana samēta yā tanakē bāsinha, ihai 
sikhāvana daihauṁ)1. (2). 
 [1I have deduced that my welfare and good lies in surrendering at the holy feet 
of Lord Ram and take shelter there, and no where else. So I will advise my mind, my 
heart, my soul and my body with its organs of perception and action to follow my 
instructions and focus their attention on Lord Ram without being distracted by the 
world and false assurances.] 
 
I will not listen to anything else (śravanani aura kathā nahiṁ sunihauṁ), will not 
talk about anyone else (rasanā aura na gaihauṁ), will prevent my eyes from 
wandering anywhere else in this world seeking any better source for my happiness 
and peace (rōkihauṁ nayana bilōkata aurahiṁ), and I will bow my head to the 
Lord only and nowhere else (sīsa īsa hī naihauṁ). (3). 
 
Now that I have decided to establish an affectionate relationship with my Lord and 
begin to love and adore him (nātō-nēha nāthasōṁ kari), I shall snap ties with all 
others (saba nātō-nēha bahaihauṁ).  

When I shall be called a servant of a particular Lord (which in my case is Lord 
Ram; “tulasī jaga jākō dāsa kahaihauṁ”), then the burden of all my deeds (i.e. 
whatso I do) shall also lie on that Lord (yaha chara bhāra tāhi)2. (4). 

[2This is because a servant follows the orders of his master. If the servant does 
anything wrong, then it is the duty and responsibility of his master to punish him and 
not overlook his misdeeds. This ensures that the servant is kindly treated, because the 
punishment would also be toned down by the master as he would not like to hurt his 
devoted servant. But if the same misdeed is to be punished by someone else, the 
punishment would be harsher. Besides this safety net, the other thing is that the master 
of the house is responsible for whatever happens in his household; he cannot deny his 
responsibility. So the master of the house is equally to be held responsible for any 
misdeeds done by any member of his household in public. It is incumbent upon the 
lord of the house to teach discipline, good habits and order to his subordinates.  

In other words, Tulsidas says that once he has surrendered himself at the feet 
of Lord Ram and accepted his fellowship or rather ‘servant-ship’, the responsibility of 
all his deeds and whatever he does in life is to be equally shared by his Lord, Sri Ram.
 Henceforth, the Lord will be responsible for keeping Tulsidas’ faith, for the 
reward or punishment that Tulsidas should get for his deeds, and to ensure his general 
good, welfare and well-being. Now Tulsidas’ headache is over!]  

 
 

 
Lord Rāma’s Holy Name is like the Gem called Cintāmaṇī 

 
¼105½ 

 
vcykSa ulkuh] vc u ulSgkSaA 
jke&d`ik  Hko&fulk  fljkuh]  tkxs  fQfj  u  MlSgkSaAA1AA 
ik;sm¡  uke  pk#  fparkefu]  mj  dj  rsa  u  [klSgkSaA 
L;ke:i  lqfp  #fpj  dlkSVh]  fpr  dapufga  dlSgkSaAA2AA 
ijcl tkfu g¡L;ks  bu  bafnzu]  fut  cl  àS  u  g¡lSgkSaA 
eu  e/kqdj  iudS  rqylh  j?kqifr&in&dey  clSgkSaAA3AA 
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                                                   (105) 
 
abalauṁ nasānī, aba na nasaihauṁ. 
rāma-kṛpā bhava-nisā sirānī, jāgē phiri na ḍasaihauṁ. 1.  
pāyē'um̐ nāma cāru cintāmani, ura kara tēṁ na khasaihauṁ. 
syāmarūpa suci rucira kasauṭī, cita kan ̄canahiṁ kasaihauṁ. 2.  
parabasa jāni ham̐syō ina indrina, nija basa hvai na ham̐saihauṁ. 
mana madhukara panakai tulasī raghupati-pada-kamala basaihauṁ. 3.  
 
Verse no. 105—This life has been in vain and wasted till now (abalauṁ nasānī), but 
now onwards I will not let it go in vain (aba na nasaihauṁ).  

By the mercy and grace of Lord Sri Ram (rāma-kṛpā), the world and its 
delusions in the form of a dark night has passed away (i.e. I have woken up from this 
delusory, materialistic, false and illusionary world; “bhava-nisā sirānī”).  

Now that I have woken up (i.e. now that I have realised the delusory nature of 
the world and the futility of pursuing it and pleasing it), I will not spread the mattress 
of delusions once again and allow myself to be bitten by its (i.e. I shall not fall in the 
trap of the delusory and mirage-like world again and allow myself to suffer any 
longer; “jāgē phiri na ḍasaihauṁ”). (1). 
 
I have found a beautiful ‘Chintamani1’ gem called Sri Ram's holy Name (pāyē'um̐ 
nāma cāru cintāmani).  

I shall never let it fall from the grasp of the hands of my heart (ura kara tēṁ 
na khasaihauṁ). [To wit, I shall remember Lord Sri Ram constantly in my heart and 
shall guard this gem by chanting his name all through my life.] 

Indeed and surely, I shall test the purity of the gold representing my mind and 
intellect (cita kan ̄canahiṁ kasaihauṁ) against the touchstone of Sri Ram's pure, 
beautiful and dark countenance (syāmarūpa suci rucira kasauṭī) [That is to say, I 
shall watch whether or not my mind is constantly focussed on the divine form of Lord 
Ram, and whether it remembers the Lord at all times.] (2). 

[1The ‘Cintāmani’ is a rare gem that possesses mystical powers to remove the 
worrries, worldly as well as spiritual, of the person who has it in his possession. 

Here, Tulsidas means that since he has the holy and divine Name of Lord Sri 
Ram as his precious possession, he has nothing to worry about, either in this world or 
in the world hereafter. And like a person, who by his good fortune, manages to have 
such a rare and priceless gem, he too would take all precautions to guard this gem that 
symbolizes Lord Ram’s holy Name and its exceptional spiritual powers.]  
 
As long as I was subjugated by (i.e. was servile to) the sense organs, they made me 
dance to their tunes and made a foolish clown of me (i.e. they made fun of me; 
“parabasa jāni ham̐syō ina indrina”), but now that I am free of them, I am in 
control of myself, I shall not let myself be subjected to derision and jest by these 
sense organs who had exploited me for so long by falling prey to temptations of the 
world and its sense objects (nija basa hvai na ham̐saihauṁ)2.  

Tulsidas says: ‘I shall now willfully and diligently divert my mind-like bee to 
the lotus feet of Lord Sri Ram (mana madhukara panakai tulasī raghupati-pada-
kamala basaihauṁ).’ [To wit, I shall not allow my mind to wander anywhere, and 
ensure that it stays focused on the holy feet of my Lord Sri Ram.] (3). 
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[2It is the sense organs of the body of an individual that forces him to be 
attracted to the world as these organs seek gratification from their respective objects 
in this world. This creates a smoke-screen whereby the creature thinks that he can find 
happiness and peace and fulfilment by pursuing the world.  But once wisdom and 
realisation dawns upon the mental horizon of the person and he understands that it is a 
trap for him, he would turn his mind away from all this, and instead focus it on reality 
that would give him lasting peace and happiness.] 

[Note—This verse is extremely popular.] 
 

 
 

The Lowly made Holy by Lord Śrī Rāma 
 

                                            Rāga Rāmakalī 
 

¼106½ 
 
egkjkt jkeknjÓks /kU; lksbZA 
x#v] xqujkfl] ljcX;] lqd`rh] lwj] lhy&fuf/k] lk/kq rsfg le u dksbZAA1AA 
miy&dsoV&dhl&Hkkyq&fuflpj&lcfj&xh/k le&ne&n;k&nku&ghusA 
uke fy;s jke fd;s ije ikou ldy] uj rjr fruds xquxku dhusAA2AA 
C;k/k vijk/kdh lk/k jk[kh dgk] fiaxyS dkSu efr Hkxfr HksbZA 
dkSu /kkSa lksetkth vtkfey v/ke] dkSu xt+jkt /kkSa cktis;hAA3AA 
ikaMq&lqr] xksfidk] fcnqj] dqcjh] lcfj] lq) fd;s lq)rk ysl dSlksA 
izse yf[k d`Lu fd;s vkius frugq¡dks] lqtl lalkj gfjgjdks tSlksAA4AA 
dksy] [kl] Hkhy] toukfn [ky jke dfg] uhp àS Å¡p in dks u ik;ksA 
nhu&nq[k&nou Jhjou d#uk&Hkou] ifrr&ikou fcjn csn xk;ksAA5AA 
eanefr]dqfVy][ky&fryd rqylh lfjl]Hkks u frgq¡ yksd frgq¡ dky dksÅA 
ukedh dkfu ifgpkfu iu vkiuks]xzflr dfy&C;ky jk[;ks lju lksÅAA6AA 

 
 
                                                    (106) 
 
mahārāja rāmādaryō dhan'ya sō'ī. 
garu'a, gunarāsi, sarabagya, sukṛtī, sūra, sīla-nidhi, sādhu tēhi sama na kō'ī. 
1.  
upala-kēvaṭa-kīsa-bhālu-nisicara-sabari-gīdha sama-dama-dayā-dāna-hīnē. 
nāma liyē rāma kiyē parama pāvana sakala, nara tarata tinakē gunagāna 
kīnē. 2.  
byādha aparādhakī sādha rākhī kahā, piṅgalai kauna mati bhagati bhē'ī. 
kauna dhauṁ sōmajājī ajāmila adhama, kauna gazarāja dhauṁ bājapēyī. 3.  
pāṇḍu-suta, gōpikā, bidura, kubarī, sabari, sud'dha kiyē sud'dhatā lēsa kaisō. 
prēma lakhi kṛsna kiyē āpanē tinahum̐kō, sujasa sansāra hariharakō jaisō. 4.  
kōla, khasa, bhīla, javanādi khala rāma kahi, nīca hvai ūm̐ca pada kō na pāyō. 
dīna-dukha-davana śrīravana karunā-bhavana, patita-pāvana birada bēda 
gāyō. 5.  
mandamati,kuṭila,khala-tilaka tulasī sarisa,bhō na tihum ̐ lōka tihum ̐ kāla kō'ū. 
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nāmakī kāni pahicāni pana āpanō,grasita kali-byāla rākhyō sarana sō'ū. 6.  
 
Verse no. 106—He, who has been praised and given respect by the great Lord Sri 
Ram, is worthy of all reverence, glory, honour, adulation and exaltedness (mahārāja 
rāmādaryō dhan'ya sō'ī).  

He alone is worthy, is famed with immensity of glory and is  a person who 
seriously matters (garu'a), he is a treasury of virtues and eclectic qualities (gunarāsi), 
is all-knowing and all-aware (sarabagya), is righteous, meritorious and scrupulous 
(sukṛtī), is brave and courageous (sūra), is a treasury of the virtues of courteousness, 
politeness, good manners and civility (sīla-nidhi), and is deemed to be pious and 
saintly (sādhu)—indeed, there is no one comparable to him anywhere (tēhi sama na 
kō'ī). (1). 

 
[After praising such a fortunate person whom Lord Ram has accepted, Tulsidas now 
cites specific examples from the story of the Ramayan to show that the characters in 
the story who were blessed by the Lord had gained universal acclaim and respect, and 
had become famous in the relm of history as the ones who were extremely fortunate 
and privileged to have obtained liberation and deliverance from the miseries of life, 
and had attained an exalted and honourable stature for themselves, albeit they had 
done nothing special to deserve it. The important point to note in this context is that 
all of them had a physical body that was lowly, that cannot be regarded as belonging 
to some high caste or a noble family, and none of them would normally have expected 
to find freedom from the fetters of fate to which their destiny had tied them. But all  
of them attained a stature that was the envy of great sages and hermits who practice 
stern vows and undertake so much trouble for their spiritual welfare, but rarely attain 
it, at least not as easily as these fortunate souls. 

Tulsidas highlights Lord Sri Ram's mercy, grace, benevolence, benediction, 
munificence and magnanimity towards all and sundry, especially his devotees, in this 
verse. There are other similar verses in this Book ‘Vinai Patrika’ where the same 
examples are given to highlight Lord Ram’s excellent nature and reputation. See verse 
nos. 239-241.] 
  
Ahilya in the form of a stone, Nishad (the boatman), monkey (Sugriv), bear 
(Jamvant), demons (Vibhishan), Sabari (the old Bhil woman), Jatau (the vulture)1—
verily, all of them were totally lacking in the virtues of equanimity, tranquility, 
control over senses, tolerance, forebearance, mercy, compassion, kindness, charity 
etc. (“sama-dama-dayā-dāna-hīnē”).  

[To wit, these virtues are regarded as auspicious and noble, and they are 
deemed to essential for one’s spiritual welfare. But all the fellows cited here had a 
lowly body, and they had done nothing worthwhile or meritorious which would give 
them the reward that comes with possessing these virtues.] 

But merely by the dint of remembering Lord Sri Ram's holy Name, the kind 
and gracious Lord had made all of them so holy, so exalted and so pure (nāma liyē 
rāma kiyē parama pāvana sakala) that even today one can cross the ocean-like 
world by singing their glories and virtues (nara tarata tinakē gunagāna kīnē). (2). 

[1See note at the end of this verse.] 
 
Which sinful and evil deed did the cruel hunter-cum-bandit Valmiki not do, and what 
sinful and evil wish did he not have (byādha aparādhakī sādha rākhī kahā)? [But 
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he attained an exalted stature and became highly honoured as a revered sage because 
he had done Japa, or repetition, of Lord Ram’s holy Name, and that too in the reverse 
order. Valmiki had repeated Lord Ram’s holy Name in the reverse order as “MARA” 
instead of as “RAM”. But still the benefits he got were unparalleled. His story is 
narrated in verse no. 57 of this book Vinai Patrika.]  

When did the prostitute named Pinglaa (also known as ‘Ganikaa’) divert her 
intellect and wisdom to worship and have devotion for the Lord (that she would be 
entitled to attain liberation and deliverance from her sinful life) (piṅgalai kauna mati 
bhagati bhē'ī)? [But still the gracious Lord Krishna had given her the honour which 
was the envy of all. Her story is briefly narrated in verse no. 94, stanza no. 3 of this 
book Vinai Patrika.] 

Which Som Yagya (the fire sacrifice in which the patron God is the Moon) did 
the sinner Ajamil perform (kauna dhauṁ sōmajājī ajāmila adhama)? And which 
Ashwamegh Yagya (horse sacrifice) was Gaja (the elephant) planning to do (kauna 
gazarāja dhauṁ bājapēyī)? [To wit, neither of them did any fire sacrifice, or for 
that matter any worthwhile meritorious deed in their lives which would make them 
eligible for liberation and deliverance from the horrors of a painful death. It was only 
on the strength of the holy Name of the Lord that both found eternal peace. The 
stories of Ajamil and Gaja are narrated in verse no. 57 of this book.] (3). 
 
Where was there even a trace of purity, holiness and faultlessness in the Pandavas2, 
the Gopis (cowherd maids of Vrindavan), Bidur, the hunchback known as Kubari (a 
maid of Kansha), and Sabari3? But you had purified them all (pāṇḍu-suta, gōpikā, 
bidura, kubarī, sabari, sud'dha kiyē sud'dhatā lēsa kaisō).  

Lord Krishna had accepted them all, the Pandavas2, the Gopis, Bidur and 
Kubari, just because the Lord had sensed and seen that they had immense love and 
affection for him (prēma lakhi kṛsna kiyē āpanē tinahum̐kō), (and of course Sabari 
was blessed by you, Lord Ram, for the same reason).  

As a result of which their fame had spread throughout the world, and they 
have got honour and respect like that given to Lord Vishnu and Lord Shiva (sujasa 
sansāra hariharakō jaisō). (4). 

[2This idea is reiterated clearly once again in verse no. 239, stanza no. 2 of this 
Book Vinai Patrika. 

3See note at the end of this verse.] 
 
Among the Kols, Khas, Bhil, Yavans etc. (i.e. all the tribals and savages, or the 
uncivilised sections of society), which wretched one has not obtained an exalted state 
from a lowly one merely on the strength of uttering your name ‘Ram’ (kōla, khasa, 
bhīla, javanādi khala rāma kahi, nīca hvai ūm̐ca pada kō na pāyō)?  

The Vedas have sung the glories of Lord Sri Ram (birada bēda gāyō) as 
being the Lord who is the destroyer of sorrows of the oppressed, the deprived, the 
downtrodden, the humble, the lowly, the helpless and the hapless (dīna-dukha-
davana), as being the Lord of Laxmi, the goddess of prosperity, wealth, material 
well-being and fulfilment of all worldly needs and desires (śrīravana), as being an 
abode of mercy, kindness and compassion (karunā-bhavana), and as being the Lord 
who purifies the sinners, the vile ones and those who are maligned, lowly, 
downtrodden and wretched (patita-pāvana). (5). 
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[Forget about others, look at me, says Tulsidas :-] There has been no one as stupid, of 
a low intellect, a miscreant, rascal, cruel, scheming and a more wicked fellow 
(mandamati,kuṭila,khala-tilaka) than me, Tulsidas (tulasī sarisa), in the three 
worlds and all the three eras of time (past, present, future) (bhō na tihum̐ lōka tihum̐ 
kāla kō'ū).  
 But in order to uphold the dignity and glory of his holy Name and keeping in 
mind his vow to purify the sinners and the evil ones (nāmakī kāni pahicāni pana 
āpanō), Lord Sri Ram has given shelter (refuge) to even this fellow (Tulsidas) who 
has been bitten by the Kaliyug-like serpent (grasita kali-byāla rākhyō sarana 
sō'ū)4. (6). 

[4To wit, Tulsidas says—“Why should one cite the examples cited by me in 
this verse, or why should one go any further than me to understand how kind, 
gracious, benevolent, merciful and compassionate Lord Ram is. For, look at me: I am 
the most humble and lowly human one will ever find in the  whole world; I have all 
the faults and weaknesses one associates with the present corrupt era known as 
Kaliyug. But inspite of these grave shortcomings and flaws in me, Lord Ram has been 
so kind and merciful upon me that I, who was sinful and utterly wretched, who would 
have found difficulty to even feed my hungry stomach if destiny and fate had their 
own way, has become a respected man, a man who is praised and raised to a high 
pedestal of being recognised as a poet of repute, a devotee par-excellence, and a wise 
and learned man. Say, to whom should I give the credit for my honour and well-being 
if it is not to Lord Ram?” 

In this context, refer verse nos. 75, 76 and 79 herein above of this book.] 
 
[Note—1The story of ‘Ahilya’ is narrated in verse no. 43; that of ‘Sugriv’ in verse no. 
134; that of ‘Vibhishan’ in verse no. 78; and that of ‘Jatau’ the vulture in verse no. 57 
of this book Vanai Patrika.   

‘Jamvant’ was the chief of the bears and a companion of Sugriv. He and his 
army of bears had played an imporant role in the campaign of Lanka. 

‘Kewat’ or ‘Nishad’ was a boatman, a community considered of low birth and 
fish-eaters. He had taken Lord Ram across the river Ganges when the Lord had left 
Ayodhya and was on his way to the forest to honour the command of his father. 
Kewat had washed the Lord’s holy feet before allowing him to board his wooden 
boat, and after taking the Lord on the other side of the river had not taken any charge. 

The story goes that Kewat had refused to take Sri Ram across the river Ganges 
if he was not allowed to wash the dust off the feet of Sri Ram because he feared that 
the dust could turn his wooden boat into some woman as it had the potent of turning 
even a stone into a lady, alluding to the liberation of Ahilya. Moved by his simple but 
strong resolve, his pure devotion that was without pretensions, Lord Sri Ram had 
allowed him to do so, thereby liberating him along with his family from the cycle of 
birth and death.  

 Forsooth, Lord Ram felt so highly obliged of Kewat that he not only promised 
him friendship for life in this world but also salvation and emancipation after his 
physical death. This story is narrated in Ram Charit Manas, (i) Ayodhya Kand, from 
Chaupai line no. 3 that precede Doha no. 100—to Doha no. 102; and (ii) Uttar Kand, 
Chaupai line nos. 1-5 that precede Doha no. 20. 
 The story of ‘Sabari’: She was a tribal woman belonging to the forest tribe 
called Bhil. She had developed affection and devotion for the Lord because of regular 
service that she had been doing for sage Matang. She had developed the greatest of 
yearning for the Lord, and when she was very old, Sri Ram visited her hermitage 
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while wandering in the forest in search of Sita. He ate sour plums offered by her, 
praising their sweetness. Thereafter, Sabari left her mortal coils (this body) by the fire 
of Yoga (self-kindled fire) and her last rites were performed by Sri Ram himself, 
giving her the exalted and supreme stature of his own mother. This story is narrated in 
the epic Ram Charit Manas, Aranya Kand, from Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes 
Doha no. 34—to Doha no. 36; and Geetawali, Aranya Kand, verse no. 17. 
 
2The story of ‘Bidur’: Bidur was the son of a maid servant but had great devotion for 
Sri Krishna, hence considered of a low birth. He He was a saintly person by nature, 
and Lord Krishna had treated him as his friend. Throughout his life, Bidur had 
observed the laws of Dharma (i.e. a righteous and moral way of life). He is credited 
with scripting a book on ethics, known as ‘Bidur-Niti’ which he preached to 
Dhirtraastra (refer: Mahabharat, Udyoga Parva, Chapters 33-40). This treatise has 
been regarded as a classic on ethics and morality.  

When Sri Krishna went to Hastinapur to meet Duryodhan, he stayed with 
Bidur. When he went at his household, the latter was away, so his wife welcomed 
Krishna and offered him refreshments in the form of bananas. She was so 
overwhelmed with joy at having Sri Krishna as her guest that she lost awareness of 
everything, and peeled the bananas and gave the peeled skin to Krishna while 
throwing away the pulp of the fruit. Sri Krishna ate the skin with relish to oblige and 
keep the sanctity of her devotion for the Lord.  
 
The story of ‘Kubari’ (the hunchback): She was a maid of Kansha. When Sri Krishna 
was going to the court of Kansha, she presented him with sandalwood (Chandan) 
paste and asked the Lord to pay her a visit at her home. While returning after slaying 
Kansha, Sri Krishna had accepted her invitation and paid her a visit, where she 
worshipped the Lord. 
 Another Kubari appears in Ram's story as the made of Kaikeyi. Her name was 
Manthara, and she was the main spoil-sport in Ram's coronation, and the chief 
instigator of Kaikeyi, prevailing upon her to demand from her husband king Dasrath 
that her son Bharat is declared as the prince-regent of the kingdom of Ayodhya, and 
Lord Ram be sent to forest exile. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Ayodhya Kand, from 
Doha no. 12—to Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes Doha no. 23.] 
 
 
 
                                   The Glory of Lord Śrī Rāma 
 
                                        Rāga Bihāga/Bilāvala 

 
¼107½ 

 
gS  uhdks  esjks  nsork  dkslyifr  jkeA 

lqHkx  ljks#g  ykspu]  lqfB  lqanj  L;keAA1AA 
fl;&lesr lksgr lnk Nfc vfer vuaxA 

Hkqt fclky lj /kuq /kjs] dfV pk# fu"kaxAA2AA 
cfy&iwtk pkgr ugha] pkgr ,d izhfrA 

lqfejr gh ekuS Hkyks] ikou lc jhfrAA3AA 
nsfg ldy lq[k] nq[k ngS] vkjr&tu&caèkqA 
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xqu xfg] v?k&vkSxqu gjS] vl d#ukfla/kqAA4AA 
nsl&dky&iwju  lnk  cn  csn  iqjkuA 

lcdks izHkq] lcesa clS] lcdh xfr tkuAA5AA 
dks  dfj  dksfVd  dkeuk]  iwtS  cgq  nsoA 

rqyflnkl  rsfg  lsb;s]  ladj  tsfg  lsoAA6AA 
 
 
                                                   (107) 
 
hai nīkō mērō dēvatā kōsalapati rāma. 
subhaga sarōruha lōcana, suṭhi sundara syāma. 1.  
siya-samēta sōhata sadā chabi amita anaṅga. 
bhuja bisāla sara dhanu dharē, kaṭi cāru niṣaṅga. 2.  
bali-pūjā cāhata nahīṁ, cāhata ēka prīti. 
sumirata hī mānai bhalō, pāvana saba rīti. 3.  
dēhi sakala sukha, dukha dahai, ārata-jana-bandhu. 
guna gahi, agha-auguna harai, asa karunāsindhu. 4.  
dēsa-kāla-pūrana sadā bada bēda purāna. 
sabakō prabhu, sabamēṁ basai, sabakī gati jāna. 5.  
kō kari kōṭika kāmanā, pūjai bahu dēva. 
tulasidāsa tēhi sē'iyē, saṅkara jēhi sēva. 6.  
 
Verse no. 107—The Lord of Kaushal (Ayodhya), Lord Sri Ram, is my best, most 
revered and exalted deity, my Lord God (hai nīkō mērō dēvatā kōsalapati rāma). 

He has beautiful lotus-like eyes (subhaga sarōruha lōcana), and a body 
which is dark complexioned and most handsome (suṭhi sundara syāma) (1). 
 
He always looks magnificent alongside Sita (his divine consort) (siya-samēta 
sōhata sadā).  

His charming and beautous image is comparable to numerous Kamdeos (the 
patron god of beauty, charm and attractiveness) (chabi amita anaṅga).  

He holds a bow and arrow in his long and sturdy arms (bhuja bisāla sara 
dhanu dharē), and he looks attractive with a quiver tied around his waist (kaṭi cāru 
niṣaṅga) (2). 
 
The Lord does not want or expect anyone to offer any kind of (animal) sacrifices or 
formality of ritualistic worship to please and honour him (bali-pūjā cāhata nahīṁ), 
but the only thing that he wants and expects is ‘love and affection’ (cāhata ēka prīti).
 He becomes pleased as soon as one merely remembers him (sumirata hī 
mānai bhalō), and in return he purifies that person in all possible ways, and frees him 
from all his worries (pāvana saba rīti) (3). 
 
He bestows all types of happiness, joy and delight (dēhi sakala sukha), and burns to 
ashes all sorrows, miseries, troubles and tribulations (of his devotees, and those who 
remember him, surrender before him and seek refuge with him) (dukha dahai).  
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He is a true friend of the distressed and the sorrowful (ārata-jana-bandhu). 
Verily and without gainsay, Lord Ram is such an ocean of compassion and mercy that 
he (asa karunāsindhu) accepts their virtues and whatever goodness they have as a 
reason for his accepting them (guna gahi), and in return removes their vices, faults, 
shortcomings etc. (agha-auguna harai).  

  [To wit, Lord Ram is so merciful and gracious that he picks up the smallest 
good that his devotee has as a basis of accepting him and providing his protection to 
him. The Lord overlooks the devotee’s innumerable shortcomings, faults and 
weaknesses. But once accepted, the Lord ensures that this devotee is purified and all 
his worldly faults are removed as far as possible. ‘As far as possible’—because the 
Lord will be helpless if this fellow willingly reverts to his old crooked ways inspite of 
the Lord forgiving him for his earlier misdeeds and sins. Say, what would you say of a 
person who willingly throws away a priceless gem he has been granted, inspite of 
being told of its worth? Is he not utterly stupid and unfortunate?] (4). 
 
The Vedas and the Purans (i.e. all the ancient scriptures) assert that the Lord is always 
complete and self-sustained in all the phases and planes of creation (the past, the 
future and the present) (dēsa-kāla-pūrana sadā bada bēda purāna).  

Indeed, he is the Lord of all who resides in the hearts of all living beings as 
their Atma or pure conscious soul (sabakō prabhu, sabamēṁ basai). And 
therefore, the Lord is all-knowing and omniscient, i.e. he is aware of the inner 
thoughts of all the creatures, and nothing remains hidden or secret from him (sabakī 
gati jāna). [To wit, one cannot cheat the Lord.] (5). 
 
Who would abandon such a Lord and instead worship numerous other Gods with 
myriad hopes and expectations in one’s mind? (kō kari kōṭika kāmanā, pūjai bahu 
dēva). 

[The same idea is expressed in verse no. 104 herein above in this book Vinai 
Patrika.] 
 Oh Tulsidas! I should serve only the one (i.e. Lord Sri Ram) who is served by 
the Lord Shiva himself (tulasidāsa tēhi sē'iyē, saṅkara jēhi sēva).   

[Lord Shiva is regarded as the Lord of all Gods, the most enlightened amongst 
the Gods. That is why Shiva is honoured by the title of “Mahadeo” which means a 
‘Great God’. So, since Lord Shiva has chosen to worship Lord Ram over any other 
deity, then surely there must be some wisdom in this choice. I am an ordinary man, 
and I don’t have the resources available to Lord Shiva to determine which God to 
worship. So therefore it makes sense for me to follow the path shown by Shiva 
himself—which is to worship Lord Ram solely.]  (6). 

 
 
 
               How to worship Lord Rāma by a symbolic Fire Sacrifice 

 
¼108½ 

 
chj  egk  vojkf/k;s]  lk/ks  flf/k  gks;A 

ldy  dke  iwju  djS]  tkuS  lc  dks;AA1AA 
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csfx]  fcyac  u  dhft;s  yhtS  minslA 
cht egkea= tfi;s lksbZ] tks tir egslAA2AA 

izse&ckfj&rjiu Hkyks] ?k`r lgt lusgqA 
lal;&lfe/k] vfxfu Nek] eerk&cfy nsgqAA3AA 

v?k&mpkfV]  eu  cl  djS]  ekjS  en&ekjA 
vkdj"kS      lq[k&laink&larks"k&fcpkjAA4AA 

ftUg ;fg Hkk¡fr Hktu fd;ks] feys j?kqifr rkfgA 
rqyflnkl izHkqiFk p<îkS] tkS ysgq fuckfgAA5AA 

 
 
                                                   (108) 
 
bīra mahā avarādhiyē, sādhē sidhi hōya. 
sakala kāma pūrana karai, jānai saba kōya. 1.  
bēgi, bilamba na kījiyē lījai upadēsa. 
bīja mahāmantra japiyē sō'ī, jō japata mahēsa. 2.  
prēma-bāri-tarapana bhalō, ghṛta sahaja sanēhu. 
sansaya-samidha, agini chamā, mamatā-bali dēhu. 3.  
agha-ucāṭi, mana basa karai, mārai mada-māra. 
ākaraṣai sukha-sampadā-santōṣa-bicāra. 4.  
jinha yahi bhām̐ti bhajana kiyō, milē raghupati tāhi. 
tulasidāsa prabhupatha caḍhyau, jau lēhu nibāhi. 5.  
 
Verse no. 108—One should worship the most brave, the gallant and the valiant Lord 
of Ayodhya (Lord Ram) (bīra mahā avarādhiyē), invoking whom (or relying upon 
whom) everything is achievable, accessible and possible in this world (sādhē sidhi 
hōya). In all sooth and without gainsay, the Lord fulfills all the wishes of the seeker 
(sakala kāma pūrana karai), and everyone knows about this (jānai saba kōya) (1). 
 
One should not delay in implementing this advice (because good things are better 
done as soon as possible, lest the devil may create some nuisance) (bēgi, bilamba na 
kījiyē).  
 [Now, the steps that should be taken for worshipping Lord Ram in a formal 
way are being described.] 

One should first accept the basic and essential ‘Great Mantra of Lord Ram’1 
from a true and attained Guru (a moral preceptor) (lījai upadēsa. 
bīja mahāmantra)2, and chant it constantly with faith and conviction. Verily, this 
Mantra is the same holy and divine Mantra that it is repeated constantly by Lord 
Shiva himself (japiyē sō'ī, jō japata mahēsa)3 (2). 

[1The ‘Mantra’ is a spiritual formula consisting of one or more letters or 
syllables, or even words and phrases, that relate to the cosmic dynamic energy and 
spiritual powers of the deity to which they pertain. Each deity has its unique formula, 
and by invoking this formula the worshipper is able to harness that particular deity’s 
cosmic powers which are inherent in that Mantra.  

The ‘basic or essential Mantra’ is called a “Beej Mantra” or the seed Mantra. 
It is so named because just like a huge tree has its origin in a small seed, or lies hidden 
in a small seed which is miniscule in comparison to the size of the grown-up tree, the 
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Beej Mantra encapsulates or encrypts all the magnificent and stupendous powers and 
dynamism of the chosen deity in one letter or syllable.  

Even as one is rewarded with a huge tree that bears fruits and flowers if he is 
able to properly sow the seed and nourish it, the Beej Mantra of a deity can also give 
immense rewards if it is used in the correct way and with due care.  

For practical purposes, in the case of Lord Ram, this great Mantra is 
pronounced as “Raam” (Rām), which incidentally happens to be the Lord’s divine 
Name. Hence, by remembering Lord Ram with this knowledge, one is also 
automatically and subtly invoking the stupendous spiritual and dynamic powers 
inherent in the Beej Mantra of the Lord. 

The glory, the significance, the importance and the value of Lord Ram’s holy 
Name, which also happens to be his Beej Mantra, has been elaborately detailed in 
Tulsidas’ epic book ‘Ram Charit Manas’, in its Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 1 
that precedes Doha no. 19—to Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 28. 
 This subject of Lord Ram’s ‘Beej Mantra’ as being a great vehicle for one’s 
spiritual welfare and powerful enough to provide liberation, deliverance, salvation and 
emancipation to the creature, is the theme of a great Upanishad titled ‘Ram Tapini 
Upanishad’ which belongs to the Atharva Veda tradition. This Upanishad has been 
published by this author as part of his book ‘Lord Ram’s Upanishads’ which has been 
published separately alongside this present book. 

2The Guru’s guidance is important as he would advise the proper way to do 
Japa (repetition of a holy Mantra) and avoid all the pitfalls that an aspirant may 
encounter in his spiritual journey towards attaining his goal.  
 3Lord Shiva worships Lord Ram as his only revered Lord, and repeats the 
Great Mantra of Lord Ram constantly. It is on the strength of the holy Name of Lord 
Ram that Shiva grants liberation and deliverance to the soul of a dying person on the 
banks of the holy river Ganges at Kashi. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, 
Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes Doha no. 19.] 
    
[Enumerating the symbolic process of ritualistic Havan or fire-sacrifice following the 
chanting of the holy Mantra, Tulsidas advises the following process :-]  

The best way to do ‘ablution and oblation’ during this symbolic sacrifice (as 
part of worshipping the Lord) is by using the water of love and devotion for Lord 
Ram  (prēma-bāri-tarapana bhalō).  

The offering of Ghee (clarified butter of cow's milk) to this fire sacrifice is by 
way of having natural and unadulterated affection for the Lord (ghṛta sahaja 
sanēhu). 

The offering of ‘Samidha’ (items such as fire wood and other offerings that 
are used as offering during a fire sacrifice) is represented by all sorts of doubts and 
confusions a worshipper may have (sansaya-samidha).  

The sacred Fire is symbolised by practicing the virtue of forgiveness (agini 
chamā).  

The negative traits such as having attachment, infatuation and entanglement 
(with the world, in its sensual pleasures, and its material things) should be offered as 
the ritualistic ‘sacrifice’ in this symbolic worshipping process of the Lord (mamatā-
bali dēhu)4 (3). 

[4This stanza outlines the main steps involved in doing a fire sacrifice to 
please a revered God and seek his blessings. There are four basic steps outlined here: 
(i) first there is using water for ablution and oblation, (ii) next, Ghee is used to offer 
the first offerings to the sacred fire, (iii) then fire wood and other items, known as 
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Samidha, are offered to the fire, (iv) and finally a sacrifice is offered. The ‘sacred fire’ 
burns all these things that are offered to it.  

In this symbolic fire sacrifice offered to Lord Ram, it will be noted, an attempt 
is made to cleanse the inner self of the worshipper and purify him. The sacred fire is 
represented here by the virtue of ‘forgiveness’, and it is easy to understand why. If 
one learns to forgive others, there will be no reason why he would be angry at them, 
no reason for ill-will and malice, and no reason for loss of peace of mind and 
heartburn. The whole world would become a friendly place, and all its inhabitants 
would become loving. From the perspective of metaphysical thought, it will be like 
seeing Lord Ram’s loving and compassionate form everywhere, in all living beings. 
This will surely bring immense peace and happiness. What more would a person want 
in this world if he lives in an environment that is heavenly.  

One should renounce all his attachments with this material world and the 
temptations of its sense objects by symbolically sacrificing or willingly letting go of 
them during this worship of Lord Ram. All doubts and confusions should be likewise 
removed as they create obstacles and hinders the growth of devotion, faith and 
conviction.   

Having natural love and affection for the Lord is likened to Ghee (clarified 
butter) because these qualities are sweet, smooth, pleasant, endearing and likeable. 
Love and affection can win over even the sternest of hearts in favour of a person who 
practices them. 

And just like plain and simple but clean water is the best way to wash one’s 
self with or offer as a welcoming refreshment to a honoured guest, love and affection 
is the best way to show respect to Lord Ram; it is the simplest and the only thing the 
Lord desires and expects from his devotee when he comes to the latter upon his 
request.] 

 
[A person does a fire sacrifice with some aim and objective in mind which he wants 
fulfilled, or some accomplishment that he wants to achieve. So now, Tulsidas lists 
some of the good qualities one is expected to develop inside him if he can be said to 
have been successful in doing this symbolic fire sacrifice. Otherwise, the effort was as 
good as wasted.  

In other words, the development of the virtues listed in the following stanza is 
the reward of worshipping Lord Ram from practical point of view, and by extension it 
would pave the way for the aspirant to attain his spiritual objective because it can only 
be attained by purification of the inner self first and foremost.]  
 
The sins should be erased or washed away (agha-ucāṭi); the mind should be put 
under leash and abandon its fickle, wayward and vagrant nature (mana basa karai); 
the ego, haughtiness, arrogance, pride, vanity and desires, the lust and passion that 
one may have till now should be destroyed or eliminated (mārai mada-māra); and 
the treasure that gives happiness and joy, which is symbolised by the virtues of 
contentedness, wisdom and truthful knowledge, should be ‘attracted’ (sought and 
accumulated) (ākaraṣai sukha-sampadā-santōṣa-bicāra) (4). 
 
Forsooth, those who have worshipped and adored Lord Sri Ram in this prescribed 
way, have found him without doubt (jinha yahi bhām̐ti bhajana kiyō, milē 
raghupati tāhi).  

Tulsidas has also embarked on this path (tulasidāsa prabhupatha caḍhyau), 
and hopes that Lord Sri Ram would see him through (jau lēhu nibāhi).  
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[Tulsidas prays to Lord Ram to give him success in his efforts to find salvation 
through worship and veneration of the Lord by using this path of worship as outlined 
in this verse, and requests the Lord to help him and prevent him from faltering in his 
spiritual pursuit.] (5). 

 
 
 

Prayer 
 

¼109½ 
 
dl  u  djgq  d#uk  gjs!  nq[kgju  eqjkfj! 
f=fc/krki&lansg&lksd&lal;&Hk;&gkfj          AA1AA 
bd  dfydky&tfur  ey]  efrean]  efyu&euA 
rsfgij izHkq ufga dj l¡Hkkj] dsfg Hkk¡fr ft;S tuAA2AA 
lc  izdkj  lejFk  izHkks]  eSa  lc  fcf/k  nhuA 
;g   ft;   tkfu   nzokS   ugha]   eSa   dje&fcghuAA3AA 
Hkzer  vusd  tksfu]  j?kqifr]  ifr  vku  u  eksjsA 
nq[k&lq[k   lgkSa]   jgkSa   lnk   ljukxr   rksjsAA4AA 
rks  le  nso  u  dksm  d`ikyq]  leq>kSa  euek¡ghaA 
rqyflnkl  gfj  rksf"k;s]  lks  lk/ku  ukghaAA5AA 

 
 
                                                    (109) 
 
kasa na karahu karunā harē! dukhaharana murāri! 
tribidhatāpa-sandēha-sōka-sansaya-bhaya-hāri . 1.  
ika kalikāla-janita mala, matimanda, malina-mana. 
tēhipara prabhu nahiṁ kara sam̐bhāra, kēhi bhām̐ti jiyai jana. 2.  
saba prakāra samaratha prabhō, maiṁ saba bidhi dīna. 
yaha jiya jāni dravau nahīṁ, maiṁ karama-bihīna. 3.  
bhramata anēka jōni, raghupati, pati āna na mōrē. 
dukha-sukha sahauṁ, rahauṁ sadā saranāgata tōrē. 4.  
tō sama dēva na kō'u kṛpālu, samujhauṁ manamām̐hīṁ. 
tulasidāsa hari tōṣiyē, sō sādhana nāhīṁ. 5.  
 
Verse no. 109—Oh Hari (harē)1! Oh Murari (murāri)2! (If) You are the renowned 
Lord who is famed as being an eliminator of sorrows, miseries and troubles 
(dukhaharana), then why don't you show mercy and compassion towards me (kasa 
na karahu karunā)?  

You are the Lord who eliminates (hāri) the horrors caused due to the three 
Traitaps (Adhibhautik, Adidaivik, Adhyatmik)3 that torment a creature 
(tribidhatāpa), as well as the doubts, sorrows, grief, confusions, bewilderments, and 
fears of all types that haunt and overwhelm him continuously (sandēha-sōka-
sansaya-bhaya)?4 [Then, why don’t you do it for me; why don’t you free me from 
these horrors?] (1). 
 [1Hari = the Lord who steals or rather eliminates all the problems of his 
devotees. 
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2Murari=slayer of demon Mur; i.e., Lord Vishnu. 
3Refer: Verse no. 68, stanza no. 1; and verse no. 73, stanza no. 4. 
4This paragraph can be interpreted as follows also: “You are the Lord who 

removes (hāri) the three types of torments known as the Traitap (tribidhatāpa) that 
create immense amount of doubt, sorrow, confusion and fear (sandēha-sōka-
sansaya-bhaya) for a creature during his life.”] 
 
On the one hand (ika), my mind and wisdom have lost their bearings and have been 
darkened (i.e. are stained, maligned, corrupted) by the sins, evils and vices that are 
caused by the negative effects of Kaliyug, the present era in which I have to live, the 
era where negativities are dominant and override all goodness (kalikāla-janita mala, 
matimanda, malina-mana), and on the other hand you are also not taking care of me 
and it appears that you seem to have neglected me or turned away from me because I 
am so sinful that I am not worthy of your attention (tēhipara prabhu nahiṁ kara 
sam ̐bhāra).  

Say oh Lord, how then would this servant spend his life and live reasonably 
comfortably (kēhi bhām̐ti jiyai jana)?5 (2). 

[5Here, Tulsidas politely admonishes his dear Lord Ram, saying to effect that 
though he, Tulsidas, is sinful and not entirely pure and pious as expected by the Lord, 
but then this is the reputation and greatness of the Lord that he accepts even such 
people and transforms them into good people who would be worthy of him and 
become eligible for obtaining peace, happiness, freedom from all spiritual bondage, 
and attain salvation. If this is true, then why is that the Lord neglecting Tulsidas? He 
earnestly asks his Lord Ram to live up to the Lord’s famed reputation and provide 
help to Tulsidas, especially when he begs for it and is earnest in his request, ready for 
transformation and redemption. Refer also to verse no. 112 herein below.]  
 
Oh Lord (prabhō)! You are capable in all respects and able in all the ways (saba 
prakāra samaratha), while I am most humble, hapless, helpless, poor and lowly in 
every imaginable way (maiṁ saba bidhi dīna).  

Inspite of knowing this, you do not show kindness, compassion and mercy on 
me (yaha jiya jāni dravau nahīṁ), which shows (or proves) that I am luckless and 
unfortunate to the extreme (maiṁ karama-bihīna). [But oh Lord, you forget that this 
is exactly what makes you so famous—that people like me are redeemed by you, they 
are transformed from being evil into one who are worthy of spititual happiness and 
joy by your grace and kindness,  and their soul saved from further demotion. So, oh 
kind Lord, have mercy upon me!] (3). 
 
Oh Raghupati (i.e. the Lord of king Raghu’s line; Sri Ram)! I have come here (in this 
life as a human being with the name of ‘Tulsidas’) after wandering aimlessly in many 
wombs (i.e. after countless previous births where I had assumed myriad forms as 
different types of creatures) (bhramata anēka jōni), but I have found no Lord except 
you whom I can call ‘my Lord’ (pati āna na mōrē).  

[To wit, I hadn’t a benevolent and loving Lord like you in any of my past 
lives, nor do I have anyone whom I call my dear Lord in this present life, and neither 
do I hope to have one in the future. Of course, there were lords of all sorts and 
denominations—but they were all selfish, only my ‘lord’ as long as I served them like 
a slave and fulfilled their wants and needs. None had ever bothered about my own 
needs and welfare. But oh dear Lord Ram; you are totally different; you care for all 
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your dependants and devotees, as well as those who are troubled and seek refuge with 
you, who surrender themselves at your holy feet. And you lift them up from the 
quagmire of this horrifying cycle of transmigration, and grant them happiness and 
peace; and the icing of the cake is that you not only do so selflessly but do not want 
anyone to feel obliged to you for your grace and benevolence. Your mercy and grace 
comes absolutely without any strings attached. Tell me anyone, where is such a Lord 
in this creation as Lord Ram?] 

So oh Lord, it is my most earnest desire that I should always remain at your 
feet to serve you (rahauṁ sadā saranāgata tōrē), whether I have to suffer sorrows, 
miseries and troubles, or enjoy happiness and pleasant circumstances as a 
consequence (dukha-sukha sahauṁ); I am prepared for both but do not wish to 
leave you and go anywhere else, no matter what happens6 (4). 

[6Do you know why? Because throughout the journey of my soul during 
countless lives and births, I have never met or even heard of such a kind and loving 
Lord as you are. So whatever be written in my destiny, whether I find peace or not, I 
will never, repeat ‘never’, leave you and your holy feet, no matter what comes and 
goes, to seek shelter any where else. Perish the idea! For one, at least I am sure that 
you will not kick me out or treat me roughly, nor will you drag me to the prison of 
hell because I am of no use to you and am unnecessarily bothering you. Rather, and I 
am sure of this going by what I have heard about your nature and temperament as 
lauded in the scriptures, you will not take long to take notice of my plight and have 
pity on me. But of course, I must have patience, like you have had with me for so long 
by subtly and silently taking care of me in thick and thin even from behind my back 
so that I may not even know who is helping me, by feeding my hungry stomach with 
bread though I am good for nothing, by fending off my worldly tormentors, and by 
not throwing me to hellish sufferings that I may have had to encounter in this very life 
had it not been for your secret help and love for me inspite of your being aware of my 
shortcomings, defects and flaws. I knew that it was you who was helping me during 
all my troubles, tribulations and sufferings, helping me to tide over the storm which 
would have otherwise drowned me. I know it Lord; I know it! 

Refer also to verse no. 112, stanza no. 4 of this Book ‘Vinai Patrika’.] 
 
In my mind and heart (“Mana”) I fully realise and understand (samujhauṁ 
manamām̐hīṁ) that in all sooth and without the least gainsay I do not have any other 
Lord who is as merciful, compassionate and graceful as you are (tō sama dēva na 
kō'u kṛpālu).  

But oh Hari, this Tulsidas dose not have the means and the wherewithal by which 
he can please you (i.e. you will have to be pleased with me inspite of all my 
shortcomings and faults, and be kind to me without any my having to take the 
recourse of formalities and rituals and other spiritual practices that are ordinarily 
thought to be necessary to please the Lord God simply because I can’t do them) 
(tulasidāsa hari tōṣiyē, sō sādhana nāhīṁ). 

[Tulsidas says that he cannot trust his soul and his welfare with anyone except 
Lord Ram.] (5). 

 
[Note—Tulsidas highlights Sri Ram's mercy, grace, benevolence, benefaction, 
benediction, munificence and magnanimity towards all and sundry, especially his 
devotees, in this verse. His determination to stick to his faith in Lord Ram as the 
“Redeemer and the only Lord” is also reflected in earlier verses, especially verse nos. 
101—108 herein above, and verse no. 110 that follows below.] 
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Prayer – Full of Tulasīdās’ Humility 
 

¼110½ 
 
dgq  dsfg  dfg;  d`ikfu/ks!  Hko&tfur  fcifr  vfrA 
bafnz;  ldy  fcdy  lnk]  fut  fut  lqHkkm  jfrAA1AA 
ts  lq[k&laifr]  ljx&ujx  larr  l¡x  ykxhA 
gfj!  ifjgfj  lksb  tru  djr  eu  eksj  vHkkxhAA2AA 
eSa  vfr  nhu]  n;kyq  nso  lqfu  eu  vuqjkxsA 
tks  u  nzogq  j?kqchj  /khj]  nq[k  dkgs  u  ykxsAA3AA 
t|fi  eSa  vijk/k&Hkou]  nq[k&leu  eqjkjsA 
rqyflnkl  dg¡  vkl  ;gS  cgq  ifrr  m/kkjsAA4AA 

 
 
                                                    (110) 
 
kahu kēhi kahiya kṛpānidhē! bhava-janita bipati ati. 
indriya sakala bikala sadā, nija nija subhā'u rati. 1.  
jē sukha-sampati, saraga-naraga santata sam̐ga lāgī. 
hari! parihari sō'i jatana karata mana mōra abhāgī. 2.  
maiṁ ati dīna, dayālu dēva suni mana anurāgē. 
jō na dravahu raghubīra dhīra, dukha kāhē na lāgē. 3.  
jadyapi maiṁ aparādha-bhavana, dukha-samana murārē. 
tulasidāsa kaham̐ āsa yahai bahu patita udhārē. 4.  
 
Verse no. 110—Oh Lord who is a treasury of mercy and grace (kṛpānidhē)! Where 
else should I go and tell about the immense troubles and miseries that have been 
generated for me by this world, except in front of you (kahu kēhi kahiya bhava-
janita bipati ati)1?  

All the sense organs of my body (indriya sakala) are infatuated with, 
engrossed in and attached to their respective objects in this material world (nija nija 
subhā'u rati), and are always extremely agitated due to this attachment and 
infatuation (bikala sadā) (1). 
 [1Tulsidas explains to Lord Ram why he has been bothering the latter and 
nagging at him by talking incessantly about his own problems, as done in verse no. 
109 for instance. He wonders who will listen to him and his miseries patiently and 
with the same compassion and empathy as shown by Lord Ram. That is why Tulsidas 
mourns before the Lord about his pitiful condition—for he knows very well that Lord 
Ram is so merciful and kind that not only will he give him a patient hearing but would 
also take necessary action to mitigate his sufferings.]  
 
They (the senses) remain always trapped in the web of worries, doubts, consternations 
and uncertainties pertaining to worldly pleasures and wealth, as well as about heaven 
and hell, which cause immense bewilderment to me (jē sukha-sampati, saraga-
naraga santata sam̐ga lāgī).  
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But oh Hari, the irony is that this unfortunate mind of mine (hari! -- mana 
mōra abhāgī) has betrayed me by distancing itself from you (and in the process 
compelling me also to forget you), and intead, it follows the instructions of these 
sense organs (and forces me to follow suit) (parihari sō'i jatana karata)2 (2).  

[2To wit, my mind knows that this world and its attractions will never give 
peace and happiness. But the mystery is that still it is unable to control my sense 
organs which go after the temptations and charms offered by the material world of 
sense objects. Why can’t my foolish mind realise the trap it is allowing itself to fall 
into? Why can’t me mind divert itself to having devotion, love, faith and affection for 
you, at least with the same intensity with which it loves the deluding world? ]  
 
Oh Lord (dēva)! I am extremely distressed, sorrowful, miserable and dejected, feeling 
hapless and helpless, and am in a very pitiable state (maiṁ ati dīna). Hearing about 
you as the Lord who is extremely compassionate, merciful, munificent and 
benevolent, I have found encouragement and reassurance, and have somehow 
prevailed upon my wayward mind to develop affection for you and have faith in you 
(dayālu dēva suni mana anurāgē).  

Inspite of this (i.e. inspite of my best of efforts to rein in my mind and oppose 
the will of my sense organs which try to pull me away from you and push me towards 
the world), oh Lord Raghubir (Ram) who is so patient, accomodating and tolerant 
with his devotees (raghubīra dhīra), if you do not show kindness and mercy upon me 
and empathise with me (jō na dravahu), why will it not cause a lot of agony and 
anguish in me (dukha kāhē na lāgē)?3 (3). 

[3Here, Tulsidas tells his beloved Lord Ram that inspite of formidable odds he 
has strived hard to turn his mind away from the temptations of the world, and instead 
focus on the Lord by developing devotion and faith in him, and prevailing upon his 
mind to see its own good and welfare in seeking refuge with the Lord. Tulsidas says 
that he has done his bit, so it is incumbent upon the Lord to do his bit now. The Lord 
should now ensure that his faithful devotee, follower and servant Tulsidas is taken 
well care of, and all his wordly as spiritual sufferings are dispelled, and he is granted 
eternal peace and happiness that the Lord promises all his devotees irrespective of 
their past.] 

 
Truely and agreeably, though I am an abode (i.e. am full) of vices, shortcomings, evil 
tendencies and faults (jadyapi maiṁ aparādha-bhavana), but oh Murari, you are 
reputed to be the one who destroys such sorrows, troubles and tribulations that are 
caused to the creature because of the many sins, vices and faults that he has (dukha-
samana murārē)4.  

This humble fellow Tulsidas has this expectation from you (that you will 
eliminate all his miseries and sorrows, and redeem him) (tulasidāsa kaham̐ āsa 
yahai) because you have provided liberation and deliverance, salvation and 
emancipation to numerous other sinners and wretched creatures uptill now (bahu 
patita udhārē). [So surely enough, oh Lord, you will give salvation and liberation 
from this mundane, illusionary and tormenting world to me as well.] (4). 

[4To his credit, Tulsidas does not deny that he has his own share of unholy 
characters just like other ordinary living beings; he does not pretend to be a saint and 
a pious man. So what; after all the Lord’s reputation is based precisely on this 
premise—that those who are sinful and fallen but have taken refuge with the Lord are 
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surely given freedom from all sufferings, are uplifted and saved. So therefore, 
Tulsidas expects the same from Lord Ram for himself! ] 

 
 

 
Delusory Creation 

 
¼111½ 

 
dslo! dfg u tkb dk dfg;sA 
ns[kr ro jpuk fcfp= gfj! leqf> eufga eu jfg;sAA1AA 
lwU; Hkhfr ij fp=] jax ufga] ruq fcuq fy[kk fprsjsA 
/kks;s feVb u ejb Hkhfr] nq[k ikb; ,fg ruq gsjsAA2AA 
jfcdj&uhj  clS  vfr  nk#u  edj  :i  rsfg  ekghaA 
cnu&ghu  lks  xzlS  pjkpj]  iku  dju  ts  tkghaAA3AA 
dksm dg lR;] >wB dg dksÅ] tqxy izcy dksm ekuSA 
rqyflnkl  ifjgjS  rhu  Hkze]  lks  vkiu  ifgpkuSAA4AA 

 
 
                                                   (111) 
 
kēsava! kahi na jā'i kā kahiyē. 
dēkhata tava racanā bicitra hari! samujhi manahiṁ mana rahiyē. 1.  
sūn'ya bhīti para citra, raṅga nahiṁ, tanu binu likhā citērē. 
dhōyē miṭa'i na mara'i bhīti, dukha pā'iya ēhi tanu hērē. 2.  
rabikara-nīra basai ati dāruna makara rūpa tēhi māhīṁ. 
badana-hīna sō grasai carācara, pāna karana jē jāhīṁ. 3.  
kō'u kaha satya, jhūṭha kaha kō'ū, jugala prabala kō'u mānai. 
tulasidāsa pariharai tīna bhrama, sō āpana pahicānai. 4.  
 
Verse no. 111—Oh Kēsava (one of the many names of Lord Vishnu, whose 
incarnation was Lord Ram)! I don’t know what to say? There is nothing I can say 
(kahi na jā'i kā kahiyē). Oh Hari (again, one of the countless names of Lord 
Vishnu)! I wonder and marvel at this mysterious and wonderful creation of yours, and 
considering it as an extremely fascinating and most wonderous delusion created by 
you, I prefer to keep quiet (as it is beyond my comprehension) (dēkhata tava racanā 
bicitra hari! samujhi manahiṁ mana rahiyē) (1). 
 
What a marvellous and exceptional miracle is this—for, this creation-like painting (or 
picture) has been painted on the illusionary wall of ‘nothingness’ (sūn'ya bhīti para 
citra) by a ‘formless’ painter (“tanu binu likhā citērē”—here referring to Brahm, the 
Supreme Being, the Lord of creation) without using any paint (or any brush for that 
matter, and done by a mere wish of the Lord) (raṅga nahiṁ).  

(An ordinary painting can be washed-off or it would fade away with time on 
its own, but—) This (illusionary) painting created by the Lord cannot be erased or 
washed-off in anyway (i.e. it is very fast, stable and self-perpetuating; it seems to last 
forever) (dhōyē miṭa'i na bhīti).  

(Further, an ordinary painting is inanimate and lifeless, it has no feelings, so it 
has no fear of death either, but—) The components of this extraordinary picture are 
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constantly afraid of ‘death’ though they do not have a physical body or true existence 
(mara'i bhīti)1. 

[1To wit, every single entity depicted in this picture is fearfully aware that over 
time it would be removed or erased to give place to another entity. Though the 
painting represented by this creation as a whole never seems to fade away or come to 
a natural end because it rolls on and on endlessly, its components seem to perish every 
now and then, to give place to newer components. Though the painting seems lifeless 
because it is simply an imaginary ‘creative painting’ created by the power of the mind 
of the Lord, it seems alive, real and moving with pulsating life in it.]  

(Then again, one feels glad at seeing an ordinary painting, but—) One feels 
sorrowful and pitiful on looking at this world-like picture with its constant sorrows, 
miseries, strife, discord, sufferings and torments (where no one seems contented and 
happy, where all are running an endless rat-race, where constant change which never 
gives rest and certainty is a common denominator, where joy and pain, peace and 
discord come in endless waves, one after another) (dukha pā'iya ēhi tanu hērē) (2). 
 
The world is like the illusion of water that is seen in the rays of the sun during hot 
days (like in a mirage seen in a hot desert) (rabikara-nīra). In this water is seen a 
ferocious crocodile (basai ati dāruna makara rūpa tēhi māhīṁ), which, though 
having no physical form or actual jaws (badana-hīna), nevertheless gobbles up (sō 
grasai) all those, whether animate or inanimate (carācara), that go to drink that water 
(pāna karana jē jāhīṁ)2 (3). 

[2Tulsidas says that this world is like that illusionary mirage. Even as a thirsty 
man runs behind that illusion in search of water and eventually dies of thirst, so does a 
person who is running aimlessly and in futility behind the illusionary pleasures of this 
world come to all sorts of frustrations and self-inflicted miseries, and finally devoured 
by the crocodile representing ‘Kaal’ or death. Just like the water of the mirage goes 
receding further back from the man running towards it, the charms of the world and 
the happiness and joy one expects to derive from them go on eluding him and falling 
farther back from his reach the more he yearns for them, instigating him to run more 
and more behind them, till at the end he dies not only without achieving anything but 
also frustrated, restless and unhappy. He has lost whatever peace and happiness he 
had in his never ending quest for material comfort and pleasures of the world, and his 
foolish desire to seek happiness and peace in them.]  
 
This world has been variously described as being false, true, or a mixture of both (by 
votaries of these philosophies and doctrines) (kō'u kaha satya, jhūṭha kaha kō'ū, 
jugala prabala kō'u mānai). But, according to Tulsidas, all these three descriptions 
of the world are misleading (tulasidāsa pariharai tīna bhrama).  

Those who are free (i.e. have freed themselves) from this useless and endless 
debate, and consider all that is visible as a playful activity of the Supreme Lord, are 
the ones who realise the true nature of their ‘self’ as being pure consciousness (sō 
āpana pahicānai). [And this realisation gives them eternal peace, joy and rest as 
opposed to trying to find them in the material world.]3 (4). 
 [3Tulsidas says in essence that wise people are those who do not waste their 
time, energy and life in pursuing the world in the hope of finding happiness, peace 
and rest for themselves because they know it is illusionary and created by the Creator 
just like a painter paints a lively picture using his own creative mind. They know that 
this world has no pith and substance worth the name in it that would ever give them 
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some solid benefit of joy and happiness. So they focus on their inner-self known as 
the Atma, which is pure consciousness, to find these qualities within themselves. 
Their individual ‘consciousness’ is the same as the cosmic Consciousness that has 
created this wonderful world in the first place, only that the former acts and operates 
at a much grosser level of creation as compared to the latter.  

The purity, the intensity and the quality of peace, contentedness, happiness 
and joy that is experienced by abandoning the rat-race of the world and becoming 
calm towards all desires and worldly longings is known only by those who have 
experienced it, but for the rest it is elusive and unthinkable.]   
 
 
 

Tulasīdāsa politely & affectionately admonishes Śrī Rāma 
 

¼112½ 
 
dslo! dkju dkSu xqlkbZaA 
tsfg vijk/k vlk/k tkfu eksfga rtsm vX;dh ukbZaAA1AA 
ije iquhr lar dksey&fpr] frufga rqefga cfu vkbZaA 
rkS dr fciz] C;k/k] xfudfg rkjsgq] dNq jgh lxkbZ\AA2AA 
dky] dje] xfr vxfr thodh] lc gfj! gkFk rqEgkjsA 
lksb dNq djgq] gjgq eerk izHkq! fQjm¡ u rqefga fclkjsAA3AA 
tkS rqe rtgq] HktkSa u vku izHkq] ;g izeku iu eksjsA 
eu&cp&dje  ujd&lqjiqj  tg¡  rg¡  j?kqchj  fugksjsAA4AA 
t|fi ukFk mfpr u gksr vl] izHkq lksa djkSa f<BkbZA 
rqyflnkl  lhnr  fuflfnu  ns[kr  rqEgkfj  fuBqjkbZAA5AA 

 
 
                                                    (112) 
 
kēsava! kārana kauna gusā'īṁ. 
jēhi aparādha asādha jāni mōhiṁ tajē'u agyakī nā'īṁ. 1.  
parama punīta santa kōmala-cita, tinahiṁ tumahiṁ bani ā'īṁ. 
tau kata bipra, byādha, ganikahi tārēhu, kachu rahī sagā'ī?. 2.  
kāla, karama, gati agati jīvakī, saba hari! hātha tumhārē. 
sō'i kachu karahu, harahu mamatā prabhu! phira'um̐ na tumahiṁ bisārē. 3.  
jau tuma tajahu, bhajauṁ na āna prabhu, yaha pramāna pana mōrē. 
mana-baca-karama naraka-surapura jaham̐ taham̐ raghubīra nihōrē. 4.  
jadyapi nātha ucita na hōta asa, prabhu sōṁ karauṁ ḍhiṭhā'ī. 
tulasidāsa sīdata nisidina dēkhata tumhāri niṭhurā'ī. 5.  
 
Verse no. 112—Oh Kēsava! Oh Lord (gusā'īṁ)! What is the reason you have 
become so indifferent to me (“kārana kauna”)? What is my fault or crime which is 
so huge and unpardonable that you decided to abandon me as if I was a complete 
stranger for you (jēhi aparādha asādha jāni mōhiṁ tajē'u agyakī nā'īṁ)?1 (1). 
 [1Refer also to verse no. 109, stanza no. 2 which also narrates how Tulsidas 
pleads with Lord Ram not to neglect him, to have pity on him. Refer also to verse no. 
113, stanza no. 1 herein below.] 
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[If you consider me as wicked and an evil fellow, and—] If you accept and provide 
refuge to only those whose characters and deeds are noble, pure, righteous and 
scrupulous, and those who are saints of tender hearts (parama punīta santa kōmala-
cita, tinahiṁ tumahiṁ bani ā'īṁ)—then why did you liberate Ajamil, Valmiki and 
Ganika (tau kata bipra, byādha, ganikahi tārēhu)? Did you have any special 
relationship with them that you showed preference to them (kachu rahī sagā'ī)? [To 
wit, if you can liberate them, why not also me?]2 (2). 
 [2Refer: Verse nos. 99 and 106 of this Book ‘Vinai Patrika’.] 
 
Oh Hari (Lord Sri Ram)! The entire fate of this Jiva (the living being; here meaning 
Tulsidas himself)—his death, deeds, good or bad destiny etc.—are all in your hands 
(for indeed you are the Lord who controls them and can change the Jiva’s destiny if 
you so wish) (kāla, karama, gati agati jīvakī, saba hari! hātha tumhārē).  

So oh Lord, be kind upon me to destroy my sense of attachment and 
enchantment with this world (sō'i kachu karahu, harahu mamatā prabhu), and do 
something so that I do not forget you and wander aimlessly here and there like a 
vagrant (phira'um̐ na tumahiṁ bisārē). [To wit, please arrange things in such a way 
that I have steady faith, devotion and affection for you; please ensure that I am able to 
strictly adhere to this vow of mine, now as well as in the future.]2 (3). 
 [2Tulsidas says that Lord Ram is the supreme Lord of the world who controls 
the destiny of all living beings. This being so, the Lord should ensure himself that 
Tulsidas, who has come to seek refuge with him and ask for his help, gets what he 
expects from such a Great Lord as Ram is, and it is to help him to free himself from 
the trap of the world and the cycle of transmigration, and instead have abiding 
devotion in the Lord so that his soul can find lasting peace and happiness as well as 
freedom from the horrors of the world.] 
 
Even if you do forsake me, even if you neglect me and do not heed my prayers, oh 
Lord, I would still worship, revere and adore you no matter what comes (jau tuma 
tajahu)—I will never accept someone else as my Lord nor pay my obeisance to 
anyone except you (bhajauṁ na āna prabhu).  

In all sooth and without gainsay, this is the unwavering and solemn decision 
that my Mana (heart and mind) has taken (yaha pramāna pana mōrē)3.  

Oh Lord Raghubīra (Lord Ram)! Wherever you send me—whether in hell or 
heaven—I would continue to pray to you with my mind, speech and deeds, and I will 
always look up to you for my welfare and my needs (mana-baca-karama naraka-
surapura jaham̐ taham̐ raghubīra nihōrē) (4). 
 [3Refer verse no. 109, stanza no. 4 in this context.] 
 
[Affectionately admonshing Sri Ram whom he loves very much, and therefore feels 
he has the right to speak his feelings to the Lord out in the open, without the fear of 
punishment or retribution for annoying him in the least by undermining the Lord’s 
authority and dignity, Tulsidas says once again—] Oh Lord! Though it is not proper 
that I become (or appear to be) stubborn and arrogant before you (jadyapi nātha 
ucita na hōta asa, prabhu sōṁ karauṁ ḍhiṭhā'ī), but considering your continous 
negligence of me, your indifference and apathy towards me, and your not paying any 
heed to my pleas and prayers for mercy that I make every day and night (i.e. it 
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appears that you have become so indifferent to me that none of my pleas seem to 
move you even a bit) (nisidina dēkhata tumhāri niṭhurā'ī), this Tulsidas feels 
highly anguished, pained and sorrowful (tulasidāsa sīdata).  

[To wit, I feel so tormented, distressed and aggrieved under this circumstance 
that I am constrained to speak my mind and say what I have said herein above—that 
even if you neglect me, I will keep my faith and stay at your holy feet, for I am sure 
you are simply testing my integrity and sincerity, and then you will surely redeem 
me!] (5). 
 
 

 
Establishing relationship with God 

 
¼113½ 

 
ek/ko! vc u nzogq dsfg ys[ksA 
izuriky  iu  rksj]  eksj  iu  ftvgq¡  deyin  ns[ksAA1AA 
tc yfx eSa u nhu] n;kyq rSa] eSa u nkl] rSa LokehA 
rc yfx tks nq[k lgsm¡ dgsm¡ ufga] t|fi varjtkehAA2AA 
rSa mnkj] eSa d`iu] ifrr eSa] rSa iquhr] Jqfr xkoSA 
cgqr ukr j?kqukFk! rksfg eksfg] vc u rts cfu vkoSAA3AA 
tud&tufu] xq#&ca/kq] lqân&ifr] lc izdkj fgrdkjhA 
}Sr:i re&dwi ijkSa ufga] vl dNq tru fcpkjhAA4AA 
lquq  vnHkz  d#uk  ckfjtykspu  ekspu  Hk;  HkkjhA 
rqyflnkl izHkq! ro izdkl fcuq] lal; VjS u VkjhAA5AA 

 
 
                                                   (113) 
 
mādhava! aba na dravahu kēhi lēkhē. 
pranatapāla pana tōra, mōra pana ji'ahum̐ kamalapada dēkhē. 1.  
jaba lagi maiṁ na dīna, dayālu taiṁ, maiṁ na dāsa, taiṁ svāmī. 
taba lagi jō dukha sahē'um̐ kahē'um̐ nahiṁ, jadyapi antarajāmī. 2.  
taiṁ udāra, maiṁ kṛpana, patita maiṁ, taiṁ punīta, śruti gāvai. 
bahuta nāta raghunātha! tōhi mōhi, aba na tajē bani āvai. 3.  
janaka-janani, guru-bandhu, suhṛda-pati, saba prakāra hitakārī. 
dvaitarūpa tama-kūpa parauṁ nahiṁ, asa kachu jatana bicārī. 4.  
sunu adabhra karunā bārijalōcana mōcana bhaya bhārī. 
tulasidāsa prabhu! tava prakāsa binu, sansaya ṭarai na ṭārī. 5.  
 
Verse no. 113—Oh Lord Mādhava (one of the many names of Lord Vishnu who had 
revealed himself as Lord Ram)! What is the reason why you do not show your 
kindness, compassion and graciousness upon me now (even though I have been 
pleading before you so pitifully and humbly for so long now) (aba na dravahu kēhi 
lēkhē)?  

In all sooth, it is your declared vow that you will welcome and take care of all 
those who come to seek refuge at your holy feet, i.e. those who surrender themselves 
selflessly before you are sure to get full attention and protection from you 
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(pranatapāla pana tōra). At the same time, it is my vow also that I will spend my 
life at your holy lotus-like feet, always looking up to you for all my needs, both 
worldly and spiritual (mōra pana ji'ahum̐ kamalapada dēkhē)1 (1). 

[1That is, if I cannot live without the protection of your feet, if I have openly 
declared my intention of spending my life at your holy feet and serving you to the best 
of my abilities and not going anywhere else, then tell me oh Lord why don't you show 
mercy and pity on me, you being so merciful and a protector of your devotees and 
refugees? You must remember your own vow that you will look after those who have 
sought refuge with you, that the happiness and welfare of such creatures is your 
responsibility. This being so, why on earth are you neglecting me who am so humble 
and who has unconditionally taken shelter with you, who has declared that he has no 
other Lord except Lord Ram?  

Refer also to verse no. 112 of this Book ‘Vinai Patrika’.]  
 
Till the time I had not become humble, pitiable and distressed, and you had not 
become merciful and benevolent, or I had not become a servant and you my Lord 
(“jaba lagi maiṁ na dīna, dayālu taiṁ, maiṁ na dāsa, taiṁ svāmī”—i.e. till the 
time a sort of relationship was not established between the two of us, me being your 
humble servant and you being a gracious and benevolent Lord)—I had not told you 
the about the countless torments and troubles that I had to suffer from though you 
must have known them, being all-knowing (taba lagi jō dukha sahē'um̐ kahē'um ̐ 
nahiṁ, jadyapi antarajāmī).  

[I am saying them now because you are my Lord and Redeemer, and I should, 
like a faithful and loyal servant and devotee, not hide anything from you. For in all 
sooth there should be no veil of formality between you and me now onwards.] (2). 
 
But now for sure we both have an established relationship—you are a generous, open-
hearted, gracious and magnanimous donor or giver, and I am an abject pauper seeking 
alms from you (taiṁ udāra, maiṁ kṛpana); you are the purifier of sinners and those 
who are evil, I am a sinner, a lowly, downtrodden, deprived and humble person 
(patita maiṁ, taiṁ punīta). Verily indeed, even the Vedas are singing this fact—i.e. 
even the scriptures endorse my views, and even they declare the same thing about 
your noble character and gracious nature (śruti gāvai).  

Oh Raghunath (Lord Ram)! In this way, we both are related to each other in 
many ways (bahuta nāta raghunātha tōhi mōhi). Say then, how can you ever even 
contemplate to abandon me, neglect me and be indifferent to me (, aba na tajē bani 
āvai)? (3). 
 
[Further telling the Lord about other dimensions of his relationship with him, Tulsidas 
says—] You are my only father, mother, teacher, brother, friend, Lord and benefactor 
by all means; you are my well-wisher by all means (janaka-janani, guru-bandhu, 
suhṛda-pati, saba prakāra hitakārī).  

Hence, think over the matter and do something (asa kachu jatana bicārī) so 
that I do not fall in the dark and blind well of ‘Dwaitya’ (the philosophy that talk 
about the dual nature of God, and which creates a lot of confusion in the mind of the 
devotee) (dvaitarūpa tama-kūpa parauṁ nahiṁ).  

[Oh Lord, grace me that I should not be confused and bewildered by your dual 
nature of being formed as well as being formless, but find eternal peace by seeing you 
in the form I know as Lord Ram, an image that grants immense joy and happiness to 
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the beholder by its captivating beauty, magnificence and charm. Lord, bless me that I 
remain free from all doubts, delusions and bewilderments. I am not so highly 
enlightened or have no such mental attainments as to be able to have devotion and 
love for the Lord whom I cannot visualise or imagine because he is the invisible and 
formless Lord of the creation. It is thus practical and better for me to know the Lord in 
the visible form of Lord Ram—the form which ignites spontaneous devotion, love 
and adoration in my heart, the form that is easily visualised and felt close is far better 
than the abstract form that is too far and inaccessible for the heart and the mind.] (4). 
 
Oh lotus-eyed Lord (bārijalōcana)! Listen: your measureless graciousness, 
compassion and mercy can liberate one from the tremendous fear of the ‘Bhava-
Sagar’ (the never-ending ocean of birth and death) (sunu adabhra karunā mōcana 
bhaya bhārī).  

Oh Lord of Tulsidas (tulasidāsa prabhu)! The darkness of ignorance and doubts 
that has engulfed Tulsidas can never be removed without the light of your knowledge 
and without having your Darshan (divine, holy vision). [So, I beg with you to grant 
me this sight of yours.] (tava prakāsa binu, sansaya ṭarai na ṭārī) (5). 
 
 
 

Tulasīdās’ Humility 
 

¼114½ 
 
ek/ko! eks leku tx ekghaA 
lc fcf/k ghu] eyhu] nhu vfr] yhu&fc"k; dksm ukghaAA1AA 
rqe le gsrqjfgr d`ikyq vkjr&fgr bZl u R;kxhA 
eSa nq[k&lksd&fcdy d`ikyq! dsfg dkju n;k u ykxhAA2AA 
ukfgau  dNq  vkSxqu  rqEgkj]  vijk/k  eksj  eSa  ekukA 
X;ku&Hkou ruq fn;sgq ukFk] lksm ik; u eSa izHkq tkukAA3AA 
csuq  djhy]  Jh[kaM  clarfg  nw"ku  e`"kk  yxkoSA 
lkj&jfgr gr&HkkX; lqjfHk] iYyo lks dgq fdfe ikoSAA4AA 
lc izdkj eSa dfBu] e`nqy gfj] n`<+ fcpkj ft; eksjsA 
rqyflnkl  izHkq  eksg&l`a[kyk]  NqfVfg  rqEgkjs  NksjsAA5AA 

 
 
                                                    (114) 
 
mādhava! mō samāna jaga māhīṁ. 
saba bidhi hīna, malīna, dīna ati, līna-biṣaya kō'u nāhīṁ. 1.  
tuma sama hēturahita kṛpālu ārata-hita īsa na tyāgī. 
maiṁ dukha-sōka-bikala kṛpālu! kēhi kārana dayā na lāgī. 2.  
nāhinna kachu auguna tumhāra, aparādha mōra maiṁ mānā. 
gyāna-bhavana tanu diyēhu nātha, sō'u pāya na maiṁ prabhu jānā. 3.  
bēnu karīla, śrīkhaṇḍa basantahi dūṣana mṛṣā lagāvai. 
sāra-rahita hata-bhāgya surabhi, pallava sō kahu kimi pāvai. 4.  
saba prakāra maiṁ kaṭhina, mṛdula hari, dṛṛha bicāra jiya mōrē. 
tulasidāsa prabhu mōha-sṛṅkhalā, chuṭihi tumhārē chōrē. 5.  
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Verse no. 114—Oh Lord Mādhava! There is no one in this world who is like me (mō 
samāna jaga māhīṁ), there is none who is worse-off than me for lack of resources, 
someone who is a greater sinner, more humble, lowly, downtrodden, helpless and 
hapless than me, and someone who is engrossed more in the pleasures of the senses 
and the desire to gratify them, and who is more attracted to the materialistic world as 
compared to me (saba bidhi hīna, malīna, dīna ati, līna-biṣaya kō'u nāhīṁ).  

[In brief, there is no such person who can be compared to me in as far is 
spiritual degradation and moral poverty is concerned.] (1). 
 
And there is no other Lord (īsa) in this world other than you who selflessly shows 
greater graciousness, kindness, mercy, compassion and benevolence upon those who 
are helpless, hapless, humble and distressed (tuma sama hēturahita kṛpālu ārata-
hita), one who would voluntarily and cheerfully forfeit or relinquish everything else 
just for the sake of the welfare and well-being of such creatures who are pitiable and 
wretched (ārata-hita na tyāgī)1. 

[1To wit, oh Lord Ram, you have abandoned Vaikunth or your heavenly abode 
and have come down to this sinful world just for the sake of your devotees; you have 
discarded your cosmic, eternally formless, all-pervading, all-encompassing and subtle 
form to manifest yourself as a human being in this mortal, mundane world just for the 
benefit of your devotees—what greater sacrifice can anyone else do for those who are 
devoted to him? Indeed, you have kept the good and the welfare of the humble and 
the ordinary creatures of the gross world above your own greatness and pleasures so 
much so that you came down to live with them to share their pain and suffering like 
an ordinary human being on the one hand, and on the other hand to give them a 
chance to worship you so closely and find the same degree of happiness, joy and bliss, 
the same level of freedom from worldly miseries and the hope of redemption as 
enjoyed by great sages and hermits who are enlightened and self-realised, who have 
done so many spiritual exercises and have undertaken so many spiritual practices that 
spiritual joy and deliverance of their soul is there for their asking.] 

I am agitated due to sorrows, miseries, troubles, tribulations and torments of 
various kinds; I am greately tormented by my sufferings (maiṁ dukha-sōka-bikala). 
Oh merciful, kind-hearted, benevolent and munificent Lord (kṛpālu)! For what reason 
do you not have mercy and compassion for me (kēhi kārana dayā na lāgī)?2  

 [2To wit, despite being so nice, gracious, compassionate and merciful by 
nature as outlined above, why is it that you are neglecting me? Why is that I still 
harbour fears of so many kinds? Perhaps it is my own foolishness and ignorance that I 
don’t realise that you who are so kind as to place the pleasure and happiness of your 
devotees before your own comforts would certainly and surely take care of me, for I 
unwarrently wail and squirm in my imaginary troubles, forgetting for the time being 
that my Lord is very watchful and conscious of his duties and responsibilities towards 
my good. In this context, refer to verse no. 71 of this Book.] (2).   

  
I agree that in this, there is no fault of yours (nāhinna kachu auguna tumhāra), and 
it is due to my own faults, sins and misdeeds that I am suffering so much, and you 
have preferred to let me do some sort of repentance or penitence for my past sins by 
momentarily overlooking my pleas for mercy (aparādha mōra maiṁ mānā).  

It is apparently the case so because, inspite of having received this human 
body from you (i.e. I became a human being by your grace, because you are the 
Creator of the world and its Supreme Father), a body which is considered to be a 
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stepping-stone by which all knowledge and wisdom can be accessed, a body which is 
a means by which a creature can attain enlightenment, wisdom, spiritualism, 
liberation, deliveration, emancipation and salvation (gyāna-bhavana tanu diyēhu 
nātha).  

But unfortunately I have still not recognised a Lord like you (i.e. I have yet not 
realised who you actually are; I have not understood your true form as the Redeemer 
and the Liberator of the Soul, the Lord God of the world, but continue to treat you as a 
mere prince of Ayodhya whose name is Ram!) (sō'u pāya na maiṁ prabhu jānā)3 
(3). 
 [3Put simply, Tulsidas warns the world, albeit through his own example, that a 
person suffers agony and grief which is of his own making, and then he endlessly 
blames the Lord God for his pains and sufferings, forgetting that he himself is to be 
blamed for all his misfortunes. Has he forgotten about his past sins; does he not know 
that everyone has to bear with what he sows as this is the ‘law of Karma in this 
creation’ that one gets what one saws, which the Lord can’t change as the Lord is the 
one who himself has established this code. Of course it is true that the Lord, being the 
supreme Judge, can certainly reduce the intensity and duration of the punishment due 
for the sins committed by a person, for the Lord is so eternally merciful and kind that 
he can even forgive and requite them altogether, but that does not mean one would 
accuse the Lord for not paying heed to one’s prayer. Is it not wrong that one would 
expect instant relief-on-demand for sins committed over countless births as if the Lord 
was his servant? So, it will be far better for a creature to have faith in the Lord God 
and his well-known nature of being merciful and kind, to have patience with the Lord 
once a creature leaves himself and his fate in the hands of the Lord. Then the Lord 
will feel it obligatory and incumbent upon himself in line with his own reputation to 
do something for the creature who has surrendered himself unconditionally before the 
Lord as the ‘ball is now in the Lord’s own court’ so to say, instead of when the 
creature wails and accuses the Lord of being stone-hearted and neglecting his prayers, 
for then the Lord would point out his sins to him and say “what do you say for this 
long list of sins that you have been carrying on your head over generations”.  

Remember: Tulsidas was no ordinary person; he was not a sinful man but a 
saintly and blessed soul who was totally devoted to Lord Ram and had the Lord’s 
unflinching protection upon him. Nay, Tulsidas is not talking about his own personal 
sufferings when he makes the observations about his miseries in the verses of this 
Book of Prayers known as ‘Vinai Patrika’, but he is merely taking the recourse of his 
own self to highlight the general way in which the creature is suffering in this world 
out of his own ignorance and delusions. To avoid being called names and being 
accused of being pretentious by acting as a ‘holy cow’ as if he is completely above 
sins and reproach, that he sees only faults in others while pretending to be most 
righteous and pious himself, he has devised this device of accusing himself first-hand, 
and placing himself at the top of the list of sinners to advice us all how we should 
pray most humbly to the Lord, how we should surrender ourselves before the Lord 
with soulful prayers begging for the Lord’s mercy, because that would assure us of 
the Lord’s attention without fail.] 
 
A Bamboo plant and the ‘Karil’ tree (a thorny leafless shrub) falsely accuse Chandan 
(sandalwood) and Basant (the spring season) respectively of being unkind to them 
(bēnu karīla, śrīkhaṇḍa basantahi dūṣana mṛṣā lagāvai), forgetting that their own 
ill-luck and fate are to be blamed for their misfortune (hata-bhāgya).  
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The bamboo has no pith in it (for it is hollow from the inside), so how can it 
absorve the pleasant scent of the sandalwood tree (sāra-rahita surabhi)? Similarly, 
the ‘Karil’ tree has no leaves on it by its genetic nature, so how can the spring season 
produce leaves on it and make it laden with foliage like other green trees (pallava sō 
kahu kimi pāvai)?4 (4).  

[4The bamboo grumbles that though it is so close to the sandalwood tree and 
almost like it, the latter does not let its scent to be shared with the former. The 
bamboo feels jealous of the sandalwood tree that it does not have the same sort of 
attractive scent as the latter. But it forgets that while the stem of the sandalwood tree 
is solid from the inside, that of the bamboo is hollow. How can something that is 
hollow from within hold and retain any chemical substance inside it that would enable 
it to emanate a fragrance? But the bamboo accuses the sandalwood instead of 
realising its own shortcomings.  

Similarly, the Karil tree belongs to that family of the plant kingdom which do 
not have the required genetic code that would leaves. How can then the spring season 
implant leaves on the stems of the Karil tree like it does on other green trees when it is 
genetically not destined to have it?  

Citing these two examples Tulsidas says that I am wrongfully, out of my own 
ignorance and delusions and lack of wisdom, accusing my benevolent Lord Ram of 
not paying heed to me, for I do not know the lot of sins and misdeeds that I have on 
my head. I do not realise that I myself is to be blamed for all my miseries. I should 
rather thank the Lord for being so gracious that inspite of my fate decreeing greater 
horrors and sufferings for me, he has made them so small that I can easily cope with 
them without much of a problem. Instead of being patience and tolerant, I feel 
agitated and raise an accusing finger upon the Lord for being stone-hearted. Don’t and 
won’t I understand that had it not been for the Lord’s mercy, I would have been worse 
off than what I am today. Refer verse nos. 91—92, and 99 also in this context. I have 
no right to accuse you of negligence and careless attitude towards me.]  
 
Oh Hari! I am stubborn, head-strong and a hard-nut in every respect (saba prakāra 
maiṁ kaṭhina), but you have a soft heart and a graceful and sweet temperament 
(mṛdula hari). I have made a firm decision in my mind that (dṛṛha bicāra jiya 
mōrē) the fetters in the form of a chain of delusions and attachments that have 
shackled me, Tulsidas, for so long (tulasidāsa prabhu mōha-sṛṅkhalā) can be 
broken only if you so wish, for otherwise it is not possible at all (chuṭihi tumhārē 
chōrē).  

[To wit, there is no other hope or chance of my breaking free from the vicious 
cycle of birth and death, and obtain liberation from this mundane world of miseries, 
except by your kindness, grace and compassion. I won’t be able to achieve this 
spiritual feat if you don’t help me, oh Lord, for I don’t have the wherewithal or the 
ability or the skill to do so.] (5). 
 
 

 
Importance of Wisdom 

 
¼115½ 
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ek/ko! eksg&Qk¡l D;ksa VwVSA 
ckgfj  dksfV  mik;  dfj;]  vH;arj  xzfUFk  u  NwVSAA1AA 
?k`riwju  djkg  varjxr  lfl&izfrfcac  fn[kkoSA 
bZa/ku  vuy  yxk;  dyilr]  vkSVr  ukl  u  ikoSAA2AA 
r#&dksVj eg¡ cl fcgax r# dkVs ejS u tSlsA 
lk/ku dfj; fcpkj&ghu eu lq) gksb ufga rSlsAA3AA 
varj efyu fc"k; eu vfr] ru ikou dfj; i[kkjsA 
ejb u mjx vusd tru cyehfd fcfc/k fcf/k ekjsAA4AA 
rqyflnkl gfj&xq#&d#uk fcuq fcey fccsd u gksbZA 
fcuq  fccsd  lalkj&?kksj&fuf/k  ikj  u  ikoS  dksbZAA5AA 

 
 
                                                    (115) 
 
mādhava! mōha-phām̐sa kyōṁ ṭūṭai. 
bāhari kōṭi upāya kariya, abhyantara granthi na chūṭai. 1.  
ghṛtapūrana karāha antaragata sasi-pratibimba dikhāvai. 
īndhana anala lagāya kalapasata, auṭata nāsa na pāvai. 2.  
taru-kōṭara maham ̐ basa bihaṅga taru kāṭē marai na jaisē. 
sādhana kariya bicāra-hīna mana sud'dha hō'i nahiṁ taisē. 3.  
antara malina biṣaya mana ati, tana pāvana kariya pakhārē. 
mara'i na uraga anēka jatana balamīki bibidha bidhi mārē. 4.  
tulasidāsa hari-guru-karunā binu bimala bibēka na hō'ī. 
binu bibēka sansāra-ghōra-nidhi pāra na pāvai kō'ī. 5.  
 
Verse no. 115—Oh Lord Mādhava! How will this snare and the knot symbolising my 
attachments with this world and delusions that comes in its wake break? How will I 
break free from this trap and find liberation? (mōha-phām̐sa kyōṁ ṭūṭai)   

No matter how many countless external strategies and attempts are made, no 
matter what outer device is devised by a creature (bāhari kōṭi upāya kariya), the 
knot of inherent ignorance that grows in one’s inner-self cannot be untied so easily, 
and one cannot break free from this trap except by your grace, oh Lord (abhyantara 
granthi na chūṭai)1 (1). 

[1The different attachments and longings that one develops towards this world 
are like the ‘knot’ that ties him down to the gross world and its cycle of 
transmigration. A ‘knotted’ man is not free; he is tied up in knots. He cannot have the 
same joy as a man who is free from all shackles.]     

 
The image of the moon that is reflected in a pan filled with Ghee (liquid clarified 
butter or refined oil—“ghṛtapūrana karāha antaragata sasi-pratibimba 
dikhāvai”) cannot be removed or obliterated even for 100 Kalpas (i.e. a long period of 
time) as long as the clarified butter or the oil remains in the pan inspite of boiling it 
using fuel and fire (īndhana anala lagāya kalapasata, auṭata nāsa na pāvai)2 (2).  

[2As long as there is oil or liquid clarified butter in the pan, the moon will 
continue to be reflected in it though one boils the oil or the liquid butter over and over 
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again. In order to remove the reflection of the moon, it is imperative to get rid of the 
oil altogether rather than merely attempting to clean it by boiling it.    

Likewise, as long as there are worldly attachments, desires, temptations and 
infatuations that taint the mind and the inner-self, this knot symbolising the endless 
cycle of birth and death that is tied to the neck of the creature shall not break or end 
even by the fire and fuel of penances and austerities and other rigorous methods that 
one may undertake in his attempts to get rid of it. That is to say, one must overcome 
worldly attachments and temptations before one expects any freedom from the cycle 
of transmigration and its attendent horrors.] 
 
Like a bird living in a hollow of a tree-trunk cannot die when the tree is cut (because 
it would fly away from it) (taru-kōṭara maham̐ basa bihaṅga taru kāṭē marai na 
jaisē), the mind cannot be purified, focused and controlled from the inside so as to 
become rested and attentive towards the spiritual welfare of the creature unless 
wisdom and enlightenment (about the falsehood of the world, its perishable and 
delusory nature, and the futility of expecting peace and rest in it) dawns upon the 
inner-self of the creature (sādhana kariya bicāra-hīna mana sud'dha hō'i nahiṁ 
taisē)3 (3).  
 [3Here, the numerous temptations and attachments of the world are like the 
bird which flies from one tree to another if the original tree is cut, and then on to 
another if the second tree is also cut. That is, merely trying to overcome one or two 
worldly attachments and longings would not help the creature to control his mind 
from flying to other temptations. It has to be a holistic approach.  
 Similarly, mere external efforts such as doing Tapa (austerity and penance 
done as a routine effort), Yoga (the physical aspect of exercises of meditation), Dhyan 
(contemplation merely done as a break from the rat-race of routine life) etc. will yield 
no results till the creature has a determined mind to break free from all attachments 
with the world of material sense objects and their temptations, to stop expecting any 
real happiness and peace from this world no matter how great the temptation is. Tapa, 
Yoga, Dhyan and the rest of the efforts that are directed towards controlling the mind 
have only a transient benefit unless one’s inner-self is purified and controlled by 
eliminating all attachments with the material world of sense objects.  

This realisation or awareness is to attain wisdom and enlightenment, of 
becoming wise, enlightened and self-realised.]  
  
The mind can never become internally pure due to the darkening and tainting effects 
of sensual pleasures of the material world inspite of scrubbing the outer body 
repeatedly to clean it (antara malina biṣaya mana ati, tana pāvana kariya 
pakhārē) just like the case of the serpent that never dies while it is lying safe in its 
hole in the ground inspite of beating the ground or attempting various other methods 
to kill it from the outside (mara'i na uraga anēka jatana balamīki bibidha bidhi 
mārē)4 (4). 
 [4Tulsidas here chides at the practice of taking ritualistic baths at holy places 
and rivers in the misplaced belief that such exercises would cleanse one of his sins. 
No, it will not, for it may clean the physical external surface of the creature’s gross 
body, but his inner self, which is what really matters to him, will remain as dirty as 
earlier if no attempt is made to clean it of the dirt clinging to it. And what is this ‘dirt 
that clings to the inner-self’? It is symblised by the numerous spiritual faults that 
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surround the Atma or the soul of the creature, some of them being listed in this verse 
itself as being attachments with the world, longing to expect happiness in it, and so 
on. 
 So, the real cleaning comes when one cleans one’s inner self of all the faults 
that afflict him and his soul. Mere external washing of the body won’t help one’s 
long-term goal in breaking free from the knot of problems that torment him, that 
create so much inner restlessness and agitation in him like the physical diseases that 
afflict the gross body and cause so much restlessness to it.]    
 
Tulsidas says that one cannot have enlightenment and wisdom that is of the pure kind, 
that is free of all confusions, bewilderments and doubts, without the mercy and grace 
of the Lord God (Hari) and an enlightened teacher (Guru) (tulasidāsa hari-guru-
karunā binu bimala bibēka na hō'ī). And, without enlightenment and wisdom, no 
one can cross-over from this fierce ocean of transmigration (i.e. the cycle of birth and 
death) in this mundane world (binu bibēka sansāra-ghōra-nidhi pāra na pāvai 
kō'ī) (5). 
 
 
 

Lord's Delusion Creating Powers 
 

¼116½ 
 
ek/ko! vfl rqEgkfj ;g ek;kA 
dfj mik; ifp efj;] rfj; ufga] tc yfx djgq u nk;kAA1AA 
lqfu;] xqfu;] leqf>;] leq>kb;] nlk ân; ufga vkoSA 
tsfg vuqHko fcuq eksgtfur Hko nk#u fcifr lrkoSAA2AA 
czã&fi;w"k  e/kqj  lhry  tks  iS  eu  lks  jl  ikoSA 
rkS  dr  e`xty&:i  fc"k;  dkju  fufl&cklj  /kkoSAA3AA 
tsfgds  Hkou  fcey  fparkefu]  lks  dr  dk¡p  cVksjSA 
lius  ijcl  ijS]  tkfx  ns[k  dsfg  tkb  fugksjSAA4AA 
X;ku&Hkxfr lk/ku vusd] lc lR;] >w¡B dNq ukghaA 
rqyflnkl gfj&d`ik feVS Hkze] ;g Hkjksl euekghaAA5AA 

 
                                                   (116) 
 
mādhava! asi tumhāri yaha māyā. 
kari upāya paci mariya, tariya nahiṁ, jaba lagi karahu na dāyā. 1.  
suniya, guniya, samujhiya, samujhā'iya, dasā hṛdaya nahiṁ āvai. 
jēhi anubhava binu mōhajanita bhava dāruna bipati satāvai. 2.  
brahma-piyūṣa madhur sītala jō pai mana sō rasa pāvai. 
tau kata mṛgajala-rūpa biṣaya kārana nisi-bāsara dhāvai. 3.  
jēhikē bhavana bimala cintāmani, sō kata kām̐ca baṭōrai. 
sapanē parabasa parai, jāgi dēkha kēhi jā'i nihōrai. 4.  
gyāna-bhagati sādhana anēka, saba satya, jhūm̐ṭha kachu nāhīṁ. 
tulasidāsa hari-kṛpā miṭai bhrama, yaha bharōsa manamāhīṁ. 5.  
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Verse no. 116—Oh Lord Mādhava! This power of yours, known as ‘Maya’, that 
creates delusions, is most fascinating and wonderous indeed (asi tumhāri yaha 
māyā)! 

Is so intractable and difficult to comprehend and overcome that no matter what 
effort one makes, how hard one tries and strives to eliminate it (kari upāya paci 
mariya), it is impossible to cross over to the other side of it (“tariya nahiṁ”—i.e. it 
is impossible to over come it) without the help of your mercy, grace and wish (jaba 
lagi karahu na dāyā).  

[Put simply, the effects of Maya can only be overcome and got rid of by the 
grace and mercy of the Lord upon the creature, and not by making physical efforts, no 
matter how strenuous they are, or by acquiring wisdom and learning the scriptures.] 
(1). 
 
I hear about it (suniya), I try to analyse it, I contemplate and ponder upon it (guniya), 
I try to understand it myself and its effects upon me (samujhiya) and also try to make 
others aware of it (i.e. I teach others about the evil effects of this Maya) 
(samujhā'iya)—but inspite of my best of efforts my heart feels vexed, I still cannot 
fully or truely comprehend the essential and true nature of your delusory powers 
known as ‘Maya’ and the countless illusions created by it (dasā hṛdaya nahiṁ 
āvai).  

And unless one understands its true nature and experiences the horrifying 
effects of its evil character (jēhi anubhava binu), the great troubles and tribulations 
generated by (originating from) the numerous attachments, infatuations and passions 
for this world, known as “mōha”, would continue to torment the creature, and 
produce endless anguish, miseries and despair for him (mōhajanita bhava dāruna 
bipati satāvai)1 (2). 

[1Maya creates a delusion that the world and its material things are for real, 
that they gives real happiness, joy, comfort and peace to the creature, and that one 
should therefore strive to get the best out of this world for himself if he wants to enjoy 
life and derive the best of happiness and pleasure from it. This motivates the creature 
to run madly after the world, pursue it relentlessly, make it his goal in life, become 
infatuated with its charms and temptations, and get attached to whatever he can 
acquire as if that thing is exclusively his and a trophy won. He forgets in the process 
that all that he does and all that he acquires and longs for, or thinks to be most 
attractive and charming, are all like life lived in one’s dream. This is the effect of 
Maya—that it creates an illusion of reality when actually there is nothing. And what is 
the result? Just like a person trying to seek water in a mirage in a hot desert finally 
ends up all the more thirsty and weakened, a creature running after the world made so 
real by the influence of Maya becomes more and more frustrated and disenchanted by 
the passage of time. He loses all hopes of peace, joy and comfort for he was so lusting 
in the beginning, and whatever peace he has had is now lost in the bargain.]   
 
The nectar of Brahm-realisation (‘brahma-piyūṣa’)2 is extremely sweet and soothing, 
it is provider of bliss and tranquility, and it is extremely comforting and nourishing 
for the soul like honey (madhur sītala) is for the body.  
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In all sooth, if the Mana (mind and heart) has a chance to taste it once 
somewhere (jō pai mana sō rasa pāvai), why then would it wander aimlessly day 
and night behind the false mirage-like water of sensual pleasures and objects of this 
materialistic world (tau kata mṛgajala-rūpa biṣaya kārana nisi-bāsara dhāvai)?3 
(3). 

[2“Brahma-piyūṣa” literally is the nectar of supreme spiritual bliss found 
when one becomes Brahm-realised, which in effect means to be acquainted with the 
falsehood of the world and the reality of the Supreme Being in the form of pure 
Consciousness that is an eternal fount of bliss and beatitude. Further, such a person 
realises that the world is perishable and a veritable treasury of all sorts of pain and 
misery, while this Consciousness is just the opposite. The icing on the cake is that this 
‘Consciousness’ resides in one’s own self as his Atma or soul, and this realisation 
provides tranquility to the creature who would  discard seeking happiness and joy in 
the external world of sense objects but rather seek it inside his own inner-self. 

Maya is so astounding powerful and potent that it creates a most fascinating 
and wonderous image of a world that seems extremely charming and wonderful as if 
there is nothing better than it. The natural tendency of the creature and his sense 
organs is to seek happiness, pleasure, comfort and joy, and it is therefore attracted to 
this illusionary world. The delusion is so overwhelming that inspite of knowing that 
all this is mirage-like and unsustainable, the creature still lunges for it head over heel, 
and then clings to it like it is the end of every endeavour. This is the ‘honey-trap’ of 
Maya, and like the spider caught in its own web, the creature gets stuck in this 
delusion for good.    

3To wit, the Mana pursues the world because it seeks joy, happiness, bliss, 
comfort, pleasure and peace in it, but it forgets that whatever it gets in the world is 
only illusinary like the water in the desert mirage. True happiness, peace, bliss and joy 
rests somewhere else—it rests in Brahm and self realisation. The latter is umpteen 
times more sweet and refreshing than the former, and lasting as well. So, once the 
creature’s mind and heart has tasted the nectar of Brahm-realisation, a thing that gives 
him the experience of true bliss, peace, happiness and joy that are of an abiding 
nature, he would, naturally and without persuasion, discard the world and its transient 
charms, and stop running after its material things and pleasures. His condition would 
be like a prisoner who rushes out of jail to his freedom once he is given a chance.]   
 
If any one has a pure gem known as ‘Cintāmani’ (a miracle gem said to remove 
worries) in his house (jēhikē bhavana bimala cintāmani), why will he then collect 
worthless pieces of glass (sō kata kām̐ca baṭōrai)4?  
 While asleep, if one dreams that he has been enslaved by another person 
(sapanē parabasa parai) and pleads to him to be made free, why would he do so on 
waking up (jāgi dēkha kēhi jā'i nihōrai)? [Because the illusion of being imprisoned 
by another person would vanish with the dream itself, and therefore there would be no 
need to ask anyone to free one’s self.] (4). 

[4To wit, one who has got the benefit of supreme bliss and tranquility, of 
eternal happiness and abiding joy, that comes with Brahm-realisation, or the supreme 
feeling of ecstasy, joy, peace and spiritual bliss that comes with being acquainted with 
the supreme Consciousness that is eternal and an everlasting abode of these virtues, 
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why will he then pursue perishable pleasures and illusive charms of the mundane and 
perishable world that only gives false sense of happiness and joy but is actually a 
fountainhead of pain, misery and trorments?]  
 
There are many means and paths for obtaining salvation and emancipation, for 
obtaining liberation and deliverance, for attaining spiritual peace and freedom, such as 
acquiring knowledge, having devotion etc. (gyāna-bhagati sādhana anēka), and all 
are true and effective in themselves, for none is false or futile (saba satya, jhūm̐ṭha 
kachu nāhīṁ).  

But Tulsidas' heart and mind is convinced in his Mana (heart and mind) that 
ignorance and delusions can only be destroyed by the grace and kindness of Hari (Sri 
Ram) (tulasidāsa hari-kṛpā miṭai bhrama, yaha bharōsa manamāhīṁ). [To wit, 
the grace of Lord God is the best and the foolproof means by which one can achieve 
true happiness and peace in one’s life, and one has only to have extreme faith, belief 
and total reliance on the Lord for this benefit and privilege to be had.] (5). 

 
 
 

Tulasīdās’ Humility and Simplicity 
 

¼117½ 
 
gs gfj! dou nks"k rksfga nhtSA 
tsfg mik; liusgq¡ nqjyHk xfr] lksb fufl&cklj dhtSAA1AA 
tkur  vFkZ  vuFkZ&:i]  redwi  ijc  ;fg  ykxsA 
rnfi u rtr Loku vt [kj T;ksa] fQjr fc"k; vuqjkxsAA2AA 
Hkwr&nzksg  d`r  eksg&cL;  fgr  vkiu  eSa  u  fcpkjksA 
en&eRlj&vfHkeku X;ku&fjiq] bu eg¡ jgfu vikjksAA3AA 
csn&iqjku  lqur  leq>r  j?kqukFk  ldy  txC;kihA 
cs/kr  ufga  Jh[kaM  csuq  bo]  lkjghu  eu  ikihAA4AA 
eSa   vijk/k&fla/kq   d#ukdj!   tkur   varjtkehA 
rqyflnkl Hko&C;ky&xzflr ro lju mjx&fjiq&xkehAA5AA 

 
 
                                                    (117) 
 
hē hari! kavana dōṣa tōhiṁ dījai. 
jēhi upāya sapanēhum̐ duralabha gati, sō'i nisi-bāsara kījai. 1.  
jānata artha anartha-rūpa, tamakūpa paraba yahi lāgē. 
tadapi na tajata svāna aja khara jyōṁ, phirata biṣaya anurāgē. 2.  
bhūta-drōha kṛta mōha-basya hita āpana maiṁ na bicārō. 
mada-matsara-abhimāna gyāna-ripu, ina maham̐ rahani apārō. 3.  
bēda-purāna sunata samujhata raghunātha sakala jagabyāpī. 
bēdhata nahiṁ śrīkhaṇḍa bēnu iva, sārahīna mana pāpī. 4.  
maiṁ aparādha-sindhu karunākara! jānata antarajāmī. 
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tulasidāsa bhava-byāla-grasita tava sarana uraga-ripu-gāmī. 5.  
 
Verse no. 117—Oh Hari (an address for Lord Ram)! What blame can I put on you 
(for all the faults are mine, and it would be wrong to blame you for my misfortunes) 
(kavana dōṣa tōhiṁ dījai)1?  

This is because I allow my self day and night to be engrossed and become 
indulgent in relentlessly doing all those deeds and things by doing which it is 
impossible to get salvation and one-ness with the supreme Lord even in one’s dream 
(jēhi upāya sapanēhum̐ duralabha gati, sō'i nisi-bāsara kījai). [This being the 
case, why should I blame you? I accept that I allow myself to roll in the dirt of the 
world, and then how wrong it is on my part to say that I am dirty? How wrong it is for 
me to blame you for my sufferings and misfortunes when I do things that would push 
me further down the slope, instead of making any effort to pull myself away from this 
slide? Why should I make you a scapegoat for my own shortcomings and follies?] (1). 

[1Refer verse no. 114, stanza no. 3 herein above in this Book.] 
 
I know that indulgences in the sense organs and longing to gratify them to keep them 
in good humour, are always the cause of absolute ruin and undesired consequences for 
the well-being of a person (jānata artha anartha-rūpa), for surely one has to fall in 
a dark well of ignorance if one gets entangled in them (tamakūpa paraba yahi 
lāgē).  

Inspite of this awareness (tadapi), I foolishly become enchanted with the 
sensual pleasures of this materialistic world and pursue them aimlessely with no 
desire to abandon them (na tajata -- phirata biṣaya anurāgē) just like a dog, a he-
goat and a donkey would (svāna aja khara jyōṁ)2 (2). 

[2Here, Tulsidas says that he is as stupid and dumb-witted as the dog, the goat 
and the donkey for allowing himself in pursuing the external world of material sense 
objects and remaining indulgent in its material charms in the hope of deriving 
happiness and comfort from it, instead of seeking a true source of bliss and happiness 
that comes with surrendering one’s self to the Lord God and turning to the inner-self 
in the search of these virtues.  

The ‘dog’ chews on a piece of dead bone, and thinks that the blood oozing out 
of its own gums by this effort is coming from the bone. How ridiculous is the false 
sense of satisfaction this dog has!  

Similarly, the ‘goat’ and the ‘donkey’ graze on green grass in a meadow, and 
when they see more greenery ahead they think that they haven’t eaten at all, and 
continue to feel hungry and agitated by hunger, even getting emaciated in the belief 
that they don’t have enough to eat! 

The ‘he-goat’, or the ram,  is well fed to fatten it just before its slaughtering. 
While eating to the extent of bursting its stomach, the ram relishes and gloats at his 
luck and good fortune that it is getting so much to eat without making any effort to 
procure food, but it does not realise that the keeper is not being merciful to him by 
feeding him till its stomach is full, but he is being well-fed and fattened only for its 
meat, and sooner rather than later it would be slaughtered.  
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When the ‘donkey’ refuses to move, its owner dangles a piece of carrot 
hanging from the end of a long stick in the front of its face, and the donkey starts 
moving forward in the belief that by doing so it would reach the carrot, which it never 
does as the latter obviously keeps on moving forward with the movement of the 
donkey.    

Tulsidas cites these example to highlight the stupidity of the creatures who are 
indulgent in the gross world in the belief that they would get happiness in it.] 
 
I create enmity, hostility, animosity and jealousy with other creatures (bhūta-drōha) 
due to ignorance (kṛta mōha-basya), and do not think of my long-term interests 
(hita āpana maiṁ na bicārō).  

I am always engulfed (or surrounded) by and engrossed in arrogance (ina 
maham̐ rahani apārō), haughtiness, hypocrisy, pride, vanity, ego, envy, jealousy 
etc. which are the enemies of wisdom, knowledge and enlightenment (mada-
matsara-abhimāna gyāna-ripu). [These negative qualities neutralise whatever 
positivity is created by having wisdom and knowledge. Say, who is more stupid and  
deluded than me that I still continue to do it!] (3). 
  
I read, hear and understand from the Vedas and Purans (i.e. the ancient scriptures) 
(bēda-purāna sunata samujhata) that Lord Sri Ram is the all-pervading and 
omnipresent Lord of the Universe (raghunātha sakala jagabyāpī). [This is because 
the truth of the Lord is not his gross physical body or form that is known to the world 
as Ram, the prince of Ayodhya, but it is pure and supreme ‘Consciousness’ that is 
eternal, all-pervading and all-encompassing, an entity that is synonymous with 
Brahm.]  

The irony is that this irrefutable truth, this incontrovertible fact, does not seem 
to enter my corrupt and sinful mind (bēdhata nahiṁ -- sārahīna mana pāpī) even 
as the scent of sandalwood cannot enter (and be absorbed by) the pith-less stem of the 
bamboo plant (bēdhata nahiṁ śrīkhaṇḍa bēnu iva)3 (4). 

[3Refer: Verse no. 114, stanza no. 4 herein above in this connection.] 
 
Oh Lord who is an ocean of compassion and mercy (sindhu karunākara)! I am an 
ocean of huge sins, faults, shortcomings, weaknesses and vices (maiṁ aparādha-
sindhu). You definitely know this because you are all-knowing and are aware of the 
inner feelings and thoughts of all living beings (jānata antarajāmī). 

This Tulsidas, who has been bitten by the serpent-like world (i.e. is 
overwhelmed with and ensnared by worldly attachments and delusions) (tulasidāsa 
bhava-byāla-grasita) is lying at your holy feet to seek your shelter, refuge, 
patronage, blessing and protection (tava sarana), for you are the Lord who mounts 
Garud, the heavenly Eagle who is famous as an enemy of serpents (uraga-ripu-
gāmī).  

[Here, Tulsidas alludes to the fact that Lord Vishnu rides on his heavenly 
mount known as Garud, who is famed for speed and agility as well as his ability to 
gobble up snakes easily. So he asks the Lord to destroy the serpent-like worldly 
attachements that have tightly ensnared him by instructing Garud to devour them. In 
fact, as soon as these serpents would see that Lord Ram is graceful towards Tulsidas, 
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they would run away on their own fearing the wrath of Garud. Tulsidas asks the Lord 
to come near him atop his mount Garud so that these serpents free him from their tight 
grip and run away out of fear for their lives.] (5). 
 

 
                            
                               Tulasīdāsa admonishes himself 

 
 

¼118½ 
 
gs gfj! dou tru lq[k ekugqA 
T;ksa xt&nlu rFkk ee djuh] lc izdkj rqe tkugqAA1AA 
tks  dNq  dfg;  dfj;  Hkolkxj  rfj;  cPNin  tSlsA 
jgfu vku fcf/k] dfg; vku] gfjin&lq[k ikb; dSlsAA2AA 
ns[kr  pk#  e;wj  c;u  lqHk  cksfy  lq/kk  bo  lkuhA 
lfc"k mjx&vkgkj] fuBqj vl] ;g djuh og ckuhAA3AA 
vf[ky&tho&cRly] fujeRlj] pju&dey&vuqjkxhA 
rs ro fiz; j?kqchj /khjefr] vfrl; fut&ij&R;kxhAA4AA 
t|fi ee vkSxqu vikj lalkj&tksX; j?kqjk;kA 
rqyflnkl fut xqu fcpkfj d#ukfu/kku d# nk;kAA5AA 

 
 
                                                   (118) 
 
hē hari! kavana jatana sukha mānahu. 
jyōṁ gaja-dasana tathā mama karanī, saba prakāra tuma jānahu. 1.  
jō kachu kahiya kariya bhavasāgara tariya bacchapada jaisē. 
rahani āna bidhi, kahiya āna, haripada-sukha pā'iya kaisē. 2.  
dēkhata cāru mayūra bayana subha bōli sudhā iva sānī. 
sabiṣa uraga-āhāra, niṭhura asa, yaha karanī vaha bānī. 3.  
akhila-jīva-batsala, niramatsara, carana-kamala-anurāgī. 
tē tava priya raghubīra dhīramati, atisaya nija-para-tyāgī. 4.  
jadyapi mama auguna apāra sansāra-jōgya raghurāyā. 
tulasidāsa nija guna bicāri karunānidhāna karu dāyā. 5.  
 
Verse no. 118—Oh Lord Hari! How can I feel reassured, cheerful and happy (kavana 
jatana sukha mānahu)? My deeds are pretentious like the tusk of an elephant (jyōṁ 
gaja-dasana tathā mama karanī)1, and you are well aware of it (saba prakāra 
tuma jānahu).  

[1To wit, like an elephant who has two sets of teeth—one which is present 
inside its mouth which is used for chewing purposes, and the other is the external tusk 
which is only for show—I also pretend to be pious, holy and wise outwardly, while 
my deeds and thinking process are just the opposite of what I pretend to be, i.e. they 
are wholesomely crooked, unholy and stupid.]  (1). 
 
If I do and practice myself what I preach others (jō kachu kahiya kariya), I can cross 
this ocean of mundane existence (of transmigration; cycle of birth and death) so easily 
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and effortlessly that it would be like walking over a little puddle of water which is as 
small in size as a calf's hooves formed on a wet ground (bhavasāgara tariya 
bacchapada jaisē).  

But what can I do? My demeanours, my character, my deeds, my inclinations 
and the way I live are quite different from and just the opposite of what I say (rahani 
āna bidhi, kahiya āna).   

Then (since I am deceitful and pretentious and speak a lie), how can I ever 
hope to expect to get (or attain) the bliss, the beatitude and supreme peace that comes 
by attainment of your holy feet (haripada-sukha pā'iya kaisē)?2 

[2Say, how can I attain and experience the sense of supreme and most exalted 
state of blissfulness and tranquility of soul which is bestowed upon a creature when he 
attains your holy feet, for your holy presence is attainable only when the mind and the 
heart are free from all corruptions, when one is free from all conceit, deceit and 
pretensions, and is pure and pious within and without.] (2). 
 
Take for an example the peacock: it’s form and appearance is so beautiful, its bearing 
is so majestic and it is generally so exceptionally attractive to look at from the outside 
(dēkhata cāru mayūra), and its voice is so pleasant that it appears to be soaked in 
Amrit (nectar) (bayana subha bōli sudhā iva sānī)—but unfortunately and 
ironically it feeds on poisonous snakes (sabiṣa uraga-āhāra). How wicked and cruel 
it is indeed for this bird that it looks so beautiful and appears to be quite different and 
contrary to what it actually does (niṭhura asa, yaha karanī vaha bānī)! [Verily, this 
is true with me also.]3 (3). 
 [3Taking the example of a peacock which looks so wonderful from its external 
appearances that one is misled and begins to adore it in the belief that it is really a 
nice bird and blessed by the Creator, but when one observes it closely one finds that it 
feeds on snakes and not on leaves and fruits like other birds though they may be far 
less attractive than the peocock, Tulsidas says that he is also like this peocock because 
his words and external behaviour make him out to be a saintly man who preaches 
about God and the virtues of surrender before the Lord, but in truth he is very 
miserable and tormented as he does not himelf follow what he preaches!  
 In actual fact, this is not the case: it is not that Tulsidas is un-pious and not 
blessed by the Lord. But this self-censor and self-reproach is only a way employed by 
Tulsidas to alert the world about those pretentious people who call themselves self-
declared saints, moral preceptors and holy men, for they are only fleecing and 
deceiving the world for their vested interests as they do not practice in their own 
personal lives what they preach others.]   
 
Oh Lord Raghubīra (Lord Ram)! You love and respect those saints (tē tava priya) 
who love and have compassion for all the creatures in this world without having any 
distinction between them (akhila-jīva-batsala), who are not in the least jealous or 
envious with anyone (niramatsara), who are your ardent devotees and have affection 
for your lotus-like holy feet (carana-kamala-anurāgī), whose mind and intellect are 
stable and temperate (dhīramati), and who see no distinction between themselves and 
all other living beings, treating all alike—because they see you (the Lord God; the 
pure consciousness) as being manifested in the form of all living beings, because they 
see you universally in all these forms (atisaya nija-para-tyāgī). [Being devoid of all 
these qualities, how can I be endeared to you, or how can I expect that you would 
have affection for me?]4 (4). 
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 [4This stanza lists the qualities of true saints and pious souls. Tulsidas 
indirectly chides pseudo saints and holy men who show none of these qualities but 
still expect the Lord to bless them with eternal spiritual happiness and bliss. It never 
comes to them, and then they blame the Lord for their misfortunes and unhappiness 
instead of doing some bit of introspection and self-appraisal.]  
 
Tulsidas says (tulasidāsa)—‘Oh Lord of the Raghus (“raghurāyā”—i.e. Lord Ram 
who was the greatest King of the Raghu lineage of Ayodhya)! Though I have 
innumerable faults, countless blemishes and uncountable sins to my discredit, and am 
therefore fit only to live a lowly existence in this gross mortal world of sufferings and 
transmigration (jadyapi mama auguna apāra sansāra-jōgya), but you are an 
abode of mercy and compassion, someone who is famed as the merciful and universal 
Lord Redeemer of all (karunānidhāna), so you must take into consideration your 
own vows and assertions of being merciful, compassionate and benevolent towards 
the lowly and sinful, and being their redeemer (nija guna bicāri), and have mercy 
upon me (karu dāyā). Oh Lord, please be kind to show your grace and mercy on this 
Tulsidas as well! (tulasidāsa nija guna bicāri karunānidhāna karu dāyā)’5  

[5Tulsidas invokes Lord Ram’s merciful and compassionate nature to ask the 
Lord to show grace and mercy upon him and redeem him inspite of the fact that he is 
sinful and full of faults typical of any ordinary living being. Tulsidas is so pious and a 
holy soul that he has no pretensions and ego in himself, and submits himself before 
the Lord with utmost humility and simplicity.] (5). 
 
 
 

Delusory World 
 

¼119½ 
 
gs gfj! dou tru Hkze HkkxSA 
ns[kr] lqur] fcpkjr ;g eu] fut lqHkkm ufga R;kxSAA1AA 
Hkxfr&X;ku&cSjkX; ldy lk/ku ;fg ykfx mikbZA 
dksm Hky dgm] nsm dNq] vfl ckluk u mjrs tkbZAA2AA 
tsfg fufl ldy tho lwrfga ro d`ikik= tu tkxSA 
fut djuh fcijhr nsf[k eksfga leqf> egk Hk; ykxSAA3AA 
t|fi HkXu&euksjFk fcf/kcl] lq[k bPNr nq[k ikoSA 
fp=dkj djghu tFkk LokjFk fcuq fp= cukoSAA4AA 
â"khdsl lqfu ukm¡ tkm¡ cfy] vfr Hkjksl ft; eksjsA 
rqyflnkl bafnz;&laHko nq[k] gjs cfufga izHkq rksjsAA5AA 

 
 
                                                  (119) 
 
hē hari! kavana jatana bhrama bhāgai. 
dēkhata, sunata, bicārata yaha mana, nija subhā'u nahiṁ tyāgai. 1.  
bhagati-gyāna-bairāgya sakala sādhana yahi lāgi upā'ī. 
kō'u bhala kaha'u, dē'u kachu, asi bāsanā na uratē jā'ī. 2.  
jēhi nisi sakala jīva sūtahiṁ tava kṛpāpātra jana jāgai. 
nija karanī biparīta dēkhi mōhiṁ samujhi mahā bhaya lāgai. 3.  
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jadyapi bhagna-manōratha bidhibasa, sukha icchata dukha pāvai. 
citrakāra karahīna jathā svāratha binu citra banāvai. 4.  
hṛṣīkēsa suni nā'um̐ jā'um̐ bali, ati bharōsa jiya mōrē. 
tulasidāsa indriya-sambhava dukha, harē banihiṁ prabhu tōrē. 5.  
 
Verse no. 119—Oh Lord Hari (Ram)! How can and by what means can I get rid of my 
delusions, illusions and misconceptions (about the reality of this world) that have so 
much confounded me (kavana jatana bhrama bhāgai)?  

My ‘Mana’ (mind, heart and sub-conscious) sees it, hears about it, thinks and 
ponders over it (dēkhata, sunata, bicārata yaha mana), but still it does not 
abandon its stubborn habits and inherent nature of indulgence in it (nija subhā'u 
nahiṁ tyāgai)1.  

[1To wit, my mind and heart do not abandon their habit of treating this world 
as the real source of happiness and comfort though they are aware that it is not, and 
therefore my mind and heart repeatedly makes me fall for this trap known as the 
‘world’ inspite of being aware of the horrifying consequences that I would face. This 
attitude of my Mana snuffs out all chances of peace and happiness that I may 
otherwise have had and for which I so much long. This situation has vexed and 
perplexed my soul, and I don’t know what to and what not to do.] (1). 
 
Devotion, enlightenment, knowledge, renunciation (bhagati-gyāna-bairāgya) etc. 
are the various means and methods to pacify one’s self and overcome all forms of 
agitations and restlessness (sakala sādhana yahi lāgi upā'ī), but the problem is that 
my Mana never abandons the desire (asi bāsanā na uratē jā'ī) that someone would 
call me good (i.e. someone would praise me—“kō'u bhala kaha'u”) or give me 
something (i.e. some sort of honour, respect, money etc.—“dē'u kachu”)2. 

[2Tulsidas means that desire for recognition, honour, praise, respect, fame etc. 
is present even in the hearts of those who say that they practice renunciation and 
devotion, who claim to be wise and enlightened, and those who seek liberation and 
deliverance from this world for their souls. In other words, worldly desires are latently 
present in the mind of all living beings, no matter what they claim to the contrary. 
And by corollary therefore, one cannot and should not expect any real peace and 
happiness till this desire is present in their mind.] (2). 
 
In the night (i.e. ‘darkness’ symbolised by ignorance and delusions) of this illusionary 
world where everyone sleeps (jēhi nisi sakala jīva sūtahiṁ), only those who have 
the benefit of your grace and kindness are deemed to be awake (tava kṛpāpātra jana 
jāgai)3.  

But seeing the adverse state of my mind and heart as well as my deeds and 
inclinations (nija karanī biparīta dēkhi), I am very scared (because they create a 
nightmare of phantoms and ghosts of fears for me, and never let me rest in peace) 
(mōhiṁ samujhi mahā bhaya lāgai). 

[3Here, the delusions created by the gross material world and its charms and 
temptations are likned to the darkness of the night when everyone appears to be 
sleeping peacefully from his external appearances, but may be extremely agitated 
during this period because of nightmares he may be seeing in his dreams. The effect is 
that though a person remains in bed throughout the night and is expected to wake up 
refreshed, he actually wakes up worn out and fatigued due to the bad dreams he had 
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been seeing. On the other hand, a man who does not see bad dreams would wake up 
actually refreshed.  

Those who are indulgent in the material world continue that experience in 
their dreams, and wake up restless and tired and weary as ever. But those who love 
Lord God feel calm during their waking hours so much so that they carry this 
experience into the world of dreams, have a good and restful sleep, and wake up 
refreshed as a flower. 

From the metaphysical perspective, ‘sleeping’ means being oblivious to the 
reality about the world that it is delusory and non-sustainable, and being ‘awake’ 
means being aware of the falsehood of the world and the false nature of its charms, as 
well as about the truthful presence of pure consciousness that transcends this material 
existence.] (3). 

 
All the good destinies, fates and fortunes that a creature hopes for in this life are not 
available to him either due to the evil, malevolent and malignant nature of Gods and 
Stars (such as Saturn, Rahu etc.), or by the absence of any accumulated good effects 
of meritorious deeds done by him in his past lives that would have otherwise helped 
him to overcome any negativities in his destiny (bidhibasa). This failure to achieve 
what he wants leaves him frustrated and ill-at-ease (bhagna-manōratha). 

Despite it (“jadyapi”—i.e. inspite of knowing that he should not expect 
happiness which is not due to him in the above circumstances), when a creature 
yearns and eagerly wishes to have happiness in life, he is subjected to sorrows, 
miseries, dejections, despair and frustrations because he does not have his wishes 
fulfilled (sukha icchata dukha pāvai)4.  

It is like the case of a painter whose hands have been cut-off and who wishes 
to paint a picture by using a mere wish of his mind (as this is impossible to do because 
it is not possible to paint without the use of the hands) (citrakāra karahīna jathā 
svāratha binu citra banāvai). This expectation is impractical, and the futility of this 
exercise makes him feel sad, sorrowful, depressed and dejected. [In a similar way, I 
too expect happiness and salvation without making any necessary efforts in this 
direction, and this produces despair in me.]5  

[4A creature sometimes wonders why inspite of doing good deeds in this life 
and making the best of efforts, all his attempts to get peace and happiness fail. The 
reason is that he forgets that in his past lives he had done nothing good, and on the 
contrary he had led a sinful life, the consequences of which have been carried forward 
to the current life, and they have to be suffered now. This ignorance robs him of all 
peace and leaves him fuming and frustrated. In this scenario, the best option for him is 
to leave everything in the hand of his Lord God, because by doing this he puts the 
onus of his welfare on the Lord’s shoulder and becomes assured of results.  

5A painter cannot paint without hands; only wishing and conjecturing will 
serve no purpose. Likewise, if a person seeks spiritual peace and bliss, if he wants to 
give his soul rest and tranquility, if he desires liberation and deliverance from the 
cycle of birth and death, then he must make the right effort in the right direction. 
Merely wishing and hoping or blaming one’s stars won’t help.] (4). 
 
Upon hearing that your (Lord Ram’s) name (suni nā'um̐) is ‘Rishikesh’ 
(“hṛṣīkēsa”—i.e. one who is the Lord of the sense organs), I have decided to 
surrender myself before you (jā'um̐ bali). [This is because I am sure that by doing so 
it would now be your responsibility to control my sense organs and ensure that my 
mind and heart get the peace and tranquillity that they so much yearn for.] 
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Oh Lord! I have great faith in you, I have firm belief in you and I rely upon 
you (ati bharōsa jiya mōrē) that you will destroy (harē banihiṁ prabhu tōrē) the 
sorrows, miseries, troubles, tribulations, agonies and torments generated by the sense 
organs of this Tulsidas (tulasidāsa indriya-sambhava dukha) (5). 
 
 
 

The World is Like a Dream 
 

¼120½ 
 
gs gfj! dl u gjgq Hkze HkkjhA 
t|fi  e`"kk  lR;  HkklS  tcyfx  ufga  d`ik  rqEgkjhAA1AA 
vFkZ  vfc|eku  tkfu;  lal`fr  ufga  tkb  xkslkbZaA 
fcu ck¡/ks fut gB lB ijcl ijÓks dhjdh ukbZaAA2AA 
lius C;kf/k fcfc/k ck/kk tuq e`R;q mifLFkr vkbZA 
cSn  vusd  mik;  djS  tkxs  fcuq  ihj  u  tkbZAA3AA 
Jqfr&xq#&lk/kq&le`fr&laer  ;g  n`';  vlr  nq[kdkjhA 
rsfg fcuq rts] Hkts fcuq j?kqifr] fcifr ldS dks VkjhAA4AA 
cgq  mik;  lalkj&rju  dg¡]  fcey  fxjk  Jqfr  xkoSA 
rqyflnkl eSa&eksj x;s fcuq ftm lq[k dcgq¡ u ikoSAA5AA 

 
 
                                                    (120) 
 
hē hari! kasa na harahu bhrama bhārī. 
jadyapi mṛṣā satya bhāsai jabalagi nahiṁ kṛpā tumhārī. 1.  
artha abidyamāna jāniya sansṛti nahiṁ jā'i gōsā'īṁ. 
bina bām̐dhē nija haṭha saṭha parabasa paryō kīrakī nā'īṁ. 2.  
sapanē byādhi bibidha bādhā janu mṛtyu upasthita ā'ī. 
baida anēka upāya karai jāgē binu pīra na jā'ī. 3.  
śruti-guru-sādhu-samṛti-sammata yaha dṛśya asata dukhakārī. 
tēhi binu tajē, bhajē binu raghupati, bipati sakai kō ṭārī. 4.  
bahu upāya sansāra-tarana kaham̐, bimala girā śruti gāvai. 
tulasidāsa maiṁ-mōra gayē binu ji'u sukha kabahum̐ na pāvai. 5.  
 
Verse no. 120—[This verse is a continuation of the previous verse no. 119 as the very 
first stanza indicates. The verse that follows this verse, i.e. verse no. 121 would 
further elaborate on this theme.] 
 
Oh Lord Hari (Lord Ram)! Why don't you remove my great delusions, illusions and 
misconceptions (that I consider this world as true, eternal, full of joy and pleasures) 
(kasa na harahu bhrama bhārī)?  

Though this world is false, untruthful and illusionary (jadyapi mṛṣā), but it 
appears to be so real and true (satya bhāsai) in the absence of your grace and 
kindness upon the creature (jabalagi nahiṁ kṛpā tumhārī)1.  

[1It is out of ignorance that my mind has created a surreal world of imaginary 
beauty and attractions so much so that I have begun to hallucinate. Forsooth oh Lord, 
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it is only by your grace that one can see the truth that exists behind the external façade 
of this illusionary world of delusions, and not otherwise.] (1). 
 
I know that the objects (son, wealth, body etc.) of this world are not for real and there 
is no pith or meaning in them (artha abidyamāna jāniya), but oh Lord (gōsā'īṁ), I 
still do not find liberation or freedom from the bondages that I have developed with 
this world (by way of having attractions, attachments and longing for it’s various 
components) (sansṛti nahiṁ jā'i).  

Without being under any apparent fetters or compulsions that enslave and bind 
me to anyone, I have voluntarily allowed myself to become bound and trapped (bina 
bām̐dhē nija haṭha saṭha parabasa) like a parrot due to my own ignorance and my 
own stubborness (to refuse to realise the truth) which are aided and abetted by the 
delusions (created by the world) (paryō kīrakī nā'īṁ)2. 

[2Tulsidas essentially says that no one else is to be blamed for one’s sufferings 
and pains in this world but one’s own self. Everyone knows that he was born alone  
and will die alone, that one has to bear one’s own cross upon one’s own shoulder and 
no one will share it, but still everyone seeks the hand of others and hopes that others 
would help him. Inspite of the scriptures warning that each individual comes to this 
world independently to lead his or her life as destined by his or her destiny, that each 
soul has its own path to follow, still an unwise person tries to develop bonds and 
relationships with others. Everyone is selfish with regard to fulfilling his own goal in 
life, then how can one expect them to help him to serve his own interests that run 
counter to the other individual’s personal ambitions in life? This situation leads to 
constant friction and frustration, and subsequent pain and misery.] (2). 
 
When a person falls sick in his dreams and even imagines that he is suffering from so 
many dieases that would prove fatal for him (sapanē byādhi bibidha bādhā janu 
mṛtyu upasthita ā'ī), then no matter what medicines are administered to him 
externally by a physician while he is still asleep, the affliction cannot be removed till 
the person wakes up (baida anēka upāya karai jāgē binu pīra na jā'ī)3.  

[3Similarly, people fall in the trap of delusions and unnecessarily suffer inspite 
of making numerous efforts by various means, but they forget that without knowing 
the essential truth and having correct knowledge, wisdom and descrimination, without 
overcoming delusions which is at the root of all miseries, none of the agonies and 
torments can be eliminated just like it is impossible to remove the sufferings of a 
dream unless the man wakes up from it into the world of reality.] (3). 
 
The Vedas, enlightened teachers, saints and scriptures (śruti-guru-sādhu-samṛti)—
all assert and declare unanimously (sammata) that the visible world is false 
(illusionary like a mirage) and sorrowful (yaha dṛśya asata dukhakārī).   

Unless one forsakes this deluding world which gives nothing but miseries and 
sorrows, and instead worship and venerate Lord Ram (tēhi binu tajē, bhajē binu 
raghupati), is there anyone who has the power sufficient enough to destroy or 
vanquish or even diminish the numerous troubles, tribulations and consternations that 
overwhelm the creature (bipati sakai kō ṭārī)? [Of course, the answer is ‘no one’.] 
(4). 
 
The Vedas have prescribed in an unambiguous and clear language that there are 
different ways to cross over to the other side of this ocean-like mundane existence 
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(bahu upāya sansāra-tarana kaham̐, bimala girā śruti gāvai)—but Tulsidas says 
that until ‘My’ and ‘Me’ are not erased or removed (i.e. until numerous attachments 
and ego are not eliminated) (tulasidāsa maiṁ-mōra gayē binu), the creature can 
never get happiness, peace, tranquillity and contentedness in life by any length of 
imagination (ji'u sukha kabahum̐ na pāvai)4. 
 [4Refer also to verse no. 122, stanza no. 5 in this context which reiterates the 
same thing.] (5). 
 
 

 
Result of Delusions 

 
¼121½ 

 
gs gfj! ;g Hkzedh vf/kdkbZA 
ns[kr]  lqur]  dgr]  leq>r  lal;&lansg  u  tkbZAA1AA 
tks tx e`"kk rki&=;&vuqHko gksb dggq dsfg ys[ksA 
dfg u tk; e`xckfj lR;] Hkze rs nq[k gksb fcls[ksAA2AA 
lqHkx  lst  lksor  lius]  ckfjf/k  cwM+r  Hk;  ykxSA 
dksfVgq¡ uko u ikj iko lks] tc yfx vkiq u tkxSAA3AA 
vufcpkj  jeuh;  lnk]  lalkj  Hk;adj  HkkjhA 
le&larks"k&n;k&fccsd   rsa]   O;ogkjh   lq[kdkjhAA4AA 
rqyflnkl lc fcf/k iziap tx] tnfi >wB Jqfr xkoSA 
j?kqifr&Hkxfr] lar&laxfr fcuq] dks Hko&=kl ulkoSAA5AA 

 
 
                                                   (121) 
 
hē hari! yaha bhramakī adhikā'ī. 
dēkhata, sunata, kahata, samujhata sansaya-sandēha na jā'ī. 1.  
jō jaga mṛṣā tāpa-traya-anubhava hō'i kahahu kēhi lēkhē. 
kahi na jāya mṛgabāri satya, bhrama tē dukha hō'i bisēkhē. 2.  
subhaga sēja sōvata sapanē, bāridhi būṛata bhaya lāgai. 
kōṭihum̐ nāva na pāra pāva sō, jaba lagi āpu na jāgai. 3.  
anabicāra ramanīya sadā, sansāra bhayaṅkara bhārī. 
sama-santōṣa-dayā-bibēka tēṁ, vyavahārī sukhakārī. 4.  
tulasidāsa saba bidhi prapan̄ca jaga, jadapi jhūṭha śruti gāvai. 
raghupati-bhagati, santa-saṅgati binu, kō bhava-trāsa nasāvai. 5.  
 
Verse no. 121—Oh Lord Hari (Lord Sri Ram)! It is only due to the predominance of 
delusions that (yaha bhramakī adhikā'ī) inspite of seeing, hearing, speaking and 
understanding (dēkhata, sunata, kahata, samujhata), doubts and uncertainities 
(whether the Lord God is one or of a dual nature, whether the world is real or 
imaginary, is there any level of existence other than the gross level in which the world 
exists, and so on and so forth) are not eliminated (sansaya-sandēha na jā'ī)1.  
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[1To wit, a creature never finds rest till the time his mind is torn by dilemmas 
and confusions; he swings widely like a pendulum between this and that, not being 
certain to decide upon one path that would help him find what he wants. 

This verse elaborates upon the theme of the previous verse nos. 119—120.] 
(1). 
 
Someone might say (or ask), ‘If this world is false, then why do we experience the 
effects of the three Traitaps (the tormenting and misery creating effect of the three 
tormentors in this world, viz. Adhaytmik, Adhibhautik and Daivik)2?’ (jō jaga mṛṣā 
tāpa-traya-anubhava hō'i kahahu kēhi lēkhē). 

[Since we actually feel the negative effects of these Traitaps which give pain 
and grief continually, since we suffer endlessly from the misery created by them, then 
it is difficult to believe that the source of the Traitaps, i.e. the gross world, is false and 
it does not exist. But the scriptures insist that the world is an illusionary creation of 
the mind, and so are its sufferings. The two propositions seem quite the opposite of 
each other; they don’t match.]  

The answer to this perplexing dilemma is to be found in the example of the 
mirage seen in a desert and a man’s pursuit for water in it: “The water seen in a desert 
mirage appears to be physically present as long as the mirage exists, but this illusion 
of the water vanishes as soon as the mirage ends. In this fascinating miracle of Nature, 
however, it is the thirsty man who suffers and put to endless grief and agonies—for he 
runs behind this mirage in search of water to quench his thirst, only to realise that the 
water is not available, that it recedes further and further from him the more he runs 
towards it, and after a futile chase he falls down exhausted, disenchanted, thirsty, and 
all the worst for his hopes. But the irony is, inspite of having read about it and warned 
about it by experienced travellers, and how it traps the thirsty man in a desert till he 
dies running behind it, the man would not believe that the water which he sees in the 
distance in the desert with his own eyes is merely an illusion; he takes it for real. And 
this surreal delusion results in his greater miseries and sufferings, for the pursuit of 
this water saps him of whatever energy he may have left in him, enhancing his 
exhaustion and bringing his death closer.” (kahi na jāya mṛgabāri satya) 

In the same way, the sorrows, miseries and tribulations are felt only due to 
delusions and hallucinations created in this world by its delusory effects (bhrama tē 
dukha hō'i bisēkhē)3. 

[2The three Traitaps: Refer verse no. 17, stanza no. 2; verse no. 81, stanza no. 
1; verse no. 83, stanza no. 3. 

3The creature is told repeatedly about the futility of expecting lasting 
happiness and peace from the material things of the world. But still he is so deluded 
that he goes after the world with hammer and tongs so to speak. He becomes 
infatuated with the world and its sense objects, with its pleasures and charms, 
forgetting that whatso pleasures and happiness they seem to give are only transient 
and superficial, for sooner rather than later this satisfaction would vanish and he 
would be left with a desire to have more and more of it, for desires, wants and 
longings have no end, and they lengthen and become more wanton with the passage 
of time. This then becomes an endless chain which brings in its wake its own lot of 
suffering, grief and pain. So, the original aim of getting happiness and joy by pursuing 
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the world is replaced with an endless cycle of agitations and restlessness which would 
obviously rob one of whatever peace he had in the beginning of it at all.] (2). 
  
If a man who is sleeping comfortably on a bed in his home dreams (subhaga sēja 
sōvata sapanē) of drowning in an ocean, he gets extremely agitated and becomes 
overcome with the fear of getting actually drowned (bāridhi būṛata bhaya lāgai), 
but unless he wakes up from his sleep (jaba lagi āpu na jāgai), he cannot cross that 
ocean of fear even by riding on millions of boats (kōṭihum̐ nāva na pāra pāva sō)4. 
 [4As soon as he wakes up, the illusion of his sinking vanishes, and therefore, 
all his scare also vanishes. So the remedy for the nightmare of sinking in an ocean 
while one dreams is only found in waking up from his dreams, which means to wake 
up from an imaginary world seen in one’s sleep into the reality of the world.   

In the same way, this creature (soul) is drowning in this ocean-like mundane 
world of grossness because he is rendered unconscious by his ignorance-like sleep. 
Therefore, unless he wakes up from this ignorance to become enlightened with 
respect to the true knowlege about the world and about the essence of the supreme 
Atma, the pure Consciousness, about the nature of this world and his own true nature, 
he cannot be free of sorrows, miseries and tribulations4. 

The creature is so overridden with ignorance about the truth that he remains 
oblivious of the reality. He thinks that the gross material world that he sees is the real 
thing, that his gross body is his real self, that real happiness and joy can be had from 
the gross world, that it is an end in itself, and that there is nothing beyond it. This mis-
belief causes an immense amount of pain, grief and suffering to him, but in his foolish 
ignorance he tries to find the remedy in the disease itself. This causes the ‘disease’ to 
be firmly entrenched.  

However, if a creature wakes up from this sleep of ignorance into the world of 
realism, when he becomes wise and knowledgable, when truth dawns upon his mind, 
he realises that the world is gross and perishable, that it and its charms as well as 
sufferings are merely a creation of the mind, that anything which is gross and 
perishable and which has its origin in delusions cannot give abiding happiness, he 
searches for other options. It is then that he seeks the truth and is guided by the 
scriptures which tell him that beyond the grossness of the world there is an existence 
that is transcendental, that is sublime and subtle, that does not perish and is a fount of 
bliss and joy. And what is it? It is known as the world of ‘pure Consciousness’ that is 
the truth of existence. And where is this world to be found? It is within one’s own self 
as his Atma, and at a more universal level it is the cosmic Consciousness known as 
the “Parmatma” or the Supreme Being. But surely and definitely it is not the gross 
world one longs for and pursues.  

Once this knowledge comes to the enlightened creature, it is like he has woken 
up from a bad dream that made him suffer unnecessarily.] (3). 
 
This extremely fierce and cruel world (sansāra bhayaṅkara bhārī) looks pleasant 
and appealing only due to ignorance (anabicāra ramanīya sadā), and the creature is 
so much deluded that he is being misled by its illusionary enchantments and 
allurements.  

Surely, this world can be comforting and joyful (vyavahārī sukhakārī) for 
those who practice self-control and equanimity, those who have contentment, those 
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who have mercy and compassion in them, and those who act with wisdom, 
discrimination and erudition (sama-santōṣa-dayā-bibēka tēṁ)5. 

[5It is because then they would not fall victim to illusions and falsehoods, and 
realise the true nature of things. They would not run after the illusive charms of the 
world with the greed of a thirsty man running behind the mirage for water. They will 
remain contented with whatever they have. They would treat all living beings alike 
and have compassion for them as they see the same consciousness in them, and this 
attitude would make them endeared to all other creatures, as well as respected and 
adored by the world. The world would treat them as its guide and true friend, going 
out of its way to oblige them and give them comfort without even their asking for it. 
Obviously this situation would be almost like a paradise on earth for such self-
realised, wise and enlightened persons who have ‘woken up to the truth’.] (4). 
 
Tulsidas says that though the Vedas assert that it is true that this world and its 
extended tentacles of charm and fascination are totally false (tulasidāsa saba bidhi 
prapan̄ca jaga, jadapi jhūṭha śruti gāvai), but it is so life-like and surreal that it is 
difficult to free oneself from its magical charms, its great fears and its formidable 
delusions (kō bhava-trāsa nasāvai), except by having devotion and faith in Lord Sri 
Ram, by having the Lord’s grace, and by the company of wise, self-realised and 
enlightened saints (raghupati-bhagati, santa-saṅgati binu)6. 
 [6Tulsidas prescribes three remedies for worldly overcoming spiritual 
problems and delusions of the world: (i) devotion for Lord God; (ii) Lord’s grace; and 
(iii) company of saintly persons.] (5). 
 
 
 

Importance of Enlightenment and Wisdom 
 

¼122½ 
 
eSa gfj] lk/ku djb u tkuhA 
tl vke; Hks"kt u dhUg rl] nks"k dgk fnjekuhAA1AA 
lius u`i dg¡ ?kVS fciz&c/k] fcdy fQjS v?k ykxsA 
ckftes/k lr dkfV djS ufga lq) gksb fcuq tkxsAA2AA 
lzx  eg¡  liZ  fciqy  Hk;nk;d]  izxV  gksb  vfcpkjsA 
cgq vk;q/k /kfj] cy vusd dfj gkjfga] ejb u ekjsAA3AA 
fut Hkze rs jfcdj&laHko lkxj vfr Hk; mitkoSA 
vcxkgr  cksfgr  ukSdk  pf<+  dcgw¡  ikj  u  ikoSAA4AA 
rqyflnkl tx vkiq lfgr tc yfx fujewy u tkbZA 
rc yfx dksfV dyi mik; dfj efj;] rfj; ufga HkkbZAA5AA 

 
 
                                                   (122) 
 
maiṁ hari, sādhana kara'i na jānī. 
jasa āmaya bhēṣaja na kīnha tasa, dōṣa kahā diramānī. 1.  
sapanē nṛpa kaham ̐ ghaṭai bipra-badha, bikala phirai agha lāgē. 
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bājimēdha sata kāṭi karai nahiṁ sud'dha hō'i binu jāgē. 2.  
sraga maham̐ sarpa bipula bhayadāyaka, pragaṭa hō'i abicārē. 
bahu āyudha dhari, bala anēka kari hārahiṁ, mara'i na mārē. 3.  
nija bhrama tē rabikara-sambhava sāgara ati bhaya upajāvai. 
abagāhata bōhita naukā caḍhi kabahūm̐ pāra na pāvai. 4.  
tulasidāsa jaga āpu sahita jaba lagi niramūla na jā'ī. 
taba lagi kōṭi kalapa upāya kari mariya, tariya nahiṁ bhā'ī. 5.  
 
Verse no. 122—[This verse elaborates on what has been said in verse no. 121.] 
 
Oh Hari (Lord Sri Ram)! I had not attempted any ‘Sādhana’ (i.e. I have made no 
special and concerted efforts for destruction of my ignorance or for improvement of 
my destiny—“maiṁ hari, sādhana kara'i na jānī”).  

I had not taken proper medicine according to my disease (jasa āmaya 
bhēṣaja na kīnha tasa). This being the case, what is the fault of the medicine that 
my disease has not been cured (dōṣa kahā diramānī)?1  

[1The medicine cannot be blamed if it is not able to cure my affliction because 
I am taking a wrong medicine. Instead of pursuing the right path that would help me 
get rid of my delusions and overcome my ignorance, I am following the wrong path, 
then say why and how can I blame the ‘path’ itself for my miseries and for not letting 
me reach my goal? 
  In the last two stanzas of verse no. 121 herein above, Tulsidas has outlined the 
correct remedy for all spiritual problems arising out of ignorance of the truth—viz. 
wisdom and acquisition of knowledge about the reality, devotion and faith in Lord 
God, and the company of saints because this company helps to show the correct path, 
give guidance and remove all doubts. He elaborates further herein below.] (1). 
 
If during the course of his dreams while asleep, a king is cursed by the horrifying sin 
of killing a Brahmin (sapanē nṛpa kaham̐ ghaṭai bipra-badha), and he wanders 
everywhere being agitated and tormented by this great curse (bikala phirai agha 
lāgē), would he ever get rid of it unless he wakes up from his sleep (nahiṁ sud'dha 
hō'i binu jāgē), instead of or inspite of doing millions of ‘Ashwamegh Yagyas’ 
(horse sacrifices) while being still asleep (bājimēdha sata kāṭi karai)2#?  

[2Similarly, one cannot get rid of the sins and faults originating from 
ignorance and delusions without the knowledge of the supreme Truth (of the ‘self’ 
and ‘Consciousness’), and without having wisdom and enlightenment. 

The same idea that one’s sufferings in a dream cannot be overcome till one 
wakes up from his nightmare is mentioned in verse no. 121, stanza no. 3.] (2). 
 
[Citing another example, Tulsidas says—] Even as one feels terrified when one 
mistakenly regards a garland to be a fearful snake out of his own ignorance about the 
reality (sraga maham̐ sarpa bipula bhayadāyaka pragaṭa hō'i abicārē), and is 
unable to kill the latter (the snake) even after getting tired of striking it hard 
repeatedly with different weapons till the time that ignorance about the fictitious 
snake is removed upon realisation of the truth about the garland (bahu āyudha 
dhari, bala anēka kari hārahiṁ, mara'i na mārē)3*.  
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[3The case with the gross material world is exactly the same. It is so deluding 
and cunning that appears to be true and attractive so much so that it pulls everyone 
into its vortex of ignorance and delusions and their accompanying miseries and grief 
that cannot be destroyed or got rid off merely by external means without having 
enlightenment, wisdom and true knowledge of the essence of the existence and the 
supreme Truth in it.] (3). 
 
[Two examples have been given here by Tulisdas.  

Stanza no. 2 = #One is that of a king who tries to overcome the curse of 
harming a Brahmin in his dreams while asleep, and then trying to atone for this sin by 
undertaking arduous methods such as performing the elaborate horse sacrifice. Well, 
all this exercise of trying to do the horse sacrifice is a waste of his time, energy and 
resources because the simple method to get rid of his guilt is to wake up from his 
sleep and realise that he has actually not harmed any Brahmin at all! 
 Stanza no. 3 = *The second example is like trying to kill an imaginary snake 
that is visualised in the length of a lifeless garland lying on the ground by beating it 
endlessly with sticks till one falls down due to exhaustion of the effort. The effortless 
method is to realise that it is a ‘garland’ and ‘not a snake’ in the first place.  
 Likewise, the best way to overcome all the problems associated with the world 
is to understand that both the world and the gross body of the creature who feels the 
sufferings of this world are not the real thing, for on the one hand the ‘true self’ of the 
creature is not his gross body but his Atma which is pure consciousness, and on the 
other hand, the charms of the gross world and its countless miseries are an 
imagination of the mind. In reality, neither the charms nor the pains associated with 
the world affect the Atma of the creature, and they are limited only to the sense 
organs of perception of the gross body which is however not his ‘true self’. This being 
the case, say why should and would a wise man be so upset with things that don’t 
really concern ‘him’—only if he understands that ‘he’ is not the gross body which 
interacts with the equally gross world to suffer from its pains or exult in its joys, but 
‘he’ is the pure conscious Atma that is subtle, sublime, calm, and a fountainhead of 
bliss and happiness? It is the gross body and its gross sense organs that feel the world 
and are affected by this interaction, and not the wise person himself! This realisation 
of the ‘Truth’ at once eliminates all sources and causes of miseries and pains.]  
  
When a man is hallucinating in a desert, he sees a huge ocean-like body of water 
created in a mirage due to sun’s rays falling on a barren stretch of hot desert land (nija 
bhrama tē rabikara-sambhava sāgara), and then he becomes greatly afraid and 
highly worried that he won’t be able to cross it (without the help of a large boat or 
ship) (ati bhaya upajāvai).  

Say, is it not sheer madness for him in worrying about where to search for 
large boat or ship to take him across this vast ocean instead of calming down and 
realising that all this is an optical illusion. All he needs to do is to walk on calmly 
with poise, and the ocean won’t obstruct his way at all—because the ocean itself is 
non-existent (abagāhata bōhita naukā caḍhi kabahūm̐ pāra na pāvai)4. 

[4To wit, this exactly is the case with this world and its miseries. Only if a 
person becomes wise, enlightened and self-realised would he be able to overcome all 
fears associated with this gross mundane world, and not otherwise. The water in the 
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mirage in the desert is a similar case like this ocean-like world which is produced out 
of abject ignorance of the creature about the true nature of things.] (4). 
 
Tulsidas observes (tulasidāsa): ‘Oh Brother (bhā'ī)! Unless the deluding world of 
material sense objects and the sense of belonging and attachment to it’s artificial 
things that are created by the notion of them being ‘my or mine’, i.e. the sense of 
‘mine-ness’ in it (jaga āpu sahita jaba lagi) is not destroyed (i.e. removed or 
conquered) from its roots (niramūla na jā'ī), till that time you can never hope to cross 
it or overcome its delusions (taba lagi  -- tariya nahiṁ bhā'ī) inpsite of your 
tirelessly making countless efforts to do so over a long period of time (kōṭi kalapa 
upāya kari mariya)5.’ 

[5To wit, one has to develop a sense of dispassion, of detachment and 
renunciation, if one really wants to break free from its entanglements. It is the sense 
of belonging that creates attachment to the world and its charms. If this sense of 
‘mine’ is got rid of, the rest of the fetters are easily broken. 

Refer also to verse no. 120, stanza no. 5 in this context which reiterates the 
same thing.] (5).  
 
 

 
Mere talk is not enough 

 
¼123½ 

 
vl dNq leqf> ijr j?kqjk;k! 
fcuq ro d`ik n;kyq! nkl&fgr! eksg u NwVS ek;kAA1AA 
ckD;&X;ku  vR;Ur  fuiqu  Hko&ikj  u  ikoS  dksbZA 
fufl  x`ge/;  nhidh  ckrUg]  re  fuo`Ùk  ufga  gksbZAA2AA 
tSls dksb bd nhu nqf[kr vfr vlu&ghu nq[k ikoSA 
fp=  dyir#  dke/ksuq  x`g  fy[ks  u  fcifr  ulkoSAA3AA 
"kVjl  cgqizdkj  Hkkstu  dksm]  fnu  v#  jSfu  c[kkuSA 
fcuq  cksys  larks"k&tfur  lq[k  [kkb  lksb  iS  tkuSAA4AA 
tcyfx ufga fut âfn izdkl] v# fc"k;&vkl euekghaA 
rqyflnkl rcyfx tx&tksfu Hkzer liusgq¡ lq[k ukghaAA5AA 

 
 
                                                   (123) 
 
asa kachu samujhi parata raghurāyā! 
binu tava kṛpā dayālu! dāsa-hita! mōha na chūṭai māyā. 1.  
bākya-gyāna atyanta nipuna bhava-pāra na pāvai kō'ī. 
nisi gṛhamadhya dīpakī bātanha, tama nivṛtta nahiṁ hō'ī. 2.  
jaisē kō'i ika dīna dukhita ati asana-hīna dukha pāvai. 
citra kalapataru kāmadhēnu gṛha likhē na bipati nasāvai. 3.  
ṣaṭarasa bahuprakāra bhōjana kō'u, dina aru raini bakhānai. 
binu bōlē santōṣa-janita sukha khā'i sō'i pai jānai. 4.  
jabalagi nahiṁ nija hṛdi prakāsa, aru biṣaya-āsa manamāhīṁ. 
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tulasidāsa tabalagi jaga-jōni bhramata sapanēhum̐ sukha nāhīṁ. 5.  
 
Verse no. 123—Oh Lord Raghunath (Lord Ram, the Lord who took birth in the 
Raghu dynasty of the kingdom of Ayodhya—“raghurāyā”)! Oh merciful Lord, oh 
the benefactor of your devotees (dayālu! dāsa-hita!), it appears to me that (asa 
kachu samujhi parata) without your mercy, grace and kindness (binu tava kṛpā 
dayā), it is not possible to either remove attachments and infatuations (with this 
materialistic world), nor to get rid of the delusions and falsehoods that abound all 
around (mōha na chūṭai māyā)1 (1). 
 [1Refer verse no. 120, stanza no. 1 also in this context.] 
 
Like it is not possible to eliminate darkness in the house by merely talking about a 
lamp (unless it is actually lit—“nisi gṛhamadhya dīpakī bātanha, tama nivṛtta 
nahiṁ hō'ī”), it is also not possible to cross this ocean of mundane existence (bhava-
pāra na pāvai kō'ī) merely by being an expert orator of knowledge and preacher of 
wisdom contained in the scriptures (bākya-gyāna atyanta nipuna). [To wit, unless 
one imbibes the true meaning of the knowledge taught in the scriptures and 
implements them in his life before preaching others, it simply becomes an exercise in 
oratorial skill, and nothing more. No worthwhile good is achieved.] (2). 
 
If a poor and utterly distressed person is immensely suffering from hunger and 
poverty (jaisē kō'i ika dīna dukhita ati asana-hīna dukha pāvai), and someone 
tries to remove his suffering by painting pictures of a Kalpa Tree (the all wish-
fulfilling celestial tree of Gods) or a Kamdhenu-cow (the wish-fulfilling cow of Gods) 
on the walls of his house (citra kalapataru kāmadhēnu gṛha likhē), say is it 
possible to remove his hunger and agonies by those pictures, instead of giving him 
actual food to eat or financial aid to remove his poverty (na bipati nasāvai)? [It’s 
never possible to do so! Similarly, delusions, attachments, passions, infatuations etc. 
are not removed merely by talking about them or quoting the scriptures (unless their 
precepts and concepts are implemented in life in practical terms.] (3). 
 
If someone lectures day and night on the goodness, the taste, the aroma and the 
satisfaction derived from various types of delicious foods (ṣaṭarasa bahuprakāra 
bhōjana kō'u, dina aru raini bakhānai), but the actual taste of this food, the actual 
contentedness of eating such delicious food, and the satiety of hunger that the tasteful 
food provides can be experienced and witnessed only by him who has actually eaten it 
even without hearing the lecture on the quality and goodness of the food (binu bōlē 
santōṣa-janita sukha khā'i sō'i pai jānai). [In a similar way, mere lecturing on 
scriptures and their spiritual philosophy is futile unless they are put to practice in daily 
life. No benefit is got by verbal acrobatics and intellectual gymnastics unless what is 
preached is practiced by the preacher in his own life.] (4). 
 
Tulsidas asserts that as long as (tulasidāsa tabalagi) the light of enlightenment and 
knowledge of the essence of the supreme Truth is not shone in one's own heart, unless 
one becomes self-realised (jabalagi nahiṁ nija hṛdi prakāsa), and till the desires for 
the objects of this material world and hope for obtaining comfort and joy from them 
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continue to rise inside one’s heart (aru biṣaya-āsa manamāhīṁ), one would have to 
wander like a vagabond in this world in search of peace and happiness that would 
always elude him, and he would have to take repeated births through different wombs 
in this world, i.e. become different types of creatures in the cycle of birth and death in 
search of that happiness and peace, and for fulfillment of his never-ending desires 
(jaga-jōni bhramata).  

Verily indeed, true happiness, peace and tranquillity would never be within his 
reach even in his dreams (sapanēhum̐ sukha nāhīṁ) (5). 
 
 

 
The Mind 

 
¼124½ 

 
tkS fut eu ifjgjS fcdkjkA 
rkS dr }Sr&tfur lal`fr&nq[k] lal;] lksd vikjkAA1AA 
l=q]  fe=]  e/;LFk]  rhfu  ;s]  eu  dhUgsa  cfjvkbZA 
R;kxu] xgu] misPNuh;] vfg] gkVd] r`udh ukbZAA2AA 
vlu] clu] ilq] cLrq fcfc/kfcf/k] lc efu eg¡ jg tSlsA 
ljx] ujd] pj&vpj yksd cgq] clr e/; eu rSlsAA3AA 
fcVi&e/; iqrfjdk] lwr eg¡ dapqfd fcufga cuk;sA 
eu eg¡ rFkk yhu ukuk ruq] izxVr volj ik;sAA4AA 
j?kqifr&Hkxfr&ckfj&Nkfyr fpr] fcuq iz;kl gh lw>SA 
rqyflnkl dg fpn&fcykl tx cw>r cw>r cw>SAA5AA 

 
 
                                                  (124) 
 
jau nija mana pariharai bikārā. 
tau kata dvaita-janita sansṛti-dukha, sansaya, sōka apārā. 1.  
satru, mitra, madhyastha, tīni yē, mana kīnhēṁ bari'ā'ī. 
tyāgana, gahana, upēcchanīya, ahi, hāṭaka, tṛnakī nā'ī. 2.  
asana, basana, pasu, bastu bibidhabidhi, saba mani maham̐ raha jaisē. 
saraga, naraka, cara-acara lōka bahu, basata madhya mana taisē. 3.  
biṭapa-madhya putarikā, sūta maham̐ kan̄cuki binahiṁ banāyē. 
mana maham ̐ tathā līna nānā tanu, pragaṭata avasara pāyē. 4.  
raghupati-bhagati-bāri-chālita cita, binu prayāsa hī sūjhai. 
tulasidāsa kaha cida-bilāsa jaga būjhata būjhata būjhai. 5.  
 
Verse no. 124—If one's Mana (mind and heart complex) abandons its numerous faults 
and shortcomings such as depravations, vices, evil thoughts, doubts, deceit, 
crookedness, falsehood, trickery, deception, perversities and other such faults (jau 
nija mana pariharai bikārā), then why would one be subjected to the numerous 
tribulations, sorrows, miseries, troubles, delusions etc. originating from this world due 
to the result of or the sense of duality in it (tau kata dvaita-janita sansṛti-dukha, 
sansaya, sōka apārā)1.  
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[1To wit, all these faults which are prevalent are due to the weakness of the 
mind in its inability in deciding the true nature of the world, about the truth and the 
nature of the ‘self’, and the essential truth of existence. Earlier verse no. 120, stanza 
no. 5 has also affirmed that the sense of duality is the cause of all sorrows in this 
world. When one becomes enlightened and wise enough to realise that the same 
Atma, the pure consciousness, prevails everywhere in the living world in a uniform 
manner, and that aside from this ‘consciousness’ there is no reality and truth in this 
existence, all cause of ill-will, animosity, jealousy and discord would disappear. One 
would never feel deprived of anything. One would also understand that this material 
world does not give true and real happiness, but on the contrary to be involved in it 
would only give pain and sorrows, because this world itself is transient and 
impermanent. True happiness comes with internal contentedness with whatever one 
has, as desires and yearnings have no end.   
 Verse no. 125 herein below lists some of the other faults and shortcomings 
that taint and corrupt the Mana.] (1). 
 
The Mana has forced the living being to imagine that there are three types of persons: 
those who are enemies, those who are friends, and those who are neutral or indifferent 
to him (satru, mitra, madhyastha, tīni yē, mana kīnhēṁ bari'ā'ī).  

It is the Mana that thinks that the ‘enemy’ should be abandoned as if he were a 
serpent (tyāgana -- ahi), a ‘friend’ should be accepted as if he were gold (gahana -- 
hāṭaka), and an ‘indifferent’ person should be neglected or ignored like he was a 
blade of worthless grass or reed (upēcchanīya -- tṛnakī nā'ī)2.  

[2All these situations are merely an imagination of the mind (for in actual fact, 
there is no friend or enemy in this world because the same Lord resides in all of us as 
the Atma or the pure consciousness, and the person who seems to be indifferent to us 
may in fact be highly enlightened, renunciate and dispassionate as he treats everyone 
alike and has no distinction between an enemy and a friend. 

Refer also to verse nos. 120-121 in this context.] (2). 
 
Even as all material things such as food, clothes, domestic animals and many other 
types of things (asana, basana, pasu, bastu bibidhabidhi) are present (i.e. easily 
available) wherever there is a priceless and rare piece of ‘Mani’ (a gem of great value) 
in hand (saba mani maham̐ raha jaisē), so do heaven, hell, animate, inanimate and 
many other types of creations reside in this Mana, i.e. they are the creations of the 
Mana (saraga, naraka, cara-acara lōka bahu, basata madhya mana taisē)3. 

[3To wit, like any necessity of life can be purchased with the price of a small 
but valuable gem, a person can go to heaven or hell, can derive happiness and grief 
with relation to countless things in this world, and regard a patricular thing as 
important and the other as unimportant depending on the state of his mind and its 
inclinations. The same set of circumstances that evoke no emotions in a truly 
enlightened person who may treat them with neutrality and dispassion, would ignite a 
strong reaction with another person who feels that he is personally affected by them, 
either for good or for bad. Forsooth therefore, it is the Mana that controls how a 
person treats the world and life in it, whether he feels happiness around him or is 
always complaining and grumbling at his misfortunes.] (3). 
 
Even as wood is inherently present in and is an integral part of a wooden puppet 
without even mentioning about it (biṭapa-madhya putarikā), and so is cotton an 
integral and an inseparable part of cloth made from its yarn (sūta maham̐ kan̄cuki), 
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without their being apparent or being obvious in the finished product (binahiṁ 
banāyē), so do many forms (i.e. imaginable shapes and ideas) are present intrinsically 
in the Mana (mana maham̐ tathā līna nānā tanu), and they take formal shape or 
reveal themselves in due time or at an oppurtune moment (pragaṭata avasara 
pāyē)4. 
 [4The sub-conscious part of the mind is a veritable store-house of knowledge 
culled from one’s experiences and a data bank for all the information collected by the 
conscious aspect of the mind, the intellect. When the mind needs to act, it falls back 
on this reserve of knowledge and extracts whatever data it needs to formulate a 
decision. The mind is the steering wheel of the body of the creature, for all his 
actions, responses, deeds and behaviours are controlled by the mind. So, the 
importance and role of the mind vis-à-vis the fate of the creature cannot be 
underestimated. If the mind is corrupted, everything goes for a toss; and if the mind is 
well-cultured and well-cultivated, the creature enjoys the happiness and peace. An 
agitated mind gives the creature a hellish life in this world, while a controlled and 
disciplined mind gives him the best of what the world has to offer to him. 
 Just like the wood of the wooden toy and the cotton in the cloth, the mind is 
subtly and secretly behind whatever the creature becomes, how he treats the world 
and his life in it, and what destiny he determines for him. Verily and without gainsay, 
the mind is the key to one’s happiness and grief, it is the key to his emancipation and 
deliverance on the one hand, or his entanglement and miseries associated with this 
gross world on the other hand.] (4).   
 
The dirt and countless faults that cling to this Mana can be easily removed without 
making any effort for it (binu prayāsa) only when the intellect and the sub-conscious 
mind are washed clean using the water of devotion and affection for the Lord God 
(Sri Ram) (raghupati-bhagati-bāri-chālita cita), for it is then only that can one see 
the true nature of the Supreme Lord even without an effort or attempt to do so (binu 
prayāsa hī sūjhai).  

[To wit, when one develops devotion and affection for the Lord, all worldly 
taints sticking to the Mana would be eliminated automatically. It is then that one 
would be able to experience the presence of true bliss all around him in the same 
world that was the cause of so many pains and grief for him earlier.] 

Tulsidas says (tulasidāsa kaha) that the truthful nature and the actual reality 
of this gross world of illusionary pleasures, sensual objects, material allurements and 
wild passions etc. will become obvious in a gradual manner when one develops 
wisdom, enlightenment and self-realisation (jaga būjhata būjhata būjhai). He 
would then realise that this vast and varied world is actually an extension of the mind, 
and the reality in it is the supreme Consciousness that pervades throughout it (like the 
wood is in the toy and the cotton is in the cloth) (cida-bilāsa jaga).  

[That is to say, with the gradual rise in one’s level of understanding and 
betterment of experience based on minute and close observation of the world, one 
comes to realise that what one sees is merely a gross imagination of the mind, and if 
one were to peep deeper to find what lies behind this façade one would discover that 
the only thing of worth in this world is the subtle and sublime entity known as the 
‘consciousness’ that is a synonymn of ‘life’. All the rest is falsehood and mere 
conjecture.] (5). 
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Culprits that Occupy the Heart 
 

¼125½ 
 
eSa dsfg dgkSa fcifr vfr HkkjhA Jh j?kqchj /khj fgrdkjhAA1AA 
ee  ân;  Hkou  izHkq rksjkA rg¡ cls vkb cgq pksjkAA2AA 
vfr   dfBu  djfga   cjtksjkA ekufga ufga fcu; fugksjkAA3AA 
re]   eksg]   yksHk]   vg¡dkjkA en] Øks/k] cks/k&fjiq ekjkAA4AA 
vfr    djfga   minzo   ukFkkA ejnfga eksfg tkfu vukFkkAA5AA 
eSa   ,d]   vfer   cVikjkA dksm lquS u eksj iqdkjkAA6AA 
Hkkxsgq  ufga  ukFk!  mckjkA j?kquk;d] djgq l¡HkkjkAA7AA 
dg  rqyflnkl  lquq  jkekA ywVfga rldj ro /kkekAA8AA 
fpark   ;g   eksfga   vikjkA vitl ufga gksb rqEgkjkAA9AA 

 
 
                                                    (125) 
 
maiṁ kēhi kahauṁ bipati ati bhārī. śrī raghubīra dhīra hitakārī. 1.  
mama hṛdaya bhavana prabhu tōrā. taham̐ basē ā'i bahu cōrā. 2.  
ati kaṭhina karahiṁ barajōrā. mānahiṁ nahiṁ binaya nihōrā. 3.  
tama, mōha, lōbha, aham̐kārā. mada, krōdha, bōdha-ripu mārā. 4.  
ati karahiṁ upadrava nāthā. maradahiṁ mōhi jāni anāthā. 5.  
maiṁ ēka, amita baṭapārā. kō'u sunai na mōra pukārā. 6.  
bhāgēhu nahiṁ nātha! ubārā. raghunāyaka, karahu sam ̐bhārā. 7.  
kaha tulasidāsa sunu rāmā. lūṭahiṁ tasakara tava dhāmā. 8.  
cintā yaha mōhiṁ apārā. apajasa nahiṁ hō'i tumhārā. 9.  
 
Verse no. 125—Oh Lord Raghubir (“śrī raghubīra”—Lord Sri Ram)! Oh the Lord 
who is patient, tolerant, calm and wise (dhīra) who does good to others and looks 
after their welfare selflessly (hitakārī).  

Other than you, before whom else should I narrate my extreme level of woes, 
my grief, misery, torment and tribulation (maiṁ kēhi kahauṁ bipati ati bhārī)? (1). 
 
Oh my Lord, though my heart is an abode of your goodself (mama hṛdaya bhavana 
prabhu tōrā), yet a number of thieves, robbers, thugs and scoundrels have sneaked 
into it nowadays, and ironically they have taken up residence in my heart inspite of 
the fact that it is your own abode (taham̐ basē ā'i bahu cōrā).  

[To wit, my heart, which is supposed to be your abode, has now been 
surreptitiously occupied by countless faults and vices. I did not allow them in 
voluntarily though, but they have nevertheless sneaked in somehow, and now they 
threaten me with dire consequences if I do not yield to them.] (2). 
  
These rogues are very adamant, very stubborn, extremely belligerent and highly 
arrogant, and they force their will upon me (ati kaṭhina karahiṁ barajōrā).  
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They do not heed my prayers, requests and pleadings to leave me alone and let 
me live in peace (mānahiṁ nahiṁ binaya nihōrā) (3). 
 
Among these symbolic thieves (intruders; trespassers; culprits; scoundrels who have 
occoupied my heart), there are seven who are the chief offenders—viz. ‘Tama’ 
(darkness caused by ignorance), ‘Moha’ (attachments or infatuations), ‘Lobha’ (greed, 
avarice, covetousness and desires), ‘Ahankar’ (pride, vanity, ego, hypocrisy), ‘Mada’ 
(arrogance and haughtiness), ‘Krodha’ (anger, wrath, indignation, maliciousness, 
vengeance and discords), and ‘Kaam’ (lust, passion, laschiviousness) which is an 
eternal enemy of wisdom and discrimination (tama, mōha, lōbha, aham̐kārā. 
mada, krōdha, bōdha-ripu mārā)1 (4). 
 [1Refer also to verse no. 124, stanza no. 1 herein above.] 
 
Oh Lord (nāthā)! They are playing havoc with me, creating for me a lot of mischief 
and nuisance (ati karahiṁ upadrava), and thinking that I have no protector and 
patron over my head (jāni anāthā), they are literally crushing me, they are strangling 
me and suffocating me so much that I have lost whatever freedom, peace and 
happiness that I had (maradahiṁ mōhi) (5). 
 
I am alone while these culprits are numerous (maiṁ ēka, amita baṭapārā). No one 
pays any attention to my cries and appeals for help (kō'u sunai na mōra pukārā) 
(6). 
 
Oh Lord, even if I run away, it is not possible to get rid of them (bhāgēhu nahiṁ 
nātha ubārā), because they constantly pursue me wherever I go.  

Now, oh the Lord of the Raghu’s line of kings (“raghunāyaka”—i.e. Lord 
Ram)! Take care of me, protect me and save me (karahu sam̐bhārā) from these 
thugs, as well as the precarious and dismal situation in which I find myself (7). 
 
Tulsidas further says (kaha tulasidāsa), ‘Listen my Lord Sri Ram (sunu rāmā)! 
These thieves and scoundrels are robbing your own house and quietly smuggling 
every worthwhile thing out of it, thereby emptying it of all its goodness and virtuous 
qualities (“lūṭahiṁ tasakara tava dhāmā”—i.e. they are emptying my heart where 
you live of all its goodness and virtuous qualities, and this would one day put you to 
shame; so please become alert while still there is time for you, and chase these 
smugglers out of my heart) (8). 
 
I am greatly worried (cintā yaha mōhiṁ apārā) that you should not get a bad name 
(apajasa nahiṁ hō'i tumhārā) if you do not pay heed to my urgent appeal for action 
in this regard2.’  

[2Despite my being your ardent devotee, if these rascals steal the valuable 
jewels of my heart, i.e. the various virtues, good and noble qualities that my heart has, 
then it will be a matter of shame for you and would cast you in a bad light because I 
have declared that my heart is your own abode, and also because I have prayed to you 
to help me evict these rascals. Therefore, take care of your house and live up to your 
responsibilities and reputations. And I know it that you can certainly do it. ] (9). 
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Advice to the Mind 
 

¼126½ 
 
eu esjs]  ekufg  fl[k  esjhA tks fut Hkxfr pgS gfj dsjhAA1AA 
mj vkufg izHkq&d`r fgr tsrsA lsofga  rs  ts  viuikS  psrsAA2AA 
nq[k&lq[k v# vieku&cM+kbZA lc le ys[kfg fcifr fcgkbZAA3AA 
lquq lB dky&xzflr ;g nsghA tfu rsfg ykfx fcnw"kfg dsghAA4AA 
rqyflnkl fcuq vfl efr vk;sA feyfga u jke diV&ykS yk;sAA5AA 

 
 
                                                    (126) 
 
mana mērē, mānahi sikha mērī. jō nija bhagati cahai hari kērī. 1.  
ura ānahi prabhu-kṛta hita jētē. sēvahiṁ tē jē apanapau cētē. 2.  
dukha-sukha aru apamāna-baṛā'ī. saba sama lēkhahi bipati bihā'ī. 3.  
sunu saṭha kāla-grasita yaha dēhī. jani tēhi lāgi bidūṣahi kēhī. 4.  
tulasidāsa binu asi mati āyē. milahiṁ na rāma kapaṭa-lau lāyē. 5.  
 
Verse no. 126—Oh my Mana (“mana mērē”—i.e. the mind and heart complex)! If 
you wish to have devotion for the Lord God in your heart (inner-self) (jō nija 
bhagati cahai hari kērī), then listen and pay heed to my advice (mānahi sikha 
mērī) (1). 
 
Recall and remember all the favours that the Lord God has shown or bestowed upon 
you (since your conception in your mother's womb untill this day) (ura ānahi 
prabhu-kṛta hita jētē), and you must serve him diligently, earnestly, carefully and 
conscientiously after abandoning pride, vanity and arrogance (sēvahiṁ tē jē 
apanapau cētē) (2). 
 
Have equanimity and fortitude, and remain unruffled and unperturbed under all 
circumstances (saba sama lēkhahi). Treat praise and insult (honour and rebuke), 
joys and sorrows (favourable and unfavourable circumstances) alike with a mind that 
is calm, uniform and temperate (dukha-sukha aru apamāna-baṛā'ī). [To wit, do not 
get excited, emotional, passionate, agitated or angry due to any of these things.]  

It is only then that your toubles will be removed (bipati bihā'ī) (3). 
 
Listen to me you foolish and wicked fellow (sunu saṭha)! This body is already under 
the clutches of ‘Kaal’ (death, time, aging process) (kāla-grasita yaha dēhī). So don't 
blame anybody for its sufferings (jani tēhi lāgi bidūṣahi kēhī)1. 

[1To wit, little time is left for you to mend your ways, for this body is fast 
running out of its fuel and its lifespan that was assigned to it at the time of birth. You 
can’t expect this gross body to cooperate with you much as it is already agitated due 
to its own set of problems. For instance, its different organs of perception and action 
have their own set of agenda, and they force the gross external body to condescend to 
their numerous demands unwittingly. You occupy a superior status in this body as you 
can control the actions of all the external organs of the body as well as the inclinations 
of the heart that resides inside it. The latter may have excuses, but you can’t hide 
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behind this smokescreen. So wake up to your responsibilities, and do what it 
expedient for your as well as my good and welfare. 

Remember my dear Mind: You are like a charioteer for this symbolic chariot 
represented by the body. It is the responsibility of the charioteer to ensure that the 
chariot is driven properly and in the right direction so as to reach its destination 
inspite of any inherent problems it may have or it may encounter on the way. You, the 
Mind, is the seat of wisdom, intellect, discrimination and thinking, and the rest of the 
body obeys your directions. So you can’t absolve yourself of your responsibility.] (4). 
 
Tulsidas warns or advises the creature that without this wisdom and awareness 
(tulasidāsa binu asi mati āyē), Lord Sri Ram cannot be attained by mere deceitful 
and crooked pretensions of being a devotee, or a saint; or by pretending to sit in a 
trance like state of ‘Samadhi’ in order to fool the people and the Lord (milahiṁ na 
rāma kapaṭa-lau lāyē).  

[Verily, the Lord is attained only by pure and un-adulterated devotion, 
affection and love, and not by pretensions, deceit and cunning posturings.] (5). 
 
 
 

Lord Rāma’s Benevolence & Grace are the Only Solution 
 

¼127½ 
 
eSa tkuh] gfjin&jfr ukghaA liusgq¡ ufga fcjkx eu ekghaAA1AA 
ts  j?kqchj&pju  vuqjkxsA frUg lc Hkksx jksxle R;kxsAA2AA 
dke&Hkqtax Mlr tc tkghA fc"k;&uhac dVq  yxr u rkghAA3AA 
vleatl vl ân; fcpkjhA c<+r lksp fur  uwru  HkkjhAA4AA 
tc dc jke&d`ik nq[k tkbZA  rqyflnkl  ufga  vku  mikbZAA5AA 

 
 
                                                    (127) 
 
maiṁ jānī, haripada-rati nāhīṁ. sapanēhum̐ nahiṁ birāga mana māhīṁ. 1.  
jē raghubīra-carana anurāgē. tinha saba bhōga rōgasama tyāgē. 2.  
kāma-bhujaṅga ḍasata jaba jāhī. biṣaya-nīmba kaṭu lagata na tāhī. 3.  
asaman ̄jasa asa hṛdaya bicārī. baṛhata sōca nita nūtana bhārī. 4.  
jaba kaba rāma-kṛpā dukha jā'ī. tulasidāsa nahiṁ āna upā'ī. 5.  
 
Verse no. 127—[Tulsidas admonishes himself and says—] I have come to realise that 
I have no (true) love and devotion towards the holy feet of Lord Sri Hari (Ram) 
(maiṁ jānī, haripada-rati nāhīṁ) because my Mana (mind and heart) doesn’t have 
the feeling of renunciation and detachment towards this world even in my dreams 
(sapanēhum̐ nahiṁ birāga mana māhīṁ)1. 

[1To wit, having detachment towards the pleasures of this materialistic world 
and dispassion in the heart and the mind is the sure test that one has abiding devotion 
in the Lord's holy feet—for otherwise it is not possible. Now I feel that since I can’t 
claim to be dispassionate towards or detached from the world, I cannot claim to have 
true devotion and faith in the Lord’s holy feet! This fact is clearly and explicitly 
mentioned in the next stanza herein below. 
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Remember: Tulsidas uses this indirect method of accusing himself of 
countless shortcomings throughout this Book of “Vinai Patrika” only as a means to 
guide us about the various vices we must guard against and the many virtues that we 
must inculcate in ourselves if we wish for our own spiritual good. Tulsidas was 
undoubtedly a blessed soul himself, one who was chosen by the Supreme Lord to give 
his divine message to the rest of the world.  

As has been noted earlier also, Tulsidas chose to indict himself instead of 
pointing fingers at others to avoid controversies and inviting unnecessary wrath and 
ill-will from jealous peers who would accuse him of pretending to be a holy cow by 
finding faults with others. His main intention was to convey the Lord’s message to 
ordinary creatures who seemed lost in the maze of countless doctrines and 
philosophies with no one to show them the right, easy and correct path selflessly, a 
path that would give them spiritual happiness, peace and joy in the real sense.] (1). 
 
Those who have love and devotion in the holy feet of Lord Sri Ram (jē raghubīra-
carana anurāgē) are the ones who have abandoned all indulgences in the pleasures 
of the sense organs and objects of the material world as if they were a symbolic 
plague or any other infectious disease for the Spirit or the Soul (tinha saba bhōga 
rōgasama tyāgē). [To wit, those who love and have devotion for the Lord God avoid 
the gross world and its countless temptations like the plague.] (2). 
 
When any one is bitten by a Kaam-like poisonous serpent (kāma-bhujaṅga ḍasata 
jaba jāhī), the twig of the Neem tree (the margosa tree) representing pleasures and 
indulgences does not taste bitter to him when chewed (biṣaya-nīmba kaṭu lagata na 
tāhī)2. 

[2It is said that when a man is bitten by a poisonous snake, the Neem leaves do 
not taste bitter to him when chewed. Here, the passions and lust for the world, known 
as the Kaam, that are present in the heart of a creature are like the serpent, and the 
countless temptations arising from the sense objects of sensual pleasure and comfort 
in the external world are like the twigs of the Neem tree. A person who is free from 
Kaam would avoid the temptations of the world as they do not seem attractive to him, 
while a person who harbours Kaam seems not only be attracted to the same set of 
temptations but would also like to ‘chew’ them or enjoy them, remain engrossed and 
involved deeply in them, deriving immense pleasure and comfort by this indulgence, 
and not realising their horrifying consequences for his well-being.] (3).  
 
Thinking of all this, my heart is in a greatly perplexed and on the horns of a dilemma, 
knowing not what to do (asaman ̄jasa asa hṛdaya bicārī)? This has resulted in 
perplexities and great worries in my mind, which are increasing progressively day by 
day; I am indeed alarmed by this situation (baṛhata sōca nita nūtana bhārī) (4). 
 
[Addressing himself, Tulsidas says—] ‘Oh Tulsidas, there is no other way 
(tulasidāsa nahiṁ āna upā'ī). If ever there is a chance of this worry and torment 
leaving me, then it would only be made possible by the kindness, grace and 
benevolence of Lord Sri Ram (jaba kaba rāma-kṛpā dukha jā'ī).’ (5). 
 
 
 

Sins can be Destroyed by Lord's Mercy and Grace Only 
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¼128½ 

 
lqfe# lusg&lfgr lhrkifrA jkepju rft ufgau vkfu xfrAA1AA 
ti]  ri]  rhjFk] tksx] lek/khA dfyefr&fcdy] u dNq fu#ikèkhAA2AA 
djrgq¡ lqd`r u iki fljkghaA jdrcht ftfe  ck<+r  tkghaAA3AA 
gjfr ,d v?k&vlqj&tkfydkA rqyflnkl   izHkq&d`ik&dkfydkAA4AA 

 
 
                                                    (128) 
 
sumiru sanēha-sahita sītāpati. rāmacarana taji nahinna āni gati. 1.  
japa, tapa, tīratha, jōga, samādhī. kalimati-bikala, na kachu nirupādhī. 2.  
karatahum̐ sukṛta na pāpa sirāhīṁ. rakatabīja jimi bāṛhata jāhīṁ. 3.  
harati ēka agha-asura-jālikā. tulasidāsa prabhu-kṛpā-kālikā. 4.  
 
Verse no. 128—[Continuing from stanza no. 5 of the previous verse no. 127, Tulsidas 
says that the only way one can have redemption is to remember Lord Ram and have 
devotion for him from the core of his heart.] 
 
One should remember Lord Sri Ram, the beloved husband of Sita, with the greatest of 
sincerity, love, faith and devotion (sumiru sanēha-sahita sītāpati), because there is 
no other means by which one can obtain solace, succour and redemption for himself, 
there is no other place where one can find rest and peace for one’s self anywhere in 
this world and from any other source, except at the holy feet of Lord Ram 
(rāmacarana taji nahinna āni gati) (1).  
 
Of course it is true that there are many other ways to achieve one’s spiritual goals (i.e. 
there are many means of attaining spiritual liberation, deliverance, salvation and 
emancipation) such as chanting of the Lord's Mantras (known as doing Japa), Tapa 
(penances, austerities), Tirtha (going on a pilgrimage and visiting holy places), Yoga 
(meditation), and Samadhi (the trance like state obtained in the higher stages of 
meditation) etc. (japa, tapa, tīratha, jōga, samādhī).  

But in Kaliyug (the present era), the mind and the intellect of the creature are 
not stable as they are always so fickle, agitated, indecisive and corrupt (kalimati-
bikala), as a result of which all the ‘Sadhans’ (means, ways, paths, resources that are 
outlined above) fail to bear desired results as they are not without interference and are 
subjected to many obstacles or hurdles of one or the other kind that create mammoth 
problems in the path of success (na kachu nirupādhī)1. 

[1The scriptures have undoubtedly prescribed a number of paths that a spiritual 
seeker can follow—such as japa, tapa, tīratha, jōga, samādhī. But in the present 
time, all of them have become corrupted and diluted, all of them have become riddled 
with their own set of problems. So the creature finds it almost impossible to reach his 
spiritual destination by relying upon them; he falls on the way disenchanted and 
frustrated.  

Therefore, Tulsidas says, why not take the easiest and sure path—which is to 
have devotion and affection and faith in Lord Ram, and surrender at his holy feet, for 
then the Lord would extend his helping hand and take the devotee to his destination 
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by holding his fingers himself like a parent would do for a child who has decided to 
seek the parent’s guidance in his journey to the desired destination. 

Refer also to verse no. 129, stanza no. 3 herein below.] (2). 
 
Inspite of doing noble, righteous, scrupulous and meritorious deeds (karatahum̐ 
sukṛta), and possessing noble virtues and characters (sukṛta), the sins are not 
destroyed nowadays, but on the contrary they continue to increase (na pāpa 
sirāhīṁ).  

Like the blood-thirsty demon known as ‘Rakatabīja*’, these sins continue to 
arise and  increase steadily (rakatabīja jimi bāṛhata jāhīṁ). [This is because the 
mind is so unstable and corrupt that it sees no merit and goodness even in doing 
virtuous deeds, and finds merit and virtues in deeds that are abhorable and detestable. 
The result is that the creature gets all mixed up and does not know what and what not 
to do.] (3). 

[*The story of Rakatabīja is described at the end of this verse.]  
 
Tulsidas says that the formidable web of sins, evils and vices so typical of Kaliyug is 
like a huge army of ferocious demons that can only be destroyed (harati ēka agha-
asura-jālikā) by the intervention of the Goddess Kālikā representing the Lord Ram’s 
grace, kindness, benevolence and mercy, and by no other means whatsoever 
(tulasidāsa prabhu-kṛpā-kālikā)2.  

[2Goddess Kālikā is the goddess of death and destruction. She had killed the 
demon Rakta-Beej when all others failed. She represents the powerful and dynamic 
forces of Nature, known as the ‘Shakti’, which can overcome all demonic, evil, 
tormenting and tyrannical forces of creation. This ‘Shakti’ is the dynamic aspect of 
Brahm, the Supreme Being. In this verse, Tulsidas means that Lord Ram’s 
benevolence and grace are like this all-powerful and potent goddess who can trounce 
even the fierciest of evils and vices that torment the devotee. All the ferocious 
spiritual torementors of the world would leave the devotee alone if the latter is wise 
enough to seek shelter with Lord Ram.] (4). 

 
[Note—*Demon Rakatabīja: A cunning, trickster demon called Rakta Beej took a 
boon from Shiva that if a single drop of his blood fell on the ground, it would produce 
thousands of Rakta Beej demons like him. [Rakta = Blood; Beej = Seed. Literally it 
means that each drop of his blood acted as a seed or a nuclei to produce thousands of 
similar demons. Thus, all attempts to kill him were defeated.]  

Becoming fearless and feeling invincible at this incredible boon, he unleashed a 
reign of terror and horrors unparalleled in history. The Gods prayed to goddess 
Parvati who manifested as the black, blood drinking goddess ‘Mahakali’ (i.e. the great 
goddess of death) who was unique in having a very long blood thirsty, parched, 
sponge-like tongue. She fought a fierce battle with Rakta Beej; when blood poured or 
spurted from his wounds, she would elongate her tongue sufficiently long enough to 
swap it before it could touch the ground. By this ruse, she managed to kill him by 
overcoming the boon. This story appears in ‘Durga Sapt Sati’.] 

 
 

 
Lord Rāma’s Holy Name 
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¼129½ 
 
#fpj jluk rw jke jke jke D;ksa u jVrA 
lqfejr lq[k&lqd`r c<+r] v?k&veaxy ?kVrAA1AA 
fcuq Je dfy&dyq"k&tky dVq djky dVrA 
fnudjds  mn;  tSls  frfej&rkse  QVrAA2AA 
tksx] tkx] ti] fcjkx] ri] lqrhjFk&vVrA 
ck¡/kcsdks  Hko&x;an  jsuqdh  jtq  cVrAA3AA 
ifjgfj  lqj&efu  lquke]  xqatk  yf[k  yVrA 
ykyp  y?kq  rsjks  yf[k]  rqyfl  rksfga  gVrAA4AA 

 
 
                                                   (129) 
 
rucira rasanā tū rāma rāma rāma kyōṁ na raṭata. 
sumirata sukha-sukṛta baṛhata, agha-amaṅgala ghaṭata. 1.  
binu śrama kali-kaluṣa-jāla kaṭu karāla kaṭata. 
dinakarakē udaya jaisē timira-tōma phaṭata. 2.  
jōga, jāga, japa, birāga, tapa, sutīratha-aṭata. 
bām̐dhabēkō bhava-gayanda rēnukī raju baṭata. 3.  
parihari sura-mani sunāma, gun̄jā lakhi laṭata. 
lālaca laghu tērō lakhi, tulasi tōhiṁ haṭata. 4.  
 
Verse no. 129—Oh you sweet Tongue1 (rucira rasanā), why don't you chant ‘rāma 
rāma rāma’ repeatedly and incessantly (tū rāma rāma rāma kyōṁ na raṭata), the 
mere rememberence of which holy name or the mere utterance of this holy word 
exponentially increases happiness, joy, noble virtues and merits manifold times 
(sumirata sukha-sukṛta baṛhata), while at the same time the numerous sins, evils 
and inauspiciousness are decreased in the same proportion (agha-amaṅgala 
ghaṭata)2. 
 [1Refer also to verse no. 237 and 247 of this Book ‘Vinai Patrika’ where 
Tulsidas has given a similar advice to the Tongue. 

2Refer verse no. 130 herein below.] (1). 
 
By remembering Lord Sri Ram's holy name, the terrible and fierce web of Kaliyug-
induced sins and vices are removed without making much of an effort (or by the least 
effort) (binu śrama kali-kaluṣa-jāla kaṭu karāla kaṭata) even as darkness is torn 
apart (i.e. shattered, removed) on the appearance of the sun (dinakarakē udaya jaisē 
timira-tōma phaṭata)3. 
 [23ust as the darkness of the night disappears automatically when the sun 
appears in the sky so do all the spiritual tormentors disappear as soon as Lord Ram’s 
holy name is remembered and invoked.] (2). 
 
Abandoning Lord Sri Ram's holy name and relying on Jōga (Yoga; meditation and 
concentration), Jāga (Yagya; fire and other religious sacrifices), Japa (chanting of 
the Lord's various Mantras), Birāga (Vairagya; renunciation), Tapa (austerities, 
penances), and Sutīratha (pilgrimage) to attain freedom from one’s spiritual 
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sufferings is akin to trying to tame a wild elephant by using a rope made from 
particles of sand (bām̐dhabēkō bhava-gayanda rēnukī raju baṭata)4. 

[4To wit, just as it is impossible to tie an elephant with a rope made of sand 
particles, so it is also impossible to find spiritual peace and deliverance from the 
world by employing any one or all of the methods outlined here, without relying 
solely on the potent powers of Lord Sri Ram's holy name. For in all sooth, Lord 
Ram’s holy name is the only panacea that can give all the benefits one expects from 
all these listed exercises, but without having to undergo their hardships and 
uncertainties.] (3). 
 
Leaving aside the beautiful and priceless gem called “sura-mani”, also known as the 
‘Chintamani’5 (a gem belonging to the Gods which is said to remove all sorts of 
worries) that is symbolised by the sweet and holy name of the Lord (parihari sura-
mani sunāma), you look covetously and greedily elsewhere, tempted by the charms 
of the seeds of the worthless ‘gun̄jā’ (seeds of a shrub called abrus presotorius) which 
represent the pleasures of the sensual objects of the world (gun̄jā lakhi laṭata).  

I, Tulsidas, have decided to sternly warn and admonish you (tulasi tōhiṁ 
haṭata) when I observe your foolishness and your meanness in the way you are 
tempted by such worthless things as the attractions of the gross perishable world and 
waste your time in thinking and talking about them at the cost of the priceless jewel 
symbolised by Lord Ram’s holy name which you seem to have abandoned (lālaca 
laghu tērō lakhi) (4).  

[5Chintamani: Refer also to verse nos. 105, 116, 235.] 
 

 
 

Lord Rāma’s Holy Name 
 

¼130½ 
 
jke jke] jke jke] jke jke] tirA 
eaxy&eqn  mfnr  gksr]  dfy&ey&Ny  NirAA1AA 
dgq  ds  ygs  Qy  jlky]  ccqj  cht  cirA 
gkjfg  tfu  tue  tk;  xky  xwy  xirAA2AA 
dky]  dje]  xqu]  lqHkkm  lcds  lhl  rirA 
jke&uke&efgek  dh  pjpk  pys  pirAA3AA 
lk/ku  fcuq  flf)  ldy  fcdy  yksx  yirA 
dfytqx  cj  cfut  fciqy  uke&uxj  [kirAA4AA 
uke  lksa  izrhfr&izhfr  ân;  lqfFkj  FkirA 
ikou  fd;s  jkou&fjiq  rqyflgq&ls  virAA5AA 

 
 
                                                    (130) 
 
rāma rāma, rāma rāma, rāma rāma, japata. 
maṅgala-muda udita hōta, kali-mala-chala chapata. 1.  
kahu kē lahē phala rasāla, babura bīja bapata. 
hārahi jani janama jāya gāla gūla gapata. 2.  
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kāla, karama, guna, subhā'u sabakē sīsa tapata. 
rāma-nāma-mahimā kī caracā calē capata. 3.  
sādhana binu sid'dhi sakala bikala lōga lapata. 
kalijuga bara banija bipula nāma-nagara khapata. 4.  
nāma sōṁ pratīti-prīti hṛdaya suthira thapata. 
pāvana kiyē rāvana-ripu tulasihu-sē apata. 5.  
 
Verse no. 130—[Continuing his advice to the Tongue, Tulsidas says—] By constantly 
remembering and repeating (or chanting—“japata”) Lord Sri Ram's holy name 
“rāma rāma, rāma rāma, rāma rāma”, all sorts of goodnesses, auspiciousness, 
welfare, happiness and joy arise and become ascendant (maṅgala-muda udita hōta), 
while sins, evils, deceit, crookedness and other faults and defects of Kaliyug go into 
hiding or become obscure (kali-mala-chala chapata)1 (1). 
 [1Refer also to verse no. 129.] 
 
Has anyone ever got the Mango fruit by sowing seeds of the Babul tree (the acacia 
plant) (kahu kē lahē phala rasāla, babura bīja bapata)?  

Hence, don't waste your rare-to-obtain human birth by futile chatter, heresy, 
tattle, gossip and boastful talk (hārahi jani janama jāya gāla gūla gapata). 
[Because such activites only go to waste your precious time and breath, and give no 
positive results that could do good to you. Therefore, you will be well advised if you 
abandon all this, and instead use your tongue and time and breath in invoking the 
Lord’s grace and remembering his holy name as this exercise would certainly provide 
you with auspiciousness and all round welfare.] (2). 
  
The negative effects (i.e. the many sort of agitations, problems, torments, sufferings 
etc.) associated with ‘Kaal’ (death; time; circumstances), ‘Karma’ (deeds), ‘Guna’ 
(qualities, character traits) and ‘Swabhaava’ (temperament, natural inclinations, habit, 
inherent tendencies) are constantly tormenting all the creatures as if it were some 
fever burning in the head (kāla, karama, guna, subhā'u sabakē sīsa tapata). [To 
wit, everyone is suffering due to their evil effects just like one suffers when he has 
high fever.] 

In this situation, Lord Ram’s holy name and stories of his glories act like a 
soothing balm, for as soon as they are invoked the various agitations and restlessness 
subside, and the creature finds rest and peace (rāma-nāma-mahimā kī caracā calē 
capata)2.  

[2When a person is suffering from high fever and has a severe headache, a 
cool pad or a block of ice is applied on his forehead to bring down the fever and give 
relief from the headache. This is in addition to the medicines given to him. Likewise, 
when a creature is suffering from so much horrors created by Kaliyug, and is not 
finding any relief inspite of practicing so many methods prescribed by the scriptures, 
the easiest and the best way for him is to repeat the holy name of Lord Ram as it 
would instantly give him peace and rest. 

Therefore, it is wise and recommended that one should repeat Lord Ram’s 
holy name and remember the Lord’s glories in order to neutralise the spiritual 
torments from which the creature suffers. Just like a person takes a medicine as well 
as applies a cold pad on his forehead to get quick refief from the sufferings caused by 
high fever, a creature would find peace and bliss when he remembers Lord Ram and 
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his holy name in addition to following other methods prescribed by the scriptures.] 
(3). 
 
The people are eager to obtain all ‘Siddhis’ (achievements, successes, special powers, 
endowments) without having any proper means or wherewithal to do so—how is this 
possible (sādhana binu sid'dhi sakala bikala lōga lapata)?  

The hoard of bad merchandise accumulated by Kaliyug are all consumed in 
the city of Lord Sri Ram's name (kalijuga bara banija bipula nāma-nagara 
khapata).   

[To wit, the treasure of sins hoarded by Kaliyug are like a trader’s stock of bad 
merchandise that he wishes to sell off at the earliest because they would go down in 
price the longer they are left to rot in his godown. Lord Ram’s holy name is like the 
city where all such things are consumed at the earliest by the potential powers and 
effects of Lord Sri Ram's holy name.] (4). 
 
The heart becomes fully satisfied, blissful and stable by having faith, belief, devotion, 
reverence and love for Lord Sri Ram's holy name (nāma sōṁ pratīti-prīti hṛdaya 
suthira thapata).  

Verily indeed and in all sooth, Lord Sri Ram's holy name is so powerful and 
purifying that it gave peace and deliverance to even a ferocious enemy of the world, 
the cruel, sinful and vile demon named Ravana, the demon king of Lanka (pāvana 
kiyē rāvana-ripu), as well as to the most humble, poor, fallen and lowly person such 
as Tulsidas (tulasihu-sē apata)2. 

[2The main idea here is that Lord Ram’s holy name benefits all the creatures 
irrespective of who they are. Even the most sinful, vile and fallen can get the same 
spiritual reward by invoking Lord Ram’s holy name as is granted to those who are 
better and more righteous. It is like the case of a medicine taken for fever: the correct 
medicine would cure the disease irrespective of who takes it, of what gender, age, 
temperament, social standing etc. he or she is, and on whose given this advice.  

Ravana was a very wicked and cruel demon. But even he got liberation and 
deliverance for himself by remembering Lord Ram constantly, albeit he did so out of 
fear for his life and treating Lord Ram as his arch enemy.  

Another example is of Tulsidas—for he says that he is among the most 
humble and ordinary people in the world, but by the grace of Lord Ram and the 
Lord’s holy name he too has found his peace and happiness.] (5). 

 
 
 
                         Lord Rāma’s Holy Name and Lotus-Feet 

 
¼131½ 

 
ikou izse jke&pju&dey tue ykgq ijeA 
jkeuke  ysr  gksr]  lqyHk  ldy  /kjeAA1AA 
tksx] e[k] fccsd] fcjfr] csn&fcfnr djeA 
dfjcs  dg¡  dVq  dBksj]  lqur  e/kqj]  ujeAA2AA 
rqyfl  lqfu]  tkfu&cwf>]  Hkwyfg  tfu  HkjeA 
rsfg  izHkqdks  gksfg]  tkfg  lc  gh  dh  ljeAA3AA 
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                                                    (131) 
 
pāvana prēma rāma-carana-kamala janama lāhu parama. 
rāmanāma lēta hōta, sulabha sakala dharama. 1.  
jōga, makha, bibēka, birati, bēda-bidita karama. 
karibē kaham ̐ kaṭu kaṭhōra, sunata madhura, narama. 2.  
tulasi suni, jāni-būjhi, bhūlahi jani bharama. 
tēhi prabhukō hōhi, jāhi saba hī kī sarama. 3.  
 
Verse no. 131—The supreme or the best fruit and the spiritual reward that can be 
obtained for being born as a human being in this life is to have selfless, sincere, 
naturally pure and deceitless love, affection and devotion in the lotus-like holy feet of 
Lord Sri Ram (pāvana prēma rāma-carana-kamala janama lāhu parama).  

Similarly, all the fruits obtainable by adhering to ‘Dharma’ (i.e. leading a 
taintless life of scrupulousness in accordance with the principles of righteousness, 
auspiciousness, probity, propriety, ethics, morality, noble thought and conduct) are 
accessible instantly by uttering Lord Sri Ram's holy name (rāmanāma lēta hōta, 
sulabha sakala dharama) (1). 
 
The Vedas (the primary and ancient scriptures) have prescribed many paths such as 
meditation, rituals, elaborate sacrifices, wisdom, acquisition of knowledge 
discrimination and renunciation etc. (jōga, makha, bibēka, birati, bēda-bidita 
karama) which are all pleasant to hear about and potentially beneficial as well 
(sunata madhura, narama), but the problem is that they are most difficult to 
practice and are also ridden with or interrupted by many hurdles and obstacles that 
make their implementation hazardous and almost impossible (karibē kaham̐ kaṭu 
kaṭhōra)1.  

[1To wit, it is easy to talk about and preach of the many spiritual paths, 
philosophies and doctrines detailed in the Vedas and other scriptures, but to put them 
into practice is like a nightmare and well nigh impossible. So, the solution, and the 
easiest one at that, is to have devotion for Lord Ram and the Lord’s holy feet, as well 
to remember the Lord and invoke his holy name. 

Refer verse no. 128, stanza no. 2 in this context.] (2). 
 
Therefore, oh Tulsidas, don't be lost in the maze created by this illusion (regarding the 
attainment of your spiritual goal by trying to follow or hopping between the countless 
options mentioned herein above that are like the shimmering mirage in the desert) 
because they would cause distraction for you and divert you from your true goal in 
life (tulasi suni, jāni-būjhi, bhūlahi jani bharama). 

Be wise and become an ardent devotee of the Lord who cares for all (tēhi 
prabhukō hōhi, jāhi saba hī kī sarama)2.  

[2To wit, do not be misled that these paths prescribed by the Vedas will give 
you salvation or liberate you from the vicious cycle of birth and death—you'll land in 
a quagmire of doing formal rituals and countless exercises that will lead you nowhere. 
Hence, you will be best advised to adopt the easy, simple, infallible and time-tested 
path of chanting Lord Sri Ram's holy name, and having devotion and love for the 
Lord.]  (3). 
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Advice to the creature 
 

¼132½ 
 
jke&ls izhredh izhfr&jfgr tho tk; ft;rA 
tsfg lq[k lq[k ekfu ysr] lq[k lks leq> fd;rAA1AA 
tg¡&tg¡ tsfg tksfu tue efg] irky] fc;rA 
rg¡&rg¡ rw fc"k;&lq[kfga] pgr ygr fu;rAA2AA 
dr fceksg yVÓks] QV~;ks xxu exu fl;rA 
rqyfl izHkq&lqtl xkb] D;ksa u lq/kk fi;rAA3AA 

 
 
                                                    (132) 
 
rāma-sē prītamakī prīti-rahita jīva jāya jiyata. 
jēhi sukha sukha māni lēta, sukha sō samujha kiyata. 1.  
jaham̐-jaham̐ jēhi jōni janama mahi, patāla, biyata. 
taham̐-taham ̐ tū biṣaya-sukhahiṁ, cahata lahata niyata. 2.  
kata bimōha laṭyō, phaṭyō gagana magana siyata. 
tulasi prabhu-sujasa gā'i, kyōṁ na sudhā piyata. 3.  
 
Verse no. 132—By not having love, affection and devotion for an affectionate, loving, 
caring, dearest and most adorable Lord such as Sri Ram (rāma-sē prītamakī prīti-
rahita), this creature lives a futile life (jīva jāya jiyata).   

Ah! The sense or feeling of comfort, joy and happiness that you seem to 
derive from the things in this gross material world for which you are so enchanted 
(jēhi sukha sukha māni lēta)—just think how much worth and how lasting is that 
comfort, joy and happiness (sukha sō samujha kiyata)?1. 

[1This world is mortal and perishable, and so is the life of the creature in it. 
Neither lives forever. So, what is the use of pursuing a thing that is sure to come to an 
end one day. Besides this, the comfort, joy and happiness that seems to come from 
this world also brings along with them a train of problems, troubles and sorrows. In 
the ultimate the creature lands in more miseries than he would had he not allowed 
himself to be tempted by the false charms of the world and its sensual objects. The 
world is like a slippery marsh, a quagmire or quicksand—you try to take one foot out 
and the other sinks deeper in it. Why not then opt for something that holds fast, that 
gives lasting peace and comfort for the soul; something that not only makes life easy 
and peaceful while a creature is alive and also pave for his deliverance and salvation 
when his time is up in the gross world?] (1). 
 
In whichever womb you took birth (by the virtue of the deeds done by you in your 
previous life, by the many unfulfilled desires and unrequited longings you had, and 
other factors that determine your destiny) (jaham̐-jaham̐ jēhi jōni janama)—
whether in the subterranean world as an underground or an aquatic creature, in the 
terrestrial world as a reptile, a legged animal or a human being, and the aerial world 
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such as being born as a bird or insect (mahi, patāla, biyata)—you had the chance to 
receive and enjoy as much as you could all the pleasures, comforts and joys of the 
sense objects (taham̐-taham̐ tū biṣaya-sukhahiṁ) that you had desired for in each 
of these numerous births according to your subtle inclinations, hidden desires and 
secret wishes (cahata lahata niyata). [But say, you were not contented and satisfied 
anywhere by anything.] (2). 
 
Say, why are you so stupidly engrossed and keeping yourself occupied in trying to 
stitch a torn sky under the influence of delusions (kata bimōha laṭyō, phaṭyō 
gagana magana siyata)?  

[That is to say, even as it is ridiculous and madness to imagine that one can 
sew the sky as it is impossible to do so, likewise it is also impossible to have 
happiness and peace by indulgences in the gratification of the sense organs of one’s 
body, as well as in the pursuance of the sense objects of this gross material world in 
the hope that pleasures and joys can be derived from them.]  

Therefore, oh Tulsidas, if you are really eager to have supreme bliss, peace, 
happiness and joy, then why don't you drink the nectar that would provide them to 
you (tulasi -- kyōṁ na sudhā piyata) by way of singing and narrating the divine 
stories of Lord Sri Ram that contain the magnificent glories, the excellent virtues, the 
beautiful characters and the numerous fine deeds and fascinating episodes related to 
the Lord (because by doing so you can derive eternal peace and bliss for yourself and 
also become a living example for others to follow who seek this spiritual nectar 
(prabhu-sujasa gā'i) (3). 

 
 

 
Lord Rāma’s Holy Feet 

 
¼133½ 

 
rkslks gkSa fQfj fQfj fgr] fiz; iquhr lR; cpu dgrA 
lqfu eu] xqfu] leqf>] D;ksa u lqxe lqHkx xgrAA1AA 
NksVks  cM+ks]  [kksVks  [kjks]  tx  tks  tg¡  jgrA 
viuks  vius  dks  Hkyks  dggq]  dks  u  pgrAA2AA 
fcf/k  yfx  y?kq  dhV  vof/k  lq[k  lq[kh]  nq[k  ngrA 
ilq  ykSa  ilqiky  bZl  ck¡/kr   Nksjr  ugrAA3AA 
fc"k;  eqn  fugkj  Hkkj  flj  dk¡/ks  T;ksa  cgrA 
;ksagh  ft;  tkfu]  ekfu  lB!  rw  lk¡lfr  lgrAA4AA 
ik;ks   dsfg   ?k`r   fcpk#]   gfju&ckfj   egrA 
rqylh   rdq   rkfg   lju]   tkrs   lc   ygrAA5AA 

 
                                                    (133) 
 
tōsō hauṁ phiri phiri hita, priya punīta satya bacana kahata. 
suni mana, guni, samujhi, kyōṁ na sugama subhaga gahata. 1.  
chōṭō baṛō, khōṭō kharō, jaga jō jaham̐ rahata. 
apanō apanē kō bhalō kahahu, kō na cahata. 2.  
bidhi lagi laghu kīṭa avadhi sukha sukhī, dukha dahata. 
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pasu lauṁ pasupāla īsa bām̐dhata chōrata nahata. 3.  
biṣaya muda nihāra bhāra sira kām̐dhē jyōṁ bahata. 
yōnhī jiya jāni, māni saṭha! tū sām̐sati sahata. 4.  
pāyō kēhi ghṛta bicāru, harina-bāri mahata. 
tulasī taku tāhi sarana, jātē saba lahata. 5.  
 
Verse no. 133—Oh you Creature! I repeatedly tell you what is for you general welfare 
and good (tōsō hauṁ phiri phiri hita); I speak words that are true, sweet and pure, 
and without any malafide, deceitful or crooked intentions of any kind (priya punīta 
satya bacana kahata).  

Inspite of hearing them, inspite of being able to understand, think and discuss 
over them so as to determine their truthfulness, merit and effectiveness in general as 
well as their long-term benefits for you (suni mana, guni, samujhi), it is such an 
irony that you still prefer to neglect my advice, turn a deaf ear to them, and opt not to 
practice them in your life. It’s a wonder why you do not adopt (or follow) an easy and 
hassle-free path that I prescribe for you (kyōṁ na sugama subhaga gahata)?  

[And what is that path? Well, it is as simple as taking refuge in the holy feet of 
Lord Sri Ram, for then all your spiritual problems and miseries associated with 
existence in this gross mortal world would be taken care of. The Lord would surely 
take care of your welfare and good, your peace and happiness, but you are so stupid as 
to refuse to follow my sane advice, for perhaps you think I have some sort of vested 
interest in it!] (1). 
 
The big and the small, the wicked, the crooked and the fallen as well as the pious, the 
righteous and the holy (chōṭō baṛō, khōṭō kharō, jaga jō jaham̐ rahata)—tell me 
which living being in this world, no matter where or in what condition he lives, would 
not like to see good being done to him, would not like to have welfare for himself, or 
secure a favourable future for himself? Say, who does not want to have his own 
welfare and well-being? (apanō apanē kō bhalō kahahu, kō na cahata) (2). 
 
Right from Brahma (the cosmic Creator) to the tiniest of creatures (e.g. the one-celled 
amoeba)—all feel happy and joyous during favourable circumstances in life, and get 
agitated and sorrowful when faced with adversities and discomfort (bidhi lagi laghu 
kīṭa avadhi sukha sukhī, dukha dahata). 

Like a herdsman, the Parmatma (the Supreme Being) keeps all living beings 
under his care and control. The Parmatam ties the creature (with the rope of ignorance 
and delusions), unties him (with wisdom, intellect, descrimination, enlightenment 
etc.), and puts him to work according to their abilities and needs of the day just like 
the herdsman ties his herd of domesticated cattle in the shed, feeds them, gives them 
rest, puts them to work in his field or takes them to graze, and in general takes care of 
his flock (pasu lauṁ pasupāla īsa bām̐dhata chōrata nahata)1. 

[1The ‘rope’ that ties a creature to this world is ‘ignorance and delusion’. 
‘Freedom’ from this bondage is obtained by acquisition of ‘wisdom, knowledge and 
enlightenment’ that comes with application of intelligence and discrimination. The 
various ‘deeds’ (known as Karma) that a creature does is like the cattle being yoked to 
the plough or the cart by the herdsman to plough his field or carry his goods; this is 
the ‘work’ that the creature does.  

Now, if the animal does its assigned work properly and in accordance to the 
wishes of the herdsman, the latter rewards the former by giving him good food and 
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rest and in general takes better care of the animal, but if the latter is lazy, careless and 
does not work properly, the herdsman uses the stick and neglects about its food and 
comfort. Likewise, if the creature acts with wisdom and leads a righteous life, the 
Lord takes special care of his well-being and happiness, but if the creature is wild and 
acts rashly then the Lord punishes him according to the Law of Karma which states 
that one is rewarded or punished according to his own deeds.] (3). 
 
Have a look at the pleasures derived from the sense objcets of this material world 
(biṣaya muda nihāra)—they are like transferring the burden of the head on one's 
shoulders (i.e. the body will have to suffer from the weight of this load 
notwithstanding that it was shifted from the head to the shoulder) (bhāra sira 
kām̐dhē jyōṁ bahata).  

Oh you stupid fellow (saṭha)! Be convinced in your heart and pay heed to my 
advice that the way you are engrossed in pursuing the pleasures of this gross mundane 
world of sense objects is similar to the example cited herein above (yōnhī jiya jāni, 
māni). Why are you allowing yourself to suffer these torments and tribulations out of 
your misplaced sense of wisdom (tū sām̐sati sahata)?2. 

[2To wit, you allow yourself to be attracted to and get engaged with the 
numerous pleasures that you derive from the sense objects in this world with a hope 
that it would help to provide you with some sort of comfort and relief from the 
countless problems and miseries arising from the grind of daily life in this gross 
world. But in your ignorance you forget that this is only a diversionary tactic of your 
ill-advised mind because the charms of the world pull you into a vortex of 
attachments and longings that go on increasing day by day, and instead of alleviating 
your problems they add more fuel to the already burning fire, for your mind would be 
swaying ever more wildly and lose whatever little peace it would otherwise have had. 

Remember: The relief that you seem to get by enjoying the pleasures obtained 
from the material things of this gross world is a temperory phenomenon, for sooner or 
later you would have to face the same old pain and misery from which you had been 
sufferings from all the while. It is like ‘shifting the burden of the head to the shoulder’ 
because your true self, your soul, still continues to suffer from the many horrors 
associated with the cycle of birth and death and its related miseries and sorrows.  

To cite an example, a man takes a pain-killer tablet to overcome some severe 
pain from which he is suffering due to some serious underlying disease. But the relief 
from pain is only transient because as soon as the effect of the pain-killer wears off, 
the pain returns with a vengeance. The only right solution in this case is to treat the 
disease itself.] (4). 
 
My dear, just have a thought—who has ever got Ghee (or clarified butter) by churning 
the water of a mirage (pāyō kēhi ghṛta bicāru, harina-bāri mahata)? [Butter is got 
by churning milk, and not water. To expect to get butter by churning water is madness 
in the first place, and then it is the height of absurdity and nonsense to expect to have 
butter from a non-existent source such as water in a desert mirage! That is to say, one 
cannot expect to have true happiness by indulging in the pleasures of this illusionary 
world.] 

[Addressing himself, Tulsidas says—] Oh Tulsidas! You should go to the holy 
feet of Lord Sri Ram (to seek shelter and refuge there) (tulasī taku tāhi sarana) from 
where everything that you wish to have for your good and happiness are easily 
attainable and readily available (jātē saba lahata) (5). 
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                             Lord Rāma’s Benevolent Nature  
 

¼134½ 
 
rkrs  gkSa  ckj  ckj  nso!  }kj  ifj  iqdkj  djrA 
vkjfr]   ufr]   nhurk   dgsa   izHkq   ladV   gjrAA1AA 
yksdiky    lksd&fcdy    jkou&Mj    MjrA 
dk   lqfu   ldqps   d`ikyq   uj&ljhj  /kjrAA2AA 
dkSfld]  eqfu&rh;]  tud  lksp&vuy  tjrA 
lk/ku  dsfg  lhry  Hk;s]  lks  u  leqf>  ijrAA3AA 
dsoV]  [kx]  lcfj  lgt  pjudey  u  jrA 
lueq[k  rksfga  gksr  ukFk!  dqr#  lqQ#  QjrAA4AA 
ca/kq&cSj   dfi&fcHkh"ku   xq#   xykfu   xjrA 
lsok   dsfg   jhf>   jke]   fd;s   lfjl   HkjrAA5AA 
lsod    Hk;ks    iouiwr    lkfgc    vuqgjrA 
rkdks  fy;s  uke  jke  lc  dks  lq<j  <jrAA6AA 
tkus  fcuq  jke&jhfr  ifp  ifp  tx  ejrA 
ifjgfj   Ny   lju   x;s   rqyflgq&ls   rjrAA7AA 

 
 
                                                     (134) 
 
tātē hauṁ bāra bāra dēva! dvāra pari pukāra karata. 
ārati, nati, dīnatā kahēṁ prabhu saṅkaṭa harata. 1.  
lōkapāla sōka-bikala rāvana-ḍara ḍarata. 
kā suni sakucē kṛpālu nara-sarīra dharata. 2.  
kausika, muni-tīya, janaka sōca-anala jarata. 
sādhana kēhi sītala bhayē, sō na samujhi parata. 3.  
kēvaṭa, khaga, sabari sahaja caranakamala na rata. 
sanamukha tōhiṁ hōta nātha! kutaru supharu pharata. 4.  
bandhu-baira kapi-bibhīṣana guru galāni garata. 
sēvā kēhi rījhi rāma, kiyē sarisa bharata. 5.  
sēvaka bhayō pavanapūta sāhiba anuharata. 
tākō liyē nāma rāma saba kō suḍhara ḍharata. 6.  
jānē binu rāma-rīti paci paci jaga marata. 
parihari chala sarana gayē tulasihu-sē tarata. 7.  
 
Verse no. 134—Oh Lord (dēva)! I am lying at your doorstep (i.e. I have come to 
surrender before you and seek your shelter—“dvāra pari”) and earnestly plead before 
you repeatedly (hauṁ bāra bāra pukāra karata) because (tātē) I have firm faith 
and conviction that you instantly remove all the miseries, grief, troubles and 
tribulations of your devotees (prabhu saṅkaṭa harata) when you hear about their 
sorrows, their pitiable condition and their distressful cries for help and protection 
(ārati, nati, dīnatā kahēṁ) (1). 
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[Now, I will cite some instances to support my views and tell you why I am so 
convinced of this glorious virtue of yours.] When Indra (the king of Gods), Kuber (the 
treasurer of Gods) and other custodians of the world became agitated, terrified and 
full of sorrow and distress out of the demon king Ravana's fear (lōkapāla sōka-bikala 
rāvana-ḍara ḍarata), then oh merciful Lord, what special thing it was which you 
had heard of that made you decide to adopt a human body (and manifest yourself in 
the form of Lord Sri Ram) (kā suni sakucē kṛpālu nara-sarīra dharata)1?  

[1This incident is described in detail in Tulsidas’ epic book “Ram Charit 
Manas” in its Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 181—to 
Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 187. 

To wit, the Gods had also simply gone to you and pleaded about their 
miserable condition before you. They had not specifically asked you to become a 
human being and come down to earth to eliminate the cruel demons led by their king 
Ravana. But you did so out of your own free will as you thought that it was your duty 
and responsibility to give protection to these Gods who have come to seek your 
shelter against the tyranny unleashed by the demons, inspite of your knowing well 
that it would entail a lot of hardships for you personally. Likewise, I too am 
requesting you to give me your protection against all the miseries I am facing in this 
world, and help me attain peace and happiness of my soul. I am sure and fully 
convinced that you will do whatever is necessary for my good and welfare. ] (2). 
  
I fail to understand how and using what means (sō na samujhi parata) sage 
Vishwamitra (kausika), Ahilya (muni-tīya) and Janak2, who were being burnt in the 
fire of worries (janaka sōca-anala jarata), were calmed and comforted (i.e. relieved 
from there perpetual sorrows) (sādhana kēhi sītala bhayē)?  
 [2Sage Vishwamitra had been suffering at the hands of the demons who used 
to defile his fire sacrifice. So he had gone to Ayodhya and brought Lord Ram and his 
younger brother Laxman who had protected the sage’s fire sacrifice by killing all the 
attacking demons. This story is narrated in the book “Ram Charit Manas” in its Baal 
Kand, from Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 206—to Chaupai line no. 6 that 
precedes Doha no. 210. 
 Ahilya was the wife of sage Gautam. She had been turned into a rock due to 
some curse. Lord Ram had given her liberation from this curse even without her 
asking for it by touching the rock with his divine feet. This story is narrated in the 
book “Ram Charit Manas”, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 11 that precedes Doha 
no. 210—to Doha no. 211. 
 King Janak had organised a bow-breaking ceremony to marry his daughter 
Sita with the warrior who would be successful in breaking the designated bow. All the 
great and mighty kings and princes of the time had come, but no one was able to as 
much as move the bow a fraction of an inch, what to lift and break it. Janak was 
extremely distressed and sorrowful. At this juncture, Lord Ram had broken the bow 
on the instructions of sage Vishwamitra and thereby remove all sorrows of Janak 
though the latter had not expressly asked the Lord to do so and help him overcome his 
miserable condition. Refer also to verse no. 138, stanza no. 2 of this book Vinai 
Patrika.  This story is narrated in “Ram Charit Manas”, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line 
no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 249—to Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 263.] 
(3). 
 
Guha Nishad (the chief of the boatman community—“kēvaṭa”), the bird (vulture 
Jatau, the crow Kagbhusund—“khaga”), Sabari (the tribal woman) etc. were not 
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naturally inclined to have devotion towards your holy feet (sahaja caranakamala na 
rata).  

But, oh Lord, as soon as they had come in front of you, these lowly and sinful 
creatures immediately became blessed ones like trees that are fortunate to be laden 
with sweet and succulent fruits (sanamukha tōhiṁ hōta nātha! kutaru supharu 
pharata)3.  

[3That is to say, as soon as Guha, Jatau and Sabari came in contact with you, 
not only all their past sins were neutralised and forgiven but they also became 
extremely fortunate and blessed ones. Normally they wouldn’t have had any chance 
of ever getting liberation from the burden of their lowly birth which they had got as a 
consequence of their past sins and evil lives, but it so happened that when they came 
in contact with you all their past and present sins and misdemeanours were forgiven, 
and they became eligible for attaining liberation and deliverance that is available to 
great sages and hermits who obtain this privilege after doing a lot many religious 
practices and observing the strictest of vows. 

Guha Nishad was a boatman who took Lord Ram, his wife Sita and brother 
Laxman across the river Ganges at the time the Lord was on his way to the forest. 
Guha had not done any religious activity through his life, and he led an ordinary life 
of a boatman who fed his family by taking people across the river in a routine manner. 
But the Lord felt so obliged of him that he blessed him with the fruit of having 
devotion for the Lord God, and also promised Guha a lifetime of friendship as long as 
he lived and salvation for his soul after death. This story is narrated in “Ram Charit 
Manas”, Ayodhya Kand, from Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 100—to 
Doha no. 102; and Uttar Kand, Chaupai line nos. 1-6 that precede Doha no. 20. 

Jatau was a vulture by birth, but he befriended Lord Ram when the Lord was 
passing through a dense forest. Later on, Jatau had laid down his life in an attempt to 
protect Sita from her abductor Ravana, the demon king of Lanka, while the latter was 
taking her away. Lord Ram felt so overwhelmed with this gesture and devotion of 
Jatau that he not only gave him liberation and deliverance from his lowly body of a 
vulture but did his last rites himself as if Jatau was the Lord’s own father. This story is 
narrated in “Ram Charit Manas”, Aranya Kand, Doha no. 13; and Chaupai line no. 7 
that precedes Doha no. 29—to Doha no. 32. 

Sabari was an old, illiterate and low-caste tribal woman. She had been cast out 
by the society and had spent her life in the forest with the hope of meeting her 
beloved Lord Ram before her death. The Lord obliged her by visiting her at her 
hermitage. He preached her the nine-fold path of devotion and then blessed her with 
liberation from her mortal coil and deliverance of her soil. This story is narrated in 
“Ram Charit Manas”, Aranya Kand, from Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 
34—to Doha no. 36. 

All these three sinful and evil creatures were freed of their sins, faults, evils 
and all worldly bondages on contact with Lord Ram and were bestowed with bliss, 
emancipation and salvation which are tentamount to the sweet fruits that a tree bears.] 
(4). 

  
Sugriv and Vibhishan were being subjected to immense mental agony and suffered a 
lot due to the hostile attitude and animosity that they had developed against their own 
elder brothers (bandhu-baira kapi-bibhīṣana guru galāni garata)4.   

But oh gracious Lord, you had been kind to accept them as if they were your 
own brothers, and treated them at par with Bharat who was your younger brother and 
whom you loved very much (kiyē sarisa bharata). Say, tell me Lord Ram, what was 
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so special with these two gentlemen, or what special service or deed had they done 
that made them so dear to you that you treated them with the same affection as you 
had for your dear brother Bharat (sēvā kēhi rījhi rāma -- kiyē sarisa bharata)?  
 [4Refer: Ram Charit Manas, (i) Kishkindha Kand, from Chaupai line no. 6 that 
precedes Doha no. 4—to Doha no. 11 (regarding Sugriv); (ii) Sundar Kand, from 
Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 40—to Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes 
Doha no. 50 (regarding Vibhishan); (iii) Uttar Kand, Chaupai line nos. 5-8 that 
precede Doha no. 8. 

Both Sugriv, the prince of the monkey race and the younger brother of Baali 
who was the king of the monkey kingdom of Kishkindha, and Vibhishan who was the 
younger brother of the demon king Ravana of Lanka, were thrown out of the 
respective kingdoms by their elder brothers Baali and Ravana. Both had sought 
protection, refuge and shelter with Lord Ram who not only readily accepted them as 
one of his closest friends and advisors but also restored them to their rightful place in 
their kingdoms and even declared that they were as dear to him as was Bharat.  
 The story of Sugriv: He was the younger brother of Baali, the king of the 
monkey kingdom of Kishkindha. Once it so happened that a demon named Mayavi 
came to challenge Baali in the middle of the night. Baali went to pursue the challenger 
who ran away and entered a cave. Baali followed the demon in, but asked his younger 
brother Sugriv to guard the mouth of the cave. When one month elapsed and Baali did 
not come out, but instead Sugriv saw a stream of blood flowing out of the cave, he 
was sore affright, thinking that the demon had killed his elder brother and would now 
come to kill him. So Sugriv put a huge boulder on the mouth of the cave to close it as 
best he could and fled. When the ministers found that the throne had fallen vacant, 
they anointed Sugriv as the king of Kishkindha, though he did not wish to become a 
king but had to accept the offer most reluctantly so that there was no chaos and rivalry 
for the throne.  
 Baali in the meantime killed the demon, and it was the demon’s blood that had 
streamed out of the cave that was mistaken by Sugriv to be of his brother’s. When 
Baali returned to Kishkindha and saw Sugriv as the king, he however lost all cool, and 
a grave misunderstanding took root in his heart, for he thought that the heavy boulder 
put on the mouth of the cave was put there purposely by Sugriv so he could grab the 
throne. Baali was so peeved and angry that he beat Sugriv black and blue and expelled 
him from the kingdom for all times. This story is narrated in Ram Charit Manas, 
Kishkindha Kand, Chaupai line nos.1-11 that precedes Doha no. 6. 
 The story of Vibhishan: Vibhishan was the younger brother of Ravana and a 
devout devotee of the Lord in the form of Sri Ram. He was like an oasis of devotion, 
faith and love in the desert of demons and their reckless misdemeanours and cruelties. 
He had advised Ravana that Sri Ram was no ordinary prince, and that Sita should be 
returned to Ram if Ravana wished to save Lanka and himself from total destruction. 
This advice annoyed Ravana who kicked Vibhishan and ordered him to leave his city. 
Vibhishan was very exasperated by his brother’s behaviour of insulting in in full 
court, and so in consternation and indignation he decided to go and seek refuge with 
Lord Ram. The Lord not only warmly welcomed him in his camp but also anointed 
him as the next king of Lanka. The story of Vibhishan and his surrender to Lord Ram, 
and his subsequent anointment by the Lord as the next king of Lanka has been 
described in Ram Charit Manas, Sundar Kand, from Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes 
Doha no. 38—to Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 50.] (5). 
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The Son of the Wind-God (i.e. Hanuman, who was also a monkey by birth and a 
minister of Sugriv) had served you so devotedly, faithfully and deligently that in due 
course of time you had yourself praised him in most laudatory terms, almost erasing 
any distinction between yourself and him by affectionately embracing him and 
declaring that you would ever remain obliged to him (sēvaka bhayō pavanapūta 
sāhiba anuharata)5.   

In fact, you were so pleased with Hanuman and filled with so much gratitude 
for him (though he was a humble creature like the rest of your devotees and those who 
served you) (sāhiba anuharata) that if anyone pronounced the name of ‘Hanuman’, 
you felt very glad and blessed that person as if he was praising and paying his 
obeisance to you (tākō liyē nāma rāma saba kō suḍhara ḍharata).  

[5Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Sundar Kand, (i) Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes 
Doha no. 33; (ii) from Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 32—to Chaupai line 
no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 33.] (6). 
 
[How come all these developments happened? Surely oh Lord, you had done all these 
because you were moved by the humility, sorrows, miseries, distress of your above 
named devotees—as it is well established that you are most kind-hearted and love 
your devotees no end. If this be true, then —]  

Hence oh Lord! Unaware of or ignorant of the basic and simple rules that 
please you so easily, this world is suffering so much in its attempt to please you, the 
Lord of all, by pursuing so many paths and practicing so many different doctrines and 
elaborate rituals known as “Sadhans” (jānē binu rāma-rīti paci paci jaga marata). 
 [To wit, when spiritual liberation and deliverance, as well as joy, peace and 
bliss are so easily and readily available by simply having love and devotion for you 
and your holy feet, what sense does it make in suffering so much by pursuing so many 
other religious paths, and practicing so many tedious methods and observing so many 
countless stern vows to obtain the same fruit?]   

Is it not wise to understand that you become easily pleased with your devotees 
who surrender before you and seek shelter with you, and that you show mercy, grace, 
kindness and benevolence on those who are distressed, tormented, humble and 
wretched? 

Forsooth and without gainsay, a person who realises this fact is a lucky 
person. He realises that by simply surrendering at your (i.e. Lord Ram’s) holy feet and 
seeking shelter there, he can be rest assured and be certain of his liberation and 
deliverance, of his salvation and emancipation.  

Indeed such a wise and realised person is easily able to cross-over from this 
ocean of transmigration and free himself from the horrors of this mundane existence 
just like other humble creatures as Tulsidas who had also done so and had crossed this 
ocean by seeking shelter and refuge at your holy feet without any deceit, crookedness, 
trickery, deception, pretensions and insincerity in their hearts (parihari chala sarana 
gayē tulasihu-sē tarata)6.  

[6The crucial point to note here is that a person should approach the Lord with 
a clean and pure heart. The Lord does not like tickery and pretensions. Lord Ram has 
himself asserted this point when he said that he does not like these negative traits in a 
person who comes to seek shelter with him. He made this observations at the time 
when Vibhishan had come to seek his protection. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Sundar 
Kand, Chaupai line nos. 2-5 that precede Doha no. 44. 

 Free from the complex web of words, this stanza simply means that Lord Sri 
Ram is pleased with simple-hearted devotion, love and total surrender by his 
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devotees. He is very much moved at their pitiful condition of his devotees, and does 
not require elaborate rituals for appeasement.] (7). 
 
[Note—Tulsidas highlights Sri Ram's mercy, grace, benevolence, benefaction, 
benediction, munificence and magnanimity towards all and sundry, especially his 
devotees, in this verse.] 
 
 
 
                      Words of Wisdom for the Welfare of the Creature 
 
                                          Rāga Sūhō Bilāvala 

 
 

¼135@1½ 
 
jke  lusgh  lksa  rSa  u  lusg  fd;ksA 
vxe tks vejfu gw¡ lks ruq rksfga fn;ksAA 

fn;ks lqdqy tue] ljhj lqanj] gsrq tks Qy pkfjdksA 
tks ikb iafMr ijein] ikor iqjkfj&eqjkfjdksAA 
;g Hkjr[kaM] lehi lqjlfj] Fky Hkyks] laxfr HkyhA 
rsjh dqefr dk;j! dyi&cYyh pgfr gS fc"k Qy QyhAA135@1AA 

 
 
                                                 (135/1) 
 
rāma sanēhī sōṁ taiṁ na sanēha kiyō. 
agama jō amarani hūm̐ sō tanu tōhiṁ diyō.  
diyō sukula janama, sarīra sundara, hētu jō phala cārikō. 
jō pā'i paṇḍita paramapada, pāvata purāri-murārikō.  
yaha bharatakhaṇḍa, samīpa surasari, thala bhalō, saṅgati bhalī. 
tērī kumati kāyara! kalapa-ballī cahati hai biṣa phala phalī. 135/1.  
 
Verse no. 135/1—[This verse is divided into five sub-verses, nos. 135/1—to 135/5. 
Addressing himself as a guise for addressing all other living beings in general, 
Tulsidas admonishes himself for not feeling sufficiently obliged and thankful to Lord 
Ram, and not having a high degree of devotion and affection for the Lord who had 
been so kind and extremely gracious towards him. He means that no matter how 
devoted and dedicated we may be towards the Lord, no matter how much we say we 
serve the Lord, we still would never be able to repay even a fraction of our moral 
debts to the merciful and gracious Lord who has done so much for us. No amount of 
thanks-giving and expression of gratitude would ever compensate for the Lord’s 
largesse, his generosity, and the benevolence that he has shown towards all of us.]  
 
‘Oh you creature! You did not develop affection towards Lord Sri Ram who had been 
kind, affectionate and graceful to you (rāma sanēhī sōṁ taiṁ na sanēha kiyō) 
because he has given you a human body which is rare and most difficult even for the 
Gods to obtain (agama jō amarani hūm̐ sō tanu tōhiṁ diyō)1.  
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He gave you a birth as a human being, which is the highest form in the 
heirarcy of evolution, and in a good and respected family (such as that of a Brahmin 
or any other noble family—“diyō sukula janama”), and he gifted you with a 
beautiful form (or a body which is handsome, able, disease-free and without any 
deformities—“sarīra sundara”). This body of yours is an instrument by which you 
can achieve all sorts of prosperity and fame in this world: it helps you to get the four 
symbolic rewards of all successful endeavours in one’s life that are known as the four 
fruits of ‘Artha’ (material prosperity and well-being), ‘Dharma’ (rewards of being 
righteous and good in life), ‘Kaam’ (fulfillment of desires), and ‘Moksha’ (attainment 
of emancipation and salvation) (hētu jō phala cārikō). 

This body helps those who are self-realised, wise and enlightened to attain a 
high and exalted spiritual stature of transcendental existence (jō pā'i paṇḍita 
paramapada) that is equivalent to being one with Lord Shiva and Lord Krishna 
(pāvata purāri-murārikō). [This shows that Tulsidas makes no distinction between 
his beloved Lord Ram, and Lords Shiva and Krishna.]  

Besides this above good fortune, one is blessed for being born in a land known 
as Bharat that itself is regarded as a holy land (yaha bharatakhaṇḍa), and at a place 
where the holy river Ganges is nearby (samīpa surasari)—what a pleasant 
combination of good circumstances it is!  

To cap it all there is the added advantage of having the company of saints and 
the opportunity of communion with sages and seers where spiritual guidance and 
divine discourses are given and good things discussed in a routine manner (thala 
bhalō, saṅgati bhalī).  

Inspite of all this good luck that you have, despite the best of opportunities 
available to you, oh you wicked and stupid fellow, oh you dull-headed rascal (tērī 
kumati kāyara), this body of yours, which ought to be like a wish-fulfilling creeper 
called Kalpa-Lata for you as it can help you to attain the highest levels of success in 
life and obtain peace and bliss for yourself, only gives you poisonous fruits 
symbolised by grief, pain, suffering and miseries (kalapa-ballī cahati hai biṣa phala 
phalī).  

You know why? It is due to your mind and intellect that are ill-advised, corrupted 
and perverse (tērī kumati). [To wit, you are misusing the golden opportunities that 
you are fortunate enough to have, and wasting you precious time and life and effort by 
flirting with the world and its sensual pleasures at the cost of your long-term spiritual 
good, your true happiness, your well-being and the peace of your inner-self.] (135/1). 
 
[Note—1The rarity of the human body and the need to use it properly has been 
repeatedly stressed in Vinai Patrika at a number of places. Some of the instances are 
verse nos. 83-84, 102, 130, 151, 194, 198-202 etc.]  

 
 

 

¼135@2½ 
 
vtgw¡  leqf>  fpr  nS  lquq  ijekjFkA 
gS  fgrq  lks  txgw¡  tkfgrs  LokjFkAA 

LokjFkfg fiz;] LokjFk lks dk rs dkSu csn c[kkubZA 
ns[kq [ky] vfg&[ksy ifjgfj] lks izHkqfg ifgpkubZAA 
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firq&ekrq] xq#] Lokeh] viuikS] fr;] ru;] lsod] l[kkA 
fiz; yxr tkxs izselksa] fcuq gsrq fgr rSa ufga y[kkAA135@2AA 

 
                         
                                             (135/2) 
 
ajahūm̐ samujhi cita dai sunu paramāratha. 
hai hitu sō jagahūm̐ jāhitē svāratha.  
svārathahi priya, svāratha sō kā tē kauna bēda bakhāna'ī. 
dēkhu khala, ahi-khēla parihari, sō prabhuhi pahicāna'ī.  
pitu-mātu, guru, svāmī, apanapau, tiya, tanaya, sēvaka, sakhā. 
priya lagata jāgē prēmasōṁ, binu hētu hita taiṁ nahiṁ lakhā. 135/2.  
 
Verse no. 135/2—Understand it even now (for it is never too late to wake up and 
mend one’s ways—“ajahūm̐ samujhi”). Pay attention to spiritual talk and good 
advice that is for your own good and well-being (cita dai sunu paramāratha). This 
advice would not only provide you with your spiritual welfare and happiness but also 
take care of your self-interests in this world as long as you live, for it gives all-round 
auspiciousness, happiness, peace and joy. Therefore, you’ll be well-advised to heed 
them and pay close attention to them (hai hitu sō jagahūm̐ jāhitē svāratha).  

Say, who is not interested in his own welfare and good? Though everyone proudly 
claims to be selfless to impress others, but hidden in some corner of their heart and 
mind every single individual has some concern about his own interests; no one would 
want his self-interest to suffer beyond a certain acceptable limits. Is it not true? 
(svārathahi priya). 

Well then, suppose you are not pretentious and accept that you are interested in 
your basic self-interest, then think, ‘who is the one who serves your self-interests the 
most’ (svāratha sō kā tē kauna)? [Obviously, it is Lord Ram, and no one else. This 
being the case, is it not wise and prudent and in your own interest to serve the Lord 
and do what best you can do for him; is it not wise to prefer and favour the Lord over 
all other things in your life and this world—for no one else would help in serving your 
own self interest as much as the Lord would.] 

Remember this: Even the Vedas assert this fact (that there is no one more friendly 
and helpful in life than the Lord; there is no one more dearer and close to a creature’s 
soul than the Lord himself as he is the loving Supreme Father of all living beings) 
(bēda bakhāna'ī).  

Oh you wicked and stupid one (khala)! See (dēkhu), stop playing with a snake 
representing pleasures and temptations of the sense objects of the material, gross and 
mundane world (ahi-khēla parihari). [These sensual pleasures and worldly 
temptations would entangle you and hold you in their vice-like grip that would leave 
you writhing in endless sufferings, grief, pain and miseries from which you’ll find 
hard to extricate yourself if you allow this metaphoric snake to bite you even once.] 

You must realise and see for yourself, for your own good that Lord Ram is the one 
who binds all the creatures together in a bond of kinship because their ‘true self’ is the 
same entity (sō prabhuhi pahicāna'ī). This results in the establishment of a chain of 
relationships of various shades between different bodies (or creatures)—such as that 
of a father, a teacher, a lord and master, a son, a servant or attendant, a friend, and so 
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on and so forth (pitu-mātu, guru, svāmī, apanapau, tiya, tanaya, sēvaka, 
sakhā).  

[The reason is that the true form of Lord Ram is ‘pure cosmic Consciousness’ 
which is known as the ‘Parmatma’ or the Supreme Atma at the universal level of 
existence. This cosmic and universal Supreme Atma that has an existence which 
encompasses the entire spectrum of the living creation has manifested itself in the 
form of an individual with a body, with the individual’s Atma being a fraction or a 
reflection of the cosmic Atma. In other words, the individual Atma or soul that lives 
in the body of each living being is the same as the cosmic Atma that lives everywhere; 
the difference is only in the level of its existence. This is the common factor or 
denominator in all living beings—it is the bridge that links all the bodies together.]  

Think for yourself: why have you forgotten and neglected such a friendly and dear 
Lord (Ram) who does good for all without asking for any favour or expectation of any 
praise and service in return (priya lagata jāgē prēmasōṁ, binu hētu hita taiṁ 
nahiṁ lakhā) (135/2). 

 
 

¼135@3½ 
 
nwfj  u  lks  fgrw  gsfj  fg;s  gh  gSA 
Nyfg  Nk¡fM+  lqfejs  Nksgq  fd;s  gh  gSAA 

fd;s Nksgq Nk;k dey djdh Hkxrij Hktrfg HktSA 
txnhl] thou thodks] tks lkt lc lcdks ltSAA 
gfjfg gfjrk] fcf/kfg fcf/krk] flofg flork tks nbZA 
lksb  tkudh&ifr  e/kqj  ewjfr]  eksne;  eaxyebZAA135@3AA 

 
 
                                             (135/3) 
 
dūri na sō hitū hēri hiyē hī hai. 
chalahi chām̐ḍi sumirē chōhu kiyē hī hai.  
kiyē chōhu chāyā kamala karakī bhagatapara bhajatahi bhajai. 
jagadīsa, jīvana jīvakō, jō sāja saba sabakō sajai.  
harihi haritā, bidhihi bidhitā, sivahi sivatā jō da'ī. 
sō'i jānakī-pati madhura mūrati, mōdamaya maṅgalama'ī. 135/3.  
 
Verse no. 135/3—Remember this: This beloved Lord of yours, who is your benefactor 
and well-wisher, is not far away anywhere, and you don’t have to seek him elsewhere 
for he is present in your own heart (dūri na sō hitū hēri hiyē hī hai).  

By remembering the Lord honestly with a pure heart, and without having any sort 
of deceit and pretensions, it is sure that he always shows his kindness, grace and 
benevolence upon the devotee (chalahi chām̐ḍi sumirē chōhu kiyē hī hai). [To wit, 
the Lord always resides in the heart of all, but it is due to the veil or screen of deceit, 
delusions, pretensions and dishonesty that he is not experienced or witnessed by all. 
To experience the presence of Lord Ram within one’s own self, it is imperative to be 
free from all pretensions, corruptions, falsehood and conceit. Remember of all things 
that it is imposible to cheat the Lord act smart with him!] 
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As soon as you remove this veil and overcome your ignorance, you can see the 
lotus-like face of the Lord within your own self (you can come face to face with him 
in the form of your own Atma or pure consciousness) (sumirē chōhu kiyē hī hai). 
[And this would make you thrilled and ecstatic as it is tantamount to attaining bliss of 
the best kind.] 

He (the Lord) constantly casts the protective shadow of his outstretched palms (as 
an umbrella) to protect and look after the welfare and well-being of his devotees 
himself (kiyē chōhu chāyā kamala karakī). Nay, not only this, the Lord goes a step 
further: for he worships all those who worship him (bhagatapara bhajatahi bhajai)! 
[To wit, the Lord always remembers and takes special care of all those who remember 
him, those revere and adore him. If the devotee takes the trouble of taking a step 
towards the Lord, the Lord is willing and ready to walk down the mile to meet such a 
devotee even before he may have actually taken the second step on the path towards 
the Lord, so to say.] 

He is the Lord of the universe and of this creation (jagadīsa). He is the very life 
(soul, essence) of a creature (because the Lord is represented by the pure 
consciousness that is the basic ingredient and characteristic feature of life in this 
creation) (jīvana jīvakō).  

He is the one who creates all types of materialistic comforts to satisfy the needs of 
all living beings according to their individual requirements and in consonance to their 
needs (jō sāja saba sabakō sajai).  

He is the Supreme Authority and the Lord of the Universe who gives the powers 
of creation and supremacy to Brahma (bidhihi bidhitā), of sustenance of the creation 
and removal of its torments to Vishnu (harihi haritā), and of bringing an end to this 
creation itself to Shiva (sivahi sivatā jō da'ī).  

In all sooth and without gainsay, that Supreme Being has manifested himself in 
the form of Lord Ram, the Lord of Sita (his wife) (sō'i jānakī-pati), a form which is 
exceedingly sweet, blissful and charming (madhura mūrati), and a provider of 
auspiciousness to the beholder (mōdamaya maṅgalama'ī) (135/3). 
 
[Note :- Here, Lord Sri Ram is invoked in his primary cosmic form as the Supreme 
Lord of this creation, the Lord God who is known as Brahm and Parmatma in the 
scriptures. In this cosmic and universal form, the Lord is all-pervading, all-
encompassing, omnipresent, omnipotent and omniscient; he is ‘pure cosmic 
Consciousness’ that is the fundamental basis of life.] 
 

 

¼135@4½ 
 
Bkdqj vfrfg cM+ks] lhy] ljy] lqfBA 
/;ku vxe flogw¡] HksaVÓks dsoV mfBAA 

Hkfj vad HksaVÓks lty u;u] lusg flfFky ljhj lksA 
lqj] fl)] eqfu] dfc dgr dksm u izsefiz; j?kqchj lksAA 
[kx] lcfj] fuflpj] Hkkyq] dfi fd;s vkiq rs cafnr cM+sA 
rkij frUg fd lsok lqfefj ft; tkr tuq ldqpfu xM+sAA135@4AA 
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                                              (135/4) 
 
ṭhākura atihi baṛō, sīla, sarala, suṭhi. 
dhyāna agama sivahūm̐, bhēṇṭyō kēvaṭa uṭhi.  
bhari aṅka bhēṇṭyō sajala nayana, sanēha sithila sarīra sō. 
sura, sid'dha, muni, kabi kahata kō'u na prēmapriya raghubīra sō.  
khaga, sabari, nisicara, bhālu, kapi kiyē āpu tē bandita baṛē. 
tāpara tinha ki sēvā sumiri jiya jāta janu sakucani gaṛē. 135/4.  
 
Verse no. 135/4—(Although) The Lord is a very exalted and supreme, the high and 
mighty Great Lord of the entire world and the entire creation (ṭhākura atihi baṛō), 
(yet) he is very courteous, pleasant, sweet and simple hearted by nature (sīla, sarala, 
suṭhi). [To wit, Lord Ram has no trace of pride and an air of majesty about him. He is 
very approachable and amiable by nature. He makes it sure that those who come to 
him do not feel uncomfortable at all, or are awed by him. The Lord wants everyone to 
feel welcomed and at home.]  

He, on whom even Shiva finds difficulty to concentrate his mind during meditation 
(dhyāna agama sivahūm̐), had picked up and affectionately embraced the humble 
and lowly Kevat (the boatman) (bhēṇṭyō kēvaṭa uṭhi). As soon as he embraced the 
latter, tears welled-up in his eyes and the body became almost thrilled with affection 
(bhari aṅka bhēṇṭyō sajala nayana, sanēha sithila sarīra sō). [This refers to Lord 
Ram embracing the boatman after he had taken the Lord and his wife Sita and brother 
Laxman across the river Ganges when Lord Ram was on his way to the forest from 
his capital city of Ayodhya. At that time, Lord Ram had not hesitated in showing his 
affection for the boatman inspite of the fact that the Lord was the king of the realm 
and the boatman was of a low caste and one of the humblest subjects of the kingdom. 
This incident is narrated in Ram Charit Manas, Ayodhya Kand, from Chaupai line no. 
3 that precedes Doha no. 100—to Doha no. 102.]  

The gods, the exalted mystics, the great hermits and the sages as well as those who 
are learned and experts in this field (sura, sid'dha, muni, kabi)—all of them assert 
that there is no one as affectionate and dear to a living being as is Lord Sri Ram, there 
is no one who has so much love and affection for all as Lord Ram has, no one is more 
enchanted, captivated or endeared by love and affection shown to him as is Lord Sri 
Ram (kahata kō'u na prēmapriya raghubīra sō). [To wit, it is very easy to please 
Lord Ram because the Lord feels highly obliged towards anyone who shows even a 
trace of love and affection for him. Indeed, the Lord goes out of his way to please and 
help such a person who shows some degree of devotion for the Lord. In this world, 
indeed and without gainsay, there is no one who knows how to reciprocate the 
emotions of love and affection more than Lord Ram.] 

For instance, the Lord had transformed the bird (the vulture Jatau), Sabari (the old 
tribal woman), the demon (Vibhishan, the brother of the demon king of Lanka, 
Ravana), the bears (e.g. Jamvant), the monkeys (e.g. Sugriv) and others into being 
more praise worthy, honourable and noble in this world than even himself (khaga, 
sabari, nisicara, bhālu, kapi kiyē āpu tē bandita baṛē). [Refer: Verse no. 134 of 
this book Vinai Patrika.] 

 Inspite of this (tāpara) magnanimous, benevolent and gracious gesture shown to 
them by the Lord, when he remembered the services rendered by them to him ()tinha 
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ki sēvā sumiri jiya, he felt shy and humble that he could not do much more for them 
in return (jāta janu sakucani gaṛē) (135/4). 

 

 

¼135@5½ 
 
Lokehdks lqHkko dáks lks tc mj vkfugSA 
lksp ldy fefVgSa] jke Hkyks eu ekfugSaAA 

Hkyks ekfugSa j?kqukFk tksfj tks gkFk ekFkks ukbgSA 
rrdky  rqylhnkl  thou&tuedks  Qy  ikbgSAA 
tfi uke djfg izuke] dfg xqu&xzke] jkefga /kfj fg;sA 
fcpjfg vofu vouhl&pjuljkst eu&e/kqdj fd;sAA135@5AA 

 
 
                                             (135/5) 
 
svāmīkō subhāva kahyō sō jaba ura ānihai. 
sōca sakala miṭihaiṁ, rāma bhalō mana mānihaiṁ.  
bhalō mānihaiṁ raghunātha jōri jō hātha māthō nā'ihai. 
tatakāla tulasīdāsa jīvana-janamakō phala pā'ihai.  
japi nāma karahi pranāma, kahi guna-grāma, rāmahiṁ dhari hiyē. 
bicarahi avani avanīsa-caranasarōja mana-madhukara kiyē. 135/5.  
 
Verse no. 135/5—When you become convinced in your heart of the (courteous, 
gracious, benevolent, magnanimous, noble and loving) character and temperament of 
Lord Sri Ram that I have narrated above, and establish this fact in your heart 
(svāmīkō subhāva kahyō sō jaba ura ānihai), be assured that then not only all 
your worries and miseries will be erased and eliminated once and for all (sōca sakala 
miṭihaiṁ), but that Lord Sri Ram will also feel very happy (rāma bhalō mana 
mānihaiṁ) (that you have at last realised your mistakes and understood the truth 
about the Lord, that at last you have accepted that the Lord had been exceptionally 
kind and merciful to you, that at last you have developed devotion and love for the 
Lord, for the Lord expects noting more from you than this realisation).   

Ah! The fact is that Lord Sri Ram would become pleased with you at the 
instant when you fold your hands and join your palms in salutation and submission 
before the Lord, and bow your head before him (with reverence, humility and 
surrender) (bhalō mānihaiṁ raghunātha jōri jō hātha māthō nā'ihai). [To wit, the 
Lord does not need formalities and elaborate rituals to be pleased. As simple a gesture 
as bowing one’s head and joining of one’s palms to show respect is sufficient to 
please the Lord who would immediately get up and embrace the devotee cheerfully.]  

Oh Tulsidas! You would get the fruits of taking birth (as a human being) at 
that instant when you do so (i.e. when you bow your head before Lord Ram and fold 
your hands to show your respect to him—because then Lord Ram would manifest 
himself before you in your heart) (tatakāla tulasīdāsa jīvana-janamakō phala 
pā'ihai).  

So therefore, you will be well advised to chant and repeat Lord Ram’s holy 
name (japi nāma), bow before him to pay your obeisance to the Lord (karahi 
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pranāma), sing and spread the endless legends of the Lord’s bountiful glory and 
immensity of fame (kahi guna-grāma), enthrone him in the shrine of your heart 
(rāmahiṁ dhari hiyē), and making your mind into a bee, let it reside in the lotus-like 
holy feet of Lord Sri Ram (caranasarōja mana-madhukara kiyē)—and then, oh 
Tulsidas, you would be able to roam about fearlessly in this world for all times to 
come (bicarahi avani avanīsa). [None of the things that torment you at present 
would dare disturb your peace of mind after that.] (135/5). 

 
 

 
      The horrors associated with taking birth in this world 

 
      ¼136@1½ 

 
fto tcrsa gfjrsa fcyxkU;ksA rcrsa nsg xsg fut tkU;ksAA 
ek;kcl   Lo:i  fcljk;ksA rsfg Hkzersa nk#u nq[k ik;ksAA 
ik;ks tks nk#u nqlg nq[k] lq[k&ysl liusgq¡ ufga feY;ksA 
Hko&lwy] lksd vusd tsfg] rsfg iaFk rw gfB gfB pY;ksAA 
cgq tksfu tue] tjk] fcifr efrean! gfj tkU;ks ughaA 
Jhjke fcuq fcJke ew<+! fcpk#] yf[k ik;ks dghaAA136@1AA 

 
 
                                                 (136/1) 
 
jiva jabatēṁ haritēṁ bilagān'yō. tabatēṁ dēha gēha nija jān'yō.  
māyābasa svarūpa bisarāyō. tēhi bhramatēṁ dāruna dukha pāyō.  
pāyō jō dāruna dusaha dukha, sukha-lēsa sapanēhum̐ nahiṁ milyō. 
bhava-sūla, sōka anēka jēhi, tēhi pantha tū haṭhi haṭhi calyō.  
bahu jōni janama, jarā, bipati matimanda! hari jān'yō nahīṁ. 
śrīrāma binu biśrāma mūṛha! bicāru, lakhi pāyō kahīṁ. 136/1.  
 
Verse no. 136/1—Oh Jiva (the creature; the living being)! Ever since (tabatēṁ) you 
got detached from (or treated yourself as separate from, or had deserted) the Lord God 
(jiva jabatēṁ haritēṁ bilagān'yō), you have mistakenly regarded this gross and 
perishable body of yours as your home (dēha gēha nija jān'yō)1.   

[1Here, the word ‘Jiva’, which literally means ‘one who is alive or one who is 
conscious’, refers to the ‘soul’, also called the ‘Atma’, of the living being as it is the 
only entity that gives the creature his ‘life’. If this ‘consciousness’ is removed from 
the body of the creature, the latter would be dead. Now, this individual’s 
consciousness is the same as cosmic Consciousness that pervades throughout this 
living creation. Since both these two instances of ‘consciousness’, i.e. at the 
individual’s level and the cosmic level, are the same entity, to distinguish one from 
the other is as foolish as trying to distinguish the sample of ocean water taken in a cup 
from the main body of the water in the ocean itself. 
 Therefore, if an ignorant creature thinks that his individual body is his ‘true 
identity’ instead of understanding that it is not so as it is the ‘consciousness’ that 
resides within this body which is his true self and truthful identity, and that his 
individual consciousness is the same as the universal Consciousness that is present 
everywhere in this living creation and in all other creatures like him, then surely he is 
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sorely mistaken. This great metaphysical principle is being cited here by Tulsidas 
when he says that the creature has got separated from the Lord because he has started 
treating his gross body as his ‘self’ instead of understanding that it is actually the 
‘consciousness’ that is his ‘true self’ and not the gross body. The ‘Lord’ here refers to 
the cosmic Consciousness that is invisible, infinite and all-pervading, while the ‘Jiva’ 
refers to the same Consciousness that resides inside the body of a living being, a body 
that is visible, has a finite dimension and its own set of limitations.] 
    
Look, under the influence (or spell) of delusions, you have forgotten your true nature 
and form which is called ‘consciousness’ (māyābasa svarūpa bisarāyō). 
[Remember that this form of yours is eternal and blissful.] 

It is only due to your mistaken beliefs and your ignorance of the fact (as stated 
above) that you had to undergo extreme amount of grief, sorrows and tribulations of 
various kinds (tēhi bhramatēṁ dāruna dukha pāyō). You have subjected yourself 
to intolerable agonies and miseries in the form of sufferings incurred at the time of, 
and due to, your birth and death (pāyō jō dāruna dusaha dukha). [For in all sooth, 
the cause of all your miseries is that you have started treating your gross body as your 
‘self’ instead of the ‘Atma’ which is pure consciousness. It is the ‘gross body’ that 
dies and takes a birth and is subjected to their attendent horrors and pains, but the 
‘consciousness’ is free from these things as it is eternal and blissful.]  

Happiness, joy, peace and comfort always eluded you; they were not available to 
you even in small traces (slightest or minimal amount) in your dreams (sukha-lēsa 
sapanēhum̐ nahiṁ milyō).  

You had stubbornly and repeatedly (out of your own stupidity and ignorance) 
followed the path which is full of countless worldly troubles, tribulations and sorrows 
(bhava-sūla, sōka anēka jēhi, tēhi pantha tū haṭhi haṭhi calyō). You had 
wandered in numerous wombs (births), became old, had suffered and died (bahu jōni 
janama, jarā, bipati).  

But oh you stupid fellow (matimanda), inspite of all this, you had not attempted 
to recognise Lord Sri Hari (hari jān'yō nahīṁ).  

Oh you fool (mūṛha)! Think over it, see everywhere around you (bicāru, lakhi)—
has anyone got peace anywhere by forsaking Lord Sri Ram (śrīrāma binu biśrāma 
pāyō kahīṁ)? (136/1). 
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                                                    (136/2) 
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ānam̐da-sindhu-madhya tava bāsā. binu jānē kasa marasi piyāsā.  
mṛga-bhrama-bāri satya jiya jānī. taham ̐ tū magana bhayō sukha mānī.  
taham̐ magana majjasi, pāna kari, trayakāla jala nāhīṁ jahām̐. 
nija sahaja anubhava rūpa tava khala! bhūli aba āyō tahām̐.  
niramala, niran̄jana, nirabikāra, udāra sukha taiṁ pariharyō. 
niḥkāja rāja bihāya nṛpa iva sapana kārāgṛha paryō. 136/2.  
 
Verse no. 136/2—Oh you Jiva! Your natural habitat, your natural home is in the 
‘ocean of bliss’ (i.e. you are surrounded by an ocean of bliss which is the inherent 
virtue of your true self, your Atma) (ānam̐da-sindhu-madhya tava bāsā). Still, say, 
why do you forget it and die of thirst (binu jānē kasa marasi piyāsā)? [To wit, is it 
not utterly foolish and incredulous for a person who is surrounded by an ocean of 
nectar to die of thirst for something to drink? You are so stupid that your condition is 
no better—for though your true nature in the form of your Atma or soul is blissful and 
full of contentedness, you roam around in this world full of wants and rolling in 
miseries of varied kinds.]  
 You consider the illusionary water of the mirage symbolised by this delusory 
world and its tempting but illusive objects as being real (mṛga-bhrama-bāri satya 
jiya jānī), and you are therefore engrossed in them, you delighted and enchanted by 
them and their fake happiness (taham̐ tū magana bhayō sukha mānī); you find 
satisfaction by bathing in and drinking this water (taham̐ magana majjasi, pāna 
kari)! Is is not absolutely ridiculous for you to do so? [To wit, you spend your lifetime 
engrossed in pursuing the gross perishable world and its equally gross and transient 
charms that always evade you the more you run after them trying to seek comfort and 
happiness in something that does not have these virtues at all. They are like a bait 
thrown by the fisherman to catch the greedy fish, and like this stupid creature who 
does not realise what is in store for it, you too fall for the temptations and get trapped 
in a vicious cycle of grief and miseries.] 

But the truth is that the water of real happiness, peace and joy is never available in 
that ‘mirage’ at any point of time, in the past, the present or the future (trayakāla jala 
nāhīṁ jahām̐). [Here, the gross world and its material objects along with the charms 
and temptations that they present are regarded as the ‘water in the desert mirage’. A 
thirst may would die running after this false water of the desert mirage if he is foolish 
enough to do so.] 

Oh you dull-witted, wicked and crooked fellow (tava khala)! Having forgotten 
about your true identity and sublime form (nija sahaja anubhava rūpa tava bhūli) 
which is so emmaculate, faultless, imperishable and divine, i.e. about your own Atma 
which is pure consciousness and your true self (niramala, niran̄jana, nirabikāra,), 
which results in your not being able to experience the natural sense of happiness and 
bliss that is a part of your nature and your own self (udāra sukha taiṁ pariharyō), 
you have come to this place where you expect to find happiness and peace that are 
like a mirage seen in a desert, and so therefore how can you ever expect to find what 
you want (aba āyō tahām̐)? 

Indeed, your condition is like that of a foolish king who voluntarily allows himself 
to be imprisoned, and then complains and wails about his misfortunes, about his 
miseries and grief, which, as is obvious, are of his own making, and he himself is to 
be blamed for his discomfort (niḥkāja rāja bihāya nṛpa iva sapana kārāgṛha 
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paryō). [To wit, like this stupid king you too have voluntarily allowed yourself to 
land in such a tragic situation where you find yourself miserable and surrounded by 
pain and grief. And no one can help you out of this predicament but your own self—
and this can only happen if you wake up to the realities which you have been ignoring 
so far. Remember: you can eliminate all the causes of your sufferings once you realise 
your true self as being ‘pure consciousness’ which is absolutely different from the 
gross body that you have hitherto regarded as your identity.] (136/2).   
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rSa fut dje&Mksfj n`<+ dhUghaA vius djfu xk¡fB xfg nhUghaAA 
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                                            (136/3) 
 
taiṁ nija karama-ḍōri dṛṛha kīnhīṁ. apanē karani gām̐ṭhi gahi dīnhīṁ.  
tātēṁ parabasa paryō abhāgē. tā phala garabha-bāsa-dukha āgē.  
āgē anēka samūha sansṛti udaragata jān'yō sō'ū. 
sira hēṭha, ūpara carana, saṅkaṭa bāta nahiṁ pūchai kō'ū.  
sōnita-purīṣa jō mūtra-mala kṛmi-kardamāvṛta sōva'ī. 
kōmala sarīra, gam̐bhīra bēdana, sīsa dhuni-dhuni rōva'ī. 136/3.  
 
Verse no. 136/3—You have yourself (out of your ignorance) strengthened the rope, 
symbolised by your deeds (taiṁ nija karama-ḍōri dṛṛha kīnhīṁ), and have used 
your own hands to make strong knots in it with which you have voluntarily tied 
yourself down to this world (apanē karani gām̐ṭhi gahi dīnhīṁ). [Here, the ‘rope’ 
stands for a long chain of deeds that a creature voluntarily does in this world, and the 
‘knot’ stands for his getting mentally and emotionally involved in these deeds and 
their consequences. The more he allows himself to be involved in the deeds and 
hooked to them at the mental and emotional level, the stronger is the knot and the 
harder it is to break free from it. This situation is in contrast with doing deeds 
selflessly and with the awareness that it is the duty of the body to do its assigned 
deeds with the Atma remaining only as a mere neutral spectator. If the deed is done 
with a sense of detachment from it and its result, whether good or bad, then it would 
be like having the rope but not allowing oneself to be tied by it in a knot.]  

This is why, oh you unfortunate one, you have lost your independence and have 
become dependant (tātēṁ parabasa paryō abhāgē). [You have lost the sense of 
eternal freedom and happiness that is so characteristic of the Atma. Instead of this 
eclectic state of existence, you are mired in miseries just because you allow yourself 
to get involved in deeds, and you cannot run away from their consequences.]  

Since you have to bear with what you sow, you are compelled to take another birth, 
and thus set in motion a chain of births and deaths and their attendent problems (tā 
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phala garabha-bāsa-dukha āgē). [Had you realised who you truly are, had you 
done deeds without attachment to them, you would not only have had peace in your 
current life but you would also have obtained liberation and deliverance from the 
cycle of birth and death. This is because each deed done by you would produce some 
result, either good or bad, and since you consider yourself as the ‘doer’ of these deeds 
it is you who must own up these deeds and bear with their consequences. You just 
cannot turn away from this cycle if it does not suit you.] 

The countless bundles of miseries and torments associated with taking birth in this 
gross mundane world and living through its horrors is known and experienced only by 
him who has entered into and lived inside a mother's womb (āgē anēka samūha 
sansṛti udaragata jān'yō sō'ū)—where the head is pointing downwards and the legs 
are turned upwards (“sira hēṭha, ūpara carana”—in a dangling posture—which is 
like hanging someone upside down as a severe punishment). During this trying time 
of severe sufferance in the mother’s womb, there is no one to give comfort and offer 
any sort of help (saṅkaṭa bāta nahiṁ pūchai kō'ū). During this time a creature lies 
asleep in a mother’s womb, surrounded with filth consisting of blood, stool, urine, 
mucous, germs, slush and stink of the mother’s womb (sōnita-purīṣa jō mūtra-mala 
kṛmi-kardamāvṛta sōva'ī).  

Verily indeed, this is not an ideal place to live and rest! The creature’s skin and his 
body in general (i.e. the embroynic body) are very soft, fragile, sensitive and delicate 
at this point of time in his life (kōmala sarīra), and so his sufferings in the mother’s 
womb are all the more unbearable and horrifying even to imagine (gam̐bhīra 
bēdana). At that time he literally beats his head, weeps and laments at his misfortune 
and ill-fate (sīsa dhuni-dhuni rōva'ī): he regrets and wonders as to why did he allow 
himself to come to this pitiable state of affairs; why did he not pay heed to the wise 
advice given to him in his previous life when he was warned to take care of his future 
and not get involved in the deeds and the gross world; why did he not surrender 
before the Lord God, seeking the Lord’s mercy and blessings that would grant him 
liberation from all future horrors like this one?  

[But now of course it is too late, at least for the time being. However, the creature, 
thus suffering, does make a vow not to repeat the mistake again. But he is so utterly 
stupid that once he comes out from the hellish and harsh environment of the mother’s 
womb and sees the colourful world of so many charms outside, he forgets all his 
miseries of some time ago, and as time passes he voluntarily plunges into the 
wonderful world head-on,  and commits the same sort of mistakes that he had 
committed in his previous life. So by and by, he enters another womb and hangs 
upside down once again like a bat!!] (136/3). 

 

 

¼136@4½ 
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                                                   (136/4) 
 
tū nija karama-jāla jaham ̐ ghērō. śrīhari saṅga tajyō nahiṁ tērō.  
bahubidhi pratipālana prabhu kīnhōṁ. parama kṛpālu gyāna tōhi dīnhōṁ.  
tōhi diyō gyāna-bibēka, janama anēkakī taba sudhi bha'ī. 
tēhi īsakī hauṁ sarana, jākī biṣama māyā gunama'ī.  
jēhi kiyē jīva-nikāya basa, rasahīna, dina-dina ati na'ī. 
sō karau bēgi sam ̐bhāra śrīpati, bipati maham̐ jēhi mati da'ī. 136/4.  
 
Verse no. 136/4—At a place and in the precarious condition (i.e. in the hellish 
environment of your mother’s womb) where you had landed yourself because of the 
result of your deeds (in the previous life that compelled you to take a birth once 
again), and where you had been suffering horribly (tū nija karama-jāla jaham̐ 
ghērō), the Lord God, Lord Hari, had not abandoned you even there; the Lord had not 
deserted and forsaken you even for a moment there (śrīhari saṅga tajyō nahiṁ 
tērō).  

The Lord had sustained and protected you in the womb also, and he had taken care 
of you (that inspite of the harsh surroundings that you were forced to live in, you were 
not suffocated to death and came out healthy and heartily into this world) (bahubidhi 
pratipālana prabhu kīnhōṁ).  

That most merciful and benevolent Lord Hari (the Supreme Being) had even 
preached or advised you while you were still in the womb (parama kṛpālu gyāna 
tōhi dīnhōṁ). [To wit, the Lord had subtly empowered you to understand how much 
you were suffering at that time. The Lord had injected ‘life and consciousness’ in 
your otherwise lifeless body which was nothing but a lump of flesh and bones at that 
time. He had made you aware about the true essence of things, about your true nature 
and the falsehood of this world, and had advised you to mend your ways so that you 
do not have to come to the womb again in future. This advice of the Lord came in the 
form of your own subtle thoughts and the silent awareness of the sufferings you were 
undergoing while you lay helplessly in the womb.] 

When Lord Hari thus gave you this advice, when he blessed you with this 
awareness, this enlightenment and wisdom (while you were in the mother’s womb) 
(tōhi diyō gyāna-bibēka), you had recollected the events of your many previous 
births, and you had repented at that time (janama anēkakī taba sudhi bha'ī).  

You had prayed to the Lord, saying—‘I am taking refuge with and seeking shelter 
in the holy feet of that Lord God (tēhi īsakī hauṁ sarana) whose powerful power of 
creating the mysteries of Maya (i.e. the most difficult and intractable delusions) (jākī 
biṣama māyā gunama'ī) that has the unique ability to capture all living beings in its 
powerful hold (jēhi kiyē jīva-nikāya basa), making life miserable and devoid of all 
happiness for everyone (rasahīna), and which changes its contours and colours every 
other day and moment (dina-dina ati na'ī), had also trapped me and brought me to 
this condition.  

[Since this Maya is the Lord’s creation, it follows that it can be removed by the 
Lord  himself; it is the Lord who can free me from its tangle. This Maya is extremely 
powerful and potent, and therefore the Lord who controls it is obviously superior to it 
and most powerful and able in this creation. And therefore it is only He who can 
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salvage me from this horror in which I find myself in. Realising this, I prayed to the 
Lord: ] ‘It is this Lord of Laxmi (“śrīpati”—a reference to Lord Vishnu who is also 
known as ‘Hari’ and who had manifested himself in the form of Lord Ram) who has 
been kind enough to give me this wisdom while I am suffering in the womb because 
of my own failings in the previous life (bipati maham̐ jēhi mati da'ī), and so I pray 
to him to bless me and provide me with urgent liberation and deliverance from my 
present miserable state of sufferings and agonies (sō karau bēgi sam̐bhāra).’ 
(136/4).   

 
 

¼136@5½ 
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                                              (136/5) 
 
puni bahubidhi galāni jiya mānī. aba jaga jā'i bhajauṁ cakrapānī.  
aisēhi kari bicāra cupa sādhī. prasava-pavana prērē'u aparādhī.  
prēryō jō parama pracaṇḍa māruta, kaṣṭa nānā taiṁ sahyō. 
sō gyāna, dhyāna, birāga, anubhava jātanā-pāvaka dahyō.  
ati khēda byākula, alapa bala, china ēka bōli na āva'ī. 
tava tīvra kaṣṭa na jāna kō'u, saba lōga haraṣita gāva'ī. 136/5.  
 
Verse no. 136/5—Then you had regretted and repented in your heart (that in your 
previous births you had not worshipped the Lord God) (puni bahubidhi galāni jiya 
mānī), and said to yourself (i.e. promised and made a solemn vow) that after taking 
birth, this time around you would surely worship and have devotion for the discus-
bearing Lord (Vishnu) (aba jaga jā'i bhajauṁ cakrapānī).  

As soon as made this decision and became silent (aisēhi kari bicāra cupa sādhī), 
the wind of delivery (i.e. the muscular contraction of the walls of the womb that 
results in pushing the creature out of the womb and into the external world) activated 
you who was a cuprit and a sinner (prasava-pavana prērē'u aparādhī).  

Under the forceful pressure of the powerful wind (prēryō jō parama pracaṇḍa 
māruta), and you had to suffer horribly in various ways at the time of delivery (i.e. 
taking birth) (kaṣṭa nānā taiṁ sahyō).  

At that moment of fire and fury (pāvaka), all your wisdom, meditation on the 
divine form of the Lord, your sense of renunciation and the bitter experience of the 
womb were all charred (destroyed) beyond recognition (dahyō) so much so that you 
forgot everything due to the intolerably horrible pain at the time of delivery (sō 
gyāna, dhyāna, birāga, anubhava jātanā). [The creature has to suffer horribly at 
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the time of birth, and all his previous vows and determinations that he had been 
making while lying idle in the mother’s womb are forgotten in the turmoil during the 
moments of birth.] 

You had become extremely distressed by the excessive pain and sufferings 
associated with birth, and being feeble in strength and weak at the time, you could not 
utter a word of prayer even for a moment (ati khēda byākula, alapa bala, china 
ēka bōli na āva'ī).  

At that time, no one understood the extremely harsh agonies that you had to 
undergo (tava tīvra kaṣṭa na jāna kō'u). Instead, all those who had assembled to 
welcome you in this mundane world (such as your parents and other kin) were 
rejoicing at the birth of a male child, they were singing and celebrating (saba lōga 
haraṣita gāva'ī).  

[To wit, it is such an irony that at the time when you were crying so loudly due to 
horrors and pains you were being subjected to, others whom you would later on call 
your kith and kin were laughing at you and your condition! How foolish are you 
indeed that you do not understand this thing: your sufferings were giving others 
enjoyment! And when you grew up, you began to regard these people as your dear 
ones, while forgetting all about the Lord who had protected you so well even in the 
hellish, suffocating and filthy environment of the mother’s womb so much so that you 
had lain there quietly without crying, and sleeping peacefully. 

This is perhaps the reason why a newly born infant cries out so wildly at the time 
of taking birth. He feels very disturbed at being so suddenly thrown into a noisy and 
blindingly illuminated external world from the serene and calm and dark environment 
of the mother’s womb. No one understands why the child is crying, but he is doing so 
because his sufferings are far worse than what he had been suffering from while lying 
in the mother’s womb quietly. The external world is so noisy, so brightly illuminated 
as to make the eyes shut themselves due to the intensity of light, and so full of hustle 
and bustle, whereas the creature had just a while ago experienced absolute calm and 
serenity in the mother’s womb, enabling him to meditate upon the Lord and ponder 
deeply about so many things without any disturbance. In the womb he led a life like 
that of a recluse and a hermit, while now he is dragged against his will in the vortex of 
worldly activites.] (136/5). 
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                                                 (136/6) 
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bāla dasā jētē dukha pāyē. ati asīma, nahiṁ jāhiṁ ganāyē.  
chudhā-byādhi-bādhā bha'i bhārī. bēdana nahiṁ jānai mahatārī.  
jananī na jānai pīra sō, kēhi hētu sisu rōdana karai. 
sō'i karai bibidha upāya, jātēṁ adhika tuva chātī jarai.  
kaumāra, saisava aru kisōra apāra agha kō kahi sakai. 
vyatirēka tōhi niradaya! mahākhala! āna kahu kō sahi sakai. 136/6.  
 
Verse no. 136/6—Then, during your infancy and childhood days, you had to suffer so 
much that it is difficult to count them later on (bāla dasā jētē dukha pāyē. ati 
asīma, nahiṁ jāhiṁ ganāyē).  

For instance, hunger, disease and other sorts of problems that caused constant 
misery and perpetual agony had surrounded you almost always in one form or the 
other during this time of infancy and childhood (chudhā-byādhi-bādhā bha'i bhārī). 
You had then cried and wailed, but your mother could not actually know why you are 
suffering (bēdana nahiṁ jānai mahatārī); she could not understand the real reason 
for your sufferings and pain, and why you are crying so much (jananī na jānai pīra 
sō, kēhi hētu sisu rōdana karai).  

As a result, she made superficial attempts to calm you down because she was 
unaware of the real cause of your miseries (jananī na jānai pīra sō -- sō'i karai 
bibidha upāya). This caused extreme distress to you, and your heart-burn and 
miseries increase manifold (jātēṁ adhika tuva chātī jarai).  

[For instance, a child cries due to an upset tummy, but the mother feeds the child 
more thinking that it is hungry. Similarly, the child may cry because it has a toothache 
or sore mouth, but the mother tries to feed it with warm milk in the belief that the 
child is crying due to hunger. This only enhances the suffering of the child; 
overfeeding aggravates the acidity and indigestion of the stomach and increases the 
problem instead of solving it. But unfortunately, the child is unable resist and do 
anything about it—for the more he tries to resist the more insistent the mother 
becomes in putting milk into his mouth. Tulsidas says that the creature has thus lost 
his independence, and is so dependent upon the mercy of others that pain and misery 
is forced upon him and he is unble to find a way out of it.]  
 
Who can describe all the great sins and misdeeds that you commit during your days of 
infancy, childhood and adolescence (kaumāra, saisava aru kisōra apāra agha kō 
kahi sakai)? [During this time in his life the creature is so immature and ignorant that 
he does not know what is good and what is not. He commits so many mistakes during 
his childhood days and is forgiven for his misdemeanours precisely for this reason. 
But if he commits the same mistakes during his adulthood, the people take him to task 
and punish him. ] 

Oh you cruel and merciless fellow (niradaya)! Oh you most wicked one 
(mahākhala)! Except such a stubborn and dumb-witted fellow as you are, who else 
would be able to tolerate these sufferings, miseries, troubles and tribulations and still 
not repent for them and do something so that they are not repeated again (vyatirēka 
tōhi! āna kahu kō sahi sakai)? (136/6). 

 
 

¼136@7½ 
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tkscu tqorh l¡x j¡x jkR;ksA rc rw egk eksg&en ekR;ksAA 
rkrs   rth   /kje&ejtknkA fcljs rc lc izFke fc"kknkAA 
fcljs fc"kkn] fudk;&ladV leqf> ufga QkVr fg;ksA 
fQfj xHkZxr&vkorZ lal`frpØ tsfg gksb lksb fd;ksAA 
d`fe&HkLe&fcV&ifjuke ruq] rsfg ykfx tx cSjh Hk;ksA 
ijnkj]  ij/ku]  nzksgij]  lalkj  ck<+S  fur  u;ksAA136@7AA 

 
 
                                                  (136/7) 
 
jōbana juvatī sam ̐ga ram ̐ga rātyō. taba tū mahā mōha-mada mātyō.  
tātē tajī dharama-marajādā. bisarē taba saba prathama biṣādā.  
bisarē biṣāda, nikāya-saṅkaṭa samujhi nahiṁ phāṭata hiyō. 
phiri garbhagata-āvarta sansṛticakra jēhi hō'i sō'i kiyō.  
kṛmi-bhasma-biṭa-parināma tanu, tēhi lāgi jaga bairī bhayō. 
paradāra, paradhana, drōhapara, sansāra bāṛhai nita nayō. 136/7.  
 
Verse no. 136/7—During your adulthood days, you were trapped in a vicious grip of 
passions, infatuations, cravings and lusting for a young woman (jōbana juvatī 
sam ̐ga ram̐ga rātyō). At that time you had become wild and intoxicated due to your 
unbridled ignorance, desires, pride, vanity, haughtiness and hypocrisy (taba tū mahā 
mōha-mada mātyō).  

Maddened, driven and galvanised by the energy, the dynamism and the enthusiasm 
that is characteristic of adulthood, alongwith its inherent tendency to be attracted to 
the sensual pleasures of the objects of the world, you had broken all the sanctified 
limits of Dharma (principles of right conduct, probity, propriety, ethics and morality) 
and started behaving recklessly and arrogantly (tātē tajī dharama-marajādā), and in 
your delusions you had all but forgotten about the sufferings, agonies and miseries 
incurred earlier (during your days in the mother’s womb and later on during your 
childhood days as narrated in above verses) (bisarē taba saba prathama biṣādā).  

Having forgotten all about your earlier sufferings, agonies and miseries (bisarē 
biṣāda), and you had started indulging in various sins and vices.  

Oh you fool. Doesn't your heart burst with fear at the mere thought of all the 
sufferings, the pains, the miseries and the tribulations that you would have to face in 
the future for your mischiefs and misdemeanours that you are so willingly committing 
now (during your adulthood) (nikāya-saṅkaṭa samujhi nahiṁ phāṭata hiyō)1?  

[1You had already experienced the bitter fruit of your past evil deeds when you had 
to suffer horribly in your mother’s womb and when you were dependent upon others 
during your childhood days as narrated in the previous verses. At that time you had 
made solemn vows and promises to mend your ways so that you won’t have to 
undergo such sufferings again. But you are so stupid and dumb that it looks you have 
forgotten everything now—because you are repeating the same sort of mistakes that 
you had committed in your previous birth that had landed you in the quagmire of 
miseries earlier in the present life. Oh you fool—in your utter ignorance and in the 
shadow of delusions it appears that you have become drunk with the drink of pride 
and arrogance of your youth inasmuch as you are doing the same sort of things 
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against which you had pledged yourself before the Lord God while you were in the 
mother’s womb, hanging upside down—refer verse nos. 136/3-4.]  
 
In your ignorance and wildness you have started doing repeatedly the same sort of 
evil deeds that will make you fall in the pit of another womb and enter into the vicious 
cycle of birth and death all over again (phiri garbhagata-āvarta sansṛticakra jēhi 
hō'i sō'i kiyō)! [Oh God gracious! What has happened to your wisdom and sense of 
self-preservation? Have they gone out of the window?!!]  

You had been utterly selfish in creating enmity, malice, ill-will, jealousy and 
discord with the world (i.e. with everyone else in this world—“tēhi lāgi jaga bairī 
bhayō”) for the comfort and pleasure and gratification of your gross perishable body 
that would betray you sooner or later (when you die), and then this body itself, which 
you love so much and for which you have committed so much sins and evil deeds, 
would be instrumental in dragging you in a pit of intense miseries and excessive pain 
when it will be infested with worms and maggots, when smite, flies and insects will 
feed on it, and when it would be cast to the dump in mud, ash, filth and faecal matters 
upon your death (kṛmi-bhasma-biṭa-parināma tanu)2! 

[2On death, if you are burried, you would be eaten by germs and worms; if you are 
consigned to flames, you turn to ashes; if you lie unattended, the body will decay and 
it would turn into faecal and decaying flesh matter upon which insects, dogs, vultures 
would feast. How horrible is the fate of your body for which you do so much, and 
which would have no second thoughts in making you suffer on its behalf.  

Remember: Here the word ‘you’ refers to ‘the true self’ of the living being, which 
is his Atma or pure conscious soul, and ‘not the gross physical body’.] 
 
Infatuation with other people's women (paradāra), coveting greedily and wistfully 
their wealth (paradhana), and having enmity, spite and malice towards them 
(drōhapara)—all these evil tendencies have been steadily increasing in you (sansāra 
bāṛhai nita nayō) (136/7). 

 
 

¼136@8½ 
 
ns[kr gh vkbZ fc#/kkbZA tks rSa liusgq¡ ukfga cqykbZAA 
rkds xqu dNq dgs u tkghaA lks vc  izxV  ns[kq  ruq  ekghaAA 
lks izxV ruq tjtj tjkcl] C;kf/k] lwy lrkobZA 
flj&dai] bafnz;&lfä izfrgr] cpu dkgq u HkkobZAA 
x`gikygwrsa  vfr  fujknj]  [kku&iku  u  ikobZA 
,sflgq  nlk  u  fcjkx  rg¡]  r`".kk&rjax  c<+kobZAA136@8AA 

 
 
                                               (136/8) 
 
dēkhata hī ā'ī birudhā'ī. jō taiṁ sapanēhum̐ nāhiṁ bulā'ī.  
tākē guna kachu kahē na jāhīṁ. sō aba pragaṭa dēkhu tanu māhīṁ.  
sō pragaṭa tanu jarajara jarābasa, byādhi, sūla satāva'ī. 
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sira-kampa, indriya-sakti pratihata, bacana kāhu na bhāva'ī.  
gṛhapālahūtēṁ ati nirādara, khāna-pāna na pāva'ī. 
aisihu dasā na birāga taham̐, tṛṣṇā-taraṅga baṛhāva'ī. 136/8.  
 
Verse no. 136/8—[This verse outlines the horrors of old age.] 

Almost un-announced and un-seen and un-welcomed, the old age has arrived 
(dēkhata hī ā'ī birudhā'ī), which you had never invited even in your dreams (and 
which you had never expected would ever bother you during the time you had been 
young and enjoying the world to the hilt) (jō taiṁ sapanēhum̐ nāhiṁ bulā'ī)! 

The agonising situation and the miseries of old age are impossible to describe fully 
as they are so huge and wide in their reach (tākē guna kachu kahē na jāhīṁ). One 
not need to do so, because you can see yourself the visible effect of old  age on your 
own body itself, and you can witness how it affects you directly (sō aba pragaṭa 
dēkhu tanu māhīṁ).  

See its visible effect on your body (sō pragaṭa tanu)—it has become feeble, 
worn-out, decrepit, decayed and infirm (jarajara). Due to old age (jarābasa), 
different diseases and countless forms of physical discomfort and pains are 
tormenting you endlessly (byādhi, sūla satāva'ī), the head is shaking and trembling 
(like a leaf on a tree) (sira-kampa), and the organs of your body have lost their 
former abilites and strength, there functions are steadily slowing down (indriya-sakti 
pratihata).  

What a pitiable condition it is indeed! No one likes to hear you speak, they all shun 
you (and everyone turns a deaf ear to your mutterings) (bacana kāhu na bhāva'ī). 
Even the pet animals (such as your favourite dog) which guards your house has 
started neglecting and insulting you (gṛhapālahūtēṁ ati nirādara).  

No one bothers about your meals and drinks so much so that you don’t get enough 
to eat or drink (khāna-pāna na pāva'ī). 

[You feel utterly neglected and humiliated; you are subjected to interminable 
insults and scorn, and you are treated with repugnance and indignity wherever you go 
by those for whom you had sacrificed all your life and happiness earlier. Even the pet 
dog is served its meals at the proper feeding time, but no one bothers about you and 
your hunger. What’s more, you don't even get sufficient to eat or drink.]   

Inspite of such a pitiful, miserable and horrorful state, you still do not get true 
renunciation (aisihu dasā na birāga taham̐). Even in this horrible condition, you go 
on increasing your lust, greed, avarice, passions, desires etc. (tṛṣṇā-taraṅga 
baṛhāva'ī). [To wit, inspite of being told about your inevitable fate and seeing others 
suffering in their old age, you are so dumb-witted that still you don’t seem to 
understand, and you don’t make amends while still there is time for you. Inspite of 
being aware of the horrors of old age, you contine to fritter away your youthful energy 
and time in pursuit of this deluding world and its false charms, instead of making 
efforts to ensure a secure spiritual destiny for yourself.] (136/8). 

 
 

¼136@9½ 
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pkfj  [kkfu  larr   voxkghaA vtgq¡ u d# fcpkj eu ekghaAA 
vtgw¡  fcpk#]  fcdkj  rft]  Hktq  jke  tu&lq[knk;daA 
Hkofla/kq  nqLrj  tyjFka]  Hktq  pØ/kj  lqjuk;daAA 
fcuq  gsrq  d#ukdj]  mnkj]  vikj&ek;k&rkjuaA 
dSoY;&ifr]  txifr]  jekifr]  izkuifr]  xfrdkjuaAA136@9AA 

 
 
                                                  (136/9) 
 
kahi kō sakē mahābhava tērē. janama ēkakē kachuka ganērē.  
cāri khāni santata avagāhīṁ. ajahum̐ na karu bicāra mana māhīṁ.  
ajahūm̐ bicāru, bikāra taji, bhaju rāma jana-sukhadāyakaṁ. 
bhavasindhu dustara jalarathaṁ, bhaju cakradhara suranāyakaṁ.  
binu hētu karunākara, udāra, apāra-māyā-tāranaṁ. 
kaivalya-pati, jagapati, ramāpati, prānapati, gatikāranaṁ. 136/9.  
 
Verse no. 136/9—Only a few of your troubles and tribulations of this birth that have 
been causing you so much miseries have been counted and listed above (in verse nos. 
136/1-136/8) (janama ēkakē kachuka ganērē). If this is the situation in a single 
birth, then say who can tell the great stories of your immense sufferings that you had 
to endure in your numerous previous births (kahi kō sakē mahābhava tērē).  

You have had to wander in either of the four forms of births that all living 
beings have to pass through (cāri khāni santata avagāhīṁ)1.  

[1The 4 forms of births are as follows:- (a) ‘Pindaj’—those born from an 
embryo formed in a mother's womb such as a human being and other animals; (b) 
‘Andaj’—those born from an egg outside the womb such as birds; (c) ‘Swadej’—
those born by self division of the cell without fertilisation, e.g. the one-celled 
organisms such as Amoeba; it also means ‘born of perspiration or sweat’ such as lice 
etc.; and (d) ‘Udbhij’—those born out of a seed, e.g. plants.]  
 
Yet you do not think deeply on this aspect in your mind even after undergoing so 
much sufferings (ajahum̐ na karu bicāra mana māhīṁ).  

Oh come on, wake up to the realities; even now think over it (ajahūm̐ bicāru) 
and leave your ignorance and arrogance and all other types of spiritual faults that you 
have had till now (because its still time for you to make amends for your mistakes) 
(bikāra taji). [So then, what should you do? Here it is:--]  

Worship and venerate Lord Sri Ram who gives joy and all types of happiness 
to his devotees (bhaju rāma jana-sukhadāyakaṁ). The Lord is like a huge and 
robust ship (jalarathaṁ) as far as crossing of this formidably fierce and difficult 
ocean of mundane life in this gross perishable world is concerned (bhavasindhu 
dustara). Therefore, be wise and  prudent for your own good, and worship the Lord 
who bears a discus (bhaju cakradhara) and who is the God of all the Gods 
(suranāyakaṁ). [To wit, just as it is easy for a person to cross an ocean aboard a 
ship, it would be very easy and comfortable for you to get over all your worries and 
miseries associated with this life if you take shelter of Lord Ram and offer your 
prayers to him, for then the merciful Lord is sure to extend his hand to you to help 
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you out of your problems. The Lord who holds a discus is a reference to Lord Vishnu 
who had incarnated as Lord Ram.] 

The Lord shows benevolence, kindness and mercy without any selfish 
interests, for the Lord is absolutely selfless in his attitude (binu hētu karunākara); 
he is enormously generous and magnanimous (udāra); he can help overcome the 
great delusions and ignorance which have overpowered you and clouded your wisdom 
(apāra-māyā-tāranaṁ). [To wit, if you submit yourself before Lord Ram, then you 
need not worry about the knowledge of scriptures and the myriad means of attaining 
liberation and deliverance, for the Lord would take care of your welfare, both the 
temporal as well as the spiritual.] 

He is the merciful Lord who grants the supreme and the most exalted state of 
existence for the soul known as ‘Kaivalya’, literally meaning ‘one of its only kind’, 
which in practical terms means attainment of spiritual salvation and emancipation to 
the creature (kaivalya-pati).  

He is the only Lord God of this entire creation (jagapati). He is the Lord of 
Laxmi (i.e. of all sorts of prosperity and well-being in this world) (ramāpati). He is 
the Lord who is the Supreme Soul or the Atma of this creation, and by extension of all 
the living beings because all have this ‘soul’ in their bodies, and this ‘soul’ is actually 
the true identity of all living beings (prānapati)2. The Lord is a bestower of spiritual 
bliss, and of liberation and deliverance from all miseries and torments that afflict the 
creature (gatikāranaṁ).  

[2The word “prānapati” also means the Lord who is very dear to the life and 
soul of a creature. In this sense, Lord Ram is the dearest Lord of all living beings.] 
(136/9).  

 
 

 
The importance of Saints 
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                                                 (136/10) 
 
raghupati-bhagati sulabha, sukhakārī. sō trayatāpa-sōka-bhaya-hārī.  
binu satasaṅga bhagati nahiṁ hō'ī. tē taba milaiṁ dravai jaba sō'ī.  
jaba dravai dīnadayālu rāghava, sādhu-saṅgati pā'iyē. 
jēhi darasa-parasa-samāgamādika pāparāsi nasā'iyē.  
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jinakē milē dukha-sukha samāna, amānatādika guna bhayē. 
mada-mōha lōbha-biṣāda-krōdha subōdhatēṁ sahajahiṁ gayē. 136/10.  
 
Verse no. 136/10—Devotion and affection (bhagati) for Lord Raghupati (Sri Ram) is 
easy and simple to have, and it gives immense bliss, joy and happiness to the creature 
(raghupati-bhagati sulabha, sukhakārī). They eliminate the fear of the three types 
of sorrows that torment a creature1; they are an eliminator of all sorts of worries, 
miseries and fears that make the creature suffer (sō trayatāpa-sōka-bhaya-hārī). 
 [1The three types of sorrows that cause problems for a creature are called the 
“Traitaps”. They are described in verse no. 17, stanza no. 2, and verse no. 81, stanza 
no. 1 of this Book ‘Vinai Patrika’.]  
  
But that devotion and affection for the Lord that is known as ‘Bhakti’ cannot be had 
without a communion with and the company of saints and pious souls (binu 
satasaṅga bhagati nahiṁ hō'ī), and these saints and pious souls are met only by the 
grace and blessings of Lord Sri Ram, only when the Lord wishes it to be so by being 
gracious upon the selected devotee (tē taba milaiṁ dravai jaba sō'ī). 
 Indeed it is true that company of saintly people is possible only when Lord 
Ram feels merciful for the creature and blesses him with this boon (jaba dravai 
dīnadayālu rāghava, sādhu-saṅgati pā'iyē)2. 

[2To wit, when Lord Sri Ram shows grace and mercy upon the creature then 
only is communion and contacts with saints possible for him. The glory, importance 
and virtue of saints and pious people has been elucidated and enumerated in other 
books of Tulsidas also, viz. (i) Ram Charit Manas, Uttar Kand, from Chaupai line no. 
5 that precedes Doha no. 37—to Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 41; (ii) 
Dohawali, verse nos.  375—378, 381; and (iii) Vairagya Sandipani, verse nos. 8—42.] 
 
By the touch, the sight, the company and the commuion of those saintly souls, all the 
accumulated sins, evils, vices and faults of the creature (jēhi darasa-parasa-
samāgamādika) are completely uprooted and destroyed (pāparāsi nasā'iyē).  

By this contact with saints, one learns the values and importance of the virtues 
of dispassion and detachment, and to treat alike both the sorrows and the joys of life 
(jinakē milē dukha-sukha samāna). One also learns the virtues of practicing 
equanimity and renunciation in one’s life, and is motivated to develop these qualities 
in himself by seeing the example of these saints and holy souls (amānatādika guna 
bhayē).  

Forsooth, the company of saints helps one to become wise and enlighted so 
much so that he inculcates many good and saintly virtues and noble qualities in 
himself (subōdhatēṁ). The positive effect of this is that many negativities that are 
inherently present in a person, such as ego, arrogance and haughtiness (“Mada”), 
delusions, attractions and attachments (“Moha”), greed and yearings (“Lobha”), 
feeling perplexed, grieved and sorrowful (“Vishad”), and anger (“Krodha”), all 
gradually go away on their own without making much effort to eliminate them 
(mada-mōha lōbha-biṣāda-krōdha sahajahiṁ gayē). (136/10).  
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Realisation of True ‘Self’ 

 
   ¼136@11½ 
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=Syksd&ikou  lks  lnk  tkdh  nlk  ,slh  HkbZAA136@11AA 

 
 
                                                (136/11) 
 
sēvata sādhu dvaita-bhaya bhāgai. śrīraghubīra-carana laya lāgai.  
dēha-janita bikāra saba tyāgai. taba phiri nija svarūpa anurāgai.  
anurāga sō nija rūpa jō jagatēṁ bilacchana dēkhiyē. 
santōṣa, sama, sītala sadā dama, dēhavanta na lēkhiyē.  
niramala, nirāmaya, ēkarasa, tēhi haraṣa-sōka na byāpa'ī. 
trailōka-pāvana sō sadā jākī dasā aisī bha'ī. 136/11.  
 
Verse no. 136/11—By serving such wise saints, one gets freedom from the fears (and 
the doubts) arising from the philosophy of ‘Dwaitya’ (the dual nature of existence; 
whether what one experiences in this world is true or false; the sense of mine and 
yours; this life and the life hereafter; the mortality of life vis-à-vis the eternity of the 
soul; etc) (sēvata sādhu dvaita-bhaya bhāgai)1.  
 [1When the creature becomes wise, enlightened and self-realised as a reward 
of his contact with learned saints, he begins to understand that the essence of life is 
not what is seen and observed by the sense organs of perception of the body in the 
form of the gross mundane external world of material sense objects, but it is 
something very subtle and sublime in the form of the ‘Atma’ which is pure 
consciousness. This Atma is the ‘true self’ of the creature, and it is an universal entity. 
This Atma lives in all living beings as their individual self at the microcosmic level of 
existence, and as the Supreme Atma or the Parmatma at the macrocosmic level of 
existence.  
 Further, this Atma of the individual is a manifestation of the cosmic Atma 
reprersented by Lord Ram. This being the case, the wise aspirant sees his Lord all 
around him. With the omnipresence of his Lord who is ready to give him protection, 
where is the cause of fear from any quarter? 

The Atma is not a gross visible thing like the body for it is subtle and invisible by 
its nature; it is eternal and imperishable unlike the body which is subject to decay and 
death. This realisation eliminates the sense of duality in creation and brings about 
uniformity. 

 The thus-realised creature begins to see the same Lord in the form of the 
‘consciousness’ or the ‘Atma’ everywhere, in all the creatures, in the animate as well 
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as the inanimate, in the cosmic form of Nature and its vast canvas of beauty, in the 
outside as well as the inside of all that is visible or invisible. This universal view of 
existence and the sense of uniformity in its true essence removes fears of death and 
life, fears of the future vis-à-vis the present. One has no enemies or friends, for all the 
creatures are one and the same for him. Obviously, this view removes all cause of 
malice and ill-will, and this paves the way for spread of the virtues of love and 
brotherhood all around. In this scenario, there is no fear from any quarter.  

Again, when a wise creature realises that the ‘Atma’ is his true identity and it is 
pure consciousness that is universal, immortal and transcendental, then all fears of 
death are erased.  

These ideas are elaborated below in the following stanzas.]  
 
The benefit of this development is that one begins to focus his attention on the holy 
feet of Lord Ram, the Lord God (śrīraghubīra-carana laya lāgai).  

All the faults and problems associated with the gross body and the equally gross 
world are easily done away with (dēha-janita bikāra saba tyāgai), and the aspirant 
begins to learn to experience the bliss associated with one’s Atma that is one’s true 
self and pure consciousness (taba phiri nija svarūpa anurāgai).  

Indeed, when the wise and enlightened person realises the greatness, the majesty 
and the divinity of his true form (bilacchana dēkhiyē) as being the ‘pure 
consciousness’ that is distinct and separate from his gross body, he begins to love and 
adore it and develop affection for it (anurāga sō nija rūpa jō jagatēṁ). [As soon as 
this reality dawns upon him, he begins to remain indifferent to the gross body but 
pays special attention to his Atma.] 

The condition of a person who attains this wonderful state of existence wherein he 
has acquainted himself with the pure conscious Atma residing within his own self, i.e. 
when he has become ‘self realised’, is unique, fantastically wonderful, most eclectic 
and worthy of laurels to say the least (bilacchana dēkhiyē). Having contentedness, 
equanimity, evenness, fortitude, forebearance, calmness, serenity, self-control of the 
sense organs, peace of mind, heart and demeanours—all become a part of his 
character, his nature and his life (santōṣa, sama, sītala sadā dama).  

He lives in a transcendental state of existence so much so that he begins to see that 
his physical body that is perishable and gross as well as subject to so many pains and 
miseries is not his ‘true self’, and that ‘his true identity’ is an entity known as the 
Atma that is pure consciousness which is eternal, blissful, subtle and sublime 
(dēhavanta na lēkhiyē).  

The result of this realisation is that the person automatically becomes pure and 
holy, and is freed from all worldly taints which are like a moral disease for him 
(niramala, nirāmaya).  

He becomes steady in his belief of oneness of his soul with the cosmic Soul, as 
well as the fact that the truth and reality in this world is always the same inspite of the 
external diversity that is visible, and this attitude makes him calm, uniform and 
unruffled; he develops the virtues of equanimity and fortitude (ēkarasa). 

Inculcation of these grand virtues ensures that joys and sorrows do not move him 
or affect him at all; he remains unruffled, still and calm under both (tēhi haraṣa-sōka 
na byāpa'ī).  
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[To wit, he is neither excited nor depressed; he treats all circumstances with 
exceptional poise and dispassion. Nothing is too good for him to excite him, nor too 
bad to depress him. He is now free from all the imaginary pains and miseries that had 
been tormenting him till now as these were all related to his gross physical body, and 
not to the Atma. Thereafter, such a self-realised person never suffers from any misery 
and sorrow that are so common in this world, but rather lives in a perpetual state of 
blissfulness, happiness and joy.]  

A person who attains this eclectic and transcendental state of existence marked by 
eternal blissfulness, tranquillity and equanimity and other such majestic virtues as 
enumerated herein above (jākī dasā aisī bha'ī), is the one who can purify the whole 
world by showing it the correct path that leads to contentedness and happiness 
(trailōka-pāvana sō sadā) (because he knows the path and how to walk on it to 
reach one’s goal in life; he is the proper guide for others) (136/11).  

 
 

¼136@12½ 
 
tks rsfg iaFk pyS eu ykbZA rkS gfj dkgs u gksfga lgkbZAA 
tks ekjx Jqfr&lk/kq fn[kkoSA rsfg iFk pyr lcS lq[k ikoSAA 
ikoS lnk lq[k gfj&d`ik] lalkj&vklk rft jgSA 
liusgq¡ ugha lq[k }Sr&njlu] ckr dksfVd dks dgSAA 
f}t] nso] xq#] gfj] lar fcuq lalkj&ikj u ikb;sA 
;g  tkfu  rqylhnkl  =klgju  jekifr  xkb;sAA136@12AA 

 
 
                                                 (136/12) 
 
jō tēhi pantha calai mana lā'ī. tau hari kāhē na hōhiṁ sahā'ī.  
jō māraga śruti-sādhu dikhāvai. tēhi patha calata sabai sukha pāvai.  
pāvai sadā sukha hari-kṛpā, sansāra-āsā taji rahai. 
sapanēhum̐ nahīṁ sukha dvaita-darasana, bāta kōṭika kō kahai.  
dvija, dēva, guru, hari, santa binu sansāra-pāra na pā'iyē. 
yaha jāni tulasīdāsa trāsaharana ramāpati gā'iyē. 136/12.  
 
Verse no. 136/12—Say, why will the Lord God not help those who walk on this noble 
path (jō tēhi pantha calai mana lā'ī; tau hari kāhē na hōhiṁ sahā'ī), the path 
which has been shown by the Vedas (scriptures) and endorsed by holy saints (jō 
māraga śruti-sādhu dikhāvai), for it leads one and all to obtain all types of 
happiness, peace, joy and contentedness (tēhi patha calata sabai sukha pāvai).  

The ‘Sadhak’ (aspirant; seeker) who walks on this path always feels happy and 
cheerful because he is blessed by the Lord God himself (pāvai sadā sukha hari-
kṛpā), and therefore he does not have to depend upon the world for anything he 
wants. So he stops expecting anything from the mundane world, for all his needs are 
now taken care of by the Lord (sansāra-āsā taji rahai)1.  

[1By the grace of God, such a seeker attains eternal and abiding bliss, and he 
realises that the bliss and happiness that he obtains by this method are sustainable and 
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true in nature as compared to their false, transient and impermanent nature as obtained 
from the world. Thus, he stops pursuing the sense objects of the world in his quest for 
peace, happiness, joy and pleasures, but turns inwards to his ‘pure conscious self’ to 
seek them.  

A wise man becomes ‘self-realised’ and experiences the ultimate bliss and joy 
that comes with the understanding that his ‘true self’ is not the gross body but the pure 
consciousness that is within his own inner-self in the form of his blissful Atma, that 
the world is perishable while his self is eternal, and that all the pleasures and comforts 
that this perishable world seems to offer to him are not only limited to the gross body 
which is also perishable like the world but are impermanent and transient as well as 
the root of grief and pain in the long run.]  
 
There are countless things to say and equally countless arguments for and against a 
proposition, but why bother about them (bāta kōṭika kō kahai). One thing is for 
sure—if one sees ‘Dwaitya’ (a sense of duality) in this world, then no matter what 
anyone says or preaches, true happiness and peace will always elude the creature; one 
can never expect to have abiding peace, bliss, happiness and contentedness even in 
one's dreams if one is misled by this idea (sapanēhum̐ nahīṁ sukha dvaita-
darasana)2. 

[2If a person sees his true self, which is pure consciousness, as being distinct 
from the Supreme Self which is known as cosmic Consciousness that is all-pervading 
and universal in nature, if he sees distinction between mine and yours, me and he etc., 
then he can never ever find peace in this world.  

To wit, real happiness, true peace and bliss that is eternal and abiding lies in 
becoming self-realised in the oneness of the ‘individual’s self’ and the ‘supreme Self’ 
known as the Lord God or Brahm. And what is this ‘self’? It is ‘pure consciousness’ 
both at the individual level and the universal level of existence. This realisation 
immediately creates a bond of kinship between the creature and the Lord God for the 
truth of both is the same ‘consciousness’.  

All living beings have their own independent bodies, but their true self, the 
essence of  their being, the factor that defines them as a ‘living entity’ as opposed to a 
non-living thing is not their bodies but the pure consciousness that resides in these 
bodies. Though the physical bodies may be different but the basic factor that defines 
all living beings, i.e. the pure consciousness, is the one and the same in all. Hence, 
there is no cause and locus-standi for the concept of ‘duality’ to ever disturb the peace 
of mind of an enlightened person in this world.  

In the context of the devotee and the Lord God, therefore, a self-realised and 
enlightened devotee understands that the Lord God whom he worships and adores 
does not live away from him, but that the Lord resides in his own inner-self as his 
‘Atma’ or ‘pure consciousness’. The essence and the truth of the devotee and the Lord 
God is the same non-dual entity known as ‘Consciousness’. This immediately 
removes the distance and the distinction between the devotee and his Lord God—and 
the former begins to feel one with the Lord himself. He has nowhere to go to seek his 
Lord, for the Lord resides in his own self! This realisation is the pinnacle of 
enlightenment and spiritual wisdom; it is the source of abiding bliss and eternal joy 
because this consciousness is eternal and imperishable as opposed to the gross 
physical body. 
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To wit and in all sooth, this understanding, this wisdom and realisation is 
equivalent to crossing this seemingly endless ocean symbolised by this mundane, 
gross and perishable world that is actually like an ocean of endless miseries, pain, 
grief and torments for the creature.  

The world no longer instills any kind of fear in the heart of the creature; the 
world no longer tempts the creature with its false charms and allurements of comfort, 
happiness and joy; the world does not bother the creature. The creature becomes 
neutral to it—both to its charms as well as to its sorrows. He now realises that the 
happiness and joy that he gets from the gross world are of no consequence as they are 
temporary and shallow, and they are dimmed by the intensity and depth of the 
happiness and joy that is got by realising the presence of the pure consciousness 
inside one’s own self because it stands for the presence of the Supreme Lord God, 
who is a fount of eternal peace and bliss, within one’s own self.  

Similarly, the wisened creature also realises that all the sorrows and pains of 
the gross world, as well as its joys and comforts, are all not only transient but also 
limited to the gross organs of the equally gross body. Since the ‘true self’ is not this 
gross body, rather it is the pure conscious Atma that resides within this body, 
therefore nothing of the external gross world really matters to a wise creature 
anymore. He has literally side-stepped and skipped the puddle of the world, 
preventing himself from getting dirty and any slush and filth getting stuck to him!]    
 
It is important to understand that one cannot cross this ocean represented by this 
world without the help of one’s elders, the gods, teacher, the deity one reveres and 
adores, saints and holy men etc. (because they are one’s true and selfless trusted 
friend, and they know the path one ought to follow to reach this goal) (dvija, dēva, 
guru, hari, santa binu sansāra-pāra na pā'iyē).  
 Tulsidas says that after understanding all these things, one should sing the 
divine glories of Lord Ramapati (i.e. Sri Ram) (yaha jāni tulasīdāsa -- ramāpati 
gā'iyē), the Lord who removes all sufferings, miseries and torments of his devotees 
(trāsaharana)3.  

[3The devotee worships and adores Lord Ram, the cosmic Lord who is also the 
Lord of Rama, the goddess of prosperity and well-being, with the hope that he too 
would find eternal peace and rest for himself like those saints and wise people, that he 
too would be able to overcome the miseries associated with this world like them, and 
that he too would be able to attain liberation, deliverance, emancipation and salvation 
for his soul in due course of time like done by pious souls.  

The word ‘Ramāpati’ refers to Lord Vishnu, the Lord God and the divine 
husband of goddess Laxmi who is also known as Rama. Lord Vishnu had manifested 
himself as Lord Sri Ram whom Tulsidas adores as his Lord God.] (136/12). 

  
 

 
The Immense Effects of Lord's Grace 

 
                                             Rāga Bilāvala 

 
¼137½ 
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tksiS d`ik j?kqifr d`ikyqdh] cSj vkSjds dgk ljSA 
gksb u ck¡dks ckj Hkxrdks] tks dksm dksfV mik; djSAA1AA 
rdS uhpq tks ehpq lk/kqdh] lks ikej rsfg ehpq ejSA 
csn&fcfnr izgykn&dFkk lqfu] dks u Hkxfr&iFk ikm¡ èkjS\AA2AA 
xt m/kkfj gfj FkI;ks fcHkh"ku] /kzqo vfcpy dcgw¡ u VjSA 
vacjh"k dh lki lqjfr dfj] vtgq¡ egkeqfu Xykfu xjSAA3AA 
lksa /kkSa dgk tq u fd;ks lqtks/ku] vcq/k vkius eku tjSA 
izHkq&izlkn lkSHkkX; fct;&tl] ikaMouS cfjvkb cjSAA4AA 
tksb tksb dwi [kuSxks ijdg¡] lks lB fQfj rsfg dwi ijSA 
liusgq¡ lq[k u larnzksghdg¡] lqjr# lksm fc"k&Qjfu QjSAA5AA 
gSa dkds }S lhl bZlds tks gfB tudh lho¡ pjS 
rqyflnkl j?kqchj&ckgqcy lnk vHk;] dkgw u MjSAA6AA 

 
 
                                                  (137) 
 
jōpai kṛpā raghupati kṛpālukī, baira aurakē kahā sarai. 
hō'i na bām̐kō bāra bhagatakō, jō kō'u kōṭi upāya karai. 1.  
takai nīcu jō mīcu sādhukī, sō pāmara tēhi mīcu marai. 
bēda-bidita prahalāda-kathā suni, kō na bhagati-patha pā'um̐ dharai?. 2.  
gaja udhāri hari thapyō bibhīṣana, dhruva abicala kabahūm̐ na ṭarai. 
ambarīṣa kī sāpa surati kari, ajahum̐ mahāmuni glāni garai. 3.  
sōṁ dhauṁ kahā ju na kiyō sujōdhana, abudha āpanē māna jarai. 
prabhu-prasāda saubhāgya bijaya-jasa, pāṇḍavanai bari'ā'i barai. 4.  
jō'i jō'i kūpa khanaigō parakaham ̐, sō saṭha phiri tēhi kūpa parai. 
sapanēhum̐ sukha na santadrōhīkaham̐, surataru sō'u biṣa-pharani pharai. 5.  
haiṁ kākē dvai sīsa īsakē jō haṭhi janakī sīvam̐ carai 
tulasidāsa raghubīra-bāhubala sadā abhaya, kāhū na ḍarai. 6.  
 
Verse no. 137—If Sri Raghupati (Lord Sri Ram) is favourably inclined, merciful and 
gracious towards someone, what will others gain by becoming his enemies (jōpai 
kṛpā raghupati kṛpālukī, baira aurakē kahā sarai)?  

Even a hair of the devotee of the Lord cannot be broken (or no harm can be 
done to him) even if others try millions of ways and adopt countless tactics to torment 
him (hō'i na bām̐kō bāra bhagatakō, jō kō'u kōṭi upāya karai). [To wit, if Lord 
Ram loves a person, if the Lord has extended his umbrella of protection over 
someone, no harm can come to him from any quarter no matter how hard his 
adversaries try and try.] (1).  
 
A wicked, sinful and mean person (nīcu, pāmara) who looks towards death of a 
saintly person or causing harm to him in any manner (takai jō mīcu sādhukī) would 
die himself and suffer immensely (sō tēhi mīcu marai).  

In this context, the story of Prahalad1 has been made famous by the Vedas 
(bēda-bidita prahalāda-kathā). Say, who is so unfortunate and foolish that he 
would not to step on the path of devotion and worship of the Lord (kō na bhagati-
patha pā'um̐ dharai) after hearing that incident (kathā -- suni)? (2). 
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 [1The story of Prahalad is narrated in a note appended to verse no. 57 of this 
book ‘Vinai Patrika’. Prahalad was a child but he adopted the path of devotion for 
Lord Vishnu which is demon father did not like. The father tried to force his son 
Prahalad to abandon this faith in Lord Vishnu, even subjecting him to immense 
sufferings for his adherence to his beliefs. Finally, when Prahalad refused to buckle, 
the demon drew a sword to kill him. At that instant, Lord Vishnu revealed himself as 
a ‘half man and half lion’ to kill the demon father and rescue Prahalad. 
 The idea here is that the Lord God is very kind towards his devotees, and if 
anyone makes them suffer, the Lord intervenes on the behalf of his devotees and 
punishes the offender. Understanding this fact, who would not like to have such a lord 
and master as his protector and guardian, one who would go out of his way to help 
those who are dependant upon him? Surely one cannot find such a selfless, kind and 
loving guardian and protector for himself in this world as he would find in Lord 
Ram.] 
 
There are so many other instances as well. For example, Sri Hari (Lord Vishnu) had 
liberated Gajraaj (the king of elephants) from sure death (gaja udhāri hari); he had 
put Vibhishan on the throne (of Lanka) which he could not imagine  even in his 
dreams (thapyō bibhīṣana); he gave Dhruva (a child devotee) such a stable state of 
existence that he does not have to change his position ever (though all other entities in 
this world are bound to undergo changes) (dhruva abicala kabahūm̐ na ṭarai).  

And of course, the famed story of king Ambarish is unique—for the sage 
Durvasha, who had cursed him, was so ashamed at himself on remembering his 
spiteful and vengeful nature, and the error of cursing Ambarish who was a devotee of 
Lord Vishnu, that the sage was almost died or buried himself in shame and lamented 
at his own evil temper, shortsightedness, arrogance, haughtiness and malicious nature 
(ambarīṣa kī sāpa surati kari, ajahum̐ mahāmuni glāni garai)2 (3). 
 [2The story of Gajraaj is narrated in a note appended to verse no. 57 of this 
book Vinai Patrika. Similarly, the story of Vibhhishan is narrated in a note appended 
to verse no. 78, of Dhruva in verse no. 86, and of Ambarish in verse no. 98.]  
  
Which evil and crooked means had Duryodhan not adopted to inflict torments and 
harassment to the Pandavas (sōṁ dhauṁ kahā ju na kiyō sujōdhana)? That stupid 
fellow kept on burning in his own haughtiness, arrogance, hypocrisy, pride and vanity 
(abudha āpanē māna jarai), while, by the grace of God (prabhu-prasāda), victory, 
good fortunes and good fame (saubhāgya bijaya-jasa) had willingly and 
automatically come to the humbled Pandavas (pāṇḍavanai bari'ā'i barai)3 (4). 
 [3The story of Duryodhan and the Pandavas is briefly narrated in a note 
appended to verse no. 97 of this book Vinai Patrika.]  
 
Forsooth, a wicked person with a pervert mind and corrupt intellect who digs a well 
(or a pit, a grave) for others (jō'i jō'i kūpa khanaigō parakaham̐), falls into it 
himself (sō saṭha phiri tēhi kūpa parai).  

Those who have malice, ill-will and animosity towards saintly persons 
(santadrōhīkaham̐) cannot have happiness for themselves even in their dreams 
(sapanēhum̐ sukha na). For them, even the Kalp Tree (the all wish-fulfilling tree of 
the gods) will yield poisonous fruits (surataru sō'u biṣa-pharani pharai). [To wit, 
even the heavenly tree that naturally and normally gives sweet and succulent fruits to 
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one and all would turn hostile to such a selfish and pervert person, and gives him sour 
fruits as punishment.] (5). 
 
Who has two heads4 (i.e. who can ever dare) to cross the limits and cause offense to 
the devotees of Lord Sri Ram (haiṁ kākē dvai sīsa īsakē jō haṭhi janakī sīvam̐ 
carai)?  

[To wit, no one can dare to violate the peace, the tranquillity, the level of 
tolerance, the general welfare and well-being etc. of a devotee of Lord Ram? Not even 
a ‘demon’ who is depicted as having two horns on his head would imagine to do it, so 
what to talk of ordinary creatures? 

4‘Two heads’ here might mean someone who is demon-like, who is abnormal, 
anamolous, cruel, animal-like and ferocious in his nature, demeanours and 
inclinations. The ‘two heads’ may refer to the ‘two horns’ that are depicted on the 
head of demons and other Asurs. It might also refer metaphorically to the fear of 
getting one head dashed or crushed or severed by the wrath of the saint or his 
protector, the Lord—then, at least, one head would survive.]  
 
Tulsidas asserts that he who has the protection of the strong arms of Lord Sri Ram 
(tulasidāsa raghubīra-bāhubala) has nothing to be affright from any quarter (kāhū 
na ḍarai), and he is always fearless and carefree (sadā abhaya) (6). 

 
 

 
The Lord's open Lotus-like Palms that symbolise the perpetual grant of  

Mercy and Grace upon the Devotee 
 

¼138½ 
 
dcgq¡ lks dj&ljkst j?kquk;d! /kfjgkS ukFk lhl esjsA 
tsfg dj vHk; fd;s tu vkjr] ckjd fccl uke VsjsAA1AA 
tsfg dj&dey dBksj laHkq/kuq Hkaft tud&lal; esVÓksA 
tsfg dj&dey mBkb ca/kq T;ksa] ije izhfr dsoV HksVÓksAA2AA 
tsfg dj&dey d`ikyq xh/kdg¡] fiaM nsb fut/kke fn;ksA 
tsfg dj ckfy fcnkfj nkl&fgr] dfidqy&ifr lqxzho fd;ksAA3AA 
vk;ks lju lHkhr fcHkh"ku] tsfg dj&dey fryd dhUgksaA 
tsfg dj xfg lj pki vlqj gfr] vHk;nku nsoUg nhUgksaAA4AA 
lhry lq[kn Nk¡g tsfg djdh] esVfr iki] rki] ek;kA 
fufl&cklj rsfg dj&ljkstdh] pkgr rqyflnkl Nk;kAA5AA 

 
 
                                                    (138) 
 
kabahum̐ sō kara-sarōja raghunāyaka! dharihau nātha sīsa mērē. 
jēhi kara abhaya kiyē jana ārata, bāraka bibasa nāma ṭērē. 1.  
jēhi kara-kamala kaṭhōra sambhudhanu bhan̄ji janaka-sansaya mēṭyō. 
jēhi kara-kamala uṭhā'i bandhu jyōṁ, parama prīti kēvaṭa bhēṭyō. 2.  
jēhi kara-kamala kṛpālu gīdhakaham̐, piṇḍa dē'i nijadhāma diyō. 
jēhi kara bāli bidāri dāsa-hita, kapikula-pati sugrīva kiyō. 3.  
āyō sarana sabhīta bibhīṣana, jēhi kara-kamala tilaka kīnhōṁ. 
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jēhi kara gahi sara cāpa asura hati, abhayadāna dēvanha dīnhōṁ. 4.  
sītala sukhada chām̐ha jēhi karakī, mēṭati pāpa, tāpa, māyā. 
nisi-bāsara tēhi kara-sarōjakī, cāhata tulasidāsa chāyā. 5.  
 
Verse no. 138—Oh Lord Raghunatha (Lord Ram, the Lord of the king Raghu’s 
kingdom of Ayodhya)! Will you ever put your out-stretched and open lotus-like palms 
benevolently upon my head as a token of your blessings and benediction upon me 
(kabahum̐ sō kara-sarōja raghunāyaka! dharihau nātha sīsa mērē) like the way 
you had extended them for your other devotees who were extremely distressed and 
under great misery (jēhi kara abhaya kiyē jana ārata), when they had fervently 
called out your name with an earnest prayer to remove their fears, torments and 
agonies (bāraka bibasa nāma ṭērē) (1). 
 
You had broken the hard and strong bow of Shiva by these same hands, and had 
thereby removed the extreme state of distress and mental agony through which king 
Janak was going through at that time. By this single act of yours, you had instantly 
given cheer and hope to Janak. Oh Lord, can’t you extend a similar helping hand to 
me to help me overcome my own set of consternations, distresses, mental agonies and 
confusions like you had done for Janak? (jēhi kara-kamala kaṭhōra sambhudhanu 
bhan̄ji janaka-sansaya mēṭyō)1. 

Similarly oh Lord, will you not be gracious enough to pick me up and embrace 
me with the same lotus-like hands with which you had picked up Guha-Nishad (the 
boatman) who was lying prostrate in front of you, and had embraced him most 
affectionately like he were your own brother (without having any second thoughts or 
hesitation in doing so because of his low status in the hierarchy of society, and the 
fact that he was after all a lowly subject of the kingdom of Ayodhya of which you 
were a noble prince) (jēhi kara-kamala uṭhā'i bandhu jyōṁ, parama prīti kēvaṭa 
bhēṭyō)2.  

[1King Janak was extremely worried and regretful about the fate of his 
daughter Sita because no one had been able to fulfil his vows of breaking Shiva’s bow 
to marry her. At that time Lord Ram had broken the bow, and this immediately 
removed all the cause of sorrows of Janak. Refer to note appended to verse no. 134, 
stanza no. 3 of this book Vinai Patrika. 

2Guha was a boatman who had taken Lord Ram across the river Ganges when 
the Lord was on his way to the forest from Ayodhya. Guha had fallen at the feet of the 
Lord when the latter tried to pay him the charges for ferrying him across the river. At 
that time, the Lord had affectionately lifted Guha and embraced him. This story is 
narrated in a note appended to verse no. 134, stanza no. 4 of this book Vinai Patrika. 

Oh Lord, this shows that you are extremely gracious and go out of your way to 
please those who submit before you, without bothering about formalities and 
adherence to the norms in a tradition bound society. Guha was not a sage or hermit; 
he was of a low caste and illiterate to the hilt. He had never done meditation or kept 
any religious vows. But still you thought it fit to embrace him and lift him to a high 
pedestal by declaring him to be like your own brother. This being the case, I also 
expect the same for my self.] (2). 
 
Oh merciful and kind-hearted Lord (kṛpālu)! You had given your most exalted abode 
(i.e. the heaven) to the vulture (Jatau) after performing his last rites and cremating him 
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with the same lotus-like palms (hands) of yours as if the vulture was your own father 
(jēhi kara-kamala gīdhakaham̐, piṇḍa dē'i nijadhāma diyō)3.  

You had used the same hands to slay Baali (the king of the monkey race and 
of the kingdom of Kishkindha) for the benefit and sake of your faithful servant (i.e. 
your follower and subordinate) Sugriv (the younger brother of Baali) who was later 
on made the king of the monkey-race (jēhi kara bāli bidāri dāsa-hita, kapikula-pati 
sugrīva kiyō)4. (3). 

[3The story of Jatau is narrated in brief in a note appended to verse no. 57, 
stanza no. 3 of this book Vinai Patrika. 

4Similarly, the story of Baali and Sugriv is narrated in brief in a note appended 
to verse no. 25, stanza no. 4 of this book.] 
 
You had used these same lotus-like hands to anoint Vibhishan, who was extremely 
scared (due to the enmity his powerful elder brother, the demon king Ravana, had 
with him) and had come as a refugee to seek shelter with you, on the throne of Lanka 
(āyō sarana sabhīta bibhīṣana, jēhi kara-kamala tilaka kīnhōṁ)5.  

You had also used these same hands to hold the bow and arrow to destroy the 
demons who had been tormenting the Gods, and had thereby restored fearlessness and 
dignity to the Gods (jēhi kara gahi sara cāpa asura hati, abhayadāna dēvanha 
dīnhōṁ)6. (4). 

[5Vibhishan’s story is narrated in brief in a note appended to verse no. 78, 
stanza no. 5 of this book Vinai Patrika. 

6The Gods were tormented by the demons. Lord Vishnu had manifested in a 
human form of Lord Ram and killed these cruel demons in so as to free the Gods from 
their tormentors. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 1 that 
precedes Doha no. 181—to Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 187.] 
 
Oh Lord! The cool, soothing and comforting shade (i.e. solace and succour) that these 
lotus-like open palms of yours provide to the creature against the scorching heat of 
miseries and torments provoked by his sins, numerous misdeeds, different kinds of 
worldly delusions and other existential problems (sītala sukhada chām̐ha jēhi 
karakī, mēṭati pāpa, tāpa, māyā), Tulsidas yearns to have the same shelter and he 
seeks to have refuge under the same shade of benediction and grace (cāhata 
tulasidāsa chāyā) that these lotus-like palm of your hands extend to other devotees 
of yours, every moment of his life, both in the night and the day (nisi-bāsara tēhi 
kara-sarōjakī) (5). 
 [Note—In this verse, Tulsidas has cited many instances when Lord Ram has 
extended the shade of protection of his open palms, which are compared here to an 
open lotus flower, to those who had come to seek refuge and shelter with him just like 
a huge tree provides shade to one and all who come to it seeking shelter from the 
scorching heat of the sun. So the saintly poet prays to the Lord to extend the same 
protection to him as well.] 
 
 
 

The Menace of Kaliyug 
 

¼139½ 
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nhun;kyq] nqfjr&nkfjn&nq[k nquh nqlg frgq¡ rki rbZ gSA 
nso nqokj iqdkjr vkjr] lcdh lc lq[k gkfu HkbZ gSAA1AA 
izHkqds cpu] csn&cq/k&lEer] ee ewjfr efgnsoebZ gSA 
frudh efr fjl&jkx&eksg&en] yksHk ykyph yhfy ybZ gSAA2AA 
jkt&lekt dqlkt dksfV dVq dyfir dyq"k dqpky ubZ gSA 
uhfr] izrhfr] izhfr ijfefr ifr gsrqckn gfB gsfj gbZ gSAA3AA 
vkJe&cju&/kje&fcjfgr tx] yksd&csn&ejtkn xbZ gSA 
iztk ifrr] ik[kaM&ikijr] vius vius jax jbZ gSAA4AA 
lkafr] lR;] lqHk jhfr xbZ ?kfV] c<+h dqjhfr diV&dybZ gSA 
lhnr lk/kq] lk/kqrk lkspfr] [ky fcylr] gqylfr [kybZ gSAA5AA 
ijekjFk LokjFk] lk/ku Hk;s vQy] lQy ufga flf) lbZ gSA 
dke/ksuq /kjuh dfy&xksej fccl fcdy tkefr u cbZ gSAA6AA 
dfy&djuh cjfu;s dgk¡ ykSa] djr fQjr fcuq Vgy VbZ gSA 
rkij nk¡r ihfl dj ehatr] dks tkuS fpr dgk BbZ gSAA7AA 
R;ksa R;ksa uhp p<+r flj Åij] T;ksa T;ksa lhycl <hy nbZ gSA 
l#"k cjft rjft;s rjtuh] dqfEgySgS dqEgM+sdh tbZ gSAA8AA 
nhtS nkfn nsf[k uk rkS cfy] egh eksn&eaxy fjrbZ gSA 
Hkjs Hkkx vuqjkx yksx dgSa] jke d`ik&fprofu fprbZ gSAA9AA 
fcurh lqfu lkuan gsfj g¡fl] d#uk&ckfj Hkwfe fHktbZ gSA 
jke&jkt Hk;ks dkt] lxqu lqHk] jktk jke txr&fctbZ gSAA10AA 
lejFk cM+ks] lqtku lqlkgc] lqd`r&lSu gkjr ftrbZ gSA 
lqtu lqHkko ljkgr lknj] vuk;kl lk¡lfr fcrbZ gSAA11AA 
mFkis Fkiu] mtkfj clkou] xbZ cgksfj fcjn lnbZ gSA 
rqylh izHkq vkjr&vkjfrgj] vHk;ck¡g dsfg dsfg u nbZ gSAA12AA 

 
 
                                                    (139) 
 
dīnadayālu, durita-dārida-dukha dunī dusaha tihum̐ tāpa ta'ī hai. 
dēva duvāra pukārata ārata, sabakī saba sukha hāni bha'ī hai. 1.  
prabhukē bacana, bēda-budha-sam'mata, mama mūrati mahidēvama'ī hai. 
tinakī mati risa-rāga-mōha-mada, lōbha lālacī līli la'ī hai. 2.  
rāja-samāja kusāja kōṭi kaṭu kalapita kaluṣa kucāla na'ī hai. 
nīti, pratīti, prīti paramiti pati hētubāda haṭhi hēri ha'ī hai. 3.  
āśrama-barana-dharama-birahita jaga, lōka-bēda-marajāda ga'ī hai. 
prajā patita, pākhaṇḍa-pāparata, apanē apanē raṅga ra'ī hai. 4.  
sānti, satya, subha rīti ga'ī ghaṭi, baṛhī kurīti kapaṭa-kala'ī hai. 
sīdata sādhu, sādhutā sōcati, khala bilasata, hulasati khala'ī hai. 5.  
paramāratha svāratha, sādhana bhayē aphala, saphala nahiṁ sid'dhi sa'ī hai. 
kāmadhēnu dharanī kali-gōmara bibasa bikala jāmati na ba'ī hai. 6.  
kali-karanī baraniyē kahām̐ lauṁ, karata phirata binu ṭahala ṭa'ī hai. 
tāpara dām̐ta pīsi kara mīn ̄jata, kō jānai cita kahā ṭha'ī hai. 7.  
tyōṁ tyōṁ nīca caṛhata sira ūpara, jyōṁ jyōṁ sīlabasa ḍhīla da'ī hai. 
saruṣa baraji tarajiyē tarajanī, kumhilaihai kumhaṛēkī ja'ī hai. 8.  
dījai dādi dēkhi nā tau bali, mahī mōda-maṅgala rita'ī hai. 
bharē bhāga anurāga lōga kahaiṁ, rāma kṛpā-citavani cita'ī hai. 9.  
binatī suni sānanda hēri ham ̐si, karunā-bāri bhūmi bhija'ī hai. 
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rāma-rāja bhayō kāja, saguna subha, rājā rāma jagata-bija'ī hai. 10.  
samaratha baṛō, sujāna susāhaba, sukṛta-saina hārata jita'ī hai. 
sujana subhāva sarāhata sādara, anāyāsa sām̐sati bita'ī hai. 11.  
uthapē thapana, ujāri basāvana, ga'ī bahōri birada sada'ī hai. 
tulasī prabhu ārata-āratihara, abhayabām̐ha kēhi kēhi na da'ī hai. 12.  
 
Verse no. 139—Oh Lord who is merciful and gracious towards the humble and the  
lowly (“dīnadayālu”—Sri Ram)! In the present times, the whole world is being burnt, 
i.e. is tormented, scorched and subjected to innumerable sufferings due to the vicious 
and cruel effects of misfortunes, bad times, sins, evils and poverty (durita-dārida-
dukha) that are further compounded by (dunī) the horrible effects of the three 
formidable Traitaps (Adhyatmik, Adhibhautik and Adidaivik) that spare no living 
being from their grip (dusaha tihum̐ tāpa ta'ī hai)1.  

Oh Lord (dēva)! This tormented and afflicted person (here, it refers to 
Tulsidas himself) who is suffering himself and who feels pity and empathy for the 
likes of him who are suffering all around him, is pitiably crying out and wailing in 
despair at your door-step (i.e. in front of you and before your holy feet—“duvāra 
pukārata ārata”)—because he observes that all the people of this Kaliyug-affected 
world have gradually lost their joys, comforts and happiness, and are tormented by 
miseries and untold sufferings (sabakī saba sukha hāni bha'ī hai)2 (1). 
 [1The 3 Traitaps: Refer verse no. 17, stanza no. 2 of this book Vinai Patrika. 

2Tulsidas is concerned, like any true saint should be, about the sins and its 
negative influence on the people, about their doomed fate, about the ever increasing 
decadency and moral bankruptcy of the society, about the sufferings and miseries that 
the people undergo due to the dominance of sins and vices, and about the prospects of 
their deliverance from this quagmire and their ultimate salvation. He seeks Lord Sri 
Ram's intervention to protect the world from slipping further into the nightmarish 
whirlpool of sins, vices and evils. No one can help the creatures if the Lord doesn’t 
step in out of his mercy and compassion for his subjects.]  
 
The Vedas and experts assert (bēda-budha-sam'mata), and even the Lord (Sri Ram) 
has said himself (prabhukē bacana) that ‘The Brahmins are like my own image in 
this world (i.e. they are equivalent to and have the same exalted stature as the Lord 
himself)’ (mama mūrati mahidēvama'ī hai).  [This is because they are supposed to 
be learned, wise, enlightened, self-realised and the torch-beares of the laws of 
Dharma, i.e. the laws of rightousness, probity, propriety, noble conduct and thought.] 

But oh Lord, look around and see what the ground reality is: it is such an irony 
that nowadays wisdom, intellect and discriminatory powers of those supposedly 
learned and wise Brahmins (tinakī mati) have been devoured (eclipsed, eliminated, 
obscured, negated, swallowed, and made null and void—“līli la'ī hai”) by negativity 
such as anger, indignation, attachements, infatuations, delusions, arrogance, ego, 
haughtiness, pride, vanity, greed, avarice and all other such negative traits; they have 
fallen from their path and have become victims of these vices (risa-rāga-mōha-
mada, lōbha lālacī).3 (2). 

[3To wit, the Brahmins who are supposed to be wise and learned and act as the 
torch-bearers of true knowledge and the principles of Dharma, who are supposed to 
act as teachers and guides for the rest of the world, have abandoned their natural good 
qualities and uprightness, and instead have become firmly entrenched in vices and 
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evils of all kinds, have developed bad habits and characters, and all possible manners 
of sinful and vile deeds and corrupt practices are the norm with them nowadays. 

The salient features of Brahmins are the following—they should possess these 
noble qualities—(1) ‘Riju’-be expert in the Rig and the Yajur Vedas, (2) ‘Tapa’-
should be involved in doing penances, observing austerities and enduring sufferings 
for the welfare of the soul and the society, (3) ‘Santosh’-be contented and satisfied, 
(4) ‘Kshamaa’-to be forgiving and tolerant, (5) ‘Sheel’-to have such virtues as good 
character, dignity, decorum and virtuousness, (6) ‘Jitendriya’-to have self control over 
the sense organs, (7) ‘Data’-to be a giver, one who sacrifices his own interests for the 
benefit of others, (8) ‘Gyani’-one who is well learned, wise, enlightened and erudite, 
(9) ‘Dayaalu’-to be merciful and compassionate. Refer: Shatpath Brahman.] 
 
Similarly, the whole of the ruling class known as the ‘Kshatriya race’(rāja-samāja) 
has been overcome by millions of vices, perversions and misdemeanours (kusāja 
kōṭi). They are routinely acting against the established paths of righteousness, 
scrupulous behaviour and noble conduct, and indulging in cheating, robbery, 
treachery, deceit, crookedness, injustice, tyrany, cruelty, lachiviousness, lustfulness 
and unrighteousness, doing deeds that are immoral and abhorable by all counts, and 
find newer ways to implement their nefarious and crooked designs (kaṭu kalapita 
kaluṣa kucāla na'ī hai).  

False doctrines, heterodoxy, heresy, distrust, misleading advices and nepotism 
(hētubāda) have searched out and completely destroyed even the remnants of (haṭhi 
hēri ha'ī hai) the noble and worthy qualities of probity, propriety, politeness, faith (in 
God and the truth of scriptures), devotion, Dharma and the established traditions for 
which this race was so famed and respected (nīti, pratīti, prīti paramiti pati)4. (3)  

[4To wit, the Kshatriya race has become completely corrupt, decadent, 
perverse, pervert, morally disgraced, unrighteous and unscrupulous. Instead of being 
the protector of the society, this race has become its tormentor and exploitor.]  
 
The world has become completely blank (devoid; hollow) of the principles of Dharma 
that the people are expected to follow. [These principles of Dharma refer to the great 
and noble laws of rightful conduct, leading an ethical life, and faithfully doing one’s 
assigned duties in an auspicious and righteous manner.]  

All regulations envisioned for the proper, smooth and cordial functioning of 
the society with respect to the four ‘Varnas’ (i.e. the four sections of the society such 
as the Brahmins, Kshatriyas, Vaishyas and Sudras) and the four ‘Ashrams’ (i.e. the 
four divisions or phases in the lifespan of a person, such as Brahamacharya, 
Grihastha, Sanyas and Vanprastha) have vanished or obliterated completely (āśrama-
barana-dharama-birahita jaga -- ga'ī hai)5.  

The sanctity of the Vedas and established norms of the world have been 
completely lost. No one either respects traditions or civilised behaviour, nor pays 
attention to the edicts of the scriptures (lōka-bēda-marajāda ga'ī hai).  

The subjects (the people of the world) have fallen from their path, becoming 
morally depraved, degraded and decadent (prajā patita), are engrossed in hearsay 
and heresy, false doctrines, pretensions, imposterings, deception, heterodoxy etc. 
(pākhaṇḍa), and are indulging in wickedness, sins, evils and vices of all kinds 
(pāparata).  
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Everyone follows his own path and is blowing one’s own trumpet; all have 
become wayward, reckless and uncontrolled, and they do what suits them irrespective 
of the propriety, probity and correctness of their actions and deeds (apanē apanē 
raṅga ra'ī hai) (4). 

[5The 4 Varnas and the 4 Ashrams: See a detailed note marked # at the end of 
this verse.] 
 
Peace, amity, goodwill, truth and good traditions have diminished (sānti, satya, 
subha rīti ga'ī ghaṭi), while false doctrines, heresy, apostasy and evil customs have 
increased and mushroomed everywhere (baṛhī kurīti).  

Dishonesty, treachery, deceit, crookedness and falsehood have formed a 
tarnishing layer on all behaviours, characters and deeds of the people (as a result of 
which un-righteousness, perversity and evil are progressively on the rise) (kapaṭa-
kala'ī hai).  

Saintly people are subjected to suffering (sīdata sādhu), and the virtues of 
saintliness and piety are a worried lot (sādhutā sōcati), while the vile and corrupt 
ones prosper and enjoy themselves (khala bilasata). The state of affairs is such that 
wickedness is rejoicing and getting enhanced exponently (hulasati khala'ī hai), 
whereas righteousness has gone into hiding (5). 
 
Selflessness has been overcome by or transformed into selfishness (paramāratha 
svāratha). [For instance, people have become greedy and have started extorting and 
hoarding money in the name of imparting wisdom, knowledge, devotion, religion, 
Dharma, charity etc. Professional preachers have their eyes on the purse of those they 
preach, rather than on their spiritual welfare.] 

The various sanctioned means and paths for attaining liberation, deliverance, 
salvation and emancipation are becoming ineffective and useless (because they are 
not properly done; they are not correctly advised and followed) (sādhana bhayē 
aphala).  

The various ‘Siddhis’ (achievements of special spiritual powers and other 
successes in one’s endeavours) have stopped being possible (saphala nahiṁ sid'dhi 
sa'ī hai).  

The earth, which is like the all-wishfulling Kamdhenu cow (kāmadhēnu 
dharanī), has become so tormented and compelled by falling into the hands of the 
butcher-like Kaliyug  that it is is forced to obey its orders (kali-gōmara bibasa 
bikala) so much so that whatever is sown in it does not germinate, causing rampant 
hunger, poverty, natural calamities, famines and droughts (jāmati na ba'ī hai) (6). 
 
How far can one narrate the horrible deeds and their apocalyptic effects during this 
era known as ‘Kaliyug’ (kali-karanī baraniyē kahām̐ lauṁ)! It (the personified 
form of Kaliyug) roams about creating all types of nuisance and mischief (karata 
phirata binu ṭahala ṭa'ī hai). Even then it is not satisfied, but wrings its hands and 
grinds its teeth in a vengeful way (tāpara dām̐ta pīsi kara mīn̄jata). No one know 
what other mischief is there in his mind now (kō jānai cita kahā ṭha'ī hai) (7). 
 
Oh Lord! The more you continue to show your sense of mercy, tolerance and 
forgiveness on this wretched and wicked rascal (as this is your nature to pardon the 
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sinner and forgive him to a certain limit) (jyōṁ jyōṁ sīlabasa ḍhīla da'ī hai), the 
more this wicked fellow is exploiting this kind nature of yours to steadily become 
more and more aggressive, cruel, boisterous and belligerent (tyōṁ tyōṁ nīca 
caṛhata sira ūpara).   

Oh Lord! Please admonish and restrain him (Kaliyug) by showing a bit of 
anger and wrath (saruṣa baraji). As soon as he sees your raised finger in a gesture of 
stern warning to him (tarajiyē tarajanī), he would shrivel, i.e. shy away from 
carrying any further mischief for the fear of incurring your wrath like an unripe 
cucurbit that shrivels and dries up in the heat of the sun (kumhilaihai kumhaṛēkī ja'ī 
hai) (8). 
 
I beseech you to do justice and intervene in this matter, for otherwise this world 
would be robbed of all residual happiness, peace, auspiciousness and welfare that are 
still there in it (dījai dādi dēkhi nā tau bali, mahī mōda-maṅgala rita'ī hai).  

Oh Lord, please do something so that the people feel blessed, happy and 
fortunate to have a Lord like you, for then they would affectionately and obligingly 
laud you and highly praise you by declaring that (bharē bhāga anurāga lōga 
kahaiṁ) “Lord Sri Ram has seen us with his benevolent, merciful, kind, munificent 
and benediction filled eyes, and he has provided us with succour and solace from the 
horrors caused by our enemy, the Kaliyug” (rāma kṛpā-citavani cita'ī hai).  

Oh Lord, do something to free the people from the torments of Kaliyug so that 
they feel grateful and obliged to you. (9). 
 
Having heard my (Tulsidas’) prayers, Lord Sri Ram felt glad, and looked at me 
cheerfully and affectionately he laughed a bit heartily (binatī suni sānanda hēri 
ham̐si). He smiled and obligingly showered the rain of mercy and grace which 
drenched the whole earth (karunā-bāri bhūmi bhija'ī hai)6.  

When Lord Ram had thus established his supremacy and reign (even during 
the evil era of Kaliyug) (rāma-rāja bhayō), every success was made possible, and 
whatever the creature wanted was provided to him for his welfare and happiness 
(bhayō kāja).  

All good omens began to happen (saguna subha) because Lord Sri Ram has 
established himself as the conqueror of the world (in the sense that he has defeated the 
formidable enemy known as ‘Kaliyug’ which had been inflicting uncountable horrors 
upon the whole world, and like a conquering emperor the Lord has finally established 
his own reign marked by peace and happiness all around) (rājā rāma jagata-bija'ī 
hai)7 (10). 

[6To wit, when Lord Ram heard my selfless prayers for the welfare of the 
suffering humanity, the Lord granted my prayer as he showered his grace upon the 
whole earth to make it peaceful and free it from all worries, miseries and agitations. 

What Tulsidas actually intends to convey in this stanza is that if one prays to 
the Lord sincerely , and especially for a purpose that does not harm anybody else, the 
Lord is sure to listen and act on such prayer. Here, the ‘Power of Prayer’ is being 
highlighted. 

7Tulsidas means that as soon as the laws of Dharma and righteousness were 
established after vanquishing the evil effects of Kaliyug that had earlier dominated his 
heart and mind like they dominate other corrupted creatures, he became peaceful and 
happiness came back to him. Lord Ram had literally vanquished Kaliyug who had a 
while earlier reigned supreme in the kingdom symbolised by Tulsidas’ heart and mind 
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when the Lord heard of Tulsidas’ plight. If the world and its living beings follow the 
example of Tulsidas by the way of the subtle advice this saint gives, it is sure that the 
world would be an ideal place to live. But the irony is that we do not follow the 
advice given by saints and holy men, but rather follow what our already corrupted 
intellect tells us to do.]  

 
In the aforesaid maner, the Lord who is highly exalted, all-able and omnipotent 
(samaratha baṛō), who is a worthy Lord who embodies in his self all auspicious 
virtues and noble characters as well as wisdom, enlightenment and true knowledge 
(sujāna susāhaba), had prevented the army of righteousness and virtuous conduct 
from being defeated at the hands of the vile Kaliyug (sukṛta-saina hārata jita'ī hai).  

The devotees reverentially praise, honour and laud the majestic virtues and 
auspicious character of Lord from the inner core of their heart, honestly, sincerely  
and profusely (sujana subhāva sarāhata sādara), for they realise that the Lord has 
easily and effortless removed all the causes of torments, sufferings and tribulations 
from which they had been suffering prior to his intervention (anāyāsa sām̐sati bita'ī 
hai). [These devotees feel highly grateful and obliged to the Lord for restoring their 
peace and happiness for them (without any precondition or strings attached to such a 
benevolent gesture.] (11). 
 
But why wouldn't you (Lord Sri Ram) have done so? [To wit, there is nothing to be 
astonished in Lord Ram removing the root of all miseries of his devotees, and 
granting them with happiness and joy.] 

For it has always been your (Lord Ram’s) reputation, your solemn vow and 
promise from time immemorial (birada sada'ī hai), that you rehabilitate and reinstate 
those who have been uprooted (uthapē thapana, ujāri basāvana), as well as to 
restore things that had been wrongfully snatched away or got lost from their rightful 
owners (ga'ī bahōri). [For instance, you had given the lost kingdom of Kishkindha 
back to Sugriv, and Lanka’s throne to Vibhishan. You had given the heaven back to 
the Gods who had earlier abandoned it due to Ravana's fear.] 

Tulsidas says, ‘Who has not been granted freedom from torments, tribulations, 
miseries and sorrows etc. once he has prayed to Lord Ram and sought his blessings, 
for the Lord is famed for granting such boons and removing these sufferings (tulasī 
prabhu ārata-āratihara).  

Say, who has not been granted sure fearlessness, protection, succour and 
solace at the hands of Lord Ram (abhayabām̐ha kēhi kēhi na da'ī hai)7?  

[7To wit, the Lord had removed the sufferings of the downtrodden, the 
distressed, the humble, the sorrowful, the miserable and the lowly ones. Who is there 
whom the Lord has not been given the reassurance of fearlessness and protection of 
his strong arms. 

Everyone, without exception, who sought help from the Lord to overcome his 
miseries was duly welcomed and obliged by the Lord who went out of his way to 
please his devotees. Say, where else would one find a Lord more compassionate and 
gracious than Lord Ram? Lord Ram has removed the miseries and fears of all, and 
promised to do so even in the future.] (12). 
 
[Note—The menace caused by Kaliyug and the horrors it creates have been described 
by Tulsidas elsewhere also, such as in his epic book “Ram Charit Manas”, Uttar 
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Kand, from Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 97—to Doha no. 104 ka; and in 
“Kavitawali”, Uttar Kand, verse nos. 83-88. 
 Refer also to verse nos. 173, 184, 194 (stanza 3), and 195 (stanza 2) of this 
book Vinai Patrika in this context of the moral and mental turpitudes, the 
degradations, perversities, depravations, transgressions of all dimensions and 
denominations that are so characteristic of Kaliyug, and the negation  and decimation 
of all good and righteous virtues during this era.  
 
# The 4 Varnas—The Hindu society has been divided into four sections or classes or 
segments or divisions by ancient sages for the sake of convenience and proper 
regulation of the huge society, for the purpose of its regulation and ease of its 
administration. These four divisions are called ‘Varnas’, and they are the following—
Brahmins, Kshatriyas, Vaishyas and Sudras. Members of each division have their role 
role in society clearly marked and are expected to do their duties faithfully and 
diligently. Ancient sages and seers had envisioned this heirarchial system so that the 
society functions smoothly and each member knows what he or she is expected to do. 
This helps in proper administration and regulation of the society, proper maintenance 
of its law and order, as well as in fixing accountability.   

It helped in judicious distribution of work to be done, to regulate the 
functioning of the society by delegation of authority and clearly specifying the jobs 
each section is supposed to do to maintain order and system in the world, to prevent 
overlapping of functions and avoid anarchy and chaos. This system helped in 
judicious regulation of the working of the society as a whole because each individual 
member of any given Varna knew what is expected of him. It helped in proper 
distribution of work that had to be done for day-to-day survival, without any duplicity 
and tussle. 

But these four divisions were not water-tight compartments, and since their 
primary aim was maintenance and proper functioning of the society, these roles 
smoothly merged into one another at their meeting points.  
 For instance, though ‘Brahmins’ were primarily the elderly class well versed 
in the scriptures and assigned the job of acting as teachers, guides, advisors and 
preceptors, they was no bar for them to act as regents and warriors to protect others 
should the situation so demand.  
 The ‘Kshatriya’ was primarily responsible for giving protection to the society 
so that the rest of its members can carry out their duties without fear.  
 The society had to be fed and provided with material comfort and needs of 
daily life. This was the duty of the ‘Vaishya’ who was essentially of the trading 
community generating wealth and providing for the necessities of life. 
 But there should be someone who will attend to manial labour and serve the 
society so that its other members are freed from the grind of humdrum affairs of life 
to carry out their own duties. These were the ‘Sudras’. They did manial work which 
we ordinarily call a servant’s job. All types of tradesmen, craftsmen, smiths etc, such 
as washermen, carpenters, blacksmiths, farmers, herdsmen, boatmen, and countless 
other vocations and professions that made the society’s wheel running and well-oiled 
were classified as ‘Sudra’. The scriptures call them the ‘foot of the man’ in the sense 
that just as a man can’t stand up to do anything or go anywhere without his legs, the 
society won’t be able to stand up and function without the help of Sudras. It is 
obvious that the term ‘Sudra’ was not meant to demean or degrade any member of the 
society at large, for in fact they formed the base or foundation upon which the society 
stood and functioned without having to worry about physical support by way of 
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manial labour that can help the Brahmin, the Kshatriya and the Vaishya perform their 
duties properly. 
 As will be clearly observed by the above reading that our ancient forefathers 
and patriarchs had been wise and prudent in establishing this four segment heirarchial 
system in society. Otherwise, there is utter chaos and anarchy in society due to 
dominance of evil influences of Kaliyug. It is just like misgovernance in a country 
when the administrative machinery collapses and there is complete mayhem 
everywhere. 
  As stated above, these four sections are—(a) Brahmins*—the learned and 
teaching class; a wise one well-versed in the knowledge of the ultimate Truth about 
the supernatural Being called Brahm. They also presided over religious functions as 
priests, because these functions were central to life in the Vedic period; (b) 
Kshatriyas—they were the warrior, fighting, kingly class. They were assigned the job 
of giving protection to the society, dispensing justice and maintaining general law and 
order. (c) Vaishyas—they were the trading and farming class responsible for 
commerce and wealth generation. They provided for the necessities for a comfortable 
life. And finally (d) the Shudras—the service class of people whose main function 
was to free the other three classes from the humdrums of daily chores and concentrate 
their energies to the particular jobs assigned to those classes to which they belonged. 
 In ancient Indian tradition, the kings and the ruling class belonged to the caste 
called ‘Kshatriya’, and their main job/vocation was giving protection and providing 
sustenance to their subjects belonging to the other three castes. To do this, they had to 
wage wars—some in defense and some in aggression because they wanted to expand 
their area of influence. But wars nevertheless involved bloodshed which any peace 
loving soul of Satwic tendency would abhor. So a king could be Satwic by 
temperament but Rajsic by occupation and compulsion. Those who were Satwic were 
prescribed the non-violent method of worship and sacrifices to Goddess Durga during 
peace times as described in Devipuran Mahabhagwat, Canto 46, verse nos. 15-17½, 
while those of Rajsic bearings were to do worship requiring animal sacrifices as 
described in verse nos. 17-21, especially in preparation for and during wars. Even 
today it is observed that the army is non-vegetarian in its food habits because the 
solders cannot kill their enemies in battle—as is required of them because of their 
vocation as a soldier—if they avoid killing and instead show mercy and compassion 
on their enemies. Perhaps this is the reason why meat-eating is never looked down in 
army; in fact, it is a normal diet amongst the Kshatriya class. Though mercy and 
compassion are indeed supremely good qualities, they are not meant for the battlefield 
unless the enemy surrenders and relents. The world would have been a ‘heaven-on-
earth’ if this quality prevailed in the battlefield! However, since Sri Ram was at war 
with a vicious, unforgiving, cruel and formidable enemy (Ravana), and a lot was at 
stake (e.g. the very existence of the world and its peace), and it was a no-holds-barred, 
fierce and uncompromising war, the second category of worship—animal sacrifice 
symbolising the death of the enemy—was prescribed for him by the Goddess. And 
this was precisely what Brahma and other Gods did as is evident in verse nos. 33. 
 Yajur Veda 31st Chapter, 11th Mantra says that Brahmins are the mouth of 
society, the Kshatriyas are its arms, Vaishyas are its stomach or abdomen, and 
Shudras are its legs. The body is regarded as a symbol of the society. As is obvious in 
this analogy, all these four units of the body must function properly and in close 
cooperation with each other in order that the body can survive and live comfortably 
and carry on with its assigned duties in an orderly fashion. The mouth is important 
because it is the medium by which the body takes food and speaks; the arms procure 
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food and gives protection to the body against enemies; the stomach digests food and 
supplies the whole body with the energy needed by it; the abdomen holds all the 
internal organs; and the legs carry the body wherever it wants to go such as the place 
where food is available. Since food is the basis necessity of life, this instance is cites 
here. And the logic can be extended to everything else. Each component of the society 
must work properly in order that the whole society survives; each component is as 
vital as the other; each has its own importance in the bigger picture. 

As time passed, by and by, the Kshatriya class had become very haughty and 
arrogant because all physical powers and military strength were vested in it. The 
king’s treasury was supposed to a common pool where the society could keep its 
wealth that it generates by toil, and thew king was merely its custodian. But as time 
passed, the kings began to treat this treasury as their personal property, and while they 
rolled in luxury the peasant class, the working class that toiled day in and day out to 
generate this wealth hadn’t a square meal to dump in their empty tummies and a roof 
to cover them against the vagaries of cruel Nature. Though the powers and wealth of 
the Kshatriya class were meant for the welfare of the society as a whole, more often 
than not these elements went to the head of kings, making them arrogant, haughty, 
exploitative and insensitive towards others. 

Reasons for classification—The Niralambo-panishad of Shukla Yajur Veda, 
in its verse no. 10 states the reason for the classification of the society in four classes 
as follows—“The skin, blood, flesh, bones and the Atma/soul have no caste, creed, 
colour or race. These have been conceived as a practical measure to regulate and 
control our day to day behaviours and interactions with each other (10). 
 
The four Ashrams—The life of a (Hindu) man was divided into four quarters by 
ancient sages, forefathers and patriarchs of the society. These four quarters are the 
following—Brahmcharya, Grihastha, Vaanprastha and Sanyas. Each quarter was of 
approximately 20-25 years.  

The first quarter is when a man was supposed to study and learn the skills that 
are needed for the affairs of an adult life. This was ‘Brahmcharya Ashram’. The word 
literally means a celibate and one who exercises self-restraint. This was essential for 
study and inculcating skills which require focus of mind and heart. During this time, 
the man is is young and is supposed to observe austerities while he studies and 
acquires knowledge to equip him to face the world when he grows up 
 The second quarter is ‘Grihastha Ashram’. It is when the student enters the 
household phase of life. He marries, raises a family and carries on with his profession 
or vocation to increase wealth and progeny.  

When a person becomes ripe in age, his working capacity decreases and he 
must prepare to pass on the baton to the next generation, to his heirs when they are 
ready to step in his shoes, and when he has done his bit for society. This is the 
‘Vaanprastha Ashram’—the third phase of life when when a person prepares to hand 
the responsibilities of his worldly affairs to his heirs and mentally prepares himself to 
lead a calm and detached life so that he can get ready for the final phase of old age.  

Though it literally means ‘heading for the forest’, but not necessarily it be so. 
Its primary function is to withdraw from playing an active role in the affairs of the 
world and give one’s mind and body rest and peace after the toil of the previous years. 
In ancient times though it actually meant going to the forest and spending time in a 
serene place in some hermitage. But in modern times it is neither feasible nor 
advisable. The best avenue is to withdraw from active role and serve more as an 
advisor and guide for the next generation in a dispassionate manner.  
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 The final and fourth quarter is called ‘Sanyas Ashram’ which clearly means 
absolute withdrawal from the world and its affairs. This is the time when the man is of 
about say 70 or more years of age. So he needs complete peace and should prepare to 
make an exit from the world without a fuss. He is expected to create such a situation 
that no one misses or wails for him nor anything suffers due to his absence. Thus, he 
dies peacefully and self-contentendly.  

During the ‘Sanyas Ashram’ a person is expected to completely renounce the 
world and its entanglements, and instead spend the remaining part of his life in 
spiritual pursuit and searching ways for his spiritual liberation and deliverance. 
 
Now, let us study them in more detail.  

(a) Brahmacharya1—this is the 1
st
 phase of life in which a person studies the 

scriptures under the tutelage of a wise teacher. This phase of life is marked by 
austerities, keeping of vows, observing celibacy, abstinence and continence as well as 
leading a regimental life style of a boarding school. (b) Grihasta—when a person has 
studied and prepared himself to face the world, he comes back to his house and enters 
the 2nd phase called Grihasta Ashram which is a householder’s life. He marries, raises 
a family, produces wealth and helps to carry forward the cycle of creation. This is the 
most important and enjoyable phase as well as the most tough one because on the one 
hand there are the comforts and pleasure of the world to be enjoyed, and on the other 
hand there are the various tribulations and miseries of a family life alongside the 
dealings with this deceptive world with all its accompanying horrifying problems. (c) 

Vanprastha—this is the 3
rd

 phase when a man hands over the responsibilities of the 
world to his heirs and renounces his attachments to the house as well as the world, 
and heads for the forest, leaving the home for his next generation. It is now that he 
goes on pilgrimage and prepares for the final stage of his life, and (d) Sanyas—this is 

the 4
th

 and last stage of life when there is complete cutting-off of all the ties with the 
world, spending time in contemplation and mediation, living a life of total 
renunciation, and begging for food for survival while single mindedly endeavouring 
for emancipation and salvation. This phase of Sanyas also has many stages depending 
upon the spiritual elevation and accomplishments of the aspirant, viz. Kutichak, 
Bahudak, Hansa, Paramhans, Turiyatit and Avadhut.  
 In brief, the ‘Brahmacharis’ are celibates students who must exercise the 
greatest self-restraint in order to concentrate their energy on their studies. It is the first 
phase of life. The ‘Grihastha’ is the householder. After study, the student marries to 
raise a family and contribute to the continuation of the cycle of creation. This marks 
the second phase of life. The ‘Vaan-prastha’ is a person who hands over the 
responsibilities of worldly affairs to his heir and prepares to lead a retired life, literally 
though the word means to ‘retire to the forest’. This is the third phase of life. And 
finally, the ‘Sanyasi’ is a person who has renounced the world and spends his time in 
meditation and contemplation. This is the fourth and the final phase of life. 

The term “Brahmcharaya”—or one who practices the principles of life in 
accordance to the eclectic philosophy of Brahm-realisation, is very much 
misunderstood and misquoted. It primarily refers to that part of life when a 
practitioner exercises exemplary self-control—or “continence”—over his gross 
organs of the body so that all his energy and attention can be focused on higher goals 
of life—such as spiritual upliftment and ‘self’ as well as ‘Brahm’ realisation. Now, if 
one allows oneself to indulge in gratifying the urges of the body, a lot of his time and 
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energy would be spent on this activity, leaving his exhausted and weary to the extent 
that he would have little stamina or will to left to pursue higher goals of life.  
 Worldly indulgences can never give sustainable peace, happiness and bliss; 
it’s like seeking water in a desert mirage. On the other hand, self-restraint that 
prevents the creature from falling into this trap is ‘Brahmacharya’—i.e. practicing the 
principles of life as practiced by acclaimed ascetics.  
 Brahmacharya is to live a life that contributes to Brahm-realisation; it is to 
practice the principles that enable a person to attain success in his pursuit of 
knowledge of the higher goals of life, to become wise and learned.    

Usually the term applies to the first phase of a person’s life, the 1st quarter of 
his life, when he is supposed to spend time studying and imbibing knowledge that 
would prepare him to face life and the tumble and turmoil of the world. A student 
who concentrates his mind on his studies will obviously do well and shine in his 
chosen field as compared to one who spends his time enjoying and fooling around.  

Therefore, a person who practices the principles of Brahmacharya thorough 
out his life becomes empowered with special powers and energy that help him to 
achieve stupendous feats which his peers who fritter away their internal energy in 
worldly pursuit and self-indulgence can’t hope to achieve.  

Brahmacharya is not merely ‘celibacy’ or control over the sexual urges; it is a 
comprehensive term encompassing “total self-control” over the tendencies of the 
gross body consisting of the sense organs of action and perception, as well as the 
subtle aspects of the body consisting of the mind and heart. 
 These four Ashrams, their characteristic features and virtues are described in 
detail in an Upanishad called Ashramo-panishad belonging to the Atharva Veda 
tradition. Refer also to Kathrudra Upanishad of Krishna Yajur Veda, verse no. 3 in 
the context of one taking the vows of Sanyas, the renunciate way of life which is the 
fourth and the last phase in the life of a man which prepares him for his final 
liberation and deliverance from this world.   

The Varaaha Upanishad of Krishna Yajur Veda, in its Canto 2, verse no. 6 
says that true Moksha or Mukti for the creature is obtained when he rises above the 
limitations of these four Ashrams.] 

 
 
 

 
The fate of those who have turned away from the Lord 
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                                                  (140) 
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tē nara narakarūpa jīvata jaga bhava-bhan̄jana-pada-bimukha abhāgī. 
nisibāsara rucipāpa asucimana, khalamati-malina, nigamapatha-tyāgī. 1.  
nahiṁ satasaṅga, bhajana nahiṁ harikō, sravana na rāma-kathā-anurāgī. 
suta-bita-dāra-bhavana-mamatā-nisi sōvata ati, na kabahum̐ mati jāgī. 2.  
tulasidāsa harināma-sudhā taji, saṭha haṭhi piyata biṣaya-biṣa mām̐gī. 
sūkara-svāna-sṛgāla-sarisa jana, janamata jagata janani-dukha lāgī. 3.  
 
Verse no. 140—Those people (tē nara) are most unfortunate (abhāgī) who are 
opposed to (i.e. who do not have devotion or reverence for) the holy feet of the Lord 
(Sri Ram) which destroy the bondage that ties a creature to this mortal world of 
transmigration, a world that is like a vast ocean consisting of an endless cycle of birth 
and death known as “Bhava” (bhava-bhan̄jana-pada-bimukha), for they live a 
harrowing life in this world which becomes a living hell for them, a world that is 
marked by all sorts of miseries and sufferings that are typically associated with hell 
(narakarūpa jīvata jaga)1.  

They are always inclined to commit sins and vices day and night (nisibāsara 
rucipāpa). Their mind always remain impure, pervert, perverse, corrupt and depraved 
(asucimana). The intellect of those wicked ones remain dark, tainted or maligned 
with corruption, depravation, decadency, turpitude and perversity (khalamati-
malina), and they are deemed to have abandoned the sanctioned path of propriety, 
probity, righteousness and auspiciousness as prescribed by the Vedas (nigamapatha-
tyāgī). 

[1To wit, all those people who have no faith and devotion for the Lord God 
live a life of perpetual sufferings and miseries in this world. For them, their life is like 
hell. This is in sharp contrast with devotees of the Lord who live a life of happiness 
and joy, free from all worries and torments, because they have mental peace as they 
know that they have the support of the Lord who would take care of their needs and 
welfare. Besides this, devotees of the Lord do not get attracted and attached to the 
false charms of the physical world of sense objects, and they develop some sort of 
spiritual wisdom and a sense of dispassion and renunciation towards the world, no 
matter how small and imperceptible they are, as a result of which they are not much 
moved or afflicted by the turmoil that surrounds them. Such devotees find peace 
within themselves as they enjoy the image of their revered Lord in the firmament of 
their inner-self; they do not seek peace in the material world outside. 

A person who does not believe in the Lord God finds himself lonely and 
abandoned in this world when the time turns bad for him. He finds no one who would 
listen to his woes and plaints; no one seems to worry and be concerned with his 
plight. When the time was good he was surrounded by obliging friends like they were 
locusts over a ripe green harvest, but no one recognises him when he is in dire straits. 
On the other hand, a devotee has his loved Lord God always by his side like a true 
and faithful friend, ever ready to listen to his pains and provide him with the much 
needed psychological support a person so much needs in the times of his distress.] (1).   
 
Such a person (who does not have devotion and faith in the Lord, and who wishes to 
remain indulgent in the world and its false relationships and charms) would not like to 
have any communion or any worthwhile contact with saints and pious people (nahiṁ 
satasaṅga), nor does he worship and revere the Lord God and have any faith and 
respect for him (bhajana nahiṁ harikō), so much so that they have no interest in 
hearing the narration of the holy stories of the Lord and his glories which become 
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unbearable for their ears (“sravana na rāma-kathā-anurāgī”—i.e. these divine 
stories of the Lord appear to be unpleasant for their ears, and they shun hearing 
them)2. 

They are soundly asleep (nisi sōvata ati) in the symbolic night of 
infatuations, attachments and allurements (mamatā) represented by their selfish and 
vested interests associated with the world and its numerous relationships such as that 
with a son, wealth, wife and homestead etc. (suta-bita-dāra-bhavana).  

Their intellect-wisdom never wakes up from this sleep (of ‘my’ and ‘me’) (na 
kabahum̐ mati jāgī)3.  

[2This is also why they shun the company of saints—because spiritual matters 
bore them, and worldly matters enthuse them! In the company of saints they would 
have to hear the glories of the Lord God being narrated and discussed, instead of 
worldly matters being the subject of talk every time of the day which is something 
they like to hear and find pleasure in. Besides this, the company of saints would bring 
into sharp focus the shortcomings and faults of their own lives, and being full of ego, 
vanity and pride they would never allow themselves to believe that they have so many 
dark traits and negativites within themselves, because they have brainwashed their 
mind to self-believe that they are better educated, more wise and more successful in 
this life as compared to these renunciate fakirs who have nothing to own for 
themselves in this world in the form of material things, and therefore they pretend to 
have renounced the world! So such foolish people abhore the company of saints 
altogether; they feel shy and guilty in their presence, and avoid to be face to face with 
them. To hide their guilt and shame, to conceal their inner sense of unease and 
restlessness, they try to be boastful of their material success in this world when they 
argue against saints who preach renunciation and devotion for Lord God as if they are 
preaching one to run away from his responsibility. What the saints really mean is that 
one should do his duties willingly and with due diligence, but offer all efforts to the 
Lord, and not be unduly attached with anything in this gross world because nothing in 
this world would give internal peace and happiness as much as having love and 
devotion for the Lord God and experiencing his presence within one’s inner-self.  

3They forget that this world and its inhabitants for whom they do and suffer so 
much would pay no heed to them if their self-interests are not met. All relationships of 
the world tend to milk him for their own comfort, pleasure, fecilitations, 
enhancements and good, without actually bothering for the concerned person’s 
personal comfort, pleasures, good, peace and happiness. If this person fails to live up 
to the expectations that these worldly relations such as a wife and a son have from 
him that he would provide them with wealth and home, then no one would care for 
this unfortunate person; his mere presence would be an eyesore for them. 

There is another interpretation for this stanza. Those people who have no 
wisdom and enlightenment do not realise that this world and everything in it, 
including their own body, are perishable and the cause of miseries and pains in this 
life in the long run. Nothing is permanent, for one day or the other, this wife, this son, 
this wealth and home, for which a person had struggled so hard and created ill-will 
with others day and night, would either leave him or he would have to leave them. For 
instance, there is no guarantee that the wife and the son would live and be obedient 
and faithful to him always till he lives, nor is there any certainty that the wealth and 
home which he calls his would not be of someone else when the time turns 
unfavourable for him. Again, when he dies, everything would be left behind; he 
would have to forcefully leave them. His attachments with them would give him 
misery and grief in all circumstances, if they happen to leave him or become 
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unfaithful to him prematurely, or he has to abandon them at the time of his death. So, 
where is there peace and happiness in this scenario of uncertainty and constant alarm?  

Further, all these worldly relationships and things concerning them, all 
exhibitions of friendship and kinship, all interactions and transactions of the world are 
limited to the gross body of the person concerned, and not to his ‘true self’ which is 
the pure conscious Atma or the Soul or the Spirit. These being the case, is it not 
stupidity and absurd to get worked up and restless about things that do not directly 
concerns one’s own self and interest?  

The real interest of a person is in finding abiding peace and happiness for 
himself which does not come from any of these superficial relationships with the 
gross world and its entities, but in establishing a contact with the pure consciousness 
that resides within one’s own self as his Atma. This Atma is an image of the Supreme 
Atma known as the ‘Parmatma’ or the Lord God who is represented by Lord Ram in 
this visible world close at hand, because the Parmatma whom Lord Ram represented 
is an invisible and cosmic Being who is beyond the reach of the common man.] (2).  
 
Oh Tulsidas (tulasidāsa)! Those stupid, wretched and wicked rascals (saṭha) who 
abandon the nectar-like name of Sri Hari (Lord Ram) (harināma-sudhā taji), and 
instead demand and willingly drink (haṭhi piyata) the poison represented by 
infatuations and lust for the objects and pleasures arising out of this gross, mundane 
and perishable world (such as longing for the son, wife, wealth, home etc. as cited 
herein above) (biṣaya-biṣa mām̐gī)—verily indeed, such unfortunate persons are 
born in this mundane world like pigs, dogs and jackals (sūkara-svāna-sṛgāla-sarisa 
jana) only to inflict (or be a cause of) pain and sorrows to their mothers (janamata 
jagata janani-dukha lāgī)4. [To wit, if a person does not have devotion and affection 
for the Lord God, then his birth in this world is no better than that of an animal.] 
 [4Tulsidas says that if a person is foolish enough to be engrossed in the affairs 
of the gross world and become infatuated with worldly relationships, if he seems to be 
happy and contented by gratifying the urges of his sense organs and find comfort in 
such activites, then surely such a ill-witted man is doomed to live a life that is 
equivalent to that of a pig’s, a dog’s and a jackal’s. These animals are regarded as 
lowly and are generally held with contempt by the civil society. No one would like to 
keep company with a filthy pig, a stray and famished dog, or a vile and stinking 
jackal. These lowly creatures spend their entire lives in a lowly condition, full of 
greed which is never satisfied, living only to feed their bodies and reproduce, roaming 
from place to place and being unwelcome wherever they go. They take birth, spend 
their time in gratifying the natural instincts of their bodies, and die unsung and 
uncared for. While they are alive they feed their bodies with the carcasses of other 
animals, and when they die vultures and even their own kin feed on their dead bodies. 
They honour no sustainable relationships even among their own race, and would pick 
up a bloody fight for morsels of food, so selfish they are.  
 So Tulsidas says that a person who does not have devotion and faith in the 
Lord God, who never bothers about his spiritual future and well-being, who lives a 
life of self-gratification and indulgences in the sense objects of the world and their 
comforts and pleasures, who treats his body and its pleasures as the sole objective of 
his life, and the external world as the only existence for him, such persons are no 
better than pigs, dogs and jackals. Like a fattened pig who eats and lives to produce 
meat for others who kill it to satisfy their own appetite, like the dog who keeps 
wagging his tail at the master’s foot so that he gets his crumbs of food, or otherwise 
he would have to roam from door to door, or one garbage bin to another to feed his 
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stomach, and the cunning jackal who stealthily steals the prey hunted by the lion, a 
foolish man spends his life feeding his stomach and allowing himself to be preyed 
upon by others whom he errenously thinks to be his own wife, son, and kith and kin. 
Of course they are, but only till the time he meets their demands, for once he says 
‘no’, they start neglecting him and insulting him.] (3).  
 
 
 

Prayer offered to Lord Śrī Rāma 
 

¼141½ 
 
jkepanz! j?kquk;d! rqelksa gkSa fcurh dsfg Hkk¡fr djkSaA 
v?k vusd voyksfd vkius] vu?k uke vuqekfu MjkSaAA1AA 
ij&nq[k nq[kh lq[kh ij&lq[k rs] lar&lhy ufga ân; èkjkSaA 
nsf[k vkudh fcifr ije lq[k] lqfu laifr fcuq vkfx tjkSaAA2AA 
Hkxfr&fcjkx&X;ku lk/ku dfg cgq fcf/k Mgdr yksx fQjkSaA 
flo&ljcl lq[k/kke uke ro] csafp ujdizn mnj HkjkSaAA3AA 
tkur gkSa fut iki tyf/k ft;] ty&lhdj le lqur yjkSaA 
jt&le ij&voxqu lqes# dfj] xqu fxfj&le jtrsa funjkSaAA4AA 
ukuk cs"k cuk; fnol&fufl] ij&fcr tsfg rsfg tqxqfr gjkSaA 
,dkS iy u dcgq¡ vyksy fpr fgr nS in&ljkst lqfejkSaAA5AA 
tks vkpju fcpkjgq esjks] dyi dksfV yfx vkSfV ejkSaA 
rqyflnkl izHkq d`ik&fcyksdfu] xksin&T;ksa Hkofla/kq rjkSaAA6AA 

 
 
                                                   (141) 
 
rāmacandra! raghunāyaka! tumasōṁ hauṁ binatī kēhi bhām̐ti karauṁ. 
agha anēka avalōki āpanē, anagha nāma anumāni ḍarauṁ. 1.  
para-dukha dukhī sukhī para-sukha tē, santa-sīla nahiṁ hṛdaya dharauṁ. 
dēkhi ānakī bipati parama sukha, suni sampati binu āgi jarauṁ. 2.  
bhagati-birāga-gyāna sādhana kahi bahu bidhi ḍahakata lōga phirauṁ. 
siva-sarabasa sukhadhāma nāma tava, bēn ̄ci narakaprada udara bharauṁ. 3.  
jānata hauṁ nija pāpa jaladhi jiya, jala-sīkara sama sunata larauṁ. 
raja-sama para-avaguna sumēru kari, guna giri-sama rajatēṁ nidarauṁ. 4.  
nānā bēṣa banāya divasa-nisi, para-bita jēhi tēhi juguti harauṁ. 
ēkau pala na kabahum ̐ alōla cita hita dai pada-sarōja sumirauṁ. 5.  
jō ācarana bicārahu mērō, kalapa kōṭi lagi auṭi marauṁ. 
tulasidāsa prabhu kṛpā-bilōkani, gōpada-jyōṁ bhavasindhu tarauṁ. 6.  
 
Verse no. 141—# Oh Lord Sri Ram who is as soothing, cool and beauteous as the full 
Moon (rāmacandra), and who is the most exalted member in the race descending 
from king Raghu of Ayodhya (raghunāyaka)! How can I pray to you (tumasōṁ 
hauṁ binatī kēhi bhām̐ti karauṁ)?  

Looking at my numerous sins, vices, evils and faults (agha anēka avalōki 
āpanē), and thinking of your sinless, faultless, flawless and pure and holy name 
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(anagha nāma), I am too hesitant and feel shy and affright to do so (i.e. to pray to 
you) (anumāni ḍarauṁ).  

[To wit, I am so sinful and fallen that I feel too guilty and ashamed to raise my 
head and face you so that I can pray to you. I feel I am not worthy to pray to you. 

Refer also to stanza no. 1 of verse nos. 142 and 148.] (1). 
 
The saints have a natural disposition and habit of feeling sad at the sorrows of others, 
and feeling happy at their joys (para-dukha dukhī sukhī para-sukha tē)—I have 
never had this saintly sentiment in my heart; I have never inculcated this grand virtue 
so characteristic of saints in myself (santa-sīla nahiṁ hṛdaya dharauṁ).  

On the contrary, I feel extremely glad on seeing the troubles, tribulations, 
sufferings and miseries of others (dēkhi ānakī bipati parama sukha), and burn 
myself without an actual fire by having jealousy when I hear about their wealth, 
prosperity and general well-being (suni sampati binu āgi jarauṁ).  

[This also makes me guilty before you. Had I been a saintly man, I would have 
boldly come to you to plead my case. But I am so un-saintly and full of evil traits that 
I somehow feel affright to stand before your majesty for fear of being caught and 
punished, or at least being publicly admonished and censured.] (2). 
 
Boastfully preaching and explaining in different ways the many virtues of 
renunciation, detachment, devotion, wisdom and enlightenment to others (bhagati-
birāga-gyāna sādhana kahi bahu bidhi), I roam about actually deceiving them 
(because I neither know the meaning of these virtues myself nor practise them) 
(ḍahakata lōga phirauṁ).  

I fill my hell-pit like stomach by selling or encashing your holy name (bēn̄ci 
narakaprada udara bharauṁ)1 which is all-in-all and the best possession (i.e. every 
conceivable thing of any worth in this creation) for Lord Shiva (siva-sarabasa)2, for 
this holy name of yours is an abode or treasury of all bliss and beatitude in this world 
(sukhadhāma nāma tava).  

This surely is such an abhorable act on my part which is surely leading me to 
hell (narakaprada)!  
 [1In this context, refer to verse nos. 41, 76, 109, 171 of this book Vinai 
Patrika. 

2Lord Shiva is the most enlightened amongst the Gods and an ardent devotee 
of Lord Ram, not only repeating the Lord’s holy name day and night but also using 
this spiritual panacea for granting liberation and deliverance to a dying man by 
uttering Lord Ram’s holy name in the dying person’s ears. 
 Tulsidas here alludes to professional preachers and pseudo saints who go 
around in saintly garb uttering the holy name of Lord Ram just to make the world 
believe that they are saints and holy men, whereas their real intention is to collect 
wealth, followership and fame.] (3). 
 
I know in my heart that my sins and vices, my shortcomings and faults are so 
countless that they are like a fathomless and measureless ocean (jānata hauṁ nija 
pāpa jaladhi jiya), but when I hear from the mouth of others that I have even a drop 
of sin, I fly in to a rage, pretending that they are making false allegations against me 
out of jealousy and with the intention of maligning my reputation (though internally I 
realise they are speaking the truth) (jala-sīkara sama sunata larauṁ).   
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 On the other hand, I treat the smallest of vices, the minutest of shortcomings 
and faults that others might have as being huge and prominent as a mountain known 
as Sumeru (the heavenly mountain where the gods have their abode) (raja-sama 
para-avaguna sumēru kari), while treating their greatest and grandest of virtues and 
qualities that might be as huge as a mountain itself as being small and inconsequential 
as a particle of dust (guna giri-sama rajatēṁ nidarauṁ)2.  

[2To wit, when I hear someone pointing out my own shortcomings and faults 
to me even if it is done with a good intention to help me know about them and make 
efforts to remove them, I fly into a rage because I think that the person is criticising 
me to deride, demean and humiliate me in public. My ego is hurt, so I retort by 
treating that person’s immensely good qualities as being a worthless particle of dust, 
and express my indignation by saying so boisterously so that the other well-meaning 
person keeps his mouth shut and does not expose my own shortcomings.  

Tulsidas means that it is natural for a man to hear others call him a highly 
righteous and noble person, while he fishes out the minutest faults in them and blows 
them out of proportion, making the small faults of others into a mountain.  

It is to be noted here that instead of being straight-forward about the deceptive 
means adopted by false saints and inviting their scorn and wrath, Tulsidas has said 
everything in a round about way as if he was both the culprit and the guilty as well as 
an upright and judicious judge. His main aim is to warn and alert the world against 
sinful persons who may lead others astray.  

This indirect method of accusing himself of all the vices and evils that 
Tulsidas tries to bring out in the open in others helps him to prevent the real culprits 
and pervert persons from accusing him of exposing their sinister character and raising 
a finger at them to warn the innocent world not to fall prey to their game-plan. Such 
sinful persons now cannot accuse him of being pretentious and self-righteous, acting 
like a holy cow and pretending to be holier than thou while pricking holes in the 
character of others, and telling him to shut up and mind his own business instead of 
speaking the truth about them. See note # at the end of this verse also.] (4). 
 
Adopting various deceptive tactics, donning many colourful attires, exhibiting many 
forms and sporting external paraphernalia (nānā bēṣa banāya divasa-nisi), I steal 
the wealth of others by hook or by crook day and night (para-bita jēhi tēhi juguti 
harauṁ). [To wit, I pretend to be a saintly and holy man and adopt all possible means 
to defraud others, rob them of their money, but I have no regrets about it.] 

I never remember your (Lord Ram’s) lotus-like holy feet even for a moment 
with a stable mind and with consistency (though I loudly preach others to have 
devotion in the feet of the Lord) (ēkau pala na kabahum̐ alōla cita hita dai pada-
sarōja sumirauṁ). [To wit, I don’t practice what I preach!] (5). 
 
Oh Lord, if you pay attention to my (corrupt, sinful, perverse, decadent and evil) 
deeds and ways (jō ācarana bicārahu mērō), then I will have to suffer death-by-
boiling in this world-like cauldron for millions of Kalpas (i.e. for all times to come 
and for countless generations) (kalapa kōṭi lagi auṭi marauṁ)! [To wit, I shall never 
be liberated from the vicious cycle of birth and death, and I will continue to suffer 
interminably.] 

But oh Lord, if you show mercy, grace, benevolence and kindness upon this 
Tulsidas (tulasidāsa prabhu kṛpā-bilōkani), then I shall cross this ocean-like 
mundane world as if it was a body of water as tiny as a cow's hooves (gōpada-jyōṁ 
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bhavasindhu tarauṁ). [To wit, if the Lord is kind upon the creature who prays to 
the Lord with a sincere heart for forgiveness, then it is easy for the creature to find 
liberation and deliverance from the sufferings of this mundane world of 
transmigration as easily as one steps across a small puddle of dirty water.] (6). 
 
[#Note—In this verse, Tulsidas has indirectly chided those people who pretend to be 
saintly and holy men but they only cheat others for their vested self interest, for they 
neither are saintly nor have anything to do with the Lord God of whom they preach so 
vociferously. They are using the Lord’s holy name to fill their stomachs and meet 
their desire for obtaining material wealth, without understanding that they are opening 
the gate of hell for themselves.   

A similar prayer is in the next verse no. 142.] 
 
 

 
                               Prayer offered to Lord Śrī Rāma 

 
¼142½ 

 
ldqpr gkSa vfr jke d`ikfuf/k! D;ksa dfj fcu; lqukokSaA 
ldy /kje fcijhr djr] dsfg Hkk¡fr ukFk! eu HkkokSaAA1AA 
tkur gkSa gfj :i pjkpj] eSa gfB u;u u ykokSaA 
vatu&dsl&fl[kk tqorh] rg¡ ykspu&lyHk iBkokSaAA2AA 
Joufu dks Qy dFkk rqEgkjh] ;g leq>kSa] leq>kokSaA 
frUg Joufu ijnks"k fujarj lqfu lqfu Hkfj Hkfj rkokSaAA3AA 
tsfg jluk xqu xkb frgkjs] fcuq iz;kl lq[k ikokSaA 
rsfg eq[k ij&viokn Hksd T;ksa jfV&jfV tue ulkokSaAA4AA 
^djgq ân; vfr fcey clfga gfj*] dfg dfg lcfga fl[kkokSaA 
gkSa fut mj vfHkeku&eksg&en [ky&eaMyh clkokSaAA5AA 
tks ruq /kfj gfjin lk/kfga tu] lks fcuq dkt x¡okokSaA 
gkVd&?kV Hkfj /kjÓks lq/kk x`g] rft uHk dwi [kukokSaAA6AA 
eu&Øe&cpu ykb dhUgs v?k] rs dfj tru nqjkokSaA 
ij&izsfjr bj"kk cl dcgq¡d fd; dNq lqHk] lks tukokSaAA7AA 
fciz&nzksg  tuq  ck¡V  ijÓks]  gfB  lclksa  cSj  c<+kokSaA 
rkgwij  fut  efr&fcykl  lc  laru  ek¡>  xukokSaAA8AA 
fuxe  lsl  lkjn  fugksfj  tks  vius  nks"k  dgkokSaA 
rkS u fljkfga dyi lr yfx izHkq] dgk ,d eq[k xkokSaAA9AA 
tks  djuh  vkiuh  fcpkjkSa]  rkS fd  lju  gkSa  vkokSaA 
e`nqy lqHkkm lhy j?kqifrdks] lks cy eufga fn[kkokSaAA10AA 
rqyflnkl izHkq lks xqu ufga] tsfg liusgq¡ rqefga fj>kokSaA 
ukFk&d`ik  Hkofla/kq  /ksuqin  le  tks  tkfu  fljkokSaAA11AA 

 
 
                                                     (142) 
 
sakucata hauṁ ati rāma kṛpānidhi! kyōṁ kari binaya sunāvauṁ. 
sakala dharama biparīta karata, kēhi bhām̐ti nātha! mana bhāvauṁ. 1.  
jānata hauṁ hari rūpa carācara, maiṁ haṭhi nayana na lāvauṁ. 
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an̄jana-kēsa-sikhā juvatī, taham̐ lōcana-salabha paṭhāvauṁ. 2.  
śravanani kō phala kathā tumhārī, yaha samujhauṁ, samujhāvauṁ. 
tinha śravanani paradōṣa nirantara suni suni bhari bhari tāvauṁ. 3.  
jēhi rasanā guna gā'i tihārē, binu prayāsa sukha pāvauṁ. 
tēhi mukha para-apavāda bhēka jyōṁ raṭi-raṭi janama nasāvauṁ. 4.  
‘karahu hṛdaya ati bimala basahiṁ hari’, kahi kahi sabahiṁ sikhāvauṁ. 
hauṁ nija ura abhimāna-mōha-mada khala-maṇḍalī basāvauṁ. 5.  
jō tanu dhari haripada sādhahiṁ jana, sō binu kāja gam̐vāvauṁ. 
hāṭaka-ghaṭa bhari dharyō sudhā gṛha, taji nabha kūpa khanāvauṁ. 6.  
mana-krama-bacana lā'i kīnhē agha, tē kari jatana durāvauṁ. 
para-prērita iraṣā basa kabahum̐ka kiya kachu subha, sō janāvauṁ. 7.  
bipra-drōha janu bām̐ṭa paryō, haṭhi sabasōṁ baira baṛhāvauṁ. 
tāhūpara nija mati-bilāsa saba santana mām̐jha ganāvauṁ. 8.  
nigama sēsa sārada nihōri jō apanē dōṣa kahāvauṁ. 
tau na sirāhiṁ kalapa sata lagi prabhu, kahā ēka mukha gāvauṁ. 9.  
jō karanī āpanī bicārauṁ, tau ki sarana hauṁ āvauṁ. 
mṛdula subhā'u sīla raghupatikō, sō bala manahiṁ dikhāvauṁ. 10.  
tulasidāsa prabhu sō guna nahiṁ, jēhi sapanēhum̐ tumahiṁ rijhāvauṁ. 
nātha-kṛpā bhavasindhu dhēnupada sama jō jāni sirāvauṁ. 11.  
 
Verse no. 142—Oh Lord Sri Ram who is a treasury of grace, benevolence, mercy and 
kindness (rāma kṛpānidhi)! I am feeling very hesitant, shy and ashamed before you 
(sakucata hauṁ ati), and I don't know how to pray to you (kyōṁ kari binaya 
sunāvauṁ).  

Whatever I do is opposed to Dharma (“sakala dharama biparīta karata”—
i.e. all my deeds are against the principles of righteouness, probity, propriety, ethics 
and noble conduct). Then oh Lord, why would you like me; why would you be 
pleased with me (kēhi bhām̐ti nātha! mana bhāvauṁ)? 

[To wit, my evilness is making me reluctant to face you and pray to you as I 
think you would neglect me and turn away from me. 

Refer also to stanza no. 1 of verse nos. 141 and 148.] (1). 
 
Though I know (by hearing and reading of the scriptures) that this entire animate as 
well as inanimate creation is actually a manifestation of Lord Hari (the Supreme 
Brahm, the Supreme Being) (jānata hauṁ hari rūpa carācara), but the irony is that 
I don't see that Lord anywhere even for a fleeting moment or even by chance (maiṁ 
haṭhi nayana na lāvauṁ). [To wit, even though I know the basic fact that the Lord 
is all-pervading and omnipresent because his true form is pure cosmic Consciousness, 
I am so gross in my mind and intellect, I am so stupid and deluded in my mind, and 
my world-view is so shortsighted and myopic that can’t see you around me.] 

Instead of seeing the Lord all around me in this world (albeit in a subtle and 
sublime form as the all-pervading ‘pure and truthful consciousness’ that not only 
infuses life into this world but makes it beautiful to behold), I employ my eyes and its 
ability to see to pursue the sight of beautiful and gorgeous women just like a fly is 
attracted by the flame, only to get burned by its fire (an ̄jana-kēsa-sikhā juvatī, 
taham̐ lōcana-salabha paṭhāvauṁ)1.  

[1Just like a fly is attracted to the brightness of the flame of a candle and gets 
burned as a result, I too allow my eyes to follow the sight of attractive women only to 
be smitten by their charms so much so that I lose my peace of mind and restfulness, 
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and instead begin to lust for these women as if that was the only aim for me. This 
leads to perpetual misery, and kills my peace and happiness. 

It’s so unfortunate that instead of having the soothing sight of the Lord around 
me in this world, a sight that would actually give me sustained joy and happiness, I 
stupidly try to derive pleasure by allowing my eyes to pursue the sight of women.] 
(2). 
 
I understand myself and teach others (samujhauṁ, samujhāvauṁ) that the real 
purpose and fruits of the ears is in hearing the glorious and virtuous stories of the 
Lord (śravanani kō phala kathā tumhārī, yaha), but I use these same ears 
constantly to listen to gossip, to the faults, shortcomings and sins of others (tinha 
śravanani paradōṣa nirantara suni).  

I hear such evil talks till my heart is full of them, and consequently I find 
myself  sucked unnecessarily in the vortex of constant sorrows, miseries and torments 
due to the perplexity that this causes me (suni suni bhari bhari tāvauṁ)2.  

[2While hearing good things and divine preachings related to the Lord God 
and spiritual well-being gives peace to the mind and heart, hearing about evil things 
and faults of others corrupts the mind and heart, fills them with agitation, and robs 
them of their peace and tranquillity. But stupidly I indulge in it. I desist from hearing 
the Lord’s stories, but find interest in hearing gossip and worldly things.] (3). 
 
By using this tongue to sing your grand virtues, magnificent glories and divine stories 
(jēhi rasanā guna gā'i tihārē) I can effortlessly obtain abiding happiness and bliss 
effortlessly (binu prayāsa sukha pāvauṁ), but ironically, instead of doing so, I use 
it to chant (i.e. repeat and gloat at) the faults of others like the croaking of a frog (tēhi 
mukha para-apavāda bhēka jyōṁ).  

Indeed, I am wasting my birth (i.e. my time and life) in this worthless and 
futile activity (raṭi-raṭi janama nasāvauṁ)3. 
 [3Here, talking about worthless things pertaining to the world is compared to 
the croaking of frogs. Such talk is waste of time and energy, and fruitless. Tulsidas 
says how foolish it is for a person to waste the energy and time of his tongue by 
talking endlessly about the worthless things of the world instead of devoting the same 
time and energy in praising the Lord and remembering his holy name as it would give 
immense spiritual joy, bliss and happiness that are sustainable and real.] (4). 
 
I go on repeatedly preaching others (kahi kahi sabahiṁ sikhāvauṁ) that they should 
purify their hearts, for then only will Sri Hari (Lord Ram) reveal himself to them and 
also reside inside their thus-purified hearts (‘karahu hṛdaya ati bimala basahiṁ 
hari’)—but in my own heart (hauṁ nija ura) I give shelter to the hordes (maṇḍalī 
basāvauṁ) of evil thoughts, to all sorts of negativities such as pride, vanity, ego, 
hypocrisy, attachments, infatuations, arrogance etc. (abhimāna-mōha-mada 
khala)4.  
 [4Lord Ram would live in the heart that is clean and pure. Here Tulsidas says 
that it is easy to preach others to clean their hearts, but mighty difficult to implement 
this advice personally.] (5). 
 
By acquiring the human body, wise aspirants try various means (Sadhans) to achieve 
the most exalted and supreme state of existence by attaining the holy feet of the Lord 
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(i.e. attain emancipation and deliverance of the soul from this world, and have 
oneness with the Supreme Soul of this creation) (jō tanu dhari haripada sādhahiṁ 
jana), whereas I am wasting it (the human body) uselessly, without any rhyme or 
reason (sō binu kāja gam̐vāvauṁ).   

Alas! There is a golden pot full of nectar in my house (hāṭaka-ghaṭa bhari 
dharyō sudhā gṛha), but it is such a great tragedy and an irony that I try to get a well 
dug in the sky to get water to drink (taji nabha kūpa khanāvauṁ)5! [How stupid am 
I indeed!] 
 [5Here, the golden pot of nectar is the human body in which dwells the pure 
consciousness that is an eternal fount of bliss and beatitude. This human body is an 
instrument by which one can attain the exalted and the supreme state of 
transcendental existence which is absolute bliss, and which is like tasting the nectar of 
beatitude and felicity. Instead of using this golden chance, I fritter it away in running 
after the illusive and transient charms of the sense objects of this material, gross, 
perishable and mundane world. Am I not utterly foolish? How can I ever expect to 
have happiness and joy in this life with this stupid attitude?] (6). 
 
The various sins, evil things and wrongs that I have done employing my speech, mind 
and deeds (mana-krama-bacana lā'i kīnhē agha), I try to conceal them to the best 
of my abilites by adopting different means and tactics (tē kari jatana durāvauṁ).  

But if I ever happen to do a single good deed (such as doing charity, showing 
mercy to others, or helping them) (kabahum̐ka kiya kachu subha) even by getting 
inspiration from others or by copying them, or out of jealousy for them (for I want to 
show off and pretend to be better and more righteous than someone else who has done 
a similar good deed) (para-prērita iraṣā basa)—then I advertise it, I go about 
boasting of it, I roam about beating a loud trumpet and telling all and sundry about my 
good deed (sō janāvauṁ). 

[To wit, I try to hide my shortcomings and evil by all means. But if I happen 
to do something good, I boast of it.] (7). 
 
Creating animosity, discord and hostility towards Brahmins (i.e. those who are senior, 
wise and exalted class of people in the society) has become my habit (as if it my share 
of deeds to be done) (bipra-drōha janu bām̐ṭa paryō). I stubbornly and 
unnecessarily enhance enmity, malice and hatred with one and all (haṭhi sabasōṁ 
baira baṛhāvauṁ).  

Inspite of me being so sinful and corrupt (tāhūpara), I allow my mind to have 
a flight of fancy by comparing myself with great saints and holy souls who have 
wisdom and high knowledge (nija mati-bilāsa saba santana mām̐jha ganāvauṁ). 
[To wit, I boast and pretend to be a wise and righteous person in the company of 
others while knowing fully well that I am guilty of misdemeanours and evil conduct.] 
(8). 
 
Oh Lord (prabhu)! Even if I beg the four Vedas, Lord Seshnath and Goddess 
Saraswati to describe and list my sins, vices and faults (nigama sēsa sārada nihōri 
jō apanē dōṣa kahāvauṁ), their counting would not end even by the end of 100 
Kalpas, so huge and countless my misdeeds and sins are (tau na sirāhiṁ kalapa 
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sata lagi). Then say, how and to what extent can I narrate them with a single mouth 
before you (kahā ēka mukha gāvauṁ)?6  
 [6Tulsidas uses the inability of Vedas, Seshnath and Saraswati to narrate his 
sins and faults to mean that they are so numerous that they can't be counted. The 
Vedas are competent in describing everything in existence; Lord Seshnath is the 
celestial serpent with thousand heads and equal number of tongues by which he can 
speak; and Goddess Saraswati is the patron goddess of speech and knowledge.] (9). 
 
If I pay attention to my deeds and sins (jō karanī āpanī bicārauṁ), can I ever gather 
courage to come and seek rufuge at your holy feet (tau ki sarana hauṁ āvauṁ)? 
 But I constantly remind my mind and intellect, and strengthen my resolve and 
encourage them by telling them about (sō bala manahiṁ dikhāvauṁ) Lord Sri 
Ram's most tender nature as well as his extreme tolerant and forgiving temperament 
(mṛdula subhā'u sīla raghupatikō)7.  

[7To wit, Tulsidas says that inspite of his being totally unsuitable to present 
himself before Lord Ram due to his sins, he still knows that the Lord would accept 
him and give him shelter because the Lord is forgiving and merciful to the highest 
level. The Lord overlooks the faults and shortcomings of those who plead guilty 
before him, and grants them pardon. This gracious and accomodating nature of Lord 
Ram acts as an encouragement for all sinners to surrender themselves before the Lord 
and seek pardon and blessing from him.] (10). 
 
Oh Lord! This Tulsidas does not possess even a single virtue or quality by which he 
can imagine to make you pleased even in his dreams (tulasidāsa prabhu sō guna 
nahiṁ, jēhi sapanēhum̐ tumahiṁ rijhāvauṁ).  

But oh Lord! In front of and compared with your benevolence, mercy, grace 
and kindness (nātha-kṛpā), this ocean-like world is small like the groove made on the 
ground by the hooves of a cow (i.e. very tiny and inconsequential) (bhavasindhu 
dhēnupada sama). [To wit, it is easy to overcome the miseries associated with this 
world by the grace of the Lord. No problem in this world is so big that it cannot be 
overcome by the grace of the Lord God.]  

Considering this fact, I feel assured and satisfied that (inspite of my being 
perverse, pervert, depraved, decadent and hopelessly wicked and sinful) I shall easily 
cross this ocean by the virtue of your kindness and mercy (jō jāni sirāvauṁ) (11). 
 
[Note—Tulsidas highlights Sri Ram's mercy, grace, benevolence, benefaction, 
benediction, munificence and magnanimity towards all and sundry, specially his 
devotees, in this verse. Refer also to verse no. 141 herein above.] 
 
 
 

The wayward tendency of the Mind 
 

¼143½ 
 
lqugq  jke  j?kqchj  xqlkbZa]  eu  vuhfr&jr  esjksA 
pju&ljkst  fclkfj  frgkjs]  fuflfnu  fQjr  vusjksAA1AA 
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ekur  ukfga  fuxe&vuqlklu]  =kl  u  dkgw  dsjksA 
HkwY;ks lwy dje&dksyqUg fry T;ksa cgq ckjfu isjksAA2AA 
tg¡ lrlax dFkk ek/kodh] liusgq¡ djr u QsjksA 
yksHk&eksg&en&dke&dksg&jr]  frUglksa  izse  ?kusjksAA3AA 
ij&xqu  lqur  nkg]  ij&nw"ku  lqur  gj[k  cgqrsjksA 
vki  ikidks  uxj  clkor]  lfg  u  ldr  ij  [ksjksAA4AA 
lk/ku&Qy] Jqfr&lkj uke ro] Hko&lfjrk dg¡ csjksA 
lks ij&dj dk¡fduh ykfx lB] csafp gksr gfB psjksAA5AA 
dcgq¡d  gkSa  laxfr&izHkkorsa]  tkm¡  lqekjx  usjksA 
rc  dfj  Øks/k  lax  dqeuksjFk nsr dfBu HkVHksjksAA6AA 
bd  gkSa  nhu]  eyhu]  ghuefr]  fcifrtky  vfr  ?ksjksA 
rkij  lfg  u  tk;  d#ukfuf/k]  eudks  nqlg  njsjksAA7AA 
gfj  ijÓks  dfj  tru  cgqr  fcf/k]  rkrsa  dgr  lcsjksA 
rqyflnkl  ;g  =kl  feVS  tc  ân;  djgq  rqe  MsjksAA8AA 

 
 
                                                  (143) 
 
sunahu rāma raghubīra gusā'īṁ, mana anīti-rata mērō. 
carana-sarōja bisāri tihārē, nisidina phirata anērō. 1.  
mānata nāhiṁ nigama-anusāsana, trāsa na kāhū kērō. 
bhūlyō sūla karama-kōlunha tila jyōṁ bahu bārani pērō. 2.  
jaham̐ satasaṅga kathā mādhavakī, sapanēhum̐ karata na phērō. 
lōbha-mōha-mada-kāma-kōha-rata, tinhasōṁ prēma ghanērō. 3.  
para-guna sunata dāha, para-dūṣana sunata harakha bahutērō. 
āpa pāpakō nagara basāvata, sahi na sakata para khērō. 4.  
sādhana-phala, śruti-sāra nāma tava, bhava-saritā kaham̐ bērō. 
sō para-kara kām̐kinī lāgi saṭha, bēn̄ci hōta haṭhi cērō. 5.  
kabahum̐ka hauṁ saṅgati-prabhāvatēṁ, jā'um̐ sumāraga nērō. 
taba kari krōdha saṅga kumanōratha dēta kaṭhina bhaṭabhērō. 6.  
ika hauṁ dīna, malīna, hīnamati, bipatijāla ati ghērō. 
tāpara sahi na jāya karunānidhi, manakō dusaha darērō. 7.  
hari paryō kari jatana bahuta bidhi, tātēṁ kahata sabērō. 
tulasidāsa yaha trāsa miṭai jaba hṛdaya karahu tuma ḍērō. 8.  
 
Verse no. 143—[The ideas expressed in this verse find their resonance in Tulsidas’ 
epic book “Ram Charit Manas”, in its Uttar Kand (or Canto 7), from Chaupai line no. 
3 that precedes Doha no. 39—to Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 40, and in 
“Dohawali”, verse nos. 375, 394-412. However, the context there is different vis-à-vis 
to the one in the present verse of Vinai Patrika, for the present verse describes the 
wayward habit of the creature’s mind, while the other verses cited above refer to the 
evil character of non-saints. But if we look closely we would find that actually there is 
no difference in the context of all these verses because the conduct and habits of a 
non-saint is also controlled by his ‘mind’ which is the theme of this present verse.] 
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Listen my dear Lord Ram Raghubir (Sri Ram, the brave, valiant and the most exalted 
Lord of the Raghu’s line of Kings; “rāma raghubīra gusā'īṁ”); listen to me 
(sunahu)!  

My Mana (mind, thought and heart combine)  is engrossed and submerged in 
doing injustice of all kinds, for it is involved in unrighteous thoughts, and it allows me 
to conduct myself in an improper and unrighteous way (mana anīti-rata mērō).  

Unfortunately I have fogotten (about the spiritual bliss, happiness, solace and 
comfort that are available at) your lotus-like holy feet (carana-sarōja bisāri tihārē), 
and instead I wander aimlessly, day and night, among the pleasures of the sensual 
objects of this material world, pursuing them with greedily with a lot of zest (nisidina 
phirata anērō)1. 

[1To wit, instead of seeking the pristine kind of nectar of sublime bliss and 
pure joy that are enduring in nature and of the best quality, and which are available in 
abundance at your your holy feet, which I can easily access by worshipping you and 
surrendering my self before your divine feet to seek your grace and mercy, I am so 
stupidly seeking comfort and pleasure in the external gross world of sense objects 
which give something that is not only superficial and transient but also the cause of 
many other problems of which I am immediately not aware, but which nevertheless 
lurk in the darkness and ready to pounce upon me at the slightest pretext.] (1). 
 
My Mana is so arrogant and stubborn that neither does it listen to the advice or 
instructions given by the Vedas (the ancient scriptures) (mānata nāhiṁ nigama-
anusāsana), nor is it afraid of anybody or anything else (trāsa na kāhū kērō). [To 
wit, it is not even affright of punishment for its misdemenours and reckless attitude.] 

On numerous occasions, it has been crushed and has suffered repeatedly in the 
grinding machine representing the deeds done by it and their effects much like the 
mustard seed that is crushed for extracting its oil (bhūlyō sūla karama-kōlunha tila 
jyōṁ), but still in its ignorance and stupidity it has forgotten that suffering, and 
having learnt nothing from past experience it has once again resumed its old habits 
(bahu bārani pērō)2. 

[2The Vedas and wise men have always advised the mind to refrain from 
thinking of and doing evil deeds as they have a cumulative bad effect that robs the 
mind of its comfort, peace and happiness for which it gets involved in these deeds in 
the first place. The mind has repeatedly gone through the evil effects or the 
punishment that comes with such deeds, but it is so foolish that it once again does the 
same thing which had made it suffer so horribly in the past. It has experienced how 
pursuing this material world has never gotten it its peace and happiness for which it 
ran after the world, but have caused it constant misery and grief instead. Inspite of this 
bad experience and knowledge, my mind still runs after this world to seek comfort 
and pleasure in it.] (2).  
 
When there is a congregration of saints and pious people where holy stories of Lord 
Madhav (Lord Sri Ram) are narrated (and their subtle spiritual messages explained) 
(jaham̐ satasaṅga kathā mādhavakī), this Mana would never think of going there 
even in its dreams (sapanēhum̐ karata na phērō). [The mind feels bored in these 
places and it tends to avoid such communites or gatherings of saints and holy people.] 
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Instead, it shows more affinity and likeness for, and it loves to be in the 
company of those (tinhasōṁ prēma ghanērō) who are engrossed and indulgent in 
all the evil tendencies associated with this gross existence, such as having all sorts of 
worldly greed, avarice, coveteousness, attachments, pride, vanity, haughtiness, lust, 
passion, anger, spite, malice, discord, hatred etc. (lōbha-mōha-mada-kāma-kōha-
rata) (3). 
 
Hearing about the good character and virtues of others, my Mana burns with the fire 
of jealousy and envy (para-guna sunata dāha), and on hearing about the faults, 
shortcomings and vices (and the consequent suffering) of others, it exults and 
becomes extremely glad (and wishes to hear more of it) (para-dūṣana sunata 
harakha bahutērō).   

It is developing a city of sins, negativites and vices for its self (āpa pāpakō 
nagara basāvata), but it can't tolerate to see even a small hamlet (Khera) of others' 
sins, faults and vices (sahi na sakata para khērō)3.  

[3In this context, refer to verse no. 141, stanza no. 4, and verse no. 142, stanza 
no. 7 which speak of the same thing. 

To wit, the mind, ridden with a fattened sense of vanity and ego, thinks that it 
is extremely righteous and without any trace of faults in it, though it is ridden with all 
the evils one can imagine of. Overlooking its own shortcomings, it magnifies even the 
smallest trace of negativity and bad trait in others. It has a profane tendency to 
criticise others and pricks holes with even the trifle sins and faults of others, whereas 
it neglects, overlooks or ignores its own huge tranche of similar shortcomings.] (4). 
 
Oh Lord; your holy name ‘RAM’ (pronounced “RAAM”) is the fruit of all Sadhans 
(various spiritual means, paths and methods that one adopts and follows to attain 
liberation, deliverance, salvation and emancipation); it is the essence of the Vedas (i.e. 
it is what the scriptures preach and prescribe) (sādhana-phala, śruti-sāra nāma 
tava); and it is like a sturdy ship to help one cross this huge and turbulent river 
symbolising this mundane world of transmigration (bhava-saritā kaham ̐ bērō).  

It’s such an irony that this wicked wretch known as the ‘Mana’, inspite of 
knowing all this, prefers to roam about selling such a great and holy Name of yours to 
others for worthless pennies of the material world in exchange (sō para-kara 
kām̐kinī lāgi saṭha, bēn ̄ci), and allows its self willingly to become their slave in 
return (hōta haṭhi cērō)4. 

[4Tulsidas here refers to professional preachers and pseudo holy men who 
literally go about hawking, or ‘selling’, the divine name of God to earn money, 
followers and fame for themselves in this world. They don’t realise that it is like 
bartering a priceless gem for worthless piece of glass, of exchanging nectar for dirty 
water. And of course it is their mind that is the main culprit to be blamed in this 
scenario, as it is the mind that drives and motivates a creature to do anything at all. 
Why, couldn’t the mind tell such people that what they intend to do, and what they are 
actually doing, is utterly wrong and detrimental to their own spiritual welfare, not to 
speak of the burden of sins that they are accumulating by misleading others for their 
selfish material gains?  

For instance, ‘milk’ is meant to nourish the body, and it is not to be misused 
by using it as a ‘washing medium’ for the gross body, for which we have plentiful 
supply of ‘water’ instead. Its extremely stupid, arrogant, extravagant and horrifying to 
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imagine to waste milk this way when it can instead be used to feed so many hungry 
and undernourished and under-privileged children.] (5).   
 
If by the good effects or influence of the community of saints (kabahum̐ka hauṁ 
saṅgati-prabhāvatēṁ) I happen to be positively affected and somehow manage to 
go near or towards the path of God, or an auspicious path that would lead to my 
spiritual welfare and good (jā'um̐ sumāraga nērō), then this Mana plays the spoil-
sport by arousing in me a sense of longing and attachment for a number of material 
things of this world along with their incumbent pleasures and comforts. These 
temptations are so overwhelming that I fail to resist them, and I fall for this 
enticement, and lured by them I get pushed and shoved into a dark pit of negativity 
and bad traits so typical of this mundane gross world, such as inculcating in myself 
different kinds of desires, perversions, depravity, decadence, immorality, and many 
other such vices (taba kari krōdha saṅga kumanōratha dēta kaṭhina 
bhaṭabhērō)5. 
 [5Tulsidas says that if by some good chance a person happens to come in 
contact with saints and becomes wisely aware of the importance of not getting 
entangled in the material world because its charms are transient and bring more grief 
to the person than the comfort it seems to give him, the unfaithful mind immediately 
intervenes and plots against him. The mind somehow prevails upon the still-
undecided and wavering man, who is accustomed to enjoying the fantastic world, that 
the charms of the world are not only astounding but also available now and here for 
him to enjoy as compared to the happiness and joy that he would get sometime in the 
distant future by following the path of God, and perhaps he may not get what he 
wants at all by the latter path which he has not yet tested.  
 If this man is not of a firm resolution and wise, if he has no confidence in the 
truthfulness of saints and in what they teach selflessly for the spiritual welfare of 
others, if he doubts them and the scriptures as well, it is sure that he would fall in the 
trap of temptations that the mind lays out for him with respect to the world and its 
many physical charms and attractions in a very enticing manner. 

So what happens is that this unfortunate man is misled by his own mind and 
he gets bored in the company of saints; he would rather enjoy sitting and gossiping 
with those who talk endlessly about the material world. This latter company will leave 
its own indelible mark on his character—such as having vices of various kinds, 
having desires, greed, lust, impatience, anger, depravity and decadence, immorality 
and perversion, and so on and so forth.] (6).  
 
Oh my Lord who is a mine of kindness and mercy (karunānidhi)! On the one hand I 
am all alone and surrounded by a web of miseries, troubles and ill-fortunes of so 
many kinds and of such a great proportion (bipatijāla ati ghērō) that they make me 
feel so desolate, helpless and hopeless, and my predicament is further compounded by 
my low intellect, my miserable and pitiable condition, and the many evils and vices 
that crowd me from all sides (ika hauṁ dīna, malīna, hīnamati)—and inspite of my 
sufferings this Mana of mine continues to subject me to more horrors by constantly 
tormenting me, by constantly pushing and shoving me, by persistently needling me 
(manakō dusaha darērō) so much that it has now become absolutely intolerable for 
me, and I can’t cope with it (tāpara sahi na jāya). [So, oh Lord, please have pity on 
me and save me from this horror created by my Mana.]6. 
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[6Tulsidas says that he is unable to fight back or resist the temptations which 
are constantly pushing and nudging at his mind and intellect. Due to the weakening 
effects of Kaliyug, he has lost the strength and courage to withstand this assault. He 
can win this war if only Sri Ram helps him to control his mind and overcome its evil 
designs.] (7). 
 
I have tried numerous ways and have lost courage and hope (hari paryō kari jatana 
bahuta bidhi). Therefore, I tell you at the outset (tātēṁ kahata sabērō) that this 
fear of Tulsidas (arising out of the horrible torments of birth and death) can only be 
removed and mitigated if you make your abode (i.e. take up permanent residence) in 
his heart (tulasidāsa yaha trāsa miṭai jaba hṛdaya karahu tuma ḍērō)7. 
 [7As is evident here, the saintly Tulisdas prays to Lord Ram to live in his heart 
permanently in a subtle form. This is achieved by constantly remembering the Lord 
and feeling his divine presence at all times of one’s life. This will ensure that the 
person not only feels blessed and blissful in his life, having a true friend in the form of 
the Lord with him to help him at all times, but he also would automatically guard 
himself against any evil thoughts coming into his mind as his mind will now be 
engaged in the thoughts and memory of the Lord who is without any corruption.  

Just as a vacant or empty mind is the workshop of devil which leads to the ruin 
of the man, a mind occupied by the Lord is a workshop which prepares the man for 
his eternal good and everlasting welfare.] (8). 
 
  

 
                          The Power of Lord Rāma’s Holy Name 

 
 

¼144½ 
 
lks  /kkSa  dks  tks  uke&ykt  rsa]  ufga  jk[;ks  j?kqchjA 
d#uhd  fcuq  dkju  gh  gfj  gjh  ldy  Hko&HkhjAA1AA 
csn&fcfnr]  tx&fcfnr  vtkfey  fcizca/kq  v?k&/kkeA 
?kksj  teky;  tkr  fuokjÓks  lqr&fgr  lqfejr  ukeAA2AA 
ilq  ikej  vfHkeku&fla/kq  xt  xzL;ks  vkb  tc  xzkgA 
lqfejr ld`r lifn vk;s izHkq] gjÓks nqlg mj&nkgAA3AA 
C;k/k] fu"kkn] xh/k] xfudkfnd] vxfur vkSxqu&ewyA 
uke&vksVrsa  jke  lcfudh  nwfj  djh  lc  lwyAA4AA 
dsfg  vkpju  ?kkfV  gkSa  frursa]  j?kqdqy&Hkw"ku  HkwiA 
lhnr  rqyflnkl  fuflcklj  ijÓks  Hkhe  re&dwiAA5AA 

 
 
                                                  (144) 
 
sō dhauṁ kō jō nāma-lāja tēṁ, nahiṁ rākhyō raghubīra. 
karunīka binu kārana hī hari harī sakala bhava-bhīra. 1.  
bēda-bidita, jaga-bidita ajāmila biprabandhu agha-dhāma. 
ghōra jamālaya jāta nivāryō suta-hita sumirata nāma. 2.  
pasu pāmara abhimāna-sindhu gaja grasyō ā'i jaba grāha. 
sumirata sakṛta sapadi āyē prabhu, haryō dusaha ura-dāha. 3.  
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byādha, niṣāda, gīdha, ganikādika, aganita auguna-mūla. 
nāma-ōṭatēṁ rāma sabanikī dūri karī saba sūla. 4.  
kēhi ācarana ghāṭi hauṁ tinatēṁ, raghukula-bhūṣana bhūpa. 
sīdata tulasidāsa nisibāsara paryō bhīma tama-kūpa. 5.  
 
Verse no. 144—Oh Lord Raghubīra (Sri Ram)! Who is there whom you have not 
given refuge and shelter (i.e. promise of protection and safety) for the sake of 
maintaining the sanctity, the good fame and the wonderful mystical powers (that frees 
the creature from all his worries and torments) that are inherent in and characteristic 
of your holy name (sō dhauṁ kō jō nāma-lāja tēṁ, nahiṁ rākhyō)?  

Oh Hari (Ram)! You show mercy and kindness selflessly upon a creature, and 
remove the fear arising from this world (consisting of an endless cycle of birth and 
death and their incumbent horrors) even without having any specific or  urgent cause 
or reason for doing so (karunīka binu kārana hī hari harī sakala bhava-bhīra)1.  

[1To wit, it is the Lord’s nature and habit to provide solace and succour to all 
those who take refuge with him and seek shelter under the protective shade of the 
Lord’s holy name. The selflesly gracious and benevolent Lord helps all to overcome 
the fear of this world of transmigration by being merciful and kind towards all of 
them in a universal way, and without distinction of any kind. The Lord shows his 
grace selflessly, without expecting any thanks from anybody, without any obligations 
of any kind whatever. Verily and in all sooth, the Lord is a selfless benefactor for all 
living beings.] (1). 
 
It is well-known in the Vedas as well as the world (bēda-bidita, jaga-bidita) that a 
person named Ajamil of the Brahmin race (ajāmila biprabandhu) was an 
embodiment of great sins and vices, and he had countless faults in him (agha-
dhāma).  

At the time of his death, literally at the time of his departure for Yam's Loka 
where the suffering is hellish (ghōra jamālaya jāta), he had called out your name 
‘Narain’ (or Narayan), though it was ostensible for the purpose of calling his son with 
a similar name. But since he had called your name (Narayan), you had intervened and 
stopped him from going to hell and suffering there (nivāryō suta-hita sumirata 
nāma)2. 

[2The story of Ajamil is narrated in a note appended to verse no. 57, stanza no. 
3 of this Book Vinai Patrika.] (2). 
 
Similarly, when the Crocodile (grāha) had caught hold of the feet of the king of 
Elephants (known as ‘Gaja’) who was an ocean of (i.e. full of) haughtiness and 
vanity, and was a sinful and lowly animal (pasu pāmara abhimāna-sindhu gaja), 
and when the Crocodile was ready to drag him into the water to devour him (grasyō 
ā'i jaba)—at that time oh Lord, as soon as the panicky Elephant did one good thing 
which was to remember you and seek your protection (sumirata sakṛta), you had 
rushed forward barefoot instantly (sapadi āyē prabhu) to protect and liberate him 
from the clutches of his tormentor. You had thus removed the Elephant’s intolerable 
agonies and had given him liberation from the horrors of certain death in the jaws of 
the Crocodile that was about to kill him (haryō dusaha ura-dāha)3. 

[3The story of the liberation of the elephant from the clutches of the death in 
the jaws of the crocodile is narrated in a note appended to verse no. 57, stanza no. 3 of 
this book Vinai Patrika.] (3). 
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The cruel hunter and bandit (i.e. Valmiki), Nishad (the boatman), the vulture (Jatau), 
Ganika (the prostitute named Pingala) and other numerous living beings (byādha, 
niṣāda, gīdha, ganikādika, aganita) who were all virtual treasuries of sins and 
vices and misdeeds (aganita auguna-mūla)—Oh Lord Ram, they were all freed 
from the fear, the agony and the suffering caused by their sins by the grace of your 
holy name RAAM which acted like a strong shield to protect them from their 
torments and misfortunes (nāma-ōṭatēṁ rāma sabanikī dūri karī saba sūla)4.  

[4To wit, Lord Ram’s holy name gave freedom to all these sinners who would 
otherwise have had to suffer hugely due to their sinful lives. All of them became 
easily eligible for liberation and deliverance by uttering the holy name of Lord Ram 
though they were highly sinful and evil otherwise. The Lord’s holy name acted like a 
shield around them, affording them protection from the scourging effects of their 
sinful lives. 

The story of Valmiki and Jatau is narrated in verse no. 57, stanza no. 3, of 
Nishad in verse no. 134, stanza no. 4, and of Ganika in verse no. 94, stanza no. 3.] (4). 
 
Oh the Lord who is like an ornament (jewel) of King Raghu's family of Ayodhya, and 
is the most exalted Lord of all (raghukula-bhūṣana bhūpa)! How am I a lesser evil 
and a less sinful person than any of them (i.e. the persons cited by me herein above in 
this verse) in any way (with respect to any of my deeds and behaviour) (kēhi ācarana 
ghāṭi hauṁ tinatēṁ)?  

Inspite of that, I, Tulsidas, am suffering night and day in the fierce, dark and 
fearful well of ignorance in which I have fallen (sīdata tulasidāsa nisibāsara paryō 
bhīma tama-kūpa)5! 

[5Oh Lord! If you could save those creatures whom I have mentioned above, I beg 
you to save me also and mitigate my sorrows and troubles like you did for them. I am 
no less a sinner than any of them, and if it is your wont and famed reputation that you 
are committed to save even those who are the worst affected and hopeless cases, those 
who are great sinners and evil persons, than why do you not pay attention to me 
because I am no better than any of them. If these sinners were eligible for receiving a 
special treatment from you, then I too fit the bill perfectly. You cannot therefore deny 
me my right of having your grace and mercy.] (5). 
 
[Note—Tulsidas highlights Sri Ram's mercy, grace, benevolence, benefaction, 
benediction, munificence and magnanimity towards all and sundry, especially his 
devotees, in this verse.] 
 

 
 

                  A symbolic village in the name of Lord Śrī Rāma 
 
 

¼145½ 
 
d`ikfla/kq!  tu  nhu  nqokjs  nkfn  u  ikor  dkgsA 
tc  tg¡  rqefga  iqdkjr vkjr] rg¡  frUgds  nq[k  nkgsAA1AA 
xt] izgykn] ikaMqlqr] dfi] lcdks fjiq&ladV esVÓksA 
izur] ca/kq&Hk;&fcdy] fcHkh"ku] mfB lks Hkjr T;ksa HksVÓksAA2AA 
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eSa  rqEgjks  ysb  uke  xzke  bd  mj  vkius  clkoksaA 
Hktu] fccsd] fcjkx] yksx Hkys] eSa Øe&Øe dfj Y;koksaAA3AA 
lqfu  fjl  Hkjs  dqfVy  dkekfnd] djfga  tksj  cfjvkbZaA 
frUgfga  mtkfj  ukfj&vfj&/ku  iqj  jk[kfga  jke xqlkbZaAA4AA 
le&lsok&Ny&nku&naM  gkSa]  jfp  mik;  ifp  gkjÓksA 
fcuq dkjudks dyg cM+ks nq[k] izHkqlksa izxfV iqdkjÓksAA5AA 
lqj LokjFkh] vuhl] vyk;d] fuBqj] n;k fpr ukghaA 
tkm¡ dgk¡] dks fcifr&fuokjd] Hkorkjd tx ekghaAA6AA 
rqylh  tnfi  iksp]  rm  rqEgjks]  vkSj  u  dkgw  dsjksA 
nhtS  Hkxfr&ck¡g  ckjd]  T;ksa  lqcl  clS  vc  [ksjksAA7AA 

 
 
                                                    (145) 
 
kṛpāsindhu! jana dīna duvārē dādi na pāvata kāhē. 
jaba jaham ̐ tumahiṁ pukārata ārata, taham̐ tinhakē dukha dāhē. 1.  
gaja, prahalāda, pāṇḍusuta, kapi, sabakō ripu-saṅkaṭa mēṭyō. 
pranata, bandhu-bhaya-bikala, bibhīṣana, uṭhi sō bharata jyōṁ bhēṭyō. 2.  
maiṁ tumharō lē'i nāma grāma ika ura āpanē basāvōṁ. 
bhajana, bibēka, birāga, lōga bhalē, maiṁ krama-krama kari lyāvōṁ. 3.  
suni risa bharē kuṭila kāmādika, karahiṁ jōra bari'ā'īṁ. 
tinhahiṁ ujāri nāri-ari-dhana pura rākhahiṁ rāma gusā'īṁ. 4.  
sama-sēvā-chala-dāna-daṇḍa hauṁ, raci upāya paci hāryō. 
binu kāranakō kalaha baṛō dukha, prabhusōṁ pragaṭi pukāryō. 5.  
sura svārathī, anīsa, alāyaka, niṭhura, dayā cita nāhīṁ. 
jā'um̐ kahām̐, kō bipati-nivāraka, bhavatāraka jaga māhīṁ. 6.  
tulasī jadapi pōca, ta'u tumharō, aura na kāhū kērō. 
dījai bhagati-bām̐ha bāraka, jyōṁ subasa basai aba khērō. 7.  
 
Verse no. 145—[Continuing with his pleas as made in the last stanza of the previous 
verse no. 144, Tulsidas asks Lord Ram—] 
 
Oh an Ocean of Mercy (kṛpāsindhu)! I wonder why this humble follower of yours 
(i.e. Tulsidas) is not getting any help and succour at your doorstep (i.e. from you) 
(jana dīna duvārē dādi na pāvata kāhē). 

When and wherever (jaba jaham̐), those who were distressed, distraught, 
miserable and sorrowful had called out to you and pleaded for your mercy and grace 
(tumahiṁ pukārata ārata), you had responded positively and instantly by removing 
their agonies and torments right there (taham̐ tinhakē dukha dāhē). [But alas, you 
seem not to listen to my pleadings. Lord, why is it so?] (1). 
 
You had removed all the sufferings and torments inflicted upon Prahalad, Gajraj (the 
king of elephants), the Pandavas, Sugriv etc. by their respective enemies (gaja, 
prahalāda, pāṇḍusuta, kapi, sabakō ripu-saṅkaṭa mēṭyō).  

When Vibhishan1—who was extremely terrified and agitated due to fear from 
his elder brother Ravana (the demon king of Lanka) (bandhu-bhaya-bikala, 
bibhīṣana)—had come to seek refuge and protection from you by surrendering before 
you and had prostrated before you (pranata), you had met him immediately, lifting 
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him up and affectionately embracing him as if he were your own younger brother 
Bharat (uṭhi sō bharata jyōṁ bhēṭyō). [Say of Lord, then why are you not heeding 
me and my prayers? Why, am I worse than him? Why aren’t you showing at least the 
same sort of treatment to me, if not something more better?]  

[1Vibhishan was the younger brother of Ravana and a devout devotee of the 
Lord in the form of Sri Ram. He was like an oasis of devotion, faith and love in the 
desert of demons and their reckless misdemeanours and cruelties. He had advised 
Ravana that Sri Ram was no ordinary prince, and that Sita should be returned to Ram 
if Ravana wished to save Lanka and himself from total destruction. This advice 
annoyed Ravana who kicked Vibhishan and ordered him to leave his city. Vibhishan 
was very exasperated by his brother’s behaviour of insulting in in full court, and so in 
consternation and indignation he decided to go and seek refuge with Lord Ram. The 
Lord not only warmly welcomed him in his camp but also anointed him as the next 
king of Lanka. The story of Vibhishan and his surrender to Lord Ram, and his 
subsequent anointment by the Lord as the next king of Lanka has been described in 
Ram Charit Manas, Sundar Kand, from Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 
38—to Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 50.  

In the final battle with Ravana, it was he who had told the secret of Ravana's 
life and invincibility—the elixir of life cocooned in his navel. Sri Ram killed Ravana 
by shooting an arrorw, among others, at his navel and absorbing or drying up the 
nectar. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Lanka Kand, Chaupai line nos. 1-6 that precede 
Doha no. 102. 

But, Vibhishan got the eternal ignominy of being symbolic of betrayal and 
fratricide.] (2). 
  
By using the means of chanting your holy name, and on the strength of it, I desire to 
establish a holy village in my heart (maiṁ tumharō lē'i nāma grāma ika ura 
āpanē basāvōṁ).  

In order to populate this village, I search here and there for good, auspicious 
noble and pious entities symbolised by the grand virtues such as that of worship, 
veneration, devotion, wisdom, descrimination, renunciation, detachment etc., and 
invite them one by one to gradually come in and reside in this village which I wish to 
establish in my heart in your name (bhajana, bibēka, birāga, lōga bhalē, maiṁ 
krama-krama kari lyāvōṁ) (3). 
 
But hearing about this noble venture of mine, countless wicked forces symbolised by 
such negativities as desires, lust, anger, greed, avarice, attachments, infatuations, 
arrogance, pride, vanity, hypocrisy, jealousy, envy and other such wicked ones 
become annoyed (suni risa bharē kuṭila kāmādika); they don’t like me cleansing 
my innerself (for they fear for their own habitat, and wonder what would happen to 
them if I allow good virtues to take a firm root in my heart as well as in my mind). So, 
they have all teamed together to throw a spanner in the wheel and disrupt everything 
for me.  

These naughty fellows are interfering in my efforts and creating a lot of 
mischief and nuisance for me by forcefully trying to eject any good inhabitants (i.e. 
good characters, virtues, habits, temperaments and traits) that I manage to somehow 
bring into the noble village I intend to establish inside my heart (karahiṁ jōra 
bari'ā'īṁ).  
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Oh my dear Lord Ram (rāma gusā'īṁ), in place of the good things with 
which I try to fill my heart,  these rascals bring in vile and evil ones such as wicked 
women, enemies, wealth and other such vices, and make them take up residence in 
my symbolic village (i.e. in my heart) (tinhahiṁ ujāri nāri-ari-dhana pura 
rākhahiṁ)2. 

[2Tulsidas here says that after realising that his heart needs to be purified of all 
negativities and corruptions so that it can be turned into an abode of Lord Ram where 
abiding peace and eternal bliss can be experienced, he is trying his best to inculcate 
good habits, noble virtues and ideal characters in him. But despite his best efforts 
there are some strong negative forces that dampen his spirits as they do not like his 
cleansing efforts. Whatever good virtues and characters Tulsidas tries to establish in 
his heart, the negative forces listed herein above neutralise his endeavours.  

For instance, suppose he tries to develop dispassion in his heart, then 
immediately the passions that are naturally but latently present inside him raise their 
hoods in his mind and heart, and he once again begins to lust for the pleasures and 
comforts of the sense objects of the world and begins to yield to the temptation to 
gratify his sense organs. If he takes two steps forward towards righteousness with 
great effort, he is pulled back more than two steps by the evil forces. So in this 
scenario, the poor creature sees no hope except from Lord Ram. 

Refer also to verse no. 147, stanza no. 2 herein below.] (4).     
  
I have become tired and weary of adopting various dignified means or methods to 
achieve my noble objectives, such as practicing the principles of sama (treating all 
alike with courtesy and sweetness), sēvā (selfless service), chala (being clever, 
prudent and practical in my dealings with others to ensure that my objective is not 
compromised), dāna (giving charities, alms and donations to accumulate religious 
merit), and daṇḍa (using force if someone tries to disturb me and spoil my efforts). 
 Despite all my efforts, I have failed to fulfil my objectives (of getting rid of 
evil characters from my heart, and instead establish good virtues in my inner-self) 
(raci upāya paci hāryō). This seems to be an endless and futile battle for nothing; it 
is an endless quarrel between the good and the bad for no rhyme or reason, and which 
has sapped me of my energy, causing unnecessary tension for me, and has drained me 
of my will-power to fight a protracted battle with evil forces that are beyond my 
abilities to win (binu kāranakō kalaha baṛō dukha).  

So that is why, distraught, frustrated and flabbergasted, I have at last decided 
to openly plead my case before you, and have therefore petitioned you today, because 
I am unable to cope with this agitation and tension in my heart any longer 
(prabhusōṁ pragaṭi pukāryō) (5). 
 
[Tell me oh Lord, before whom else could I have narrated my sorrows, miseries and 
agonies except your Lordship, because—] The Gods are egoist and selfish (sura 
svārathī); they lack necessary power and are unable to offer any help to me (anīsa). 
They are also not competent to tackle this grave issue (alāyaka), and are too hard-
hearted, arrogant and stubborn to have any empathy or sympathy for me (niṭhura). 
Their mind does not have mercy (because they are ‘selfish’ and ‘egoist’, and would 
help only those who are destined to succeed even on their own) (dayā cita nāhīṁ)3.  
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In this situation, pray tell me, where can I go (other than seeking refuge at 
your holy feet) (jā'um̐ kahām̐)? Who else except you can remove the countless 
troubles, tribulation and miseries that have swamped me from all sides (for I don’t 
expect any help from any of the gods) (kō bipati-nivāraka)? Who can take me across 
this ocean of mundane world of transmigration (with its huge waves and fast 
whirlpools of countless problems and unsurmountable troubles) (bhavatāraka jaga 
māhīṁ) (6). 

[3Tulsidas basically says that in this world everyone is driven by self-interest, 
and the gods are no exception to this rule. The gods need appeasement and offerings 
in return of extending favours and boons. It is only Lord Ram who is a selfless friend 
and benefactor for the creature, no matter how lowly and humble the latter may be. 

Refer also to (i) verse no. 163, stanza no. 2 herein below in this book Vinai 
Patrika; and (ii) Ram Charit Manas, Lanka Kand, Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes 
Doha no. 110; Uttar Kand, Chaupai line nos. 4-6 that precede Doha no. 47.] 
 
[Therefore, with this solid conviction, this saint says—] Oh Lord, though Tulsidas is 
wretched, humble and poor and a good-for-nothing fellow (tulasī jadapi pōca), but 
still, after all, he is yours (“ta'u tumharō”—i.e. your devotee, dependant and 
follower), and he does not belong to anyone else (for he has you as his only Lord and 
Master) (aura na kāhū kērō).  

[To wit, Tulsidas knows of only ‘one Lord’, and he is ‘you’, oh Lord Ram. 
Tulsidas is absolutely, unequivocally, irrefutably and unflinchingly loyal to you, and 
only you, oh Lord Ram. He is devoted to no one else except you.] 

Considering this fact that this fellow Tulsidas is one of your ‘own’ (i.e. he is your 
very own devotee and humble follower), please be kind and gracious enough to lend 
him the protection and strength of your arms (dījai bhagati-bām̐ha bāraka) so that 
this village that he tries to establish in his heart in your name can be rehabilitated 
(jyōṁ subasa basai aba khērō).  

[To wit, bless Tulsidas that by the strength of your devotion, worship and 
affection, good virtues would prosper in his inner-self, and all the vices and evils 
would be eliminated.] (7). 
 
 
 

Tulasīdāsa pleads with Lord Śrī Rāma to accept him 
 

¼146½ 
 
gkSa lc fcf/k jke] jkojks pkgr Hk;ks psjksA 
BkSj BkSj lkgch gksr gS] [;ky dky dfy dsjksAA1AA 
dky&dje&bafnz;&fc"k;   xkgdxu   ?ksjksA 
gkSa u dcwyr] ck¡f/k dS eksy djr djsjksAA2AA 
cafn&Nksj  rsjks  uke  gS]  fc#nSr  cM+sjksA 
eSa dáks] rc Ny&izhfr dS ek¡xs mj MsjksAA3AA 
uke&vksV vc yfx cP;ks eytqx tx tsjksA 
vc  xjhc  tu  iksf"k;s  ikbcks  u  gjksAA4AA 
tsfg dkSrqd cd@[kx Lokudks izHkq U;ko fucsjksA 
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rsfg dkSrqd dfg;s d`ikyq! ^rqylh gS esjks*AA5AA 
 
 
                                                   (146) 
 
hauṁ saba bidhi rāma, rāvarō cāhata bhayō cērō. 
ṭhaura ṭhaura sāhabī hōta hai, khyāla kāla kali kērō. 1.  
kāla-karama-indriya-biṣaya gāhakagana ghērō. 
hauṁ na kabūlata, bām̐dhi kai mōla karata karērō. 2.  
bandi-chōra tērō nāma hai, birudaita baṛērō. 
maiṁ kahyō, taba chala-prīti kai mām̐gē ura ḍērō. 3.  
nāma-ōṭa aba lagi bacyō malajuga jaga jērō. 
aba garība jana pōṣiyē pā'ibō na harō. 4.  
jēhi kautuka baka/khaga svānakō prabhu n'yāva nibērō. 
tēhi kautuka kahiyē kṛpālu! ‘tulasī hai mērō’. 5.  
 
Verse no. 146—Oh Ram, the Great King and Lord (rāma, rāvarō)! I am truly and by 
all means yours (hauṁ saba bidhi rāma), and I sincerily want to become the Lord’s 
faithful servant (i.e. I want to be a loyal follower, an ardent and faithful devotee of 
yours—“rāvarō cāhata bhayō cērō”) but everywhere I find that there are so many 
others who want to become my master and lord over me (ṭhaura ṭhaura sāhabī hōta 
hai). [For instance, my mind, heart and the gross organs of my body are all trying to 
dominate and overpower me. They want that I should spend all my energy and effort 
to appease them and fulfil their demands. They fear that if I become your devotee and 
follower, then I would not obey them and leave them high and dry.] 
 I think that all this is the nuisance created by Kaliyug, the current era of 
corrupt practices; I am flummoxed and aghast at it (khyāla kāla kali kērō)1. 

[1To wit, in this age it is very difficult to lead a righteous and pious way of life 
that would lead one towards God and realisation of the Conscious Self. It is easier to 
lead a life of instant pleasure, comfort and sense gratification by diving head-on in the 
gross world and its material charms rather than to focus on the seemingly dry and 
lonely path of self-realisation that leads to attainment of bliss and happiness that 
seems far away and far-fetched though it is everlasting and of a pristine nature. 

In one’s pursuit of the spiritual path, the main culprits that cause hindrances in 
his path are not to be found anywhere outside, for they are one’s own body and its 
sense organs that are close to the spiritual aspirant that the latter can’t avoid them as 
he can’t even imagine to live in this world without them; they are his constant 
companion and part and parcel of his existence. In this scenario, his condition 
becomes very precarious, for his detractors and enemies are his own body and its 
sense organs. The reason is that the latter have the habit of seeking easy comfort and 
pleasure that the material things of the world give them, and the body itself likes self-
gratification and physical joys so much so that it would always deter the seeker from 
pursuing the path of renunciation, detachment and dispassion because it dry and 
would prevent the body and its sense organs from fulfilling their desires and 
objectives.  

Even if the spiritual aspirant manages to do some meritorious deeds and makes 
strenuous efforts to attain self-realisation and enlightenment by practicing Yoga, 
Tapa, Dhyan and Vairagya (i.e. meditation, austerity, contemplation and renunciation 
etc. respectively), the body and its sense organs are quick to throw a spanner in the 
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wheel and act spoil-sport, throwing up such a fit that the person soon becomes 
disgusted and frustrated by their fierce needling and constant nagging so much so that 
he thinks it better to surrender to them rather than oppose them, for otherwise they 
would make life hell for him. So he soon yields to their pressures and falls away from 
his chosen spiritual path.] (1). 
 
The customers in the shape of Kaal (time, circumstance), Karma (deeds) and Indriya 
(sense organs of perception and action of the gross body of the creature) have 
surrounded me from all sides (kāla-karama-indriya-biṣaya gāhakagana ghērō). 
 When I refuse to sell myself at their hands and become their slave (hauṁ na 
kabūlata), they forcefully tie me and put a price on me (bām̐dhi kai mōla karata 
karērō)2. 

[2To wit, when these entities discover that I am going to my Lord Ram to offer 
myself at his service, they become jealous and think that I have gone nuts by willingly 
going to offer myself for free in someone’s service. Who would not like to have such 
a fool to serve him for free, and encash his foolishness. They think that I am a slave 
who has escaped from some earlier master and am now going to offer myself to 
another master just to escape being caught and punished by my former lord. So they 
pounce upon me like greedy hounds and merchants of slaves!  

The result is that I am caught by them like a fleeing slave, and then I am tied 
and auctioned in the marketplace by any trader who mangages to lay his hands upon 
me. These three entities have me bound; I come under their control, and am left at 
their mercy and whims.  If I try to resist them, they put a formidable bait before me in 
the form of material comforts and pleasures from the gross world which are so 
tempting that I willingly fall for them and bite this bait. This leads to my fall and 
disgrace; I get distracted and instead of pursuing the path that would lead me to my 
true and exlated Lord Sri Ram, the Lord who will actually love and care for me, and 
instead I allow myself to get enslaved by these rascals who are blood-suckers and 
driven by selfish interests.  

That is to say, I cannot escape the consequences of time, circumstances, the 
deeds done by me, and the natural urges and desires of my body no matter how hard I 
try. I become a slave of time, circumstances, deeds and the urges of my body so much 
so that my progress to Lord Ram and spiritual enlightenment is hindered.] (2). 
  
Your holy, divine and glorious name has the potential, the strength and the mystical 
power to free those who are tied in this horrible way and are suffering from such a 
stifling bondage (bandi-chōra tērō nāma hai). This is your grand reputation, and 
you have yourself made such a great and solemn vow (that you would liberate all 
those who remember your name) (birudaita baṛērō).  

When I told those customers above-named that I have already sold myself to 
you (“maiṁ kahyō”—i.e. when I told them that I am already sold to some other Lord 
and Master because I have become Lord Ram’s devotee and follower, and therefore I 
am not free to be purchased or enslaved by them), they pretended to show false 
affection towards me and asked me politely to allow them a place of residence in my 
heart (so that they can surreptiously sneak in and create havoc for me later on by 
robbing whatever spiritual assets such as bliss, beatitude, wisdom, realisation and 
enlightenment as well as renunciation, detachment, dispassion etc. that I would slowly 
collect and gather in my heart by the virtue of my service to Lord Ram) (taba chala-
prīti kai mām̐gē ura ḍērō)3. 
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[3In the beginning, these three entities tried to force themselves upon me. They 
tried to compel me to enter the vortex of deeds driven by time and circumstances, and 
force me to oblige the demands for gratification of the body. But when I told them 
that I am a devotee of Lord Ram, and hence would not fall in this trap, they pleaded 
with me to show some degree of humanity and kindness towards them because they 
are also a part of life and have a right to live in my heart, albeit in a subdued form, as 
ordained by the Creator at the time of creation.  

 But the problem is this: If I show even a slightest degree of goodwill and 
humanity towards them by allowing them even a temporary and a small place to make 
a foothold, they would gradually overpower me and get firmly entrenched in my 
heart. Gradually, they will expend their roots and one day upset my entire cart!] (3). 
 
Uptil now I was able to shield and save myself by relying on the support and strength 
of your holy name (nāma-ōṭa aba lagi bacyō), but now this wicked fellow known as 
‘Kaliyug’ is getting on my nerves, and is overpowering me so much so that sooner 
rather than later it would conquer me (malajuga jaga jērō).  

Hence I plead with you oh Lord, please protect this poor servant of yours 
without losing time (aba garība jana pōṣiyē), for otherwise you will not be able to 
find him even after a long search (pā'ibō na harō)4. 

[4Oh Lord, if you are not quick, you may lose me forever, because by some 
time later on this wicked Kaliyug would have taken me away, bound in shackles and 
enslaved to him due to some slip I may inadvertently make while engaging myself in 
doing some of my worldly deeds, or while attending to the needs of my body, or while 
trying to negotiate the difficult terrain of my life through the maze of time and 
circumstances that I would have to encounter.] (4). 
 
Oh Lord! As you had done justice to the bird (owl)5 and the dog6 (jēhi kautuka 
baka/khaga svānakō prabhu n'yāva nibērō), you should now do justice to me by 
telling Kaliyug in no uncertain terms that “this Tulsidas is mine” (and so leave him 
alone) (tēhi kautuka kahiyē kṛpālu! ‘tulasī hai mērō’). [This declaration of yours 
would be sufficient to prevent Kaliyug from harassing me any further because he dare 
not confront or oppose you in any way.] . 
 [5The fable of the owl :- In a forest lived an owl and a vulture on the same 
tree. The vulture wanted to eject the owl and occupy the nest all for himself, so he 
told the latter that the tree belonged to him and so he (owl) should move out. To settle 
the dispute, both approached the court of Sri Ram. On being asked, the owl replied 
'Lord, I have been living on this tree ever since the tree was created', while the vulture 
said, 'I have been living there ever since humans and animals were created'. Sri Ram 
made the following justice, ‘Look, the tree was created prior to the humans and 
animals, so the owl lived on it earlier. So, the vulture should vacate the place.’ 
 6The fable of the dog :- Once a dog came to the court of Sri Ram and 
complained that a Brahmin called Tirtha-Siddhi had hit him on the head. On query, 
the Brahmin replied that the dog had refused to move out of his path so he had hit 
him. The fault of the Brahmin was greater than the dog. Seeing Sri Ram in a moral 
dilemma because Brahmin could not be punished, the wise dog suggested, ‘Lord! 
Make this man a pontiff of Kalinjar Mutt. I was one such abott in my previous life. 
Having enjoyed myself of the wealth of the temple, I have to come to such a state i.e., 
have become a dog. He also would become a dog in his next birth and get smitten and 
kicked by someone else.’ 

Refer also to verse no. 165, stanza no. 4 of this Book ‘Vinai Patrika’.] (5). 
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                  Evils and Vices are like Pseudo Friends that Ruin a Person 
 
 

¼147½ 
 
d`ikfla/kq  rkrs  jgkSa  fuflfnu  eu  ekjsA 
egkjkt!  ykt  vkiqgh  fut  tk¡?k  m/kkjsAA1AA 
feys  jgSa]  ekjÓkS  pgSa  dkekfn  l¡?kkrhA 
eks  fcuq  jgSa  u]  esfj;S  tkjSa  Ny  NkrhAA2AA 
clr fg;s fgr tkfu eSa lcdh #fp ikyhA 
fd;ks  dFkddks  naM  gkSa  tM+  dje  dqpkyhAA3AA 
ns[kh  lquh  u  vktq  ykSa  viuk;fr  ,slhA 
djfga  lcS  flj  esjs  gh  fQfj  ijS  vuSlhAA4AA 
cM+s  vys[kh  yf[k  ijSa]  ifjgjs  u  tkghaA 
vleatlesa  exu  gkSa]  yhtS  xfg  ckghaAA5AA 
ckjd cfy voyksfd;s] dkSrqd tu th dksA 
vuk;kl  fefV  tkbxks  ladV  rqylhdksAA6AA 

 
 
                                                    (147) 
 
kṛpāsindhu tātē rahauṁ nisidina mana mārē. 
mahārāja! lāja āpuhī nija jām̐gha udhārē. 1.  
milē rahaiṁ, māryau cahaiṁ kāmādi sam ̐ghātī. 
mō binu rahaiṁ na, mēriyai jāraiṁ chala chātī. 2.  
basata hiyē hita jāni maiṁ sabakī ruci pālī. 
kiyō kathakakō daṇḍa hauṁ jaṛa karama kucālī. 3.  
dēkhī sunī na āju lauṁ apanāyati aisī. 
karahiṁ sabai sira mērē hī phiri parai anaisī. 4.  
baṛē alēkhī lakhi paraiṁ, pariharē na jāhīṁ. 
asaman ̄jasamēṁ magana hauṁ, lījai gahi bāhīṁ. 5.  
bāraka bali avalōkiyē, kautuka jana jī kō. 
anāyāsa miṭi jā'igō saṅkaṭa tulasīkō. 6.  
 
Verse no. 147—Oh Lord (Sri Ram) who is an ocean of mercy and compassion 
(kṛpāsindhu)! I keep quiet night and day (i.e. always) because, oh the great Lord 
(tātē rahauṁ nisidina mana mārē mahārāja), one gets to shame by baring his own 
thighs (i.e. becoming naked) (lāja āpuhī nija jām̐gha udhārē)1! 

[1Tulsidas means that there is no worthwhile purpose served by going around 
pleading with sundry gods, deities and others in this world about one’s personal 
problems because everyone would show lip service to him and only laugh behind his 
back; no one would actually help a person in need when the times are bad for him. So 
it is better not to go pray to others gods and deities and masters and lords of this 
world, asking them for forgiveness and redemption from the evil effects of one’s bad 
deeds or seeking blessings and boons from them.  
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By approaching them with a prayer, one would be obviously exposing one’s 
own weaknesses, faults, sins and evils before them. Instead of actually helping a 
suffering creature, they would all exploit his situation and extract their bit of flesh 
from him by making him offer this and that as offerings and oblations in order to seek 
their favour, or some boon and blessing from them.] (1). 
 
Kaal (time, circumstances), Karma (deeds and their consequences), Indriyas (sense 
organs of the body) and Vishaya (lust, desire, passion pertaining to the sense objects 
of the world) are all so wicked and scheming (kāmādi sam̐ghātī) that they pretend to 
be a friend of mine and mix freely with me (milē rahaiṁ), but at the same time they 
wish to kill me treacherously (māryau cahaiṁ).  

They don't live without me and don’t leave me alone either (saying that they 
are my best and fast friends) (mō binu rahaiṁ na), but at the same time they cause 
intense heart-burn to me by their deceitful and treacherous deeds and behaviour 
(mēriyai jāraiṁ chala chātī)2.  

[2To wit, all of these above-mentioned entities pretend to be dear to me and 
my well-wishing companion, but literally they do not hesitate to stab me in my back, 
and they do everything within their might that would only cause suffering and grief to 
me. 
 Here these entities have been personified. Refer also to verse no. 145, stanza 
no. 4 herein above. A person gets entangled in the web of circumstances, time, deeds 
done by him, the demands of his body and its organs, and the temptations of the 
material things of the external world as well as the necessity of engagement with the 
same world for the purpose of existence. This is a vicious cycle, for one problem 
created by a combination of these factors leads to another.] (2). 
 
Thinking that these entities are my guests because they reside in my heart (in a subtle 
form as an integral and unavoidable part of my inherent nature, character and 
emotions as a human being) (basata hiyē hita jāni maiṁ), I had done my bid to 
keep them in good humour by satisfying and pleasing them to the best of my ability 
(i.e. I have reasonably tolerated them, even shared my emotions with them, and I have 
kind of ‘played ball’ with them) (sabakī ruci pālī).   

Inspite of this, these wretched rascals and scheming fellows are very wicked 
and ungrateful (jaṛa karama kucālī), for instead of thanking me and leaving me 
alone they have made me into a wooden puppet, making me dance to their tunes (kiyō 
kathakakō daṇḍa hauṁ)3!  

[3Tulsidas means that a person ordinarily tries everything within his might to 
keep his body and its sense organs pleased, happy and comfortable by meeting their 
demands and trying his best to fulfil their needs. But they are so ungrateful to him that 
instead of leaving him alone to pursue whatever path he has chosen for himself as 
long as their basic needs and demands are met, they all conspire to enslave him and 
rob him of whatever freedom he has by forcing him to do only their bidding, and 
nothing that he would like to do freely for himself. Therefore, a person is forced to be 
tempted to the material world and pursue its charms and pleasures because this is 
what the the body and its sense organs want, instead of doing something for his 
spiritual welfare and enlightenment, something for his liberation, deliverance and 
emancipation.] (3). 
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Such a treacherous and ungrateful kinship or friendship I have never heard or seen 
before (dēkhī sunī na āju lauṁ apanāyati aisī)—the deeds are actually done by 
others, while all the evil results, the bad name associtated with such evil deeds, the 
blame, the blemishes, the blasphemy and the taints etc. are all piled upon my head 
(karahiṁ sabai sira mērē hī phiri parai anaisī)4!  

[4The true identity of a living being his his Atma or soul which is pure 
consciousness, and it is distinct from his gross physical body. But the world 
recognises the individual from his body because it can’t see his Atma which is 
invisible. This great metaphysical truth is being invoked by Tulsidas to say here that 
though the external deeds that a person does and all his behaviour are motivated by 
the gross sense organs of his body that are aided and abetted by the subtle components 
of the same body such as the mind and intellect, the accusation for everything goes to 
the individual, and it is he who has to suffer the consequences of all the good and the 
bad deeds done by the selfish and wicked body.  

The result is that the Atma, his true and real ‘self’, becomes a helpless victim 
to the evil designs of his own body, and suffers due to this unfortunate relationship. 
The irony is that a person can’t help it—becasuse he can’t live without the body. So a 
devotee requests his Lord God to help him out of this paradoxical situation where on 
the one hand he can’t live and do anything without his body, and on the other hand the 
same body becomes the greatest obstacle for him. So he asks God to bless him so that 
he can overcome the hurdles and nusisance created in his spiritual progress by these 
wicked companions of his, i.e. his body and its various components.] (4). 
  
They5 all appear very unjustified and unjust to me, but I am unable to discard them; I 
am unable to forsake them and drive them away from me (baṛē alēkhī lakhi paraiṁ, 
pariharē na jāhīṁ).  
 [5Who are the “they”? The answer is found in line no. 1 of stanza no. 2: they 
are the group of vices such as Kaam etc., i.e. they are such vices as lust, passion, 
desires etc. that live right inside my own heart: kāmādi sam ̐ghātī]  

I find myself on the horns of a great dilemma; I am aghast and utterly 
perplexed, not knowing what to do and how to get rid of them (asaman ̄jasamēṁ 
magana hauṁ). 

Oh Lord, please be kind to catch hold of my arms and extricate me from this 
precarious situation (which is horrifying and sucking me in like a person caught in a 
quagmire, for if you do not help me then these rascals would surely kill me) (lījai gahi 
bāhīṁ) (5). 
 
I earnestly plead before you oh Lord to at least for once have a merciful and 
compassionate glance at me like you would do for a child (and observe my pathetic 
condition) (bāraka bali avalōkiyē, kautuka jana jī kō)6. 
 [6When a child fools around and lands himself in some great trouble, say like 
falling in a pond, his loving father looks at him with alarm and immediately lifts him 
up by his arm. Likewise, Tulsidas prays to Lord Ram to pull him out of his pitiable 
condition by holding his hands.] 

Tulsidas' woes, his miseries, sorrows and torments would end immediately 
and without the least trouble and effort (anāyāsa miṭi jā'igō saṅkaṭa tulasīkō) when 
your glance falls upon him (like the rays of the sun, thereby chasing away these 
hordes of evils, vices and sins as if they were ghosts of the darkness of the night) (6). 
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Tulasīdās’ Humility 
 

¼148½ 
 
dgkSa  dkSu  eq¡g  ykb  dS  j?kqchj  xqlkbZaA 
ldqpr  leq>r  vkiuh  lc  lkb¡  nqgkbZAA1AA 
lsor cl] lqfejr l[kk] ljukxr lks gkSaA 
xquxu  lhrkukFkds  fpr  djr  u  gkSa  gkSaAA2AA 
d`ikfla/kq   ca/kq   nhuds   vkjr&fgrdkjhA 
izur&iky fc#nkoyh lqfu tkfu fclkjhAA3AA 
lsb  u  /ksb  u  lqfefj  dSin&izhfr  lq/kkjhA 
ikb  lqlkfgc  jke  lksa]  Hkfj  isV  fcxkjhAA4AA 
ukFk  xjhcfuokt  gSa]  eSa  xgh  u  xjhchA 
rqylh izHkq fut vksj rsa cfu ijS lks dhchAA5AA 

 
 
                                                    (148) 
 
kahauṁ kauna mum̐ha lā'i kai raghubīra gusā'īṁ. 
sakucata samujhata āpanī saba sā'im̐ duhā'ī. 1.  
sēvata basa, sumirata sakhā, saranāgata sō hauṁ. 
gunagana sītānāthakē cita karata na hauṁ hauṁ. 2.  
kṛpāsindhu bandhu dīnakē ārata-hitakārī. 
pranata-pāla birudāvalī suni jāni bisārī. 3.  
sē'i na dhē'i na sumiri kaipada-prīti sudhārī. 
pā'i susāhiba rāma sōṁ, bhari pēṭa bigārī. 4.  
nātha garībanivāja haiṁ, maiṁ gahī na garībī. 
tulasī prabhu nija ōra tēṁ bani parai sō kībī. 5.  
 
Verse no. 148—Oh Raghubīra, Oh Lord (“gusā'īṁ”—i.e. Sri Ram)! With what face 
can I say anything to you (kahauṁ kauna mum ̐ha lā'i kai)1?  

I say truthfully that when I consider my actions and deeds, I keep quiet due to 
shame and hesitation (because I can’t gather enough courage to face your majesty 
with my bundle of evil and sinful deeds and actions) (sakucata samujhata āpanī 
saba sā'im̐ duhā'ī) (1). 

[1Refer also to stanza no. 1 of verse nos. 141 and 142.] 
 
[But I don’t understand that my hesitation and reluctance to face you is misplaced and 
uncalled for. Don’t I know that—] You can be easily prevailed upon or made to have 
a special consideration or concession for a person who does loyal, faithful, devoted 
and selfless service to you or for you (sēvata basa). Similarly, you can be easily 
befriended by merely remembering you (sumirata sakhā), and you welcome when 
one comes to seek shelter and refuge at your holy feet (saranāgata sō hauṁ).  

It’s such a great irony and my bad luck that I do not pay attention to these 
great virtues and noble characters that Lord Sitanaath (the dear husband or the Lord of 
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Sita) inherently and naturally possesses (gunagana sītānāthakē cita karata na 
hauṁ hauṁ)2. 

[2Tulsidas says that one should not fear Lord Ram at all, and come clean 
before the Lord. One should not think or hesitate that since one’s life is sinful and full 
of evil, the Lord would become angry at him or turn him away if he goes to the Lord 
seeking to surrender himself and ask for his blessings and mercy. But such a person 
must remember that though it is true that the Lord would welcome him with open 
arms, he would not tolerate cunning and pretentions. The desire to seek the Lord’s 
refuge should be sincere and honest. Then one should be sure to be granted his wishes 
without questions. See the next stanza.] 
 
Oh Lord! You are an ocean of mercy, kindness, grace, benevolence and compassion 
(kṛpāsindhu); you are a friend of the meek, the humble, the distressed and the 
wretched ones (bandhu dīnakē); you are a benefactor and well-wisher of those who 
are distressed, tormented, miserable and sorrowful (ārata-hitakārī); you are the 
sustainer and care-taker of those who have surrendered before you, and have taken 
refuge and sought shelter in your holy feet (pranata-pāla).  

Inspite of having heard and knowing about this grand reputation of your 
majesty, and understanding these renowned and virtuous qualities of yours 
(birudāvalī suni jāni), I still have forgotten them or have ignored them (bisārī) (3). 
 
I had neither done any devoted service to you, nor have I meditated upon your divine 
form or shown true affection and love for you to mend my ill-fate (sē'i na dhē'i na 
sumiri kaipada-prīti sudhārī). 

Inspite of having the good fortune of getting such an exalted and the best of 
Lords that ever existed in this creation for myself (pā'i susāhiba rāma sōṁ), I had 
only created strife, discord and malice with you till my stomach was literally full of it 
(i.e. I had committed enough of this mischief) (bhari pēṭa bigārī)2. 

[2To wit, instead of being grateful and obliged to you for your mercy and 
kindness, and having love, affection, devotion, reverence and faith in you, I go about 
accusing you for all my ills and miseries, for all my troubles and tribulations. Instead 
of using this golden opportunity of having such a wonderful and merciful Lord as Sri 
Ram as my patron, well-wisher, helper and protector to attain eternal happiness, joy, 
contentedness, bliss and peace, I had spent my life in such a way that I got only 
suffering, pain and misery.  

Therefore, I am so unworthy and unloyal and ungrateful to you really. I should 
be ashamed of myself to the extreme.] (4). 
 
You are the merciful Lord who shows compassion, mercy and kindness on the poor, 
the meek, the lowly and the wretched (nātha garībanivāja haiṁ), but I did not 
become one such(maiṁ gahī na garībī)3.  

[3To wit, I did not become humble before you as my egoist self prevented me 
from doing so, and therefore I continued to suffer and could not benefit from this 
boon of yours.]  

So, oh Lord (don't search in vain for any reason or excuse by which you can 
show some kindness and mercy to me, but) just look at yourself (i.e. at your own 
benevolent, merciful and gracious nature and reputation), and do whatever you can or 
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deem it fit to do for me, Tulsidas, and for my welfare (tulasī prabhu nija ōra tēṁ 
bani parai sō kībī)4.  

[4To wit, oh Lord, if you look for some good thing in me so that you can help 
me, then you will not be able to help me at all as I have nothing to my credit. So I 
pray to you not to bother yourself about what kind of a person I am, but you should 
look at your own reputation and nature of providing solace and succour to those who 
are sinful, lowly, helpless and miserable to accept me as one of your own, and redeem 
me. 

Refer also to verse no. 149,  stanza no. 7; and verse no. 150, stanza no. 5. 
Tulsidas exorts his Lord Ram not try and find an excuse by which he can hold 

the hands of Tulsidas and say ‘Tulsidas, I bless you’, for he is so very sinful that the 
Lord will be lost in examining the means to save him. There is no point in the Lord 
seeking some good virtues in Tulsidas’ personal profile to help him find peace and 
succour because the latter is totally devoid of any good thing to offer. 

The best path would therefore be for the Lord to simply accept Tulsidas as he 
presently is, in his present condition, and think of his (Lord’s) own immaculate 
reputation with respect to providing solace and succour to the lowly and humble in 
this regard.  

Here, Tulsidas has played a clever card by asking the Lord to take into 
consideration his own reputation to bless him. Instead of asking for any specific boon, 
or making any specific demand, he has left the door wide open for the Lord “to do 
what you can do for Tulsidas”, for he knows fully well that the Lord can do pretty 
well much, so he will be the gainer in the bargain.  

Tulsidas has highlighted Sri Ram's mercy, grace, benevolence, benefaction, 
benediction, munificence and magnanimity towards all and sundry, specially his 
devotees, in this verse.] (5). 

 
 
 

Pleading with Lord Śrī Rāma 
 

¼149½ 
 
dgk¡  tkm¡]  dklksa  dgkSa]  vkSj  BkSj  u  esjsA 
tue  x¡ok;ks  rsjs  gh  }kj  fdadj  rsjsAA1AA 
eSa  rks  fcxkjh  ukFk  lksa  vkjfrds  yhUgsaA 
rksfg  d`ikfuf/k  D;ksa  cuS  esjh&lh  dhUgsaAA2AA 
fnu&nqjfnu fnu&nqjnlk] fnu&nq[k fnu nw"kuA 
tc  ykSa  rw  u  fcyksfdgSa  j?kqcal&fcHkw"kuAA3AA 
nbZ  ihB  fcuq  MhB  eSa  rqe  fcLo&fcykspuA 
rks  lksa rqgh  u  nwljks  ur&lksp&fcekspuAA4AA 
ijk/khu  nso  nhu  gkSa]  Lok/khu  xqlkbZaA 
cksyfugkjs  lksa  djS  cfy  fcu;dh  >kbZaAA5AA 
vkiq  nsf[k  eksfg  nsf[k;s  tu  ekfu;  lk¡pksA 
cM+h  vksV  jkeukedh  tsfg  ybZ  lks  ck¡pksAA6AA 
jgfu  jhfr  jke  jkojh  fur  fg;  gqylh  gSA 
T;ksa  HkkoS  R;kSa  d#  d`ik  rsjks  rqylh  gSAA5AA 
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                                                    (149) 
 
kahām̐ jā'um̐, kāsōṁ kahauṁ, aura ṭhaura na mērē. 
janama gam ̐vāyō tērē hī dvāra kiṅkara tērē. 1.  
maiṁ tō bigārī nātha sōṁ āratikē līnhēṁ. 
tōhi kṛpānidhi kyōṁ banai mērī-sī kīnhēṁ. 2.  
dina-duradina dina-duradasā, dina-dukha dina dūṣana. 
jaba lauṁ tū na bilōkihaiṁ raghubansa-bibhūṣana. 3.  
da'ī pīṭha binu ḍīṭha maiṁ tuma bisva-bilōcana. 
tō sōṁ tuhī na dūsarō nata-sōca-bimōcana. 4.  
parādhīna dēva dīna hauṁ, svādhīna gusā'īṁ. 
bōlanihārē sōṁ karai bali binayakī jhā'īṁ. 5.  
āpu dēkhi mōhi dēkhiyē jana māniya sām̐cō. 
baṛī ōṭa rāmanāmakī jēhi la'ī sō bām̐cō. 6.  
rahani rīti rāma rāvarī nita hiya hulasī hai. 
jyōṁ bhāvai tyauṁ karu kṛpā tērō tulasī hai. 5.  
 
Verse no. 149—Oh Lord, where should I go; whom should I tell about my woes and 
miseries (kahām̐ jā'um̐, kāsōṁ kahauṁ)? I don't have any other destination or point 
of refuge and shelter (aura ṭhaura na mērē)1. [To wit, I don’t have a friend or a kin 
with whom I can share my feelings, my sufferings, my problems and my agonies.]  

I have spent my life at your doorstep or doorway (janama gam̐vāyō tērē hī 
dvāra) like a humble servant (follower, devotee) of yours (kiṅkara tērē), and now I 
have no other destination where I can go to seek refuge and succour (if you don’t pay 
attention to my prayers and take pity on me)2. 

[1Refer also to verse no. 179, stanza no. 1 of this Book ‘Vinai Patrika’. 
2Tulsidas tells his Lord Ram that he has spent his entire life under the 

patronage and shelter of the latter, and he has nowhere else to go. He knows none else 
but his very own Lord Ram, and he has never gone to anyone else in his life to seek 
anything whatsoever either. So, in front of whom should he now plead about his 
worries and miseries except the only Lord he knows and has faith in? 

The word “dvāra” literally means a door, and the phrase “janama gam̐vāyō” 
means to spend one’s life. Hence, Tulsidas here means that the devotee of the Lord 
has spent his entire time and life close to the Lord, had been loyal and faithful to the 
Lord, and had never sought any help of any kind from anyone else except his chosen 
Lord. This has invariably created a close and strong bond of kinship between the 
devotee and the Lord, a bond that is irrefutable, unbreakable and irrevocable. 
Therefore there is no question of the devotee pleading with anyone else about his 
problems now, except before the only Lord he knows in his life, and it is Lord Ram.]      
 
Oh Lord, if I had ruined my deeds (i.e. if I had done bad and unrighteous deeds, and 
had acted unscrupulously in my life—“maiṁ tō bigārī nātha”) then it is because I 
was extremely agitated and overwhelmed by worries with respect to my sorrows, 
pitiable conditions, troubles and tribulations so much so that I had lost my wits and 
wisdom, and did things that I oughtn’t have done (sōṁ āratikē līnhēṁ)3.  

But oh merciful Lord, if you also behave like me (i.e. like an ordinary human 
being) and reward or punish me according to my deeds (like an ordinary master or 
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king does to his servant or subject respectively), then what would happen to me, and 
what would happen to your own reputation (tōhi kṛpānidhi kyōṁ banai mērī-sī 
kīnhēṁ)?4 

[3When confronted with uncertainties and suddenness of developments that 
befell me during my course in life, I lost my wits and sense of wisdom and judgement. 
As a result, I did commit errors by way of doing deeds that I oughtn’t have done at all. 
But oh Lord, I am after all an ordinary human being with his normal failings, 
shortcomings and limitations.  I am not some enlightened sage who would be careful 
with every step he took in life. I accept that I had lost my wits and could not judge 
what is good or bad for me when I did anything. 

4To wit, I can be excused for my bad life and evil deeds because after all I am 
a human being who is imperfect in every way, but Lord, this argument would not 
apply to you. You are the Lord of the world, and you have a grand reputation of 
redeeming those who are fallen and sinful, besides being exemplarily merciful, kind, 
forgiving, tolerant and compassionate towards one and all. So if you do not give me 
protection and forgive me for my misdemeanours, if you do not redeem me and 
punish me for my sins and wayward nature, the world would scorn at you, and it is 
your own reputation that would suffer the most. Of course I will suffer, but it is not 
much of a matter as I am destined to suffer for all times to come, but the worry is of 
your reputation and glory which would surely be severely damaged. 

Oh Lord, if you just simply take into account what my deeds are and punish 
me for them without taking into consideration my low level of intellect and wisdom, 
my humbleness and my panicky state at the time when I faced problems in life that 
seemed so huge to me that I wanted to save myself with any means I could urgently 
think of then, I lost my bearing of mind and wits, and may have acted utterly wrongly 
and committed sins which I should not have, then it would go against your declared 
vows and your time tested reputation that you extend your helping hand, show mercy 
and compassion as well as forgive all the misdeeds and mischief of those who have 
surrendered themselves before you, who have taken refuge and shelter with you, who 
have nowhere else to go except you, who are unpretentious and have relented, and 
who have frankly and honestly accepted their misdeeds and beg you for forgiveness.  

  This being the case, I fit the bill perfectly, and therefore you must show 
mercy upon me. Though my deeds are very bad, though they are all corrupted, 
pervert, evil and decadent so much so that there is no chance of any good reward or 
merit accruing to me ever, but here fortunately comes your gracious and merciful 
nature into play: It’s your established reputation that you forgive and help such vile 
fellows as me, and hence I am sure of expecting relief and freedom from my troubles 
when I beg and plead with you.] (2). 
 
Oh the most exalted, the most honourable and the noblest member in the family of 
king Raghu of Ayodhya (“raghubansa-bibhūṣana”; a reference to Lord Ram)! Till 
the time you do not look at me with your merciful and compassionate glance (jaba 
lauṁ tū na bilōkihaiṁ), there will be regular bad times, routine miserable days, 
constant fear of misfortunes and ill fate, daily round of sorrows, miseries, troubles and 
plight, and constant blemishes, blames and accusations that would haunt me every 
moment of my existence, day and night (dina-duradina dina-duradasā, dina-dukha 
dina dūṣana).  

[To wit, the only way I can find freedom from my agonies and miseries, and 
feel fearless and redeemed, is when you, dear Lord, would look at me benevolently 
and mercifully. Then all my misfortunes will vanish.] (3). 
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That I have stubbornly shown you my back (i.e. I have turned against you, or have 
neglected or opposed you persistently) is because I am without a foresight, and am 
blind, foolish, ignorant and stupid to the core (da'ī pīṭha binu ḍīṭha maiṁ).  

But I don’t understand how you can copy my behaviour by being against me 
or turning your back to me, or neglecting me. [To wit, you can’t be as stupid as I am.] 
 You see the whole world, both its visible aspect as well as its invisible aspect. 
And therefore you ought to know the invisible reality that others can’t see (tuma 
bisva-bilōcana)5.  

[5To wit, you can see that the deeds done by me are done by my gross body, 
and not my true identity known as the ‘self’ which is also called the Atma or the soul. 
This Atma is pure consciousness, and it is as immaculate and perfect as your own 
‘Self’. It is surely distinct and independent of the gross body. So how can ‘I’ be 
blamed for the misdeeds that my body does? Since you have an enlightened view of 
things and can see the truth and reality that exists behind the external façade, you can 
also see how and why I am not to be blamed and punished for my so-called bad deeds. 
You would also see that I am very honest and sincere when I pray to you for 
redemption and protection. So by all counts, I deserve your mercy, grace and 
benevolence.] 

You are one in your own likeness and one of your kind in this world (tō sōṁ 
tuhī na dūsarō) as far as removing the worries, sorrows, miseries, troubles and 
tribulations of the humble, the weak, the distressed and the wretched creatures are 
concerned (nata-sōca-bimōcana)6.  

[6To wit, no one is like you as far as removing the sorrows and sufferings of 
the crearture in a selfless way is concerned. No Lord or Master in this world is as 
merciful, kind, compassionate and graceful as you are. 

Tulsidas means that since he is an ordinary man, there is no surprise in his 
acting in the stupid way he has done in his life, even at times neglecting the Lord 
himself who had been the provider of succour and daily bread to Tulsidas. But the 
Lord must realise that he is not the same as Tulsidas; he must realise that he occupies 
a high pedestal and is the King of all his subjects in this vast creation; that he ought to 
act wisely and with a lot of understanding and prudence; that he must show a lot of 
patience, broadheartedness, benevolence, forgiveness, mercy, grace and compassion 
befitting a great King and Emperor. The Lord cannot afford to be shortsighted, selfish, 
imprudent, impatient and mean.  

Therefore, inspite of the selfish ways Tulsidas may have acted personally, the 
Lord must overlook such small transgressions of behaviour like a loving father does 
while dealing with his son who may not have learned proper ways of conduct yet.] 
(4). 
  
Oh Lord (dēva)! I am dependant on others, and am lowly and humble (parādhīna 
dīna hauṁ), while you are independent of all compulsions, and are a Master and the 
exalted Lord of one and all (svādhīna gusā'īṁ)7.  

I say truthfully to you, how can a shadow speak to the speaker who is 
consciousness personified, who is an embodiment of the supreme, absolute and 
formless Truth known as ‘pure Consciousness’? And so therefore, I will do whatever 
you command me to do (bōlanihārē sōṁ karai bali binayakī jhā'īṁ)8.  

[7To wit, I am bonded to my deeds past and present, to the circumstances of 
life, to the countless traits, both good and bad, that are inherently present in me as part 
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of my nature and temparement as a human being, and to the bonds that exist between 
my physical body and the world. But these limitations do not apply to the Lord, for he 
is the independent and supreme Lord God of creation. 

8Here, the ‘shadow’ is Tulsidas, and the ‘speaker’ is the Supreme Lord himself 
in the form of Sri Ram who resides in Tulsidas’ heart as the life-giving soul which is 
nothing but pure consciousness, and without whom Tulsidas would be as good as 
dead. 

A shadow follows the object which forms it; a loyal devotee and servant 
follows his Lord and Master like a shadow. A shadow cannot speak to the principal 
object that forms it, and likewise a devotee and a servant can’t stand up and speak in 
the face of his Lord and Master as it would be uncourteous and indecent for him to do 
so, and such an action on his part would be tantamount to insulting the Lord and the 
Master as the case may be.  

So Tulsidas says that whatever Lord Ram decides for him would be acceptable 
to him, and though he is praying to him by lying at the Lord’s feet, he would not stand 
up and object to his decision like a true and loyal servant and devotee who willingly 
and cheerfully accepts what the Lord decides for him—because he knows that the 
Lord’s decision would always be for his good and welfare, and never otherwise. ] (5). 
 
Hence oh Lord, first see at yourself (realise your true nature as being a merciful and 
compassionate Lord) and then look at me (as your faithful shadow or servant, one 
who follows you wherever you go and obeys all your commands) (āpu dēkhi mōhi 
dēkhiyē). Treat me as truthful and honest; treat me as your true and honest servant 
(devotee and follower) (jana māniya sām̐cō)9. 

I affirm that the protective shield of Sri Ram's holy name is very strong, 
robust, potent and infallible (baṛī ōṭa rāmanāmakī). Anyone who has taken the 
refuge of Lord Sri Ram's name has been saved (from the cycle of birth and death, and 
being trapped in this mundane, mortal and gross existence) (jēhi la'ī sō bām̐cō)10. 

[9To wit, judge me yourself and don't believe what I say at its face value. See, 
I have followed you faithfully throughout my life, come what may, just like a shadow 
follows a person. Now tell me: can the shadow or the person abandon each other? Of 
course not; they have an eternal bond that ties them together.  
 Besides this, the shadow is always dark and inconsequential, while the person 
who forms this shadow is a conscious and living entity. So oh Lord, in the same 
manner, there is no comparison between me and you. And therefore you ought to 
neglect my shortcomings and darkness of character just like a person overlooks his 
own dark shadow. 

10Tulsidas says that since he has already taken shelter in the holy name of Lord 
Ram and repeats is constantly, he is not at all worried about his destiny and spirtitual 
welfare, for he knows that they are well taken care of.] (6). 
  
Oh my King and Lord Sri Ram (rāma rāvarī)! The thoughts of your excellent 
characters, noble bearing, benevolent nature, great reputation and virtuous deeds—
they are all arising in my heart to create exultation, euphoria, delight and happiness 
for me; I revel in these thoughts and become ecstatic (rahani rīti nita hiya hulasī 
hai).  
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I have left myself in your hands and at the mercy of your holy name. do 
whatever you deem fit and proper for Tulsidas, for I have stopped worrying at all. But 
just remember one simple thing—and it is that this Tulsidas belongs to you (i.e. he is 
your faithful and ardent devotee). So, have mercy and compassion upon him and do 
what you think fit for him in any way that is convenient and pleasing to you (jyōṁ 
bhāvai tyauṁ karu kṛpā tērō tulasī hai)11. 

[11Refer verse no. 148, stanza no. 5; and verse no. 150, stanza no. 5 also.] (7). 
 
[Note—In the context of this verse, refer also to verse no. 179 of this book Vinai 
Patrika.] 
 

 
 

Kinship with the Lord 
 

¼150½ 
 
jkeHknz!  eksfga  vkiuks  lksp  gS  v#  ukghaA 
tho  ldy  larkids  Hkktu  tx  ekghaAA1AA 
ukrks  cM+s  leFkZlksa  bd  vksj  fd/kkSa  gw¡A 
rksdks  eksls  vfr  ?kus  eksdks  ,dS  rw¡AA2AA 
cM+h  xykfu  fg;  gkfu  gS  ljcX;  xqlkbZa 
dwj  dqlsod  dgr  gkSa  lsoddh  ukbZaAA3AA 
Hkyks  iksp  jkedks  dgSa  eksfg  lc  ujukjhA 
fcxjs  lsod  Loku  T;ksa  lkfgc&flj  xkjhAA4AA 
vleatl  eudks  feVS  lks  mik;  u  lw>SA 
nhucU/kq!  dhtS  lksbZ  cfu  ijS  tks  cw>SAA5AA 
fc#nkoyh  fcyksfd;s  frUgesa  dksm  gkSa  gkSaA 
rqylh  izHkqdks  ifjgjÓks  ljukxr  lks  gkSaAA6AA 

 
 
                                                   (150) 
 
rāmabhadra! mōhiṁ āpanō sōca hai aru nāhīṁ. 
jīva sakala santāpakē bhājana jaga māhīṁ. 1.  
nātō baṛē samarthasōṁ ika ōra kidhauṁ hūm̐. 
tōkō mōsē ati ghanē mōkō ēkai tūm̐. 2.  
baṛī galāni hiya hāni hai sarabagya gusā'īṁ 
kūra kusēvaka kahata hauṁ sēvakakī nā'īṁ. 3.  
bhalō pōca rāmakō kahaiṁ mōhi saba naranārī. 
bigarē sēvaka svāna jyōṁ sāhiba-sira gārī. 4.  
asaman ̄jasa manakō miṭai sō upāya na sūjhai. 
dīnabandhu! kījai sō'ī bani parai jō būjhai. 5.  
birudāvalī bilōkiyē tinhamēṁ kō'u hauṁ hauṁ. 
tulasī prabhukō pariharyō saranāgata sō hauṁ. 6.  
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Verse no. 150—Oh Gentleman Lord Sri Ram (rāmabhadra)! I am both worried as 
well as free from worries about myself (mōhiṁ āpanō sōca hai aru nāhīṁ) because 
all the living beings in this world are the objects of sorrows, miseries and sufferings; 
all are subjected to suffering to a lesser or greater degree, and therefore I am no 
exception (jīva sakala santāpakē bhājana jaga māhīṁ)1.  

[1To wit, since no one in this world is happy and contented, since no one is 
free from miseries and sorrows, since everyone is suffering to a lesser or a greater 
degree, since pains and grief are part of the game of life, I am not too alarmed and 
worried about myself as I am also one of them, and therefore not an exception.] (1). 
 
Am I the only one who is trying to establish a kinship, i.e. a personal, fraternal and 
friendly relationship with you (ika ōra kidhauṁ hūm̐) who are the most exalted, the 
most able, the most powerful and the most adept Lord in every respect (nātō baṛē 
samarthasōṁ)?  

You have numerous persons like me who must have already established or are 
eager to establish some kind of relationship with you (“tōkō mōsē ati ghanē”—i.e. 
there are numerous devotees who call themselves as one of your own and claim to be 
close to you, for you have a huge following), but for me, you are the only one (“mōkō 
ēkai tūm̐”—i.e. for me you are the sole relation, and I have no one else whom I can 
call mine)2. 

[2Tulsidas means that since Lord Ram is the powerful and almighty Lord of 
the world, there is no dearth of followers for him. He always has countless souls at his 
beck and call, those who feel proud to be close to the Lord and feel privileged to be 
near the Lord and call themselves as his devotee, who would follow the Lord, obey 
his orders and bend over backwards to oblige him because they have some vested 
interests in serving the Lord as he is the almighty and all-powerful Lord of the world. 
 So therefore it may be that it is for this reason that the Lord is not paying 
attention to the humble fellow Tulsidas who seems lost in the melee because the Lord 
is sourrounded by a huge crowd of boisterous devotees who mill around him 
adoringly, cheering and praising the Lord loudly. In this din perhaps the Lord has not 
been able to pay attention to a humble man called Tusidas who stands silently 
somewhere in the midst of this crowd, not mustering enough courage to push through 
and do some trick to draw the attention of the Lord towards himself.  

Hence, Tulsidas politely admonishes his Lord to tell him that he must not 
neglect someone who is humble and meek like Tulsidas, though the Lord is 
surrounded by an adoring crowd of cheering devotees and followers. The Lord may 
have a big company of doting devotees who are too willing to take care of his needs, 
but Tulsidas is all alone in this world and no one would take care of him if the Lord 
neglects him, because the latter is the former’s only kith and kin.  

Further, since they, Tulsidas and Lord Ram, are both related to each other 
because both have the same ‘Consiousness’ residing in their bosoms as their true self, 
albeit the Lord has attained an exlated stature while Tulsidas remains a humble man, 
the Lord should not neglect his poor and modest kin named Tulsidas as it would cast 
the exlated Lord in a poor light.] (2). 
 
Oh Lord, you have an insight into the mind and heart of all the creatures as you are 
all-knowing and omniscient (sarabagya gusā'īṁ). I am feeling very guilty and 
ashamed in my heart (baṛī galāni hiya hāni hai) that though I am a wicked, unfit and 
a bad servant (or an incompetent and ineligible subordinate, follower and devotee) of 
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yours, though I am unfaithful, treacherous and disloyal to you (kūra kusēvaka 
kahata hauṁ), but I say that I am very faithful, devoted and fully loyal and truthful 
to my Lord (kahata hauṁ sēvakakī nā'īṁ). How can my deceit, cunning and 
pretensions be concaled from you? (3). 
 
Nevertheless, whether I am good or evil, all the men and women do call me as being 
one of Ram's very own (bhalō pōca rāmakō kahaiṁ mōhi saba naranārī). [To wit, 
notwithstanding my wickedness and evil nature, the world recognises me as one of 
your closest devotees, one who is closely related to you, one who has direct access to 
you, and one upon whom you are specially graceful and kind.]  

If a servant or a pet dog is spoilt for some or the other reason and become 
indisciplined, behaving in a bad way and causing nuisance for others (bigarē sēvaka 
svāna jyōṁ), it is their lord or master who gets the blame for allowing those under 
his watch to become indisiplined and bad mannered; the people speak ill of such a 
lord or master (sāhiba-sira gārī)3. [Hence, if I am evil and you do not help me mend 
my ways, the blame would be at your door.] 

[3Oh Lord, if I do commit wrongs, the people would still blame you because 
you are my Lord. If a servant or the pet dog commit some wrongdoing, the people 
raise their fingers on the master and the lord, and not at the servant or the pet dog. 
They say that the servant can’t do anything against the wishes of the master, and so 
obviously the wrong thing he has done has a tacit support of the master. If the servant 
acts rudely or behaves abnormally, the people would accuse the master of not 
inculcating discipline in his servant and keeping him in control. The servant is not 
expected to be of a high moral upbringing, education and culture as to behave 
properly on his own, and if his master is lax in maintaining discipline in the household 
then the servant would be apt to be rude and rough in his behaviour.  

The problem would be compounded if the master is someone who is powerful 
and influential, for then the servant would become  arrogant and tyrannic because he 
has access to the ear of this powerful master, and the people would fear backlash if 
they offend this evil servant or point out his shortcomings to the master himself.  

Similarly, if a person’s pet dog creates nuisance for the neighbours, they 
would blame its master that he has not trained the animal properly, and not the animal 
himself because everyone knows that an animal is naturally inclined to commit 
mischief if it is not properly trained and restrained.] (4). 
 
I see no way out in my mind of this dilemma (asaman ̄jasa manakō miṭai sō upāya 
na sūjhai)4.  

Now therefore, oh a friend of the distressed and the poor (dīnabandhu), 
please do for me whatever is possible for you to do, or you think is proper and fit to 
do (kījai sō'ī bani parai jō būjhai)5. 

[4What is this dilemma that has so vexed Tulsidas? Well, he is perplexed on 
two counts as follows: (a) While he has to suffer because all living beings suffer in 
this world, but there is a problem here. He has unconditionally surrendered himself to 
Lord Ram, and the Lord is reputed as the one who removes all sorrows of his 
devotees. So why is he still suffering? Why can’t the Lord do something for him? 

(b) Tulsidas’ bad deeds done in many previous lives and their accumulated 
evil effects have made him suffer in the present life as well because it is the basic law 
of Nature and Karma that one reaps what one sows, and besides that he has so many 
bad qualities in him, but the world would blame Lord Ram for Tulsidas’ evil fate 
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because the world recognises Tulsidas as Lord Ram’s servant and devotee. So, though 
the faults is of Tulsidas himself, he is worried that his innocent Lord Ram would get 
the blame and stained for no fault of his own. 

These two things are troubling Tulsidas extremely. 
5Refer also to verse no. 148, stanza no. 5; and verse no. 149, stanza no. 7 of 

this Book ‘Vinai Patrika’ in this context.] (5). 
 
Just have a glance at your own famous reputation and renowned glory (that you are a 
friend of the miserable, the distressed, the humble and the downtrodden; that you are 
the purifier of the sinful and the vile; that you are extremely merciful, kind, gracious, 
compassionate and forgiving; that you embrace the humblest and the lowest; that no 
one who has come to seek refuge and shelter and protection with you has ever gone 
empty-handed, and so on and so forth) (birudāvalī bilōkiyē).  

Surely oh Lord, I must be one of them (tinhamēṁ kō'u hauṁ hauṁ). [To wit, 
am I not eligible to receive any of your largesse mentioned above; am I not eligible to 
receive any of your graceful gestures? There is a long list of devotees who have 
benefited from your kind and gracious nature, all their sins and misdemeanours were 
forgiven by you and they were all graced by you, then tell me oh Lord why should I 
not be counted in that list?  If you can bless them all, then why not me?]  

[Inspite of this and despite my reminding you of your reputation and glory as 
mentioned herein above—] If the Lord still forsakes this Tulsidas and neglects him 
(tulasī prabhukō pariharyō), I say that I would still go and lie at your feet for I have 
decided that I cannot, and will not, go anywhere else to seek refuge and shelter, 
except at your holy feet (saranāgata sō hauṁ) (6). 
 
 
 

If.... 
 

¼151½ 
 
tks  iS  psjkbZ  jkedh  djrks  u  ytkrksA 
rkS  rw  nke  dqnke  T;ksa  dj&dj  u  fcdkrksAA1AA 
tir  thg  j?kqukFkdks  uke  ufga  vylkrksA 
ckthxjds  lwe  T;ksa  [ky  [ksg  u  [kkrksAA2AA 
tkS  rw  eu!  esjs  dgs  jke&uke  dekrksA 
lhrkifr lueq[k lq[kh lc Bk¡o lekrksAA3AA 
jke  lksgkrs  rksfga  tkS  rw  lcfga  lksgrksA 
dky  dje  dqy  dkjuh  dksÅ  u  dksgkrksAA4AA 
jke&uke  vuqjkxgh  ft;  tks  jfrvkrksA 
LokjFk&ijekjFk&iFkh  rksfga  lc  ifrvkrksAA5AA 
lsb   lk/kq  lqfu  leqf>  dS  ij&ihj  fijkrksA 
tue  dksfVdks  dk¡nyks  gn&ân;  fFkjkrksAA6AA 
Hko&ex  vxe  vuar  gS] fcuq  Jefg  fljkrksA 
efgek  myVs  ukedh  eqfu  fd;ks  fdjkrksAA7AA 
vej&vxe  ruq  ikb  lks  tM+  tk; u  tkrksA 
gksrks  eaxy&ewy  rw]  vuqdwy  fc/kkrksAA8AA 
tks  eu]  izhfr&izrhfrlksa  jke&ukefga  jkrksA 
rqylh jkeizlknlksa frgq¡rki u rkrks@ulkrksAA9AA 
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                                                  (151) 
 
jō pai cērā'ī rāmakī karatō na lajātō. 
tau tū dāma kudāma jyōṁ kara-kara na bikātō. 1.  
japata jīha raghunāthakō nāma nahiṁ alasātō. 
bājīgarakē sūma jyōṁ khala khēha na khātō. 2.  
jau tū mana! mērē kahē rāma-nāma kamātō. 
sītāpati sanamukha sukhī saba ṭhām̐va samātō. 3.  
rāma sōhātē tōhiṁ jau tū sabahiṁ sōhatō. 
kāla karama kula kāranī kō'ū na kōhātō. 4.  
rāma-nāma anurāgahī jiya jō rati'ātō. 
svāratha-paramāratha-pathī tōhiṁ saba pati'ātō. 5.  
sē'i sādhu suni samujhi kai para-pīra pirātō. 
janama kōṭikō kām̐dalō hada-hṛdaya thirātō. 6.  
bhava-maga agama ananta hai, binu śramahi sirātō. 
mahimā ulaṭē nāmakī muni kiyō kirātō. 7.  
amara-agama tanu pā'i sō jaṛa jāya na jātō. 
hōtō maṅgala-mūla tū, anukūla bidhātō. 8.  
jō mana, prīti-pratītisōṁ rāma-nāmahiṁ rātō. 
tulasī rāmaprasādasōṁ tihum̐tāpa na tātō/nasātō. 9.  
 
Verse no. 151—[Symbolising admonishing himself and his mind on behalf of all 
creatures, Tulsidas laments—] ‘Alas, oh Tulsidas! If (jō) you had not felt ashamed at 
calling yourself a servant (i.e. a faithful and devoted follower) of Lord Sri Ram (jō 
pai cērā'ī rāmakī karatō na lajātō), you would not have been sold at a discounted 
value from hand to hand inspite of inherently being of a high value (tau tū dāma 
kudāma jyōṁ kara-kara na bikātō)1. 

[1To wit, inspite of your true self being the same ‘consciousness’ that is known 
as the Parmatma, you have forgotten who you actually are; you have been ignorant of 
the nature of your true and divine self, of your divine origin. And as a result of this 
ignorance and lack of wisdom, you wander in this world as if you were of low birth 
and surrounded by misfortunes and miseries, one who is always in some want like a 
lowly person or a hungry beggar who goes from one door to another just to feed his 
stomach, and is never contented no matter how much he gets. You were born as a 
Brahmin, and there was no reason why you should have come to such a pitiable 
condition if you had shown even a trace of spiritual wisdom that is expected from a 
learned Brahmin. 

Oh you fool! You have been wondering from one birth to another and 
suffering the consequences because of your lack of awareness about your exalted 
origin and true nature. You behave like an ordinary creature who is always miserable 
and wretched though you are so high of pedigree and of noble birth because you are 
lucky to have a close kinship with the Supreme Being in the form of Lord Ram. You 
have forgotten that you are an image of the supreme Consciousness known as the 
Parmatma—and this simple error on your part has been the cause of all your miseries 
and troubles. 

In short, the cause of all your worldly problems is that you have distanced 
yourself from Lord Ram and have forgotten that you have a close relationship with 
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the Lord of the world, and that it being the case there is no reason why you should 
roam about in such dire straits of wants and miseries. Instead of shying away from 
calling yourself a devotee, a follower and servant of the Lord, you should have been 
proud of proclaiming about your relationship with the Lord, for then there would have 
been no misery and grief for you. But you are so stupid that you chose to do 
otherwise. 

This verse invokes the eclectic philosophy of the Upanishads that the true 
identity of a creature is his Atma, which is known as the soul and is pure 
consciousness personified. Further, this individual’s Atma is a microcosmic form of 
the cosmic Atma known as the Parmatma, or the Supreme and Transcendental Atma 
which is also known as the Cosmic Consciousness.  

The individual creature’s Atma is the ‘you’ here, i.e. it is the enlightened 
individual who realises this truth who is being addressed in this verse. This Atma is 
priceless and the most valuable aspect of any living being because it is a micro-form 
of the Supreme Being. But out of ignorance and worldly delusions, a person forgets 
the exalted and divine nature of his ‘true self’, but suffers from miseries and grief 
because he erroneously begins to treat his gross physical body as his identity. This is 
what Tulsidas essentially refers to and means here in this verse.] (1). 
 
If your tongue had not been lazy and got tired of chanting, repeating and reciting Lord 
Sri Ram's holy name (japata jīha raghunāthakō nāma nahiṁ alasātō), then you 
would not come to such a miserable state that you would have to fill your mouth with 
dust (symbolising hunger, wants, miseries, sorrows and lowliness in this world) like 
the way a road side ‘bājīgara’ (a country conjurer, a traditional Tantrik, a maverick 
player, a country magician who roams around hosting roadside shows to feed his 
stomach) who fills or stuffs the mouth of his ‘sūma’ (a wooden toy resembling a 
man) with indignation if the spectators watching his show fail to give him some 
money at the end of the show (bājīgarakē sūma jyōṁ khala khēha na khātō)2. 
 [2The country magician keeps a tiny wooden toy resembling a man in his bag. 
If he fails to sufficiently motivate the spectators of his show to give him some money 
at the end of his roadside performance, he would stick this toy in the ground and pick 
up some dust from the ground and stuff it in the toy’s mouth to symbolise how he 
would feed himself if he doesn’t get enough money. Then he goes around the crowd 
with a bowl begging for donations, and curses all those who don’t give him some 
money while blessing others who do.  
 Tulsidas cites this example to say that if a devotee has faith in Lord Ram and 
chants the Lord’s holy name, there is no reason why he won’t get sufficient food to 
fill his stomach, and would have to survive on leftovers got by begging from door to 
door like a wretched beggar and vagabond.  

It also means that if a devotee takes the shelter of Lord Ram and relies on the 
power of the Lord’s holy name, there is no reason why he would have to live a 
miserable life full of pain and grief and wants which is symbolised by his mouth 
being stuffed with dust instead of having some good food to eat.  

The ‘mouth being stuffed with dust’ is an idom indicating insult and 
humiliation at the hand of others. So, a person would surely invite scorn and ridicule 
from the world at some point of time in his life if he spends his entire time talking of 
mundane affairs of the world. In the final run this behaviour would never give him 
much honour and peace.  
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It also means wasting precious time in worthless gossip and useless talk 
instead of using the tongue in repeating the holy name of the Lord which would have 
a positive implication for the spiritual well-being of the creature.] (2).  
 
Oh my Mana (mind)! If you had listened to my advice and had earned the spiritual 
wealth symbolised by the jewel known as Lord Sri Ram's holy name (jau tū mana! 
mērē kahē rāma-nāma kamātō), you would have not only come close to Lord 
Sitapati (Lord Ram, the husband of Sita) and feel blessed, happy and joyful thereby, 
but you would also have got respect and acclaim everywhere in this world. In all 
sooth, you would have been able to attend to the well-being of your present existence 
in this life as well as would have secured an excellent future for yourself (sītāpati 
sanamukha sukhī saba ṭhām̐va samātō) (3). 
 
If Lord Sri Ram had appeared pleasing, attractive and charming to you, i.e. if his 
Holiness had appealed to your mind and heart; if you had been affectionate towards 
the Lord and had loved him (rāma sōhātē tōhiṁ jau), then you would also have 
been liked by everybody else in this life (tū sabahiṁ sōhatō).   

Kaal (time, circumstances), Karma (the deeds done by you) and Kula (your 
kith and kin)—the factors that motivate or inspire a man to behave the way he does, 
or which control all his emotions and sentiments in his life (kāla karama kula 
kāranī)—none would have been opposed to you; not one of them would have been 
antagonised with you, and so you need not have bothered about them (kō'ū na 
kōhātō). Rather, all would have been on friendly terms with you, all would have been 
favourably inclined towards you, and would have helped you in anyway you would 
have liked them to3.  

[3Tulsidas says that if a person begins to have devotion and love for the Lord 
God, in this case Lord Ram, then even his most staunch opponents begin to show 
friendliness to him as all fear that by offending the devotee of the Lord they would 
invite the Lord’s wrath. These three factors, viz. ‘Kaal’, ‘Karma’ and ‘Kula’, tie a 
person in a firm bond from which he finds himself almost impossible to break free 
while he is still alive in this world. He has to conform to the demands of the 
circumstances of life that surround him; he has to obey the law of deeds that states 
that a person is to bear the consequences of whatever he does, whether it is good or 
bad, and all his kith and kin in this world expect him to fulfil his obligations towards 
them, take care of their worldly needs such as provide them with food, shelter, 
clothing etc. If the person fails to oblige any one or all of these three entities, they 
wreak vengeance upon him. None of them has any mercy upon the poor creature.  

But if the same person has taken shelter with Lord Ram and gets the Lord’s 
protection, these three entities are affright of offending him as they now realise that he 
has the protection of the Lord Emperor of this world, and is not servile to any one of 
them. On the contrary, they go out of their way to please the Lord’s devotee in the 
hope that the Lord would be pleased with them. ] (4).  
 
If you had had love and devotion for the holy name of Lord Sri Ram, if you had been 
sincere in your heart in having devotion for the Lord and had true love for the Lord in 
it (rāma-nāma anurāgahī jiya jō rati'ātō), then those who are selfish and exploit 
you for their own vested interests as well as those who are selfless and are interested 
in your welfare would have had been friendly with you (svāratha-paramāratha-
pathī tōhiṁ saba pati'ātō)4. 
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 [4To wit, oh my mind, if you had had devotion for Lord Ram and had loved 
his holy name, then both your worldly interests as well as your spiritual well-being 
would have been taken care of. You would have been happy in this materialistic 
world even though you were surrounded by vested interests who are very selfish, and 
at the same time you would have befriended some noble souls who would have 
advised you selflessly about your spiritual good and helped you attain success in your 
spiritual quest. In the former case, you would have done your duties towards your kith 
and kin in a dispassionate manner, with your mind remaining firmly rooted in the 
memory or the thoughts of the Lord. This attitude would have bestowed internal 
calmness and happiness to you.  

At the same time as serving the world and carrying out the duties assigned to 
you and living unto your responsibilities that you are expected to fulfil, you would 
also have been motivated to search out and spend some quality time with saints and 
holy men who loved the Lord, and in their company you would have found more 
internal peace and joy, thus compounding your sense of happiness and feeling of 
blessedness that you already had by being non-attached to your deeds and relations in 
this world earlier.  

So, if you had loved Lord Ram and had had devotion for him then even while 
serving the world and surrounded by selfish interests, it would have been possible for 
you to remain detached from all worldly bondages, to remain aloof from all things 
mundane and entangling for the spirit, and thereby remain in a state of perpetual joy 
and happiness. This blissful state of transcendental existence would elude you, it 
would not be available to you if you have distanced yourself from the Lord.] (5). 
 
If you had served saintly and pious people, and had felt pity and sorry on hearing the 
miseries of others (sē'i sādhu suni samujhi kai para-pīra pirātō), then the scum 
which has collected over millions of births in your pond-like heart would have settled 
at the bottom, and your heart would have become pure (janama kōṭikō kām̐dalō 
hada-hṛdaya thirātō)5.  

[5To wit then, your innerself would have been purified and filled with the 
distilled water of spiritualism, a water symbolising purity of devotion and affection 
for the Lord.] (6). 
 
The passage through this mundane, gross and mortal world of transmigration is 
infinitely difficult, long and tedious (bhava-maga agama ananta hai), but you 
would have easily covered that same path, you would have happily finished your 
journey in life had you chanted the holy name of the Lord (binu śramahi sirātō)6.  

When Sri Ram's name is so potent and effective that by repeating it in the 
reverse, the savage Valmiki had turned into a renowned sage, what then would not 
have been possible for you by chanting and repeating it straight (mahimā ulaṭē 
nāmakī muni kiyō kirātō)7? 

[6To wit, those who do not take the shelter of Lord Ram’s holy name have 
nothing to protect them and give them shade in their journey through the harsh path of 
life. Such travellers have to cope with the scorch of the heat and all sorts of problems 
symbolised by the countless torments and tribulations and travails associated with life 
in this mortal and mundane world. Obviously, this person feels exhausted and weary 
half way through the journey, and his path through life seems to be an ordeal for him.  

On the other hand, those who have taken the shelter of Lord Ram’s holy name 
have comfort and joy while travelling on the same path like a person who is protected 
by an umbrella from being scorched by heat of the burning sun overhead during his 
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journey, and a footwear to protect his legs from being lacerated and bled by the 
thorns, the roughness and the harshness of the path on which he treads. A devotee 
thus feels lucky that he had chosen to prepare well in advance before embarking upon 
the journey of life by seeking the shelter of Lord Ram and his holy name which acts 
as a soothing balm for him. 

7Valmiki was a hunter, and he was so sinful that when the celestial sages 
Sankadi advised him to repent for his sins and seek liberation for himself by repeating 
the holy name “RAMA” of the Lord, he refused that it is not possible for him to do so. 
The sages were wise, and they advised Valmiki to repead the Lord’s name in the 
reverse order—viz. “MARA”. When repeated, the word “MARA” becomes similar to 
“RAMA”. So, even without his being aware, Valmiki was repeating the Lord’s holy 
name. It had its good effect upon him, and he was able to overcome the evil effects of  
his past sins. The same wicked hunter now became an acclaimed and revered sage by 
the name of Valmiki, the sage who was visited by Lord Ram himself during his 
journey through the forest, and who was the first sage to have composed the great epic 
known as Ramayan which tells the divine story of Lord Ram. This incident is 
mentioned in Tulsidas’ epic narration of this divine story in his book Ram Charit 
Manas, in its Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 19, and in another 
book titled “Geetawali”, in its Sundar Kand, verse no. 40, stanza no. 3. 

Refer also to verse no. 57, stanza no. 3 of this book Vinai Patrika. 
Tulsidas emphasises the power of Lord Ram’s holy name here. What he 

stresses is that if this name is so powerful and effective that it can turn a savage hunter 
into a holy man by being used in an very odd way because Valmiki had repeated it in 
the reverse order, which is like turning it upside down on its head and kind of 
showing disrespect to it, then one can imagine its marvellous purifying effects if it is 
used in the proper way, in the correct and prescribed fashion.] (7). 
  
Oh you stupid wretch of a fellow (jaṛa)! You wouldn't have wasted this human body, 
which is even rare for the Gods to adopt, in futility and in vain if you had been wise 
enough to spend your valuable life in the service of Lord Ram, if you had developed 
devotion for the Lord, and if you had ensured for your spiritual welfare by repeating 
the holy name of the Lord; but no, you didn’t care for your own good and happiness 
(amara-agama tanu pā'i sō jāya na jātō)8.  

Had you done so, you would have been a root of welfare and auspiciousness, 
and the creator would have become favourable and benign towards you (but now 
unfortunately you find yourself wallowing in miseries and torments of all kinds) 
(hōtō maṅgala-mūla tū, anukūla bidhātō). 

[8The rarity of the human body and the need to use it properly has been 
repeatedly stressed in Vinai Patrika at a number of places. Some of the instances are 
verse nos. 83-84, 102, 130, 135/1, 194, 198-202 etc.] (8). 
 
Oh my Mana! If you had attached yourself to Lord Sri Ram's divine and holy name 
with due love, devotion, faith and conviction (jō mana, prīti-pratītisōṁ rāma-
nāmahiṁ rātō), then oh Tulsidas, you would never have burnt in the three 
tormenting fires known as ‘Traitaps’ that scorch all creatures in this world (tulasī 
rāmaprasādasōṁ tihum̐tāpa na tātō/nasātō). [To wit, you would have been able 
to destroy all the causes that have resulted in so much pain and misery for you.]9.  
 [9The three worldly torments are known as Adhyatmik, Adhibhatik and 
Adidavik. Rarely a creature free from the sufferings inflicted by them. Refer verse no. 
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17, stanza no. 2; verse no. 81, stanza no. 1; verse no. 83, stanza no. 3; verse no. 121, 
stanza no. 2, verse no. 196, stanza no. 1 etc.] (9). 
 
 
 

Lord Rāma’s Benevolence & Compassion 
 

¼152½ 
 
jke  HkykbZ  vkiuh  Hky  fd;ks  u  dkdksA 
tqx  tqx  tkufdukFkdks tx  tkxr  lkdksAA1AA 
czãkfnd  fcurh  djh  dfg  nq[k  clq/kkdksA 
jfcdqy&dSjo&pan    Hkks    vkuan&lq/kkdksAA2AA 
dkSfld  xjr  rq"kkj T;ksa  rfd  rst  fr;kdksA 
izHkq vufgr fgr dks fn;ks Qy dksi d`ikdksAA3AA 
gjÓks  iki  vki  tkbdS  larki  flykdksA 
lksp&exu  dk<Óks  lgh  lkfgc  fefFkykdksAA4AA 
jks"k&jkfl  Hk`xqifr  /kuh  vgfefr  eerkdksA 
fprou  Hkktu  dfj  fy;ks  mile  lerkdksAA5AA 
eqfnr  ekfu  vk;lq  pys  cu  ekrq&firkdksA 
/kej&/kqja/kj  /khj/kqj  xqu&lhy&ftrk dks\AA6AA 
xqg xjhc xrX;kfr gw tsfg ftm u Hk[kk dks\A 
ik;ks   ikou   izse   rsa   lueku   l[kkdksAA7AA 
lnxfr  lcjh  xh/kdh  lknj  djrk  dks\A 
lksp&lhao  lqxzhods  ladV&gjrk  dks\AA8AA 
jkf[k fcHkh"kudks ldS vl dky&xgk@rsfg dky dgk¡ dks\A 
vkt  fcjktr  jkt  gS  nldaB  tgk¡dksAA9AA 
ckfyl  cklh  vo/kdks  cwf>;s  u  [kkdksA 
lks  ik¡oj  igq¡pks  rgk¡  tg¡  eqfu&eu  FkkdksAA10AA 
xfr u ygS jke&ukelksa fcf/k lks fljtk dks\A 
lqfejr  dgr  izpkfj  dS  cYyHk  fxfjtkdksAA11AA 
vdfu vtkfey dh dFkk lkuan u Hkk dks\A 
uke  ysr  dfydkygw  gfjiqjfga  u  xk  dks\AA12AA 
jke&uke&efgek  djS  dke&Hkw#g  vkdksA 
lk[kh  csn  iqjku gSa  rqylh&ru  rkdksAA13AA 

 
 
                                                    (152) 
 
rāma bhalā'ī āpanī bhala kiyō na kākō. 
juga juga jānakināthakō jaga jāgata sākō. 1.  
brahmādika binatī karī kahi dukha basudhākō. 
rabikula-kairava-canda bhō ānanda-sudhākō. 2.  
kausika garata tuṣāra jyōṁ taki tēja tiyākō. 
prabhu anahita hita kō diyō phala kōpa kṛpākō. 3.  
haryō pāpa āpa jā'ikai santāpa silākō. 
sōca-magana kāḍhyō sahī sāhiba mithilākō. 4.  
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rōṣa-rāsi bhṛgupati dhanī ahamiti mamatākō. 
citavana bhājana kari liyō upasama samatākō. 5.  
mudita māni āyasu calē bana mātu-pitākō. 
dhamara-dhurandhara dhīradhura guna-sīla-jitā kō?. 6.  
guha garība gatagyāti hū jēhi ji'u na bhakhā kō?. 
pāyō pāvana prēma tēṁ sanamāna sakhākō. 7.  
sadagati sabarī gīdhakī sādara karatā kō?. 
sōca-sīnva sugrīvakē saṅkaṭa-haratā kō?. 8.  
rākhi bibhīṣanakō sakai asa kāla-gahā/tēhi kāla kahām̐ kō?. 
āja birājata rāja hai dasakaṇṭha jahām̐kō. 9.  
bālisa bāsī avadhakō būjhiyē na khākō. 
sō pām̐vara pahum̐cō tahām̐ jaham̐ muni-mana thākō. 10.  
gati na lahai rāma-nāmasōṁ bidhi sō sirajā kō?. 
sumirata kahata pracāri kai ballabha girijākō. 11.  
akani ajāmila kī kathā sānanda na bhā kō?. 
nāma lēta kalikālahū haripurahiṁ na gā kō?. 12.  
rāma-nāma-mahimā karai kāma-bhūruha ākō. 
sākhī bēda purāna haiṁ tulasī-tana tākō. 13.  
 
Verse no. 152—Whom has Lord Sri Ram not blessed and graced with goodness, 
welfare, good luck, munificence and benevolence as this is the inherent nature and a 
habit of the merciful Lord (rāma bhalā'ī āpanī bhala kiyō na kākō)?  

Indeed and in all sooth, this innate and gracious nature and habit of Jankinath 
(i.e. Lord Sri Ram who is the dear husband of Janki or Sita) is famous in this world 
since ages and time immemorial (juga juga jānakināthakō jaga jāgata sākō) (1). 
 
[Now, in the following stanzas, Tulsidas lists many such instances that go to prove 
that Lord Ram is selfless in extending his divine grace and mercy upon those who are 
lowly and humble, and there is not one creature who did not benefit from the Lord’s 
nature of showing undiluted love for his devotees as well as those who come to seek 
his refuge and protection.] 
 
When Brahma (the creator) and other Gods had prayed and told Lord Sri Ram about 
the miseries and torments being suffered by the Mother Earth (brahmādika binatī 
karī kahi dukha basudhākō), then (to remove the burden of the Earth and kill her 
tormentors, the Demons) the Lord—who was like a moon to make the lily-like Solar 
race bloom, and who is like nectar or Amrit (an elixir of eternal life) which provides 
happiness and joy to the inhabitants of the earth—manifested himself (as a human 
being in the Solar race, in the family of the King of Ayodhya as a prince by the name 
of Ram) (rabikula-kairava-canda bhō ānanda-sudhākō)1. 
 [1This story is narrated in Tulsidas’ epic book “Ram Charit Manas”, in its Baal 
Kand, from Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 176—to Chaupai line no. 8 that 
precedes Doha no. 187. Briefly, the demons had unleashed a reign of terror on the 
earth and the heaven. Unable to bear it any longer, mother Earth and the Gods 
approached Lord Vishnu to remove the burden of these cruel demons. The Lord 
promised them that he would himself descend upon the earth as a human being and 
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kill the demons. Thus Lord Ram was born; he was an incarnation of Lord Vishnu who 
is the cosmic Lord of this world. 
 Refer also to verse no. 134, stanza no. 2 herein above in this book Vinai 
Patrika.] (2). 
 
Sage Vishwamitra used to be so affright at the sight of the fierce demonness known as 
Taadka that he would tremble and hide from sight as soon as he saw her (kausika taki 
tēja tiyākō) just like frost that disappears at the first sign of heat, so terrified he was 
of her (garata tuṣāra jyōṁ).  
 When Lord Ram observed this pitiful condition of the sage and realised his 
predicament, he showed his anger at her by killing her, but even this anger of the Lord 
proved to be a sweet fruit for this demoness (because instead of punishing her by 
condemning her to hell, the merciful Lord blessed her soul with liberation and 
deliverance from this world (prabhu anahita hita kō diyō phala kōpa kṛpākō)2. 
 [2Lord Ram had shown extreme compassion and kindness to the demoness 
Taadka in the garb of anger because she had no chance ever to find deliverance from 
her evil life if it had not been for the Lord who blessed her by liberating her soul from 
the cage of the evil body of a demoness that she had got due to her past deeds. If the 
Lord hadn’t killed her, she would have died some day and become another demoness 
in her next birth as her whole current life would have been spent in committing evil 
and atrocious deeds.  

The story in brief is that Taadka had been constantly defiling Viswamitra's fire 
sacrifice. To get rid of her, the sage brought Sri Ram to stand guard and protect his 
rituals. The demoness was killed by the Lord when she attacked him. The anger 
showed by Lord Ram at Taadka was superficial, for the Lord never became angry at 
anyone. As was Lord Sri Ram's wont and style, he slayed all the demons showing 
external anger and wrath at them, but internally the Lord was never spiteful or 
vengeful, for he was an ocean of mercy and his purpose in killing all these demons 
was two fold—one was to free the earth and its inhabitants from their terror, and the 
other was to ensure that these demons did not become demons again in their next birth 
so this vicious cycle would come to an end. All the demons slayed by the Lord got 
instant emancipation and deliverance from their evil and sinful bodies. 

The story of Vishwamitra’s fire sacrifice being defiled by the demons, and the 
slaying of Taadka and other demons by Lord Ram is narrated in Ram Charit Manas, 
Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 206—to Chaupai line no. 
6 that precedes Doha no. 210. 

It is to be noted that the fact that Lord Ram bestowed emancipation and 
salvation upon Taadka’s soul is specifically mentioned in Ram Charit Manas, Baal 
Kand, Chaupai line no. 6 that precedes Doha no. 209.] (3). 
  
He (Lord Ram) went himself to remove the sins and its accompanying sorrows and 
miseries that had been tormenting the ‘stone’ by providing liberation and deliverance 
to it from its curse (haryō pāpa āpa jā'ikai santāpa silākō).  

[This ‘stone’ was actually a lady named Ahilya, the chaste wife of sage 
Gautam, who had been turned into a stone due to some unfortunate curse upon her.]3 

After that, the Lord had gone and extricated the king of Mithila (i.e. king 
Janak, the father of Sita, the Lord’s wife) who was overwhelmed with extreme 
distress, worries and sorrows as if he was about to get drowned in an ocean of abject 
despair and sorrows (sōca-magana kāḍhyō sahī sāhiba mithilākō).  
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[King Janak was utterly dismayed and distraught when he found that his 
daughter Sita would have to remain unmarried for life because no one had been able 
to meet the condition for her marriage set by him—which was to break the sturdy bow 
of Lord Shiva. Lord Ram had then broken the bow and resolved the stalemate over 
Sita's fate when he found that Janak was on the brink of emotional collapse, and had 
thereby virtually saved him from drowning in an ocean of grief and miseries.]4 

[3Refer note appended to verse no. 43, stanza no. 3 of this book Vinai Patrika. 
This story is narrated in Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 12 that 
precedes Doha no. 210—to Doha no. 211. 

4This story is narrated in Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line 
no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 249—to Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 263.] 
(4). 
 
Sage Parashuram (known as “Bhrigupati” as he belonged to the line of sages 
descending from sage Bhrigu) was a virtual bundle of anger, wrath, malice and spite 
(i.e. he was full of these traits) (rōṣa-rāsi bhṛgupati), and rich in the negative virtues 
of haughtiness and arrogance as well as attachments with things that a sage of his 
stature ought to have completely neglected or be dispassionate towards (dhanī 
ahamiti mamatākō).   

[He was very angry and wrathful by nature; he was anger and malice 
personified. He was extremely haughty and very boastful of his strength and 
invincibility, and he never regretted about the negative characters in him but rather 
boasted of them. He was attached to such inanimate object as the bow, the breaking of 
which by Lord Ram at Janakpur had incited extreme indignation in him that he had 
rushed to punish the person who had broken the bow. He was famed for wreaking 
vengeance upon those whom he thought opposed him, and for no apparent rhyme or 
reason would straightaway go and kill them without even giving them a chance to 
explain or ask for forgiveness.]  

Even he was calmed down and turned into someone who was pious and full of 
equanimity and tolerance as soon as the Lord (Ram) glanced at him meaningfully 
with his divine sight (citavana bhājana kari liyō upasama samatākō)5. 

[5Refer note appended to verse no. 100, stanza no. 5 of this book Vinai 
Patrika. This story is narrated in Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line 
no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 268—to Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 285.] 
(5). 
 
You (Lord Sri Ram) had gone to the forest very cheerfully and willingly (i.e. without 
harbouring any sort of malice, ill-will, anger, regret, frustration, vengefulness or spite 
in your heart) on the orders of your mother (Kaikeyi) and father (Dasrath) (mudita 
māni āyasu calē bana mātu-pitākō).  

[To wit, you did not feel sad and angry at all when they had ordered you to go 
to the forest for no fault of yours, but because it was a selfish demand of your step-
mother Kaikeyi who wanted to make her own son Bharat the prince regent of the 
kingdom by superseding your right to the throne. You had gone to the forest 
cheerfully on their asking you to do so, without any resistance and taking personal 
offence.]6 

Who is more steeped and better versed in the principles of righteousness, 
probity, propriety and noble conduct than you are; who practices better the noble 
virtues of tolerance, forgiveness, forbearance, fortitude and courage in the face of 
adversities and ill-fortunes than you do; who is more virtuous and of a better character 
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and noble bearing than you are; who has more civility, courteousness, dignity and 
decency of behaviour as compared to you (dhamara-dhurandhara dhīradhura 
guna-sīla-jitā kō)? [Verily and forsooth, there is not a single example in this world of 
anyone who can match you in virtuousness and excellence of character and nature.] 

[6This story is narrated in Ram Charit Manas, Ayodhya Kand, from Chaupai 
line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 23—to Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 
42; Doha no. 79 along with Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes it; and Chaupai line nos. 
1-2 that precede Doha no. 81. 

Refer also to verse no. 100, stanza no. 6 of this book Vinai Patrika in this 
context.] (6). 

  
The lowly, the low-caste and the poor Guha-Nishad (of the boatman community), 
who was like a savage in the sense that he had eaten the meat of all types of creatures 
throughout his life (guha garība gatagyāti hū jēhi ji'u na bhakhā kō)—even he 
had received respect from Lord Ram that befitted a close friend of the Lord due to the 
purity of his affection, love and devotion for the latter (pāyō pāvana prēma tēṁ 
sanamāna sakhākō)7. 
 [7Refer also to verse no. 106, stanza no. 2, as well as in verse no. 134, stanza 
no. 4 of this book Vinai Patrika. 
 The boatman known as Guha belonged to the Nishad community who eat 
meat, and are of a low caste as well as poor. He had taken Lord Ram across the river 
Ganges when the Lord was on his way to the forest, and he had not accepted any fare 
from the Lord for taking him across. The Lord felt so obliged that he promised Guha a 
lifetime of friendship. This story is narrated in Ram Charit Manas, Ayodhya Kand, 
from Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 100—to Doha no. 102; and Uttar 
Kand, Chaupai line nos. 1-5 that precede Doha no. 20.] (7). 
  
Who is the one who gave salvation and emancipation, with due respect and dignity, to 
the soul of (the most lowly and out-caste, tribal woman named) Sabari and the vulture 
(named Jatau) (sadagati sabarī gīdhakī sādara karatā kō)?  

[Both Sabari and Jatau had no chance of ever getting salvation and 
emancipation for themselves if Lord Ram had not been kind upon them. They had 
been blessed with a special privilege by the Lord inasmuch as the Lord performed 
their last rites with his own hands, a glory that was not available even to king Dasrath 
who was the worldly father of Lord Ram, and neither to Kaushalya who was his 
worldly mother. The Lord had performed the last rites of Sabari as he would have 
done for his own mother, and of Jatau as he would have done for his own father, 
inspite of the fact that the former was a lowly tribal woman and the latter was a 
vulture by birth.]8 

And who is the one who removed the extreme miseries and sorrows from 
which Sugriv was suffering (sōca-sīnva sugrīvakē saṅkaṭa-haratā kō)?  

[Sugriv was the younger brother of Baali, the monkey king of the kingdom of 
Kishkindha. Due to some misunderstanding between the two brothers, Sugriv was 
beaten mercilessly by Baali and forced into exile on a remote mountain where he 
lived in grief and fear of death from his own brother. Lord Ram had befriended Sugriv 
and had killed his tormentor Baali, thereby not only restoring his lost esteem but also 
anointing him on the throne of Kishkindha as its soverign.]9 

[8Refer also to verse no. 106, stanza no. 2 (Sabari), and verse no. 57, stanza 
no.  3 (Jatau), as well as in verse no. 134, stanza no. 4, and verse no. 162, stanza no. 2 
of this book Vinai Patrika.   
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Their stories are narrated in Ram Charit Manas, Aranya Kand, (i) from 
Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 34—to Doha no. 36 (Sabari); and (ii) from 
Chaupai line no. 118 that precedes Doha no. 30—to Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes 
Doha no. 33. 

9Refer verse no. 134, stanza no. 5 of this book Vinai Patrika. The story of 
Sugriv is narrated in Ram Charit Manas, Kishkindha Kand, from Chaupai line no. 1 
that precedes Doha no. 1—to Doha no. 11.] (8). 
 
Who could have had the temerity, the audacity and the courage to keep Vibhishan 
(who had been kicked out by the ferocious demon king of Lanka, Ravana) in his 
shelter and offer him refuge (at the cost of offending, enraging and antagonising such 
a ferocious and invincible enemy as Ravana) (rākhi bibhīṣanakō sakai asa kāla-
gahā/tēhi kāla kahām̐ kō)?  

[When he was kicked out of Lanka, Vibhishan approached Lord Ram to seek 
refuge with him. The Lord knew that by accepting him he would definitely offend 
Ravana, and this was a very risky proposition because the Lord’s wife Sita was in 
Ravana’s captivity, and there was a great chance of Ravana avenging Lord Ram’s 
acceptance of Vibhishan by severely tormenting Sita. But the Lord decided that it was 
more important for him to provide protection to someone who had come to him 
seeking refuge in time of utter distress, and so the Lord willingly accepted Vibhishan 
without giving a second thought to it. Say, at the time of his utter helplessness and 
distress, whom could Vibhishan turn to for succour and solace except Lord Sri Ram? 
For Vibhishan knew very well the nature of the Lord that he would go to any length to 
help those who are in distress and pray to the Lord for mercy.] 

The same humiliated and disenfranchised Vibhishan later on became a king of 
the kindom of Lanka from where Ravana had uncermoniously ejected or kicked him 
out, and he rules over it even today (āja birājata rāja hai dasakaṇṭha jahām̐kō).  

[To wit, surely no one can be as gracious and kind as Lord Ram who gave 
freedom from all grief and sufferance to Vibhishan. The Lord is so obliging and 
graceful that when he found that injustice had been done to Vibhishan by his elder 
brother Ravana who had publicly humiliated him and kicked him out of the kingdom 
in utter shame and disgrace, the Lord decided to restore the honour of Vibhishan and 
give him his rightful dues. The Lord did not hesitate to accept Vibhishan when he 
came seeking refuge with the Lord, even if it meant severly offending and confronting 
Ravana for giving shelter to a person whom he had so angrily ejected from his own 
kingdom.]10 

[10The cases of Sugriv and Vibhishan are both similar in this respect. Both 
were thrown out of their respective kingdoms by their own elder brothers, Baali and 
Ravana respectively, who were strong and mighty in their own right. Lord Ram had 
accepted both of them as his friend, and had restored their lost honour and dignity by 
eliminating their tormentors and anointing them to the respective thrones of their 
kingdoms. 

With reference to Vibhishan, see verse no. 78, stanza no. 5, and verse no. 134, 
stanza no. 5 herein above in this book Vinai Patrika.  

This story is narrated in Ram Charit Manas, Sundar Kand, from Chaupai line 
no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 38—to Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 50.] 
(9). 
 
The stupid and dumb tattler-washerman (Dhobi) of Ayodhya (who had cast aspersions 
on the character of Sita that resulted in Sri Ram abandoning her and sending her into 
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exile in the hermitage of sage Valmiki for the rest of her life) (bālisa bāsī 
avadhakō), who did not have even an iota of wisdom, thoughtfulness and scrupules 
in him, nor any sense of propriety and judgement (būjhiyē na khākō)—even that 
sinful, vile, stupid and wicked man (sō pām̐vara) was given that exalted state of 
existence which is difficult even for the mind of hermits and sages to attain (i.e. he 
obtained emancipation and salvation by the grace of Lord Ram) (pahum ̐cō tahām ̐ 
jaham̐ muni-mana thākō)11. 
 [11This washerman had made disparaging remarks against the character of Sita 
and Lord Ram while admonishing his own wife over some incident. When the Lord 
heard of it, then instead of punishing this wicked fellow of low intellect, he had 
abandoned his own chaste wife Sita and sent her to forest exile for the rest of her life. 
This showed that the Lord did not want to cause any distress to the subjects of his 
kingdom even if it meant suffering personally. 
 This story is narrated in the “Adhyatma Ramayan” of sage Veda Vyas, in its 
Uttar Kand, Canto 4, verse nos. 47—63.] (10). 
 
Whom has the creator Brahma made in this world who could not claim his right to 
liberation, deliverance, emancipation and salvation of his soul after saying the holy 
and divine name of Lord Sri Ram (gati na lahai rāma-nāmasōṁ bidhi sō sirajā 
kō)?12  

Even Lord Shiva, who is the beloved consort of goddess Parvati who is the 
daughter of the King of Mountains  (ballabha girijākō), constantly remembers this 
divine and holy name of Lord Sri Ram himself, and he propagates it by preaching it to 
others and advising them to do the same (sumirata kahata pracāri kai)13. 

[12The glory and divinity as well as the tremendous spiritual value and powers 
of Lord Ram’s holy name are enumerated in Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from 
Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 19—to Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes 
Doha no. 28. 

13Refer also to verse no. 108, stanza no. 2 of this book Vinai Patrika in this 
context.] (11). 
 
Who has not become emotionally reassured of protection and felt extremely delighted 
and glad upon hearing the fate of Ajamil (who obtained freedom from going to hell 
just because he had uttered the holy name of the Lord, i.e. ‘Narayan’, at the time of 
his death) (akani ajāmila kī kathā sānanda na bhā kō)?14  

[To wit, when one hears that Ajamil had been protected by the Lord from 
extreme torture at the hands of the messengers of Yam, the God of hell and death, 
who had come to drag him to hell because he had no spiritual merit to his credit in his 
life, just because he had called out the holy name ‘Narayan’ (which happened to be 
one of the many names of Lord Vishnu, the cosmic form of Lord Ram) in utter 
distress and fear, one feels very very happy and reassured that if this can be the case 
of Ajamil then the Lord’s holy name would also protect one from going to hell and be 
subjected to uncountable horrors. What more would anyone want; which more easy 
way could be found out from the gravest of fears and torments?] 

By taking Lord Sri Ram's holy name, who has not gone to the supreme and the 
most exalted abode of the Lord (i.e. to heaven to find peace and happiness) even in 
this time of the Kaliyug (the present age that is marked by moral turpitude, 
wickedness, evil, sins and misdeeds that would normally block all passage to heaven, 
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and condemn a creature to suffering in hell) (nāma lēta kalikālahū haripurahiṁ na 
gā kō)?15 

[14Refer to verse no. 57, stanza no. 3 of this book Vinai Patrika and the note 
appended to it in this context. 

15The magical spiritual effects of Lord Ram’s holy name and its ability to 
provide a blanket protection from all evil effects of Kaliyug that affect a creature and 
drags him in the endless cycle of spiritual miseries and sufferings, providing him with 
peace, bliss and happiness on the one hand, and liberation and deliverance of his soul 
on the other hand, has been enumerated in Tulsidas’ epic ‘Ram Charit Manas’, in its 
Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 19—right upto Chaupai 
line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 28.] (12). 
 
The greatness, the mystical powers, the immensity of glory, the magical influence and 
the grand reputation that the holy and divine name of Lord Sri Ram has (rāma-nāma-
mahimā) are so stupendous and astounding that they can convert a worthless ‘Aak’ 
tree (swallow-wort tree) into a Kalpa Tree (which is the all wishfulfilling celestial tree 
of the Gods) (karai kāma-bhūruha ākō)—the Vedas and the Purans bear witness to 
it (sākhī bēda purāna haiṁ).  

Tulsidas says that if someone still doesn’t believe it or has doubts about the 
effectiveness and powers of Lord Ram’s holy name, then let him look at Tulsidas 
(tulasī-tana tākō)16.  

[16To wit, if anyone doubts that Lord Ram’s holy name has this potential, then 
he should see the example of Tulsidas and observe how miserable and distressed he 
was earlier in his life, and how respected and venerated he has now become in the 
society once he had taken shelter of Lord Ram and began to repeat the Lord’s holy 
name. All miseries of Tulsidas vanished once and for all when he chose this blessed 
path.] (13). 

 
[Note—Tulsidas highlights Sri Ram's mercy, grace, benevolence, benefaction, 
benediction, munificence and magnanimity towards all and sundry, especially his 
devotees, in this verse. There are countless verses that reflect the same idea as 
expressed in this verse. Some of the other such verses are nos. 94, 99—108, 134 etc.] 
 
 
                            
                The Glory of Lord Śrī Rāma as the Best of all the Lords 

 
¼153½ 

 
esjs jkofj;S xfr gS j?kqifr cfy tkm¡A 
fuyt uhp fuj/ku fujxqu dg¡] tx nwljks u Bkdqj Bkm¡AA1AA 
gSa ?kj ?kj cgq Hkjs lqlkfgc] lw>r lcfu vkiuks nkm¡A 
ckuj&ca/kq fcHkh"ku&fgrq fcuq] dkslyiky dgw¡ u lekm¡AA2AA 
izurkjfr&Hkatu  tu&jatu]  ljukxr  ifc&iatj  ukm¡A 
dhtS nkl nklrqylh vc] d`ikfla/kq fcuq eksy fcdkm¡AA3AA 

 
 
                                                    (153) 
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mērē rāvariyai gati hai raghupati bali jā'um̐. 
nilaja nīca niradhana niraguna kaham̐, jaga dūsarō na ṭhākura ṭhā'um̐. 1.  
haiṁ ghara ghara bahu bharē susāhiba, sūjhata sabani āpanō dā'um̐. 
bānara-bandhu bibhīṣana-hitu binu, kōsalapāla kahūm̐ na samā'um̐. 2.  
pranatārati-bhan̄jana jana-ran̄jana, saranāgata pabi-pan̄jara nā'um̐. 
kījai dāsa dāsatulasī aba, kṛpāsindhu binu mōla bikā'um̐. 3.  
 
Verse no. 153—Oh Lord Raghupati (Sri Ram)! I earnestly and humbly offer and 
submit myself before you, and declare that I have only the Lord’s holy feet as my sole 
refuge and shelter and destination in life (mērē rāvariyai gati hai bali jā'um̐).  

For a worthless fellow like me who is shameless, mean, lowly, impoverished, 
character-less and lacking in any worthwhile virtues (nilaja nīca niradhana 
niraguna kaham̐), there is no Lord anywhere in this world except you (jaga dūsarō 
na ṭhākura) where I can go and seek shelter in this world; there is no other 
destination or habitat for me except with you (na ṭhā'um̐) (1). 
 
Though each household has someone as its head whom the members of the family 
regard as being good and efficient in living upto his duties and responsibilities (haiṁ 
ghara ghara bahu bharē susāhiba), but I have concluded that all such heads of 
households (i.e. all the lords and masters in this world) are selfish to some extent 
inasmuch as they would take care of their own interests, privileges and honours first 
and foremost before they take into consideration or pay attention to the interests of 
other members of their households (sūjhata sabani āpanō dā'um̐)1. 

I have decided for myself that there is no Lord who is comparable to Lord 
Ram, the Lord of Kaushal (the kingdom of Ayodhya), in having the grand virtue of 
selflessness and a desire to help others without having any vested interest in doing so 
(kōsalapāla kahūm̐ na samā'um̐). The obvious reason for my conviction is that the 
Lord had acted in a selfless way by helping a monkey (Sugriv) as well as Vibhishan at 
a time when they were facing dire circumstances, and were feeling utterly helpless 
and hapless, without any obligation or expecting anything in return for the favour the 
Lord extended to them (bānara-bandhu bibhīṣana-hitu binu)2.  

[1To wit, a head of a family or the lord of the household first ensures that his 
own position is secure and that his personal needs are looked after well on a priority 
basis before he would pay attention to the welfare of other members of the family or 
the household. If by chance he feels someone in the family neglects him, it is but 
natural that he would not like this particular person or shun him, and instead would 
prefer to show his favour on someone in the same family who cares for him, who 
looks after him well and obeys him even if this may seem being biased towards a 
particular member of the family and may kindle jealousy and ill-will amongst the 
members of the family. ‘Everyone is selfish’: refer verse no. 163, stanza no. 2 herein 
below in this book Vinai Patrika. 

2The reason is obvious and apparent: Lord Ram had whole-heartedly helped 
Sugriv to get back his honour at a time when the latter was in such a miserable 
condition after having been kicked out of the kingdom of Kishkindha by his over-
jealous elder brother Baali that the Lord could not possibly have expected anything in 
return from Sugriv for this favour. 
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Similarly, when Lord Ram accepted Vibhishan and provided him with refuge 
and protection after he was dishonourably kicked out of the kingdom of Lanka by his 
elder brother Ravana, Vibhishan was completely resourceless, and so the Lord could 
not have possibly hoped or expected to gain anything by being kind to Vibhishan. On 
the other hand, there was the great risk of antagonising Ravana who could have taken 
revenge on Lord Ram by severely tormenting his wife Sita who was still in Ravana’s 
captivity.  

So this goes to prove that Lord Ram is a selfless benefactor and a benevolent 
Lord who gives help, succour, solace, protection, shelter and refuge to the humblest 
and the meekest of creatures with full knowledge that he can’t expect anything in 
return as a gift or tribute from the latter for the help and favour extended to them by 
the Lord.  

Tulsidas stresses that while every single individual in this world is selfish to 
some extent, Lord Ram is the only one who isin’t. Lord Ram would not accept 
someone as the latter may be of some use or interest to him, that the latter would serve 
him in any way or the other, but the Lord accepts everyone who comes to him just 
because it is his natural habit and he loves everyone equally in this world. The Lord 
overlooks his personal interests and conveniences to ensure that the creature who has 
come to him in distress, expecting some relief from the Lord, gets more than what he 
had expected and all his wants and desires are satisfied to the fullest. And the Lord 
does not want any credit or any sort of return for this largesse of his!] (2). 
 
Oh Lord (Sri Ram)! You are an eliminator of the sufferings of those who are 
subjected to miseries, sorrows, troubles and tribulations, and have surrendered before 
you to seek shelter and refuge (pranatārati-bhan ̄jana), and at the same time you are 
a bestower of delight, joy and happiness to your devotees (jana-ran ̄jana).  

For those who have taken shelter at your holy feet, your name is equivalent to 
a protective cage which is as strong as Bajra (saranāgata pabi-pan̄jara nā'um̐pabi-
pan̄jara)3. [To wit, as soon as your devotees take your name, they get the protective 
cover of a strong, unbreakable and secure cage that protects them from all sides. So 
they feel assured and fearless, which makes them happy and contented.] 

Hence, oh an ocean of mercy and compassion (kṛpāsindhu), now by all means 
you must make this Tulsidas as your humble, faithful and loyal servant (or devotee) 
(kījai dāsa dāsatulasī aba).  

Lord, I want to sell myself to you without a price (binu mōla bikā'um̐)! [To 
wit, I don't ask anything in return from you for accepting me as your dear and loyal 
devotee. I will serve you and be your obedient servant all my life, and I assure and 
promise you that I don’t expect anything or any favour from you in return.]  

[3The “Bajra” is the strongest material in existence. Here Tulsidas means that 
if one comes and takes the shelter of Lord Ram and seeks the Lord’s protection, then 
no harm can ever come to him from any quarter. He would feel as secure as a person 
who is inside a room which is surrounded by fortified steel walls. As soon as the 
person’s detractors or enemies hear that he has taken shelter with Lord Ram, no 
matter how strong and powerful they may be, they would not dare to harm him. Say, 
where else can one be so certain of his safety and well-being.  
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Besides this, the Lord would not let the person who has surrendered before 
him feel lowly, servile, compelled, humiliated and embarrassed in anyway. The Lord 
will see to it that such a person’s dignity and honour are maintained at all levels of 
existence. And since this person has nowhere to go now, the Lord ensures that his 
comforts and well-being are well taken care of. Where else would one come across 
such a gracious, kind, loving, understanding, benevolent, charitable and magnanimous 
Lord like Lord Ram is?  

The following verse nos. 154 and 157 also expand upon this theme.] (3). 
 
 

The Glory of Lord Śrī Rāma as the Best of all the Lords 
 

¼154½ 
 
nso! nwljks dkSu nhudks n;kyqA 
lhyfu/kku  lqtku&fljksefu]  ljukxr&fiz;  izur&ikyqAA1AA 
dks  lejFk  ljcX;  ldy  izHkq]  flo&lusg&ekul  ejkyqA 
dks lkfgc fd;s ehr izhfrcl [kx fuflpj dfi Hkhy HkkyqAA2AA 
ukFk  gkFk  ek;k&iziap  lc]  tho&nks"k&xqu&dje&dkyqA 
rqyflnkl Hkyks iksp jkojks] usdq fujf[k dhft;s fugkyqAA3AA 

 
 
                                                   (154) 
 
dēva! dūsarō kauna dīnakō dayālu. 
sīlanidhāna sujāna-sirōmani, saranāgata-priya pranata-pālu. 1.  
kō samaratha sarabagya sakala prabhu, siva-sanēha-mānasa marālu. 
kō sāhiba kiyē mīta prītibasa khaga nisicara kapi bhīla bhālu. 2.  
nātha hātha māyā-prapan̄ca saba, jīva-dōṣa-guna-karama-kālu. 
tulasidāsa bhalō pōca rāvarō, nēku nirakhi kījiyē nihālu. 3.  
 
Verse no. 154—Oh Lord (dēva—i.e. Lord Ram)! Who else is there except you who 
would show so much compassion, mercy, grace and kindness on those who are 
miserable, lowly, poor and distressed as much as you do (dūsarō kauna dīnakō 
dayālu)?  

You are a treasury of auspicious characters, excellent virtues and noble 
temperament (sīlanidhāna); you are the most exalted and highly skilled amongst 
those who are wise and enlightened and knowledgable (sujāna-sirōmani); you are 
the Lord who loves those who have surrendered at your holy feet and taken shelter 
and refuge there (or—you are the beloved, the most favoured and the most sought-
after Lord for all those who seek refuge and shelter somewhere: “saranāgata-
priya”); and you are a protector and benefactor of those who have already surrendered 
before you, have taken shelter with you, and are dependant upon you (pranata-pālu) 
(1). 
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Oh Lord (prabhu)! Say, who is more capable and competent than you are (kō 
samaratha)? [This statement gives the reason for the confidence that Tulsidas has in 
the Lord for what has been said of him in stanza no. 1 above.] 

You are the all-knowing and omniscient Supreme Lord of this creation 
(consisting of both the animate as well as the inanimate aspects of existence) 
(sarabagya sakala prabhu)1.  

You are like a graceful Swan which floats in the Mansarovar lake of love and 
affection in the heart of Lord Shiva (siva-sanēha-mānasa marālu)2. 

Who else is such a gracious, benevolent and obliging Lord who would make 
humble creatures such as a bird (Jatau, Kaghbhusund), a demon (Vibhishan), a 
monkey (Sugriv), a Bhil (Guha-Nishad) and a bear (Jamwant) as his friends out of 
love and affection for them (kō sāhiba kiyē mīta prītibasa khaga nisicara kapi 
bhīla bhālu)3? 

[1Refer: Ram Charit Manas, (a) Baal Kand—(i) Chaupai line no. 6 that 
precedes Doha no. 23; (ii) Chanda line no. 3 that precedes Doha no. 51; (b) Aranya 
Kand—(iii) Chanda line no. 17-18 that precede Doha no. 4; (c) Lanka Kand, Chanda 
line no. 9 that precedes Doha no. 111. 

2(a) Ram Charit Manas, Aranya Kand, Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha 
no. 11; Ayodhya Kand, Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 341; and (b) 
Geetawali, Baal Kand, verse no. 29, stanza no. 3. 

3There are umpteen numbers of verses in this book ‘Vinai Patrika’ that refer to 
this: viz. verse nos. 25, 43, 57, 78, 99, 106, 134, 152 etc. to cite a few examples.] (2). 
 
Oh Lord (nātha)! All the varieties of tricks that ‘Maya’ (the power that creates 
delusions and ignorance) plays upon an individual (māyā-prapan̄ca saba), as well as 
the individual creature’s own faults, defects and shortcomings, his own nature, 
virtues, thoughts and character, the deeds that he does and the influence of prevailing 
circumstances and time upon him (jīva-dōṣa-guna-karama-kālu)—verily, all these 
factors collectively are your Lordship’s hands, i.e. they are all under your control and 
command, it is you who can control, modify and alter them (nātha hātha).  

[To wit, though it is true that every living being is shackled by these factors, that 
no one can escape their snare and being influenced by them, but at the same time it is 
also true that the devotees of Lord Ram can overcome these compulsions, they can 
free themselves from these fetters and the problems arising from them. This is 
because the Lord ensures that these factors do not torment his devotees and 
unnecessarily cause hurdle in his path. This means that these factors are controlled by 
the Lord and they can’t disobey his commands, as he is the Supreme Lord and the 
ultimate Authority in this creation.]4 

Let there be no doubt about it that this Tulsidas, whether he is good and righteous 
or evil and bad, belongs to your Lordship (tulasidāsa bhalō pōca rāvarō). 
Therefore, you must just have a compassionate and kind glance at him (nēku 
nirakhi), and make him exult in ecstasy, make him extremely delighted and happy by 
showing your grace and kindness upon him by this simple gesture of a glance (kījiyē 
nihālu). 

[4Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Uttar Kand—(i) Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes 
Doha no. 44; (ii) Doha no. 58; (iii) Chaupai line nos. 4-6 that precedes Doha no. 53; 
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(iv) Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 60; (v) Chaupai line nos. 1-3 that 
precede Doha no. 114; (vi) Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes Doha no. 117 etc.] (3). 

 
[Note—Tulsidas highlights Sri Ram's mercy, grace, benevolence, benefaction, 
benediction, munificence and magnanimity towards all and sundry, especially his 
devotees, in this verse.] 
 
 
                          
                        The Glory of Lord Rāma’s Holy name 
 
                                            Rāga Sāraṅga 

 
¼155½ 

fcLokl ,d jke&ukedksA 
ekur  ufga  ijrhfr  vur  ,slksb  lqHkko  eu  ckedksAA1AA 
if<+cks ijÓks u NBh N er fjxq ttqj vFkoZu lkedksA 
czr rhjFk ri lqfu lger ifp ejS djS ru Nke dks\AA2AA 
dje&tky dfydky dfBu vk/khu lqlkf/kr nkedksA 
X;ku fcjkx tksx ti ri] Hk; yksHk eksg dksg dkedksAA3AA 
lc fnu lc yk;d Hko xk;d j?kquk;d xqu&xzkedksA 
cSBs  uke&dker#&rj  Mj  dkSu  ?kksj  ?ku  ?kkedksAA4AA 
dks  tkuS  dks  tSgs  teiqj  dks  lqjiqj  ij&/kkedksA 
rqyflfga  cgqr  Hkyks  ykxr  tx  thou  jkexqykedksAA5AA 

 
 
                                                  (155) 
 
bisvāsa ēka rāma-nāmakō. 
mānata nahiṁ paratīti anata aisō'i subhāva mana bāmakō. 1.  
paḍhibō paryō na chaṭhī cha mata rigu jajura atharvana sāmakō. 
brata tīratha tapa suni sahamata paci marai karai tana chāma kō?. 2.  
karama-jāla kalikāla kaṭhina ādhīna susādhita dāmakō. 
gyāna birāga jōga japa tapa, bhaya lōbha mōha kōha kāmakō. 3.  
saba dina saba lāyaka bhava gāyaka raghunāyaka guna-grāmakō. 
baiṭhē nāma-kāmataru-tara ḍara kauna ghōra ghana ghāmakō. 4.  
kō jānai kō jaihē jamapura kō surapura para-dhāmakō. 
tulasihiṁ bahuta bhalō lāgata jaga jīvana rāmagulāmakō. 5.  
 
Verse no. 155—I have only one belief, only one faith and only one reliance—and it is  
in the holy name of Lord Ram (bisvāsa ēka rāma-nāmakō). [To wit, I believe in 
nothing else but Lord Ram’s holy name; I have no faith in anything else except Lord 
Ram’s holy name; I rely on nothing but Lord Ram’s holy name. I am unequivocal in 
my beliefs and convictions. It is my only religion, and it is the result of all my 
observations.] 

I declare that my Mana (mind and heart combine), which may be wretched, 
wicked, crooked and perverse, has howbeit made this firm resolution in this respect 
(as stated herein above), and it won’t change its determination in any way for it 
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doesn’t have any confidence and reliance on any other entity for its good and welfare 
(except in the holy name of the Lord) (mānata nahiṁ paratīti anata aisō'i subhāva 
mana bāmakō). [To wit, though my Mana is otherwise dumb, fickle, wicked, evil, 
corrupt and pervert, but I praise it that it has taken one good and wise decision—and it 
is to firmly resolve that its only good and welfare lies in having faith in Lord Ram and 
his holy name. I congratulate my Mana for it!] 
 
Study of the six Shastras (branches of the scriptures such as Nyaya, Vaishesik, 
Sankhya, Yoga, Mimansa, Vedant), and the four Vedas (primary scriptures) such as 
Rig, Yajur, Atharva and Sam is not destined in my destiny (i.e. I am not fortunate 
enough to have ever got a chance to read or study them) (paḍhibō paryō na chaṭhī 
cha mata rigu jajura atharvana sāmakō), and my Mana is filled with fear and 
recoils when it even hears of such words as ‘fastings, penances, religious vows and 
rituals, austerities, pilgrimage’ etc. (brata tīratha tapa suni sahamata). 

Who would die (i.e. suffer) by going through the rigours of these tough 
spiritual paths for whatever religious merit they purport to have, and spoil one's body 
(i.e. subjecting the body to hardships) by practicing their strict discipline, following 
their rigourous methods, and conforming to their stiff demands (with the threat of 
punishment and sufferings for failure to do so) (paci marai karai tana chāma kō)?1  

[1To wit, I am so illiterate and dumb that neither have I studied any book nor 
have I practiced any meritorious deed in my life. In fact, I am scared stiff of even 
thinking of such virtuous deeds as doing penances, fasting, keeping of vows, doing 
religious rituals, and so on, what to say of actually doing them. 

I abhor them; I am too lazy to do them. I have observed that all these paths are 
so rigorous and difficult that if I follow them then I will lose all the chances of 
enjoying the comforts, pleasures and joys of the world that I am accustomed to. Then 
there is no certainty of success. So I decided not to take the trouble at all. 

I looked around and pondered on this matter for quite a while, and determined 
for myself that there is yet a very simple and easy path that I can follow, a path which 
would give me the same rewards or fruits that I can get by subjecting myself to the 
rigours and troubles that are incumbent in following the meritorious paths listed 
herein above. And this easy and the least troubling path was to have devotion and love 
for Lord Ram with a firm faith in the Lord’s holy name—as this single path provides 
great spiritual rewards in all its glorious forms with any accompanying hassles.] (2).   

 
In Kaliyug (the present age), doing meritorious deeds (such as Vedic rituals, fire and 
other religious sacrifices, giving charities and making donations, and other such 
meritorious deeds of religious nature) are like a complicated tangle as they are not 
only difficult to carry out with the limited resources one has but are also costly as they 
involve a lot of expenditure (karama-jāla kalikāla kaṭhina ādhīna susādhita 
dāmakō). [Unfortunately, I do not have such kind of surplus money that I can afford 
to bear such huge expenditure. So therefore, I am unable to do any kind of so-called 
‘Karma Kand’.]   

Now as for the rest of the means and ways for attaining religious merit and 
spiritual reward—such as the path that requires Gyan (gaining truthful knowledge 
about spiritual matters), practicing of Vairagya (renunciation), of Yoga (meditation), 
of Japa (chanting of the Mantras), of Tapa (penances and austerities) etc. (gyāna 
birāga jōga japa tapa)—there is the constant fear that the effort invested into 
realising success through these paths would be subjected to interference and 
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disruption from such negative factors as Kaam (lust, desires, passions), Krodha (anger 
that leads to malice, discord and ill-will), Lobha (greed, avarice, covetousness), Moha 
(attachments, infatuation, a sense of belonging to perishable things) etc. (bhaya 
lōbha mōha kōha kāmakō)2. 

[2Tulsidas avers that the many well-known paths that are usually prescribed by 
the scriptures for spiritual aspirants and seekers of bliss, happiness, peace, liberation, 
deliverance, emancipation, salvation and so on as listed in this verse are closed for 
him. He neither has the money nor the wherewithal to arrange for things needed for 
doing elaborate fire sacrifices and make charities that are part of this ritual, not is he 
fit and able to do other meritorious deeds such as having Vairagya, doing Yoga, Tapa, 
Japa etc.  

Hence, for all practical purposes, these paths, no matter how glorious they 
may be, are closed for him.] (3). 
 
Verily and in all sooth and without the least gainsay, in this mundane gross world of 
transmigration and its accompanying sufferings and pains, those who sing the divine 
stories and glories of Lord Sri Ram every day are the ones who are to be regarded as 
clever and wise in every possible way (saba dina saba lāyaka bhava gāyaka 
raghunāyaka guna-grāmakō). [To wit, those who sing the glories of the Lord, those 
who have surrendered themselves to the Lord and have faith in him, they are the ones 
who are really wise and clever in this world—because they achieve their spiritual 
goals with the least effort, they do so most easily and conveniently, without exposing 
themselves to any botherations and hardships, and without the fear of failure and 
uncertainties.]   

Those who are sitting under the shadow of the Kalpa-Tree (the all wish-fulling 
tree of heaven) symbolised by Lord Ram's holy name (baiṭhē nāma-kāmataru-
tara)—say, how and why should they be afraid of the huge dark clouds  swirling over 
their heads, or of the harshness and glare of the rays of the sun that sizzles the world 
around them (ḍara kauna ghōra ghana ghāmakō)?3 

[3Here, the ‘dark cloud’ represents the darkness induced by ignorance, 
delusions, sins, vices etc. that torment a creature and act as spoil-sport in his spiritual 
path, pulling him down, making him stumble and get hurt, and ruining whatever 
efforts he may have made to attain lasting peace and happiness for himself. 

The ‘harsh and dazzling sunlight’ refers to the countless charms and 
temptations arising from the material things and sense objects in this mundane gross 
world that seem so attractive but are ruinous for him in the long run. One sees water 
in the mirage formed in a desert under the glare the dazzling sun, and he is tempted to 
run for this water to quench his thirst. But this temptation leads to more misery as the 
heat of the desert saps the person of whatever energy he might have still left in him, 
bringing his ruin and death closer.  

But for those who have taken the ‘shelter’ of Lord Ram’s holy name, it is like 
standing under the protective shade of a huge, ever-green, fruit bearing tree with thick 
foliage and an extensive network of large branches. Such a man is protected from 
harsh weather—be it the thunder and lightening caused by fierce clouds overhead, or 
the heat caused by the harsh sun. Verily, the devotee of Lord Ram is free from all 
fears arising from any torment of the world; the torments and sins keep away form 
him. 

Refer also to verse no. 156 herein below.] (4).  
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Who knows who would go to hell or to heaven, or attain the supreme abode of the 
soul from where there is no return (i.e. attain emancipation and salvation for 
themselves and become one with the supreme, absolute, formless cosmic Soul known 
as the Parmatma) (kō jānai kō jaihē jamapura kō surapura para-dhāmakō)?  

Tulsidas says that as far as he is concerned he is not bothered with this debate, 
and would rather prefer to live in this world as a slave (i.e. an ardent, selfless, faithful 
and loyal devotee) of Lord Sri Ram, spending his time in ecstasy by serving, praying 
to, remembering, worshiping and honouring his beloved Lord, and singing his glories 
and praising him to the best of his abilities (tulasihiṁ bahuta bhalō lāgata jaga 
jīvana rāmagulāmakō)4. 

[4The message is clear. Tulsidas says that no one is certain what would happen 
after death, whether one would suffer by going to hell, or enjoy heaven, or even find 
beatitude and felicity by obtaining emancipation and salvation. If something is so 
uncertain, no wise person would bet on it. It is far better and sensible to opt of a 
choice where happiness and joy is obtainable in practical terms in the present world 
and real time. And the only way to achieve it is to take the path of Bhakti, the spiritual 
path of devotion, surrender, worship, love and affection for the Lord God. The easiest 
and simplest way to follow this path is to take recourse to the Lord’s holy name as it 
is without any frills, complications, compulsions and formalities. Another parallel 
path that runs alongside it is to sing the glories of the Lord and remember him at all 
times of the day and night. These twin methods are the two sides of the same path, 
and they lead one to ecstasy and joy. Is is not wise to enjoy life and be happy right 
here while one lives in it rather than risk making sacrifices and suffer for an uncertain 
future no one knows anything about? ] (5). 

 
 
 
              Lord Rāma’s Name as an All Wish-fulfilling Tree (the ‘Kāmataru’) 

 
¼156½ 

      
     dfy uke dker# jkedksA 

nyfugkj  nkfjn  nqdky  nq[k]  nks"k  ?kksj  ?ku  ?kkedksAA1AA 
uke  ysr  nkfguks  gksr  eu]  cke  fc/kkrk  ckedksA 
dgr  equhl  egsl  egkre]  myVs  lw/ks  ukedksAA2AA 
Hkyks  yksd&ijyksd  rklq  tkds  cy  yfyr&yykedksA 
rqylh  tx  tkfu;r  ukers  lksp  u  dwp  eqdkedksAA3AA 

 
 
                                                  (156) 
 
kali nāma kāmataru rāmakō. 
dalanihāra dārida dukāla dukha, dōṣa ghōra ghana ghāmakō. 1.  
nāma lēta dāhinō hōta mana, bāma bidhātā bāmakō. 
kahata munīsa mahēsa mahātama, ulaṭē sūdhē nāmakō. 2.  
bhalō lōka-paralōka tāsu jākē bala lalita-lalāmakō. 
tulasī jaga jāniyata nāmatē sōca na kūca mukāmakō. 3.  
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Verse no. 156—In Kaliyug (the present age), Lord Sri Ram's holy name is like the 
only all wish-fulfilling tree known as the ‘kāmataru’1 (kali nāma kāmataru 
rāmakō). It is because it helps one (i.e. the devotee) to overcome countless problems, 
miseries and pains associated with worldly existence that are like the torments caused 
by poverty, famine and drought (dalanihāra dārida dukāla dukha), or the 
sufferance caused to a person due to his own faults, shortcomings, evil nature and sins 
that scorch him like the heat of a blazing summer sun (dōṣa ghōra ghana 
ghāmakō)2.  
 [1Refer: Verse no. 155, stanza no. 4 herein above where this same idea with 
respect to the Kalpa Tree is stated.  

2Tulsidas means that if a person takes the shelter of Lord Ram’s holy name, he 
would be freed from all worldly torments and miseries that rob him of his mental 
peace. Forsooth, the Lord’s holy name acts as a soothing balm for his agitated and 
ruffled spirit, and calms him down. It is like one finding shade under a huge tree after 
suffering for a lot under the heat of the blazing sun during the summer.] (1). 
 
As soon as one takes the holy name of Lord Sri Ram, even a stern Creator's 
malevolent mind that had so far not thought of anything good for that person would 
immediately become friendly, benign and favourably inclined towards him (and start 
thinking for his good and welfare) (nāma lēta dāhinō hōta mana, bāma bidhātā 
bāmakō)3.  

The Lord’s holy name is so unique and outstanding in its wonderful and 
magical spiritual powers that it has produced astounding spiritual results whether it is 
said in the right order or in the wrong order, i.e. whether it is repeated forwards or 
backwards (ulaṭē sūdhē nāmakō). [To wit, when the holy name “RAAM” is 
repeated over and over again, the result is that it sounds the same to the hearer as it 
forms a continuous flow of sound waves that merges both ends of the word into one 
single whole. It is like a wheel or a circle that has neither a beginning nor an end 
unlike a straight line that would start at a point and end at a point.]  

For instance, sage Valmiki has established the glories and mystical powers of 
Lord Sri Ram's holy name by repeating it in the reverse order (as ‘Ma’ followed by 
‘Ra’), while Shiva has established the magnificence and the stupendous mystical 
powers of the same holy name of the Lord by repeating it in the correct order (as ‘Ra’ 
followed by ‘Ma’) (kahata munīsa mahēsa mahātama)4.  

[3Refer also to verse no. 70, stanza no. 3 of this book Vinai Patrika where a 
similar idea is expressed. It simply means that the Creator who decides the fate and 
destiny of a creature would be compelled to rethink what to decide about the latter’s 
future if the creature takes the shelter of the protective umbrella of Lord Ram’s holy 
name so much so that even if previously he had been condemned by the Creator to 
suffer in his life, the course of life would change for good for him once he is blessed 
by the grace flowing naturally from the holy name of Lord Ram.   

4Refer also to verse no. 151, stanza no. 7 (Valmiki), and verse no. 152, stanza 
no. 11 (Shiva) herein above in this book Vinai Patrika.  

Valmiki had achieved sainthood by chanting the holy name of Lord Ram in 
the reverse order—because he was so sinful and vile that he refused to pronounce the 
Lord's name in the proper way. But nevertheless, the holy name’s stupendous good 
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effect was given to him though he had repeated it in the reverse order. Refer: Ram 
Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 19.  

Lord Shiva drank the fearsome poison that emerged at the time of the churning 
of the ocean by the gods and the demons on the strength of Sri Ram's holy name, and 
instead of dying from this horrible poison that was extremely harsh and scorching, he 
became an exalted and venerated Great God in this creation who is honoured by the 
epithet ‘Mahadeva’ (which literally means a ‘Great God’). Refer: Ram Charit Manas, 
Baal Kand, Chaupai line no.  that precedes Doha no. 19.] (2). 
 
Verily and in all sooth and without gainsay in the least, it is certain that those who 
have the support and the strength and the protection of Lord Sri Ram's powerful and 
glorious holy name, which has wonderful and extraordinary spiritual and temporal 
potentials, are assured of lasting happiness and joy both in this world (as long as they 
live) and in the world hereinafter (after they have left their mortal coils and died 
(bhalō lōka-paralōka tāsu jākē bala lalita-lalāmakō)5.  

[5To wit, those who take the shelter and refuge of the holy name of Lord Ram 
can be reassured of sustained happiness and joy in this world as long as they live, and 
after their death they can be equally assured of eternal peace and emancipation for 
their soul.] 

Oh Tulsidas! It is such a wonderful thought, and an extremely reassuring one 
at that, that by having the strength and support of Lord Sri Ram's holy name one 
would neither have any kind of fear or worry in leaving this world (i.e. in dying, 
which usually one is terrified of because of the horrors associated with the process of 
dying and the fate after that), nor of staying in this world (and facing its seemingly 
unsurmountable problems, because these problems would not harm him once he has 
got the Lord’s support and protection) (tulasī jaga jāniyata nāmatē sōca na kūca 
mukāmakō)6.  

[6To wit, for a person who has taken shelter and refuge with Lord Ram and 
obtained the protection of the Lord’s holy name, it makes no difference to him in what 
circumstance he lives or would have to face in the future, because he is promised and 
reassured of happiness, joy, peace and liberation from worries and pain both in this 
world as well as in the world hereinafter. For such a blessed person, living and dying 
makes no difference because he gets to be established in supreme bliss, and his ‘true 
self’ becomes unaware of his surroundings, his body, or the ‘false self’, which is the 
one that experiences and pains associated with the gross mundane world.] (3). 

 
 

The Glory of Lord Śrī Rāma as the Best of all the Lords 
 

¼157½ 
 
lsb;s lqlkfgc jke lksA 
lq[kn  lqlhy  lqtku  lwj  lqfp]  lqanj  dksfVd  dke  lksAA1AA 
lkjn  lsl  lk/kq  efgek  dgSa] xquxu&xk;d  lke  lksA 
lqfefj  lizse  uke  tklksa  jfr  pkgr  panz&yyke  lksAA2AA 
xeu  fcnsl  u  ysl  dysldks]  ldqpr  ld`r  izuke  lksA 
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lk[kh  rkdks  fcfnr  fcHkh"ku]  cSBks  gS  vfcpy  /kke  lksAA3AA 
Vgy lgy tu egy&egy] tkxr pkjks tqx tke lksA 
ns[kr nks"k u [kh>r] jh>r lqfu lsod xqu&xzke lksAA4AA 
tkds Hkts fryksd&fryd Hk;s] f=tx tksfu ruq rkelksA 
rqylh ,sls izHkqfga HktS tks u rkfg fc/kkrk cke lksAA5AA 

 
 
                                                   (157) 
 
sē'iyē susāhiba rāma sō. 
sukhada susīla sujāna sūra suci, sundara kōṭika kāma sō. 1.  
sārada sēsa sādhu mahimā kahaiṁ, gunagana-gāyaka sāma sō. 
sumiri saprēma nāma jāsōṁ rati cāhata candra-lalāma sō. 2.  
gamana bidēsa na lēsa kalēsakō, sakucata sakṛta pranāma sō. 
sākhī tākō bidita bibhīṣana, baiṭhō hai abicala dhāma sō. 3.  
ṭahala sahala jana mahala-mahala, jāgata cārō juga jāma sō. 
dēkhata dōṣa na khījhata, rījhata suni sēvaka guna-grāma sō. 4.  
jākē bhajē tilōka-tilaka bhayē, trijaga jōni tanu tāmasō. 
tulasī aisē prabhuhiṁ bhajai jō na tāhi bidhātā bāma sō. 5.  
 
Verse no. 157—[The ideas expressed in the present verse are similar to the ones in 
verse nos. 153 and 271 of this book Vinai Patrika.] 

One would be wise and well-advised if he serves such a honourable, gracious 
and excellent Lord as Lord Sri Ram (sē'iyē susāhiba rāma sō) who is a bountiful 
giver of all happiness, delight and joy, who is very kind, virtuous, courteous, 
gentlemanly and civil, who is clever, wise and prudent, who is brave, courageous and 
valiant, who is faultless, immaculate, holy and pure (sukhada susīla sujāna sūra 
suci), and who is as beautiful, attractive, magnificent, radiant and charming as 
countless Kamdeos (cupids; the patron god of beauty and charm) (sundara kōṭika 
kāma sō)1. 
 [1When Lord Sri Ram is compared to the beauty of Kamdeo, the idea is that 
since no one would like to serve an ugly master who seems to instil fear and distress 
by his mere presence, this problem should not be a put-off or discouraging factor for 
the devotee who wishes to serve the Lord because he has an extremely charming 
appearance and a welcoming approach towards those who come to seek the Lord’s 
grace and blessings, and desire to serve him.   

Even a child or a flower which is ugly to look at does not appeal to anyone. If 
any house, food, friend, possession or anything else is ugly and repulsive in its 
appearance or cause distress to the senses, no one would like to spend time with them, 
what to talk of identifying one’s self with such an ugly and repulsive entity.  

But the physical attractiveness of the Lord is an indicator of the goodness and 
the excellence of Lord Ram's internal character and virtues that are reflected in the 
outwardly appearance of the Lord. Some of these wonderful characters and virtues of 
the Lord have been listed in this stanza itself.] (1). 
 
Goddess Saraswati (the patron goddess of speech and knowledge), Lord Sesh-Nath 
(the cosmic thousand-hooded serpent who supports the earth on its hoods) and holy 
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Saints narrate the immensity of the fame and the glories of Lord Ram (sārada sēsa 
sādhu mahimā kahaiṁ).  

Even the Sam-Veda (which is famed for its lyrical hymns) sings of  the Lord’s  
virtues and noble characters (gunagana-gāyaka sāma sō).  

Lord Shiva, who is an exalted and wise God and looks magnificent with the 
cresent moon adorning his head, remembers Lord Ram’s holy name with great 
reverence, and wishes to have love for the Lord with much affection (sumiri 
saprēma nāma jāsōṁ rati cāhata candra-lalāma sō) (2). 
 
He (Lord Ram) didn't have even a fleeting feeling of anger, malice, hatred, sorrow, 
lament, regret, remorse, ill-will or vengeance at the time of going to exile (in the 
forest on the orders of his father Dasrath, and due to a conspiracy hatched by his step-
mother Kaikeyi) (gamana bidēsa na lēsa kalēsakō)2.  

If anyone bows his head even for once in front of the gracious Lord, he 
instantly becomes humbled and shy before that person and feels so obliged to him for 
this gesture of bowing of the head that the Lord wants to go out of his way to do 
something for him in return (sakucata sakṛta pranāma sō). [The Lord feels obliged 
to reciprocate the person’s humble gesture of bowing his head before him by granting 
to that person more than what he expects from the Lord.]  

In this regard, Vibhishan (the brother of the demon king Ravana of Lanka) is a 
famous witness for it because after he had bowed his head before the Lord to 
surrender himself, the Lord had felt so grateful and obliged that he instantly anointed 
him as the ruler of the kingdom of Lanka where Vibhishan has been ruling even till 
this day (sākhī tākō bidita bibhīṣana, baiṭhō hai abicala dhāma sō)3.  

[2Refer: Verse no. 152, stanza no. 6 of this book Vinai Patrika. 
To wit, the Lord is so broad-hearted and tolerant that he harbours no malice 

and ill-will against even those who cause him immense troubles. For instance, when 
he was ordered to go to the forest by his step-mother Kaikeyi so that her son Bharat 
could ascend the throne of the kingdom of Ayodhya which otherwise rightfully 
belonged to Lord Ram as he was the eldest brother of the four, the Lord did not take 
umbrage or felt angry at all. He politely accepted that order and went to exile for 
fourteen long years where he had so suffer so much. Finally when he came back at the 
end of that period, he still held no ill-will or anger in his loving heart for anyone, for 
he met Kaikeyi and his brother Bharat with the same affection that he had for them in 
the beginning of the entire unfortunate episode as if nothing had happened. 

3Refer: Verse no. 152, stanza no. 9 of this book Vinai Patrika. 
Vibhishan had come to seek refuge with Lord Ram when he was kicked out of 

Lanka by his elder brother Ravana, the king of demons, and had bowed his head 
before the Lord at that time. Lord Ram felt so obliged and grateful by this simple 
gesture that he wished to repay Vibhishan sufficiently. So the Lord immediately not 
only embraced him but also promised him his abiding friendship, besides anointing 
him as the future king of Lanka. The Lord rewarded Vibhishan so immensely that he 
gave him the entire kingdom of Lanka from which he was ousted.] (3). 

 
It is so very easy and convenient to serve Lord Sri Ram. This is because the Lord is 
very tolerant and magnanimous in his outlook; he overlooks the countless 
shortcomings, faults and flaws of his devotees and followers; he never minds their 
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many commissions and omissions; and he is ready to forgive their errors, missteps, 
mischiefs and misdemeanours. (ṭahala sahala jana mahala-mahala).  

He resides in the pitcher-like heart of all his devotees at all times, and he 
remains awake in all the four quarters of time (jāgata cārō juga jāma sō)4. [To wit, 
the Lord sits and guards his devotees from the inside of their subtle hearts at all 
times.] 

The Lord does not get annoyed, angry, spiteful or indignant at his devotees 
inspite of watching all their faults, shortcomins, sins, wickedness, vices, 
misdemeanours and wrongful conduct (dēkhata dōṣa na khījhata). [This is because 
the Lord is very forgiving, very merciful and very loving by his nature.] 

But when he hears the virtues and characters of his devotees being sung by 
others, he becomes exceedingly glad and rejoices at the goodness of his dependants 
being sung and acknowledged by others (rījhata suni sēvaka guna-grāma sō). 
[Like a loving parent who exults when he hears his ward being honoured in the 
society, Lord Ram too feels exhilarated when he hears that his devotee is being lauded 
by the world.]  

[4This refers to the metaphysical concept that Lord Ram is a personified form 
of the Supreme Being representing the supreme Self which is the cosmic 
Consciousness at the macrocosmic level of existence, and as such he prevails in a 
universal manner in this entire living creation. At the same time, the Lord resides in 
the inner-self of each living being as an individual’s own ‘consciousness’ known as 
his Atma which is nothing else but same pure cosmic Consciousness at the 
microcosmic level of existence. 

This ‘consciousness’ or the Atma of the individual creature is always ‘wide 
awake’ in the sense that it is wise and enlightened, and it never goes to ‘sleep’ like the 
physical body. This is what is meant by saying that the Lord is remains awake at all 
the times of the day and night.  

Further, this ‘consciousness’ is an eternal and immortal entity that never dies. 
It is the gross body of the creature that dies, and similarly it is the gross physical 
world that ends at the end of an era. But this ‘consciousness’ does not die or end as it 
is eternal and imperishable. So it remains the same and transcends the limits of time 
and era.  

This is what is basically meant here: The individual’s true ‘self’ or his Atma 
represents Lord Ram, and this metaphysical fact is depicted by saying that the Lord 
lives in the subtle heart of all living beings. Since the Atma is pure consciousness that 
is eternal and wise, it never dies with time and remains always awake. 

Technically, the word ‘Yuga’ means an era or age. There are four such ages in 
Hinduism, such as Sat, Treta, Dwapar and Kali. It also refers to the four quarters of 
time of six hours each that constitute a day of twenty-four hours.] (4). 

  
By worshipping and adoring such a gracious Lord Ram and chanting his holy name 
(jākē bhajē), even the evil-bodied birds and animals as well as the vile demons 
(trijaga jōni tanu tāmasō) had become exalted and praise-worthy in the three Lokas, 
i.e. in the terrestrial world, the subterranean world and the heavens (tilōka-tilaka 
bhayē)5.  

Oh Tulsidas! Those who do not worship, venerate, adore and have devotion 
for such a munificent, benevolent and glorious Lord (who is a bestower of bliss and 
happiness to all, who is courteous, beautiful, dear, a well-wisher and a benefactor of 
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all the creatures, who is clever and wise, who is a purifier of those who are sinful and 
evil, who is forgiving, benevolent, magnanimous and merciful to the extreme) (tulasī 
aisē prabhuhiṁ bhajai jō na)—verily it must be true that the Creator is opposed to 
them, is malevolent and angry at them, for he has corrupted their wisdom and intellect 
to such an extent that they can’t even think of and see their own good and welfare. 
Such persons are indeed most unfortunate and worthy of pity (tāhi bidhātā bāma 
sō)! 

[5Refer also to the following verses among others in this book Vinai Patrika as 
they emphasise the same idea: verse no. 134; verse no. 135, stanza no. 4; verse no. 
154, stanza no. 2. 

Lord Ram had graciously granted liberation and deliverance to even the 
demons because they had been remembering the Lord, albeit out of animosity with 
him. This implies that it is important to ‘remember Lord Ram at all costs’ if one 
expects his spiritual welfare in this world. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Lanka Kand, 
Chaupai line nos. 3-5 that precede Doha no. 45.] (5).  
 
[Note—Tulsidas highlights Sri Ram's mercy, grace, benevolence, benefaction, 
benediction, munificence and magnanimity towards all and sundry, especially his 
devotees, in this verse.] 
 
 
 

Tulasīdās’ Humility 
 

Rāga Naṭa  
 

¼158½ 
 
dSls nsm¡ ukFkfga [kksfjA 
dke&yksyqi  Hkzer  eu  gfj  Hkxfr  ifjgfj  rksfjAA1AA 
cgqr   izhfr   iqtkbcs   ij]   iwftcs   ij   FkksfjA 
nsr  fl[k  fl[k;ks  u  ekur]  ew<+rk  vfl  eksfjAA2AA 
fd;s   lfgr   lusg   ts   v?k   ân;   jk[ks   pksfjA 
lax&cl  fd;s  lqHk  lquk;s  ldy  yksd  fugksfjAA3AA 
djkSa  tks  dNq  /kjkSa  lfp&ifp  lqd`r&flyk  cVksfjA 
iSfB   mj   cjcl   n;kfuf/k   naHk   ysr   v¡tksfjAA4AA 
yksHk  eufga  upko  dfi  T;ksa]  xjs  vklk&MksfjA 
ckr  dgkSa  cukb  cq/k  T;ksa]  cj  fcjkx  fupksfjAA5AA 
,rsgq¡  ij   rqEgjks   dgkor]   ykt   v¡pbZ   ?kksfjA 
fuytrk   ij   jhf>   j?kqcj]  nsgq   rqyflfga  NksfjAA6AA 

 
 
                                                   (158) 
 
kaisē dē'um̐ nāthahiṁ khōri. 
kāma-lōlupa bhramata mana hari bhagati parihari tōri. 1.  
bahuta prīti pujā'ibē para, pūjibē para thōri. 
dēta sikha sikhayō na mānata, mūṛhatā asi mōri. 2.  
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kiyē sahita sanēha jē agha hṛdaya rākhē cōri. 
saṅga-basa kiyē subha sunāyē sakala lōka nihōri. 3.  
karauṁ jō kachu dharauṁ saci-paci sukṛta-silā baṭōri. 
paiṭhi ura barabasa dayānidhi dambha lēta am ̐jōri. 4.  
lōbha manahiṁ nacāva kapi jyōṁ, garē āsā-ḍōri. 
bāta kahauṁ banā'i budha jyōṁ, bara birāga nicōri. 5.  
ētēhum̐ para tumharō kahāvata, lāja am̐ca'ī ghōri. 
nilajatā para rījhi raghubara, dēhu tulasihiṁ chōri. 6.  
 
Verse no. 158—How can I blame my Lord (for my miseries and sorrows) and find 
fault with him (kaisē dē'um̐ nāthahiṁ khōri)?  

Oh Lord Hari1! My Mana (the mind and heart combine) has abandoned your 
devotion, and instead it is so much tempted and infatuated by the charms and 
pleasures of the sense objects of this gross material world that it pursues them 
relentlessly so much so that it keeps on wandering madly and aimlessly here and there 
(almost like a shelterless and listless vagabond in its desire for self-gratification) 
(kāma-lōlupa bhramata mana hari bhagati parihari tōri). 
 [1‘Hari’ is one of the many names of Lord Vishnu, the Supreme Lord of 
creation who had manifested himself as Lord Ram.] (1). 
 
I like and am very eager to get praise and honour for myself (i.e. I always wish that 
people call me very wise, pious and devoted to you) (bahuta prīti pujā'ibē para), 
but I am least interested in having real devotion for you, nor do I sincerely honour 
you, or ever praise you or sing your glories (pūjibē para thōri). [To wit, how nice 
would it have been if I had shown the same eagerness and liking for honouring and 
worshipping you that I have for gaining attention and praise for myself.] 

I preach a lot to others, but myself I do not listen to any wise advice that is 
given to me, nor do I practice what I preach others (dēta sikha sikhayō na mānata). 
 Oh Lord, it is so foolish and wicked of me that my Mana behaves in this 
utterly irresponsible and deceitful manner (mūṛhatā asi mōri) (2). 
 
Although I carefully and diligently conceal in my heart the secrets of the many sins 
and misdeeds that I had indulged in during my life (and try my best to hide them from 
others) (kiyē sahita sanēha jē agha hṛdaya rākhē cōri), but if I happen to do an 
isolated good deed by chance due to the good influence of some wise company of 
saints, I go about boasting of it and advertise it to the world (saṅga-basa kiyē subha 
sunāyē sakala lōka nihōri)2. [Honestly, I do this so that no one would treat me as a 
sinner, but on the contrary think that I am a very wise, noble and righteous person. I 
am, therefore, an imposter and a deceitful person.]  

[2In this context, refer also to verse no. 141, stanza no. 4; verse no. 142, stanza 
no. 7; verse no. 143, stanza no. 4 where a similar idea has been expressed.] (3). 
 
[I have heard that one should practice to gradually accumulate the positive effects that 
good deeds produce in one’s inner-self, as this slowly helps to improve a person in the 
long run and aid him in cleansing his inner-being from all the taints and impurities 
that stick there. So—]  If any meritorious, good and noble deeds are done by me, I 
carefully gather them and keep them in my heart like someone picking up scattered 
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grains from a field and storing them for future use in the granary (karauṁ jō kachu 
dharauṁ saci-paci sukṛta-silā baṭōri)3.  

Oh my merciful Lord (dayānidhi)! The great irony is that ‘dambha’ (i.e. the 
negative factors such as falsehood, pride, vanity, hypocrisy, deceit, conceit, 
pretensions), which prevails inside me, gets the better of me and throws out whatever 
good I may have accumulated inside me as a result of doing the few good deeds that I 
manage to do (paiṭhi ura barabasa dambha lēta am ̐jōri)4. 

[3To wit, if I manage to do some good deed, I remember it, and I try to do it 
again as often as I can. The metaphor of ‘picking up scattered grains from a field or a 
meadow and storing them’ means that my good deeds are not many, for they are very 
few and scattered in between my bad deeds. My good deeds are like the few scattered 
grains that lie on the ground in a farmer’s field. Like a foolish farmer who does not 
pay heed to the main stock of grains that he allows to be destroyed or getting lost due 
to his negligence, laziness or some other reason, and then he begins to lament at his 
loss and goes to the field to pick some stray pieces of grain that may have fallen to the 
ground while the main harvest has been lost for good, I too lament at the lost 
opportunity I had for doing enough good deeds while still there was time, but now 
realising their value I search for any random meritorious deed that I may have done, 
and discovering one or two such isolated deeds, I pick them up, i.e. I immediately 
recall them and make a boast of such noble deeds that I have done.  

One has to search the earth closely to pick up some stray grains that lie 
scattered on the ground here and there. This is in sharp contrast to a granary where 
one can scoop up bagfuls of grains with utmost ease. Likewise, I make a great deal of 
effort to locate one or two isolated good deeds that I might have done, and then I pick 
them up carefully to store them in my heart and memory. I hope to make a good 
harvest in the future with such few grains! That is, I hope that my fate would be 
secured and I may get happiness and peace due to the good effects of some isolated 
good deeds done by me, forgetting that the negative and bad effects of the huge 
bundle of my horrible deeds would weigh heavily against any such gain that I may 
have made by the virtue of doing some few meritorious deeds. But still I diligently 
pick up some good deeds that I do so that by-and-by this may help me to purify my 
innerself and help me to mend my ways. But what happens now?   

4To wit, just like rodents destroy any residual grain the poor farmer manages 
to salvage from being ruined, these negative traits that are inherently present inside 
me sabatoge all my efforts at improving myself. These bad habits are firmly 
entrenched in my heart, and they eject the few good qualities that I manage to develop 
inside me.] (4). 
 
Besides this, the negative factor of ‘lōbha’ (greed, longing, avarice, wistfullness and 
desires for material gains) has tied my Mana with a rope of hope and expectations 
(lōbha manahiṁ nacāva), and it makes me dance like a monkey who is tied by a 
rope and made to dance at the whims of the monkey-charmer (kapi jyōṁ, garē āsā-
ḍōri).  

Inspite of this, I wander about preaching others, albeit deceitfully and 
pretentiously, like a great wise man who is knowledgable about the essence of 
renunciation and the philosophy of the scriptures (bāta kahauṁ banā'i budha 
jyōṁ, bara birāga nicōri)!4  
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[4I am so greedy that though I know that I have not much to boast of in the 
way of good deeds that would set an example for others to emulate, or much to claim 
by way of a noble life that deserves honour and praise, because I know that I have 
never practiced what I had preached, I still go around telling others about the many 
excellent principles taught in the scriptures, and expect the world to honour me as a 
learned man who should be followed and shown due respect.  

Further, I have been so greedy that I lust for all the material things of the 
world, and I hook myself to all the charms and pleasures that this world and its 
material objects have to offer to me, but the irony is that I go around teaching others 
about renunciation and detachment! How incredulous, pretentious, deceitful and 
irresponsible this behaviour of mine is indeed for me.] (5). 
 
Though I am so pretentious, so deceitful and evil, I still exult in calling myself your 
servant, i.e. I enjoy in declaring myself as your faithful follower and devotee as well 
as a saintly and wise person (ētēhum̐ para tumharō kahāvata), and woe to me that 
I am not ashamed of it or feel shy in doing so. It appears that I have literally made a 
hearty drink of the virtues of modesty, shame and honour, and gulped it down (lāja 
am̐ca'ī ghōri)!5 

[5To wit, it is clear that I am so fallen and shameless that I have totally 
forsaken modesty and dignified behaviour. I am boastful and completely 
dishonourable. I ought to be extremely ashamed of myself, and to say the least I must 
bury myself in dishonour for my immodesty and bad manners.] 

Oh Lord Raghubara (Lord Sri Ram)! Please be gracious enough not to get 
annoyed but feel amused at my impertinence, my inaptitude, my perversity, and 
ingratituous character and stubborn nature to forgive me for all my sins and 
inadequacies (nilajatā para rījhi)—and be kind to free this Tulsidas of all his fetters 
by cutting them and setting him free (dēhu tulasihiṁ chōri)6.  

[6The word “chōri” means to let go, to set free. So another way of interpreting 
this stanza is as follows: “Oh Lord. Please forgive Tulsidas for being so stubborn that 
he is not at all ashamed for all his sins, evils and shortcomings, and instead of getting 
annoyed with him please be amused by his child-like behaviour just like a father 
would act when he observes his son acting foolishly and mischieviously.  

You are famed for your magnanimity, mercy, grace, benevolence and 
forgiveness. Being of this excellent nature, and being extremely generous and broad-
hearted, you should step-in to cut the spiritual fetters of Tulsidas and salvage 
whatever is left for him in his destiny. 

To wit, oh Lord, you must overlook my follies, misdeeds, defects and 
shortcomings, and forgive him for them while granting me freedom from the bondage 
of this mundane existence, from the cycle of birth and death, and from the countless 
miseries and torments that I am subjected to. Oh Lord, it is your time-tested reputation 
that you look after even the most sinful and fallen ones in this creation. So herein lies 
my only hope.] (6). 

 
[Note—The idea expressed in this verse no. 158 is reiterated once again and expanded 
further in verse no. 159 that follows herein below.]  
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                      Tulasīdās’ Humility & Lord Rāma’s Holy Name 
 

¼159½ 
 
gS izHkq! esjksbZ lc nkslqA 
lhyfla/kq  d`iky  ukFk  vukFk  vkjr&ikslqAA1AA 
cs"k cpu fcjkx eu v?k voxqufudks dkslqA 
jke  izhfr&izrhfr  iksyh]  diV&djrc  BkslqAA2AA 
jkx&jax  dqlax  gh  lksa]  lk/kq&laxfr  jkslqA 
pgr dsgfj&tlfga lsb l`xky T;ksa [kjxkslqAA3AA 
laHkq&fl[kou jlu gw¡ fur jke&ukefga ?kkslqA 
naHkgw  dfy  uke  daqHkt  lksp&lkxj&lkslqAA4AA 
eksn&eaxy&ewy vfr vuqdwy fut fujtkslqA 
jkeuke izHkko lqfu rqyflgq¡ ije ifjrkslqAA5AA 

 
 
                                                   (159) 
 
hai prabhu! mērō'ī saba dōsu. 
sīlasindhu kṛpāla nātha anātha ārata-pōsu. 1.  
bēṣa bacana birāga mana agha avagunanikō kōsu. 
rāma prīti-pratīti pōlī, kapaṭa-karataba ṭhōsu. 2.  
rāga-raṅga kusaṅga hī sōṁ, sādhu-saṅgati rōsu. 
cahata kēhari-jasahiṁ sē'i sṛgāla jyōṁ kharagōsu. 3.  
sambhu-sikhavana rasana hūm̐ nita rāma-nāmahiṁ ghōsu. 
dambhahū kali nāma kaṁubhaja sōca-sāgara-sōsu. 4.  
mōda-maṅgala-mūla ati anukūla nija nirajōsu. 
rāmanāma prabhāva suni tulasihum̐ parama paritōsu. 5.  
 
Verse no. 159—Oh Lord (Sri Ram) (hai prabhu)! All the faults are mine (and it will 
be therefore wrong on my part to blame you for my miseries and troubles) (mērō'ī 
saba dōsu)1.  
 [1This statement is obviously an answer to the poser in line no. 1 of stanza no. 
1 of verse no. 158 herein above where Tulsidas says “How can I blame my Lord”. He 
gives an answer here, saying that he himself is to blame for all his miseries, and not 
the Lord!] 

You are an ocean of noble characters and auspicious virtues (sīlasindhu), 
most merciful and compassionate (kṛpāla), the Lord of the destitutes and the desolate 
ones (nātha anātha), and the sustainer and care-taker of those who are miserable, 
wretched, meek, lowly, poverty-stricken and distressed (ārata-pōsu). [To wit, surely 
there must be something seriously wrong with me that I suffer so much inspite of 
having a Lord like you who are so nice, gracious, merciful and obliging.] (1). 
 
From my attire and my utterances (as well as my external appearances), I appear to be 
a person who practices ‘Vairagya’ (renunciation, detachment and dispassion for every 
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material charms of this gross world) (bēṣa bacana birāga), but my ‘Mana’ (mind 
and heart; my inner-self) is a virtual treasury of sins, vices and evil characters (mana 
agha avagunanikō kōsu).  

My mind and heart are hollow as far as having faith, belief, devotion and 
affection for Lord Ram is concerned (“rāma prīti-pratīti pōlī”—i.e. I do not have the 
slightest love, devotion, faith and belief in Lord Ram). But yes, for deceitful, cunning 
and treacherous deeds and thoughts, for being pretentious and cunning, my Mana is 
very active and quite packed-solid with these evils tendencies (“kapaṭa-karataba 
ṭhōsu”—i.e. my Mana is full of these vices and negative traits)2.  

[2To wit, instead of having some good qualities and practicing some righteous 
deeds, my mind keeps its self occupied in evil thoughts. It behaves in such a way that 
the outside world thinks I am a pious person who has love and devotion for the Lord 
God, whereas the truth is quite the opposite. I preach renunciation and dispassion to 
others, but myself am neck-deep in indulgences related to the sense objects of this 
material world. It’s really a grave issue, but my Mana is so stupid that it does not 
seem to realise the gravity of this situation and the negative effect it is having on my 
spiritual well-being and my future good.] (2). 
 
My habits and manners have become tainted and my mind and heart have been sullied 
by the evil company I am accustomed to keep and feel delighted in doing so (rāga-
raṅga kusaṅga hī sōṁ); I do not like the good company of saints and pious poeple, 
and if I happen to find myself in one, I soon get agitated and annoyed (sādhu-saṅgati 
rōsu).  
 My condition is like a stupid rabbit who wishes to have fame and reputation 
similar to that of a lion by serving and keeping company of a jackal (cahata kēhari-
jasahiṁ sē'i sṛgāla jyōṁ kharagōsu)3. 

[3When a rabbit who is so foolish as to serve a jackal who is disguised as a 
lion in the hope that it would be feared and honoured by other animals of the forest 
that it has befriended the ‘king of the jungle’, i.e. the crooked jackal who has 
disguised itself as a lion, the consequences are fatal for the poor rabbit. The reason is 
that, one, some or the other day, the conceit of the jackal would come into the open 
and the animals would kill both of them, and two, the jackal itself has disguised itself 
in this way to tempt the rabbit to come close to it when it will get an opportunity to 
pounce upon the poor creature and kill it for meat.  

Tulsidas says that his Mana is like this idiotic rabbit. The Mana thinks that the 
charms of the material world are for real and would give it sustained happiness, 
without realising that it is simply an illusion to trap it, and the result would be horrible 
misery and troubles forever.  

Similarly, the Mana finds joy in the company of wicked people as they talk 
about tempting pleasures and immediate enjoyments of this world, things that would 
gratify the natural urges of the body and its sense organs. Therefore the Mana shuns 
the company of saints and wise people as they talk about renouncing such pleasures 
and comforts of the world as they are all transient and give distress in the long run. 
Such good company irritates the Mana, while bad company makes it delighted. 
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The clear message here is that it is foolhardy and erroneous to expect any good 
fame and welfare if one keeps bad company. What to talk of fame and recognition, 
even a person’s residual remaining good qualities are gradually destroyed in bad 
company, as a result of which he not only gets a bad name but since his deeds become 
evil he is bound to re-enter the vicious cycle of birth and death once again.] (3). 
 
Lord Shiva wisely advises the “tongue” that it should repeat and chant Lord Sri Ram's 
holy name loudly and clearly, with exultation and joy (sambhu-sikhavana rasana 
hūm̐ --  ghōsu), and on a regular basis (nita rāma-nāmahiṁ).  

Indeed, in all sooth, and without any gainsay, Lord Ram’s holy and divine 
name is very effective in this age of Kaliyug for the purpose of drying up (destroying; 
eliminating; overcoming) even the largest ocecan of worries, consternations, miseries, 
troubles and torments that otherwise instills tremendous fear and terror in the heart of 
a person, even if the Lord’s name is invoked without having much faith and 
conviction in its powers, potentials and holiness, or even if it is said deceptively and 
without sincerity to serve one’s some vested interest (like for instance showing to the 
world that the particular person is a holy man in order to gain popularity and material 
gains). In this ability, the Lord’s holy name is like sage Agastya who had dried up the 
ocean by gulping down its water in a short time (dambhahū kali nāma kaṁubhaja 
sōca-sāgara-sōsu)4. 

[4The story goes that once sage Agastya had drunk the entire ocean in a few 
gulps by cupping up its water in his joint palms.  

Once, when Indra had killed the demon Vrittaasur, other demons named 
‘Kaaleya’ managed to escape and they hid themselves under the water of the ocean. 
From there they began terrorizing the sages and seers. They stayed under water during 
daytime and came out at night to torment and devour these sages, and generally cause 
nuisance and havoc all around. These demons had not spared even such renowned 
sages of the time as Vashistha, Chyavan and Bharadwaj, because the demons attacked 
their hermitages and killed the sages and seers who lived there. It was then that the 
Gods, led by their king Indra, requested sage Agastya to somehow expose the 
demons. At this, the sage had scooped up the water of the ocean in a cup made by 
joining the two palms of his hands and had drunk the water of the ocean in one gulp 
so as to expose the demons. The Gods were then able to destroy them.  

This story is narrated in: (i) Skanda Puran, Nagar Khand, (ii) Padma Puran, 
Srishti Khand, and (iii) the epic Mahabharat, Vanparva. This feat of sage Agastya is 
cited by Goswami Tulsidas in his epic narration of the story of Lord Ram, known as 
the Ram Charit Manas, in its Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 
256.] (4). 
 
This divine and holy name of Lord Sri Ram is the root (i.e. a provider; a bestower; a 
granter) of all blissfulness, auspiciousness, good fortunes, happiness, joy and delight 
(mōda-maṅgala-mūla).  

For serving one’s self-interest and welfare (both spiritual and temporal), Lord 
Sri Ram's name is very effective, very efficient and very powerful so much so that it 
cannot be compared with any other favourable or benign factor in this world (ati 
anukūla nija nirajōsu).  
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Hearing about such astounding spiritual potentials and stupendous mystical 
powers that Lord Ram's holy name posseses and its bearing upon a person’s destiny 
and fate, Tulsidas feels exhilarated as he is highly reassured and hugely satisfied 
about his own security and happiness in life (because he has no other means from 
which to hope of getting any succour and solace in his life except the Lord’s holy 
name “RAM”) (rāmanāma prabhāva suni tulasihum̐ parama paritōsu)5. 

[5Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha 
no. 25.] (5). 
 
 
                       
                   Tulasīdāsa seeks refuge in Lord Rāma’s Holy feet 

 
 

¼160½ 
 
eSa gfj ifrr&ikou lqusA 
eSa ifrr rqe ifrr&ikou nksm ckud cusAA1AA 
C;k/k xfudk xt vtkfey lkf[k fuxefu HkusA 
vkSj  v/ke  vusd  rkjs  tkr  dkiS  xusAA2AA 
tkfu  uke  vtkfu  yhUgsa  ujd  lqjiqj  eusA 
nklrqylh  lju  vk;ks]  jkf[k;s  vkiusAA3AA 

 
 
                                                    (160) 
 
maiṁ hari patita-pāvana sunē. 
maiṁ patita tuma patita-pāvana dō'u bānaka banē. 1.  
byādha ganikā gaja ajāmila sākhi nigamani bhanē. 
aura adhama anēka tārē jāta kāpai ganē. 2.  
jāni nāma ajāni līnhēṁ naraka surapura manē. 
dāsatulasī sarana āyō, rākhiyē āpanē. 3.  
 
Verse no. 160—I (Tulsidas) have heard that Lord Hari (i.e. Lord Ram) is the purifier 
and an uplifter of those who are downtrodden, deprived, wretched, sinful and lowly 
(maiṁ hari patita-pāvana sunē).  

[Addressing Lord Ram, Tulsidas says—] Now therefore, since I am the latter 
type of person while you are the Lord with the aforementioned qualities (maiṁ patita 
tuma patita-pāvana), a good rapport is deemed to have been established between the 
two of us; verily, it is a good combination that makes us immediately compatible with 
each other (dō'u bānaka banē)1. 

[1To wit, it is your declared vow that you purify the sinful and are the best 
friend of the humble and lowly persons, and I am honestly one such person who fits 
the bill perfectly. Therefore, I am a good candidate who must benefit from your 
largesse and granting of boons in this respect. Hence, I don’t have doubt now that I 
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would become purified by all means, and that all my sins, evils and misdeeds would 
be neutralised. I expect succour and solace from you; I hope you will redeem me and 
salvage my future from ruin and misery. 

Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 1-5 that precede 
Doha no. 29 also in this context. 

There are countless verses in Vinai Patrika that emphasise this point—i.e. that 
there is no other Lord who selflessly and dedicatedly takes care of the have-nots and 
the lowly creatures who lack all other merit except that they have come to the Lord 
with a pitiful prayer for protection and shelter. All Lord Ram wants is love and 
affection, devotion and faith in their hearts to welcome them with open arms. Refer: 
verse no. 84, stanza no. 4; verse no. 99, stanza no. 1; verse no. 139, stanza no. 12; 
verse no. 210, stanza no. 1; verse no. 213, stanza no. 1; verse no. 216, stanza no. 1; 
verse no. 217, stanza no. 1 amongst others.] (1). 

 
The Vedas bear witness to the fact that you have helped the cruel hunter-cum-bandit 
(i.e. Valmiki), Ganika (the prostitute named Pingla), the Elephant (called Gaja), 
Ajamil (the sinful Brahmin) (byādha ganikā gaja ajāmila sākhi nigamani bhanē)2, 
and numerous other lowly, wretched, deprived, sinful, downtrodden and wicked ones 
to cross the ocean symbolised by this mundane world of transmigration that the list of 
such lucky creatures is so long that it is not possible for anyone to keep a count of 
them (aura adhama anēka tārē jāta kāpai ganē)3.   
 [2Refer: Verse nos. 57, 94, 152, 154 etc. of this book Vinai Patrika. 

3Verily, the list of such souls that have got liberation and deliverance at your 
hands is long and legendary. Say, who can keep a count of such instances that show 
your mercy, grace, benevolence and kindness upon the lowly, the hopeless, the 
distressed and the sinful?] (2). 
 
Those who have uttered your holy name (even once), either consciously or 
unconsciously (i.e. willingly or unwillingly) (jāni nāma ajāni līnhēṁ)4, are freed 
from the complusion of entering either the hell or the heaven (naraka surapura 
manē)5.   

Realising the truth of all this, this servant of yours named Tulsidas has come 
to you (i.e. Lord Ram) to surrender and seek refuge and shelter in your holy feet 
(dāsatulasī sarana āyō).  

So oh Lord, please be kind to accept him also as one of your own (like the way 
you have done for other sinful ones listed herein above in this verse (rākhiyē āpanē). 

[4To wit, there is no wonder that such souls are surely assured safety from 
going to the hell. But going to heaven is also not deemed fit for them who chant Lord 
Ram’s divine name as it is too small a reward for them, for though this destination is 
an exalted one in its own right but it would a suitable reward that suits those who do 
good deeds and lead a meritorious life. But those who say Lord Ram’s holy name 
deserve something much higher and better.  

Therefore, they transcend heaven and find the ultimate destination where the 
soul rests in eternal peace, where they find eternal bliss, beatitude and felicity. It’s a 
destination called emancipation and salvation of the soul where it merges with the 
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Supreme Soul of this creation so that it is freed from the cycle of birth and death. 
 Refer: (i) Vinai Patrika, verse no. 159, stanza no. 4; (ii) Ram Charit Manas, 
Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 28 that express the same view.] 

5To wit, every individual is bound to suffer the consequences of what he does 
in his present life. If the majority of his deeds and actions are good and righteous and 
they weigh more in his favour as compared to his isolated misdeeds, his soul goes to 
heaven to enjoy the rewards. And it goes to hell to suffer punishment if the evil deeds 
outweigh the good ones. In the case of those who surrender themselves to Lord Ram 
and use the medicine of the Lord’s holy name, then all their spiritual diseases are 
taken care of, and upon shedding their mortal body their soul gets final rest. Such 
persons get final rest for themelves, and their soul finds eternal emancipation and 
salvation. They are permanently freed from the cycle of birth and death. They reach a 
state of existence that transcends such lowly levels as hell or even the better level of 
the heaven, for in both the cases the soul has to come back to this gross world by 
taking another birth once the effects of its past life that has made it go either to the 
heaven or the hell wears off. But the glory of Lord Ram’s holy name is such that it 
takes the soul much higher to a level where it merges or coalesces with its parent Soul 
that is known as the ‘Parmatma’ or the Supreme Soul of this creation, from where it 
need not come down to this gross existence any more.] (3). 
 
 [Note—Tulsidas highlights Sri Ram's mercy, grace, benevolence, benefaction, 
benediction, munificence and magnanimity towards all and sundry, especially his 
devotees, in this verse.] 
 

 
                       
                                         Lord Rāma’s Glory 
 
                                              Rāga Malāra 

 
¼161½ 

 
rks lksa izHkq tks iS dgw¡ dksm gksrksA 
rkS lfg fuiV fujknj fuflfnu] jfV yfV ,slks ?kfV dks rksAA1AA 
d`ik&lq/kk&tynku  ek¡fxcks  dgkSa  lks  lk¡p  fulksrksA 
Lokfr&lusg&lfyy&lq[k  pkgr  fpr&pkrd  lksiksrksAA2AA 
dky&dje&cl eu dqeuksjFk dcgq¡ dcgq¡ dqN Hkks rksA 
T;ksa eqne; cfl ehu ckfj rft mNfj HkHkfj ysr xksrksAA3AA 
ftrks  nqjko  nklrqylh  mj  D;ksa  dfg  vkor  vksrksA 
rsjs  jkt  jk;  nljFk  ds]  y;ks  c;ks  fcuq  tksrksaAA4AA 

 
 
                                                   (161) 
 
tō sōṁ prabhu jō pai kahūm̐ kō'u hōtō. 
tau sahi nipaṭa nirādara nisidina, raṭi laṭi aisō ghaṭi kō tō. 1.  
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kṛpā-sudhā-jaladāna mām̐gibō kahauṁ sō sām̐ca nisōtō. 
svāti-sanēha-salila-sukha cāhata cita-cātaka sōpōtō. 2.  
kāla-karama-basa mana kumanōratha kabahum̐ kabahum̐ kucha bhō tō. 
jyōṁ mudamaya basi mīna bāri taji uchari bhabhari lēta gōtō. 3.  
jitō durāva dāsatulasī ura kyōṁ kahi āvata ōtō. 
tērē rāja rāya dasaratha kē, layō bayō binu jōtōṁ. 4.  
 
Verse no. 161—[In this verse, Tulsidas affectionately chides his beloved Lord Ram 
for not paying attention to his prayers immediately. This particular approach—where 
a saintly devotee of the Lord has so much confidence in himself as well as the 
forgiving and loving nature of his Fatherly Lord that no matter how much he chides 
the Lord and continues to nag and pester him with his complaints and demands, he is 
absolutely sure that the Lord would not take umbrage at his impertinence, but would 
rather love his devotee all the more for being so frank and so solid in his faith and 
conviction that inspite of an apparent non-chalant attitude of the Lord the devotee 
continues with his devotion and adherence to his faith in the Lord—is what makes the 
prayers and submissions of Tulsidas in this wonderful Book ‘Vinai Patrika’ so unique 
and amazing.  
 Rarely would one find another instance of a Prayer Book where such a bold 
attitude is adopted by a devotee that he has the guts to chide and admonish his Lord 
God for delaying in paying attention to his prayers and submissions. 

The delay does not in the least mean that Lord Ram is unconcerned about 
Tulsidas’ fate or miseries, or that the Lord is neglecting him. But it indicates that the 
Lord is enjoying the fretting and fuming of his beloved devotee just like a loving 
father or mother would find pleasure when their child runs around them with some 
kind of demand, needling them and constantly complaining them about some 
imaginary problem or fear that actually do not exist.]  
 
Oh Lord! If there had been another Lord or Master who was as great and gracious and 
kind as you are (in looking after the welfare and well-being of his servants like 
myself) (tō sōṁ prabhu jō pai kahūm̐ kō'u hōtō)— say, who is so foolish, mean 
and lowly that he would have become emaciated chanting your name day and night, 
uselessly and unnecessarily, bearing all the insults, insinuations and humiliations that 
he has to suffer from in this process (tau sahi nipaṭa nirādara nisidina, raṭi laṭi 
aisō ghaṭi kō tō)?1 

[1Tulsidas says that there is no Lord who is more gracious, kind and generous 
than Lord Ram in this world. If there had been even one such Lord besides Lord Ram, 
then surely those who prefer to suffer and undergo hardships to please the Lord would 
have certainly abandoned him and go looking somewhere else where relief from their 
miseries could be had more easily and conveniently. This is a natural thing to happen. 
 But it is to the credit of Lord Ram that there is not a single Lord or Master in 
this world who can be compared to him, who is as gracious, kind, compassionate, 
merciful and understanding as him.] (1). 
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The elixir of mercy, compassion, benevolence, grace and kindness that I seek from 
you as a gift (kṛpā-sudhā-jaladāna mām̐gibō) is really one of its own kind (i.e. it is 
matchless and unique; its without a parallel) (kahauṁ sō sām̐ca nisōtō).  

Verily oh Lord, my mind, which is like a young chick of the bird called 
‘cātaka’, seeks to drink the nectar-like drop of water which drops from the sky only 
during the presence of the constellation known as ‘svāti’, and which gives this bird 
abounding bliss, happiness, peace and joy (svāti-sanēha-salila-sukha cāhata cita-
cātaka sōpōtō)2. 

[2Here, Lord Ram is the ‘svāti’ Nakshatra which is special configuration of 
stars, the Lord’s mercy and grace is the ‘nectar-like rain water’, and the heart and 
mind of Tulisdas are the ‘chick of the bird cātaka’, which is a cockoo. This bird is 
famed for its love and devotion for this particular constellation in the sky, for it gazes 
skywards and keeps its beak open so that a single drop of dew or rain-water could fall 
directly into its beak during the presence of this constellation so that it can quench its 
thirst. It thrills this bird immensely, and it prefers not to drink any other form of water 
during this period, such as from a pond or fountain, even preferring to die if it could 
not drink a single drop of dew or rain-water during the time the ‘svāti’ Nakshatra 
lasts.] (2). 
 
Due to the some bad or malignant influence of Kaal (time, circumstances) and Karma 
(deeds done by a creature) (kāla-karama-basa), if evil desires do sometimes manage 
to enter my mind as a result of which my mind is diverted from your thoughts and 
gets involved in evil things of this world (mana kumanōratha kabahum̐ kabahum ̐ 
kucha bhō tō)—then this situation is akin to a fish which jumps out of water for a 
fleeting moment, feels sore affright of being suffocated to death, and so it 
immediately falls back into the water which is its natural habitat, and which restores 
its peace of mind and happiness once again (jyōṁ mudamaya basi mīna bāri taji 
uchari bhabhari lēta gōtō)3.  

[3Like the fish that cannot tolerate separation from water, this Tulsidas too 
can't stand separation from you even for a moment, because that single moment is 
enough to agitate me and make me utterly miserable like the fish is for the few 
seconds that it is out of water. So therefore, even if my mind gets distracted for 
sometime and goes pursuing the material things of the mundane gross world, or it 
allows bad thoughts to enter and agitate me, I immediately rectify myself and prevail 
upon my mind to go back to remembering you and chanting your holy name. Being a 
human, this is not something unusual.] (3). 
 
[But I don't think that what I say is absolutely true and honest because—] How can 
anyone narrate the amount of deceit, cunning, pretensions and evil that are in the heart 
(and mind) of Tulsidas (jitō durāva dāsatulasī ura kyōṁ kahi āvata ōtō)4?  

But oh Lord who is so dear to King Dasrath (rāya dasaratha kē)! [This 
refers to the fact that Lord Ram had taken birth as a son of King Dasrath of Ayodhya.] 

People have reaped a harvest in your kingdom even without sowing any 
worthwhile seed or tilling the land (tērē rāja layō bayō binu jōtōṁ)5. 

[4I don’t claim to be a holy and realised person who would be so enlightened 
that he would always remain submerged in your thoughts and do meditation on your 
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holy name and form. I can’t claim that my mind and heart are absolutely pure and un-
corrupt. After all, I am a human being, and so I am subjected to all the shortcomings 
and faults that are characteristic of and inherent in a human. So what’s the problem 
here! I am not shying away from accepting my faults and flaws, but is it not true that 
creatures who are far worse than me have been redeemed by you? Refer: verse no. 
160 in this connection. Also to: verse nos. 158, stanza no. 6, and verse no. 159, stanza 
no. 2.  

5To wit, numerous sinners have got salvation and emancipation without doing 
any worthwhile good deed, solely on the strength of your holy name. Likewise, I am 
sure, I will also get this spiritual reward even though I have neither done nor expect to 
do any worthy thing in my life. 

Here Tulsidas means that one need not do elaborate rituals to attain salvation. 
Lord Sri Ram's holy name is sufficient to provide it to the seeker.] (4). 

 
 
                                            
                                               Lord Rāma’s Generosity  
 
                                             Rāga Sōraṭha 

 
¼162½ 

 
,slks dks mnkj tx ekghaA 
fcuq  lsok  tks  nzoS  nhuij  jke  lfjl  dksm  ukghaAA1AA 
tks xfr tksx fcjkx tru dfj ufga ikor eqfu X;kuhA 
lks xfr nsr xh/k lcjh dg¡ izHkq u cgqr ft; tkuhAA2AA 
tks laifr nl lhl vji dfj jkou flo ig¡ yhUghaA 
lks laink fcHkh"ku dg¡ vfr ldqp&lfgr gfj nhUghaAA3AA 
rqyflnkl lc Hkk¡fr ldy lq[k tks pkgfl eu esjksA 
rkS  Hktq  jke]  dke  lc  iwju  djSa  d`ikfuf/k  rsjksAA4AA 

 
 
                                                  (162) 
 
aisō kō udāra jaga māhīṁ. 
binu sēvā jō dravai dīnapara rāma sarisa kō'u nāhīṁ. 1.  
jō gati jōga birāga jatana kari nahiṁ pāvata muni gyānī. 
sō gati dēta gīdha sabarī kaham̐ prabhu na bahuta jiya jānī. 2.  
jō sampati dasa sīsa arapa kari rāvana siva paham̐ līnhīṁ. 
sō sampadā bibhīṣana kaham ̐ ati sakuca-sahita hari dīnhīṁ. 3.  
tulasidāsa saba bhām̐ti sakala sukha jō cāhasi mana mērō. 
tau bhaju rāma, kāma saba pūrana karaiṁ kṛpānidhi tērō. 4.  
 
Verse no. 162—Who is so generous, liberal, large-hearted and magnanimous in this 
world (like Lord Ram is) (aisō kō udāra jaga māhīṁ) that he becomes full of pity, 
compassion and mercy immediately on seeing those who  are miserable, tormented, 
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sorrowful, meek, lowly and humble, without seeking any service or offering from 
them in return of this favour shown to them (binu sēvā jō dravai dīnapara)1?  

In all sooth and without any gainsay, indeed it is Lord Sri Ram, and no one 
else; truly indeed there is no one like him anywhere in this world (rāma sarisa kō'u 
nāhīṁ)! (1). 

[1Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 28.] 
 
The ultimate destination of the soul (which is attainment of emancipation and 
salvation) that is not easily available even to those who are self-realised and 
enlightened, such as the great and wise hermits, sages, ascetics and mystics etc. by 
practicing penances, austerities, renunciation and other such prescribed paths by 
which one can reach one’s spiritual goal in life (jō gati jōga birāga jatana kari 
nahiṁ pāvata muni gyānī)—that same destination was made available to the vulture 
(Jatau) and Sabari (the old tribal woman) by Lord Sri Ram (sō gati dēta gīdha 
sabarī kaham ̐ prabhu).  

Inspite of this noble, magnanimous and glorious deed, the Lord never kept it 
in his mind nor did he ever mention it to anyone, but rather felt that it was not enough 
and he should have given them something more for them (prabhu na bahuta jiya 
jānī)2. 
 [2Refer: (i) Verse no. 152, stanza no. 8 of this book Vinai Patrika; (ii) Ram 
Charit Manas, Aranya Kand, Doha no. 32 and Chaupai line nos. 1-2 that follow it 
(with respect to Jatau); and Doha no. 36 along with Chanda line nos. 1-2 that precede 
it (with respect to Sabari). 

Tulsidas means here that though the Lord granted such an exalted stature to 
both Jatau and Sabari as attaining ‘Moksha’, or salvation and emancipation for their 
souls, he kept it to himself and never publicised it. These two had no chance of ever 
getting any spiritual reward worth the name because they hadn’t done any 
mentionable meritorious deed in their lives, what to talk of attaining emancipation and 
salvation which is the highest level of achievement a creature can hope for his soul. 
They were sinful, as Jatau was a meat-eating vulture by birth, and Sabari was an 
outcaste tribal women of low birth.  

Inspite of the gracious Lord granting them a magnificent spiritual reward that 
is difficult for even great sages and hermits to get, he felt hesitant and shy because he 
thought it was not sufficient a reward for them, and that he ought to have granted 
them something more.  

Indeed, Lord Ram is so modest and kind in his heart that he never ever boasts 
of his gifts to his devotees and dependants; he does not want to embarrass the 
receipents of his grace by making public what they have received from the Lord.] (2). 
 
The huge wealth and the great realm (of the kingdom of Lanka) which Ravana (the 
demon king) had received as a boon from Lord Shiva by offering his heads ten times 
to the Lord to please him (jō sampati dasa sīsa arapa kari rāvana siva paham̐ 
līnhīṁ)—the same property, the same wealth and the same realm was given to 
Vibhishan by Lord Sri Ram most hesitantly and shyly (as if it was not enough, for the 
Lord thought that Vibhishan should have been given more than this) (sō sampadā 
bibhīṣana kaham̐ ati sakuca-sahita hari dīnhīṁ)3. 
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 [3Refer: (i) Verse no. 152, stanza no. 9 of this book Vinai Patrika; (ii) Ram 
Charit Manas, Sundar Kand, Doha no. 49 and Chaupai line nos. 8-10 that precede it. 
 Ravana had done severe Tapa (penance) to receive blessings of ‘freedom from 
death and Lordship over the demon kingdom’ from Lord Shiva. During the course of 
doing Tapa he had offered the Lord his head ten times, one by one, as sacrificial 
offerings. When he had done it nine times, and was about to do it for the tenth time, 
Lord Shiva was so pleased at his ‘self-sacrifice’ that he appeared before Ravana and 
granted him a boon that he will not only get back his lost ten heads, but would also 
never die if someone severes his head umpteen number of times during a one-to-one 
duel. So it happened that during the war at Lanka, no matter how hard Lord Ram tried 
to kill him by severing his heads by shooting powerful arrows at Ravana, the heads 
immediately grew back again, utterly confounding the Lord. Refer: Ram Charit 
Manas, Lanka Kand, Doha no. 101 along with Chaupai line nos. 1-2 that follow it.  

During the build-up days prior to the epic war of Lanka, Vibhishan had tried 
his best to make his stubborn elder brother Ravana see reason and mend his attitude to 
avoid a ruinous war. But Ravana wouldn’t pay heed. One day when Ravana had 
humiliated his younger brother Vibhishan publicly in full court by kicking him and 
telling him to go to exile immediately because the latter had tried to give sane advice 
to his elder brother to avoid bloodshed by giving Sita back to Lord Ram and make 
peace with him, Vibhishan decided enough was enough, and he came to Lord Ram to 
surrender himself before the Lord and seek the latter’s protection.  

At that time, Lord Ram had warmly welcomed him inspite of grave 
reservations expressed by his advisors who warned the Lord that it was dangerous and 
risky to keep an enemy’s brother in their camp. The Lord however felt that he is 
obliged to give refuge to Vibhishan as the latter was distressed and had come to him 
seeking shelter and protection that the Lord just cannot refuse to anyone, as it was his 
declared vow that he would give refuge and protection to those who come to him 
seeking it, irrespective of who they were and what the situation was that precipitated 
it.  

During the course of preliminary introduction, when the Lord learnt how 
injustice had been meted out to Vibhishan by his own brother Ravana for no fault of 
his, the Lord decided to punish the offender (Ravana) and undo the damage by 
anointing Vibhishan as the next king of Lanka. It was also a gracious gesture on the 
part of Lord Ram to reward Vibhishan for being righteous and pious throughout his 
life, as well as for being the Lord’s ardent devotee who had the courage and the 
perseverance to maintain devotion for the Lord even while living in Lanka, 
surrounded by fierce demons who were avowed  opponents of the Lord.  

This entire story is narrated in Ram Charit Manas, Sundar Kand, from Chaupai 
line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 40—to Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 
50.] (3).    
 
Tulsidas advises his Mana (mind and heart combine; his inner-self) when he says, ‘Oh 
my Mana (tulasidāsa -- mana mērō)! If you wish to have all possible happiness and 
joy in this world, if you wish to feel delighted and blissful in every conceivable way 
(saba bhām̐ti sakala sukha jō cāhasi), then listen to my sane advice: you should 
worship, adore and have abiding devotion for Lord Sri Ram (tau bhaju rāma). The 
gracious Lord, who is an ocean of mercy, kindness and compassion, will surely and 
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without doubt fulfil all your wishes (kāma saba pūrana karaiṁ kṛpānidhi tērō).’ 
(4). 
 
[Note—Tulsidas highlights Sri Ram's mercy, grace, benevolence, benefaction, 
benediction, munificence and magnanimity towards all and sundry, especially his 
devotees, in this verse.] 

 
 

 
Lord Rāma’s Generosity  

 
¼163½ 

 
,dS nkfu&fljksefu lk¡pksA 
tksb  tkP;ks  lksb  tkpdrkcl]  fQfj  cgq  ukp  u  ukpksAA1AA 
lc LokjFkh vlqj lqj uj eqfu dksm u nsr fcuq ik;sA 
dkslyikyq  d`ikyq  dyir#]  nzor  ld`r  flj  uk;sAA2AA 
gfjgq   vkSj   vorkj   vkius]   jk[kh   csn   cM+kbZA 
yS  fpmjk  fuf/k  nbZ  lqnkefga]  t|fi  cky&ferkbZAA3AA 
dfi  lcjh  lqxzho  fcHkh"ku]  dks  ufga  fd;ks  vtkphA 
vc  rqyflfg  nq[k  nsr  n;kfuf/k  nk#u  vkl&filkphAA4AA 

 
 
                                                 (163) 
 
ēkai dāni-sirōmani sām̐cō. 
jō'i jācyō sō'i jācakatābasa, phiri bahu nāca na nācō. 1.  
saba svārathī asura sura nara muni kō'u na dēta binu pāyē. 
kōsalapālu kṛpālu kalapataru, dravata sakṛta sira nāyē. 2.  
harihu aura avatāra āpanē, rākhī bēda baṛā'ī. 
lai ci'urā nidhi da'ī sudāmahiṁ, jadyapi bāla-mitā'ī. 3.  
kapi sabarī sugrīva bibhīṣana, kō nahiṁ kiyō ajācī. 
aba tulasihi dukha dēta dayānidhi dāruna āsa-pisācī. 4.  
 
Verse no. 163—Indeed, in all sooth, and without gainsay, there is only one Lord who 
is the most exalted among truely generous and large-hearted donors (and those who 
bestow grants and boons to seekers) (ēkai dāni-sirōmani sām̐cō)! [Here, the “Lord” 
who is meant to be so magnanimous, benevolent and graceful is Lord Ram.] 

Indeed, anyone who has sought anything from you even once gets his desires 
fulfilled (jō'i jācyō sō'i jācakatābasa) to such an extent that he does not have to 
‘dance again and repeatedly ask for it’ (phiri bahu nāca na nācō) either from you or 
from anyone else. [To wit, a seeker’s wishes are completely satisfied by you. He does 
not feel the need to ask for more. The word “dance” means to do everything within 
one’s ability to try to please someone in order to get some reward or gift.]1  

[1Refer: Verse no. 162 herein above in the context of this verse.] (1). 
 
The gods, the demons, the humans, the sages—all of them are selfish (saba svārathī 
asura sura nara muni). No one gives anything without getting something in return 
(kō'u na dēta binu pāyē)2. 
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Oh Lord of Kaushal (another name for the kingdom of Ayodhya), Lord Sri 
Ram (kōsalapālu)! You are so kind, compassionate and merciful (kṛpālu) that you 
become a ‘Kalpa Tree’, the evergreen tree of the gods which can grant all wishes of 
the seeker (kalapataru), for anyone who comes to you and bows before you, for you 
immediately become sympathetic to him, develop empathy for him and feel pity for 
him so much so that you fulfil all his desires and make him fully contented (dravata 
sakṛta sira nāyē)3. 

[2Every one of them expects some kind of offering, service or tribute in return 
for some favour by way of a blessing or boon that they grant to the seeker. But Lord 
Ram never thinks of it; the Lord rather feels privileged and happy that he could be of 
some help to his devotee and those who are in some kind of need. 

Refer also to (i) Vinai Patrika: verse no. 75, stanza no. 2; verse no. 145, stanza 
no. 6; verse no. 153, stanza no. 2; and (ii) Ram Charit Manas: Uttar Kand, Chaupai 
line nos. 4-6 that precede Doha no. 47; Lanka Kand, Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes 
Doha no. 110. 

3Here, Lord Sri Ram is likened to the Kalp Tree which is the all wish-fulfilling   
tree of the Gods. One does not return empty-handed after asking anything from a Kalp 
Tree. Similarly, Tulsidas says that Sri Ram never allows anyone to go unsatisfied and 
unfulfilled from his door. In fact, the seeker gets more than what he had asked for. In 
this context, see verse nos. 160 and 162 herein above.] (2). 
 
Oh Lord Hari, you have always upheld the traditions sanctified by the Vedas even in 
your other incarnations (harihu aura avatāra āpanē, rākhī bēda baṛā'ī)—such as 
when (as Lord Krishna) you had bestowed huge wealth upon Sudama after accepting 
a humble gift of puffed rice flakes that he had brought for you when he came to visit 
you (lai ci'urā nidhi da'ī sudāmahiṁ), though he was your friend since childhood 
days (jadyapi bāla-mitā'ī)4. 

[4Sudama was very poor, so when he visited Sri Krishna, he could not afford 
anything else except a few fistfulls of rice as gift for the Lord. Sri Krishna was so 
moved and overwhelmed at this humble and simple gesture of his childhood friend 
that he made Sudama one of the richest men on earth. 

It is a custom that when one visits someone he takes some gift along for the 
host. So when Sudama visited Lord Krishna he took a humble gift consisting of some 
rice flakes because he was extremely poor. Normally, a rich man would not pay much 
of an attention if he finds that his guest is a very poor man even if he happens to be 
his closest friend of childhood days. But Lord Krishna ran eagerly to meet and 
embrace Sudama as soon as he heard that his childhood friend has come to meet him. 
Then when Sudama most shyly offered the rice flakes, Krishna ate them and relished 
their taste as if these flakes were the best thing he has ever eaten! After that, Krishna 
could have waited for a day when he would pay a return visit to Sudama when he 
would take costly gifts for him. But no; the Lord felt so moved by Sudama’s plight 
that he decided to reward him immediately on the spot—and that too in an 
imperceptible manner. Lord Krishna did not tell Sudama what he has done for him, 
but when Sudama returned home he was astonished by the lavish wealth that spread 
all around him before his eyes.     

Tulisdas has a great spiritual message here. It is this: Lord Ram is ever willing 
and eager to go out of his way to oblige and help his devotee, but the first step has to 
be taken by the devotee himself. If the devotee approaches the Lord even with a 
humble prayer, rest assured that all his needs and desires would be fully requited and 
fulfilled.  
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This principle applied to Vibhishan and others as well in the story of the 
Ramayan. For instance, Vibhishan had taken the first step to go and meet Lord Ram, 
and then the Lord embraced him most affectionately as if he was the Lord’s own 
brother, and not the brother of his enemy Ravana, the demon king of Lanka. The next 
stanza no. 4 also reiterates this view.] (3). 
 
Whom amongst Sugriv, Sabari, Vibhishan and Hanuman have you not made free from 
all desires so much so that they had nothing more to ask or seek (kapi sabarī sugrīva 
bibhīṣana, kō nahiṁ kiyō ajācī)5?  

[5To wit, you have fulfilled the wishes of all of them. Nay, not only fulfilled, 
but you have given them more than what they expected or deserved. Refer: verse no. 
152-153, 157 (stanza no. 5), 160, 162.] 

Oh a treasury of mercy and compassion (dayānidhi)! Now this Tulsidas is 
being tormented by the formidable demoness symbolised by countless desires (aba 
tulasihi dukha dēta dāruna āsa-pisācī)6.  

[6Hence oh Lord, help me get rid of her by giving me your divine support and 
blessing. As soon as this ‘demoness’ comes to know that I have your blessing upon 
me, she would run away and leave me alone in peace. To wit, all my desires and 
longings would evaporate in thin air as soon as you, Lord Ram, become gracious and 
kind upon me.] (4). 

 
[Note—Tulsidas highlights Sri Ram's mercy, grace, benevolence, benefaction, 
benediction, munificence and magnanimity towards all and sundry, especially his 
devotees, in this verse.] 
 
 
 

Lord Ram gives precedence to Devotion above everything else 
 

¼164½ 
 
tkur izhfr&jhfr j?kqjkbZA 
ukrs   lc   gkrs   dfj   jk[kr]   jke   lusg&lxkbZAA1AA 
usg  fuckfg  nsg  rft  nljFk]  dhjfr  vpy  pykbZA 
,slsgq  firq  rsa  vf/kd  xh/kij  eerk  xqu  x#vkbZAA2AA 
fr;&fcjgh  lqxzho  l[kk  yf[k  izkufiz;k  fcljkbZA 
ju  ijÓks  ca/kq  fcHkh"ku  gh  dks]  lksp  ân;  vf/kdkbZAA3AA 
?kj  xq#x`g  fiz;  lnu  lklqjs]  Hkb  tc  tg¡  igqukbZA 
rc  rg¡  dfg  lcjhds  Qyfudh  #fp  ek/kqjh  u  ikbZAA4AA 
lgt  l:i  dFkk  eqfu  cjur  jgr  ldqfp  flj  ukbZA 
dsoV  ehr  dgs  lq[k  ekur  ckuj  ca/kq  cM+kbZAA5AA 
izse&dukSM+ks  jkelks  izHkq  f=Hkqou  frgq¡dky  u  HkkbZA 
rsjks  fjuh  gkSa  dáks  dfi  lksa  ,slh  ekfufg  dks  lsodkbZAA6AA 
rqylh  jke&lusg&lhy  yf[k]  tks  u  Hkxfr  mj  vkbZA 
rkS  rksfga  tufe  tk;  tuuh  tM+  ruq&r#urk  xok¡bZAA7AA 

 
 
                                                    (164) 
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jānata prīti-rīti raghurā'ī. 
nātē saba hātē kari rākhata, rāma sanēha-sagā'ī. 1.  
nēha nibāhi dēha taji dasaratha, kīrati acala calā'ī. 
aisēhu pitu tēṁ adhika gīdhapara mamatā guna garu'ā'ī. 2.  
tiya-birahī sugrīva sakhā lakhi prānapriyā bisarā'ī. 
rana paryō bandhu bibhīṣana hī kō, sōca hṛdaya adhikā'ī. 3.  
ghara gurugṛha priya sadana sāsurē, bha'i jaba jaham̐ pahunā'ī. 
taba taham̐ kahi sabarīkē phalanikī ruci mādhurī na pā'ī. 4.  
sahaja sarūpa kathā muni baranata rahata sakuci sira nā'ī. 
kēvaṭa mīta kahē sukha mānata bānara bandhu baṛā'ī. 5.  
prēma-kanauṛō rāmasō prabhu tribhuvana tihum̐kāla na bhā'ī. 
tērō rinī hauṁ kahyō kapi sōṁ aisī mānihi kō sēvakā'ī. 6.  
tulasī rāma-sanēha-sīla lakhi, jō na bhagati ura ā'ī. 
tau tōhiṁ janami jāya jananī jaṛa tanu-tarunatā gavām̐ī. 7.  
 
Verse no. 164—Only Lord Sri Ram understands the real meaning and the true essence 
of the laws that govern pure, truthful and selfless form of love, affection and devotion 
that has a spiritual bearing (jānata prīti-rīti raghurā'ī).  

In all sooth and without gainsay indeed, Lord Sri Ram keeps and recognises 
only the relationship, and it is of true spiritual love and devotion that is to the 
exclusion of all other relationships (nātē saba hātē kari rākhata, rāma sanēha-
sagā'ī)1. 

[1Lord Ram gives precedence to the virtues of sincere devotion, undiluted 
affection and true spiritual love for the Lord over all other virtues and merits in the 
creature. If a person lacks these eclectic qualities in him, then no matter how hard he 
tries to please the Lord, he would not be successful even though he may otherwise be 
an excellent person by all other counts. Even the humblest, the poorest and those who 
lack any sort of abilities by which one would usually acquire religious merit in this 
world would be able to become favourite of Lord Ram if such a person has one simple 
quality in him: and it is to have true devotion and affection for the Lord.] (1). 
 
King Dasrath (the worldly father of Lord Ram and the king of the kingdom of 
Ayodhya) had died to uphold his love for Lord Ram, and had thereby established his 
fame for eternity (nēha nibāhi dēha taji dasaratha, kīrati acala calā'ī). But 
compared to the Lord having love and respect for such a loving father as Dasrath, he 
had shown greater filial respect and love, more endearment, more affection, more 
closeness and more affinity in his relationship with a vulture known as Jatau (aisēhu 
pitu tēṁ adhika gīdhapara mamatā guna garu'ā'ī)2.  

[2To wit, Lord Ram had shown greater love and affection and respect for the 
vulture Jatau than he had shown for his own father Dasrath. This is because Jatau had 
immense devotion for the Lord, recognised him as the Supreme Being in a human 
form, and had laid down his life to serve the Lord as compared to Dasrath who 
showed love for the Lord more because the latter was his worldly ‘son’ rather than 
because he was the Supreme Being. Further, Dasrath had died while being the cause 
of bringing much misery in the life of Lord Ram because it was he who became 
instrumental in Lord Ram going to the forest for fourteen long years, while Jatau had 
died trying to bring relief in the Lord’s life by trying to save Sita, the Lord’s wife, as 
she was being kidnapped by Ravana, the demon king of Lanka. 
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 Lord Ram had left Dasrath wailing and lamenting when the latter succumbed 
to the pressure from his wife Kaikeyi, the junior queen, to send Lord Ram to forest 
exile for fourteen years along with his wife Sita and younger brother Laxman. In other 
words, Dasrath had been instrumental in causing untold hardships to his son Lord 
Ram inspite of professing so much love for the latter. In his comparison Jatau had laid 
down his life when he was killed by the demon king Ravana as he tried to save Sita 
from being taken away forcefully by him. 
 Besides this, Dasrath had forgotten in his delusions that Lord Ram was not an 
ordinary human prince born in his family but the Supreme Lord who had come to 
become his son only because in his previous life Dasrath had done severe Tapa to ask 
the Lord to grant him a boon that the latter would become his son so that he could 
love the Lord as a father would his son. In short, Dasrath treated Lord Ram as his 
‘son’ rather than as a personified form of the Supreme Being.  

When Dasrath died, he lamented and grieved for being separated from his 
‘son’ whom he loved so very much and who had now gone to the forest, but he did 
not grieve for being separated from the ‘Supreme Being’ or being instrumental in 
causing so much hardship to the Lord. 

In his stark comparison stood Jatau who had laid down his life to serve the 
Lord’s interests by trying to protect his wife from being abducted by a demon. Then 
when the time to die came, Jatau willingly embraced it because the Supreme Lord of 
the world was standing right in his front, a chance that even the greatest of sages and 
hermits don’t come to get.  

Dasrath ‘loved’ Lord Ram as a father would love his son, while Jatau had 
‘devotion’ for the Lord, and like a true devotee had laid down his life in the ‘service’ 
of the Lord, unlike Dasrath.  

So, what was the result? Dasrath had not found emancipation after death, and 
he became a ‘Spirit’, a ‘ghost’; Dasrath’s soul did not immediately find its eternal rest 
and peace, till much later on when Lord Ram had himself blessed him at the end of 
the war of Lanka. Jatau on the other hand found instant salvation and emancipation 
for his soul as soon as he died.  

The comparison between the fates of Dasrath and Jatau is also stark because 
the former died in a miserable condition and grieving for the loss of Lord Ram, while 
the latter died while lying in the laps of the same Lord as he lovingly caressed the 
wounded Jatau with his own hands and tended to his wounds personally.  

Once again, while Jatau’s last rites were done by Lord Ram himself as 
befitting a son though the former was a lowly and a cadaver-eating vulture by birth, 
Dasrath was so unfortunate and condemned that he missed this golden opportunity of 
being cremated by the Lord though the latter was his own son from the perspective of 
this mortal gross world, resulting in Dasrath becoming a ghost. 

In this connection, the reader is advised to refer to the following sections of 
Tulsidas’ epic narration of the story of the life and time of Lord Ram in “Ram Charit 
Manas” as follows: (a) regarding the incidents leading upto Dasrath’s death—
Ayodhya Kand, from Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 22—to Doha no. 79; 
and from Doha no. 147—to Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 157; (b) 
regarding Dasrath’s soul becoming a ghost and getting final liberation only when 
blessed by Lord Ram—Lanka Kand, Chaupai line nos. 1-8 that precede Doha no. 112; 
(c) regarding Jatau’s good deed, death and instant emancipation—Aranya Kand, from 
Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 29—to Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes 
Doha no. 33.] (2). 
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Seeing friend Sugriv’s agonies and grief at being separated from his wife, Lord Ram 
had all but forgotten about his own sorrows of being separated from his beloved wife 
Sita (who was abducted by Ravana, the demon king) (tiya-birahī sugrīva sakhā 
lakhi prānapriyā bisarā'ī)3.  

Dear brother Laxman lay wounded and unconscious in the battle-field of 
Lanka, but (forgetting him for the moment) Lord Ram was extremely worried about 
the welfare and future of Vibhishan (rana paryō bandhu bibhīṣana hī kō, sōca 
hṛdaya adhikā'ī)4. 

[3When Lord Ram found Sugriv grieving for his wife because he had been 
separated from her as he was forcefully sent to exile by Baali, the Lord had forgotten 
about his own grief of separation from his wife Sita who had been abducted by 
Ravana, and he instead gave priority to do something that would remove the sorrows 
of Sugriv first before worrying how to retrieve his own wife Sita from the demon’s 
clutches. And the Lord achieved this by slaying the latter’s elder brother Baali and 
restoring Sugriv's wife to him. The added bonus that the Lord gave Sugriv was 
anointing him on the throne of the kingdom of Kishkindha from where he was ousted 
by his elder brother. 

4The Lord was upset when Laxman lay gravely wounded in the battle-field of 
Lanka as the Lord feared that without his support it may be impossible to defeat and 
eliminate Ravana, the king of Lanka. In the eventuality where the Lord would be 
unable to defeat Ravana without the help of Laxman, he wondered what would 
happen to the fate of Vibhishan whom the Lord had already promised the crown of 
Lanka. This latter predicament weighed heavily in the sub-conscious mind of Lord 
Ram as he grieved for his wounded brother Laxman. To wit, the Lord was more 
concerned about the uncertain future of his devotee Vibhishan than about the gravity 
of the situation where he will lose his own brother Laxman if he succumbed to his 
wounds, and the pain it would cause to him personally and the family at large when 
he returned to his kingdom of Ayodhya at the end of the forest exile. 

These two incidents are narrated in detail in “Ram Charit Manas” as follows: 
(a) regarding Sugriv—Kishkindha Kand, from Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes Doha 
no. 4—to Doha no. 11; (b) regarding Lord Ram promising the crown of Lanka to 
Vibhishan—Sundar Kand, Chaupai line nos. 8-10 that precede Doha no. 49; (c) 
regarding Laxman’s falling in the battle-field of Lanka—Lanka Kand, Chaupai line 
nos. 7-8 that precede Doha no. 54; and (d) Lord Ram’s grieving for Laxman—Doha 
no. 61 along with Chaupai nos. 1-18 that precede it.] (3). 

    
Whether at home, at the hermitage of Guru Vasistha, at his friends’ homes, or at his 
in-law’s place (ghara gurugṛha priya sadana sāsurē)—wherever Lord Ram ate 
anything by way of refreshment or a snack that is offered to an honourable guest 
(bha'i jaba jaham̐ pahunā'ī), he had always asserted in all these places that the 
sweetness and succulence that he had felt and the taste that he had enjoyed in the 
(ordinary) plums offered to him by Sabari were not experienced ever again by him 
anywhere else (no matter who offered what delicious dish to him) (taba taham̐ kahi 
sabarīkē phalanikī ruci mādhurī na pā'ī)!5  
 [5The Lord praised and clearly hinted that though the plums offered by Sabari 
were not so sweet as the refreshment he was offered to him at the aforesaid places, 
and may be the plums were a bit sour also, but nevertheless he greately relished eating 
them so much so that there is no comparison between the way he enjoyed those plums 
to the countless dainty sweets and other delectables offered to him wherever he was 
invited as a guest, or even when he ate anything in his own home. The Lord declared 
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that he still remembered relishing the plums more than any one or all of these 
refreshments combined. Refer also to verse no. 183, stanza no. 2 of this Book ‘Vinai 
Patrika’. 
 Sabari was an old tribal woman who loved the Lord extremely as if he were 
her beloved son. When the Lord visited her hermitage, she offered him ordinary 
plums, but her devotion and affection for the Lord was so stupendous and pure that 
the Lord relished eating these ordinary plums as if they were the sweetest thing he had 
ever eaten in his life. The Lord wanted to please Sabari as she had nothing better to 
offer. The bitterness of the plums was replaced with the nectar of sweetness of 
Sabari’s love and devotion for the Lord. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Aranya Kand, 
from Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 34—to Chaupai line no. 1 that 
precedes Doha no. 35.] (4). 
 
Oh Lord! When hermits, ascetics and sages start narrating your cosmic and truly 
divine form as the Supreme Being who is formless, attributeless, all-pervading cosmic 
Lord of this creation, the Lord who is the cause and an end of all creation, you blush 
and feel shy to hear yourself being praised so highly, and you bow your head in 
humbleness and modesty (sahaja sarūpa kathā muni baranata rahata sakuci sira 
nā'ī).  

But when lowly creatures such as monkeys (led by their king Sugriv) and 
Kewat (the boatman) call you a ‘friend’ or ‘brother’, you feel proud and obliged to 
them as if you were being honoured or praised immensely in a public forum (kēvaṭa 
mīta kahē sukha mānata bānara bandhu baṛā'ī)6. 

[6The greatness and the glory of Lord Ram lie in the fact that he feels joy at 
being recognised as a friend and a brother of ordinary creatures, those who are simple, 
humble and meek, and not in being praised by learned sages for being the Supreme 
and Almighty Lord of the world.] (5). 
 
‘Oh Brother (bhā'ī)! [Tulsidas addresses the world in general here by calling all those 
who care to listen to him as his ‘brother’.] There is no one in all the three Lokas (the 
three divisions of the world; the heaven, the earth and the nether world) and the three 
time-periods (past, present, future) who can be easily endeared by or remains under 
the influence of pure love and devotion more than Lord Sri Ram (prēma-kanauṛō 
rāmasō prabhu tribhuvana tihum̐kāla na).  

It so happened that the Lord even went to the extent of declaring to Hanuman 
(who was a junior member of the monkey army that helped Lord Ram overcome the 
demons of Lanka), “I am highly indebted and obliged to you” (tērō rinī hauṁ kahyō 
kapi sōṁ)7. 

Say then, who else is there in this world except Lord Ram who can be so 
easily obliged and who would feel so easily grateful for even the smallest of services 
rendered unto him by even the most ordinary and humblest of creatures (aisī mānihi 
kō sēvakā'ī)?’ 

[7Refer: (a) Vinai Patrika, verse no. 100, stanza no. 7; and (b) Ram Charit 
Manas, Sundar Kand, from Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 32—to Chaupai 
line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 33 (when Hanuman had brought the news of Sita 
from Lanka); and Lanka Kand, Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 62 when 
Hanuman had brought the herb which helped to revive Laxman back to life.] (6). 
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[Now, addressing himself, Tulsidas says—] ‘Oh Tulsidas! Even after seeing or 
observing or learning about such a lovable, endearing, affectionate, gracious and 
obliging nature and temparment of Lord Ram, about the Lord’s exemplary virtues, his 
warm and welcoming nature, and his noble characters (tulasī rāma-sanēha-sīla 
lakhi), if devotion does not arise in your heart for the Lord (jō na bhagati ura ā'ī)— 
then surely your mother had wasted her adulthood in conceiving and giving birth to 
you (tau tōhiṁ janami jāya jananī jaṛa tanu-tarunatā gavām̐ī)!8’  

[8Here Tulsidas addresses himself to say that it is worthless for him to have 
taken birth, and it would have been better if his mother had not conceived him at all or 
had aborted him if he did not or could not develop devotion, faith, love and affection 
for Lord Sri Ram.  

To wit, if a person does not have the virtues of devotion and love for the Lord 
God in his heart, then he has achieved nothing worthwhile in this life, and his birth is 
like an animal that only gives pain to its mother at the time of birth and leads a 
meaningless gross form of life in pursuing sensual pleasures till the time death 
overtakes it.] (7). 
 
[Note—Tulsidas highlights Sri Ram's mercy, grace, benevolence, benefaction, 
benediction, munificence and magnanimity towards all and sundry, especially his 
devotees, in this verse.] 
 
 
 

Lord Rāma Shows Favour to the Humble and the Poor 
 

¼165½ 
 
j?kqcj jkofj ;gS cM+kbZA 
funfj  xuh  vknj  xjhc  ij]  djr  d`ik  vf/kdkbZAA1AA 
Fkds  nso  lk/ku  dfj  lc]  liusgq  ufga  nsr  fn[kkbZA 
dsoV  dqfVy  Hkkyq  dfi  dkSui]  fd;ks  ldy  l¡x HkkbZAA2AA 
fefy  eqfuc`an  fQjr  naMd  cu]  lks  pjpkS  u  pykbZA 
ckjfg   ckj   xh/k   lcjhdh   cjur   izhfr   lqgkbZAA3AA 
Loku  dgs  rsa fd;ks  iqj  ckfgj]  trh  x;an  p<+kbZA 
fr;&fuand  efrean  iztk  jt  fut  u;  uxj  clkbZAA4AA 
;fg  njckj  nhudks  vknj]  jhfr  lnk  pfy  vkbZA 
nhun;kyq  nhu  rqylhdh  dkgq  u  lqjfr  djkbZAA5AA 

 
 
                                                     (165) 
 
raghubara rāvari yahai baṛā'ī. 
nidari ganī ādara garība para, karata kṛpā adhikā'ī. 1.  
thakē dēva sādhana kari saba, sapanēhu nahiṁ dēta dikhā'ī. 
kēvaṭa kuṭila bhālu kapi kaunapa, kiyō sakala sam̐ga bhā'ī. 2.  
mili munibṛnda phirata daṇḍaka bana, sō caracai na calā'ī. 
bārahi bāra gīdha sabarīkī baranata prīti suhā'ī. 3.  
svāna kahē tēṁ kiyō pura bāhira, jatī gayanda caṛhā'ī. 
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tiya-nindaka matimanda prajā raja nija naya nagara basā'ī. 4.  
yahi darabāra dīnakō ādara, rīti sadā cali ā'ī. 
dīnadayālu dīna tulasīkī kāhu na surati karā'ī. 5.  
 
Verse no. 165—Oh Lord Raghubara (Lord Ram, the great Lord of King Raghu’s 
line)! Your Lordship’s special quality for which you are so famed, praised, honoured 
and respected (rāvari yahai baṛā'ī) is that you pay more attention and show greater 
respect to those who are poor, humble, meek and helpless as compared to those who 
are rich, arrogant, proud and able (nidari ganī ādara garība para, karata kṛpā 
adhikā'ī) (1). 
 
The Gods became tired of trying various means to please you, but you did not give 
them an opportunity to see your divine form even in their dreams (thakē dēva 
sādhana kari saba, sapanēhu nahiṁ dēta dikhā'ī). [To wit, you did not oblige 
them as they were proud of being all-able and exalted ‘Gods’ who regarded 
themselves as superior from other living beings in this creation.]  

On the contrary, you had established brotherly relations (kiyō sakala sam̐ga 
bhā'ī) with Nishad (the boatman) who was of a low birth, as well as with others who 
were lowly, decitful and dishonourable such as the monkeys (such as Sugriv and his 
companions), the bears (such as Jamvant and his group), and the demon (Vibhishan, 
the brother of Ravana, the king of demons of Lanka) (simply because they were 
humble, meek, lowly, distressed and unpretentious) (kēvaṭa kuṭila bhālu kapi 
kaunapa) (2). 
 
You had wandered in the Dandakarnya forest among and accompanied by hermits, 
ascetics and sages, but you never talked of them and the affection they had shown to 
you (mili munibṛnda phirata daṇḍaka bana, sō caracai na calā'ī)1.   

On the contrary, you always loved to talk about the devotion and affection that 
the vulture (Jatau) and Sabari (the lowly Bhil woman) had for you, and you had 
repeatedly mentioned these events fondly later on (bārahi bāra gīdha sabarīkī 
baranata prīti suhā'ī)2.  

[1You met countless self-realised and wise sages and hermits and ascetics 
while you roamed in the forest; you lived amongst them and had even gone to their 
hermitages to seek their blessings. But you never gave them importance nor praised 
them publicly for their wisdom and spiritual achievements, nor did you make any 
special reference to them later on. You knew that these exalted ones were already 
well-known and respected in the world, and to some degree they were aware and 
proud of their knowledge and spiritual achievements. All these great souls felt 
extremely privileged meeting you and spending some time with you; they had 
showered their love and affection upon you. But you did not give much of a 
weightage to them or their love for you because you never thought it so important as 
to recall these events later on when you recounted your experiences in the forest.  

But when it came to the events associated with the vulture named Jatau and 
the tribal woman called Sabari, you were thrilled and overcome with tender feelings 
for them whenever you remembered later on in life. You never had enough while 
narrating their love and devotion for you. 

3These two were very lowly by birth. In fact, they were no comparison to the 
greatness of the sages, hermits and ascetics whom you met. But you chose to praise 
these two individuals for their devotion and affection for you simply because they 
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were lowly, humble and poor, and they had nothing to show vis-à-vis their spiritual 
achievements or nearness to you except that they loved you and had deep devotion for 
you. They weren’t proud of anything because they didn’t have anything to be proud 
of. So you showed them preference and special favour so they would not feel shy, 
humble and humiliated before others for lack of any worthwhile spiritual merit, and 
could enjoy the same spiritual joy and bliss that the great sages, hermits and ascetics 
got by meditating upon your divine form and repeating your holy name.] (3). 
 
On the complaint of a lowly and wretched dog, you had exiled an ascetic (who was a 
Brahmin) from the city (of Ayodhya) on the back of an elephant to deliver justice to 
the humble dog (so that this animal does not feel that you had not paid attention to its 
complain just because it was a humble animal and the offender was an able ascectic) 
(svāna kahē tēṁ kiyō pura bāhira, jatī gayanda caṛhā'ī)4. 

On the contrary, you chose to rehabilitate the wicked and lier washerman, who 
had cast unsubstantiated aspersions and had made wild insinuations against your wife 
Sita, within the city itself by allowing him to stay there (instead of banishing him for 
his wild allegations and preposterous remarks against your wife), thinking that he was 
one of your humble subjects and he had nowhere to go should you punish him for his 
temerity and audacity for irreverent and impertient to the extreme (tiya-nindaka 
matimanda prajā raja nija naya nagara basā'ī)5.  

[4For the story of the ‘dog’, see a note appended to verse no. 146, stanza no. 5 
of this Book ‘Vinai Patrika’. The Lord sent the ascetic out of the city on the ‘back of 
an elephant’ to show great respect to him because only a king would ride on an 
elephant. He wished to convey the idea that he had nothing personal against this 
ascetic and held him in high esteem by making him sit on an elephant like a king 
while sending him out of the kingdom, but as the King of the realm it was his duty to 
do justice to the dog who complained against the ascetic.   

5For the story of the ‘washerman’, see a note appended to verse no. 152, 
stanza no. 10 of this Book ‘Vinai Patrika’. Although the Lord knew that this evil 
fellow was lieing to the hilt and normally he should have taken him severely to task 
for such grave misdemeanour by punishing him by sending him to exile out of his 
kingdom, but Lord Ram thought that it would be unwise if he did this because then 
the world would assume that since the washerman was weak and humble the Lord 
used his might and authority to shut him up though the Lord felt guilty of some 
misdoings as this washerman had accused him of doing, i.e. of accepting Sita inspite 
of her being immodest and getting corrupted while staying in the custody of the 
demons at Lanka.  

Another reason for Lord Ram forgiving the washerman was that the latter was 
extremely poor and humble, and that he had no malafide intentions when he made 
these accusations against Sita while he was angry with his own wife, because the Lord 
knew one loses one’s sense of bearing and conscientiousness under a spell of wild 
anger.] (4). 
 
[This proves that—] In the court of Lord Sri Ram, it has been an established tradition 
to respect and show honour to the meek, the poor, the humble, the distressed and the 
lowly (yahi darabāra dīnakō ādara, rīti sadā cali ā'ī).  

[Tulsidas says—] ‘Oh merciful and gracious Lord, has no one ever reminded 
you of this wretched, humble and most lowly Tulsidas till now (dīnadayālu dīna 
tulasīkī kāhu na surati karā'ī)? [Tell me Lord, if it is a fact that those who are 
humble and poor, those who lack anything worthwhile in this world to boast of, are 
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welcomed and get due respect in your honourable court, then what is the reason you 
are neglecting me, for am I not one such fellow?]’ (5). 
 
[Note—It would be very interesting to note that the ideas expressed in this and other 
verses which describe the greatness of Lord Ram and his preference for the meek and 
the humble finds an echo in many verses of the Holy Bible. For instance, refer to St. 
Matthew, 5/5, 23/12; St. Luke, 14/11, 18/14.  

Tulsidas highlights Sri Ram's mercy, grace, benevolence, benefaction, 
benediction, munificence and magnanimity towards all and sundry, especially his 
devotees, in this verse.] 
 
 
 
              Lord Rāma’s Benevolent, Merciful and Compassionate Nature 

 
¼166½ 

 
,sls jke nhu&fgrdkjhA 
vfrdksey  d#ukfu/kku  fcuq  dkju  ij&midkjhAA1AA 
lk/ku&ghu nhu fut v?k&cl] flyk HkbZ eqfu&ukjhA 
x`grsa  xofu  ijfl  in  ikou  ?kksj  lkirsa  rkjhAA2AA 
fgalkjr  fu"kkn  rkel  ciq]  ilq&leku  cupkjhA 
HksaVîks  ân;  yxkb  izsecl]  ufga  dqy  tkfr  fcpkjhAA3AA 
t|fi nzksg fd;ks lqjifr&lqr] dfg u tk; vfr HkkjhA 
ldy yksd voyksfd lksdgr] lju x;s Hk; VkjhAA4AA 
fcg¡x  tksfu  vkfe"k  vgkjij]  xh/k  dkSu  czr/kkjhA 
tud&leku fØ;k rkdh fut dj lc Hkk¡fr l¡okjhAA5AA 
v/ke  tkfr  lcjh  tksf"kr  tM+]  yksd&osn  rsa  U;kjhA 
tkfu  izhfr]  nS  njl  d`ikfuf/k]  lksm  j?kqukFk  m/kkjhAA6AA 
dfi  lqxzho  ca/kq&Hk;&O;kdqy]  vk;ks  lju  iqdkjhA 
lfg u lds nk#u nq[k tuds] gR;ks ckfy] lfg xkjhAA7AA 
fjiqdks vuqt fcHkh"ku fuflpj] dkSu Hktu vf/kdkjhA 
lju  x;s  vkxs  àS  yhUáksa  HksaVîks  Hkqtk  ilkjhAA8AA 
vlqHk  gksb  ftUgds  lqfejs  rs  ckuj  jhN  fcdkjhA 
csn&fcfnr ikou fd;s rs lc] efgek ukFk! rqEgkjhAA9AA 
dg¡ yfx dgkSa nhu vxfur ftUgdh rqe fcifr fuokjhA 
dfyey&xzflr  nkl&rqylh  ij]  dkgs  d`ik  fclkjh\AA10AA 

 
 
                                                  (166) 
 
aisē rāma dīna-hitakārī. 
atikōmala karunānidhāna binu kārana para-upakārī. 1.  
sādhana-hīna dīna nija agha-basa, silā bha'ī muni-nārī. 
gṛhatēṁ gavani parasi pada pāvana ghōra sāpatēṁ tārī. 2.  
hinsārata niṣāda tāmasa bapu, pasu-samāna banacārī. 
bhēṇṭyō hṛdaya lagā'i prēmabasa, nahiṁ kula jāti bicārī. 3.  
jadyapi drōha kiyō surapati-suta, kahi na jāya ati bhārī. 
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sakala lōka avalōki sōkahata, sarana gayē bhaya ṭārī. 4.  
biham̐ga jōni āmiṣa ahārapara, gīdha kauna bratadhārī. 
janaka-samāna kriyā tākī nija kara saba bhām̐ti sam ̐vārī. 5.  
adhama jāti sabarī jōṣita jaṛa, lōka-vēda tēṁ n'yārī. 
jāni prīti, dai darasa kṛpānidhi, sō'u raghunātha udhārī. 6.  
kapi sugrīva bandhu-bhaya-vyākula, āyō sarana pukārī. 
sahi na sakē dāruna dukha janakē, hatyō bāli, sahi gārī. 7.  
ripukō anuja bibhīṣana nisicara, kauna bhajana adhikārī. 
sarana gayē āgē hvai līnhyōṁ bhēṇṭyō bhujā pasārī. 8.  
asubha hō'i jinhakē sumirē tē bānara rīcha bikārī. 
bēda-bidita pāvana kiyē tē saba, mahimā nātha! tumhārī. 9.  
kaham̐ lagi kahauṁ dīna aganita jinhakī tuma bipati nivārī. 
kalimala-grasita dāsa-tulasī para, kāhē kṛpā bisārī?. 10.  
 
Verse no. 166—Lord Sri Ram is an unparalleled benefactor and well-wisher of the 
humble, the distressed, the meek, the weak and the lowly (aisē rāma dīna-hitakārī), 
for the Lord has an extremely kind, merciful and gracious temperament and a heart 
that is exceedingly soft, obliging and malleable (atikōmala), he is indeed a treasury of 
the grandest of all virtues such as mercy and compassion (karunānidhāna), and he 
does good to others selflessly, without any apparent cause to do so, or with any self-
interest involved, and without seeking any thing in return, not even as much as a 
formal thanks from the beneficiary of his largesse (binu kārana para-upakārī)! (1). 
 
[Now Tulsidas cites several examples to show how Lord Ram had been extremely 
gracious towards so many souls who were all distressed and in great suffering, and 
had benefited them by granting them boons or rewards that they had never imagined 
in their lives that they would ever get. In this context, the reader is advised to refer 
also to verse no. 215 of this book Vinai Patrika.] 
 
The wife of the sage (Gautam; a reference to ‘Ahilya’), who was humble and devoid 
of any spiritual merit, prowess or means, had become a stone due to her own 
misadventures and sins (sādhana-hīna dīna nija agha-basa, silā bha'ī muni-nārī).
 You had gone all the way to her from your home (Ayodhya) to liberate her 
from her terrible curse and purifying her by touching that stone by your holy feet 
(gṛhatēṁ gavani parasi pada pāvana ghōra sāpatēṁ tārī)1. 
 [1This story is narrated in Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line 
no. 11 that precedes Doha no. 210—to Doha no. 211.] (2). 
 
The Guha-Nishad (the boatman)—who indulged in violence (killing, hunting), had a 
sinful and vile body and wandered in the forest like a wild animal (i.e. as a savage) 
(hinsārata niṣāda tāmasa bapu, pasu-samāna banacārī)—was embraced by you 
due to his affections, regard and pure love for you (bhēṇṭyō hṛdaya lagā'i 
prēmabasa), and you had shown affection to him without even considering about his 
low caste and vile deeds (prēmabasa, nahiṁ kula jāti bicārī)2. 
 [2This story is narrated in Ram Charit Manas, Ayodhya Kand, from Chaupai 
line no. 3 that precedes Doha no. 100—to Doha no. 102; and Uttar Kand, Chaupai 
line nos. 1-5 that precede Doha no. 20.] (3). 
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Though Jayant, the son of Indra, created unwarranted and unprovoked animosity with 
you (Lord Ram) by committing such a grave crime that it cannot be described in 
words (by assuming a form of a crow and pricking Sita with his beak so that she 
bled), a crime that made him unpardonable (jadyapi drōha kiyō surapati-suta, kahi 
na jāya ati bhārī)—yet when he ran around in all the worlds full of utter distress in 
order to hide and seek shelter from the fear of death (by the head-less arrow that you 
had shot at him, and which was pursuing him relentlessly wherever he went to hide 
and escape from its wrath), he found neither any place where he could hide nor 
anyone who would give him protection (sakala lōka avalōki sōkahata). So at last 
when he finally decided to come back to you and surrendered at your holy feet to seek 
pardon and mercy, you had shown exemplary tolerance and forgiveness by excusing 
him and removing his fear of death (i.e. sparing his life) (sarana gayē bhaya ṭārī)3.  
 [3This story is narrated in Ram Charit Manas, Aranya Kand, from Chaupai line 
no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 1—to Doha no. 2.] (4). 
 
The vulture Jatau was born as a bird and partook meat and flesh (of dead animals)—
say, which good or righteous deed, ritual or other means had he done or what spiritual 
merit he had got (biham̐ga jōni āmiṣa ahārapara, gīdha kauna bratadhārī) by the 
good effects of which you had performed his last rites (his funeral or cremation) with 
your own hands like he were your own father (janaka-samāna kriyā tākī nija kara), 
and capped this gesture by giving him emancipation and salvation (a privilege that 
was denied to even your own worldly father, king Dasrath, as well as countless sages, 
hermits and ascetics who had spent their entire lives doing so many sacrifices and 
practicing so many spititual doctrines) (saba bhām̐ti sam ̐vārī)?4 

[4This story is narrated in Ram Charit Manas, Aranya Kand, from Chaupai line 
no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 29—to Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 33.] 
(5). 
 
Sabari was a woman of low caste, ignorant and stupid, who was castigated and 
expelled by the society as well as excommunicated by the Vedas because she violated 
the principles of meritorious life these scriptures have laid down (adhama jāti sabarī 
jōṣita jaṛa, lōka-vēda tēṁ n'yārī). [The Vedas did not sanction any means which 
could lead her to salvation; so she was exiled to spend the rest of her life as a recluse 
in a forest.]  

But realising her predicament, and her true faith, devotion and affection, Sri 
Ram had given her his Darshan (divine viewing) and had liberated her (jāni prīti, dai 
darasa kṛpānidhi, sō'u raghunātha udhārī)5. 
 [4This story is narrated in Ram Charit Manas, Aranya Kand, from Chaupai line 
no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 34—to Doha no. 36.] (6). 
 
When Sugriv, the monkey, was overwhelmed by fear caused to him by his brother 
Baali and came calling to seek refuge/shelter at your holy feet (i.e. when he sought 
your help) (kapi sugrīva bandhu-bhaya-vyākula, āyō sarana pukārī), you could 
not bear the extreme sorrows and miseries of someone who was now one of your 
dependents (refugee, follower, subordinate) (sahi na sakē dāruna dukha janakē) 
and so you had killed Baali even in the face of ignominy and a life-long blame that 
you would get by this act of yours (hatyō bāli, sahi gārī)5. 

[5Baali had not caused any direct harm to Sri Ram, nor any other grave sin 
which deserved such a severe capital punishment as death. The quarrel with Sugriv 
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was a simple case of siblings fighting one another. As for Baali usurping Sugriv's 
wife, the latter did the same thing once he became the king after Baali's death. The 
killing of Baali was an ignominous blemish on Sri Ram for the rest of his life though 
it is true that Baali was granted emancipation and salvation by the Lord when he 
died#. 

This story is narrated in Ram Charit Manas, Kiskhindha Kand, from Chaupai 
line no. 6 that precedes Doha no. 4—to #Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 
11.] (7). 
 
Vibhishan was the brother of the demon enemy Ravana who was a cruel demon by 
birth (ripukō anuja bibhīṣana nisicara); what devotion or worship worth the name 
had he done that made him qualified to receive grace from you (kauna bhajana 
adhikārī)?  

But as soon as he came (as a refugee) at your holy feet, you came forward to 
welcome him and embraced him with open, outstretched arms (sarana gayē āgē 
hvai līnhyōṁ bhēṇṭyō bhujā pasārī)6. 
 [6This story is narrated in Ram Charit Manas, Sundar Kand, from Chaupai line 
no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 38—to Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 50. 
 Refer also to verse no. 215, stanza no. 5 of this book Vinai Patrika where it is 
clearly said that Lord Ram had affectionately embraced Vibhishan as if he was the 
Lord’s own younger brother Bharat.] (8). 
 
The monkeys and bears are so sinful, vile and evil that it is regarded as inauspicious 
and a bad omen even to pronounce their names and think of them during some 
auspicious event or time (asubha hō'i jinhakē sumirē tē bānara rīcha bikārī); but 
oh Lord (nātha), you had made all those sinners pure and respectful (pāvana kiyē tē 
saba).  

It is well documented in Vedas which bear witness to it (bēda-bidita), and 
this is your Lordship’s glory, fame and reputation for which you are so famous 
(mahimā nātha! tumhārī)7. 
 [7Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 1-2 that precede 
Doha no. 18. 
 Refer also to the following verses of this book Vinai Patrika: verse no. 164, 
stanza no. 5; verse no. 193, stanza no. 5;  verse no. 215, stanza no. 6.] (9). 
 
How far can I say (kaham̐ lagi kahauṁ)? There are numerous such distressed, 
miserable and humble ones whose miseries, troubles and tribulations have been 
removed or eliminated by you (dīna aganita jinhakī tuma bipati nivārī)8, but I don't 
know why you have forgotten to show the same mercy and graciousness towards this 
Tulsidas who is overpowered and bound in fetters by the present era known as 
Kaliyug which has shackled and girdled him (Tulsidas) by sins, perversions, evil 
tendencies and so on and so forth that are so typical of Kaliyug (kalimala-grasita 
dāsa-tulasī para, kāhē kṛpā bisārī)? 
 [8Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line nos. 3-4 that precede 
Doha no. 18.] (10). 
 
[Note—Tulsidas highlights Sri Ram's mercy, grace, benevolence, benefaction, 
benediction, munificence and magnanimity towards all and sundry, especially his 
devotees, in this verse.] 
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             Devotion and Worship of Lord Rāma in Vedantic context 
 

¼167½ 
 
j?kqifr&Hkxfr djr dfBukbZA 
dgr lqxe djuh vikj tkuS lksb tsfg cfu vkbZAA1AA 
tks tsfg dyk dqly rkdg¡ lksb lqyHk lnk lq[kdkjhA 
lQjh  lueq[k  ty&izokg  lqjljh  cgS  xt  HkkjhAA2AA 
T;ksa ldZjk feyS fldrk eg¡] cyrsa u dksm fcyxkoSA 
vfr jlX; lwPNe fiihfydk] fcuq iz;kl gh ikoSAA3AA 
ldy n`L; fut mnj esfy] lksoS funzk rft tksxhA 
lksb gfjin vuqHkoS ije lq[k] vfrl; }Sr&fc;ksxhAA4AA 
lksd eksg Hk; gj"k fnol&fufl nsl&dky rg¡ ukghaA 
rqylhnkl  ;fg  nlkghu  lal;  fujewy  u  tkghaAA5AA 

 
 
                                                  (167) 
 
raghupati-bhagati karata kaṭhinā'ī. 
kahata sugama karanī apāra jānai sō'i jēhi bani ā'ī. 1.  
jō jēhi kalā kusala tākaham̐ sō'i sulabha sadā sukhakārī. 
sapharī sanamukha jala-pravāha surasarī bahai gaja bhārī. 2.  
jyōṁ sarkarā milai sikatā maham ̐, balatēṁ na kō'u bilagāvai. 
ati rasagya sūcchama pipīlikā, binu prayāsa hī pāvai. 3.  
sakala dṛsya nija udara mēli, sōvai nidrā taji jōgī. 
sō'i haripada anubhavai parama sukha, atisaya dvaita-biyōgī. 4.  
sōka mōha bhaya haraṣa divasa-nisi dēsa-kāla taham ̐ nāhīṁ. 
tulasīdāsa yahi dasāhīna sansaya niramūla na jāhīṁ. 5.  
 
Verse no. 167—It is very difficult to have true and unadulterated devotion for Lord 
Sri Ram and worship him in the true sense with total sincerity(raghupati-bhagati 
karata kaṭhinā'ī)—it is easy said than done; it is easy to preach about it but a 
Herculean task to practice what one preaches (kahata sugama karanī apāra). Only 
a person who has successfully done it knows the truth of this statement (jānai sō'i 
jēhi bani ā'ī) (1). 
 
If anyone is expert in an art and skilled in a craft, if anyone knows how to tackle 
something no matter how complicated or difficult to handle it is (jō jēhi kalā 
kusala), it is only then that doing that thing becomes both easy and a source of joy for 
him (tākaham̐ sō'i sulabha sadā sukhakārī). [To wit, when someone is skilled in 
doing something difficult or complicated, he would enjoy doing it and not shy away 
from it.]  

For instance, a small fish can comfortably and easily face (i.e. swim against, 
and even cross) the swift currents of river Ganges (sapharī sanamukha jala-
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pravāha surasarī), while a big elephant gets drowned or washed away by the same 
current (for it is not accustomed to living in water and does not know how to tackle its 
swiftly changing manners) (surasarī bahai gaja bhārī)1.  

[1The water is a natural habitat of the fish; it is at home in it. So therefore the 
fish is fully accustomed to the environment of the water, and becomes an expert in 
tackling the rapidly changing behaviour and contours of its natural habitat. On the 
other hand, the elephant lives on solid ground which is able to support its mighty 
weight, so as soon as it enters the water of a river it feels that there is no solid ground 
under its feet which seem to sink under the water, making the elephant lose its balance 
and topple over. Since the elephant does not know how to swim, it it would topple 
over and drown in the swift currents of the river. So while the fish can easily swim 
and survive in the swift current of a river, the elephant would find its grave in it.] (2). 
 
If sugar is mixed with coarse sand particles then it is not possible to separate them no 
matter hard one tries to do it (jyōṁ sarkarā milai sikatā maham̐, balatēṁ na kō'u 
bilagāvai), but a small ant, which knows the secret art of how to separate sugar from 
any mixture, would easily and effortlessly eat the sugar or carry away its particles 
while leaving behind the other component of that mixture (ati rasagya sūcchama 
pipīlikā, binu prayāsa hī pāvai) (3). 
 
A wise and enlightened Yogi (an ascetic who practices meditation and contemplation) 
who has become ‘self-realised’, turns inwards to realise that the entire spectrum of the 
gross visible world is nothing but a manifestation of the ‘Self’ that also resides inside 
his own inner-being as his own ‘self’ that is known as the Atma which is pure 
consciousness, and therefore he is able to visualise the world in his inner-self (sakala 
dṛsya nija udara mēli)—such an ascetic would live in a state of trance obtained by 
perpetual bliss arising out of this understanding so much so it that would make him 
appear as one who is asleep, though he is wide awake (sōvai nidrā taji jōgī)2.  

[2This state of being is actually a state of transcendental existence where the 
ascetic has abandoned the delusions associated with this gross world, with its 
accompanying agitations and confusions, that results in making him calm and serene, 
giving the impression that he is asleep, whereas actually he is wide awake by keeping 
himself aloof from the delusions and all ignorance associated with the external gross 
world unlike a person who remains deeply engrossed in the affairs of this external 
mundane world which creates the impression that he is ‘awake’ while the fact is that 
such an ignorant person is ‘asleep’ as he is out of touch with the reality of existence.]  
 Hence, such a self-realised and enlightened Yogi frees himself internally from 
all delusions caused by the concept of ‘Dwaita’ or duality in creation (atisaya dvaita-
biyōgī), and as a result he personally experiences and enjoys the eternal bliss and 
beatitude that comes with attainment of the supreme state of transcendental spiritual 
existence that is equivalent to access to ‘Hari-pad’, or the highest level of spiritual 
being (sō'i haripada anubhavai parama sukha)3. 
 [3This stanza is based on the eclectic metaphysical philosophy of Vedanta that 
states, inter-alia, that whatever that exists in this creation is caused as a revelation of 
the cosmic ‘Self’ which is pure Consciousness. It is this ‘Consciousness’ that has 
decided for itself that there should be a physical world, and hence if the former so 
wishes, this world would vanish. This is because the gross world is merely a creation 
of ‘wish’ of the ‘Self’, and hence it is illusionary. To treat such a world as being ‘real’ 
and get involved in it is ‘delusion’. To get agitated by such a delusory world’s 
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problems, to find attraction in this world’s charms, to think that this world will give 
peace and lasting happiness or joy is like living in a dream that cannot ever be 
realised. A wise and enlightened ascetic knows these facts, and therefore keeps 
himself away from this world. He practices and learns to experience bliss and 
happiness by meditating upon his own ‘self’, or the Atma which is pure consciousness 
that has the same ‘gene’ as the cosmic Self or the cosmic Atma known as the 
‘Parmatma’ or the Supreme Being. 
 Having thus freed himself from the myriad problems associated with worldly 
delusions which is like living in a restless sleep of dreams (ignorance, illusions etc.), 
such a Yogi becomes peaceful as if he is sleeping blissfully in the ‘deep-sleep state 
(Turiya) of consciousness’. He is freed from the confusions and perplexities caused 
by the concept of ‘Dwaita’ (duality or the two aspects of something that makes a 
person utterly vexed). Obviously he experiences calmness and tranquillity of the 
highest order that comes only with ‘self-realisation and being enlightened about the 
Truth’.] (4). 
 
In this glorious and eclectic state of transcendental existence (where delusions have 
been overcome and bliss, tranquillity and beatitude prevails), there is no trace of sōka 
mōha bhaya haraṣa (sorrows, delusions, attractions, fears and a false sense of joy 
respectively) any time of the day and the night (divasa-nisi -- taham̐ nāhīṁ).  
 It is a perpetual and steady state of calm and blissful existence which do not 
depend upon varying situations and different times (dēsa-kāla taham̐ nāhīṁ). [To 
wit, a Yogi would be able to maintain his equanimity and calmness in all situations, 
and no adversities or favourable circumstances would ever be able to either agitate 
him or make him excited in the least.]  
 Tulsidas asserts that till the time this enlightened state of mind is achieved, it 
is not possible to overcome and rout all doubts, dilemmas, consternations and 
confusions that dominate a person’s mind and intellect (tulasīdāsa yahi dasāhīna 
sansaya niramūla na jāhīṁ). [To wit, it is not easily possible to overcome worldly 
delusions in their entirety if one is not fully enlightened about the Truth.] (5). 
 
[Note :- Stanza Nos. 4 and 5 describe the essence of the Vedantic precepts, 
philosophy and knowledge. They are highly philosophic as well as emperical in 
nature. One must note that this shows that though Tulsidas' main thrust was on 
devotion and worship of the formed variant of the ‘absolute truth’ which is formless, 
macrocosmic, all-pervading and attributeless, yet the poet is neither unaware nor 
neglects the philosophy of Vedanta; infact, on a close analysis of this verse, one finds 
that Tulsidas has laid emphasis—albeit indirectly—on the relevance and highly 
effectiveness of the Vedantic concept of salvation and emancipation. He also brings 
home the point that Sri Ram, whom he worships himself and advises others to do, is 
not an ordinary human, but the supreme Vedantic Lord recognised as and called by 
the name of Sri Ram for easy accessiblity and understanding. This is exactly what the 
Ram Uttar Tapini Upanishad says. This verse would establish that Tulsidas was well 
versed in the wonderful spiritual concepts of Vedanta.] 
 
 
 

Reasons for Miseries 
 

¼168½ 
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tksiS jke&pju&jfr gksrhA 
rkS dr f=fo/k lwy fuflcklj lgrs fcifr fulksrhAA1AA 
tks  larks"k&lq/kk  fuflcklj  liusgq¡  dcgq¡d  ikoSA 
rkS dr fc"k; fcyksfd >w¡B ty eu&dqjax T;ksa /kkoSAA2AA 
tks  Jhifr&efgek  fcpkfj  mj  Hktrs  Hkko  c<+k,A 
rkS  dr  }kj&}kj  dwdj  T;ksa  fQjrs  isV  [kyk,AA3AA 
ts  yksyqi  Hk;s  nkl  vklds  rs  lcghds  psjsA 
izHkq&fcLokl  vkl  thrh  ftUg]  rs  lsod  gfj  dsjsAA4AA 
ufga  ,dkS  vkpju  Hktudks]  fcu;  djr  gkSa  rkrsA 
dhtS  d`ik  nklrqylh  ij]  ukFk  ukeds  ukrsAA5AA 

 
 
                                                    (168) 
 
jōpai rāma-carana-rati hōtī. 
tau kata trividha sūla nisibāsara sahatē bipati nisōtī. 1.  
jō santōṣa-sudhā nisibāsara sapanēhum̐ kabahum̐ka pāvai. 
tau kata biṣaya bilōki jhūm̐ṭha jala mana-kuraṅga jyōṁ dhāvai. 2.  
jō śrīpati-mahimā bicāri ura bhajatē bhāva baṛhā'ē. 
tau kata dvāra-dvāra kūkara jyōṁ phiratē pēṭa khalā'ē. 3.  
jē lōlupa bhayē dāsa āsakē tē sabahīkē cērē. 
prabhu-bisvāsa āsa jītī jinha, tē sēvaka hari kērē. 4.  
nahiṁ ēkau ācarana bhajanakō, binaya karata hauṁ tātē. 
kījai kṛpā dāsatulasī para, nātha nāmakē nātē. 5.  
 
Verse no. 168—If one had true love, affection and devotion for the holy feet of Lord 
Sri Ram (jōpai rāma-carana-rati hōtī), why would he then have to suffer day and 
night from the three types of torments1 that are associated with life in this gross 
mundane and transient world of transmigration (tau kata trividha sūla nisibāsara 
sahatē)? Why would he have to suffer from such severe and exhausting miseries that 
he is being subjected to in his life without any tangible sign of relief or let-up from his 
predicaments (sahatē bipati nisōtī)? (1). 
 [1These three torments are the following—Adhyatmik or those related to his 
spiritual peace and welfare; Adhibhautik or those related to the world and those with 
whom a person has to interact in it; and Adidaivik or problems related to unfavourable 
stars and gods. Refer also: Vinai Patrika, verse no. 17, stanza no. 2; verse no. 81, 
stanza no. 1 etc.]  
 
If the mind gets to taste the bliss that comes with the nectar of contentedness and 
desirelessness even in its dreams (jō santōṣa-sudhā nisibāsara sapanēhum̐ 
kabahum̐ka pāvai), then why would it unnecessarily and aimlessly run like a thirsty 
deer behind the water of the mirage symbolised by the tempting sense objects of this 
material but deluding world (tau kata biṣaya bilōki jhūm̐ṭha jala mana-kuraṅga 
jyōṁ dhāvai)?2 
 [2The ‘deer’ is an animal which lacks wisdom to decide what is true and what 
is false unlike a human being who has basic intelligence to determine what is good for 
him and what is not. When a thirsty animal sees a mirage in a desert it would run 
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towards it thinking that it would get water to drink and quench its thirst, not realising 
that the water seen in a hot desert is merely an optical illusion and it is futile running 
for it. On the other hand, a man who knows basic science would not fall in this trap.  
 Tulsidas means here that a wise man is one who knows that peace and 
happiness comes not by seeking them from the gross material things in this deluding 
world, but in turning inwards and inculcating contentedness. Besides this, one would 
be wiser if he seeks bliss and happiness by having devotion for Lord Ram instead of 
seeking them from the world because it is like seeking water in a desert mirage.] (2).  
 
If one would have duly understood in one’s mind the glories of Lord Sripati and the 
importance of having true devotion for the Lord, if one had enhanced affection for the 
Lord in one’s heart and had worshipped him sincerely (jō śrīpati-mahimā bicāri ura 
bhajatē bhāva baṛhā'ē)—then say, why would he have to go begging from door to 
door like a dog to feed his stomach (tau kata dvāra-dvāra kūkara jyōṁ phiratē 
pēṭa khalā'ē)1?  

[1To wit, if one had sought from the Lord and prayed to him, the Lord would 
be obliged to take care of all his needs and well-being as it is the Lord’s word of 
honour and commitment that he would look after his devotees and those who 
surrender themselves before him. Lord Sripati is the ‘Lord of wealth’ (śrī + pati), and 
so wouldn’t he provide for all of us if he finds that we are dependent upon him? Why, 
just think, would he let his grand reputation in this regard be tarnished and subject 
himself to abject ridicule and scrutiny by not taking proper care of his dependents 
who are his subjects, his devotees, his followers and his subordinates.] (3). 
 
The greedy ones who have allowed themselves to be overcome by worldly hopes, 
desires and expectations are as good as slaves of all for all practical purposes (jē 
lōlupa bhayē dāsa āsakē tē sabahīkē cērē). [They will go to any length to fulfil 
their desires, keeping aside all probity, propriety and righteousness. They would stoop 
to any low and meanness if doing it would satisfy their desires and give them what 
they long for, what they covet. They become an easy target for the selfish world 
which needs such needy persons who would do the bidding of the world in order to 
satisfy their greeds and temptations.] 

On the other hand, those who have vanquished desires, hopes and expectations 
by relying solely on (the strength of) the Lord God are the ones who can be truely 
called the servants (devotees, followers) of the Lord (prabhu-bisvāsa āsa jītī jinha, 
tē sēvaka hari kērē). [Such persons are free from all fetters caused by greed and 
temptations that bind ordinary people to the gross world of material sense objects 
along with its delusions and false charms. Such wise persons are therefore free from 
all miseries and troubles associated with this world because they have no desires and 
expectations from it, and they are just like a free man who is not under any kind of 
bondage.] (4). 
 
Oh Lord! I am pleading and praying earnestly before you because I do not have any of 
the characteristics associated with a true devotee who has devotion, faith and affection 
for you or who worships you (nahiṁ ēkau ācarana bhajanakō, binaya karata 
hauṁ tātē).  

[But oh Lord, I at least do one thing, which is to keep on constantly chanting 
your holy name, day and night. Therefore—] Oh Lord, please show mercy, kindness, 
benevolence and compassion on this humble Tulsidas only because of this one 
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factor—viz. that I relentlessly repeat your divine and holy name (kījai kṛpā 
dāsatulasī para, nātha nāmakē nātē)3. 

[3Tulsidas stresses the importance of Lord Ram’s holy name here. He says that 
even if a person has no other spiritual skills and knows of no other way that can help 
him overcome miseries and problems associated with his life in this world, then the 
easiest and simplest path for him would be to remember Lord Ram and repeat his holy 
name constantly. This simple mean would be sufficient to take care of his spiritual 
welfare, and give him liberation and deliverance from his miseries.] (5). 

 
 

 
Tulasīdāsa pleads with Lord Śrī Rāma 

 
¼169½ 

 
tks eksfg jke ykxrs ehBsA 
rkS  uojl  "kVjl&jl  vujl  àS  tkrs  lc  lhBsAA1AA 
capd  fc"k;  fcfc/k  ruq  /kfj  vuqHkos  lqus  v#  MhBsA 
;g tkur gkSa ân; vkius lius u v?kkb mchBsAA2AA 
rqyflnkl izHkq lksa ,dfg cy cpu dgr vfr <hBsA 
ukedh ykt jke d#ukdj dsfg u fn;s dj phBsAA3AA 

 
 
                                                  (169) 
 
jō mōhi rāma lāgatē mīṭhē. 
tau navarasa ṣaṭarasa-rasa anarasa hvai jātē saba sīṭhē. 1.  
ban̄caka biṣaya bibidha tanu dhari anubhavē sunē aru ḍīṭhē. 
yaha jānata hauṁ hṛdaya āpanē sapanē na aghā'i ubīṭhē. 2.  
tulasidāsa prabhu sōṁ ēkahi bala bacana kahata ati ḍhīṭhē. 
nāmakī lāja rāma karunākara kēhi na diyē kara cīṭhē. 3.  
 
Verse no. 169—If I had been lucky enough that Lord Ram would appear sweet, 
pleasant, kind, dear and lovable to me (jō mōhi rāma lāgatē mīṭhē), then why 
would I have been attracted to the charms of the world because all its famed nine as 
well as six ‘Rasas’ (attractions; charms; temptations) would have seemed sour to me 
instead of the way they appear sweet to me at present (tau navarasa ṣaṭarasa-rasa 
anarasa hvai jātē saba sīṭhē)?1 
  [1The “Rasas” mentioned here in this verse are of two types—viz. (i) the ‘nine 
Rasas’, and (ii) the ‘six Rasas’.  

(i) The ‘nine Rasas’ mentioned here refer to the nine branches in which the 
entire body of classical Indian literature has been classified depending on the genre 
and style of composition of each writing, whether it is prose, poetry or drama. Each of 
these nine Rasas has its unique attraction and charm, and literature is classified either 
as belonging exclusive to one of the Rasas, or of a mixed genre that incorporates more 
than one Rasa.  

The Rasas of literature are categorised into nine types as follows: Sringar 
(description of beauty, glamour, specially physical), Hasya (comedy, funny, satire, 
hilarious), Karuna (pitiful, merciful, sorrowful, mournful), Veer (bravery, valour, 
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courage), Rudra (ferocity, terrible, wrathful, calamitous, vengeance), Vibhatsa 
(repugnance, repulsive, hateful, abhorable, abmoinable), Adbhut (mysterious, 
unknown, strange, beyond imagination) and Shaant (tranquil, peaceful, placid, serene, 
blissful). 

(ii) The ‘six Rasas’ meanwhile refer to the six types of taste of food. These are 
the following: Kadua (bitter), Tikha (biting, smarting), Mitha (sweet), Kasela 
(pungent), Khatta (sour) and Namkin (salty). 

What Tulsidas means is that if a person has devotion for Lord Ram and is 
spiritually enlightened, then he will have no attractions for any of the tempting charms 
of this physical world of sense objects. He would derive so much depth of happiness 
and immensity of joy while remaining submerged in the thoughts of the Lord and the 
bliss that comes by attaining tranquillity that is inherent to this state of existence that 
the charms and attractions of the outside material world would automatically vanish.
 Hence, if a person finds the world charming and its things attractive then 
naturally and obviously he has not tasted the superior nectar-like taste of bliss and 
beatitude, of happiness and joy, of ecstasy and delight that comes with self-realisation 
and devotion for Lord God.] (1). 
 
I have witnessed and experienced personally, as well as have heard of and seen it all 
around me by virtue of my observations during my countless previous births 
(ban̄caka biṣaya bibidha tanu dhari anubhavē sunē aru ḍīṭhē)—that the objects 
and pleasures of the mundane world are deceitful, misleading, illusionary and 
deluding; they trap a creature in an endless cycle of misery, pain, grief, troubles and 
tribulations. They are like cunning tricksters and imposters who pretend to be friends 
of innocent travellers, but rob them of whatever they have2.  

[2To wit, all the material things and sense objects of this world look so 
exceedingly charming and wonderfully alluring that an innocent person falls in their 
trap and gets attracted to them. Once they manage to trap the gullible person, the 
victim is then unable to get out of this vortex which sucks him in its whirlpool of 
miseries, grief, torments and troubles. And this trap is so robust and profound that it is 
well nigh impossible for the soul to break free once it is trapped.] 

The irony is that though I am fully aware of it in my heart and know of its 
consequences in my mind (because I have experienced the horrors of this trap 
personally over countless births and have also witnessed others suffering from it), but 
I still never felt either fed-up or satisfied with the false charms and attractions of the 
material world even in my dreams (yaha jānata hauṁ hṛdaya āpanē sapanē na 
aghā'i ubīṭhē). [Am I not utterly stupid and dumb? Although I know fully well about 
the danger of getting tempted by the world and its sensual attractions, I still greed for 
them, I still covet them.] (2). 
  
But inspite of his great shortcomings, defects and faults, Tulsidas has gathered enough 
courage by relying on (or on the strength of) Lord Ram’s (gracious, merciful, kind 
and benevolent) nature (prabhu sōṁ ēkahi bala), to boldly plead before the Lord 
(bacana kahata ati ḍhīṭhē) as follows: ‘Oh Lord (Ram)! For the sake of upholding 
the sanctity, holiness, glory, fame, divinity and liberating power of your Great Name, 
you have written decrees (gave assurances; made declarations) in favour of so many 
lowly and humble creatures (that they be liberated from the vast ocean of this 
mundane existence and its accompanying horrors and miseries—just because they 
have invoked your holy name when they were in distress, though of course they had 
nothing else to show for themselves as being of any spiritual merit or worthy of 
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consideration for relief). Oh Lord, is it not (nāmakī lāja rāma karunākara kēhi na 
diyē kara cīṭhē)?3’ 

[3To wit, oh Lord, there are legends of ordinary and most humble creatures 
who found peace and liberation from all their worldly and spiritual problems, who 
attained emancipation and salvation just by relying on the strength of your holy name 
though they had not done any worthwhile meritorious deed in their lives that could be 
cited for such great reward. Tell me Lord, is it not so? Well then, if this is the case, I 
have been chanting your name for so long—so, say, am I not entitled for 
emancipation and salvation like others; am I not eligible for your grace and mercy like 
these fortunate creatures. Tell me oh Lord, do I not come under the ambit of your own 
decree, of your own promises, that if anyone says your name and invokes you he is 
bound to get your attention that would ensure his freedom from all miseries and 
troubles, both related to his spiritual life as well as his temporal existence. 

Really, one must appreciate Tulsidas' closeness and bond of affection with the 
Lord, for he has the courage and the audacity to even challenge his Lord Sri Ram and 
almost forcefully demand salvation and emancipation from him based on precedents 
like a lawyer would do in a court of law by citing earlier cases. Indeed, there is a 
remarkable level of devotion and faith in the Lord and his glorious name that are 
expressed here!  

There is no element of fear in Tulsidas’ mind of offending or antagonising the 
Lord by being persistent with his pleas, or appearing to be nagging at the Lord with 
his demands for liberation and deliverance—because Tulsidas is an ardent and a great 
devotee of the Lord, and so he feels confident that the Lord would never take him in 
the wrong light, that he has a sort of ‘right of way’ on his Lord, and that the Lord can 
never ever be angry at him for his constant proddings and pleadings. 

Taken from a broader perspective, all the things said by the great and realised 
saint-poet Tulsidas in this book Vinai Patrika are not about himself but for the good of 
the world at large, for others, like a true guide, so as to show them the spiritual way 
and exorting them to develop the virtues of love, devotion and faith in the Lord God 
for their own good and welfare. Towards this end, Tulsidas employs the method of 
self-criticism and self-appraisal, and of his own experiences and observations of life 
as this method is more convincing. It would show the world how Tulsidas managed to 
find his spiritual peace and liberation inspite of having a humble origin and having to 
face all the hurdles and problems that an ordinary person faces in his life.  

Therefore, this book should be regarded as a simple spiritual guide by anyone 
who feels that he or she would not be able to fulfil or meet the stringent requirements 
as prescribed in the scriptures for attaining liberation and deliverance as well as 
obtaining peace and happiness in one’s life. The path of love and devotion and faith 
for Lord Ram (i.e. the Lord God) as shown by Tulsidas is the easiest and the most 
convenient of all the known spiritual paths, of all the prescribed methods for one’s 
own good and welfare from which one has a choice to pick and follow. Tulsidas has 
done the ground work for all spiritual aspirants and offered them the remedy virtually 
on a platter.] (3).   
 
 
                             
                                      Regret at Lack of Devotion 

 
¼170½ 
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;ksa eu dcgw¡ rqefga u ykX;ksA 
T;ksa  Ny  Nk¡fM+  lqHkko  fujarj  jgr  fc"k;  vuqjkX;ksAA1AA 
T;ksa  fprbZ  ijukfj]  lqus  ikrd&iziap  ?kj&?kjdsA 
R;ksa  u  lk/kq]  lqjlfj&rjax&fujey  xquxu  j?kqcjdsAA2AA 
T;ksa  uklk  lqxa/kjl&cl]  jluk  iVjl&jfr  ekuhA 
jke&izlkn&eky twBu yfx R;ksa u yyfd yypkuhAA3AA 
panu&pancnfu&Hkw"ku&iV  T;ksa  pg  ik¡oj  ijL;ksA 
R;ksa j?kqifr&in&inqe&ijl dks ruq ikrdh u rjL;ksAA4AA 
T;ksa lc Hkk¡fr dqnso dqBkdqj ls;s ciq cpu fg;s gw¡A 
R;ksa u jke lqd`rX; ts ldqpr ld`r izuke fd;s gw¡AA5AA 
papy  pju  yksHk  yfx  yksyqi  }kj&}kj  tx  ckxsA 
jke&lh;&vkJefu  pyr  R;ksa  Hk;s  u  Jfer  vHkkxsAA6AA 
ldy  vax  in&fceq[k  ukFk  eq[k ukedh vksV ybZ gSA 
gS  rqyflfga  ijrhfr  ,d  izHkq&ewjfr  d`ikebZ gSAA7AA 

 
 
                                                  (170) 
 
yōṁ mana kabahūm̐ tumahiṁ na lāgyō. 
jyōṁ chala chām̐ḍi subhāva nirantara rahata biṣaya anurāgyō. 1.  
jyōṁ cita'ī paranāri, sunē pātaka-prapan̄ca ghara-gharakē. 
tyōṁ na sādhu, surasari-taraṅga-niramala gunagana raghubarakē. 2.  
jyōṁ nāsā sugandharasa-basa, rasanā paṭarasa-rati mānī. 
rāma-prasāda-māla jūṭhana lagi tyōṁ na lalaki lalacānī. 3.  
candana-candabadani-bhūṣana-paṭa jyōṁ caha pām̐vara parasyō. 
tyōṁ raghupati-pada-paduma-parasa kō tanu pātakī na tarasyō. 4.  
jyōṁ saba bhām̐ti kudēva kuṭhākura sēyē bapu bacana hiyē hūm̐. 
tyōṁ na rāma sukṛtagya jē sakucata sakṛta pranāma kiyē hūm̐. 5.  
can ̄cala carana lōbha lagi lōlupa dvāra-dvāra jaga bāgē. 
rāma-sīya-āśramani calata tyōṁ bhayē na śramita abhāgē. 6.  
sakala aṅga pada-bimukha nātha mukha nāmakī ōṭa la'ī hai. 
hai tulasihiṁ paratīti ēka prabhu-mūrati kṛpāma'ī hai. 7.  
 
Verse no. 170—[Oh my Lord Ram, I sincerely regret that—] My Mana (mind and 
heart combined) has never concentrated or sincerely thought of you in the same way 
(yōṁ mana kabahūm̐ tumahiṁ na lāgyō) as it indulges whole heartedly, faithfully 
and as a matter of habit in the pleasures of the senses and their objects in the 
mundane, gross and materialistic world (jyōṁ chala chām̐ḍi subhāva nirantara 
rahata biṣaya anurāgyō) (1). 
 
Like the way I wander about glancing lustfully and passionately at women, and listen 
to useless gossip and worthless tattle pertaining to the problems and domestic affairs 
of different households (jyōṁ cita'ī paranāri, sunē pātaka-prapan ̄ca ghara-
gharakē), I had never had the time or an inclination for having a company of saints, 
nor did I spend some precious time to hear the virtuous glories of Lord Sri Ram, 
which are like the purifying currents of holy river Ganges, being narrated somewhere 
(tyōṁ na sādhu, surasari-taraṅga-niramala gunagana raghubarakē)1. 
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 [1To wit, I could find time for and interest in pursuing women or listening to 
worldly talks, but I did not have time or the interest for saints or for hearing the 
narration of the holy stories of Lord Ram. How sorry I am, how unfortunate I am, and 
how regretful it is!] (2). 
 
Like the manner in which the nose is accustomed to be enchanted or attracted by the 
sweet fragrances and scents of different kinds in this world (jyōṁ nāsā 
sugandharasa-basa), and the tongue loves to enjoy the six types of tastes of food 
(rasanā paṭarasa-rati mānī) [see verse no. 169], never has once the nose got 
attracted towards the fragrance of flowers from a garland that has been offered to the 
Lord, and neither has the tongue any desire to taste the Prasad (food offerd to the 
Lord) with the same eagerness and zest with which they are attracted by worldly 
things (rāma-prasāda-māla jūṭhana lagi tyōṁ na lalaki lalacānī)2. 
 [2The nose is naturally attracted to pleasant smell such as the sweet fragrance 
of flowers, but how nice and spiritually rewarding would it had been if the same 
natural habit of the nose was diverted to enjoy the fragrance emanating from the 
flowers of a garland that has been offered to the Lord God instead of finding 
attraction in garlands that are used for decoration and other worldly purposes.  
 The same thing applies to the tongue. It is accustomed to savour the taste of 
different dishes that one eats at home or outside, say in a restaurant, but the same 
tongue does not seem to enjoy the food that is offered to the deity and distributed as 
‘Prasad’, for it finds it bland and tasteless.  
 What essentially is meant here is that if one is careful and conscientious, one 
can divert the ordinary and natural urges of the body and its different sense organs for 
his long term spiritual good instead of letting their energy and effort made by them go 
in waste by pursuing the world for self-gratification.] (3).  
 
Like the way this mean and lowly body is so eager and longing to touch and enjoy the 
scent of sandalwood, the sensual pleasure derived by contact of a glamorous woman 
(“candabadani”; a woman who is glamorous and sensual, and beautiful like the 
Moon), and the pleasure obtained by wearing beautiful ornament and the comfort got 
by wearing clothes that are soft and delicate (candana-candabadani-bhūṣana-paṭa 
jyōṁ caha pām̐vara parasyō)—the same body has never shown similar eagerness, 
similar earnestness, similar desire and zeal to touch the holy lotus-feet of Lord Sri 
Ram (tyōṁ raghupati-pada-paduma-parasa kō tanu pātakī na tarasyō)3. 
 [3The body likes to feel the pleasure and the thrill of touching sensual objects, 
things that seem pleasant and comforting and exciting, such as soft paste of 
sandalwood, a beautiful woman, costly ornaments and wonderful clothes, but 
regrettably it does not find any charm in touching the holy feet of the Lord God! Had 
it done so, it would have purified its self of all impurities that have got stuck to it by 
virtue of its indulgences in this gross world, resulting in all its miseries and sufferings 
that cause so much of grief to the creature being eliminated.] (4). 
 
Like the way I had been sincerely serving, with all the strength of my body, my mind 
and my words, the various Gods of all denominations (referring to the countless gods 
of the pantheon that I have been paying obeisance to in my life, even the demi-gods 
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who were malignant and malevolent, or those so-called gods who are not even worthy 
to be called ‘God’ at all), as well as worldly lords and masters who were wicked, 
selfish and cruel (jyōṁ saba bhām̐ti kudēva kuṭhākura sēyē bapu bacana hiyē 
hūm̐)—regrettably, I had never done that kind of service to Lord Sri Ram who would 
have regarded himself as being indebted and obliged to me for it; Lord Ram would 
have felt grateful to me if I had done for the Lord only a fraction of that service which 
I had done for other gods and worldly lords. Verily and in all sooth, the merciful and 
gracious Lord Ram would have felt shy and humbled out of modesty as soon as I 
would have merely bowed my head before him (tyōṁ na rāma sukṛtagya jē 
sakucata sakṛta pranāma kiyē hūm̐)4. 

[4Tulsidas says that a creature wastes his time and energy in trying to appease 
so many deities and masters in order to fulfil his mundane wishes. He tries hard and 
bends almost backwards, falls on his knees and prostrates himself before them, but 
these gods and masters are all selfish and they only exploit the creature’s suffering 
and compulsions by forcing him to do their bidding. These gods and worldly lords 
demand more and more of praises, offerings, services and commitments from the 
distressed creature in an exploitative manner.  

On the other hand if a desirous person approaches Lord Ram and just bows 
before the Lord, he would be surprised to see that the Lord is ever-ready to go out of 
his way to fulfil all his wishes selflessly, and give him more than what he expects. 
Lord Ram does not like appeasements, pamperings and praises being heaped upon 
him for getting favourable towards any creature like is the habit with other gods and 
lords of this world. But the irony is that a suffering person would rather serve other 
gods and beg before worldly lords and masters instead of surrendering before Lord 
Ram.] (5). 

 
Like the way these restless feet of mine had become weary by greedily and wistfully 
roaming from door to door to beg and got kicked in the process (i.e. I was humiliated, 
insulted, censored, reproached and rebuked everywhere, but I never got tired of going 
here and there seeking from the world) (can ̄cala carana lōbha lagi lōlupa dvāra-
dvāra jaga bāgē)—it had never tired itself by visiting holy places associated with 
Lord Sri Sita-Ram even in its dreams (i.e. I had never even dreamt of going on a 
pilgrimage) (rāma-sīya-āśramani calata tyōṁ bhayē na śramita abhāgē)5. 
 [5Tulsidas means that a person goes everywhere for his livelihood, for 
fulfilment of worldly obligations or even for recreation, but rarely will a person find 
time to go on a pilgrimage to a holy place.] (6). 
 
Oh Lord, in this way all the units of my body are opposed to your holy feet (sakala 
aṅga pada-bimukha nātha). [To wit, I have never used my body to serve and 
worship you. All the time and energy of the sense organs of my body were spent in 
self-gratification and seeking comfort from the respective sense objects of the world.] 
 But fortunately for me there is one wonderful exception, and it has come to 
my rescue. [What is it?] It is only this mouth of mine that I can now rely upon as a 
last refuge when all other sense organs of my body have betrayed me. For in all sooth, 
it is through this ‘mouth’ that I have managed to utter your holy name and plead 
before you that I have come to seek refuge and shelter at your holy feet (ēka mukha 
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nāmakī ōṭa la'ī hai) as I have a firm conviction and faith that your divine form is an 
embodiment of mercy, grace, benevolence, compassion and kindness (hai tulasihiṁ 
paratīti ēka prabhu-mūrati kṛpāma'ī hai)6. 
 [6Tulsidas means that he has firm belief that Lord Ram is so merciful and kind 
that inspite of knowing that a creature has used his body in serving the world, in self-
gratification, and doing nothing that is spiritually meritorious, yet if he invokes Lord 
Ram’s glorious name and seeks pardon from the Lord for all his mischief and 
transgressions in life, the Lord is more than willing to accept such a creature.] (7). 
 
 

Tulasīdāsa’ Humility 
 

¼171½ 
 
dhtS eksdks tetkrukebZA 
jke! rqels lqfp lqân lkfgcfga] eSa lB ihfB nbZAA1AA 
xjHkckl nl ekl ikfy firq&ekrq&:i fgr dhUgksaA 
tM+fga fccsd] lqlhy [kyfga] vijkf/kfga vknj nhUgksaAA2AA 
diV djkSa varjtkfegq¡ lksa] v?k C;kidfga nqjkokSaA 
,slsgq dqefr dqlsod ij j?kqifr u fd;ks eu ckckSaAA3AA 
mnj HkjkSa fdadj dgkb csaP;kS fc"k;fu gkFk fg;ks gSA 
eksls capd dks d`ikyq Ny Nk¡fM+ dS Nksg fd;ks gSAA4AA 
iy&iyds midkj jkojs tkfu cwf> lqfu uhdsA  
fHk|ks u dqfylgq¡ rs dBksj fpr dcgq¡ izse fl;&ihdsAA5AA 
Lokehdh  lsod&fgrrk  lc]  dNq  fut  lkb¡&nzksgkbZA 
eSa efr&rqyk rkSfy ns[kh Hkb esjsfg fnfl x#vkbZAA6AA 
,rsgq ij fgr djr ukFk esjks] dfj vk;s] v# dfjgSaA 
rqylh  viuh  vksj  tkfu;r  izHkqfg  dukSM+ks  HkfjgSaAA7AA 

 
 
                                                    (171) 
 
kījai mōkō jamajātanāma'ī. 
rāma! tumasē suci suhṛda sāhibahiṁ, maiṁ saṭha pīṭhi da'ī. 1.  
garabhabāsa dasa māsa pāli pitu-mātu-rūpa hita kīnhōṁ. 
jaṛahiṁ bibēka, susīla khalahiṁ, aparādhihiṁ ādara dīnhōṁ. 2.  
kapaṭa karauṁ antarajāmihum̐ sōṁ, agha byāpakahiṁ durāvauṁ. 
aisēhu kumati kusēvaka para raghupati na kiyō mana bābauṁ. 3.  
udara bharauṁ kiṅkara kahā'i bēn ̄cyau biṣayani hātha hiyō hai. 
mōsē ban̄caka kō kṛpālu chala chām̐ḍi kai chōha kiyō hai. 4.  
pala-palakē upakāra rāvarē jāni būjhi suni nīkē.  
bhidyō na kulisahum̐ tē kaṭhōra cita kabahum ̐ prēma siya-pīkē. 5.  
svāmīkī sēvaka-hitatā saba, kachu nija sā'im̐-drōhā'ī. 
maiṁ mati-tulā tauli dēkhī bha'i mērēhi disi garu'ā'ī. 6.  
ētēhu para hita karata nātha mērō, kari āyē, aru karihaiṁ. 
tulasī apanī ōra jāniyata prabhuhi kanauṛō bharihaiṁ. 7.  
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Verse no. 171—Oh Lord Sri Ram (rāma)! You would be right if you order that I 
suffer from torments and miseries that are equivalent to hell (kījai mōkō 
jamajātanāma'ī) because I am so wicked and wretched, and ungrateful as well, as I 
have turned my back to a Lord (maiṁ saṭha pīṭhi da'ī) who is so benevolent, so 
merciful, so gracious, so dear, so friendly, so accommodating, so pure-hearted, and 
such a selfless well-wisher as you are (tumasē suci suhṛda sāhibahiṁ) (1). 
 
How much care had you taken of me for ten long months I had been in the womb (of 
my mother) by sustaining and protecting me there (garabhabāsa dasa māsa pāli--- 
hita kīnhōṁ) as if you were my true father and mother (pitu-mātu-rūpa). [To wit oh 
Lord, I would have certainly suffocated to death in that stinking cell of the womb had 
you not taken care of me, if you had not provided me with nourishment and courage 
to cope with the dark gloomy horrors of the womb.]1 

I was born an inherently dull-headed and dumb-witted person, but you had 
been kind to give me the gift of wisdom and knowledge (jaṛahiṁ bibēka).   

Not only this, you had so graciously taught me noble qualities, excellent 
virtues, modesty, civility and decency though I was so wicked and like a virtual rogue 
who was totally unfit for them or learn their fine nuances (susīla khalahiṁ).  

In brief, I was a culprit who was convicted of so much wickedness and a sinful 
person who had no tinge of goodness in me, but still you had been so exceedingly 
gracious and magnanimous that you had shown so much favour and honour to me 
(aparādhihiṁ ādara dīnhōṁ)2. 

[1Refer: Verse no. 136, stanza nos. 1-4 of this book Vinai Patrika that 
describes the horrors of the womb. 

2To wit, inspite of all my faults and shortcomings, you had accepted me and 
shown your grace upon me. I was certainly sinful and dumb because I must have done 
unrighteous things in my previous life that forced me to land in the stinking hell of my 
mother’s womb. I cried and wailed there, and had promised you that if you free me 
from this hell I would serve you through my life. But once I came out into this 
colourful world, I forgot all my promises and assertions. I reverted to my old wicked 
ways. But you were so kind that you prodded me and nudged me forward onto the 
right path of having devotion for you and take the shelter of your merciful holy 
name—to ensure that this innocent child of yours would not land in another hell the 
next time. Refer: Verse no. 136, stanza nos. 4-5.] (2). 

 
Woe to me that I act smart with such a gracious Lord (as Sri Ram) who is all-
knowing, omniscient, all-pervading and omnipresent (byāpakahiṁ; antarajāmihum ̐ 
sōṁ) by trying to deceive him (kapaṭa karauṁ) by concealing my extensive evil 
doings and my hoard of sins from him (agha byāpakahiṁ durāvauṁ).  

But oh Lord Raghupati, glory to you and thank you so much that you had not 
shown any annoyance, irritation or indignation towards (raghupati na kiyō mana 
bābauṁ) such a mean-minded, wicked, lowly and wretched servant (follower, 
devotee, refugee, subordinate) of yours like me (aisēhu kumati kusēvaka para) (3). 
 
I feed my stomach pretending to be your servant (or devotee; follower—udara 
bharauṁ kiṅkara kahā'i)3, but I have sold my heart (my inner-self) in the hands of 
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pleasures of the sense objects of this materialistic gross world (bēn ̄cyau biṣayani 
hātha hiyō hai)4.  

[3Refer: Verse nos. 41, 76, 109, 141 of this Book ‘Vinai Patrika’. 
4To wit, if a person is truthfully a devotee of the Lord, he is not expected to be 

indulgent in the material charms of this gross world of sensual pleasures. He derives 
such immensity of bliss and joy in having devotion for Lord Ram and is deemed to be 
spiritually elevated sufficiently enough to treat the world’s temptations as being 
worthless. But if a person calls himself a devotee of the Lord God on the one hand, 
and on the other hand runs after the pleasures of the world and seeks self-gratification 
from them then surely he is trying to cheat the Lord and the people of the world by 
pretending to be the Lord’s devotee.]    

But inspite of my evilness, my wickedness, my transgressions, my travesty, 
my misdemeanours, my pretensions, my cunning, my turpitude, deception and 
trickery (mōsē ban̄caka kō), oh merciful and benevolent Lord (kṛpālu), you had 
shown such grace and kindness towards me, you have extended your protective 
shadow on me without any strings attached or expectations from me, and you have 
done it with sincerity and honesty (chala chām̐ḍi kai chōha kiyō hai). [To wit, you 
have not paid me in the same coin that I have used—i.e. you have not pretended to be 
my patron Lord and given me false hope of protection like the way I have been 
dodging you by pretending to be your devotee and servant while expecting fulfilment 
of wishes and seeking my basic needs as well as joy and comfort from this world. 
Besides this, instead of getting annoyed with me and punishing me for my wickeness, 
you have shown the highest level of kindness, forgiveness and mercy upon me! 
Indeed, you are a ‘Great Lord’.] (4). 
 
Woe betide me and shame to me that inspite of being fully aware of, inspite of having 
realised and having heard of (jāni būjhi suni nīkē) the great favours, the kindness, 
the mercy, the grace and the benediction that my Lord (Sri Ram) has always and 
consistently shown towards me (pala-palakē upakāra rāvarē), my mind is so 
pervert, so arrogant, so stubborn and so head-strong as if it was made of Vajra, the 
hardest thing in existence (bhidyō na kulisahum̐ tē kaṭhōra cita), that it could 
never be pierced (i.e. affected, influenced, induced, overcomed) by the virtues of love 
and affection for the beloved Lord of Janki (Sri Ram) (kabahum̐ prēma siya-pīkē).
 [To wit, despite the fact that I am aware of how nice and gracious you have 
been to me, I still do not have sufficient devotion for you; my mind and heart still do 
not have love and affection for you; I am still not faithful and sincere towards you. I 
still love the world instead of loving you. I devote my energy in running after the 
world inspite of taking a small step towards Lord Ram inspite of knowing that the 
Lord would go out of his way to help and bless me by overlooking all my evilness and 
shortcomings. How foolish and ungrateful I am!!] (5). 
 
When I put all the kindness, the graciousness and the tenderness of feelings that the 
Lord has for his servants (devotees) (svāmīkī sēvaka-hitatā saba) on one side of a 
scale and weighed it against a small bit or a fraction of my own treachery, wickedness 
and misdemeanours (kachu nija sā'im̐-drōhā'ī) by using the weighing scale of my 
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intellect, judgement and discrimination (dēkhī maiṁ mati-tulā tauli), I saw or found 
that the scale tipped heavily on my side (bha'i mērēhi disi garu'ā'ī)5.   

[5To wit, my evil character, wickedness, turpitude and sins, even when I tried 
to dismiss them as being very small and inconsequential, proved to be heavier and 
graver than the huge lot of the Lord's grace and kindness that he shows towards me 
and other devotees of his. It is like weighing a huge bundle of fluffy cotton against a 
piece of solid lead or a ball of iron; the scale would be easily tipped by the latter 
though it is smaller in dimension.]  (6). 
 
Inspite of this oh Lord (ētēhu para), you have been always doing good to me (kari 
āyē), are even doing it at present (hita karata nātha mērō), and shall continue to do 
so in the future as well (aru karihaiṁ).  

As for me, this Tulsidas knows well enough (tulasī apanī ōra jāniyata) that 
you are the only one who will sustain him though he is burried under your obligations 
(prabhuhi kanauṛō bharihaiṁ). [This is because you are such a graceful Lord that 
you do not exploit the advantage of being a creditor of your devotees, but instead 
become more kind towards them so that they don’t feel embarrassed or shy, thinking 
that it is your responsibility to make them feel at home and easy, not to let them feel 
humiliated at all, and to treat them as your ward who are in need of your help and 
mercy. This temperament of Lord Sri Ram is Tulsidas' only source of succour, hope 
and refuge.] (7). 

 
 

 
Would I'll ever be good? 

 
(The Character of a Saint) 

 
¼172½ 

 
dcgq¡d gkSa ;fg jgfu jgkSaxksA 
Jhj?kqukFk&d`ikyq&d`ik   rsa   lar&lqHkko   xgkSaxksAA1AA 
tFkkykHk  larks"k  lnk]  dkgw  lksa  dNq  u  pgkSaxksA 
ij&fgr&fujr fujarj] eu Øe cpu use fucgkSaxksAA2AA 
i#"k cpu vfr nqlg Jou lqfu rsfg ikod u ngkSaxksA 
fcxr eku] le lhry eu] ij&xqu ufga nks"k dgkSaxksAA3AA 
ifjgfj nsg&tfur fpark] nq[k&lq[k lecqf) lgkSaxksA 
rqyflnkl izHkq ;fg iFk jfg] vfcpy gfj&Hkxfr ygkSaxksAA4AA 

 
 
                                                    (172) 
 
kabahum̐ka hauṁ yahi rahani rahauṅgō. 
śrīraghunātha-kṛpālu-kṛpā tēṁ santa-subhāva gahauṅgō. 1.  
jathālābha santōṣa sadā, kāhū sōṁ kachu na cahauṅgō. 
para-hita-nirata nirantara, mana krama bacana nēma nibahauṅgō. 2.  
paruṣa bacana ati dusaha śravana suni tēhi pāvaka na dahauṅgō. 
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bigata māna, sama sītala mana, para-guna nahiṁ dōṣa kahauṅgō. 3.  
parihari dēha-janita cintā, dukha-sukha samabud'dhi sahauṅgō. 
tulasidāsa prabhu yahi patha rahi, abicala hari-bhagati lahauṅgō. 4.  
 
Verse no. 172—[This verse essentially describes the glorious virtues of true saints and 
pious people.] 
 
Will I ever live a righteous, noble, exemplary and worthwhile life (kabahum̐ka 
hauṁ yahi rahani rahauṅgō)? Will I ever adopt,  by the grace and mercy of Sri 
Ram (Raghunath) (śrīraghunātha-kṛpālu-kṛpā tēṁ), the auspicious temperament 
and excellent characteristics of true and pious saints (santa-subhāva gahauṅgō)? 
(1). 
 
Would I be always contented with whatever I get (jathālābha santōṣa sadā), and 
would not expect or desire anything form anyone (Gods or humans) ever (kāhū sōṁ 
kachu na cahauṅgō).  

I shall always spend my time (i.e. involve myself) in the welfare of others and 
doing good to them (para-hita-nirata nirantara).  

I shall follow the various ‘Yam-Niyam’ with my mind, speech and deeds 
(mana krama bacana nēma nibahauṅgō)1.  

[1The 10 Yam-Niyam are the codes of conduct as prescribed in the scriptures 
for personal behaviour. These are the laws, regulations, restraints and various controls 
that a person is expected to practice in his or life. They are the following :- Ahinsa 
(non-violence, abstinence from killing), Satya (truthfulness), Asteya (non-stealing), 
Brahamacharya (celibacy; restraint of the sense organs, specially the genitals, but by 
extension all the sense organs such as speech, thought, eyes, touch, ears can be also 
involved in laschiviousness and lust), Aparigraha (non-accumulation or hoarding), 
Saucha (cleanliness), Santosh (contentedness, satisfaction), Tap (penance, austerities), 
Swadhaya (self-study of scriptures) and Ishwar-Pranidhan (deep devotion or 
concentration of mind on the Lord God).  

See also verse no. 58, stanza no. 6.] (2). 
 
I shall not burn in the fire of anger and revenge inspite of hearing provocative words 
which are offending, insulting and intolerably harsh (paruṣa bacana ati dusaha 
śravana suni tēhi pāvaka na dahauṅgō). [To wit, I shall be calm and forgiving in 
the face of grave provocations. I shall not harbour any ill-will against my tormentors 
and adversaries. I shall not let their harsh words disturb my inner peace of mind and 
heart.] 

I shall abandon pride, vanity, ego, haughtiness and hypocrisy (bigata māna), 
and instead remain modest, poised and calm in my mind and heart (sama sītala 
mana). [To wit, I shall treat all those who praise me as well as those who criticise me 
with exemplary equanimity and equality. I shall not let my ego come in the way and 
unnecessarily stoke the fire of anger and ill-will against my adversaries, or be puffed-
up by praise so much that I bend over backwards to favour the wicked and the rascals 
just because they falsely heap honours on me.] 
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Indeed, I shall practice exemplary equanimity and evenness of mind so much 
so that I shall neither criticise anyone nor praise them (para-guna nahiṁ dōṣa 
kahauṅgō)2.  

[2This statement can be read as follows also—“I shall accept and acknowledge 
the good virtues in others, and not see their faults and shortcomings.”  

To wit, I shall always be concentrating my thoughts and mind on Lord Sri 
Ram, and therefore I will have no time for such evil, wayward and futile activities as 
pricking holes in other people’s characters and finding fault with all and sundry.] (3). 
 
I shall keep aside (i.e. remain unperturbed and unmoved by) all the worries regarding 
my physical body and its comfort (parihari dēha-janita cintā), and treat sorrows and 
miseries, pleasures and joys alike (dukha-sukha samabud'dhi sahauṅgō). [To wit, 
I shall not be unduly concerned about trying to gratify the urges of my gross body as I 
know it is perishable and naturally habituated to complaining and demanding 
endlessly. I know that the more I try to appease it, the more demanding it would 
become. On the other hand, if I stop pampering it, by and by it would learn to tolerate 
hardships, and it would stop being a cause of constant nuisance for my peace of 
mind.] 

Oh Lord! This fellow Tulsidas hopes that he would be able to remain steady 
and faithful on this most auspicious path as outlined above (tulasidāsa prabhu yahi 
patha rahi), and as a result would be able to receive as a blessing an eternal devotion 
for the Lord (Sri Ram) (abicala hari-bhagati lahauṅgō) (4). 

 
 
 

There is no other recourse except Lord Rāma’s Holy Name 
 

¼173½ 
 
ukfgau vkor vku Hkjkslks 
;fg dfydky ldy lk/kur# gS Je&Qyfu Qjks lksAA1AA 
ri] rhjFk] miokl] nku] e[k tsfg tks #pS djkS lksA 
ik;sfg iS tkfucks dje&Qy Hkfj Hkfj csn ijkslksAA2AA 
vkxe&fcf/k ti&tkx djr uj ljr u dkt [kjks lksA 
lq[k liusgq u tksx&flf/k&lk/ku] jksx fc;ksx /kjks lksAA3AA 
dke] Øks/k] en] yksHk] eksg fefy X;ku fcjkx gjks lksA 
fcxjr eu laU;kl ysr ty ukor vke ?kjks lksAA4AA 
cgq er eqfu cgq iaFk iqjkufu tgk¡&rgk¡ >xjks lksA 
xq# dáks jke&Hktu uhdks eksfga yxr jkt&Mxjks lksAA5AA 
rqyfl fcuq ijrhfr izhfr fQfj&fQfj ifp ejS ejks lksA 
jkeuke&cksfgr  Hko&lkxj  pkgS  rju  rjks  lksAA6AA 

 
 
                                                  (173) 
 
nāhinna āvata āna bharōsō 
yahi kalikāla sakala sādhanataru hai śrama-phalani pharō sō. 1.  
tapa, tīratha, upavāsa, dāna, makha jēhi jō rucai karau sō. 
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pāyēhi pai jānibō karama-phala bhari bhari bēda parōsō. 2.  
āgama-bidhi japa-jāga karata nara sarata na kāja kharō sō. 
sukha sapanēhu na jōga-sidhi-sādhana, rōga biyōga dharō sō. 3.  
kāma, krōdha, mada, lōbha, mōha mili gyāna birāga harō sō. 
bigarata mana sann'yāsa lēta jala nāvata āma gharō sō. 4.  
bahu mata muni bahu pantha purānani jahām̐-tahām̐ jhagarō sō. 
guru kahyō rāma-bhajana nīkō mōhiṁ lagata rāja-ḍagarō sō. 5.  
tulasi binu paratīti prīti phiri-phiri paci marai marō sō. 
rāmanāma-bōhita bhava-sāgara cāhai tarana tarō sō. 6.  
 
Verse no. 173—I don't have any faith and I can’t rely on any other means (for 
attaining liberation and deliverance for myself, for getting freedom from all the 
spiritual shackles that have tied me to this world and its endless cycle of misery and 
grief) (nāhinna āvata āna bharōsō).  

In this age known as ‘Kaliyug’, all the trees representing various means and 
paths that are called Sadhans (by which a person can attain freedom from his worldly 
miseries as well as obtain spiritual liberation, deliverance, emancipation, salvation) 
(yahi kalikāla sakala sādhanataru hai), appear to bear fruits only after investing a 
lot of labour, making a lot of efforts and doing many tough and ardous deeds (śrama-
phalani pharō sō)1.  

[1To wit, there are numerous paths shown by the scriptures by following 
which one can reach his desired spiritual goal, and get peace and happiness in his life. 
But it is easy said than done, as all the means shown are so difficult and full of 
hurdles that rarely a person can do them properly, rarely can he meet their stringent 
standards and demands. So failure is the norm. It then turns out to be sour grapes 
because inspite of striving hard a person finds if well neigh impossible to reach his 
target. No matter how diligent a person may be, desired fruits always elude him and 
all his efforts go down the drain. 

Now, in the following stanzas outline the various means by which religious 
merit can be accumulated, but it will be observed that all of them require effort, 
money, time, action and doing of deeds with a lot of labour involved on the part of a 
spiritual aspirant.] (1). 
 
Penances and austerities (tapa), pilgrimage (tīratha), religious vows and fastings 
(upavāsa), charity (dāna), Yagyas (fire and other religious sacrifices—“makha”) 
etc.—let anyone do whatever suits him (jēhi jō rucai karau sō), but the fruits (or the 
results) of all the above meritorious means (which involve a lot of effort, sacrifice, 
money and labour) can be seen or tasted only when they mature and fructify (pāyēhi 
pai jānibō karama-phala), though the Vedas have offered bountifuls of these 
rewards (bhari bhari bēda parōsō)2.  

[2All the meritorious deeds outlined here do yield the desired result as 
promised by the scriptures but only when they are done properly and fully, something 
which is almost impossible to implement in this present world. Thus, though all these 
spiritual paths and auspicious deeds are praised immensely by the Vedas, but their 
actual implementation and practice is so ardous and cumbersome that a big question 
mark is raised as to their effectiveness. There are so many untold problems in one’s 
life that act as a source of constant interference and hindrance that success in any of 
these exercises is a big concern in this present corrupt age called Kaliyug. Hence, the 
expected ‘fruit’ or religious merit always eludes the seeker.] (2). 
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People do penances, practice austerities and chant the holy Mantras (japa-jāga 
karata nara) according to the sanctioned methods (as prescribed by the Vedas—
“āgama-bidhi”), yet the real objective is still elusive for them (sarata na kāja kharō 
sō).  

There is no comfort or happiness in trying to attain success by the rigorous 
path of Yoga (various meditative processes) (sukha sapanēhu na jōga-sidhi-
sādhana), because there is a lack of proper guidance and teachers besides the fear of 
the practitioner facing various diseases as well as the frustration and agony that 
accompanies failure (rōga biyōga dharō sō)3. 

[3To wit, the harsh realities of Yoga makes the body weakened and diseased, 
which makes one burdensome on one’s family and his own life turns out to be a 
source of annoyance for him. In the absence of proper guidance, Yoga proves more 
dangerous than being beneficial for the practitioner.] (3). 
 
The vicious combination of ‘kāma’ (lust, passions, desires), ‘krōdha’ (anger, 
vengeance, indignance), ‘mada’ (arrogance, haughtiness, ego, pride, vanity), ‘lōbha’ 
(greed, avarice, rapacity), ‘mōha’ (delusions and attachments) have all joined hands 
(mili) to almost abduct or decimate the virtues of knowledge, wisdom, discrimination 
and renunciation (gyāna birāga harō sō), while ‘Sanyas’ (mendicant, austre life; 
renunciation of the household life and living like a recluse and ascetic) makes the 
mind as unclean, corrupt and polluted as water poured in an earthen pot which has not 
been hard-baked (because the mud/earth dissolves in the water, making it turbid and 
polluted) (bigarata mana sann'yāsa lēta jala nāvata āma gharō sō)4.  
 [4No matter how hard a person tries to progress on his spiritual mission and 
attain his goal in life by being auspicious, righteous and meritorious, yet the vices 
listed herein are so overbearing and strong that they defeat all his efforts.  
 The worst part is that if he tries to force himself into practicing ‘Sanyas’ or 
renunciation, the mind begins to lust more and more for all those things that he tries to 
give up. He feels that he is the worse for having taken to Sanyas though externally he 
may appear to be practicing it.] (4). 
 
There are six Darshans (school of philosophy) enunciated by various sages (bahu 
mata muni)5, and there appears to be a lot of confusion, doubt and discord 
everywhere (jahām̐-tahām̐ jhagarō sō) since the Purans (ancient scriptures) have 
laid down myriads of paths, ways and means (bahu pantha purānani) which are so 
different from one another that they cause more discord and dilemma than removing 
them6.  
 My Guru (teacher) has prescribed devotion and love for Lord Sri Ram and his 
holy name as being the simplest and the best path suited for me (according to my 
temperment, bearing and intelluctal development—“guru kahyō rāma-bhajana”), 
and I also like it (nīkō) as it is a straightforward, uncomplicated, easy and even 
avenue or path for me (mōhiṁ lagata rāja-ḍagarō sō) by which I can reach my 
destination in the easiest possible way  without humps and bumps to obstruct my path.  

[5The 6 schools of philosophy are:- Patanjali's Yoga-Sutra, Jaimini's Purva 
Mimansa, Badaryan's Uttar Mimansa, Gautam's Nyaaya, Kanad's Vaisheshik, and 
Kapil's Sankhya Shastra. 
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6Refer also to verse nos. 139, 184, 194 (3), and 195 (2) of this book Vinai 
Patrika in this context of the degradations, perversities and turpitudes of Kaliyug, the 
virtual impossibility to adhere to goodness, and the negation  and decimation of all 
good virtues during this era.] (5). 
 
Oh Tulsi! Those who want to crush themselves to death (marai) under the burden of 
all the Sadhans described above instead of having devotion, love and faith in Lord 
Ram (binu paratīti prīti), and thereby remain endlessly trapped in this world of 
transmigration (phiri-phiri paci marai), let them do what they want (marai marō 
sō), but I can assert that Lord Ram’s holy name is like a strong ship (rāmanāma-
bōhita) by which one can easily, surely and comfortably get across this vast ocean 
symbolised by the world of transmigration with all its attendent horrors. So anyone 
who wishes to go across this ocean should get on this ‘ship’ and sail happily across 
(bhava-sāgara cāhai tarana tarō sō)7.   
 [7Here, Lord Ram’s holy name is likened to a robust ship which takes a 
passenger across the ocean comfortably and without any worry. The ‘ocean’ here is 
the world of transmigration, known as the Bhava Sagar. 
 In short, Tulsidas avers that there are myriads of paths, and all are effective—
but they are so difficult to implement that success is impractical to obtain. The easiest 
and most convenient path is Lord Sri Ram's holy name and having devotion for the 
Lord.] (6). 
 
 
 

Who is a True Companion 
 

¼174½ 
 
tkds fiz; u jke&cSnsghA 
rft;s rkfg@lks Nk¡fM+;s dksfV cSjh le] t|fi ije lusghAA1AA 
rT;ks  firk  izgykn]  fcHkh"ku  ca/kq]  Hkjr  egrkjhA 
cfy xq# rT;ks dar czt&cfurfUg] Hk;s eqn&eaxydkjhAA2AA 
ukrs  usg  jkeds  efu;r  lqân  lqlsC;  tgk¡  ykSaA 
vatu dgk vk¡f[k tsfg QwVS] cgqrd dgkSa dgk¡ ykSaAA3AA 
rylh  lks  lc  Hkk¡fr  ije  fgr  iwT;  izkurs  I;kjks 
tklksa  gks;  lusg  jke&in]  ,rks  erks  gekjksAA4AA 

 
 
                                                  (174) 
 
jākē priya na rāma-baidēhī. 
tajiyē tāhi/sō chām̐ḍiyē kōṭi bairī sama, jadyapi parama sanēhī. 1.  
tajyō pitā prahalāda, bibhīṣana bandhu, bharata mahatārī. 
bali guru tajyō kanta braja-banitanhi, bhayē muda-maṅgalakārī. 2.  
nātē nēha rāmakē maniyata suhṛda susēbya jahām̐ lauṁ. 
an̄jana kahā ām̐khi jēhi phūṭai, bahutaka kahauṁ kahām̐ lauṁ. 3.  
talasī sō saba bhām̐ti parama hita pūjya prānatē pyārō 
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jāsōṁ hōya sanēha rāma-pada, ētō matō hamārō. 4.  
 
Verse no. 174—[Verse nos. 174 and 175 say that one should establish relationships 
with only those people who have devotion and faith in the Lord, for such company 
would be for one’s own welfare.] 
 
Those who do not have love, affection and devotion for Lord Sri Ram and Sita (who 
is also known as Vaidehi; rāma-baidēhī) should be abandoned and forsaken, with 
one having nothing to do with them as if they were like millions of enemies combined 
(tajiyē tāhi/sō chām̐ḍiyē kōṭi bairī sama), though they might be most dear and near 
to one’s self (jadyapi parama sanēhī)1. 
 [1To wit, for one’s own spiritual welfare and good it is advisable that one 
should keep company with those people who have devotion and affection for Lord 
Ram, and to keep away from those who have no sense of devotion for the Lord.  

The former sort of company would help the seeker in his quest for liberation 
and deliverance from this mundane world with its attendent miseries and torments, 
and at the same time give him eternal peace and calmness. On the other hand, the 
latter type of relationship only strengthens the fetters that bind the creature to this 
gross world, and drags him into the vortex of miseries and problems associated with 
humdrum existence.  

Therefore, a wise person would treat the former company as the one which is 
very dear to him and like a true friend who is eager to help him in reaching his 
destination in right earnest, while keeping away from the latter sort of company as if it 
consists of his arch enemies who are eager to lead him to his ruin.] (1). 
 
[For example—] Prahalad had abandoned his father (the demon Hiranyakashipu—
“tajyō pitā prahalāda”), Vibhishan his brother (Ravana—“bibhīṣana bandhu”), 
Bharat his mother (Kaikeyi—“bharata mahatārī”), king Bali his Guru (sage 
Sukracharaya—“bali guru tajyō”), and the milkmaids (Gopies) of Vrindavan their 
respective husbands (kanta braja-banitanhi)2—because they were proving a 
hindrance in their spiritual efforts and creating an obstruction in their expression of 
love, devotion and worship for their respective Lords.  

This act of theirs became very auspicious for them, and they acquired great 
happiness and joy (bhayē muda-maṅgalakārī)3. 

[2See note at the end of this verse marked #. 
3To wit, by preferring the Lord over their kith and kin, all the above-metioned 

persons acquired good name, immense fame and great glory instead of inviting any 
ignominy or criticism for their having abandoned their own kith and kin in favour of 
someone else, in this case the ‘Lord’. Indeed, all of them became highly pure, revered 
and venerated in the world; they became auspicious and renowned.] (2). 

   
Forsooth and without any gainsay, all good relations that has ever existed in this 
world, and all those who are worthy of being praised, revered and honoured—all of 
them are recognised as such only due to the common relationship of love, devotion 
and affection that they have with Lord Sri Ram (nātē nēha rāmakē maniyata 
suhṛda susēbya jahām̐ lauṁ).  
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Now, what more can I (Tulsidas) say (bahutaka kahauṁ kahām̐ lauṁ): 
what is the use of applying an eye-ointment which results in blindness (an̄jana kahā 
ām̐khi jēhi phūṭai)4? 

[4Each and every person who is honoured, adored and revered in this world, 
who is considered as being one’s true friend and well-wisher with whom one ought to 
establish good relationships—verily, all of them owe to Lord Ram the credit for their 
glory, for the honour bestowed upon them and for their exalted stature as being 
universally favoured and beneficial for all the creatures, ones who are worthy of 
establishing relationship with. 

The ‘eye-ointment’ here is a metaphor that refers to those people whom a 
person considers as his close kith and kin or friend and associate—such as one’s 
parents, brothers, friends, a Guru or teacher and moral preceptor, and so on. Just like 
the ointment is in close touch with the eye, these people are also in close contact with 
the person concerned and have a direct intercourse with him in his day-to-day life. 
But if these companions have no faith and devotion for Lord God, if they have no 
spiritual inclination in them, if they are only interested in the person because he serves 
their self interest and fulfils their needs vis-à-vis the material things of this gross 
world, then they are best avoided by a wise person.   
 Say, what is the use of applying an eye ointment that would make a person 
blind instead of improving his vision? Is it not wiser to stay away from it?] (3). 
 
Tulsidas says that it is his well thought and considered opinion, after weighing all the 
pros and cons (talasī -- ētō matō hamārō), that a person whose company or 
teaching results in establishing love, affection and devotion towards the holy feet of 
Lord Sri Ram (jāsōṁ hōya sanēha rāma-pada)—well, he is the one who is our best 
well-wisher and benefactor by all means, he is the one who is to be revered, honoured 
and venerated in all possible ways, and such a person is more dear to my heart than 
my life itself (sō saba bhām̐ti parama hita pūjya prānatē pyārō) (4). 
 
[Note—#Prahalad was a great devotee of Lord Vishnu, but his demon father did not 
like it. So Prahalad defied his father and continued to have devotion for the Lord. His 
father was ultimately killed by Lord Vishnu in his incarnation as Lord Narsingh when 
he tried to kill Prahalad by a sword.  

The story of Prahalad is narrated as a note appended to verse no. 57, stanza no. 
3 of this book Vinai Patrika. 
 
Vibhishan was the younger brother of the demon king Ravana of Lanka. He 
abandoned is brother when the latter developed animosity with Lord Ram.  

The story of Vibhishan is narrated as a note appended to verse no. 145, stanza 
no. 2 of this book Vinai Patrika. 
 
The story of Bharat in brief is this: Bharat was the younger step-brother of Lord Ram. 
His mother Kaikeyi, on the instigation of one of her trusted maids called Manthara, 
the Hunch-Back, had wanted to make her son Bharat as the King of Ayodhya instead 
of the rightful heir, Lord Ram. Manthara and Kaikeyi conspired, and the latter 
prevailed upon her husband, King Dasrath who was Lord Ram’s father, to send the 
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Lord to fourteen years of forest exile and anoint her son Bharat on the throne instead. 
Lord Ram obediently went to the forest, but when Bharat came back to Ayodhya from 
his maternal uncle’s place and came to know about the developments, especially the 
fact that the entire conspiracy was his mother’s wickedness and it was to make him 
the king, he sternly rebuked her and scolded her in harshest terms, making it clear that 
he would never at all accept the crown at any cost as it belonged to his dearest brother 
Lord Ram.  

Thereafter, as long as he lived, Bharat did not see Kaikeyi’s face even once—
i.e. since she had opposed Lord Ram, Bharat decided to abandon her for life inspite of 
the fact that she was his mother and did everything for him so that he could become a 
king and enjoy the comforts and glory of the kingdom. This story is narrated in Ram 
Charit Manas, Ayodhya Kand, (i) from Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 
22—to Doha no. 79; (ii) from Doha no. 157—to Doha no. 183.  

In Tulsidas’ Book ‘Geetawali’ it is clearly said that “Bharat never talked with 
his mother Kaikeyi for the rest of his life”. Refer: Geetawali, Uttar Kand, verse no. 
37. 
 
The story of King Bali: King Bali was renowned for his charity. When Vishnu, 
disguised as a dwarf Brahmin, asked him for land measurable by his 3 steps, Bali 
readily agreed. But his Guru, Sukracharya, who saw through Vishnu's cunning trick, 
cautioned Bali of what was in fact the treacherous intention of Vishnu, and asked him 
to retract from his vows. Bali refused on grounds of righteousness and probity. With 
the welfare of his disciple in his heart, Sukracharya assumed a miniature form and 
clogged the spout of the Kamandalu (kettle like pot) of water needed to perform the 
ritual associated with a formal vow. Vishnu got annoyed and poked a straw up the 
nozzle of the spout to unclog it. It is said that Sukracharya's one eye got blinded by it. 
Ever since, a one-eyed, crooked and cunning person is given the epithet of 
‘Sukracharya’ because the latter was the Guru of demons. Bali lost his terrestrial 
kingdom, was made the king of subterranean realm and Vishnu was so pleased with 
his determination to uphold the virtues of righteousness and probity by not breaking 
his vows inspite of being warned, that he became his gatekeeper there. 
 
The milkmaids of Vrindavan loved Lord Krishna so dearly that they would not pay 
heed to their husbands when they tried to dissuade them from showing overt affection 
for the Lord as it would seem immodest.] 

 
 

 
                  Life is futile without devotion for Lord Śrī Rāma 

 
¼175½ 

 
tks iS jgfu@yxu jkelksa ukghaA 
rkS uj [kj dwdj lwdj le c`Fkk ft;r tx ekghaAA1AA 
dke] Øks/k] en] yksHk] uhan] Hk;] Hkw[k] I;kl lcghdsA 
euqt  nsg  lqj&lk/kq  ljkgr]  lks  lusg  fl;&ihdsAA2AA 
lwj]  lqtku]  lqiwr  lqyPNu  xfu;r  xqu  x#vkbZA 
fcuq  gfjHktu  b¡nk#uds  Qy  rtr  ugha  d#vkbZAA3AA 
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dhjfr]  dqy]  djrwfr]  Hkwfr Hkfy]  lhy  l:i  lyksusA 
rqylh  izHkq&vuqjkx&jfgr  tl  lkyu  lkx  vyksusAA4AA 

 
 
                                                 (175) 
 
jō pai rahani/lagana rāmasōṁ nāhīṁ. 
tau nara khara kūkara sūkara sama bṛthā jiyata jaga māhīṁ. 1.  
kāma, krōdha, mada, lōbha, nīnda, bhaya, bhūkha, pyāsa sabahīkē. 
manuja dēha sura-sādhu sarāhata, sō sanēha siya-pīkē. 2.  
sūra, sujāna, supūta sulacchana ganiyata guna garu'ā'ī. 
binu haribhajana im̐dārunakē phala tajata nahīṁ karu'ā'ī. 3.  
kīrati, kula, karatūti, bhūti bhali, sīla sarūpa salōnē. 
tulasī prabhu-anurāga-rahita jasa sālana sāga alōnē. 4.  
 
Verse no. 175—[This verse continues the idea expounded in the previous verse no. 
174 regarding relationships that one should develop, and those that one should better 
avoid. Here, emphasise is given on the importance of having devotion, faith and 
affection for Lord Ram as an overding criterion for being worthy of honour in this 
world and being eligible for becoming friends of others.] 
 
Those who do not have or do not develop love, affection, faith and devotion for Lord 
Sri Ram (jō pai rahani/lagana rāmasōṁ nāhīṁ) live a futile, worthless and 
dishonourable life like that of a dog, an ass and a swine (tau nara khara kūkara 
sūkara sama bṛthā jiyata jaga māhīṁ). [To wit, their lives are like animals that 
spend their lifetimes in feeding their stomach and trying to fulfil the needs of their 
sense organs without doing anything else to their credit.]  (1). 
 
Every single creature who has a gross body is bound to have some of the negative 
traits that are common to all living beings; they are present in animals as well as in 
humans no matter how high a person may be (sabahīkē).  

Some of these negativities are the following—lust, desire and passions 
(kāma), anger, vengeance and wrathfulness (krōdha), arrogance, haughtiness, ego, 
vanity and pride (mada), greed, rapacity and cravings (lōbha), a tendency to be alert 
at finding fault with others while sleeping over their own burden of shortcomings; or 
to have a natural desire to sleep (nīnda), having groundless fears and imaginary 
apprehensions (that lead them to be suspicious of everyone around, fear of death and 
birth, and so on) (bhaya), as well as hunger and thirst (which are natural demands of 
the gross body that dominate their existence, and all their attention and efforts are 
diverted to overcome these two natural characteristics of the body) (bhūkha, pyāsa).  
 But inspite of this, gods and saintly people have always praised the human 
body (manuja dēha sura-sādhu sarāhata)  because it is through this body that a 
creature can develop and have love and affection for Lord Ram, it is with the help of a 
human body that the soul can worship and have devotion for Lord Ram who is the 
dear husband of Sita (sō sanēha siya-pīkē)1.  
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[1To wit, even a human body possesses these negative traits in a natural way 
just like the of animals who too have them. But inspite of this, i.e. despite such 
similarity between a human body and that of an animal, the reason for which the 
human body is so much praised over that of an animal and sought after by the exalted 
gods, saints and sages is, however, different—it is the glorious virtue of devotion, 
faith, affection and love for Lord Ram that is made possible via the medium of the 
human body that makes it so praise worthy and an object of honour and respect by all 
the creatures in this world.  

The only true worth of having a human body for a creature is to have love, 
faith and devotion for the Lord. Otherwise, the human form is not any better than the 
body of a dog, an ass or a swine.] (2). 
 
A son, who is most valiant, very clever and obedient to his parents (sūra, sujāna, 
supūta), and possesses good characters and excellent virtues (sulacchana), may be 
praised for his goodness and virtues and regarded as the best and the most honourable 
member in the society (ganiyata guna garu'ā'ī), but if he does not have devotion and 
affection for the Lord and does not chant his holy name (binu haribhajana), then he 
is like the fruit of ‘im̐dāruna’ creeper (a ‘wild-gourd’, cucurbita or 
colocynth/Citrullus colocynthis, usually used for decorative purpose and as a herb for 
medicinal use) which does not abandon its bitter taste inspite of its beautiful and 
attractive appearance (im̐dārunakē phala tajata nahīṁ karu'ā'ī). [To wit, there is 
no use of having a son who is demonic by nature and opposed to the Lord God inspite 
of his having other excellent characters and virtues.] (3). 
 
Having great fame and an excellent reputation with a good name in this world (kīrati), 
being born in a high class family with a good pedigree (kula), doing good deeds and 
acting righteously (karatūti), possessing immense good characters and powers and 
authority as well as being courteous, polite and modest (bhūti bhali sīla), or having a 
handsome, strong and beautiful body (sarūpa salōnē)—verily, Tulsidas says that if a 
person lacks love, affection, devotion and faith in Lord Ram (tulasī prabhu-
anurāga-rahita) then all these noblest of virtues, excellence of character and merits 
are useless and bland like cooked vegetables are without the addition of salt (jasa 
sālana sāga alōnē)2.  
  [2To wit, if salt is not added to a cooked vegetable dish, it would have no 
appeal for a person and would taste bland no matter how excellent was the raw 
material that was used to prepare this dish, or how excellently it was cooked, or how 
expert the cook was. Likewise, if a person does not have the grand quality of love, 
devotion and faith in Lord Ram, then no matter what other qualities he possesses, he 
would deserve no honour and praise.] (4). 
 
 
 
                          Lord Rāma’s Generosity and Greatness 

 
¼176½ 
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jk[;ks jke lqLokeh lksa uhp usg u ukrksA ,rs vuknj gw¡ rksfg rs u gkrksAA1AA 
tksjs u;s ukrs usg  QksdV  QhdsA nsgds  nkgd]  xkgd  thds  AA2AA 
vius   vius   dks  lc  pkgr  uhdks A ewy nqgw¡dks n;kyq nwyg lh dksAA3AA 
thodks   thou    izkudks   I;kjksA lq[kgwdks lq[k jkelks fclkjksAA4AA 
fd;ks  djSxks rksl [kydks   Hkyks A ,sls lqlkgc lksa rw dqpky D;ksa pyksAA5AA 
rqylh   rsjh   HkykbZ   vtgw¡  cw>sA jk<+m jkmr gksr fQfjdS tw>SAA6AA 
 
 
                                                  (176) 
 
rākhyō rāma susvāmī sōṁ nīca nēha na nātō. ētē anādara hūm̐ tōhi tē na 
hātō. 1.  
jōrē nayē nātē nēha phōkaṭa phīkē. dēhakē dāhaka, gāhaka jīkē . 2.  
apanē apanē kō saba cāhata nīkō. mūla duhūm̐kō dayālu dūlaha sī kō. 3.  
jīvakō jīvana prānakō pyārō. sukhahūkō sukha rāmasō bisārō. 4.  
kiyō karaigō tōsa khalakō bhalō. aisē susāhaba sōṁ tū kucāla kyōṁ calō. 5.  
tulasī tērī bhalā'ī ajahūm̐ būjhē. rāṛha'u rā'uta hōta phirikai jūjhai. 6.  
 
Verse no. 176—Oh you wretched and lowly fellow (nīca)! You had been so utterly 
ungrateful and stupid that you had not shown neither respect or affection nor had 
established any close relationship with Lord Sri Ram (rākhyō rāma susvāmī sōṁ 
nēha na nātō). But look, inspite of your unthankfulness to the Lord, inspite of your 
insulting attitude and insolent behaviour (ētē anādara hūm̐) towards such a 
benevolent and gracious Lord, he has not forsaken you (and is always eager to 
welcome and help you) (tōhi tē na hātō) (1). 
 
In all your births and since time immemorial, you had established different types of 
relationships and kinships based on pseudo affections with so many people (jōrē 
nayē nātē nēha) but all of them were useless and served no purpose for you in the 
long run (phōkaṭa phīkē) because all of them were selfish and liked you only as long 
as you were of any use to them.  

In fact, no one bothered about how you felt. These relationships and kinships 
only created so much heartburn for you and exploited you as much as they could, so 
much so that they virtually devoured your peace and happiness (dēhakē dāhaka, 
gāhaka jīkē).  

[To wit, the relatives you thought were your kith and kin who loved you were 
all driven by self-interests, and this external show of affection vanished and the 
relationship became sour at the slightest provocation; they were very short-lived. ] (2). 

 
Everyone wants welfare and happiness of one's own self as well as for one’s kith and 
kin (apanē apanē kō saba cāhata nīkō).  

[To wit, everyone is concerned only about those with whom he has established 
a relationship, from whom he has some sort of expectation, but the same person 
remains indifferent to others.]  

But Lord Sri Ram, who is the husband of Sita (dūlaha sī kō), is so merciful 
and kind (dayālu) that he is concerned about the good, welfare and happiness of 
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both—i.e. of the individual person as well as all who are related to him and even those 
who aren’t related to him (mūla duhūm̐kō).  

[To wit, only Sri Ram takes care of all, whether or not a person is our kin, 
compatriot and friend, or even those who we may be treating as our enemies—
because for the Lord all the creatures of this vast and diverse creation are his off-
springs and subjects. The Lord treats everyone alike, without any discrimination. Say 
then, who is more magnanimous, broad-hearted and munificent than Lord Sri Ram?] 
(3). 
 
It’s so unfortunate that you have forgotten such a gracious Lord Sri Ram (rāmasō 
bisārō) who is the very life of the animate world (i.e. of all the living beings; “jīvakō 
jīvana”), who is the dearest to one's heart and soul (i.e. the essence of life; “prānakō 
pyārō”), and is the provider of the element of happiness to ‘Happiness’ itself (i.e. he 
is the source of all joys and happiness in this world, for there is no scope of feeling 
happy and joyous in this miserable world if one distances one’s self from the Lord; 
“sukhahūkō sukha”)1.  
 [1What essentially is hinted here is that Lord Ram represents pure 
consciousness that is at the heart of all life in this creation. Since every living being 
loves his ‘life’, he also loves Lord Ram without being aware of this truth, because 
‘loving one’s life’ is equivalent to ‘loving one’s pure conscious soul, one’s Atma’, 
and this ‘soul or Atma’ is an image of the supreme Soul or supreme Atma represented 
by Lord Ram.] (4). 
 
Why have you been so stubbornly ungrateful, why did you play so many cunning 
tricks and were deceitful, treacherous, reproachful and scandalous (tū kucāla kyōṁ 
calō) towards such a wonderful, benevolent and gracious Lord (aisē susāhaba sōṁ) 
who has always been your well-wisher and benefactor in the past, and shall be so in 
the future as well inspite of being aware of your wickedness, misdemeanours and 
misdeeds (kiyō karaigō tōsa khalakō bhalō)? (5). 
 
Oh Tulsidas! If you realise and understand now where lies your good and well-being, 
then you would be lucky for it is still not yet too late to wake up (tulasī tērī bhalā'ī 
ajahūm̐ būjhē). Just like a coward who can become most courageous and brave by 
repeatedly trying to fight in a battle because by practice he would learn the tricks and 
be able to overcome fear and hesitation (rāṛha'u rā'uta hōta phirikai jūjhai), you too 
can overcome all hurdles and attain peace and happiness in your life as well as attain 
liberation and deliverance2.  

[2If a cowardly man persists and repeatedly tries his hand at fighting a duel, 
gradually he would be able to overcome his fears and lack of confidence. By  the dint 
of sheer practice and perseverance, he learns the tricks of battle, and in due course of 
time he becomes an expert in the art of warfare.  

Similarly, if you start having firm faith and devotion in Lord Sri Ram and chant 
his holy name, you still have the chance to attain that final glory or victory in the 
shape of salvation and emancipation in this so-called battle of life and death. It is a 
battle of ‘life and death’ because if you fail in your attempt to attain final liberation 
and deliverance in this life as a human being, then this opportunity would be lost for 
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good and you will have to enter the cycle of birth and death once again. The next 
chance would take a very long time to come.] (6). 

 
[Note—Tulsidas highlights Sri Ram's mercy, grace, benevolence, benefaction, 
benediction, munificence and magnanimity towards all and sundry, especially his 
devotees, in this verse.] 

 
 

 
Tulasīdāsa compares his own nature with that of Lord Śrī Rāma’s 

 
¼177½ 

 
tks rqe R;kxks jke gkSa rkS ufga R;kxksaA ifjgfj ik¡; dkfg vuqjkxksaAA1AA 
lq[kn   lqizHkq   rqe  lks   txekghaA Jou&u;u eu&xkspj ukghaAA2AA 
gkSa    tM+   tho]   bZl   j?kqjk;kA rqe ek;kifr] gkSa cl ek;kAA3AA 
gkSa rks  dqtkpd]   Lokfe   lqnkrkA gkSa dqiwr] rqe fgrq firq&ekrkAA4AA 
tks  iS  dgq¡   dksm   cw>r   ckrksA rkS rqylh fcuq eksy fcdkrksAA5AA 

 
                                                   (177) 
 
jō tuma tyāgō rāma hauṁ tau nahiṁ tyāgōṁ. parihari pām̐ya kāhi anurāgōṁ. 
1.  
sukhada suprabhu tuma sō jagamāhīṁ. śravana-nayana mana-gōcara nāhīṁ. 
2.  
hauṁ jaṛa jīva, īsa raghurāyā. tuma māyāpati, hauṁ basa māyā. 3.  
hauṁ tō kujācaka, svāmi sudātā. hauṁ kupūta, tuma hitu pitu-mātā. 4.  
jō pai kahum̐ kō'u būjhata bātō. tau tulasī binu mōla bikātō. 5.  
 
Verse no. 177—Oh Lord Sri Ram! Even if you leave me (jō tuma tyāgō rāma 
hauṁ), I shall not turn away from you or abandon you (tau nahiṁ tyāgōṁ) because, 
except your holy feet, where else should I have devotion and to whom can I show my 
affection (parihari pām̐ya kāhi anurāgōṁ)1?  

[1To wit, oh Lord, I have nowhere to go even if you were to treat me with 
indifference and get annoyed with me, because I have surrendered myself 
unconditionally before you after examining all other lords and masters in this world, 
and I have discovered that all of them are driven by self-interest and care little for my 
own good and welfare. Hence, it is best for me to lie at your doorway and persist with 
my prayers to you as I know that sooner rather than later you are bound to mellow and 
show mercy upon me. I know by experience that you are pretending to be tough with 
me just to test my sincerity but actually you are extremely soft in your heart. I also 
know that if I actually turn to go away from you, you will immediately catch hold of 
my arms and pull me back to you! So, no matter what happens, I will not abandon you 
and not leave your holy feet in order to seek shelter and refuge, to search for succour 
and solace anywhere else.] (1). 
 
Verily indeed and in all sooth, a Lord who is more graceful, more benevolent, more 
merciful and more munificent than you (sukhada suprabhu tuma sō jagamāhīṁ) 
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has not been heard of by the ears, seen by the eyes and imagined by the mind in this 
whole world anywhere uptil now (śravana-nayana mana-gōcara nāhīṁ) (2). 
 
Oh Raghurai (Sri Ram)! I am an ignorant, a stupid and an ordinary dumb-witted 
creature (hauṁ jaṛa jīva), while you are an Ishwar (“īsa raghurāyā”; the supreme, 
the most exalted, the almighty, the all-knowing and the all-pervading Lord of the 
world).  

In fact oh Lord, you are the ‘Lord of Maya’ (“tuma māyāpati”; i.e. the Lord 
who controls and overcomes all sorts of delusions and ignorance), and I am literally 
shackled by this Maya and have been enslaved by it (“hauṁ basa māyā”; for I am 
unable to break free from its deluding influences and overcome its subversive effects 
on my mind and heart)2. 

[2Tulsidas means that it is no use to blame him for being a victim of worldly 
delusions and ignorance caused by Maya because it is so powerful that it has all the 
creatures under its firm grip. What to talk of ordinary creatures, even the mighty Gods 
are not free from the influence of Maya which is so overbearing that it is well neigh 
impossible to resist its orders. But there is a way out—and it is that if Lord Ram 
should want he can immediately free the creature from the bondage of Maya. This is 
because Lord Ram is the ‘Lord of Maya’ and the latter cannot disobey the Lord’s 
wishes and commands.  

In other words, a devotee of Lord Ram is well placed to be freed from the 
fetters of Maya because the Lord is duty-bound to take care of his devotee’s all round 
welfare and well-being—both the temporal as well as the spiritual. Since Maya plays 
a spoil-sport for the devotee and causes so much problem for him, the Lord would 
order Maya to shun from disturbing his devotee. 

In this context, refer to Tulsidas’ epic book “Ram Charit Manas”, Uttar Kand, 
(i) Chaupai line nos. 4-5 that precede Doha no. 44; (ii) Chaupai line nos. 3-4 that 
precede Doha no. 60; (iii) Chaupai line no. 10 that precedes Doha no. 62; (iv) from 
Chaupai line no. 6 that precedes Doha no. 70—to Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes 
Doha no. 72.] (3). 
 
I am a thankless and an ungrateful beggar (hauṁ tō kujācaka) while oh Lord you are 
a generous and selfless donor (svāmi sudātā); I am an unworthy son (hauṁ kupūta) 
while you are a well-wishing parent (tuma hitu pitu-mātā). [Therefore, though I am 
a source of nusiance for you, you still pay special attention for my welfare.] (4). 
 
If anyone anywhere had ever bothered or cared to ask about my welfare, my well-
being and my whereabouts, about how I am and whether I am happy or not (jō pai 
kahum̐ kō'u būjhata bātō), I would have gladly enslaved myself to him without a 
price for this mere gesture on his part that indicated that he was worried or at least 
concerned about my well-being (tau tulasī binu mōla bikātō). [But on Lord, 
unfortunately there is none such well-wisher for me. I have searched everywhere and 
found that no one bothers about me except you. So why and how can I ever go away 
from you? Even a dumbest man knows what is good for him and what is bad, and so it 
makes no practical sense for me to abandon you at any cost.]  (5). 
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                       Lord Rāma is the only source for Succour & Solace  
 
                  (Parable of the Cloud, the Fish, a Spoilt Coin, the Papiha) 

 
 

¼178½ 
 
Hk;sgw¡ mnkl jke] esjs vkl jkojhA  
vkjr LokjFkh lc dgSa ckr ckojhAA1AA 
thoudks nkuh ?ku dgk rkfg pkfg;sA 
izse&useds  fuckgs  pkrd  ljkfg;sAA2AA 
ehursa u ykHk&ysl ikuh iqU; ihudksA 
ty fcuq Fky dgk ehpq fcuq ehudksAA3AA 
cM+s gh dh vksV cfy ck¡fp vk;s NksVs gSaA 
pyr [kjsds lax tgk¡&rgk¡ [kksVs gSaAA4AA 
;fg njckj Hkyks nkfgusgq&ckedksA 
eksdks lqHknk;d Hkjkslks jke&ukedksAA5AA 
dgr ulkuh àS gS fg;s ukFk uhdh gSA 
tkur d`ikfu/kku rqylhds thdh gSAA6AA 

 
                    
                                                   (178) 
 
bhayēhūm̐ udāsa rāma, mērē āsa rāvarī.  
ārata svārathī saba kahaiṁ bāta bāvarī. 1.  
jīvanakō dānī ghana kahā tāhi cāhiyē. 
prēma-nēmakē nibāhē cātaka sarāhiyē. 2.  
mīnatēṁ na lābha-lēsa pānī pun'ya pīnakō. 
jala binu thala kahā mīcu binu mīnakō. 3.  
baṛē hī kī ōṭa bali bām̐ci āyē chōṭē haiṁ. 
calata kharēkē saṅga jahām̐-tahām̐ khōṭē haiṁ. 4.  
yahi darabāra bhalō dāhinēhu-bāmakō. 
mōkō subhadāyaka bharōsō rāma-nāmakō. 5.  
kahata nasānī hvai hai hiyē nātha nīkī hai. 
jānata kṛpānidhāna tulasīkē jīkī hai. 6.  
 
Verse no. 178—Oh Lord Sri Ram! You may become indifferent, careless, negligent 
or apathetic towards me (bhayēhūm̐ udāsa rāma), but all my hopes are only from 
you, and they rest only with you (mērē āsa rāvarī). [Oh Lord, I don’t expect anyone 
to give me solace and succour except you. I rely solely upon you for my welfare and 
well-being. I have no other Lord but you!]  

[Please don't get annoyed or indignant with me when I say—] People who are 
utterly distressed (ārata) as well as those who have their own interest in mind 
(svārathī) are all inclined to talk inconsistently as if they were mad (saba kahaiṁ 
bāta bāvarī) [This is because they are so mentally upset or concerned about their 
own welfare that they can't think of what to and what not to say, what to ask for on a 
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priority basis and what to overlook. When they find someone who would listen to 
them and they hope that this gentleman can provide them some succour and solace 
from their miseries, they start demanding everything under the sky from him without 
bothering about principles of modesty and decency of behaviour.]1  

[1This verse continues the idea of the previous verse no. 177. Tulsidas means 
to say that on the one hand he calls Sri Ram as being indifferent and indolent toward 
the welfare of his devotees because apparently the Lord is not heeding to his prayers 
though in actual fact the Lord is very sensitive, sympathetic, attentive and careful 
towards the well-being of his devotees, and on the other hand Tulsidas asserts that he 
has the only hope of succour and solace from Sri Ram though he (Tulsidas) is most 
cunning, selfish, pretentious and ungrateful. Refer: Verse no. 171 herein above of this 
book Vinai Patrika. 

Hence, is it not talking like a mad man when one talks so selfishly and accuses 
his benefactor of being indifferent towards him while at the same time saying that he 
is the greatest benevolent Lord and the best donor of all! Refer verse nos. 175-177 in 
this context.] (1). 
 
The ‘cloud’, which is so magnanimous and charitable that it selflessly, liberally and 
without any limit, continues to donate (or give; shower) the life-sustaining element 
known as water to this whole world to protect life in it without any discrimination, say 
what would it ever want in return for the favours it has shown to the entire living 
world by giving it the much needed life sustaining water element even by the way of a 
formal gesture of thanksgiving for its graciousness and benevolence (jīvanakō dānī 
ghana kahā tāhi cāhiyē)2?  

[2To wit, though the cloud gives and gives abundant rain to the creatures for 
their survival, yet it does not want anyone to say even a ‘thank you’ to it. Conversely, 
though no one even ever thanks the cloud for its magnanimity of giving so much life-
sustaining water element to the world though everyone realises that life would be 
extinct without water, yet the cloud never desists from showering rain generously on 
this thirsty world. The cloud never expects any expression of gratitude by anyone for 
its charitable nature, for its magnanimity and benefaction.] 

But the bird Papiha (the sparrow-hawk), which has taken the vow that it will 
drink no other drop of water except the ones given directly into its mouth by the 
cloud, gets the good fame and honour as being the only one amongst all the creatures 
who truly loves the cloud and acknowledges the latter’s benevolence upon the world 
by repaying the cloud by having faith in it, by having devotion for the cloud and 
expressing love for it (prēma-nēmakē nibāhē cātaka sarāhiyē)3.  

[3This is because the Papiha has taken the vow that it would drink no other 
drop of water except the one given by the cloud into his mouth directly. As a result, 
the bird continues to gaze at the cloud and pray to it to quench its thirst. The Papiha 
knows fully well that even if it does not specifically beseech the cloud to give it drops 
of rain water, the rain-drops would come to it nevertheless without asking in a 
specific manner because once the rain starts to fall it covers the whole area, and the 
Papiha would just need to open its beak to drink rain-water as much as it wants, 
without feeling any sort of obligation towards the cloud.  

But then, this is the way the rest of the world behaves. Everyone benefits from 
rain water, but no one bothers to thank the cloud. The credit and honour of showing 
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respect to the cloud goes to this bird Papiha as it openly declares its love and 
admiration for the cloud by making a vow that it would drink drops of water given by 
its lover, the cloud, which is fulfilled by the latter. The cloud would pour rain on the 
whole earth irrespective of whether the bird asks for it or not, and the rain comes 
down on the earth for the good of all living beings and not especially for the bird, but 
the bird is honoured because it expresses its thanks to the cloud by feeling obliged to 
it for giving it the life-sustaining rain water unlike any other living being.  

Tulsidas means that the cloud would shower its rains notwithstanding the 
Papiha asking for the rain drops or not, but, unaware of this fact, the bird constantly 
gazes at the cloud, without shifting its stare, expecting and waiting for the cloud to 
show mercy on it in the shape of the rain drops. Tulsidas' subtle meaning is absolutely 
obvious—he asks, Lord Sri Ram to ‘shower’ the rain of mercy and compassion upon 
him, not knowing that Sri Ram would show his grace upon Tulsidas whether he asks 
for it or not, just like the Papiha which asks the cloud to shower rain upon the world 
so that it can get a drop to drink without understanding that the cloud would soon give 
rain whether or not the Papiha asks it for water. 

But as it transpires, the cloud begins to shower rain a short while after the 
Papiha’s prayers, and the ignorant world thinks that the cloud was waiting for 
someone to ask it for rain or pray to it by praising its greatness before it starts 
showering rain. The fact is quite the contrary. The cloud would give rain irrespective 
of whether anyone asks it for this life-sustaining element, but the credit for making 
the cloud give rain goes to the Papiha!] (2). 

 
The pure, crystal-clear and life-sustaining water has no vested interest in or derives no 
benefit by keeping the ‘fish’ in it (mīnatēṁ na lābha-lēsa pānī pun'ya pīnakō), but 
for the fish there is no place other than the water where it can survive or protect its life 
(jala binu thala kahā mīcu binu mīnakō)4.  
 [4To wit, the water gets no benefit by keeping fish in it. On the contraray, the 
presence of the fish only dirties the water. So it may like the fish to go away. But the 
poor creature has nowhere to go as it cannot survive without the water. 

Tulsidas says that though Sri Ram has no need or benefit from him, but he 
(Tulsidas) has no place to go to except at the holy feet of his Lord. Tulsidas asserts 
that though he may be a botheration for Lord Ram, but the Lord is duty and morally 
bound to accept him as there is no other place in this world where Tulsidas can go. He 
has taken refuge in the holy feet of Lord Ram, and a refugee has no other place to go. 
The Lord accepts him because it is the nature of the Lord to accept all those who have 
come to take refuge with him, but Tulsidas gets the honour of being the Lord’s 
devotee despite the fact that he (Tulsidas) has no other place to go even if the Lord 
wants him to leave him alone! 

From another angle, this stanza can be interpreted as follows:--“The Lord has 
only reluctantly accepted Tulsidas because, one, the latter has no spiritual merit to his 
credit, in fact he is only a source of annoyance for the Lord, and two, because he 
stubbornly refuses to go away and keeps on insisting on being accepted by the Lord as 
his servant. Refer for instance verse nos. 168 and 177. But since the fact remains that 
the Lord has accepted Tulsidas inspite of the latter’s shortcomings, the world has 
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praised the Lord for being so kind and gracious as to have accepted a worthless fellow 
like Tulsidas!”] (3). 
 
I have a humble submission to make before you. Look oh Lord—those who are small, 
weak and humble are able to survive under the patronage and protection of those who 
are big, strong, powerful and able (baṛē hī kī ōṭa bali bām̐ci āyē chōṭē haiṁ). 

For instance, even coins that have been defaced and rendered useless assume 
the same value as good coins when they are mixed with the latter and used alongside 
with them (calata kharēkē saṅga jahām̐-tahām̐ khōṭē haiṁ)5.  

[5Those coins which have been defaced or have been made outdated can be 
concealed among a greater number of good coins to make them assume the same 
value as the good coins. Here in this example, true devotees are like the good coins, 
while those who are overcome by Maya and have become corrupt are like the bad 
coins. But since the latter invoke Lord Ram’s holy name and call themselves the 
Lord’s devotees, their evil nature is hidden behind the glorious façade of being the 
Lord’s devotee. 
 Tulsidas says about himself that though he has no spiritual merit to his credit, 
but since he utters Lord Ram’s holy name and has taken shelter with the Lord, he has 
become as praiseworthy and honourable as true and much acclaimed saints are. He 
says—“Oh Lord, I am a corrupted and sinful person who is posing as a saint. But 
since I have the stamp of your holy name embossed on my tongue, I shall also sail the 
ocean of mundane and gross world of delusions and transmigration along with those 
exalted saints who have found liberation and deliverace on the strength of your holy 
name. Remember Lord: the stamp of approval that entitles me to easy passage through 
this world is the same as the one that takes true saints across this ocean of misery and 
grief that is known as the world of transmigration and delusions.”] (4). 
 
In your (Lord Ram’s) court, everyone is treated alike with equal graciousness; 
everyone gets welfare and is provided with auspiciousness (yahi darabāra bhalō) 
whether they deserve it or not, whether they are opposed and inimical to you, or are 
favourable inclined and friendly towards you (dāhinēhu-bāmakō). [Take for 
instance the two demon brothers Vibhishan and Ravana. Both got salvation though 
the former was your friend and had surrendered before you, while the latter was your 
enemy who had even stolen your wife Sita.]  

Oh Lord Sri Ram! I have only one hope and I rely only one one thing, and it is 
in your holy name which provides auspiciousness and welfare to all (mōkō 
subhadāyaka bharōsō rāma-nāmakō) (5). 
 
Oh Lord! There are certain things that are best kept as a secret and concealed in one’s 
mind and heart (hai hiyē nātha nīkī hai), otherwise everything would be ruined as it 
would become public (kahata nasānī hvai).  

Besides, oh the merciful and compassionate Lord (kṛpānidhāna), you know what 
is in the mind and thoughts of Tulsidas (jānata tulasīkē jīkī hai), so there is no need 
for me to elaborate further on anything6.  

[6Tulsidas means that if it comes out in the open that he is like a spoilt coin, a 
selfish fish, a foolish Papiha and inimical to Sri Ram, but pretends to be a holy person 
like a saint because he chants the Lord’s name and appears to have devotion for the 
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Lord, then whatever peace he has got would be snatched from him because the world 
would ridicule him and rile him as being a deceitful person and an imposter. But it is 
not so much a problem as is the fact that if this news spread in the world, the people 
would raise fingers at Lord Ram that inspite of knowing that Tulsidas is a wicked 
person, the Lord still shows favour to him! Will this not undermine the Lord’s glory 
and honour that he gives shelter to such wicked persons? Hence, it is better to keep 
secrets under wraps for the good of both—Tulsidas and the Lord himself!  

The beauty of this verse, like the rest of the verses of Vinai Patrika, is that this 
great saint has written these verses as if he is having a free-wheeling conversation 
with his beloved Lord Ram and chatting with him face to face. He is extremely open 
in his views and hides nothing of his thoughts from the Lord like a true devotee who 
is expected to be honest with the Lord.] (6). 

 
[Note—Tulsidas highlights Sri Ram's mercy, grace, benevolence, benefaction, 
benediction, munificence and magnanimity towards all and sundry, especially his 
devotees, in this verse.] 

 
 

 
                    Lord Rāma is the only Helper and Well-wisher 
 

Rāga Bilāvala 
 

¼179½ 
 
dgk¡ tkm¡] dklksa dgkSa] dkSu lquS nhudhA 
f=Hkqou  rqgh  xfr  lc  vaxghudhAA1AA 
tx  txnhl  ?kj  ?kjfu  ?kusjs  gSaA 
fujk/kkjds  v/kkj  xquxu  rsjs  gSaAA2AA 
xtjkt&dkt [kxjkt rft /kk;ks dksA 
eksls nksl&dksl iksls] rksls ek; tk;ks dksAA3AA 
eksls dwj dk;j dqiwr dkSM+h vk/kdsA 
fd;s cgqeksy rSa djS;k xh/k&Jk/kdsAA4AA 
rqylhdh rsjs gh cuk;s] cfy] cuSxhA 
izHkqdh  fcyac&vac  nks"k&nq[k  tuSxhAA5AA 

 
 
                                                  (179) 
 
kahām̐ jā'um̐, kāsōṁ kahauṁ, kauna sunai dīnakī. 
tribhuvana tuhī gati saba aṅgahīnakī. 1.  
jaga jagadīsa ghara gharani ghanērē haiṁ. 
nirādhārakē adhāra gunagana tērē haiṁ. 2.  
gajarāja-kāja khagarāja taji dhāyō kō. 
mōsē dōsa-kōsa pōsē, tōsē māya jāyō kō. 3.  
mōsē kūra kāyara kupūta kauṛī ādhakē. 
kiyē bahumōla taiṁ karaiyā gīdha-śrādhakē. 4.  
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tulasīkī tērē hī banāyē, bali, banaigī. 
prabhukī bilamba-amba dōṣa-dukha janaigī. 5.  
 
Verse no. 179—[Tulsidas pleads with Lord Ram—] Where can I go (kahām̐ jā'um̐)? 
Before whom should I plead (kāsōṁ kahauṁ)? Who would listen to this 
impoverished and humble person who lacks all means and resources (kauna sunai 
dīnakī)1?  

For a person who is resourceless and helpless like me, the only destination and 
the only place where I can find solace and succour in the ‘Tribhuvana2’, i.e. in the 
entire world, is you (i.e. Lord Sri Ram) (tribhuvana tuhī gati saba aṅgahīnakī) (1). 
 [1Refer also to verse no. 149, stanza no. 1 of this Book ‘Vinai Patrika’. 
 2The word ‘Tribhuvan’ refers to the three levels or segments of the world. 
They are the heaven, the terrestrial and the nether worlds. It also means the past, the 
present and the future worlds.] 
 
The world has a lot many lords and gods (jagadīsa), and virtually every household 
has one of its own (jaga jagadīsa ghara gharani ghanērē haiṁ)3.  

[3To wit, there are countless gods and custodians in this world. The word 
‘jagadīsa’ means a lord or god of the world. In plural Hindu society, there are a 
plethora of gods and deities, and every household has its own patron god or deity. 
Tulsidas means that for him the only god or deity or lord is Lord Ram, and no one 
else.] 
 But for someone who is completely devoid of resources and is utterly hapless 
(nirādhārakē), singing the glories and fame of Lord Sri Ram is the only recourse left 
to him, and it is the only means of by which he can get help and support (adhāra 
gunagana tērē haiṁ)4. 

[4To wit, a person who is without any worldly resources by which he can do 
any meritorious deed that would help him accumulate some good reward, if he has no 
spiritual merit worth the name either, if he lacks the wherewithal for getting liberation 
and deliverance from this gross world of miseries and pains, then for such a person 
the only avenue open is Lord Ram’s holy name and the path of having devotion and 
love for the Lord. There is no other way. The gods expect that a person does good 
deeds in his life and makes offerings to them if he wants these gods to be benevolent 
upon him. For a person who lacks all worldly resources, it is impossible to do deeds 
such as making charities or doing sacrifices that would please the gods. He may not 
be intelligent enough to read the scriptures and follow their instructions in full; he 
may have so many worldly obligations to fulfil that it is well nigh impossible for him 
to do mediatation or renounce the world or remain detached from its affairs.  

In this scenario, the only hope lies in surrendering to Lord Ram and 
inculcating devotion for the Lord. It comes without any strings attached, is easy to 
practice, and its rewards are stupendous.] (2). 
 
When the urgency arose to do the work of Gajaraj (the king of the elephant race), who 
was it other than you who had abandoned his mount, the celestial king of birds known 
as Garud, and rush forward on foot to help him immediately (because you found that 
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Garud was too slow to take you to the place where Gajaraj was in immediate need for 
your help) (gajarāja-kāja khagarāja taji dhāyō kō)5.  

You have sustained and taken care of even me (Tulsidas) who is a treasury of 
sins, vices, evils and misdeeds (mōsē dōsa-kōsa pōsē)—is there any one other such 
benefactor and well-wisher, except you, that has ever been given birth by any mother 
in this world (tōsē māya jāyō kō)6? 

[5Gajraj was being dragged into the water by a crocodile, and he had prayed to 
Lord Vishnu to save him from certain death by plucking one lotus flower and holding 
it aloft the end of its trunk to offer it to the Lord. At that time Lord Vishnu jumped off 
Garud and dashed forward on foot because he found Garud to be too slow. 

The story goes like this: Once while Gajaraj was bathing in a river, a crocodile 
caught hold of his legs and started dragging him inside the water. Gaja tried all his 
might to save himself, but failed. When he was just about to drown, he held a lotus in 
his trunk and offered it to Lord Vishnu, pleading the Lord to save him from certain 
death. When Lord Vishnu heard his cry, he mounted his vehicle, the Garud, and 
dashed forward to save the Elephant. But time was running out and the Garud was too 
slow. So the Lord jumped off Garud’s back and revealed himself instantly at the place 
where the Elephant was. Then the Lord threw his discus and cut-off the head of the 
crocodile, thus saving the Gaja’s life. 

This story is narrated in this book Vinai Patrika, in a note appended to verse 
no. 57, stanza no. 3.  

6Here Tulsidas means that there is no one as benevolent, magnanimous, 
gracious, kind, merciful and forgiving as Lord Ram who provides liberation and 
deliverance to even the most sinful of creatures. And the wonder of it is that the Lord 
does it selflessly and without delay as exemplified by the example of the Elephant. 
The phrase “māya jāyō kō” is a figure of speech to simply mean “is there anyone 
like Lord Ram” in a particular ascpect?] (3). 

 
Oh Lord (Sri Ram) who had performed the last rites (cremation) of the vulture Jatau 
(karaiyā gīdha-śrādhakē)7! You have made a valuable and honourable person out of 
me who is otherwise so cruel (kūra), coward (kāyara), an unworthy son (kupūta), 
and a person who is worthless like a half-pence (kauṛī ādhakē)! [Tulsidas says that 
Lord Ram is such a gracious Lord that he has made a useless person like him into 
someone who is honoured and praised by the world.] 
 [7This story is narrated in this book Vinai Patrika, in a note appended to verse 
no. 57, stanza no. 3. In this context of Lord Ram performing the last rites of Jatau who 
was a vulture by birth, refer also to verse no. 180, stanza no. 6; verse no. 183, stanza 
no. 2; verse no. 191, stanza no. 5.] (4). 
 
Verily oh Lord, I submit truthfully, in all humility and with full conviction that the 
misdeeds, the misdemeanours and the maleficence of Tulsidas, and their resultant evil 
effects that cloud his future and eclipse his chances of getting peace and happiness, 
can be undone or rectified only by you (tulasīkī tērē hī banāyē, bali, banaigī). Oh 
Lord, it is only you who can redeem me. 
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If the Lord delays in redeeming me, liberating and providing succour to me 
(prabhukī bilamba), then this body-like mother of mine (amba) would give birth to 
sorrows, miseries, torments and tribulations of all sorts (dōṣa-dukha janaigī)8. 

[8To wit, Tulsidas says that if the Lord does not show mercy upon him soon 
and extricates him from the quagmire of the delusory world and the eddy of its 
whirlpool-like mundane existence that consists of countless temptations and moral 
pitfalls, then he would be sorrounded by hordes of sins, vices, evils and other types of 
corruptions, immoralities and turpitudes from which he would find himself impossible 
to be freed. This would give him endless misery and grief. If this situation prevails 
and Tulsidas has to suffer inspite of his submitting himself before the Lord and 
praying to him to redeem him and save him, then obviously it would be 
uncharacteristic of the Lord’s nature and reputation, and it would surely give the Lord 
a very bad name. So Tulsidas begs to Lord Ram to save him from the countless 
torments associated with this mundane existence from which he is suffering so that 
the Lord’s grand reputation and honour are maintained. So he says “Be quick Lord; 
don’t procrastinate any further”.] (5). 

 
 

 
                 Lord Rāma is the only benefactor and merciful Lord of all 
 
                     (Tulasīdāsa compares Śrī Rāma with other Lords) 

 
¼180½ 

 
ckjd fcyksfd cfy dhtS eksfga vkiuksA 
jk;  nljFkds  rw  mFkiu&FkkiuksAA1AA 
lkfgc  ljuiky  lcy  u  nwljksA 
rsjks  uke  ysr  gh  lq[ksr  gksr  ÅljksAA2AA 
cpu  dje  rsjs  esjs  eu  xM+s  gSaA 
ns[ks lqus tkus eSa tgku tsrs cM+s gSaAA3AA 
dkSu fd;ks lek/kku lueku lhykdksA 
Hk`xqukFk lks fj"kh ftrS;k dkSu yhyk dksAA4AA 
ekrq&firq&ca/kq&fgr]  yksd&csniky  dksA 
cksydks vpy] ur djr fugky dksAA5AA 
laxzgh  lusgcl  v/ke  vlk/kqdksA 
xh/k  lcjhdks  dgkS  dfjgS  ljk/kq  dksAA6AA 
fujk/kkjdks  v/kkj] nhudks  n;kyq  dksA 
ehr  dfi&dsoV&jtfupj&Hkkyq  dksAA7AA 
jad] fujxquh] uhp ftrus fuokts gSaA 
egkjkt! lqtu&lekt rs fcjkts gSaAA8AA 
lk¡ph fc#nkoyh u cf<+ dfg xbZ gSA 
lhyfla/kq! <hy rqylhdh csj HkbZ gSAA9AA 
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                                                     (180) 
 
bāraka bilōki bali kījai mōhiṁ āpanō. 
rāya dasarathakē tū uthapana-thāpanō. 1.  
sāhiba saranapāla sabala na dūsarō. 
tērō nāma lēta hī sukhēta hōta ūsarō. 2.  
bacana karama tērē mērē mana gaṛē haiṁ. 
dēkhē sunē jānē maiṁ jahāna jētē baṛē haiṁ. 3.  
kauna kiyō samādhāna sanamāna sīlākō. 
bhṛgunātha sō riṣī jitaiyā kauna līlā kō. 4.  
mātu-pitu-bandhu-hita, lōka-bēdapāla kō. 
bōlakō acala, nata karata nihāla kō. 5.  
saṅgrahī sanēhabasa adhama asādhukō. 
gīdha sabarīkō kahau karihai sarādhu kō. 6.  
nirādhārakō adhāra, dīnakō dayālu kō. 
mīta kapi-kēvaṭa-rajanicara-bhālu kō. 7.  
raṅka, niragunī, nīca jitanē nivājē haiṁ. 
mahārāja! sujana-samāja tē birājē haiṁ. 8.  
sām̐cī birudāvalī na baḍhi kahi ga'ī hai. 
sīlasindhu! Ḍhīla tulasīkī bēra bha'ī hai. 9.  
 
Verse no. 180—Oh Lord! I humbly plead before you to have the grace and courage 
(bali kījai) to look upon me as your humble son (bāraka bilōki) and accept me due to 
this reason, if nothing else (mōhiṁ āpanō).  

Oh the Son of Dasrath (“rāya dasarathakē”; i.e. Lord Sri Ram)! You are the 
one who rehabilitates (tū---thāpanō) those who have been uprooted and left with no 
solace and succour anywhere (uthapana) (1). 
 
Compared to you there is no other Lord (sāhiba) who is more able, more competent, 
more powerful and more adept (sabala na dūsarō) at giving protection to and 
looking after the welfare of those who have surrendered to the Lord and taken refuge 
and shelter with him (saranapāla).  

Your holy name is so miraculous and mightily able that by merely uttering it 
(or, as soon as one invokes it—“tērō nāma lēta hī”) even a moor (infertile tract of 
land; barren meadow) becomes a fertile field instantly (sukhēta hōta ūsarō)1.  

[1To wit, those who do not have even a trace of devotion or affection for the 
Lord, nor have any meritorious deed to their credit, or have ever practiced any 
spiritual discipline, are still able to achieve devotion, enlightenment, emancipation 
and salvation merely on the strength of Sri Ram's holy name by merely uttering it—
even if it is done without having true faith and devotion for the Lord.] (2). 
 
Your gracious words (or vows; promises; assurances and declarations that you have 
made from time to time) and your merciful deeds (your actions to back up what you 
say) (bacana karama tērē) have firmly etched themselves on my mind and heart 
(i.e. they have firmly established themselves inside my mind and heart, and I have no 
doubt about their veracity and trustworthiness) (mērē mana gaṛē haiṁ). 
 I have also closely examined the deeds and actions and have attentively heard 
the words of all other Lords in this world, both the temporal as well as the heavenly 
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(dēkhē sunē jānē maiṁ jahāna jētē baṛē haiṁ) (in order to compare and judge 
for myself who is better and reliable)2.  

[2Oh Lord. I have heard what you have said and the promises you have made, 
and also what all other Lords, both the masters of the temporal world as well as the 
gods of heaven, have said. I have also closely watched the actions and deeds of both, 
you and them, and then compared them in my mind to judge who is a better and 
trustworthy Lord whom I should choose as ‘my Lord’. After due diligence and close 
scrutiny I have come to the conclusion that no one is more gracious, selfless, merciful, 
benevolent, charitable, kind, forgiving and compassionate as you are.  

You have promised, inter alia, that you will help others selflessly, that you 
give refuge and shelter to anyone who comes to you seeking them, that you will 
accept all those who are in distress no matter who they are and what sins they may 
have done, and that you always favour all who have become devoted to you and treat 
them like a mother treats her son. {There are numerous instances of this. Refer: Ram 
Charit Manas, (a) Aranya Kand, (i) Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 33 
(with regard to the vulture king Jatau); (ii) Chaupai line nos. 4-5 that precede Doha 
no. 43 (to sage Narad); (b) Sundar Kand, Chaupai line nos. 1-5 that precede Doha no. 
44; and Doha no. 48 along with Chaupai line nos. 1-8 that precede it (with regard to 
Vibhishan, the brother of the demon king of Lanka); (c) Uttar Kand, (i) Chaupai line 
nos. 3-4 that precede Doha no. 46 (to the citizens of Ayodhya); (ii) Chaupai line nos. 
3-5 that precede Doha no. 85 (with regard to the crow saint Kaagbhusund).} 

I discovered that you walked the talk, i.e. you had done what you said. For 
instance, you had accepted as you friend many the lowly persons, such as the boatman 
Guha and the demon Vibhishan. You have also liberated equally lowly souls, such as 
the vulture Jatau and the tribal woman Sabari. You have even provided liberation and 
deliverance to the demons who had faught with you—for instance, the demon king 
Ravana, his brother Kumbhakaran, and all other demons. {Refer: Ram Charit Manas, 
(a) Ayodhya Kand, Doha no. 102, and Uttar Kand, Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes 
Doha no. 20 (with regard to the boatman Guha/Nishad); (b) Aranya Kand, Doha no. 
32 (with regard to the vulture king Jatau); Doha no. 36 (with regard to the tribal 
woman Sabari; (c) Sundar Kand, Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 47—to 
Chaupai line no. 10 that precedes Doha no. 49 (with regard to Vibhishan, the brother 
of the demon king Ravana); (d) Lanka Kand, Chaupai line nos. 1-5 that precede Doha 
no. 45 (with regard to the demons); Chaupai line nos. 8-9 that precede Doha no. 71 
(with regard to the Kumbhakaran, the brother of the demon king Ravana); Chaupai 
line nos. 9-11 that precede Doha no. 103 (with regard to the Ravana, the king of 
demons); and (e) Uttar Kand, from Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes Doha no. 83—to 
Doha no. 85 (with regard to the the crow saint Kaagbhusund).} 

Now, when I examine the nature of other Lords and Masters in this world, 
whether they are of this temporal world or of the heaven, such as the different gods, I 
find that all of them are selfish and inconsistent in their attitude and behaviour. They 
all expect some service and offering from a person who approaches them for some 
kind of relief. One has to first please them and then hope for some good; and this 
good comes with a lot of strings attached. As long as the person fulfils the needs of all 
these Lords and Masters, they would listen to him, and as soon as he ceases to be of 
any value to them they turn against him, no matter how much he suffers.  

A king for instance would honour only those who pay tribute to him, and 
punish those who are too poor or distressed so as to be unable to do so. 
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In brief, when I compare the gracious and magnanimous nature of Lord Ram 
with that of all other Lords and Masters, I am convinced that there is no other Lord as 
great and dear as Lord Ram.] (2). 
 
How many of these Lords would deem it fit to show respect to Ahilya who was 
condemmed to live like a stone by liberating her from this curse, and who would have 
taken the trouble to give her eternal peace by freeing her from this scourage (kauna 
kiyō samādhāna sanamāna sīlākō)3.  

Who else had so easily and without any effort, as if by somew magical charm, 
vanquished the angry nature and overcome the rage of sage Parashuram who was 
extremely haughty, arrogant and wrathful (bhṛgunātha sō riṣī jitaiyā kauna līlā 
kō)4?  

[3The story of Ahilya is narrated in a note appended to verse no. 43, stanza no. 
3 of this book Vinai Patrika. She had been turned into a stone by the curse of her 
husband sage Gautam cause by some misunderstanding on the part of the sage. No 
one, neither the sages nor the gods, dared to oppose or offend Gautam by granting 
freedom to Ahilya from this curse. But Lord Ram freed her by touching the stone by 
his holy foot. This story is narrated in Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, from Chaupai 
line no. 11 that precedes Doha no. 210—to Doha no. 211. 

Sage Parashuram was an image of anger and vengefulness. He derived his 
name by the virtue of the ‘battle-axe’ (“Parashu”) that he held in his hands. He was so 
powerful and unforgiving that he had eliminated countless kings in numerous battles, 
chopping off their heads with his battle-axe. What to talk of feeling any sense of 
remorse, the sage was proud of this deeds instead. When Lord Ram had broken the 
old bow of Lord Shiva to marry Sita at Janakpur, sage Parashuram came angrily to 
punish anyone who had broken Shiva’s bow. His mere presence sent chill down the 
spine of all the great kings and princes of the earth who had collected at the venue to 
try their hands at lifting the bow. But it turned out that no matter how much 
Parashuram fretted and fumed he could not harm Lord Ram in the least, something 
that even stunned the sage himself. By and by, the sage’s anger dissipitated and he 
calmed down. This story is narrated in This story is narrated in Ram Charit Manas, 
Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 268—to Chaupai line no. 
7 that precedes Doha no. 285. 

4Obviously, it was Lord Ram and no one else. In fact, all the great kings and 
princes who had collected at the place where Parashuram had come to vent his ire 
were terrified of him and became cold in blood. No one dared in this world to 
confront the powerful sage’s wrath. But Lord Ram had calmed him down 
effortlessly.] (4). 

    
Who has upheld the principles of righteous conduct as advised by the Vedas and 
tradition (lōka-bēdapāla kō) for the sake of honouring the wishes of one’s mother 
and father, and for the good of his brother (mātu-pitu-bandhu-hita)5? 

Who is more true to his words than is Lord Ram (bōlakō acala)? [To wit, the 
Lord does not dither or falter in doing what he says. He is extremely careful to honour 
his commitments.]  

And who else fully satisfies (i.e. fulfils the desire of) those who bow their 
heads in front (nata karata nihāla kō)6? [Of course, such a Lord is no one else but 
Lord Sri Ram.]  
  [5This refers to the obedience of Sri Ram to the orders of his parents to go to 
exile so that his brother Bharat could be crowned as the prince of Ayodhya. Refer: 
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Ram Charit Manas, Ayodhya Kand, from Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 
41—to Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 42. 
 6The Lord immediately lifts and embraces even the lowliest of creatures if the 
latter just as much as bows before him to surrender and express his devotion and 
affection for the Lord. Lord Ram had embraced the boatman named Guha/Nishad, 
Hanuman and Sugriv (who had the physical appearances of a monkey) and Vibhishan 
(who was a demon by birth). Refer: Ram Charit Manas, (a) Ayodhya Kand, Chaupai 
line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 242 with respect to the boatman; (b) Kishkindha 
Kand, Chaupai line nos. 5-6 that precede Doha no. 3 with respect to Hanuman; and 
Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 4, and Chaupai line no. 10 that precedes 
Doha no. 7 with respect to Sugriv; (c) Sundar Kand, Chaupai line nos. 1-3 that 
precede Doha no. 46 with respect to Vibhishan; and (d) Uttar Kand, Chaupai line nos. 
4-7 that precede Doha no. 6 with respect to the citizens of Ayodhya irrespective of 
their caste and standing in society.] (5). 
 
Who would like to keep the company of and show affection to those who are lowly, 
wretched and downtrodden like Lord Ram does (saṅgrahī sanēhabasa adhama 
asādhukō)7?  

[7To wit, everyone would like to keep the company of the high and the 
mighty; no one wishes to invite the lowly and the sinful for fear of ill-fame and bad 
name as being the one who keeps bad company. But Lord Ram knows that if he 
neglects such poor creatures, they have no one to go to. So the merciful Lord 
welcomes and accepts all of them as his own subjects.] 

Who will do the last rites of such lowly creatures as Sabari (who was of tribal 
woman of low birth and an outcast) and Jatau (who was a vulture by birth) (as if they 
were the Lord’s parents) (gīdha sabarīkō kahau karihai sarādhu kō)8?  

[8Lord Ram had done the funeral rites of both the vulture named Jatau and the 
tribal woman named Sabari. Usually this is done by the son of a dead person. In other 
words, Lord Ram had elevated them to the exalted stature of being the Lord’s parents 
by performing their last rites himself.  

In this context, refer verse no. 152, stanza no. 8 of this book Vinai Patrika. 
The fact that Lord Ram was so gracious that he had no second thoughts to 

perform the last rites of Jatau who was a vulture by birth is also stressed in verse no. 
179, stanza no. 3; verse no. 183, stanza no. 2; verse no. 191, stanza no. 5. 

These events are narrated in Ram Charit Manas, Aranya Kand, (i) Doha no. 32 
with respect to Jatau; and (ii) Doha no. 36 with respect to Sabari.] (6). 

 
Who else is the support, the sustenance, the solace and succour of all those who have 
none so anywhere else (nirādhārakō adhāra)?  

Who is there to show mercy, kindness and compassion on the lowly, the meek, 
the deprived, the wretched, the humble and the downtrodden (dīnakō dayālu kō)?  

Say, who would like to be a friend of monkeys, bears, boatman and demons 
(mīta kapi-kēvaṭa-rajanicara-bhālu kō)? (None else but Lord Sri Ram) (7). 
 
Oh my Great King, the Lord of all lords (mahārāja)! All those who were paupers, 
impoverished, stupid fools, ignorants, wicked, lowly, downtrodden and underdogs 
(raṅka, niragunī, nīca) upon whom you had been gracious and kind, on whom you 
have shown your benevolence and mercy (jitanē nivājē haiṁ)—well, they have now 
found an exalted place among the community of saints (“sujana-samāja tē birājē 
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haiṁ”; though they were all condemned and had no chance of ever getting honour of 
any kind)!! (8). 
 
All the above narrations are true in every word; not even a single statement has been 
made or a single thing said that has been exaggerated to praise you (sām̐cī birudāvalī 
na baḍhi kahi ga'ī hai).  

Oh the Lord who is like an ocean of virtuous characters, who is most courteous 
and gracious, and who has noble nature (sīlasindhu)—say why is there so much delay 
and laxity on your part when the turn of Tulsidas has come to seek your blessings 
(Ḍhīla tulasīkī bēra bha'ī hai)9?  

[9Why don't you hurry-up in my case? Why don’t you show the same willingness 
to accept the lowliest of creatures and provide them with liberation and deliverance 
from their miseries when the time to do so for Tulsidas has arrived?  

It ought to be noted that this stance of Tulsidas which on the face appears to show 
that the Lord is neglecting him is merely the saint’s way of showing his humility and 
eagerness to receive the Lord’s grace.  

Remember: A true devotee acts before his Lord like a child behaves before its 
parent. No matter how much the parent does for the child and loves it, the latter 
always cries for more attention. This is why Tulsidas keeps on pleading with Lord 
Ram to be more and more kind to him.] (9). 

 
[Note—Tulsidas highlights Sri Ram's mercy, grace, benevolence, benefaction, 
benediction, munificence and magnanimity towards all and sundry, especially his 
devotees, in this verse.] 

 
 
 

Tulasīdāsa pleads with Lord Rāma for protection 
 

¼181½ 
 
dsgw Hkk¡fr d`ikfla/kq esjh vksj gsfj;sA 
eksdks vkSj BkSj u] lqVsd ,d rsfj;sAA1AA 
lgl flykrsa vfr tM+ efr HkbZ gSA 
dklksa dgkSa] dkSuS xfr ikgufga nbZ gSAA2AA 
in&jkx&tkx pgkSa dkSfld T;ksa fd;ks gkSaA 
dfy&ey [ky nsf[k Hkkjh Hkhfr fHk;ks gkSaAA3AA 
dje&dihl ckfy&cyh&=kl&=L;ks gkSaA 
pkgr vukFk&ukFk! rsjh ck¡g cL;ks gkSaAA4AA 
egk eksg&jkou fcHkh"ku T;ksa g;ks gkSaA 
=kfg] rqylhl =kfg] frgw¡ rki r;ks gkSaAA5AA 

 
 
                                                  (181) 
 
kēhū bhām̐ti kṛpāsindhu mērī ōra hēriyē. 
mōkō aura ṭhaura na, suṭēka ēka tēriyē. 1.  
sahasa silātēṁ ati jaṛa mati bha'ī hai. 
kāsōṁ kahauṁ, kaunai gati pāhanahiṁ da'ī hai. 2.  
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pada-rāga-jāga cahauṁ kausika jyōṁ kiyō hauṁ. 
kali-mala khala dēkhi bhārī bhīti bhiyō hauṁ. 3.  
karama-kapīsa bāli-balī-trāsa-trasyō hauṁ. 
cāhata anātha-nātha! tērī bām̐ha basyō hauṁ. 4.  
mahā mōha-rāvana bibhīṣana jyōṁ hayō hauṁ. 
trāhi, tulasīsa trāhi, tihūm̐ tāpa tayō hauṁ. 5.  
 
Verse no. 181—[Tulsidas humbly pleads with Lord Ram—] Oh the Ocean of Mercy 
and Grace (“kṛpāsindhu”; Lord Sri Ram)! Find an excuse to glance at me at least 
once; please be kind to show mercy and kindness towards me even for a moment, as 
even a fleeting merciful glance of yours would be sufficient for me (kēhū bhām̐ti 
mērī ōra hēriyē).  

I don't have any other destination, nor any other support and means of 
sustenance except you (mōkō aura ṭhaura na), for in all sooth and without gainsay 
oh Lord, you are my only truthful help and hope, my only source of solace and 
succour, and the only one on whom I can blindly rely for my welfare and good 
(suṭēka ēka tēriyē) (1). 
 
My wisdom and intellect has become grosser and more worthless than thousands of 
useless rocks put together (sahasa silātēṁ ati jaṛa mati bha'ī hai)1.  

[1To wit, I have become as stupid, stubborn, unemotional, unresponsive and 
gross as a worthless and inanimate piece of stone; my mind is dull and dumb-witted to 
its core, and I am unable to discriminate what is good for me and what is not. I have 
also become so overcome with the negative effects of Maya or delusions associated 
with this world that I have lost my powers of choosing the right path which I ought to 
follow to reach my spiritual destination and hope to attain peace and bliss for my 
soul.]  

Whom should I approach and talk to to find freedom from this dumbness of 
mine and achieve some reasonable level of wisdom and intelligence that would make 
me able to discriminate between what is good for me and what is not (kāsōṁ 
kahauṁ).  

Say oh Lord, who has liberated the stones from the bane of their curse and 
grossness (except you) (kaunai gati pāhanahiṁ da'ī hai)2?  

[2This has reference to the liberation of Ahilya, the wife of sage Gautam, who 
was turned into a stone by a curse, but whom Lord Ram liberated and provided 
deliverance by touching that stone with his holy foot which turned Ahilya into her 
original form. In other words, who would take the trouble of freeing me from the 
curse of stupidity and the bane of dumbness of mind that has become my undoing if 
you don’t do it?] (2). 
 
Like the way sage Vishwamitra had completed his fire sacrifice unhindered (under 
you protection) (jāga kausika jyōṁ kiyō hauṁ), I too want to do a symbolic 
sacrifice at your holy feet in the form of love, affection and devotion for you (pada-
rāga-jāga cahauṁ)3.  
 But the problem is that like the demons who had been tormenting the sage and 
creating hindrances in his efforts to complete his fire sacrifice, I feel greatly scared 
out of my wits (bhārī bhīti bhiyō hauṁ) when I observe the numerous miscreants 
and scoundrels in the form of sins, vices, evils, corruptions, degradations, turpitude, 
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perversities and other negative effects that are the hallmarks of Kaliyug (the present 
age of evil and vices in which we live). (kali-mala khala dēkhi)4.  

[3This story is narrated in “Ram Charit Manas”, Baal Kand, from Chaupai line 
no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 206—to Chaupai line no. 6 that precedes Doha no. 210. 

4Tulsidas means that the way Lord Ram had protected the fire sacrifice of sage 
Vishwamitra from being defiled by the armies of the demons Marich and Subahu, the 
demoness Tadaka etc., the Lord should also protect him, Tulsidas, from the torments 
and tribulations caused by the tyrannical attitude of the negative forces of Kaliyug, 
which are no less evil than the cruel demons, so that he can continue unhindered on 
the path of devotion for the Lord, in worshipping the Lord and expressing his love and 
loyalty for him. The inability to follow this holy spiritual path prevents Tulsidas from 
attaining peace and happiness in his life. So he needs the Lord’s intervention in his 
favour. 

It ought to be noted here that Tulsidas is speaking on behalf of the entire 
humanity which is suffering from the negativities of Kaliyug so much so that it has 
lost its peace of mind and true happiness.] (3). 

 
(Comparing himself with Sugriv, the exiled prince of the monkey race who was freed 
from the torment of his elder brother Baali who had earlier beaten him, thrown him 
out of the kingdom and usurped all his rights, Tulsidas says—) I am terribly scared 
and tormented by (trāsa-trasyō hauṁ) the dishonest, treacherous and cunning deeds 
of mine that are like Baali, the brave king of monkeys (karama-kapīsa bāli-balī)5. 
So, oh Lord of the destitutes and the desolate ones (anātha-nātha), I want (cāhata) 
to take shelter under the shadow of your protective arms (tērī bām̐ha basyō hauṁ) 
(like Sugriv had done out of fear of Baali, and plead to you to save me from these evil 
deeds that the tyrannical Kaliyug is forcing me to do in my life)6. 

[5This story is narrated in “Ram Charit Manas”, Kishkindha Kand, from 
Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 6—to Chaupai line no. 10 that precedes 
Doha no. 210; and Doha no. 11 along with its preceding Chaupai line nos. 9-10. 

6Tulsidas means that the way Lord Ram had protected Sugriv against the 
torments of his own brother Baali because Sugriv had taken refuge with the Lord, he 
should also protect Tulsidas from the horrors of Kaliyug because he too has taken 
refuge with the Lord.] (4). 
 
Like Ravana had thrashed and kicked out Vibhishan, his younger brother, from the 
kingdom (rāvana bibhīṣana jyōṁ hayō hauṁ)7, I (Tulsidas) too am being drubbed 
and smitten by the great delusions, attachments, allurements, ignorance and 
hallucinations associated with Kaliyug and this gross mundane world (mahā mōha)8.  

Oh the Lord of Tulsi (tulasīsa)! I am being burnt (tormented and horrified) by 
the heat (sufferings) of the three Traitaps (Adhyatmik, Adibhautik and Adidaivik) that 
are associated with life in this mundane gross world of transmigration and delusions 
(tihūm̐ tāpa tayō hauṁ). Oh Lord, save me, save me; I beg of you (trāhi, trāhi)9!  

[7This episode is narrated in “Ram Charit Manas”, Sundar Kand, from 
Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 38—to Doha no. 41.  

8Tulsidas compares the torments and miseries caused by the numerous 
delusions and attachments with the sense objects of the mundane world with the way 
Vibhishan was being tormented by his elder brother Ravana. Like the way Ravana 
had kicked Vibhishan out of his kingdom, these worldly tormentors have kicked all 
peace and happiness out of the life of Tulsidas. The worldly torments are virtually 
roasting him alive. So he seeks Lord Ram’s protection and shadow. 
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9While Vibhishan lived in Lanka he was surrounded on all sides by the 
ferocious and cruel demons. He never could live in peace with himself, and was 
constantly teased, rebuked, scorned at and mentally tortured as long as he lived in 
Lanka; he found it extremely difficult to practice his spiritual ways and lead a pious 
life. It was only when he left Lanka and took shelter in the holy feet of Lord Ram that 
he could finally get his peace of mind and honour restored. Likewise, Tulsidas has to 
suffer immensely in this world ridden by sinful mentality, evil thoughts and deeds and 
perversities of all kinds. He concludes that the only way to find peace and freedom 
from this horror is to take shelter in the feet of Lord Ram. So he prays to the Lord to 
help him overcome his torments.] (5). 
 
 

Tulasīdās’ confidence in his Lord Rāma 
 

[Tulasīdās’ determination to get Lord Rāma 's benevolence and mercy]  
 

¼182½ 
 
ukFk! xquxkFk lqfu gksr fpr pkm lksA 
jke jhf>csdks tkukSa Hkxfr u Hkkm lksAA1AA 
dje] lqHkkm] dky] Bkdqj u Bkm¡ lksA 
lq/ku u] lqru u] lqeu] lqvkm lksAA2AA 
tk¡pkSa ty tkfg dgS vfe; fi;km lksA 
dklksa dgkSa dkgw lksa u c<+r fg;km lksAA3AA 
cki! cfy tkm¡] vkiq dfj;s mikm lksA 
rsjsgh  fugkjs  ijS  gkjsgw  lqnkm  lksAA4AA 
rsjsgh lq>k;s lw>S vlq> lq>km lksA 
rsjsgh cq>k;s cw>s vcq> cq>km lksAA5AA 
uke&voyacq&vacq nhu ehu&jkm lksA 
izHkqlksa cukb dgkSa thg tfj tkm lksAA6AA 
lc Hkk¡fr fcxjh gS ,d lqcukm lksA 
rqylh lqlkfgcfga fn;ks gS tukm lksAA7AA 

 
 
                                                    (182) 
 
nātha! gunagātha suni hōta cita cā'u sō. 
rāma rījhibēkō jānauṁ bhagati na bhā'u sō. 1.  
karama, subhā'u, kāla, ṭhākura na ṭhā'um̐ sō. 
sudhana na, sutana na, sumana, su'ā'u sō. 2.  
jām̐caiṁ jala jāhi kahai amiya piyā'u sō. 
kāsōṁ kahauṁ kāhū sōṁ na baṛhata hiyā'u sō. 3.  
bāpa! bali jā'um̐, āpu kariyē upā'u sō. 
tērēhī nihārē parai hārēhū sudā'u sō. 4.  
tērēhī sujhāyē sūjhai asujha sujhā'u sō. 
tērēhī bujhāyē būjhē abujha bujhā'u sō. 5.  
nāma-avalambu-ambu dīna mīna-rā'u sō. 
prabhusōṁ banā'i kahauṁ jīha jari jā'u sō. 6.  
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saba bhām̐ti bigarī hai ēka subanā'u sō. 
tulasī susāhibahiṁ diyō hai janā'u sō. 7.  
 
Verse no. 182—[Tulsidas has petitioned Lord Ram, and hence he feels reassured of 
the Lord’s unquestioned help to him to overcome his miseries and torments because 
he has a lot of faith in the Lord’s merciful, gracious and benevolent nature.] 
 
Oh Lord (nātha)! I am greatly encouraged when I hear about the long chain and the 
enormity of your legendary virtues and glories as well as about your gracious and 
benevolent nature (gunagātha suni hōta cita cā'u sō), but oh Lord Ram I am 
unaware of the virtues such as devotion and type of emotions and sentiments that are 
needed to please you (rāma rījhibēkō jānauṁ bhagati na bhā'u sō). [So I feel 
depressed and dejected that in the absence of this knowledge or ability to inculcate 
these virtues, I may not be able to please you. I wonder then if I really would ever be 
able to please you?] (1). 
 
The reason is that neither are my deeds noble, virtuous, auspicious and righteous 
(karama), my temperament, nature and habit cannot be categeorised as even being 
good, so what to talk of their being best or excellent (subhā'u), nor is the time or 
circumstance favourable for me (because I live in the corrupt age of Kaliyug) (kāla).  

I do not have a patron lord who would afford help and protection to me 
(ṭhākura na), and neither do I have any wherewithal to support me (na ṭhā'um̐ sō).  

I do not have any assets or resources (in the form of spiritual merit, such as 
good deeds that would stand me in good stead and bear fruits of success for me in my 
spiritual endeavours) (sudhana na), nor a body that is compatible to me and under 
my control (sutana na).  

Likewise, my mind is also not good (sumana), and neither is my age 
supportive of me (as I am getting old and have very little time to spend in search of 
options for my liberation and deliverance as well as for finding peace and happiness 
for myself) (su'ā'u sō)1.   

[1In brief, I don't have a single resource that can lead me to salvation and 
peace. I am totally helpless and hapless, am feeling utterly dismayed, distressed and 
distraught, and am virtually afloat like a rudderless ship on the high sea.] (2). 
 
Whosoever I approach for water to quench my thirst, asks me instead to let him have 
Amrit (elixir of life) (jām̐caiṁ jala jāhi kahai amiya piyā'u sō). [To wit, any wise 
person I approach for guidance taunts me and seeks help from me instead —because I 
have found that everyone is suffering like me and everyone needs spiritual help.]  

Whom should I narrate my tale of woes; with whom shall I share my feelings 
of distress and pain (kāsōṁ kahauṁ kāhū)? I do not gather enough courage to speak 
to anyone because no one would encourage me but would rather make me feel all the 
more distressed and forlorn (sōṁ na baṛhata hiyā'u sō) (3). 
 
Oh my Father (“bāpa”; Lord Sri Ram)! I most earnestly beseech you to find some 
good solution for my predicament (bali jā'um̐, āpu kariyē upā'u sō) because by 
your mere merciful glance (tērēhī nihārē), a good oppurtunity for success appears 
instantly even in the face of apparent or imminent defeat (parai hārēhū sudā'u sō)2. 
 [2To wit, even the greatest of sinners, who have almost lost all hopes of ever 
crossing this ocean of mundane existence, get instant deliverance and salvation by a 
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mere pitiful and graceful glance from you, or upon hearing a single name of yours 
being said when one is in a state of complete hopelessness.] (4). 
 
If you wish then even the invisible becomes visible (tērēhī sujhāyē sūjhai asujha 
sujhā'u sō)3, and if you teach or explain then even that which is beyond 
comprehension and grasp of the mind-intellect comes within reach (i.e. becomes 
easily understood and discerned) (tērēhī bujhāyē būjhē abujha)4.  

Now therefore oh Lord, I request you to show and explain the things to me 
yourself (i.e. tell me what to do) (bujhā'u sō). 

[3To wit, if the Lord wants, a blind man is also able to see what those with 
physical eyes aren’t able to. For instance, the blind saint named Surdas could see the 
image of Lord Krishna installed in a temple and the Lord himself talked with him on 
many an occasions, but there are thousands of so-called wise and realised saints and 
seers who have never been able to witness the presence of the Lord in their lives. 

4From a wider perspective it means that if the Lord so wishes, a person 
becomes so enlightened that he gets the level of wisdom that entitles him to ‘see’ or 
visualise the invisible and sublime form of the Supreme Being not only on the canvas 
of his sub-conscious mind while meditating and contemplating upon the subtle form 
of the Divinity but also everywhere in the surrounding physical gross world. 

If the Lord does not want, a person may spend his entire life pouring over 
thick volumes of the scriptures and even learn them by heart but he won’t understand 
their hidden spiritual message to benefit from them. On the other hand, if the Lord 
becomes pleased with someone than he can realise the Truth and attain spiritual 
blessedness even without having to study these scriptures and even if he is unlettered.] 
(5).  
 
Oh Lord, your name has been like a parent for me as it has supported and provided 
succour to a humble being like myself (nāma-avalambu-ambu) much like the way 
water that supports the smallest fish as well as a huge one who live in it and seeks its 
support for its sustenance and life (dīna mīna-rā'u sō).  

If I speak a single word as lie to you, anything that is cooked-up or pretentious 
just to please you (prabhusōṁ banā'i kahauṁ), then let my tongue be burnt (let me 
be punished if I speak any untruth) (jīha jari jā'u sō)5.  

[5Refer verse no. 178, stanza 3 of this book Vinai Patrika.] (6). 
 
My case has become hopeless and is on the verge of ruin (saba bhām̐ti bigarī hai), 
but there appears only one ray of good hope (ēka subanā'u sō)—and that is, I, 
Tulsidas, have brought to the notice of the Lord my predicaments, my pitiable and 
hapless condition (and has requested him to intercede on my behalf) (tulasī 
susāhibahiṁ diyō hai janā'u sō).  

[Now therefore, the ball is in Sri Ram's court, as it were. And this is Tulsidas' 
greatest reassurance because the merciful Lord has never let his devotees down.] (7). 
 
 

 
                                     Lord Śrī Rāma's Glories 
 
      [Tulasīdās' determination to get Śrī Rāma's benevolence and mercy] 
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Rāga Āsāvarī  
 

¼183½ 
    

jke! izhfrdh jhfr vki uhds tfu;r gSA 
cM+sdh cM+kbZ] NksVsdh NksVkbZ nwfj djS] 
  ,slh fc#nkoyh] cfy] csn efu;r gSAA1AA 
xh/kdks fd;ks ljk/k] Hkhyuhdks [kk;ks Qy] 
  lksÅ lk/kq&lHkk HkyhHkk¡fr Hkfu;r gSA 
jkojs  vknjs  yksd  csn  gw¡  vknfj;r] 
  tksx  X;ku  gw¡  rsa  x:  xfu;r  gSAA2AA 
izHkqdh d`ik d`ikyq! dfBu dfy gw¡ dky] 
  efgek  leqf>  mj  vfu;r  gSA 
rqylh  ijk;s  cl  Hk;s  jl  vujl] 
  nhucU/kq!  }kjs  gB  Bfu;r  gSAA3AA 

 
 
                                                    (183) 
 
rāma! prītikī rīti āpa nīkē janiyata hai. 
baṛēkī baṛā'ī, chōṭēkī chōṭā'ī dūri karai, 
aisī birudāvalī, bali, bēda maniyata hai. 1.  
gīdhakō kiyō sarādha, bhīlanīkō khāyō phala, 
sō'ū sādhu-sabhā bhalībhām̐ti bhaniyata hai. 
rāvarē ādarē lōka bēda hūm̐ ādariyata, 
jōga gyāna hūm̐ tēṁ garū ganiyata hai. 2.  
prabhukī kṛpā kṛpālu! kaṭhina kali hūm̐ kāla, 
mahimā samujhi ura aniyata hai. 
tulasī parāyē basa bhayē rasa anarasa, 
dīnabandhu! dvārē haṭha ṭhaniyata hai. 3.  
 
Verse no. 183—Oh Sri Ram! You are the only one who is well aware of and well 
versed in the traditions of love and affection that are pure, divine and of spiritual 
dimension (prītikī rīti āpa nīkē janiyata hai).  
 I submit humbly before you (or I gather courage to assert) (bali) that the 
Vedas have accepted your fame and glory as the Lord (aisī birudāvalī, bēda 
maniyata hai) who removes the arrogance of pride, vanity, haughtiness and seniority 
from those who have it and boast of it (baṛēkī baṛā'ī), and at the same time, and in a 
similar manner, remove the feeling of wretchedness, humbleness, meekness, 
helplessness, pity, miserableness and haplessness from those who are underprivileged, 
lowly, lacking in resources, downtrodden and underdogs (chōṭēkī chōṭā'ī dūri karai) 
(1). 
 
You had performed the last rites of the vulture Jatau (gīdhakō kiyō sarādha)1, and 
had eaten the plums offered to you by the tribal woman named Sabari (bhīlanīkō 
khāyō phala)2. 

It is also well known and often cited that all those whom you have given 
honour and respect (rāvarē ādarē) are also honoured and respected well by the 
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society of those who are pious and saintly (sō'ū sādhu-sabhā bhalībhām̐ti 
bhaniyata hai), by the world at large, as well as by the Vedas (lōka bēda hūm̐ 
ādariyata).  

Having love and affection for you (and by extension, having devotion as well) 
are considered far superior to (and even better than) Yoga (meditative techniques) and 
knowledge (of the scriptures) or wisdom (jōga gyāna hūm̐ tēṁ garū ganiyata hai).  

[1Refer also to verse no. 179, stanza no. 4; verse no. 180, stanza no. 6; verse 
no. 191, stanza no. 6 of this Book ‘Vinai Patrika’.  

2Refer verse no. 164, stanza no. 4 herein above in this Book ‘Vinai Patrika’.] 
(2). 

 
Oh merciful Lord (“kṛpālu”; Sri Ram)! By your grace and kindness (prabhukī kṛpā), 
your devotees are able to understand the greatness and the importance of your holy 
name, fame, glories and virtuous deeds (mahimā samujhi), and so they firmly 
establish them in their hearts (ura aniyata hai) even in this corrupt and evil age of 
Kaliyug (when it is almost impossible to do so; they mangage it even against all odds 
and hindrances created by Kaliyug) (kaṭhina kali hūm̐ kāla).  

Though this Tulsidas is enslaved to others (“tulasī parāyē basa bhayē”; i.e. 
he is under the influence of, is tied with shackles to, or is pilloried by the pleasures of 
the senses, the temptations offered by the objects of this mundane world) and has 
become dry of any emotions of love, devotion and affection towards you (rasa 
anarasa)—still oh Lord who is the friend of those who are distressed and miserable 
(dīnabandhu), he is squatting with a firm resolve and determination at your doorstep 
(dvārē haṭha ṭhaniyata hai)3.  

[3To wit, though I have no good quality in me that would normally make me 
eligible to receive your grace, but I have determined that I will not budge from my 
stance of not leaving you or stop pleading with you unless you honour my wish-list 
and hear my petition, in which I seek mercy and grace from you, compassionately and 
favourably.] (3). 
 

 
Importance of Lord Rāma's Holy Name 

& the Moral Corruptions dominant in Kaliyug 
 

¼184½ 
    

jke&ukeds tis tkb ft;dh tjfuA 
dfydky  vij  mik;  rs  vik;  Hk;s] 
 tSls  re  ukflcsdks  fp=ds  rjfuAA1AA 
dje&dyki  ifjrki  iki&lkus  lc] 
 T;ksa lqQwy Qwys r# QksdV QjfuA 
naHk] yksHk] ykyp] mikluk fcukfl uhds] 
 lqxfr  lk/ku  HkbZ  mnj  HkjfuAA2AA 
tksx u lekf/k fu#ikf/k u fcjkx&X;ku] 
 cpu  fcls"k  cs"k]  dgw¡  u  djfuA 
diV dqiFk dksfV] dgfu&jgfu [kksfV] 
 ldy ljkgSa fut fut vkpjfuAA3AA 
ejr  egsl  minsl  gSa  dgk  djr] 
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 lqjlfj&rhj  dklh  /kje&/kjfuA 
jke&ukedks izrki gj dgSa] tiSa vki] 
 tqx  tqx  tkuSa  tx]  csngw¡  cjfuAA4AA 
efr jke&uke gh lksa] jfr jke&uke gh lksa] 
 xfr jke&uke gh dh fcifr&gjfuA 
jke&ukelksa izrhfr izhfr jk[ks dcgq¡d] 
 rqylh  <jSaxs  jke  vkiuh  <jfuAA5AA 

 
 
                                                (184) 
 
rāma-nāmakē japē jā'i jiyakī jarani. 
kalikāla apara upāya tē apāya bhayē, 
jaisē tama nāsibēkō citrakē tarani. 1.  
karama-kalāpa paritāpa pāpa-sānē saba, 
jyōṁ suphūla phūlē taru phōkaṭa pharani. 
dambha, lōbha, lālaca, upāsanā bināsi nīkē, 
sugati sādhana bha'ī udara bharani. 2.  
jōga na samādhi nirupādhi na birāga-gyāna, 
bacana bisēṣa bēṣa, kahūm̐ na karani. 
kapaṭa kupatha kōṭi, kahani-rahani khōṭi, 
sakala sarāhaiṁ nija nija ācarani. 3.  
marata mahēsa upadēsa haiṁ kahā karata, 
surasari-tīra kāsī dharama-dharani. 
rāma-nāmakō pratāpa hara kahaiṁ, japaiṁ āpa, 
juga juga jānaiṁ jaga, bēdahūm̐ barani. 4.  
mati rāma-nāma hī sōṁ, rati rāma-nāma hī sōṁ, 
gati rāma-nāma hī kī bipati-harani. 
rāma-nāmasōṁ pratīti prīti rākhē kabahum̐ka, 
tulasī ḍharaiṅgē rāma āpanī ḍharani. 5.  
 
Verse no. 184—The ‘heart-burns’ (“jiyakī jarani”) that represent internal agonies, 
agitations and torments of the mind and the heart caused by innumerable sorrows, 
miseries and worries as well as the countless confusions, bewilderments and discords 
created by living in this mundane gross world are all removed by constantly repeating 
Sri Ram's holy name (rāma-nāmakē japē jā'i—jiyakī jarani).  

During this age known as Kaliyug, all other means, ways and paths (that can 
help a person free himself from this hear-burn and ensure his salvation and 
deliverance from worldly bondages) are all as useless and futile (kalikāla apara 
upāya tē apāya bhayē) as trying to get over from the fearful effects of darkness by 
expecting light from the painting of an image of the illuminated sun on a wall (jaisē 
tama nāsibēkō citrakē tarani)1.  

[1To wit, even as it is impossible and impractical to remove the gloom of 
darkness in a room by expecting the painting of the sun on a wall to give enough light 
to do so, it is likewise not feasible to achieve one’s spiritual goal in life and obtain 
peace by taking recourse to the many paths prescribed by the scriptures for this 
purpose. Some of these paths are Yoga or meditation, Dhyan or contemplation, Yagya 
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or doing sacrifices, Vrat or keeping religious vows and fasting, Tirtha or going to 
pilgrimages, Gyan or acquisition of true spiritual knowledge, and so on and so forth. 

So what is the sure-hit way? Well, it is to take the boat of Lord Ram’s holy 
name if one wishes to comfortably and surely cross over this vast ocean symbolised 
by the numerous miseries and torments associated with life in this gross mundane 
world, and free one’s soul from the horrifying sufferings experienced by it if one 
remains trapped in the cycle of transmigration.] (1).  

 
Though the deeds and activities that a person does in the present age are numerous 
(karama-kalāpa) but they are all tainted, smeared and soiled by the numerous 
negative factors such as the countless sins and evil tendencies that dominate life in 
this world (pāpa-sānē saba), and as a result these deeds and actions are 
overwhelmed by sorrows, miseries and torments (paritāpa)2.  

[2To wit, though it is therotically possible to achieve one’s spititual aim by 
doing the right sorts of deeds, engaging in the righteous and noble activities, and 
taking the correct action that would enable a seeker achieve success in his endeavours, 
but in practice it becomes impossible to implement this theory because of the so many 
overbearing problems associated with life in today’s world which is dominated by 
negative factors. It becomes almost impossible to be pious, righteous, auspicious and 
noble in the face of stiff opposition by the onslaught of sins, vices and evils as well as 
the overpowering temptations of the sense objects of the world that are the 
domineering factors in life nowadays.] 
 Forsooth, it is a fact that doing what is correct, auspicious, righteous and noble 
nowadays (and expecting good results from such deeds) is like a tree that shows 
beautiful flowers but lacks any succulent fruit (jyōṁ suphūla phūlē taru phōkaṭa 
pharani)3.  

[3To wit, the deeds that a even a conscientious person does look so nice on 
their face, but they fail to yield expected spiritual results much like a tree that looks so 
attractive from a distance because it has so many nice flowers on its branches, but 
when one examines it closely it has no fruit to offer which can feed his hungry 
stomach. After all, the real value of a tree lies in its abilities to offer fruits, because 
flowers are only for decorative purposes but they do not provide nourishment to a 
hungry person who needs food more urgently than mere useless pampering by 
fragrances and colours.]   

Verily indeed, deceit, fraud, heresy, falsehood, hyprocrisy, greed, avarice, 
wistful desires, yearnings etc. (dambha, lōbha, lālaca) have completely destroyed 
and nullified whatever devotion, worship and service that one does to attain his 
spiritual goal (upāsanā bināsi nīkē).  

What’s more, the time-honoured method of acquisition of truthful knowledge 
known as ‘Gyan’ (that would eliminate all the spiritual darkness cast by delusions and 
ignorance) is now being misused to feed one’s stomach and as a means of livlihood 
instead of using it for the good purpose for which it is actually meant, i.e. to learn the 
secrets of life, to attain peace and happiness, and to achieve liberation, deliverance, 
emancipation and salvation of the soul (sugati sādhana bha'ī udara bharani).  

[To wit, Karma, Upasana and Gyan are in a horrible, pitiable and most 
miserable state. See the next stanza.] (2). 
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[It’s a sorry and pitiable state of affairs.] Yoga (meditation, concentration on the 
Lord) is not possible to practice (because it is too cumbersome and difficult to do), 
Samadhi (a trance-like state when one loses consciousness of his surroundings; a state 
of transcendental existence generally achieved by experienced and attained ascetics) 
is also not without free from so many hindrances (both mental and physical) so much 
so that it is rare to achieve this state in its pure form, while Vairagya (renunciation, 
dispassion), Gyan (wisdom and knowledge) are limited to being used for mere boast, 
show, pomp, pretentions and disguise (jōga na samādhi nirupādhi na birāga-
gyāna).  

There is only loud talking and boastful claims about these auspicious activities 
but no commensurate actions to back them up, and external behaviour of piousness 
and holiness that is misleading  (bacana bisēṣa bēṣa, kahūm̐ na karani).  

Countless forms of deceit, conceit, pretentions, heresies, heterodoxy, false 
doctrines have become rampant (kapaṭa kupatha kōṭi); speech, actions and deeds 
have all become extremely corrupt and spoilt (kahani-rahani khōṭi).  

Everyone claims that his thoughts, believes, what he says and does, how he 
behaves and acts, are the best of all, and the rest are nonsense and wrong (sakala 
sarāhaiṁ nija nija ācarani)4. 

[4Refer also to verse nos. 139, 173, 194 (3), and 195 (2) of this book Vinai 
Patrika in this context of the degradations, perversities and turpitudes of Kaliyug, the 
virtual impossibility of practicing goodness, and the negation  and decimation of all 
good virtues during this era.] (3) 
 
[Now, in this agonising state of affairs, there is still one hope left. And what is it?] 
 What does Lord Shiva preach to a dying creature (marata mahēsa upadēsa 
haiṁ kahā karata) on the banks of river Ganges in the holy land of Kashi (Varanasi) 
(surasari-tīra kāsī dharama-dharani)? Well, the answer is this: The Lord praises 
the glory, the importance and the significance of the holy name of Lord Sri Ram as 
the one divine formula that provides liberation, deliverance, emancipation and 
salvation to the soul of a creature (rāma-nāmakō pratāpa hara kahaiṁ). 
 Verily indeed and in all sooth, Lord Shiva not only preaches this divine 
formula to others but practices it himself by constantly repeating the holy name of 
Lord Ram (hara kahaiṁ, japaiṁ āpa). 
 The whole world knows this from time immemorial (juga juga jānaiṁ jaga), 
and the Vedas (ancient scriptures) too have also been unequivocally endorsing this 
fact from the beginning (bēdahūm̐ barani).  
 
 Now, therefore, one should apply one’s mind and start concentrating one’s thoughts 
on nothing else but the holy name of Lord Sri Ram (mati rāma-nāma hī sōṁ), have 
faith, love and devotion for nothing else but the holy name of Lord Sri Ram (rati 
rāma-nāma hī sōṁ), and take refuge and shelter nowhere else except in the holy 
name of Lord Sri Ram (gati rāma-nāma hī kī)—because this is the only easy mean, 
the only sure way and the only path of certainty that can not only remove the many 
torments, miseries and troubles arising from life in the cycle of birth and death in 
which the helpless creature finds himself trapped, but also free him from this trap 
(bipati-harani).  

Oh Tulsidas (tulasī)! If you consistently persist in keeping faith and having 
love and devotion for the Lord (rāma-nāmasōṁ pratīti prīti rākhē), then sooner or 
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later some day (kabahum ̐ka) the compassionate, merciful, benevolent and kind Lord 
Sri Ram would surely show his grace upon you due to his inherent nature, his habit of 
being kind, compassionate and merciful to all (ḍharaiṅgē rāma āpanī ḍharani) (5). 

 
 

 
Lord Śrī Rāma can be attained by purity and sincerity 

 
 

¼185½ 
 
ykt u ykxr nkl dgkorA 
lks vkpju fclkfj lksp rft] tks gfj rqe dg¡ HkkorAA1AA 
ldy lax rft Hktr tkfg eqfu] ti ri tkx cukorA 
eks&le ean egk[ky ik¡oj] dkSu tru rsfg ikorAA2AA 
gfj fujey] eyxzflr ân;] vleatl eksfg tukorA 
tsfg lj dkd dad cd lwdj] D;ksa ejky rg¡ vkorAA3AA 
tkdh  lju  tkb  dksfcn  nk#u  =;rki  cq>korA 
rgw¡ x;s en eksg yksHk vfr] ljxgq¡ feVr u lkorAA4AA 
Hko&lfjrk dg¡ ukm lar] ;g dfg vkSjfu leq>korA 
gkSa frulksa gfj! ije cSj dfj] rqe lksa Hkyks eukorAA5AA 
ukfgau vkSj BkSj eks dg¡] rkrs gfB ukrks ykorA 
jk[kq  lju  mnkj&pwM+kefu!  rqyflnkl  xqu  xkorAA6AA 

 
 
                                                  (185) 
 
lāja na lāgata dāsa kahāvata. 
sō ācarana bisāri sōca taji, jō hari tuma kaham ̐ bhāvata. 1.  
sakala saṅga taji bhajata jāhi muni, japa tapa jāga banāvata. 
mō-sama manda mahākhala pām̐vara, kauna jatana tēhi pāvata. 2.  
hari niramala, malagrasita hṛdaya, asaman̄jasa mōhi janāvata. 
jēhi sara kāka kaṅka baka sūkara, kyōṁ marāla taham̐ āvata. 3.  
jākī sarana jā'i kōbida dāruna trayatāpa bujhāvata. 
tahūm̐ gayē mada mōha lōbha ati, saragahum̐ miṭata na sāvata. 4.  
bhava-saritā kaham ̐ nā'u santa, yaha kahi aurani samujhāvata. 
hauṁ tinasōṁ hari! parama baira kari, tuma sōṁ bhalō manāvata. 5.  
nāhinna aura ṭhaura mō kaham̐, tātē haṭhi nātō lāvata. 
rākhu sarana udāra-cūṛāmani! tulasidāsa guna gāvata. 6.  
 
Verse no. 185—Oh Hari! I don't even feel ashamed at calling myself your servant 
(devotee, follower, subordinate) (lāja na lāgata dāsa kahāvata).  

[Look at my audacity!] I abandon, without regrets or qualms, all those 
behaviours, conducts and characters that are liked by you (or which please you) (sō 
ācarana bisāri sōca taji, jō hari tuma kaham̐ bhāvata).  

[I shun saint-like characteristics without any second thoughts or regrets, and 
then have the temerity and couraghe to pretend to be, or call myself, a saintly person 
who can rightfully claim to be your devotee and servant.] (1). 
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The Lord, whom the sages and hermits worship by shunning (abandoning) all types of 
attachments, allurements and enticements of this mundane world and its sense objects 
and pleasures (sakala saṅga taji bhajata jāhi muni), and for whom they do ‘Japa’ 
(repeating the holy Mantras of the Lord), ‘Tapa’ (various penances and austerities), 
and ‘Yagya’ (religious sacrifices and rituals) (japa tapa jāga banāvata)—say, how 
can a foolish, an ignorant, a great rascal and a wretched sinner like me (mō-sama 
manda mahākhala pām̐vara) ever attain that exalted and holy Lord (kauna jatana 
tēhi pāvata)? [But still I dare to call myself the Lord’s servant and devotee, one who 
is very close to the divine Lord.] (2). 
 
Lord Hari (Sri Ram) is most holy, divine and pure (hari niramala), while my heart is 
full of sins, vices and evils, and is very dark, wicked, pervert, perverse and decadent 
(malagrasita hṛdaya), so I am in a dilemma and totally confounded (asaman̄jasa 
mōhi janāvata) (whether I will be accepted by the Lord or not, whether my assertion 
that I am the Lord’s devotee and follower is correct or not).  

I wonder why will a swan (“marāla”; symbolised here by Lord Ram) come 
(kyōṁ marāla taham̐ āvata) to a lake inhabitated or frequented by crows, vultures, 
cranes/storks, and swines (symbolised by my countless sins, vices and evils) (jēhi 
sara kāka kaṅka baka sūkara)? [Sri Ram will not enter my heart which is so 
polluted and defiled by the various sins, vices, evils that I have.]1  

[1Surely, he (Ram) would frequent only the heart-like temple (holy abode) of 
those hermits and sages who have purified and washed clean their hearts of all 
impurities by selfless deeds, renunciation, devotion, worship, enlightenment, wisdom, 
discrimination and other means known as ‘Sadhans’ that one practices for self-
realisation, self-cleansing, self-purification and self-enlightenment. But I have not 
practiced anything worthwhile, and on the contrary I am full of wickedness and bad 
characters. So how can I expect that the Lord would accept me; what are my chances 
of endearing myself to the Lord and finding eternal peace and happiness for myself; 
will I get liberation and deliverance from my miseries and freedom from the cycle of 
endless torments associated with repeated births and deaths in this world?] (3). 
 
**Even at the holy places (i.e. the pilgrim sites) where the seekers of truth, 
knowledge, wisdom and enlightenment (known as ‘Gyan’) go and try to douse the 
scorching fires of the three ‘Traitaps’ (horrors of existential life)2 which torment them 
(jākī sarana jā'i kōbida dāruna trayatāpa bujhāvata)—I would not be spared 
from the torments and miseries inflicted by pride, vanity, arrogance, ego, ignorance, 
greed, avarice and desires of various kinds even by going there (tahūm̐ gayē mada 
mōha lōbha ati). [This is because all the so-called holy places are affected by all 
these vices.] 

In fact, my going to these places would only increase my miseries because 
jealousy and envy pursues one even in the heaven (saragahum ̐ miṭata na sāvata)3. 

{**This stanza can be interpreted as follows also:- “Even such paths that have 
been traditionally extolled by great sages and those who are self-realised and 
enlightened as the ones which help one to realise one’s true spiritual potentials, to 
overcome the torments caused by the three Traitaps associated with this world, and to 
find one’s spiritual goals in life (jākī sarana jā'i kōbida dāruna trayatāpa 
bujhāvata)—I find that these paths are also rendered useless as they have been 
overcrowded, and made unnegotiable and intractable, by moral turpitude, corruptions 
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and perversions of all shades because high intensity of arrogance, ego, attachments, 
greed, lust and passions have become ascendant there as well (tahūm̐ gayē mada 
mōha lōbha ati). These negativities would torment me more than they do at present. 
Verily, these traits are so sticky and difficult to overcome and cope with that they do 
not lose their grip even on those who may live in heaven (saragahum ̐ miṭata na 
sāvata)!  

So therefore, I am well-off in my present state where I concentrate on having 
devotion for Lord Ram and repeating the Lord’s holy name—as they are safe, without 
inherent problems, and easy to practice”. To wit, if I follow other paths such as Yoga, 
Dhyan, Tapa, Yagya, Vairagya or Gyan, there are good chances that I will fall in 
some dark and deep pit, or face some great road-block which would be impossible for 
me to overcome.} 

[2The three Traitaps are the following: Adhyatmik, Adhibhautik, Adidaivik. 
They have been described in a note appended to verse no. 17, stanza no. 2 of this book 
Vinai Patrika. 

3To wit, if I go to any of these places, the residents there would be jealous of 
me and my honest attempt at trying to be righteous and pious, in being modest, 
truthful and humble. Even if I am honest in my spiritual efforts and true in my beliefs, 
they would start teasing me and accusing me of hearsay and heresy, of apostasy, and 
of advocating false doctrines. I would be ridiculed so much so that I would lose 
confidence in myself and drift away from my spiritual path in order to conform to the 
lifestyle of the place where I have to live so I can survive. In brief, I would suffer 
more in these pseudo holy places. 

Here, Tulsidas highlights the prevalent culture marked by of sinful deeds and 
pervert mentality that is dominant in all the so-called holy places in this age. While it 
is expected that these places would have a high degree of holiness in them, the 
opposite is found in actual life. So a wise person is one who avoids them with a long 
barge pole if he wants peace for himself. The plain idea is that it is futile to seek 
spiritual happiness and spiritual energy in these pilgrim places any longer in this 
world as they have become riddled with the worst sort of corruptions that characterise 
Kaliyug.] (4). 
 
I preach others that the saints are like a boat which helps a person to cross the river 
representing this mundane world (bhava-saritā kaham̐ nā'u santa, yaha kahi 
aurani samujhāvata), but oh Hari (Lord Ram), I do just the opposite myself (hauṁ 
tinasōṁ hari)—I create great enmity with them and am jealous of them (parama 
baira kari), and then I expect auspiciousness and my welfare from you (tuma sōṁ 
bhalō manāvata)! [How ridiculous and inconsistent is my behaviour.] (5). 
 
(But oh gracious and kind Lord, inspite of all these misdemeanours, all my 
maleficence and malignancy, my inconsistencies and mischief—) Where can I go, for 
I have no destination and succour anywhere else (except you) (nāhinna aura ṭhaura 
mō kaham̐). That is why, though I am a total nuisance and a mischief monger, I try to 
forcefully impose myself upon you (or try to establish some relationship so that I can 
exploit it to force or induce you to take care of me) (tātē haṭhi nātō lāvata). 

Oh Lord (Ram) who is the best and the most exalted among the all the 
generous donors (of boons and grants) (udāra-cūṛāman), this Tulsidas is singing 
your praises and glories (tulasidāsa guna gāvata)—so please accept him and give 
him shelter in your holy feet (rākhu sarana) (by overlooking or ignoring all his 
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shortcomming and faults, if it is only to uphold your own reputation as being an 
exceptionally merciful, gracious, kind and benevolent Lord by nature!) (6). 

 
 

 
Importance of Lord Śrī Rāma's Merciful and Gracious nature 

 
¼186½ 

 
dkSu tru fcurh dfj;sA 
fut vkpju fcpkfj gkfj fg; ekfu tkfu Mfj;sAA1AA 
tsfg lk/ku gfj! nzogq tkfu tu lks gfB ifjgfj;sA 
tkrs fcifr&tky fuflfnu nq[k] rsfg iFk vuqlfj;sAA2AA 
tkur  gw¡  eu  cpu  dje  ij&fgr  dhUgsa  rfj;sA 
lks  fcijhr  nsf[k  ij&lq[k]  fcuq  dkju  gh  tfj;sAA3AA 
Jqfr  iqjku  lcdks  er  ;g  lrlax  lqn`<+  /kfj;sA 
fut  vfHkeku  eksg  bfj"kk  cl  frufga  u  vknfj;sAA4AA 
larr  lksb  fiz;  eksfga  lnk  tkrsa  Hkofuf/k  ifj;sA 
dgkS  vc  ukFk]  dksu  cyrsa  lalkj&lksx  gfj;sAA5AA 
tc  dc  fut  d#uk&lqHkkorsa]  nzcgq  rkS  fuLrfj;sA 
rqyflnkl  fcLokl  vku  ufga]  dr  ifp&ifp  efj;sAA6AA 

 
             
                                                   (186) 
 
kauna jatana binatī kariyē. 
nija ācarana bicāri hāri hiya māni jāni ḍariyē. 1.  
jēhi sādhana hari! dravahu jāni jana sō haṭhi parihariyē. 
jātē bipati-jāla nisidina dukha, tēhi patha anusariyē. 2.  
jānata hūm̐ mana bacana karama para-hita kīnhēṁ tariyē. 
sō biparīta dēkhi para-sukha, binu kārana hī jariyē. 3.  
śruti purāna sabakō mata yaha satasaṅga sudṛṛha dhariyē. 
nija abhimāna mōha iriṣā basa tinahiṁ na ādariyē. 4.  
santata sō'i priya mōhiṁ sadā jātēṁ bhavanidhi pariyē. 
kahau aba nātha, kōna balatēṁ sansāra-sōga hariyē. 5.  
jaba kaba nija karunā-subhāvatēṁ, drabahu tau nistariyē. 
tulasidāsa bisvāsa āna nahiṁ, kata paci-paci mariyē. 6.  
 
Verse no. 186—[This verse continues with the idea expressed in the previous verse 
no. 185, and is further elaborated in the next verse no. 187 that follows this verse.] 
 
How and in what way can I pray to you (kauna jatana binatī kariyē)? When I 
consider and ponder over my misdeeds and lowly behaviour, when I realise my 
wickedness and misdemeanours (nija ācarana bicāri), I feel defeated, I lose hope and 
courage in my heart (hāri hiya) even as I feel scared to face you and plead before you 
(māni jāni ḍariyē)1.  
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[1To wit, when I understand how sinful my deeds are and how I have been 
commiting them with impunity and without regrets, I feel very affright to stand before 
you with my petition seeking grace and succour from you because I am totally unfit 
for this blessing or boon. Oh Lord, I can't gather enough courage to say anything as a 
prayer to you or petition you regarding my pitiful condition for fear of annoying you 
and being turned away.] (1). 
 
Oh Hari (Lord Sri Ram)! I am stubbornly forsaking and persistently neglecting (sō 
haṭhi parihariyē) all those auspicious means and righteous spiritual paths by which 
you regard a creature as one of your servants (i.e. as your devotee and follower) and 
show mercy and kindness on him (jēhi sādhana hari! dravahu jāni jana).  

The irony of the situation is that inspite of me being aware of my faulty ways 
and the wrong path I am following, I still do not mend my self and continue to walk 
on the same evil path (tēhi patha anusariyē) which results in my falling in a trap of 
constant miseries and torments that agitate me day and night (jātē bipati-jāla 
nisidina dukha) (2).  
 
I know it fully well (jānata hūm̐) that by doing good to others in a selfless manner 
(para-hita) by employing the faculties of my mind as well as with my speech and my 
deeds (mana bacana karama) I can cross the ocean symbolised by this mundane, 
gross and deluding world (kīnhēṁ tariyē), but still I act in the opposite manner (sō 
biparīta) because I burn with jealousy and envy even without a cause (binu kārana 
hī jariyē) upon seeing the happiness and comfort of others (instead of aiding it and 
feeling glad that others are happy and comfortable) (dēkhi para-sukha) (3). 
 
All the Vedas and Purans (i.e. all the ancient scriptures) assert and opine (śruti 
purāna sabakō mata yaha) that one should take the recourse of having communion 
with saints and attend gatherings where the holy scriptures and glories of  the Lord are 
regularly sung and discussed with due faith, devotion, diligence and regularity 
(satasaṅga sudṛṛha dhariyē), but I never give respect or pay attention to it due to 
my pride, my arrogance, my vanity, my haughtiness, my ignorance, my envy and 
jealousy for such saints (nija abhimāna mōha iriṣā basa).  

It’s such an irony that instead of showing respect and honour to such saints 
and benefiting from their company, I keep enmity, discord and malice with them (and 
avoid them out of my arrogance and false pride) (tinahiṁ na ādariyē) (4). 
 
(The actual fact appears to be that—) I have always liked (santata sō'i priya mōhiṁ 
sadā) only those things which would keep me trapped in the world-like ocean (jātēṁ 
bhavanidhi pariyē). [It is because I am a slave of my sense organs and their natural 
habit of seeking self-gratification from the world of material sense objects, forcing me 
to run after the comforts and pleasures of the gross world.]  

In this predicament and sticky situation in which I find myself, you tell me 
yourself Lord, how, and on whose strength (kahau aba nātha, kōna balatēṁ), can I 
remove the miseries and sorrows from which I am suffering in this world (sansāra-
sōga hariyē)? [To wit, if the kind Lord doesn’t help me when I am trapped in this 
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dire strait, then there is no hope for me at all whereby I can expect any relief and 
freedom from my miseries and enslavement to this world.]  (5). 
 
My only chance of ever getting relief and finding succour is when you become 
mellowed enough and take pity on me (drabahu tau nistariyē), moved by your 
gracious, merciful, kind and benevolent nature (jaba kaba nija karunā-
subhāvatēṁ). [Otherwise, there is no hope left for me.]  

Since Tulsidas has no faith on anyone or anything else (except surrendering before 
Lord Ram and seeking his refuge, his shelter, his blessings and his mercy) 
(tulasidāsa bisvāsa āna nahiṁ), why should he then ruin himself and tire trying to 
pursue others when he knows it will be an exercise in futility (kata paci-paci 
mariyē)2. 

[2To wit, Tulsidas says that when he knows that the easiest way to free oneself 
from the trap of miseries associated with this deluding, mundane and gross world is 
taking shelter with Lord Ram, and that the easiest method for attaining spiritual 
objectives in life is to take the recourse of Sri Ram’s holy name as it would ensure 
one’s liberation, deliverance, salvation and emancipation at the same time, what use is 
there and what sense would it make in pursuing other paths which are all cumbersome 
and full of difficulties.] (6). 

 
[Note—Tulsidas highlights Sri Ram's mercy, grace, benevolence, benefaction, 
benediction, munificence and magnanimity towards all and sundry, especially his 
devotees, in this verse.] 

 
 

 
Tulasīdāsa pleads with Lord Rāma to save him 

Because it is ‘never too late’ 
 

¼187½ 
 
rkfg rsa vk;ks lju lcsjsaA 
X;ku fcjkx Hkxfr lk/ku dNq liusgq¡ ukFk! u esjsaAA1AA 
yksHk&eksg&en&dke&Øks/k fjiq fQjr jSfu&fnu ?ksjsaA 
frufga feys eu Hk;ks dqiFk&jr] fQjS frgkjsfg QsjsaAA2AA 
nks"k&fuy; ;g fc"k; lksd&izn dgr lar Jqfr VsjsaA 
tkur gw¡ vuqjkx rgk¡ vfr lks] gfj rqEgjsfg izsjsa\AA3AA 
fc"k fi;w"k le djgq vfxfu fge] rkfj ldgq fcuq csjsaA 
rqe le bZl d`ikyq ije fgr iqfu u ikbgkSa gsjsaAA4AA 
;g ft; tkfu jgkSa lc rft j?kqchj Hkjksls rsjsaA 
rqyflnkl ;g fcifr ckxqjkS rqEgfga lksa cuS fucsjsaAA5AA 

 
 
                                                    (187) 
 
tāhi tēṁ āyō sarana sabērēṁ. 
gyāna birāga bhagati sādhana kachu sapanēhum̐ nātha! na mērēṁ. 1.  
lōbha-mōha-mada-kāma-krōdha ripu phirata raini-dina ghērēṁ. 
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tinahiṁ milē mana bhayō kupatha-rata, phirai tihārēhi phērēṁ. 2.  
dōṣa-nilaya yaha biṣaya sōka-prada kahata santa śruti ṭērēṁ. 
jānata hūm̐ anurāga tahām̐ ati sō, hari tumharēhi prērēṁ?. 3.  
biṣa piyūṣa sama karahu agini hima, tāri sakahu binu bērēṁ. 
tuma sama īsa kṛpālu parama hita puni na pā'ihauṁ hērēṁ. 4.  
yaha jiya jāni rahauṁ saba taji raghubīra bharōsē tērēṁ. 
tulasidāsa yaha bipati bāgurau tumhahiṁ sōṁ banai nibērēṁ. 5.  
 
Verse no. 187—Oh Lord (nātha)! I have come to take refuge and shelter at your holy 
feet early (tāhi tēṁ āyō sarana sabērēṁ) (because that is my only hope, my only 
reliance for my welfare).  

I don't have even in my dreams (sapanēhum̐ na mērēṁ) any good virtues 
such as wisdom, enlightenment, renunciation, devotion, worship and any other mean 
(gyāna birāga bhagati sādhana kachu) (relying upon which I can ever hope to 
cross this ocean-like deluding, mundane and gross existence) (1). 
 
Formidable enemies in the form of greed, ignorance, pride, vanity, ego, haughtiness, 
lust, desires, passions and anger (lōbha-mōha-mada-kāma-krōdha ripu) surround 
me day and night; they do not leave me alone even for a moment (phirata raini-dina 
ghērēṁ).  

My mind has also become indulgent and a follower of the evil and the 
unrighteous path because of their constant company and influence (tinahiṁ milē 
mana bhayō kupatha-rata).  

Oh Lord, now the only way to make it turn away from its wayward nature and 
mend its sinful ways is if you would kindly want it to do so (phirai tihārēhi 
phērēṁ)1.  

[1To wit, oh Lord, my mind is not in my control. You are so renowned for 
your kindness and mercy on those who are distressed and in a miserable state, and 
who pray to you to help them. So I am praying to you in this regard—please rein-in 
my mind and make it good. Oh Lord, since it is the mind that controls a creature’s 
deeds and how he thinks and behaves, what he likes and dislikes, so once my mind is 
put on the correct path of auspiciousness and rightousness, once it turns to you and 
finds charm in having devotion and faith in you instead of getting hooked to the world 
and its false charms, my fate would be taken care of, and I shall be eternally grateful 
to you.]  (2). 
 
Saints and the Vedas have repeatedly proclaimed in an unequivocal way (kahata 
santa śruti ṭērēṁ) that the objects of this material world are like abodes of sins and 
evils (dōṣa-nilaya yaha biṣaya). They stoke passions, lust, greed, attachment, envy, 
ill-will, jealousy, unrighteousness, unscrupulousness, unholiness and immorality. The 
result is that they are all create a lot of sorrows, troubles, agonies and miseries (sōka-
prada).  

Inspite of my knowing it (jānata hūm̐), I am unable to control my mind 
which is greatly enamoured with them, it lusts for them, is passionate about them 
(anurāga tahām̐ ati sō).  

Oh Hari (Ram), I wonder if my mind has been inspired by you; if this situation 
exists because you so wish it to be so. Tell me Lord, is it true or not so? (hari 
tumharēhi prērēṁ?)2. 
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[2How is it possible that my mind is so enchanted by these evil things despite 
the fact that I have been repeatedly cautioning it against them if it was not your wish, 
because it is said that nothing can happen without your wish? Therefore, it is only 
‘you’ who can put my mind on the correct track, and that is why I am praying to you 
in this regard.] (3). 
  
(Whatever be the cause—) However, you  can transform (karahu) a poison into the 
elixir of life (biṣa piyūṣa sama), ice into fire and vice versa (agini hima), and can 
help one to cross the formidable ocean-like world without ships (tāri sakahu binu 
bērēṁ).  

Verily indeed and without the least gainsay, one cannot find a Lord who is a 
greater well-wisher, who is more beneficent, benevolent, favourable, kind, gracious 
and magnanimous (tuma sama īsa kṛpālu parama hita) anywhere in this world 
other than you (Sri Ram) even after making a thorough search in the whole world 
(puni na pā'ihauṁ hērēṁ)3.  

[3This being the case, say who would be more stupid than me if I cannot get 
my job done even on getting the rare oppurtunity of having the patronage of such a 
wonderful and merciful Lord as Sri Ram? Say, why should I waste my energy and go 
from door to door pleading and begging for mercy from so many other Lords and 
Gods when I know that my Lord Ram is alone able to take care of all my welfare and 
well-being, and that even without heaping obligations upon me and expecting 
anything from me in return for this favour?] (4). 
 
So therefore oh Lord Raghubīra (Ram), keeping all this in my mind and being fully 
convinced in my heart (“yaha jiya jāni”; i.e. inspired, encouraged and impelled by 
these excellent and noble qualities of yours), I have abandoned everything else (all 
other means and hopes) and have landed at your doorstep with full faith and 
conviction (rahauṁ saba taji bharōsē tērēṁ) that the web (or snare) of troubles, 
tribulations, sorrows and misfortunes trapping this humble fellow Tulsidas can be 
dismantled (or cut-off) only by you (if you as much as only wish for it) (tulasidāsa 
yaha bipati bāgurau tumhahiṁ sōṁ banai nibērēṁ). [I don’t wish to go 
anywhere else, and I won’t go now!] (5). 
 
 
 

The illusionary, hallucinating, deluding nature of the world 
 

¼188½ 
 
eSa rksfga vc tkU;ks lalkjA 
ck¡f/k  u  ldfga  eksfg  gfjds  cy]  izxV  diV&vkxkjAA1AA 
ns[kr  gh  deuh;]  dNw  ukfgau  iqfu  fd;s  fcpkjA 
T;ksa  dnyhr#&e/;  fugkjr]  dcgq¡  u  fudlr  lkjAA2AA 
rsjs  fy;s  tue  vusd  eSa  fQjr  u  ik;ksa  ikjA 
egkeksg&e`xty&lfjrk  eg¡  cksjîks  gkSa  ckjfga  ckjAA3AA 
lquq [ky! Ny&cy dksfV fd;s cl gksfga u Hkxr mnkjA 
lfgr lgk; rgk¡ cfl vc] tsfg ân; u uandqekjAA4AA 
rklksa  djgq  pkrqjh  tks  ufga  tkuS  eje  rqEgkjA 
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lks  ifj  MjS  ejS  jtq&vfg  rsa]  cw>S  ufga  C;ogkjAA5AA 
fut fgr lquq lB! gB u djfg] tks pgfg dqly ifjokjA 
rqyflnkl izHkqds nklfu rft Hktfg tgk¡ en ekjAA6AA 

 
 
                                                (188) 
 
maiṁ tōhiṁ aba jān'yō sansāra. 
bām̐dhi na sakahiṁ mōhi harikē bala, pragaṭa kapaṭa-āgāra. 1.  
dēkhata hī kamanīya, kachū nāhinna puni kiyē bicāra. 
jyōṁ kadalītaru-madhya nihārata, kabahum̐ na nikasata sāra. 2.  
tērē liyē janama anēka maiṁ phirata na pāyōṁ pāra. 
mahāmōha-mṛgajala-saritā maham ̐ bōraîō hauṁ bārahiṁ bāra. 3.  
sunu khala! chala-bala kōṭi kiyē basa hōhiṁ na bhagata udāra. 
sahita sahāya tahām̐ basi aba, jēhi hṛdaya na nandakumāra. 4.  
tāsōṁ karahu cāturī jō nahiṁ jānai marama tumhāra. 
sō pari ḍarai marai raju-ahi tēṁ, būjhai nahiṁ byavahāra. 5.  
nija hita sunu saṭha! haṭha na karahi, jō cahahi kusala parivāra. 
tulasidāsa prabhukē dāsani taji bhajahi jahām̐ mada māra. 6.  
 
Verse no. 188—[In this verse, Tulsidas has personified the ‘world’, and addresses the 
various negativities and faults that characterise its overall personality and character. In 
this context, see verse no. 190 herein below also.]  
 
Oh (you delusory) World! Now I have realised your true (evil) nature and (cunning) 
form (maiṁ tōhiṁ aba jān'yō sansāra)!  

You are an obvious abode and a stronghold of deceit, pretentions, falsehood, 
treachery, cunning, trickery and cheating (pragaṭa kapaṭa-āgāra), but remember 
that now I have the support and strength of Lord Sri Ram with me (mōhi harikē 
bala), and so you will not be able to shackle me (or trap and pillory me) in your web 
or net of deceit, fraud and falsehood, even by the greatest of trickery and conceit you 
may employ to fool me (bām̐dhi na sakahiṁ)1. 

[1To wit, oh ‘World’, as soon as I took the shelter of the Lord as narrated by 
me in the previous verses, say for example verse nos. 185-187 herein above, the 
illusions and hallucinations that you create by the virtue of your Maya or delusion 
creating powers that are inherent in you, would no longer be able to disturb me and 
trap me. Do you know why? It is because now I have the protection of a powerful 
Lord known as “Ram” to protect me against all your mechanisms and conceit. 
Therefore, I cannot any longer be trapped by the mirage that you create to trap 
ordinary creatures.] (1). 
 
You are beautiful, attractive and enchanting only on the surface (i.e. superficially—
“dēkhata hī kamanīya”), but on deeper thought and search, with true insight and 
understanding one comes to realise that you have no reality, no existence (i.e. you are 
like a mirage—“kachū nāhinna puni kiyē bicāra”). 

Like the plantain (banana) tree which has no pith but only layers of epidermis 
which can be peeled-off in layer after layer in futile search of the pith (jyōṁ 
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kadalītaru-madhya nihārata, kabahum̐ na nikasata sāra). (The world is of 
similar nature) (2). 
 
Oh, I have been wandering in search of your reality for many births, entered many 
wombs (i.e. became various types of creatures by taking repeated births—“ tērē liyē 
janama anēka maiṁ phirata”), but unfortunately I still could not measure or 
fathom you (na pāyōṁ pāra)2.  

[2To wit, I could not know or understand about your true nature inspite of 
having to deal with you over countless times when I repeatedly took birth and lived in 
your midst. I was everytime enchanted by your false charms, and I was subjected to 
countless miseries every time of my interaction with you. But I was so deluded by 
your overwhelming nature that I failed to grasp the gravity of the situation and 
remained ignorant of the reality behind your exterior façade of magnificence and 
wonderful charms.]  

Indeed, you had been repeatedly drowning me (bōraîō hauṁ bārahiṁ bāra) 
in the mirage-like river of attachment, ignorance, delusions, desires, greed etc. 
(mahāmōha-mṛgajala-saritā maham ̐) (3). 
 
Oh you wicked rascal, listen to me now (sunu khala)! No matter what tactful 
manoeuvrings you undertake, no matter how many skills you employ for deceit, 
cunning, trickery, pretensions and temptations to suit your purpose (chala-bala kōṭi 
kiyē), but a devotee of the Lord will never be tamed by you (and you will fail 
miserably in your efforts to delude and trap the devotees of the Lord because they are 
always protected by him) (basa hōhiṁ na bhagata udāra).   

Therefore, you should go now away with your companions and associates 
(representing allurements and temptations of comfort and pleasure derived from the 
sense objects of this material world, along with all the accompanying vices, evils and 
mischief they create) and camp at a place (sahita sahāya tahām̐ basi aba) near a 
person whose heart is vacant and bereft of devotion and love for Sri Krishna, the son 
of Nand (jēhi hṛdaya na nandakumāra)3.  

[3This is an important stanza to establish that Tulsidas sees no difference 
between Sri Ram and Sri Krishna. Tulsidas means that a heart where Lord Sri Ram 
resides has no place for the delusions and negativities created by the world.] (4). 
 
Those who are not aware of your secrets and deceitful manoeuvreings (i.e. those who 
are not aware of your cunning and evil nature; “jō nahiṁ jānai marama 
tumhāra”)—go and try your tricks with them (tāsōṁ karahu cāturī).  

Only those who do not know the reality of a rope would die out of fear 
thinking it to be a snake (sō pari ḍarai marai raju-ahi tēṁ, būjhai nahiṁ 
byavahāra) (5). 
 
Oh you stupid idiot (saṭha)! Listen to what Tulsidas is saying for your own good 
(nija hita sunu). If you want to have welfare for your own self as well as for all your 
associates (jō cahahi kusala parivāra), then don’t become stubborn (haṭha na 
karahi) and leave alone the devotees of Lord Ram (tulasidāsa prabhukē dāsani 
taji). Scoot forthwith away from them; go to a place where you find ego, arrogance 
and pride, as well as lusts and passions (bhajahi jahām̐ mada māra)4.  

[4These negative factors form a breeding ground for all the faults and moral 
shortcomings associated with the world. Hence Tulsidas tells the world to go and live 
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there. Since the heart of the devotees of Lord Ram has no place for Mada and Kaam, 
it is also not a breeding place for negativities associated with the world.] (6).  

 
 
 

The Palanquin/The Pilgrim's Journey through life 
 

Rāga Gaurī 
 

¼189½ 
 
jke dgr pyq] jke dgr pyq] jke dgr pyq HkkbZ jsA 
ukfga rkS Hko&csxkfj eg¡ ifjgS] NwVr vfr dfBukbZ jsAA1AA 
ck¡l iqjku lkt lc vBdB] ljy frdksu [kVksyk jsA 
gefga fngy dfj dqfVy djep¡n ean eksy fcuq Mksyk jsAA2AA 
fc"ke dgkj ekj&en&ekrs pyfga u ikm¡ cVksjk jsA 
ean  fcyan  vHksjk  nydu  ikb;  nq[k  >d>ksjk  jsAA3AA 
dk¡V dqjk; yisVu yksVu Bkofga Bkm¡ c>kÅ jsA 
tl tl pfy; nwfj rl rl fut ckl u HksaV yxkÅ jsAA4AA 
ekjx vxe] lax ufga lacy] ukm¡ xkm¡dj Hkwyk jsA 
rqyflnkl Hko&=kl gjgq vc] gksgq jke vuqdwyk jsAA5AA 

 
 
                                                 (189) 
 
rāma kahata calu, rāma kahata calu, rāma kahata calu bhā'ī rē. 
nāhiṁ tau bhava-bēgāri maham ̐  parihai, chūṭata ati kaṭhinā'ī rē. 1.  
bām̐sa purāna sāja saba aṭhakaṭha, sarala tikōna khaṭōlā rē. 
hamahiṁ dihala kari kuṭila karamacam̐da manda mōla binu ḍōlā rē. 2.  
biṣama kahāra māra-mada-mātē calahiṁ na pā'um̐ baṭōrā rē. 
manda bilanda abhērā dalakana pā'iya dukha jhakajhōrā rē. 3.  
kām̐ṭa kurāya lapēṭana lōṭana ṭhāvahiṁ ṭhā'um̐ bajhā'ū rē. 
jasa jasa caliya dūri tasa tasa nija bāsa na bhēṇṭa lagā'ū rē. 4.  
māraga agama, saṅga nahiṁ sambala, nā'um̐ gā'um̐kara bhūlā rē. 
tulasidāsa bhava-trāsa harahu aba, hōhu rāma anukūlā rē. 5.  
 
Verse no. 189—[In this wonderful verse, Tulsidas uses the metaphor of the Palanquin 
and its Bearers to describe the journey of the soul through various lives in this 
mundane world.  

The Palanquin is an ancient mode of carrying passengers, especially members 
of the nobility, by bearers who carry this frame on their shoulders. It is a covered 
wooden vehicle, a carriage or a litter, with a framework that consists of a small bed or 
a few seats to seat the passenger, and this private space is enclosed by curtains on the 
sides. It is meant to carry one or two passengers, held aloft by two horizontal bamboo 
poles that are borne by bearers on their shoulders, usually in groups of four or six 
persons on each side, one group in the front and the other in the rear to lift and carry 
the carriage forward.  

The bearer, like a beast of burden, has to carry this load for as long as he lives 
as it is his only livelihood to which he is seemingly bound by virtue of his destiny. It 
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is a very tiresome and difficult job to do as long distances are to be covered while 
carrying this burden on one’s shoulders and walking on foot, often on rough terrains 
and harsh weather conditions, the task being made all the more difficult with the fear 
of punishment if the passenger, who is usually a member of the nobility and a rich 
person who are more often than not haughty, inconsiderate and of a whimsical nature, 
becomes angry at the bearers if they do not walk properly and the carriage swings 
uncomfortably for the rider. 
 But the poor bearer finds himself in a quandary: What will he do and how will 
he feed his own stomach if he does not carry the Palanquin, for this is the only thing 
he is destined to do and the only vocation he knows of due to his ill-fate? Well of 
course, if he is determined to break free from this serfdom or bondage to which he is 
seemingly bound for life, he can very well do it by learning some other skills to free 
and sustain himself. And if he indeed breaks free from the compulsion of carrying this 
heavy burden, he finds a lot of comfort, happiness and ease in his life.  

This is what is hinted in this verse—if the soul is determined to break free 
from the cycle of birth and death and its incumbent miseries and horrors, it can easily 
do it, and the safest and surest method which does not require special skills is to have 
love, devotion and faith in Lord Ram. This idea is the central theme of this verse. 
 The bearers of this vehicle often sing some folk songs to break the monotony 
of the long journey as they tread along on their tedious path. Tulsidas advises the 
creature that his life is also like this journey, and he has to cover it on foot himself, i.e. 
he has to endure all the accompanying miseries and troubles of his life himself. If he 
wants to redeem himself and ensure that in the future he must not carry this burden 
again, then why does he not chant Lord Ram’s holy name, which is the great 
redeemer and provider of freedom from the cycle of birth and death, even as he goes 
about his daily grind in life in the usual way? If he does so, liberation, deliverance, 
emancipation and salvation would come to him unasked for and very easily. 
 In this metaphor, the soul is the ‘passenger’, the body is the ‘Palanquin’, the 
creature is the ‘bearer’.]     
 
‘Oh brother (bhā'ī rē)! (I advise you that you must) Go on chanting and repeating 
Lord Sri Ram's holy name (even while you do your daily chores). I stress on this 
repeatedly (rāma kahata calu, rāma kahata calu, rāma kahata calu”), because 
otherwise you'll be caught (trapped) in the slavery (bondage, fetters of surfage) of this 
mundane world (i.e. in the myriad numbers of duties, responsibilities, allurements, 
sorrows, worries etc.—“nāhiṁ tau bhava-bēgāri maham̐  parihai”) which would 
be too difficult for you to shed (i.e. it would be too difficult for you to get freedom 
from the shackles of this gross mundane world) (chūṭata ati kaṭhinā'ī rē)1. 

[1It may be possible to break free from the slavery or serfage of a landlord or a 
king, but the vicious circle or cycle of birth and death in this mundane world will 
continue to trap you till the time true wisdom and true knowledge of the essence of 
the soul dawns upon you. To wit, till the time you do not become self-realised and 
enlightened enough to voluntarily renounce this world and its tempting attachments, 
you will continue to remain trapped in this vicious cycle of birth and death, and suffer 
endlessly from its incumbent miseries and horrors.   

But oh brother, if you use the shield of Lord Sri Ram's holy and divine name 
then the enemies in the form of ‘Maya’ (a personified form of delusions and their 
associated prolems in this mundane world) would not be able to enlist you as a slave. 
That is to say, Maya and its spin-off problems would not disturb you in the least. The 
delusory effects of this gross material world that seems to give you pleasures and 
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comforts from enjoying its sensual objects that land you in a never-ending chain of 
problems that rob you of all peace and happiness would leave you alone.  

This is because Maya is unable to wield her influence or spell on the servants 
or devotees of Lord Sri Ram, she being herself a maid of the Lord. This exemption is 
assured by Lord Sri Ram's name, and it is a guaranteed by the Lord himself—refer: 
Ram Charit Manas, Uttar Kand, Doha no. 71.  

Refer also to Ram Charit Manas, Uttar Kand, (i) from Chaupai line no. 2 that 
precedes Doha no. 43—to Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 45, (ii) Doha no. 
46 along with Chaupai line nos. 1-8 that precede it; (iii) Chaupai line nos. 4-6 that 
precedes Doha no. 59; (iv) from Chaupai line nos. 7 that precedes Doha no. 70—to 
Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 72; (v) Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes 
Doha no. 90; and (vi) from Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes Doha no. 116—to Doha 
no. 120. 

All the above cited verses endorse the principle laid out in this present verse 
no. 189 of Vinai Patrika.] (1) 
 
The cunning and wicked (kuṭila) ‘karamacam̐da’2 has given us a very bad and dirty 
‘khaṭōla’3 free of cost (manda mōla binu ḍōlā rē)4 to ride in it during our journey 
through life.  

Unfortunately this ugly and troublesome khaṭōlā has two old and worn-out 
rotten bamboo poles (‘bām̐sa purāna’) attached to it, to lift and carry it forward5. All 
its accoutrements, decorations and furnishings are haphazard, odd and untasteful (sāja 
saba aṭhakaṭha)6, and the three seats provided in it are bare of even basic comfort 
(sarala tikōna)7.  

[2Karamacam ̐da is a personified form of our evil past deeds and their 
incumbent negative effects; this term is used as a derogatory epithet for someone 
whom we loathe but can’t avoid dealing with. 
 The ‘soul’ or the ‘Atma’ of a creature is his ‘true self’, his ‘true identity’. The 
creature dies and the Atma assumes a new body in its next birth, and the body that it 
is assigned is dependent upon the net effect of the aggregate of all the deeds it has 
done in its previous life. So it is possible that in its previous life a creature was born in 
a high family, but in the next birth he can be condemned to some lower form of life, 
say as a dog or a pig. It is because the deeds that this person had done while alive 
were so sinful and despicable that he had to be punished for them in the form of a 
lower life in his next birth. This works on the simple theory of action and result, or the 
doctrine of Karma which states essentially that a person reaps what he sows.  

3The word ‘us’ refers to the creature, the living being in general. And the true 
identity of this creature is his Atma or his soul which is ‘pure consciousness’ and a 
subtle entity, and not the gross body that is physically present in the world and 
interacts with it. The ‘body’ is merely a vehicle or the ‘palanquin’ or the ‘khaṭōlā’ 
that carries the soul in its journey through life in this world. This so called ‘khaṭōlā’ 
is a storehouse of numerous problems that cause constant irritation for the soul and 
keeps the latter agitated. The soul’s journey through life is a repertory of countless 
miseries, unending grief, pains and tribulations of myriad kinds.  

The construction of this khaṭōlā that represents the creature’s body is most 
despicable and ugly as it consists of nothing else but mucous, bones, veins, blood, 
stool, urine etc. Besides its physical construction, the body is full of negative qualities 
and characters, is prone to committing sins and evil deeds, and is more attracted to 
vices and tempted by evil forces than to good things and righteousness. This 
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‘khaṭōlā’ is dirty inasmuch as it lacks spiritual hygine in the way of devotion, faith 
and love for the Lord God.   

4The khaṭōlā or the gross body has been given to us, the ‘creature’, free-of-
cost so that we grab it greedily as is our natural habit of accepting whatever is offered 
free of cost to us, inspite of knowing that this particular vehicle, the body, is full of 
inherent problems and causes so much misery to the rider, the soul. Ironically, the 
creature loves this ugly khaṭōlā because it helps the creature to enjoy the comforts 
and pleasures offered by the sense objects of the world and thereby gratify his natural 
urges irrespective of the fact that this causes more heartburn for him in the long run.  

5The old and worn out ‘bamboo poles’ refer to the two negative qualities 
inherent in the creature, viz. ‘Avidya’ and ‘Moha’ which means ‘ignorance of the 
reality’ and ‘delusions that create attachments and longings for the world’ 
respectively. All sorts of ignorance, illusions, halluncinations, bewilderments etc. 
come under this category. These two negative qualities of Avidya and Moha control 
everything the creature does or thinks vis-à-vis the gross material world.  

If the bamboo poles do not lift the ‘khaṭōlā’, the latter will rest quietly on the 
ground. Similarly, if these two negative virtues do not disturb the creature, the latter 
would live in peace and be happy even while living in this world.     

6The ‘sāja saba’, i.e. the various ugly accoutrements, decorations and 
furnishings in this vehicle symbolised by the body refer to the countless 
shortcomings, flaws, faults and defects that it possesses. These are many, some of 
them are Kaam (passions), Krodha (anger), Lobha (greed; rapacity), Mada 
(arrogance), Moha (attachments), Aviveka or Agyan (ignorance), Matsarya (jealousy, 
ill-will), Virodha (opposition and animosity), Bhaya (fear), and so on and so forth. All 
these factors add to the discomfiture caused to the soul that is already suffering from 
the decrepit condition of the ugly and uncomfortable ‘khaṭōlā’.  

They all refer to the various evil tendencies of the mind which result in the 
body doing evil deeds and the creature is compulsively pushed forward on an evil 
path. 

7The ‘sarala tikōna’ refers to the three bare seats provided in this ‘khaṭōlā’. 
Usually the seat is cushioned and made reasonably comfortable for the rider, but here 
it is simply exposed rough wooden plank. These ‘three seats’ refer to the three 
rewards a person gets for all his deeds done in this life, viz. ‘Artha’ or financial gains, 
‘Kaam’ or fulfilment of desires, and ‘Sakaam Dharma’ or attaining worldly glory. 
They are likened to a ‘seat’ because the person is recognised and known by them; he 
rides on the glory and name acquired by these three rewards of his deeds. 
 It ought to be noted here that the fourth reward which would actually give the 
rider, the ‘soul’, peace and happiness is ‘Moksha’ or emanciation and salvation, 
which this ‘khaṭōlā’ lacks.  

The ‘tikōna’ may also refer to the three windows or doors of this ‘khaṭōlā’ 
through which the rider, in this case the ‘soul’, looks out to the world and sets its 
destination or direction where it wants to go. They appear deceptively ‘sarala’ or 
simple because they are easy to achieve but do not give any worthwhile result for the 
long term good of the soul. The body remains engrossed in pursuing wealth, 
fulfilment of worldly desires, or acquiring fame and name by successful 
accomplishments in different fields. But they are ‘deceptive’ inasmuch as they have 
no sustainable benefit for the welfare of the soul either in this life or in the next.] (2). 
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The Bearers of this Palanquin (called ‘kahāra’) are ill-trained and odd in number and 
extremely difficult to keep in order (biṣama). The problem is further compounded by 
their being rogue and drunk with haughtiness and arrogance (māra-mada-mātē) so 
much so that they can’t walk properly and in step with each other (calahiṁ na pā'um̐ 
baṭōrā rē)8.  

The result is that the palanquin moves ahead in an erratic and jerky manner, 
sometimes too swiftly, sometimes too slowly, sometimes it swings upwards, 
sometimes plunges awkwardly downwards, and often times it sways to the left and the 
right (manda bilanda abhērā dalakana), causing the palanquin to toss and rock 
violently which causes extreme discomfort to the rider (the soul; pā'iya dukha 
jhakajhōrā rē). 

[8Usually there are three pairs of bearers in the front and rear to lift the 
palanquin evenly so that it moves ahead smoothly. They are well trained and orderly 
in their movement. But the ‘bearers’ of this symbolic ‘khaṭōlā’ are only five in 
number, some are in pairs and some single, viz. the five sense organs of the body, 
such as the ears and the eyes which are in pairs, as well as the nose, the tongue and 
the skin which are single. The ‘khaṭōlā’ symbolised by the body is therefore 
asymmetrically made, and its movement is likewise odd and uncomfortable. The 
‘movement’ here refers to the tendency of these above five organs of perception to 
reach out for their respective objects in the external world.  

That is, the ‘eye’ wants to see things in the world; the ‘ear’ similarly wants to 
hear sounds arising in the outside world; the nose wishes to smell the fragrances of 
the world; the tongue wants to taste its things; and the skin wishes to feel the 
sensations of this world. In order to fulfil their desires, they have to ‘reach out’ or go 
out into the world. Once they do so, they feel tempted to move in the direction that 
appeals to them, dragging the unwilling but helpless soul behind them into the web of 
miseries and pain that result from the waywardness of these five organs. 

Since these five organs would not listen to any sane advice given to them like 
a drunkard who refuses to hear to any reasoning, the symbolic bearers of this 
palanquin move ahead with an unsteady and disbalanced gait, rocking the ‘khaṭōlā’ 
to and fro. 

Now, since the ‘khaṭōlā’ itself is old and decrepit, it cannot complain against 
the bearers who don’t and can’t walk in a balanced, uniform and steady gait. 
Therefore, the body sometimes does good deeds and sometimes evil deeds in an 
unpredicatable manner, in an almost impulsive way. The five sense organs of speech, 
touch, smell, hearing and sight do not work in sync or harmony with each other. The 
resultant tugs and pulls are making life hell for the soul who rides this palanquin 
symbolised by the body of the creature.] (3). 
 
The path is also not smooth as it is strewn here and there (ṭhāvahiṁ ṭhā'um̐) with 
sharp thorns, stones and rocks, as well as with creepers and undergrowth (kām̐ṭa 
kurāya lapēṭana lōṭana) that tangle the feet of the bearers and hinder their progress 
(bajhā'ū rē)9, adding to the troubles and miseries of the rider.  
 The more he moves ahead on this intractable forest path with its amazing array 
of illusions and distractions that cause a lot of heartburn to the rider, the further away 
he gets from his own homestead (where he would have got a lot of peace and 
happiness) (jasa jasa caliya dūri tasa tasa). He seems lost in this forest, with no 
one to show him the path (nija bāsa na bhēṇṭa lagā'ū rē)10. 
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 [9In other words, in addition to the problems inherent to the body, there are 
untold numbers of existential problems in this world over which the creature has no 
control, but they can’t be avoided or wished away if the creature has to survive in this 
world. So he has to cope with them and their whimsical nature. Some of these 
problems are related to other creatures, some to the evil stars, and still others to the 
fact that the individual is unble to adjust himself to his surroundings because of his 
stubborness.  
 Here, the ‘thorns’ symbolise the miseries created by the sensual attractions of 
the material sense objects of the world; the different oppositions and adversities faced 
by the creature in attainment of his goal are like the many ‘stones and rocks’ that 
hinder his progress; the countless forms of lust, passions, attachments, infatuations 
and attractions that bind the creature to so many relationships that he develops in this 
world are like the ‘creepers and the undergrowth’ that tie the feet of the palanquin 
bearers. 

To wit, the creature’s path to salvation and emancipation is littered with 
thorns, sharp edged stones as well as poisonous creepers in the shape of various 
attachments, allurments, temptations and enticements of this world that cling to him 
like dirt covering the body during a long journey, and they cause immense hurdles, 
agonies and discomfiture to the traveller.  

These hurdles force the palanquin to stop here and there. That is, the body is 
unable to reach its destination of devotion, worship, doing good and noble deeds etc. 
because of the hindrances caused by the tugs and pulls of this mundane world. 

10Here, the person’s own home refers to the realisation that his true ‘self’, 
which is pure consciousness and an image of the cosmic Consciousness as well as a 
source of peace and happiness, resides in his own heart, and that it is futile to search 
for peace and happiness in the outside world because these virtues can be found 
within one’s own self. The truthful destination for the soul is finding emancipation 
and salvation for its self and breaking free from the vicious cycle of transmigration, 
and not in running after the objects of this world which would never give any 
sustainable happiness.  

The more a creature gets entangled in the world, the more he loses his peace; 
the more he allows himself to do this the stronger and more stubborn his fetters 
become, and further away from the Truth and eternal source of happiness he is drawn. 
 As the mind and body go on sinking deeper into the quagmire of illusionary 
pleasures and hallucinations of this delusory world, the actual and truthful ‘real-self’ 
gets further away from the truth which recedes into the background.] (4). 

 
Verily indeed, this path (through life in this mundane world) is very horrible and full 
of hurdles as described herein above (māraga agama), and there is no able 
companion to help out (saṅga nahiṁ sambala)11, and the creature is so confused 
and overwhelmed with fear that he has lost the way to his destination (nā'um̐ 
gā'um̐kara bhūlā rē)12.  

 Tulsidas requests his merciful Lord Ram that in this precarious and dismal 
situation in which the soul has found itself, the Lord should now step in and show his 
grace and favour to it (hōhu rāma anukūlā rē) by giving it relief from its torments 
and free it from the horrors of this transmigratory world (bhava-trāsa harahu 
aba)13.  

[11There is no one to show the right path, too. Everyone in this world is driven 
by self-interest, and no one bothers about the suffering of the other person and his 
welfare. So if the miserable creature fails to have company of saints and pious people 
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who would show him the correct path that would be for his real good, then the 
creature is as good as being lost in a wild forest with no companion and hope of ever 
seeing his home where he would get peace and comfort again. 

12In the confusion and chaos that surrounds the unlucky soul, it has forgotten 
about its true identity, which is not the body but pure and truthful ‘consciousness’, 
and also about its true destination, which is to find liberation and deliverance from the 
cycle of birth and death, and attain emancipation and salvation for its self, instead of 
getting involved in the affairs of this mundane world. 

One forgets the name of the destination village out of bewilderments and 
agitations which have been caused by weariness and fatigue of the journey. The soul 
in other words has forgotten the ultimate goal of life, which is attainment of the 
supreme holy feet of Lord Sri Ram, of being ‘one’ with the Lord and disrupting the 
vicious cycle or circle of birth and death for all times to come. 

13Tulsidas asks Lord Ram to please show mercy and compassion on this soul 
and remove its fears arising out of this ocean-like world of birth and death. ] (5). 
 
[Note :- By using the analogy of the ‘rider’ and the ‘palanquin’, Tulsidas describes the 
consternations and the precarious conditions of the soul during its journey through 
various lives in this gross mundane world. It was foolish enough for it not to walk the 
distance, the path, on its own, i.e., use its own discrimination and wisdom to reach the 
destination which is the Lord himself in this case. But, due to its indolent, lazy and 
lethargic habits, it thought to sit comfortably on a carrier called the human body, and 
being thus becoming dependent on it, it had to not only lose the ultimate goal or 
destination but suffer intemperately, interminably due to the wayward, reckless 
inclinations of its vehicle, which is the body in this case. Another error of the soul, or 
the ‘true-self’, was not taking control of the steering wheel and let the vehilce we 
driven by the driver in the form of Kaliyug. What can it hope from such a driver—he 
would not only dash the vehicle somewhere, but also never let the soul ever reach its 
destination. A great and serious message is being conveyed through this analogy by 
Tulsidas. I think another suitable title for this verse could be ‘The Pilgrim's Journey 
through life’.] 
 
 
 

The selfish world 
 

¼190½ 
 
lgt  lusgh  jkelksa  rSa  fd;ks  u  lgt  lusgA 
rkrsa  Hko&Hkktu  Hk;ks]  lquq  vtgq¡  fl[kkou  ,gAA1AA 
T;ksa  eq[k  eqdqj  fcyksfd;s  v#  fpr  u  jgS  vuqgkfjA 
R;ksa  lsorgq¡  u  vkius]  ;s  ekrq&firk]  lqr&ukfjAA2AA 
nS nS lqeu fry ckfl dS v# [kfj ifjgfj jl ysrA 
LokjFk  fgr  Hkwry  Hkjs]  eu  espd]  ru  lsrAA3AA 
dfj  chR;ks]  vc  djrq  gS]  dfjcs  fgr  ehr  vikjA 
dcgq¡  u  dksm  j?kqchj  lks  usg  fuckgfugkjAA4AA 
tklksa  lc  ukrks  QqjS]  rklksa  u  djh  ifgpkfuA 
rkrsa  dNw  leq÷;ks  ugha]  dgk  ykHk  dg  gkfuAA5AA 
lk¡pks  tkU;ks  >wBdks]  >wBs  dg¡  lk¡pks  tkfuA 
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dks  u  x;ks]  dks  tkr  gS]  dks  u  tSgS  dfj  fgrgkfuAA6AA 
cn  dáks]  cq/k  dgr  gSa]  v#  gkSagq¡  dgr  gkSa  VsfjA 
rqylh  izHkq  lk¡pks  fgrw]  rw  fg;dh  vk¡f[ku  gsfjAA7AA 

 
 
                                                   (190) 
 
sahaja sanēhī rāmasōṁ taiṁ kiyō na sahaja sanēha. 
tātēṁ bhava-bhājana bhayō, sunu ajahum̐ sikhāvana ēha. 1.  
jyōṁ mukha mukura bilōkiyē aru cita na rahai anuhāri. 
tyōṁ sēvatahum̐ na āpanē, yē mātu-pitā, suta-nāri. 2.  
dai dai sumana tila bāsi kai aru khari parihari rasa lēta. 
svāratha hita bhūtala bharē, mana mēcaka, tana sēta. 3.  
kari bītyō, aba karatu hai, karibē hita mīta apāra. 
kabahum̐ na kō'u raghubīra sō nēha nibāhanihāra. 4.  
jāsōṁ saba nātō phurai, tāsōṁ na karī pahicāni. 
tātēṁ kachū samujhyō nahīṁ, kahā lābha kaha hāni. 5.  
sām̐cō jān'yō jhūṭhakō, jhūṭhē kaham̐ sām̐cō jāni. 
kō na gayō, kō jāta hai, kō na jaihai kari hitahāni. 6.  
bēda kahyō, budha kahata haiṁ, aru haunhum̐ kahata hauṁ ṭēri. 
tulasī prabhu sām̐cō hitū, tū hiyakī ām̐khina hēri. 7.  
 
Verse no. 190—[Addressing himself on behalf of the common creature, Tulsidas 
says—] You have not shown natural love and affection towards Lord Sri Ram 
(rāmasōṁ taiṁ kiyō na sahaja sanēha) who is affectionate and loving by nature 
(i.e. the temperament and habit of the Lord is to be exceedingly lovable, 
understanding, compassionate and accomodating) (sahaja sanēhī).  

Verily, this is the reason why you have become a ‘creature of the world’ 
(“tātēṁ bhava-bhājana bhayō”; i.e. you are identified as being one among the 
countless living beings who have been deluded and ignorant enough to fall into the 
trap of birth and death repeatedly, and suffer in its wake). But its never too late—so 
you would be well advised to pay heed to my teaching and my sincere word of advice 
for your own good (sunu ajahum̐ sikhāvana ēha) (1).  
 
The mirror only reflects the image of the face, but in actual fact that face is not inside 
the mirror; the image of the mirror is not the true self of a person (jyōṁ mukha 
mukura bilōkiyē aru cita na rahai anuhāri).  

Likewise, all these worldly kinsfolk and relations such as parents, wife, son, 
friend, brother (yē mātu-pitā, suta-nāri)—all seem to be serving us, helping us, 
belonging to us, but they are reflected in the mirror of ‘Maya’ (delusions) because 
they serve us only as long as we are of some use to them, and as soon as we cease to 
be of any value to them they would turn away from us (tyōṁ sēvatahum̐ na āpanē). 
[They lose interest in us and vanish from sight once their objective is served much 
like the image of a mirror that vanishes into thin air once the principal object is 
removed.] (2). 
 
Aromatic flowers are usually kept in a heap of seasame seeds to make them scented 
(dai dai sumana tila bāsi kai), but as soon as the oil is extracted from them, the 
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useless outer shell is thrown away as being absolutely useless (aru khari parihari 
rasa lēta). 

Verily, the same thing is applicable to the relatives and kinsfolk in this world 
(svāratha hita). [They are all selfish and motivated by self-interests. They 
accompany and give respect only till the time their interests are served, thereafter no 
one even bothers to talk with us and ask how we are.]  

Such selfish people whose hearts are dark but the bodies are fair are abundant 
in this world (bhūtala bharē, mana mēcaka, tana sēta). [They apparently look 
very pleasing, friendly, helpful and attractive, but this exterior is misleading because 
they all pretend to be courting and showing affection for us so that we continue to 
serve their self-interest. Deep inside their hearts they are dark because they are driven 
by selfishness.] (3). 
 
You had made so many friends, are making them still, and shall make them in future, 
thinking that they are your trustworthy comanions (kari bītyō, aba karatu hai, 
karibē hita mīta apāra).  

But remember that you shall never find a friend who is as stable, as consistent 
and as steadfast in upholding the vows of friendship as Lord Sri Ram (kabahum̐ na 
kō'u raghubīra sō nēha nibāhanihāra).  

[To wit, the Lord shall be your true, trustworthy, eternal and abiding friend, 
and he shall stand by with you shoulder to shoulder, and come to your aid when no 
one does; the Lord will stand by you in good stead.] (4). 
 
Alas! You have never identified yourself with, made an acquaintance with, or have 
introduced yourself to the Lord (Sri Ram) (tāsōṁ na karī pahicāni), due to whom all 
the relationship appear to be true and fruitful (jāsōṁ saba nātō phurai).  

This is why it is deemed that you could not understand the essence (or the 
reality) of wherein lies your truthful gain and what is your real loss (tātēṁ kachū 
samujhyō nahīṁ, kahā lābha kaha hāni)1. 

[1To wit, you could not understand who will give you eternal peace and 
happiness—are the many relationships that you have developed in this world your 
true companions and well-wishers, or is it Lord Ram who is so? Well, haven’t you 
realised that the relations of the world are driven by self-interests, and it is Lord Ram 
alone who is a selfless well-wisher of yours. 

The world honours and respects you because the Lord has shown grace upon 
you by blessing you with certain good qualities that have made you worthwhile and 
valuable. Otherwise, no one would bother for you. The Lord has made you capable to 
serve others and empowered you sufficiently with skills and wherewithal so that you 
can look after your dependants well. If it was not so, those same people who flock to 
you for favours would turn their heads to the other side when they see you anywhere. 
Say, why don’t you realise this truth.] (5). 
 
Those who are so stupid and ignorant enough that they have treated what is false and 
illusionary as being true and real (“sām̐cō jān'yō jhūṭhakō”; i.e. such as treating this 
world to be the real source of comfort and happiness), and regarded what is the 
ultimate, real, absolute and incontrovertible truth as being false (“jhūṭhē kaham ̐ 
sām̐cō jāni”; i.e. such as the Lord God and the existence of the pure conscious 
soul)—who amongst such foolish creatures has not ruined (or sacrificed) his real 
welfare and well-being in this world (kari hitahāni).  
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There are countless such ignorant and deluded creatures who had ruined their 
lives in the past, are doing so in their present lives, and verily indeed there would be 
many more such in the future as well who shall continue to ruin their lives and 
chances to find freedom from this trap of delusions and ignorance (kō na gayō, kō 
jāta hai, kō na jaihai kari hitahāni). 

[In short, these stupid, ignorant fools have wasted their lives in vain without 
achieving their real and true goal in life, which is attaining liberation, deliverance, 
salvation and emancipation of the soul.]  
 
The Vedas have asserted (bēda kahyō), the experts have declared (budha kahata 
haiṁ), and I (Tulsidas) also proclaim loudly (aru haunhum̐ kahata hauṁ ṭēri) that 
the benevolent ‘Lord of Tulsidas’ (“tulasī prabhu”; i.e. Sri Ram) is the true and 
sincere well-wisher, friend and benefactor of all (sām̐cō hitū).  

Open your eyes and see the truth (tū hiyakī ām̐khina hēri)! (7). 
 

 
 
                  Lord Śrī Rāma is the true benefactor of a creature;  
                    
                   The benevolent Lord is the best well-wisher of all 

 
 

¼191½ 
 
,d  lusgh  lkfpyks  dsoy  dkslyikyqA 
izse&duksM+ks  jkelks  ufga  nwljks  n;kyqAA1AA 
ru&lkFkh lc LokjFkh] lqj O;ogkj&lqtkuA 
vkjr&v/ke&vukFk fgr dks j?kqchj lekuAA2AA 
ukn fuBqj] lepj fl[kh] lfyy lusg u lwjA 
lfl ljksx] fnud# cM+s] i;n izse&iFk dwjAA3AA 
tkdks eu tklksa c¡/;ks] rkdks lq[knk;d lksbA 
ljy lhy lkfgc lnk lhrkifr ljfl u dksbAA4AA 
lqfu lsok lgh dks djS] ifjgjS dks nw"ku nsf[kA 
dsfg fnoku fnu nhu dks vknj&vuqjkx fclsf[kAA5AA 
[kx&lcjh firq&ekrq T;ksa ekus] dfi dks fd;s ehrA 
dsoV HksaVîks Hkjr T;ksa] ,slks dks dgq ifrr&iquhrAA6AA 
nsb vHkkxfga Hkkxq dks] dks jk[kS lju lHkhrA 
csn&fcnfr fc#nkoyh] dfc&dksfcn xkor xhrAA7AA 
dSlsm ik¡oj ikrdh] tsfg ybZ ukedh vksVA 
xk¡Bh ck¡/;ks nke rks] ij[;ks u Qsfj [kj&[kksVAA8AA 
eu eyhu] dfy fdyfc"kh gksr lqur tklq d`r dktA 
lks rqylh fd;ks vkiquks j?kqchj xjh&fuoktAA9AA 

 
 
                                                   (191) 
 
ēka sanēhī sācilō kēvala kōsalapālu. 
prēma-kanōṛō rāmasō nahiṁ dūsarō dayālu. 1.  
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tana-sāthī saba svārathī, sura vyavahāra-sujāna. 
ārata-adhama-anātha hita kō raghubīra samāna. 2.  
nāda niṭhura, samacara sikhī, salila sanēha na sūra. 
sasi sarōga, dinakaru baṛē, payada prēma-patha kūra. 3.  
jākō mana jāsōṁ bam̐dhyō, tākō sukhadāyaka sō'i. 
sarala sīla sāhiba sadā sītāpati sarasi na kō'i. 4.  
suni sēvā sahī kō karai, pariharai kō dūṣana dēkhi. 
kēhi divāna dina dīna kō ādara-anurāga bisēkhi. 5.  
khaga-sabarī pitu-mātu jyōṁ mānē, kapi kō kiyē mīta. 
kēvaṭa bhēṇṭyō bharata jyōṁ, aisō kō kahu patita-punīta. 6.  
dē'i abhāgahiṁ bhāgu kō, kō rākhai sarana sabhīta. 
bēda-bidati birudāvalī, kabi-kōbida gāvata gīta. 7.  
kaisē'u pām̐vara pātakī, jēhi la'ī nāmakī ōṭa. 
gām̐ṭhī bām̐dhyō dāma tō, parakhyō na phēri khara-khōṭa. 8.  
mana malīna, kali kilabiṣī hōta sunata jāsu kṛta kāja. 
sō tulasī kiyō āpunō raghubīra garī-nivāja. 9.  
 
Verse no. 191—Lord Sri Ram, the King of Kaushal (Ayodhya) (kōsalapālu), is the 
only Lord who is truly one’s dearest and most affectionate kin (ēka sanēhī sācilō 
kēvala).  

In fact, the merciful Lord Ram is the only one who feels exceedingly obliged, 
grateful and indebted to a person who shows even a slight amount of devotion and 
affection for him, and therefore there is no one like him anywhere in this world 
(prēma-kanōṛō rāmasō nahiṁ dūsarō dayālu) (1). 
 
All those who have claim to be one’s friends and say that they have some kind of 
relationship with him, verily, all of them are motivated by some or the other kind of 
self-interest (i.e. everyone is selfish) (tana-sāthī saba svārathī)1.  

[1The so-called close friends as well as the kith and kin profess their affection 
and dearness for us only as long as we use our body to serve them and meet their 
expectations from us. But in the sad eventuality when we fail to meet their demands 
and their hopes from us, they turn indifferent to us. During the times when a person 
finds himself in dire straits and is greately distressed, no one would volunteer to help 
him, especially if it means some sort of problem to the other person if he helps us. 
Everyone would first ensure his own welfare before even considering to help others.]  
 Even the Gods are very clever in their dealings with a creature (sura 
vyavahāra-sujāna)2.  

[2To wit, the Gods give boons or rewards according to the services rendered to 
them. They would oblige only, and that also to a limited degree and scope, when the 
worshipper offers them their due share of offerings, even if it means a lot of sacrifice, 
hardship and sufferance on the part of the worshipper. The Gods do not fulfil one’s 
desire if tributes are not paid to them. If there is any negligence on this front, or if one 
fails to show due respect to them, they get easily annoyed and wrathful, and show 
their displeasure by wreaking vengeance and retribution upon the offender.] 

In all sooth and without any gainsay, is there anyone else except Lord Ram 
who would selflessly, and without any expectation of any kind, do good for those who 
are overcome with grief, who are sorrowful, distressed, miserable, destitute, humble, 
meek, lowly, deprived, downtrodden, and in need of urgent solace and succour, who 
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have no other resources to help them in need? (ārata-adhama-anātha hita kō 
raghubīra samāna)3.  

[3The uequivocal answer to this question is: None else but Lord Ram is such a 
magnanimous, benevolent, kind, gracious and generous Lord who would volunteer to 
take care of the lowly and the needy, without thinking twice. Besides Lord Sri Ram, 
who else bothers to take care of and looks after the welfare of the distressed, 
miserable, downtrodden, humble, meek and destitutes in a selfless manner? None 
indeed!  
 This stanza in particular, and the verse in general, builds up on the idea 
expressed earlier in verse no. 190 herein above that all the relations in this world 
revolve around selfish interests. It is only Lord Ram who is one’s selfless friend, 
benefactor and well-wisher who would go out of his way to help and protect those 
who have surrendered before the Lord and have even a small amount of devotion and 
love for him.] (2). 
 
[Now look at the fate of lovers which are narrated in the following stanza. Here the 
subtle aspect of love is highlighted, and the examples cited show how a creature who 
expresses sincere and selfless love for something is almost invariably cheated by 
others who exploit the object of his love to trap and exploit him to serve their own 
vested interests.] 
 
The melody and emotional charm of the ‘music’ of an instrument are very cruel (for a 
hunter uses this to attract a deer towards the trap, which results in the animal's capture 
and the endless agony it is subjected to in the wake, may be ultimately resulting in its 
death) (nāda niṭhura).  

Likewise, the ‘fire’ treats all alike and spares none, not even those who have 
respect it (samacara sikhī). [For example, the moth, which is attracted to a flame 
because it is enamoured by its light and splendour, is burnt by the fire of the flame. 
The fire does not realise before burning the moth that it had come near only to express 
its affection and appreciation for the light of the flame. Is it not too cruel and selfish 
for the fire to burn someone who loves its light and splendour just to boast of its 
reputation of sparing none and treating all alike? Couldn’t the fire make an exception 
for the moth considering the latter’s undiluted affection for it? But it does not.]  

Even the ‘water’ is not brave enough to uphold and has no regrets to rescind 
on the promises of endearment, care and protection that it has made to the world as a 
life-giving and life-sustaining element of creation (salila sanēha na sūra). [For 
instance, the fish cannot survive its separation from water because it loves the water 
dearly. But if the fish is not careful it would die in the same water when attacked by 
some bigger acquatic creature, or is caught by a bait dangling in the same water which 
it loves so much, but in both the cases the water does not come to its aid by shielding 
it and protecting it against its enemy. If the fish falls sick and dies, the water would 
not tolerate its presence and begin to stink as a sign that it wants the fish out of it as 
soon as possible.]  

The ‘moon’ is also internally diseased (i.e. mentally stern and cruel in its 
heart) though it looks so charming and pleasing from the outside (at its face value) 
(sasi sarōga). [The moon appears so beautiful to look at and is even praised by poets 
as a favourite of lovers. But look how stern and rock-hearted it is internally—the bird 
called ‘Chakor’, the Indian Partridge, is so enamoured of it that it contines to gaze at 
its beautiful face and expects the moon to drip nectar into its beak so that it would 
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quench its thirst, but the moon never ever obliges the Chakor and the latter dies of 
thirst. Often it is said that the Chakor would pick up ambers of fire and try to eat it to 
coax the moon to show mercy at it and give the nectar, but the moon shows no pity on 
it and lets it die of burns and thirst.]  

The ‘sun’ also pretends to be very exalted as it occupies a high and mighty 
position in the world so much so that it cares nothing for the trouble it is creating for 
ordinary and humble creatures who may suffer under its scorching heat as it moves 
proudly on with haughtiness and arrogance across the path of the sky (dinakaru 
baṛē). [For instance, the lotus flower feels so happy at the sight of the sun that it 
keeps its petals open to express its delight. But the merciful sun would scorch them 
soon and force them to close by its relentless heat.]  

And even the ‘cloud’ is unduly and unjustifiably very harsh in the realm of 
love though it seems to be very benevolent and generous as it selflessly gives to the 
world the much needed rain for its survival (payada prēma-patha kūra). [A bird 
called ‘Chatak’, a cuckoo, loves the cloud so much that it promises that it would not 
drink water from any other source except the drops of rain the cloud itself gives into 
its open beak. But the cloud does not oblige. On the contrary, the cloud thunders, 
rumbles and shows its anger at the Chatak by darts of blinding streaks of lightening to 
scare it. Often times the cloud would shower hail stones to thrash and injure it also.] 
(3). 

 
But what can be done; when one is enamoured by any entity and loves it, he gets 
happiness, joy and contentedness solely from this entity (jākō mana jāsōṁ 
bam̐dhyō, tākō sukhadāyaka sō'i)4.  

[4Even insults, rebuffs, rebukes, harsh words, slights, indifference, rejections, 
snubs, or outright hate and loathing expressed by the object of one’s adoration and 
love won't effect a person’s intensity of love and enchantment towards his beloved 
entity. On the contrary, a person who is in love with another does not mind being 
subjected to any sort of insult and slight, or being neglected and snubbed for his 
overtures of love for the latter, because he treats the indifference of the beloved 
towards him as mere teasing and posturings by the latter to test his sincerity of love 
and devotion for him.] 

In my (Tulsidas’) considered view, there is no other relationship which is as 
dear and lovable, as enduring and endearing as the one with Lord Ram, the dear of 
Sita, because the Lord is exceptionally simple-hearted, courteous, cordial, welcoming 
and virtuous by his inherent nature (sarala sīla sāhiba sadā sītāpati). Hence, truly 
and without gainsay I can assert that there is no other Lord in this world like Lord 
Ram (sītāpati sarasi na kō'i)5.  

[5This is because whereas all other relations in this world whom a person 
thinks to be dear and expects them to stand by him in life during some trying time 
may turn selfish and harsh towards him at a certain point when their self-interests are 
affected adversely in life, but relation with Lord Ram is the only sweet relationship 
that is abiding, for the Lord is eternally kind and merciful, never turning his back to 
his devotees and never letting them feel insulted and neglected. Lord Ram will stand 
by his devotees in all situations if life, whether they are favourable or not.] (4). 
 
[This stanza outlines the exceedingly gracious and benevolent nature of Lord Ram 
who goes out of his way to accept even those who don’t deserve any grace because of 
their sinful and faulty character.] 
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Who else (but Lord Ram) would willingly and cheerfully acknowledge that 
any service, howsoever small it may be, has been done to him in any manner (by a 
person; by any creature; by a devotee or a servant) as soon as it is merely mentioned, 
and he would immediately endorse that such service has indeed been done (without 
waiting to verify whether it has been actually done or not) (suni sēvā sahī kō karai)?  

Who else (but Lord Ram) would willingly overlook or ignore the 
misdemeanours, sins, faults, crimes, transgressions and other follies (of his devotees 
or servants) before granting (them) his grace and blessing, before granting them 
refuge and accepting them in his shelter (pariharai kō dūṣana dēkhi)?  

In whose royal court (other than that of Lord Ram) (kēhi divāna) are the 
lowly, the distressed, the impoverished, the humble and the wretched ones treated 
with special respect, given kind attention and shown honour (dina dīna kō ādara-
anurāga bisēkhi)? [In all sooth and without any gainsay, such a Lord is only Sri 
Ram, and none else in this world.]6 

[6To wit, the Lord is willing to do so because this would pave the way for the 
person who has come to seek his blessings to become eligible for it. The Lord knows 
fully well that if he sticks to the rule book and subjects all applicants to close scrutiny, 
then out of millions of them only a few would qualify for receiving his grace and 
boons. But the Lord does not want even a single creature to suffer and its soul to be 
condemned if it is willing to mend its way. The mere thought of a person that ‘I will 
serve the Lord in the way I can’ is enough for the Lord to accept the service.  

After all, Lord Ram is the merciful and loving Supreme Father of the world 
who, like any other father, would wish that none of his off-springs would have to 
suffer from their misdeeds because the Lord knows that to err and commit mischief is 
a natural habit of a living being, and perfection in one’s deeds and thoughts and 
behaviour is an exception rather than the norm. So, if Lord Ram becomes too strict in 
judgement and verifications of credentials by putting every creature under the lens, 
the whole world would suffer interminably as rarely would there be a creature who is 
perfect and clean in every respect, and hence the purpose of Lord Ram to try his best 
to salvage the fallen souls would be defeated. Therefore he adopts a lenient view that 
overlooks ordinary transgressions.] (5). 

 
Who has regarded the bird (the vulture Jatau) and Sabari (the tribal woman) as his 
father and mother respectively (khaga-sabarī pitu-mātu jyōṁ mānē)7?  

Who has made monkeys (like Sugriv and Hanuman) his friends (kapi kō kiyē 
mīta) (and given them the respect and trust that one would usually give to a long and 
time tested friend)8?  

He (Sri Ram) met Guha-Nishad and embraced him like he was his own dear 
brother Bharat (kēvaṭa bhēṇṭyō bharata jyōṁ)9.  

Say, who else (other than Lord Ram) is a greater purifier (or a liberator) of 
those who are sinful, those who are fallen, evil, vile and corrupt culprits (aisō kō 
kahu patita-punīta)?  

[7Refer: Vinai Patrika, verse no. 179, stanza no. 4; verse no. 180, stanza no. 6; 
and verse no. 183, stanza no. 2 in this context. 

8Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Kishkindha Kand, (i) Chaupai line nos. 6-8 that 
precede Doha no. 3 where Lord Ram has told Hanuman that the latter is like Laxman, 
the Lord’s younger brother, for him; and (ii) Doha no. 4 followed by Chaupai line no. 
1 that proceeds it where Lord Ram has befriended Sugriv, the prince of the monkey 
race. 
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9Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Uttar Kand, Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes Doha 
no. 20 where Lord Ram has expressly said this to Nishad-Guha—“that the Lord 
regards him as if he were the Lord’s younger brother Bharat”.] (6). 
 
Say, who grants good fortune and gives good luck to those who are unfortunate and 
unlucky (dē'i abhāgahiṁ bhāgu kō)?  

Who keeps those who are frightened and terrified in his shelter and gives them 
his protection (kō rākhai sarana sabhīta)? [Normally a person would hesitate to 
give shelter to such people as they may cause problem for him. But Lord Ram is 
willing to accept them and grant them immunity from fear and uncertainty.]  

Whose fames, glories and virtues are being sung by the Vedas (bēda-bidati 
birudāvalī), and who is being praised and his glories being sung by the poets, the 
bards and the learned ones (kabi-kōbida gāvata gīta)?  

[The answer to all these questions is unanimously and unequivocally this: 
‘Such a Lord is only Sri Ram, and surely no one else!] (7). 
 
All those who have taken shelter with and refuge in the Lord’s holy name (“RAM”—
“jēhi la'ī nāmakī ōṭa”), no matter how sinful, vile, mean, despised and detestable 
they might be (kaisē'u pām̐vara pātakī), all of them were willingly accepted by Lord 
Sri Ram even as someone immediately grabs and ties into a bundle any sort of wealth 
that is available (gām̐ṭhī bām̐dhyō dāma tō), and does not bother or wait to judge 
about its utility, validity or worth by examining it closely and separating the 
worthwhile part from the useless one (parakhyō na phēri khara-khōṭa)10. 

[10For instance, when one comes across an unsorted heap of coins which is 
available for grabs, he would not waste time to sort out the good and valuable coins 
and discard the useless ones, or try to judge their market value and usefulness to him 
at that time. He would immediately, and as soon and fast as he can, scoop up the heap 
of coins, make a rough bundle of it and scoot from there lest some other person comes 
and claims his right over the coins. Likewise, when Lord Ram sees some sinful but 
distraught person at his door, begging for mercy from the Lord, he is so moved by 
compassion and his love for the distressed souls that he does not think twice before 
accepting the seeker and granting him fearlessness from all sufferings.  

This is the greatness of the Lord and his merciful nature for which he is so 
much lauded and extolled by the scriptures and the wise ones.] (8). 
 
[Now, citing his own example to buttress the assertions made about Lord Ram’s 
graciousness, compassion, mercy, kindness and benevolence, Tulsidas says—] ‘This 
Tulsidas is so corrupt, so wicked and so perverse in his mind and heart (mana 
malīna) that anyone who hears the list of evil deeds done by him during Kaliyug 
would himself become sinful and corrupt (kali kilabiṣī hōta sunata jāsu kṛta 
kāja)—even that Tulsadas was accepted by him (Lord Sri Ram) as his own servant 
(i.e. as his follower, devotee, subordinate, dependant, ward, refugee) (sō tulasī kiyō 
āpunō).  

Verily indeed, in all sooth, and without gainsay or any exaggeration in the least, 
Lord Sri Raghubir (Sri Ram) is such a gracious, benevolent, merciful and 
magnanimous protector, sustainer and benefactor of the poor and the wretched ones  
(raghubīra garī-nivāja) that he has cheerfully accepted even such a sinful and 
burdensome person as Tulsidas (sō tulasī kiyō āpunō)!’ (9). 
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[Note—Tulsidas highlights Sri Ram's mercy, grace, benevolence, benefaction, 
benediction, munificence and magnanimity towards all and sundry, especially his 
devotees, in this verse.] 

 
 

 
Lord Śrī Rāma’s Holy Name 

 
 

¼192½ 
 
tks  iS  tkufdukFk  lksa  ukrks  usgq  u  uhpA 
LokjFk&ijekjFk dgk] dfy dqfVy fcxks;ks chpAA1AA 
/kje  cju  vkJefuds  iS;r  iksfFkgh  iqjkuA 
djrc fcuq cs"k nsf[k;s] T;ksa ljhj fcuq izkuAA2AA 
csn&fcfnr lk/ku lcS] lqfu;r nk;d Qy pkfjA 
jke&izse fcuq tkfucks tSls lj&lfjrk fcuq ckfjAA3AA 
ukuk iFk fujckuds] ukuk fc/kku cgq Hkk¡frA 
rqylh rw esjs dgs tiq jke&uke fnu&jkrAA4AA 

 
 
                                                  (192) 
 
jō pai jānakinātha sōṁ nātō nēhu na nīca. 
svāratha-paramāratha kahā, kali kuṭila bigōyō bīca. 1.  
dharama barana āśramanikē paiyata pōthihī purāna. 
karataba binu bēṣa dēkhiyē, jyōṁ sarīra binu prāna. 2.  
bēda-bidita sādhana sabai, suniyata dāyaka phala cāri. 
rāma-prēma binu jānibō jaisē sara-saritā binu bāri. 3.  
nānā patha nirabānakē, nānā bidhāna bahu bhām̐ti. 
tulasī tū mērē kahē japu rāma-nāma dina-rāta. 4.  
 
Verse no. 192—Oh you wicked and dumb-witted fellow (nīca)! If you have not 
established any relationship with Jankinath (Lord Ram, the Lord of Sita—“ 
jānakinātha”) that is based on the grand and auspicious qualities of having affection 
and devotion for the Lord and submitting yourself before the Lord (jō pai 
jānakinātha sōṁ nātō nēhu na), say then how can you achieve success in your 
endeavours, whether they are related to your self interest in this temporal life or are 
concerned with your spiritual matters? (svāratha-paramāratha kahā).  

Since you are so foolish that you have not been able establish any such  
relationship with Lord Ram, even though it would have been for your own good and 
welfare, it is apparent and obvious that this wicked and cunning bandit known as 
‘Kaliyug’ seems to have established his own sway upon you and has robbed you mid-
way (kali kuṭila bigōyō bīca)1. 

[1Verily, a bandit in the form of ‘Kaliyug’ (the present age in a personified 
form) has managed to waylay you and rob you of your spiritual fortunes by corrupting 
your mind and intellect, by eclipsing your wisdom and discriminating powers so that 
you are not even inclined to judge for yourself what is detrimental for you and what is 
for the best in your own interest. You are not able to understand that your good lies in 
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establishing an abiding relationship with Lord Sri Ram who can ensure your spiritual 
and temporal well-being and happiness. Instead, impelled and lured by the charms 
thrown to you by Kaliyug in the form of temptations of this material world of sensual 
objects, you  seem to have drifted away from Lord Ram and fallen into the embrace of 
your enemy, the Kaliyug, even without being aware of your mistakes because Kaliyug 
has overshadowed your wisdom and intellect. Say, aren’t you aware that you are 
ruining your own future under the deluding effects of Kaliyug? So, aren’t you utterly 
stupid and block-head that you can’t even see what is good or bad for you?] (1). 
 
[This stanza describes the state of affairs in the society during the corrupt age of 
Kaliyug.]  

The principles of Dharma (or codes of proper and righteous conduct) that are 
expected to be followed by the people in the four Varnas in the society (i.e. the four 
segments of society, such as Brahmin, Kshatriya, Vaishya, Shudra) and in the four 
Ashrams of life (i.e. the four divisions in life—Brahmacharya, Grihastha, Sanyas, 
Vanprastha)2 (dharama barana āśramanikē) are limited only to the thick volumes 
(pages) of the Purans (ancient scriptures) (paiyata pōthihī purāna); no one bothers 
to practice them and act according to these principles.  
 People sport external marks and bear outward appearances of a particular 
Varna or Ashram they are supposed to belong to or subscribe to as prescribed for the 
members of the society in the scriptures, but they do so just as a formality and as 
merely an obligation so that they are not declared apostate and outcaste, and instead 
are able to integrate themselves into the mainstream of the society. But the fact is that 
none of these people who pretend to be followers of Dharma by adopting the external 
signs prescribed by it actually have even a trace of faith and conviction in the noble 
principles of Dharma as laid down by these scriptures. They rarely practice any of the 
tenets of the particular Varna or Ashram of whose mark and other paraphernalia they 
exhibit.  

Therefore, in the absence of belief and commitment, in the absence of relevant 
and concurrent action and deed to back up these external signs or marks that one bears 
in accordance to the advisory of the scriptures, they have been rendered mere 
pretentious exhibitions (karataba binu bēṣa dēkhiyē). [People exhibit these external 
signs and marks to show that they are following the principles of religion and being 
faithful to them, but in actuality this is a deceitful and cunning act because no one 
follows the tenets laid down in the scriptures that are supposed to be followed by 
every person in the society. Hence, all these marks and signs and paraphernalia have 
been rendered useless, perfunctory, superficial and pretentious; they not only mean 
that the person is cheating his own self but also those around him.]  

It is like the case of a body without life or Pran in it; a body that is dead and 
inane because it lacks consciousness inside it (jyōṁ sarīra binu prāna)3.  
 [2Refer: Verse no. 179, stanza no. 4 of this book Vinai Patrika in this regard.] 
 3Here, external pretensions of Dharma without relevant and concurrent action 
and deed to back it up is merely for show as it lacks any substance and meaning. It is 
like a gross body decorated with ornaments, but which lacks life. Say, what good is 
there in decorating a dead body? Verily, a living person who has great merit but may 
lack any kind of decorative paraphernalia is highly honoured by those who are wise, 
as compared to a mere statue which may be adorned by priceless ornaments but 
otherwise has no use to the society.] (2). 
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It is heard (suniyata) that the many famous and powerful means, ways and paths 
described in the Vedas that one follows to attain one’s desired objectives in life, both 
the temporal as well as the spiritual objectives (such as religious sacrifices, penances, 
austerities, meditation etc.—“bēda-bidita sādhana sabai”), are all able to grant the 
four traditionally honoured rewards to the seeker and the aspirant (dāyaka phala 
cāri)4.  

[4The four rewards honoured in the scriptures as being the fruits of one’s 
endeavours that are done in accordance with the principles of Dharma are the 
following: (i) Artha (wealth, prosperity), Dharma (righteousness, noble cunduct), 
Kaam (fulfilled desires, passions), and Moksha (emancipation and salvation).] 

But it should be understood that without the primary fruit in the form of 
devotion and love for Lord Ram (rāma-prēma binu jānibō), all of them should be 
treated as being like so many rivers and lakes that are without water (jaisē sara-
saritā binu bāri)5. 
 5To wit, just like so many great rivers and lakes would be useless without 
there being water in them, all the rewards and trophies in this world would lack value 
if their awardee lacks love and devotion for Lord Ram. Just like the intrinsic value 
and importance of any water-body lies in the purity, the cleanliness and the amount of 
water it has and not on its dimensions or location or even its charming surroundings, 
the hidden value and worth of a person lies in the glorious virtue of devotion and love 
for the Lord God that he has in his inner-being rather than the worldly achievements 
he has made or acclaim he has got for himself in this world due to his merits and 
deeds. Devotion and love for the Lord is what gives sheen and glow to other noble 
virtues that a man possesses.] (3). 
  
There are indeed myriads of ways and paths for obtaining salvation and liberation of 
soul (from the worldly bondage), and each has its own merits (nānā patha 
nirabānakē, nānā bidhāna bahu bhām̐ti).  

But nevertheless oh Tulsidas, pay heed to my sincere advice and chant or 
repeat Lord Sri Ram's holy name night and day (tulasī tū mērē kahē japu rāma-
nāma dina-rāta). [If you do so, if you follow my advice, then you will not have to 
run from pillar to post seeking end to your miseries and torments in this world. It is 
evident here that Tulsidas is addressing himself.] (4). 

 
 

 
Pay attention to Lord Śrī Rāma's merciful, compassionate, benevolent nature 

 
¼193½ 

 
vtgq¡ vkius jkeds djrc leq>r fgr gksbA 
dg¡ rw] dg¡ dksly/kuh] rksdks dgk dgr lc dksbAA1AA 
jhf> fuokT;ks dcfga rw] dc [khf> nbZ rksfga xkfjA 
njiu cnu fugkfjdS] lqfcpkfj eku fg; gkfjAA2AA 
fcxjh tue vusddh lq/kjr iy yxS u vk/kqA 
^ikfg d`ikfuf/k* izselksa dgs dks u jke fd;ks lkèkqAA3AA 
ckyehfd&dsoV&dFkk] dfi&Hkhy&Hkkyq&luekuA 
lqfu lueq[k tks u jkelksa] frfg dks minslfg X;kuAA4AA 
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dk  lsok  lqxzhodh]  dk  izhfr&jhfr&fujckgqA 
tklq ca/kq c/;ks C;k/k T;ksa] lks lqur lksgkr u dkgqAA5AA 
Hktu fcHkh"kudks dgk] Qy dgk fn;ks j?kqjktA 
jke xjhc&fuoktds cM+h ck¡g&cksydh yktAA6AA 
tifg uke j?kqukFkdks] pjpk nwljh u pkyqA 
lqeq[k] lq[kn] lkfgc] lq/kh] lejFk] d`ikyq] urikyqAA7AA 
lty u;u] xnxn fxjk] xgcj eu] iqyd ljhjA 
xkor xquxu jkeds dsfgdh u feVh Hko&HkhjAA8AA 
izHkq d`rX; ljcX; gSa] ifjg# ikfNyh xykfuA 
rqylh rkslksa jkelksa dNq ubZ u tku&ifgpkfuAA9AA 

 
 
                                                   (193) 
 
ajahum̐ āpanē rāmakē karataba samujhata hita hō'i. 
kaham̐ tū, kaham̐ kōsaladhanī, tōkō kahā kahata saba kō'i. 1.  
rījhi nivājyō kabahiṁ tū, kaba khījhi da'ī tōhiṁ gāri. 
darapana badana nihārikai, subicāri māna hiya hāri. 2.  
bigarī janama anēkakī sudharata pala lagai na ādhu. 
‘pāhi kṛpānidhi’ prēmasōṁ kahē kō na rāma kiyō sādhu. 3.  
bālamīki-kēvaṭa-kathā, kapi-bhīla-bhālu-sanamāna. 
suni sanamukha jō na rāmasōṁ, tihi kō upadēsahi gyāna. 4.  
kā sēvā sugrīvakī, kā prīti-rīti-nirabāhu. 
jāsu bandhu badhyō byādha jyōṁ, sō sunata sōhāta na kāhu. 5.  
bhajana bibhīṣanakō kahā, phala kahā diyō raghurāja. 
rāma garība-nivājakē baṛī bām̐ha-bōlakī lāja. 6.  
japahi nāma raghunāthakō, caracā dūsarī na cālu. 
sumukha, sukhada, sāhiba, sudhī, samaratha, kṛpālu, natapālu. 7.  
sajala nayana, gadagada girā, gahabara mana, pulaka sarīra. 
gāvata gunagana rāmakē kēhikī na miṭī bhava-bhīra. 8.  
prabhu kṛtagya sarabagya haiṁ, pariharu pāchilī galāni. 
tulasī tōsōṁ rāmasōṁ kachu na'ī na jāna-pahicāni. 9.  
 
Verse no. 193—[In verse no. 192, Tulsidas has exorted a creature to devote himself to 
Lord Ram and submit himself to the Lord if he wants his own good. In this present 
verse, that idea is further extended and stressed.] 
 
Even now at this late stage if you first realise how wicked and evil is your nature and 
how wicked are your deeds, and then recognise the exceptionally noble qualities, the 
outstanding virtuous nature and merciful ways of Lord Sri Ram, then it is still 
possible to have your welfare and happiness assured (ajahum̐ āpanē rāmakē 
karataba samujhata hita hō'i).  
 On the one hand are you who is so selfish, pretentious and sinful (kaham̐ tū), 
and on the other hand is Lord Ram, the Lord of Kaushal (Ayodhya) who is so pure 
and holy (kaham̐ kōsaladhanī)1. [What comparison is there?]  

People believe that you are holy too (inspite of you being the opposite), and so 
they repose faith in what you say (tōkō kahā kahata saba kō'i)2.  
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[1This is because you would be astonished at your own sinful ways and the 
resultant gloomy future that stares in your face. You would have heard how people 
like you suffer interminably, and this may make you feel distraught and dismayed at 
your fate. But have heart; nothing is lost yet! Remember Lord Ram is always there to 
salvage your otherwise doomed fate—for the Lord is so merciful and compassionate 
and committed to provide help to sinners like you that as soon as you surrender to the 
Lord and beg his attention, be assured that the Lord would pick you up and embrace 
you. 

2You have been proclaiming that you are a devotee of the Lord, and by 
experience you can say that one would find peace, happiness and liberation by 
surrendering before the Lord; you have been very vociferous in this regard. But is it a 
fact? Well, how nice would it be if you actually follow what you preach others. 

But, honestly, are you what they think you to be, are you worthy of such an 
honour. Aren't you ashamed at yourself? People call you a devotee of Sri Ram, and 
therefore they treat you with the same honour as they would give to the Lord, because 
a Lord’s devotee is as worthy of respect as the Lord himself. But are you worthy of it.  

Never mind. It is still not too late to wake up and mend your ways. Walk the 
talk and become a true and real devotee of Lord Ram, instead of pretending to be 
one.] (1). 
 
Oh! Look at your self in the mirror (of discrimination, wisdom, intellect—“darapana 
badana nihārikai”) and find out when has Lord Sri Ram showered compassion, grace 
and mercy upon you (rījhi nivājyō kabahiṁ tū), and when has he showed his 
annoyance, irritation and wrath on you, or has ever abused or insulted you (kaba 
khījhi da'ī tōhiṁ gāri)3?  

[3If you examine things in detail and in the correct perspective, you will 
discover that never has even once the Lord showed any bitterness for you inspite of 
your wicked and evil nature. On the contrary, the Lord has been ever so graceful 
towards you. Realise what would have been your fate if the Lord would have judged 
you merely on the basis of your nature and deeds? Don’t you know how vile and 
corrupt and sinful they are? So don’t you understand that the Lord had virtually turned 
a blind eye to all your misdeeds and transgression in order to ensure that you do not 
suffer. Given this situation, why are you not obliged and grateful to the Lord. Why are 
you still hesitating to accept the Lord as your redeemer and protector? Well, ponder 
over this matter seriously.] 
  So, be wise and well advised to abandon stubbornness, accept your 
shortcomings, and surrender before the Lord (subicāri māna hiya hāri)4.   

[4You must understand that the Lord has never been angry at you despite your 
countless shortcomings. So you must never accuse Lord Sri Ram that he is being 
negligent or indifferent towards you inspite of your being an ardent follower or 
devotee of his.] (2). 
 
Oh! The Lord takes not more than a moment to rectify the ruinous (or disastrous) state 
of affairs in which one has landed due to cumulative effects of countless sins and 
misdeeds done over many lives and generations in the past, and liberate one from 
their attendent miseries and horrors (bigarī janama anēkakī sudharata pala lagai 
na ādhu).  
 One needs only to plead with the Lord to be granted instant relief from all 
miseries and grief. One need only say with faith and affection for the Lord, “Oh 
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merciful Lord; Save me; Protect me”, and the redemption is then and there (‘pāhi 
kṛpānidhi’ prēmasōṁ kahē).  
 Forsooth, which sinful soul is there that has not been made holy and pious by 
Lord Ram by his merely saying so little to the Lord (kō na rāma kiyō sādhu)5. 

[5The Lord does it instantly and as soon as one calls out to him for protection 
and solace. But these words should be sincere, coming out from the deep recesses of 
the heart, and not mere formality to tide over immediate problems. You can't cheat 
and be smart with Lord Sri Ram as you have been accustomed to in your dealings 
with the world, so beware!] (3). 
 
Those who have not taken shelter in the holy feet of Lord Sri Ram and come to seek 
his grace even after hearing (suni sanamukha jō na rāmasōṁ) the stories of 
Valmiki, Guha-Nishad etc. (bālamīki-kēvaṭa-kathā), and the honour, veneration and 
fame bestowed upon Sugriv, Hanuman, Sabari, the bear Jamvant etc. (kapi-bhīla-
bhālu-sanamāna)—who can preach to that ignorant idiot the virtues of having 
knowledge, wisdom, righteousness, true essence of the scriptures, and the correct path 
one ought to follow in this mundane existence (tihi kō upadēsahi gyāna)? [It would 
be a futile exercise.] (4). 
 
What great services had Sugriv rendered to Lord Ram (kā sēvā sugrīvakī), and 
which code of love and affection did he follow or uphold (kā prīti-rīti-nirabāhu)? 
[He had even forgotten to search for Sita after being crowned as the king of 
Kiskindha6.] 

But Sri Ram had killed his brother Baali for his sake like a cruel hunter (“jāsu 
bandhu badhyō byādha jyōṁ”—inspite of the life long ignominy and blemish that 
he got on his good name because of this single act which was deemed biased in favour 
of Sugiv)7. 

No one (except devotees) approves of this deed/act of Sri Ram (of killing 
someone from hiding and being partisan or biased) (sō sunata sōhāta na kāhu)8. 

[6This is narrated in Ram Charit Manas, Kishkindha Kand, from Chaupai line 
no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 18—to Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 21. 

7This is narrated in Ram Charit Manas, Kishkindha Kand, from Doha no. 6—
to Doha no. 8. 

8Lord was so moved by the miserable condition in which he found Sugriv 
when he first met him on the mountain of Kishkindha and by the injustice done to him 
by his elder brother Baali that the Lord decided to rectify the wrong done even if it 
would invite a lifetime of ignominy and scorn for taking sides with Sugriv in what 
essentially was a mutual dispute arising out of some misunderstanding between two 
brothers. A more conciliatory and diplomatic approach could have been more in order 
for the Lord to adopt, such as attempting to negotiate some sort of settlement between 
Sugriv and Baali, instead of outright instigating Sugriv to fight his own brother and 
then killing his adversary who was given no chance to defend himself. 

What does Tulsidas mean here? The basic difference between Sugriv and 
Baali was that while the former had surrendered himself to Lord Ram and sought his 
blessing, Baali had refused to do so inspite of his wife Tara warning him not to 
confront Sugriv and advising him to surrender before Lord Ram. Had Baali heeded 
his wife’s advice, it is sure and certain that Lord Ram would never had acted against 
him no matter what Sugriv pleaded or what injustice was done to him. This is narrated 
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in specifically in Ram Charit Manas, Kishkindha Kand, Doha no. 7 along with 
Chaupai line nos. 28-29 that precede it. 

Well, the idea is that if one surrenders to Lord Ram and seeks the Lord’s 
blessings, then no matter how sinful and wrong he may be the Lord would always 
take his side.] (5). 
 
What special sort of devotion did Vibhishan have (bhajana bibhīṣanakō kahā), and 
look at the (magnificence, the immensity and the majesty of the) reward that Lord Sri 
Ram gave him (to indicate his happiness that Vibhishan, who was a demon by birth, 
would have even a trace of devotion for the Lord inside his heart, something unsual 
about a demon) (phala kahā diyō raghurāja)?9 

[The reason why Lord Ram accepted Vibhishan and abundantly rewarded him 
is this—] The fact is that Lord Sri Ram is very conscious and diligent about his 
characteristic nature, about his reputation and glory as the one who gives 
unquestioned protection to those who have come to seek refuge or shelter with him so 
much so that he just wouldn’t deny this privilege to anyone who comes to the Lord 
with a prayer on his lips, asking the Lord for the support of his arms (rāma garība-
nivājakē baṛī bām̐ha-bōlakī lāja). [The Lord simply cannot deny those who are 
distressed and in grief the grant of succour and solace to them.]10  

 [9Vibhishan had come out of selfish interest to seek refuge with Lord Ram 
after he was rebuked and kicked out of Lanka by his own elder brother Ravana. 
Joining hands with the enemy of the state is a very serious crime, a seditious and an 
unpatriotic act, a rebellion, a treachery. But, despite being guilty of committing this 
grave crime, Lord Sri Ram accepted him smilingly, without having any doubts in his 
mind about his integrity, or hidden agenda and intentions, even overuling objections 
by his ministers in this respect who were sceptic of Vibhishan’s real objective, and 
instead rewarded Vibhishan with the crown of Lanka. This episode is narrated in 
detail in epic “Ram Charit Manas”, Sundar Kand, from Chaupai line no. 2 that 
precedes Doha no. 38—to Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 50. 

10Verily, the Lord would even overlook their past deeds or some selfish 
intentions that they may have in their hearts at the time of welcoming them and 
extending his mercy to them. For it is well established that once anyone comes and 
takes refuge at the holy feet of Lord Ram, then whatsoever faults and evils that he 
may have had earlier are automatically neutralised and eliminated. The creature who 
takes shelter with Lord Ram and is blessed by the Lord’s mercy is purified of all his 
sins and corruptions instantly. 

Lord Ram has himself declared that he is obliged to accept a person who has 
come to seek refuge and shelter with him, and to refuse this gracious gesture would 
undermine the Lord’s greatness and glory, and would go against his compassionate, 
merciful and benevolent nature. Besides this, anyone who has come to the Lord and 
faces him is sure to be purified instantly, as a creature with a dark heart and pervert 
mind just cannot come in front of the bright and dazzling ‘light of consciousness’ that 
emanates from inside the Lord’s own heart; no darkness survives in the presence of 
light. These facts are reiterated in “Ram Charit Manas”, Sundar Kand, Doha no. 43 
along with Chaupai line nos. 1-5 that follow it.] (6).  
 
This is why you should constantly and consistently chant Lord Raghunath’s holy 
name (japahi nāma raghunāthakō). You will be well advised not to talk of anything 
else (and waste your time and energy—“caracā dūsarī na cālu”)11.  
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 Verily and in all sooth, Lord Ram has so many glorious virtues like no other 
Lord: His demeanours and countenance are affable, cheerful, pleasant, sweet and 
friendly (sumukha); He gives and is a source of comfort and happiness (sukhada); 
He is a most gracious, obliging and courteous Lord who posseses excellent virtues 
and characters (sāhiba); He is wise, intelligent and all-knowing as well as skilled in 
all principles and doctrines related to auspiciousness, rightousness and noble conduct 
(sudhī); He is all-able, all-empowered and competent in every manner (samaratha); 
He is merciful, compassionate, kind and gracious (kṛpālu); He is the Lord who grants 
acceptance as well as fearlessness, solace and succour to those who bow before him to 
seek refuge and shelter at his holy feet (natapālu).  

[11Remember, you will never find anywhere a Lord more gracious and more 
glorious than Lord Ram. The Lord is the only one who is sweet and pleasant to 
approach and look forward to for one’s welfare and good as he never turns anyone 
away, never uses a harsh word for anyone, sports a pleasant smile on his face, and is 
ever ready to welcome and oblige everyone. So, why should you waste time 
wandering and discussing about so many other Lords and Masters whom a creature 
can approach for his protection and welfare when it is well established that there is no 
other such Lord or Master anywhere in this world. Remember, even if you find some 
Lord or Master whom you think would help you in fulfilling your needs, don’t forget 
that all of them are driven by some degree of self-interest. Refer verse nos. 190-191 
herein above. So be wise and concentrate on Lord Ram as the one-point where all 
your spiritual and temporal needs would be fully met. The next stanza reiterates this 
view.] (7). 
 
Who is there whose miseries related to life in this world (“kēhikī na miṭī bhava-
bhīra”; the torments of birth and death; his temporal and spiritual problems) have not 
been eliminated if he had sung (praised and lauded) the excellent virtues, the famed 
glories and the exalted nature of Lord Sri Ram (gāvata gunagana rāmakē) with 
tears (of affection, devotion, dedication, emotions) in his eyes (sajala nayana), with 
an exultant voice overwhelmed with gratitude and thankgiving for the Lord 
(gadagada girā), with an affectionate and submissive mind that is dedicated to the 
Lord and soaked in his grace (gahabara mana), and a body that is emotionally 
thrilled while doing so (i.e. while singing the Lord’s glories and by remembering the 
Lord; “pulaka sarīra”)? 

[To wit, one should sing the glories of the Lord and praise him with full 
devotion, dedication and love for the Lord in his heart.] (8). 
 
Stop repenting and lamenting about your past (pariharu pāchilī galāni). [Think for 
the present and the future because you can still redeem yourself now and here if you 
follow the advice outlined in this verse.]  

Lord Sri Ram is of a very obliging nature (and he goes out of his way to 
accommodate everyone who comes to seek his blessings and mercy, irrespective of 
the creature’s past) (prabhu kṛtagya haiṁ). [So therefore, you need not worry about 
your tainted past, for as soon as you stand before the Lord with a prayer on your lips, 
be assured that the Lord would welcome you lovingly. The Lord would pardon you 
and efface all your past misdeeds from the scroll of your life so that there would be no 
fear of future punishment based on your past evil life.] 
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He is all-knowing: the Lord knows what is covert as well as overt, concealed as 
well as open and apparent, implied, intended or explicitly expressed, past as well as 
future. Verily, nothing is hidden from the Lord (sarabagya haiṁ).  

Oh Tulsidas! You are not a new acquaintance for Lord Sri Ram (tulasī tōsōṁ 
rāmasōṁ kachu na'ī na jāna-pahicāni). [To wit, you are well-known to him; so 
why do you have to worry about your past or your present; just have immense faith in 
the Lord and everything will be alright.] (9). 

 
[Note—Tulsidas highlights Sri Ram's mercy, grace, benevolence, benefaction, 
benediction, munificence and magnanimity towards all and sundry, especially his 
devotees, in this verse.] 

 
 

 
Everything is futile without having affection and devotion for Śrī Rāma 

 
¼194½ 

 
tks vuqjkx u jke lusgh lksaA 
rkS yáks ykgq dgk uj&nsgh lksaAA1AA 

tks ruq /kfj] ifjgfj lc lq[k] Hk;s lqefr jke&vuqjkxhA 
lks ruq ikb v?kkb fd;s v?k] voxqu&mnf/k vHkkxhAA2AA 
X;ku&fcjkx] tksx&ti] ri&e[k] tx eqn&ex ufga FkksjsA 
jke&izse fcuq use tk; tSls e`x&ty&tyf/k&fgyksjsAA3AA 
yksd fcyksfd] iqjku&csn lqfu] leqf>&cwf> xq#&X;kuhA 
izhfr&izrhfr  jke&in&iadt  ldy&lqeaxy&[kkuhAA4AA 
vtgq¡ tkfu ft;] ekfu gkfj fg;] gksb iyd eg¡ uhdksA 
lqfe# lusglfgr fgr jkefga] ekuq erks rqylhdksAA5AA 

 
 
                                                   (194) 
 
jō anurāga na rāma sanēhī sōṁ. 
tau lahyō lāhu kahā nara-dēhī sōṁ. 1.  
jō tanu dhari, parihari saba sukha, bhayē sumati rāma-anurāgī. 
sō tanu pā'i aghā'i kiyē agha, avaguna-udadhi abhāgī. 2.  
gyāna-birāga, jōga-japa, tapa-makha, jaga muda-maga nahiṁ thōrē. 
rāma-prēma binu nēma jāya jaisē mṛga-jala-jaladhi-hilōrē. 3.  
lōka bilōki, purāna-bēda suni, samujhi-būjhi guru-gyānī. 
prīti-pratīti rāma-pada-paṅkaja sakala-sumaṅgala-khānī. 4.  
ajahum̐ jāni jiya, māni hāri hiya, hō'i palaka maham̐ nīkō. 
sumiru sanēhasahita hita rāmahiṁ, mānu matō tulasīkō. 5.  
 
Verse no. 194—What is the benefit (utility, purpose, fruit) of acquiring a human body 
if (tau lahyō lāhu kahā nara-dēhī sōṁ) one does not have (or does not develop) 
affection and endearment for the most affectionate and dearest Lord Sri Ram (jō 
anurāga na rāma sanēhī sōṁ). [To wit, the best use of this human body is to be 
able to use it to develop devotion and affection for the Lord God, for otherwise it is 
just like the body of other animals.] (1). 
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By acquiring this human body (jō tanu dhari), those who are wise and intelligent 
(sumati) develop affection and devotion for Lord Ram (bhayē rāma-anurāgī) even 
as they discard all attachments to and lust for the sense objects of this material world 
(parihari saba sukha).  
 But oh you fallen and unfortunate fool (abhāgī), inspite of acquiring the same 
human body you have only used it to enhance your sins and vices, and you have 
committed all sorts of misdeeds and transgression (sō tanu pā'i aghā'i kiyē agha, 
avaguna-udadhi)1. 
 [1You have frittered away this opportunity and wasted this chance by 
committing sins and misdeeds by the hoardes and till your stomach was full of it. 
Despite knowing about the value of the human body as a means by which you could 
have rectified your past record of misdeeds and sins so as to ensure a good spiritual 
destiny for yourself, you have stupidly ignored it, and instead indulged yourself in 
enjoyment of the sense objects of the world and remained engrossed in the affairs of 
the gross mundane world. Even after receiving that most rare body of a human being, 
you had committed countless sins till your tummy was literally full of it—i.e. till the 
time you could do it no more. The rarity of the human body and the need to use it 
properly has been repeatedly stressed in Vinai Patrika at a number of places. Some of 
the instances are verse nos. 83-84, 102, 130, 135/1, 151, 198-202 etc.] (2). 
 
There is no dearth or shortage of auspicious paths that are very potent in leading one 
to the attainment of supreme bliss (that is obtained when the individual’s soul attains 
one-ness with the supreme Soul of creation which is pure Consciousness; the state of 
existence that transcends the grossness of life and achieves a sublime and subtle level 
of exaltedness). (jaga muda-maga nahiṁ thōrē). 
 Some of this acclaimed paths and established means are the following: Gyan 
(acquisition of truthful spiritual knowledge; enlightenment and wisdom), Vairagya 
(renunciation of all material and deluding things pertaining to this gross world), Yoga 
(meditation), Japa (repetition of the holy Mantras), Tapa (penances and austerities), 
Yagya (religious sacrifices and sacraments). (gyāna-birāga, jōga-japa, tapa-
makha). 
 But in all sooth and without gainsay, expecting any reward or result from any 
or all of these paths and means is a worthless and futile exercise as they are all 
ineffective in delivering expected results if one does not have devotion and affection 
for Lord Ram just like (rāma-prēma binu nēma jāya jaisē) seeing currents of water 
in a large lake or sea that is formed in a mirage on the surface of a hot desert sand 
(mṛga-jala-jaladhi-hilōrē)2. 

[2To wit, just like attempting to find water in a mirage is foolish because the 
lake or an oasis seen in it is due to an optical illusion caused by refrection of the sun’s 
rays on the surface of hot desert sand, so is an attempt to find true bliss by practicing 
any or all of the paths listed in this stanza if one does not have the key to this bliss—
and it is having devotion and affection for Lord Ram. 

The reason why these potential powers have lost their effectiveness and fail to 
deliver expected results has been outlined in other verses of this book Vinai Patrika 
where the degradations and transgressions of Kaliyug are described. For instance, 
refer verse nos. 139, 173, 184 and 195.] (3).    
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By closely observing and analysing this gross temporal world (“lōka bilōki”; i.e. by 
understanding about the world’s deluding, illusionary, entangling, preying and selfish 
nature), by hearing what has been said in the scriptures such as the Vedas and Purans 
(purāna-bēda suni), and by discussing and consulting the matter with wise elders, 
teachers and those who are experienced and well-versed in this field (samujhi-būjhi 
guru-gyānī), one comes to the conclusion that having faith, affection, love and 
devotion in the holy lotus-like feet of Lord Sri Ram (prīti-pratīti rāma-pada-
paṅkaja) is the only source, the only fount and treasury where one would get 
auspiciousness and ensure one’s all round welfare and good, both in the temporal 
world as well as in the spiritual sphere (sakala-sumaṅgala-khānī) (4). 
 
If even now you understand the truth of all this (ajahum̐ jāni jiya) and accept defeat 
(“māni hāri hiya”; i.e. abandon your haughtiness and arrogance even as you 
surrender yourself in the holy feet of Lord Sri Ram, praying to the Lord to save you 
from the horrifying effects of Kaliyug), then your all-round welfare and good can be 
secured instantly (hō'i palaka maham̐ nīkō)3.  

Pay heed to this one teaching, one singular advice of Tulsidas (mānu matō 
tulasīkō)—constantly remember Lord Sri Ram who is a sincere, affectionate, selfless, 
benevolent and merciful benefactor and well-wisher of all (sumiru sanēhasahita 
hita rāmahiṁ). 

[3Tulsidas advises that a person should stop thinking that he would achieve 
spiritual bliss and salvation by practicing other paths outlined in stanza no. 3 because 
he is capable of and competent in pursuing these paths; he has full knowledge of these 
paths as he has studied the scriptures and discussed them with elders who are 
knowledgable. This person is fully convinced of his abilites and resources to be able 
to achieve his objective. But he is very mistaken—because he will never attain either 
bliss or salvation and emancipation of the soul if he does not have the key to this 
treasury, and this ‘key’ is to have faith, devotion and love for Lord Ram.] (5). 

 
 
 

Tulasīdāsa prays to Lord Śrī Rāma for mercy 
 

¼195½ 
 
cfy tkm¡ gkSa jke xqlkbZaA dhtS d`ik vkiuh ukbZaAA1AA 
ijekjFk lqjiqj&lk/ku lc LokjFk lq[kn HkykbZA 
dfy ldksi yksih lqpky] fut dfBu dqpky pykbZAA2AA 
tg¡ rg¡ fpr fpror fgr] rg¡ fur uo fc"kkn vfèkdkbZA 
#fp&Hkkorh HkHkfj Hkkxfg] leqgkfga vfer vuHkkbZAA3AA 
vkf/k&exu eu] C;kf/k&fcdy ru] cpu eyhu >qBkbZA 
,rsgq¡ ij rqelksa rqylhdh izHkq ldy lusg lxkbZAA4AA 

 
 
                                                   (195) 
 
bali jā'um̐ hauṁ rāma gusā'īṁ. kījai kṛpā āpanī nā'īṁ. 1.  
paramāratha surapura-sādhana saba svāratha sukhada bhalā'ī. 
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kali sakōpa lōpī sucāla, nija kaṭhina kucāla calā'ī. 2.  
jaham̐ taham̐ cita citavata hita, taham̐ nita nava biṣāda adhikā'ī. 
ruci-bhāvatī bhabhari bhāgahi, samuhāhiṁ amita anabhā'ī. 3.  
ādhi-magana mana, byādhi-bikala tana, bacana malīna jhuṭhā'ī. 
ētēhum̐ para tumasōṁ tulasīkī prabhu sakala sanēha sagā'ī. 4.  
 
Verse no. 195—Oh my dear Lord Sri Ram (rāma gusā'īṁ)! I extol you for your 
auspicious virtues, and praise you exceedingly for your exceptionally gracious and 
compassionate nature (bali jā'um̐ hauṁ).  

Verily, I submit myself humbly before you, with full devotion and faith in 
your benevolent nature, with a prayer that you show graciousness and kindness 
towards me as is your wont and natural habit (kījai kṛpā āpanī nā'īṁ)1.  

[1This second statement “kījai kṛpā āpanī nā'īṁ” can also be interpreted as 
follows: “Oh Lord, show mercy, grace and compassion upon me (kījai kṛpā) as if I 
was one of your own, as if I was closely related to you (āpanī nā'īṁ), the way you 
treat your other devotees as being very dear and near to you.”  

To wit, I am confident and sure that you will be gracious and merciful to me 
because I know that this to be your inherent nature and habit; I have no doubt about it. 
And for this greatness of yours, I profusely praise you and publicly laud you.] (1). 
  
All the different auspicious paths that are established as the means by which a 
creature can attain happiness and fulfilment, whether it is related to his spiritual 
welfare and feeling of blessedness, or for the attainment of an exlated state of 
existence in life that is equivalent to that of heaven (paramāratha surapura-
sādhana saba svāratha sukhada bhalā'ī)—all of them have been overshadowed 
and concealed by the darkness cast angrily by Kaliyug (the present era marked by 
wickedness, perversions, sins and evil) so much so that they aren’t even discernible, 
what to talk of actually understanding and following them or practicing them 
successfully (kali sakōpa lōpī sucāla)2. 
 On the other hand, the malicious and deceitful Kaliyug, in order to subjugate 
the world and enslave the creature, has played its own trick and has managed to 
spread the tentacles of corruptions, perversions and evil tendencies so 
overwhelmingly over the entire world that vices of all denominations, sinful 
temperament, moral and mental turpitude, transgressions and degradations have 
become all-pervasive and the domineering factors today all over the world (nija 
kaṭhina kucāla calā'ī).   
 [2Kaliyug has been personified in this verse. It is angry because it does not like 
anyone to follow a path that is against its wishes—for Kaliyug is selfish and a tyrant, 
and it wants that the creatures serve it like slaves used to serve conquering emperors 
for as long as they lived, without any hope of freedom and empowerment.  
 Kaliyug’s cunning mechanisms and deceitful manoeuvrings prevent the 
creature from following the auspicious and righteous path as laid down by the 
scriptures for his own well-being and good just as slave-keeping tyrannical emperors 
did not want their slaves to access education and freedom of speech, for they did not 
want them to be empowered and enabled so that they can keep them under the 
bondage of slavery or serfdom for life. 
 Some of the auspicious paths that one is expected to follow for one’s all-round 
spiritual and temporal well-being are practicing the principles of Shama and Dama 
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(tolerance and self-restraint), Kshama (forgiveness), Tapa (penance and austerity), 
Yoga and Dhyan (meditation and contemplation), Satya (truth) and so on and so forth.  
 The cunning Kaliyug has concealed all these paths, and in their place it has 
introduced its own crafty methods and corrupt codes of conduct such as falsehood, 
vanity, pride, deceit, trickery, pretensions, discord, criticism, apostasy, heresy and 
hearsay—compositely known as Dhambha, Kapat, Ninda, Andhavishwas etc. 
 The worst thing is that Kaliyug is very powerful and is the monarch of the 
present time. It is in Kaliyug’s ream or kingdom that we all live in the present time. 
Even as it is impossible for the subjects to defy the dictates of a ruling king or 
emperor in whose domain they live, the creature has to unwittingly and unwillingly 
submit to the wishes of Kaliyug, for otherwise the creature’s life would be made 
hellish. 
 The menace caused by Kaliyug and the horrors it creates have been described 
by Tulsidas elsewhere also, such as in his epic book “Ram Charit Manas”, Uttar 
Kand, from Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 97—to Doha no. 104 ka; and in 
“Kavitawali”, Uttar Kand, verse nos. 83-88. 
 Refer also to verse nos. 139, 173, 184, 194 (stanza 3) of this book Vinai 
Patrika in this context of the moral and mental turpitudes, the degradations, 
perversities, depravations, transgressions of all dimensions and denominations that are 
not only so characteristic of Kaliyug but are also on the ascendance, while there is a 
negation  and decimation of all good and righteous virtues during this era.] (2). 
 
Wherever this mind tries in this world to search for peace, happiness, joy, welfare and 
compatibility with self-interest (jaham̐ taham̐ cita citavata hita), it only finds the 
opposite, it discovers that miseries, grief, pain, worries, sorrows and tribulations go on 
escalating by each passing day (taham̐ nita nava biṣāda adhikā'ī).   

Those good things which appeal to the mind (or rather, those things that the 
mind wishes to have because it thinks that one’s good and happiness lie in them) run 
away from a distance (i.e. elude, evade, go beyond the reach of the seeker—“ruci-
bhāvatī bhabhari bhāgahi”), while those which are unwanted, abhorable and 
detested come uninvited. One yearns for joys but gets miseries and sorrows in return 
(samuhāhiṁ amita anabhā'ī)3. 

[3To wit, all the good and virtuous ideals and qualities are simply beyond 
reach of the mind during the corrupt era of Kaliyug, and no matter how hard one tries 
they go beyond one’s reach. On the contrary, one gets easily those things not at all 
intended, such as easy access and mental acceptance of vices, perversions, corruptions 
and deceit of all sorts and dimensions. They come in un-asked, un-invited and un-
sought, like an unexpected guest who is so sweet talking, pretentious and cunning 
with his words that the host welcomes him into the house to give him shelter for a few 
days. But as it eventually turns out, the wicked guest is so notorious, powerful and 
domineering that he prevails upon his host to let him stay for some more time by 
showing to be so affectionate, friendly and helpful to him that the innocent and 
unwary host does not realise the trap he is falling into. The poor host is not even 
aware of the uninvited guest’s notoriety and evil nature. By and by, this wicked fellow 
starts blackmailing the host and forcing himself upon him by deceit and trickery. Soon 
a time comes when this guest occupies the whole space of the house for himself and 
pushes the host out into the street. 

Literally the same thing happens vis-à-vis all the vices and corruptions 
associated with Kaliyug. In the beginning the creature thinks that the world and all its 
sense objects are so charming and useful to him, and so he gets tempted towards them 
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and willingly allows himself to be attached or hooked to them. Then like the greedy 
fish that bites the bait, the creature finds himself trapped and shackled in a tight vice-
lile grip of Kaliyug.] (3).   
 
The Mana (mind) seems to be numbed and in a state of delirum caused by endless 
worries and anxieties (ādhi-magana mana), the body is agitated and tormented by 
diseases and other physical sufferings (byādhi-bikala tana), and the speech is 
becoming increasingly untruthful, offensive and dirty (abusive) (bacana malīna 
jhuṭhā'ī)—but oh merciful and considerate Lord Ram, inspite of all these adversities 
and sufferings that have made me so troubled that I am not able to focus on anything 
good and worthwhile (ētēhum̐ para tumasōṁ) you have still maintained your grace 
and affection upon me, your kind relationship with this Tulsidas remains stable and 
unwavering as ever, it is unaffected and uninfluenced by these adverse factors which 
have tossed me and made me lose my bearings (tulasīkī prabhu sakala sanēha 
sagā'ī).  

[To wit oh Lord, this shows how great and merciful you are indeed and 
without any gainsay!] (4). 
 
 
 
                                          The vagrant Mind 

 
¼196½ 

 
dkgsdks fQjr eu] djr cgq tru] 
  feVS  u  nq[k  fceq[k  j?kqdqy&chjA 
dhtS tks dksfV mikb] f=fc/k rki u tkb] 
  dáks  tks  Hkqt  mBk;  eqfucj  dhjAA1AA 
lgt Vso fclkfj rqgh /kkSa ns[kq fcpkfj] 
  feyS u eFkr ckfj ?k`r fcuq NhjA 
leqf>  rtfg  Hkze]  Hktfg  in&tqxe] 
  lsor  lqxe]  xqu  xgu  x¡HkhjAA2AA 
vkxe fuxe xzaFk] fjf"k&eqfu] lqj&lar] 
   lc gh dks ,d er lquq] efr/khjA 
rqyflnkl izHkq fcuq fi;kl ejS ilq] 
   t|fi  gS  fudV  lqjlfj&rhjAA3AA 

 
 
                                                   (196) 
 
kāhēkō phirata mana, karata bahu jatana, 
miṭai na dukha bimukha raghukula-bīra. 
kījai jō kōṭi upā'i, tribidha tāpa na jā'i, 
kahyō jō bhuja uṭhāya munibara kīra. 1.  
sahaja ṭēva bisāri tuhī dhauṁ dēkhu bicāri, 
milai na mathata bāri ghṛta binu chīra. 
samujhi tajahi bhrama, bhajahi pada-jugama, 
sēvata sugama, guna gahana gam̐bhīra. 2.  
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āgama nigama grantha, riṣi-muni, sura-santa, 
saba hī kō ēka mata sunu, matidhīra. 
tulasidāsa prabhu binu piyāsa marai pasu, 
jadyapi hai nikaṭa surasari-tīra. 3.  
 
Verse no. 196—[In the context of the ideas expressed in this verse, refer also to other 
similar verses, especially nos. 196 and 199 of this book Vinai Patrika.]  
 
Oh Mana (my mind)! Why do you wander aimlessly (kāhēkō phirata mana) trying 
to make so many different types of efforts to remove your miseries and troubles, and 
find peace and happiness for your self (karata bahu jatana)?  

Remember, as long as you remain away from (or opposed to) Lord Sri Ram 
(who is known as ‘the brave warrior of King Raghu's clan’; “bimukha raghukula-
bīra”), you cannot find what you are trying to, you cannot achieve success in your 
objectives (miṭai na dukha)1. 

Inspite of adopting millions of strategies or doing myriads of efforts (kījai jō 
kōṭi upā'i), the heat or torments caused by the three Traitaps of this world2 cannot be 
removed (and coolness and peace restored without turning towards Lord Sri Ram for 
help—“tribidha tāpa na jā'i”).  

This fact has been declared by sage Shukdeo with raised arms (kahyō jō 
bhuja uṭhāya munibara kīra)3. 

[1To wit, unless the Mana decides to seek peace and happiness in the holy feet 
of Lord Ram, and in having devotion and affection for the Lord, no matter how hard it 
tries it can never ever find true peace and happiness. What it gets by pursuing the 
world in search of these virtues is pain and misery. In this context, refer to verse no. 
143 and verse no. 195, stanza no. 4, line no. 1 herein above in this Book ‘Vinai 
Patrika’. 

2The three ‘Traitaps’ of the world that create endless misery for a person are 
the following: “Adhyatmic”—spiritual sufferings; “Adhibhautic”—sufferings 
associated with life in this gross world and caused by interaction with its selfish 
inhabitants and deluding things; and “Adhidaivic”—sufferings caused by opposed 
gods and malignant stars. 

3Sage Shukdeo has made this proclamation with a raised hand to affirm that it 
is his final verdict in this matter and there is no gainsay in it, or doubt in the veracity 
of its truth. He is certain of it and declares it as an established edict of the scriptures.] 
(1). 

 
This being the case and the fact, you would be well advised to abandon your natural 
wayward tendencies, your intransigent nature, your stubbornness, your ego and false 
knowledge, and forget about them now onwards (if you want to have your own 
welfare) (sahaja ṭēva bisāri tuhī).  
 In its place you should contemplate seriously and think for yourself (dhauṁ 
dēkhu bicāri), with concerted effort and due diligence, whether it is ever possible to 
produce Ghee (oil, clarified butter) by churning water instead of milk (milai na 
mathata bāri ghṛta binu chīra)4? [No, its not possible. Likewise, it is also not 
possible to get your welfare by following the world and remaining indulgent in it.] 

Realising this for your own sake, forsake all delusions, doubts, confusions and 
bewilderments (samujhi tajahi bhrama), and instead worship these two holy feet of 
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Lord Sri Ram (bhajahi pada-jugama) which are easily accessible by devout service, 
sincere faith and true affection (sēvata sugama).  

Forsooth, these holy feet of the Lord are like a dense forest of noble virtues, 
divine qualities and excellent characteristics (guna gahana gam̐bhīra)5. 

[4Even as it is absolutely impossible to get clarified butter by churning water 
instead of cream-rich milk, so it is also impossible to have any kind of comfort, peace, 
happiness, solace and soccour by indulgence in the pleasures of the sense objects of 
the world, and trying to satisfy the sense organs by pursuing them. It would be like 
running after a desert mirage in search of water! 

5To wit, whereas the gross world is full of vices and negative qualities that 
lead to fall of a creature and entrapment of his soul, the feet of Lord Ram, i.e. having 
devotion and affection for the Lord, is like a treasury of all the auspiciousness, 
righteousness, goodness, virtuousness and excellence of qualities. Verily, whereas the 
world would cause heart-burn and miseries, Lord Ram would grant abiding peace, 
tranquillity, happiness and solace like applying a soothing balm over a scorched body. 
So the ‘mind’ would be wise to stop pursuing the world and focus its attention on 
Lord Ram instead.] (2). 

 
Thus oh Mind, become wise, stabilise yourself, and concentrate and listen carefully to 
what is said (saba hī kō ēka mata sunu, matidhīra) by the scriptures, the Vedas, 
the sages, the hermits, the ascetics, the Gods and the saints have proclaimed in this 
respect (āgama nigama grantha, riṣi-muni, sura-santa)6. 
 Oh Tulsidas! Though the banks of the river Ganges may be nearby (jadyapi 
hai nikaṭa surasari-tīra), the domestic animals (the cattle) would die of thirst if their 
caretaker is not near them (tulasidāsa prabhu binu piyāsa marai pasu)7.  

[6And what is this dictum; what is that all of them say in an unequivocal term 
as to be an established principle? It is that ‘one should abandon all other hopes of 
finding peace and happiness, solace and succour, liberation and deliverance, freedom 
from worldly miseries and pains et al that are associated with life in this 
transmigratory world, and instead turn to Lord Ram and seek shelter and refuge in the 
holy feet of the Lord which would ensure all these things and much more that a 
creature does not even ask for. He would be fortunate to  feel exceedingly blissful, 
blessed and empowered with spirituality.’ 

7If the cattle are unattended and far away from their caretaker, there will be no 
one to untie them and escort them from their sheds to the river bank to allow the cattle 
to drink water. So these poor creatures would die of thirst inspite of living so close to 
the river. In this analogy, Tulsidas says that salvation, emancipation and supreme bliss 
may be accessible instantly, but it is not possible without having devotion, faith, 
affection and a sense of total surrender to Lord Ram. This is the ‘key’—without the 
blessing and patronage of the Lord, no spiritual good can be expected by the creature, 
and neither would he able to free himself from all the troubles and tribulations that are 
so characteristic of this mundane world of transmigration.] (3). 
 
 
               
            Having devotion/affection towards Lord Śrī Rāma's Holy Feet 
 

(Parable of the Deer, the Parrot) 
 

¼197½ 
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ukfgau pju&jfr] rkfg rsa lgkSa fcifr] 
   dgr  Jqfr  ldy  eqfu  efr/khjA 
clS tks lfl&mNax lq/kk&Lokfnr dqjax] 
   rkfg D;ksa Hkze fujf[k jfcdj&uhjAA1AA 
lqfu; ukuk iqjku] feVr ukfga vX;ku] 
   if<+; u leqf>; ftfe [kx dhjA 
c¡/kr  fcufga  ikl  lsej&lqeu&vkl 
   djr  pjr  rsb  Qy  fcuq  ghjAA2AA 
dNq u lk/ku&flf/k] tkukSa u fuxe&fcfèk] 
   ufga  ti&ri]  cl eu]  u  lehjA 
rqyflnkl  Hkjksl  ije  d#uk&dksl] 
   izHkq   gfjgSa   fc"ke   HkoHkhjAA3AA 

 
 
                                                     (197) 
 
nāhinna carana-rati, tāhi tēṁ sahauṁ bipati, 
kahata śruti sakala muni matidhīra. 
basai jō sasi-uchaṅga sudhā-svādita kuraṅga, 
tāhi kyōṁ bhrama nirakhi rabikara-nīra. 1.  
suniya nānā purāna, miṭata nāhiṁ agyāna, 
paḍhiya na samujhiya jimi khaga kīra. 
bam̐dhata binahiṁ pāsa sēmara-sumana-āsa 
karata carata tē'i phala binu hīra. 2.  
kachu na sādhana-sidhi, jānauṁ na nigama-bidhi, 
nahiṁ japa-tapa, basa mana, na samīra. 
tulasidāsa bharōsa parama karunā-kōsa, 
prabhu harihaiṁ biṣama bhavabhīra. 3.  
 
Verse no. 197—[Addressing the miserable condition of an ordinary creature who has 
no devotion and affection for Lord Ram, Tulsidas regrets and laments on his behalf 
when he says—]  
 
Since I do not have true devotion, affection and faith in the holy feet of Lord Sri Ram 
(nāhinna carana-rati), I am suffering from so many miseries, troubles and 
tribulations in this world (tāhi tēṁ sahauṁ bipati). 

It is not merely what I say but this is the preaching and the principle laid down 
in the proclamations made by the Vedas as well as all by the wise sages and hermits 
(kahata śruti sakala muni matidhīra).  

Verily, say why would a wise deer who is blissfully enjoying the sweetness of 
peace and contentedness that comes with sitting (and snoozing) calmly in the lap of 
the moon with its nectar-like soothing light showering upon it (basai jō sasi-
uchaṅga sudhā-svādita kuraṅga) would ever be so stupid to bargain this peace and 
fulfilment by being misled (or enticed) by the illusionary water of the mirage and run 
beind it? (tāhi kyōṁ bhrama nirakhi rabikara-nīra)1. 

[1The deer who has experienced the bliss and relaxation that comes by 
peacefully sitting under the moon’s light and dozing in solitude, why would he be so 
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foolish to venture out in the hot summer sun onto a barren stretch of desert sand to 
first get thirsty and scorched, and then try to quench its thirst by running behind the 
illusion of the water seen due to a mirage formed on the surface of the hot sand? If he 
indeed does so, wouldn’t this deer be called utterly stupid? Wouldn’t it be solely 
responsible for its miseries and grief?  
Likewise, if a creature runs behind the deluding world in search of happiness and 
peace instead of focusing his attention on Lord Ram, he is equally stupid like this 
deer.] (1). 
  
Even as a bird (the parrot) hears and learns by rote so many words and syllables but 
understands nothing (paḍhiya na samujhiya jimi khaga kīra), so are ignorance and 
stupidity of a creature not removed by merely hearing the various Purans and other 
ancient scriptures without understanding their real meaning and actual essence 
(suniya nānā purāna, miṭata nāhiṁ agyāna).  

The stupid and ignorant parrot gets trapped in the snare of the bird-catcher on 
its own volition, even without coaxing (bam̐dhata binahiṁ pāsa)2. It is so foolish 
that it expects flowers from a cotton plant, but as soon as it pricks it with its beak it 
finds a pulp-less fruit (sēmara-sumana-āsa karata carata tē'i phala binu hīra)3.  

[2The parrot is easily caught and caged. The bird-catcher makes it learn a few 
words and feeds it with some fruits and bits that the bird likes to eat. This stupid bird 
thinks that the bird-catcher is his friend and it never wishes to escape from the cage as 
it gets ifs food ready at hand without having to go scout for it. This caged parrot never 
realises that it is ‘caged’ and not free like other birds. So it merrily keeps singing and 
dancing in the limited space of the cage.  

Likewise, a foolish creature does not realise that this world and all its relations 
have trapped him for their own enjoyment and service like the bird-catcher has caught 
and trapped the parrot for his own purpose. So, like the parrot, the dumb-witted 
creature feels he is happy in this world, without realising that he is trapped and 
bonded for life. He is so deluded that he never even thinks for freeing himself from 
this bondage like the parrot who sings and dances in the cage without understanding 
that its freedom has been snatched from it.  

The cotton plant has attractive, red coloured flowers, and fruits appear at its 
stalk. The fruits have the fluffy white cotton instead of the sweet pulp usually found in 
fruits. The parrot goes to a flowering cotton plant in search of sweet fruits. It bites and 
pricks a number of such fruits on a single plant, but each time it finds dry cotton. It is 
so stupid that it never learns from its repeated attempts that such flowers and fruits 
won’t yield any eating material to it, and so it goes on hopping from branch to branch, 
and from tree to tree in frustration, getting tired and agitated due to its own folly.] (2). 

 
I don't have access to any Sadhans or Siddhis (means and expertise by which I can 
attain my objective in life) (kachu na sādhana-sidhi); I don’t know anything about 
the many rituals mentioned in the Vedas (jānauṁ na nigama-bidhi), nor do I know 
how to do penances, austerities, various sacrifices, meditation, repetition of mantras 
etc. (nahiṁ japa-tapa); I have never been able to control my mind by the Yogic 
system of ‘Pranayam’ (literally, by practicing to control my breath and body as a 
means of self-control over my sense organs and harnessing their energy for my 
spiritual upliftment) (basa mana, na samīra).  
 In the absence of any other resources, this humble Tulsidas has only one single 
hope: and it is that Lord Sri Ram, who is a treasury of mercy, kindness, compassion, 
grace and benevolence (tulasidāsa bharōsa parama karunā-kōsa), will take care of 
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all of Tulsidas’ needs, spiritual as well as temporal, by eliminating his gravest of 
miseries and the worst of tribulations that are associated with this world and the cycle 
of birth and death (prabhu harihaiṁ biṣama bhavabhīra) (3).  
 
 
 
                 The Golden Opportunity which shouldn’t be missed 
 
                                              Rāga Bhairavī  
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eu ifNrSgS volj chrsA 
nqjyHk nsg ikb gfjin Hktq] dje] cpu v# gh rsAA1AA 
lglckgq] nlcnu vkfn u`i cps u dky cyhrsA 
ge&ge dfj /ku&/kke l¡okjs] var pys mfB jhrsAA2AA 
lqr&cfurkfn tkfu LokjFkjr] u d# usg lcgh rsA 
vargq¡  rksfga  rtSaxs  ikej!  rw  u  rtS  vcgh  rsAA3AA 
vc ukFkfga vuqjkxq] tkxq tM+] R;kxq nqjklk th rsA 

cq>S  dke vfxfu rqylh dgq¡] fc"k;&Hkksx cgq ?kh rsAA4AA 

 
                                                  (198) 
 
mana pachitaihai avasara bītē. 
duralabha dēha pā'i haripada bhaju, karama, bacana aru hī tē. 1.  
sahasabāhu, dasabadana ādi nṛpa bacē na kāla balītē. 
hama-hama kari dhana-dhāma sam ̐vārē, anta calē uṭhi rītē. 2.  
suta-banitādi jāni svāratharata, na karu nēha sabahī tē. 
antahum̐ tōhiṁ tajaiṅgē pāmara! tū na tajai abahī tē. 3.  
aba nāthahiṁ anurāgu, jāgu jaṛa, tyāgu durāsā jī tē. 
bujhai kāma agini tulasī kahum̐, biṣaya-bhōga bahu ghī tē. 4.  
 
Verse no. 198—Oh my Mana (mind and heart)! You will have to regret and lament a 
lot if and when this oppurtunity passes away (i.e. when you miss the chance of 
obtaining salvation and emancipation even after acquiring the human body). (mana 
pachitaihai avasara bītē.)1  

Hence, having received this rare human body (duralabha dēha pā'i), you 
should worship, revere and have true and full devotion for the lotus-like holy feet of 
the Lord (Sri Ram) (haripada bhaju) with your heart in it, with all sincerity and 
honesty in whatever you do and whatever you speak (karama, bacana aru hī tē.)2. 

[1To wit, you have got this human birth after countless births in different 
forms in the hierarchy of creation. All the good that you had done in all these lives got 
accumulated and your were rewarded with a human body in your current birth. It is a 
rare opportunity for you to get freedom from this cycle of birth and death, because 
you can do many positive and meritorious things with this human body that are not 
possible in any other form that a living being acquires in this creation. So, be wise and 
do not fritter away this chance under delusions of any kind, for if you do miss this 
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golden opportunity then be sure you will have to regret and lament for generations for 
your stupidity and ignorance. 

2This fact is endorsed in Tulsidas’ epic book ‘Ram Charit Manas’, in its Uttar 
Kand, from Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 43—to Chaupai line no. 2 that 
precedes Doha no. 45.] (1). 
 
Even the most valiant, strong and invincible kings such as Shahastrabahu and Ravana 
etc. could not escape the jaws of Kaal (death), for they too had to die (sahasabāhu, 
dasabadana ādi nṛpa bacē na kāla balītē).  

All those who had been miserly hoarding and taking great care of material 
their wealth and prosperous household which they had accumulated with great 
diligence and effort over a long period of time in their lives, all the while crying ‘all 
this is mine; I possess it; it is me who has created this wealth; it’s mine and no one 
else’s; I would not part with it’ (hama-hama kari dhana-dhāma sam̐vārē)—well, 
all such persons had to forgo every bit of it and leave everything behind as they have 
to go from here empty-handed at the time of death (and not a single farthing could be 
taken along with them from this world to the next world) (anta calē uṭhi rītē) (2). 
 
Regard the son, the wife and all others as being selfish and driven by their self-
interests (suta-banitādi jāni svāratharata). Beware: Don't be attached to them 
unnecessarily (na karu nēha sabahī tē).  

Oh you foolish and mean wretch (pāmara)! All of them would certainly leave 
or abandon you in the end (antahum̐ tōhiṁ tajaiṅgē), say then why don't you leave 
them right now (tū na tajai abahī tē)3. 

[3Why don't you shun attachments and infatuations with them when you know 
that one day all of them would leave you, or you would be forced to leave them? Why 
don’t you instead have devotion, love and affection for the Lord who shall accompany 
you in your journey even beyond death, and will not betray you ever? Remember, the 
Lord is your true friend and companion in the journey of your soul through different 
births, while all other relationships that you think are yours are merely transitional 
interactions just like one meets so many strangers during a train journey only to forget 
about them once the destination station is reached. 

Why don’t you understand that when the time of death comes, you alone 
would leave this world, and all others whom you had been thinking as your very own 
would stay behind. This is the best of all scenerios; in most of the cases your so-called 
kith and kin would turn away from you if they find that you can’t fulfil their needs 
and live up to their expectations from you.] (3). 
 
Oh you stupid and dumb-witted fool (jaṛa)! Wake up now at least (‘jāgu’—from the 
sleep of ignorance and delusions that has overwhelmed you and clouded your 
reasoning). Learn to be realistic by developing love and affection with someone who 
is your true friend and well-wisher, i.e. with Lord Ram (aba nāthahiṁ anurāgu), 
and abandon all hopes from your heart of ever deriving pleasure and happiness from 
this mundane, illusionary, materialistic and selfish temporal world and its 
relationships (tyāgu durāsā jī tē). 

Oh Tulsidas (wake up and try to understand that) even as a raging fire can 
never be doused (or calmed) by pouring more Ghee (oil) into it (bujhai kāma agini 
tulasī kahum̐; bahu ghī tē) (i.e. it gets more intense and furious by the oil), these 
hopes and desires, which are also like a fire (kāma agini), go on escalating as more 
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and more objects and comforts and pleasures of this world are acquired (biṣaya-
bhōga) (i.e. wordly desires never get satisfied; they can only be terminated by 
contentedness, detachment and renunciation)4. 

[4Refer also to verse nos. 83, 102, 201, 202.] (4). 
 

 
 

A Warning to the Mind:  
                Wake-up; Don't be misled and fall into a trap  

 
¼199½ 

 
dkgsdks fQjr ew<+ eu /kk;ksA 
rft gfj&pju&ljkst lq/kkjl] jfcdj&ty y; yk;ksAA1AA 
f=tx nso uj vlqj vij tx tksfu ldy Hkzfe vk;ksA 
x`g] cfurk] lqr] ca/kq Hk;s cgq] ekrq&firk ftUg tk;ksaAA2AA 
tkrs fuj;&fudk; fujarj] lksb bUg rksfg fl[kk;ksA 
rqo fgr gksb] dVS Hko&ca/ku] lks exq rksfg u crk;ksAA3AA 
vtgq¡ fc"k; dg¡ tru djr] t|fi cgqfcf/k Mg¡dk;ksA 
ikod&dke  Hkksx&?k`r  rsa  lB]  dSls  ijr  cq>k;ksAA4AA 
fc"k;ghu nq[k] feys fcifr vfr] lq[k liusgq¡ ufga ik;ksA 
mHk; izdkj izsr&ikod T;ksa /ku nq[kizn Jqfr xk;ksAA5AA 
fNu&fNu Nhu gksr thou] nqjyHk ruq c`Fkk x¡ok;ksA 
rqyflnkl gfj Hktfg vkl rft] dky&mjx tx [kk;ksAA6AA 

 
 
                                                     (199) 
 
kāhēkō phirata mūṛha mana dhāyō. 
taji hari-carana-sarōja sudhārasa, rabikara-jala laya lāyō. 1.  
trijaga dēva nara asura apara jaga jōni sakala bhrami āyō. 
gṛha, banitā, suta, bandhu bhayē bahu, mātu-pitā jinha jāyōṁ. 2.  
jātē niraya-nikāya nirantara, sō'i inha tōhi sikhāyō. 
tuva hita hō'i, kaṭai bhava-bandhana, sō magu tōhi na batāyō. 3.  
ajahum̐ biṣaya kaham̐ jatana karata, jadyapi bahubidhi ḍaham̐kāyō. 
pāvaka-kāma bhōga-ghṛta tēṁ saṭha, kaisē parata bujhāyō. 4.  
biṣayahīna dukha, milē bipati ati, sukha sapanēhum̐ nahiṁ pāyō. 
ubhaya prakāra prēta-pāvaka jyōṁ dhana dukhaprada śruti gāyō. 5.  
china-china chīna hōta jīvana, duralabha tanu bṛthā gam ̐vāyō. 
tulasidāsa hari bhajahi āsa taji, kāla-uraga jaga khāyō. 6.  
 
Verse no. 199—[This verse gives a wise advice to the creature’s Mind to wake up 
even at this late stage, for redemption can still be had by taking shelter with Lord Ram 
and having devotion for the Lord. In this context, refer also to other similar verses of 
this book Vinai Patrika, e.g. Verse nos. 84-85, 87-90, 124, 126, 143, 196.]  
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Oh you stupid Mana (mind; “mūṛha mana”)! Why do you wander like a vagrant and 
run aimlessly here and there (kāhēkō phirata dhāyō)1?  

Why do you abandon the nectar that is found in the holy lotus-like feet of Sri 
Hari (Ram) (taji hari-carana-sarōja sudhārasa) and run after the illusionary 
pleasures and comforts of this mundane gross material world of sense objects which is 
like seeking water in the mirage formed by the hot rays of the sun on the surface of a 
desert (rabikara-jala laya lāyō)2? 
 [1Refer also to verse no. 196, stanza no. 1 of this book Vinai Patrika. 

2Just like it is not possible for anyone to quench his thirst by drinking water 
seen in a desert mirage, likewise it is absolutely impossible to find true and abiding 
happiness, joy, peace, comfort and bliss by pursuing the world.  

In the same vein, just like one is fully satisfied if one is able to drink a sweet 
source of life-giving water that is as nourishing and as refreshing like the fresh nectar 
dripping from a lotus flower, one would get an eternal and a sublime source of peace, 
happiness, joy, bliss and comfort by seeking such source in the holy feet of Lord Ram 
by having devotion, love and faith for the Lord. Nothing can, and would ever, match 
this divine nectar of the feeling of holiness, of blessedness and of beatitude that is 
available at the feet of Lord Ram. 

Here, the ‘mirage’ refers to the countless attractions and temptations of the 
mundane, gross world that are all deluding, all illusive and elusive by their inherent 
nature. Nothing worthwhile and sustainable is achieved by pursuing the world as 
whatever comfort and happiness one gets in this world are all transient and 
superficial. The real and true and abiding comfort, peace, happiness and joy comes 
when one turns one’s mind to Lord Ram by inculcating the virtues of devotion and 
affection for the Lord, for quality of peace, happiness and bliss obtained through this 
method are of a sublime quality. It is like having access to nectar that is life-giving, 
rejuvenating and inviogarating for the soul, a drink that makes the creature feel 
blessed and fulfilled, whereas running behind the sensual pleasures of the world and 
trying to find happiness and comfort in it is like seeking the water of a mirage to 
quench one’s thirst. 

Tulsidas advises his “Mana” or the mind. He admonishes it by saying: Oh 
Mind; why are you so foolish as to discard the fountain of spiritual bliss and 
happiness that is found at the holy feet of Lord Ram, and instead run behind the 
elusive and illusionary sources of happiness and joy that you see in this world? Be 
warned that the things of this material world are all deludingly attractive as they are 
all inconsitent, transient and perishable by nature; you can never expect them to give 
you any amount of real happiness and joy. Rather, they will suck you in a vortex of 
constant misery and grief as soon as they manage to have a grip on you. After all, the 
main objective of yours is to seek happiness and comfort when you pursue this 
material world of sense objects, but why don’t you realise that it is both illusive and 
elusive—the more you run behind them the further away they would go from your 
reach like the water seen in a desert mirage.  
 Instead of frittering away your vital energy and wasting away the limited time 
that you have in this life in pursuing delusions of the world, why don’t you pursue 
something that is real and true, something that would give you abiding peace and 
happiness by approaching Lord Ram and seeking an eternal source of bliss, happiness 
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and peace that is available in abundance by having devotion for the Lord and seeking 
solace in his divine and holy feet? Well, you’ll be well advised to do so.] (1).  
 
You (i.e. the “Mana” representing the creature, the living being) have already spent 
your time wandering in different wombs (i.e. taking different births in different forms 
during the course of your journey through the cycle of transmigration—“ jaga jōni 
sakala bhrami āyō”) such as those of animals, birds, gods, humans, demons and 
numerous other forms in this creation (trijaga dēva nara asura apara).  

Everywhere and each of your births you had parents who gave you birth 
(mātu-pitā jinha jāyōṁ). Each time you had so many kith and kin, and you had been 
in so many households where you had come across so many relationships like that of 
a brother, a wife, a son, and so on (gṛha, banitā, suta, bandhu bhayē bahu) (2). 

 
All of them have invariably taught you (sō'i inha tōhi sikhāyō) to have interest in 
and develop attraction for only those subjects or things that would only lead you to 
another hell (jātē niraya-nikāya nirantara). All those with whom you came in 
contact and sought guidance from only told you about (sō'i inha tōhi sikhāyō) those 
subjects or things that related to this world and how to best use them to suit your own 
purpose as well as those of theirs (jātē niraya-nikāya nirantara)3.  

[3But this so-called ‘your own interest’ was only superficial and illusionary in 
nature because in fact any involvement and attachment with the gross material world 
of sense objects only increased or aggravated your miseries, agitations and troubles 
instead of ameliorating or solving them. Whatever peace you may have had was also 
snatched from you. But you were so stupid and deluded as well as so dazzled by the 
stunning temptations of the sense objects of the world that you could not even realise 
that you were sliding deeper and deeper into a pit of darkness where only misery and 
tribulation would be your stock-in-trade.]   

Verily indeed, it is so unfortunate that they never taught you something that 
would be truly in your self interest and for your real welfare (tuva hita hō'i, sō 
magu tōhi na batāyō). None ever told about and guided you towards that path by 
walking on which you could break the fetters that tie and pillory you to this mundane, 
temporal world, by which you could get rid of this cycle of birth and death, attain 
emancipation for your soul, and achieve salvation and eternal bliss (kaṭai bhava-
bandhana). No one bothered about it; no one told you anything that would truly be in 
your interest and would serve your welfare (sō magu tōhi na batāyō; tuva hita 
hō'i)4.  

[4All those you met during the long journey through countless births in this 
world only motivated you to re-enter the vicious cycle of birth and death by advising 
you such things that only lead towards it, that would tempt you towards the 
illusionary charms of the material world rather than away from it. By believing them 
and trusting in them you have remained trapped in a vice-like grip of misery and grief 
from which you could not break free till now.   

Everyone appeared to be your well-wisher and friend even as they actually 
were your enemies as they invariably misled you into getting involved with the affairs 
of the gross material world and remain trapped in this cycle of birth and death with its 
attendent burden of miseries and tribulations of various kinds. See, no one ever taught 
you about ways to break free from the vicious cycle in which you were trapped since 
time immemorial. 
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Refer verse no. 200 herein below in this Book ‘Vinai Patrika’ which says 
exactly the same thing.] (3). 
 
The great irony of the matter is this: that though you have been cheated and tricked in 
the aforesaid manner numerous of times and in various of ways (jadyapi bahubidhi 
ḍaham̐kāyō), you still don't realise the fault-lines and the trap in which you fall 
inadvertently; you continue to make great efforts for those same pursuits that had 
been the cause of your remaining trapped in an endless cycle of birth and death and its 
inherent nature of causing misery and pain (ajahum̐ biṣaya kaham̐ jatana karata)5. 

[5Each time you suffer, each time you promise not to repeat your errors and 
follies again, but each time you repeat the same nuisance and same set of 
misdemeanours all over again. Say, how can you ever find eternal peace and freedom 
from your worldly sorrows in this situation?] 

Alas, you are so wicked and stupid (tēṁ saṭha)! Just think—how can the fire 
of desires, passions, greed, avarice, yearnings, infatuations, attachments etc. (pāvaka-
kāma) ever be doused (i.e. calmed down—“kaisē parata bujhāyō”) by pouring the 
oil of comforts, pleasures and joys of the sensual objects of the material world into it 
(bhōga-ghṛta tēṁ)?6  

[6The fire will only increase in ferocity instead of subsiding. To wit, it is 
absurd to expect that such negativities such as desires, passions, greed, avarice, 
longings and attachments can ever be neutralised if one continues to think that the 
world and its objects are sources of happiness and joy, of comfort and peace.]  (4). 

 
When you could not achieve success in getting the objects of the material world that 
would satisfy your yearnings and wants, when you could not fulfil your wishes and 
aquire what you intended to, you felt miserable and depressed, your failure gave you a 
lot of grief and frustration (biṣayahīna dukha).  

But the irony is that even if you managed to acquire what you intented to get, 
if you were successful to access what you had always wanted to possess, you were 
still miserable and unhappy (milē bipati ati); peace and contentedness still evaded 
you even in your dreams (as you yearned for more and more of everything you 
already had, and for things you still did not have but longed for) (sukha sapanēhum̐ 
nahiṁ pāyō)7.  

[7Indeed, it is such a vicious cycle of wants and yearnings vis-à-vis the 
material things of this world that you suppose would give you happiness, joy, peace, 
comfort, pleasure and satisfication that it leaves you filling unfulfilled and in wants 
either way—whether you are successful in reaching your objective of acquiring these 
things, or have failed to do so. The result was that you never found rest and happiness 
even in your dreams; you always felt restless and unfulfilled.]   

This is the reason why the Vedas have described (śruti gāyō) these delusory 
objects of the illusionary, materialistic, mundane and transient world (or literally the 
‘wealths’ of this world) as sorrowful, as the ones that create torments and miseries for 
you either way, whether you have them or fail to have them (dhana dukhaprada). 
Forsooth, both these situations are like a fire lit by ghosts and phantoms (ubhaya 
prakāra prēta-pāvaka jyōṁ)8.  

[8In a haunted house, evil spirits light unprovoked and unexplained mysterious 
fires at random places. If one fire is doused, another springs up suddenly and 
inexplicably. Fire in itself is good as it gives light and warmth to the inhabitants of the 
house, but the fire lit by ghosts and phantoms are terrifying as they burn down 
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everything that is there in the house. A resident of such a house never finds rest and 
peace. Likewise, a person who is foolish enough to seek happiness, peace and 
pleasure in the sense objects of the world is in for a surprise, as he would never be 
able to get then in the world, for the objects of the world are like a double-edged 
sword—such a sword cuts on both the sides. Success in acquisition of the objects 
gives sorrows as it ignites, it stokes the desire for more of it, then there is the worry to 
protect what has been already acquired, as well as to fend off jealousy and greed from 
others. Failure to acquire also gives disappointment and frustration that cause 
profound amount of sorrows and grief.] (5). 
 
Alas! Your life is decaying and going to waste by the passage of each moment 
(china-china chīna hōta jīvana); you have already wasted this rare human body (in 
futile worldly pursuits—“duralabha tanu bṛthā gam ̐vāyō”).  

Therefore, oh Tulsidas, one should abandon all hopes of ever deriving true 
happiness and comfort from the pursuit of this world, and instead worship Sri Hari 
(Lord Ram), have true devotion for the Lord and trust him for your welfare and well-
being (tulasidāsa hari bhajahi āsa taji).  

 I caution you to beware! The death-like serpent is consistently eating away at 
this mundane, temporal world (and no one knows when it would set its teeth on you; 
so you are advised not to waste a single moment of your precious life any more, and 
divert yourself towards having devotion and veneration for the Lord, worship him and 
have affection for him if you want good of your own self) (kāla-uraga jaga khāyō)9. 

[9This idea is further elaborated in the next verse no. 200 herein below.] (6). 
 
 

 
Death dangles like a sword on the head of all living beings 

 
¼200½ 

 
rk¡cs lks ihfB eugq¡ ru ik;ksA 
uhp]  ehp  tkur  u  lhl  ij]  bZl  fuiV  fcljk;ksAA1AA 
vofu&jofu] /ku&/kke] lqân&lqr] dks u bUgfga viuk;ks\ 
dkds  Hk;s]  x;s  l¡x  dkds]  lc  lusg  Ny&Nk;ksAA2AA 
ftUg Hkwifu tx&thfr] ck¡f/k te] viuh ck¡g clk;ksA 
rsÅ  dky  dysÅ  dhUgs]  rw  fxurh  dc  vk;ksAA3AA 
ns[kq fcpkfj] lkj dk lk¡pks] dgk fuxe futq xk;ksA 
Hktfga u vtgq¡ leqf> rqylh rsfg] tsfg egsl eu yk;ksAA4AA 

 
 
                                                     (200) 
 
tām̐bē sō pīṭhi manahum̐ tana pāyō. 
nīca, mīca jānata na sīsa para, īsa nipaṭa bisarāyō. 1.  
avani-ravani, dhana-dhāma, suhṛda-suta, kō na inhahiṁ apanāyō? 
kākē bhayē, gayē sam ̐ga kākē, saba sanēha chala-chāyō. 2.  
jinha bhūpani jaga-jīti, bām̐dhi jama, apanī bām̐ha basāyō. 
tē'ū kāla kalē'ū kīnhē, tū ginatī kaba āyō. 3.  
dēkhu bicāri, sāra kā sām̐cō, kahā nigama niju gāyō. 
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bhajahiṁ na ajahum̐ samujhi tulasī tēhi, jēhi mahēsa mana lāyō. 4.  
 
Verse no. 200—Oh Creature! It appears that you (are proud that you) have got a body 
cast in copper (or, a body which is as valuable, strong, long-lasting and rust or disease 
free as a new vessel made of copper—“tām̐bē sō pīṭhi manahum̐ tana pāyō”)1! 

[1You erroneously think that your body, which has a colour like that of 
‘copper’, is strong, valuable, rust-free and long-lasting like any copper vessel. That is 
why you are indulging in enjoying sensual pleasures and pursuing objects of the 
world endlessly under the aforesaid false belief that like the copper vessel your body 
is also strong, disease free, valuable, and would last a long time for you. You do not 
realise that in fact the body is like an unripe mud pitcher or a bubble of water that are 
impermanent and as easily destructible. Both the mud pitcher that has not been 
properly baked and the bubble of water can break without notice though they look so 
nice from their exterior. Likewise, your body is also perishable and it would die 
anytime without as much as a warning to you.]  

You have completely forgotten your own Lord (Sri Ram—“īsa nipaṭa 
bisarāyō”) (because you had become too proud of your own self).  

Oh you wicked chap and an exceedingly foolish one (nīca)! You do not know 
that death is dangling like a sword (literally, dancing) on your head (mīca jānata na 
sīsa para)2. 

[2Refer: Verse no. 199, stanza no. 6 herein above. 
Tulsidas means that a creature has wasted his life either in trying to please the 

world or trying to derive pleasure for himself from the world. He does not realise two 
basic things—(i) that the body is to die one day and all the comforts and pleasures 
would also end with the body while the creature’s ‘true self’, i.e. his Atma or his soul, 
will be left in the lurch as it would have to assume another birth for itself so that it can 
move ahead on its long journey of life till it has reached its destination; and (ii) that 
none of the relationships and partners whom the creature thought would be his 
companions throughout his journey of life would accompany him beyond death; he 
will have to move ahead all alone! Besides this, all those whom he had thought to be 
his true and real friends and well-wishers were all driven by their own agendas, and 
they like him and befriended him only as long as he was helpful to them in this 
direction. Should he prove himself of no use to any of his so-called close friend or 
kith and kin, they would start neglecting him and treating him with disgust and 
contempt; he would become a source of irritation for them instead of being welcomed 
by them. 

In this situation, the only true friend and well-wisher of a creature is Lord 
Ram. Refer the last stanza no. 4 of this verse herein below. So, this being the case, 
why is the creature not being wise and making friends with Lord Ram instead of 
being misled into having so many false friends in this world?] (1). 

 
Who has not acquired, is attached to and has a sense of belonging to his land, wife, 
wealth/property, house, friend and son in this world (avani-ravani, dhana-dhāma, 
suhṛda-suta, kō na inhahiṁ apanāyō)?  

But have these been ever loyal to anyone till now (kākē bhayē)? With whom 
have they gone forever in one’s long journey through so many births; who have they 
not abandoned at some time or the other; who has accompanied another at the time of 
death (no matter how dear he or she may have been) (gayē sam̐ga kākē)?  
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Verily indeed and without any gainsay in the least, it is a fact that all the 
relationships in this world are based only on selfishness, on the criterion of one being 
of some use to the other or serving the other’s self-interest if one were to expect that 
the other person would have anything to do with them. Hence, all relationships of any 
kind whatsoever, such as friendship, comradeship, family and filial ties, business or 
any other sort of mutual relations are primarily driven by self-interest. So therefore, 
all expressions of being true to one’s friend, love and kith and kin are basically 
pretentions and falsehood because in all these relationships and the sense of 
belongings one is always concerned about one’s self-interest above any thing else 
(saba sanēha chala-chāyō)3. 

[3Refer verse no. 199, stanza nos. 2-3 herein above in this Book ‘Vinai 
Patrika’ which says exactly the same thing.] (2) 
 
Those rulers (conquerors; kings and emperors) who had conquered and subjugated the 
whole world (jinha bhūpani jaga-jīti), who were so powerful and strong that they 
had even made Yamraj (the God of death and hell) their captive and tied him up, 
making him obey their orders (bām̐dhi jama, apanī bām̐ha basāyō)—even they 
were not spared by Kaal (death, time and circumstance) and one day they became its 
fodder (i.e. one day they too had to die), then what do you count or where do you 
stand (tē'ū kāla kalē'ū kīnhē, tū ginatī kaba āyō)4?  

[4To wit, when ‘death’ did not spare even such invincible and mighty persons, 
how do you foolishly expect it to spare you or show mercy on you? In this context, 
refer to verse no. 199, stanza no. 6 herein above.] (3). 
 
Contemplate and think about the whole matter seriously yourself (dēkhu bicāri)— 
what is the truth, what is the reality (sāra kā sām̐cō), and what the Vedas have 
positively asserted and proclaimed themselves (kahā nigama niju gāyō)?  

Oh Tulsidas! Even after realising this, you still do not worship and have 
devotion for Lord Sri Ram (bhajahiṁ na ajahum̐ samujhi tulasī tēhi) in whom 
Lord Shiva has fixed (concentrated, focused) his attention and mind as well (jēhi 
mahēsa mana lāyō)5. 

[5Lord Shiva is the wisest and the most enlightened of all the Gods. After due 
diligence and doing a lot of contemplation he had come to the conclusion that Lord 
Ram is the only true benefactor and a selfless true friend of all living beings; Lord 
Ram is the only Lord who takes full care of his devotees and goes out of his way to 
ensure that those who take refuge with him and say his holy name are invariably 
provided liberation, deliverance, emancipation and salvation.  

In this context, refer also to verse no. 190, and verse no. 191, stanza nos. 1-2 
of this Book ‘Vinai Patrika’.] (4). 

 
 
 

Utility of the Human Body 
 

¼201½ 
 
ykHk dgk ekuq"k&ruq ik;sA 
dk;&cpu&eu liusgq¡ dcgq¡d ?kVr u dkt ijk;sAA1AA 
tks lq[k lqjiqj&ujd] xsg&cu vkor fcufga cqyk;sA 
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rsfg lq[k dg¡ cgq tru djr eu] leq>r ufga leq>k;sAA2AA 
ij&nkjk]  ij&nzksg]  eksgcl  fd;s  ew<+  eu  Hkk;sA 
xjHkckl  nq[kjkfl  tkruk  rhcz  fcifr  fcljk;sAA3AA 
Hk;&funzk]  eSFkqu&vgkj]  lcds  leku  tx  tk;sA 
lqj&nqjyHk ruq /kfj u Hkts gfj en vfHkeku xok¡;sAA4AA 
xbZ u fut&ij&cqf)] lq) àS jgs u jke&y; yk;sA 
rqyflnkl  ;g  volj  chrs  dk  iqfu  ds  ifNrk;sAA5AA 

 
 
                                                  (201) 
 
lābha kahā mānuṣa-tanu pāyē. 
kāya-bacana-mana sapanēhum̐ kabahum̐ka ghaṭata na kāja parāyē. 1.  
jō sukha surapura-naraka, gēha-bana āvata binahiṁ bulāyē. 
tēhi sukha kaham̐ bahu jatana karata mana, samujhata nahiṁ samujhāyē. 2.  
para-dārā, para-drōha, mōhabasa kiyē mūṛha mana bhāyē. 
garabhabāsa dukharāsi jātanā tībra bipati bisarāyē. 3.  
bhaya-nidrā, maithuna-ahāra, sabakē samāna jaga jāyē. 
sura-duralabha tanu dhari na bhajē hari mada abhimāna gavām̐yē. 4.  
ga'ī na nija-para-bud'dhi, sud'dha hvai rahē na rāma-laya lāyē. 
tulasidāsa yaha avasara bītē kā puni kē pachitāyē. 5.  
 
Verse no. 201—[This verse stresses on the need of being selfless in one’s service to 
others.] 
 
What is the use of getting (or keeping) the human body (lābha kahā mānuṣa-tanu 
pāyē) if it is not of any good to others even in one's dreams (sapanēhum̐ 
kabahum̐ka ghaṭata na kāja parāyē), if the body has never been used to help 
others in their hour of need by using its resources, such as the mind, wisdom, speech 
and deeds to the best (kāya-bacana-mana)1.    

[1To wit, one should be of help to others in their hour of need by using one's 
mind, wisdom, speech and body as the occasion may arise and demand.  

Refer also to verse 203, stanza no. 8 in this context.] (1). 
 
The basic pleasures and comforts that destiny has destined for you, those to which 
you were entitled (by the virtue of your past good deeds and their accumulated 
rewards), come to you on their own so that your primary needs are met (jō sukha ---
āvata binahiṁ bulāyē). This happens wherever you may be—in the heaven, in the 
hell, in this world or inside your home (surapura-naraka, gēha-bana).  
 Oh my Mana (mind)! This being the case, what is the use and the sense of 
wasting your precious time and energy pursuing the world for these same things (that 
would come to you nevertheless) (tēhi sukha kaham̐ bahu jatana karata mana)?  
 Aren’t you so stupid that you don’t understand this fundamental thing inspite 
of telling you about it repeatedly (samujhata nahiṁ samujhāyē)?  

[Oh mind, you adopt many crafty efforts for those pleasures, and inspite of my 
trying to teach you, explain and advise you, you still do not understand how stupid 
you are!]2. 
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 [2Tulsidas tells his mind to be wise. The mind must understand where its good 
and welfare lies.  

Every person gets the fruit of his deeds. If he has done good deeds then surely 
and certainly rewards in the form of happiness, joy, peace, pleasures and comforts 
related to life in this world would come to that person. So what is the need and the 
sense in wasting effort and energy in trying to fetch them? Verily, would it not make 
sense to utilise the same time and effort for doing something better and more valuable 
so that every step taken in life would gradually lift the person higher and higher in 
stature and achievements. The best effort is done that is ‘selfless’ in manner, and one 
that frees the ‘self’, the Atma, from the bondage of the gross body and sets it free.  
 Why can’t a person who can serve others serve himself also; why would he 
not worry about the good of his own self if he says he is trying to be good to others? 
The idea here is that one should be honest to one’s own self rather than pretending to 
be honest with others in the world, for if one is not true to one’s own self then he can’t 
be true to others. Say who is so foolish to burn his own home to protect the houses of 
others to whom he is not even related? Similarly, who would not first look after the 
interest of his own self, which in this case is freedom from worldly miseries and 
attaining eternal peace and happiness, instead of worrying about teaching others about 
their virtues and methods to attain them?] (2).  
 
Oh my Mana, you have become such a foolish fellow (mūṛha mana bhāyē)! Driven 
by ignorance and stupidity, you became very deluded, perverse and wayward 
(mōhabasa kiyē).  

Why, you have been so vagrant in character, so arrogant, unreasonable and 
lustful in your attitude that you did not restrain your self from having passions and 
longings towards other people's women (para-dārā).  

You had behaved recklessly, egoistically, arrogantly and most irrationally 
which led to your creating animosity, malice, discord, jealousy and ill-will all around 
you (para-drōha). 

You had all but forgotten the great miseries and torments you had suffered 
while you were in the mother's womb (garabhabāsa dukharāsi jātanā tībra bipati 
bisarāyē). [You did not realise that all these evil deeds of yours would push you back 
to another bout of immense sufferings in the womb because instead of emancipation 
and salvation of your soul, it would be shoved back in the vicious cycle of death and 
birth.]3. 

[3Refer to verse no. 136 of this book Vinai Patrika in this context.] (3). 
 
All the animate creatures (those who take birth as living beings in this world) have 
uniformity in one aspect—all of them have some kind of fear, they sleep, have sex 
and hunger (for food), no one is an exception (bhaya-nidrā, maithuna-ahāra, 
sabakē samāna jaga jāyē).  

But you had not worshipped, revered, adored and have devotion for the Lord 
Hari (Ram) (na bhajē hari) even after being fortunate enough to have got a human 
body which is regarded as being the rarest of all forms that the countless creatures get, 
and which is said to be even rare for Gods to have (sura-duralabha tanu dhari).  

You have instead wasted it (the human body) in vain, in worthless pursuits, in 
arrogance, pride, ego, haughtiness, hypocrisy etc. (mada abhimāna gavām̐yē) (4). 
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Those who could not destroy the distinction between ‘me/my/mine’ and ‘you/yours’ 
(i.e. who are not impartial, dispassionate, detached, who do not have the virtues of 
equanimity and equality—“ga'ī na nija-para-bud'dhi”), and those who did not 
concentrate, focus and merge their thoughts, mind and intellect (i.e. their entire being) 
in Lord Sri Ram with a heart that is pure, devoted and full of faith and conviction 
(sud'dha hvai rahē na rāma-laya lāyē)—then, Tulsidas says, what will they get by 
lamenting and regretting later on after having lost and forefeited such a golden 
chance, a rare oppurtunity of having got a human body (tulasidāsa yaha avasara 
bītē kā puni kē pachitāyē). 

[Hence, you should wake up and start involving yourself in having devotion 
for Lord Ram, in worshipping and revering the Lord, and in having faith in him even 
at this late stage but before it is too late.]4  

[4Refer also to verse no. 198 herein above.] (5). 
 
 

 
The World is like a huge Tree or an Ocean 

 
¼202½ 

 
dktq dgk ujruq /kfj lkjîksA 
ij&midkj lkj Jqfrdks tks] lks /kks[ksgq u fcpkjîksAA1AA 
}Sr ewy] Hk;&lwy] lksd&Qy] Hkor# VjS u VkjîkSA 
jkeHktu&rhNu dqBkj yS lks ufga dkfV fuokjîksAA2AA 
lal;&fla/kq uke&cksfgr Hkft fut vkrek u rkjîksA 
tue vusd foosdghu cgq tksfu Hkzer ufga gkjîksAA3AA 
nsf[k vkudh lgt laink }s"k&vuy eu&tkjîksA 
le] ne] n;k nhu&ikyu] lhry fg; gfj u l¡HkkjîksAA4AA 
izHkq xq# firk l[kk j?kqifr rSa eu Øe cpu fclkjîksA 
rqyflnkl ;fg vkl] lju jkf[kgh tsfg xh/k m/kkjîksAA5AA 

 
 
                                                    (202) 
 
kāju kahā naratanu dhari sāraîō. 
para-upakāra sāra śrutikō jō, sō dhōkhēhu na bicāraîō. 1.  
dvaita mūla, bhaya-sūla, sōka-phala, bhavataru ṭarai na ṭāraîau. 
rāmabhajana-tīchana kuṭhāra lai sō nahiṁ kāṭi nivāraîō. 2.  
sansaya-sindhu nāma-bōhita bhaji nija ātamā na tāraîō. 
janama anēka vivēkahīna bahu jōni bhramata nahiṁ hāraîō. 3.  
dēkhi ānakī sahaja sampadā dvēṣa-anala mana-jāraîō. 
sama, dama, dayā dīna-pālana, sītala hiya hari na sam̐bhāraîō. 4.  
prabhu guru pitā sakhā raghupati taiṁ mana krama bacana bisāraîō. 
tulasidāsa yahi āsa, sarana rākhihī jēhi gīdha udhāraîō. 5.  
 
Verse no. 202—[This verse continues to expend upon the ideas expressed in the 
previous verse no. 201, especially stanza nos. 1 and 5. Besides this idea, another 
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important point to note is that the analogy of a Tree and an Ocean has been used to 
describe this gross mundane world in stanza nos. 2-3.] 
 
What great success, renown, glory and fame have you acquired or what have you 
achieved by way of valuable gains and doing of meritorious deeds that go to your 
credit, enhance your stature and ensure your true welfare and good though you were 
fortunate enough to be blessed with a human body that is regarded as rarest of rare 
forms that any creature can have (kāju kahā naratanu dhari sāraîō)1?  

Those deeds and activities that are regarded as good and meritorious, such as 
being beneficent, benevolent, kind, merciful, charitable, noble and virtuous to others, 
thinking well of others and providing succour and help to the needy—activites that 
are treated by the Vedas as essential elements of Dharma (i.e. the right and auspicious 
path to attaining liberation and deliverance from the bondage of the cycle of 
transmigration) (para-upakāra sāra śrutikō jō)—you have not done any of them 
even unwillingly or inadvertently (i.e. there is not a single noble deed to your credit, 
and even in your dreams you never thought of doing one good thing in your life) (sō 
dhōkhēhu na bicāraîō). 

[1To wit, what great things, deeds or activities have you done utilising this 
precious gift of the human body which you can be proud of, or which you profer as an 
instance of your wise thoughts and intelligent being, and their proper utilisation? The 
reality is that you have wasted it. 

The rarity of the human body and the need to use it properly has been 
repeatedly stressed in Vinai Patrika at a number of places. Some of the instances are 
verse nos. 83-84, 102, 130, 135/1, 151, 194, 198-201 etc.] (1). 

 
This gross world is like a huge ‘Tree’ (bhavataru)—its root consists of Dwaita 
[duality; the sense of ‘this’ and ‘that’, ‘true’ and ‘false’, the ‘formed’ and ‘formless’ 
aspects of God; by extension, the sense of ‘my’ and ‘your’, to differentiate between 
two aspects or to imagine that there are two aspects of the same thing, which, as a 
consequence results in strifes, debates, discords, perplexities, confusions, 
bewilderments and agitations—“dvaita mūla”], and this ‘tree’ has thorns in the shape 
of fears, phobias, hates etc. (bhaya-sūla), and the fruits are in the form of sorrows, 
miseries and tribulations of various kinds (sōka-phala).  

This ‘Tree’ obstructs your path and it does not get out of the way inspite of 
making strenuous efforts (“ṭarai na ṭāraîau”—because unless its roots are cut, it is 
practically impossible to remove any tree permanently).  

It is only possible to cut it (i.e. this obstruction in your path that hinders your 
spiritual progress and attainment of eternal peace, happiness by getting liberation and 
deliverance from the cycle of miseries and tribulations associated with the cycle of 
transmigration)  by a sharp axe in the form of worship and devotion for Lord Sri Ram 
(rāmabhajana-tīchana kuṭhāra lai), but you did not attempt to do it (sō nahiṁ kāṭi 
nivāraîō)2. 

[2Briefly, the gross world of material objects with all its temptations and 
charms, with its compulsions and obligations of existence, the necessities of life and 
the desire on the part of the creature to have comfort and pleasure and make the best 
out of this chance after it had been suffering long through the ardous journey in 
different births and different bodies, makes the person so deluded that he does not 
realise that the opportunity to have a human body and live in this wonderful world of 
so many pleasures and comforts is not a reward given to him but it is a formidable 
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obstacle in the way to his final liberation and deliverance. It is a last chance to break 
free from the endless cycle of birth and death, but the delusions are so great and 
unshakable that the person falls in the trap.  

In this verse, such a deluded and misled person is being warned and alerted. 
He is advised that this tree-like world is horrifying to the extreme. All its fruits are 
bitter and sour; its root is strong and deep. Getting too close to this ‘tree’ would cause 
wounds from its sharp thorns. The path to liberation and deliverance, and to attain 
eternal peace and happiness is narrow, and it is obstructed by this formidably huge 
‘tree’. So the only way to move ahead is to cut this tree. Ordinary methods that one 
would usually use to cut a tree have all failed—metaphorically such methods are the 
myriads of ways prescribed by the scriptures for one to overcome his spiritual 
obstacles and attain his objective. Some of these methods are doing Tapa, Yoga, Japa, 
Dhyan, Smadhi, Vairagya, Daan, Shama, Dama, etc.   

The only effective method by which a person can easily remove this obstacle 
symbolised by this huge tree-like gross world of material objects, with its so branches, 
fruits, flowers and thorns symbolising the many temptations and delusions and their 
accompanying miseries and tribulations, is to have devotion, affection and faith in 
Lord Ram. There is no other way.] (2). 
 
For crossing this huge ‘Ocean’ representing ignorance, bewilderments, confusions, 
doubts and futile debates (sansaya-sindhu), the holy name of Lord Sri Ram is like a 
ship (nāma-bōhita), but you did not use it to worship and pay your obeisance to the 
Lord to help let your soul, your Atma, to cross this vast ocean (bhaji nija ātamā na 
tāraîō)3.  

You have not become tired of roaming aimlessly and ignorantly in numerous 
births and countless wombs (janama anēka vivēkahīna bahu jōni bhramata 
nahiṁ hāraîō)4. 

[3Refer verse no. 197, stanza no. 3 also in this context. 
4Refer also to verse no. 135/1 and verse no. 199, stanza no. 4 of this Book 

‘Vinai Patrika’ in this context.] (3). 
 
Your mind had a natural tendency to burn out of jealousy and envy at the wealth and 
achievements of others (dēkhi ānakī sahaja sampadā dvēṣa-anala mana-jāraîō)5.  

You hadn't practiced any of the good virtues of life—such as the grand virtues 
of equanimity, dispassion, equitability and tolerance, by having forebearance, mercy, 
compassion and charitable disposition, and by providing sustenance and succour to 
those who were in wants, those who were distressed, lowly, humble, meek, deprived 
and downtrodden (sama, dama, dayā dīna-pālana -- na)6. 

You had never calmed down your perpetually agitated heart; you had never 
took care to concentrate it on Lord Hari (Sri Ram); and your vagrant mind had never 
bothered to remember the Lord with affection and devotion (sītala hiya hari na 
sam ̐bhāraîō)7. 

[5You always were envious of what belonged rightly to others. You had 
always eyed it and thought to your self “Oh, why is that man having this or that thing; 
why I can’t have it”. You weren't contented with what was rightfully yours and given 
to you in accordance to your share or entitlement based on what you did earlier. You 
said, “Oh, why is his wealth not ruined or, when will the day come when he becomes 
a beggar.” 
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6In other words, you had never been of any help to others in a selfless way. If 
you did help others it was only done to serve your own interests. Refer stanza no. 1 in 
this context. 

7Refer also to verse no. 200, stanza no. 1, and verse no. 202, stanza no. 5 
herein above of this Book ‘Vinai Patrika’ which also reiterate the same thing.] (4) 
 
It is such an irony that you have totally—i.e. by your mind (thoughts, memory, sub-
conscious), by your deeds and actions, and by your speech (taiṁ mana krama 
bacana bisāraîō)—forgotten (and neglected) Sri Raghupati (Sri Ram) who is your 
true Lord, true teacher, true father and true friend (prabhu guru pitā sakhā 
raghupati). [And instead of Lord Ram, you had been treating all the worldly relations 
as your dear ones and true well-wisher.]8  

Oh Tulsidas! The only hope now is that the Lord who had been so merciful 
and gracious that he even liberated and had provided salvation to the vulture Jatau, 
will also give you shelter in his divine feet as one of his refugees and protectees (i.e. 
as one of his devotees who has come to seek refuge with the Lord, and to whom the 
Lord is duty-bound to extend unquestioned protection) (tulasidāsa yahi āsa, sarana 
rākhihī jēhi gīdha udhāraîō)9. 

[8Refer: Verse no. 199, stanza nos. 2-3; and verse no. 200, stanza no. 2 also.] 
9Refer: Verse no. 187, stanza no. 5; and verse no. 197, stanza no. 3 also in this 

context.] (5). 
 
 
 

The Analogy of the 15-day waxing phase of the Lunar Cycle 
 

(known as the ‘Śukla-Pakṣha’) 
 

¼203½ 
 
Jhgfj&xq#&in&dey Hktgq eu rft vfHkekuA 
tsfg lsor ikb; gfj lq[k&fu/kku HkxokuAA1AA 
ifjok izFke izse fcuq jke&feyu vfr nwfjA 
t|fi fudV ân; fut jgs ldy HkfjiwfjAA2AA 
nqbt }Sr&efr NkfM+ pjfg efg&eaMy /khjA 
fcxr  eksg&ek;k&en  ân;  clr  j?kqchjAA3AA 
rht  f=xqu&ij  ije  iq#"k  Jhjeu  eqdqanA 
xqu  lqHkko  R;kxs  fcuq  nqjyHk  ijekuanAA4AA 
pkSfFk  pkfj  ifjgjgq  cqf)&eu&fpr&vg¡dkjA 
fcey  fcpkj  ijein  fut  lq[k  lgt  mnkjAA5AA 
ik¡pb  ik¡p  ijl]  jl]  lCn]  xa/k  v#  :iA 
bUg dj dgk u dhft;s] cgqfj ijc Hko&dwiAA6AA 
NB iVcjx dfj; t; tudlqrk&ifr ykfxA 
j?kqifr&d`ik&ckfj fcuq ufga cqrkb yksHkkfxAA7AA 
lkrSa  lIr/kkrq&fujfer  ruq  dfj;  fcpkjA 
rsfg  ruq  dsj  ,d  Qy]  dhtS  ij&midkjAA8AA 
vkBb¡  vkB  izd`fr&ij  fujfcdkj  JhjkeA 
dsfg izdkj ikb; gfj] ân; clfga cgq dkeAA9AA 
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uoeh uo}kj&iqj cfl tsfg u vkiq Hky dhUgA 
rs uj tksfu vusd Hkzer nk#u nq[k yhUgAA10AA 
nlgw¡ nlgq dj late tks u dfj; ft; tkfuA 
lk/ku c`Fkk gksb lc feyfga u lkj¡xikfuAA11AA 
,dknlh  ,d  eu  cl  dS  lsogq  tkbA 
lksb  czr  dj  Qy  ikoS  vkokxeu  ulkbAA12AA 
}knfl nku  nsgq  vl]  vHk;  gksb  =SyksdA 
ijfgr&fujr  lks  ikju  cgqfj  u  C;kir  lksdAA13AA 
rsjfl  rhu  voLFkk  rtgq]  Hktgq  HkxoarA 
eu&Øe&cpu&vxkspj]  O;kid]  O;kI;]  vuarAA14AA 
pkSnfl  pkSng  Hkqou  vpj&pj&:i  xksikyA 
Hksn  x;s  fcuq  j?kqifr  vfr  u  gjfga  tx&tkyAA15AA 
iwuksa  izse&Hkxfr&jl  gfj&jl  tkufga  nklA 
le]  lhry]  xr&eku]  X;kujr]  fo"k;&mnklAA16AA 
f=fc/k  lwy  gksfy;  tjS]  [ksfy;  vc  QkxqA 
tks  ft; pgfl  ijelq[k  rkS  ;fg  ekjx  ykxqAA17AA 
Jqfr&iqjku&cq/k&laer  pk¡pfj  pfjr  eqjkfjA 
dfj fcpkj Hko rfj;] ifj; u dcgq¡ te/kkfjAA18AA 
lal;&leu] neu nq[k] lq[kfu/kku gfj ,dA 
lk/kq&d`ik fcuq feyfga u] dfj; mik; vusdAA19AA 
Hkolkxj dg¡ ukc lq) laruds pjuA 
rqyflnkl iz;kl fcuq feyfga jke nq[kgjuAA20AA 

 
 
                                                 (203) 
 
śrīhari-guru-pada-kamala bhajahu mana taji abhimāna. 
jēhi sēvata pā'iya hari sukha-nidhāna bhagavāna. 1.  
parivā prathama prēma binu rāma-milana ati dūri. 
jadyapi nikaṭa hṛdaya nija rahē sakala bharipūri. 2.  
du'ija dvaita-mati chāḍi carahi mahi-maṇḍala dhīra. 
bigata mōha-māyā-mada hṛdaya basata raghubīra. 3.  
tīja triguna-para parama puruṣa śrīramana mukunda. 
guna subhāva tyāgē binu duralabha paramānanda. 4.  
cauthi cāri pariharahu bud'dhi-mana-cita-aham ̐kāra. 
bimala bicāra paramapada nija sukha sahaja udāra. 5.  
pām̐ca'i pām̐ca parasa, rasa, sabda, gandha aru rūpa. 
inha kara kahā na kījiyē, bahuri paraba bhava-kūpa. 6.  
chaṭha ṣaṭabaraga kariya jaya janakasutā-pati lāgi. 
raghupati-kṛpā-bāri binu nahiṁ butā'i lōbhāgi. 7.  
sātaiṁ saptadhātu-niramita tanu kariya bicāra. 
tēhi tanu kēra ēka phala, kījai para-upakāra. 8.  
āṭha'im̐  āṭha prakṛti-para nirabikāra śrīrāma. 
kēhi prakāra pā'iya hari, hṛdaya basahiṁ bahu kāma. 9.  
navamī navadvāra-pura basi jēhi na āpu bhala kīnha. 
tē nara jōni anēka bhramata dāruna dukha līnha. 10.  
dasaim̐  dasahu kara san̄jama jō na kariya jiya jāni. 
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sādhana bṛthā hō'i saba milahiṁ na sāram ̐gapāni. 11.  
ēkādasī ēka mana basa kai sēvahu jā'i. 
sō'i brata kara phala pāvai āvāgamana nasā'i. 12.  
dvādasi dāna dēhu asa, abhaya hō'i trailōka. 
parahita-nirata sō pārana bahuri na byāpata sōka. 13.  
tērasi tīna avasthā tajahu, bhajahu bhagavanta. 
mana-krama-bacana-agōcara, vyāpaka, vyāpya, ananta. 14.  
caudasi caudaha bhuvana acara-cara-rūpa gōpāla. 
bhēda gayē binu raghupati ati na harahiṁ jaga-jāla. 15.  
pūnōṁ prēma-bhagati-rasa hari-rasa jānahiṁ dāsa. 
sama, sītala, gata-māna, gyānarata, viṣaya-udāsa. 16.  
tribidha sūla hōliya jarai, khēliya aba phāgu. 
jō jiya cahasi paramasukha tau yahi māraga lāgu. 17.  
śruti-purāna-budha-sammata cām̐cari carita murāri. 
kari bicāra bhava tariya, pariya na kabahum̐ jamadhāri. 18.  
sansaya-samana, damana dukha, sukhanidhāna hari ēka. 
sādhu-kṛpā binu milahiṁ na, kariya upāya anēka. 19.  
bhavasāgara kaham ̐ nāba sud'dha santanakē carana. 
tulasidāsa prayāsa binu milahiṁ rāma dukhaharana. 20.  
 
Verse no. 203—[In this remarkable verse, Tulsidas has used each of the fifteen days 
of the waxing phase of the moon to describe the steps one must take to attain 
beatitude and felicity, to attain oneness with the Lord God and its accompanying 
sense of spiritual fulfilment that culminates in eternal bliss and peace.]  
 
Oh my Mind (mana)! Abandoning your pride, ego, arrogance and haughtiness (taji 
abhimāna), you should worship, adore and have devotion for the august feet of your 
Guru (moral teacher and preceptor; one’s spiritual guide and aid) who is like a 
personified form of the Lord God (Sri Ram) (śrīhari-guru-pada-kamala bhajahu).  

By serving a true Guru you can easily and without hassles attain the supreme 
blissful state of oneness with Lord Hari (Sri Ram) (jēhi sēvata pā'iya hari sukha-
nidhāna bhagavāna)1.  

[1This is the primary step and like a stepping stone to achieve one’s objective. 
Obviously one would need someone to guide him in his spiritual path. But one should 
be careful before selecting a Guru because if the selection is wrong than the guidance 
would also be wrong. A wrong Guru will be more harmful than not having a Guru at 
all. 

This is the new moon’s night because it is from this day that the light of the 
moon begins to increase day by day, symbolising that when one accepts an acclaimed 
and realised teacher his journey has kick-started on the right note and towards the 
right target. Under the aegis and guidance of a selfless, adroit, wise and enlightened 
teacher, a spiritual aspirant is assured of success in his endeavours, and all his 
problems, doubts and confusions would be correctly and properly addressed, and he 
feels happy that he is in the right hands that would be able to handle his progress and 
his future in the right way. ] (1). 
 
Like the day of ‘Pratipada’ (the first day of the lunar month—“parivā prathama”), 
the first way, the first mean and the essential one (to achieve the goal of attaining the 
blissful state of oneness with the Lord God) is to have true (honest and sincere; of 
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sublime, ethereal and spiritual kind of) love, affection and devotion for the Lord 
(prathama prēma). 

It is very remote and a far-fetched idea that one would be able to reach Lord 
Sri Ram without having the virtues of love, affection and devotion in one’s heart 
(prēma binu rāma-milana ati dūri), though it is also true that the Lord is very close 
to a creature as he lives or resides in the very heart of all living beings (jadyapi 
nikaṭa hṛdaya nija rahē sakala bharipūri)2.  

[2One has not to search for the Lord God anywhere outside if one were wise 
enough to understand that the Lord resides in his own heart, and the first step that is 
like opening the door to the Lord’s chamber is to have love, devotion and affection for 
him. Otherwise, all exercise is in vain; all efforts are futile. 

Thus, the first essential step is to have sincere and deep love, affection and 
devotion for the Lord God; to adore, revere and worship the Lord with truthness of the 
heart and commitment of the mind.] (2). 
 
Like the day of ‘Dwitiya’ (the second day of the lunar month—“du'ija”), the second 
way or path is to stablise the mind and the heart (dhīra) by abandoning or discarding 
or overcoming the sense of Dwaita (“dvaita-mati chāḍi”—dichotomies; dual nature 
of God; distinction between God and creature, or God and soul; this and that; lack of 
uniformity of view; not seeing the one God everywhere).  

Once having realised the universal presence of the Lord who is a personified 
form of the cosmic Consciousness, and having no doubt about this statement, one 
would see uniformity in this whole creation, would begin to have an equanimity and 
stability of mind, a mind that is steady and unfaltering mind, a mind that is not fickle 
and vagrant as such a mind would be detrimental towards attaining success in any 
field or endeavour whatsoever it may be. 

After having thus stablised and controlled the mind, the spiritual aspirant 
should roam in the world fearlessly, practicing equanimity, evenness, equality, 
tolerance and forebearnce (carahi mahi-maṇḍala dhīra).  

For in all sooth, let it be known that Lord Raghubir (Sri Ram) lives only in 
those hearts (hṛdaya basata raghubīra) that are free from ‘Moha’, ‘Maya’ and 
‘Ghamand’ (attachments, infatuations, delusions, ignorance, confusions, doubts as 
well as ego, arrogance, haughtiness, hypocrisy and pride) (bigata mōha-māyā-
mada)3. 

[3This is the second step: and it is to have a universal view of the uniform 
existence of the Lord God, who is pure Consciousness, everywhere in this creation, 
without exception. In other words, the spiritual aspirant must learn to see his beloved 
Lord everywhere around him. He must learn to treat all the creatures alike, and deal 
with them with a lot of compassion and love because since he is expected to ‘see’ his 
dear Lord ‘everywhere’, it also includes all living beings. There is no surprise in it—
because the Lord ‘lives in the heart of all living beings’, so why should one 
distinguish between any two creatures?  

Further, since Lord Ram lives in a clean environment, he would live in a heart 
that is clean and pure, and not in one that is dark, corrupted and tainted. To make the 
heart an abode of the Lord God it is essential to make it calm, pure and peaceful, to 
eliminate all those factors that cause it disturbances and agitations. Some of these 
causes come with having doubts and confusions arising out of dichotomies and 
uncertainties as to what is true and what is not, where the Lord lives and where he 
does not.  
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Confusions and doubts arising out of duality is like being in a boat on a 
choppy ocean; the boat swings and tosses and rocks so violently that its passenger is 
horrified beyond measure, so how can he ever find peace and happiness? 

The immediate bonus that comes to the spiritual aspirant with this attitude of 
seeing universality in the presence of the Lord, by elimination of Dwaita, is that he is 
liked by all the creatures in this world since he begins to be friendly towards all living 
being; no one is his enemy any longer, and he is welcomed and treated with affection 
wherever he goes. This creates a positive environment for him and aides in his 
spiritual life as all discord and ill-will are eliminated, and the heart and the mind find 
peace and tranquillity for good.] (3).  

 
The third step or the third requirement, like the day of the ‘Tritiya’ (the third lunar 
day—“tīja”), is that one should realise the fact that Sri Mukund (the Lord God), the 
radiance and brillance of Laxmi, the Param Purush (the Supreme Being; the cosmic 
Consciousness; the universal and cosmic form of the Lord) is beyond the three Gunas 
(which represent the three basic attributes or qualities of creation, known as ‘Satvik’, 
‘Rajsik’, and ‘Tamsik’) (triguna-para parama puruṣa śrīramana mukunda).  

Since the spiritual aspirant has already been advised to practice uniformity and 
universality of the Lord, and to eliminate the sense of duality, he is also expected to 
eliminate seeing the Lord from the perspective of these three Gunas and 
distinguishing between the subtle forms of the Lord.  

Hence, a wise aspirant should abandon the habit of trying to judge the 
Supreme Being with the same yardstick with which a foolish person sees and judges 
the rest of the world, because without eliminating this tendency to harp about the 
three Gunas and seeing the Lord from this distorted prism one cannot expect to 
experience supreme bliss and beatitude (guna subhāva tyāgē binu duralabha 
paramānanda)4. 

[4There are three basic ‘Gunas’ or attributes or qualities that govern the 
personality and character of all living being. They are known as ‘Satvik’, ‘Rajsik’ and 
‘Tamsik’. The first is the group of attributes that are the best and the most auspicious; 
the last is the worst sort, and the second lies somewhere in the middle of the two as it 
is a transition zone between the two extremes. These three Gunas are briefly described 
in a note no. 13 appended to verse no. 57 of this book Vinai Patrika. 

Now, since the Supreme Being is a personified form of ‘pure cosmic 
Consciousness’ it follows that he is beyond or free from the affects of any of these 
Gunas. The Lord is a sublime and transcendental Being, and not gross like the world 
and its creatures that are characterised and defined by one or the other Gunas.  

So, this is the third step or essential requirement for God-realisation—to 
abandon searching for attributes and qualities in an entity known as ‘Consciousness’ 
that is essentially sublime, subtle and cosmic in nature. 

This understanding or realisation has one big benefit—it brings the spiritual 
aspirant closer to the truth about his own self known as the Atma which is the same 
‘consciousness’ at the individual level that is known as ‘Parmatma’ or the Supreme 
Being at the cosmic and universal level of existence. 

This requirement is actually an extention of the previous one where one was 
asked to eliminate the sense of duality. It is an obvious and natural corollary to it—
because if one is torn between doubts and dichotomies, one cannot get peace and 
happiness even in their rudimentary form, so there is no question of getting it in their 
best form, in their supreme form—“duralabha paramānanda”] (4). 
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Like the ‘Chataurdashi’ (the fourth lunar day—“cauthi”), the fourth way or the fourth 
requirement for reaching or attaining oneness with the Lord is to forsake the company 
or getting influenced by the ‘Buddhi’ (intellect), the ‘Mana’ (mind), the ‘Chitta’ (sub-
conscious) and ‘Ahankar’ (pride or ego) (cāri pariharahu bud'dhi-mana-cita-
aham̐kāra).  

By doing this, pure wisdom would sprout or arise in one’s heart (bimala 
bicāra), and thereafter one would be able to attain bliss and stability that originates 
within his own self, within his inner being, that transcends all confusions and 
perplexities. It would help him to realise the ‘self’ which is pure consciousness and a 
fount of eternal bliss and beatitude (paramapada nija sukha sahaja udāra). It is 
beyond the grossness of existence where the above mentioned foursome (‘Buddhi’, 
‘Mana’, ‘Chitta’ and ‘Ahankar’) matter5. 

[5These four entities are collectively called the ‘Antahakaran’ or the ‘inner-
being’ of a creature. The main idea is that after controlling the self from all confusions 
arising from the external world by eliminating the effects of Dwaita and the Gunas, 
one should strive to calm down one’s inner being by controlling these four factors or 
units—viz. bud'dhi-mana-cita-aham̐kāra. 

These entities create a lot of tug and push, like a tug-of-war, on the aspirant, 
mostly in the opposite direction of each other. He may have overcome all sources of 
unease and distortions arising from the outside world, but he also needs to control the 
agitations created inside his own self by these four entities. For instance, the intellect 
would advise on one line of action, and the sub-conscious would prod him towards a 
different direction. The person’s ego may come in between and he may or may not 
listen to either the mind or the sub-conscious, and do what his instincts, his impulses 
tell him.  

While for one moment he would be inclined to believe in the existence of the 
Lord God and to obey the directions given in this verse because his mind agrees with 
it and his subconscious says that it is the correct path, but instantly he may be in doubt 
because his intellect will intervene and call all this hogwash and hearsay and blind 
faith. He will start arguing and debating on the reliability of the advise given in the 
scriptures, and judging the truthfulness and the authenticity of an entity that is 
extremely sublime and subtle, and is essentially beyond the reach of the gross sense 
organs of the body for them to judge it. So all this creates a lot of confusion and 
agitations for the spiritual aspirant. He is dislodged from the path he had stepped on in 
the beginning of his spiritual journey. 

It is like a king having too many ministers and advisors, all of them giving 
contradictory advices to him. 

This is the fourth step or requirement for a spiritual aspirant. One should learn 
to remain calm and unmoved by the proddings and naggings and pinchings of the 
mind, the intellect, the sub-conscious and one’s ego.  

One should learen not be a ‘doer’ but simply an ‘observer’; one should not 
involve oneself in this world but consider everything neutrally as if they were all 
playful activities or sport of the Lord God himself. One should live in the world and 
do what one is expected to do with equanimity and a neutral attitude, being unmoved 
by the results of his actions, whether they are favourable to him or otherwise.  

In other words, a true spiritual aspirant is expected to be dispassionate, 
detached, neutral and equitable in his dealings with the world. He should not allow 
ego or pride to come in anywhere. Naturally and logically then, there would be 
bountiful peace in the heart.] (5). 
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The fifth day called ‘Panchami’ (pām̐ca'i) represents the fifth method or requirement 
for the spiritual aspirant: It is not to be enslaved by, or not to listen to, or pay attention 
to or heed the demands of (inha kara kahā na kījiyē) the five sense organs of the 
body—such as touch, taste, speech, smell and sight, as well as the objects related to 
them in the gross world (pām̐ca parasa, rasa, sabda, gandha aru rūpa), because 
by being servile to them, one shall have to fall in a dark, dry well representing this 
(materialistic, illusionary, deluding, tormenting, selfish and quagmire-like) world (and 
re-enter the vicious cycle of birth and death) (bahuri paraba bhava-kūpa)6. 
 [6This is the fifth requirement for a spiritual aspirant—he must learn to 
practice self-control or self-restraint over his sense organs of perception. These have a 
natural tendency to be attracted to their respective objects in the world, creating a lot 
of temptations for the spiritual aspirant, which if not controlled would make his an 
easy prey and get trapped in their vice-like grip. He would become indulgent and 
submerged in this world of material charms and get attached to it. On the one hand he 
was trying to free himself from all entanglements, and now he has himself 
volunteered to get trapped if he listens to what his sense organs demand from him.  
 So a wise person is advised to neglect the urges of his body, for otherwise he 
would fall in the cycle of birth and death which would rob him of all his peace and 
happiness. He must remember that his sense organs are his worst enemy because they 
live with him as long as he lives in this world surrounded by its countless charms that 
attract these sense organs, and if he loses his guard he would be deluded after some 
time. So constant vigil is needed against their nefarious designs.] (6). 
 
Like the sixth day called ‘Shasthi’ (chaṭha), the sixth path or the sixth requirement 
for attainment of success in one’s spiritual endeavours and coming close to Lord Ram, 
(“janakasutā-pati” lāgi) to obtain bliss and happiness for one’s self consists of 
conquering the six hurdles or obstacles which are like one’s enemy in his spiritual 
quest (ṣaṭabaraga kariya jaya)7.  

Verily indeed, the fire of greed, desire, yearnings, avarice et al is not quenched 
(doused; calmed down) (nahiṁ butā'i lōbhāgi) without the water symbolised by the 
grace and kindness of Sri Raghupati (Lord Ram) (raghupati-kṛpā-bāri binu). 

[7These symbolic six ‘enemies’ that need to be overcome, conquered and 
subjugated are the following: Kaam (lust, passion, desires, lasciviousness, 
covetousness), Krodha (anger, wrathfulness, ill-will, discord, reprisals, vengeance, 
animosity etc.), Lobha (greed, avarice, wistful longing, yearning), Moha (ignorance, 
delusions, attachments, infatuations, enticements, hallucinations and illusions created 
by this temporal world), Mada (arrogance, haughtiness, ego, pride, hypocrisy, 
belligerance) and Matsarya (malice, envy, jealousy). 

The sixth necessary step that a spiritual aspirant must take is to control all 
these six negative traits that are present in him. He must remember that he needs the 
grace of Lord Ram and the Lord’s blessings to be successful in this, because these 
factors are very strong and they defy all normal efforts to bring them under one’s 
control. To wit, a devotee has to pray to the Lord to help him overcome these six 
negativities inside him. Obviously this would entail having devotion and faith in the 
Lord in the first place, and this would in turn automatically pave the way for success 
in all other steps because having devotion, faith and affection for the Lord is the 
fundamental requirement for any spiritual aspirant or seeker.] (7). 
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Like ‘Saptami’, the seventh lunar day (sātaiṁ), the seventh path or the seventh 
requirement is to contemplate seriously on the real object of acquiring or receiving 
this human body (which is impure, short-lived and full of grossness, but it is praised 
nevertheless as being very rare to get even for the gods).  

This body is made of seven elementary constituents (“saptadhātu-niramita 
tanu kariya bicāra”—blood, lymph, flesh, muscles, bones, sperms and mucous). The 
only object and purpose of acquiring or receiving this body, the only fruitful use of 
this human body is to be benevolent, beneficent, compassionate, merciful, helpful and 
kind to others (tēhi tanu kēra ēka phala, kījai para-upakāra). [To wit, the best use 
to which one can put his body is to be helpful to others in their hour of need and 
distress, in a selfless way.]8 

[8The seventh way for a spiritual aspirant who wishes to attain eternal peace 
and happiness for himself and to reach a stature of being one with the Lord God is to 
be selflessly helpful to other living beings just as the Lord himself is selflessly helpful 
and merciful to all living beings. This essentially is based on the philosophy that the 
living being is an image of the Supreme Being, the Lord of this creation—but to attain 
this honourable and exalted stature one needs to be like the Lord in the sense that he 
must exhibit the eclectic and excellent virtues that are exclusive to and characteristic 
of the Lord. And one of these auspicious and grand virtues is to be a selfless helper of 
other living beings, just as the Lord himself is.  

If the body is not thus employed, it is a worthless and abhorable bundle of 
filth—blood, mucous, flesh, lymph, bones, veins, muscles, urine, stool etc.  

Refer stanza nos. 1 of verse nos. 201 and 202 herein above which also stress 
on the need to employ one’s body to help others.] (8). 
 
Like ‘Ashtami’, the eighth lunar day (āṭha'im̐), the eighth path or way for a spiritual 
aspirant is the realisation that Lord Ram is the Supreme Being and a personified form 
of the cosmic Consciousness, and is therefore absolutely without attributes and free 
from all the faults or shortcomings associated with this gross creation, because the 
Lord transcends everything in existence (nirabikāra śrīrāma).  

Therefore, one must be convinced that the Lord is beyond all the eight aspects 
and components of Prakriti (Nature) (āṭha prakṛti-para).  

Verily and in all sooth, say how can this transcendental, sublime, subtle, 
ethereal and exalted Being known as ‘Hari’ (Lord Ram) be attained (kēhi prakāra 
pā'iya hari) while one is burdened by the ugly baggage of countless worldly desires, 
lusts, wants and wishes which are all extremely gross by their inherent nature as they 
are all related to the world which is itself extremely gross, coarse, materialistic, 
mundane and full of negativities of all kinds (hṛdaya basahiṁ bahu kāma)9.  

[9How can anything having its origin in something that is faulty, tainted, gross 
and inane like this materal world be equivalent to another thing that is sublime, subtle, 
pure and exalted like the cosmic Consciousness, which is the primary form of the 
Supreme Being?  

Therefore, if a person has even a trace of link with this world, if he has any 
taints  and negativities such as ‘Kaam’ in him, he becomes gross and heavy in the 
sense that he is like a kite that is too heavy to fly freely into the sky, and if its 
movement is restricted by the virtue of it being tethered to the ground with a short 
string then it is also prevented to soar higher and higher in the sky! 

To wit, if one wishes to attain oneness with the Lord and a spiritual stature 
where he can identify himself with ‘pure consciousness’ which is the essential form of 
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the Supreme Being, then he has to inculcate in him virtues that would be in 
accordance with his wishes—i.e. there must be a perfect resonance between the 
individual ‘self’, i.e. the spiritual aspirant, and the supreme ‘Self’ that is Lord Ram.  

Hence, the eighth way of attaing the Lord or establishing oneness with him is 
to have enlightenment, wisdom and erudition, to be self-realised, to understand that 
the object of his worship, adoration, devotion and affection is not any human being by 
the name of ‘Ram’, but a divine and sublime entity that transcends all aspects of 
Nature, an entity that is beyond the attributes of Nature itself. The only entity that fits 
this bill is the ‘cosmic Consciousenss’ that is pure, taintless, attributelss, ethereal and 
universal in nature. Therefore, Lord Ram is pure Consciousness. And since this 
‘consciousness’ also resides in the body of the spiritual aspirant as his own ‘self’ 
known as the Atma or his soul, it follows that with sprouting of wisdom he would 
realise that the Lord resides in his own being as the Atma. This is ‘self-realisation’, 
and obviously it leads to the feeling and the experience of ‘oneness with the Lord’!] 
(9).  

 
Like the ninth day of ‘Navami’ (navamī), the ninth path or the ninth requirement for 
the spiritual aspirant is the realisation that if one does not secure one’s well-being and 
welfare (in the form of attaining liberation, deliverance, salvation, emancipation of 
soul) while living inside this body having nine holes or openings (literally, a “city 
with nine gates”) (navadvāra-pura basi jēhi na āpu bhala kīnha), then that person 
would have to wander aimlessly in numerous births like a vagrant, and invite 
interminable sufferings and miseries for himself in the wake of this foolishness of his 
(tē nara jōni anēka bhramata dāruna dukha līnha)10.  

[10There are nine so-called doors of the body. These are the following: two 
ears, two eyes, two nostrils, one mouth, one anus, and one urethra. Refer: (i) Krishna 
Yajur Veda tradition—Shwetashwatar Upanishad, 3/18; Yog Tattva Upanishad, verse 
no. 141; and Kshuriko-panishad, verse nos. 2-5. (ii) Sam Veda—Yogchudamani 
Upanishad, verse no. 107. (iii) Atharva Veda—Bhavana Upanishad, verse no. 2/1. 

The aspirant’s true self is his Atma, and this Atma is trapped in a body. Like 
any prisoner who wishes to find an opportunity to escape from his captivity and bring 
to an end all his mental agonies and physical sufferings would be looking for an 
opening in the prison walls to run out of it, the Atma, which is suffering so much from 
the horrors of birth and death and life in this gross world, should also use this body to 
find freedom for itself.  

It ought to realise that whereas a prisoner would be too happy to find even one 
single door that is open for him to escape, the Atma should rejoice that its prison in 
the form of the human body has not one but ‘nine doors’! So on the face of it the 
Atma’s chances of escape should be high and extremely easy. But it is so ironical and 
unfortunate that inspite of this golden opportunity to find liberation and deliverance, 
the Atma representing the creature misses this chance, and it remains trapped in this 
prison-like body. So what happens? Like a prisoner who is shunted from one cell to 
another, from one prison to another depending upon his behaviour and doing work 
allotted to him while he is in the prison, the Atma also roams from one birth to 
another, from one body to another depending upon the deeds done during any given 
one phase in the cycle of birth and death.  

Therefore Tulsidas gives this ninth advice to a wise spiritual aspirant—that 
this is his great chance to break free from the cycle of transmigration and attain 
deliverance, emancipation and salvation for his soul while he has taken birth as a 
human being, because if he misses this chance then no one can be sure in which kind 
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of body he would be reborn in his next birth—for there are thousands and thousands 
of forms that a creature’s Atma is forced to assume during its long journey through 
this world, until the time liberation and deliverance is obtained. Hence, one should 
control oneself and attempt sincerely and diligently to achieve salvation, 
emancipation and welfare of the soul while still living in this world with a human 
body. If the chance is lost now, it won’t come again for a very long time.] (10). 
 
Like the tenth day of the lunar cycle called ‘Dashmi’ (dasaim̐), the tenth way or 
requirement for a spiritual aspirant is to understand that if he is not able to exercise 
control or restraint over his ten sense organs (dasahu kara san̄jama jō na kariya 
jiya jāni), then all other efforts made by him to attain Lord Ram, who holds the bow 
named Sarang in his hands (sāram ̐gapāni), would fail miserably (sādhana bṛthā 
hō'i saba milahiṁ na)11.  

[11One should have control over the ten sense organs, otherwise all his efforts 
come to a naught and bear no fruits. On the contrary, he becomes a slave to these ten 
masters, and such a servile serf cannot expect to meet the Lord.  

The ten sense organs of the body are the following: five gross organs of 
perception such as eyes, nose, tongue, ear and skin, and five gross organs of action 
such as mouth, hands, legs, excretory and reproductory. 

The tenth advice given to a spiritual aspirant is to practice exemplary self-
restraint on these ten servants who may make successful or ruin one’s spiritual efforts. 
Forsooth, if a noble person is not able to control his attendants or servants during his 
journey or even during his routine life, then he is bound to suffer a lot. Since he has to 
depend upon his servants and attendants in order to carry out his duties and extended 
responsibilities in this world, if they are corrupt and not under his orders, his 
household would be in a chaos and all his affairs would be in disarray. 

The creature’s Atma interacts with the outside world through the medium of 
the body, and the part of the body that interacts with the outside world is made up of 
these ten units or components. These ten organs form the outer gross aspect of the 
creature’s body. The body is like a chariot with ten horses. The Atma is the passenger 
and the creature’s intellect and wisdom is his charioteer. If these horses are not 
controlled, the chariot would rock violently and throw the passenger on the ground, 
leaving him wounded and mortally suffering. Even if this worst does not happen but 
the charioteer is careless in the sense he does not guide the horses on the right path, 
the chariot would head in the wrong direction and go far away from its destination.  

In the present case, if the ten organs of the body are not controlled, then either 
the creature would have to suffer immensely in his present life itself because of some 
reckless and evil deeds done by these organs which would invariably invite wrath and 
punishment from the world, or the creature would head somewhere opposite to his 
wished destination of finding emancipation and salvation as well as accessing Lord 
Ram. The uncontrolled organs would never let him have peace of mind and heart as 
their wayward habit would be cause of constant nuisance for the creature.] (11). 

 
The eleventh day of the lunar calendar, known as the day of ‘Ekadashi’ (ēkādasī), 
stands for the eleventh way for the spiritual aspirant: it is to have a steady mind that 
has a firm belief that there is only ‘one Lord God’, and one should serve the Lord with 
full faith, devotion and commitment, and serve no one else (ēka mana basa kai 
sēvahu jā'i).  

By doing this one single ‘Vrat’ (i.e. by keeping this one point in mind, 
following this single path, adhering to this one vow in life, and living upto this one 
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promise made to one’s own self), a person can get the supreme (the best) fruit (sō'i 
brata kara phala pāvai) in the form of an end to the cycle of birth and death (i.e. the 
spiritual aspirant is able to attain liberation and deliverance for himself; he is able to 
attain emancipation and salvation for his soul; he finds oneness with the Lord; he 
attains a state of eternal blissfulness and blessedness that comes by breaking free from 
the endless cycle of miseries, grief, pain, troubles and torments that are associated 
with being entangled in the world of transmigration) (āvāgamana nasā'i)12. 

[12This ‘Lord God’ is no one else but Lord Ram. The aspirant’s mind should 
not be vacillating, not be uncertain, not be fluctuating between so many doctrines, 
principles, philosophies and ideologies that land him in a lot of confusions about the 
truth and reality.  

This assertion that there is only ‘one Lord God’ is in consonance with the 
principle of ‘non-duality’ or ‘Adwaita’ as enunciated in stanza no. 3 of this verse.  

Further, the advice that one should adore, worship and have devotion 
exclusively for Lord Ram and no one else is a reiteration of what is said in stanza no. 
2: that the first step towards God-realisation is to have single-minded and unfaltering 
love, affection and devotion for the Lord. This singular virtue is the stepping stone for 
the success in other spiritual means because if one has no firmness of faith and 
singularity of belief in the Lord, if he is uncertain about the divinity and holiness of 
the Lord, if he doubts whether or not the Lord would be able to provide him with 
freedom from the cycle of transmigration and its associated problems, then the whole 
purpose of the exercise would be defeated, and the whole spiritual plan would 
collapse like a house of cards.  
 The eleventh day of the lunar cycle is observed as a ‘day of fasting’ in 
Hinduism. It is done in a token manner to cleanse one’s inner-self of spiritual 
impurities as far as is possible in a similar way as physical abstinence from food gives 
rest to the body and helps it to clear its intestines and bowls of accumulated toxins 
that may have gathered in the gut and the other internal organs over the course of 
unregulated eating habits during the previous month.  

This ‘Vrat’ or religious fasting is a symbolic way of doing low-intensity of 
Tapa (penance and austerity); it is a way of doing self sacrifice because one uses 
exemplary self-control over one’s sense organs and their natural urges and 
temptations during this period.  

And like the excellent reward that accrues to one by doing anything praise-
worthy in one’s life, anything that is noble, auspicious and pious, having single-
minded devotion and affection for Lord Ram and worshipping the Lord with singular 
faith and commitment would also yield exemplary reward relevant to it—which is in 
the form of liberation, deliverance, emancipation and salvation for the soul, which 
means freedom from the cycle of birth and death, and the attainment of an eternal 
state of blissfulness, beatitude and felicity in its wake.] (12). 
 
The Twelfth day called ‘Dwadashi’ (dvādasi) stands for the twelfth method 
prescribed for the spiritual aspirant: it entails giving of alms and doing charity (dāna 
dēhu asa)13.  
 By doing this, one becomes fearless and no obstacle can hinder his path or 
cause consternation and affright to him anywhere in this world, in any of the three 
divisions of the world (abhaya hō'i trailōka). [This implies that every creature would 
be pleased and happy with him. The Gods in heaven, all the mortal living beings on 
earth, and even the evil spirits of the nether world will respect such a person. After all, 
everyone honours and likes a person who is selfless and benevolent and charitable by 
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his nature. He will have no enemies, will be surrounded by friends, and therefore he 
would have nothing to fear from. No one would create any hurdle in his chosen path, 
but would rather extend all help in any manner they can to him.] 

[That is why—] A person who is ever ready to selflessly help others in their 
need and distress is assured that no distress and misery would torment him (parahita-
nirata sō pārana bahuri na byāpata sōka)14.  

[13Like doing Vrat on the Ekadasi day, one is required to give alms and make 
charities the next day, i.e. on the day of the Dwadashi. This is because the Vrat of 
Ekadasi is treated as a spiritual exercise which is like doing a religious sacrifice, and 
giving of alms and making charities at the end of a sacrifice is mandatory to 
successfully conclude it. 

14This is another way of reiterating what is already said in stanza no. 8 herein 
above—which stresses on selfless service done to other creatures. It means one should 
have a benevolent, beneficent and charitable temperament in life. One should do 
noble deeds that are without any motive, that are free from self-interest, and that are 
not done under some compulsion or fear. One should always be eager to involve 
oneself in doing good to others without favour and fear.] (13). 
 
The thirteenth day is called ‘Trayodashi’ (tērasi), and it symbolises the thirteenth 
mean or way for a spiritual aspirant to reach his objective. It is this: one should rise 
above or transcend or remain unaffected by the characteristic influences of the three 
stages or states in which consciousness exists in this world (tīna avasthā tajahu)15.  

Once this is achieved, one should singularly worship Lord Ram and have 
devotion for the Lord (bhajahu bhagavanta)16.  

Verily indeed, the Lord God (here meaning Lord Ram), who is a personified 
form of the cosmic Consciousness, cannot be perceived or known or attained by 
employing any of the elements that one would normally employ to learn about 
anything in this world—such as by the use of one’s Mana (mind and its intellect), by 
doing of Karma (doing deeds such as fire sacrifice, penance, pilgrimage, repetition of 
Mantras, etc.) or employing the faculty of speech known as Vaani (the spoken word in 
the form of discourses, discussions, hearing the scriptures and preaching based on 
their doctrines) (mana-krama-bacana-agōcara). 

The Lord is all-pervading, all-encompassing and omnipresent in this creation 
(vyāpaka, vyāpya) (because he is a personified form of the cosmic Consciousness). 
This being so, the Lord is infinite and eternal (ananta)17. [Like water that is 
imperceptibly but inherently and surely present in a block of ice, this ‘Consciousness’ 
is present everywhere.]  

[15The three states of existence of consciousness are the following—the 
waking known as ‘Jagrat’, the dreaming state known as ‘Swapna’, and the deep-sleep 
state known as ‘Sushupta’. Hence here the aspirant is advised not to be affected by 
any of the disturbances caused to his inner-self during these three stages of existence 
of consciousness. He should become totally calm from the inside and indifferent to 
the countless causes of unrest in this world in which he lives. This is equivalent to be 
in a state of transcendental existence called ‘Turiya’ which is a state of consciousness 
wherein the soul exists in a state which is said to be blissful and calm.  

16From the perspective of the spiritual aspirant who is following the steps 
mentioned in this verse which lays stress on having steady faith and devotion for Lord 
Ram, this thirteenth path means that such an aspirant should turn inwards and focus 
his attention exclusively on having devotion, affection and faith in Lord Ram; he 
should not allow himself to be disturbed or confused by anything originating in the 
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gross outside world—such as disturbances caused by one’s body and its sense organs, 
the many temptations and delusions related to the gross world, the demands of the 
world that he is asked to meet, and so on. This idea is an extension of the one 
expressed in stanza nos. 6, 7, 9 and 11 herein above. 

17The Lord is a personified form of the cosmic Consciousness itself that is 
extremely sublime and subtle. This cosmic Consciousness is all-pervading, all-
encompassing, eternal and infinite by its inherent nature. When the spiritual aspirant 
understands this fact he also begins to realise two important things—(i) the universal 
presence of the Lord, and that would include in all living beings; and (ii) as the pure 
Consciousness that also resides in his own inner being as his Atma or soul. Thus, all 
dichotomy and sense of duality are removed, there is no cause for any more distortion 
in his view of the Lord vis-à-vis his own self, the rest the creatures and the world 
around him at large. The universal and uniform existence of the Lord establishes a 
sort of tranquillity and bliss for the aspirant. 

It is to be noted that step-by-step the spiritual aspirant is rising higher in his 
spiritual endeavours and achieving success in nearing his goal. He has at this stage 
risen from mere worshipping of Lord Ram as a form of an incarnation of the Supreme 
Being that has a physical body like other human beings, to a form of Divinity that is 
sublime and ethereal like the cosmic Consciousness. In this form, Lord Ram stops 
from being merely an incarnation of the Supreme Being to being the pure cosmic 
Consciousness that is at the heart of the entire creation. In this form, Lord Ram 
becomes not only the human incarnation of the Supeme Being but as the all-pervading 
and all-encompassing form of the Supreme Being known as the ‘Viraat Purush’, the 
form that has a cosmic dimension, a form that spreads to each and every corner of 
creation, a form that lives outside as well as inside of everything and entity that exists 
in this creation. 

The Lord cannot be understood or grasped by the mind, deed or speech 
because he exists in a subtle, sublime and ethereal form, and not like anything that can 
be the subject matter of perception by the senses.] (14). 
 
The fourteenth day of ‘Chaturdashi’ (caudasi) represents the fourteenth way of 
thinking that a spiritual aspirant should aspire to have. It is that the Lord is 
uniformally present in all the fourteen divisions of creation (caudaha bhuvana)18; 
and that the Lord is a universal ‘Goupaal’, literally one who takes care of his herd of 
cows, here meaning the Lord who takes care of all living beings and all entities of 
creation—the animate as well as the inanimate (acara-cara-rūpa gōpāla)19.  

But unless the creature is able to remove his notion of duality, the Lord does 
not free him from the trap of this world and from the net of transmigration (bhēda 
gayē binu raghupati ati na harahiṁ jaga-jāla)20.  

 [18As has already been said in earlier stanzas, this is an extension of the idea 
that the Lord is ‘all-pervading, all-encompassing and infinite in form, as he is a 
personified form of the cosmic Consciousness. 

The fourteen divisions of creation are the following: according to Padma 
Puran, and they are the following—(A) The upper worlds called Urdhva Lokas are 
seven in number:—(i) Bhu/Bhūḥ, (ii) Bhuvaha/Bhuvaḥ, (iii) Swaha/Swaḥ, (iv) 
Maha/Maḥ, (v) Janaha/Janaḥ, (vi) Tapaha/Tapaḥ, and (vii) Satyam/Satyam. (B) The 
seven nether worlds or lower worlds called Adhaha/Adhaḥ Loka:—(i) Atal/Atala, (ii) 
Vital/Vitala, (iii) Sutal/Sutala, (iv) Rasaatal/Rasātala, (v) Talaatal/Talātala, (vi) 
Mahaatal/Mahātal, and (vii) Paataal/Pātāla. The total number of Lokas is, therefore, 
fourteen.   
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 The Mundak Upanishad of Atharva Veda, Mundak (Canto)1, section 1, verse 
no. 1 says that these fourteen Bhuvans are protected by Brahma the creator who 
created this world.  

The Atharva Veda’s Gopal Uttar Tapini Upanishad, verse no. 35 says that 
Brahma-Loka is like the ceremonial umbrella on the head of Lord Vishnu, while the 
seven nether worlds known as the ‘Patal-Lokas’ represent the Lord’s feet. 

19This means that the Lord is the Supreme care-taker of all living beings as 
well as even the gross things of creation. Everything is duly cared for by the Lord like 
a wise emperor who does not neglect even the smallest thing in his realm. 

20Once again we see that this stanza builds upon the principle of non-duality 
already affirmed in stanza no. 3 of this verse.] (15). 

 
Like the full moon night of ‘Purnamasi’ (pūnōṁ), the fifteenth, the last and the best 
path or means for attainment of the Lord God (or “God realisation”; experiencing the 
bliss that comes when one has come in direct contact with the Supreme Being) is to 
get completely soaked, imbued and drenched in the juice of devotion, reverence and 
affection for the Lord, i.e. to have the highest level of ‘Bhakti’ for the Lord (prēma-
bhagati-rasa). 

Verily indeed, this single factor of having exemplary Bhakti for the Lord God 
(which is a combination of having devotion, faith, conviction, commitment, affection, 
love, reverence, and total reliance and surrender to the Lord) is the finest spiritual 
virtue an aspirant can have, and it is deemed to be equivalent to God-realsation, it is 
tantamount to having direct access to the Lord God. Hence, a person who has 
obtained the fruit of Bhakti is deemed to have accessed Lord Hari (hari-rasa jānahiṁ 
dāsa). 

Thus, Bhakti bestows all the eclectic rewards upon the spiritual aspirant that 
come with God-realisation—such as having the virtues of ‘Sama’ (equanimity, 
equality  and evenness of mind), ‘Seetal’ (calmness, tranquillity, peace and serenity), 
freedom from ‘Maan’ (ego, haughtiness, false pride, vanity and arrogance), 
acquisition of ‘Gyan’ (wisdom, true knowledge, enlightenmnent, erudition and 
sagacity), and dispassion or neutrality towards ‘Vishaya’ (the tendency of the sense 
organs of action and perception to be temptated towards their respective objects in 
this gross world to seek self-gratification) (sama, sītala, gata-māna, gyānarata, 
viṣaya-udāsa)21.  

[21Having “Bhakti” is the pinnacle of all spiritual endeavours, it is like the best 
fruit and the best flower of the tree which has so many branches with so many flowers 
and fruits symbolised by all the various efforts that one has made for God-realisation 
with their own set of rewards and glories.  

Bhakti is compared to the ‘full moon’ because it is the most glorious and the 
most magnificent and the most rewarding of all spiritual virtues a person can possess. 
It is a culmination of all other spiritual efforts that an aspirant has been making 
previously; it is the pinnacle of the shrine of an aspirant’s spiritual practices. It is the 
most glorious and the best of all efforts, as well as the result of all other efforts. It is 
the nearest one can get to God-realisation as its symptoms or signs are equivalent to 
being one with the Lord.  

A person who practices true Bhakti is loved by the Lord as his dearest 
devotee, and such a person exhibits such auspicious and noble traits that are 
synonyms of divinity, piety and holiness—such as experiencing perpetual bliss, 
blessedness, beatitude, tranquillity and peace, having no attraction for the false 
charms of the material world, being free from all ignorance, delusions and their 
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accompanying confusions and agitations, being enlightened and self-realised, and so 
on and so forth.  

Even as the disc of the moon goes on progressively increasing in its shine, 
beauty, glory and magnificence day-by-day through its 15-day waxing phase till the 
time it reaches the zenith of these qualities on the full moon night when it is at its best 
and most charming form, all other efforts made by the aspirant go on enhancing his 
spititual stature, glory, potentials and powers till he attains ‘Bhakti’ which marks his 
final success in his spiritual pursuit. It is the pinnacle which all spiritual aspirants aim 
to reach as it is equivalent to being the nearest to the Lord God, and it grants bliss, 
happiness and joy that is attained with ‘God-realisation’. 

The importance of ‘Bhakti’ has been stressed by Lord Ram himself in the epic 
book written by Tulsidas—“Ram Charit Manas”, in its Uttar Kand, (i) Chaupai line 
no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 45—to Doha no. 46; and (ii) Doha no. 85 along with 
Chaupai line nos. 3-8 that precede it.] (16). 
 
[In the above stanza it is described how ‘Bhakti’ is the best of all spiritual 
achievements and is like the glory of the moon on the full moon night. Now in this 
present stanza no. 17, Tulsidas says that when a spiritual aspirant has obtained Bhakti, 
he is very ecstatic, extremely elated, happy and joyous like a person who has reached 
his goal after a long and arduous journey. It is time to celebrate and cheer up to enjoy 
the bliss and happiness that comes with Bhakti.  

To give an idea of how merry a person who has Bhakti in him feels, Tulsidas 
has invoked the festival of ‘Holi’ to draw a parallel. It is a festival when everyone is 
in an ecstatic and celebratory mood: there is singing and dancing and festivities in 
abundance everywhere; people cheerfully sprinkle coloured powder and spray 
coloured scented water on each other and everywhere; they enjoy sumptuous feasts 
and exchange greetings; even those people who are not favourably inclined are 
welcomed and embraced; there is an atmosphere of bonhomie and brotherhood; there 
is a recess from all work and mundane affairs; and so on and so forth.  

This general atmosphere of festivity and celebration that is so characteristic of 
Holi has been cited by Tulsidas to draw a parallel with the way a spiritual aspirant 
feels and the happiness he experiences within himself when he has attained Bhakti for 
the Lord God. It is a time for him to celebrate; he is elated, and in an ecstatic and 
blissful mood. There is no worry in the world for him, and he sings and dances like a 
lark in spiritual merriment. 

The similarity between ‘Holi’ that is celebrated on a full moon night, and 
‘Bhakti’ that is likened to a full moon is very remarkable. The rituals associated with 
Holi are observed in the night of the full moon, and the celebrations take place the 
next day. Here it means that first the person obtains Bhakti, and then he experiences 
its spiritual rewards that spontaneously makes him feel extremely blissful, cheerful 
and ecstatic.]  
 
The three great tormentors called the ‘Trai-Taap’22 that constantly harass a living 
being in this world are burnt in the holy fire lit during the festival of Holi (tribidha 
sūla hōliya jarai). This done, let us now play ‘Phaag’ or the colours of Holi (khēliya 
aba phāgu)23. 
 [Tulsidas advises the spiritual aspirant—] ‘If you sincerely want supreme bliss 
to sprout in your heart and mind (jō jiya cahasi paramasukha), then follow the path 
I have advised you (in this verse) (tau yahi māraga lāgu).’  
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 [22The fact that the three traditional tormentors of the creature that are known 
as the ‘Trai Taaps’ cannot be got rid of without having devotion for Lord Ram has 
been stressed in verse no. 196, stanza no. 1 in this book Vinai Patrika. To wit, Bhakti 
is an essential weapon to fight this enemy in the form of the Trai-Taap. They consist 
of the following three tormentors:  Daihik—problems arising from the creature’s own 
body such as diseases and old age; Daivik—related to Gods and spirits who are 
opposed and unfavourable; Bhautik—torments from other terrestrial creatures and 
material things of the world, such as their shortage, inaccessibility, incompatibility 
etc. These are called the ‘great fires’ because they torment all living beings to some 
degree. 
 During the rituals associated with Holi, a sacred community fire is lit, and in it 
offerings are made to symbolise the burning of all sins and evils that a person 
possesses. Celebrations that are characteristic of Holi are held on the next day. 

Similarly, the spiritual aspirant first burns all his negativities, flaws and sins 
etc. in the symbolic fire of Bhakti for Lord Ram, and then he feels light from the 
burden of this baggage and celebrates his freedom from them. A person who has 
Bhakti in him is in a highly cheerful mood like the people who celebrate Holi—he has 
no worry and no grief; he is ecstatic and exhilarated; he is blissful and at peace with 
himself. 

23The symbolism of enjoying and celebrating Holi vis-à-vis Bhakti has been 
explained in the introductory note of this stanza herein above. 

Holi is symbolic of fun and frolic, of cheerful and carefree life full of merry 
making and enjoyment, a life free from grief and worries. It is marked by 
celebrations, singing, dancing, merry-making, ecstasy and exhilaration. The multiple 
colours used to play it symbolise the various hues and shades of one's emotions and 
sentiments. When colour is liberally sprinkled on people, they all look alike, and this 
symbolises the removal of distinctions—just as it is expected from a spiritual aspirant 
as stressed in stanza nos. 3-5, 14, 16 and 17 herein above.  

Similarly, one should be drenched from head to toe in the multi dimensional 
devotion and love for the Lord just like one is drenched from head to toe in the 
coloured water sprayed on him during Holi celebrations. Like the way people keep 
aside all formal manners of behavioura and lose all inhibitions and reservations during 
their revelry at Holi festivities, a devotee of Lord Ram too loses all inhibitions and 
reservations for the sake of having love, affection, adoration, worship and devotion 
for the Lord. Devotees of the Lord would dance and sing in merry abundance, in 
exhilaration and ecstasy, losing all distinctions of caste, colour and creed, and 
becoming uniform in love and devotion for the Lord so much so that they would hug 
and embrace each other for the good fortune of having attained the blissful state of 
God-realisation and becoming eligible to break free from the cycle of transmigration 
with all its incumbent problems.] (17). 

 
The unanimous view of the Vedas, the Purans and the experts (śruti-purāna-budha-
sammata) is that the singing of the glories and worldly activities of Lord Murari (i.e. 
of the Supreme Being during the period of his incarnation as a human known as Lord 
Sri Ram, the prince of Ayodhya) are like the sweet songs sung merrily during the 
festival of Holi (cām̐cari carita murāri)24.  

If one relies on these methods, one can cross this ocean-like world easily and 
without hassles (kari bicāra bhava tariya).  

One should however be cautious not to get sucked in the eddy currents of 
temptations and charms pertaining to the sensual pleasures and objects of this 
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materialistic, mundane and gross existence because it would invariably suck the 
creature into a vortex representing an endless cycle of birth and death, called 
transmigration (pariya na kabahum ̐ jamadhāri)25. 

[24One should sing the Lord’s glories and his holy name cheerfully, whether 
alone or in a group. It can be done with or without the accompaniment of music and 
dance. In the latter case it is called doing ‘kirtan’. It is a volunatary activity and 
should be engaged in with devotion and faith, and should not be done under 
compulsion of any sort. Music and dance add colour and fervour to the exercise, and 
it engages others who may otherwise be mere spectators or passive witnesses; they 
now become active participants in this spiritual endeavour.  

 25Tulsidas means that the outwardly or external enjoyment that comes with 
singing and dancing while glorifying the Lord and recalling the holy stories pertaining 
to his life and deeds in his incarnation as Lord Sri Ram should not be merely 
restricted to a few hours of enjoyment for as long as this music and dancing lasts, but 
it should be taken to a higher level of sublime spiritualexperience when one begins to 
enjoy the source of divinity flowing from within his own heart, from within his own 
self at all moments of his existence. This spiritual experience should be perpetual and 
not limited for some time only. It is a sort of blissful experience that would give the 
person so great a sense of ecstasty and make him feel so elated, so thrilled and so 
exhilarated that it would make all the best of charms pertaining to the material world 
fade into oblivion for him so much so that the person would not be attracted to the 
latter at all.  

In the beginning it may a little difficult to achieve this exalted state of 
transcendental existence where one lives perpetually in a state of bliss and ecstasy that 
is beyond the reach of and unaffected by anything related to the gross world and its 
objects that try to tempt their respective organs of perception and action in the body of 
the creature, but by diligent practice this exalted spiritual state becomes perpetual, 
natural and habitual. When this happens, the link between the ‘self’ or the Atma of the 
creature with the gross body and the gross world is broken, and a transcendental state 
of perpetual bliss and beatitude is obtained.] (18). 
 
Sri Hari (Lord Ram) is the only one who can destroy all doubts, confusions and 
bewilderments (sansaya-samana), who can help one conquer all sorrows, miseries, 
agonies, troubles and tribulations (damana dukha), and who is a treasury and abode 
of eternal joy, happiness, comfort, solace and succour (sukhanidhāna hari ēka).  

No matter how much one tries, the Lord cannot be attained without the grace 
of saints and pious souls (sādhu-kṛpā binu milahiṁ na, kariya upāya anēka). 
[Hence, grace of saints and holy souls is a key that can open this treasury of eternal 
blessedness; their company helps one progress on the path of spiritualism and 
attainment of the Lord God.] (19). 
  
To cross over this mundane, delusory and ocean-like world (bhavasāgara), follwing 
in the footsteps (or example) of the pious, holy and spiritual life of true saints is like a 
ship (kaham̐ nāba sud'dha santanakē carana). [To wit, just like a person can 
easily and without botheration cross an ocean on board a ship, a wise person who 
follows the example of attained and self-realised saints and holy people can easily 
attain the spiritual goal he has set out for himself to achieve. Their life and words act 
as examples and a guide for a spiritual aspirant as now he would not have to search 
for answers and solutions for the numerous questions, doubts and problems that he 
encounters in his day to day life while engaged in his spiritual pursuit.] 
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Oh Tulsidas! If one boards this ship as indicated herein above, then surely 
Lord Sri Ram, who is the destroyer and vanquisher of sorrows, miseries, troubles and 
tribulations, is attainable without any effort or trouble (i.e. easily, without any hurdles 
or difficulties) (tulasidāsa prayāsa binu milahiṁ rāma dukhaharana) (20). 

 
 
 
                  Devotion and Affection for Lord Rāma's Holy Feet 

 
Rāga Kānharā 

 
¼204½ 

tks eu ykxS jkepju vlA 
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loZHkwr&fgr] fuC;Zyhd fpr] Hkxfr&izse n`<+ use] ,djlA 
rqylhnkl ;g gksb rcfga tc nzoS bZl] tsfg grks lhlnlAA3AA 

 
                                                   (204) 
 
jō mana lāgai rāmacarana asa. 
dēha-gēha-suta-bita-kalatra maham ̐ magana hōta binu jatana kiyē jasa. 1.  
dvandvarahita, gatamāna, gyānarata, biṣaya-birata khaṭā'i nānā kasa. 
sukhanidhāna sujāna kōsalapati hvai prasanna, kahu, kyōṁ na hōnhi basa. 2.  
sarvabhūta-hita, nibryalīka cita, bhagati-prēma dṛṛha nēma, ēkarasa. 
tulasīdāsa yaha hō'i tabahiṁ jaba dravai īsa, jēhi hatō sīsadasa. 3.  
 
Verse no. 204—If this Mana (mind and heart) could get hitched to (i.e. could develop 
love and affection for) the lotus-like holy feet of Lord Sri Ram (jō mana lāgai 
rāmacarana) in the same way as (asa, jasa) it is joyfully attached to and willingly 
indulges in (maham̐ magana hōta), as a matter of habit and without making any 
special effort for it (binu jatana kiyē), the body, the household, one’s son, wealth 
and woman (wife) (dēha-gēha-suta-bita-kalatra)—well, then it (the Mana) can find 
riddance or freedom from so many countless problems that surround it from all sides 
(rahita).  

Hence, if a person is wise enough to train his Mana to follow this wise advice, 
then he can be freed from so many bewildering and profound problems that vex a 
person’s spirit and create a lot of discord, confusion and doubts in his mind 
(dvandvarahita). He is freed from all sense of ego, arrogance and haughtiness 
(gatamāna). He becomes self-realised and wise, pursuing nothing but enlightenment 
and Truth (gyānarata). He finds no interest in pursuing the material sense objects of 
the world that appear to give pleasures and comforts to deluded and less-enlightened 
persons, or in gratification of his sense organs, as he finds no charm in them, as a 
result of which he has developed the grand virtues of renunciation and dispassion 
within his inner-self (biṣaya-birata).   

Every single charm of the material world and pride of his own body appear 
lack-lustre to him in the same way as the sweet dish that turns sour and bitter if it is 
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kept in a vessel made of brass or an amalgam of copper and zinc (pkhaṭā'i nānā 
kasa). 

Well say (kahu), why would Lord Ram, the wise and graceful Lord of 
Kaushal who is a treasury of bliss and happiness (sukhanidhāna sujāna kōsalapati) 
not become pleased and happy with such a self-realised, wise and enlightened devotee 
of his (hvai prasanna), and why would he not do the devotee’s bidding; why would 
he not surrender himself before such a devoted person (kyōṁ na hōnhi basa)?1. 

[1Lord Sri Ram feels so overwhelmed with mercy, compassion, benevolence, 
affection and dearness for such a devotee that he becomes greatly obliged to him for 
showing so great faith, love and devotion for the Lord. The Lord then feels that he is 
morally obliged to do whatever the devotee wishes, and therefore the Lord keeps all 
his wishes and orders. It appears that Lord Sri Ram has begun to obey his devotee 
much the same way as the devotee obeys the Lord—it becomes a two-way and mutual 
love for each other so much so that the munificent and benignant Lord cannot ignore 
any of his devotee’s wishes nor of his welfare. The actual fact is that the gracious 
nature of the Lord compels him to act as if he was subservient to his own devotees.] 
(1—2). 
 
A person (who has thus developed devotion and love for Lord Sri Ram's holy feet in 
the manner described above) becomes immaculate in character and exhibits 
exemplary auspicious and righteous virtues. For instance, he is sincerely and fully 
involved in the welfare and benefit of others (sarvabhūta-hita); his mind and sub-
conscious become pious, faultless, unattached and dispassionate to everything related 
to this mundane gross existence (nibryalīka cita); he becomes steady and robust in 
his devotion, love and affection for the Lord God that take firm root in his mind and 
heart (bhagati-prēma dṛṛha nēma); and he becomes calm, serene, balanced and 
quiet, treating everything and all situations with equanimity and equitability so much 
so that the gravest of provocations and adversities fail to excite him (ēkarasa). 
 Tulsidas asserts that this exalted state of being is possible only when 
(tulasīdāsa yaha hō'i tabahiṁ jaba) the Lord (“īsa”; Sri Ram), who had slayed the 
ten-headed demon Ravana (jēhi hatō sīsadasa)2, becomes pleased with the creature 
and shows mercy upon him (dravai). 
 [2By alluding to Ravana, Tulsidas means that Sri Ram can vanquish even the 
most formidable of enemies of the creature symbolised by such negative traits as evils 
vices, sins, misdeeds, perversions, selfishness, greed, anger, passions, hatred, 
jealousy, arrogance, haughtiness, and so many countless others that join hands to 
endlessly torture the helpless creature in this world.] (3). 
 
 
 

How to benefit from the Kalpa Tree symbolised by Lord Śrī Rāma 
 

¼205½ 
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bgS Hkxfr] cSjkX;&X;ku ;g] gfj&rks"ku ;g lqHk czr vkp#A 
rqyflnkl flo&er ekjx ;fg pyr lnk liusgq¡ ukfgau M#AA4AA 

 
 
                                                   (205) 
 
jau mana bhajyō cahai hari-surataru. 
tau taja biṣaya-bikāra, sāra bhaja, ajahūm̐ jō maiṁ kahauṁ sō'i karu. 1.  
sama, santōṣa, bicāra bimala ati, satasaṅgati, yē cāri dṛṛha kari dharu. 
kāma-krōdha aru lōbha-mōha-mada, rāga-dvēṣa nisēṣa kari pariharu. 2.  
śravana kathā, mukha nāma, hṛdaya hari, sira pranāma, sēvā kara anusaru. 
nayanani nirakhi kṛpā-samudra hari aga-jaga-rūpa bhūpa sītābaru. 3.  
ihai bhagati, bairāgya-gyāna yaha, hari-tōṣana yaha subha brata ācaru. 
tulasidāsa siva-mata māraga yahi calata sadā sapanēhum̐ nāhinna ḍaru. 4.  
 
Verse no. 205—Oh my Mana (mind and heart)! If you wish to benefit from the best 
and the divine fruits of the Kalpa Tree (the ever-green and all wish-fulling tree of the 
Gods) representing the Lord God (Ram) (jau mana bhajyō cahai hari-surataru), 
then you should abandon (diligently avoid and firmly desist from) all the faults, the 
blemishes and the evil influences of the objects of the sense organs as well as the 
delusions created by the materialistic world around you (tau taja biṣaya-bikāra), and 
instead of being lured by them you sould worship and have devotion in the holy name 
of Lord Sri Ram which is the basis and essence of all things auspicious and blessed 
(sāra bhaja).  

Verily, you should do what I (Tulsidas) advise you even at this late stage (for 
nothing has been lost yet, and no major damage has been done as yet, and redemption 
can still be yours if you follow this simple advice of mine) (ajahūm̐ jō maiṁ 
kahauṁ sō'i karu) (1). 
 
You must diligently, faithfully and honestly practice the following four virtues for 
your own good and welfare (yē cāri dṛṛha kari dharu): (i) You must have ‘Samata’ 
(the virtues of equanimity and equitability—“sama”), (ii) you must have ‘Santosh’ 
(the virtue of contentedness; having satisfaction in whatever you have and stop 
yearning or greeding for more—“santōṣa”), (iii) you must have ‘Vimal Mati’ (i.e. 
your intellect and mind should be free from all corruptions and taints; you must have 
exemplary purity of mind and wisdom; you must have proper discriminatory ability so 
as to judge what is right and what is not; you must be able to understand and be aware 
of what has been said and meant in the scriptures—“bicāra bimala ati”, (iv) and you 
must have ‘Satsang’ (communion with pious and holy saints; attend communities and 
gatherings where saints and holy people talk about spiritual and religious matters and 
divine stories of the Lord God are narrated with due devotion and enthusiasm—
“satasaṅgati”). 

Besides the above, you must diligently and steadfastly abstain from and totally 
forsake the following negativities and degrading traits that might tarnish your 
innerself so much so that you must not have even a trace of them in you (i.e. your 
mind, heart and intellect should be totally free from these spiritual blemishes and 
scums in your character—“nisēṣa kari pariharu”): You should not have (i) ‘Kaam’ 
(lust, passion, desire—“kāma”), (ii) ‘Krodha’ (anger, wrath, indignation, desire for 
vengeance and reprisals—“krōdha”), (iii) ‘Lobha’ (greed, avarice, covetousness, 
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yearnings, wistfulness—“lōbha”), (iv) ‘Moha’ (attachment, longing, infatuation, 
ignorance, delusion—“mōha”), (v) ‘Mada’ (pride, ego, arrogance, haughtiness, 
hypocrisy—“mada”), and (vi) ‘Raag/Dwesh’ (having affection, attachment, 
infatutation and longing for one entity while having animosity, discord, malice, ill-
will, hatred etc. for another—“rāga-dvēṣa”) (2). 
 
You must listen with your ears the glorious deeds and famous virtues of Lord Ram 
(śravana kathā), chant or silently repeat with your mouth the Lord’s holy name with 
due faith and devotion (mukha nāma), concentrate and meditate on the Lord's divine 
form in your heart (“hṛdaya hari”; i.e., always remember him), bow your head 
reverentially before the Lord (sira pranāma), and serve him with your hands (sēvā 
kara anusaru).  

Have Darshan (divine, reverential viewing) with your eyes of the divine form 
of Lord  Hari (Sri Ram) (nayanani nirakhi) who is an ocean of mercy and grace 
(kṛpā-samudra hari), and is an embodiment or a personified form of the whole 
universe, both animate and inanimate as well as visible and invisible aspects of 
creation (aga-jaga-rūpa bhūpa), is the Supreme Lord of all Lords () and dear 
husband of Sita (sītābaru)1. 

[1To wit, you must have that divine sight to see your Lord Ram in all the 
creatures of the world, in the whole surrounding world, in its gross form as well as 
subtle invisible form, without distinction and doubts. It is obvious that Tulsidas 
alludes to the Vedantic concept of the all-pervading, omnipresent nature of  God; the 
Lord is not limited to any specific shape, definition or form as the son of Dasrath or as 
an abstract ‘neither-this-nor-that’, i.e. Neti-Neti, philosophy. If one has the insight, the 
Lord is present as much in the log of wood, a beautiful rain-bow coloured canvass of 
the nature and the invisible elements in the form of sky, fire, air, sound and water as 
he is in our enemies or friends, besides in our ownself.] (3). 
 
This is the truthful essence of devotion (ihai bhagati), of renunciation, dispassion and 
detachment (bairāgya), of true knowledge and wisdom (gyāna yaha), and the only 
way to make the Lord pleased with you (hari-tōṣana yaha). Verily therefore, you 
should follow this auspicious and beneficent path, and be convinced in the veracity of 
this principle and be steadfast in keeping of this vow (subha brata ācaru).  

Oh Tulsidas! This is the path defined, preached or advised by Lord Shiva 
himself (tulasidāsa siva-mata māraga yahi). By walking on this auspicious, 
glorious and beneficent path, one shall not have any kind of fear in this world even in 
one's dreams (calata sadā sapanēhum̐ nāhinna ḍaru).  

[To wit, one would be free from all worries related to the torments created by 
Kaliyug, by this mundane gross world, by the uncertainty of salvation and 
emancipation of the soul, and all such spiritual problems that usually torment a 
creature. A person will surely attain the supreme bliss in the form of ‘one-ness’ with 
the Lord, where there is no question of any fears, if one follows the advice given in 
this verse.] (4). 

 
 
 

Lord Śrī Rāma's benevolent and benignant nature 
 

¼206½ 
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                                                    (206) 
 
nāhina aura kō'u sarana lāyaka dūjō śrīraghupati-sama bipati-nivārana. 
kākō sahaja subhā'u sēvakabasa, kāhi pranata para prīti akārana. 1.  
jana-guna alapa ganata sumēru kari, avaguna kōṭi bilōki bisārana. 
parama kṛpālu, bhagata-cintāmani, birada punīta, patitajana-tārana. 2.  
sumirata sulabha, dāsa-dukha suni hari calata turata, paṭapīta sam ̐bhāra na. 
sākhi purāna-nigama-āgama saba, jānata drupada-sutā aru bārana. 3.  
jākōjasa gāvata kabi-kōbida, jinhakē lōbha-mōha, mada-māra na. 
tulasidāsa taji āsa sakala bhaju, kōsalapati munibadhū-udhārana. 4.  
 
Verse no. 206—Compared to Lord śrīraghupati (Sri Ram), there is no one else as 
competent and able to remove the miseries, troubles, tribulations and adversities that a 
creature suffers from (śrīraghupati-sama bipati-nivārana), and more worthy of 
seeking refuge or shelter with (nāhina aura kō'u sarana lāyaka dūjō).  

Say, who else other than Lord Ram has such a humble, simple, egoless, 
gracious, grateful and obliging nature as to remain under the control or command of 
one's servants (subordinates, devotees and followers) (kākō sahaja subhā'u 
sēvakabasa)?  

Who else selflessly loves and has profound degree of affection for his 
devotees (or followers) who have taken refuge and shelter with him (kāhi pranata 
para prīti akārana)? [Forsooth and without any gainsay, it is Lord Ram and no one 
else.]1. 

[1Refer to many other verses of Vinai Patrika earlier which extol these grand 
virtues of Lord Ram as being the most merciful, gracious, benevolent, benignant and 
selfless Benefactor for all: for instance, verse nos. 78-80, 134, 152, 154, 160, 166.] 
(1). 
 
On the one hand Lord Sri Ram regards even the tiniest of virtues of his devotees as 
being larger than (or of greater importance or value than) Mt. Sumeru (jana-guna 
alapa ganata sumēru kari)2, and on the other hand he forgets (or overlooks) their 
millions of faults, misdeeds, shortcomings, taints and blemishes (avaguna kōṭi bilōki 
bisārana).  

This is because he is extremely and extraordinarily merciful, forgiving, kind, 
munificent, benignant and compassionate by his inherent nature (parama kṛpālu).  

Indeed, the Lord is like a personified form of the gem known as ‘Chintamani’ 
(a gem which removes worries) for his devotees (bhagata-cintāmani)3. [To wit, the 
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Lord fulfills all their wishes and desires as well as removes all their worries and 
problems that cause grief to them.] 

The Lord is renowned as a purifier of those who are impure, those who are 
sinners, evil, vile and malicious (birada punīta).  

Verily, he is the liberator of the downtrodden, the lowly, the humble, the fallen 
and the outcastes (i.e. the sinful, the evil and the vile creatures who have no hope of 
ever finding deliverance for their souls)—for the Lord enables or blesses their souls to 
attain freedom from this ocean-like mundane world of transmigration, and attain 
emancipation and salvation (patitajana-tārana). 

[2Mt. Sumeru is the heavenly mountain of gold where the Gods reside. It is 
said to be the highest mountain in the world. 

3Refer also to verse nos. 105, 116, 129, 206, 235 of this Book ‘Vinai Patrika’.] 
(2) 
 
The Lord is attained very easily, spontaneously and immediately by merely 
remembering him (sumirata sulabha)4. As soon as the Lord hears that his servant 
(devotee) is in distress, he dashes forward to help him immediately (dāsa-dukha suni 
hari calata turata) and so fast that he does not (have time to) take care of even his 
own clothes, such as the Pitambar (a yellow, silk body-cloth) that the Lord wraps 
around his body (paṭapīta sam ̐bhāra na). [To wit, he rushes forward to help his 
devotee in whatever state he is, without wasting even a fraction of a moment.] 

All the Vedas, the Purans and the scriptures are a witness to it (sākhi purāna-
nigama-āgama saba), and Draupadi (wife of Pandavas) and Gajendra (the king of 
elephants) know it very well (jānata drupada-sutā aru bārana)5. 

[4Refer verse no. 207, stanza no. 2 herein below. 
5The story of Draupadi is narrated in verse no. 93 of this Book ‘Vinai Patrika’.  
The story of Gajendra is narrated in verse no. 57 of this Book ‘Vinai Patrika’.] 

(3). 
 
Poets, bards and self-realised experts (i.e. those who have attained enlightenment and 
have understood the ‘truth and reality’—“kabi-kōbida”), who do not have any kind of 
negativities in them, such as ‘Lobha’ (greed, avarice, rapacity), ‘Moha’ (ignorance, 
delusions, attachments, infatuations with anything related to the mundane world), 
‘Mada’ (arrogance, haughtiness, pride, vanity, ego, hypocrisy) and ‘Kaam’ (desire, 
lust, covetousness, passions related to the world and its objects) (jinhakē lōbha-
mōha, mada-māra na)—all of them unanimously sing the Lord’s fame and glories, 
they liberally and repeatedly extol his grand virtues and exemplary qualities (jākōjasa 
gāvata).  

Oh Tulsidas! Realise this fact and abandon all hopes (from worldly people as well 
as heavenly Gods) (tulasidāsa taji āsa sakala); you must worship and adore (bhaju) 
Lord Kōsalapati (Lord Sri Ram) who is the liberator of Ahilya (munibadhū-
udhārana)6. 

[6The story of Ahilya is narrated in verse no. 43, stanza no. 3 of this Book ‘Vinai 
Patrika’.] (4). 
 
[Note—Tulsidas highlights Sri Ram's mercy, grace, benevolence, benefaction, 
benediction, munificence and magnanimity towards all and sundry, especially his 
devotees, in this verse.] 
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The Best Lord is Śrī Rāma 
 

¼207½ 
 
Hkftcs yk;d] lq[knk;d j?kquk;d lfjl ljuizn nwtks ukfguA 
vku¡nHkou] nq[knou] lksdleu jekjeu xqu xur fljkfga uAA1AA 
vkjr] v/ke] dqtkfr] dqfVy] [ky] ifrr] lHkhr] dgw¡ ts lekfga uA 
lqfejr uke fcclgw¡ ckjd ikor lks in] tgk¡ lqj tkfga uAA2AA 
tkds in&dey yqC/k eqfu&e/kqdj] fcjr ts ije lqxfrgq yqHkkfga uA 
rqyflnkl lB rsfg u Hktfl dl] dk#uhd tks vukFkfga nkfguAA3AA 

 
 
                                                    (207) 
 
bhajibē lāyaka, sukhadāyaka raghunāyaka sarisa saranaprada dūjō nāhina. 
ānam̐dabhavana, dukhadavana, sōkasamana ramāramana guna ganata 
sirāhiṁ na. 1.  
ārata, adhama, kujāti, kuṭila, khala, patita, sabhīta, kahūm̐ jē samāhiṁ na. 
sumirata nāma bibasahūm̐ bāraka pāvata sō pada, jahām̐ sura jāhiṁ na. 2.  
jākē pada-kamala lubdha muni-madhukara, birata jē parama sugatihu 
lubhāhiṁna. 
tulasidāsa saṭha tēhi na bhajasi kasa, kārunīka jō anāthahiṁ dāhina. 3.  
 
Verse no. 207—[This verse is in continuation of the idea expressed in verse no. 206 
herein above that says that there is no Lord more worthy of adoration, reverence, 
offering of worship and faith than Lord Ram.] 
 
There is no other Lord to match Lord Sri Ram (raghunāyaka sarisa-- nāhina) for 
being worthy of worship, adoration, veneration, devotion and affection (bhajibē 
lāyaka), as a liberal bestower of happiness, comfort, succour and solace 
(sukhadāyaka), and as a selfless protector who cheerfully welcomes all those who 
come to him to seek shelter and refuge in his holy feet (saranaprada dūjō). 

Verily indeed and in all sooth, it is never possible to finish counting the 
legions of the goodness and the glorious virtues of the Lord (guna ganata sirāhiṁ 
na) who is an abode of eternal bliss and beatitude (ānam̐dabhavana), who is a 
destroyer of distress, miseries, agonies, troubles and tribulations (dukhadavana), 
who is the remover or eliminator of sorrows, mournings, lamentations etc. 
(sōkasamana), and who is the companion (i.e. husband) of Laxmi, the goddess of 
wealth and prosperity (who had manifested, along with the Lord, as his consort by the 
name of Sita) (ramāramana).  

[The term “Laxmi's husband” signifies that where there is the Lord, there can 
be no dearth of prosperity and well-being, there will be no wants or unfulfilled desires 
left. In this case, it refers to Lord Ram who is an incarnation of Lord Vishnu, the 
heavenly Supreme Lord whose heavenly consort is Laxmi.] (1). 
 
Those who are sorrowful, miserable and distressed (ārata), those who are deprived, 
downtrodden, lowly, humble and meek (adhama), those who are out-castes and 
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excommunicated by others (kujāti), those who are deemed to be rascals, miscreants, 
deceitful, pervert and cunning etc. (kuṭila), those who are wicked, evil, vile, base and 
mean (khala), those who are sinners, evil-doers, decadent and fallen (patita), and 
those who are therefore frightened about their well-being and are scared (sabhīta) 
that they cannot find any shelter anywhere else (kahūm̐ jē samāhiṁ na)—even they 
reach or are able to attain that exalted state (or stature) by remembering Lord Sri 
Ram's holy name only once (sumirata nāma bibasahūm̐ bāraka pāvata sō pada) 
which is too difficult even for the mighty Gods to access (jahām̐ sura jāhiṁ na)1. 

[1The exalted state or stature of the soul referred to in this stanza is being ‘one’ 
with the Supreme Lord who is a manifested form of the supreme Soul of creation 
known as the ‘Parmatma’, of having attained the final rest in the Lord's holy feet, of 
having attained the accompanying spiritual benefits in the way of having an eternal 
feeling of blessedness, bliss and peace, of finding final liberation and deliverance 
from the cycle of birth and death with its incumbent horrors and miseries. In other 
words, of attaining emancipation and salvation of the soul with its attendent 
blissfulness and peace.] (2). 
 
[Tulsidas addresses himself in this verse and says—] ‘Oh Tulsidas! Why don’t you 
have devotion for and worship that Lord (tulasidāsa saṭha tēhi na bhajasi kasa) 
who is an embodiment of mercy, compassion, munificence, benevolence and grace 
(kārunīka), who always shows exceptional favour, grace and kindness upon those 
who are destitutes and have no other support, protection, succour and solace anywhere 
else in this world (jō anāthahiṁ dāhina), and in whose holy lotus-like feet even 
those exalted sages and hermits who have completely renounced the world and its 
multifarious charms (birata jē) focus their attention and meditate upon like a bee that 
hovers on a lotus flower with its attention singularly focused on the nectar stored in it 
(jākē pada-kamala lubdha muni-madhukara) so that they can attain the 
praiseworthy stature of bliss and blessedness that is most spiritually attractive and 
exalted (parama sugatihu lubhāhiṁna)?’ 
 [Note—In the context of the theme of this verse that Lord Ram is the best of 
all the Lords, refer other verses also—e.g. Verse nos. 153, 154, 157, 159, 179-180, 
191.] (3). 
 
 
 
                            The metaphor of the Bird-catcher 
 
                                           Rāga Kalyāṇa 

 
¼208½ 

 
ukFk lksa dkSu fcurh dfg lqukokSaA 
f=fc/k fcf/k vfer voyksfd v?k vkius] 
lju lueq[k gksr ldqfp flj ukokSaAA1AA 
fcjfp  gfjHkxfrdks cs"k cj VkfVdk] 
diV&ny  gfjr  iYyofu  NkokSaA 
ukeyfx ykb yklk yfyr&cpu dfg] 
C;k/k  T;ksa  fc"k;&fcg¡xfu  c>kokSaAA2AA 
dqfVy lrdksfV esjs jkse ij okfj;fg] 
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lk/kq  xurhesa  igysfg  xukokSaA 
ije  ccZj  [kcZ  xoZ&icZr  p<+îks] 
vX;   lcZX;]  tu&efu   tukokSaAA3AA 
lk¡p fd/kkSa >wB eksdks dgr dksm& 
dksm jke! jkojks] gkSa rqEgjks dgkokSaA 
fcjndh ykt dfj nkl rqyflfga nso! 
ysgq  viukb  vc  nsgq  tfu  ckokSaAA4AA 

 
 
                                                 (208) 
 
nātha sōṁ kauna binatī kahi sunāvauṁ. 
tribidha bidhi amita avalōki agha āpanē, 
sarana sanamukha hōta sakuci sira nāvauṁ. 1.  
biraci haribhagatikō bēṣa bara ṭāṭikā, 
kapaṭa-dala harita pallavani chāvauṁ. 
nāmalagi lā'i lāsā lalita-bacana kahi, 
byādha jyōṁ biṣaya-biham̐gani bajhāvauṁ. 2.  
kuṭila satakōṭi mērē rōma para vāriyahi, 
sādhu ganatīmēṁ pahalēhi ganāvauṁ. 
parama barbara kharba garva-parbata caṛhaîō, 
agya sarbagya, jana-mani janāvauṁ. 3.  
sām̐ca kidhauṁ jhūṭha mōkō kahata kō'u- 
kō'u rāma! rāvarō, hauṁ tumharō kahāvauṁ. 
biradakī lāja kari dāsa tulasihiṁ dēva! 
lēhu apanā'i aba dēhu jani bāvauṁ. 4.  
 
Verse no. 208—‘Oh Lord (Ram)! How can and in what words should I pray to you 
(nātha sōṁ kauna binatī kahi sunāvauṁ)?   

When I look at (i.e. consider) the numerous sins and mischief done by me 
using various means and methods (involving the three faculties by which a man acts 
in an unrighteous and contempteous way—i.e. one’s mind, one’s speech or words, 
and one’s deeds—“tribidha bidhi amita avalōki agha āpanē”), and then 
contemplate on (the possiblity of) seeking refuge in your holy feet (sarana 
sanamukha hōta), my head bows down in shame and I feel exceedingly hesitant to 
come to you seeking shelter and pardon for my misbehaviour (sakuci sira nāvauṁ)1. 
 [1Refer also to verse nos. 95 and 211 of this Book ‘Vinai Patrika’ in this 
context.] (1). 
 
 
[Now, let me outline my misdeeds and pretensions of being pious before the world in 
order to deceive others, and you will understand the utter shame I feel in coming to 
face you.] 

Disguised as and pretending to be a Lord’s devotee (biraci haribhagatikō 
bēṣa), I make a beautiful (i.e. misleading, deceitful, fraudulent) net (a snare, a trap) 
(bara ṭāṭikā). 
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I camouflage and cover it with green leaves symbolising my nature of being 
cunning, my character of using all sorts of trickery, fraud, deception and cheating 
(kapaṭa-dala harita pallavani chāvauṁ).  

Then I mount this contraption on a long pole in the shape of your holy name, 
and put the sticking-gum on it in the disguise of sweet, pleasant-sounding but 
treacherous and false words (nāmalagi lā'i lāsā lalita-bacana kahi)—and I use this 
contraption (shaped as a tree branch) to trap the birds representing pleasures of the 
sense organs, the objects of the senses and the charms of the material world like a 
bird-catcher catches a bird (byādha jyōṁ biṣaya-biham̐gani bajhāvauṁ)2. 

[2By this metaphor, Tulsidas means that outwardly one appears to be a saint or 
a pious soul—complete with a religious mark known as the ‘Tilak’ on the forehead, a 
rosary in hand, uttering Lord Ram’s holy name from the lips and singing the Lord’s 
glories aloud in a sweet voice, going around preaching others the virtues of devotion 
and love for the Lord God as well as other spiritual virtues such as renunciation and 
detachment, but all this is a mean to deceive the world to make it fall into the trap. In 
fact, false saints and pretentious persons practice nothing of what they say or preach, 
for they hanker for worldly things, are eager to gratify their sense organs, are hungry 
for fame and money, they run after sensual pleasures and worldly comforts, and they 
utter the Lord’s holy name only to feed their stomachs and not for any kind of 
spiritual welfare.  

Applying such an evil and sinful character upon himself in order to avoid 
being accused of raising fingers at others and being too pretentious himself, Tulsidas 
says that in fact he himself is like a cruel bird-catcher who lays a beautiful trap to 
catch the innocent and unwary bird not only to cause the poor creature immense 
suffering but also to accumulate a bigger and more heavier burden of sins for himself 
with each passing day.  

The bird-catcher lays a trap consisting of a net that is covered by leaves, and 
then he spreads some seeds on the ground. As soon as the poor bird comes to eat the 
seeds, the bird-cather immediately lets the net fall with the help of a long pole, 
catching the helpless bird.  

In this metaphor, the ‘net’ consists of the false attire and external looks of a 
devotee of the Lord; the ‘cover of green leaves’ is symbolised by deception and 
pretentions; the ‘pole’ is sweet words and singing of the glories of the Lord; and the 
‘bird’ is the many material sense objects of the world that one covets and grabs at the 
first opportunity. That is to say, he preaches renunciation but lusts for material things; 
he preaches the Lord’s holy name but his mind is hooked to the temptations of the 
world.] (2). 
 
It is such a great irony that though I am so great a sinner, a wicked rascal, a depraved, 
pervert and unscrupulous fellow that 100 million unrighteous and evil ones can be 
sacrificed as against my single body-hair (“kuṭila satakōṭi mērē rōma para 
vāriyahi”; i.e. my one hair is equivalent to several million potent vices and sins, and 
since my body has so many uncountable hairs, my sins and wickedness are also 
measureless, uncountable, indescribable and immense)—but inspite of that I still try 
to get myself counted as being the first amongst saints and pious people, and claim to 
be the most exalted and the best among them (sādhu ganatīmēṁ pahalēhi 
ganāvauṁ).  

Though I am very deceitful, pervert, pretentious, immodest and unashamed of 
my behaviour and deeds, though I am lowly, mean, wicked and unscrupulous 
(parama barbara kharba garva-parbata caṛhaîō)—but I have mounted a hill of 
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pride, arrogance, haughtiness and ego (claiming that I am most holy, pious, righteious 
and noble!). That is why, though being ignorant and stupid, I dare  to call (declare) 
myself an expert, one who is wise and learned, and is the best among (the Lord's) 
devotees (agya sarbagya, jana-mani janāvauṁ)3!  

[3Well, Lord, look at my audacity, see how incredulously pervert, ridiculous 
and wicked I am indeed! I have no compuctions and regret at my behaviour, and I 
have the temerity to stand before you asking for your mercy and grace inspite of being 
fully aware of the sort of fellow I am.] (3). 
 
Oh Rāvarō (an affectionate way of addressing Lord Sri Ram who is the King-
Emperor and the Lord of all Lords)! I cannot tell whether it is true or false (i.e. 
whether is it correct or incorrecct), but some people speak of me as being one of yours 
(they say, ‘this fellow belongs to Sri Ram’; he is the Lord’s devotee and servant). In 
fact, I too like myself that I be called so (i.e. I love being identified as one of your true 
devotees, and being honoured and given respect for it) (sām̐ca kidhauṁ jhūṭha 
mōkō kahata kō'u-kō'u rāma! rāvarō, hauṁ tumharō kahāvauṁ).  

Oh Lord! Just because of this, you should now accept Tulsidas to uphold the 
high dignity, sanctity, the most exalted stature, the immaculate reputation, the great 
glories and the immense fame of yourself as well as of your holy name (biradakī lāja 
kari dāsa tulasihiṁ dēva! lēhu apanā'i aba dēhu jani bāvauṁ)4. 

[4To wit, once I have been identified as being one of your devotees and 
servants, if I still remain wretched and wicked, sinful and vile, depraved, decadent, 
perverse and pervert, rejected and dejected, if I still don’t find liberation and 
deliverance from my sins and burden of evil deeds—then just think oh Lord, how will 
you save your reputation, fame and good name; what will the world say? Saving me is 
a small price you'll have to pay to protect your own greatness and glories! A great 
much is at stake—so, hurry-up Lord and don't delay any further in granting me 
freedom from my miseries and worldly entanglements so that your glories and 
reputation does not get tarnished in the least due to me.]’ (4). 
 
[Note :- There are many other verses in Vinai Patrika that reflect a similar idea as 
expressed in this verse. Refer—verse nos. 41, 76, 95, 109, 110, 141, 171, 209 among 
others. 

No wonder Tulsidas has cited the example of the cunning ‘Bird-catcher’ in 
this verse—he himself is no less clever! See how he has trapped Sri Ram. First he 
sings Lord Ram's glories, then says about himself that he is the most wretched fellow 
and a sinful one, and then literally puts the Lord on notice and forces him to protect 
Tulsidas so as to save his own reputation! What a clever bargain indeed, and a 
profitable one at that!! Tulsidas invokes Lord Sri Ram's merciful, kind, munificent, 
compassionate and benevolent nature to fulfil his own desire for liberation, 
deliverance, emancipation and salvation.  

Tulsidas has so great faith in the Lord’s nature and his love for his devotees as 
well as acceptance of those sinful ones who come to seek the Lord’s shelter that he 
does not fear in literally imposing himself on the Lord, knowing fully well that the 
gracious Lord can’t and won’t refuse him. How clever and crafty of Tulsidas indeed it 
is!] 

 
 

 
Tulasīdās' assurance of salvation 
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¼209½ 

   
ukfguS ukFk! voyac eksfg vkudhA 

dje&eu&cpu iu lR; d#ukfu/ks] 
 ,d xfr jke! Hkonh; in=kudhAA1AA 
dksg&en&eksg&eerk;ru  tkfu  eu] 
 ckr ufg tkfr dfg X;ku&fcX;kudhA 
dke&ladyi mj fujf[k cgq cklukfga] 
 vkl  ufg  ,dgw  vk¡d  fujckudhAA2AA 
csn&cksf/kr dje /kje fcuq vxe vfr] 
 tnfi ft; ykylk vejiqj tkudhA 
fl)&lqj&euqt&nuqtkfn lsor dfBu] 
 nzofga gBtksx fn;s Hkksx cfy izkudhAA3AA 
Hkxfr nqjyHk ije] laHkq&lqd&eqfu&eèkqi] 
 I;kl    indat&edjan&e/kqikudhA 
ifrr&ikou  lqur  uke  fcJked`r] 
 Hkzfer iqfu leqf> fpr xzafFk vfHkekudhAA4AA 
ujd&vf/kdkj ee ?kksj lalkj&re& 
 dwidfg] Hkwi! eksfg lfä vkikudhA 
nklrqylh lksm =kl ufg xur eu] 
 lqfefj xqg xh/k xt X;kfr guqekudhAA5AA 

 
                                                    (209) 
 
nāhinai nātha! avalamba mōhi ānakī. 
karama-mana-bacana pana satya karunānidhē, 
ēka gati rāma! bhavadīya padatrānakī. 1.  
kōha-mada-mōha-mamatāyatana jāni mana, 
bāta nahi jāti kahi gyāna-bigyānakī. 
kāma-saṅkalapa ura nirakhi bahu bāsanāhiṁ, 
āsa nahi ēkahū ām̐ka nirabānakī. 2.  
bēda-bōdhita karama dharama binu agama ati, 
jadapi jiya lālasā amarapura jānakī. 
sid'dha-sura-manuja-danujādi sēvata kaṭhina, 
dravahiṁ haṭhajōga diyē bhōga bali prānakī. 3.  
bhagati duralabha parama, sambhu-suka-muni-madhupa, 
pyāsa padakan̄ja-makaranda-madhupānakī. 
patita-pāvana sunata nāma biśrāmakṛta, 
bhramita puni samujhi cita granthi abhimānakī. 4.  
naraka-adhikāra mama ghōra sansāra-tama- 
kūpakahi, bhūpa! mōhi sakti āpānakī. 
dāsatulasī sō'u trāsa nahi ganata mana, 
sumiri guha gīdha gaja gyāti hanumānakī. 5.  
 
Verse no. 209—Oh Lord! I don't have any hope and reliance on anybody else 
(nāhinai nātha! avalamba mōhi ānakī).  
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Oh an abode of mercy and compassion (karunānidhē)! I say truthfully that 
my mind, speech and actions have made a solemn and truthful vow (karama-mana-
bacana pana satya) that I wish to serve the Lord at his holy feet just like the Lord’s 
footwear1 serves it (bhavadīya padatrānakī), as the Lord is my only support and 
succour in life, and I have no other protection or hope of obtaining relief from 
anywhere else except from Lord Ram (ēka gati rāma).  

[1“Footwear—” is simply a word used to symbolically imply total surrender 
and submission in the holy feet of Lord Sri Ram by the devotee. A benevolent Lord 
just simply cannot ignore a servant who is so humble and loyal to his Master that he 
seeks no other service accept caring for the Lord's footwear because it is the lowliest 
of services anyone would like to do.  

A person’s ‘footwear’ is the object that gives the person the best service in the 
form of his comfort and happiness because it protects its master from the roughness of 
the ground on which he walks and keeps his feet from getting hurt. When a person 
gets ready to go anywhere, he finally searches for his footwear before stepping out, so 
it becomes indispensable for him. A person without his footwear is not regarded 
highly in society, and so it becomes a part of his personality and enhances his dignity 
and self-respect. The footwear is not praised by anyone for its service to its master, 
but the master appreciates the footwear and gives it precedence over all other objects 
he employs for his personal use—for he will not allow anyone else to use his personal 
footwear.   

So, Tulsidas cites this humble object to emphasise his desire to selflessly serve 
Lord Ram without going about boasting of his nearness with the Lord. And he also 
expects that the Lord reciprocates his emotions by treating him as one of his closest 
devotee without whom the Lord would feel as uneasy as a person who feels 
uncomfortable and incomplete in his attire without wearing his shoes or other forms 
of footwear though he may be otherwise well dressed and groomed. A master would 
never discard the sandals or shoes that fit him well and makes him feel cosy and 
comfortable.   

See also verse no. 231, stanza no. 4 in this context.] (1). 
 
Recognising that my Mana (mind and heart—“jāni mana”) is an abode of (i.e. tainted 
by) countless negative traits such as ‘kōha-mada-mōha-mamatāyatana’ (anger, 
arrogance, delusions, attachments, infatuations etc.), I cannot talk of enlightenment, 
wisdom, true knowledge, metaphysics etc. (bāta nahi jāti kahi gyāna-bigyānakī). 
 Seeing the various desires and yearnings (kāma-saṅkalapa), the different 
types of infatuations and allurements towards pleasures of the sense organs and 
objects of this materialistic world that I have in my Mana (ura nirakhi bahu 
bāsanāhiṁ), there is no trace of hope or expectation of ever attaining salvation and 
emancipation for myself (āsa nahi ēkahū ām̐ka nirabānakī) (2). 
 
Though I am very eager to go to the heaven which gives eternity (i.e. eternal peace 
and happiness) to the creature (inspite of my being devoid of any compatible good 
deeds, righteousness and other virtues that could lead me there—“jadapi jiya lālasā 
amarapura jānakī”) but it is very difficult for me to achieve success in reaching this 
auspicious goal (heaven) without practicing the various paths such as austerities, 
penances, good deeds etc. that have been prescribed by the Vedas (bēda-bōdhita 
karama dharama binu agama ati).  
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Besides this, rendering of selfless service to mystics and other pious human 
beings, to gods and even the demonic spirits is also very difficult in practice (sid'dha-
sura-manuja-danujādi sēvata kaṭhina)—because they can be appeased only (or, 
they are pleased only) when one does ‘Hatha-Yoga’ (severe and forceful penances 
and austerities—“dravahiṁ haṭhajōga”), offer them a part of the offerings in 
religious sacrifices (diyē bhōga), and lay down one's life for them (bali prānakī). 
[All these paths are beyond my means and I won’t be able to follow them. So, it is in 
vain for me to expect anything from the mystics, gods, humans and spirits even if I 
venture to try to please them.] (3). 
 
The nectar symbolising the virtue of having devotion, worship and adoration of the 
Lord God is very rare to have and these virtues are very difficult to practice in today’s 
world (bhagati duralabha parama).  

Even the most exalted of the Lord’s devotees and those who are self-realised, 
such as Lord Shiva (the third of the Trinity Gods), sage Shukdeo (the parrot sage) and 
exalted sages and hermits, like to behave like a bee (sambhu-suka-muni-madhupa) 
which is oblivious of the surrounding world when it alights on a lotus flower to suck 
its sweet nectar, and enjoy the feeling of bliss and blessedness that comes with it, but 
no matter how much they drink of this divine nectar symbolising devotion, worship 
and adoration for Lord Ram, they are never contented and want more and more of it 
(pyāsa padakan ̄ja-makaranda-madhupānakī).  

[Verily indeed, if this is the case with such exalted souls, where do I stand 
because I am very lowly and humble in comparison to them. How can I fathom the 
depth of the ocean of bliss and ecstasy that comes by drinking the nectar symbolising 
devotion, worship, adoration and affection for Lord Ram? It is beyond the reach of 
my mind and intellect.] 

It is heard oh Lord that your divine name is able to purify and redeem those 
who are impure, imperfect, lowly, sinful, evil, downtrodden and fallen (patita-
pāvana sunata nāma). It is also said that your holy name grants true and abiding 
peace, happiness, rest and bliss to the creature (by providing liberation and 
deliverance to him from the cycle of constant misery and sorrows that are associated 
with this world of transmigration) (biśrāmakṛta).  

But the great irony with me is that I am unable to take recourse to it because 
my arrogance and ego have formed such a strong knot in my mind (cita granthi 
abhimānakī) that it blocks my wisdom and misleads my intellect that forces me not 
to believe in and have faith in your holy name (bhramita puni samujhi cita)2. 

[2To wit, I think that it is too trifling for me to say a few letters of your name 
in order to get liberation and deliverance from my misery because I don’t have faith in 
them, and I think that I am capable to attain this spiritual goal on my own strength by 
pursuing other paths, such as acquisition of knowledge, doing penances, sacrifices etc. 
I am too proud to take help from such a humble thing as a name of someone.  

I am too confident of my ability to attain emancipation and salvation by 
adopting other asupicous means—such as having devotion and doing worhipping of 
the Lord. It’s so absurd and incongruous for me because I have myself said that all 
other paths are too difficult for me to follow. 

The result is my misfortune—inasmuch as my ego and haughtiness and 
uncertainty of my mind prevents me from taking help of this single source of 
blessedness and liberation that is so easy to employ, i.e. repeating Lord Ram’s holy 
name as a path for my redemption as it is so powerful yet so easy. 
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Put simply it means that though I know that the Lord’s holy name is an easy 
way to attain spiritual bliss and peace, I don’t use it because I am too proud of myself 
and think this is a very ordinary method to be employed by those who have no other 
meritorious virtues to their credit. I am full of pride and ego as I think I have studied 
the scriptures, am aware of so many other ways to ensure my welfare and good, and 
am confident that I would be able to practice these ways—though I have said myself 
that all other paths are beyond my means. Refer stanza no. 2 herein above. That is 
why I say I am utterly stupid; and for a stupid fellow like me the only hope lies in 
your nature of being gracious and forgiving for then you will overlook my irrational 
behaviour and still accept me inspite of the ugly form my mind is in.] (4). 

 
Oh Lord (bhūpa!), Sri Ram! Considering all these factors, my only right is to go to 
hell (naraka-adhikāra). Based on my evil deeds, I am only eligible to fall in the 
deep, dark well representing this mundane, temporal world (mama ghōra sansāra-
tama-kūpakahi).  

But inspite of all these drawbacks of mine, my only hope and succour are you 
(mōhi sakti āpānakī). This Tulsidas is confident of his redemption when he 
remembers (or knows) the auspicious fate that was granted to Guha-Nishad, Jatau, 
Gajendra (elephant) and Hanuman3 because all of them had found eternity and peace 
inspite of not having done meritorious worthy of its name in this world (sumiri guha 
gīdha gaja gyāti hanumānakī).  

This knowledge and faith in the Lord has bolstered and encouraged me not to 
have any fear from that quarter—i.e. from the cycle of birth and death because if 
lowly persons sucha as Guha, a vulture such as Jatau, an animal such as Gajendra, and 
creature born low down in the hierarchy of creation in the form of monkeys, such as 
Hanuman, can have found salvation and emancipation by the grace of Lord Ram, why 
will not Tulsidas also have it (dāsatulasī sō'u trāsa nahi ganata mana)?  

[3The stories of Guha, Jatau and Gajendra have been narrated in notes 
appended to verse no. 57, stanaza no. 2, and verse no. 134, stanza no. 4 of this book 
Vinai Patrika. Refer also to verse no. 210, stanza no. 4 herein below in this context. 

As for Hanuman, he was a companion of Sugriv, the monkey prince of 
Kishkindha. Hanuman proved to be of great service to Lord Ram and was very dear to 
the Lord. He is regarded as one of the greatest devotees of the Lord.] (5). 

 
 

 
What Tulasīdāsa wishes 

 
¼210½ 

   
vkS# dg¡ BkS# j?kqcal&efu! esjsA 

ifrr&ikou  izur&iky  vlju&lju] 
 ck¡dqjs  fc#n  fc#nSr  dsfg  dsjsAA1AA 
leqf> ft; nksl vfr jksl dfj jke tks] 
 djr  ufga  dku  fcurh  cnu  QsjsA 
rnfi àS fuMj gkSa dgkSa d#uk&fla/kq] 
 D;ksa·o jfg tkr lqfu ckr fcuq gsjsAA2AA 
eq[; #fp gksr cflcsdh iqj jkojs] 
 jke! rsfg #fpfg dkekfn xu ?ksjsA 
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vxe vijcjx] v# ljx lqd`rSdQy] 
 uke&cy D;ksa clkSa te&uxj usjsAA3AA 
drgq¡ ufga Bkm¡]  dg¡ tkm¡ dkslyukFk! 
 nhu fcrghu gkSa] fcdy fcuq MsjsA 
nkl rqyflfga ckl nsgq vc dfj d`ik] 
 clr xt xh/k C;k/kkfn tsfg [ksjsAA4AA 

 
 
                                                    (210) 
 
auru kaham ̐ ṭhauru raghubansa-mani! mērē. 
patita-pāvana pranata-pāla asarana-sarana, 
bām̐kurē biruda birudaita kēhi kērē. 1.  
samujhi jiya dōsa ati rōsa kari rāma jō, 
karata nahiṁ kāna binatī badana phērē. 
tadapi hvai niḍara hauṁ kahauṁ karunā-sindhu, 
kyōṁ̕va rahi jāta suni bāta binu hērē. 2.  
mukhya ruci hōta basibēkī pura rāvarē, 
rāma! tēhi rucihi kāmādi gana ghērē. 
agama aparabaraga, aru saraga sukṛtaikaphala, 
nāma-bala kyōṁ basauṁ jama-nagara nērē. 3.  
katahum̐ nahiṁ ṭhā'um̐, kaham̐ jā'um̐ kōsalanātha! 
dīna bitahīna hauṁ, bikala binu ḍērē. 
dāsa tulasihiṁ bāsa dēhu aba kari kṛpā, 
basata gaja gīdha byādhādi jēhi khērē. 4.  
 
Verse no. 210—Oh my dear Raghuvansa Mani (i.e. the ‘jewel1’ of king Raghu's 
dynasty of Ayodhya, Lord Sri Ram—“raghubansa-mani! mērē”)! Do I have any 
other destination except your holy feet (where I can find peace, protection, succour 
and solace for myself, where my well-being and welfare are assured and taken care of, 
where I am welcome and given respect inspite of my countless imperfections, 
drawbacks and sins) (auru kaham̐ ṭhauru)? [Surely there is no such place other than 
the holy feet of Lord Ram.] 

The obvious reason is that you are the only one who purifies and redeems the 
sinners and the fallen (patita-pāvana), who gives succour and protection to and takes 
care of those who have bowed before him to surrender themselves and request the 
Lord to give them his shelter and refuge (pranata-pāla), and who cheerfully 
welcomes and offers unquestioned refuge and shelter and protection to those who are 
destitutes and desolate, who have nowhere to go (asarana-sarana). 

Say, who else has this unique quality, this laudable nature, this exemplary 
character, this noble temperament and this praiseworthy attitude towards the have-
nots, the lowly, the sinners, the fallen and those who really are in need of help and 
solace (bām̐kurē biruda birudaita kēhi kērē)?  

[To wit, no other Lord, Master or God would give cheerful shelter to the lowly 
and the sinners, without asking any questions and without expecting anything in 
return from them, not even a gesture of thanks! No one would provide selfless shelter 
to the shelter-less, and at the same time take care of their worldly needs and their 
spiritual well-being as described above). 
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[1The use of the word ‘Mani’, meaning a jewel, is very apt in the context of 
these grand virtues of Lord Ram. It is a figure of speech to denote that the auspicious 
qualities of Lord Ram are exemplary and matchless, and no other Lord or God has 
them—for no other Lord or Master or God would be as gracious, kind, merciful, 
forgiving, beneficent, magnanimous and benevolent as Lord Ram is in the way 
described in this stanza. All others would worry about their own reputation that it 
would be tarnished if they allow themselves to be surrounded by the lowly and the 
sinful, if they welcome those who have nothing worth to their name and character, but 
Lord Ram does exactly this—he not only cheerfully welcomes those who have no 
other place to go but also ensures their spiritual welfare and pardons all their past sins. 
Of course, ‘pardoning their past sins’ is based on the premise that these sinners won’t 
repeat their bad ways, but are ready to mend themselves.] (1).  
 
#Oh Lord Ram! Considering my countless faults, imperfections, sins, misdeeds and 
evil nature (samujhi jiya dōsa), though you may be so angry (and annoyed) at me 
(ati rōsa kari rāma jō) that you do not heed my prayers and have literally turned 
your back on me (i.e. have ignored or neglected me—“karata nahiṁ kāna binatī 
badana phērē”)—but still, oh Lord who is an ocean of mercy and compassion 
(karunā-sindhu), I would persist in my prayers and ask you fearlessly (or “I dare to 
wonder without any fear in my heart”—“tadapi hvai niḍara hauṁ kahauṁ”) how 
you manage to remain indifferent and apathetic towards me even after hearing my 
fervent and distressed call to you for your mercy and help (kyōṁ̕va rahi jāta suni 
bāta binu hērē)? [To wit, oh Lord, I feel sad and baffled at your attitude towards me 
and my plight.]2  
 {#This stanza can be read as follows also: “Oh Lord Ram! It appears that you 
are angry at me due to my baggage of countless faults, imperfections, sins, misdeeds 
and evil nature, for you seem not to pay heed to my prayers, are indifferent to my 
pathetic condition, and have turned your back on me. But still I am not afraid of 
pleading persistently before you, in nagging you and asking you how is it possible for 
you to be so stern-hearted that inspite of hearing my distressed call seeking your 
mercy and grace you still remain unyielding and turn your face away from me? I 
wonder what the reason is because this is absolutely against your affable nature and 
merciful character—for it is a established fact, and I also know it very well, that you 
just simply can’t be angry at those who are sinful and humble like me and have come 
to you seeking shelter and refuge; you simply just cannot turn them away as it is 
against your basic nature and philosophy; you simply can’t be so stern and stone-
hearted.”}  

[2To wit, you are famed as being an ocean of mercy and compassion, so it 
seems impossible and unbelievable that you would be so stone-hearted as to turn a 
deaf ear to my earnest prayers and heart-felt pleadings because it is inconsistent with 
your temperament and is not in your nature to be so stern as to refuse to hear the 
prayers of those who are distressed and humble and ask for your mercy and grace.  

And that is why I am ‘fearless’ because I know you can’t be angry at me, and 
surely there is something amiss here when I imagine that you are not listening to my 
prayers. Perhaps you are testing my sincerity and commitment, and I am sure that you 
will not turn me away from your door without showering your largesse of blessings 
and grace upon me.] (2). 
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[Now oh Lord, if you wish to know what I want, then listen :-] My greatest desire is to 
find a peaceful residence for myself which is also the abode where you live yourself, 
which is your ‘own abode3’ (“mukhya ruci hōta basibēkī pura rāvarē”; i.e. to be 
‘one with you’; to find emancipation and salvation for my soul; to find liberation and 
deliverance from this gross body and the cycle of transmigration so that I can have 
eternal peace which is synonymous with oneness with the Supreme Being).  

But unfortunately oh Lord Ram, I face many hurdles in the fulfilment of my 
wishes. For instance, negative traits such as Kaam (worldly desires, lust and passions) 
have surrounded me from all sides and tied me in a strong vice-like grip (from which I 
find myself impossible to free) (rāma! tēhi rucihi kāmādi gana ghērē). This makes 
attaining the state of blessedness, felicity and beatitude that comes with emancipation 
and salvation inaccessible for me (agama aparabaraga). [To wit, this state is the 
ultimate destination for all living beings that ensures that the individual’s soul known 
as the ‘Jivatma’ finds a permament blissful abode in the supreme Soul of creation 
known as the ‘Parmatma’ by merging with it, by becoming one with it—as this is 
truly the final destination of the soul of all living beings.]  

As for attaining ‘heaven’3, that also eludes me because its access depends on 
doing great meritorious deeds during one’s life (which I have not done) (aru saraga 
sukṛtaikaphala). 

The only destination then left for me is going to ‘hell’ (i.e. condemned to 
spiritual sufferings), but that is also not in my fate (because I have been repeating 
your holy name willingly or unwillingly, and have been trying my best to have 
affection and devotion for you, and no matter how rudimentary my efforts may have 
been but they nevertheless have their own redeeming powers and spiritual benefits—
and thus my passage to hell is also blocked!) (nāma-bala kyōṁ basauṁ jama-
nagara nērē). 

[3The subtle difference between the supreme abode of the Parmatma and the 
heavenly abode of the Gods is this: while the abode of the Parmatma is the first and 
the ‘supreme’ abode in the sense that it is the best destination for the soul of the 
creature where it attains eternity, where bliss, beatitude and felicity reign, and from 
where there is no return to the cycle of birth and death to suffer from its horrors, the 
second abode known as the heaven lacks this eternity factor. A soul lives in heaven to 
enjoy the rewards of his meritorious life and deeds, there it enjoys extreme happiness, 
pleasures and comforts, but when the accumulated treasure of good deeds is 
exhausted the creature has to come back to this mortal world to carry on with his 
journey of life. This is primarily because heaven is desired by those creatures who 
want more and better joy and happiness, more and better sort of comfort and pleasures 
that they had experienced in this world. They want to continue enjoying such charms. 
But in the process of doing meritorious deeds in this world that would assure their 
going to heaven, they inadvertently and unwillingly do some misdeeds of which they 
aren’t even aware. So if the good deeds have their beneficial effects, then the 
misdeeds too would have their own set of evil effects. Since the amount of good deeds 
are overwhelmingly high, the creature first goes to heaven, but when effects of such 
good deeds wear off, the bad deeds take over and pull him down! And the cycle 
contoinues in the next birth. 
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This is not the case where the creature attains ‘final freedom from this cycle’, 
i.e. he attains deliverance, salvation and emancipation. In this case, the soul reaches 
higher state of existence that transcends heaven, a destination that ensures the soul 
breaks free from the pull of this world and finds its final freedom.  

An analogy would explain things simply. When a rocket lifts from the surface 
of the earth, it has three destinations:—(i) One is that it burns and falls back 
immediately to earth which is like going to hell. (ii) Second is that it manages to go to 
a higher level in the atmosphere that enables it to remain there for a long time, 
circling the earth till its fuel is exhausted, and then it falls back to earth. This is like 
going to the heaven—for none of the noise and pollutions of earth affect the rocket at 
such heights. (iii) And the third option is to break free from the gravitational pull of 
the earth altogether and venture into the deep realm of the cosmos, from where there 
is no return. This is like finding eternal liberation for the soul of the creature.] (3). 
 
As a result, I have no place to live (i.e. I have become homeless and a destitute; I 
raom like a vagabond) (katahum̐ nahiṁ ṭhā'um̐). Now tell me oh Lord of Kaushal 
(Ayodhya), where should I go (kaham̐ jā'um̐ kōsalanātha)?  

I am poor, impoverished, wretched, meek, humble and downtrodden, one who 
is resource-less (dīna bitahīna hauṁ)4. I and am very worried, restless and agitated 
at not having a permanent shelter (or a roof over my head) (bikala binu ḍērē).  

Hence oh Lord, please have mercy upon this wretched Tulsidas and permit 
him to reside (dāsa tulasihiṁ bāsa dēhu aba kari kṛpā) in the village inhabited by 
(your devotees who were no less wretched, sinful, lowly, imperfect and miserable 
than Tulsidas, such as) Gajendra, Jatau and the cruel hunter (bandit Valmiki) etc. 
(basata gaja gīdha byādhādi jēhi khērē)5. 

[4Had I been ‘rich’, I would have made a home for myself, but this is also not 
in my fate. Here, ‘resources’ refer to spiritual virtues and merits, which Tulsidas does 
not claim to have. Like it is difficult for a person who is not ‘rich’ to build a home for 
himself, Tulsidas says that he lacks the spiritual wherewithal to help him find 
liberation and deliverance from this mundane world of transmigration and attain an 
eternal state of having bliss and beatitude that is synonymous with attaining  
emancipation and salvation for the soul.  

So he says—“If I had spiritual merits and had done noble and auspicious 
deeds in my life, I would have accumulates enough merit that would have entitled me 
to attain liberation and deliverance on my own strength. But that is not possible also 
for me. So like a homeless person I wonder from birth to birth, and like the homeless 
person I am kicked around and subjected to immense misery and torments.”   

5These creatures were very sinful, unrighteous and wayward. But they were 
freed of their vices and the accumulated affects of their bad deeds once they 
surrendered and became devotees of Lord Sri Ram. In fact, they became world 
renowned as the most fortunate ones.  

So, Tulsidas also seeks Lord Ram's mercy for himself, and he asks the Lord to 
elevate him to that exalted stature that was occupied by the creatures cited in this 
stanza.  
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The reference to a ‘village’ is just a figure of speech to stress that Tulsidas is 
not alone or the only person asking Lord Sri Ram to do something for him which the 
Lord had not done earlier for others—i.e. give him shelter and refuge at his holy feet. 
This is because a ‘village’ is not a lonely place like an un-inhabited forest. Lord Ram 
had been so gracious and kind that he had extended his mercy and benevolence upon 
such sinful and ordinary creatures such as the elephant known as Gajendra, the vulture 
known as Jatau, and bandit known as Valmiki, had accepted them as his devotees and 
had granted them liberation and deliverace so that their souls could go to the abode of 
the Lord. These creatures could attain nearness with the Lord which is like living in a 
village of which the Lord is the Head or the Chief Guardian.  

Tulsidas prays that if the Lord has established a village where he gives shelter 
to lowly persons, then the Lord should also admit him into it—because all those 
whom the Lord admitted into this village of his were no better than Tulsidas. So 
therefore there is no reason why Tulsidas should be denied permission and be 
excluded from this privilege.  

If Gajendra, Jatau and Valmiki and so many others like them could be 
beneficeries of Lord Ram’s grace, mercy, munificence, magnanimity, benevolence, 
affection, kindness and benignancy, then why not Tulsidas? 

The next verse no. 211 carries forward the ideas expressed in this verse no. 
210.] (4). 

 
 

Rām, will you......? 
 

¼211½ 
   
             dcgq¡ j?kqcalefu! lks d`ik djgqxsA 
tsfg d`ik C;k/k] xt] fciz] [ky uj rjs] 
  frUgfga le ekfu eksfg ukFk m)jgqxsAA1AA 
tksfu cgq tufe fd;s dje [ky fcfcèk fcfèk] 
  v/ke vkpju dNq ân; ufg /kjgqxsA 
nhufgr! vftr ljcX; lejFk izuriky 
  fpr  e`nqy  fut  xqufu  vuqljgqxsAA2AA 
eksg&en&eku&dkekfn    [ky&eaMyh 
  ldqy fujewy dfj nqlg nq[k gjgqxsA 
tksx&ti&tX;&fcX;ku rs vf/kd vfr] 
  vey n`<+ Hkxfr nS ije lq[k HkjgqxsAA3AA 
eantu&ekSfyefu  ldy]  lk/ku&ghu] 
   dqfVy eu] efyu ft; tkfu tks MjgqxsA 
nklrqylh   csn&fcfnr   fc#nkoyh 
  fcey tl ukFk! dsfg Hkk¡fr fcLrjgqxsAA4AA 

 
 
                                                   (211) 
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kabahum̐ raghubansamani! sō kṛpā karahugē. 
jēhi kṛpā byādha, gaja, bipra, khala nara tarē, 
tinhahiṁ sama māni mōhi nātha ud'dharahugē. 1.  
jōni bahu janami kiyē karama khala bibidha bidhi, 
adhama ācarana kachu hṛdaya nahi dharahugē. 
dīnahita! ajita sarabagya samaratha pranatapāla 
cita mṛdula nija gunani anusarahugē. 2.  
mōha-mada-māna-kāmādi khala-maṇḍalī 
sakula niramūla kari dusaha dukha harahugē. 
jōga-japa-jagya-bigyāna tē adhika ati, 
amala dṛṛha bhagati dai parama sukha bharahugē. 3.  
mandajana-maulimani sakala sādhana-hīna, 
kuṭila mana, malina jiya jāni jō ḍarahugē. 
dāsatulasī bēda-bidita birudāvalī 
bimala jasa nātha! kēhi bhām̐ti bistarahugē. 4.  
 
Verse no. 211—[This verse is a natural corollary to verse no. 210. After putting 
forward the logical reasoning as to why Lord Ram should give shelter to Tulsidas, 
accept him and deliver him from his miseries, this great saint now asks the Lord—] 
 
Oh Lord Raghubansamani (Lord Sri Ram who is like a jewel in the clan of king 
Raghu of Ayodhya)! Will you ever (kabahum̐) show the same grace, mercy and 
compassion on me ()sō kṛpā karahugē on the strength (potent powers and influence) 
of which the hunter-cum-bandit (Valmiki), Gajendra (the Elephant), the Brahmin 
(Ajamil)1 and many other wretched rascals and wicked ones had crossed the ocean-
like mundane world (jēhi kṛpā byādha, gaja, bipra, khala nara tarē)?  

Oh Lord! Will you liberate me and deliver me from my sorrows and the trap in 
the form of this world in which I find myself (mōhi nātha ud'dharahugē) by 
treating me as one of those sinners and vile ones whom you have liberated and 
delivered already (tinhahiṁ sama māni). [Lord, please treat me as a sinner similar to 
the ones you have already liberated in the past, and therefore you should have no 
hesitation in giving me the same relief as you had given them.]  

[1Their stories have been narrated earlier in verse no. 57 of this Book ‘Vinai 
Patrika’.] (1). 
 
By taking birth through numerous wombs (“jōni bahu janami”; i.e. in numerous 
forms as different types of creatures), I have indulged in doing counless wicked 
deeds2. (jōni -----kiyē karama khala bibidha bidhi)  

Will you not mind my mischief and malfeasance, the fact of my corrupt nature 
and wicked behaviour (while weighing in your heart whether to accept me and grant 
me emanciation and salvation)3? (adhama ācarana kachu hṛdaya nahi 
dharahugē).  

Oh Lord who is the graceful benefactor and well-wisher of the distressed, the 
downtrodden, the meek, the weak, the lowly, the deprived and the wretched ones 
(dīnahita)! Will you live up to your reputation of being (a) invincible and so powerful 
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that no enemy can ever subdue you (“ajita”; here meaning my enemies symbolised by 
my negativities  and the countless vices that I have, such as passions or Kaam, anger 
or Krodh, attachments or Moha, greed or Lobha etc.), of being (b) aware of or 
knowing the thoughts of others (“sarabagya”; i.e. you must be aware about my 
internal evil thoughts, but at the same time of the fact that I sincerely wish to 
surrender before you and seek your devotion and love in my heart), of being (c) able 
to do everything and achieve success in all, as nothing is impossible for you 
(“samaratha”; i.e. it is possible for you to remove all my hurdles and cut all my 
fetters, and provide me with salvation, emancipation and devotion in your holy feet, 
and take care of my general well-being), and of being (d) commited to give protection 
to those who have taken refuge in your holy feet (pranatapāla), and other such 
countless noble and virtuous qualities—Lord, will you cheerfully and enthusiastically 
follow this path for which you are well known, which you  have avowed to uphold 
consistently, and which would be in accordance with your benevolent nature and 
renowned reputation (because you will have to take into account your own fame and 
reputation while taking a decision in my matter) (cita mṛdula nija gunani 
anusarahugē)4. 
 [2Refer: Verse nos. 102 (stanza no. 5), 104, 109 (stanza no. 4), (stanza no. 5), 
112 (stanza no. 4), 123, 136 (stanza no. 1) etc. of this book Vinai Patrika in this 
context. 
 3In verse no. 208 herein above, Tulsidas has already said that he is ashamed of 
his past evil deeds and sins that he had accumulated in his many previous births. But 
at the same time, Lord Ram is so merciful that when a distressed creature comes to 
him seeking refuge and merciful forgiveness, the Lord doesn’t refuse him but accepts 
the creature gladly, for this is the Lord’s nature and habit. This fact has been 
proclaimed by Lord Ram himself while accepting Vibhishan, the brother of the 
demon king Ravana of Lanka, when he had come to the Lord for acceptance as his 
devotee and refugee—refer: Ram Charit Manas, Sundar Kand, (i) Doha no. 43 along 
with Chaupai line nos. 1-5 that follow it; and (ii) Chaupai line nos. 1-7 precede Doha 
no. 48. 

4“Oh Lord, considering your fame and noble virtues for which you are so 
famed and world-renowned, will you overlook or ‘wink’ at my sins, faults, vices, 
shortcomings etc., read what is in my mind and heart as you are all-knowing, and 
accept the fact that I am sincere when I say that I have come to seek refuge in your 
holy feet. Lord, then you will be convinced that I am not trying to deceive you when I 
say I have come to surrender at your holy feet and seek your devotion and love in 
return. Since you are all-forgiving and merciful exceedingly, I am very sure that I will 
be granted what wish is in my heart: which is to have devotion and love for you,  as 
well as to get liberation and deliverance from this trap-like mundane world. Oh Lord, 
by your grace, my soul will find emancipation and salvation for all times to come.  

Yes oh Lord, you can do it; there isin’t an iota of doubt about it. Yes, you can 
for sure remove the fetters that have bound and pilloried me to this world of 
transmigration, causing me uncountable sufferings and unsurmontable grief. It is only 
you who can redeem my soul! 
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My sins are like enemies for me, and you being an invincible Lord (ajita) can 
surely defeat them on behalf of your servant and devotee named Tulsidas.  

You are all-knowing (sarabagya), so there is no chance I can cheat on you.  
You are all-able and competent (samaratha), as well as the one who is 

morally bound to give refuge to seekers (pranatapāla). Therefore you can’t find an 
excuse to refuse my petition for granting me refuge and protection from my cruel 
enemies and ill-fate.] (2). 

   
Oh gracious Lord! Will you remove the intolerable sufferings and horrible torments 
which I am subjected to (dusaha dukha harahugē) by uprooting and eliminating 
(“sakula niramūla kari”; destroying, killing, ejecting, neutralising) the hordes or 
groups of wicked fellows (khala-maṇḍalī) that have firmly entrenched themselves in 
my heart, and causing immense consternation and vexation for me from within my 
own self?  

These wicked fellows are the following negative traits, vices and evil 
tendencies that are present in my heart: (a) worldly attractions, attachments and 
infatuations (mōha); (b) haughtiness and arrogance (mada); (c) hypocrisy, pride, ego 
and vanity (māna); and (d) lust, passion and desire and other such wicked characters 
(kāmādi)?  

What more (or better still), will you fill my heart (i.e. the place thus vacated by 
these rascals from my heart) with the extreme ecstasy, exceeding joy and supreme 
bliss (parama sukha bharahugē) by bestowing upon me the boon of having steady 
and unwavering devotion and affection of the purest kind for you (amala dṛṛha 
bhagati dai) which is more worthy, more sought after, more effective, more 
important and far better than (tē adhika ati) the boon of being successful in doing 
Yoga (“jōga”; meditation, concentration on the Lord), Japa (“japa”; constant 
recitation of Mantras), Yagya (“jagya”; fire and other religious sacrifices) and Vigyan 
(“bigyāna”; acquisition of knowlege and wisdom)?5. 

[5Put in simple words, Tulsidas prays to Lord Ram to grant him ‘Bhakti’ 
which means to have devotion and affection for the Lord and refuge in his holy feet 
rather then success in Yoga, Japa, Yagya and Vigyan. The plain and simple reason is 
that all these paths are difficult to follow and full of pitfalls and obstacles, while the 
path of Bhakti is straightforward with no encumberances. This fact is also endorsed in 
Ram Charit Manas, Uttar Kand, (i) from Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 
84—to Doha no. 85; (ii) from Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 119—to 
Chaupai line no. 16 that precedes Doha no. 120.] (3). 

  
Oh Lord, this humble servant of yours known as Tulsidas (dāsatulasī) says that if 
you feel afraid, a bit hesitant and reluctant (jāni jō ḍarahugē) to give succour and 
refuge to Tulsidas who is a humble servant of yours (dāsatulasī) because he is first 
among the wicked, the rascals, the miscreants, the lowly and the downtrodden 
(mandajana-maulimani), one who is devoid of all resources and ablities (sakala 
sādhana-hīna), whose mind is sinful, deceitful, cunning and treacherous (kuṭila 
mana), and whose heart is dark, corrupt, evil and pervert (malina jiya)—well oh 
Lord (nātha), then say (or think) how will you be able to spread and establish (kēhi 
bhām̐ti bistarahugē) your magnificent glory and establish your immaculate and 
grand reputation in the world (“bimala jasa”; as the Lord who forgives all the sins of 
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his devotees, the Lord who purifies the sinful and gives them refuge, the Lord who 
never turns down anyone if he comes seeking mercy and grace, and so on) that has 
been extolled and proclaimed so assertively even in the Vedas (the scriptures; bēda-
bidita birudāvalī)?6  
 [6Tulsidas pleads with Lord Ram to keep in mind the Lord’s own reputation 
while considering Tulsidas’ pleas for seeking refuge with the Lord and grant of 
liberation and deliverance. This is the Lord’s promise that he will go out of his way to 
save the lowly and the sinful if they just surrender before him sincerely with a 
determination not to repeat their sins again, and are honestly regretful for whatever 
sins they already have done. The Lord would not only accept them but would take 
care of their future well-being in all respects. 
 Therefore, Tulsidas urges Lord Ram not to delay in giving his refuge in his 
holy feet and grant him the boon of having devotion and affection for the Lord.] (4). 
 
 
 
                                            Why not me.....? 

  
Rāga Kedārā 

 
¼212½ 

j?kqifr fcifr&nouA 
ije d`ikyq] izur&izfrikyd] ifrr&ikouAA1AA 
dwj] dqfVy] dqyghu] nhu] vfr efyu touA 
lqfejr  uke  jke  iB;s  lc  vius  HkouAA2AA 
xt&fiaxyk&vtkfey&ls [ky xuS /kkSa douA 
rqylhnkl izHkq dsfg u nhfUg xfr tkudh&jouAA3AA 

 
                                                    (212) 
 
raghupati bipati-davana. 
parama kṛpālu, pranata-pratipālaka, patita-pāvana. 1.  
kūra, kuṭila, kulahīna, dīna, ati malina javana. 
sumirata nāma rāma paṭhayē saba apanē bhavana. 2.  
gaja-piṅgalā-ajāmila-sē khala ganai dhauṁ kavana. 
tulasīdāsa prabhu kēhi na dīnhi gati jānakī-ravana. 3.  
 
Verse no. 212—Sri Raghupati (Sri Ram) is the crusher (or vanquisher) of troubles, 
miseries and tribulations (raghupati bipati-davana).  

Oh Lord, you are the most merciful, kind, munificent, benignant and 
compassionate Lord in this world (parama kṛpālu); you are the sustainer of those 
who have taken your refuge (pranata-pratipālaka), and you are the purifier of those 
who are sinful, evil, vile, impure, depraved, pervert and wicked (patita-pāvana) (1). 
 
You had sent to your exalted abode (heaven—“paṭhayē saba apanē bhavana”) 
even the outcaste man (javana)1 who was cruel, wicked, fallen of a low caste birth, 
most humble and lacking in all resources, most pervert and impure (kūra, kuṭila, 
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kulahīna, dīna, ati malina javana) as soon as he uttered your holy name (sumirata 
nāma rāma).  

[1The story refers to a muslim man who was fallen, an apostate who was an 
unbeliever, must uncivilised and savage in his demeanours. Once it so happened that 
he stumbled upon a swine lying on his way and fell down. He was so shocked and 
astonished at this incident that he exclaimed “Oh Ram” out of dismay at his own self 
as well as to curse the poor animal out of disgust just before he died. But since he had 
uttered the holy name “RAM”, the angels of heaven came to take him there, and 
despite of his leading an evil life which would have condemned him to hell he was 
freed from this horror due to the glory of Lord Ram’s holy name.  

It ought to be noted here that it is common for people who are abjectly 
disgusted at something to use the word ‘Ram’ as an expression of astonishment or 
extreme annoyance. This man had actually used this word “Ha-raam” as a swear-word 
to curse the swine which had inflicting mortal wound upon him which led to his 
death. The word “Haraam” is used as an expletive, as a cuss word to curse the 
offender. But fortunately it has the name of Lord Ram as its component (viz. ‘Ha’ + 
‘Raam’), so as soon as this was uttered by the dying man, he got its benefit in the 
form of going to heaven instead of hell after death.] (2). 
 
#Tulsidas says—“Who can count the numbers of wicked fellows, those who were 
evil, fallen and sinful (khala ganai dhauṁ kavana) like Gajendra (the elephant), 
Pingla (the whore), Ajamil (the Brahmin) and others (gaja-piṅgalā-ajāmila-sē), 
whom Lord Ram, the dear husband of Janki (jānakī-ravana), had freed from the 
grievious consequences of their sinful lives, and had instead given them shelter in his 
own obode by providing them liberation and deliverance from this world (tulasīdāsa 
prabhu kēhi na dīnhi gati jānakī-ravana)? [To wit, the list is a long one, but some 
of them are mentioned herein above.]” 

{#This stanza can be read as follows also: “Who can count the numbers of 
wicked and fallen persons who were as sinful and evil and without any hope of 
freedom from their miseries as Gajendra (the elephant), Pingla (the whore), Ajamil 
(the Brahmin) and others were? But Tulsidas asserts that the fact is this: who has not 
been provided liberation and deliverance by the Lord (Sri Ram) from the bondage of 
this mundane existence and its accompanying chain of endless miseries, horrors, 
sorrows and tribulations?”}  

[To wit, even the most sinful and fallen creatures are blessed by liberation and 
deliverance by Lord Ram and his holy name. therefore, Tulsidas wonders why shall 
Ram not give him liberation when he has done this with so many others in the past. In 
other words, Tulsidas is sure that the Lord would also bless him with liberation, 
deliverance, salvation and empancipation.] (3). 
 
[Note—Tulsidas highlights Sri Ram's mercy, grace, benevolence, benefaction, 
benediction, munificence and magnanimity towards all and sundry, especially his 
devotees, in this verse.] 
 
 
 

Lord Śrī Rāma's Glory 
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¼213½ 

 
gfj&le vkink&gjuA 
ufg dksm lgt d`ikyq nqlg nq[k&lkxj&rjuAA1AA 
xt fut cy voyksfd dey xfg x;ks ljuA 
nhu cpu lqfu pys x#M+ rft lqukHk&/kjuAA2AA 
nzqinlqrkdks  yX;ks  nqlklu  uxu  djuA 
^gk  gfj  ikfg*  dgr  iwjs  iV  fcfc/k  cjuAA3AA 
bgS tkfu lqj&uj&eqfu&dksfcn lsor pjuA 
rqyflnkl izHkq dks u vHk; fd;ks u`x&m)juAA4AA 

 
 
                                                    (213) 
 
hari-sama āpadā-harana. 
nahi kō'u sahaja kṛpālu dusaha dukha-sāgara-tarana. 1.  
gaja nija bala avalōki kamala gahi gayō sarana. 
dīna bacana suni calē garuṛa taji sunābha-dharana. 2.  
drupadasutākō lagyō dusāsana nagana karana. 
‘hā hari pāhi’ kahata pūrē paṭa bibidha barana. 3.  
ihai jāni sura-nara-muni-kōbida sēvata carana. 
tulasidāsa prabhu kō na abhaya kiyō nṛga-ud'dharana. 4.  
 
Verse no. 213—There is no one like Sri Hari (i.e. Lord Vishnu, the primary cosmic 
form of Lord Ram) (hari-sama -- nahi kō'u) who can remove all the troubles and 
tribulations of a creature (āpadā-harana), who shows mercy, kindness and 
compassion so easily because it is his nature, it is  his temperament and character, and 
he does so without any obligations, without any expectation of thanks, without any 
coaxing, and without any fanfare (sahaja kṛpālu). 

Verily indeed, the Lord is the only one who can help a creature cross the 
terrible ocean of intolerable and fierce sorrows, miseries, troubles and tribulations 
(dusaha dukha-sāgara-tarana)1. 
 [1In this context, refer other verses of Vinai Patrika also, such as verse nos. 
101, 153-154, 162-163, 206-207 and so on.] (1). 
 
When the Elephant (named Gajendra) realised that his strength had failed him and he 
was about to die (gaja nija bala avalōki), he had taken a lotus flower as an offering 
for you (i.e. Lord Hari, or Lord Vishnu) when he sought refuge at your holy feet 
(kamala gahi gayō sarana), seeking your help as a last attempt to save himself from 
certain death.  

At that time, upon hearing his distressed call and pitiful cries for help (dīna 
bacana suni calē) you had abandoned your mount Garud (i.e. jumped-off it because 
it was too slow for you to reach the site where the Elephant needed your help on that 
occasion) and had dashed forward barefoot, armed only with your discus, to protect 
the Elephant (garuṛa taji sunābha-dharana)2. 
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 [2The story of the Elephant known as Gajendra is narrated in a note appended 
to verse no. 57, stanza no. 3 of this Book ‘Vinai Patrika’. Refer also to many other 
verses, for instance, verse no. 93, stanza no. 2; verse no. 217, stanza no. 2.] (2). 
 
In view of the full royal court, when the wicked, pervert, depraved and unrighteous 
Dushashan started to disrobe Draupadi (drupadasutākō lagyō dusāsana nagana 
karana), then merely on her urgent, distressful and desperate words 'Alas! Hari, 
protect me' (‘hā hari pāhi’ kahata), you had created a mound of seamless multi-
coloured cloth known as ‘Sari3’ that was interminable so much so that no matter how 
much the wicked fellow tried to disrobe the poor lady by pulling at her Sari, the cloth 
never found an end (pūrē paṭa bibidha barana).  

[3The ‘Sari’ is a body-wrapping length of seamless cloth that is worn by ladies 
in India. The wicked Dushashan wanted to vent his disdain and scorn on his cousins, 
the Pandvas, by making Druapadi, their wife, naked in full court. To wit, Draupadi 
had not even had the time to hold a flower as an offering for the Lord and make a 
formal prayer to him to save her. It was a split-second decision on her part to call the 
Lord in utter desperation. There was no time for offering of formal prayers, or making 
invocations or doing of rituals to seek the Lord’s intervention. There was neither time 
for these formalities nor the time to make a second call. Even a delay of a few seconds 
would have resulted in Draupadi becoming naked in full public view. But oh Lord, 
you manifested yourself in the nick of time in the form of ‘cloth that had no end’, and 
this remarkable deed of yours saved the modesty and dignity of this poor lady. Glory 
to you!! 
 This story is narrated in a note appended to verse no. 93 of this Book ‘Vinai 
Patrika’. Refer also to verse no. 206, stanza no. 3, and verse no. 217, stanza no. 4.] 
(3). 
 
Realising this extremely merciful, compassionate, considerate, benevolent and 
munificent nature of yours as described herein above (ihai jāni), all the gods, all 
human beings, all the great sages, hermits and ascetics, as well as those who are 
experts in this field prefer to worship your holy feet, revere them and have devotion 
for them (sura-nara-muni-kōbida sēvata carana).   
 Tulsidas says—“Who has not been made free from fears by the Lord who had 
made king Nrig free from all his worries, fears and consternations (tulasidāsa 
prabhu kō na abhaya kiyō nṛga-ud'dharana)4”.  

[4King Nrig: The story of king Nrig in brief is as follows: He was a very 
charitable and generous king during Satyuga. He used to donate one million cows 
daily. It happened once that one of the donated cows went astray and came back to 
mix with others at his own cow-shed, and was inadvertently given in donation to 
another Brahmin. The first fellow went in search of his lost cow and saw her grazing 
amongst the cattle of the second Brahmin. Thinking that the cow had been stolen by 
him, the two quarrelled fiercely, and full of rancour, approached king Nrig for justice. 
Dumbfounded and unable to decide what to do, the king dithered and shook his head 
in bewilderment. Infuriated at his apparent silence, the Brahmins together cursed him 
to become a lizard in a well for one thousand years in Dwarka. Lord Krishna liberated 
him from the well and gave him freedom from that body of a lizard and curse.] (4). 
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[Note—Tulsidas highlights Sri Ram's mercy, grace, benevolence, benefaction, 
benediction, munificence and magnanimity towards all and sundry, especially his 
devotees, in this verse.] 
 

 
 
 

               Example of the Lord’s grace & mercy from Lord Kṛṣṇa’s life 
 
                                              Rāga Kalyāṇa 

 
 

¼214½ 
 
,slh dkSu izHkqdh jhfr\ 
fcjn gsrq iquhr ifjgfj ik¡ojfu ij izhfrAA1AA 
xbZ  ekju  iwruk  dqp  dkydwV  yxkbA 
ekrqdh  xfr  nbZ  rkfg  d`ikyq  tkncjkbAA2AA 
dke&eksfgr xksfidfu ij d`ik vrqfyr dhUgA 
txr&firk fcjafp ftUgds pjudh jt yhUgAA3AA 
usersa fllqiky fnu izfr nsr xfu xfu xkfjA 
fd;ks yhu lq vkiqesa gfj jkt&lHkk e¡>kfjAA4AA 
C;k/k fpr nS pju ekjîks ew<+efr e`x tkfuA 
lks lnsg Loyksd iB;ks izxV dfj fut ckfuAA5AA 
dkSu frUgdh dgS ftUgds lqd`r v# v?k nksmA 
izxV  ikrd:i  rqylh  lju  jk[;ks  lksmAA6AA 

 
 
                                                   (214) 
 
aisī kauna prabhukī rīti? 
birada hētu punīta parihari pām̐varani para prīti. 1.  
ga'ī mārana pūtanā kuca kālakūṭa lagā'i. 
mātukī gati da'ī tāhi kṛpālu jādabarā'i. 2.  
kāma-mōhita gōpikani para kṛpā atulita kīnha. 
jagata-pitā biran̄ci jinhakē caranakī raja līnha. 3.  
nēmatēṁ sisupāla dina prati dēta gani gani gāri. 
kiyō līna su āpumēṁ hari rāja-sabhā mam ̐jhāri. 4.  
byādha cita dai carana māraîō mūṛhamati mṛga jāni. 
sō sadēha svalōka paṭhayō pragaṭa kari nija bāni. 5.  
kauna tinhakī kahai jinhakē sukṛta aru agha dō'u. 
pragaṭa pātakarūpa tulasī sarana rākhyō sō'u. 6.  
 
Verse no. 214—[In this verse, Tulsidas has cited a few instances from Lord Krishna’s 
life to show how the Lord is so merciful and gracious that he not only forgives the 
sinners and the pervert for their misdemeanours and wickedess but also is so kind that 
he grants liberation and deliverance to their souls. This verse also establishes that the 
learned saint Tulsidas saw no difference between the Lord he revered and 
worshipped, i.e. Lord Ram, and Lord Krishna, because he knew that both these forms 
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were of the same Supreme Being who manifested himself in these two forms in 
different eras and under different circumstances.]    
 
Which other Lord (except the Lord God who is represented by Sri Ram) would be 
inclined to (or prefers to) (aisī kauna prabhukī rīti) show more kindness towards and 
have greater affection for those who are lowly, impure, sinful, vile, pervert, deluded 
and lowborn than he overtly shows for those who are known to be good, righteous, 
noble and wise (punīta parihari pām̐varani para prīti) just for the sake of upholding 
the reputation and glory of his fame and good name (birada hētu)1?  
 [1The Lord has a glorious reputation that his holy name possesses such 
stupendous mystical powers that it is sufficient to provide purity to the impure, 
holiness to the unholy, and liberation and deliverance to those who are trapped in the 
cycle of transmigration with its attendent miseries and delusions.  
 The Lord knows well that those who have good virtues to their credit, those 
who have done meritorious deeds in their lives and had been righteous, noble, pure 
and pious would anyhow be redeemed and their souls would find liberation and 
deliverance simply by the virtue of their goodness and on the strength of their merit 
and righteousness. It is those who are lowly and sinful, those who are unfortunate as 
not to have accumulated any spiritual merit for themselves, those who had frittered 
away the golden chance their soul had been granted in the form of a human body—it 
is they who deserve special attention.  

The Lord is the merciful Supreme Father of this extended family symbolised 
by this creation inhabited by multitude of creatures with wide variations in their 
individual characters and spiritual levels—some who grow up to rise in life and leave 
a good name while others who are burdens on the society and even on their selves.  

Like a father who loves his children equally though he is more worried about 
his child who has many shortcomings and faults, such as low mental abilities and an 
inclination to be attracted to sinful things and go wayward in life so much as to make 
the father ashamed of them as compared to his other children who make the father 
proud of them because of their noble and righteous nature, their intelligence and 
auspicious thoughts, because the father knows that they would be able to stand on 
their own two feet in the world and take care of themselves, the Supreme Father 
likewise is more worried about the fate of those unfortunate creatures who have gone 
wayward and have fallen from their path. If the Supreme Father neglects such 
unfortunate children of his, then there would have no one to save them and their souls. 
Hence, the Lord shows more attention to them and is ready to redeem their souls 
when the first opportunity presents itself.  

Therefore, even if these sinful, fallen and wicked creatures remember the Lord 
and invoke his holy name for any purpose other than for any auspicious and noble 
cause such as for their spiritual welfare and for worshipping the Lord, the Lord still 
deems it necessary to give them the benefit of doubt as well as the benefit that 
automatically accrues for anyone who utters his holy name and remembers him.] (1).    
 
The demoness Putna2 had tipped her breasts with poison and had gone to kill him 
(Lord Krishna) (ga'ī mārana pūtanā kuca kālakūṭa lagā'i), but the gracious and 
merciful Lord of the Yadav clan (i.e. Lord Krishna) granted her the exalted status of a 
mother (by suckling her breasts as a child, and in the process snuffing out the life 
from her gross body, thereby liberating her soul from the cursed body of a demoness 
that she possessed) (mātukī gati da'ī tāhi kṛpālu jādabarā'i). 
 [2The story of Putna is given in brief at the end of this verse.] (2). 
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You showed such unmatched grace and extreme munificence and benignance on the 
cow-herd maids of Vrindavan (known as Gopies) (gōpikani para kṛpā atulita 
kīnha), who were under the evil influence of ‘Kaam’ (infatuation, passion and 
longing for someone whom one loves too dearly) (kāma-mōhita), that even the 
Creator (the “father of creation”) Lord Brahma applied the dust of their feet on his 
own forehead (jagata-pitā biran̄ci jinhakē caranakī raja līnha)3.  
 [3Having ‘Kaam’ is not a good character. It is one of the negative traits that 
taint the soul of a person. But the term ‘Kaam’—i.e. to have passion, love and 
longing—has different connotations depending upon the object to which it is 
applicable. If one has ‘Kaam’ for the charms and pleasures of the world and its sense 
objects then it acquires a negative meaning and tarnishes the soul, but if it is applied 
to something that is holy and divine, such as the desire for bringing one’s soul closer 
to the supreme Soul, the desire to worship the Lord God and have devotion for him, to 
have affection for the Lord and to surrender one’s self at the Lord’s holy feet, then 
this ‘Kaam’ acquires an aura of purity and holiness. From being something unworthy 
that needs to be eliminated from one’s nature and character it becomes a virtue that is 
well acquired.  
 In the case of the Gopies of Vrindavan, their love for Lord Krishna was not of 
a gross nature like the desire to have physical contact to arouse passions and lust that 
two creatures usually would have in this world, but it was a love and desire of a 
spiritual, ethereal and sublime nature. The Gopis lived ordinary lives, but their lives 
were like those of self-realised ascetics who are in ‘Samadhi’ which is a of 
transcendental existence. 

Therefore the ‘Kaam’ that the Gopis had for Lord Krishna had a 
transcendental dimension to it in the sense that these Gopis remained ever engrossed 
in the thoughts of Lord Krishna even as they went about doing the chores of their 
daily lives just like a self-realised ascetic who remains lost in meditating on his 
enlightened ‘self’ known as the Atma and is oblivious to the affairs of the outside 
world even though he appears to be living like other ordinary men, albeit like those 
who seem to be dumb and of a low intellect as they do not respond as expected to the 
external stimuli from the world. 

The cow-herd maids were under the evil influence of Kaam, but their 
closeness with Sri Krishna and their devotion for the Lord had made them highly 
venerated so much so that Lord Brahma, who is the eldest amongst the Gods and is 
regarded as the “Father of creation”, felt honoured by applying the dust of their feet 
on his forehead. Tulsidas means that even the lowest of the lowly and the humblest of 
the humble become honourable and venerable if Lord Sri Ram is benevolent, 
favourable and benignant upon them. Such lowly people have their sins and vices 
washed-off as soon as they come in contact with the Lord and remember the Lord’s 
holy name.] (3). 
 
Though Sishupal4 had been abusing you daily and kept a count of the abuses and the 
insolent words, the profanities and the expletives he used for you (i.e. for Lord 
Krishna) (nēmatēṁ sisupāla dina prati dēta gani gani gāri)—but oh Lord Hari, 
you were so kind and gracious that you granted him deliverance and emancipation 
when his soul emerged from his gross body in the form of a splendorous shaft of light 
and merged in you (kiyō līna su āpumēṁ hari).  
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This was witnessed by all who were present in the royal assembly (during the 
horse-sacrifice performed by the Pandavas) where Sishupal was cursing and abusing 
you umteem numbers of time till his final deliverance (rāja-sabhā mam̐jhāri). 
 [4The story of Sishupal is narrated in brief at the end of this verse.] (4). 
 
The stupid hunter5 had concentrated his thoughts upon the sole of your holy feet 
(byādha cita dai carana) as he shot (an arrow) at it, thinking it to be the face of a 
deer (māraîō mūṛhamati mṛga jāni).  

But (instead of showing vengeance, anger, reprisal or wrath upon him for 
shooting at you without any provocation) you had shown exemplary mercy, 
compassion, forgiveness, tolerance and munificence towards him as is your wont and 
inherent nature (pragaṭa kari nija bāni), and had sent him bodily to your own holy 
abode (in the heaven) instead of punishing him for this evil deed (sō sadēha svalōka 
paṭhayō). 
 [5The story of ‘hunter’ is narrated in brief at the end of this verse.] (5). 
 
What can one say (i.e. there is no wonder) about such souls (or creatures) who have 
done righteous, auspicious and noble deeds in their lives as well as those deeds that 
are unrighteous, evil and ignoble (i.e. these creatures had some goodness to their 
credit and therefore they stood some chance, however remote, of redemption, 
liberation or salvation) (kauna tinhakī kahai jinhakē sukṛta aru agha dō'u)—but 
the wonder of all is that he (Lord Sri Ram) has kept in his care and has offered shelter 
in his holy feet even this wretched fellow called Tulsidas who is undoubtedly a visible 
embodiment of all things unrighteous and sinful, who has nothing worth the name to 
his credit (pragaṭa pātakarūpa tulasī sarana rākhyō sō'u)6. 

 [6To wit, this alone is sufficient to prove the Lord's extreme benevolence, grace, 
mercy, compassion and beneficence upon the lowly and the humble. It is surely an 
example of the most noble and the peerless character of Lord Ram—that he is 
exceedingly kind, merciful, benevolent and forgiving by nature.] (6). 

 
[Note :- In this verse Tulsidas has equated Krishna with Lord Sri Ram. This shows 
that Tulsidas made no distinction between the two because he understood that the 
Supreme Being took different forms according the needs of the age but primarily all 
the forms of the Lord are one and the same.  

2Demoness Putna: Putna was a celestial dancer in the court of Indra in her 
previous birth. Seeing the child-like Vaaman (sr. no. 64), she developed motherly 
affection for him and desired to make the Lord drink the milk of her bosom. Due to 
some curse she became the demoness Putna. Kansha had sent her to kill Sri Krishna 
by making her feed milk to the child through her poisoned breasts. Krishna sucked 
her like a child would his mother, but in the process sucked the life out of her, thereby 
delivering her. In this way, Putna's desire to let the Lord suckle her milk as a child 
was fulfilled. 

4Sishupal: He was the king of Chedi kingdom, and the son of a paternal aunt of 
Sri Krishna. He was very cruel, wicked and envious by nature. His mother had taken 
a promise from Krishna that her son's one hundred sins would be forgiven daily. 
Emboldened by this, he used to give choicest of 100 abusive epithets and used 
insulting, reviling words for Sri Krishna daily. Once in the court of Pandavas, he 
started his daily routine of expletives, but as soon as the 100 mark of profanities was 
passed, Krishna severed his head with his discus. Sishupal's soul emerged from him 
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as a shaft of effulgence and entered Sri Krishna's mouth. It is said that Sishupal was 
Ravana in his previous birth. 

5The hunter Vyadh: This hunter is different from Valmiki. At the conclusion of 
his stay on this earth and complete elimination of the Yadu clan (due to mutual 
fighting), Sri Krishna was sitting under a tree with one leg crossed over the other such 
that his soles were vertical. A hunter thought it was the face of a deer, and shot at it 
with an arrow. Coming near, he realised his error and lamented. Sri Krishna told him 
not to repent because that was his own wish. It is said that Baali (the monkey prince 
who was killed by Lord Ram) was this hunter, and he had avanged Sri Ram's 
shooting him from a hiding during the fight between Sugriv and Baali. This incident 
has a moral lesson that our deeds and actions dog us even in our next birth. Sri Ram 
was no exception to this rule. So a creature must be careful that whatever he does in 
this life would be a baggage that he would have to carry forward in his next life.] 

 
 

  
Proof of Lord Rāma's grace and benevolent nature 

 
¼215½ 

 
Jhj?kqchjdh ;g ckfuA 
uhpgw  lksa  djr  usg  lqizhfr  eu  vuqekfuAA1AA 
ije  v/ke  fu"kkn  ik¡oj] dkSu  rkdh  dkfu\ 
fy;ks lks mj ykb lqr T;ksa izsedks ifgpkfuAA2AA 
xh/k dkSu n;kyq] tks fcf/k jP;ks fgalk lkfu\ 
tud T;ksa j?kqukFk rkdg¡ fn;ks ty fut ikfuAA3AA 
izd`fr&efyu dqtkfr lcjh ldy voxqu&[kkfuA 
[kkr rkds fn;s Qy vfr #fp c[kkfu c[kkfuAA4AA 
jtfupj v# fjiq fcHkh"ku lju vk;ks tkfuA 
Hkjr T;ksa mfB rkfg HksaVr nsg&nlk HkqykfuAA5AA 
dkSu lqHkx lqlhy ckuj] ftufga lqfejr gkfuA 
fd;s rs lc l[kk] iwts Hkou vius vkfuAA6AA 
jke lgt d`ikyq dksey nhufgr fnunkfuA 
Hktfg ,sls izHkqfg rqylh dqfVy diV u BkfuAA7AA 

 
 
                                                    (215) 
 
śrīraghubīrakī yaha bāni. 
nīcahū sōṁ karata nēha suprīti mana anumāni. 1.  
parama adhama niṣāda pām̐vara, kauna tākī kāni? 
liyō sō ura lā'i suta jyōṁ prēmakō pahicāni. 2.  
gīdha kauna dayālu, jō bidhi racyō hinsā sāni? 
janaka jyōṁ raghunātha tākaham̐ diyō jala nija pāni. 3.  
prakṛti-malina kujāti sabarī sakala avaguna-khāni. 
khāta tākē diyē phala ati ruci bakhāni bakhāni. 4.  
rajanicara aru ripu bibhīṣana sarana āyō jāni. 
bharata jyōṁ uṭhi tāhi bhēṇṭata dēha-dasā bhulāni. 5.  
kauna subhaga susīla bānara, jinahiṁ sumirata hāni. 
kiyē tē saba sakhā, pūjē bhavana apanē āni. 6.  
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rāma sahaja kṛpālu kōmala dīnahita dinadāni. 
bhajahi aisē prabhuhi tulasī kuṭila kapaṭa na ṭhāni. 7.  
 
Verse no. 215—It is a promise and a solemn declaration of Sri Raghubir (Lord Ram) 
(śrīraghubīrakī yaha bāni) that it is his genuine nature and a well-established habit 
that he would show selfless affection, love and grace even to those who are lowly, 
wicked, wretched and lowborn (nīcahū sōṁ karata nēha) if he finds or realizes that 
these creatures have true, pure and abiding devotion for the Lord (suprīti mana 
anumāni)1. 
 [1There are many verses in Vinai Patrika which lay stress on this great virtue 
and benevolent attitude of Lord Ram. For instance, refer to verse nos. 152, 166 
amongst others. 
 It ought to be noted here that the basic premise on which one can surely expect 
Lord Ram to show his mercy upon him is to have sincere affection and true devotion 
for the Lord. The creature must remember and be aware that he must not try tricks and 
deceit with the Lord as that would be counter productive and ruinous for him—
because the Lord is all-knowing, and nothing is hidden from his knowledge. Though 
the Lord is exemplarily merciful and gracious and forgiving, but he does not like 
anyone playing tricks with him. 

To wit, the Lord seeks only the quality of affection and devotion in the heart 
of his devotees as a criterion for extending his grace upon them, and nothing else. It 
does not matter to him if the person is of a high birth or not, if he is pure or impure, if 
he has done meritorious deeds or is sinful. After all, the Lord is there to take care of 
the humblest, those who are without any resources and wherewithal for obtaining 
liberation and deliverance for their souls. It is those who are fallen and sinful that 
deserve special attention from the Lord as has been reiterated repeatedly in this Book 
‘Vinai Patrika’. For instance, refer verse nos. 210-212.] (1). 
 
(Here is the proof :-) Guha-Nishad (of the boatman community) was extremely lowly, 
wretched and sinful (parama adhama niṣāda pām̐vara). What dignity and stature 
did he have that would make him eligible for any consideration and respect (kauna 
tākī kāni)?  

But the Lord embraced him like he were his own son (liyō sō ura lā'i suta 
jyōṁ) upon realising that Guha had true, pure and abiding love and devotion for him 
(prēmakō pahicāni)2.  
 [2Refer verse no. 152, stanza no. 7 of this Book ‘Vinai Patrika’.] (2). 
 
The vulture Jatau, whom the creator Brahma had destined to be cruel and a violent 
meat-eating bird (jō bidhi racyō hinsā sāni)—where was he merciful or 
compassionate (gīdha kauna dayālu)?  

But Sri Raghunātha (Lord Ram) gave oblations to his soul and performed his 
last rites with his own hands (tākaham̐ diyō jala nija pāni) as if he (Jatau) were his 
own father (janaka jyōṁ raghunātha)3. 

[3Refer also to verse no. 152, stanza no. 8; verse no. 180, stanza no. 6;  verse 
no. 183, stanza no. 2; verse no. 191, stanza no. 6 of this Book ‘Vinai Patrika’.] (3). 
 
Sabari was, by natural temperament and birth, impure, corrupt, evil and sinful, was of 
a low birth (being a tribal woman), and a mine of all possible unrighteousness and 
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imperfect characters (and was castigated by the society for these reasons) (prakṛti-
malina kujāti sabarī sakala avaguna-khāni).  

But (realising that she had true, pure and abiding devotion for you), you (Lord 
Sri Ram) had cheerfully and willingly enjoyed eating the plums offered to you by her 
own hands (inspite of the established tradition that one ought not to accept anything 
that is offered as food by anyone who is an out-caste and of a low birth as Sabari was) 
(khāta tākē diyē phala ati ruci).  

Not only this, but you had also repeatedly praised the sweetness and delicious 
taste of these plums (though they were actually sour—just to show your respect for 
Sabari, to make her feel happy that you had enjoyed her offerings, and to 
acknowledge her love and devotion for you) (bakhāni bakhāni)4. 

[4Refer also to verse no. 152, stanza no. 8;  verse no. 162, stanza no. 2; verse 
no. 183, stanza no. 2; verse no. 191, stanza no. 6 of this Book ‘Vinai Patrika’.] (4). 
 
When Vibhishan had come to you to surrender himself before you and seek your 
refuge (sarana āyō jāni), then inspite of being aware that he was a demon and a 
brother of your enemy (Ravana, the king of Lanka) (rajanicara aru ripu bibhīṣana), 
you had immediately got up to welcome him most cheerfully and without reservations 
(uṭhi tāhi bhēṇṭata).  

When he prostrated before you, you had immediately lifted him and most 
affectionately embraced him as if he was your own brother Bharat (bharata jyōṁ), 
and in that emotional instant you had lost consciousness (or awareness) of your own 
self (dēha-dasā bhulāni)5.  

[To wit, at the time of warmly welcoming and embracing Vibhishan you had 
become extremely thrilled and overwhelmed with joy as if you were meeting your 
own brother Bharat whom you loved exceedingly. You had all but forgotten that you 
were embracing a demon, a member of a race who were your avowed enemies, that 
his brother Ravana had abducted your wife Sita and had been wrecking havoc on the 
earth and tormenting the sages and saints, the primary reasons why you had to come 
down on earth as a human being. 
 The fact that Lord Ram had embraced Vibhishan irrespective of the fact that 
he was a brother of Ravana, the demon king of Lanka who was the Lord’s enemy, is 
also stressed in verse no. 166, stanza no. 8.] (5).  
 
What good, noble and virtuous temperament or character did the monkeys possess, 
what good and civil manners did they have, or what nice behaviour did they ever 
exhibit (that you chose to show favour to them, make them your friends and comrade-
in-arms) (kauna subhaga susīla bānara)? [To wit, the monkeys were very lowly by 
birth and way down in the hierarchy of creation, and by no stretch of imagination 
could they ever match you in any way at all. But still you decided to show them 
respect and favour by accepting them as your friends.]   

These monkeys who are deemed to be so lowly, impure and sinful that the 
mere utterance of their names is not regarded in high esteem by anyone (i.e. no one 
would like to say that a ‘monkey is his friend’; no one would invoke them during any 
auspicious moment as their remembrance is considered more harmful than of being 
any good to the speaker) (jinahiṁ sumirata hāni)—verily, such lowly creatures were 
made friends by you (kiyē tē saba sakhā) so much so that you brought them all 
home (to Ayodhya), showed them the greatest of courtesy and honour, and had 
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extended a warm welcome to all of them (“pūjē bhavana apanē āni”’ as if they 
were your fast friends and special guests-of-honour --kiyē tē saba sakhā)6. 

[6Refer: Vinai Patrika, verse no. 164, stanza no. 5; verse no. 166, stanza no. 9; 
verse no. 193, stanza no. 5.  

When Lord Ram returned home to Ayodhya at the end of  his forest sojourn 
and after the victory at Lanka, he had brought the chief of the monkeys home with 
him as his special guests. This has been narrated in detail in Ram Charit Manas, 
Lanka Kand, Doha no. 118 along with Chaupai line no. 1 that follows it; and Uttar 
Kand, Chaupai line nos. 5-8 that precedes Doha no. 8.] (6). 
 
(All these incidents cited above prove that :-) Lord Sri Ram is most merciful, 
compassionate, munificent, gracious and obliging by nature (rāma sahaja kṛpālu), 
he has a very soft, malleable and sweet heart that is easily moved with pity for others 
who are suffering as he is, by temperament, most benevolent, beneficent, benignant 
and affable (kōmala), is a dearest benefactor and a well-wisher of the poor, the 
impoverished, the humble, the lowly and the downtrodden (dīnahita), and he is a 
gracious, magnanimous, liberal, selfless and unpretentious donor and bestower of 
boons and grace upon all (dinadāni).  

Hence, oh Tulsidas, you should abandon all forms of deceit, falsehood, pretension, 
crookedness and wickedness from your mind and heart (and clean them of all such 
impurities) (tulasī kuṭila kapaṭa na ṭhāni). Instead of wasting your time and energy 
in these worthless activities, you must worship such a gracious and benevolent Lord 
as Sri Ram whose glories have been described hereinbefore; you must develop true 
devotion and deep love for Lord Ram who is so gracious and benign as narrated 
hereinbefore (bhajahi aisē prabhuhi) (7). 

 
[Note—Tulsidas highlights Sri Ram's mercy, grace, benevolence, benefaction, 
benediction, munificence and magnanimity towards all and sundry, especially his 
devotees, in this verse.] 

 
 

 
All Gods are selfish except Lord Harī (Viṣṇu; Rāma) 

 
¼216½ 

 
gfj rft vkSj Hkft;s dkfg\ 
ukfguS dksm jke lks eerk izur ij tkfgAA1AA 
duddfliq fcjafpdks tu dje eu v# ckrA 
lqrfga nq[kor fcf/k u cjT;ks dkyds ?kj tkrAA2AA 
laHkq&lsod tku tx] cgq ckj fn;s nl lhlA 
djr jke&fcjks/k lks liusgq u gVD;ks bZlAA3AA 
vkSj nsaoudh dgk dgkSa] LokjFkfgds ehrA 
dcgq dkgq u jkf[k fy;ks dksm lju x;m lHkhrAA4AA 
dks u lsor nsr laifr yksdgw ;g jhfrA 
nklrqylh  nhuij  ,d  jke  gh  dh  izhfrAA5AA 
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                                                   (216) 
 
hari taji aura bhajiyē kāhi? 
nāhinai kō'u rāma sō mamatā pranata para jāhi. 1.  
kanakakasipu biran̄cikō jana karama mana aru bāta. 
sutahiṁ dukhavata bidhi na barajyō kālakē ghara jāta. 2.  
sambhu-sēvaka jāna jaga, bahu bāra diyē dasa sīsa. 
karata rāma-birōdha sō sapanēhu na haṭakyō īsa. 3.  
aura dēnvanakī kahā kahauṁ, svārathahikē mīta. 
kabahu kāhu na rākhi liyō kō'u sarana gaya'u sabhīta. 4.  
kō na sēvata dēta sampati lōkahū yaha rīti. 
dāsatulasī dīnapara ēka rāma hī kī prīti. 5.  
 
Verse no. 216—Whom should we worship and revere, whom should we have 
devotion, faith and affection for besides the Lord God known as Sri Hari (a reference 
to Lord Vishnu who had manifested in the form of Sri Ram) (hari taji aura bhajiyē 
kāhi)?  

There is no other God or Lord except Lord Sri Ram who has such compassion, 
mercy, affection and concern (nāhinai kō'u rāma sō mamatā) for those refugees 
who are wretched, humble, meek and lowly, and have come to seek his protection and 
shelter (pranata para jāhi) (1).  

 
(Here is the proof of what has been said above :-) The demon Hiranyakashipu was an 
ardent devotee of Brahma, the Creator (kanakakasipu biran̄cikō jana), and he was 
very faithful to the latter and fully committed to serving him by his deeds, his mind 
and heart, and by his speech (karama mana aru bāta).   

But Brahma did not caution him against tormenting his own son (Prahalad 
who was a devotee of Lord Hari) (sutahiṁ dukhavata bidhi na barajyō), that such 
evil behaviour would surely condemn the demon to hell (though Brahma knew fully 
well that these evil deeds of the demon would invariably lead him to hell) (kālakē 
ghara jāta)1. 

[1To wit, though the Creator Brahma knew that the sinful way his devotee, the 
demon Hiranyakashipu, was behaving by unnecessarily tormenting an innocent child 
named Prahalad, who was his son and a devotee of Lord Hari, would surely cause the 
demon to go to hell, the Creator never warned him to stop his evil ways. This proves 
that Brahma was only interested in receiving offerings made to him by the demon 
Hiranyakashipu, and was the least concerned about the latter’s welfare and destiny; he 
was not concerned that his devotee would go to hell because of his evil deeds of 
tormenting an innocent child. 

Had Brahma warned the demon not to torment Prahalad as he would be 
severely punished for his misdeeds, the latter most probably would have mended his 
ways and escaped being condemned to hell. But Brahma did not do so. It so happened 
that when the demon finally decided to kill his own son by tying him to a pillar and 
drew his sword to cut-off the child’s head, Lord Hari manifested himself as Lord 
Nrisingh—one half as human and one half as lion—to immediately kill the demon 
and release Prahalad from the rope which tied him. This story is narrated in brief as a 
note appended to verse no. 57, stanza no. 3 of this Book ‘Vinai Patrika’.] (2). 
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Similarly, the world knows that the demon king Ravana was Lord Shiva's great 
devotee (sambhu-sēvaka jāna jaga) and had severed his heads ten times to offer 
them to the Lord (bahu bāra diyē dasa sīsa).  

But when he created enmity with Lord Sri Ram (karata rāma-birōdha sō), 
Shiva did not even think in his dreams of  stopping him from digging his own grave 
by becoming inimical to Lord Ram (sapanēhu na haṭakyō īsa). [Had Shiva 
cautioned Ravana then perhaps the latter would have made peace with Lord Ram and 
averted the war that lead to his ultimate death.] (3). 
 
(When this is the state of affairs with these two senior Gods such as Brahma, the 
Creator, and Shiva, the Annihilator, then—) What to talk of other Gods (aura 
dēnvanakī kahā kahauṁ)! All of them are only self-serving or selfish friends 
(svārathahikē mīta)2.  

None of them have ever protected and given refuge and shelter to those who 
are frightened, desperate and distressed (kabahu kāhu na rākhi liyō kō'u sarana 
gaya'u sabhīta). 
 [2Refer verse no. 145, stanza no. 6; verse no. 163, stanza no. 2; verse no. 191, 
stanza no. 1 of this Book ‘Vinai Patrika’. 
 Refer also to “Ram Charit Manas”, Lanka Kand, Chaupai line no. 1 that 
precedes Doha no. 110 in this context.] (4). 
 
Who does not give money or wealth (in the way of a remuneration, a reward or a tip) 
on being served and being pleased by such service (kō na sēvata dēta sampati)? 
This is the normal way and the tradition with the world (lōkahū yaha rīti). 

 But oh Tulsidas, it is only Lord Sri Ram who has affection and compassion 
for those who are poor, impoverished, wretched, lowly, distressed, humble and meek, 
those who are virtually helpless and without any resources or merit to their credit (that 
would likely kindle interest in the Lords and Masters who expect some kind of 
offering or gift from those who have come to them seeking some kind of favour, such 
as some boon or grant of some largesse and reward) (dāsatulasī dīnapara ēka rāma 
hī kī prīti). [To wit, Lord Ram accepts such creatures immediately on their 
surrendering themselves at his feet, and the Lord does not expect anything from them 
in return for granting them fearlessness and protection.]3  

[3Refer also to verse no. 236 of this Book ‘Vinai Patrika’.] (5). 
 

 
 

          Lord Rāma is the sole benefactor and a well-wisher of all creatures 
 
                            (Tulasīdāsa will seek shelter nowhere else) 

 
¼217½ 

 
tks iS nwljks dksm gksbA 
rkS gkSa ckjfg ckj izHkq dr nq[k lqukokSa jksbAA1AA 
dkfg eerk nhuij] dkdks ifrrikou ukeA 
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ikiewy vtkfeyfg dsfg fn;ks viuks /kkeAA2AA 
jgs laHkq fcjafp lqjifr yksdiky vusdA 
lksd&lfj cwM+r djhlfg nbZ dkgq u VsdAA3AA 
fciqy&Hkwifr&lnfleg¡ uj&ukfj dáks ^izHkq ikfg*A 
ldy lejFk jgs] dkgq u clu nhUgksa rkfgAA4AA 
,d eq[k D;ksa dgkSa d#ukfla/kq ds xqu&xkFk\ 
Hkäfgr /kfj nsg dkg u fd;ks dkslyukFkAA5AA 
vkils dgq¡ lkSafi;s eksfg tks iS vfrfg f?kukrA 
nklrqylh vkSj fcf/k D;ksa pju ifjgfj tkrAA6AA 

 
 
                                                   (217) 
 
jō pai dūsarō kō'u hō'i. 
tau hauṁ bārahi bāra prabhu kata dukha sunāvauṁ rō'i. 1.  
kāhi mamatā dīnapara, kākō patitapāvana nāma. 
pāpamūla ajāmilahi kēhi diyō apanō dhāma. 2.  
rahē sambhu biran̄ci surapati lōkapāla anēka. 
sōka-sari būṛata karīsahi da'ī kāhu na ṭēka. 3.  
bipula-bhūpati-sadasimaham̐ nara-nāri kahyō ‘prabhu pāhi’. 
sakala samaratha rahē, kāhu na basana dīnhōṁ tāhi. 4.  
ēka mukha kyōṁ kahauṁ karunāsindhu kē guna-gātha? 
bhaktahita dhari dēha kāha na kiyō kōsalanātha. 5.  
āpasē kahum̐ saumpiyē mōhi jō pai atihi ghināta. 
dāsatulasī aura bidhi kyōṁ carana parihari jāta. 6.  
 
Verse no. 217—Oh Lord Sri Ram (prabhu)! If I did have someone else who would 
have listened to my woes and would have been gracious enough to give me refuge in 
his feet (jō pai dūsarō kō'u hō'i), why would I have repeatedly wept and told you 
about my miseries, agonies, sorrows, troubles and tribulations (and unnecessarily 
bother and annoy you)? (tau hauṁ bārahi bāra prabhu kata dukha sunāvauṁ 
rō'i)1. 
 [1“To wit oh Lord, I do it because there is no other Lord in this world who 
would listen to me, and give me his protection as well as an assurance of succour and 
solace.”  

There are many verses spread throughout the text of Vinai Patrika which 
emphasise this fact, some instances in this context being verse no. 84, stanza no. 4; 
verse no. 99, stanza no. 1; verse no. 139, stanza no. 12; verse no. 160, stanza no. 1; 
verse no. 210, stanza no. 1; verse no. 213, stanza no. 1; verse no. 216, stanza no. 1.] 
(1).   
 
Besides you oh Lord, who else has affection and compassion for those who are 
miserable, distressed, weak, humble and without any resources (kāhi mamatā 
dīnapara); and whose name is renowned as the one who “makes those who are 
impure, corrupt, vile, sinful and defiled as the ones who are praiseworthy, 
meritorious, pure, pious and holy” (kākō patitapāvana nāma)?  

And say, who had given the sinful and the most evil person named Ajamil 
(pāpamūla ajāmilahi) his own exalted abode in the heaven (kēhi diyō apanō 
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dhāma) (simply because he had called out the name of his son, “Narain”, which also 
happened to be your own divine name, at the time of his death)2. [Surely oh Lord 
Ram, except you such a noble hearted, benevolent, magnanimous, gracious, kind and 
merciful Lord is no where to be found.] 

[2The story of ‘Ajamil’ and how he was saved by uttering the holy and divine 
name of Lord Narain is described in a note appended to verse no. 57, stanza no. 3 of 
this Book ‘Vinai Patrika’.] (2). 
 
There were many Lords and Guardians/Custodians of the world known as ‘Lokpals’ 
(rahē -- lōkapāla anēka) such as Shiva, Brahma, Indra3 etc. (sambhu biran̄ci 
surapati), but when the elephant king known as ‘Gajaraaj’ was in utter distress and 
virtually drowning in the river of hopelessness and sorrows (when he was about to die 
when a huge crocodile caught hold of his legs and started dragging him into the river) 
(sōka-sari būṛata karīsahi), no one came forward to extend help and protect him at 
that time (da'ī kāhu na ṭēka)4.  

[Oh Lord it was only you who rushed to save Gajaraaj at that crucial moment 
of his life, and in the hurry to reach the site you had even abandoned your mount 
Garuda because he was too slow for the occasion; you had dashed forward barefoot to 
save the elephant king from a horrifying death. Say, which of the Lords and Gods 
would one treat as being more worthy of praise and worship after one has read this 
story: surely it is you, Lord Ram, for no one would like to praise any other Lord or 
God who hadn’t worried or bothered to come to the aid of and save the elephant king 
when he needed help the most. What is the use of wasting one’s energy and time and 
resources in offering worship to such Lords and Gods who expect that the creature 
would make offerings and pay obeisance to them with devotion and loyalty, but not 
bothering about the same loyal and devout creature when he is in distress and need 
their help? ]4 
 [3‘Shiva’ and ‘Brahma’ are the two senior-most Gods of creation and members 
of the Trinity of Gods, the third God being Lord Vishnu whose name is ‘Narain’, and 
who had manifested as Lord Ram.  
 ‘Indra’ is the King of all the other junior Gods. 
 4The story of ‘Gajaraaj’ is narrated in brief in a note appended to verse no. 57, 
stanza no. 3 of this Book ‘Vinai Patrika’.] (3). 
 
In the assembly where many able and strong warrior kings were present (bipula-
bhūpati-sadasimaham̐), when Arjun's wife ‘Draupadi’ (nara-nāri) cried out in 
exasperation and distress (when Dushasan was trying to violate her modesty and 
dignity by attempting to disrobe her in full view of the court), “Oh Lord, save me; I 
surrender before you!” (kahyō ‘prabhu pāhi’)—at that time, everyone present there 
was amply able and potent enough to protect her if they had wanted (sakala 
samaratha rahē), but no one dared to save her and give her clothes to cover herself 
up (kāhu na basana dīnhōṁ tāhi).  

[When the Kaurav king named Dushasan tried to un-clothe Draupadi and 
started pulling off the Sari, the body-wrapping garment worn by women in India, 
from her body, she had pleaded with everyone present to save her. Even her own 
husbands, the Pandavas, remained silent and sitting with bowed heads, and none in 
the assembly stood up to help her. Draupadi did her best to clutch the length of cloth 
known as Sari but she was no match for the powerful arms of Dushasan. When the 
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Sari was at its fag end and one more pull would have completely disrobed her, 
Draupadi stopped all resistence and let it go.  

She made one final prayer to the Lord: she held her hands towards the heaven 
and cried out to Lord Krishna for help. Instantly and most magically at that moment, 
the Lord assumed the form of a ‘Sari’ and wound himself around Draupadi. The 
miraculous effect was that Dushasan’s hands got tired of pulling and pulling off the 
Sari from Draupdi’s body so much so that a mountain of cloth was formed on the 
ground, but the cloth never had an end! This astonishing event that is unparalleled in 
the realm of ancient history helped save the diginity, the self-respect and the modesty 
of this poor, helpless and hapless lady Draupadi.]5  
 [5Draupadi’s story is narrated in a note appended to verse no. 93 of this Book 
‘Vinai Patrika’. Refer also to verse no. 206, stanza no. 3; and verse no. 213, stanza no. 
3.] (4). 
 
Oh an ocean of mercy (karunāsindhu)! How can I ever narrate with a single mouth 
(ēka mukha kyōṁ kahauṁ) the long list of your legendary glories that are 
contained in the countless divine and holy stories related to you, stories that are full of 
the innumerable noble deeds of mercy, compassion, kindness, munificence and 
benevolence that you have done (kē guna-gātha)?  

Oh Lord of Kaushal (i.e. Lord Ram, the king of Ayodhya—“kōsalanātha”)! 
By manifesting yourself in uncountable forms for the benefit of your devotees 
(bhaktahita dhari dēha), which noble, marvellous, magnificent and matchless deed 
have you not done (kāha na kiyō)!  

[To wit, you have done everything possible to help your devotees and those 
who have surrendered themselves to you, seeking your protection and mercy. You 
have gone to every extent, you have even gone out of your way, and you have left no 
stone unturned for the sake of welfare, well-being, goodness and happiness of your 
devotees. You have done even the unimaginable for the benefit of your devotees—
like in this case when you had become a ‘cloth’ to save Draupadi!] (5). 
 
[In this stanza, Tulsidas lovingly and politely chides his beloved Lord Ram by 
saying—]  ‘Oh Lord, if you really are fed-up with me (or detest me) (jō pai atihi 
ghināta), then hand me over to someone who is equivalent in nature, character, 
temperament and behaviour to you (āpasē kahum̐ saumpiyē mōhi).  

Otherwise, why should—and why would—this servant of yours named Tulsidas 
go anywhere else; why should he not remain at your holy feet (if you can’t advise him 
to go anywhere else) (dāsatulasī aura bidhi kyōṁ carana parihari jāta)?”6  

[6Tulsidas says that he shall not go anywhere else, at any cost, for the simple 
reason that there is no one who is as kind, merciful and gracious as Lord Sri Ram is. 
Tulsidas is confident that the Lord will forgive him for his stubborness and audacity, 
and by-and-by he (Tulsidas) would be successful in persuading the Lord to accept him 
at his holy feet as one of his devotees and servants. This would ensure Tulsidas’ 
deliverance, emancipation and salvation.] (6). 

 
[Note—Tulsidas highlights Sri Ram's mercy, grace, benevolence, benefaction, 
benediction, munificence and magnanimity towards all and sundry, especially his 
devotees, in this verse.] 
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The Holy Feet of Lord Śrī Rāma 
 

¼218½ 
 
dcfga ns[kkbgkS gfj pjuA 
leu ldy dysl dfy&ey] ldy eaxy&djuAA1AA 
ljn&Hkko lqanj r#urj v#u&ckfjt cjuA 
yfPN&ykfyr yfyr djry Nfc vuwie /kjuAA2AA 
xax&tud vuax&vfj&fiz; diV&cVq cfy&NjuA 
fcizfr; u`x cf/kdds nq[k&nksl nk#u njuAA3AA 
fl)&lqj&eqfu&c`an&cafnr lq[kn lc dg¡ ljuA 
ld`r mj vkur ftufga tu gksr rkju&rjuAA4AA 
d`ikfla/kq lqtku j?kqcj izur&vkjfr&gjuA 
njl&vkl&fi;kl rqylhnkl pkgr ejuAA5AA 

 
 
                                                   (218) 
 
kabahiṁ dēkhā'ihau hari carana. 
samana sakala kalēsa kali-mala, sakala maṅgala-karana. 1.  
sarada-bhāva sundara tarunatara aruna-bārija barana. 
lacchi-lālita lalita karatala chabi anūpama dharana. 2.  
gaṅga-janaka anaṅga-ari-priya kapaṭa-baṭu bali-charana. 
bipratiya nṛga badhikakē dukha-dōsa dāruna darana. 3.  
sid'dha-sura-muni-bṛnda-bandita sukhada saba kaham̐ sarana. 
sakṛta ura ānata jinahiṁ jana hōta tārana-tarana. 4.  
kṛpāsindhu sujāna raghubara pranata-ārati-harana. 
darasa-āsa-piyāsa tulasīdāsa cāhata marana. 5.  
 
Verse no. 218—Oh Hari (Lord Ram)! Will you ever be kind enough and sufficiently 
pleased with me to let me have Darshan (divine, sacred or holy viewing) of your 
divine and holy feet (kabahiṁ dēkhā'ihau hari carana) which are the eliminators or 
destroyers of all sorrows, miseries, agonies, troubles and tribulations that torment me, 
which also are able to vanquish the negative effects of all the sins, evils, vices and 
faults that are characteristic of Kaliyug (samana sakala kalēsa kali-mala).  

At the same time, your holy feet are provide all sorts of auspiciousness, 
goodness, righteousness, welfare and well-being for a creature (sakala maṅgala-
karana) (1). 
 
The colour of those holy feet are as magnificent and beautifully as the red or pink 
hued (aruna-bārija barana) lotus flower that has freshly opened its petals during the 
winter season (sarada-bhāva sundara tarunatara).  

 These holy feet are reverentially pressed by goddess Laxmi by her tender 
palms (lacchi-lālita lalita karatala)1, and they are of peerless magnificence, beauty 
and radiance (chabi anūpama dharana). 

[1Goddess Laxmi is the divine consort of Lord Vishnu. She lovingly serves the 
Lord and presses or massages his divine feet as a means of doing service to the Lord.] 
(2). 
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These holy feet (of Lord Vishnu who had manifested in the form of Lord Sri Ram) are 
known as the ‘father of river Ganges’ (“gaṅga-janaka”; so-called because this holy 
river has emerged from the toe of the feet of Vishnu, hence the feet are called the 
‘father’ of the river)2.  

They are dear to Lord Shiva who had turned Kamdeo (the patron God of 
passion, cupid and love) to ashes (anaṅga-ari-priya)3. 

They are the ones which had deceived king Bali in the disguise of a 
Brahamachari (kapaṭa-baṭu bali-charana). [This refers to the incident when Lord 
Vishnu had assumed the form of a dwarf mendicant known as Vaaman, and had 
stopped Bali from acquiring lordship over the whole creation as it would have upset 
the laws of creation whereby no mortal being can assume the role of a God.]4 

These holy feet of yours are indeed the ones that had removed all the sorrows, 
miseries, troubles and tribulations as well as the terrible sins, evils, faults and vices 
that had dogged and tormented (dukha-dōsa dāruna darana) Ahilya, the wife of the 
Brahmin (sage Gautam)5, as also of king Nriga6, and the wicked and cruel fellow 
named Nishad (bipratiya nṛga badhikakē)7. 

[2Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chanda line no. 13 that precedes 
Doha no. 211 where Ahilya had reiterated this fact when she prayed to Lord Ram. 

3Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 6 that precedes Doha 
no. 87 where it is mentioned that Shiva had burnt Kamdeo to ashes; and Chaupai line 
no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 108 where it is mentioned that Shiva constantly worships 
Lord Ram and repeats the Lord’s holy name.  

4This has been narrated in a note appended to verse no. 52, and verse no. 174, 
stanza no. 2 of this Book ‘Vinai Patrika’. 

5Ahilya’s story is narrated in brief as a note appended to verse no. 43, stanza 
no. 3 of this Book ‘Vinai Patrika’. 

6King Nrig’s story is narrated in brief as a note appended to verse no. 213, 
stanza no. 4 of this Book ‘Vinai Patrika’. 

7Nishad’s story is narrated in brief as a note appended to verse no. 134, stanza 
no. 4 of this Book ‘Vinai Patrika’.] (3). 
 
These holy feet of the Lord (Sri Ram) are being consistenly praised and adored by the 
community of Siddhas (the mystics), the Gods and the exalted hermits and sages 
(sid'dha-sura-muni-bṛnda-bandita).  

They grant happiness, succour and solace as well as refuge and shelter to all 
and sundry who come seeking for them before the Lord (sukhada saba kaham̐ 
sarana).  

That devotee who remembers these holy feet of the Lord as well as his divine 
glories even once in his heart (sakṛta ura ānata jinahiṁ jana), then he becomes so 
blessed and mystically empowered that he is not only able to attain liberation and 
deliverance for himself but can also share these rewards with others who come in  
contact with him (hōta tārana-tarana).  

[To wit, such devotees who worship the holy feet of the Lord and enshrine 
them in his heart not only become eligible to cross this ocean-like mundane world 
himself but also entitled to share this benefit with others. and becomes eligible and 
capable of helping others to cross it by bringing the virtuous, noble and righteous 
glories of those feet in his heart.] (4). 
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Oh Raghubara (Lord Ram), you are an ocean of mercy and compassion 
(kṛpāsindhu), and is the wisest, the most gracious and gentlemanly (sujāna)!  

You are the remover of all sorrows, miseries, agonies, trials and tribulations 
that torment those who have taken refuge in your holy feet (pranata-ārati-harana). 
 This Tulsidas is now dying of thirst (tulasīdāsa cāhata marana) in the form 
of hope and expectation that he would be granted an opportunity to have a Darshan 
(divine sight or view) of your august and holy feet; he is very sincerely and eagerly 
hoping for it (darasa-āsa-piyāsa) (5). 

 
 
 

Why should one pray before the Lord 
 

¼219½ 
 
}kj gkSa Hkksj gh dks vktqA 
jVr fjfjgk vkfj vkSj u] dkSj gh rsa dktqAA1AA 
dfy djky nqdky nk#u] lc dqHkk¡fr dqlktqA 
uhp tu] eu Å¡p] tSlh dks<+esadh [kktqAA2AA 
ggfj fg;esa ln; cw>îks tkb lk/kq&lektqA 
eksgqls dgq¡ drgq¡ dksm] frUg dáks dkslyjktqAA3AA 
nhurk&nkfjn nyS dks d`ikckfjf/k cktqA 
nkfu  nljFkjk;ds]  rw  ckubr  fljrktqAA4AA 
tuedks  Hkw[kks  fHk[kkjh  gkSa  xjhcfuoktqA 
isV Hkfj rqyflfg tsaokb; Hkxfr&lq/kk lquktqAA5AA 

 
 
                                                    (219) 
 
dvāra hauṁ bhōra hī kō āju. 
raṭata ririhā āri aura na, kaura hī tēṁ kāju. 1.  
kali karāla dukāla dāruna, saba kubhām̐ti kusāju. 
nīca jana, mana ūm̐ca, jaisī kōṛhamēṅkī khāju. 2.  
hahari hiyamēṁ sadaya būjhaîō jā'i sādhu-samāju. 
mōhusē kahum̐ katahum̐ kō'u, tinha kahyō kōsalarāju. 3.  
dīnatā-dārida dalai kō kṛpābāridhi bāju. 
dāni dasaratharāyakē, tū bāna'ita siratāju. 4.  
janamakō bhūkhō bhikhārī hauṁ garībanivāju. 
pēṭa bhari tulasihi jēnvā'iya bhagati-sudhā sunāju. 5.  
 
Verse no. 219—Oh Lord (Ram), since early morning today I have been squatting in 
front of your doorway (dvāra hauṁ bhōra hī kō āju). I have been requesting, 
beseeching, entreating and pleading before you most earnestly and urgently (raṭata 
ririhā āri); I want nothing more from you except some small bit of alms such as a 
single bite or morsel (of food) (aura na, kaura hī tēṁ kāju)!1  
 [1Like all great poets and bards who liberally employ parables, metaphors and 
similies to describe something of great importance and drive home a point, Tulsidas 
here invokes the scenario where a beggar or a very hungry person waits patiently at 
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the door of a great Lord since early morning in the hope that the latter would be kind 
enough to grant him some sort of alms and food. This seeker is sure that the Lord 
can’t, and won’t, turn him away for fear of getting a bad name and ignominy as he 
would be very conscious of his own reputation and what the world would say about 
him when it learns that he had refused even the basic norms of goodness and noble 
behaviour if he shoos the seeker away empty-handed the first thing in the morning. 
 Now, ‘morsels or bite of food’ and ‘bits of alms’ are simply figures of speech 
to imply that Tulsidas does not want his dear and benevolent Lord Ram to give him 
some great spiritual reward, such as emancipation and salvation; what he wants is just 
a simple ‘glance’ by the Lord towards him, because he knows that this gesture would 
mean that the Lord has seen him, even though it is for a fleeting moment, but it is 
enough for fulfilling all the desires of Tulsidas. The reason is that the Lord is 
extremely kind, considerate, mericiful and gracious, and as soon as his sight falls on 
the wretched and pitiable condition of Tulsidas, the Lord would immediately take 
cognizance of it and take steps to mitigate Tulsidas’ sufferings.] (1). 
  
[Now, if you wonder why I am so lazy that I don’t make any effort to meet my basic 
needs in this world, which has resulted in me being so impoverished that I come 
begging for bits of things and morsels of food at your door, then oh kind Lord, this is 
my answer:--] 
 In this terrible, merciless, selfish and cruel period called Kaliyug, there is a 
severe dearth of good, noble and righteous means and ways that would help a creature 
realise his spiritual dreams and fulfil his wishes (for peace, happiness, liberation and 
deliverance from sorrows, grief, worries, miseries and torments of all kinds) (kali 
karāla dukāla dāruna).  
 Whatever ways and means that are available have all become mired in 
corruptions, are influenced by evil, and are soaked in all forms of negativities. 
Therefore, employing any method to fulfil one’s spiritual aspirations and attain one’s 
noble objectives in life have become an impossibility (saba kubhām̐ti kusāju).  
 People have set high and noble goals for themselves in their lives, but they are 
all fallen and sinful, they are all full of vices and evil, and their deeds and actions that 
would enable them to attain their goals are all unrighteous, pervert, degrading and 
corrupt. So, how can one expect good results? (nīca jana, mana ūm̐ca) 
 People try many methods, do countless deeds and make strenuous efforts so 
that their desires and needs are fulfilled, such as having peace and happiness in this 
world, but all their efforts to get relief and solace are like scratching the itch of 
leprosy because the more a person scratches the more severe the itch becomes and the 
more sore the wound gets (jaisī kōṛhamēṅkī khāju).  

[Even though scratching the rash of leprosy appears very relieving, pleasing 
and comfortable in the beginning, but the scratching only intensifies the itch and 
aggravates the wound so much so that it starts to fester and ooze pus. Similarly, when 
a creature pursues the sense objects of the material world in the hope of deriving 
comfort and happiness in them, in the beginning they appear very tempting and 
pleasant but soon the creature realises that it he has opened a can of worms for 
himself as his miseries and griefs go on enhancing incrementally. All the things of 
this world only add to one’s miseries, sorrows and troubles instead of giving him 
peace and happiness. So Tulsidas says he decided to avoid them altogether. 

To wit, the more the creature pursues the world in the hope of finding comfort 
and happiness and peace in it, the more miserable and wretched he feels. Ultimately 
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he lands in a state where he is worse off than when he had begun to seek peace and 
happiness in this world.]2  

[2“Therefore, oh Lord, I determined for myself that it is far better for me not to 
take the risk by getting entangled in dirty things of this world and doing wrong deeds 
in the hope of achieving success in life, in the hope of attaining my spiritual goals in 
life, as all the means available to me during this period of Kaliyug are so unrighteous 
and corrupted that they would only lead me to ruin and to more miseries and troubles 
than what I have at present. Instead of solving my problems, giving me peace and 
happiness and aiding in my spiritual welfare, they would pull me down in a vortex of 
sorrows and grief, and rob me of whatever chance I have for my redemption.  

After closely observing this state of affairs I therefore decided not to do 
anything in this fierce time of Kaliyug in order to fulfil my wishes. I decided instead 
that it is safer for me to approach you, because by doing so I will get all my all wishes 
fulfilled and spiritual needs met without the grave risk I would have encountered if I 
had tried other methods in this world, or had sought peace, happiness and comfort in 
anything in this world.” 

Briefly, Tulsidas means that it is futile to hope of finding peace and happiness 
in this material world. And though it is theoretically possible that a creature can attain 
liberation and deliverance from his cycle of birth and death with its incumbent 
miseries, grief and torments, in practice it is very difficult and almost impossible to 
achieve. The various methods, means, paths and ways that are prescribed in the 
scriptures for this purpose, such as renunciation, dispassion, austerity, penance, 
meditation, contemplation, enlightenment, self-control and so many other means 
which are all extremely cumbersome and need so much focus and purity of effort that 
they can’t be followed or done in the correct way during Kaliyug as the environment 
of this time is very pervert, sinful, evil and unrighteous. So, it is merely a wild dream 
to expect any success in such efforts.   

In this hopeless scenario, the only sure method is to surrender to Lord God, in 
this case Lord Ram, have devotion, faith and affection for the Lord, and ask the Lord 
for shelter and protection. Nothing is more certain of fulfilling every desire of a 
devotee than this method.] (2). 

       
Now, being thus scared of the world and the Kaliyug, and finding myself in a helpless 
and precarious condition (because I am worried about my welfare but have no 
wherewithal or resources to take care of it) (hahari hiyamēṁ sadaya), I asked the 
community of saints (būjhaîō jā'i sādhu-samāju) if there was anyone who would be 
gracious enough to welcome a distressed and resourceless refuge who had gone to 
surrender at his feet, and would give shelter to a person who is as lazy, unenterprising, 
slothful and lethargic as me (Tulsidas) (mōhusē kahum̐ katahum̐ kō'u)?  

[Oh Lord, you may wonder as to why I call myself so lazy and useless? I had 
guessed in the beginning that you are deferring to pay attention to me because you 
wonder why I had not done something meritorious in my life that would have 
prevented me from being in such a precarious situation that I have to wail and beg 
before others for protection and welfare. I have explained the reason to you 
hereinabove. So I approached wise saints for advice, and this is what they told me—] 

Taking pity on me, all the saints had unanimously said that there was only one 
Lord of Kaushal (i.e. Lord Sri Ram) who does it, who can keep such persons under 
his protection, who extends his patronage and shelter to someone that fits my 
description (tinha kahyō kōsalarāju).  
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[So oh Lord, this is the reason why I have come to you, and I beg you to live 
up to your reputation by accepting me and granting me refuge in your holy feet, by 
granting me the stature of being your devotee and servant.] (3). 
 
Oh an ocean of mercy and kindness (kṛpābāridhi bāju)! Who can eliminate 
wretchedness, distress, misery, poverty, deprivation, weakness and lowlyness except 
you (dīnatā-dārida dalai kō)?  

Oh the son of Dasrath (i.e. Lord Sri Ram—“dasaratharāyakē”)! You are the 
best among those (siratāju) who are reputed to be great donors, who are most famous 
for being exceedingly generous givers and liberal bestowers of grants and boons 
(dāni, tū bāna'ita) (4). 
 
Oh Lord who is a protector of the poor and who takes care of those who are wretched, 
miserable and deprived (garībanivāju)! I am an extremely impoverished, hungry and 
distressed beggar since birth (janamakō bhūkhō bhikhārī hauṁ).  

Now, let this Tulsidas have a stomach full of delicious food representing 
nectar-like devotion for you (pēṭa bhari tulasihi jēnvā'iya bhagati-sudhā sunāju)3. 

[3Tulsidas has made his intentions clear here. He does not actually want 
physical food to feed his stomach, but a symbolic kind of food to nourish his soul and 
fulfil its desire for liberation, deliverance, emancipation and salvation. It can come 
only when the Lord grants him the nectar-like drink of devotion—because like any 
thirsty and hungry man who wants nothing else but sweet water to quench his thirst 
and delicious food to fill his stomach, Tulsidas wants nothing from the Lord except 
the blessing of ‘devotion for the Lord’ from the Lord himself.  

It is to be noted that Tulsidas remarkably seeks the ‘blessing of devotion for 
Lord Ram’ from the Lord himself! He is exceptionally clever when he asks the Lord 
for this boon—because he knows how cunning and evil Kaliyug is, and he fears that 
Kaliyug is sure to do some mischief that would sooner or later make Tulisdas lose his 
devotion for the Lord if he manages to acquire this grand virtue by his own effort. So 
he prays to the Lord himself to grant him devotion, because he knows that then 
Kaliyug won’t be able to deprive him of this priceless spiritual gem no matter how 
hard it tries—as Kaliyug fears the Lord. 

Tulsidas asks Lord Sri Ram to shower his grace, benevolence, benignance and 
compassion upon him to such an extent that no more desires, wants, shortages, 
sorrows, miseries, torments and tribulations etc. remain with him any longer, and he 
attains supreme bliss as well as emancipation and salvation.] (5). 

 
 
 

Tulasīdāsa prays to Lord Rāma to save him from the cruelty of Kalīyuga 
 

¼220½ 
 
dfj; l¡Hkkj] dkslyjk;! 
vkSj BkSj u vkSj xfr] voyac uke fcgk;AA1AA 
cwf> viuh vkiuks fgrq vki cki u ek;A 
jke! jkmj uke xqj] lqj] Lokfe] l[kk] lgk;AA2AA 
jkejkt u pys ekul&efyuds Ny Nk;A 
dksi rsfg dfydky dk;j eq,fg ?kkyr ?kk;AA3AA 
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ysr dsgfjdks c;j T;ksa Hksd gfu xksek;A 
R;ksafg jke&xqyke tkfu fudke nsr dqnk;AA4AA 
vdfu ;kds diV&djrc] vfer vu;&vik;A 
lq[kh gfjiqj clr gksr ijhfNrfg ifNrk;AA5AA 
d`ikfla/kq! fcyksfd;s] tu&eudh lk¡lfr lk;A 
lju vk;ks] nso! nhun;kyq! ns[ku ik;AA6AA 
fudV cksfy u cjft;s] cfy tkm¡] gfu; u gk;A 
nsf[kgSa  guqeku  xkseq[k  ukgjfuds  U;k;AA7AA 
v#u eq[k] Hkzw fcdV] fiaxy u;u jks"k&d"kk;A 
chj lqfefj lehjdks ?kfVgS piy fpr pk;AA8AA 
fcu; lqfu fcg¡ls vuqtlksa cpuds dfg Hkk;A 
^Hkyh dgh* dáks y"ku gw¡ g¡fl] cus ldy cuk;AA9AA 
nbZ nhufga nkfn] lks lqfu lqtu&lnu c/kk;A 
feVs  ladV&lksp]  iksp&iziap]  iki&fudk;AA10AA 
isf[k izhfr&izrhfr tuij vxqu vu?k vHkk;A 
nklrqylh dgr eqfuxu] ^t;fr t; m#xk;*AA11AA 

 
 
                                                   (220) 
 
kariya sam ̐bhāra, kōsalarāya! 
aura ṭhaura na aura gati, avalamba nāma bihāya. 1.  
būjhi apanī āpanō hitu āpa bāpa na māya. 
rāma! rā'ura nāma gura, sura, svāmi, sakhā, sahāya. 2.  
rāmarāja na calē mānasa-malinakē chala chāya. 
kōpa tēhi kalikāla kāyara mu'ēhi ghālata ghāya. 3.  
lēta kēharikō bayara jyōṁ bhēka hani gōmāya. 
tyōnhi rāma-gulāma jāni nikāma dēta kudāya. 4.  
akani yākē kapaṭa-karataba, amita anaya-apāya. 
sukhī haripura basata hōta parīchitahi pachitāya. 5.  
kṛpāsindhu! bilōkiyē, jana-manakī sām̐sati sāya. 
sarana āyō, dēva! dīnadayālu! dēkhana pāya. 6.  
nikaṭa bōli na barajiyē, bali jā'um̐, haniya na hāya. 
dēkhihaiṁ hanumāna gōmukha nāharanikē n'yāya. 7.  
aruna mukha, bhrū bikaṭa, piṅgala nayana rōṣa-kaṣāya. 
bīra sumiri samīrakō ghaṭihai capala cita cāya. 8.  
binaya suni biham̐sē anujasōṁ bacanakē kahi bhāya. 
‘bhalī kahī’ kahyō laṣana hūm̐ ham̐si, banē sakala banāya. 9.  
da'ī dīnahiṁ dādi, sō suni sujana-sadana badhāya. 
miṭē saṅkaṭa-sōca, pōca-prapan̄ca, pāpa-nikāya. 10.  
pēkhi prīti-pratīti janapara aguna anagha abhāya. 
dāsatulasī kahata munigana, ‘jayati jaya urugāya’. 11.  
 
Verse no. 220—[In the previous verse no. 219, Tulsidas has hinted to Lord Ram about 
the malfeasance and evil nature of Kaliyug. Now in this verse he requests the Lord to 
put a leash on the corrupt practices and pervert nature of Kaliyug.] 
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‘Oh King of Kaushal (Sri Ram—“kōsalarāya”), protect me, save me, take care of me 
(kariya sam ̐bhāra).  

Besides your holy name (nāma bihāya), I don't have any other resource and 
no other recourse for obtaining succour, support and solace for myself (avalamba), 
nor do I have any ony other destination where I can go or from where I can expect any 
sort of welfare for myself (aura ṭhaura na aura gati). [To wit, Tulsidas says that the 
Lord’s holy name is his only support and protector.]1  
 [1Refer for example verse no. 216, stanza no. 1 of this Book ‘Vinai Patrika’ in 
this context. There are umpteen numbers of verses on this theme.] (1). 
 
When you see your devotees you willingly use your discretionary authority and 
powers to take such care of their good, welfare and well-being that even their parents 
aren't able to do (būjhi apanī āpanō hitu āpa bāpa na māya).   

[To wit, though a parent loves his or her child very much and would leave no 
stone unturned to secure the child’s welfare and good, but no matter how hard they try 
no parent can give eternal peace and happiness to a creature, nor can they assure him 
of salvation and liberation from the bondage of this mundane, gross and temporal 
world. It is only Lord Ram who can do it for sure.]  

Oh Lord Ram! Your majesty’s holy name “RAM” (rāma! rā'ura nāma) is 
my only revered Guru (a teacher, preceptor, guide and advisor), my only God, my 
only Lord, Master, Friend and Helper or Assistant in times of need (gura, sura, 
svāmi, sakhā, sahāya)2. 

[2This same idea is expressed in the epic “Ram Charit Manas”, (i) Ayodhya 
Kand, Doha no. 130 where sage Valmiki reiterates it; and (ii) Uttar Kand, Chaupai 
line no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 47 where the citizens of Ayodhya declare this fact 
unanimously. 

Refer also to verse no. 28, stanza no. 6; verse no. 77, stanza no. 2; verse no. 
79, stanza no. 3;  of this Book ‘Vinai Patrika’.] (2). 

 
In your kingdom known as ‘Rāmarāja’, it is said that anyone or any entity which has 
a malicious Mana (mind and heart) that is dark and tainted, a Mana that is 
characterised by negativities, deceit, corruption and evil tendencies that are morally 
and spiritually degrading, sinful, pervert and unscrupulous, cannot have any influence 
upon any creature and disturb anyone who lives in your kingdom (na calē mānasa-
malinakē chala chāya).  

But this coward Kaliyug (kalikāla kāyara) is so frustrated, so resentful, so 
indignant and so angered at his failure to spread his dark shadow of influence over 
your kingdom that he has decided to vent his ire and wreck vengeance upon me (kōpa 
tēhi) because he finds me too timid, weak and humble to resist him and oppose his 
merciless attacks upon me. So he is thrashing me and inflicting immense pain upon 
me (i.e. tormenting me by trying to impose his negativities and evil characters upon 
me, and forcing me to fall in line with his desires) inspite of the fact that I am already 
in a miserable state (mu'ēhi ghālata ghāya)3.  

[3Now since Kaliyug has the spiritually tormenting characteristics as outlined 
above and he feels oppressed and neglected in your kingdom—because he can’t 
confront you and disobey your laws and regulations, and therefore he can’t have his 
way and prey upon innocent creatures who live in your kingdom so as to expand his 
family of the corrupt and the sinful—he has become very frustrated, angry and 
agitated.  
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Unable to oppose you and expand his field of influence on the people who 
have surrendered before you and have got your protection, i.e. those who are your 
devotees and servants, and thereby unable to propagate his family of the corrupt and 
the sinful, he has decided to vent his ire upon me whom he finds be too timid, weak 
and humble to resist him and stand against his high-handedness. Therefore, this 
wicked fellow Kaliyug is striking me hard; he is eying me angrily and scornfully, 
hurting and tormenting me endlessly inspite of the fact that I am already in a 
miserable and pitiable state. This situation has aggravated my pain and agony 
immensely.   

This rascal of a fellow Kaliyug is highly immoral and unscrupulous; he has no 
pity upon even the most helpless persons like me; he is of a most vile and sinful 
nature; he is of an extremely pervert mind that is full of corruption, treachery, 
malevolence and capriciousness. He has become so arrogant, bold and reckless that he 
is not even afraid of the fact that I live in your kingdom, that I have submitted myself 
before Lord Ram and have already made a plea before his majesty to protect me 
against Kaliyug, and that the Lord is so merciful that when he comes to learn how 
Kaliyug is tormenting me he is bound to punish him severely.  

Kaliyug is a “coward” because he is not able to confront you and resist your 
orders directly; in fact he flees when he sees you, and he refrains from disturbing 
those who have your protection. But inspite of this cowardice and appearance of 
obeying you, look oh Lord, what is he doing to me? Now therefore, it has become 
imperative for you to intervene and stop this wicked fellow from making me suffer 
more.] (3). 
 
Oh Lord, like a jackal that kills a harmless and humble frog, who is unable to resist 
him (bhēka hani gōmāya), to avenge its anger at the lion (lēta kēharikō bayara 
jyōṁ), this fellow Kaliyug has drubbed and tormented me gravely, he has hurt me 
deeply (nikāma dēta kudāya), because he knows me to be your servant (devotee, 
follower, subordinate or dependant) (tyōnhi rāma-gulāma jāni)4.  

[4Here, Kaliyug is compared to a ‘Jackal’, Lord Ram to the ‘Lion’, and 
Tulsidas to the poor ‘Frog’.  

Kaliyug has a problem with you, Lord Ram. He is very spiteful, vehemently 
opposed and full of malice towards you, but he cannot do any harm to you, so he is 
tormenting this wretched and weak fellow Tulsidas in your stead because he finds me 
too weak to oppose him.] (4). 
 
Even the great king Parikshit, who now resides happily in the exalted abode of the 
Lord God (in heaven) (sukhī haripura basata hōta parīchitahi), is lamenting and is 
full of regret (pachitāya) on hearing his (Kaliyug's) deceitful, evil, treacherous, 
pervert, capricious, recklessly and unscrupulous deeds, numerous misdemeanours, 
unlawful and unrighteous behaviour, and the various hurdles that he puts in the path 
followed by the saints and those who are noble and righteous (akani yākē kapaṭa-
karataba, amita anaya-apāya)5. 

[5The story of Parikshit is narrated in brief at the end of this verse—and 
marked *. He regrets that he had shown mercy on Kaliyug when he had caught him at 
the end of Dwapar-Yug and the beginning of Kalilyug, and had let him off instead of 
slaying him right then. Had the king then killed Kaliyug, the havoc and the misery he 
is creating in the present time would have been avoided.] (5).  
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Oh Lord who is an ocean of mercy and munificence (kṛpāsindhu)! Have a kind, 
compassionate, benign and merciful glance at me (bilōkiyē) so that the troubles and 
agonies tormenting the mind and heart of this servant of yours are calmed down 
(jana-manakī sām̐sati sāya).  

Oh the one who is benevolent and munificent towards the wretched, the 
deprived, the downtrodden and the lowly (dīnadayālu)! Oh Lord (dēva)! I have come 
to take refuge at your holy feet (sarana āyō) so that I may have your Darshan (holy 
viewing; holy sight) (dēkhana pāya) (6). 
 
If you have taken pity on him (i.e. Kaliyug) so much so that you do not wish to 
summon him to put a leash on his evil ways (his mischief, his misdemenours and his 
reckless behaviour—“nikaṭa bōli na barajiyē”), or to punish him severely by slaying 
him (i.e. vanquishing him altogether) because he would, in all probability, cry 
pitifully before you in a distressed voice, begging for mercy (haniya na hāya)—then 
oh Lord, in this situation my humble plea and earnest submission before you (bali 
jā'um̐) is that you should at least quietly signal Hanuman to warn Kaliyug to mend his 
ways. At your hint, Hanuman would glare sternly at his (Kaliyug’s) face with a 
contemptuous scorn and a fierce scowl (dēkhihaiṁ hanumāna) even as a lion looks 
at the face of a cow (gōmukha nāharanikē n'yāya)6. 

[6Tulsidas guesses that since Lord Ram is exceptionally gracious and merciful, 
he is probably reluctant to take any stern action against Kaliyug because the latter is 
also one of the Lord’s subjects. People of varying nature, different characters and 
diverse qualities reside in a great king’s kingdom, and all of them are his equal 
subjects whom the king is expected to deal with friendliness, equanimity, mercy and 
justice. So is the case with Kaliyug. Perhaps Lord Ram takes pity on him because the 
Lord has a soft corner in his heart for those subjects of his kingdom who are lowly, 
fallen and devoid of any goodness. Even Tulsidas has acknowledged this great quality 
of the Lord that he is especially kind to the lowly, the wretched and the sinful—for 
instance, refer verse no. 215, stanza no. 1, and verse no. 216, stanza no. 5 of this book 
Vinai Patrika.  

Its alright then, says Tulsidas, for the Lord not to severely punish Kaliyug for 
his evil nature and misdemeanours because the Lord takes pity on him when he cries 
“Oh Lord, alas, I am too sinful to be cast away by you; where will I go if even you 
throw me away from your kingdom?”, just like the way Tulsidas himself pleads 
before the Lord—refer verse no. 217, stanza no. 6 herein above in this book Vinai 
Patrika. 

But at the same time, Lord Ram must also keep in view the way Kaliyug is 
horrifying Tulsidas. Say, how would a just king react if he finds that someone in his 
kingdom is causing immense hardship and suffering to others even though the king 
may have pardoned this tormentor for his evil nature in some time in the past. A 
prudent king may not directly punish the offending subject, but he can at least direct 
one of his senior ministers to take the matter up and teach this wayward subject some 
good lesson so that he would mend his ways, and threaten him with severe 
punishment if he won’t. Likewise, Lord Ram can signal Hanuman, his most trusted 
and able aide, to warn Kaliyug to stop his mischief and desist from tormenting those 
who are humble, helpless and hapless like Tulsidas.] (7). 

 
[Having got a signal from you, and having taken cognizance of the pervert, deceitul, 
cunning, evil, vile and unscrupulous nature of Kaliyug and the horrifying deeds done 
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by him—) When Hanuman will make his face red (aruna mukha), his eyebrows 
curved menacingly (bhrū bikaṭa), and the yellow of his eyes turned into red with 
anger, contempt and hate for him (Kaliyug) (piṅgala nayana rōṣa-kaṣāya), then by 
mere remembrance of (or vision of) such a ferocious and stern feature of the brave 
‘Son of the Wind God’ (i.e. Hanuman) (bīra sumiri samīrakō), all the enthusiasm 
and zeal that this fickle minded, unstable and irreverent fellow Kaliyug has for 
creating mischief, nuisance and trouble would simply vanish (ghaṭihai capala cita 
cāya)7.’  

[7To wit, as soon as Kaliyug sees the angry face of Hanuman, he would lose 
his wits and forget all his tricks, his crookedness, his perversities, turpitudes and 
wickedness—for he knows very well how unforgiving Hanuman is against those who 
torment the devotees of Lord Ram and the followers of the path of righteousness and 
noble conduct.] (8). 
  
Tulsidas says that when Lord Ram heard his prayers and arguments, the Lord smiled 
(binaya suni biham̐sē) and explained to his yonger brother Laxman the implications 
of all that I have said (and how clever I was) (anujasōṁ bacanakē kahi bhāya).  

At this, Laxman laughed and said, ‘Yes, what Tulsidas says is correct.’ (‘bhalī 
kahī’ kahyō laṣana hūm̐ ham̐si) 

That was enough; my purpose was served (banē sakala banāya).  
[To wit, I had achieved success in my endeavour to put a leash on this 

miscreant Kaliyug and teach him a lesson. At least now I can be assured that my 
torments and miseries caused in the hands of Kaliyug will stop fortwith, and so will 
the torments and tribulations of all other devotees of Lord Sri Ram whom Kaliyug 
subjects to immense suffering.] (9). 
 
The news that justice has been done to this wretched and humble Tulsidas who was 
terrified and tormented by Kaliyug spread far and wide (da'ī dīnahiṁ dādi). It made 
all the households of saintly people erupt in joy even as they sang their thanks for the 
Lord (sō suni sujana-sadana badhāya). [All saintly people now felt happy that 
their sorrows, miseries and worries caused by Kaliyug would now end.] 

The swarming hordes of sorrows, miseries, tribulations, worries, deceit, 
conceit, perversions, treachery, sins, vices, evils, faults, crimes etc. (saṅkaṭa-sōca, 
pōca-prapan ̄ca, pāpa-nikāya)—all of them were eliminated (miṭē). [To wit, all 
these negative influences of Kaliyug hid from the devotees of Lord Sri Ram, the 
saints and pious people; they stopped tormenting them any further.] (10).  
  
Tulsidas says (dāsatulasī kahata) that when the exalted sages, hermits and saintly 
people (munigana) observed Lord Ram showing such grace and selfless affection on 
his servant and devotee (i.e. on Tulsidas) (pēkhi prīti-pratīti janapara aguna 
anagha abhāya), all of them felt extremely happy and exhilarated; they exulted in 
joy and proclaimed “Glory to the Lord who possesses such excellent virtues and noble 
characters that has made him immensely famous and aquire matchless honour and 
respect in the world. Hail him and his famed glories!” (‘jayati jaya urugāya’) (11). 

 
[Note—*5Kaliyug and king Parikshit: King Parikshit (the grandson of Arjun) was 
hunting in a deep forest at the fag end of Dwapar Yug when he saw a dark savage 
looking man chasing a cow and a lame bull. On enquiry, it transpired that the man 
was Kaliyug, the cow was mother earth and the bull was Dharma. The king drew his 
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sword to slay the persecutor Kaliyug when the latter fell at the king's feet pleading 
mercy and forgiveness. Being righteous and merciful, the king stopped short in his 
tracks because killing of a refugee was highly unrighteous, and excused him. The 
savage and cunning Kaliyug extracted a promise from him that he could stay at 14 
specific places, and one among them was gold. The king had a crown of gold, so the 
treacherous, wicked rascal (Kaliyug) immediately leapt and hid there, thereby 
corrupting the intellect, wisdom and discriminatory power of the king. On the way 
back, he passed by the hermitage of a sage in deep meditation. When the latter did not 
answer the king's calls, the by-now pervert and corrupted king put a dead serpent 
around the sage's neck in derision and to mock him. The sage's son cursed the king 
that he would die of a snake's bite on the 7th day. The king was full of remorse and 
lamented; so, in order to obtain redemption, he heard the recitation of the Srimad 
Bhagwat for 7 consecutive days and attained heaven. This is how Kaliyug managed 
to survive and unleash a reign of most unrighteous, unscrupulous demeanours and 
reckless sins, turpitudes and vices which have shackled, pilloried, tormented as well 
as polluted and defiled mankind even till this date.] 
 
 

¼221½ 
 
ukFk! d`ik gh dks iaFk fpror nhu gkSa fnujkfrA 
gksb /kkSa dsfg dky nhun;kyq! tkfu u tkfrAA1AA 
lqxqu] X;ku&fcjkx&Hkxfr] lq&lk/kufudh ik¡frA 
Hkts fcdy fcyksfd dfy v?k&voxqufudh FkkfrAA2AA 
vfr vuhfr&dqjhfr Hkb Hkqb¡ rjfu gw rs rkfrA 
tkm¡ dg¡\ cfy tkm¡] dgw¡ u Bkm¡] efr vdqykfrAA3AA 
vki lfgr u vkiuks dksm] cki! dfBu dqHkk¡frA 
L;ke?ku! lhafp;s rqylh] lkfy lQy lq[kkfrAA4AA 

 
 
                                                    (221) 
 
nātha! kṛpā hī kō pantha citavata dīna hauṁ dinarāti. 
hō'i dhauṁ kēhi kāla dīnadayālu! jāni na jāti. 1.  
suguna, gyāna-birāga-bhagati, su-sādhananikī pām̐ti. 
bhajē bikala bilōki kali agha-avagunanikī thāti. 2.  
ati anīti-kurīti bha'i bhu'im̐ tarani hū tē tāti. 
jā'um̐ kaham̐? bali jā'um̐, kahūm̐ na ṭhā'um̐, mati akulāti. 3.  
āpa sahita na āpanō kō'u, bāpa! kaṭhina kubhām̐ti. 
syāmaghana! sīn̄ciyē tulasī, sāli saphala sukhāti. 4.  
 
Verse no. 221—Oh Lord (nātha)! I wait day and night humbly seeking your kind 
grace and mercy (kṛpā hī kō pantha citavata dīna hauṁ dinarāti).  

Oh the one who is so kind and compassionate towards the distressed, the 
wretched, the lowly, the meek, the weak and the humble (dīnadayālu)! I don't know 
when I'll be fortunate enough to have that what I seek (i.e. be the beneficiary of your 
mercy, kindness, munificence, benignance and benevolence) (hō'i dhauṁ kēhi kāla 
dīnadayālu! jāni na jāti) (1). 
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The lot of noble virtues and excellent characters (suguna), of wisdom and 
enlightenment, of renunciation and detachment, of devotion and worship (gyāna-
birāga-bhagati), and all other potentially good means and spiritual ways (by which 
one obtains salvation, liberation and emancipation in life—“su-sādhananikī pām̐ti”) 
have run away and abandoned me because they are terrified at the very sight of 
Kaliyug (bhajē bikala bilōki kali)1.  

What is left (with me) is the horde of sins, evils, vices, faults,  perversions, 
unrighteousness and all such vile characters and unscrupulous qualities (agha-
avagunanikī thāti)2. 
 [1Refer also to verse nos. 139, 173, 184, 194 and 220 regarding the menace of 
Kaliyug. 
 2To wit, if I expect to have your grace relying upon some good character in 
me, or if you would grace and show mercy upon me only if I have goodness, then 
forget about it—as I have none of the fine spiritual qualities or good virtues one 
expects from a holy man who has been blessed by you. But oh Lord, that will not give 
you any fame. Your greatness lies not in showing grace and benevolence upon those 
who are already holy and pious and would be eligible to claim spiritual reward 
because of their own qualities, but by showing your grace and mercy upon those like 
me who are absolutely devoid of any good qualities but nonetheless have come to 
seek shelter at your holy feet, have surrendered themselves unconditionally before 
you and honestly say that they are sinful but are ready for atonement if you just 
shower your grace upon them. Listen Lord, helping those who need help is a quality, 
is a virtue that makes a Lord great and renowned and honoured and much sought 
after. Besides this, in all sooth, you are famed for being a friend of the lowly and the 
downtrodden, for being merciful and benevolent to the highest level, so why should I 
not expect your grace for myself?] (2). 
  
The earth has become hotter than the sun (i.e. it has become extremely tormenting and 
inhospitable) due to the great heat caused by the huge fire symbolising grave injustice, 
unbridled corruption, extremes of unrighteousness and improprieties, uncountable 
misdeeds, and unscrupulous behaviour done unabashedly (ati anīti-kurīti bha'i 
bhu'im̐ tarani hū tē tāti).  

There is no method or medium left by which I can get peace and comfort for 
myself in this horrifying scenario, instead of being burnt or scorched by the symbolic 
heat I have described herein above. One feels extremely agitated and miserable, but 
finds no way to get succour from his miseries, and there seems to be no place or 
destination where I can hope to go to find peace for myself (kahūm̐ na ṭhā'um̐). 

[To wit, in the present scenario, there seems to be no way out for a trapped 
creature who is endlessly being tormented by the vices prevalent in Kaliyug. He feels 
extremely agitated and miserable, but finds no way to get succour from his miseries.] 

(In such a situation) Where shall I go for relief and solace (except to come to 
you) (jā'um̐ kaham̐)? Oh Lord, glory be to you (bali jā'um̐)! I plead before you and 
submit myself most humbly and unconditionally before you, with a prayer (bali 
jā'um̐) that I have no other destination or succour (except your holy feet). My mind is 
totally perplexed, and utterly confounded and agitated (mati akulāti) (3). 
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Oh my Father (bāpa)! No one can be called my own and my well-wisher in this 
world, and this includes my own body (āpa sahita na āpanō kō'u). Everyone seems 
to be opposed to me; all means and ways by which I hope to get peace and solace 
seem to be extremely difficult and hard to practice; no one seems to either care for me 
or help me in any way (kaṭhina kubhām̐ti)3. 

[3The irony is that my own body is a source of great misery for me, what to 
talk of others. It makes miserable for me as if it was my greatest enemy. It never tires 
of demanding this and that from me, and I have never been able to sufficiently satisfy 
its needs and demands. It falls sick; it gets thirsty and hungry; it needs physical 
comfort and pleasures. It continuously torments me, it keeps nagging at me, it goes on 
whinning and pinching me no matter how great an effort I make to please it. Whom 
should I approach for help or support in this situation, oh Lord, if is is not you? All 
appear to be stone-hearted, apathetic, unscrupulous, evil, perverse and treacherous 
(and I have lost all faith in them and trust them no more.] 

Oh the Lord with a dark complexion like that of a rain-bearing cloud 
(syāmaghana)! This mature harvest of rice symbolised by this fellow Tulsidas is 
dying for lack of water (sāli saphala sukhāti). So even at this late stage and before 
it’s too late, assume the form of a cloud and shower the water symbolising your grace, 
mercy and benevolence upon this harvest (“sīn ̄ciyē tulasī”; i.e. on Tulisdas who is on 
the verge of ruin)4.  

[4Here, ‘the rain-cloud’ is Lord Ram, ‘the harvest on the verge of dying’ is 
Tulsidas, and ‘the rain’ is the mercy and grace of the Lord which Tulsidas seeks upon 
himself from the Lord.] (4). 
 
 

 
Lord Rāma is the only Benevolent Lord and a Benefactor of all 

 
¼222½ 

 
cfy tkm¡] vkSj dklksa dgkSa\ 
lnxqufla/kq Lokfe lsod&fgrq dgq¡ u d`ikfuf/k&lks ygkSaAA1AA 
tg¡ tg¡ yksHk&yksy ykypcl futfgr fpr pkgfu pgkSaA 
rg¡ rg¡ rjfu rdr mywd T;ksa HkVfd dqr#&dksVj xgkSaAA2AA 
dky&lqHkkm&dje fcfp= Qynk;d lqfu flj /kqfu jgkSaA 
eksdks rkS ldy lnk ,dfg jl nqlg nkg nk#u ngkSaAA3AA 
mfpr vukFk gksb nq[kHkktu Hk;ks ukFk! fdadj u gkSaA 
vc jkojks dgkb u cwf>;s] ljuiky! lk¡lfr lgkSaAA4AA 
egkjkt!  jkthofcykspu!  exu&iki&larki  gkSaA 
rqylh izHkq! tc rc tsfg rsfg fcf/k jke fuckgs fujcgkSaAA5AA 

 
 
                                                   (222) 
 
bali jā'um̐, aura kāsōṁ kahauṁ? 
sadagunasindhu svāmi sēvaka-hitu kahum̐ na kṛpānidhi-sō lahauṁ. 1.  
jaham̐ jaham̐ lōbha-lōla lālacabasa nijahita cita cāhani cahauṁ. 
taham̐ taham̐ tarani takata ulūka jyōṁ bhaṭaki kutaru-kōṭara gahauṁ. 2.  
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kāla-subhā'u-karama bicitra phaladāyaka suni sira dhuni rahauṁ. 
mōkō tau sakala sadā ēkahi rasa dusaha dāha dāruna dahauṁ. 3.  
ucita anātha hō'i dukhabhājana bhayō nātha! kiṅkara na hauṁ. 
aba rāvarō kahā'i na būjhiyē, saranapāla! sām̐sati sahauṁ. 4.  
mahārāja! rājīvabilōcana! magana-pāpa-santāpa hauṁ. 
tulasī prabhu! jaba taba jēhi tēhi bidhi rāma nibāhē nirabahauṁ. 5.  
 
Verse no. 222—Oh Lord! Glory to you (bali jā'um̐)! Whom shall I tell (about my 
sorrows and troubles—“aura kāsōṁ kahauṁ”)? A Lord like you (-sō) who is an 
ocean of all noble and virtuous characters (sadagunasindhu), a Lord who is the well-
wisher and benefactor of his servants (followers, subordinates, dependants, devotees-- 
svāmi sēvaka-hitu), and who is an abode of kindness, compassion and munificence 
(kṛpānidhi)—indeed is no where else to be found (kahum̐ na lahauṁ) (1).  
 
At all other places wherever I go (jaham̐ jaham̐) to try to seek welfare, solace, 
succour, good fortune and happiness for myself (nijahita) upon being inspired (or 
impelled) by my greedy and wistful nature that is propelled by my mind that is fickle 
and unstable (lōbha-lōla lālacabasa cita cāhani cahauṁ), I am let down at every 
such place (taham̐ taham̐), and being left high and dry I have to return empty-
handed, frustrated and hopeless, just like an owl who returns desperately to its hole in 
the tree as soon as it sees the sun rise (tarani takata ulūka jyōṁ bhaṭaki kutaru-
kōṭara gahauṁ)1 

[1To wit, wherever I go, full of hope, expecting some solace and succour for 
my tormented self, I am faced with the fire of frustration, rejection, dejection, sorrows 
and miseries. No one, no place, none whatsoever gives me any hope of any kind. I 
feel rejected, distressed, despaired and crestfallen. Oh Lord, I have come to the 
conclusion that my only hope lies in you. 

In this stanza, Tulsidas has used the example of the ‘owl’ to describe his own 
frustration. The owl flies in the sky seeking food for itself, but ironically when the day 
dawns and everything becomes visible in the light of the sun, instead of getting what 
it seeks the owl feels horrified by the daylight, and to escape further torment it rushes 
to the darkness of its hole in the tree. Tulsidas says that while the sun makes 
everything visible and accessible for the rest of the world, it becomes an enemy for 
the owl. So likewise, all the paths for spiritual well-being and means for one’s welfare 
as prescribed in the scriptures seem to have turned hostile towards Tulsidas. What 
normally would be deemed to be helpful for a man’s spiritual well-being seems to 
have turned inimical for him. He feels hopeless, dismayed and forlorn, despairing for 
his welfare and happiness. He feels terrified of the world and discovers that his only 
hope now is with Lord Ram, for no one else would help him.] (2).  
 
When I hear that favourable time and circumstances, good nature, character and 
habits, and good deeds and noble actions (kāla-subhā'u-karama) give excellent and 
outstanding rewards to a person (bicitra phaladāyaka), it seem mysterious and 
strange to me, and I despairingly beat my head in disgust (suni sira dhuni rahauṁ). 

The reason is that as far as I am concerned, these three make no difference and 
are all the same (mōkō tau sakala sadā ēkahi rasa)—because no matter what I do, 
no matter how good I try to be and pray for good times for myself, I am always left 
high and dry, I never get any reward. Instead, I keep constantly burning from the 
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fierce and intolerable fire of continuous torments and miseries that never seem to 
abate (dusaha dāha dāruna dahauṁ)2. 

[2For me, time and circumstance have never been favourable even once, my 
habits are so evil, perverse, corrupt and mean, that they will not let me live in peace, 
and my deeds are no better. So, in short, I don't get a breather, so to say. My condition 
is utterly hopeless and hapless, and appears beyond retrieval. Hence, the only succour 
and the only light at the end of the tunnel for me is in seeking refuge/shelter in the 
holy feet of Lord Sri Ram for, then, the ball of my fate and its protection will be 
firmly in the Lord's court, as it were!] (3). 
 
Oh Lord (nātha)! Till the moment I had not thought of becoming your servant 
(devotee—“kiṅkara na hauṁ”), till the time I had not taken refuge or shelter in your 
feet and had accepted your Lordship and patronage (ucita anātha hō'i), it was 
understandable and justified that I be allowed to become an object for sorrows, 
miseries, tribulations and agonies of various kinds (dukhabhājana bhayō) because I 
was under the misconception that I had no Lord, that I was lonely, I was desolate and 
a destitute (anātha hō'i).  

But, oh the universal protector of those who have taken refuge with you 
(saranapāla), now that I have become a humble protectee and servant (follower, 
devotee, dependant) of the Lord and still have to undergo the same agony and 
desperation as earlier, is beyond justification and comprehension (aba rāvarō kahā'i 
na būjhiyē, sām̐sati sahauṁ). [I can't understand why no relief is forthcoming 
now?] (4). 
 
Oh the Great King of Kings (“mahārāja”; Lord Sri Ram)! Oh the lotus-eyed one 
(rājīvabilōcana)! I am feeling dazed, stifled and overwhelmed by sins, vices, evils, 
torments, agitations, miseries etc. (magana-pāpa-santāpa hauṁ). 

Oh Lord (prabhu)! This Tulsidas can be redeemed and taken care of only if you 
decide to do so in any manner you deem fit for him (tulasī jaba taba jēhi tēhi bidhi 
rāma nibāhē nirabahauṁ) (5). 

 
[Note—Tulsidas highlights Sri Ram's mercy, grace, benevolence, benefaction, 
benediction, munificence and magnanimity towards all and sundry, especially his 
devotees, in this verse.] 

 
 

 
Will the Lord accept me and have benevolence upon me? 

 
¼223½ 

 
vkiuks dcgq¡ dfj tkfugkSA 
jke xjhcfuokt jkt&efu] fcjn&ykt mj vkfugkSAA1AA 
lhy&fla/kq] lqanj] lc yk;d] lejFk] lnxqu&[kkfu gkSA 
ikY;ks gS] ikyr] ikygqxs izHkq] izur&izse ifgpkfugkSAA2AA 
csn&iqjku dgr] tx tkur] nhun;kyq fnu&nkfu gkSA 
dfg vkor] cfy tkm¡] eugq¡ esjh ckj fclkjs ckfu gkSAA3AA 
vkjr&nhu&vukFkfuds fgr ekur ykSfdd dkfu gkSA 
gS ifjuke Hkyks rqylhdks ljukxr&Hk; Hkkfu gkSAA4AA 
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                                                 (223) 
 
āpanō kabahum̐ kari jānihau. 
rāma garībanivāja rāja-mani, birada-lāja ura ānihau. 1.  
sīla-sindhu, sundara, saba lāyaka, samaratha, sadaguna-khāni hau. 
pālyō hai, pālata, pālahugē prabhu, pranata-prēma pahicānihau. 2.  
bēda-purāna kahata, jaga jānata, dīnadayālu dina-dāni hau. 
kahi āvata, bali jā'um̐, manahum̐ mērī bāra bisārē bāni hau. 3.  
ārata-dīna-anāthanikē hita mānata laukika kāni hau. 
hai parināma bhalō tulasīkō saranāgata-bhaya bhāni hau. 4.  
 
Verse no. 223—Oh Lord! Will you ever regard me as one of your own faithful and 
true devotee, follower, supplicant, servant, dependant or subordinate (and treat me 
accordingly—“āpanō kabahum̐ kari jānihau”)?  

Oh Ram! You are the benefactor and a well-wisher of the poor, the meek, the 
lowly and the impoverished (rāma garībanivāja), and are like a jewel in the 
fraternity of Kings (i.e. are the King of Kings, and the Lord Emperor of all living 
beings) (rāja-mani). Will you ever give a thought to your famed reputation and glory 
in this regard (while considering my case with compassion) (birada-lāja ura 
ānihau)? (1). 
 
You are an ocean of excellent virtues of politeness, courteousness, civility and the 
best of other noble characters (sīla-sindhu); you are adorable and beautiful in all 
respects (i.e. you are not only handsome and attractive from the physical perspective, 
but also have all those wonderful characters and virtues that are most worthy and 
adorable), and are amply qualified, immensely potent and fully able to do everything 
(i.e. nothing is beyond your abilities and reach as you are almighty and omnipotent) 
(sundara, saba lāyaka, samaratha). You are a mine or treasury of all the grand 
virtues that are auspicious, wonderful and outstanding (sadaguna-khāni hau). 

Oh Lord (prabhu)! You have being doing this from time immemorable, are 
doing it now at present, and shall continue to do so even in the future (pālyō hai, 
pālata, pālahugē). You have always sustained and taken care of your refugees, 
protectees and shelter-seekers who have come to bow before you and surrender to you 
with love and devotion (pranata-prēma pahicānihau). 

This being the case, will you not recognise (or realise, consider, pay attention 
to) the sincere love and affection (and ardent devotion, faith, loyalty, conviction etc.) 
that this refugee (Tulsidas) also has for you (pranata-prēma pahicānihau)1?  

[1To wit, oh dear and merciful Lord, will you forget that this humble fellow 
called Tulsidas has the greatest of affection, love and devotion for you, that he has 
come to surrender himself before you, and that he has no other succour and refuge 
except you? And therefore, does he not qualify to be the beneficiary of your grace and 
blessings? This being the case, should I not be assured of your benevolence and 
mercy upon me?] (2). 
 
The Vedas and Purans proclaim (bēda-purāna kahata) and the world also knows 
(jaga jānata) that you are always most graceful, merciful, munificent, benignant and 
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benevolent towards those are wretched, distressed, poor and humble, and that you 
liberally bestow upon them the blessings of auspiciousness, welfare and well-being on 
a regular and daily basis (dīnadayālu dina-dāni hau).  

I plead before you and invoke your greatness (bali jā'um̐) while being 
compelled to say, with regret of course, that when my case came up before you, you 
seem to have all but forgotten about your great fame and reputation (manahum̐ mērī 
bāra bisārē bāni hau) that have been heard about with regard to the facts mentioned 
herein above (kahi āvata)2.  

[2To wit, I am forced by the circumstances that are evident before me to 
complain to you and submit most humbly that in my case it seems you have just 
forgotten, or pretend to forget, about your habit and reputation of welcoming those 
who are humble and have come to seek refuge with you. I am unable to understand 
why I am being subjected to so much suffering and misery inspite of my taking 
shelter at your holy feet, because it is famed in the Vedas and the Purans that once 
someone comes to seek refuge with you he is automatically granted your blessings 
that assure him of freedom from all miseries and problems. So, since my torments and 
problems still persist, I am constrained to deduce that you are not paying due attention 
to me. But oh Lord, it will show you in very bad light before the world. So even on 
this consideration you must protect this humble Tulsidas who has great faith, love and 
devotion for you.] (3). 
 
Inspite of you being a benefactor and well-wisher of the wretched, the lowly, the 
distressed, the destitutes and the desolate ones (ārata-dīna-anāthanikē hita), are you 
afraid of this world (mānata laukika kāni hau)3?  

[3Are you afraid that you will get a bad name by favouring such a sinful and 
evil person as me? Is this the reason why you are neglecting me? Are you reluctant to 
accept me because you think that the world will start gossiping that you did not follow 
the sanction of the scriptures by accepting this sinful, vile and decadent Tulsidas in 
your refuge instead of punishing him or turning him away outright? Why, are you 
scared of tongues wagging that you have been favourable to such a wicked fellow 
such as me by extending your patronage towards me and protecting me? But oh my 
Lord, your own reputation says that you do protect such persons. And therefore you 
will be within your rights to accept me, notwithstanding how unworthy I am.]  

Whatever be the matter, Tulsidas is assured that once he has come to surrender 
himself before you and seek your grace and blessings (hai parināma bhalō tulasīkō 
saranāgata), his welfare and an auspicious end is assured because you are the 
vanquisher and destroyer of the fears of your refugees (saranāgata-bhaya bhāni 
hau)! (4). 
 
 
 

Advice to the mind 
 

¼224½ 
 

j?kqcjfg dcgq¡ eu ykfxgS\ 
dqiFk] dqpky] dqefr] dqeuksjFk] dqfVy diV dc R;kfxgSAA1AA 
tkur xjy vfe; fceksgcl] vfe; xur dfj vkfx gSA 
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myVh  jhfr&izhfr  viusdh  rft  izHkqin  vuqjkfxgSAA2AA 
vk[kj vjFk eatq e`nq eksnd jke&izse&ifx ikfxgSA 
,sls xqu xkb fj>kb Lokfelksa ikbgS tks eq¡g ek¡fxgSAA3AA 
rw ;fg fcf/k lq[k&l;u lksbgS] ft;dh tjfu Hkwfj HkkfxgSA 
jke&izlkn nklrqylh mj jke&Hkxfr&tksx tkfxgSAA4AA 
 
 
                                          (224) 
 
raghubarahi kabahum̐ mana lāgihai? 
kupatha, kucāla, kumati, kumanōratha, kuṭila kapaṭa kaba 
tyāgihai. 1.  
jānata garala amiya bimōhabasa, amiya ganata kari āgi hai. 
ulaṭī rīti-prīti apanēkī taji prabhupada anurāgihai. 2.  
ākhara aratha man̄ju mṛdu mōdaka rāma-prēma-pagi pāgihai. 
aisē guna gā'i rijhā'i svāmisōṁ pā'ihai jō mum̐ha mām̐gihai. 3.  
tū yahi bidhi sukha-sayana sō'ihai, jiyakī jarani bhūri bhāgihai. 
rāma-prasāda dāsatulasī ura rāma-bhagati-jōga jāgihai. 4.  
 

Verse no. 224—Oh my Mana (the combination of the mind, its sub-conscious, and the 
emotional and sentimental aspect of the heart of a living being)! Will you ever 
concentrate yourself, think seriously about, and focus your attention on Sri Raghubir 
(Ram) (as you have been doing with all others in this world)? [To wit, will you, oh 
my Mana, ever focus your attention on Lord Ram and have true devotion and 
affection for him so much so that you would think of nothing else but the Lord?] 
(raghubarahi kabahum̐ mana lāgihai?). 

Oh you evil, deceitful, cunning, wicked and treacherous one! When will you 
abandon your unrighteous, unscrupulous and decadent behaviour, your wayward and 
reckless nature, your schemings, cunnings and trickeries, your corrupted wisdom and 
pervert thinking, your evil desires, treachery, imposturings, pretensions, deceit, fraud 
etc.? [I am perturbed and perplexed at your stupidity and obstinacy! Say, when would 
you change yourself and your pervert nature, and instead take the auspicious path 
leading to Lord Ram?] (kupatha, kucāla, kumati, kumanōratha, kuṭila kapaṭa 
kaba tyāgihai) (1). 
 
You are under the influence (effect or spell) of a great illusion and so much deluded 
due to your ignorance (bimōhabasa) that you have been erroneously regarding the 
‘poison-like’ (harmful) and delusory objects of the materialistic world as being of real 
worth and beneficial for you, like it were a source of Amrit (the elixir of life) (jānata 
garala amiya), while considering the actual ‘nectar’ (in the form of Lord's devotion, 
worship and affection) to be as tormenting and avoidable as the scorching heat of the 
fire (amiya ganata kari āgi hai). [To wit, you are so overwhelemed by delusions 
arising out of your own stupidity that you treat the nectar-like  devotion, affection and 
worship of Lord Ram that would give you eternal peace and beatitude as something 
useless and not worth the effort, and instead prefer to waste your time and life on 
futile pursuits of this material world that is gross and perishable and would only 
aggravate your spiritual problems. You don’t realise your folly. This is only due to 
your delusions and false beliefs.]   
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When will you abandon your subversive habits and evil temperaments that are 
misleading you on the wrong path, that are adversely affecting your own welfare and 
well-being, that are propelling you towards your own ruin by motivating you to 
pursue this gross perishable world and be enamoured with its material sense objects 
with the errenous belief that they are good for you (ulaṭī rīti-prīti apanēkī taji), while 
discarding devotion and affection for the holy feet of Lord Ram wherein lies your 
actual welfare and well-being? (prabhupada anurāgihai) [To wit, when will you 
abandon your foolishness and become wise enough to develop devotion, love, 
affection, faith and worship for the holy feet of Lord Ram which will stand you in 
good stead?] (2). 
 
When will you soak (pāgihai) the symbolic sweet ‘Laddus’ (“mṛdu mōdaka”--which 
are a ball-shaped sweet made from globules of gram flour that are fried in clarified 
butter called Ghee and then soaked in jaggery or a thick syrup of sugar) consisting of 
the two letters of the name of Lord Ram (i.e., ‘Ra’ and ‘Ma’) and their tender 
(comforting, easy to understand and spiritually soothing) meaning (or essence) 
(ākhara aratha man ̄ju) in the sweetened syrup of love, affection, devotion and 
adoration for Sri Ram? (rāma-prēma-pagi) [To wit, will you, oh my Mana, ever 
remember Lord Sri Ram's holy name and its spiritually elevating, rejuvenating and 
bliss-providing meaning, with its stupendous and mystical spiritual potentials and 
powers, in a selfless manner, with full sincerity, devotion, affection, love and faith for 
the Lord?]  

If you are able to please your Lord by thus singing his glories and famed 
virtues, you will surely and without doubt get whatever you wish (aisē guna gā'i 
rijhā'i svāmisōṁ pā'ihai jō mum̐ha mām̐gihai) (3). 
 
If you do (i.e. follow the advice as described and outlined herein above), you would 
sleep peacefully for eternity on a bedstead of abiding bliss, peace, beatitude and 
felicity (i.e., you shall get liberation from the shackles of this mundane world and find 
salvation) (tū yahi bidhi sukha-sayana sō'ihai).  

Indeed, all your great problems that have been causing you so much of heart-
burn (and have arisen due to ignorance, delusions, attachments, infatuations, envy, 
greed, avarice etc.) would calm down and be extinguished for ever (jiyakī jarani 
bhūri bhāgihai).  

[Addressing himself, saint Tulsidas says thus—] Oh Tulsidas (dāsatulasī)! If 
you follow this advice, then by the grace, blessing and kindness of Lord Sri Ram 
(rāma-prasāda) your heart will become enlightened and you shall attain the exalted 
stature of being a ‘wise-one’ who is an expert and has attained accomplishment in the 
spiritual field of devotion, love, affection, veneration and worship of Lord Sri Ram, 
called the ‘Bhakti Yoga’ (ura rāma-bhagati-jōga jāgihai) (4). 
 [Note: Refer also to verse nos. 84-85, 87-90, 124, 126, 143, 196, 199 herein 
before in this Book in the context of this verse which gives ‘advice to the mind’.] 
 
 
 

There is no Lord comparable to Śrī Rāma 
 

¼225½ 
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Hkjkslks vkSj vkbgS mj rkdsA 
dS dgq¡ ygS tks jkefg&lks lkfgc] dS viuks cy tkdsAA1AA 
dS dfydky djky u lw>r] eksg&ekj&en NkdsA 
dS lqfu Lokfe&lqHkkm u jáks fpr] tks fgr lc v¡x FkkdsAA2AA 
gkSa tkur HkfyHkk¡fr viuikS] izHkq&lks lqU;ks u lkdsA 
miy] Hkhy] [kx] e`x jtuhpj] Hkys Hk;s djrc dkdsAA3AA 
eksdks Hkyks jke&uke lqjr#&lks] jkeizlkn d`ikyq dqikdsA 
rqylh lq[kh fulksp jkt T;ksa ckyd ek;&cckdsAA4AA 

 
 
                                                  (225) 
   
bharōsō aura ā'ihai ura tākē. 
kai kahum̐ lahai jō rāmahi-sō sāhiba, kai apanō bala jākē. 1.  
kai kalikāla karāla na sūjhata, mōha-māra-mada chākē. 
kai suni svāmi-subhā'u na rahyō cita, jō hita saba am̐ga thākē. 2.  
hauṁ jānata bhalibhām̐ti apanapau, prabhu-sō sun'yō na sākē. 
upala, bhīla, khaga, mṛga rajanīcara, bhalē bhayē karataba kākē. 3.  
mōkō bhalō rāma-nāma surataru-sō, rāmaprasāda kṛpālu kupākē. 
tulasī sukhī nisōca rāja jyōṁ bālaka māya-babākē. 4.  
 
Verse no. 225—A person (who is in distress and is in need of solace and succour) will 
rely on someone else and seek support and help from others (bharōsō aura ā'ihai 
ura tākē) only if he has found another Lord who is either comparable to or better than 
Lord Sri Ram (kai kahum̐ lahai jō rāmahi-sō sāhiba). Also, if that person has 
enough strength and abilities himself, and has enough resources and wherewithal to 
take care of himself, then also he would not need any help and support from Lord 
Ram (kai apanō bala jākē).  

[But Tulsidas says that as far as he is concerned, there is not a single Lord 
comparable to his dear Lord Ram to whom he can go to seek help of any kind. And 
neither does he have sufficient strength and abilities in himself to take care of his 
well-being. So therefore he says that let others do what they choose to do, but he, 
Tulisdas, will go no where else; he would remain steadfast and faithful and loyal to 
his dearest and most beloved Lord Ram who is the focus of all affection and devotion 
as far as Tulsidas is concerned. To wit and without any gainsay, Tulsidas asserts that 
his entire well-being and welfare rests in the hands of Lord Ram, and no one else. He 
is sure that the only source of his happiness and joy, of his peace and bliss is 
exclusively Lord Ram.] (1).  
 
Besides the above reasons, a person would (leave Lord Ram and) go to take shelter 
and seek refuge with some other Lord (or God) only if he has become so stupid and 
deluded, so driven by lust and greed, or so numbed by his sense of false pride and 
haughtiness (mōha-māra-mada chākē) that he is unable to see (realise, understand) 
the ferocious effects of Kaliyug (that so much clouds his wisdom and rational 
thinking, and makes him so overwhelmingly deluded that he is unable to judge what 
is good and what is bad for him) (“kai kalikāla karāla na sūjhata”).  

The other reason is that his mind is so stupefied and distracted by Kaliyug’s 
negative effects that he does not remember the benevolent, munificent, merciful and 
beneficent nature, temperament and character of the Lord (Sri Ram) (kai suni svāmi-
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subhā'u na rahyō cita) who is a well-wisher and a benefactor of all those who have 
become weary of trying all other means for attaining emancipation and salvation, and 
who have wandered everywhere else in vain in search of peace, tranquility and solace 
(jō hita saba am̐ga thākē).   

[But Tulsidas avers that these conditions do not apply to him for he never 
forgets his Lord and his exceptionally merciful and benevolent nature even for a 
moment. Therefore, no matter what happens, Tulsidas would never go anywhere else 
to seek anything; he will always be at the holy feet of Lord Ram.] (2). 
 
I (Tulsidas) am well aware of the meagre and inconsequential resorces that I have at 
my command, of my limitations, and of the little efforts that I may have made for my 
welfare that were effectively as good as nothing (hauṁ jānata bhalibhām̐ti 
apanapau).  

Besides this, I have not heard of any other Lord who has such a glorious 
reputation and universally acknowledged fame (as Lord Ram has) (prabhu-sō sun'yō 
na sākē) for being the most magnanimous, graceful, merciful and benignant Lord 
who would willingly and most cheerfully accept even those creatures who cannot 
claim to have any goodness and merit in themselves, who had done nothing good, 
praise-worthy and meritorious in their lives that would entitle them to any spiritual 
and worldly rewards (bhalē bhayē karataba kākē). [These creatures were deemed 
to be the greatest of perverts; they were big sinners, unrighteous, unscrupulous and 
wretched by all counts so much so that they had no scope or hope of ever getting 
redemption or salvation for themselves anywhere.] 

(For instance—) What good, noble or virtuous deeds, actions or characters 
(bhalē bhayē karataba kākē) did the stone (Ahilya), the Bhil (Sabari), the bird 
(Jatau, Kaghbhusund), the golden deer (Marich)1 and the demon (Vibhishan, brother 
of Ravana, the demon king of Lanka) do, or possess? (upala, bhīla, khaga, mṛga 
rajanīcara)  

[But Lord Sri Ram had liberated all of them gladly and without qualms; the 
Lord provided their souls liberation and deliverance; the Lord ensured that they got 
the benefit of emancipation and salvation inspite of them being sinful and lowly. Say 
then, is there any other Lord or God who can be compared to Lord Ram? Surely and 
positively I can vouchsafe that there is no other Lord or God either equivalent to or 
better than Lord Ram.] (3). 
 
For me at least, Lord Sri Ram's holy name has become like a ‘Kalpa Tree2’, the all 
wish-fulfilling tree of Gods (mōkō bhalō rāma-nāma surataru-sō), and this is also 
has been made possible for me due to the great mercy, the grace and the kindness of 
Sri Ram (rāmaprasāda kṛpālu kupākē). [To wit, it is the Lord’s graceful nature and 
mercy upon me, and not any result of my own efforts, that my mind has been able to 
focus its attention on the holy name of the Lord which effectively is like a heavenly 
Tree that fulfils all the wishes of a person. Had it not been for the Lord’s mercy on 
me, it was next to impossible for me to access this treasure of happiness and spiritual 
well-being by relying solely upon my mind which I know to be so fickle and lustful 
that it gets easily tempted and deflected from its goal by the countless attractions and 
temptations of the world.] 
  But in the final analysis, having received this benediction and grace from the 
Lord, this Tulsidas has become as happy, contented and carefree (tulasī sukhī 
nisōca) as a child who lives in the realm of his parents, and is under their protection 
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and care (rāja jyōṁ bālaka māya-babākē). [A child lives happily and carefree in 
his home under the watchful eyes of his parents because the child knows that he has 
nothing to worry and fear about as long as his parent is by his side.] (4). 

 
[Note—Tulsidas highlights Sri Ram's mercy, grace, benevolence, benefaction, 
benediction, munificence and magnanimity towards all and sundry, especially his 
devotees, in this verse. 

1The demon Marich and the story of ‘the golden deer’: The deer referred to in the 
verse is Marich, the demon. He was Ravana's maternal uncle. He was sent by Ravana, 
under threat of life, as a decoy golden deer to Sri Ram's hermitage at Panchavati. Sita 
asked Sri Ram to go and fetch the animal for her, at which he went far away pursuing 
it. While dying, Marich had called out to Laxamn. Fearing that Ram was in danger, 
Sita forced Laxman to leave the Ashram. Ravana came posing as a hermit and 
kidnapped Sita. This incident is narrated in Tulsidas’ epic Ram Charit Manas, Aranya 
Kand, from Chaupai line no. 6 that precedes Doha no. 24—to Doha no. 27. 

For other characters cited here, see notes of the following verses: for Ahilya—
verse no. 43, stanza 3; for Sabari—verse no. 152, stanza no. 8; for Jatau—verse no. 
57, stanza no. 3; for Kaagbhusund—verse no. 78, stanza no. 5; for Vibhishan—verse 
no. 145, stanza no. 2. 

2Lord Ram and his holy name are like the Kalpa Tree—see the following verse 
also.] 

 
 

 
Lord Śrī Rāma's Holy Name is like a Kalpa Tree 

 
¼226½ 

 
Hkjkslks tkfg nwljks lks djksA 
eksdks rks jkedks uke dyir# dfy dY;ku QjksAA1AA 
dje  miklu]  X;ku]  csner]  lks  lc  Hkk¡fr  [kjksA 
eksfg  rks  ^lkouds  va/kfg*  T;ksa  lw>r  jax  gjksAA2AA 
pkVr jáks Loku ikrfj T;ksa dcgq¡ u isV HkjksA 
lks  gkSa  lqfejr  uke&lq/kkjl  is[kr  i#fl  /kjksAA3AA 
LokjFk  vkS  ijekjFk  gw  dks  ufg  dqatjks&ujksA 
lqfu;r lsrq i;ksf/k i"kkufu dfj dfi&dVd rjksAA4AA 
izhfr&izrhfr  tgk¡  tkdh]  rg¡  rkdks  dkt  ljksA 
esjs rks ek;&cki nksm vk[kj] gkSa fllq&vjfu vjksAA5AA 
ladj lkf[k tks jkf[k dgkSa dNq rkS tfj thg xjksA 
viuks  Hkyks  jke&ukefg  rs  rqyflfg  leqf>  ijksAA6AA 

 
 
                                                  (226) 
 
bharōsō jāhi dūsarō sō karō. 
mōkō tō rāmakō nāma kalapataru kali kalyāna pharō. 1.  
karama upāsana, gyāna, bēdamata, sō saba bhām̐ti kharō. 
mōhi tō ‘sāvanakē andhahi’ jyōṁ sūjhata raṅga harō. 2.  
cāṭata rahyō svāna pātari jyōṁ kabahum̐ na pēṭa bharō. 
sō hauṁ sumirata nāma-sudhārasa pēkhata parusi dharō. 3.  
svāratha au paramāratha hū kō nahi kun̄jarō-narō. 
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suniyata sētu payōdhi paṣānani kari kapi-kaṭaka tarō. 4.  
prīti-pratīti jahām̐ jākī, taham ̐ tākō kāja sarō. 
mērē tō māya-bāpa dō'u ākhara, hauṁ sisu-arani arō. 5.  
saṅkara sākhi jō rākhi kahauṁ kachu tau jari jīha garō. 
apanō bhalō rāma-nāmahi tē tulasihi samujhi parō. 6.  
 
Verse no. 226—[This verse further elaborates on the idea expressed in the preceding 
verse no. 225—that Tulsidas relies exclusively on Lord Ram for all his worldly needs 
and spiritual goals. He does not seek anything from anyone else.] 
 
If anyone wants, then let him go anywhere else to seek and find support, succour, 
solace and reliance from anyone he chooses (bharōsō jāhi dūsarō sō karō). As for 
me (Tulsidas), Lord Sri Ram's holy name is like a Kalpa Tree in Kaliyug as it bears 
fruits of auspiciousness, welfare and all round well-beings (mōkō tō rāmakō nāma 
kalapataru kali kalyāna pharō)1.  

[1To wit, it is only by the good effects of the holy name of Lord Ram that I 
have become respected, honoured and praised in this world. I can now claim 
emancipation and salvation for myself, something that evaded me throughout my 
different births. Though I am totally worthless otherwise and possess aught naught 
anything that can be regarded as being meritorious, but it is the positive effects of the 
Lord’s holy name that I can now say with confidence that I have a standing in this 
world, that I have a direct contact with the Lord who is the redeemer of the soul of all, 
and that I have finally found abiding peace and tranquility for myself and my soul.] 
(1).  
  
Though it is true that the different paths for one’s spiritual well-being and liberation 
that have been enumerated and sanctioned in the Vedas (bēdamata), such as 
‘Karma’, ‘Upasana’  and ‘Gyan’2 (karama upāsana, gyāna) are all true and 
effective in every respect (sō saba bhām̐ti kharō), but for me they are all useless 
and meaningless like a man who becomes blind after having seen the greenery of the 
rainy season (mōhi tō ‘sāvanakē andhahi’ jyōṁ sūjhata raṅga harō)3.  

[2The word ‘Karma’ means doing meritorious deeds for one’s spiritual 
welfare. The word ‘Upasana’ means religious excercises such as offering of prayers, 
worship, devotion etc. that one undertakes for attaining his spiritual goals. And the 
word ‘Gyan’ refers to acquisition of wisdom and true knowledge for achieving the 
same goal. Tulsidas asserts that it is true that all these spiritual paths as outlined in the 
Vedas and other scriptures are definitely correct and effective, there is no doubt about 
it, but for him they mean nothing, for he has decided to rely upon Lord Ram and his 
holy name for all his worldly as well as spiritual needs and goals in life.  

3A man who suddenly becomes blind after the rainy season will always 
remember the sight of the picturesque green fields, the trees laden with green leaves, 
colourful flowers and fruits, and the vibrant colours of Nature that he had last seen 
before he lost his sights. So even during the winter season or during droughts, if 
someone asks him to describe his surroundings, he would always cite the last scene of 
greenery he had seen before losing his sight. Tulsidas alludes to this metaphor to 
mean that he has become virtually ‘blind’ to, or un-interested in, all other means and 
sources that can help a person to attain spiritual welfare. He has chosen to rely 
exclusively on the mystical powers of the holy name of Lord Ram for all his spiritual 
as well as temporal needs. 
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Tulsidas avers that just like a blind man, who has lost his eyesight during the 
rainy season, sees or imagines that there is no other colour except green—the last 
colour he saw before becoming blind, so likewise he too sees no other help or succour 
for himself from any quarter other than Sri Ram.] (2). 
 
Earlier I had roamed about like a dog who licks at discarded platters of food (cāṭata 
rahyō svāna pātari jyōṁ), but my hunger was never satisfied (kabahum̐ na pēṭa 
bharō).  

But today I see nectar in front of me by virtue of remembering and chanting 
Lord Sri Ram's name so much so that I can partake of this nectar as much as I want 
(sō hauṁ sumirata nāma-sudhārasa pēkhata parusi dharō)4.  

[4Tulsidas says that though he had enjoyed reasonable comforts in life earlier 
but he had never found permanent contentment and an abiding sense of fulfilment 
anywhere at any time. Though he had had happiness and joy on many occasions, but 
they were all transient and gross in nature. True and complete happiness, joy, bliss 
and tranquility of a sublime nature had always eluded me. Now he feels so fortunate 
that just by remembering the Lord's holy name, he has discovered an eternal fount of 
bliss and beatitude as if a bowl of sweet nectar had been offered to him on a platter. In 
other words, liberation, deliverance, emancipation and salvation is there for him for 
the asking. He can access them whenever he so wishes. But he says that at present he 
wishes to enjoy sucking and sipping at the sweet nectar of bliss and contentedness that 
comes with remembering the Lord and his holy name.] (3). 
 
For me, Lord Sri Ram's holy name is a means to serve both my ends—i.e. it serves 
my interests in this temporal world by making me happy and blissful, and at the same 
time it ensures my spiritual welfare by providing me with the reward of the final 
liberation and deliverance from the bondage of this world and the endless cycle of 
transmigration of my soul (svāratha au paramāratha hū kō).  

In all sooth and without gainsay, I am very definite and positive about what I 
say; it is not like the confusion that was created (during the epic war of the 
Mahabharat) when it was declared that ‘an elephant’ had been killed in the battle-field 
(nahi kun̄jarō-narō)#5.  

[#5This alludes to the incident in Mahabharat war when cunning, treachery and 
half-truths were used to cheat the opposing side. An elephant whose name resembled 
that of a warrior named Aswathama was killed, and it was made to appear that the 
warrior himself had died.This story is outlined in brief at the end of this verse.]  

I have heard about the marvellous mystical powers and the tremendous 
potentials of the holy name of the Lord (Ram) that says that the monkey-army had 
constructed a wonderous floating bridge of stones (boulders) on the mighty ocean and 
had crossed it effortlessly (to reach the demon capital of Lanka). (suniyata sētu 
payōdhi paṣānani kari kapi-kaṭaka tarō)6. 

[6The holy name of Lord Ram was etched by Hanuman, the monkey warrior, 
on each stone before it was was thrown on the water of the ocean. Instead of sinking, 
these stones floated to form a bridge from the shore of the mainland to the island 
capital of Lanka where the demons had ensnared Sita, the wife of Lord Ram. The 
most remarkable and astonishing thing is the fact that the ferocious and turbulent 
ocean, with its powerful buffeting, heaving and splashing waves that could even 
capsize huge ships or turn them turtle, could not dismantle this bridge. The ocean was 
forced to be tamed itself. Such is the glory of the Lord's holy name that heavy 
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boulders could float on the rough and choppy waters of the ocean as if they were light 
planks of wood or small balls of paper.] (4). 
 
It is said that a person is able to achieve what he desires if he has a firm faith and 
conviction in the path he adopts or follows for the fulfilment of his desired goal. This 
will be possible only when he loves and enjoys the path he follows (and does not treat 
it as a burden thrust upon him)—because then he won’t be distracted, and his faith 
and commitment would help him to achieve success (prīti-pratīti jahām̐ jākī, taham ̐ 
tākō kāja sarō). 
 Following this principle I can say honestly and with conviction that for me the 
two syllables ‘Ra’ and ‘Ma’ of Lord Sri Ram's holy name “RAM” are like my parents 
(the former representing my ‘father’ and the latter representing my ‘mother’) (mērē 
tō māya-bāpa dō'u ākhara)7. 

[7To wit, I am so firm in my beliefs and convinced beyond doubt that the holy 
name of Lord Ram will surely and certainly take good care of me and all my needs, 
whether related to my welfare in this temporal world or to the welfare of my spiritual 
future. This being the case, I need not follow any other paths as devised by the Vedas 
and outlined in stanza no. 2 herein above.] 

This is the reason why I have determined to stubbornly remain at the holy feet 
of Lord Ram just like a child stubbornly seeks something from his parent and refuses 
to move away till his wishes are granted (hauṁ sisu-arani arō)8.  

[8To wit, I will stick to my demand of seeking liberation and deliverance by 
the virtue of the grace of Lord Ram and his holy name, and would not divert my mind 
and attention from my goal no matter what temptations are proffered to me. I wot 
naught aught else; I know of no other Lord or spiritual paths other than this.] (5). 
 
If I tell a lie or have any kind of pretensions, deceit and falsehood when I say what I 
say, or if I conceal anything, then honestly, with Lord Shiva as a witness (saṅkara 
sākhi jō rākhi kahauṁ kachu), let my tongue get either be burnt or fall out in guilt 
(tau jari jīha garō)9.  

[9To wit, what I have been saying in all these verses are not merely fanciful flights 
of my imagination as a poet who would be inclined to employ hyperbole to say what 
he wishes to say, but it is an expression of the actual state of affairs.] 

I (Tulsidas) have come to understand and am convinced that my welfare, my well-
being and my good lies only with the holy name of Lord Sri Ram (apanō bhalō 
rāma-nāmahi tē tulasihi samujhi parō) (6). 

[Note—#5The story of Aswathama: During the Mahabharat war, Dronacharya was 
fighting ferociously on behalf of the Kaurav's and started creating havoc in the 
Pandava army. It was felt necessary to kill him, but Arjun refused because the former 
had been his teacher. So, Krishna used a trick. He asked Bheem to kill an elephant 
called Aswathama, which also happened to be the name of Dronacharya's son whom 
he loved dearly. When the news reached him, in order to confirm its veracity, 
Dronacharya asked Yudhisthir, who was renownd for his truthfulness. The latter 
replied, 'Aswathama had died, man or elephant....' 

But before the words ‘or elephant’ could be pronounced , Krishna blew his conch 
so loudly that the words were inaudible to Dronacharya. Shocked at the possiblility of 
the death of his beloved son, he fainted. Then Dhrista Ghumna (/k`"V ?kqEu) cut off his 
head. Ever since this event, the phrase ‘Ashwathama, man or elephant’ has been used 
to denote ‘half truths’, or deceitful, cunning, tricky utterances and dubious 
behaviour.] 
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Lord Rāma's Holy Name is the only Benefactor of all Living-beings, and a 
Bestower of Welfare 

 
¼227½ 

 
uke jke jkojksbZ fgr esjsA 
LokjFk&ijekjFk lkfFkUg lksa Hkqt mBkb dgkSa VsjsAA1AA 
tuuh&tud rT;ks tufe] dje fcuq fcf/kgq l`T;ks voMsjsA 
eksgq¡lksa dksm&dksm dgr jkefg dks] lks izlax dsfg dsjsAA2AA 
fQjîkS yykr fcuq uke mnj yfx] nq[km nqf[kr eksfg gsjsA 
uke&izlkn  ygr  jlky&Qy  vc  gkSa  ccqj  cgsjsAA3AA 
lk/kr  lk/kq  yksd&ijyksdfg]  lqfu  xqfu  tru  ?kusjsA 
rqylhds  voyac  ukedks]  ,d  xk¡fB  db  QsjsAA4AA 

 
 
                                                   (227) 
 
nāma rāma rāvarō'ī hita mērē. 
svāratha-paramāratha sāthinha sōṁ bhuja uṭhā'i kahauṁ ṭērē. 1.  
jananī-janaka tajyō janami, karama binu bidhihu sṛjyō avaḍērē. 
mōhum̐sōṁ kō'u-kō'u kahata rāmahi kō, sō prasaṅga kēhi kērē. 2.  
phiraîau lalāta binu nāma udara lagi, dukha'u dukhita mōhi hērē. 
nāma-prasāda lahata rasāla-phala aba hauṁ babura bahērē. 3.  
sādhata sādhu lōka-paralōkahi, suni guni jatana ghanērē. 
tulasīkē avalamba nāmakō, ēka gām̐ṭhi ka'i phērē. 4.  
 
Verse no. 227—Oh Lord Sri Ram! In all sooth and without gainsay, your lordship’s 
holy name is my only well-wisher, my true benefactor and the exclusive source 
wherein lies my all-round well-being (nāma rāma rāvarō'ī hita mērē)—I declare 
this fact loudly without reservations and with my arms raised as a token of my utmost 
honesty, sincerity and conviction when I make this proclamation (bhuja uṭhā'i 
kahauṁ ṭērē) to everyone, to all my acquaintances (sāthinha sōṁ), those who have 
some kind of personal vested interest in keeping acquaintance with me (e.g., my 
family members) as well as those who are not related to me and have only a spiritual 
interest with me (e.g., saints, spiritual seekers, pious persons, and those who seek the 
Truth) (svāratha-paramāratha) (1). 
 
I am so exceedingly unfortunate that my parents had abandoned me as soon as I was 
born (jananī-janaka tajyō janami); even the creator Brahma had destined nothing 
good for me and had made me anamolous and unfit for the world (karama binu 
bidhihu sṛjyō avaḍērē)1.  

[1To wit, Brahma did not provide anything in my fate that can be regarded as 
good and beneficial for me. I am very poor and lack all wherewithals that a person 
would need for leading a reasonably comfortable and respectable life in this world. 
The creator even tweaked my mind to such an extent that my thinking process is 
regarded as being unconventional by others around me in the world. Even my peers 
and those I might consider my friends are at odds with me.]  
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Inspite of this oddity and my grave ill-fortune, some people still prefer to call 
me a ‘follower or devotee of Lord Sri Ram’ (which is a rare honour for a lowly and 
ill-fated man like me) (mōhum̐sōṁ kō'u-kō'u kahata rāmahi kō). I wonder why do 
they call me so; what is the reason (for extending this privilege and honour to me 
though I think I do not deserve it; I am really baffled)? (sō prasaṅga kēhi kērē)2.  

[2Surely, to be called a ‘follower or a devotee of the Lord’ is an honour and a 
privilege reserved only for the most pious and holy of men, which I think I am not. 
But since people do address me in this way, it is obviously due to the good influences 
of Lord Sri Ram's holy name that I am given this honour, because I keep on repeating 
the Lord’s name inspite of being deprived of all other goodness and virtues that a man 
worthy of such an honour is expected to possess.] (2). 
 
[Till the time I had taken refuge in the name of Sri Ram—] I had to wander like an 
unknown and unrecognised vagrant, a vagabond who had no identity of his own (binu 
nāma), wistfully searching from door to door for morsels of food to fill my hungry 
stomach (phiraîau lalāta udara lagi).  

My condition was so miserable, so wretched and so pitiful that even ‘sorrow’ 
despaired at it; even ‘misery’ felt miserable when it saw me (dukha'u dukhita mōhi 
hērē). 

But look at the wonder of all wonders that by the grace and kindness of Lord 
Sri Ram (nāma-prasāda lahata), the trees of ‘Babul’ (Acacia) and ‘Bahera’ (belleric 
myrobalan) have started bearing fruits of mango for me (rasāla-phala aba hauṁ 
babura bahērē)3!  

[3To wit, the world which was full of torments and miseries for me and had 
always abhored and detested me, has now become hospitable, welcoming, compatible 
and pleasant for me once I decided to surrender my self at the holy feet of Lord Ram, 
and regard the Lord and his holy name as my only source of succour and solace and 
true benefactor. What was once a miserable life for me when I had not even sufficient 
food to feed my hungry stomach, and was sneered and rebuked and derided and 
rejected wherever I went, now for me, thanks to the Lord and his holy name, it is an 
honourable life, when the same people who abhorred me once have started showing 
respect to me even as they welcome me with a smile—because they now regard me as 
a ‘devotee and follower of Lord God Sri Ram, the Supreme Lord of the world’. What 
a miracle and a change is this indeed! It only goes to show the stupendity of the divine 
powers possessed by the ‘Name of the Lord’, and its astounding glories and mystical 
benefits.] (3). 
 
Those who are saintly, pious, wise and learned are able to ensure a good future for 
themselves by the virtue of hearing the scriptures, following the auspicious path 
prescribed by them, and practicing the principles devised by them for one’s all-round 
well-being, both in the temporal world for as long as they live in it as well as for their 
spiritual welfare by attaining emancipation and salvation (sādhata sādhu lōka-
paralōkahi, suni guni jatana ghanērē).  
 But truly and honestly and without gainsay, as far as Tulsidas is concerned, 
there is only one support for him and there is only one single source from which all 
his good and welfare can be derived—and it is the ‘holy name of Lord Ram’ (tulasīkē 
avalamba nāmakō). 
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 Just like the case when any given number of threads can be tied together by a 
single knot, this device of Lord Ram’s holy name helps one to tie together the benefits 
obtained by following different paths as proscribed in the scriptures with the objective 
of attaining one’s temporal and spiritual goals as well as all-round welfare and well-
being (ēka gām̐ṭhi ka'i phērē)4.  

[4All the threads will fall apart if the knot is untied. Likewise, all the different 
spiritual and religious paths devised and prescribed in the scriptures will come to a 
naught if there is no name of Lord Ram in any of them. All efforts undertaken by an 
aspirant or seeker would be in vain if he does not take the support of Lord Ram’s holy 
name as the basic and necessary ingredient of his religious and spiritual practices.] 
(4).  
 
 
 
                  Lord Rāma's Divine Name is Superior to Śrī Rāma himself  

 
¼228½ 

 
fiz; jkeukersa tkfg u jkeksA 
rkdks Hkyks dfBu dfydkygq¡ vkfn&e/;&ifjukeksAA1AA 
ldqpr leqf> uke&efgek en&yksHk&eksg&dksg&dkeksA 
jke&uke&ti&fujr lqtu ij djr Nk¡g ?kksj ?kkeksAA2AA 
uke&izHkkm lgh tks dgS dksm flyk ljks#g tkeksA 
tks lqfu lqfefj Hkkx&Hkktu Hkb lqd`rlhy Hkhy&HkkeksAA3AA 
ckyehfd&vtkfeyds  dNq  gqrks  u  lk/ku  lkeksA 
myVs  iyVs  uke&egkre  xqatfu  ftrks  yykeksAA4AA 
jkersa vf/kd uke&djrc] tsfg fd;s uxj&xr xkeksA 
Hk;s  ctkb  nkfgus  tks  tfi  rqyflnklls  ckeksAA5AA 

 
 
                                                    (228) 
 
priya rāmanāmatēṁ jāhi na rāmō. 
tākō bhalō kaṭhina kalikālahum̐ ādi-madhya-parināmō. 1.  
sakucata samujhi nāma-mahimā mada-lōbha-mōha-kōha-kāmō. 
rāma-nāma-japa-nirata sujana para karata chām̐ha ghōra ghāmō. 2.  
nāma-prabhā'u sahī jō kahai kō'u silā sarōruha jāmō. 
jō suni sumiri bhāga-bhājana bha'i sukṛtasīla bhīla-bhāmō. 3.  
bālamīki-ajāmilakē kachu hutō na sādhana sāmō. 
ulaṭē palaṭē nāma-mahātama gun ̄jani jitō lalāmō. 4.  
rāmatēṁ adhika nāma-karataba, jēhi kiyē nagara-gata gāmō. 
bhayē bajā'i dāhinē jō japi tulasidāsasē bāmō. 5.  
 
Verse no. 228—Those who have greater faith, greater love, greater affection and 
greater devotion for Lord Sri Ram's (holy and divine) “Name” as compared to the 
“Lord himself” (priya rāmanāmatēṁ jāhi na rāmō)—such persons are sure to have 
auspiciousness, welfare, well-being and all good fortunes ensured for themselves in 
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this fierce and wild era known as Kaliyug—whether it relates to their past, their 
present or their future (tākō bhalō kaṭhina kalikālahum̐ ādi-madhya-parināmō)1.  

[1When given a choice between “Lord Sri Ram’s physical form” as the 
Supreme Being personified and his “Holy and Divine Name”, Tulsidas advises all 
living beings to opt for the latter. This practical and spiritual gem-of-an-advice has 
been described in great details by the poet in his epic book called the ‘Ram Charit 
Manas’ in its Baal Kand 1/19/1-1/28/2, and more specifically verses bearing nos. 
1/23, 1/25, 1/26. Further, this is the nut-shell philosophy and the spiritual maxim 
enunciated in the ‘Ram Uttar Tapini Upanishad’. 

To wit, Tulsidas says that suppose one is given a choice that if he discards the 
‘Name’ and chooses to worship the physical form of Lord Ram then he would stand 
to gain, then a wise person would reject this offer and opt to have devotion for the 
‘Name of the Lord’ as opposed to the ‘physical form of the Lord’. One obvious and 
practical reason is that while anyone, no matter how powerful and able he may be or 
may even be a personified form of some God, has some sort of limitation in this gross 
world because he has a physical body that is essentially gross like the rest of the 
things in this world. Therefore, with a gross body that is bound by the laws of Nature, 
anyone, even Lord Ram, cannot override and overrule the limitations that time and 
age and space impose on all things with a gross mortal body. On the contrary, the 
‘Name’ of any God or deity is a ‘word’ that consists of sound, and therefore it is free 
from such limitations as witnessed by a gross entity like the physical body of any 
deity. This ‘sound’ element in the ‘Name of Lord Ram’ is extremely subtle and 
sublime; it is transcendental in nature as it is not limited to any specific period of 
time, age and space unlike the gross physical form of Lord Ram who lived in a 
particular age called Treta Yuga. Even the Lord’s idol is a gross form, and surely this 
form is definitely not as subtle and sublime as the ‘sound’ which is the basis of the 
Lord’s Name.  

The Lord’s holy name can be invoked by anyone at any time and under any 
circumstance, with no formalities needed to do so, whereas worshipping a physical 
form of the Lord such as an idol requires a lot of formalities and adherence to the 
rigours of religious practices with so many dos and don’ts.] (1). 
 
Taking into account the glory, the fame and the potential powers of the holy name of 
Lord Sri Ram, miscreants symbolising negative traits, vices and evils, such as 
‘mada’a, ‘lōbha’b, ‘mōha’c, ‘kōha’d and ‘kāmō’e—all of them become hesitant and 
reluctant to harass the person who repeats the holy name of Lord Ram (sakucata 
samujhi nāma-mahimā). These miscreants do not gather courage to even come in 
the front of such a person who says the name of the Lord.  

For those people who constantly and consistently chant Sri Ram's holy name, 
even the rays of the scorching sun transform into a shadow that gives them shade 
from its heat (rāma-nāma-japa-nirata sujana para karata chām̐ha ghōra 
ghāmō)2.  

[2To wit, just like an umbrella that provides a shade from the scorching heat of 
the sun to a person who holds it in his hands, a person who takes the shelter of Lord 
Ram’s holy name by constantly repeating it is given protection from all sorts of 
miseries and torments associated with life in this world. All his sorrows and 
tribulations are turned into pleasant experiences.] (2). 

{aPride/haughtiness/arrogance/ego.  
bGreed/avarice/wistfulness.  
cIgnorance/delusions/attachments/allurements. 
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dAnger/wrath/malice/discord/vengeance. 
eLust/passion/desire/infatuation.} 

 
If anyone says that a lotus flower has sprouted and bloomed from a stone when 
someone invoked the holy name of Lord Ram and wished this to be so, then one 
should believe it to be true (nāma-prabhā'u sahī jō kahai kō'u silā sarōruha 
jāmō)3.  

[3This is because even something that is impossible and unimaginable can 
become miraculously possible and feasable due to the marvellous and wonderous 
effects of the mystical powers of Lord Sri Ram's holy and divine Name.] 

Even the Bhil (tribal) woman (“bhīla-bhāmō”—known as Sabari, who was 
otherwise lowly and outcaste in the society) had become most blessed and fortunate, 
was regarded as possessing most virtuous characters, and had become most revered 
(bhāga-bhājana bha'i sukṛtasīla) because she had heard about the divine glories of 
the name of Lord Ram and had been repeating it constantly and consistently in her life 
(jō suni sumiri) (3). 
 
Valmiki and Ajamil had no spiritual resources and means by which they could have 
ever expected to attain liberation and deliverance for themselves (bālamīki-ajāmilakē 
kachu hutō na sādhana sāmō), but both of them had relied on the stupendous 
mystical abilities and astounding divine powers inherent in the holy name of the Lord 
that by repeating it in any manner as they could, even uttering it topsy-turvy and 
without knowing its true value or realising its spiritual potentials (ulaṭē palaṭē 
nāma-mahātama)4, they were able to gain access to a priceless jewel (such as a 
pearl) from such a worthless thing as an oyster (gun̄jani jitō lalāmō)5. 
 [4Both Valmiki and Ajamil were sinful persons. They had no faith in the Lord 
or his holy name. But as destined by Destiny, they got liberation and deliverance from 
their sinful life by uttering Lord Ram’s holy name. Valmiki had repeated the holy 
name RAMA in the reverse order, i.e. as MARA, but when it was constantly repeated 
the word sounded as ‘Rama’, and thus it transformed into a Mantra. Ajamil had called 
out to his son named ‘Narayan’ when he panicked at the sight of the ferocious form of 
the messengers of Yam, the God of death, who had come to take him to hell at the 
time of his death. But since this word also happened to be the name of Lord Vishnu, 
the Lord’s own messengers thought that Ajamil was calling out to their Lord, Vishnu. 
So they rushed to afford him protection from the torments inflicted by Yam’s 
messengers, and took him to heaven.  
 Refer also to verse no. 151, stanza no 7; verse no. 156, stanza no 2; verse no. 
247, stanza no 3 of  this Book ‘Vinai Patrika’ which reiterate this point. 
 5By citing the example of the “oyster” which produces a pearl though it is a 
sticky, slimy and worthless creature, Tulsidas says that even the most useless and 
dishonourable persons such as Valmiki and Ajamil, who had done nothing that would 
give them the right to liberation and deliverance because they were sinful in their 
previous life, had not only become praiseworthy but attained salvation and 
emancipation when they had taken the refuge of the holy name of Lord Ram.] (4). 
 
The potential, power, strength, good effect and influence of Sri Ram's holy name have 
a wider and far reaching import, significance and importance than Lord Sri Ram 
himself (rāmatēṁ adhika nāma-karataba)6.  
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[6Even to access the Lord himelf, one needs to address the Lord by his name! 
Surely this is obvious—because when someone’s name is called  out, he immediately 
pays attention to the caller.]  

This name of the Lord has made even those who were illiterate and uncultured 
into literate and wise persons just like the case of a rustic and ingnorant village-folk 
being converted into a cultered and clever city-dweller due to some good contacts he 
makes (jēhi kiyē nagara-gata gāmō)7.  

[7To wit, those who repeated the holy name of Lord Ram became as worthy of 
praise and respect as those who had studied the scriptures and were experts in their 
doctrines even though the former had no education at all.] 

Tulsidas asserts that even the most wretched, evil, vile and sinful fellows like 
him have become worthy and wise relying solely upon the holy name of the Lord—
and he makes this proclamation by beating a drum publicly (bhayē bajā'i dāhinē jō 
japi tulasidāsasē bāmō)8.  

[8Say, what more proof would anyone need to establish the glory of the holy 
name of Lord Ram when one considers the live example of Tulsidas himself who 
lived in this era of Kaliyug even if one is not certain about others, such as Sabari, 
Valmiki and Ajamil because they lived in an age long gone by.] (5). 
 

 
 

                                    Śrī Rāma is my only Lord 
 

¼229½ 
 

xjSxh thg tks dgkSa vkSjdks gkSaA 
tkudh&thou! tue&tue tx T;k;ks frgkjsfg dkSjdks gkSaAA1AA 
rhfu yksd] frgq¡ dky u ns[kr lqân jkojs tksjdks gkSaA 
rqelksa diV dfj dyi&dyi d`fe àSgkSa ujd ?kksjdks gkSaAA2AA 
dgk Hk;ks tks eu fefy dfydkyfga fd;ks HkkSarqok HkkSajdks gkSaA 
rqyflnkl lhry fur ;fg cy] cM+s Bsdkus BkSjdks gkSaAA3AA 

 
 
                                                    (229) 
 
garaigī jīha jō kahauṁ aurakō hauṁ. 
jānakī-jīvana! janama-janama jaga jyāyō tihārēhi kaurakō hauṁ. 1.  
tīni lōka, tihum̐ kāla na dēkhata suhṛda rāvarē jōrakō hauṁ. 
tumasōṁ kapaṭa kari kalapa-kalapa kṛmi hvaihauṁ naraka ghōrakō hauṁ. 2.  
kahā bhayō jō mana mili kalikālahiṁ kiyō bhauntuvā bhaunrakō hauṁ. 
tulasidāsa sītala nita yahi bala, baṛē ṭhēkānē ṭhaurakō hauṁ. 3.  
 
Verse no. 229—Let my tongue decay and fall out of my mouth (as a curse and 
punishment) if I ever happen to say that I belong to anyone else except Lord Sri Ram 
(garaigī jīha jō kahauṁ aurakō hauṁ)1.   

[1Tulsidas asserts that Lord Sri Ram is his only Lord, and no one else is. He 
says that he is the Lord’s ardent and most faithful follower and servant, and he owes 
his allegiance exclusively the Lord. Tulsidas declares: “If I ever say, even 
inadvertently and under any pressure, that I have someone other than Lord Ram as my 
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patron and benefactor, then let my tongue be afflicted with some form of severe 
disease and fall-off my mouth as a punishment for speaking an utter lie and betraying 
the Lord.”]  

Oh Janki-Jeevan (i.e., Lord Ram who is dearest-as-life for Sita, his divine 
consort—“jānakī-jīvana”)! In all my previous countless births that I took in this 
mortal world, and even in the present one, I have always survived on the morsels of 
food that you had so graciously granted to me (janama-janama jaga jyāyō tihārēhi 
kaurakō hauṁ)2.  

[2To wit, it was your mercy and grace that has prevented me from dying of 
hunger. Whatever I had and whatever comfort and happiness I enjoyed was because 
of your benevolence and kindness upon me. So, how can I be so disloyal and 
unfaithful to you so as to deny that you are my sole Lord and benefactor? I may be a 
sinner, but I cannot stoop to such a low level of character.] (1). 
 
[My experience tells me that—] In all the three Lokas or worlds (subterranean, 
terrestrial, heaven; or the heaven, the hell, and the mortal world on the earth) and the 
three periods of time (past, present, future), I have not seen or found a more friendly, 
selfless, benignant, benevolent, munificent, kind, affectionate and endearing Lord 
than you are (tīni lōka, tihum̐ kāla na dēkhata suhṛda rāvarē jōrakō hauṁ).  

I say this most honestly, truly and without any vested interests. Oh Lord, if I 
speak a lie to you and talk with cunning and deceit in my mind when I address you 
(tumasōṁ kapaṭa kari), then let me become an insect or a worm in the fierce hell for 
numerous Kalpas (kalapa-kalapa kṛmi hvaihauṁ naraka ghōrakō hauṁ)3!  

[3To wit, if I am falsifying or exaggerating facts to appease you, or to pretend 
for the world that I am a great devotee of Lord Ram and a pious person so that the 
people would honour me and show respect to me, if what I say is not the absolute 
truth, then oh Lord, let me suffer the worst form of life in hell for countless eras and 
for a very long period of time as a punishment.] (2). 
 
What happens (i.e. how does it matter at all) if ‘Kaliyug’ (the present era of delusions, 
perversions, evil tendencies and spiritual ignorance) has turned my mind into the froth 
or the scum that is found floating on the surface of a whirlpool in an ocean (kahā 
bhayō jō mana mili kalikālahiṁ kiyō bhauntuvā bhaunrakō hauṁ)4?  

[4Even as the froth or the scum found on the surface of the water in the ocean 
remains afloat in the eddy currents of a whirlpool and never sinks in it, so will I also 
keep afloat in this vicious river-like mundane world without getting drowned in or 
sucked in its whirlpool of worldly delusions, endless temptations, lusts, perversions 
and other vices such as attachments to and infatuations with the sense objects, anger, 
greed, arrogance, etc. Oh Lord, by the blessings of your grace and mercy, I shall be 
able to remain unaffected by and immune to one and all negativities associated with 
life in this gross material world. Though I might appear to be influenced by these 
negativities externally, but internally I shall be free from them—thanks to your grace 
upon me.] 

Tulsidas says that he always remains very calm and composed because he is 
certain that he is a member of the Great Court of Lord Ram (i.e. a devotee and a 
protectee of the Lord), and therefore has nothing to worry about and get purturbed 
(tulasidāsa sītala nita yahi bala, baṛē ṭhēkānē ṭhaurakō hauṁ)5. 

[5To wit, Tulsidas says that he is unpurturbed by the moral and spiritual 
upheaval, depravations, distractions and corruptions unleashed on all the living beings 
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in the present era known as ‘Kaliyug’—because he has a noble pedigree as he belongs 
to the great tradition of devotees of Lord Ram who possess excellent characters and 
virtues, and are never affected by the evil influences of Kaliyug. He also remains calm 
because he is rest assured that no halm can ever come to him, and that his welfare and 
well-being are taken good care by the Lord, Sri Ram. A person is usually troubled 
when he is tormented by an uncertain future and also when he is not sure where to go 
for help and succour in times of need. In the case of Tulsidas, there is surely no such 
occasion for worries as he has Lord Ram over his head as his patron Lord who would 
always extend his umbrella of protection for Tulsidas.] (3). 
 
 
 
             Lord Rāma is a selfless Benefactor and Well-wisher of all 

 
¼230½ 

 
vdkju dks fgrw vkSj dks gSA 
fojn  ^xjhc&fuokt*  dkSudks]  HkkSag  tklq  tu  tksgSAA1AA 
NksVks&cM+ks  pgr  lc  LokjFk]  tks  fcjafp  fcjpks  gSA 
dksy dqfVy] dfi&Hkkyq ikfycks dkSu d`ikyqfg lksgSAA2AA 
dkdks uke vu[k vkyl dgsa v?k vcxqufu fcNksgSA 
dks rqylhls dqlsod laxzáks] lB lc fnu lkbZa nzksgSAA3AA 

 
 
                                                    (230) 
 
akārana kō hitū aura kō hai. 
virada ‘garība-nivāja’ kaunakō, bhaunha jāsu jana jōhai. 1.  
chōṭō-baṛō cahata saba svāratha, jō biran̄ci biracō hai. 
kōla kuṭila, kapi-bhālu pālibō kauna kṛpāluhi sōhai. 2.  
kākō nāma anakha ālasa kahēṁ agha abagunani bichōhai. 
kō tulasīsē kusēvaka saṅgrahyō, saṭha saba dina sā'īṁ drōhai. 3.  
 
Verse no. 230—Who else (besides Lord Sri Ram) is a selfless and the best benefactor 
and well-wisher (of all living beings)? (akārana kō hitū aura kō hai) 

Who has the peerless reputation of being extremely kind, benevolent and 
munificent, of being a provider of all welfare for those who are poor, wretched, 
downtrodden and miserable (virada ‘garība-nivāja’ kaunakō) so much so that 
devotees constantly gaze (i.e., fix their attention on) his merciful and graceful 
eyebrows (expecting that the Lord would glance at them at least once as this would 
ensure the end of all their miseries, troubles and tribulations) (bhaunha jāsu jana 
jōhai) (1). 
 
All the creatures created by Brahma, the creator of this world (jō biran ̄ci biracō hai), 
whether such creatures are small or big, important or unimportant, animate or 
unanimate, and consisting of  all forms and temperaments (chōṭō-baṛō)—all of them 
act in a way that would help them meet their own self-interest to a lesser or greater 
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degree (i.e., no one helps anyone without expecting anything in return that would 
serve one’s self-interest, directly or indirectly) (chōṭō-baṛō cahata saba svāratha). 

Say, which master or lord would find it glorious and worthwhile to take care 
of and sustain Bhils (tribals), Kapi (monkeys), Bhalu (bears) and others of their kind 
(except Lord Sri Ram)? (kōla kuṭila, kapi-bhālu pālibō kauna kṛpāluhi sōhai)1. 

[1To wit, no king or lord would bother to pay attention to lowly persons 
teeming in his vast kingdom. He would, at best, neglect them, if not persecuting them 
and throwing them out of his kingdom on one pretext or the other. He would not like 
to waste the resources of his kingdom on such lowly and good-for-nothing subjects of 
his kingdom who are mere burdens on his exchequer and the society. But Lord Ram 
knows that no one would care for such lowly living beings if he too neglects them. 
Being merciful and benevolent by nature, Lord Ram makes certain that he takes 
special care of those who are cared by none others. This is the outstanding quality of 
the Lord—that he is a patron and an angel guardian of all those who have no where to 
go.] (2). 
 
Whose name has such glorious spiritual potentials and mystical powers that by merely 
taking it even with enmity, anger, malice or discord, or with indifference and 
indignance (kākō nāma anakha ālasa kahēṁ), it would automatically remove the 
negative and demeaning effects on the creature that are caused by the countless sins, 
vices, evils, faults and all other negative and detestable qualities of unrighteousness, 
unscrupulousness, perversions, et al. that he possesses (agha abagunani bichōhai)? 
[To wit, only Lord Ram’s holy and divine name has this unique quality.] 

Imagine, the Lord (Sri Ram) has even accepted and taken good care of such a 
wicked and wretched servant (devotee, follower) as Tulsidas who is so utterly stupid 
and lowly (kō tulasīsē kusēvaka saṅgrahyō saṭha) that he had always harboured 
animosity and malice towards his Lord (saba dina sā'īṁ drōhai).  

{Verily, what more can I (or anyone else in my place) expect from a Lord? What 
more benevolence, benignance and munificence can anyone show towards his servant, 
follower or subordinate?}2 

[2Tulsidas says that one can judge Lord Ram’s extremely forgiving, 
accommodating, gracious and merciful nature if one sees the example of Tulsidas 
himself. He had never done anything worthwhile in his life, and had uttered the name 
of Lord Ram only as a means to feed his stomach because he knew that if he said 
‘Ram’ people would give him food as charity. He had never uttered this holy name 
with an attitude of worship or for the purpose of his spiritual welfare. But the Lord is 
so kind and mindful of his own reputation that he thought if he didn’t take care of 
Tulsidas then his own reputation would suffer—because the world hears Tulsidas 
uttering the name of the Lord, albeit it is not for any form of worship or spiritual 
purpose or prayer but to feed his stomach and fulfil his worldly needs, but 
nevertheless the fact is that the Lord’s name is being invoked by him, and if the Lord 
neglects him and Tulsidas suffers in the least then it would send a wrong signal to the 
world. The world would say that Lord Ram does not qualify for being honoured for 
all his glorious virtues for which the world pays its respects to him, and that the 
Lord’s name has no divine powers because inspite of repeating it constantly and over 
and over again, Tulsidas still continues to suffer. So it becomes obligatory for Lord 
Ram to ensure Tulsidas’ all-round welfare.  
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Howbeit, irrespective of the reason why Lord Ram decided to offer his grace to 
Tulsidas, the fact remains that he did so even when the beneficiary of such grace, i.e. 
Tulidas, was not eligible for it. This example should be used by all others who suffer 
in this world—that if they say Lord Ram’s name, no matter why or how they say it, 
then they are assured of all-round good and welfare.] (3). 

 
[Note—Tulsidas highlights Sri Ram's mercy, grace, benevolence, benefaction, 
benediction, munificence and magnanimity towards all and sundry, especially his 
devotees, in this verse.] 

 
 
 

What does Tulasīdāsa want 
 

¼231½ 
 

vkSj eksfg dks gS] dkfg dfggkSa\ 
jad&jkt T;ksa eudks euksjFk] dsfg lqukb lq[k yfggkSaAA1AA 
te&tkruk] tksfu&ladV lc lgs nqlg v# lfggkSaA 
eksdks vxe] lqxe rqedks izHkq] rm Qy pkfj u pfggkSaAA2AA 
[ksfycsdks [kx&e`x] r#&dadj àS jkojks jke gkSa jfggkSaA 
;fg ukrs ujdgq¡ lpq] ;k fcuq ijeingq¡ nq[k nfggkSaAA3AA 
bruh ft; ykylk nklds] dgr ikugh xfggkSaA 
nhtS cpu fd ân; vkfu;s ^rqylhdks iu fucZfggkSa*AA4AA 

 
 
                                                    (231) 
 
aura mōhi kō hai, kāhi kahihauṁ? 
raṅka-rāja jyōṁ manakō manōratha, kēhi sunā'i sukha lahihauṁ. 1.  
jama-jātanā, jōni-saṅkaṭa saba sahē dusaha aru sahihauṁ. 
mōkō agama, sugama tumakō prabhu, ta'u phala cāri na cahihauṁ. 2.  
khēlibēkō khaga-mṛga, taru-kaṅkara hvai rāvarō rāma hauṁ rahihauṁ. 
yahi nātē narakahum̐ sacu, yā binu paramapadahum̐ dukha dahihauṁ. 3.  
itanī jiya lālasā dāsakē, kahata pānahī gahihauṁ. 
dījai bacana ki hṛdaya āniyē ‘tulasīkō pana nirbahihauṁ’. 4.  
 
Verse no. 231—Who else (besides you, my dear Lord Sri Ram) can I call “mine”; 
who else in this world can I truly call “my Lord”,  and therefore before who else can I 
talk and divulge the secrets of my heart and my hidden wishes? [Or, I have no one 
else before whom I can open my heart and talk freely, and in whom I can confide.] 
(aura mōhi kō hai, kāhi kahihauṁ?). 

My mind has an incongruous desire to transform myself into a king from my 
present state of being a pauper (raṅka-rāja jyōṁ manakō manōratha)1.   

[1To wit, though I understand and am aware of my present condition as being 
so wretched, mean and humble that I have not the least resource or ability to attain the 
glorious goal of having bliss and salvation which comes to one who has done great 
religious and spiritual merit in life, but ironically I hope to achieve that exalted state 
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which would make it possible for me to attain one-ness with the Supreme Lord 
represented by Lord Ram.] 

To whom should I describe my lofty ambitions and feel contented and happy 
that my wishes would be fulfilled. [Oh Lord, tell me, who would bother to listen to 
my rants except you?] (kēhi sunā'i sukha lahihauṁ) (1). 
 
[Now listen my Lord—] I have already suffered the torments and miseries of hell, and 
I have already undergone immense tribulations and agonies through the different 
births I had to take till now, and would have to take in the future as well. (But I am 
not bothered about it.) (jama-jātanā, jōni-saṅkaṭa saba sahē dusaha aru 
sahihauṁ). 

Oh Lord! I do not even dare to desire and ever hope to have the four great and 
coveted rewardsa that are usually bestowed upon all who are deemed to be religiously 
meritorious, and thus eligible for them (because I am totally unworthy to receive any 
one of them). Though it is easy and effortless for you to grant me all of them if you so 
wish, but oh Lord, I don’t want them at all. (mōkō agama, sugama tumakō 
prabhu, ta'u phala cāri na cahihauṁ)2. 

[2To wit, even if you wish to grant me all of these four rewards, I would not 
like to accept them—because what I want is something different. I am telling you my 
secret wish herein below in the next stanza. 

aThe four rewards for a meritorious life mentioned here are the following: 
‘Artha’ (wealth, prosperity), ‘Dharma’ (the benefits of righteouness and noble 
virtues), ‘Kaam’ (lust, desires, fulfilled wishes) and ‘Moksha’ (salvation, bliss, 
beatitude, liberation from the mundane world and the cycle of birth and death).] (2).  
 
Oh Lord Sri Ram (rāvarō rāma)! [The true and internal desire of my heart is quite 
different. So, what are they? ] I want to become a plaything (or puppet) in your 
hands—such as a toy bird, a toy animal, and even stones or pebbles (e.g., marbles, 
with which children play around). (khēlibēkō khaga-mṛga, taru-kaṅkara hvai 
hauṁ rahihauṁ). 

If this happens, I will have peace and happiness even in a fierce hell (yahi 
nātē narakahum̐ sacu). Otherwise, in its absence, or denied this privilege of 
becoming a toy in your hands, I shall be in despair and sorrows even after getting 
Moksha (salvation and going to the heaven) (yā binu paramapadahum̐ dukha 
dahihauṁ)3. 

[3To wit, oh Lord, I do not want salvation, and I have no desire to go to heaven 
either. Keep me in hell if you so wish, but keep me as a favourite toy or a puppet of 
your hands. Whether that toy is a bird or a stone—a dud, stupid bird, or a gross, 
lifeless stone—I will be happy. For remember, this way I stand a good chance at 
being embraced by you, held by your hands, touched involuntarily by your feet, be 
very close to you, of being an object of your affection, grace and mercy, and feel the 
privilege of being remembered and coveted by you just like children covet their 
playthings and become emotionally and sentimentally attached to their toys. Oh Lord, 
surely this boon is no match for salvation and heaven. Let the hermits and sages seek 
salvation; I don't want it! What I want is closeness to you; what I wish is that you feel 
so attached to me at the emotional level that you would just not let a day pass without 
thinking of me and remembering me just like a child becomes so attached with his 
favourite toys that he would sleep with them by his side, eat and drink with the toys 
by his side, and does not wish to part with his favourite toys even for a minute.] (3). 
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This servant (i.e. an ardent devotee, loyal follower, faithful subordinate) of yours has 
only one wish (itanī jiya lālasā dāsakē)—and that is to constantly and consistently 
keep holding your foot-wear with my hands (i.e., always have abiding devotion for 
your holy feet, serve you like a servant serves his master, and be so favoured by you 
that you allow me to hold your feet so closely as a foot-wear that is in direct contact 
with its owners foot) (kahata pānahī gahihauṁ)4.  

Either give me your word of honour (that you will fulfil my wish). Or at least 
take a firm decision in your heart that you will uphold and keep my vows (in case you 
do not wish to openly commit yourself by giving your word). For me it would be the 
same thing (dījai bacana ki hṛdaya āniyē ‘tulasīkō pana nirbahihauṁ’).  
 [4This stanza also highlights Tulsidas' extreme humility and devotion for the 
Lord. A similar idea is expressed earlier also in verse no. 209, stanza no.1.] (4). 
 
[Note: Refer verse no. 210 in the context of this verse. There also, Tulsidas has 
expressed a similar desire of his heart. The following verse no. 232 continues with the 
same sentiment as expressed in this verse.] 
 
 
 

Who is more merciful, munificent and gracious than Lord Śrī Rāma? 
 

¼232½ 
 

nhuca/kq nwljks dg¡ ikoksa\ 
dks rqe fcuq ij&ihj ikb gS\ dsfg nhurk lqukoksaAA1AA 
izHkq vd`ikyq] d`ikyq vyk;d] tg¡&tg¡ fprfga MksykoksaA 
bgS leqf> lqfu jgkSa ekSu gh] dfg Hkze dgk xokoksaAA2AA 
xksin cqfM+cs tksx dje djkSa] ckrfu tyf/k FkgkoksaA 
vfr ykyph] dke&fdadj eu] eq[k jkojks dgkoksaAA3AA 
rqylh izHkq ft;dh tkur lc] viuks dNqd tukoksaA 
lks dhtS] tsfg Hkk¡fr Nk¡fM+ Ny }kj ijks xqu xkoksaAA4AA 

 
 
                                                     (232) 
 
dīnabandhu dūsarō kaham̐ pāvōṁ? 
kō tuma binu para-pīra pā'i hai? kēhi dīnatā sunāvōṁ. 1.  
prabhu akṛpālu, kṛpālu alāyaka, jaham̐-jaham̐ citahiṁ ḍōlāvōṁ. 
ihai samujhi suni rahauṁ mauna hī, kahi bhrama kahā gavāvōṁ. 2.  
gōpada buḍibē jōga karama karauṁ, bātani jaladhi thahāvōṁ. 
ati lālacī, kāma-kiṅkara mana, mukha rāvarō kahāvōṁ. 3.  
tulasī prabhu jiyakī jānata saba, apanō kachuka janāvōṁ. 
sō kījai, jēhi bhām̐ti chām̐ḍi chala dvāra parō guna gāvōṁ. 4.  
 
Verse no. 232—Where else (except Lord Ram) will I find a greater (or better) friend 
of the distressed, the wretched, the lowly and the humble? (dīnabandhu dūsarō 
kaham̐ pāvōṁ?). 
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Who (except Lord Ram) feels pity and sorrowful when he sees the pitiful and 
sorrowful condition of others? (kō tuma binu para-pīra pā'i hai?). 

Say, then, where else should I go to narrate my tales of woes and miseries? 
(kēhi dīnatā sunāvōṁ) (1). 
 
Wherever I send my mind to search (jaham̐-jaham̐ citahiṁ ḍōlāvōṁ) for someone 
who would show mercy and pity for me (and all those miserable people who are like 
me), everywhere I find a lord who either does not have enough mercy and compassion 
in his heart (prabhu akṛpālu), and even if he does have these qualities in him then he 
is not able or competent enough to extend the benefit of these excellent qualities to 
those who come to him seeking relief from their miseries (kṛpālu alāyaka)1.  

[1To wit, all lords that I find are either not willing to provide selfless help, 
solace and succour to the needy because they are stern in their hearts, or they aren’t 
potent or competent enough to be of any good to me or be of any help to me due to 
some or the other reason.]  

Considering and realising all this (the state of affairs), I keep quiet because it 
is in vain to tell anything to such lords (ihai samujhi suni rahauṁ mauna hī). Say, 
what is the use of pleading with any of them—because it is a waste of effort and 
undermining my self-respect. Verily indeed, it is futile to expect any relief and help 
from any of these lords (kahi bhrama kahā gavāvōṁ)2.  

[2To wit, instead of getting any relief whatsoever from them, I will only 
expose my shortcomings, faults, sins, miseries, delusions and humbleness before them 
and the world at large. This would result in inviting further humiliation, scorn and 
ridicule at their hands, and it would only go to aggravate my misery and torments. So 
I decided to keep quiet.] (2). 
 
My deeds are so corrupt, evil, detestable and shameful that I should drown myself in 
the dirty water that fills a shallow groove made in the mud by a cow's hoof (gōpada 
buḍibē jōga karama karauṁ). But unfortunately, I boast so much as if I'll measure 
the depth of the ocean (bātani jaladhi thahāvōṁ)3. 

[3To wit, I am so ashamed of myself due to my deeds that I should drown in a 
small body of water that can be accommodated in a shallow hollow made from a 
cow's hoof in the ground. But instead of that, I boast that I am so exalted and great 
that I can do the greatest of noble things and achieve the greatest of fame in this 
world. 

I am so small, humble and a non-entity that I get sunk in a small body of water 
as shallow and inconsequential as the groove made on the earth by the hoof of a cow, 
but I am so haughty and arrogant that I talk boastfully with a big and loud mouth, 
claiming that I can measure the vast ocean. Is so laughable, so ridiculous and stupid of 
me!]  

My mind is very greedy, full of avarice and a slave of ‘Kaam’ (full of lust, 
covetousness, passion, desires, infatuations) (ati lālacī, kāma-kiṅkara mana), but I 
pretend blatantly that I am your (Lord Ram’s) servant (and I have no compunctions 
about it and no shame claiming so) (mukha rāvarō kahāvōṁ)! (3). 
 
Oh Lord! Though you know whatever is in the mind and heart of Tulsidas (whether 
such thoughts and desires are good or bad) (tulasī prabhu jiyakī jānata saba), still I 
want to tell you something (apanō kachuka janāvōṁ).  
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So now, please find out a way by which I could abandon all pretensions, 
falsehoods, cunning and trickery and other such vices (i.e. I should stop wasting my 
breath boasting about myself and my false goodness), and instead sing your glorious 
fame and your excellent virtues with a pure heart, all the while lying in front of your 
doorway (sō kījai, jēhi bhām̐ti chām̐ḍi chala dvāra parō guna gāvōṁ)4.  

[4I don't want to go anywhere else. I have no other talents by which I can serve 
you or be of any good to you, except a few words that I can compose as poetry in your 
honour. This is the only thing I know—and I want to serve you sincerely with this 
only talent that I possess! Oh Lord, prevail upon my mind that it stops me from 
boasting about my false abilites and goodness, and instead be motivated to sing 
praises for you and narrate your divine story for my own good and for the good of the 
world at large.] (4). 

 
[Note—Tulsidas highlights Sri Ram's mercy, grace, benevolence, benefaction, 
benediction, munificence and magnanimity towards all and sundry, especially his 
devotees, in this verse.] 

 
 

 
One must not try worldly dirty tricks with Śrī Rāma 

 
¼233½ 

 
euksjFk eudks ,dS Hkk¡frA 
pkgr eqfu&eu&vxe lqd`r&Qy] eulk v?k u v?kkfrAA1AA 
djeHkwfe dfy tue] dqlaxfr] efr fceksg&en&ekfrA 
djr dqtksx dksfV] D;ksa iS;r ijekjFk&in lkafrAA2AA 
lsb lk/kq&xq#] lqfu iqjku&Jqfr cw>îks jkx ckth rk¡frA 
rqylh izHkq lqHkkm lqjr#&lks] T;ksa njiu eq[k&dkafrAA3AA 

 
 
                                                    (233) 
 
manōratha manakō ēkai bhām̐ti. 
cāhata muni-mana-agama sukṛta-phala, manasā agha na aghāti. 1.  
karamabhūmi kali janama, kusaṅgati, mati bimōha-mada-māti. 
karata kujōga kōṭi, kyōṁ paiyata paramāratha-pada sānti. 2.  
sē'i sādhu-guru, suni purāna-śruti būjhaîō rāga bājī tām̐ti. 
tulasī prabhu subhā'u surataru-sō, jyōṁ darapana mukha-kānti. 3.  
 
Verse no. 233—The desires and inclinations of the ‘Mana’ (the mind, its sub-
conscious aspect, and the heart collectively) are really fascinating, wonderous and 
unique (manōratha manakō ēkai bhām̐ti)—on the one hand it wants to have such 
rare fruits of righteousness, noble virtues, excellent deeds, supreme bliss etc. which 
are beyond reach even for the minds and hearts of hermits, sages, ascetics and other 
exalted souls (cāhata muni-mana-agama sukṛta-phala), and on the other hand it 
(the Mana) is never satisfied (or fed-up) with doing evil, vileful and abominable 
deeds, commiting sins, and following a path that is unrighteous, unscrupulous and  
sinful (manasā agha na aghāti).  
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[Say, how is it possible to get the best of fruits by sowing seeds of poison?] 
(1). 
 
Though the land on which I am born in this life is called a ‘Karma-Bhumi’ (i.e. a land 
where one can undertake actions and do deeds that would ensure not only a bright 
future for him but can also neutralise whatever negativity that remains sticking to him 
from his previous births), yet I feel absolutely confounded and shackled due to the 
circumstances in which I find myself. It is because my birth here is in the era of Kali 
(which is a highly corrupt, pervert and a morally degrading period), I have the 
company of wicked people and I am surrounded by those who are rascals, imposters 
and evil ones (instead of saints and enlightened ones), and my mind is haughty and 
arrogant, it is full of pride, ignorance, delusions and vanity. (karamabhūmi kali 
janama, kusaṅgati, mati bimōha-mada-māti). 

Just imagine, in this scenario how is it possible for me to attain the most 
exalted state of one-ness with the Lord; how can I expect to have supreme bliss and 
tranquility for myself when I do millions of things which are most abhorable, evil, 
vile, ignoble and shameful (karata kujōga kōṭi, kyōṁ paiyata paramāratha-pada 
sānti)1.  

[1To wit, with all the above mentioned negativities acting as dregs on my soul, 
becoming virtual shackles around my neck, acting as dirt and filth sticking on me and 
neutralising whatever good deeds I manage to do, what good can I expect for me in 
the prevailing circumstances in which I find myself. They are dragging me down and 
burdening my soul with guilt that is beyond my control.] (2). 
 
[In this precarious situation, there is still some hope for all living beings. What is it?] 
By serving the Guru (a true, enlightened, wise and selfless moral preceptor 
andteacher) and saints (pure-hearted, pious and holy men) (sē'i sādhu-guru), as well 
as by hearing attentively the Vedas and Purans (and understanding their teaching and 
practicing in one’s life what they preach) (suni purāna-śruti), attainment of supreme 
bliss and peace is possible. Indeed, it becomes as easy to achieve this goal as it is easy 
to determine what type of musical instrument is being played by merely hearing the 
sound it produces (būjhaîō rāga bājī tām̐ti). [For instance, it is extremely easy to 
distinguish between the sound produced by a drum and a stringed instrument even 
though a person may not be an expert in music.] 

Oh Tulsidas, but beware! Though it is true that Lord Sri Ram's temperament 
and nature are surely like a Kalpa Tree (which is the heavenly tree that fulfils all 
wishes; i.e. one gets anything and everything that he asks Lord Ram for), but at the 
same time the Lord’s nature and temperament are like a mirror in which one sees 
one’s own face. (tulasī prabhu subhā'u surataru-sō, jyōṁ darapana mukha-
kānti)2. 

[2The mirror will reflect the face of a person as it actually is. Similarly, the 
Lord gives you fruits according to your inner-self or inner-thougths. You cannot 
deceive a mirror—likewise, you can't cheat Sri Ram. Imposturing, pretension, deceit, 
conceit, falsehood, trickery, cunning etc. have no jurisdiction in Sri Ram's realm. Lord 
Ram is like a barometer or a thermometer, or any other ‘meter’ for that matter that 
cannot be manipulated or tampered with to suit one’s interests. Lord Ram would 
definitely grant what a person wishes—but it all depends upon the seeker’s true 
intention and integrity. If a person is deceitful, the Lord punishes him; if he is honest 
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then the Lord rewards him. In brief, one should not play dirty tricks with Sri Ram!] 
(3). 
 
 
 

Life spent in vain 
 

¼234½ 
 

tue x;ks ckfnfga cj chfrA 
ijekjFk ikys u ijîks dNq] vuqfnu vf/kd vuhfrAA1AA 
[ksyr [kkr yfjdiu xks pfy] tkScu tqofru fy;ks thfrA 
jksx&fc;ksx&lksx&Je&ladqy cfM+ c; c`Fkfg vrhfrAA2AA 
jkx&jks"k&bfj"kk&fceksg&cl  #ph  u  lk/kq&lehfrA 
dgs  u  lqus  xquxu  j?kqcjds]  Hkb  u  jkein&izhfrAA3AA 
ân; ngr ifNrk;&vuy vc] lqur nqlg HkoHkhfrA 
rqylh izHkq rsa gksb lks dhft; leqf> fcjndh jhfrAA4AA 

 
 
                                                   (234) 
 
janama gayō bādihiṁ bara bīti. 
paramāratha pālē na paraîō kachu, anudina adhika anīti. 1.  
khēlata khāta larikapana gō cali, jaubana juvatina liyō jīti. 
rōga-biyōga-sōga-śrama-saṅkula baḍi baya bṛthahi atīti. 2.  
rāga-rōṣa-iriṣā-bimōha-basa rucī na sādhu-samīti. 
kahē na sunē gunagana raghubarakē, bha'i na rāmapada-prīti. 3.  
hṛdaya dahata pachitāya-anala aba, sunata dusaha bhavabhīti. 
tulasī prabhu tēṁ hō'i sō kījiya samujhi biradakī rīti. 4.  
 
Verse no. 234—[In this verse, Tulsidas regrets that his life has been wasted in pursuit 
of worldly desires, in the appeasement of his senses, and longing for things that had 
no bearing on his long-term spiritual welfare. He has cited his own example as a 
representation of the life of all human beings. An earlier verse no. 83 has also 
expressed a similar idea.] 
 
The beautiful (rare, marvellous, unique, fortunate and opportunus) life (of mine) as a 
human being has gone by in vain; it has been frittered away and wasted in the pursuit 
of futility! (janama gayō bādihiṁ bara bīti). 

Not even a tiny bit of success was achieved in the field of spiritulism, no 
efforts were made for attainment of liberation and deliveration of the soul from the 
endless cycle of birth and death, and no desire was felt and no prospects were 
researched for obtaining emancipation and salvation for one’s self—in other words, 
no effort was ever made from the perspective of ‘Parmarth’ which could ensure a 
good future and welfare for the soul. (paramāratha pālē na paraîō kachu). 

On the other hand, all sorts of negative qualities and demeaning characters 
found their foothold and made an ascendance. Unrighteousness, inauspiciousness, 
evil, vice, sin, perversity, and various kinds of dishonourable acts and thoughts not 
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only became firmly established but continued to increase progressively by the passage 
of time. (anudina adhika anīti) (1). 
 
[Summing up one’s life, Tulsidas says—] ‘Childhood’ went away unawares as it was 
spent in playing and eating and drinking (khēlata khāta larikapana gō cali); 
‘Adulthood’ was won-over by women as it was spent trying to please and impress 
them by all means (jaubana juvatina liyō jīti); and ‘Old age’ was wasted in vain due 
to sufferings and agonies inflicted by so many untold diseases, agonies of separation 
(from one’s near and dear as they either left me and went their ways, or died), 
numerous kinds of sorrows, miseries and grief that engulfed me from all sides, and 
futile efforts to finish-off the different responsiblities that had remained unfulfilled till 
then (rōga-biyōga-sōga-śrama-saṅkula baḍi baya bṛthahi atīti) (2). 
 
Because I was under the influence of negative qualities and vices such as ‘rāga-rōṣa-
iriṣā-bimōha1’ etc. that had become entranched inside me and had the better of me so 
much so that they had always created a mental barrier which stopped, pushed back 
and neutralised whatever desire that arose in my heart to meet saints, have their 
company, and benefit from their communion (rāga-rōṣa-iriṣā-bimōha-basa rucī na 
sādhu-samīti).  

The result was that in the absence of this company, neither did I ever have the 
opportunity to listen and sing about glories, the famed virtues and the divine stories 
related to Lord Sri Ram (kahē na sunē gunagana raghubarakē), nor did I develop 
any trace of devotion, affection and faith in the holy feet of the divine Lord (bha'i na 
rāmapada-prīti) (3).  

1rāga- attachment/infatuation;  
rōṣa- anger/wrath/indignation/vengeance; 
iriṣā- jealousy/envy/malice/animosity/ill-will;  
bimōha- delusion/ignorance of reality/hallucination.} 

 
Upon hearing about the huge and intolerable torments created by the hellish fire of 
suffering arising out of the countless fears associated with life that are natural and 
unavoidable in this mundane, mortal and gross world, this heart (of mine) is now 
burning with regret and is full of remorse (hṛdaya dahata pachitāya-anala aba, 
sunata dusaha bhavabhīti).  

Now, under the present circumstances, do whatever you (Sri Ram) can do for 
this unfortunate and humble Tulsidas, keeping in view your peerless and famed 
reputation (of being a benevolent redeemer and the most merciful Lord of all, a Lord 
who takes special care of those who have no chance of ever getting freedom from the 
horrors of life and death, but who have come to surrender before you, looking up to 
you for your grace and mercy) (tulasī prabhu tēṁ hō'i sō kījiya samujhi biradakī 
rīti) (4). 
 
 
 
                            Lord Rāma is like the Cintāmaṇī Gem 

 
¼235½ 
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,slsfg tue&lewg fljkusA 
izkuukFk j?kqukFk&ls izHkq rft lsor pju fcjkusAA1AA 
ts tM+ tho dqfVy] dk;j] [ky] dsoy dfyey&lkusA 
lw[kr cnu izlalr frUg dg¡] gfjrsa vf/kd dfj ekusAA2AA 
lq[k fgr dksfV mik; fujarj djr u ik;¡ fijkusA 
lnk eyhu iaFkds ty T;ksa] dcgq¡ u ân; fFkjkusAA3AA 
;g  nhurk  nwj  dfjcsdks  vfer  tru  mj  vkusA 
rqylh  fpr&fpark  u  feVS  fcuq  fparkefu  ifgpkusAA4AA 

 
 
                                                  (235) 
 
aisēhi janama-samūha sirānē. 
prānanātha raghunātha-sē prabhu taji sēvata carana birānē. 1.  
jē jaṛa jīva kuṭila, kāyara, khala, kēvala kalimala-sānē. 
sūkhata badana prasansata tinha kaham̐, haritēṁ adhika kari mānē. 2.  
sukha hita kōṭi upāya nirantara karata na pāyam̐ pirānē. 
sadā malīna panthakē jala jyōṁ, kabahum̐ na hṛdaya thirānē. 3.  
yaha dīnatā dūra karibēkō amita jatana ura ānē. 
tulasī cita-cintā na miṭai binu cintāmani pahicānē. 4.  
 
Verse no. 235—Alas! In this regretful way (as narrated in verse nos. 83 and 234 of 
this book), numerous lives (births) have been wasted by me in vain (aisēhi janama-
samūha sirānē).  

Unfortunately during all these lives, I had abandoned such a magnanimous and 
benevolent Lord as Lord Raghunātha (Sri Ram), who is so exceedingly lovable and 
dearest to one’s heart (prānanātha), and instead I had frittered away my time in 
endlessly serving at the feet of others (who were all driven by selfishness and had 
never bothered and cared for my true well-being) (prānanātha raghunātha-sē 
prabhu taji sēvata carana birānē) (1). 
 
It is such a sorry and pitiable state of affairs for me that I had made my throat hoarse 
and my mouth dry by praising and extolling (sūkhata badana prasansata tinha 
kaham̐) all through my life all those stupid, dull and ignorant Jivas (“jē jaṛa jīva”; 
creatures) who are soaked only in the evils, faults and negativities associated with 
Kaliyug (kēvala kalimala-sānē) without having anything good to their credit and 
meritorious in their name, who are wicked and deceitful to the hilt, who are coward 
and treacherous to the extreme, who are rascals, cunning and unscrupulous without 
limit to their perversion and evilness (kuṭila, kāyara, khala). (jē jaṛa jīva kuṭila, 
kāyara, khala, kēvala kalimala-sānē). 
 It is such an irony and a proof of my own stupidity and foolhardiness that I 
had used up all the energy of my body and became emaciated in the process of  
vociferously praising and unduly lauding such despicable creatures as if they were 
more exalted, greater and better than the Lord Hari (i.e. Lord Ram; the Lord God) 
himself (sūkhata badana prasansata tinha kaham̐, haritēṁ adhika kari mānē)!1  

[1To wit, instead of loathing such sinful and evil persons and avoiding any 
contact with them, I had not only liberally praised them but even raised them to an 
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exalted lever higher than the Lord God. Woe to me: how ignorant am I, and how 
deplorable is my state of mind!] (2). 
 
Alas, it is so sad that my legs never felt tired and ached (na pāyam̐ pirānē) while 
endlessly pursuing countless paths and trying various methods in order to derive 
happiness and comfort from the gross sense objects of this mundane world (sukha 
hita kōṭi upāya nirantara karata).  
 The condition of my heart had always been so unclean and abhorable like the 
filthy puddle of murky water found on a dusty road (sadā malīna panthakē jala 
jyōṁ); it had never found stability, purity and cleanliness (kabahum̐ na hṛdaya 
thirānē)2. 
 [2In stanza no. 2 the deplorable condition of the mind is described, and of the 
heart in this stanza no. 3. These two components, viz. the mind and the heart, form the 
subtle body of the creature who is controlled from within his own self by these two 
entities. The creature’s external gross body is driven by the instructions issued by his 
internal subtle body. This is why Tulsidas finds fault with the mind and the heart 
instead of the gross body.] (3). 
 
I thought over this problem and contemplated upon numerous ways and means to 
remove this wretched, miserable and stupid state of affairs that I find myself in (yaha 
dīnatā dūra karibēkō amita jatana ura ānē), but oh Tulsidas, the worries and 
consternations that have agitated you and upset your mind and heart cannot be 
eliminated (tulasī cita-cintā na miṭai) without recognising that there is a wonderful 
gem known as ‘Chintamani’ (“binu cintāmani pahicānē”—because this is a single 
‘charm’ that can act as a miracle-panacea for all your worries and fears that have so 
much confounded you)3. 

[3The word ‘Chintamani’ means a gem that removes all worries and grief. 
Refer also to verse nos. 105, 116, 129 and 296 of this book Vinai Patrika. 

Tulsidas advises that once we realise that Lord Ram and his holy name is the 
one-stop solution for all our spiritual and worldly problems, then there would be no 
scope for fear and confusions any more. The problem lasts only till the time a creature 
does not recognise this fact.  

In the context of what has been said in stanza nos. 1-3, this last stanza implies 
that all the problems that a creature faces in his life have their genesis in the creature’s 
stupidity inasmuch as he had spent his life in serving and pleasing so many lords and 
masters, including of course the many gods and other deities that he worshipped and 
made offerings to, instead of having love and devotion for Lord Ram, for had he done 
so the Lord would have taken upon himself to look after the creature’s well-being and 
happiness as well as his liberation and deliverance from the cycle of transmigration. 

Verily, if a traveller has to pass through a place full of wicked people as 
characterised in this verse, and he is so sore affright of them that he thinks it best to 
keep them in good humour by offering his obeisance to them so that they don’t bother 
him unnecessarily in the passage through this thug-country, then Lord Ram is his true 
friend and guide who will accompany him and take him safely across without letting 
these cruel inhabitants of the place harming him.  

When a traveller passes through a dense forest said to be infested with ghosts 
and wild spirits, he keeps on muttering some holy charm so that his passage is made 
safe. Likewise, a wise person would invoke Lord Ram while journeying through the 
wild forest-like world infested with wicked and treacherous people. 
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A lonely man feels scared and utterly frightened in a dark forest inhabited by 
wild beasts. But with a torch in hand and an expert hunter to protect and guide him, 
his confidence gets a boost, and he traverses the jungle path fearlessly and 
confidently. Here, the torch is symbolic of Lord Sri Ram's holy name, and the expert 
hunter stands for the protective shield that the Lord offers himself.] (4). 
 
[Note—Refer to verse nos. 105, 116, 129, 206 of this Book ‘Vinai Patrika’.] 
 
 
 

Advice to the Creature 
 

¼236½ 
 

tks iS ft; tkudh&ukFk u tkusA 
rkS  lc  dje&/kje  Jenk;d  ,slsb  dgr  l;kusAA1AA 
ts  lqj  fl)]  equhl]  tksxfcn  csn&iqjku  c[kkusA 
iwtk  ysr]  nsr  iyVs  lq[k  gkfu&ykHk  vuqekusAA2AA 
dkdks  uke  /kks[ksgw  lqfejr  ikrdiqat  ijkusA 
fciz&cf/kd] xt&xh/k dksfV [ky dkSuds isV lekusAA3AA 
es#&ls nks"k nwfj dfj tuds] jsuq&ls xqu mj vkusA 
rqyflnkl rsfg ldy vkl rft Hktfg u vtgq¡ v;kusAA4AA 

 
 
                                                    (236) 
 
jō pai jiya jānakī-nātha na jānē. 
tau saba karama-dharama śramadāyaka aisē'i kahata sayānē. 1.  
jē sura sid'dha, munīsa, jōgabida bēda-purāna bakhānē. 
pūjā lēta, dēta palaṭē sukha hāni-lābha anumānē. 2.  
kākō nāma dhōkhēhū sumirata pātakapun̄ja parānē. 
bipra-badhika, gaja-gīdha kōṭi khala kaunakē pēṭa samānē. 3.  
mēru-sē dōṣa dūri kari janakē, rēnu-sē guna ura ānē. 
tulasidāsa tēhi sakala āsa taji bhajahi na ajahum̐ ayānē. 4.  
 
Verse no. 236—Oh Creature (the living being)! If you do not understand (or fail to 
comprehend and realise) the true and essential nature and form of Lord Sri Ram  (jō 
pai jiya jānakī-nātha na jānē)1, then all your efforts towards doing righteous deeds 
and taking noble actions, all your efforts to inculcate noble and auspicious virtues and 
characters in order to accumulate merit and have goodness to your credit, expecting to 
attain spiritual gain and rewards for your endeavours, will go in vain as they would 
remain mere efforts, labours and physical exercises. In all sooth and without gainsay, 
you will not gain anything worthwhile from any of your efforts. (tau saba karama-
dharama śramadāyaka). 

This is the considered view and a wise advice given by experts and those who 
are well-versed in this field (aisē'i kahata sayānē) [This is because realising Sri 
Ram is the ultimate goal of all methods and spiritual efforts made by you, the 
creature, and if this goal is not attained then the entire exercise that you may so 
streanously undertake for your spiritual welfare would go to waste.]  
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[1The true and essential form of Lord Ram is that he is a personified form of 
the Supreme Being and the Supreme Lord of this creation. His cosmic form is pure 
Consciousness. He the Lord who is all-pervading, all-encompassing, omnipresent, 
omnipotent, omniscent, eternal, uniform, attributeless, sublime and subtle. He is the 
cause, effect and end of all creation. He is the light or the very source of all 
knowledge and of all that there is to be known. He is fathomless, measureless and 
peerless. He is most benevolent, compassionate, munificent, benignant and 
magnanimous. He is forgiving, equanimous and fortitudonous. He is stable, 
unwavering, immanent and constant. He has a gross form as well as the most subtlest 
and most intangible that one can imagine of.  

In short, Lord Ram is beyond comprehension and beyond reach just as the sky 
is, but at the same time he is very easy to realise and have access to just by having the 
virtues of devotion, faith, belief, conviction and love for him. See also verse no. 276. 

Therefore, one must not think that when Tulsidas and the different scriptures 
talk about having devotion for Lord Ram and offering worship to him, they are 
talking of some great king by the name of ‘Ram’ who happened to rule over some 
ancient kingdom of the name of Ayodhya. One must not be misled by the physical 
form of Lord Ram as merely being some great prince or king of some kingdom on 
earth This misconception about the Lord would deter the spiritual aspirant from 
worshipping him and having devotion for him—for no one would like to waste time 
on such spiritual activites directed towards a human being. Only bards and minstrels 
of a royal court who were employed by kings used to do it because they were paid for 
it. Surely and certainly, the ancient scriptures do not talk about a human king when 
they refer to Lord Ram as being worthy of worship and devotion! So a spiritual 
aspirant must understand this inviolable and incontrovertible fact first and foremost as 
this knowledge would make him confident and assured of the spiritual path chosen by 
him. Otherwise, doubts and confusions would reign supreme, and this situation would 
be counter-procuctive and even ruinous for him.] (1). 

  
The Vedas and the Purans (i.e. all the ancient scriptures) say (bēda-purāna 
bakhānē) that all the different Gods, the Siddhas (mystics; those who have special 
super-natural powers), the Munis (hermits, sages), and the Jogis (ascetics who are 
experts in Yoga) (jē sura sid'dha, munīsa, jōgabida)—all of them take some kind 
of offering in return to granting of boons for the happiness of the seeker (which is 
usually for attainment of some form of material gains in the world) (pūjā lēta, dēta 
palaṭē sukha). 

Even this largesse is granted by them to the seeker after taking into account 
their own interests, their own benefits and losses (hāni-lābha anumānē)2.  

[2In short, all the gods, mystics, sages and ascetics are selfish and self-serving. 
No one bothers about the spiritual welfare of the tormented creature; no one would 
selflessly advice the creature that he should not ask for anything pertaining to the 
transient joy, comfort and happiness related to life in this world, but should pay 
attention to the future of his soul by doing sacrifices, atoning for his past sins, and 
making sincere effort to break free from the cycle of transmigration so that all his 
torments, miseries and pains are terminated for good. If the seeker of boon does not 
first please these gods or mystics with offerings, they would turn him away.  

Refer also to verse no. 216 in this context.] (2). 
 
Other than you oh Lord (Sri Ram), whose name has such an immensity of mystical 
power and ability that even remembering it by mistake (or unintentionally, 
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unwillingly and inadvertently) one can destroy from their roots hordes of negativities 
such as different sorts of sins, vices, evils and unrighteousness that have become 
firmly entranched inside him (kākō nāma dhōkhēhū sumirata pātakapun ̄ja 
parānē).  

[Now, Tulsidas gives a few examples of such people who were fallen and 
sinful, but who achieved liberation and deliverance merely on the basis and strength 
of their uttering the holy name of the Lord, even by default.]  The Brahmin named 
Ajamil, the hunter-and-bandit named Valmiki, the elephant named Gajraj, the vulture 
named Jatau, and countless others who were wicked and evil ones—where else did 
they finally find their rest and peace if it was not by merging their souls with you?3

 This being the case, which other God or Lord would be so selflessly gracious 
and large-hearted as Lord Ram is? (bipra-badhika, gaja-gīdha kōṭi khala kaunakē 
pēṭa samānē). 

[3Literally, by ‘entering your stomach or abdomen’ = kaunakē pēṭa samānē. 
What is to be remembered here is that the ‘stomach or the abdomen’ is only a 
symbolic way of saying that their individual souls finally merged or coalesced with 
the Supreme Cosmic Soul of Creation to become one with it just like the case of water 
in a cup that becomes one with the ocean when it is poured into the latter. 

From metaphysical perspective, the ultimate deliverance of the soul is when 
the microcosmic soul of an individual creature merges with the macrocosmic Soul of 
this creation just like the example of the water in the cup becoming one with the vast 
body of the water in the ocean when poured into it.] (3). 
 
[Lauding Lord Ram for his merciful, forgiving, magnanimous, benevolent, gracious, 
obliging and welcoming nature, Tulsidas says—] You (Lord Sri Ram) forget and 
overlook all the sins and vices of your servants (devotees, followers) which are as 
huge as Mt. Sumeru (mēru-sē dōṣa dūri kari janakē), while remembering and 
giving importance in your heart even their tiniest and most inconsequential forms of 
goodness of character, good virtues or noble deeds (rēnu-sē guna ura ānē).  

Oh Tulsidas! Oh you fool! Abandoning all other hopes, why don't you 
worship, adore, venerate and have devotion for that Lord (Sri Ram) who is so 
exceptionally and exceedingly merciful and benevolent? (tulasidāsa tēhi sakala āsa 
taji bhajahi na ajahum̐ ayānē) (4). 
 
[Note—Refer also to earlier verse nos. 73-74; 82-84, 132, 135-136 of this book Vinai 
Patrika in relation to the ‘advice to the creature’. 

Tulsidas highlights Sri Ram's mercy, grace, benevolence, benefaction, 
benediction, munificence and magnanimity towards all and sundry, especially his 
devotees, in this verse.] 

 
 

 
Advice to the Tongue 

 
¼237½ 

 
dkgs u jluk] jkefg xkofg\ 
fuflfnu ij&viokn o`Fkk dr jfV&jfV jkx c<+kofgAA1AA 
ujeq[k lqanj eafnj ikou cfl tfu rkfg ytkofgA 
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lfl lehi jfg R;kfx lq/kk dr jfodj&ty dg¡ /kkofgAA2AA 
dke&dFkk dfy&dSjo&pafnfu] lqur Jou nS HkkofgA 
frufga gVfd dfggfj&dy&dhjfr] dju dyad ulkofgAA3AA 
tkr:i efr] tqxqfr #fpj efu jfp&jfp gkj cukofgA 
lju&lq[kn jfcdqy&ljkst&jfc jke&u`ifg&ifgjkofgAA4AA 
ckn&fcckn] Lokn rft Hkft gfj] ljl pfjr fpr ykofgA 
rqyflnkl Hko rjfg] frgw¡ iqj rw iquhr tl ikofgAA5AA 

 
 
                                                     (237) 
 
kāhē na rasanā, rāmahi gāvahi? 
nisidina para-apavāda vṛthā kata raṭi-raṭi rāga baṛhāvahi. 1.  
naramukha sundara mandira pāvana basi jani tāhi lajāvahi. 
sasi samīpa rahi tyāgi sudhā kata ravikara-jala kaham̐ dhāvahi. 2.  
kāma-kathā kali-kairava-candini, sunata śravana dai bhāvahi. 
tinahiṁ haṭaki kahihari-kala-kīrati, karana kalaṅka nasāvahi. 3.  
jātarūpa mati, juguti rucira mani raci-raci hāra banāvahi. 
sarana-sukhada rabikula-sarōja-rabi rāma-nṛpahi-pahirāvahi. 4.  
bāda-bibāda, svāda taji bhaji hari, sarasa carita cita lāvahi. 
tulasidāsa bhava tarahi, tihūm̐ pura tū punīta jasa pāvahi. 5.  
 
Verse no. 237—[In the context of this verse, refer also to verse no. 129 and 247 of 
this Book ‘Vinai Patrika’ where Tulsidas has advised the Tongue wisely in a similar 
manner.] 
  
Oh my Tongue (rasanā)! Why don't you sing (i.e. talk and discuss) about the 
countless glories, the excellent fame, the virtuous qualities, and the divine stories of 
Lord Sri Ram (kāhē na rasanā, rāmahi gāvahi)?  

Why do you wear yourself down and increase your delusions and get 
confounded, why do you enhance your attachment and entanglement with this world 
by worthlessly criticising and speaking ill of others, gossiping, tatling, chattering 
ceaselessly, and indulging in heresy and hearsay, day and night (i.e. always)? 
(nisidina para-apavāda vṛthā kata raṭi-raṭi rāga baṛhāvahi) (1). 
 
Why do you stay to defile and put to shame the beautiful and sanctified symbolic 
shrine represented by the mouth of a human body (naramukha sundara mandira 
pāvana basi jani tāhi lajāvahi)?  

[To wit, oh Tongue, why do you not take Sri Ram's holy name to keep and 
maintain the holiness and sanctity of the temple-like mouth of the human body, 
instead of polluting it with worthless chatter?]  

Why do you run behind the illusionary water of the mirage (symbolised by the 
allurements, attachments and enticements of the object of this deluding world) to 
quench your thirst even though you have a direct access to an eternal source of Amrit, 
the elixir of life (by the way of being able to utter the holy and divine name of Lord 
Ram and sing his glories)? (sasi samīpa rahi tyāgi sudhā kata ravikara-jala 
kaham̐ dhāvahi). 

[To wit, why doesn’t the tongue chant the holy name of Lord Ram instead of 
constantly chattering about useless things related to this delusory world?] (2). 
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The talk about the pleasures, comforts and charms of the different sense objects of 
this materialistic mundane world (kāma-kathā) are like the rays of the moon that 
help the water-lilies, symbolised by all the countless temptations associated with the 
present corrupt era of Kaliyug, to bloom (kali-kairava-candini)1.  
 [1The water lily blooms in the light of the moon during the night. Tulsidas 
cites this example to stress that talking about worldly matters and charms of the 
countless objects of the senses would naturally ignite attraction and infatuation for 
them. All these relate to the world which is compared to Kaliyug because both are 
dark and fearsome for the creature. The moon rises only during the night, and ‘night’ 
is a metaphor for all things that are dark, fearsome, deluding and ridden with spiritual 
ignorance. No one can see properly in the darkness of the night; even the moonlight 
does not help much, and often it casts such ominous and eerie long shadows that a 
person begins to imagine that he is seeing a shadow of ghosts and phantoms. Hence, 
the moonlight more often than not inspires fear and horror.] 

Oh Tongue! You are so naïve that you spend your precious time and energy in 
attentively hearing about them, and getting enthralled and captivated by them (sunata 
śravana dai bhāvahi).  

Oh Tongue! Stop talking about the pleasures and objects of this world, and 
instead sing the magnificent glories and fames of Lord Sri Hari (Sri Ram) so that the 
ignominy and blemishes cast upon the ears by hearing nonsense things are removed 
and eliminated for your own good (tinahiṁ haṭaki kahihari-kala-kīrati, karana 
kalaṅka nasāvahi)2.  

[2The ears have become tainted and polluted by constantly hearing about this 
world and its nuisance, and it can be rectified and purified only by hearing the pure 
and glorious fame of Sri Ram, and it is the tongue which can do it. This is because 
one hears about anything only when someone speaks or talks about it, and ‘speaking 
and talking’ are the function of the ‘tongue’. So the main culprit in spreading heresy 
and hearsay, in entangling the creature in the web of delusions and ignorance, in 
creating lust and passion and attachment in him, is the ‘tongue’.] (3). 
 
Make a symbolic garland of gold representing wisdom, intellect and discrimination, 
use beautiful beads made up of various methods (to worship, adore, revere and have 
devotion for the Lord) to complete this garland (jātarūpa mati, juguti rucira mani 
raci-raci hāra banāvahi), and then offer it to Lord Sri Ram who is a provider of 
comfort, solace and succour to those who have sought refuge in his holy feet, and who 
is like a ‘sun’ that enables the lotus of the Sun-race to bloom (sarana-sukhada 
rabikula-sarōja-rabi rāma-nṛpahi-pahirāvahi)3.  

[3The tongue is advised to chant and sing the holy and divine name of Lord 
Ram, about his excellent virtues, glories and fame. For this purpose, the tongue 
should take the help of the mind with its resources of purified wisdom and refined 
intellect. Talking about the holiness and divinity of the Lord in an honest and 
affectionate way, with faith and devotion, is the symbolic form of worship that the 
‘tongue’ can do. Since ‘gold’ is the most precious of things that one gifts to someone 
whom he loves dearly, such talk of the Lord is a symbolic offering of a golden 
garland to him. The ‘beads’ of this garland would be the different episodes related to 
Lord Ram from the scriptures, as well as the many excellent virtues and divine 
qualities of the Lord that one narrates.] (4). 
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Oh Tongue! Abandon talking about all things that cause discord, debate, confusion, 
bewilderment and dilemma, and without paying attention to their ‘taste’ (i.e., whether 
any of these things are pleasant or not, attractive or not) (bāda-bibāda, svāda taji), 
you should focus your attention to having devotion for Lord Ram, adoring and 
venerating the Lord, having faith in him, developing true affection for him, 
worshipping him, and involving yourself in singing the Lord’s glories, virtues and 
fame (bhaji hari, sarasa carita cita lāvahi).   

If you do it, then (with your help) Tulsidas shall cross this ocean-like world 
for sure (i.e., he shall certainly be free from the cycle of birth and death; he shall 
overcome the horrors incumbent with transmigration) (tulasidāsa bhava tarahi). 
And at the same time, you shall also become eligible for great honour and renown in 
all the three Lokas (worlds) (tihūm̐ pura tū punīta jasa pāvahi) (5). 

 
 
 

The Jiva (living being) is like a ‘Kabandh’ 
 

¼238½ 
 

vkiuks fgr jkojslksa tks iS lw>SA 
rkS tuq ruqij vNr lhl lqf/k D;ksa dca/k T;ksa tw>SAA1AA 
fut voxqu] xqu jke! jkojs yf[k&lqfu efr&eu :>SA 
jgfu&dgfu&leq>fu rqylhdh dks d`ikyq fcuq cw>SAA2AA 

 
 
                                                    (238) 
 
āpanō hita rāvarēsōṁ jō pai sūjhai. 
tau janu tanupara achata sīsa sudhi kyōṁ kabandha jyōṁ jūjhai. 1.  
nija avaguna, guna rāma! rāvarē lakhi-suni mati-mana rūjhai. 
rahani-kahani-samujhani tulasīkī kō kṛpālu binu būjhai. 2.  
 
Verse no. 238—Oh Lord (Sri Ram)! If this Jiva (the living being) could foresee that 
his welfare, happiness and well-being (i.e., if he was wise enough to have this 
foresight) lies with you alone (āpanō hita rāvarēsōṁ jō pai sūjhai), then why 
would he continue to make so much and so many strenuous efforts seeking his good 
elsewhere, tottering and stumbling aimlessly around like a headless trunk called a 
‘Kabandha’ (tau janu tanupara achata sīsa sudhi kyōṁ kabandha jyōṁ 
jūjhai)1?  
 [1To wit, the Jiva does not seem to have faith and reliance in the Lord God, 
that is why inspite of having a ‘head’—literally meaning a master or patron or Lord 
over his head to act as his angel-guardian—he stills roams around like a destitute and 
a vagabond, quarreling, fighting, creating discord and enmity with all and sundry in 
search of happiness, comfort, fame, pleasures etc. that elude him in the world. This is 
such a ridiculous situation! He is like a blind man or a headless trunk that collides 
with all and sundry in order to reach a particular object which might be just in front of 
his eyes. What an absurd and ironic state of affairs it is! Without the realisation of the 
Lord God, he will be neither here nor there. In this stanza, the ‘headless trunk of a 
Kabandha’ is used as a metaphor for a person who has no intelligence and wisdom; he 
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has a gross body but lacks wisdom and knowledge to guide this body in the correct 
direction like a Kabandha. The word ‘Kabandha’ traces its origin to ancient times 
when battles were faught with swords and two fighters usually engaged themselves in 
a one-to-one duel. In such cases, if a warrior’s head was severed by a sword of the 
opponent in the heat of battle, the headless trunk continued to totter and fight for some 
more time before collapsing to the ground though the warrior had died the instant the 
head was severed and tossed off the trunk. 

Hence, a Jiva is like a senseless creature known as a Kabandha if he is not able 
to judge what is good for him—if he is not able to understand that his true spiritual 
and temporal welfare and good lies in serving Lord Ram, having devotion for the 
Lord and surrendering before him rather than making so much futile effort for the 
same by pursuing the world and facing opposition from one and all, a situation that 
never gives him peace and happiness of any sort but only causes immense troubles, 
tribulations, vexation, misery and pain for him. 

In mythology, the “Kabandha” is a hobglobin that resembles a cross between 
an amaeba and an octopus. It has a rounded belly with holes to act as eyes, ears and 
mouth. There is no brain. It either has small protuberances to stand for its limbs, or 
nothing at all. The life of a Kabandha is a huge curse on the creature.] (1). 
 
Oh Lord Ram (rāma rāvarē)! Considering my own shortcomings, faults, perversions, 
evils, sins and vices (nija avaguna), and when I see and hear about your (Lord 
Ram’s) rarest of rare goodnesses, noble virtues, excellence of character, your 
greatness, glories, reputation and fame (guna rāma rāvarē lakhi-suni), my wisdom 
and mind become hesitant and reluctant to approach you (because I feel that you will 
not accept me due to my burden of faults and my evil nature) (mati-mana rūjhai)2.  

[2To wit, I feel extremely hesitant to approach you; I falter in my steps and am 
unable to decide how to go before you, who are a treasury of all goodness and the 
noblest of all virtues, because I am so unworthy of you. Oh Lord, I am so unfit to be 
called your servant, follower or devotee because of my background of sinfulness and 
evilness, of my corrupt deeds and fickle-and-wayward mind, that though I sincerely 
wish to surrender myself before you and truly and faithfully serve you for the rest of 
my life, I can’t gather enough courage to come and stand before you, to face you, as I 
feel so guilty that my legs buckle under me, and I somehow become too shy to 
approach you with my prayers to aceept me.] 

Oh merciful, kind and munificent Lord (kṛpālu)! Who other than you will 
understand (kō kṛpālu binu būjhai) my predicament and miserable condition, the 
actual state of vexation and confoundedness that I find my life in, the dilemma which 
I face, my latent nature and habit as well as about my deeds, my lofty expectations 
from you and my sincere desire of having mercy from you inspite of all the 
drawbacks and drags on my character and nature, because you can know all about 
them, you are aware of all that lies as a secred buried inside my heart and mind even 
without my expressly saying anything about them (rahani-kahani-samujhani 
tulasīkī)3.  

[3To wit, since nothing is hidden from you, you should show mercy upon me 
because of the simple fact that it is in your nature to do so, and I am being absolutely 
truthful before you when I say that I have come to surrender to you and seek your 
blessings and patronage—though I don’t have enough courage to stand up before you 
and say so much in clear words.] (2). 
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              A Person who is Embraced and Accepted by the Lord is deemed to be 

Most Fortunate and Blessed 
 

¼239½ 
 

tkdks gfj n`<+ dfj vax djîksA 
lksb  lqlhy]  iquhr]  csnfcn]  fc|k&xqufu  HkjîksAA1AA 
mrifr  ikaMq&lqrudh  djuh  lqfu  lriaFk  MjîksA 
rs =SyksD;&iwT;] ikou tl lqfu&lqfu yksd rjîksAA2AA 
tks fut /kje csn&cksf/kr lks djr u dNq fcljîksA 
fcuq voxqu d`dykl dwi efTtr dj xfg m/kjîksAA3AA 
czã&fcfl[k czãkaM&ngu&Ne xHkZ u u`ifr tjîksA 
vtj&vej] dqfylgq¡ ukfgau c/k] lks iqfu Qsu ejîksAA4AA 
fciz vtkfey v# lqjifr rsa dgk tks ufga fcxjîksA 
mudks  fd;ks  lgk;  cgqr]  mjdks  larki  gjîksAA5AA 
xfudk v# danjirsa txeg¡ v?k u djr mcjîksA 
frudks pfjr ifo= tkfu gfj fut âfn&Hkou /kjîksAA6AA 
dsfg vkpju Hkyks ekuSa izHkq lks rkS u tkfu ijîksA 
rqyflnkl  j?kqukFk&d`ikdks  tksor  iaFk  [kjîksAA7AA 

 
 
                                                    (239) 
 
jākō hari dṛṛha kari aṅga karaîō. 
sō'i susīla, punīta, bēdabida, bidyā-gunani bharaîō. 1.  
utapati pāṇḍu-sutanakī karanī suni satapantha ḍaraîō. 
tē trailōkya-pūjya, pāvana jasa suni-suni lōka taraîō. 2.  
jō nija dharama bēda-bōdhita sō karata na kachu bisaraîō. 
binu avaguna kṛkalāsa kūpa majjita kara gahi udharaîō. 3.  
brahma-bisikha brahmāṇḍa-dahana-chama garbha na nṛpati jaraîō. 
ajara-amara, kulisahum ̐ nāhinna badha, sō puni phēna maraîō. 4.  
bipra ajāmila aru surapati tēṁ kahā jō nahiṁ bigaraîō. 
unakō kiyō sahāya bahuta, urakō santāpa haraîō. 5.  
ganikā aru kandarapatēṁ jagamaham̐ agha na karata ubaraîō. 
tinakō carita pavitra jāni hari nija hṛdi-bhavana dharaîō. 6.  
kēhi ācarana bhalō mānaiṁ prabhu sō tau na jāni paraîō. 
tulasidāsa raghunātha-kṛpākō jōvata pantha kharaîō. 7.  
 
Verse no. 239—Only a person who has been firmly embraced (i.e. welcomed and 
accepted as a devotee) by Sri Hari (i.e. by Lord God represented by Lord Ram—
“jākō hari dṛṛha kari aṅga karaîō”) is considered by all others in this world as 
being polite and courteous (sō'i susīla), being clean, holy, pious and exalted (punīta), 
as being an expert in the knowledge of the essence of the Vedas (primary scriptures) 
and all other Vidyas (i.e. branches of science, all kinds of spiritual and temporal 
knowledge, having expertise and specialisation in them, and possessing intelligence 
and wisdom), and is a treasury of all noble qualities and righteous virtues (bēdabida, 
bidyā-gunani bharaîō)1.  
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[1To wit, when the Lord shows grace and kindness upon anyone, all the good 
virtues too show an eagerness to exhibit themselves in such a person, automatically 
and voluntarily, because being associated with a person who has been blessed by the 
Lord enhances the intrinsic value of these virtues besides giving them more moral 
authority, validity and sanctity. It establishes their credentials and spreads their fame 
more than anything else would.  

It is just like the case when a person is shown honour by a king. Earlier, the 
same person would not be recognised by anyone or may have even been neglected by 
them, but once he is shown respect by the king he becomes everyone’s friend, a much 
sought-after person, and all want to be acquainted with him, greet him with a smile, 
and praise him lavishly though earlier they had shunned to talk with him.] (1). 
 
The way the sons of Pandu, called the ‘Pandavas’, were born, and their deeds were of 
such a nature (i.e. were evil, unethical and unrighteous) that made the ‘Sata-Panth’ 
(the path of truth, righteousness, probity, propriety and uprightness) squirm in guilt 
and become scarred (utapati pāṇḍu-sutanakī karanī suni satapantha ḍaraîō).  

But even they became respected and were honoured by all in the three Lokas 
(worlds) due to the grace, kindness and mercy shown upon them by Lord Krishna so 
much so that the ordinary people were able to cross this ocean-like world of 
transmigration when they hea the story of these sons of Pandu (which is deemed to be 
glorious, virtuous and noble instead of being ignoble, despicable and immoral as 
narrated in the Bhagwat Maha Puran and the Mahabharata)2 (tē trailōkya-pūjya, 
pāvana jasa suni-suni lōka taraîō). 
 [2Refer verse no. 106, stanza no. 4 of this Book ‘Vinai Patrika’, along with its 
accompanying note, where an exactly the same idea is expressed and the reason 
given. See also verse nos. 97 and 99 where more is said about the Pandavas.] (2). 
 
The king named Nrig3 had scrupulously and diligently followed all the edicts as 
prescribed by the Vedas (to attain purity and deliverance) for people of his stature and 
birth, and he had left no stone unturned in following the path of righteousness and 
nobility (jō nija dharama bēda-bōdhita sō karata na kachu bisaraîō).  

But unluckily and ironcally he became a lizzard in a dark well, without any 
fault of his (binu avaguna kṛkalāsa kūpa). He was taken out by the Lord (here 
referring to Lord Krishna) and given liberation (i.e., he was set free from the body of 
lizzard and given salvation) (majjita kara gahi udharaîō). 
 [3Refer verse nos. 213, stanza no. 4, and verse no. 218, stanza no. 3 of this 
Book ‘Vinai Patrika’ where more details are narrated about Nrig and his ill-luck, and 
how he was given deliverance by Lord Krishna. See also verse no. 240, stanza no. 2 
herein below.] (3). 
 
[Not only these but many other fantastic and incredible events had happened in 
ancient times that show how those who were favoured by the Lord had overcome all 
odds to come out trumps in their lives and were praised by one and all, though they 
weren’t worthy of any honour in their own right. Some of these instances are cited 
now—] 
 
King (Parikshit,  the grand son of Arjun) could not be burnt to death in the womb 
even by the invincible and very potential weapon called ‘Brahamastra’—which is 
capable of burning the whole universe—shot at him (by Aswathama, the son of 
Dronacharya)4 (brahma-bisikha brahmāṇḍa-dahana-chama garbha na nṛpati 
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jaraîō), while the demon (called Namuchi)5, who was blessed with immortality and a 
body that would be free from all diseases, and who could not be killed even by the 
Bajra (the weapon of Indra), died from foam of the ocean (ajara-amara, kulisahum̐ 
nāhinna badha, sō puni phēna maraîō).  

[4Refer verse no. 226, stanza no. 4 and verse no. 220, stanza no. 5 of this Book 
‘Vinai Patrika’, along with their accompanying notes, where this story is cited. 
Briefly, the story is as follows: Ashwathama, the son of Dronacharya, decided to 
avenge the killing of his father by trickery (see sr. no. 70) and hit a ‘Brahamashtra’ at 
the womb of Parikshit's mother to kill the foetal child in order to eliminate the 
Pandava clan. Sri Krishna intervened and neutralised that weapon midway, thereby 
saving Parikshit's life.  
 5The demon Namuchi had done severe penances and extracted a boon from 
Brahma, the creator, that he would not be killed by any weapon, nor by any dry or wet 
object. During the great God-Demon war, he unleashed such horror among the Gods 
that they panicked and wailed in utter distress. There was a voice from the heavens 
predicted that the only way to kill the demon was by using the foam of the ocean, 
which was employed by the Gods to finally kill Namuchi.] (4). 
 
What was there in the character of the Brahmin named Ajamil and the King of Gods 
(i.e. Indra)6 that would not ruin their fate and doom them (bipra ajāmila aru 
surapati tēṁ kahā jō nahiṁ bigaraîō), but you had helped them a lot by removing 
the sorrows and torments that were overwhelming them and afflicting their hearts 
(unakō kiyō sahāya bahuta, urakō santāpa haraîō)7. 

[6The story of Ajamil is narrated in a note appended to verse no. 57, stanza no. 
3 of this Book ‘Vinai Patrika’, while how evil was Indra can be judged from the story 
of Ahilya narrated in verse no. 43, stanza no. 3.  

7To wit, none of these two had any good and worthy in their character that 
would entitle them for any sort of praise and honour. Ajamil was a sinful and fallen 
man, and Indra was passionate and jealous beyond measure. But, by the grace of the 
Lord, both found redemption: Ajamil went to heaven, and Indra was honoured as the 
‘King of Gods’.] (5).  
 
Which sin, vice, unrighteousness and unscrupulous act in this world was there that 
was not done by the whore called Ganika (whose other name was Pingla) and 
Kamdeo (the god of passion, lust and love)8 (ganikā aru kandarapatēṁ 
jagamaham̐ agha na karata ubaraîō), but Lord Hari (is so gracious and merciful 
that he overlooked all their faults and shortcomings, and instead) took cognizance of 
what little goodness and nobility they had in their character to give them a place in his 
heart (tinakō carita pavitra jāni hari nija hṛdi-bhavana dharaîō). 
 [8The story of Pingla is narrated in the note of verse no. 94, stanza no. 3 of this 
Book ‘Vinai Patrika’.  
 Kamdeo was so mischievious that he had the temerity to audaciously disturb 
the meditation of Lord Shiva, trying to lure the Lord with his antics and temptations 
that arouse natural passions in all living beings. But he failed miserably when the 
Lord burnt him to ashes in anger. But the Lord (Shiva, representing the Supreme 
Being known as “Hari” here) was so merciful that even after initially punishing 
Kamdeo for his impertinence, he blessed the latter with immortality, albeit in a non-
physical form, because henceforth Kamdeo would reside in the ‘heart’ of all, 
including the Lord himself in the subtle form of natural love and passion that is an 
inherent characteristic of all living beings. This story is narrated in Tulsidas’ epic 
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Book titled ‘Ram Charit Manas’ in its Baal Kand (or Canto 1), from Chaupai line no. 
5 that precedes Doha no. 82—to Doha no. 87.] (6). 
 
Therefore, no one can know with certainty by which act, by which behaviour or by 
which character the Lord would be pleased and show his grace (upon those who come 
in contact with the Lord and hence become eligible to get the Lord’s blessings, even if 
they don’t expect it due to their sinful manners and evil history) (kēhi ācarana bhalō 
mānaiṁ prabhu sō tau na jāni paraîō). 

With this knowledge and a firm belief in his heart, Tulsidas stands expectantly 
in front of his Lord Ram, hoping that the Lord would show his grace, mercy, 
kindness, compassion, benevolence, munificence, benediction and magnanimity upon 
him (inspite of Tulsidas’ shortcomings and faults) (tulasidāsa raghunātha-kṛpākō 
jōvata pantha kharaîō)9. 

[9To wit, Tulsidas is fully aware of his own shortcomings and faults that 
would normally make him unworthy of receiving the Lord’s grace, but when he 
remembers all the instances cited herein above in this verse, he becomes hopeful of 
receiving the Lord’s grace—because if the Lord could show his grace upon all the 
fallen and sinful creatures cited in this verse, surely there are good chances that he 
would also accept Tulsidas, for definitely he is not worse than any of them.] (7). 
 
[Note—The idea expressed in this verse is further reiterated in the next verse no. 240 
herein below.] 
 

 
 

Lord Rāma is attainable only by having pure love and affection  
for him in one’s heart 

 
¼240½ 

 
lksb lqd`rh] lqfp lk¡pks tkfg jke! rqe jh>sA 
xfudk] xh/k] cf/kd gfjiqj x;s] yS dklh iz;kx dc lh>sAA1AA 
dcgq¡ u MX;ks fuxe&exrsa ix] u`i tx tkfu ftrs nq[k ik;sA 
xt/kkSa dkSu fnfNr] tkds lqfejr yS lqukHk okgu rft èk;sAA2AA 
lqj&efu&fciz fcgk; cM+s dqy] xksdqy tue xksix`g yhUgksA 
ck;ksa fn;ks fcHko dq#ifrdks] Hkkstu tkb fcnqj&?kj dhUgksAA3AA 
ekur Hkyfg Hkyks Hkxrfursa] dNqd jhfr ikjFkfg tukbZA 
rqylh lgt lusg jke cl] vkSj lcS tydh fpdukbZAA4AA 

 
 
                                                    (240) 
 
sō'i sukṛtī, suci sām̐cō jāhi rāma! tuma rījhē. 
ganikā, gīdha, badhika haripura gayē, lai kāsī prayāga kaba sījhē. 1.  
kabahum̐ na ḍagyō nigama-magatēṁ paga, nṛga jaga jāni jitē dukha pāyē. 
gajadhauṁ kauna dichita, jākē sumirata lai sunābha vāhana taji dhayē. 2.  
sura-mani-bipra bihāya baṛē kula, gōkula janama gōpagṛha līnhō. 
bāyōṁ diyō bibhava kurupatikō, bhōjana jā'i bidura-ghara kīnhō. 3.  
mānata bhalahi bhalō bhagatanitēṁ, kachuka rīti pārathahi janā'ī. 
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tulasī sahaja sanēha rāma basa, aura sabai jalakī cikanā'ī. 4.  
 
Verse no. 240—[This verse follows up and builds upon the idea that is expressed in 
verse no. 239 herein above. Refer also to verse no. 106 earlier among many such 
others where the central theme is that the Lord had willingly liberated and provided 
deliverance to the most lowly and the downtrodden of creatures who had nothing 
meritorious to their credit.] 
 
Oh Lord Sri Ram! Only a person upon whom you have graciously become pleased 
and munificent (i.e., who has been blessed by your benediction, kindness and mercy), 
is deemed to be truely holy, pious, pure, fortunate and auspicious by all (sō'i sukṛtī, 
suci sām̐cō jāhi rāma! tuma rījhē).  

The prostitute (Pingla), the vulture (Jatau) and the hunter-cum-bandit 
(Valmiki)1 who had gone to reside in the abode of the Lord known as ‘Haripur’ in the 
heaven (ganikā, gīdha, badhika haripura gayē)—when did they go to Prayag (one 
of the most revered pilgrim place where there is a confluence of the three holy rivers, 
Ganges, Yamuna and Saraswati) and perform penances and austerities there (Tapa), 
or had burnt themselves to death doing severe sacrifices in the fire ignited by using 
cakes of cow-dung (known as doing “Hat-Yoga”) (lai kāsī prayāga kaba sījhē)?  

[1Pingla—refer verse no. 239, stanza no. 6 herein above.  
Jatau and Valmiki—refer verse no. 57, stanza no. 3.] (1). 

 
King Nrig2 had never deviated from the righteous path prescribed by the Vedas, but 
the world knows how much torments and agonies he had to suffer (for he had become 
a lizzard in a well for thousands of years due to a curse) (kabahum̐ na ḍagyō 
nigama-magatēṁ paga, nṛga jaga jāni jitē dukha pāyē).  

Where was the elephant named Gajraj3 initiated in the folds of Dharma 
(religion), the mere single distressed call of whose made you dismount from your 
vehicle (the celestial Eagle known as Garud) and rush forward holding only your 
discus in order to help him and save him from certain death (when he was being 
dragged into the water by the crocodile)? (gajadhauṁ kauna dichita, jākē 
sumirata lai sunābha vāhana taji dhayē) 
 [2King Nrig—refer verse no. 239, stanza no. 3. 
 Gajraj—refer verse no. 57, stanza no. 3.] (2). 
 
Instead of preferring to reveal yourself as some form of a God, or taking birth in the 
household of some exalted and noble person of high stature in society or belonging to 
a higher caste, such as a great sage or a Brahmin (sura-mani-bipra bihāya baṛē 
kula), you had taken birth in the household of an ordinary cowherd family whose 
head was known by the name of Nanda in a place called Gokul (in Vrindavan) 
(gōkula janama gōpagṛha līnhō)3. 

Rejecting the pomp and pageantry of the royal court of the King of the Kaurav 
clan (who was known by the name of Duryodhan) (bāyōṁ diyō bibhava 
kurupatikō), you had opted to go to the ordinary household of an impoverished, 
humble and inconsequential person known as Bidur to take your meals (consisting of 
staple food such as ordinary vegetables and curry) (bhōjana jā'i bidura-ghara 
kīnhō)4.  

[3Refer also to verse no. 98, stanza nos. 1-2 where it is described how Lord 
Krishna acted like an ordinary child in the household of Nanda.  
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4Refer also to verse no. 106, stanza no. 4. Lord Krishna had preferred to eat in 
the humble household of Bidur instead of enjoying a multi-course feast as the royal 
guest of King Duryodhan of the Kaurava clan.] (3). 

 
The Lord is greatly pleased and enchanted by devotion and affection shown by his 
ardent and loyal devotees; the Lord feels happy in their company; pleasing his 
devotees is liked by the Lord (mānata bhalahi bhalō bhagatanitēṁ). 

The Lord (here referring to Krishna) had described a little bit of the rules and 
traditions of this love and devotion to Arjun (kachuka rīti pārathahi janā'ī).  

Oh Tulsidas! Verily and in all sooth, Lord Sri Ram is influenced by and is under 
the sway of simple virtues such as love, devotion and affection for him (albeit that 
these should be true and natural) (tulasī sahaja sanēha rāma basa). All the other 
methods, paths, means and ways that are available to a creature (whereby he can 
derive happiness and peace) are like the smoothness and comfort given by water 
(aura sabai jalakī cikanā'ī)5.  

[5When water falls or flows over the skin during a hot day, one feels relieved for 
some time, but the misery returns as soon as the water evaporates. Similarly, all other 
methods available to the creature give him only transient and superficial peace, 
happiness and comfort. Only when he surrenders before Lord Ram and develops true 
love and devotion for the Lord that he can expect to have abiding peace and bliss for 
his tormented soul.] (4).  
 
[Note—It ought to be noted here that like many other verses, Tulsidas has asserted 
that there is no difference between the two forms of the Lord, as Lord Ram and Lord 
Krishna, by citing instances from the life and time of Krishna and using them to 
glorify his own Lord Ram. This proves that he sees no distinction between the two.] 
 

 
 

Oh Lord, why don't you show your grace upon me? 
 

¼241½ 
 

rc rqe eksgwls lBfudks gfB xfr u nsrsA 
dSlsgq  uke  ysb  dksm  ikej]  lqfu  lknj  vkxs  àS  ysrsAA1AA 
iki&[kkfu ft; tkfu vtkfey texu refd r;s rkdks Hks rsA 
fy;ks NqM+kb] pys dj ehatr] ihlr nk¡r x;s fjl&jsrsAA2AA 
xksre&fr;] xt] xh/k] fcVi] dfi] gSa ukFkfga uhds ekyqe tsrsA 
frUg ds dkt lk/kq&lektq rft d`ikfla/kq rc rc mfBxs rsAA3AA 
vtgq¡ vf/kd vknj ;sfg }kjs] ifrr iquhr gksr ufga dsrsA 
esjs  iklaxgq  u  iwftgSa]  àS  x;s]  gSa]  gksus  [ky  tsrsAA4AA 
gkS vcykSa djrwfr frgkfj; fprou gqrks u jkojs psrsA 
vc rqylh iwrjks ck¡f/kgS] lfg u tkr eksiS ifjgkl ,rsAA5AA 

 
 
                                                    (241) 
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taba tuma mōhūsē saṭhanikō haṭhi gati na dētē. 
kaisēhu nāma lē'i kō'u pāmara, suni sādara āgē hvai lētē. 1.  
pāpa-khāni jiya jāni ajāmila jamagana tamaki tayē tākō bhē tē. 
liyō chuṛā'i, calē kara mīn̄jata, pīsata dām̐ta gayē risa-rētē. 2.  
gōtama-tiya, gaja, gīdha, biṭapa, kapi, haiṁ nāthahiṁ nīkē māluma jētē. 
tinha ke kāja sādhu-samāju taji kṛpāsindhu taba taba uṭhigē tē. 3.  
ajahum̐ adhika ādara yēhi dvārē, patita punīta hōta nahiṁ kētē. 
mērē pāsaṅgahu na pūjihaiṁ, hvai gayē, haiṁ, hōnē khala jētē. 4.  
hau abalauṁ karatūti tihāriya citavana hutō na rāvarē cētē. 
aba tulasī pūtarō bām̐dhihai, sahi na jāta mōpai parihāsa ētē. 5.  
 
Verse no. 241—[Oh Lord! You have an unmatched and unprecedent reputation of as a 
Lord who shows grace and mercy upon the those who are the most wicked and sinful, 
and you never feel shy to do so. Is it not true that once a creature is embraced and 
accepted by you, he gets sure liberation and deliverance from the cycle of miseries 
and pain associated with birth and death in this mortal world? Tell me then, when you 
were gracious and kind enough to bestow the supreme status of salvation to numerous 
wicked and wretched fellows, then—]  

Why don't you show a similar inclination and the same willingness to grant the 
supreme and the most exalted state of salvation and emancipation to a wicked, mean 
and wretched person like me (taba tuma mōhūsē saṭhanikō haṭhi gati na dētē)?  

When any sinner and an evil creature merely utters your name in any manner 
whatsoever, you immediately step forward to receive him and embrace him with due 
respect1, then why don't you do it for me; I am baffled2? Do I not fit the bill? (kaisēhu 
nāma lē'i kō'u pāmara, suni sādara āgē hvai lētē).  

[1Refer to verse no. 239, stanza no. 1 of this Book ‘Vinai Patrika’ where a 
similar idea is expressed. 

2To wit, why don’t you keep in mind your own reputation as the Lord who 
invariably welcomes and accepts all those who come to seek refuge and shelter with 
you, granting them all freedom from their spiritual as well as worldly problems, and 
assuring them of liberation and deliverance without hassles? Why don’t you 
remember your own proclamation in this regard—that if one has Bhakti or devotion 
for you, then no matter what and no matter how sinful that person is, you would be 
glad to accept him? Well, this is exactly what you have told Vibhishan, the brother of 
the demon king Ravana, when he had come to seek refuge with you—refer: ‘Ram 
Charit Manas’, Sundar Kand, Chaupai line nos. 1-8 that precede Doha no. 48. 

On another occasion you have affirmed to sage Narad that you take care of 
your devotees just like a mother takes care of her infant child— refer: ‘Ram Charit 
Manas’, Aranya Kand, Chaupai line nos. 4-6 that precede Doha no. 43.] (1). 
 
[Having reminded Lord Ram of his grand reputation of being the most benevolent and 
merciful Lord of all, Tulsidas now goes on to elaborate upon this and cite some 
outstanding instances where the Lord had provided liberation and deliverance to 
sinful creatures. Refer to verse no. 106 also in general terms where similar instances 
are cited on the same subject.] 
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The messengers of Yam (the God of death) started aggressively tormenting 
Ajamil because they found him to be a mine or a treasury of sins, evil and vices 
(pāpa-khāni jiya jāni ajāmila jamagana tamaki tayē tākō bhē tē), but you had 
saved him from their clutches (because he had called out your name ‘Narain’ at the 
time of death, albeit in the belief that he was calling out to his son of the same name) 
(liyō chuṛā'i). The messengers of Yam returned empty-handed, wringing their hands 
and grinding their teeth (in frustration and anger at their failure to take Ajamil with 
them) (calē kara mīn̄jata, pīsata dām̐ta gayē risa-rētē)3. 

[3Refer verse no. 57, stanza no. 3 of this Book ‘Vinai Patrika’ where the story 
of Ajamil is narrated in brief as a note appended to it.] (2). 
 
The Lord knew well how the wife of sage Gautam (Ahilya), Gajraj (the Elephant), the 
vulture (Jatau), the tree (Yamalarjun) and monkeys (Sugriv) etc. were (i.e., Lord Ram 
was very well aware of their evil character and sins) (gōtama-tiya, gaja, gīdha, 
biṭapa, kapi, haiṁ nāthahiṁ nīkē māluma jētē), but when the need arose you had 
preferred to neglect the company of saints and went forward to help them (tinha ke 
kāja sādhu-samāju taji kṛpāsindhu taba taba uṭhigē tē)4. 
 [4The Lord had never hesitated and felt shy to go out of his way to help these 
creatures inspite of them being tainted by sin. The Lord knew that saints and sages do 
not need much of his help for their liberation and deliverance as their own meritorious 
life and good deeds would stand them in good stead and entitle them for attaining 
salvation and emancipation. But these poor fellows had no chance whatever. If the 
Lord did not intercede on their behalf, their souls would suffer interminably forever.  
 The story of Gautam’s wife Ahilya is narrated in verse no. 43, stanza no. 3; of 
Gajraj and Jatau in verse no. 57, stanza no. 3; of the ‘tree’ in verse no. 78, stanza no. 
5; and of the monkey Sugriv in verse no. 134, stanza no. 5.] (3). 
 
Even today, such people get more respect at your door, and no one knows how many 
sinners, how many of those who are evil, unrighteous and unscrupulous, are made 
pure and respected, revered and honoured, daily at your place (ajahum̐ adhika ādara 
yēhi dvārē, patita punīta hōta nahiṁ kētē).  

This being the case, why have I not been heard by you till now; that’s really 
baffling for me? Am I a lesser sinner, or a less pervert, evil and vile person than any 
one of them? All the wicked rascals that are present in the world, and those that shall 
be in future—all of them are minisicule compared to me (because my sins and faults 
are immense) (mērē pāsaṅgahu na pūjihaiṁ, hvai gayē, haiṁ, hōnē khala 
jētē)5. 

[5To wit, oh merciful Lord, if you can show such magnanimity for great 
sinners and evil ones, then I don’t understand why you neglect me? Am I not a sinner 
and evil person who would qualify to get some attention from you? I have been 
pleading for so long, but it looks you have not paid heed to my prayers. If you say that 
I am not a big enough sinner who would need special care at your hands, then let me 
assure you oh Lord that if you collect all the sinners of this world then I would still 
beat them on counts of sin and evil tendencies. So that is not an excuse you have!] (4). 
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(Politely and lovingly admonishing his Lord Sri Ram, Tulsidas says—) Uptill now I 
had my attention fixed on you and was waiting politely for my turn to come for 
redemption (as I was relying on your natural habit of liberating those who were 
wretched, sinners, wicked and evil, albeit one by one). But it seems that you have paid 
no attention to me at all (hau abalauṁ karatūti tihāriya citavana hutō na rāvarē 
cētē).  

Well then, enough is enough for now. But I would like this to be known to 
everyone that now I shall hold an effigy of your glorious ‘name’ (to symbolically 
declare to the world that the person, i.e. me, Tulsidas, who has associated himself 
with this this divine name is being neglected, and so let others beware) (aba tulasī 
pūtarō bām̐dhihai)6.  

[Do you know why I shall do this?] It is because it is no longer possible for me to 
bear with such embarrassment, negligence, indifference, scorn, derision, insult, 
rebuke and humiliation at your hands! (sahi na jāta mōpai parihāsa ētē)7.  

[6I shall hold your effigy on a bamboo pole and show it to all. When asked, I'll tell 
them it is the name of my Lord Sri Ram—who is dumb, deaf and dud like this effigy! 
Embarrassed and cornered, perhaps you'll then listen to me out of shame or even to 
get rid of me. But nevertheless, my ruse will work as I will finally manage to get your 
attention when you will be forced to listen to my pleas before dismissing me from 
your front. So oh Lord, I have decided to get to you and have your attention by hook 
if not by crook, as it were!  

 7This is a remarkable verse that shows how confident Tulsidas was of the Lord’s 
merciful nature—because he knew that the Lord would never punish him for this 
audacious and insinuating statement. One would like to congratulate Tulsidas for his 
love and closeness to his Lord Ram and his confidence in himself so much so that he 
wasn’t afraid of admonishing and literally forcing his beloved Lord to agree to his 
terms.   

Surely, one can talk tough only when one has confidence in himself of success, is 
not cowed down by fear of revenge or retribution, and is sure that the other party too 
loves him so much that no matter what he says against the latter, he would not take 
umbrage of it. Surely also, Sri Ram is not so stone-hearted that he would turn away 
Tulsidas empty-handed. Certainly, when the Lord saw Tulsidas throw tantrums like 
an annoyed child who has earlier failed to draw his parent’s attention because the 
latter was busy elsewhere, the Lord would smile at him and calm him down, talk with 
him most lovingly and politely, and fulfil all his desires.  

This apparent quarrel is part of a devotee's way of showing his closeness and love 
for the Lord. See verse no. 256 also in this respect.] (5). 

 
 

 
Tulasīdās’ humility and humbleness,  

& Lord Śrī Rāma’s greatness and exalted stature 
 

¼242½ 
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rqele nhuca/kq] u nhu dksm eksle] lqugq u`ifr j?kqjkbZA 
eksle dqfVy&ekSfyefu ufga tx] rqele gfj! u gju dqfVykbZAA1AA 
gkSa eu&cpu&dje ikrd&jr] rqe d`ikyq ifrru&xfrnkbZA 
gkSa vukFk] izHkq! rqe vukFk&fgr] fpr ;fg lqjfr dcgq¡ ufga tkbZAA2AA 
gkSa vkjr] vkjfr&ukld rqe] dhjfr fuxe&iqjkufu xkbZA 
gkSa lHkhr rqe gju ldy Hk;] dkju dou d`ik fcljkbZAA3AA 
rqe lq[k/kke jke Je&Hkatu] gkSa vfr nqf[kr f=fc/k Je ikbZA 
;g ft; tkfu nkl rqylh dg¡ jk[kgq lju leqf> izHkqrkbZAA4AA 

 
 
                                                  (242) 
 
tumasama dīnabandhu, na dīna kō'u mōsama, sunahu nṛpati raghurā'ī. 
mōsama kuṭila-maulimani nahiṁ jaga, tumasama hari! na harana kuṭilā'ī. 1.  
hauṁ mana-bacana-karama pātaka-rata, tuma kṛpālu patitana-gatidā'ī. 
hauṁ anātha, prabhu! tuma anātha-hita, cita yahi surati kabahum̐ nahiṁ jā'ī. 
2.  
hauṁ ārata, ārati-nāsaka tuma, kīrati nigama-purānani gā'ī. 
hauṁ sabhīta tuma harana sakala bhaya, kārana kavana kṛpā bisarā'ī. 3.  
tuma sukhadhāma rāma śrama-bhan̄jana, hauṁ ati dukhita tribidha śrama 
pā'ī. 
yaha jiya jāni dāsa tulasī kaham̐ rākhahu sarana samujhi prabhutā'ī. 4.  
 
Verse no. 242—Listen Oh King of Kings, Lord Raghupati (Sri Ram; “sunahu nṛpati 
raghurā'ī”)! On the one hand there is no one else except you who is a better friend 
and a better well-wisher of those who are meek, weak, humble and distressed 
(tumasama dīnabandhu), and on the other hand there is no one more meek, weak, 
humble and distressed than me (na dīna kō'u mōsama)1.  
 Indeed in all sooth there is no one who is superior to me in being wicked and 
evil in mind and heart in this world (mōsama kuṭila-maulimani nahiṁ jaga), and 
similarly oh Lord, there is no one in this world who is comparable to you as being a 
great destroyer or eliminator of such evil traits as wickedness, sinfulness, deceit, 
perversity, and all other negativities of all kinds (tumasama hari! na harana 
kuṭilā'ī)2.  

[1In the context of this verse, refer also to verse nos. 95-96, 114, 117-118 of 
this Book ‘Vinai Patrika’. 

2To wit, oh Lord, I perfectly fit the bill and am fully eligible to get your 
attention in this matter, for I am highly wicked, very evil and overwhelmed with sins 
in this world, and you are the one who is renowned to provide freedom from all such 
negativities. So now you must accept me for this very reason that you have to purify 
me and purge all the negativities and remove all impurities that have so far 
overwhelmed me—for otherwise your immaculate reputation would take a beating 
and get tarnished.] (1).    
 
I am engrossed and indulgent in sins, vices and evil deeds by using my mind, with my 
speech and words, and in my deeds and actions (hauṁ mana-bacana-karama 
pātaka-rata), and oh merciful and gracious Lord (kṛpālu), you are the one who 
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provides the supreme state of purification (i.e. emancipation and salvation to the soul 
of) sinners, those who are evil and vile (tuma patitana-gatidā'ī).  

I am a desolate, lonely and a destitute person (hauṁ anātha), and oh Lord, 
you are the benefactor of such people (prabhu tuma anātha-hita).   

I just cannot get rid of (i.e. drive away, forget, remove, erase) this fact from 
my heart and mind (cita yahi surati kabahum̐ nahiṁ jā'ī). [And this is why I keep 
on insisting you to help me and accept me as one of your humble servant, follower 
and devotee—for I know that you love such distressed souls and have extreme 
compassion and love for them in your magnanimous heart. So how can you not accept 
me or neglect me by any measure?] (2). 
 
I am miserable, distressed, sorrowful and unhappy (hauṁ ārata), while you are the 
one who removes them (ārati-nāsaka tuma).  

The Vedas and Purans sing (decare loudly, proclaim) this glory and fame of 
yours (kīrati nigama-purānani gā'ī). [To wit, I am not saying anything cooked up by 
me because I am suffering, but this fact about your magnanimous nature and 
benevolent temperament is proclaimed by the ancient scriptures too.]  

I am scared of this world (“hauṁ sabhīta”; consisting of the cycle of birth 
and death, and its accompanying horrors), and you are the destroyer of all fears (tuma 
harana sakala bhaya).  

[So therefore, inspite of so many ways in which we are both related to each 
other—] What is the reason that you don't show your mercy, benevolence, kindness 
and grace upon me (kārana kavana kṛpā bisarā'ī)? [To wit, oh Lord, you must be 
kind to me, for this is in your nature to be kind to those who are sorrowful and 
distressed, if they come to you begging for mercy and forgiveness which I am doing.] 
(3). 
 
Oh Lord Sri Ram! You are an abode of bliss (tuma sukhadhāma rāma) and are the 
eliminator of weariness (i.e. agitations, frustrations, miseries etc.) that torment a 
creature in his life in this world (śrama-bhan̄jana), while I am extremely sorrowful 
and miserable (“hauṁ ati dukhita”; i.e. am agitated, frustrated and weary), tired of 
the constant misery caused to me by the three agitations or turbulences of the world 
(tribidha śrama pā'ī)3.  

[3The 3 agitations of the world which create misery and weariness are Daihik 
= related to physical body such as disease, old age etc.; Daivic = related to Gods, 
demi-gods, malignant stars creating so many unforseen and beyond control hurdles 
and problems; Bhautik = related to terrestrial world e.g. rivers, mountains, fires, 
floods, famine, droughts etc.; also due to family, kins, relations, enemies as well as 
reptiles such as serpents, animals etc.] 

Considering all these facts and aspects in your heart, and realising your own 
fame, glory and honour, you should surely keep Tulsidas (yaha jiya jāni dāsa tulasī 
kaham̐) in your shelter and give him refuge in your holy feet (rākhahu sarana 
samujhi prabhutā'ī)4. 

[4Oh Lord! It is my innate desire to surrender before you and accept you as my 
only Lord and Redeemer, and it is proclaimed by the scriptures that it is your innate 
desire to accept all who are downtrodden and sinful, and are without any means of 
liberation and deliverance, as you are the Supreme Redeemer of the soul. So these two 
things sync well with each other, don’t they? So what’t the problem in your accepting 
me.] (4). 
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[Note—Refer also to verse nos. 79, 118, 148, 158-161, 171, 206-207, 209 of this 
Book ‘Vinai Patrika’ in the context of this verse.] 
 
 

 
Tulasīdās’ prayer to Lord Śrī Rāma, seeking his grace and mercy 

 
 

¼243½ 
 

;gS tkfu pjufUg fpr yk;ksA 
ukfgu ukFk! vdkjudks fgrq rqe leku iqjku&Jqfr xk;ksAA1AA 
tufu&tud] lqr&nkj] ca/kqtu Hk;s cgqr tg¡ rg¡ gkSa tk;ksA 
lc LokjFkfgr izhfr] diV fpr] dkgw ufga gfjHktu fl[kk;ksAA2AA 
lqj&eqfu] euqt&nuqt] vfg&fdéj] eSa ruq /kfj flj dkfg u uk;ksA 
tjr fQjr =;rki ikicl] dkgq u gfj! dfj d`ik tqM+k;ksAA3AA 
tru vusd fd;s lq[k&dkju] gfjin&fceq[k lnk nq[k ik;ksA 
vc FkkD;ks tyghu uko T;ksa ns[kr fcifr&tky tx Nk;ksAA4AA 
eks dg¡ ukFk! cwf>;s] ;g xfr lq[k&fu/kku fut ifr fcljk;ksA 
vc rft jks"k djgq d#uk gfj! rqyflnkl ljukxr vk;ksAA5AA 

 
 
                                                    (243) 
 
yahai jāni carananhi cita lāyō. 
nāhina nātha! akāranakō hitu tuma samāna purāna-śruti gāyō. 1.  
janani-janaka, suta-dāra, bandhujana bhayē bahuta jaham ̐ taham̐ hauṁ jāyō. 
saba svārathahita prīti, kapaṭa cita, kāhū nahiṁ haribhajana sikhāyō. 2.  
sura-muni, manuja-danuja, ahi-kinnara, maiṁ tanu dhari sira kāhi na nāyō. 
jarata phirata trayatāpa pāpabasa, kāhu na hari! kari kṛpā juṛāyō. 3.  
jatana anēka kiyē sukha-kārana, haripada-bimukha sadā dukha pāyō. 
aba thākyō jalahīna nāva jyōṁ dēkhata bipati-jāla jaga chāyō. 4.  
mō kaham̐ nātha! būjhiyē, yaha gati sukha-nidhāna nija pati bisarāyō. 
aba taji rōṣa karahu karunā hari! tulasidāsa saranāgata āyō. 5.  
 
Verse no. 243—Oh Lord (Ram—“nātha”)! I have focussed my mind and its faculties 
exclusively in your holy feet (as a gesture of surrendering before you and having 
unwavering faith and devotion for you) because I have realised (yahai jāni 
carananhi cita lāyō) that there is no one else in this world who does good for others 
and cares for their welfare and well-being selflessly, without any motive or having 
any vested interest in doing so, and without having any sort of distinction between the 
beneficiaries who receive your kindness and grace (nāhina nātha! akāranakō hitu 
tuma samāna). 

Verily indeed, in all sooth, and without the least gainsay, this is an 
incontrovertible fact that has been sung (declared, proclaimed repeatedly) by the 
Vedas and the Purans (i.e. by all the ancient scriptures) (purāna-śruti gāyō) (1). 
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Wherever (in whichever form or womb in which) I was born (in my previous births) I 
have had numerous parents, wives-sons, brothers-friends (janani-janaka, suta-dāra, 
bandhujana bhayē bahuta jaham̐ taham̐ hauṁ jāyō). But all of them had 
endeared me because they all had some kind of interest in me (i.e. they were all 
motivated by their self-interests) (saba svārathahita prīti). They all had deceit, 
crookedness, trickery, deception, pretension and fraud in their minds when they 
proclaimed their relationship with me (kapaṭa cita)1. 

That is why none of them taught me anything about the virtues of worship, 
faith, devotion and belief in the Lord's holy name, his greatness, his divinity, his 
glories, and all other such matters related to spiritualism and my true welfare (kāhū 
nahiṁ haribhajana sikhāyō)2. 

[1Refer verse nos. 190-191, 199-200, 216 of this Book ‘Vinai Patrika’ in this 
context. 

2This is because it would not have served their purpose by showing me the 
correct path and leading me to the Truth. All of them taught me only those subjects 
that would divert my mind away from the Lord and get enchanted by and entangled in 
the web of this mundane world, its activities and responsibilities. Say, which parent 
would wish that his off-spring would become a monk to renounce the responsibilities 
of the world and the family?] (2). 
 
After geting this human body, before whom have I not bowed my head, seeking my 
welfare and good. I did so before so many gods and hermits, so many countless 
humans and demons, so many mythological serpents and demi-gods known as 
Kinnars who have the head of a horse (here meaning four-legged animals such as 
bulls and cows etc.)—in order to have welfare and good fortune for my self? (sura-
muni, manuja-danuja, ahi-kinnara, maiṁ tanu dhari sira kāhi na nāyō)3. 

[3To wit, I tried to appease them all by putting my head at their feet, whether 
they were as lowly as serpents and animals, or were like myself such as humans, or 
demons who I believed could grant me some mysterious powers like the ones they 
themselves possessed, or were as high as gods and hermits—seeking to please them 
all and get some reward in return. But all was in vain, and I got nothing.] 

Oh Lord Hari (Ram)! No one gave me tranquillity, relief, peace and comfort 
of any worth; nowhere could I get solace and succour from the heat and scorch of the 
three Traitapsa which were tormenting and horrifying me beyond measure due to the 
bad consequences of my sins, misdeeds, vices and spiritual taints that had been 
clinging to me (since my past countless lives) (jarata phirata trayatāpa pāpabasa, 
kāhu na hari! kari kṛpā juṛāyō)3. 

[3To wit, no one could eliminate the miseries and torments inflicted upon me 
by the mundane, temporal world and its sufferings; no one was able to provide me 
with liberation and deliverance from the sufferings and miseries caused to me by the 
virtue of my sins and misdeeds as well as my low spiritual state that I had brought 
with me in this life as a baggage from my previous life, so there was no sense of 
expecting any higher reward of salvation and emancipation from any of them whom I 
approached for help in this world. 

aThe three great tormentors of the creature are the following: Adhyatamik—
suffering related to spiritual matters; Adibhautik—sufferings related to worldly 
matters; and Adidaivk—sufferings caused by opposed gods and stars.] (3). 
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Alas! I tried various methods and means to get joy, happiness and contentedness, but I 
always suffered in sorrows and miseries instead because I was away from the holy 
feet of the Lord. Indeed, I suffered because I had no devotion for the revered holy feet 
of Lord God Sri Ram, and instead chose to please those who were suffering 
themselves! I was virtually taking the wrong medicine for my malaise; I was on the 
wrong path. (jatana anēka kiyē sukha-kārana, haripada-bimukha sadā dukha 
pāyō).   

Now, when I see the huge and fearsome web of troubles, tribulations and 
miseries that have spread like a snare around me in this world (and having tried and 
failed in my attempts to get rid of this all-encompassing web by using different 
methods and means as outlined herein above), I have become so weary, dismayed, 
alarmed and hopeless about my welfare and safety as a boat gets when it sees that 
there is no water around it (aba thākyō jalahīna nāva jyōṁ dēkhata bipati-jāla 
jaga chāyō)4.  

[4A boat cannot float and take anyone across if it is not put on water. If the 
water in a lake dries up, the boat would get stranded in the slush and the soil, unable 
to move a bit towards its destination. Likewise, without the help of the Lord's grace, 
mercy and kindness, it is impossible for a creature to cross this vast and measureless 
ocean of mundane existence. The creature would be stuck like the boat.] (4). 
 
Oh gracious Lord, please understand what I say (and have pity on me) (mō kaham̐ 
nātha! būjhiyē). I have come to such a sorrowful state of affairs because I had 
forsaken my dear Lord who is an abode of bliss, happiness and tranquillity (yaha gati 
sukha-nidhāna nija pati bisarāyō).  

Oh Hari (Ram)! Now forsake your annoyance with me and take pity on me 
(aba taji rōṣa hari!) by overlooking and ignoring my faults and shortcomings. 
Instead, please show your mercy, kindness, benevolence, munificence and 
magnanimity (karahu karunā) towards this Tulsidas because he has come to 
surrender himself before you and take shelter in your holy feet (tulasidāsa 
saranāgata āyō)5.  

[5Since I, Tulsidas, have told you the truth and accepted my wrong-doing, it is 
now upto you to live up to your great reputation of forgiving the sinners and 
redeeming their soul. So you must bless me and accept me forthwith. Oh Lord, I have 
now come to understand that when I surrender myself before you I eliminate my ego, 
and that means that ‘I’ am extinguished. When ‘I’ is done away with, then ‘You’ (the 
Lord) emerges in my inner-being; when my individuality is finished, I become 
universal like you. Well, in fact, this is what my true identity is: it is the pure 
Consciousness that you represent. This has been clearly implied in stanza no. 1 of the 
next verse no. 244.] (5). 
 
 
 

Why I am unhappy 
 

¼244½ 
 

;kfg rs eSa gfj X;ku x¡ok;ksA 
ifjgfj ân;&dey j?kqukFkfg] ckgj fQjr fcdy Hk;ks /kk;ksAA1AA 
T;ksa dqjax fut vax #fpj en vfr efrghu eje ufga ik;ksA 
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[kkstr fxfj] r#] yrk] Hkwfe] fcy ije lqxa/k dgk¡ rsa vk;ksAA2AA 
T;ksa lj fcey ckfj ifjiwju] Åij dNq flokj r`u Nk;ksA 
tkjr fg;ks rkfg rft gkSa lB] pkgr ;fg fcf/k r`"kk cq>k;ksAA3AA 
C;kir  f=fc/k  rki  ruq  nk#u]  rkij  nqlg  nfjnz  lrk;ksA 
viusfg  /kke  uke&lqjr#  rft  fc"k;&ccwj&ckx  eu  yk;ksAA4AA 
rqe&le X;ku&fu/kku] eksfg le ew<+ u vku iqjkufu xk;ksA 
rqyflnkl izHkq! ;g fcpkfj ft; dhtS ukFk mfpr eu Hkk;ksAA5AA 

 
 
                                                    (244) 
 
yāhi tē maiṁ hari gyāna gam̐vāyō. 
parihari hṛdaya-kamala raghunāthahi, bāhara phirata bikala bhayō dhāyō. 1.  
jyōṁ kuraṅga nija aṅga rucira mada ati matihīna marama nahiṁ pāyō. 
khōjata giri, taru, latā, bhūmi, bila parama sugandha kahām̐ tēṁ āyō. 2.  
jyōṁ sara bimala bāri paripūrana, ūpara kachu sivāra tṛna chāyō. 
jārata hiyō tāhi taji hauṁ saṭha, cāhata yahi bidhi tṛṣā bujhāyō. 3.  
byāpata tribidha tāpa tanu dāruna, tāpara dusaha daridra satāyō. 
apanēhi dhāma nāma-surataru taji biṣaya-babūra-bāga mana lāyō. 4.  
tuma-sama gyāna-nidhāna, mōhi sama mūṛha na āna purānani gāyō. 
tulasidāsa prabhu! yaha bicāri jiya kījai nātha ucita mana bhāyō. 5.  
 
Verse no. 244—Oh Hari (Lord Sri Ram)! The reason why I have lost wisdom and 
awareness about the essential nature of my soul and the supreme Truth (see note of 
previous verse no. 243) that would grant me eternal peace and happiness (yāhi tē 
maiṁ hari gyāna gam̐vāyō) is that I had abandoned you who resides in my lotus-
like heart (in the form of pure consciousness) (parihari hṛdaya-kamala 
raghunāthahi)1.  

[1Oh Lord, it is so woeful of me that I could not have devotion and faith for 
you the way I should have had; I could not adore and worshipp you, nor did I revere 
you the way I should have had. Obviously now I realise that all my spiritual 
predicaments and worldly torments have their origin in this factor.]  

Instead, I have wandered agitatedly here and there like a vagabond and a 
vagrant in search of the elusive happiness and peace in the numerous sense objects 
and material temptations of this mundane gross world (bāhara phirata bikala bhayō 
dhāyō)2.  

[2To wit, I had tried in futility to find peace and contentedness because in my 
ignorance and stupidity I had sought them in the gross sense objects of this world. I 
thought that pursuing the world and its fascinating charms would give me joy and 
happiness. What a fool I was! Did I not know that the source of true happiness and 
bliss resides right inside me in the subtle space of my heart as the pure consciousness. 
This ‘consciousness’ of my heart is an image of the cosmic Consciousness 
represented by Lord Ram.  Realising it is a sure mean and a certain instrument that 
gives abiding peace and bliss to the creature, but in my delusions I forgot this fact.] 
(1). 
 
[Tulsidas cites an example to explain what he means.] Even as a stupid deer, who is 
mesmerised by the sweet fragrance of the musk, is not able to find it because it does 
not understand that the source of the fragrance, the musk, is hidden right inside its 
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own body (in its belly) (jyōṁ kuraṅga nija aṅga rucira mada ati matihīna 
marama nahiṁ pāyō), and so it goes on frantically searching for it in the outside 
world, such as in the mountains, among the trees and creepers, running around madly 
on the surface of the earth  (in the plains and the valleys), and poking in holes and 
caves, wondering in frustration all the while from where the sweet and pleasant scent 
is coming from, so is the state of affairs with me (khōjata giri, taru, latā, bhūmi, 
bila parama sugandha kahām̐ tēṁ āyō).  

[Likewise, though the embodiment of bliss, happiness and contentedness 
resides in my own heart as pure Consciousness that represents Lord Ram, I search for 
it in the outside world.] (2). 
 
The symbolic pond is brim-full of clean water (jyōṁ sara bimala bāri paripūrana), 
but there is a thick layer of scum and green grass (algae) floating on its surface 
(ūpara kachu sivāra tṛna chāyō).  

Due to this illusion created by the algae and scum (that the water of the pond 
is dirty), I desist from drinking the water of the pond and contine to burn my heart in 
thirst (though pure and clear water is available aplenty right in front of me if I would 
just make a small effort to move aside the algae and scum that floats on the surface of 
the water with my hands). Say, how can I quench my thirst if I am so ignorant and 
deluded? (jārata hiyō tāhi taji hauṁ saṭha, cāhata yahi bidhi tṛṣā bujhāyō)3. 

[3To wit, in the heart-like pond of mine there is an inexhaustible source of 
clear, pure and nectar-like water of bliss and happiness in the form of pure 
consciousness that represents the Lord God who is a treasury and a source of eternal 
bliss and profound happiness. But because of the surface layer of scum representing 
ignorance and delusions as well as the numerous taints and blemishes that veil my 
wisdom and intellect, I cannot find that water, and instead run behind the illusionary 
water of this mirage-like world. The more I pursue this world seeking happiness the 
further away it shrinks and goes beyond my reach. I am so foolish that I seek 
happiness in things that are transient and mortal, that are gross and harbingers of grief 
and pain. Obviously, I cannot find true and lasting peace. Therefore, I am dying of 
thirst caused by the heat of the three great tormentors in this world—called the 
‘Traitaps’ as narrated herein below.] (3). 
 
On the one hand the body is already suffering due to the immensity of horrors and 
pain caused to it by the three Traitaps (Adhyatmik, Adhibhautik and Adhidaivik) 
(byāpata tribidha tāpa tanu dāruna), then there is the suffering caused by immense 
and unsurmountable form of poverty that hounds me, thereby aggravating my 
sufferings (tāpara dusaha daridra satāyō)4.  
 [4Here, the word ‘poverty’ is not only related to lack of material wealth and 
things of material comfort in this physical world but also to lack of resources and 
abilities that would eliminate one’s spiritual problems and discomfort arising from it, 
and give him internal and eternal peace instead.]    

(How stupid and foolish I am that—) I have a symbolic Kalpa Tree (the 
legendary Tree of heaven that can give all desired fruits in the form of fulfilment of 
all wishes) right in my own (heart-like) house, but abandoning it or ignoring it, I 
divert my mind and look greedily towards the garden of Acacia (Babul) trees 
representing the sense organs and their objects in this material, illusionary and 
deluding world (apanēhi dhāma nāma-surataru taji biṣaya-babūra-bāga mana 
lāyō)5.  
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[5I forget that nothing but dry and pricking thorns are to be found in the 
Acacia tree symbolised by this gross external world and its sense objects. I, in my 
ignorance and foolishness, overlook the evergreen Kalpa Tree of contentedness and 
bliss symbolised by my pure conscious ‘self’ or ‘soul’ that blossoms inside the 
symbolic garden of my own heart. Therefore, I search for peace and happiness and joy 
and comfort in the external world instead of peeping inside my own ‘self’ to seek 
them. Say, if I am so stupid, who can help me? 

Here, the ‘Kalpa Tree’ also symblises the virtues of devotion, love and faith 
for Lord God, i.e. for Lord Ram, that a person has in his heart. This is enough to 
provide him all spiritual benefits that he wants. But the person is so deluded that he 
turns a blind eye to this eternal source of redemption and instead falls in the trap of 
worldly charms and temptations. ] (4). 
 
The Purans have said (purānani gāyō) that there is no one who is more wise, 
enlightened, intelligent and knowledgeable than you (Lord Ram—because you are 
omniscient and all-knowing) (tuma-sama gyāna-nidhāna), and there is no one more 
stupid and dud than me anywhere in this world (mōhi sama mūṛha na āna).  

Keeping this in mind and taking this fact into consideration, oh Lord, do 
whatever you think fit for this humble Tulsidas (tulasidāsa prabhu! yaha bicāri jiya 
kījai nātha ucita mana bhāyō)6.  

 [6To wit, I am not trying to preach you when I say what I said in this and all 
other verses. What I intend to say is that I acknowledge my own shortcomings and 
limitations, but at the same time I wish to remind you of your own exalted stature and 
reputation which says that you have always taken special care of the lowly and the 
humble creatures like me. So what if I have no wisdom and wherewithal to take care 
of my temporal welfare and spiritual well-being: after all, don’t you promise that you 
will ensure this for all the creatures who have surrendered themselves before you and 
taken shelter in your holy feet? So then, you must also take care of Tulsidas.] (5). 
 
[Note—Refer to verse nos. 168 also as it also relates to this theme of ‘why a creature 
is unhappy’.] 
 

 
 

My treacherous mind and intellect 
 

¼245½ 
 

eksfg ew<+ eu cgqr fcxks;ksA 
;kds fy;s lqugq d#uke;] eSa tx tufe&tufe nq[k jks;ksAA1AA 
lhry e/kqj fi;w"k lgt lq[k fudVfg jgr nwfj tuq [kks;ksA 
cgq Hkk¡fru Je djr eksgcl] c`Fkfg eanefr ckfj fcyks;ksAA2AA 
dje&dhp ft; tkfu] lkfu fpr] pkgr dqfVy eyfg ey èkks;ksA 
r`"kkoar lqjlfj fcgk; lB fQfj&fQfj fcdy vdkl fupks;ksAA3AA 
rqyflnkl izHkq! d`ik djgq vc] eSa fut nks"k dNw ufga xks;ksA 
Mklr gh xb chfr fulk lc] dcgq¡ u ukFk! uhan Hkfj lks;ksAA4AA 
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                                                    (245) 
 
mōhi mūṛha mana bahuta bigōyō. 
yākē liyē sunahu karunāmaya, maiṁ jaga janami-janami dukha rōyō. 1.  
sītala madhura piyūṣa sahaja sukha nikaṭahi rahata dūri janu khōyō. 
bahu bhām̐tina śrama karata mōhabasa, bṛthahi mandamati bāri bilōyō. 2.  
karama-kīca jiya jāni, sāni cita, cāhata kuṭila malahi mala dhōyō. 
tṛṣāvanta surasari bihāya saṭha phiri-phiri bikala akāsa nicōyō. 3.  
tulasidāsa prabhu! kṛpā karahu aba, maiṁ nija dōṣa kachū nahiṁ gōyō. 
ḍāsata hī ga'i bīti nisā saba, kabahum̐ na nātha! nīnda bhari sōyō. 4.  
 
Verse no. 245—Alas! This treacherous and foolish Mana (mind and heart complex of 
mine) has deceived me a lot and has led me astray, making me suffer horribly as a 
result (mōhi mūṛha mana bahuta bigōyō).  

Listen oh merciful, benevolent and compassionate Lord (sunahu 
karunāmaya)! It is due to this that I had to  take birth repeatedly in this worl, and 
roamed about weeping and wailing everywhere (about my misfortunes and miseries) 
(yākē liyē maiṁ jaga janami-janami dukha rōyō)1. 

[1Alas! My Mana hooked itself to this gross world of material sense objects 
and their illusionary charm. It was so deluded that inspite of observing miseries all 
around and seeing the doomed fate of creatures who were engrossed in the world, it 
failed to draw any lesson. In its ignorance it failed to see where its true good and well-
being lay. So it longed for this world and got trapped in its web. This is the primary 
reason why I had to take repeated births in this mundane world as my desires and 
yearnings never ended or subsided. My mind failed me; it failed to remind me about 
the quintessential truth that my true happiness and welfare lies elsewhere—i.e. in the 
feet of Lord Ram, as this would not only give me true happiness and peace but also 
ensure my liberation and deliverance from the virtually endless cycle of 
transmigration. Woe betide to such a mind of mine that made me suffer interminably!] 
(1). 
 
The source of soothing, sweet and nectar-like supreme bliss and happiness that is of 
an eternal and truthful nature lives very near to me, in fact it is inside my own self as 
my Atma or soul (because the latter is pure consciousness and an embodiment of true, 
eternal and supreme bliss as it is a microcosmic form of the macrocosmic Soul that is 
an enternal source of bliss, beatitude and felicity)—but under the deluding spell and 
evil influence of this wretched mind of mine, even my sub-conscious, my intellect and 
its discrimination faculty failed me as I forgot about this source residing in me. As a 
result, I thought that it is somewhere far away in a distance. (sītala madhura piyūṣa 
sahaja sukha nikaṭahi rahata dūri janu khōyō)2.  

[2So I went frantically searching for it here and there in this gross mundane 
world just like a man made mad by thirst goes after the water in a mirage seen in the 
hot desert, only to find that there is no water anywhere, but misery and more misery 
around.]  
 Out of my own ignoranc, delusions and stupidity, I had churned water in the 
expectation of extracting butter from it! I was so dud that I adopted numerous 
methods and laboriously churned the water in the hope of getting butter with which I 
would satiate my hunger with something soothing and comforting. (bahu bhām̐tina 
śrama karata mōhabasa, bṛthahi mandamati bāri bilōyō)3. 
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[3Just like it is extremely and utterly madness trying to have butter by 
churning ordinary water, I made a fool of myself by seeking happiness and bliss in the 
gross world and its material sense objects. Forsooth, I so foolishly indulged in sensual 
pleasures and objects of this mundane world, and stupidly tried to extract comfort and 
happiness from them. But what I got in return was an endless chain of misery and 
grief and suffering unbound.] (2). 
 
Though I was aware that getting involved in worldly deeds and actions was akin to 
wading in thick slush and muck (because as soon as a creature gets involved in them, 
his mind and heart are mired in all sorts of sorrows, miseries, dismay, frustrations and 
misfortunes), but still I allowed myself to get smeared by this filth, kneading and 
squeezing this slush and muck in an attempt to find some water to quench my thirst 
(i.e. to get some semblance of satisfaction obtained by getting success in achieving 
one’s desired goal or aim, which was to get happiness, comfort and joy). (karama-
kīca jiya jāni, sāni cita). 
 But I discovered to my dismay, that instead of what I had set out to seek (i.e. 
happiness and joy), I got just the opposite. It was like trying to clean dirt with dirty 
water (cāhata kuṭila malahi mala dhōyō)4.  

[4To wit, instead of happiness and joy and contentment that I thought I would 
get by doing so many deeds in this world as they would help me attain my goal, what 
I got by this involvement only made me sink deeper into the quagmire of misery and 
grief. I had heard that life in this world is centered around doing deeds, and one could 
make certain of his bright future by doing good and righteous deeds and taking right 
actions. But it is good in theory only, for the practical aspect is quite the contrary. I 
had to act in a world which is deeply soaked in and infected by severe disease of 
corruption and taints of all hues, and so it was not possible to work in an ideal and  
spiritually hygienic, sterlised and disinfected environment. The consequence was 
horrifying for me—I caught some of the most contagious of diseases that tarnish the 
soul. Oh my Lord God: I landed in a situation that was far worse than what I would 
have found if I had listened to my inner voice to abstain from involvement in this 
world altogther!]  

I am thirsty, but I am so foolish and deluded that I try to wring the sky to 
squeeze some water out of its moisture instead of easily and directly drinking water to 
my heart’s content from the river Ganges that flows nearby! (tṛṣāvanta surasari 
bihāya saṭha phiri-phiri bikala akāsa nicōyō)5. 

[5To wit, in search of true, eternal and abiding happiness and contentedness, I 
mistakenly wander among the objects of the world which are as huge and unreachable 
as the sky. I only waste my energy and stoke my thirst further. Would it not have been 
better for me to search for this seemingly illusive happiness and joy by looking for it 
within my own self, in my Atma or soul which is pure consciousness and an image of 
the cosmic Soul or cosmic Consciousness. I would have been better off if I had 
searched inside my own heart for an eternal source of bliss and happiness as it is the 
seat of Lord Ram representing supreme bliss, beatitude and felicity.] (3). 
 
Oh Lord of Tulsidas (i.e. Lord Ram—tulasidāsa prabhu)! I have come out clean and 
have not concealed even a single of my countless faults and shortcomings from you. 
Hence, (and since I am truthful—and this is a virtue—so) show your mercy, grace and 
kindness on me now (kṛpā karahu aba, maiṁ nija dōṣa kachū nahiṁ gōyō).  
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I had spent the entire night trying to spread my bedsheet (upon which I could 
lie down to take some rest and find some peace), but oh Lord, I could not sleep 
properly (ḍāsata hī ga'i bīti nisā saba, kabahum̐ na nātha! nīnda bhari sōyō)6.  

[6To wit, I wasted my life trying to acquire happiness, peace and 
contentedness, but never got it. I never found the state of rest and tranquillity of the 
soul that comes with enlightenment and self-realisation as this was possible only if 
you had been merciful to me, or only if I had realised the falsehood of the world and 
truthfulness of the soul. I am feeling very distraught, and request you to have mercy 
and compassion on me at least now; please be kind to reassure me of that supreme 
sense of bliss and contentedness that comes to one when he is assured that his 
liberation, deliverance, emancipation and salvation is certain, when he is assured that 
no longer would he have to suffer from the endless miseries and torments that are 
invariably associated with the cycle of transmigration.] (4). 
 
[Note—Refer also verse nos. 143, 196 of this Book ‘Vinai Patrika’.] 
 
 
 

Why is there no peace? 
 

¼246½ 
 

yksd&csn gw¡ fcfnr ckr lqfu&leqf> 
  eksg&eksfgr fcdy efr fFkfr u ygfrA 
NksVs&cM+s]  [kksVs&[kjs]  eksVsÅ  nwcjs] 
  jke! jkojs fuckgs lcghdh fucgfrAA1AA 
gksrh tks vkius cl] jgrh ,d gh jl] 
  nquh  u  gj"k&lksd&lk¡lfr  lgfrA 
pgrks tks tksbZ tksbZ] ygrks lks lksbZ lksbZ] 
   dsgw Hkk¡fr dkgwdh u ykylk jgfrAA2AA 
dje] dky] lqHkkm xqu&nks"k tho tx ek;krs] 
  lks  lHkS  HkkSag  pfdr  pgfrA 
bZlfu&fnxhlfu] tksxhlfu&equhlfu gw] 
   NksM+fr NksM+k;s rsa] xgk;s rsa xgfrAA3AA 
lrjatdks lks jkt] dkBdks lcS lekt] 
  egkjkt  ckth  jph]  izFke  u  gfrA 
rqylh izHkqds gkFk gkfjcks&thfrcks ukFk! 
  cgq  cs"k]  cgq  eq[k  lkjnk  dgfrAA4AA 

 
 
                                                    (246) 
 
lōka-bēda hūm̐ bidita bāta suni-samujhi 
mōha-mōhita bikala mati thiti na lahati. 
chōṭē-baṛē, khōṭē-kharē, mōṭē'ū dūbarē, 
rāma! rāvarē nibāhē sabahīkī nibahati. 1.  
hōtī jō āpanē basa, rahatī ēka hī rasa, 
dunī na haraṣa-sōka-sām̐sati sahati. 
cahatō jō jō'ī jō'ī, lahatō sō sō'ī sō'ī, 
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kēhū bhām̐ti kāhūkī na lālasā rahati. 2.  
karama, kāla, subhā'u guna-dōṣa jīva jaga māyātē, 
sō sabhai bhaunha cakita cahati. 
īsani-digīsani, jōgīsani-munīsani hū, 
chōṛati chōṛāyē tēṁ, gahāyē tēṁ gahati. 3.  
sataran ̄jakō sō rāja, kāṭhakō sabai samāja, 
mahārāja bājī racī, prathama na hati. 
tulasī prabhukē hātha hāribō-jītibō nātha! 
bahu bēṣa, bahu mukha sāradā kahati. 4.  
 
Verse no. 246—Oh Lord Ram, the King of Kings (rāma! rāvarē)! It is well 
established in the Vedas and well known in the world (lōka-bēda hūm̐ bidita), it is 
also heard and understood by all (bāta suni-samujhi), but due to delusions and 
ignorance this mind of mine fails to realise its import, and therefore remains agitated 
and perplexed (mōha-mōhita bikala mati thiti na lahati). 

It is so agitated and mired in a lot of confusion, bewilderment, debates and 
dilemmas that I am unable to decide and be convinced of the fact that big or small, 
good or bad, thin or fat (chōṭē-baṛē, khōṭē-kharē, mōṭē'ū dūbarē)—in short, all 
creatures have their good, their welfare and well-being ensured at your hands, and that 
all of them are sustained and taken care by you (nibāhē sabahīkī nibahati)1.  

[1To wit, it is your grace, mercy and benevolence that has sustained every 
single individual living being in this world, even those who are unjust, corrupt, sinful 
and evil, just like the sun that sustains life in this world by its rays that give light and 
heat and energy to the entire world irrespective of the fact that the world recognises 
this magnanimity of the sun or not. The sun does not distinguishes between the good 
and the bad when it shows its light on the world, and likewise you also do not 
differentiate between your devotee and others when you give them equal treatment. 
But of course it is true that you do have a soft corner for your devotees and ensure that 
they are protected by all means. For the rest of the creatures, you punish and reward 
them according to their deeds. 

But I am so stupid that inspite of knowing that you are there to take care of 
me, I go around seeking favours from others in this world. I harbour doubts in my 
mind about this fact that you would take excellent care of me.] (1). 

 
If my mind and intellect had been under my control then they would have remained 
stable and decisive (because I want stability, eternal peace and freedom from 
agitations and uncertainties) (hōtī jō āpanē basa, rahatī ēka hī rasa).  

Why would then it had subjected itself to uncertainties and fickleness by 
seeking worldly joys, getting disturbed by sorrows and miseries, or been troubled by 
tribulations and misfortunes associated with this mundane world? In this process, it 
dragged me along and subjected me to interminable grief, pain and misery; both me 
and my Buddhi suffered in this process (dunī na haraṣa-sōka-sām̐sati sahati). [Did 
my mind and its intellect not know that all these worldly things are temporary and 
transient as the world itself? So what was the point in getting agitated itself, and also 
drawing me alongside it into this quagmire?] 
 It could have easily got what I had wanted it to get just if it had been steady in 
its quest, instead of being fickle and unstable (cahatō jō jō'ī jō'ī, lahatō sō sō'ī sō'ī). 
All my desires would have been fulfilled and nothing more left to be had (kēhū 
bhām̐ti kāhūkī na lālasā rahati)2. 
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[2Since everyone desires to have stable peace and happiness, so if my mind 
had believed in the scriptures and what great and self-realised sages and saints have 
said—that true happiness is not to be found in the external world of material sense 
objects but in one’s own ‘self’ in his Atma because it is a source of eternal peace and 
bliss as well as an abode of Lord God from whom all glories emerge—then it would 
have stablised itself and focused on this goal. Instead, it ran after the world of mirage, 
and dragged me along, making me slip and fall on the slippery ground of uncertainties 
and vexations. Say, how can I find peace in this situation? If my mind and intellect 
had shown some wisdom, then they would have sought an eternal source of bliss, 
peace and happiness that resides inside my heart as my Atma that is pure 
consciousness and an image of Lord Ram, instead of sweating it out for its search in 
the heat of the external world.] (2). 
 
But I must not blame the Buddhi alone. The actual fact and the prevailing condition is 
quite different. It is your ‘Maya’ (the overriding power to create delusions) that 
played havoc with my Buddhi and with me.  

Everything in this world, such as ‘Karma’ (deeds and actions), ‘Kaal’ (time 
and circumstance), ‘Swavhava’ (one’s nature, habits and temperament), ‘Guna’ (good 
qualities and characters), ‘Dosha’ (bad qualities and faults)—all of them are under the 
influence of your Maya (karama, kāla, subhā'u guna-dōṣa jīva jaga māyātē). [So 
therefore, even if my Buddhi had been right and wise when it advised me to do deeds 
and take actions in this world so as to pave the path for my bright future, all my 
efforts were interfered with by Maya, and this rascal threw a spanner in the wheel of 
my good intentions and sincere endeavours to make me fall from my chosen destiny.] 

This Maya of yours, oh Lord, though being very bold and stubborn left to its 
own accord, is however very scared of you and stunned by your might so much so 
that it keeps looking at your eyebrows to judge your emotions and see whether or not 
any of its actions has displeased you (sō sabhai bhaunha cakita cahati)3.  

[3To wit, if anything done by Maya displeases you which would be evident 
when you raise your eyebrows in annoyance, the Maya would immediately take 
remedial action to undo its misdeeds. This helps your devotees because you would not 
like this Maya to create mischief with them, so as soon as it observes that any of its 
actions against your devotees has annoyed you it immediately leaves them alone! 
These facts have been expressely mentioned in the epic ‘Ram Charit Manas’, Uttar 
Kand, (i) Chaupai line nos. 4-6 that precede Doha no. 59; (ii) Chaupai line nos. 3-4 
that precede Doha no. 60; (iii) Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 62; (iv) from 
Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 70—to Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes 
Doha no. 72; and (v) from Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes Doha no. 116—to Chaupai 
line no. 3 that precedes Doha no. 117.] 

[What to talk of ordinary humans, this Maya is so powerful that—] Even Lord 
Shiva, Brahma the creator, the Digpals (custodians of the different corners of the 
world), the Yogis (ascetics) and Munis (sages and hermits) (īsani-digīsani, jōgīsani-
munīsani hū)—all of them are caught and ensnared by the Maya’s strong grip over 
them. They are freed from this vice-like grip of Maya only when you so wish (chōṛati 
chōṛāyē tēṁ, gahāyē tēṁ gahati). [To wit, it is not so easy to break free from the 
clutches of Maya.] (3).   
 
The kingdom or playing field of Maya (i.e., the whole gamut of illusions created by it) 
is like a chess-board (where everything is uncertain, and where gain and loss have no 
real bearing on one’s actual life—“sataran̄jakō sō rāja”), and where all the pieces 
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are made of wood (i.e., where all the participants are dud and as good as dead, are 
life-less and worthless—“kāṭhakō sabai samāja”)4. 
 [4The chess-board has all lifeless pieces, but they are assigned forms and 
names as if they were real entites—pieces designed like a king, a queen, a fort, a 
horse, a soldier. But all of them are unreal. But as long as two persons are playing this 
game they become so engrossed in it that they lose awareness of everything else, take 
each piece as for real, and oftentimes a loss of some piece lead to huge quarrel and a 
complete loss of the game may end in swords drawn for a real fight! Is it not 
incredulous and absurd, but it does happen. So likewise is the affect of Maya—it 
makes even the wises of men believe in falsehoods and get sucked in a vortex of 
delusions and its associated problems.]   

Tulsidas says, ‘Oh the great King of Kings (i.e. Lord Ram— mahārāja )! 
This game is the creation of Maya; it was not like this in the beginning (bājī racī, 
prathama na hati). So getting emotionally affected by either winning or losing this 
game of chess depends on what one thinks it to be, for the fate of this game is in the 
hands of the Lord as he controls Maya (tulasī prabhukē hātha hāribō-jītibō 
nātha)5.  

[5To wit, if one is wise enough to understand that after all this is merely a 
‘game’, then he remains cheerful whether he loses or wins the game. Otherwise, he 
gets unnecessarily perturbed and excited about every move, worries about his win or 
loss, and at the end of the game he feels exhausted and drained of all his energy, 
feeling far worse than what he felt at the beginning of the game. So, if one 
understands that seeking spiritual peace and bliss is possible only when one 
surrenders before Lord Ram and develops devotion and faith in him, then surely he 
will succeed in it as the Lord would help him in his endeavours and Maya would not 
dare to interfere. Otherwise, a person is left on the mercy of Maya and his destiny.] 

This fact has been proclaimed and reiterated by Saraswati (goddess of 
learning, knowledge and wisdom) in many forms and by many mouths (bahu bēṣa, 
bahu mukha sāradā kahati)6.  

[6All the experts of different denominations have unanimously asserted and 
delcared that entrapments of the world and liberation from them are both in the hands 
of a person himself. If he is wise and erudite, he would surrender himself to the 
supreme Lord and do his deeds as a service to the Lord, not worrying about their 
results. This would give him his peace of mind and a rest for his soul. Otherwise, 
there is no use in blaming Lord Ram for the miseries in which the person finds 
himself in.] (4). 
 
[Note—Refer also to verse no. 120, stanza no. 5 of this Book ‘Vinai Patrika’.] 
 
 
 
                                                    Advice to the Tongue 
                             [The Glory of Lord Śrī Rāma’s Holy Name] 
 

¼247½ 
 

jke tiq thg! tkfu] izhfr lksa izrhr ekfu] 
  jkeuke tis tSgS ft;dh tjfuA 
jkeukelksa  jgfu]  jkeukedh  dgfu] 
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  dqfVy dfy&ey&lksd&ladV&gjfuAA1AA 
jkeukedks  izHkkm  iwft;r  xujkm] 
  fd;ks u nqjkm] dgh vkiuh djfuA 
Hko&lkxjdks lsrq] dklhgw lqxfr gsrq] 
  tir  lknj  laHkq  lfgr  ?kjfuAA2AA 
ckyehfd C;k/k gs vxk/k&vijk/k&fuf/k] 
  ^ejk*  ^ejk*  tis  iwts  eqfu  vejfuA 
jksD;ks fca/;] lks[;ks fla/kq ?kVtg¡q uke&cy] 
   gkjîks fg;] [kkjks Hk;ks Hkwlqj&MjfuAA3AA 
uke&efgek  vikj]  ls"k&lqd  ckj&ckj 
   efr&vuqlkj  cq/k  csngw  cjfuA 
ukejfr&dke/ksuq  rqylhdks  dker#] 
  jkeuke  gS  fceksg&frfej&rjfuAA4AA 

 
 
                                                    (247) 
 
rāma japu jīha! jāni, prīti sōṁ pratīta māni, 
rāmanāma japē jaihai jiyakī jarani. 
rāmanāmasōṁ rahani, rāmanāmakī kahani, 
kuṭila kali-mala-sōka-saṅkaṭa-harani. 1.  
rāmanāmakō prabhā'u pūjiyata ganarā'u, 
kiyō na durā'u, kahī āpanī karani. 
bhava-sāgarakō sētu, kāsīhū sugati hētu, 
japata sādara sambhu sahita gharani. 2.  
bālamīki byādha hē agādha-aparādha-nidhi, 
‘marā’ ‘marā’ japē pūjē muni amarani. 
rōkyō bindhya, sōkhyō sindhu ghaṭajaham̐u nāma-bala, 
hāraîō hiya, khārō bhayō bhūsura-ḍarani. 3.  
nāma-mahimā apāra, sēṣa-suka bāra-bāra 
mati-anusāra budha bēdahū barani. 
nāmarati-kāmadhēnu tulasīkō kāmataru, 
rāmanāma hai bimōha-timira-tarani. 4.  
 
Verse no. 247—Oh my Tongue (jīha)! Chant Lord Ram's holy name constantly and 
consistently (rāma japu), understand its essence and glorious spiritual values, 
develop affection for it, and have faith and belief in it (jāni, prīti sōṁ pratīta māni)1. 

[Do you know why? Well, I shall tell you the reason now.] By the chanting of 
this single holy name of Lord Sri Ram, your heart-burn due to the three Traitaps2 
would calm down (rāmanāma japē jaihai jiyakī jarani).  

Involve yourself in chanting Lord Sri Ram's holy name as if that is the only 
work you have and it is your identity (rāmanāmasōṁ rahani). Speak nothing else 
but Lord Sri Ram's name (rāmanāmakī kahani).  

This sort of refuge in the holy name of the Lord is extremely rewarding and 
beneficial for you as it eliminates all the sufferings and miseries inflicted upon the 
creature due to the countless sins, numerous types of sorrows and torments, and the 
untold difficulties and seemingly insurmountable problems that are associated with 
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life during the present era know as Kaliyug which is inherently malicious, corrupt, 
deceitful, crooked and wicked (kuṭila kali-mala-sōka-saṅkaṭa-harani). 

[1The outstanding divine nature and the immensity of the glorious spiritual 
powers and values of the holy name of Lord Ram have been sung in countless 
scriptures. Some of the these examples are the following: (i) Ram Uttar Tapini 
Upanishad which is part of the Atharva Veda; (ii) Tulsidas’ epic ‘Ram Charit Manas’, 
Baal Kand, from Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 19—to Chaupai line no. 1 
that precedes Doha no. 28; (iii) Kavitawali, Uttar Kand, verse nos. 89-93, 178; and 
(iv) this present Book ‘Vinai Patrika’, verse nos. 46, 65-70. 

2The ‘three Taaps’, or the Traitaap, refer to the following torments and 
tribulations that horrify all living beings: (i) Adhyatmic—related to one’s spiritual 
welfare; (ii) Adhibhautic—related to worldly affairs; and (iii) Adhidaivic—related to 
adverse gods and opposed stars.] (1). 
 
Lord Ganesh is worshipped first (i.e., in the beginning of any religious ceremony or 
ritual)3 due to the grace, the potential powers and the influence of Sri Ram's holy 
name (rāmanāmakō prabhā'u pūjiyata ganarā'u). Ganesh has himself declared this 
very frankly, and had kept nothing concealed (kiyō na durā'u, kahī āpanī karani). 

This Sri Ram's holy name is like a bridge that enables the creature to across 
the ocean-like gross world of mundane existence (bhava-sāgarakō sētu). This is the 
reason why Lord Shiva, accompaied by his consort Parvati4, chants this holy name 
himself with the greatest of reverence in Kashi (Varanasi) in order to give salvation to 
those who die there (kāsīhū sugati hētu japata sādara sambhu sahita gharani)5. 

[3Lord Ganesh’s story in brief: Once there was a dispute among the Gods 
regarding who was to be worshipped first amongst them. It was decided that he who 
circles the universe first shall be the winner. All the Gods mounted their respective 
vehicles and dashed out. Shiva's son Ganesh was fat, pot bellied and his mount was 
the meek mouse. Finding him in consternation, sage Narad advised him to write the 
name of Sri Ram and go around it—for that would be tantamount to going round the 
entire creation. In the final judgement, Ganesh won. This story emphasises the glory 
and importance of Ram's holy name. 

4Refer ‘Ram Charit Manas’, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 6 that precedes Doha 
no. 19. 

5Refer ‘Ram Charit Manas’, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes Doha 
no. 19; Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 108.] (2). 
 
Valmiki, who was a hunter and bandit by nature, had innumerable sins and countless 
evil deeds standing to his discredit and undermining any good prospects for his future 
(bālamīki byādha hē agādha-aparādha-nidhi), but by chanting the name of Sri 
Ram in the reverse order as ‘Mara-Mara’ he became so pure and exalted that even the 
hermits, the sages and the gods worshipped and revered him (‘marā’ ‘marā’ japē 
pūjē muni amarani)6.  

Sage Agastya (ghaṭajaham̐u) had stopped Mt. Vindhyachal (from expanding 
further)7 and had dried up the ocean (by drinking it) on the strength of this one name 
(rōkyō bindhya, sōkhyō sindhu nāma-bala). Later on, being ashamed of itself and 
scared of the sage, the ocean became extremely ‘bitter’ (or salty) (hāraîō hiya, khārō 
bhayō bhūsura-ḍarani). 
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[6Refer ‘Ram Charit Manas’, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes 
Doha no. 19; and ‘Vinai Patrika’, verse no. 151, stanza no. 7, and verse no. 156, 
stanza no. 2. 

7The story of sage Agastya and Mt. Vindhyachal: Mt. Vindhyachal was a 
huge, lofty mountain, so high that the sun's rays scorched the trees, creepers and 
animals living on it. Infuriated, it decided to obstruct the sun altogether; so it started 
rising. Scared that this would be calamitous for ecology, the Gods approached sage 
Agastya to find a solution. The sage pronounced Sri Ram's holy name, put a hand 
over the peak of Vindhyachal and asked it to lie down. It lies there ever since. This 
incident as well as the gulping of the entire ocean by uttering Ram's name thrice are 
cited by Tulsidas to highlight the glory and potent of Ram's holy name. 

The story of sage Agastya drinking the water of the ocean has been narrated in 
a note appended to verse no. 13, stanza no. 5 of this Book ‘Vinai Patrika’. Refer also 
to ‘Ram Charit Manas’, Baal Kand, Chaupai line no. 6 that precedes Doha no. 32.] 
(3). 

 
The glory, fame, renown, potent, powers and spell of Sri Ram's holy name are 
immense, astounding and measureless (nāma-mahimā apāra).  

Shesh-Nath (the legendary serpent), Shukdeo (the sage parrot), the Vedas and 
Pandits (expert in scriptures) have repeatedly and assertively described it according to 
their wisdom and intellect (sēṣa-suka bāra-bāra mati-anusāra budha bēdahū 
barani).  

For Tulsidas, having affection and endearment for Sri Ram's holy name is akin 
to having a Kamdhenu Cow and the Kalpa Tree by his side (nāmarati-kāmadhēnu 
tulasīkō kāmataru)8.  

[8To wit, just like these two, the ‘Cow’ and the ‘Tree’, would give a person 
any and every thing he wants, the holy and divine name of Lord Ram also would fulfil 
every desire of a person who utters it. Tulsidas says that he has got an honourable 
position in society and has gained eligibility for emancipation, salvation and supreme 
bliss by just relying on the strength of Sri Ram's holy name.] 

What more, this divine and holy name of Lord Ram is like the ‘sun’ itself for 
the purpose of removing the darkness of ignorance and delusions (rāmanāma hai 
bimōha-timira-tarani)9. 

[9Even as the ‘sun’ instantly removes the darkness of the night, Lord Ram’s 
name also immediately dispels all horrors arising out of ignorance and delusions.] (4). 
 
[Note—Refer also to verse nos. 129 and 237 of this Book ‘Vinai Patrika’ where an 
advice of a similar nature is given to the Tongue.] 
 
 
 

Tulasīdāsa pleads with Lord Rāma for his grace 
 

¼248½ 
 

ikfg] ikfg jke! ikfg] jkeHknz] jkepanz! 
   lqtl  Jou  lqfu  vk;ks  gkSa  ljuA 
nhucU/kq!  nhurk&nfjnz&nkg&nks"k&nq[k 
   nk#u   nqlg   nj&nqfjr&gjuAA1AA 
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tc tc tx&tky C;kdqy dje dky] 
   lc  [ky  Hkwi  Hk;s  Hkwry&HkjuA 
rc rc ruq /kfj] Hkwfe&Hkkj nwfj dfj 
   Fkkis eqfu] lqj] lk/kq] vkJe] cjuAA2AA 
csn] yksd] lc lk[kh] dkgwdh jrh u jk[kh] 
   jkoudh  cafn  ykxs  vej  ejuA 
vksd nS fclksd fd;s yksdifr yksdukFk 
   jkejkt  Hk;ks  /kje  pkfjgq  pjuAA3AA 
flyk] xqg] xh/k] dfi] Hkhy] Hkkyq] jkfrpj] 
  [;ky gh d`iky dhUgs rkju&rjuA 
ihy&m)ju! lhyfla/kq! <hy nsf[k;rq 
  rqylh  iS  pkgr  xykfu  gh  xjuAA4AA 

 
 
                                                    (248) 
 
pāhi, pāhi rāma! pāhi, rāmabhadra, rāmacandra! 
sujasa śravana suni āyō hauṁ sarana. 
dīnabandhu! dīnatā-daridra-dāha-dōṣa-dukha 
dāruna dusaha dara-durita-harana. 1.  
jaba jaba jaga-jāla byākula karama kāla, 
saba khala bhūpa bhayē bhūtala-bharana. 
taba taba tanu dhari, bhūmi-bhāra dūri kari 
thāpē muni, sura, sādhu, āśrama, barana. 2.  
bēda, lōka, saba sākhī, kāhūkī ratī na rākhī, 
rāvanakī bandi lāgē amara marana. 
ōka dai bisōka kiyē lōkapati lōkanātha 
rāmarāja bhayō dharama cārihu carana. 3.  
silā, guha, gīdha, kapi, bhīla, bhālu, rāticara, 
khyāla hī kṛpāla kīnhē tārana-tarana. 
pīla-ud'dharana! sīlasindhu! ḍhīla dēkhiyatu 
tulasī pai cāhata galāni hī garana. 4.  
 
Verse no. 248—Oh Lord Sri Ram: protect me, save me (pāhi, pāhi rāma)! Oh Ram-
Bhadra, oh Ram-Chandra1: protect me, save me (pāhi, rāmabhadra, rāmacandra)!  

Hearing about your excellent virtues, your grand reputation, your great fame 
and immense glories, I have come to seek shelter and refuge in your holy feet (sujasa 
śravana suni āyō hauṁ sarana).  

Oh ‘Dīnabandhu’ (i.e. a friend of those who are without resources; who are 
utterly wretched, lowly, meek, downtrodden, distressed, neglected, helpless and 
hapless)! You are a destroyer of the great and intolerable fears, consternations, 
horrors, miseries and torments that are created (dāruna dusaha dara-durita-harana) 
for a living being due to ‘dīnatā-daridra-dāha-dōṣa-dukha2’ in this world. [To wit, 
oh Lord, I am extremely distraught and fearful. I am suffering intensely and 
immensely from the horrors associated with life in this world. I have heard that you 
are the greatest redeemer and a friend of those who have lost all other hopes. So I 
have come to surrender before you to seek your mercy. I see no hope anywhere except 
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you. And I am very hopeful of being graced by you as this is your reputation which 
you can’t deny.]3  

[1These two are among the 1000 names of Lord Sri  Ram. Literally they mean 
‘the gentleman Ram’,  and ‘Ram who is as sweet, pleasing and lovely as the Moon’. 

2Dīnatā = to be devoid of all resources; to be meek, downtrodden, neglected, 
wretched, humble, helpless and hapless; to be distressed.  

Daridra = to be poor and impoverished; to lack all worldly resources that 
gives a person basic comfort and happiness.  

Dāha-dōṣa-dukha = to be distressed and suffer; to be subjected to countless 
woes, fears, horrors, torments and miseries caused by numerous faults, shortcomings 
and defects found in a person; the intolerable pain and suffering caused by sins, evil 
tendencies and vices that ensnare a creature. 

3A similar plea was made by Vibhishan, the brother of the demon king Ravana 
of Lanka, when he came to seek refuge in the holy feet of Lord Ram. The Lord had 
cheerfully accepted him, proclaiming that it is his declared position to accept all those 
who are distressed and come to seek relief from the Lord. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, 
Sundar Kand, Doha no. 45.] (1). 
 
Whenever saints, sages, hermits and others who were pious and pure at heart became 
agitated and perplexed because of their getting trapped in the web or snare 
represented by this gross and deluding world either due to their own deeds or the 
unavoidable circumstances in which they unfortunately found themselves (jaba jaba 
jaga-jāla byākula karama kāla), and also whenever the kings and other rulers of the 
earth became too wicked, crooked, unrighteous and unscrupulous so as to be become 
a burden on the earth and its inhabitants (saba khala bhūpa bhayē bhūtala-
bharana)—then in all those times you had manifested yourself as an incarnation by 
assuming a body (which was essentially an image of your cosmic divine form—“taba 
taba tanu dhari”) so as to eliminate those who had become a burden on the earth 
(bhūmi-bhāra dūri kari), to restore the peace, honour and dignity of pious souls, 
saints and gods, and to restore the rule of Dharma4 (i.e. the laws of righteousness, 
probity, propriety, and nobility of conduct and thought) and its various Ashrams and 
Varanas (branches) by reinstating and rehabilitating the principles of righteousness, 
probity, propriety, civilised behaviour, noble conduct etc. that had been lost and 
trampled upon (thāpē muni, sura, sādhu, āśrama, barana)5. 
 [4Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 121 along with Chaupai line 
nos. 6-8 that precede it. 
 5There are four ‘Ashrams’ and four ‘Varanas’ in Hindu society have been 
briefly described in a note appended to verse no. 139, stanza no. 4 of this Book ‘Vinai 
Patrika’. They are as follows: 

(a) The four ‘Ashrams’—Brahmacharya, Grishastha, Vaanprastha and Sanyas. 
(b) The four ‘Varanas’—Brahmin, Kshatriya, Vaishya and Shudra. 
Refer also to verse no. 192, stanza no. 2.] (2). 

 
Both the Vedas as well as all the creatures of the world are witness to the fact (bēda, 
lōka, saba sākhī) that when the demon king Ravana of Lanka had become so cruel, 
merciless, arrogant and ruthless that he respected none, paid heed to no one, began to 
torment all the creatures and trampled underfoot the basic dignity and honour of all 
(kāhūkī ratī na rākhī, rāvanakī), and he had even subdued and imprisoned the gods 
who were put in shakles and languished in the prison interminably (suffering from 
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want of food, and maltreatment and humiliation by Ravan—“bandi lāgē amara 
marana”)—then oh Lord, it was you (in your incarnation as Lord Ram) who had 
come to the rescue of all such gods and guardians of the world, including Indra (the 
king of gods), Kuber (the treasurer of gods) and others, by offering them succour and 
providing them relief from their torments by liberating them from the bondage of 
Ravana. Then, you had restored their honour and dignity by reinstating them back to 
their respective domains and lordship of the world (from where they were dethroned 
by Ravana when he had usurped their powers and kingdoms) (ōka dai bisōka kiyē 
lōkapati lōkanātha)6. 
 Oh Lord Ram! During your reign, the laws of Dharma with its four pedestals7 
were firmly established and practiced in all its variations (rāmarāja bhayō dharama 
cārihu carana).  
 [6This story is narrated in detail in Tulsidas’ epic ‘Ram Charit Manas’, Baal 
Kand, from Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 176—to Chaupai line no. 8 that 
precedes Doha no. 187.  
 Refer specially to Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, Doha no. 182. 

7The Holy Empire of Lord Ram and the prevalence of Dharma during his 
reign have been described in detail in (i) ‘Ram Charit Manas’, Uttar Kand, from 
Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 20—to Doha no. 31; and (ii) ‘Geetawali 
Ramayan’, Lanka Kand, verse no. 22, and Uttar Kand, verse no. 1, 24. 

Refer specially to Ram Charit Manas, Uttar Kand, Doha no. 20. 
The “four bases or pedestals of Dharma” are said to be the following: Satya = 

truthfulness; Tapa = austerity, penance and enduring suffering for some noble cause; 
Daya = mercy and compassion for all; Daan = giving charity and alms without 
discimination and self-interest. Dharma is based on these four grand qualities.] (3). 

 
Oh the Merciful One (kṛpāla)! You had mysteriously and almost playfully (i.e., 
without effort and fan-fare) not only liberated but even elevated to an exalted stature 
even those who were never eligible for it. There are many examples of it, such as the 
Stone (i.e. Ahilya, the wife of sage Gautam, who had turned into a stone due to some 
curse), Guha (i.e. Nishad, the lowly boatman), the Vulture (i.e. Jatau who had laid 
down his life to protect Sita as she was being kidnapped by Ravana), the Kapis (i.e. 
the monkeys such as Hanuman, Angad, Sugriv and the rest of them in the Lord’s 
army from Kishkindha), Bhil (the tribals such as Sabari and others whom the Lord 
blessed during his stay in the forest), the Bears (such as Jamvant), and the Demons 
(such as Vibhishan, Kumbhakaran and Ravana himself). (silā, guha, gīdha, kapi, 
bhīla, bhālu, rāticara). 
 You had not only taken care of their desiny by providing liberation and 
deliverance to all of them, but you had also elevated them from their lowly stature to 
such an exalted stature that they became liberators of others who would follow their 
example and learn from their stories (khyāla hī kīnhē tārana-tarana)8. 

[8To wit, Lord Ram had not only liberated them individually from the cycle of 
birth and death, had annuled their sins and misdeeds so that they all became eligible 
for emancipation and salvation, but made them so holy and pure that others who 
would read about their lives and how they were blessed by the Lord would also 
benefit and become eligible for the Lord’s grace.]  

Oh the Liberator of Gajraj (the Elephant) (pīla-ud'dharana)! Oh the Lord 
who is an ocean of noble virtues, excellent characters and righteousness (sīlasindhu)! 
This humble Tulsidas is drowning in sorrows and feels remorseful as he laments the 
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apparent neglect that he seems to be suffering at your hands (tulasī pai cāhata 
galāni hī garana). It appears that while you had gone out of your way to show 
exemplary grace, mercy, benevolence and compassion towards all those mentioned 
above, but when the turn of Tulsidas has come you do not seem to show the same 
enthusiasm and eagerness. You are seemingly ignoring him because while you had 
been so magnanimous and kind when liberating other rascals, you seem to develop a 
cold-feet when Tulsidas' turn comes up for consideration and redressal (ḍhīla 
dēkhiyatu)9.    

[9To wit, oh Lord, I am feeling baffled, dismayed and sad because it seems 
you are indifferent to my fate and my plight though I am your humble devotee and 
faithful follower. Why Lord, tell me what my mistake is. Am I not as humble as the 
ones whom you have already liberated and delivered? So then, why should I be 
neglected? Lord, I say most earnestly that it is my humble prayer to you to be kind 
and gracious enough towards me also, and provide liberation and deliverance to me 
too.] (4). 
 
 
 

Lord Śrī Rāma is a Peerless Lord 
 

¼249½ 
 

Hkyh Hkk¡fr ifgpkus&tkus lkfgc tgk¡ ykSa tx] 
   twM+s  gksr  Fkksjs]  Fkksjs  gh  xjeA 
izhfr u izohu] uhfrghu] jhfrds eyhu] 
   ek;k/khu lc fd;s dkygw djeAA1AA 
nkuo&nuqt  cM+s  egkew<+  ew¡M+  p<+s] 
  thrs  yksdukFk  ukFk!  cyfu  HkjeA 
jhf>&jhf> fn;s cj] [khf>&[khf>?kkys ?kj] 
  vkius  fuoktsdh  u  dkgwdks  ljeAA2AA 
lsok&lko/kku rw lqtku lejFk lk¡pks] 
  lnxqu&/kke  jke!  ikou  ijeA 
lq#[k]  lqeq[k]  ,djl]  ,d:i]  rksfg 
  fcfnr  fclsf"k  ?kV?kVds  ejeAA3AA 
rkslks uriky u d`iky] u d¡xky  eks&lks 
  n;kesa  clr  nso  ldy  /kjeA 
jke dker#&Nk¡g pkgS #fp eu ek¡g] 
  rqylh  fcdy]  cfy]  dfy&dq/kjeAA4AA 

 
 
                                                    (249) 
 
bhalī bhām̐ti pahicānē-jānē sāhiba jahām̐ lauṁ jaga, 
jūṛē hōta thōrē, thōrē hī garama. 
prīti na pravīna, nītihīna, rītikē malīna, 
māyādhīna saba kiyē kālahū karama. 1.  
dānava-danuja baṛē mahāmūṛha mūm̐ṛa caṛhē, 
jītē lōkanātha nātha! balani bharama. 
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rījhi-rījhi diyē bara, khījhi-khījhighālē ghara, 
āpanē nivājēkī na kāhūkō sarama. 2.  
sēvā-sāvadhāna tū sujāna samaratha sām̐cō, 
sadaguna-dhāma rāma! pāvana parama. 
surukha, sumukha, ēkarasa, ēkarūpa, tōhi 
bidita bisēṣi ghaṭaghaṭakē marama. 3.  
tōsō natapāla na kṛpāla, na kam̐gāla mō-sō 
dayāmēṁ basata dēva sakala dharama. 
rāma kāmataru-chām̐ha cāhai ruci mana mām̐ha, 
tulasī bikala, bali, kali-kudharama. 4.  
 
Verse no. 249—I have searched all over the world (everywhere), and I have properly 
understood and recognised all the lords there are in it. I have judged all of them as to 
how good or bad they are as masters and superiors to those who are dependent upon 
them and are subordinate to them. I have thoroughly judged their characters and 
qualities.  (bhalī bhām̐ti pahicānē-jānē sāhiba jahām̐ lauṁ jaga). 

I have now come to the following conclusion: On the one hand they are 
pleased with a tiny or a minimal effort (jūṛē hōta thōrē), and on the other hand they 
become wrathful, vengeful and resentful on the slightest pretext and the slightest 
provocation (thōrē hī garama). They are neither inclined to have an abiding and 
sustainable relationship of affection and love with others, nor are they even aware of 
how to do it and its benefits (prīti na pravīna, nītihīna, rītikē malīna).  

Indeed, all their actions, thoughts and behaviour are selfish, pervert and 
depraved by nature, for all of them do ‘Karma’ (i.e take actions and do deeds) under 
the overall influence of ‘Maya’ (delusions) and ‘Kaal’ (time and circumstance)  
(māyādhīna saba kiyē kālahū karama)1. 

[1To wit, all the lords and masters are all under the tight grip of delusions and 
the negative influences of the time and circumstances in which they live, which of 
course is the present era known as Kaliyug that is innately corrupt and sinful. So they 
can’t think independently and correctly; all their judgements and actions are affected 
and conditioned by the tainting effects of Maya and Kaal. The result is that all their 
actions, deeds and behaviours become distorted and unrighteous. The sufferers in the 
process are their dependents and subordinates—as they cannot expect to have any 
permanent good and patronage from their so-called lords and masters, for as long as 
the latter are pleased with the former and their self-interests are served by them, they 
would help their dependents and subordinates. Otherwise, no one would recognise 
anyone. 
 Refer also to verse nos. 163, 229 of this Book ‘Vinai Patrika’ in this context.] 
(1). 
 
Oh Lord of the world (lōkanātha nātha)! Under the false illusion of their 
invincibility, might and strength of arms (balani bharama), the great Demons and 
powerful Rulers (dānava-danuja) had became very egoist, haughty and arrogant so 
much so that it went to their heads. This made them lose their senses and bearing, and 
behave extremely foolishly. They failed to judge between what was right and proper, 
and what wasn’t. So they stupidly became pervert, reckless and sinful to the highest 
degree. (baṛē mahāmūṛha mūm̐ṛa caṛhē) 
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 As a result they went berserk and even conquered their own patron Gods and 
Lokpals (i.e. the different custodians of the world—“jītē lōkanātha”) whom they had 
earlier pleased by becoming their disciples and doing Tapa (penances and austerities) 
to seek their blessings and beget boons from them. These Gods and Lokpals had been 
so short-sighted that they got easily pleased by the little effort made by these 
Deomons and Rulers to appease them, and granted them full powers and absurd boons 
that one day would prove to be their own thorn (rījhi-rījhi diyē bara).  

So when these Demons and Rulers began to defy the authority of the Gods and 
the Lokpals, the latter turned against the former who had been their own disciples and 
followers a little earlier, and whom these very Gods and Lokpals had granted the 
privileges of boons and blessings that they now want to reverse. Hence, when the 
Gods and the Lokpals became angry with the Demons and Rulers, they plotted to 
destroy them from their roots and eliminate their entire clans (khījhi-khījhighālē 
ghara).  

None of them, i.e. the gods and the lokpals, felt ashamed or reluctant while 
destroying the same demons and rulers whom they pampered a little ealier with boons 
and blessings (āpanē nivājēkī na kāhūkō sarama)2. 

[2So it proves the truth of what has been said in stanza no. 1 herein above. 
Obviously, these lords and masters, i.e. the gods and the lokpals, were easy to please 
and as easy to annoy. When they were pleased, they willingly granted astounding 
powers even to demons who were not worthy of such grants, and when they were 
displeased these gods and lokpals had no compunctions in turning hostile towards 
their own beneficiaries, devotees and disciples whom they had once patronised and 
blessed so abundantly. 
 In the beginning these gods and lokpals had felt honoured when these demons 
and powerful rulers of the world such as emperors and kings were paying homage to 
them; the former were pleased by the austerities, sacrifices and penances that the latter 
did to appease them. So they gave them largesse and boons for the asking. But later 
on the same gods and lokpals became so wrathful, malicious and revengeful towards 
the same demons and rulers that they literally ‘burnt’ or destroyed the ‘houses’ 
symbolised by the entire clans and races of the demons and rulers.] (2). 
 
Oh Lord Sri Ram (rāma)! Oh Lord, you are truly wise and the only one who is really 
proficient in carefully taking note of who your devotees are, what their deeds are, and 
what their intentions are (sēvā-sāvadhāna tū sujāna samaratha sām̐cō)3.  

[3To wit, Lord Ram may appear to be late in responding to a devotee’s call, 
but it is because the Lord first wants to make sure about the devotee’s trustworthiness, 
sincerity and honesty. This is because once the Lord accepts a person as his devotee, 
then it is going to be a lifetime bond. It is not like the case of the gods and the lokpals 
vis-à-vis their devotees such as the demons and rulers of the world: one day they were 
best of frinds, and the next day they became sworn enemies. Lord Ram does not want 
to rush things through only to regret later on. 

Actually, this position answers in a subtle way the question that arises in the 
mind of the reader as to why Lord Ram is apparently not paying heed to Tulsidas’ 
prayer for acceptance. It is because the Lord wants to determine how sincere and 
steadfast Tulsidas is in his devotion and affection for the Lord; would Tulsidas turn to 
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some other Lord who may be easy to please but as easy to annoy and antagonise, or 
would he stick with his decision of surrendering to Lord Ram, come what may. 

By extension, this is an advice for all others—that they should persist and be 
steady with their faith and devotion for the Lord in order to ensure that their efforts 
bear fruit. The Lord is simply weighing them on his own scale; so one must have 
patience. And patience would be fully and perfectly rewarded with a reward that 
would thrill and fulfil the spiritual seeker no end.]  

Oh Lord, you are an abode of all the best of virtues and characters 
(sadaguna-dhāma). You are most holy and pure (pāvana parama)! You are 
benevolent, friendly, pleasant, steady and unchanging (surukha, sumukha, ēkarasa, 
ēkarūpa,). You know the secret intentions of all and their inner thoughts because you 
are omniscient and all-pervading, living outside as well as inside the subtle space of 
the heart of all living beings; you are adept and proficient in knowing the secrets of 
the heart (tōhi bidita bisēṣi ghaṭaghaṭakē marama) (3).  

 
Oh kind and merciful Lord (kṛpāla)! There is no one comparable to you in sustaining 
and taking proper care of those who are miserable, wretched, impoverished and 
lacking in resources but have come to seek refuge and take shelter in your holy feet 
(tōsō natapāla na), and there is no one who is a greater than me with respect to these 
characteristics (na kam̐gāla mō-sō). So pardon me oh Lord, I must also get the same 
benefit that you give others4.  

[4To wit, Lord Ram is known for his proficiency and eagerness in giving 
shelter and refuge to the most downtrodden and miserable of persons. Tulsidas pleads 
with the Lord that this being the case, he is also eligible for getting the Lord’s 
attention for he too is very miserable and wretched in life, he too is suffering horribly 
and seeks relief from the gracious Lord. Tulsidas tells Lord Ram that under no 
condition should he be denied the privilege of the Lord’s benevolence and mercy.]   

Oh Lord (dēva)! All the laws of Dharma have their foundation in the virtue of 
mercy and compassion (dayāmēṁ basata sakala dharama). [Hence, you must 
show mercy and compassion towards me.] 

Besides this, oh Lord, you are like a Kalpa-Tree (the holy Tree that provides 
whatever is wished for). I want to live under the shadow of this Kalpa-Tree known as 
‘Ram’ (rāma kāmataru-chām̐ha cāhai ruci mana mām̐ha). [I wish to take shelter 
under the shadow of this symbolic Tree by taking refuge in your holy feet so that all 
my wishes are fulfilled.]  

I sincerely and truthfully submit myself before you and plead that this Tulsidas 
is greatly agitated and tormented by the crooked laws of Kaliyug, and that he wishes 
to seek solace and succour with you. [So please save him at the earliest.] (tulasī 
bikala, bali, kali-kudharama) (4). 

 
 
 

Śrī Rāma is my only Lord & His Holy Name is the only Sustainer  
 

¼250½ 
 

rkS gkSa ckj ckj izHkqfg iqdkfjdS f[k>korks u] 
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  tks iS eksdks gksrks dgw¡ Bkdqj&Bg#A 
vkylh&vHkkxs eksls rSa d`ikyq ikys&iksls] 
  jktk  esjs  jktkjke]  vo/k  lg#AA1AA 
ls;s u fnxhl] u fnusl] u xusl] xkSjh] 
  fgr dS u ekus fcf/k gfjm u g#A 
jkeuke gh lksa tksx&Nse] use] izse&iu] 
   lq/kk  lks  Hkjkslks  ,gq]  nwljks  tg#AA2AA 
lekpkj lkFkds vukFk&ukFk! dklksa dgkSa] 
   ukFk  gh  ds  gkFk  lc  pksjÅ  ig#A 
fut dkt] lqjdkt] vkjrds dkt] jkt! 
  cwf>;s  fcyac  dgk  dgw¡  u  xg#AA3AA 
jhfr lqfu jkojh izrhfr&izhfr jkojs lksa] 
  Mjr  gkSa  nsf[k  dfydkydks  dg#A 
dgsgh cuSxh dS dgk;s] cfy tkm¡] jke] 
  ^rqylh! rw esjks] gkfj fg;s u gg#*AA4AA 

 
 
                                                    (250) 
 
tau hauṁ bāra bāra prabhuhi pukārikai khijhāvatō na, 
jō pai mōkō hōtō kahūm̐ ṭhākura-ṭhaharu. 
ālasī-abhāgē mōsē taiṁ kṛpālu pālē-pōsē, 
rājā mērē rājārāma, avadha saharu. 1.  
sēyē na digīsa, na dinēsa, na ganēsa, gaurī, 
hita kai na mānē bidhi hari'u na haru. 
rāmanāma hī sōṁ jōga-chēma, nēma, prēma-pana, 
sudhā sō bharōsō ēhu, dūsarō jaharu. 2.  
samācāra sāthakē anātha-nātha! kāsōṁ kahauṁ, 
nātha hī kē hātha saba cōra'ū paharu. 
nija kāja, surakāja, āratakē kāja, rāja! 
būjhiyē bilamba kahā kahūm̐ na gaharu. 3.  
rīti suni rāvarī pratīti-prīti rāvarē sōṁ, 
ḍarata hauṁ dēkhi kalikālakō kaharu. 
kahēhī banaigī kai kahāyē, bali jā'um̐, rāma, 
‘tulasī! tū mērō, hāri hiyē na haharu’. 4.  
 
Verse no. 250—Oh Lord (prabhu)! If I had found any other Lord or a place for 
shelter (jō pai mōkō hōtō kahūm̐ ṭhākura-ṭhaharu), then I would not have 
repeatedly called out to you and displeased, irritated you and annoyed you with my 
persistence (tau hauṁ bāra bāra prabhuhi pukārikai khijhāvatō na).  

Oh my great and merciful King, oh King of kings Sri Ram (rājā mērē 
rājārāma)! You have been so merciful and compassionate that you have sustained 
and looked after countless indolent, slothful, lithargic, unfortunate and hapless 
persons who were like me (ālasī-abhāgē mōsē taiṁ kṛpālu pālē-pōsē).  

Hence, you are my only King, and Ayodhya is the only city for me to reside in 
(because you had lived there once too) (rājā mērē rājārāma, avadha saharu) (1). 
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I have neither affectionately and sincerely served the Dikpals (the semi-gods who are 
the guardians of the world), the Sun, Lord Ganesh and goddess Parvati (the divine 
consort of Lord Shiva and the Mother Goddess) (sēyē na digīsa, na dinēsa, na 
ganēsa, gaurī,), nor have I worshipped with devotion Brahma, Shiva and Vishnu, the 
three senior Gods of the Trinity (kai na mānē bidhi hari'u na haru). Therefore, I 
can’t and don’t expect my welfare in their hands (hita kai na).  

All my sustenance, well-being, welfare and livlihood is in, and by, the 
mystical, the holy and the divine name of Lord Sri Ram (rāmanāma hī sōṁ jōga-
chēma). [Whatever I have obtained in this world is due to the grace of Lord Ram’s 
name. I don’t know of any other means and methods which has ever helped me in 
life.] 

This holy name of the Lord is the only religious sacrament, observance and 
ritual that I believe in and practice (nēma); in it only do I have love and affection 
(prēma-pana).  

For me, reliance on it is akin to accessing Amrit (nectar, elixir of life) which 
would give me peace and tranquillity (sudhā sō bharōsō ēhu), whereas all other 
methods and means, ways and paths are like poison for me (dūsarō jaharu) and I 
abhor them (2). 
 
Oh the Lord of those who are desolate, destitutes and vagabonds (anātha-nātha)! 
What news can I give you and what shall I tell you about myself and the predicament 
that I find myself in (samācāra sāthakē kāsōṁ kahauṁ). All my companions are 
the same, whether they are thieves or guards by vocation (cōra'ū paharu)1. All of 
them are under your command (as you are the Supreme Lord of creation), and 
therefore it would look bad for me to complain against them to you (nātha hī kē 
hātha saba cōra'ū paharu).  
 [1The ‘thieves’ here refer to the many desires, passions and other vices, as well 
as other shortcomings and worldly temptations that rob the person of his peace of 
mind. The ‘guards’ are the good qualities in him as well as his mind and intellect that 
can help him fend off these thieves. Here, Tulsidas says that under the fear of these 
‘thieves’ who have become very resourceful and strong due to the overwhelming 
influence of Maya during Kaliyug, the ‘guards’ have gone underground, leaving 
Tulidas at the mercy of the rascals. So he pleads with Lord Ram to protect him from 
these so-called thieves, and order the guards to extend their support to him.]  
 Oh King (rāja)! Think for yourself—have you ever delayed in doing your own 
work (nija kāja), or the work of Gods (surakāja), or the work of those who are 
miserable, distressed and sorrowful, needing urgent attention from you (āratakē 
kāja)? Then say, I fail to understand why is it getting so late in my case when I am 
pleading with you repeatedly (būjhiyē bilamba kahā kahūm̐ na gaharu)? [To wit, 
when you have shown great diligence in honouring your obligations to others, then I 
am bewildered and just can’t understand why you are you so indifferent when my turn 
comes? Oh Lord, I expect you to show the same enthusiasm in extending your grace 
and mercy to me as you have shown while giving protection and shelter to others.] 
(3). 
 
After having heard of your Lordship’s excellent nature, wonderful glories, 
immaculate virtues and the golden rules that thou follow while extending your 
patronage to your devotees and followers (rīti suni rāvarī), I was so exceedingly 
impressed that I had developed affection and faith in you even as I decided to come to 
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surrender to you and take refuge with you (pratīti-prīti rāvarē sōṁ). But I feel 
scared when I look at havoc that Kaliyug (the present sinful times) has unleashed on 
all (ḍarata hauṁ dēkhi kalikālakō kaharu), because I feel that it would do its best 
to tear me away from you, or create some sort of mischief that would drive a wedge 
between you and me. 
 Oh Lord Ram (rāma)! I swear by you and plead with you (bali jā'um̐) that it 
would be enough for me if you just say directly to me, or convey your message by 
someone else (kahēhī banaigī kai kahāyē), that ‘Oh Tulsidas, do not fear or worry 
in your heart; do not lose hope as you are mine and I shall take care of you! (‘tulasī! 
tū mērō, hāri hiyē na haharu’)’ Verily indeed and in all sooth, this single hint 
would be sufficient to calm down my suffering and agony2.  
 [2A similar idea is expressed in verse no. 253, stanza no. 3 herein below in this 
Book ‘Vinai Patrika’.] (4).  
 
 
 

Lord Śrī Rāma's Holy Form and Divinity;  
The importance of Bhakti (devotion) 

 
¼251½ 

 
jke! jkojks lqHkkm] xqu lhy efgek izHkkm] 
  tkU;ks  gj]  guqeku]  y[ku]  HkjrA 
ftUgds  fg;s&lqFkk#  jke&izse&lqjr#] 
  ylr  ljl  lq[k  Qwyr  QjrAA1AA 
vki ekus Lokeh dS l[kk lqHkkb Hkkb] ifr] 
  rs   lusg&lko/kku   jgr   MjrA 
lkfgc&lsod&jhfr] izhfr&ifjfefr] uhfr] 
  usedks  fuckg  ,d  Vsd  u  VjrAA2AA 
lqd&ludkfn]  izgykn&ukjnkfn  dgSa] 
  jkedh  Hkxfr  cM+h  fcjfr&fujrA 
tkus fcuq Hkxfr u] tkfucks frgkjs gkFk] 
  leqf>  l;kus  ukFk!  ixfu  ijrAA3AA 
N&er fcer] u iqjku er] ,d er] 
  usfr&usfr&usfr  fur  fuxe  djrA 
vkSjfudh dgk pyh\ ,dS ckr HkyS Hkyh] 
  jke&uke  fy;s  rqylh  gw  ls  rjrAA4AA 

 
 
                                                    (251) 
 
rāma! rāvarō subhā'u, guna sīla mahimā prabhā'u, 
jān'yō hara, hanumāna, lakhana, bharata. 
jinhakē hiyē-suthāru rāma-prēma-surataru, 
lasata sarasa sukha phūlata pharata. 1.  
āpa mānē svāmī kai sakhā subhā'i bhā'i, pati, 
tē sanēha-sāvadhāna rahata ḍarata. 
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sāhiba-sēvaka-rīti, prīti-parimiti, nīti, 
nēmakō nibāha ēka ṭēka na ṭarata. 2.  
suka-sanakādi, prahalāda-nāradādi kahaiṁ, 
rāmakī bhagati baṛī birati-nirata. 
jānē binu bhagati na, jānibō tihārē hātha, 
samujhi sayānē nātha! pagani parata. 3.  
cha-mata bimata, na purāna mata, ēka mata, 
nēti-nēti-nēti nita nigama karata. 
auranikī kahā calī? ēkai bāta bhalai bhalī, 
rāma-nāma liyē tulasī hū sē tarata. 4.  
 
Verse no. 251—Oh Lord Sri Ram (rāma)! The greatness, divinity, holiness, nobility 
and excellence of the Lord’s essential nature and form, your immaculate character and 
magnificent virtues, their glories and stupendity (rāvarō subhā'u, guna sīla 
mahimā prabhā'u), are known to only a few highly wise and realised souls such as 
Lord Shiva (the Great God of the Trinity), Hanuman (the ardent and faithful devotee 
of Lord Ram who had played a stellar lead role in the Lord’s campaign to eliminate 
the cruel demons), Laxman and Bharat (who were Lord Ram’s younger brothers). 
They knew your essential form, who you actually were (jān'yō hara, hanumāna, 
lakhana, bharata)1. 

They knew that you were a manifested human form of the Supreme Being. So 
they revered and worshipped you with utmost sincerity and devotion. This is why in 
the garden of their lotus-like heart your love and devotion has struck a firm root and 
has grown to take the form of a symbolic Kalpa-Tree (the all wish-fulling tree of 
heaven) that gives succulent and sweet fruits of bliss, ecstasy, joy and happiness of a 
divine nature (jinhakē hiyē-suthāru rāma-prēma-surataru, lasata sarasa sukha 
phūlata pharata)2.  

[1Lord Shiva regarded you as his patron deity; he meditated on your holy 
name, always kept chanting your holy name personally and also with the objective of 
granting deliverance and salvation to a dying man by uttering your holy name in the 
latter’s ears. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Baal Kand, (i) Chaupai line nos. 3, 6 that 
precede Doha no. 19; (ii) Chanda no. 51 along with Chaupai line nos. 6-8 that precede 
it; and (iii) Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes Doha no. 46; 

Hanuman had recognised that Lord Ram was his true Lord whom he had been 
waiting to meet since his birth. So once the two met at the foothills of Rishyamook in 
Kishkindha, Hanuman surrendered himself to the Lord and spent the rest of his life 
serving and worshipping the Lord. Like Lord Shiva, Hanuman too silently kept on 
repeating the holy name of the Lord for the rest of his life. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, 
(i) Kishkindha Kand, from Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 2—to Chaupai 
line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 4; (ii) Sundar Kand, from Chaupai line no. 6 that 
precedes Doha no. 7—to Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 8; and (iii) Uttar 
Kand, Chaupai line no. 9 that precedes Doha no. 19. 

At the time when Lord Ram was departing for the forest for fourteen years 
with the purpose of eliminating the demons and freeing Mother Earth from their 
torments, Laxman had made his intention clear—that as far as he was concerned, 
there was no one dearer and nearer to him than Lord Ram. Even the Lord had 
recognised the truth of Laxman’s statement and agreed to take him along to the forest. 
Laxman had been by the side of the Lord through his life, in thick and thin, being the 
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Lord’s companion in cloud and sunshine. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Ayodhya Kand, 
from Doha no. 71—to Doha no. 72. 

Lord Ram’s another brother was Bharat who was no less in having devotion 
for the Lord than was Laxman. There are countless instances narrated in the epic 
‘Ram Charit Manas’ that establishes Bharat’s devotion and reverence for Lord Ram. 
Some of the sterling instances are the following: Ram Charit Manas, Ayodhya Kand, 
(i) Chaupai line nos. 1-6 that precede Doha no. 178; and Chaupai line no. 3 that 
precedes Doha no. 181 which describe Bharat’s love and devotion for Lord Ram at 
the time of his refusal to accept the crown of Ayodhya though everyone tried to 
convince him to do so; (ii) from Doha no. 207—to Chaupai line no. 6 that precedes 
Doha no. 219 when sage Bharadwaj had lavishly praised Bharat’s love and devotion 
for Lord Ram; (iii) Chaupai line no. 8 that precedes Doha no. 222—to Chaupai line 
no. 3 that precedes Doha no. 223 when Bharat was praised by the ordinary people 
while he was on his way to meet Lord Ram in the forest; (iv) Chaupai line no. 2 that 
precedes Doha no. 303—to Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes Doha no. 304 where 
everyone present during the meeting at Chitrakoot in the forest had praised Bharat’s 
devotion for Lord Ram; (v) Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 294 where the 
Gods had unequivocally acknowledged Bharat’s devotion for Lord Ram; (vi) Chaupai 
line no. 7 that precedes Doha no. 295 where goddess Saraswati has lauded Bharat’s 
devotion for Lord Ram and expressly saying that Lord Ram lives in the heart of 
Bharat; and (vii) Chaupai line nos. 4-8 that precede Doha no. 232 where Lord Ram 
has profusely praised Bharat before Laxman.  

Refer also to Ram Charit Manas, Uttar Kand, Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes 
Doha no. 36 where Lord Ram himself has declared his affection for Bharat, saying 
that there is no difference between the two of them. 

2Here, having devotion and love for the Lord is like having the heavenly Tree 
called ‘Kalpa Tree’ inside one’s garden. This tree is not only all wish-fulfilling but 
also gives supreme form of bliss and happiness by its shade and fruits. Hence, those 
devotees of Lord Ram who have this symbolic tree in their garden-like heart are 
blessed and fortunate. 

Those who come to realise and recognise the divinity and holiness of Lord 
Ram are filled with joy and ecstasy unbound so much so that they live in a perpetual 
state of bliss and beatitude. Their hearts are filled with devotion and love for the 
Lord.] (1). 
 
[Describing the wonderful benefits that are got by the mutual trust, respect and love 
that a devotee and his Lord have for each other, Tulsidas cites the example of Shiva, 
Hanuman, Laxman and Bharat to drive home this point.]  
 
On your (Lord Ram’s) part, you have always treated Lord Shiva as your deity whom 
you worship and show reverence for3.  

Likewise, you had treated Hanuman as your friend (and had embraced him 
affectionately, though he was a monkey by his physical body, and was as humble as 
the other monkeys in your army)4.  

Then again, you have shown equal affection for both Laxman5 and Bharat6 
and had always treated them equally as your brothers. [Though it was Bharat on 
whose count Lord Ram had to go to the forest because Bharat’s mother Kaikeyi 
wanted her son to ascend the throne of Ayodhya, but the Lord harboured no ill-will 
against him, for he was sure that Bharat was innocent and had no role in this 
conspiracy. Again, though Laxman had sacrificed everything to accompany the Lord 
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to the forest, but Lord Ram showed no especial favour for him and never let Laxman 
feel that he was dearer to the Lord than Bharat. These facts are amply clear in the 
instances cited in the references of Ram Charit Manas cited herein below.] (āpa 
mānē svāmī kai sakhā subhā'i bhā'i). 

On their part, Shiva, Hanuman, Laxman and Bharat had similarly showed the 
greatest of reverence for you, always treating you as their sole Lord and Master, as 
their sole benefactor whom they all worshipped like a deity. They are always steady 
and careful in their affection, love, devotion and faith in you (to ensure that these 
virtues are not diluted in the least). (pati, tē sanēha-sāvadhāna rahata ḍarata). 

Verily indeed, in all sooth, and without gainsay, if both the servant and his 
master, if both the devotee and the deity whom he or she worships, learn to develop 
and foster this kind of mutual bond of affection, love, faith, trust and respect for each 
other, and fear to break this mutually accepted bond—then their relationship can 
never be broken, it can never come under strain whatsoever, it is cemented forever, it 
becomes so permanent and strong when it reaches its pinnacle that they cannot live 
without each other. (sāhiba-sēvaka-rīti, prīti-parimiti, nīti, nēmakō nibāha ēka 
ṭēka na ṭarata). 

[3Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Lanka Kand, Doha no. 2 along with Chaupai line 
nos. 6-8 that preceed it, and Uttar Kand, Doha no. 45 where Lord Ram has declared 
Lord Shiva as his revered God. 

4Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Sundar Kand, Chaupai line no. 7 that precedes 
Doha no. 30 where Lord Ram has embraced Hanuman; and Chaupai line nos. 5-7 that 
precede Doha no. 32 where Lord Ram has said that he would never be able to repay 
Hanuman’s service to him. 

5Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Lanka Kand, Chaupai line nos. 3-16 that precede 
Doha no. 61 where Lord Ram has lamented for Laxman, saying that he was his 
dearest brother and comrade-in-arm, and that the Lord cannot live without Laxman. 
The incident was when Laxman was wounded during the war at Lanka.    

6Ram Charit Manas, Ayodhya Kand, Chaupai line no. 4 that precedes Doha 
no. 232 where Lord Ram has declared there is no better brother that a person can ever 
have than Bharat is for him.] (2).  
 
Shukdeo (the parrot saint), Sankadi (the seven celestial sages), Prahalad (the child 
devotee of the Lord), sage Narad (the celestial sage and son of the creator Brahma) 
and other enlightened devotees say with conviction and firmness (suka-sanakādi, 
prahalāda-nāradādi kahaiṁ) that an eternal, pure and abiding form of ‘Bhakti’ 
(devotion) for Lord Sri Ram is attainable only when one develops complete and total 
sense of ‘Vairagya’ (renunciation, detachment and dispassion) from the world, from 
the temptations of its material sense objects, and from the desires having their origin 
in one’s sense organs that want gratification (rāmakī bhagati baṛī birati-nirata).  
 But one cannot develop true and abiding Bhakti7 for you (i.e. for Lord Ram) 
without having ‘Gyan’ or the knowledge of the truth about your divine and holy form 
and nature8 (jānē binu bhagati na). 

Oh Lord, the imparting of this knowledge, however, is in your hands—i.e. it 
depends upon your grace and mercy on the seeker (jānibō tihārē hātha). That is why 
those who are wise, sagacious and enlightened choose to surrender themselves at your 
holy feet (pagani parata) because then you would be bound to show your grace and 
mercy on them, thereby granting them your Bhakti most easily9 (samujhi sayānē 
nātha).   
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[7The glories and importance of ‘Bhakti’ and the fact that it grants immense 
bliss and joy to its practitioner have been elaborately described in ‘Ram Charit 
Manas’ in its Uttar Kand. Refer for instance: from Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes 
Doha no. 45—to Doha no. 46; and Doha no. 85 Kha. 

8This fact has been expressly stated in ‘Ram Charit Manas’, Ayodhya Kand, 
Chaupai line no. 3 that precedes Doha no. 127. 

9To wit, when one is convinced that the Lord whom he worships is not an 
ordinary human prince of Ayodhya known by the name of ‘Ram’ but a personalised 
or manifested form of the Supreme Being known as the Parmatma, it is only then that 
he will have no hesitation in worshipping the Lord and treating him as his deity. If 
one knows about the reality and truth of the object of his admiration, about the fact 
that the person whom he admires is actually worthy of his admiration, then his respect 
for that person becomes robust, honest and steady. Otherwise his faith and respect 
may falter, and he may be overcome with so many doubts. 

Refer: Ram Charit Manas, (a) Ayodhya Kand, (i) Doha no. 107; (ii) Chaupai 
line no. 4 that precedes Doha no. 129; (b) Aranya Kand, (i) Chaupai line no. 19 that 
precedes Doha no. 11; (ii) Chaupai line no. 5 that precedes Doha no. 13.] (3).   
 
The six Shastras (see verse no. 173, stanza no. 5) have different perceptions (about the 
Lord) (cha-mata bimata); even the Purans do not agree with each other (na purāna 
mata na ēka mata), and the Vedas routinely declare that the Lord is ‘Neti-Neti’ (i.e., 
the is this as well as that, and neither this nor that; no  one can be certain as to what is 
the true nature and form of the Lord or about the path that leads to him) (nēti-nēti-
nēti nita nigama karata)—if these ancient scriptures that are regarded as authentic 
and exhaustive are so evasive about the Truth of the Lord, then say what can be said 
of others (auranikī kahā calī)?  

[In this state of affairs, one can not be sure of which path to follow to attain 
the Lord and get eternal bliss and happiness. One is not certain which path to follow 
that would help him attain liberation and deliverance from his miseries and sorrows in 
this world. Hence, the safest bet is to surrender before Lord Ram and let the Lord 
himself take care of the devotee’s welfare. ] 

Tulsidas says that as far as he is concerned, taking refuge in and seeking the 
support of Lord Sri Ram's holy name seems to be the only good, wise and proper 
thing to do, and it is the only path that leads to one’s welfare, well-being and 
auspiciousness (ēkai bāta bhalai bhalī). This is because even people like him (who 
had never done any meritorious thing in life and had no chance of redemption) have 
sailed safely across this ocean-like mundane and mortal world full of delusions and 
horrors solely relying on the strength of Lord Ram’s holy name (rāma-nāma liyē 
tulasī hū sē tarata) (4). 

 
 
 

The Glory of Lord Śrī Rāma & His Holy Name 
 

¼252½ 
 

  cki! vkius djr esjh ?kuh ?kfV xbZA 
ykyph yckjdh lq/kkfj;s ckjd] cfy] 
  jkojh  HkykbZ  lcghdh  Hkyh  HkbZAA1AA 
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jksxcl  ruq]  dqeuksjFk  efyu  euq] 
  ij&vickn  feF;k&ckn  ckuh  gbZA 
lk/kudh ,slh fcf/k] lk/ku fcuk u flf/k 
  fcxjh cukoS d`ikfuf/kdh d`ik ubZAA2AA 
ifrr&ikou]   fgr   vkjr&vukFkfudks] 
  fujk/kkjdks  v/kkj]  nhuca/kq]  nbZA 
bUgesa u ,dkS Hk;ks] cwf> u tw>îks u t;ks] 
  rkfgrs  f=rki&r;ks]  yqfu;r  cbZAA3AA 
Lok¡x lw/kks lk/kqdks] dqpkfy dfyrsa vfèkd] 
  ijyksd  Qhdh  efr]  yksd&jax&jbZA 
cM+s dqlekt jkt! vktqykSa tks ik;s fnu] 
  egkjkt! dsgw Hkk¡fr uke&vksV ybZAA4AA 
jke ukedks izrki tkfu;r uhds vki] 
  eksdks xfr nwljh u fcf/k fujebZA 
[khf>cs yk;d djrc dksfV dksfV dVq] 
  jhf>cs  yk;d  rqylhdh  fuytbZAA5AA 

 
 
                                                   (252) 
 
bāpa! āpanē karata mērī ghanī ghaṭi ga'ī. 
lālacī labārakī sudhāriyē bāraka, bali, 
rāvarī bhalā'ī sabahīkī bhalī bha'ī. 1.  
rōgabasa tanu, kumanōratha malina manu, 
para-apabāda mithyā-bāda bānī ha'ī. 
sādhanakī aisī bidhi, sādhana binā na sidhi 
bigarī banāvai kṛpānidhikī kṛpā na'ī. 2.  
patita-pāvana, hita ārata-anāthanikō, 
nirādhārakō adhāra, dīnabandhu, da'ī. 
inhamēṁ na ēkau bhayō, būjhi na jūjhaîō na jayō, 
tāhitē tritāpa-tayō, luniyata ba'ī. 3.  
svām̐ga sūdhō sādhukō, kucāli kalitēṁ adhika, 
paralōka phīkī mati, lōka-raṅga-ra'ī. 
baṛē kusamāja rāja! ājulauṁ jō pāyē dina, 
mahārāja! kēhū bhām̐ti nāma-ōṭa la'ī. 4.  
rāma ! nāmakō pratāpa jāniyata nīkē āpa, 
mōkō gati dūsarī na bidhi nirama'ī. 
khījhibē lāyaka karataba kōṭi kōṭi kaṭu, 
rījhibē lāyaka tulasīkī nilaja'ī. 5.  
 
Verse no. 252—Oh Father (bāpa)! I have ruined myself and my fate, my future and 
my destiny, with my own hands by doing evil deeds (āpanē karata mērī ghanī 
ghaṭi ga'ī). [Therefore, I can’t blame anyone else.] 

I (invoke your gracious, merciful and forgiving nature to) plead before you, I 
beg of you most humbly, truthfully and honestly (bali), to correct and mend my 
ruined fate at least for once (sudhāriyē bāraka) (by neutralising the negative and bad 
effects of the deeds already done by me, and forgive me for my michief and 
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misdemeanours) though I am greedy and inconsitent in what I say (lālacī labārakī). 
Whosoever had been a beneficiary of your majesty’s grace and mercy in the past 
(rāvarī bhalā'ī), all of them without exception have had their future made secure and 
safe, all of them got redemption from their sins and evil deeds (sabahīkī bhalī 
bha'ī)1. 

[1To wit, I am very sure that if you show mercy to me, I too will enjoy the 
same spiritual rewards that others who were as sinful and evil as myself had got; I too 
will feel blessed and sing your glories with a fluent tongue. It may be that you have 
doubts about my integrity and sincerity when I make this humble and earnest request 
for redemption because you know that I am a liar and a selfish person. You may think 
that I show so much humility and submissiveness to you now because I am so sore 
terrified at the prospects of my doomed fate that I may go to any length to find relief 
from its sufferings and pains, even making false promises of correcting my evil ways 
and remaining obliged to my redeemer for as long as I live, and that I may not be so 
serious about my prayers to you because once my objective is achieved, i.e. once you 
eliminate all the negative consequences of my past evil deeds and make me free from 
their horrifying effects, I would sooner or later revert to my bad old ways. But oh kind 
Lord, it is not the case. I have had enough of it, and I now want turn a leaf for good in 
my life, sincerily become your servant, serve you and do your bidding for all times to 
come.  

I am not playing tricks with you by pretending to be sincere; I am sincere with 
my prayers for redemption! Hence oh Lord, be kind and show mercy to me. Showcase 
your virtue of benediction by protecting me and salvaging my desiny from complete 
ruin and doom.] (1). 
 
[Outlining his sufferings, Tulsidas says—] My body is diseased (rōgabasa tanu); the 
Mana (mind and heart) is getting tainted with dark thoughts, it is becoming corrupted 
and pervert with countless forms of desire, passion and lust (kumanōratha malina 
manu); and the faculty of speech has been totally ruined and lost its true worth by 
criticising and speaking ill of others as well as indulging in heresies, lies, falsehoods 
and perjury (para-apabāda mithyā-bāda bānī ha'ī).  
 These three units, i.e. the ‘body’, the ‘mana’ and the ‘speech’, are the three 
instruments or tools or means, known as ‘Saadhan’, by which a person can achieve his 
goal in life. It is a general rule-of-thumb that it is not possible to attain success in any 
endeavour without having necessary tools for it. In the spiritual field, these three units 
mentioned above are the vital tools by using which one is able to reach his goal. But 
say what would happen when these three instruments themselves are defective? 
(sādhanakī aisī bidhi, sādhana binā na sidhi)2. 

[2Here, the goal is spiritual welfare and redemption of the soul, to attain 
liberation and deliverance as well as to get peace, happiness and bliss. If the 
instruments themselves by which one can attain these objectives are defective, say 
how can a person attain success in reaching his goal?] 

So oh the merciful Lord (kṛpānidhi), in this precarious situation in which I 
find myself, my only hope lies in you. Your virtues of grace, kindness and mercy are 
so mystically empowered that my fractured destiny can be mended only by them. To 
wit, the only chance and hope for the betterment of my future is when you show your 
kindness, mercy and grace upon me (bigarī banāvai kṛpānidhikī kṛpā na'ī) (2). 
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[Now, Tulsidas outlines the wonderful glories of Lord Ram.] Oh Lord, you are the 
one who is a purifier and redeemer of the sinners, of those who are evil and vile 
(patita-pāvana). You are the universal benefactor and well-wisher of those who are 
distressed, miserable, sorrowful, destitute and desolate (hita ārata-anāthanikō). You 
are the support and solace for those who have no other means of support and help 
(nirādhārakō adhāra). You are a natural friend of those who are wretched, humble, 
lowly, downtrodden and miserable (dīnabandhu). And you are naturally, as a matter 
of habit and by your inherent temperament, most kind, merciful and gracious (da'ī). 
 But unfortunately oh Lord, I am not like any one of them  (that would qualify 
me to receive your attention) (inhamēṁ na ēkau bhayō)3.  

[3To wit, due to my ego, arrogance, haughtiness, and a misplaced sense of 
pride, I have never considered my self as being sinful, humble, sorrowful, destitute, 
helpless etc. to become eligible for receiving your kindness and mercy. Since I 
pretended to be a good and righteous person who has never sinned or felt sorrowful, I 
don’t think you will pay attention to me on this count because you would be too busy 
taking care of such people who qualify for receiving your attention as described 
herein above.]  
 Thus, while one the one hand I have lost a chance of being eligible to receive 
your support and help to overcome my real-time miseries and horrors, and on the 
other hand I never was wise and courageous enough to fight my own battle to conquer 
my enemies (such as Kaam, Krodha, Moha, Mada etc., standing for worldly passions, 
anger, delusions, attachments, arrogance and haughtiness etc. respectively). (būjhi na 
jūjhaîō na jayō) 
 This is the reason why I am suffering so horribly due to torments caused by 
the three legendary tormentors in life, viz. ‘Daihik, Daivik and Bhautika’ (tāhitē 
tritāpa-tayō). 
 Verily indeed and forsooth, I am reaping what I sowed (luniyata ba'ī)! [Why 
should I blame others for my miseries? My ego prevented me from surrendering 
before the Lord so that I could benefit from the Lord’s largesse and seek help from 
him to get rid of my enemies, and my impotence and ineptness had prevented me 
from facing my enemies myself and defeating them. So I am left high and dry, in a 
lurch to face an uncertain future.]  

[bThe three tormentors are the following:- Daihak—sufferings related to one’s 
body. Bhautik—sufferings related  to terrestrial creatures and objects of this 
surrounding world. Daivik—sufferings caused by opposing Gods, demi-Gods and 
stars.] (3). 
 
My appearances are like that of a humble, simple, pious and straight-forward person 
called a ‘Sadhu’ (svām̐ga sūdhō sādhukō), but I even surpass the maliciousness and 
pervert nature of Kaliyug when it comes to doing sinful deeds and acting 
unrighteously (kucāli kalitēṁ adhika). 
 My mind-and-intellect complex finds no interest and taste in any talk 
concering higher spiritual goals in life and other metaphysical subjects, such as 
attainment of self-realisation, enlightenment, liberation, deliverance, renunciation, 
detachment etc., and neither is it worried about its future and destiny after death 
(paralōka phīkī mati). But it seems ever so ready and eager to lend its ears to any 
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talk of the world and the charm of its material sense objects, to things that would 
gratify one’s sense organs (lōka-raṅga-ra'ī). [To wit, I get bored when I hear 
someone talking about spiritual matters, but get excited when I hear about worldly 
temptations pertaining to sense organs. Say, how can I expect my good and welfare?] 
 Oh Great Lord (mahārāja)! Unfortunately, I am born in a place in the realm 
of a wicked king (here meaning Kaliyug) where I find myself surrounded by a sinful 
society where perversity and corruption abound (baṛē kusamāja rāja).  

Whatever time I had unfortunately spent in the company of these wicked 
companions has already been spent, and it is history now (so I can’t do anything about 
it) (ājulauṁ jō pāyē dina).  

But at least somehow at this late stage I have managed to take the help and 
shelter of your glorious and divine name (kēhū bhām̐ti nāma-ōṭa la'ī)4.  

[4So, notwithstanding how I had spent my past time and life surrounded by a 
wicked society, at least now I have caught hold of the anchor of your divine name that 
has the reputation of purifying the impure and taking to the shore he who is drowning. 
That clearly means that even at this late hour, I have found the right remedy for all my 
spiritual ills and for the horrors they cause to me. Now oh Lord, you must understand 
the seriousness of this issue—and it is that if I sink in the sea of sorrows due to my 
own sins, the world would only blame you and laugh at you because I have now taken 
the shelter of a buoy of your holy name which should not let me drown in the ocean of 
miseries and sufferings. So your entire reputation would be ruined and you yourself 
would be subjected to scorn and ridicule all over the world if you don’t pay attention 
to me and let me suffer, be ware!] (4). 

 
Oh Lord Sri Ram (rāma)! You are surely fully aware of the potential powers and the 
astounding influence, of the immensity of the fame, renown and glory of your divine 
and holy name (nāmakō pratāpa jāniyata nīkē āpa). [Surely it is well known to 
you that countless many creatures have found their liberation and deliverance relying 
solely on the mystical liberating powers of your holy name.] 

As for me, the creator has not destined any other good in my fate except that I 
would take the shelter and refuge of your holy name (mōkō gati dūsarī na bidhi 
nirama'ī). [And I consider it the best boon that the creator could grant me in any 
case.] 

Oh Lord, my countless evil deeds and endless misdemeanours are indeed 
sufficient to displease and annoy you and make you tremendously bitter (khījhibē 
lāyaka karataba kōṭi kōṭi kaṭu), but howbeit it is my blatant stubbornness, my 
audacity and shamelessness with which I approach you pleading for mercy and grace 
(relying on the strength of your holy name and my unwavering faith in it, as well as 
my faith in you and in your merciful nature, my devotion and love for you ) that must 
be enough to greatly amuse you and make you feel mellowed at my pitiful condition 
(rījhibē lāyaka tulasīkī nilaja'ī)5.  

[5I hope you will show mercy and compassion on me though I am so mean and 
base that I have no hesitation in talking so bluntly and boldly with you, have the 
temerity to face you with all my blemishes and faults, and have the audacity to flaunt 
my vices as if they were my qualifications making me eligible for receiving your 
grace and kindness! How incogruously blatant it is of me! But oh Lord, it is not the 
way it looks, for I have the greatest of respect and devotion for you. I just told you 
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about my sins because I do not want to hide anything from you. At the same time, I 
ought to bring to your notice one good and meritorious thing that stands to my credit 
in the ledger of my life—and it is that I repeat your holy name. Is it not sufficient an 
act to nullify all my misdeeds and sins? So you must show mercy upon me on this 
single count. 

To wit, when you see my report card it is sure you retract in horror, and that is 
why you seem to be indifferent to my plight. But when I still persist and do not stop 
pleading with you, citing only one good thing that I can claim to be my merit—i.e. 
that I chant your holy name, then surely you must be feeling amused at my audacity 
of holding this banner in which I proclaim that I chant your name and therefore I have 
a right to claim redemption from you irrespective of the huge bundle of negativities 
that I carry on my shoulders. But Lord, this is the truth and the factual situation that 
you cannot deny: I do chant your holy name, and you are bound to take complete care 
of all those who even utter your name once.  

So this would make you smile at my cleverness and my ruse at finding such an 
easy way into the haloed portals of your heavenly realm where great souls who are 
wise, self-realised and enlightened live after having made so many streanous efforts to 
reach there.] (5). 
 
[Note—In this verse, Tulsidas highlights the glory and spiritual value of the holy 
name of Lord Ram. He emphasises the point that if one has taken refuge in the holy 
name of Lord Ram then no matter if he has no other thing to his credit for ensuring his 
spiritual welfare, this ‘name’ is sufficient by all means. Even Lord Ram would be 
virtually compelled to free a sinful person from the negative consequences of his sins 
and provide him liberation and deliverance if this person has taken shelter in the holy 
name of the Lord.]   

 
 

 
Lord Śrī Rāma is the most benevolent, munificent & gracious Lord 

 
¼253½ 

 
  jke! jkf[k;s lju] jkf[k vk;s lc fnuA 
fcfnr f=yksd frgq¡ dky u n;kyq nwtks] 
  vkjr&izur&iky dks gS izHkq fcu\AA1AA 
ykys ikys] iks"ks rks"ks vkylh&vHkkxh&v?kh] 
  ukFk! iS vukFkfulksa Hk;s u mfjuA 
Lokeh lejFk ,slks] gkSa frgkjks tSlks&rSlks 
   dky&pky gsfj gksfr fg;s ?kuh f?kuAA2AA 
[khf>&jhf>] fcg¡fl&vu[k] D;ksa gw¡ ,d ckj 
  ^rqylh rw esjks*] cfy] dfg;r fdu\ 
tkfga lwy fujewy] gksfga lq[k vuqdwy] 
  egkjkt  jke!  jkojh  lkSa  rsfg  fNuAA3AA 
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                                                    (253) 
 
rāma! rākhiyē sarana, rākhi āyē saba dina. 
bidita trilōka tihum̐ kāla na dayālu dūjō, 
ārata-pranata-pāla kō hai prabhu bina?. 1.  
lālē pālē, pōṣē tōṣē ālasī-abhāgī-aghī, 
nātha! pai anāthanisōṁ bhayē na urina. 
svāmī samaratha aisō, hauṁ tihārō jaisō-taisō 
kāla-cāla hēri hōti hiyē ghanī ghina. 2.  
khījhi-rījhi, biham̐si-anakha, kyōṁ hūm̐ ēka bāra 
‘tulasī tū mērō’, bali, kahiyata kina? 
jāhiṁ sūla niramūla, hōhiṁ sukha anukūla, 
mahārāja rāma! rāvarī sauṁ tēhi china. 3.  
 
Verse no. 253—Oh Lord Sri Ram (rāma)! Keep me as a refugee in your holy feet 
(rākhiyē sarana) because you have always been keeping in your shelter the ones like 
me every day (rākhi āyē saba dina).  

Indeed, everyone knows the fact that there is no one as benevolent and 
munificent like you in all the three worlds (subterranean, terrestrial and heavenly) and 
the three eras or periods time (past, present, future) (bidita trilōka tihum̐ kāla na 
dayālu dūjō). 

Oh Lord! Who else is like you when it comes to giving selfless protection and 
assurance of safety to those who are distressed and pitiable, and have come to 
surrender before your holy feet as your refugees (ārata-pranata-pāla kō hai prabhu 
bina)? (1). 
 
The lazy, indolent, slothful and lithargic, the unfortunate and hapless, the stupid, 
vagrant, sinful, evil, vile and unrighteous ones (ālasī-abhāgī-aghī)—all have been 
brought-up, fed, taken care of, sustained, and kept happy and delighted by none else 
but you (for who else would have bothered about such worthless creatures) (lālē pālē, 
pōṣē tōṣē). 

Oh Lord (nātha)! Inspite of being so exceedingly magnanimous and liberally 
benevolent towards these worthless fellows, you always remained indebted to them 
and never felt freed from your obligations to them (pai anāthanisōṁ bhayē na 
urina)1.  

[1To wit, such is your gracious nature that though you had done so much for 
them and even went out of your way to shower them with gifts that none of them ever 
deserved, you always felt that you could do more for them. They were a virtual 
burden upon your shoulder for they were good for nothing, but you felt obliged 
towards them because these creatures had indirectly honoured you by taking refuge 
with you and being accepted by you, for now they had proved without doubt to the 
world at large that you are the best, the most gracious and the most merciful Lord 
anywhere in this creation.]  

Its such a great thing to have a Lord who is as noble, able, worthy and 
honourable as you are indeed (svāmī samaratha aisō)!  

But oh Lord, though I feel that I am unworthy for you who are so great and 
majestic, but still I am one of yours no matter what sort of person I am, for I have no 
other Lord to whom I owe my allegiance or to whom I am obliged in any manner 
whatsoever except you (hauṁ tihārō jaisō-taisō)2.  
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[2To wit, I adore and worship and pay my obeisance to only one Lord, and it is 
Lord Ram. Though my sins and misdeeds are so enormous that on the face of it I am 
unworthy to be called a servant, a follower or a devotee of Lord Ram, but nonetheless 
it cannot be denied that I have no other patron Lord except Lord Ram. And Lord, I am 
proud of claiming you as my only Lord God.]       

Seeing the cunning manners and crooked deeds of Kaliyug, my heart is 
revolting and overcome with fear (for I am scared that this wicked fellow would do 
some mischief to divert my mind away from you and your holy feet, and get it hooked 
to the nasty temptations of this gross material world instead) (kāla-cāla hēri hōti 
hiyē ghanī ghina) (2). 
 
I earnestly and beseechingly submit before you and invoke your gracious and merciful 
nature to request you (bali) that no harm would come to you if you would assuage my 
feeling of helplessness and help me to overcome my consternation and fears (as 
outlined herein above in this verse) by saying at least for once—“Tulsidas, you are 
mine”! So, why don’t you say it for once atleast (kyōṁ hūm̐ ēka bāra ‘tulasī tū 
mērō’, kahiyata kina)3. 
 If you say these comforting words to me in any manner whatsoever, even 
grudgingly and angrily (just to get rid of me and my nagging at you) or gladly and 
willingly (as a sign that you are pleased with me) (khījhi-rījhi), with a cheerful smile 
on your face or with a scowl implying reluctance (biham̐si-anakha)—verily and 
truly indeed and without gainsay, oh my Great Lord Ram (mahārāja rāma), then it is 
certain that right at that fortunate and auspicious moment (rāvarī sauṁ tēhi china) 
all my miseries and misfortunes would be eliminated from their roots (jāhiṁ sūla 
niramūla), and instead, all joys and happiness would be mine even without my asking 
for them (hōhiṁ sukha anukūla). 
 [1A similar idea is expressed earlier in verse no. 250, stanza no. 4 of this Book 
‘Vinai Patrika’.] (3). 
  
 

 
Lord Śrī Rāma’s Holy Name 

 
¼254½ 

   
                   jke! jkojks uke esjks ekrq&firq gSA 
lqtu&lusgh]  xq#&lkfgc]  l[kk&lqân] 
  jke&uke izse&iu vfcpy fcrq gSAA1AA 
lrdksfV  pfjr  vikj  nf/kfuf/k  efFk 
  fy;ks  dkf<+  ckenso  uke&?k`rq  gSA 
ukedks Hkjkslks&cy pkfjgw Qydks Qy] 
  lqfefj;s  NkfM+  Ny]  Hkyks  d`rq  gSAA2AA 
LokjFk&lk/kd]  ijekjFk&nk;d  uke] 
  jke&uke lkfj[kks u vkSj fgrq gSA 
rqylh lqHkko dgh] lk¡fp;s ijSxh lgh] 
  lhrkukFk&uke fur fprgw dks fprq gSAA3AA 
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                                                  (254) 
 
rāma! rāvarō nāma mērō mātu-pitu hai. 
sujana-sanēhī, guru-sāhiba, sakhā-suhṛda, 
rāma-nāma prēma-pana abicala bitu hai. 1.  
satakōṭi carita apāra dadhinidhi mathi 
liyō kāḍhi bāmadēva nāma-ghṛtu hai. 
nāmakō bharōsō-bala cārihū phalakō phala, 
sumiriyē chāḍi chala, bhalō kṛtu hai. 2.  
svāratha-sādhaka, paramāratha-dāyaka nāma, 
rāma-nāma sārikhō na aura hitu hai. 
tulasī subhāva kahī, sām̐ciyē paraigī sahī, 
sītānātha-nāma nita citahū kō citu hai. 3.  
 
Verse no. 254—Oh Lord Sri Ram! (rāma!) Your Majesty’s (rāvarō) holy name is my 
only parent (father and mother—nāma mērō mātu-pitu hai), my only kith, kin and 
other dear relations (sujana-sanēhī), my only revered teacher (Guru—guru), my 
master and lord (sāhiba), my friend and companion (sakhā), and my selfless well-
wisher and benefactor (suhṛda).  

I say in all sooth and without any gainsay that the eternal and abiding 
affection, love and devotion that I have in your holy name, and to which I am whole-
heartedly committed (rāma-nāma prēma-pana), is my only lasting wealth and 
sustainable treasure (abicala bitu hai) (that cannot be robbed from me!) (1). 
 
The fact is that Lord Shiva had churned the curd-like ocean of measureless 
dimensions consisting of 100 Crores (i.e. hundreds of thousands) of your (Sri Ram's) 
divine stories that describe your countless virtuous acts, your excellent fame and 
glories (satakōṭi carita apāra dadhinidhi mathi), and as a fruit of this churning he 
had extracted clarified butter in the form of ‘Ram's Holy Name’ (liyō kāḍhi 
bāmadēva nāma-ghṛtu hai)1.  

The strength and support (both mental and emotional; both temporal and 
spiritual) that Lord Ram’s holy name gives to a creature are astounding, and the 
Lord’s holy name is exceedingly powerful and robust in every respect (nāmakō 
bharōsō-bala).  

To wit, relying on Lord Ram’s holy name and deriving support and strength 
from it is the best spiritual effort a creature can make, for it is the best thing to rely 
upon for one’s own good. Verily, it is like a single best fruit that is borne on a tree 
consisting of the other four noble rewards that one usually gets by being righteous and 
doing meritorious deeds in life (cārihū phalakō phala)2.  

Therefore, one should constantly remember it (Sri Ram's holy name) with 
honesty and dedication after discarding all types of deceit, crookedness, pretensions, 
cunning, trickery and deception (sumiriyē chāḍi chala)3. [This is because the Lord 
does not like trickery and crookedness in his devotee’s heart. If the devotee is not 
sincere and then he pretends to chant the holy name of Lord Ram, no benefit would 
accrue to him, and when he suffers inspite of saying the Lord’s holy name he would 
blame the Lord instead of acknowledging his own fault.]  

This is the best spiritual effort or exercise that a person can undertake (bhalō 
kṛtu hai) for his own welfare. 
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[1There are countless instances in the epic Book known as “Ram Charit 
Manas” written by Goswami Tulsidas where the importance and glory of Lord Ram’s 
holy name and his divine story are highlighted. Some of these instances are the 
following:-- (a) Baal Kand, (i) Chaupai line no. 1 that precedes Doha no. 19—to 
Chaupai line nos. 1 that precedes Doha no. 28; (ii) Chaupai line nos. 1-14 that precede 
Doha no. 32; (iii) Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 46; (b) Uttar Kand, (iv) 
Doha no. 124 ka;  (v) Doha no. 126; (vi) Chaupai line nos. 1-6 that precede Doha no. 
129. 

2The four traditional great rewards for being righteous and doing meritorious  
deeds in life are the following—(a) ‘Artha’ (prosperity and material well-being), 
‘Dharma’ (acquisition of fame for being the virtues of righteousness, probity, 
propriety, noble conduct etc.), ‘Kaam’ (fulfilment of all desires), and ‘Moksha’ 
(emancipation, salvation and one-ness with the supreme Lord). 

3Refer: Ram Charit Manas, Sundar Kand, Chaupai line nos. 4-5 that precede 
Doha no. 44.] (2). 
 
[In Gita, Lord Krishna had declared that consistency and perseverance with 
remembering and constant chanting of the Lord's holy name is yet another form of 
manifestation of the Lord himself—Gita 10/25.] 
 
Oh Lord, your name can help achieve all worldly desires (“svāratha-sādhaka”; i.e. 
help serve self-interest related to existence in this gross material world) as well as 
bestow emancipation and salvation (paramāratha-dāyaka). [To wit, the Lord’s holy 
name takes care of both the temporal and the spiritual welfare of the creature.] 

Forsooth and without gainsay indeed, there is nothing more beneficial, more 
considerate, more favourably inclined and more gracious towards a creature and his 
well-being than Lord Sri Ram's holy name (rāma-nāma sārikhō na aura hitu hai).  

Tulsidas makes this truthful statement about Lord Ram’s nature and 
temperament (tulasī subhāva kahī) after verifying its authenticity, and establishing 
its veracity and effectiveness based on his own experience (sām̐ciyē paraigī sahī). 
[To wit, he makes this assertion boldly, authoritatively, honestly and truthfully (as a 
matter of fact, without any deceit, pretension and deception, or any kind of vested 
interest in saying so, as it his personal experience and he can vouch for its authenticity 
and truth.]  

 The holy name of Sita's Lord Sri Ram (sītānātha-nāma) should be the real 
focus of concentration of one’s mind and sub-conscious (nita citahū kō citu hai)4. 

[4When the mind and the sub-conscious are under the proper and wise control 
of the driver in the form of Sri Ram's holy name, there will be no chance of their 
going astray and move about like an aimless vagrant—colliding with so many bitter 
feelings and sorrowful experiences, and ending weary with frustration, 
disillusionment, disgust and agitation. Sri Ram's holy name, at the driver's seat, will 
judiciously, expertly and efficiently manoeuvre the vehicle towards its destination—
and it is to give peace, tranquility, supreme bliss, contentedness, equanimity, 
equitability, uniformity, stability, forebearance etc. to the creature.] (3). 

 
 

Lord Śrī Rāma’s Holy Name 
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¼255½ 
 

  jke!  jkojks  uke  lk/kq&lqjr#  gSA 
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ukelksa fuckg usgq] nhudks n;kyq! nsgq] 
  nklrqylhdks]  cfy(  cM+ks  c#  gSAA4AA 

 
 
                                                   (255) 
 
rāma! rāvarō nāma sādhu-surataru hai. 
sumirē tribidha ghāma harata, pūrata kāma, 
sakala sukṛta sarasijakō saru hai. 1.  
lābhahūkō lābha, sukhahukō sukha, sarabasa, 
patita-pāvana, ḍarahūkō ḍaru hai. 
nīcēhūkō ūm̐cēhūkō, raṅkahūkō rāvahūkō 
sulabha, sukhada āpanō-sō gharu hai. 2.  
vēda hū, purāna hū, purāri hū pukāri kahyō, 
nāma-prēma cāriphalahūkō pharu hai. 
aisē rāma-nāma sōṁ na prīti, na pratīti mana, 
mērē jāna, jānibō sō'ī nara kharu hai. 3.  
nāma-sō na mātu-pitu, mīta-hita, bandhu-guru, 
sāhiba, sudhī, susīla, sudhākaru hai. 
nāmasōṁ nibāha nēhu, dīnakō dayālu! dēhu, 
dāsatulasīkō, bali; baṛō baru hai. 4.  
 
Verse no. 255—Oh Lord Sri Ram (rāma)! For Sadhus (i.e. those who have a pious 
and pure heart) your majesty’s holy name is akin to a Kalpa Tree (rāvarō nāma 
sādhu-surataru hai) because as soon as it is remembered all the three types of 
legendary tormentors1 that burn and horrify a person in this world are removed 
(sumirē tribidha ghāma harata). 

Not only that, it is able to fulfil all the wishes of the person who remembers 
this holy name and makes him fully contented (pūrata kāma).  

Indeed, the Lord’s holy name is like a pond that is full of lotus flowers 
representing all the excellent qualities and virtues that are meritorious, righteousness, 
good and noble (sakala sukṛta sarasijakō saru hai).  
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 [1The three legendary tormentors are the following: Daihik—sufferings of the 
body; Bhautik—suffering related to worldly objects; and Daivik—suffering caused by 
angry Gods and stars. Refer also to verse no. 251, stanza no. 1 herein above in this 
Book.] (1). 
  
The Lord’s holy and divine name is like a personified form of all the great benefits 
and gains and auspicious rewards that one can expect to get (in life by doing 
meritorious deeds and being righteous) (lābhahūkō lābha).  

Likewise, it is the essence of happiness and comfort as it provides extreme 
solace and succour to the tormented soul (sukhahukō sukha).  

In brief, it is one single source that grants everything that one would expect in 
this world (sarabasa)2.  

[2To wit, for saintly persons and those who are enlightened, there is nothing 
bigger and more important than Lord Ram’s holy name as it gives them whatever they 
desire. The saints and devotees of the Lord have no greater benefit, no greater source 
of comfort, no solace or succour and no wealth that is more important and valuable 
than Lord Sri Ram's holy name.]  

It is the purifier of those who are impure (such as sinners and unrighteous 
persons—“patita-pāvana”); it instills fear in the heart of the Fear itself (ḍarahūkō 
ḍaru hai)3.  

[3To wit, Lord Ram’s holy name is so potent and powerful that it not only 
decimates the sins of the sinners but also frees them from the horrifying consequences 
of their sins.] 

It is easily accessible by all and meant for all—whether they be high or low in 
stature in this world, whether they are kings or paupers. Everyone can chant Lord Sri 
Ram's name and benefit from its holy vibrations (nīcēhūkō ūm̐cēhūkō, raṅkahūkō 
rāvahūkō sulabha)4. 

[4This statement has a special relevance in the context of prevalent practice of 
disallowing some people from entering into temples or chanting Mantras and the holy 
name of the Lord, and even from reading the scriptures. Since every soul that resides 
inside the body of a living being is the same and a fraction of the Supreme Soul that is 
universal by nature, such practices are unjustified, below human dignity, abhorable 
and illogical. No one has the right to shut the door of God on anyone's face. Hence, 
Tulsidas alludes to this practice without directly denouncing it when he says that even 
the biggest of sinners, out-castes, lowly and even those who are castracised by the 
society have access to the Lord and his holy name, that Lord lives in their heart, and 
he purifies them. Three cheers for Tulsidas, to say so!] 

It provides happiness and comfort to all and is as cosy and comfortable as 
one's own little home (sukhada āpanō-sō gharu hai)5.  

[5A person finds immense joy, happiness, freedom, satisfaction and security in 
his own home, whereas when he stays with others, he feels discomfort and unease. 
That little space which one calls one’s home provides the same freedom of spirit that 
one finds in the lap of the Lord—because the Lord is the most loving parent of all 
living beings.] (2). 

 
The Vedas, the Purans and Lord Shiva have loudly and repeatedly proclaimed that 
having love, affection and endearment for Lord Sri Ram's holy name is the actual 
reward that one gets when one accesses the so-called four fruits6 of one’s meritorious 
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deeds in life (vēda hū, purāna hū, purāri hū pukāri kahyō, nāma-prēma 
cāriphalahūkō pharu hai).  
 [6The four fruits of noble deeds are said to be the following:  Artha—meaning 
financial well-being;  Dharma—meaning acclaim for being noble and righteous; 
Kaam—meaning fulfilment of all desires; and Moksha—meaning attaining salvation 
and emancipation.] 

If a person does not have in his heart, love, affection, faith and belief in such a 
glorious name of Lord Sri Ram (aisē rāma-nāma sōṁ na prīti, na pratīti mana), 
then in my (Tulsidas') view, he should be regarded as nothing better than a donkey 
(mērē jāna, jānibō sō'ī nara kharu hai). [He shall become a beast of burden, 
carrying the burden of miseries and torments for all times to come, without any sight 
of redemption. He shall suffer interminably due to his own foolishness, delusions and 
arrogance.] (3). 
  
One’s father and mother, friend and well-wisher, brother and teacher, master and 
lord—none of them can compare themselves with Lord Sri Ram's holy name (nāma-
sō na mātu-pitu, mīta-hita, bandhu-guru).  

It is like a wise Lord who is extremely courteous and polite, and it is like the 
soothing balm of the rays of the moon (sāhiba, sudhī, susīla, sudhākaru hai)7.  

[7To wit, as soon as it is remembered, it accepts the caller, eliminates his 
torments of all kinds, dispels all his fears just like a caring Lord and Master would do 
for his servant or dependant, and it soothes the agitated person’s nerves just like the 
rays of the moon does. Further, the name of Lord Ram is better than the two 
benefactors cited here, i.e. one’s benevolent Lord and the soothing Moon, because the 
solace and succour that the name provides is permanent, of a high quality, and eternal 
in nature. It gives spiritual bliss, beatitude and felicity that neither the Moon nor the 
worldly Lord can ever give.]  

Oh merciful and kind Lord, have mercy on me (dīnakō dayālu)! I most 
humbly submit before you and request you to grant me a boon by which I would be 
able to have steady and everlasting love, faith and devotion in your holy name 
(nāmasōṁ nibāha nēhu dēhu).  

Verily indeed, this humble Tulsidas asserts that Lord Ram’s holy name is his 
greatest of strength and asset that sustains him (dāsatulasīkō, bali; baṛō baru hai) 
(4). 

 
 
 

What more can I say? 
 

¼256½ 
 

  dgs fcuq jáks u ijr] dgs jke! jl u jgrA 
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  ldy  cM+kbZ  lc  dgk¡  rs  ygr\ 
ukFkdh efgek lqfu] leqf> vkiuh vksj] 
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  gsfj  gkfj  dS  ggfj  ân;  ngrAA2AA 
l[kk u] lqlsod u] lqfr; u] izHkq vki] 
  ek;&cki rqgh lk¡pks rqylh dgrA 
esjh rkS Fkksjh gS] lq/kjSxh fcxfj;kS] cfy] 
  jke!  jkojh  lkSa]  jgh  jkojh  pgrAA3AA 

 
 
                                                    (256) 
 
kahē binu rahyō na parata, kahē rāma! rasa na rahata. 
tumasē susāhibakī ōṭa jana khōṭō-kharō 
kālakī, karamakī kusām̐sati sahata. 1.  
karata bicāra sāra paiyata na kahūm̐ kachu, 
sakala baṛā'ī saba kahām̐ tē lahata? 
nāthakī mahimā suni, samujhi āpanī ōra, 
hēri hāri kai hahari hṛdaya dahata. 2.  
sakhā na, susēvaka na, sutiya na, prabhu āpa, 
māya-bāpa tuhī sām̐cō tulasī kahata. 
mērī tau thōrī hai, sudharaigī bigariyau, bali, 
rāma! rāvarī sauṁ, rahī rāvarī cahata. 3.  
 
Verse no. 256—Oh Lord Sri Ram! I am finding it difficult to keep mum, and speaking 
aloud before the Lord will neither look good nor serve any purpose (kahē binu rahyō 
na parata, kahē rāma! rasa na rahata)1.  
 [1Refer also to verse no. 262 in this context.] 

(Why? Because if I speak aloud it would seem I am complaining against you, 
undermining your greatness and majesty, and attempting to tarnish your image and 
reputation. But the fact is this—) 

The thing is, inspite of having found protection of and shelter under a most 
able, most proficient, almighty, omnipotent and supremely adept Lord like you, this 
servant of yours—whether he is good or bad, whether he is meritorious or not 
(tumasē susāhibakī ōṭa jana khōṭō-kharō)—is still suffering immensely from 
intolerable agonies, miseries and sorrows that are inflicted upon me by the present 
wicked time known as ‘Kaal’, by my own wicked deeds, and by the wicked company 
that I am forced to keep (kālakī, karamakī kusām̐sati sahata)2.  

[2To wit, it is said that if a person surrenders before Lord Ram and takes 
rufuge in his holy feet, repeats the Lord’s holy name and seeks only the Lord’s grace, 
then certainly and surely all his worries, sorrows, fears and consternations are 
immediately dispelled. But I am sorry to say that in my case I find nothing of the sort 
actually happening. I continue to suffer and be miserable inspite of my surrendering 
before you, taking refuge in your holy feet, repeating your holy name, and seeking 
help from no one else but you. I wonder what has gone wrong.] (1). 
 
[When I think of the precedents of Valmiki, Nishad, Jatau, Sabari, Ajamil, etc.2, I feel 
dismayed and remorseful. Why? Here’s the answer—] When I ponder over my own 
fate and compare it with that of others who were as wretched, sinful, evil, lowly and 
bereft of all spiritual merit as me, or even far worse than me, so much so that none of 
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them were worthy of being granted any sort of reward or honour, I can’t find an 
answer for my continued sufferings and why I am not being relieved.  The more I 
think, the more I become perplexed. (karata bicāra sāra paiyata na kahūm ̐ 
kachu).  

I begin to wonder at the mystery as to how and why and from where had these 
souls been able to find such high honour, respect, dignity and an exalted stature in 
life, as well as of getting the reward of liberation and deliverance from the miseries 
and horrors of transmigration and life in this mortal world without, making any effort 
for it (sakala baṛā'ī saba kahām̐ tē lahata)3.  
 [3I have read and heard that they got this great fortune because all of them 
were accepted and blessed by you, oh Lord Ram. I have also read and heard that you 
regarded it as your duty to redeem their souls and provide them your protection and 
refuge because they were all suffering and were miserable due to their ill-fate and 
sinfulness, and you have a reputation of giving solace and succour to all those who are 
in a dire strait and have come to seek refuge and shelter with you. ] 

What aggravates my confoundedness and perplexity is the fact that when I 
hear of this majestic reputation of yours and the way you had been kind, gracious and 
merciful towards other like me in the past, and compare it with my personal case and 
how I am suffering interminably, I feel utterly confused and bewildered because I 
can’t find an answer to the question ‘why I am being neglected by you’. The two 
situations, i.e. the way I am being neglected by you and left to suffer, and the way you 
had granted your mercy to others like me and liberated all of them from their 
sufferings, don’t add up together, they simply don’t tally and seem contrary to each 
other (nāthakī mahimā suni, samujhi āpanī ōra).  

So therefore, when I can’t find any plausible answers for my predicament and 
sufferings inspite of my best of efforts and after having submitted myself before a 
Lord of Sri Ram’s fame and glory, I feel extremely exsasperated and dejected; I feel 
very dismayed, distraught, remorseful and regretful at my fate; I lose all hope. This 
causes immense heart-burn to me (hēri hāri kai hahari hṛdaya dahata)4.  

[4When I become overwhelmed with sorrows and feel hurt that I am being 
discriminated against by you, that you are indifferent to my plight and neglecting me, 
that though I am totally devoted to you and had been faithfully repeating your name 
yet I am being subjected to such indifference and lack of interest at your hands, I do 
certainly feel annoyed and angry. And Lord, when a man is emotionally upset and 
baffled beyond measure, his heart weeps, he loses control over his mind and thought, 
and this is the reason why I appear to be accusing you of negligence in my case. But 
oh Lord, really it is not my intention at all. I love you like no one ever did. It’s like the 
case of a child throwing tantrums before his father when it feels neglected!  

There are countless verses in this Book ‘Vinai Patrika’ where it is narrated that 
Lord Ram had provided redemption to even the most sinful, lowly and fallen 
creatures. Some of these references as examples are the following: verse nos. 152, 
160, 164, 166, 191, 193, 215, 241 which all convey more or less the same idea. 

Please see a note appended at the end of this verse which throws more light on 
the idea and the philosophy expressed here.] (2). 
 
[Though I don't want to annoy you with my constant nagging, but who else can I 
speak to and unburden the burden of my heart, because—] I have no friend, no trust-
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worthy servant, nor a chaste wife or any Lord or Master to whom I can disclose the 
agony of my heart (sakhā na, susēvaka na, sutiya na, prabhu āpa). For in all 
sooth and without gainsay, oh Lord, Tulsidas is speaking the truth that you are my 
only kith and kin, that you are my only parent (māya-bāpa tuhī sām̐cō tulasī 
kahata).  

My individual case is of a minor importance and of little consequence, and it 
can be handled very easily by you. Be sure Lord that I am not too worried about 
whether my destiny would be made good or it would be ruined (mērī tau thōrī hai)5. 
 [5To wit, though I am sinful and evil, but given the sort of people who have 
benefited from your merciful nature, my case is but only miniscule as compared to 
them for I am sure that all my sins added up together won’t match those of others 
whom you had blessed in the past. So I am not too worried about myself, and you 
would not have to exert yourself unduly trying to neutralise the consequences of my 
sins.]  

But there are more serious issues at stake. I submit most humbly and honestly 
before your majesty that I am more worried about your own glorious reputation, about 
the sancity and validity of your own vows and words. I want to make sure that you are 
able to uphold and stand true to your own words, that your majestic glory and 
immaculate reputation are not adversely affected due to me, and that I may not 
become a cause for any concern for you (sudharaigī bigariyau, bali, rāma! rāvarī 
sauṁ, rahī rāvarī cahata)6. 

[6To wit, oh Lord, you have repeatedly affirmed that if one comes to take 
shelter with you, then no matter how grievous are his misdeeds and sins, you would 
redeem his soul and provide him with your protection nevertheless; that all such 
persons would be eligible for receiving the boon of liberation and deliverance as well 
as enjoyment of the fruits of happiness and peace at your hands.  

So if anything wrong happens to me, if I continue to suffer and tormented by 
my sins, then your reputation, your good fame and your holy name would be tarnished 
forever. Your renowned practice of being benevolent, munificent, beneficent, 
benignant and magnanimous towards the lowly, the downtrodden, the humble and 
poverty-sticken might get dented if the word spreads in this world that you have 
neglected a person by the name of Tulsidas. 

Hence, oh Lord, I want to caution you, that it would be in your own interest to 
take good care of me, for otherwise you would be the greater sufferer in the long run!   

It is indeed fascinating to note that Tulsidas has no fears whatever when he 
virtually puts the Lord on notice, and when he politely and lovingly admonishes the 
Lord for taking so much time for redeeming him. This is because Tulsidas is very 
confident of himself, of the steadfastness and truthfulness of his love, devotion and 
commitment towards his beloved Lord Ram on the one hand, and of the Lord’s own 
love for his devotees on the other hand that he knows that the Lord would never ever 
get angry with him and would never take umbrage at his emotional outbursts.  

What a remarkably high level of devotion, conviction and faith do we indeed 
find in Tulsidas! He is sure that his Lord will never, ever, wreak vengeance upon him 
for openly accusing the Lord of bias against him; he is confident that the Lord cannot 
become wrathful and malicious on him for his audacity and temerity to speak so 
blatantly in front of him.  
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Frankly, can anyone of us gather so much courage to threaten our Lords 
without the fear of reprisal? See also verse no. 241, stanza no. 5 of this Book ‘Vinai 
Patrika’ where Tulsidas has expressed a similar idea as done in this current verse.] (3). 

 
[Note—This verse is remarkable in the sense that it gives the impression that Lord 
Ram is actually neglecting his ardent devotee Tulsidas. The reality is that it is wrong 
to deduce this. Lord Ram is exceptionally magnanimous, benevolent, gracious, kind, 
merciful and compassionate, and so to think that he is treating Tulsidas roughly is 
absolutely out of the question.  
 Actually, Tulsidas has send us a strong but subtle spiritual message that is in a 
veiled form through this and other such verses of Vinai Patrika where apparently it 
seems that he is showing his dismay and sorrow that Lord Ram is neglecting him and 
not paying heed to his prayers for redemption. He wishes to tell us that we must be 
patient and persistent in our spiritual endeavours and not lose hope in any way 
whatsoever in a situation where we perceive, though erroneously, that our prayers are 
not being answered or even heard by the Lord God. The Lord has indeed and for sure 
heard us, but then there are two things that give the impression that we are being 
overlooked by him:  

First, the Lord God wishes to see our sincerity and steadfastness, he wishes to 
judge us whether or not we will continue to have devotion for him, continue to respect 
and love him, continue in our desire to mend our bad and evil ways and become good 
and righteous, or are we just praying to him as a short-term goal to get over the 
horrors and sufferings that bare their teeth us at, and as soon as the Lord does grant us 
freedom to us from our current fears and sufferings, we would go back to our bad old 
ways and plunge head-on in sins and vices as was our wont till we were forced to seek 
protection from the Lord.    

Second, the Lord has to take into account the magnitude of our past sins and 
misdeeds and the quantum of punishment that accrue to us due to these. His seeming 
delay in granting us relief is a means to let us have a sample of the bitter punishment 
that we deserve for all our evils and vices, and to warn us not to repeat them, for if the 
Lord decides to withdraw his protective umbrella because we are habitual offenders 
then we would be roasted in the hellish fire of sufferings and torments once again. 
And this second time there would be no relief forthcoming.  

The relationship between Lord Ram and Tulsidas is like that between a doting 
father and his beloved infant child who has no one else to take care of him. The father 
remains busy in handling the existential affairs in the world, he has his hands full and 
lots of things to do, but definitely he keeps a watch on his infant child from the 
corners of his eyes, to make sure that he is alright. The child on the other hand wants 
this and that, his mind is fidgety and child-like, sometimes he feels hungry and other 
times he wants that toy, suddenly he breaks the toy and cries for a new one, now he 
runs before a butterfly and after some time his attention is caught by the musician on 
the street, and so on. The father keeps on going routinely with his daily grind, and 
only when he thinks proper and fit would he answer to the constant nagging of the 
child. But does that mean that the father neglects his beloved child? Does it mean the 
father would forget the time when the child needs feeding? Would the father turn 
away if the child hurts himself and blood oozes out of his wound? Or, would the 
father allow the child to come in the harm’s way if he tries to run onto a street that is 
full of vehicles that may crush him?  
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Oh no, absolutely not! In these cases the father would throw away whatever he 
was doing and immediately lunge forward to lift the child in his arms and embrace 
him; the father may even slap the child angrily for doing so much mischief. But 
doesn’t this mean that the attention of the father was always and consistently fixed on 
the child’s welfare and well-being, that the father loves the child more than anything 
in this world, that the father’s attention was only superficially directed to the external 
affairs of the world and his duties towards it, but internally he was extremely worried 
and concerned about his only child? The fact is that the father was not being 
indifferent towards or neglecting the child any whit. 

The same situation applies here—between Lord Ram and Tulsidas, and from a 
broader perspective between the Lord and all of us, all of his devotees! What is 
needed is steadiness of faith, devotion, commitment, sincerity and truthfulness. And 
besides these, persistence and patience are also needes. Just like case where a chronic 
disease cannot be cured overnight by the best of doctors giving the best of medicines, 
for the disease would take its own time to free the sick person who is suffering from 
its horrors, spiritual maladies too take time to be remedied. 

So with this understanding, let us have another way of reading Tulsidas’ mind 
as expressed in this verse as follows: “When I ponder over thoughtfully, nowhere can 
I find the solution to the mystery as to how come the wretched, sinful and evil ones 
such as Valmiki, Nishad, Jatau, Sabari, Ajamil etc. had found honour, an exalted 
stature and reverence when they weren’t worthy of it? Then I am told that it was due 
to your grace and mercy upon them that made them so fortunate. So, when I hear and 
ponder over this great reputation of yours and about your merciful and gracious 
nature, and then look at the present state of my affairs, I lose hope and courage, and 
the heart burns due to distress and uncertainity. This is because I can’t find an answer 
to the vexed question as to why the same merciful Lord who had been so welcoming 
and warm to others is neglecting me. Am I so supremely sinful and vile that I am 
beyond redemption, and hence the Lord turns away his sight from me? Alas! Now, 
what will happen to me?  

I have heard that you have accepted hordes of lowly and sinful ones, and made 
them pure, worthy of respect and salvation. Being of such benevolent and graceful 
character, I wonder what has gone wrong in my case. This obviously causes heart-
burn and frustration to me, and I start babbling incoherently as if hallucinating. 

Anyone in my situation would be heart-broken and dejected, and this is the 
reason why I feel so agitated and incoherent in my utterances and thoughts that I seem 
to cast aspersions on your majesty’s dignity and reputation when I say that you are 
being biased against me, that you are neglecting me, that you don’t fulfil your own 
declaration that you will not let anyone who comes to you with some hope to go back 
empty-handed, and so on and so forth. So please Lord, forgive me. 

I shudder at the very thought that you are indifferent to me and my welfare. I 
wince at this gloomy thought which I am certain are only like the ghosts and 
phantoms seen in the dark, for I am sure there is no pith and substance in my worries 
and fears. I know that you are exemplarily merciful and kind, and it is only my 
suffering that has made me so edgy and gloomy. Indeed, I am so sorry to even let the 
thought of Lord Ram not caring me enter my mind; woe to me for this evil thought. 
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How come that on the one hand I call myself your devotee, and then keep on 
worrying about my fate, thinking erroneously that it is doomed! It can’t be that.  

Perhaps my sufferings have made me so restless that I wish to break the queue 
and go straight to you over the head of others. I do not have the patience to wait for 
my chance. Why don’t I understand that once I have come to stand before you, I can’t 
go empty-handed no matter how tremendous my sins are and how busy you may be. 
So oh merciful Lord, please forgive and condone me.”]  

 
  
 

             The glory of Lord Śrī Rāma, the Friend of the Downtrodden 
 

¼257½ 
 

  nhucUkq! nwfj fd;s nhudks u nwljh ljuA 
vkidks Hkys gSa lc] vkius dks dksÅ dgw¡] 
  lcdks  Hkyks  gS  jke!  jkojks pjuAA1AA 
ikgu] ilq] irax] dksy] Hkhy] fuflpj 
  dk¡p  rs  d`ikfu/kku  fd;s  lqcjuA 
naMd&iqgqfe  ik;  ijfl  iquhr  HkbZ] 
  mdBs  fcVi  ykxs  Qwyu&QjuAA2AA 
ifrr&ikou uke cke gw nkfguks] nso! 
  nquh   u   nqlg&nq[k&nw"ku&njuA 
lhyfla/kq! rkslksa Å¡ph&uhfp;kS dgr lksHkk] 
   rkslks  rqgh  rqylhdks  vkjfr&gjuAA3AA 

 
 
                                                    (257) 
 
dīnabandhu! dūri kiyē dīnakō na dūsarī sarana. 
āpakō bhalē haiṁ saba, āpanē kō kō'ū kahūm̐, 
sabakō bhalō hai rāma! rāvarō carana. 1.  
pāhana, pasu, pataṅga, kōla, bhīla, nisicara 
kām̐ca tē kṛpānidhāna kiyē subarana. 
daṇḍaka-puhumi pāya parasi punīta bha'ī, 
ukaṭhē biṭapa lāgē phūlana-pharana. 2.  
patita-pāvana nāma bāma hū dāhinō, dēva! 
dunī na dusaha-dukha-dūṣana-darana. 
sīlasindhu! tōsōṁ ūm̐cī-nīciyau kahata sōbhā, 
tōsō tuhī tulasīkō ārati-harana. 3.  
 
Verse no. 257—Oh the Friend of those who are distressed, wretched, lowly, 
downtrodden, humble, distressed and poor (dīnabandhu)! If you (are so stern that 
you would decide to) remove (or send away) this humble wretch of a person like me 
from the shelter that he has taken in your holy feet, then I would not find refuge 
anywhere else again (dūri kiyē dīnakō na dūsarī sarana), because almost every 
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master or lord in this world is concerned about his own self-interest and services done 
to him first and foremost (āpakō bhalē haiṁ saba), but those who can be selflessly 
benevolent, benignant and beneficent towards others, such as their humble servants 
(followers, subordinates, dependants) are very rare to be found (āpanē kō kō'ū 
kahūm̐ ).  
 Oh Lord Sri Ram (rāma)! I say truthfully that your majesty’s holy feet 
(rāvarō carana) are the only ones that do good to all, that think of the welfare and 
well-being of all, irrespective of who they are and what their worth is (sabakō bhalō 
hai)1.  

[1To wit, Lord Ram gives refuge to one and all who have come to seek shelter 
with him—for in all sooth and without gainsay, the Lord is greatest benefactor for all 
refuge-seekers in this world. No one is turned away from his door.  

There is not a single master or lord who would spare much thought for those 
who are of no use to them. But oh merciful Lord Ram, it is only you who is famed for 
being a selfless Lord who showers his grace upon even those unfortunate persons who 
are worthless as far as being of any service to you is concerned, but who have 
nevertheless come to seek refuge at your holy feet, regarding you as their only Lord 
and Patron.] (1). 
 
The stone (“pāhana”--Ahilya), the animals (“pasu”--monkeys, bears), the bird 
(“pataṅga”--Jatau, Kaghbhusund), the Kol-Bhil (“kōla, bhīla”--i.e. the tribals such 
as Guha-Nishad), the demon (“nisicara”--Vibhishan) etc.—they were all transformed 
into gold from glass (i.e., they were all worthless creatures, but your grace had made 
them honoured, respected, famed and exalted in this world)2 (kām̐ca tē kṛpānidhāna 
kiyē subarana). 

The soil of ‘Dandak Van’ (the forest by the name of Dandak) became holy and 
pure at the touch of your holy feet (daṇḍaka-puhumi pāya parasi punīta bha'ī), 
and its withered and uprooted trees bloomed and blossomed once again (i.e., they bore 
fruits and flowers once again) (ukaṭhē biṭapa lāgē phūlana-pharana)3.  

[2The story of Ahilya is narrated in verse no. 43, stanza no. 3 of this Book.  
Similarly, the story of Sugriv the monkey is narrated in verse no. 134, stanza no. 5; of 
Jatau the bird in verse no. 57, stanza no. 3; of Kaagbhusund in verse no. 78, stanza no. 
5; of Guha-Nishad in verse no. 134, stanza no. 4; of Vibhishan the demon in verse no. 
78, stanza no. 5 this Book. 

3Dandakaranya/Dandakaaranya Forest/Dandak Van—This story is narrated at 
the end of this verse marked as 3*.] (2). 

 
Oh revered Lord God (dēva)! Your name—which is the purifier of the impure and is 
the protector of the lowly, downtrodden, out-castes, castracised and evil ones—is 
graceful and benevolent even towards those who are opposed to you, who are hostile 
to you (patita-pāvana nāma bāma hū dāhinō)4.  

[4To wit, even those who remember you with enmity, discord, malice, hatred, 
ill-will and hostility are liberated from this world and blessed with emancipation and 
salvation. Their soul find peace and tranquillity. There are many examples where this 
has happened. Ravana, the demon king of Lanka, his brother Kumbhakaran, the 
monkey king Vaali, the demons Khar-Dushan, Marich etc. who were commanders of 
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the demon army—all of them found liberation and deliverance inspite of being 
opposed to you and remembering you with enmity in their hearts.  

Since they remembered you one way or the other and had uttered your name 
while talking about you, albeit with animosity in their hearts and in connection with 
the war they were waging against you, but your holy and divine name is so gracious 
that it overlooked the reason why these sinful souls were pronouncing your name, and 
preferred to give them the same spiritual reward that great sages and saints got by 
uttering your name with reverence! Is is not a mystery worth contemplating upon, and 
a wonder worth greately wondering and pondering about?]  

There is no one except you in this world who can destroy intolerable sorrows, 
miseries and tribulations as well as the hordes of sins, vices and evils that proliferate 
in this world (dunī na dusaha-dukha-dūṣana-darana).  

You are an ocean of tolerance, forebearance, politeness, courteousness and 
other noble virtues (which are such grand characters that instill fearlessness and a 
sense of confidence in those who come with grievances of all kinds to seek redressal 
from you, because they are assured that they won’t be scorned or scoffed at, harassed, 
punished or admonished for their impertinence and their audacity to wail and lament 
before you) (sīlasindhu)—so it is good and worthwhile, for at least there is no harm, 
to speak to you about pleasant or unpleasant things without hesitation of any kind 
(tōsōṁ ūm̐cī-nīciyau kahata sōbhā)5. 

[5To wit, oh gracious Lord Ram, I am so assured of your kind and welcoming 
nature that I have no fear to tell you all about my sufferings. I have no good tidings to 
convey to you; all I have are wailings, lamentations and woeful pleadings about my 
fractured fate, with of course an urgent prayer to you to provide succour to me from 
my miseries and sufferings that seem interminable and intolerable.]   

What more can I say except that for me you are the only one of your kind, and 
no one is any match for you, for you are the only one who can remove the sorrows, 
agonies and miseries of Tulsidas (tōsō tuhī tulasīkō ārati-harana) (3). 

 
[Note—3*The Dandakaaranya or the Dandak forest was the most uninhabitable and 
fierce part of the forest. It was infested by demons and ogres as well as cruel wild 
animals. This forest was the area where Lord Ram had spent the major part of his 
forest exile, and it covers all the events as mentioned in the ‘Aranya kand’ of the epic 
Ramayana/Ram Charit Manas.  

An interesting legend is associated with this forest. ‘Dandak’ was the youngest 
of the hundred princes who were the sons of king Ikshvaku after whom a dynasty was 
named in which later on Lord Ram was born. Dandak was a stubborn and stupid son, 
so the father, king Ikshvaku, gave him the region of the kingdom lying between two 
great mountain ranges—the Vindhya and the Shaiwal—to rule from there. This region 
acquired the name ‘Dandak’ after this son. Another reason is that the word ‘Danda’ 
means punishment. The king was so upset with this son of his that he assigned to him 
a forest region as a punishment for his nature. Dandak was virtually sent to exile in a 
forest with due honour, far away so that he would not interfere with the administration 
of the rest of the kingdom and cause nuisance. 

He built and established a beautiful city named Madhumanta there, and made 
Sukraachaarya, the Guru  (moral preceptor and teacher) of the demon race, as his 
royal Guru. He ruled over this kingdom in peace for a long time 
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Besides being utterly stupid, Dandak was of a promiscuous nature. Once he 
had gone to his Guru’s hermitage in the Hindu month of Chaitra. It was a very 
pleasant occasion, and overcome with lust he had molested Arjaa, the daughter of his 
own Guru Shukraachaarya. The Guru became furious and cursed him, saying—‘let 
Indra, the king of Gods, shower hot-as-fire dirt and sand on your kingdom and scorch 
it to ashes as far as a hundred Yojans (800 miles). This will continue for seven days, 
and during this time everything here, moving and unmoving, will be reduced to 
ashes.’ 

Then he advised his daughter Arjaa, ‘Live here on the shores of the huge lake 
measuring some one Yojan (8 miles). Some time later, sages came to live here to do 
severe Tapa (penance and austerity) because it was serene and uninhabited. This 
forest came to be known as ‘Dandakaaranya’—the forest that was reduced to such a 
state because of this curse as a punishment.’ Refer: Valmiki Ramayana, 7/49/81.    

As a result of this curse, the entire kingdom was decimated and reduced to an 
un-inhabitable and barren stretch of land. Since Dandak was the cause of this, the 
entire land was named after him to remind and warn the coming generation to be 
careful about what they do and how they behave. Since it was left alone from being 
overcrowded, sages, hermits and ascetics made it their home. Being thus blessed by 
their august presence, some of the curse was neutralized and it got the name 
‘Janasthaan’—a place that was inhabited by Gyanis or learned and realised souls. 
According to modern historians, the area of modern India that falls around Nasik, a 
city along the western seaboard of the country, was the area called Danda-kaaranya in 
ancient times. 

When Lord Ram came here on the advice of sage Agastya, it was freed of its 
horrible curse and regained its beauty and magnificence. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, 
Aranya Kand, Chaupai line nos. 16-17 that precede Doha no. 13.  

It was here that Lord Ram made friends with Jatau, the vulture king who was 
to later lay down his life trying to save Sita from being kidnapped by Ravana. Refer: 
Ram Charit Manas, Aranya Kand, Doha no. 13, and later on Chaupai line no. 7 that 
precedes Doha no. 29 to Doha no. 32.  

It was in this forest that Lord Ram had killed the ferocious demons Khar, 
Dushan, Trishira and their 14 thousand companions. Refer: Ram Charit Manas, 
Aranya Kand, Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 18, to Doha no. 20. 
Refer also to Vinai Patrika, verse no. 257, line nos. 6-7 which say that the forest of 
Dandak which was barren with burnt out trees and full of thorns was converted into a 
verdant forest full of flower and fruit bearing trees as soon as Lord Ram put his holy 
feet on its floor.   
 In Ram Charit Manas, Aranya Kand, Chaupai line nos. 1-4 that precede Doha 
no. 14 it is narrated how the Dandak forest was transformed—“Ever since Lord Ram 
came to live in this forest, the sages, hermits and seers who lived there became happy 
and all their torments ended. The hills, the forest, the rivers, the ponds and lakes in 
this forest began to look charming and beautiful; they were delightful to behold. Their 
magnificence and beauty changed and appeared to improve every passing day; each 
new day made them appear more beautiful and enthralling than the previous day. The 
hordes and flocks of animals and birds that populated this forest lived happily and 
joyously, without any worry in the world. The forest reverberated with the humming 
of the black bee. Even the king of serpents, Lord Seshnath, is unable to describe the 
pleasant environs of the forest where Lord Ram, the Lord of the universe, himself 
resides.”  
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Tulsidas’ “Dohawali” mentions this forest and refers to this incident in its Doha 
no. 172. Let us see what it says— 

 

 ªâ¡‡ãŠ ºã¶ã ¹ããÌã¶ã ‡ãŠÀ¶ã ÞãÀ¶ã ÔãÀãñ•ã ¹ãÆ¼ãã„ ý 
 …ÔãÀ •ãã½ããäÖâ ŒãÊã ¦ãÀãäÖâ Öãñƒ Àâ‡ãŠ ¦ãñ Àã„ ýý 
 
“Dandak Bana Paawan Karan Charan Saroj Prabhaau/ 
Usar Jaamahi Khala Tarahi Hoi Ranka Te Raau//” 
 

“By the grace of the holy feet of Lord Sri Ram—which had converted the inhabitable 
Dandak forest from being cursed to being one that was blessed and holy (i.e. from 
being harsh, inhospitable and riddled with fierce blood seeking demons and cruel 
animals, into a verdant green forest rich in pleasant flora and fauna)—even infertile 
land can yield crops, miscreants and rascals can be liberated (i.e. provided freedom 
from the burden of their accumulated sins and their horrible consequences), and a 
pauper (i.e. a penniless destitute) can become a king.” 

This particular Doha appears in Tulsidas’ book called Ram Agya Prashnawali, 
as verse no. 3/1/1 in it.] 

 
 

 
Tulasīdās' humility and his polite request to Lord Śrī Rāma 

 
¼258½ 

 
tkfu ifgpkfu eSa fclkjs gkSa d`ikfu/kku! 
  ,rks eku <hB gkSa myfV nsr [kksfj gkSaA 
djr tru tklksa tksfjcs dks tksxhtu] 
  rklksa D;ksagw tqjh] lks vHkkxks cSBks rksfj gkSaAA1AA 
eksls nksl&dksldks Hkqou&dksl nwljks u] 
  vkiuh leqf> lwf> vk;ks VdVksfj gkSaA 
xkM+h ds Lokudh ukbZa] ek;k eksgdh cM+kbZ 
  fNufga rtr] fNu Hktr cgksfj gkSaAA2AA 
cM+ks lkbZa&nzksgh u cjkcjh esjhdks dksÅ] 
  ukFkdh liFk fd;s dgr djksfj gkSaA 
nwfj dhtS }kjrsa yckj ykyph iziaph] 
  lq/kk&lks lfyy lwdjh T;ksa xgMksfjgkSaAA3AA 
jkf[k;s uhds lq/kkfj] uhpdks Mkfj;s ekfj] 
  nqgw¡ vksjdh fcpkfj] vc u fugksfjgkSaA 
rqylh dgh gS lk¡ph js[k ckj ckj [kk¡ph] 
  <hy fd;s uke&efgekdh uko cksfjgkSaAA4AA 

 
 
                                                    (258) 
 
jāni pahicāni maiṁ bisārē hauṁ kṛpānidhāna! 
ētō māna ḍhīṭha hauṁ ulaṭi dēta khōri hauṁ. 
karata jatana jāsōṁ jōribē kō jōgījana, 
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tāsōṁ kyōnhū jurī, sō abhāgō baiṭhō tōri hauṁ. 1.  
mōsē dōsa-kōsakō bhuvana-kōsa dūsarō na, 
āpanī samujhi sūjhi āyō ṭakaṭōri hauṁ. 
gāṛī kē svānakī nā'īṁ, māyā mōhakī baṛā'ī 
chinahiṁ tajata, china bhajata bahōri hauṁ. 2.  
baṛō sā'īṁ-drōhī na barābarī mērīkō kō'ū, 
nāthakī sapatha kiyē kahata karōri hauṁ. 
dūri kījai dvāratēṁ labāra lālacī prapan̄cī, 
sudhā-sō salila sūkarī jyōṁ gahaḍōrihauṁ. 3.  
rākhiyē nīkē sudhāri, nīcakō ḍāriyē māri, 
duhūm̐ ōrakī bicāri, aba na nihōrihauṁ. 
tulasī kahī hai sām̐cī rēkha bāra bāra khām̐cī, 
ḍhīla kiyē nāma-mahimākī nāva bōrihauṁ. 4.  
 
Verse no. 258—[This verse continues from the last stanza of the previous verse no. 
257.] 
 
Oh Lord who is an abode of grace, mercy, compassion and kindness 
(“kṛpānidhāna”—i.e. Lord Sri Ram)! I have willingly forgotten you and about your 
gracious nature though I had been acquainted with you and had known about you 
(jāni pahicāni maiṁ bisārē hauṁ). [To wit, I had heard and read about you in the 
scriptures which have repeatedly sung about your divine form, about your merciful 
nature, and about your glories. But I have forgotten all about it. Do you know why?] 

I have become so arrogant and stubborn due to my haughtiness, ego and vanity 
that (instead of being obliged to you) that I accuse you (for all my miseries, lamenting 
that inspite of your reputation of being merciful towards the distressed you are not 
paying proper attention to me, that your fame and glories are therefore dubious) (ētō 
māna ḍhīṭha hauṁ ulaṭi dēta khōri hauṁ). [To wit, in my stupidity and ignorance, 
I forget that all my miseries have their genesis in my distancing myself from you, in 
my forgetting to seek your shelter to seek protection from my horrors, but instead of 
regretting it and finding ways to mend my ruined fate by surrendering before you and 
pleading to you to forgive me for my mistakes and wrongdoings, I continue to blame 
you for all my torments and troubles.] 

Great Yogis (ascetics and those sages who strive to attain the un-attainable 
Lord through the difficult path of Yoga—meditation, concentration, austerities, 
penances etc.) try various method and paths to establish an affectionate relationship 
with you (karata jatana jāsōṁ jōribē kō jōgījana)—but I am so stupid, unfortunate 
and wretched that I broke what little acquaintance and relationship that was somehow 
established between you and me (by forgetting you and not feeling obliged to you for 
all the good you have done for me, and instead blaming you for all my miseries and 
sufferings that are my own creations) (tāsōṁ kyōnhū jurī, sō abhāgō baiṭhō tōri 
hauṁ)! (1). 
 
A treasury of sins, evils, vices and unrighteousness like mine (or me) is not to be 
found anywhere in the 14 Lokas (i.e. in any corner of this creation) (mōsē dōsa-
kōsakō bhuvana-kōsa dūsarō na)—I have tried my best to search for the likes of 
me but have failed to locate anyone who would be as sinful and evil as my own self 
anywhere in the world (āpanī samujhi sūjhi āyō ṭakaṭōri hauṁ).  
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 Even as a dog chasing a vehicle (e.g., a car, a chariot) runs behind it for 
sometime and then strays away here and there at other times, only to rejoin the chase 
once again (gāṛī kē svānakī nā'īṁ), so do I also abandon my attachment to charms 
and attractions caused by the deluding effects of Moha and Maya* in this material 
world for some time (māyā mōhakī baṛā'ī), but unfortunately sooner or later I return 
to my bad old ways and become engrossed in the same thing that I had turned away 
from a while ago (chinahiṁ tajata, china bhajata bahōri hauṁ)1. 
 [1To wit, for some time I behave like a wise and enlightened man by realising 
that the many charms and attractions of this material world of sense objects are 
merely a delusion, and to be involved in them or getting attached to them is surely 
getting entangled in a web of miseries and sufferings from where it is impossible to 
withdraw. But woefully this wisdom is shortlived, for sooner rather than later I forget 
all about this thought and plunge head on in getting entangled in the same web which 
I had so feared a while ago. 

*The word “Moha” means worldly longings; attractions and attachments with 
sense objects of the world. The word “Maya” means delusions and ignorance about 
the reality that cause this Moha.] (2). 
 
[In this stanza, Tulsidas has challenged Lord Ram to throw him out of his door 
because he is very sinful, but the Lord must remember what negative consequences 
this would have on his own glorious reputation. It’s a wonderful verse that highlights 
Tulsidas’ faith and devotion for Lord Ram—for he knows that the Lord would never 
ever think of doing away with him no matter what the provocation is. Tulsidas has 
politely admonished his beloved Lord Ram for delaying in showing mercy to him. It 
is like an affectionate form of nagging and pleading that a child does while asking his 
doting and loving father for special favours. The child may sometimes even accuse 
the father of being harsh towards him, for not heeding to his requests instantly, but 
that is only superficial anger for the child knows in his heart that no one loves him 
more than his father! He also knows that in case his father scolds him or does show 
him the door in exasperation, then he would repent soon and would rush to pick up 
and embrace his son tearfully, carress him affectionately, and give him more toys and 
sweets, even kiss more than he had done in the recent past just to repent for his 
harshness towards the son.]  
 
I swear by you millions of times (i.e., I say most truthfully and honestly, and with you 
as witness for what I say—“nāthakī sapatha kiyē kahata karōri hauṁ”) that there 
is no one compared to me who has greater ill-will, malice, animosity and discord with 
his own Lord, Master and Patron (baṛō sā'īṁ-drōhī na barābarī mērīkō kō'ū). 

[By saying that he swears in the name of the Lord, Tulsidas simply means that 
he is not telling a lie.]  

Therefore I dare you to remove me from the front of your doorway if you 
think that I am a great lier, an imposter, an extremely greedy person and a crook—
(dūri kījai dvāratēṁ labāra lālacī prapan̄cī), for otherwise I would spoil the clean 
water like a swine does by wallowing in it (sudhā-sō salila sūkarī jyōṁ 
gahaḍōrihauṁ)2.  

[2To wit, if you do not pay heed to my prayers because you think that I am too 
sinful to be eligible to receive any relief from you, and you therefore force me to go 
away, then I will behave most sinfully and commit all types of evil, unrighteous and 
unscrupulous deeds in my frustration, and inspite of my declaration that I am your 
devotee and follower, and therefore it is expected that I must behave most righteously 
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and properly in a way that behoves of a person close to your majesty, I will act in a 
way that would bring you a bad name. Say, why would I do it? It would be to force 
your hands and compel you to listen to me and my prayers in order to safeguard your 
own reputation and glory. For if you don’t listen, the world will laught at you and 
say—“Look, Lord Ram has done this to Tulsidas!”] (3). 
 
Hence, either you must completely redeem me (by mending my evil ways, by helping 
me to change my waywardness, recklessness and pervert nature, my unrighteousness, 
my unscrupulous ways and my misdemeanours) and keep me in the shelter of your 
holy feet (rākhiyē nīkē sudhāri), or else kill me to get rid of the treasury of sins and 
evil that I represent (to protect your fame, name and honour—like you had done in the 
case of sinful demons) (nīcakō ḍāriyē māri)!  

All right, its enough! You decide for yourself what to do out of these two 
options that are before you (duhūm̐ ōrakī bicāri). I will not beg or plead before you 
any more (aba na nihōrihauṁ). This fellow Tulsidas repeatedly affirms what he said 
herein above, and it is like a line marked on stone which can’t be erased (tulasī kahī 
hai sām̐cī rēkha bāra bāra khām̐cī).  

In brief, oh Lord, if you delay in providing solace and succour to me then will 
sink the boat symbolised by your glorious name, your immaculate reputation and your 
majestic fame (ḍhīla kiyē nāma-mahimākī nāva bōrihauṁ)3. 

[3To wit, I am fed-up wailing and pleading and lamenting before you, seeking 
nothing else but only your grace and mercy. And you have nonchalantly ingnored me. 
So now I will behave sinfully even while squatting before your majesty’s doorway. 
Let the world know that I am being neglected by such a great Lord as Sri Ram inspite 
of my humbly pleading for so long. No harm would come to me, for all know that I 
am sinful and miserable. But it is your grand reputation and majesty that would take a 
severe beating should something happens to me. The people will lose faith and belief 
in your name seeing my miserable, wretched and pitiable condition, and your apathy 
towards me. See also verse nos. 241/5, 256/3. 

So oh Lord think over it and stop procrastinating while deciding to redeem me 
and my soul forthwith!] (4). 

 
 
 

Invoking Lord Rāma's Benevolence & Munificence 
 

¼259½ 
 

jkojh lq/kkjh tks fcxkjh fcxjSxh esjh] 
  dgkSa] cfy] csndh u] yksd dgk dgSxks\ 
izHkqdks mnkl&Hkkm] tudks iki&izHkkm] 
  nqgw¡ Hkk¡fr nhucU/kq! nhu nq[k ngSxksAA1AA 
eSa rks fn;ks Nkrh ifc] y;ks dfydky nfc] 
  lk¡lfr lgr] ijcl dks u lgSxks\ 
ck¡dh fc#nkoyh cuSxh ikys gh d`ikyq! 
  var esjks gky gsfj ;kSa u eu jgSxksAA2AA 
djeh&/kjeh  lk/kq&lsod]  fcjr&jr] 
  vkiuh HkykbZ Fky dgk¡ dkSu ygSxks\ 
rsjs  eq¡g  Qsjs  eksls  dk;j&diwr&dwj] 
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  yVs  yViVsfu  dks  dkSu  ifjxgSxks\AA3AA 
dky ik; fQjr nlk n;kyq! lcghdh] 
  rksfg fcuq eksfg dcgw¡ u dksÅ pgSxksA 
cpu&dje&fg;s dgkSa jke! lkSag fd;s] 
  rqylh  iS  ukFkds  fuckgsbZ  fucgSxksAA4AA 

 
 
                                                    (259) 
 
rāvarī sudhārī jō bigārī bigaraigī mērī, 
kahauṁ, bali, bēdakī na, lōka kahā kahaigō? 
prabhukō udāsa-bhā'u, janakō pāpa-prabhā'u, 
duhūm̐ bhām̐ti dīnabandhu! dīna dukha dahaigō. 1.  
maiṁ tō diyō chātī pabi, layō kalikāla dabi, 
sām̐sati sahata, parabasa kō na sahaigō? 
bām̐kī birudāvalī banaigī pālē hī kṛpālu! 
anta mērō hāla hēri yauṁ na mana rahaigō. 2.  
karamī-dharamī sādhu-sēvaka, birata-rata, 
āpanī bhalā'ī thala kahām̐ kauna lahaigō? 
tērē mum̐ha phērē mōsē kāyara-kapūta-kūra, 
laṭē laṭapaṭēni kō kauna parigahaigō?. 3.  
kāla pāya phirata dasā dayālu! sabahīkī, 
tōhi binu mōhi kabahūm̐ na kō'ū cahaigō. 
bacana-karama-hiyē kahauṁ rāma! saunha kiyē, 
tulasī pai nāthakē nibāhē'ī nibahaigō. 4.  
 
Verse no. 259—[We have read uptil now that Tulsidas repeatedly complains that it 
seems Lord Ram is not paying attention to his prayers to help him out of his miseries 
and torments. Tulsidas also wonders at so many places as to why this has happened 
that Lord Ram seemingly neglects him and is appears to indifferent to his sufferings, 
because the Lord is renowned for his exemplarily merciful and gracious nature, and 
therefore it is against his the character to let his devotee suffer and do nothing about 
it. So Tulsidas starts wondering and pondering at the plausible reasons for this 
situation to have developed. He comes to the conclusion that Lord Ram is a little 
annoyed and peeved at Tulsidas because though the Lord had tried his best to amend 
his fate and pull him back from falling in the precipice of misery and grief, Tulsidas 
somehow slips from the Lord’s grip and goes back to square number one, wallowing 
in sufferings and miseries and keeping on lamenting and wailing endlessly.  
 So the Lord got frustrated and dismayed at Tulsidas’ apparent stubbornness 
and his doomed fate which forces him to suffer inspite of the Lord’s repeated attempts 
to salvage his destiny, and so the Lord gave up and decided to let Tulsidas face 
whatever is destined in his destiny though the Lord was very sad and sorry that this 
would actually happen. But what could the Lord do when all efforts to nullify 
Tulsidas’ sins and counter the evil affects of his misdeed came to a naught because as 
soon as Tulsidas was freed from the horrifying consequences of his past he went back 
to his bad old ways again.  

But Tulsidas was not a born sinner or doer of misdeeds. In fact, he was pious 
and holy soul who was so frustrated himself from the evil forces that surrounded him 
that he would grab the first opportunity that would come to him to free himself from 
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them. The very fact that he decided to seek shelter of Lord Ram proves that he was 
determined to find redemption for himself and have peace for his tormented self. So 
why would he willingly commit newer sins and do newer misdeeds to invite troubles 
for himself if Lord Ram had helped him to overcome the negative effects of his past 
misdemeanours repeatedly? Surely there must be something wrong somewhere down 
the line. 

When Tulsidas started analysing the reasons for his precarious condition and 
why he had so annoyed Lord Ram that the Lord seems to turn a deaf ear to all his 
pleadings for mercy, he deduced that the root cause is ‘Kaliyug’, the present age in 
which Tulsidas lives. This Kaliyug is a highly wicked, cunning, pervert and sinful 
fellow, and it has got the better of Tulsidas. Kaliyug has pinned Tulsidas down, has 
caught him by the neck and strangulates him so stiffly that the poor fellow isin’t even 
able to breathe feely. So he is forced to do Kaliyug’s bidding, otherwise this rascal 
would make life hell for him so long as he lives. When a man is tortured by a cruel 
conqueror, he does the bidding of his captor not because he is loyal or faithful to the 
latter but to escape from more torture. So Tulsidas is forced to act in a way which 
Kaliyug wants him to. Perhaps this is the reason why Lord Ram is angry with 
Tulsidas—that the latter refuses to amend himself. What could he do when Kaliyug 
has stifled him and sits on his chest to pin him down. Lord Ram must understand this 
situation this Tulsidas is not at fault at all, for things are beyond his control. And 
therefore there is no reason why the Lord should be angry at him. This idea is the 
theme of stanza no. 2 of this present verse.  

Thus, after having explained his case to Lord Ram, Tulsidas then goes on to 
ask the Lord to intervene and do whatever is expedient in the matter. He tells the Lord 
that if the latter stills keeps mum and takes no action to free Tulsidas from the 
clutches of Kaliyug then it is the Lord who will suffer more than anyone—for the 
world would question the Lord’s ability to provide succour and solace to the 
distressed and miserable persons who have come seeking refuge with the Lord after 
having lost all hopes from all sides. Further, now it is also clear that the real culprit is 
Kaliyug and not Tulsidas’ own nature apparent evil nature that has resulted in the 
latter’s repeatedly failing to mend his ways and committing sins inspite of Lord 
Ram’s repeated warnings not to do so.  

Tulsidas warns the Lord politely that not redeeming him, not providing him 
relief and succour from the sufferings inflicted upon him by the rascal Kaliyug, and 
continuing to neglect him and allowing him to remain Kaliyug’s prisoner, will surely 
send a wrong signal to Kaliyug because it would think that Lord Ram feels insecure 
before its overwhelming might, and that is why the Lord has decided keep his hands 
off Tulsidas so as not to offend Kaliyug as the latter is now the de-facto Master of 
Tulsidas, having put him in fetters and enslaved him for good.  

Oh God! What would happen to the Lord’s great fame and glorious reputation 
if this message spreads in the world! So the Lord must be careful now and reconsider 
his attitude to this distressed fellow Tulsidas, if for nothing else than at least for the 
sake of safeguarding his own name, fame and reputation!]  
 
Oh Lord! If I were able to undo whatever good your majesty may have done for me 
and my fate so far (rāvarī sudhārī jō bigārī bigaraigī mērī), then forget about what 
the Vedas would say for I am not talking about them (kahauṁ bēdakī na), but just 
think of what this world would say (lōka kahā kahaigō)! I’ll sacrifice myself if what 
I say is wrong (bali)1.  
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[1Lord, if suppose you say that you had already done so much good for me and 
had ensured that all the bad effects of my past sins were eliminated, and therefore 
there should be no reason why I would suffer so much, and that you are surprised why 
I am indeed suffering. It would mean that surely I have undone all the good you had 
done for me; I was able to turn the wheel back against your wishes to provide succour 
and solace to me because I continue to wail and lament inspite of your saying that you 
had already mended my ill fate. This would imply that I am stronger than you because 
I was able to demolish the good fate you had so assiduously built for me. Just think, 
oh Lord, what implications this would have on your own reputation and fame. Won’t 
it mean that whatever the scriptures have said about your being almighty and all-
powerful is all wrong and falsehood. Even if you don’t care about what is hidden 
inside the voluminous tomes of the Vedas and kept as a secret by them, just imagine 
the ridicule, scorn and scoff you would subject yourself to in the world. The world has 
held you in high esteem and had believed that once a creature’s destiny has been 
taken care by you, the creature would be eternally happy and blissful. So why is this 
Tulsidas wailing and lamenting so sorely? Is Lord Ram not what the scriptures make 
him out to be?!]  

Oh merciful and compassionate Lord who is a friend of the distressed and 
miserable creatures (dīnabandhu)! Your indifference towards me and the horrifying 
effects of my own huge baggage of sins (prabhukō udāsa-bhā'u, janakō pāpa-
prabhā'u)—if these to join hands, then surely without any gainsay I would be roasted 
alive in pain and misery of the worst kind (duhūm̐ bhām̐ti! dīna dukha dahaigō)2. 

[2To wit, perhaps you are so indifferent to me for the reason I stated herein 
above—because you think I am beyond redemption like a wicked child who has been 
so spoilt by his parent’s love and pampering that the parent begins to neglect him. So 
you thought it better to keep quiet and turn a deaf ear to my wailing and lamenting as 
it is a waste of time and energy for you to try to do any good for me again, because I 
would once again undo whatever good you may do to me now.  

It is a truth that I am indeed a great sinner, but if you, who are famous to be 
exceptionally merciful, kind, gracious and benevolent, too become stern and inimical 
to me—then say what would happen to me; I would be condemned to a very 
miserable and pitiable condition.] (1). 

   
I have literally kept a Vajra on my chest because Kaliyug has been able to subdue me 
and pin me to the ground (maiṁ tō diyō chātī pabi, layō kalikāla dabi). Primarily, 
this is the cause of all my problems and ill-fate. Indeed, not only me but anyone who 
is dependent on others, or enslaved by others who are wicked and merciless, is bound 
to suffer interminably (sām̐sati sahata, parabasa kō na sahaigō)3.  

[3To wit, I have turned my heart in to a stone and have emotionally readied 
myself to suffer from the consequences of my sins and my evil nature and deeds 
because I am too weak to offer any resistence to the might of Kaliyug, which stands 
for all the sins, evils and vices that are prevalent during the present age and time in 
which I live. I practically can’t free myself from the clutches of Kaliyug because I am 
born in its dominion and have to live surrounded by a society that pays obeisance to 
and owes its allegiance to Kaliyug. In this situation you must understand that my 
suffering is not due to me undoing what good you have done for me, or due to me not 
obeying your orders, or my lack of devotiom and faith in you, but it is because I am 
pinned down by Kaliyug and held in a strong shackle by it, forcing me to do its 
bidding because it has tightened its grip on my neck and put its entire weight on my 
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heart so much so that I am almost strangled to suffocation. So oh Lord, say what can I 
do? At least, you must understand my predicament.]   
 So oh merciful and compassionate Lord (kṛpālu)! You will have to keep in 
view your rarest-of-rare and great reputation, your merciful nature, your graceful 
character and your immaculate virtues to ensure that you give me protection and 
shelter irrespective of how bad or doomed I may be (bām̐kī birudāvalī banaigī pālē 
hī)4.  

[4To wit, oh Lord, you have to keep in mind that I am not left high and dry, I 
am not left in the lurch, to suffer inspite of surrendering myself to you and pleading 
with utmost sincerity to you for providing me with solace and succour. Remember: 
nothing worse can happen to me for I am already doomed and wallowing in misery, 
but neglecting me would ruin your majestic reputation and demolish the lofty glories 
that the Vedas and other scriptures have so assiduously built for you.]   
 I am certain that you cannot remain indifferent for long to my plight and my 
sufferings, and in the end, sooner rather than later, you would surely and without 
doubt take pity on my condition and redeem me (anta mērō hāla hēri yauṁ na 
mana rahaigō). [It is an absolute certainty.] (2).  
  
Think oh Lord. People who are ‘Karma-Kandi’ (those who carry out elaborate Vedic 
rituals and sacraments), ‘Dharmatma’ (those who are righteous, scrupulous and follow 
the Vedic edicts), ‘Sadhu’ (saints, pure-hearted ones), ‘Sevaks’ (servants, devotees, 
followers, subordinates), ‘Virakta’ (renouncers, those detached from the sense objects 
and material charms of this mundane world) and ‘Vishai’ (those who are indulgent in 
pleasures of the sense organs and engrossed in the enjoyment of the objects of this 
mundane, temporal world) (karamī-dharamī sādhu-sēvaka, birata-rata)—all of 
them would find a suitable place or destiny for themselves somewhere depending on 
the deeds respectively done by them, is it not true (āpanī bhalā'ī thala kahām̐ 
kauna lahaigō)5?  
 [5To wit, these people would reach their goals or attain the objectives that they 
have set for themselves because they are resourceful and are vigorously employing 
the necessary tools that are needed to attain success in their endeavours. The Karma 
Kandis follow the Vedas; the Dharmatmas follow the laws and rules set for righteous 
conduct and proper behaviour in one’s life; the Sadhus and Viraktas strictly follow the 
principles laid out for them in the scriptures by practicing austerities, self-control and 
other religious vows. So all of them get some kind of good reward for their efforts.] 

But, where will creatures like me, who are coward, unworthy, sinful, evil, 
resourceless, most wretched, downtrodden and humble, go to find any kind of shelter 
and refuge for themselves (tērē mum̐ha phērē mōsē kāyara-kapūta-kūra, 
laṭē laṭapaṭēni kō kauna parigahaigō)6?  

[6No one will give them refuge, protection, shelter etc. anytime anywhere in 
this world, or even in the next life. They are unable or incapable themselves to do 
something constructive for their destiny. If at all they manage to do anything then it is 
only to ruin whatever good is still leftover in their destiny. Oh Lord Ram,  say who 
will take care of such unfortunate creatures if even you turn away from them? Say, 
how horrible would their destiny be?] (3). 
 
Oh merciful, compassionate, gracious, benevolent and munificent Lord (dayālu)! 
With the passage of time and when the opportune moment comes, everyone finds 
some or the other kind of favourable circumstance for himself at some point in his life 
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(kāla pāya phirata dasā sabahīkī)—but excepting you, no one would ever be 
favourable or benignant towards me; no one would ever like me and condone me; no 
one would ever provide any kind of succour and solace to me; and I will have no 
destination for myself (tōhi binu mōhi kabahūm̐ na kō'ū cahaigō). 
 Oh Lord Ram (rāma)! I swear before you, and I want to impress upon you 
most truthfully and honestly, with all the abilities of my speech, my thoughts and me 
deeds that I have in my command (bacana-karama-hiyē kahauṁ saunha kiyē), 
that this Tulsidas can be sustained only by you (and no one else) (tulasī pai nāthakē 
nibāhē'ī nibahaigō) (4). 
 
 
 

Tulasīdās’ humility and his polite request to Lord Śrī Rāma  
 
 

¼260½ 
 

lkfgc mnkl Hk;s nkl [kkl [khl gksr 
  esjh dgk pyh\ gkSa ctk; tk; jáks gkSaA 
yksdesa u Bkm¡] ijyksddks Hkjkslks dkSu\ 
  gkSa rks] cfy tkm¡] jkeuke gh rs yáks gkSaAA1AA 
dje] lqHkkm] dky] dke] dksg] yksHk] eksg 
  xzkg vfr xgfu xjhch xk<+s xáks gkSaA 
Nksfjcsdks egkjkt] ck¡f/kcsdks dksfV HkV] 
  ikfg izHkq! ikfg] frgq¡ rki&iki náks gkSaAA2AA 
jhf>&cwf> lcdh izrhfr&izhfr ,gh }kj] 
  nw/kdks tjîks fi;r Qw¡fd Qw¡fd eáks gkSa 
jVr&jVr yVîks] tkfr&ik¡fr&Hkk¡fr] ?kVîks] 
  twBfudks ykyph pgkSa u nw/k&uáks gkSaAA3AA 
vur páks u Hkyks] lqiFk lqpky pY;ks 
  uhds ft; tkfu bgk¡ Hkyks vupáks gkSaA 
rqylh leqf> leq>k;ks eu ckj ckj] 
  viuks lks ukFk gw lksa dfg fujcáks gkSaAA4AA 

 
 
                                                    (260) 
 
sāhiba udāsa bhayē dāsa khāsa khīsa hōta 
mērī kahā calī? hauṁ bajāya jāya rahyō hauṁ. 
lōkamēṁ na ṭhā'um̐, paralōkakō bharōsō kauna? 
hauṁ tō, bali jā'um̐, rāmanāma hī tē lahyō hauṁ. 1.  
karama, subhā'u, kāla, kāma, kōha, lōbha, mōha 
grāha ati gahani garībī gāṛhē gahyō hauṁ. 
chōribēkō mahārāja, bām̐dhibēkō kōṭi bhaṭa, 
pāhi prabhu! pāhi, tihum̐ tāpa-pāpa dahyō hauṁ. 2.  
rījhi-būjhi sabakī pratīti-prīti ēhī dvāra, 
dūdhakō jaraîō piyata phūm̐ki phūm̐ki mahyō hauṁ 
raṭata-raṭata laṭyō, jāti-pām̐ti-bhām̐ti, ghaṭyō, 
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jūṭhanikō lālacī cahauṁ na dūdha-nahyō hauṁ. 3.  
anata cahyō na bhalō, supatha sucāla calyō 
nīkē jiya jāni ihām̐ bhalō anacahyō hauṁ. 
tulasī samujhi samujhāyō mana bāra bāra, 
apanō sō nātha hū sōṁ kahi nirabahyō hauṁ. 4.  
 
Verse no. 260—[As with all other prayers in this Book ‘Vinai Patrika’, the insightful 
advice given by Tulsidas in this verse is inspirational and full of wisdom if one were 
to read the hidden message contained in it.  

Here in this verse, Tulsidas pleads with Lord Ram to accept him as one of his 
faithful devotees, servants or followers, whatever way the Lord wishes to treat him. 
He tell his Lord—]  

‘When any lord or master becomes indifferent, careless and apathetic towards 
(the welfare of) his servant or dependant, then no matter how favourite that servant or 
dependant may be or how diligently he may be serving his lord or master, his fate, his 
future and well-being become uncertain. This would cause a lot of heartburn for the 
servant or the dependant as he feels neglected and overlooked, feels very sad, 
despondent and distraught, and he has no one else to fall back upon in times of need 
(because his master or lord seems not to be interested in him, and therefore would 
take no interest in solving his problems and taking care of his welfare) (sāhiba udāsa 
bhayē dāsa khāsa khīsa hōta). 
 If this situation can happen to a most favoured servant or dependant of any 
master or lord, then what to talk of me as my case is far worse and it is useless to talk 
about it (mērī kahā calī). [This is because, as far as I can see, my only Lord Sri Ram 
seems to have become indifferent to me as he does not pay any heed to my constant 
pleadings and prayers.] 
 Let me not hide anything; let me be forthcoming. I can beat a drum and 
declare that I am flowing down in the flood of sorrows and miseries with no succour 
and hope in sight (hauṁ bajāya jāya rahyō hauṁ). [This is apparently because 
Lord Ram, my only Lord, has neglected me and has become apathetic towards my 
plights. He does not seems to take pity on me.] 

Woe and pity to me and my fate: both seem doomed for certain now. I am 
extremely distraught and overcome with gloomy forebodings. For when I have no 
certainty of anything in this world while I live, who can say what would happen to me 
in my afterlife (i.e. after my death) (lōkamēṁ na ṭhā'um̐, paralōkakō bharōsō 
kauna)? 

Oh Lord (Sri Ram)! Have pity on me for I plead most affectionately and 
faithfully to you to say that I have literally sold myself at the hands of your holy 
name, and howsoever I am, I have surrendered myself to it (hauṁ tō, bali jā'um̐, 
rāmanāma hī tē lahyō hauṁ)1!  

[1To wit oh Lord, for all practical purposes my individuality has now been 
merged with yours, and your glorious name has now become my surname and an 
identification, because since I chant your holy name constantly, the world openly says 
that I am your most faithful and loyal servant or follower or devotee, whatever way 
you look at it. So, neglecting me now and letting me suffer would not so much affect 
me as it would undermine the great fame, reputation and glory of your holy name, and 
by extension of your own majesty.  

Tulsidas says that he has accepted Lord Ram as his only Lord and Redeemer, 
and repeats the Lord’s holy and divine name constantly so much so that wherever he 
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goes the people recognise him by this name of the Lord that he utters aloud. Now, this 
name of Lord Ram is not any ordinary name; it is a reputated mystical formula that 
the scriptures have unequivocally endorsed as being the best Mantra for one’s 
spiritual welfare. This being the case, if Tulsidas’ fate is doomed for whatever reason, 
the responsibility for it would fall squarely on Lord Ram’s shoulder. So he politely 
asks the Lord to pay attention to him and provide solace and succour as well as 
salvation and empancipation to him, for if the Lord continues to neglect and adopt a 
nonchalant attitude towards Tulsidas then surely the Lord would be the greater 
loser—as his majestic glory and lofty reputation would come crushing down.] (1). 

 
[Comparing the many shortcomings and negative traits he has, as well as the 
existential problems he faces in this world, as cruel crocodiles who have grabbed him 
and are slowly devouring him, Tulsidas pleads with his Lord Ram to show mercy to 
him by protecting him from this torture and ill fate.] 
 I have been caught in the jaws of huge crocodiles (grāha)2 representing 
“karama, subhā'u, kāla, kāma, kōha, lōbha, mōha”3. [They are slowly and 
steadily devouring me.] 

My condition is made all the worst because poverty and misfortune have 
clasped me viciously in their grip (ati gahani garībī gāṛhē gahyō hauṁ). [Here, 
‘poverty and misfortune’ refer to the lack of resources and means by which I can 
mend my fate and attain spiritual welfare. So this only aggravates my sufferings.]   
 Oh Great Lord and King of kings (mahārāja)! There are so many countless 
captors who show enthusiasm and willingness to hold me captive (deriving seductive 
pleasure in tormenting me and seeing me writhing in my sufferings) (bām̐dhibēkō 
kōṭi bhaṭa), but it is only you who can free me from all my shackles (and liberate me 
from all the horrors these captors are inflicting upon me) (chōribēkō). 
 Oh Lord, I fall down at your feet and beg before you repeatedly to protect me 
(pāhi prabhu, pāhi). I am being scorched and tormented from all the sides by the 
three types of heat (suffering, misery, agony, pain)4 caused by the negative effects of 
my sins and misdeeds (tihum̐ tāpa-pāpa dahyō hauṁ). 
 [2Tuslidas has the uncanny ability to use words so craftly that a single word 
often means different things. Here, the word used in the text is “grāha”. It has two 
obvious meanings—one is a ‘crocodile’, and the other is ‘to grab or catch hold of’. In 
the context of what is being narrated in this verse, both the meanings fit in well. When 
a crocodile grabs a person it is almost impossible to free oneself. Likewise, when a 
person is caught in the snare of vices and evil traits listed here, it becomes well neigh 
impossible for him to break free from their clutches. 
 3karama = the bad effects of misdeeds done by a person.  

subhā'u = one’s bad and corrupt nature. 
Kāla = the negative influences upon a person of bad times and circumstances 

which he can’t avoid.  
Kāma = passions, lust, desires etc. related to the sense objects of this material 

world as well as the desire for gratification of the natural urges of one’s sense organs.  
kōha = anger, wrathfulness, vengeance. 
lōbha = greed, rapacity. 
mōha = attachment to and infatuation with worldly things. 
4The ‘three great Torments’ that scorch a creature like he was being burnt in a 

raging fire are the following: Adhidaivik = sufferings caused by gods and stars who 
are inimical; Adhibhautik = suffering caused by other creatures and factors associated 
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with life in this mortal world; and Adhyatmik = sufferings caused on account of lack 
of spiritual welfare.] (2). 
 
Oh Lord! I have thought over the matter deeply and have applied my intelligence to 
come to the conclusion that all sorts of affectionate relationships that do exist in this 
world are due to your showing grace and affection for a person. If you become 
favourable on someone, then all others too show favour and affection to such a person 
(rījhi-būjhi sabakī).  
 So, whatever affection one gets in this world, whatever endearing relationships 
that one develops in this world, all have their origin at the doorstep of the Lord 
(pratīti-prīti ēhī dvāra)5.  

[5To wit, if one gets respect from you, if one finds favour with you, if one is 
welcomed and honoured at your door, then the rest of the world too willingly shows 
respect and honour to such a person. The reason is that people closely monitor these 
developments and sees how one is treated by you. If a person finds favour with you 
then the world shows honour and respect to him; if he is neglected by you the world 
too neglects him. Do you know why? It is because the people are so cunning and 
selfish that they do not wish to show respect to a person with whom their King is not 
happy!] 

Verily, I have had a bad experience of getting scalded by drinking too hot 
milk, and therefore I am so scared and apprehensive now that I blow at the buttermilk 
to ensure that it is not hot (dūdhakō jaraîō piyata phūm̐ki phūm̐ki mahyō hauṁ)!  

I repeatedly prayed to others (i.e. many gods and deities as well as able human 
beings) seeking solace and succour from them, and I have become weary of it now 
(raṭata-raṭata laṭyō). This begging and pleading has only made me fall in dignity 
and self-respect in society in every way. I have fallen from grace in the social 
heriarchy as well as in the esteem of my peers (jāti-pām̐ti-bhām̐ti, ghaṭyō). 

So now I have become so apprehensive that I feel shy in approaching even you 
(Lord Ram), and since I have fallen from grace in the society and neglected by my 
peers I don’t expect milk from you either (cahauṁ na dūdha-nahyō hauṁ). [I 
don’t expect you to show a great honour to me or shower me with costly gifts and 
largesse.]  

I may be greedy, but oh Lord it is not for some great reward from you, for I 
shall be contented if you would just give me crumbs of food leftover by you 
(jūṭhanikō lālacī)6. 

[6This is a wonderful stanza that can be interpreted as follows: 
If a man burns his tongue and throat by drinking too hot milk then he is so 

frightened that when offered a glass of cold buttermilk he would ensure that it is not 
hot, though knowing full well that buttermilk is always cool and can never be hot. 
Tulsidas means that he has tried all other means to find solace and succour for 
himself, he has even tried to please so many gods and deities by offering sacrifices 
and oblations to them, but nothing gave him spiritual happiness and peace that he so 
assiduously seeks. But the world began treating him with contempt and disdain as if 
he were a beggar, going from door to door seeking things. So he was neither here nor 
there—on the one hand he got nothing by asking gods and deities, and on the other 
hand he forfeited his right to self-respect and dignity in society because people started 
treating him as a good-for-nothing beggar and a poverty-stricken wretch who deserves 
nothing but contempt.  

So at last he came to the door of Lord Ram when he heard that the Lord 
welcomes people like him. But unfortunately Tulsidas found that here too he is being 
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neglected. This utterly confounded him as Lord Ram’s reputation was so excellent 
and majestic that it was just the opposite of what Tulsidas experienced. So naturally 
he was dismayed and downcast to the extreme level. He began to wonder that perhaps 
the Lord thinks that Tulsidas was turned away by others as there must be surely 
something seriously wrong with him; perhaps he is very greedy and his wants never 
end, so others whom he had approached earlier thought it prudent to wash their hands 
off him. Therefore, Lord Ram thought that if he shows even basic courtesy to Tulsidas 
then he would hook himself to the Lord like a leech does, and sooner or later get on 
the Lord’s nerves! So it is better to shake him off right now.  

In this context Tulsidas uses the metaphor of the hot milk and buttermilk. He 
means that since he has had a very bad experience with others when he had 
approached them for solace and succour, he is also scared of the same doomed fate at 
the door of Lord Ram, though of course he knows that the Lord is exceptionally 
merciful, kind, graceful and benevolent unlike any other lord or master he had 
approached earlier. The Lord is the best benefactor and friend of all who are 
distressed and in misery of any kind.  

So Tulsidas is extremely cautious in pleading with Lord Ram and expressing 
his desires. He outrightly tells the Lord that he does not want ‘milk’ which stands for 
the good things or rewards in this world. He has already burnt himself seeking this 
‘milk’. So what does he want from the Lord? Nothing of any worth. He would be 
contented if the Lord grants him permission to just stay at his door and not shoo him 
away. Tulsidas says that he would survive by eating the crumbs of food that the Lord 
discards. It is such a clever ploy because the Lord would have no more excuse to tell 
Tulsidas that what he wants can’t be granted to him. After all, food that is thrown 
away after a meal is of no use to the householder. But of course, Tulsidas knows the 
merciful and gracious nature of Lord Ram—he is sure that the Lord would not feel 
happy to eat a delicious meal himself and let someone sitting at his very door go 
hungry! And Lord Ram is not an ordinary Lord or Master, for he  is a personified 
form of the Sureme Being himself. So even the ‘crumbs of food’ that Tulsidas would 
be fortunate to get from Lord Ram would be equivalent to the best of good fortunes 
one can ever hope to get in his life!  

Indeed, a fantastic degree of devotion, faith and humility can be observed in 
these stanzas. It is a message for all of us who wish to surrender before the Lord and 
are eager to receive the Lord’s grace—that if we are fortunate to receive even a tiny 
fraction of the Lord’s huge treasury of grace and mercy then let us rejoice and be 
reassured that our day has been made, for this tiny bit of the Lord’s grace and mercy 
upon us is enough to take care of all aspects of our spiritual well-being as well as help 
us obtain eternal peace and happiness. What more would anyone want from his 
Lord?] (3). 

       
[Say, where else or in front of whom shall I go to plead my case and seek redemption 
from my sufferings?] 

I do not wish to seek happiness and have my welfare by taking shelter and 
refuge anywhere else even if that journey is very comfortable and without hassles for 
me (anata cahyō na bhalō, supatha sucāla calyō). 

Verily indeed and in all sooth, I am feeling very happy and comfortable in my 
heart while being at your holy feet despite of not receiving any respect and apparently 
being neglected by you (nīkē jiya jāni ihām̐ bhalō anacahyō hauṁ).’7 
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Tulsidas tells his Lord Sri Ram that he has finally come to the conclusion that 
his sustenance, his welfare and well-being in all and every respect lies only with Lord 
Ram, and nowhere else (nātha hū sōṁ kahi nirabahyō hauṁ).  

He has repeatedly assured his Mana (mind and heart) about it, and he repeats it 
to his Lord also that there is no better destiny for him than this (tulasī samujhi 
samujhāyō mana bāra bāra, apanō sō). 

[7Let us elaborate on this prayerful submission of Tulsidas and see what he 
might have wished to add more to clarify his stand—“Oh dear Lord Ram! See, I am 
totally incompetent to do anything or take care of myself. I just wish to pass the 
remaining period of my life peacefully by lying quietly at your doorstep. This would 
at least give me peace of mind and assurance of something to put in my stomach, and 
of course a place to lie down without the fear of being chased away. I don’t have any 
destination where I can go. I am old and feeble by body, and my mind is totally 
confounded and I can’t think properly as it is clouded by fears of an uncertain future.   

What harm will I do to you if I just lie down to sleep somewhere in the corner 
of your majesty’s palace? Rest assured that I will not be a cause of any nuisance to 
you in any manner whatsoever. I won’t even ask you for food, for I shall be contented 
with bits and pieces that are discarded by you after meals. So there is no burden on 
you on this account also.  

I am not at all asking you to give me any sort of honour, gift or alms. I don’t 
want salvation and emancipation either. I don’t expect the world to give me fame or 
recognition for being associated with you. Therefore I will not bring any bad name to 
you or make you uncomfortable in any way. I will not be nagging at you for anything, 
and this is my word of honour. What I only want is that you allow me to stay with 
you, within your reach, so that I can at least see you daily and make a silent obeisance 
to you, bow my head to you, shed some odd tears in affection for you, and spend my 
days singing and humming your divine stories and praising your excellent glories to 
my heart’s content. You will find great joy in your own heart if this simple prayer of 
mine is accepted by you—for your heart would tell you that you have done a noble act 
by giving shelter to a distressed soul. It’s is a hugely charitable act indeed to give 
peace and succour to a distressed person like me.  

Just think Lord about what would happen if you force me out of your door! 
The world sings your glory as the only Lord who gives shelter to those who have no 
shelter; a Lord who is exceptionally benevolent, magnanimous, graceful, merciful, 
compassionate and kind who goes out of his way to help the needy and the distressed. 
This majestic and glorious reputation of yours would be irrevocably tarnished forever 
if you do not  accept me and allow me to take shelter with you. Nothing worse would 
happen to me than what already is my fate; but your honour and dignity would take 
such a severe beating that you won’t be able to recover any time in future.  

Hence, it is in your own interest to accept me and let me stay close to you.”] 
(4). 

 
 
 

Regret that the life has been spent in futility 
 

¼261½ 
 

esjh u cuS cuk;s esjs dksfV dyi ykSa 
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  jke! jkojs cuk;s cuS iy ikm eSaA 
fuiV l;kus gkS d`ikfu/kku dgk dgkSa\ 
  fy;s csj cnfy veksy efu vkm eSaAA1AA 
ekul  eyhu]  djrc  dfyey  ihu 
  thg gw u tI;ks uke] cD;ks vkm&ckm eSa 
dqiFk dqpky pY;ks] Hk;ks u Hkwfygw Hkyks] 
  cky&nlk gw u [ksY;ks [ksyr lqnkm eSaAA2AA 
ns[kk&ns[kh naHk rsa fd lax rsa HkbZ HkykbZ] 
  izdfV tukbZ] fd;ks nqfjr&nqjkm eSaA 
jkx jks"k&nks"k@}s"k iks"ks] xksxu lesr eu] 
  budh Hkxfr dhUgh bugh dks Hkkm eSaAA3AA 
vkfxyh&ikfNyh] vcgw¡ dh vuqeku gh rsa 
  cwf>;r xfr] dNq dhUgksa rks u dkm eSaA 
tx dgS jkedh izrhfr&izhfr rqylh gw] 
  >wBs&lk¡ps  vkljks  lkgc  j?kqjkm  eSaAA4AA 

 
 
                                                   (261) 
 
mērī na banai banāyē mērē kōṭi kalapa lauṁ 
rāma! rāvarē banāyē banai pala pā'u maiṁ. 
nipaṭa sayānē hau kṛpānidhāna kahā kahauṁ? 
liyē bēra badali amōla mani ā'u maiṁ. 1.  
mānasa malīna, karataba kalimala pīna 
jīha hū na japyō nāma, bakyō ā'u-bā'u maiṁ 
kupatha kucāla calyō, bhayō na bhūlihū bhalō, 
bāla-dasā hū na khēlyō khēlata sudā'u maiṁ. 2.  
dēkhā-dēkhī dambha tēṁ ki saṅga tēṁ bha'ī bhalā'ī, 
prakaṭi janā'ī, kiyō durita-durā'u maiṁ. 
rāga rōṣa-dōṣa/dvēṣa pōṣē, gōgana samēta mana, 
inakī bhagati kīnhī inahī kō bhā'u maiṁ. 3.  
āgilī-pāchilī, abahūm̐ kī anumāna hī tēṁ 
būjhiyata gati, kachu kīnhōṁ tō na kā'u maiṁ. 
jaga kahai rāmakī pratīti-prīti tulasī hū, 
jhūṭhē-sām̐cē āsarō sāhaba raghurā'u maiṁ. 4.  
 
Verse no. 261—Oh Lord Sri Ram (rāma)! My future prospects can never be bettered 
and I can never be redeemed even if I employ all my competence and all my resources 
by putting to the best use all the different methods that are available to me for this 
purpose, even if I try for millions of Kalpas (i.e. for a very long period of time) (mērī 
na banai banāyē mērē kōṭi kalapa lauṁ)—but if your majesty (rāvarē) so wishes, 
it can be done in a quarter of a second (banāyē banai pala pā'u maiṁ)1.  

[1My prospects for obtaining emancipation and salvation, my chances of 
attaining liberation and deliverance from my miseries and sufferings, my chances of 
getting peace, happiness and bliss for myself are negligible if I rely on my own efforts 
or resources. But if Lord Ram so wishes, my future can be made in a fraction of a 
second without the least effort on my part.] 
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Oh Lord who is a treasury of mercy and kindness (kṛpānidhāna)! What 
should I say (kahā kahauṁ), for you are wise enough yourself to fully understand 
my predicament (nipaṭa sayānē hau)—I have so foolishly exchanged a priceless 
gem with a worthless berry (liyē bēra badali amōla mani ā'u maiṁ)2.  

[2Here, the priceless ‘gem’ represents one’s life which could have spent in a 
worthwhile way by devoting it to Lord God and doing meritorious things that are 
within a person’s abilities to do so as to attain his spiritual goal of obtaining liberation 
and deliverance from his miseries and torments that are associated with life, and to 
attain emancipation and salvation that would have granted him eternal contentment, 
peace, happiness and bliss.  

The worthless ‘berry’ represents attachments with the world and its sense 
objects that a person’s sense organs lusted for, and which has so much entangled him 
in a web of miseries and grief that now he regrets exceedingly, but finds no way out 
of his predicaments. 

Tulsidas says that he regrets that his life has been spent in vain by pursuing the 
world and foolishly trying to find happiness and comfort in it, thinking erroneously 
that he would achieve something worthwhile in this world. What he got was noting 
but misery and grief. But by the time he became wiser about his error, time had 
slipped away, and now he has become old and feeble. At this late hour when death is 
looming on the horizon, he has been overcome by gloom. So he approaches his 
benevolent Lord Sri Ram to save him from a certain doom by granting his grace to 
this unfortunate fellow who has come to seek the Lord’s mercy and shelter. Tulsidas 
exceedingly regrets and feels remorseful that he has wasted in vain his life pursuing 
worthless pleasures of this materialistic world instead of using it to move ahead in the 
path of salvation.] (1). 
 
As a result of my follies, my mind became tainted and darkened (with all sorts of 
negativities and perversions) (mānasa malīna), while my evil deeds became all the 
more robust (i.e., they increased in intensity of wickedness, and the frequency of such 
misdeeds also increased exponentially) due to the evil influences of Kaliyug (the 
present corrupt age in which I live) upon me (karataba kalimala pīna)3.  

[3Kaliyug is the present corrupt age in which I live. It’s so overpowering that I 
could not help myself. This in turn resulted in my sins, vices, unrighteousness and 
unscrupulousness being increased day by day. All this and much more was due to the 
evil influence of Kaliyug which had so much deluded me that I just forgot what was 
in my interests. So what more wrong did I do?]  

To worsen my situation, I did not even chant your holy name with my tongue 
(jīha hū na japyō nāma), and instead I used it to utter incoherent nonesense and 
worthless chatter (bakyō ā'u-bā'u maiṁ).  

Further, I had played dirty tricks and behaved deceitfully and most 
irresponsibly, all the while following the path that was crooked, unrighteous, 
unscrupulous and improper (kupatha kucāla calyō).  

I had not done good to anyone even inadvertently (bhayō na bhūlihū bhalō).  
Alas! Even during childhood, I never played righteously and honestly; I did 

not play those games that are considered good, and morally correct and righteous; I 
did not play any game that would be centered on the theme of love and devotion for 
Lord God (bāla-dasā hū na khēlyō khēlata sudā'u maiṁ) (2). 
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Yes, if I had by-chance done anything good and meritorious that can be of any worth 
(bha'ī bhalā'ī), either by imitating others (such as pretending to be a devotee of the 
Lord and chanting his name to mimic other devotees) (dēkhā-dēkhī dambha tēṁ) 
or due to the beneficial effects of having some sort of contact with saints and pious 
souls (ki saṅga tēṁ)—then I had roamed about boasting of it and letting everyone 
know of such isolated good thing that I may have done (prakaṭi janā'ī), whereas I 
assiduously concealed all those sins, evil deeds and misdemeanours that I had 
indulged in willingly (kiyō durita-durā'u maiṁ). [To wit, if I happened to do 
something good and meritorious, I wanted everyone to know about it and praise me 
for my excellent character. But I hid all my sins and misdeeds, and did not want 
anyone to get a wind of them.] 

I had always been sustaining and nourishing such evil forces as “rāga rōṣa-
dōṣa/dvēṣa pōṣē”4 in my heart and mind (mana); I had always been a captive to 
them and the urges of my sense organs (gōgana samēta mana). I had always been 
devoted to them, and I had always loved them (inakī bhagati kīnhī inahī kō bhā'u 
maiṁ). [To wit, I had been under their magical spell like a charmed man. I adored 
them and spent my time and life trying to keep them in good humour.]  

[4rāga = to have attachment and infatuation with the sense objects of the 
world as well as the sense organs of the body.  

rōṣa = anger and wrathfulness. 
dōṣa = faults and shorcomings of all varieties.  
dvēṣa = having jealousy, ill-will, animosity and malice with others. 
pōṣē = to sustain and nourish.] (3). 
 

After giving due thought to my past, my present and my future prospects of which I 
can only make a guess (āgilī-pāchilī, abahūm̐ kī anumāna hī tēṁ būjhiyata gati), 
I have come to the conclusion that I have not done anything which can be called as 
‘good’ or ‘meritorious’ (kachu kīnhōṁ tō na kā'u maiṁ).  

But this world says, “Tulsidas has great faith and affection for Lord Sri Ram” 
(jaga kahai rāmakī pratīti-prīti tulasī hū), and I too have the greatest of faith and 
affection for you (pratīti-prīti tulasī hū).  

Now, whether all this is true or false (jhūṭhē-sām̐cē), oh your majesty and 
my gracious Lord (Sri Ram—“raghurā'u”), I have come to you full of hope, and I 
rely only upon you for my welfare and future5 (āsarō sāhaba maiṁ)5.  

[5Listen Lord! Whether you like it or not, whether I was a sinful or a good 
man in the past, there are two facts that cannot be overlooked and must be considered 
by you now: one is that the world has been identifying me as a person who has great 
affection for Lord Ram, a person who is totally devoted to Lord Ram, and two, that I 
have come to you with high hopes of redemption and acceptance, with full devotion 
in my heart for you, and am full of faith as well in your merciful and gracious nature 
which is so famed in this world and the scriptures.  

So therefore, you ought to be very careful and diligent in treating my petition 
for mercy and grace. Remember: Should any thing wrong happen to me, should I 
continue to suffer in my miseries and grief, should I not be redeemed and provided 
spiritual succour—then the whole edifice of your glory and majesty, your reputation 
and fame would crumble down like a pack of cards!   

Please don’t take me otherwise, for when a man is in utter dire straits, he loses 
his senses and his ability to talk politely and courteously. I am not a diplomat who 
would say bitter things couched in a sweet array of pleasant words. I say what comes 
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to my mind. And if you are the Lord who loves honesty and truthfulness, if you are 
the one who is omniscient and all-knowing, even of the thoughts that are in one’s 
mind and emotions that are hidden in his heart—then you must appreciate my 
truthfulness and uprightness that I say what is inside my mind and heart, and not 
contriving words to suit my purpose. Therefore oh Lord, please accept my prayers and 
grant me your grace and blessings. I don’t want anything more.] (4). 

 
 

 
What one should ask for from Lord Rāma if given an opportunity  

 
¼262½ 

 
dáks u ijr] fcuq dgs u jáks ijr] 
  cM+ks lq[k dgr cM+s lksa] cfy] nhurkA 
izHkqdh cM+kbZ cM+h] vkiuh NksVkbZ NksVh] 
  izHkqdh iquhrrk] vkiuh iki&ihurkAA1AA 
nqgw vksj leqf> ldqfp lger eu] 
  lueq[k gksr lqfu Lokeh&lehphurkA 
ukFk&xquxkFk xk;s] gkFk tksfj ekFk uk;s] 
  uhpÅ fuokts izhfr&jhfrdh izchurkAA2AA 
,gh  njckj  gS  xjc  rsa  ljc&gkfu] 
  ykHk tksx&Nsedks xjhch&feldhurk 
eksVks nlda/k lks u nwcjks fcHkh"ku lks] 
  cwf>  ijh  jkojsdh  izse&ijk/khurkAA3AA 
;gk¡dks  l;kui  v;kui  lgl  le] 
  lw/kkS  lrHkk;  dgs  feVfr  eyhurkA 
xh/k&flyk&lcjhdh lqf/k lc fnu fd;s 
  gksbxh u lkbZa lksa lusg&fgr&ghurkAA4AA 
ldy dkeuk nsr uke rsjks dker#] 
  lqfejr gksr dfyey&Ny&NhurkA 
d#ukfu/kku!  cjnku  rqylh  pgr] 
  lhrkifr&HkfDr&lqjlfj&uhj&ehurkAA5AA 

 
 
                                                    (262) 
 
kahyō na parata, binu kahē na rahyō parata, 
baṛō sukha kahata baṛē sōṁ, bali, dīnatā. 
prabhukī baṛā'ī baṛī, āpanī chōṭā'ī chōṭī, 
prabhukī punītatā, āpanī pāpa-pīnatā. 1.  
duhū ōra samujhi sakuci sahamata mana, 
sanamukha hōta suni svāmī-samīcīnatā. 
nātha-gunagātha gāyē, hātha jōri mātha nāyē, 
nīca'ū nivājē prīti-rītikī prabīnatā. 2.  
ēhī darabāra hai garaba tēṁ saraba-hāni, 
lābha jōga-chēmakō garībī-misakīnatā 
mōṭō dasakandha sō na dūbarō bibhīṣana sō, 
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būjhi parī rāvarēkī prēma-parādhīnatā. 3.  
yahām̐kō sayānapa ayānapa sahasa sama, 
sūdhau satabhāya kahē miṭati malīnatā. 
gīdha-silā-sabarīkī sudhi saba dina kiyē 
hō'igī na sā'īṁ sōṁ sanēha-hita-hīnatā. 4.  
sakala kāmanā dēta nāma tērō kāmataru, 
sumirata hōta kalimala-chala-chīnatā. 
karunānidhāna! baradāna tulasī cahata, 
sītāpati-bhakti-surasari-nīra-mīnatā. 5.  
 
Verse no. 262— [Oh Lord, I am in a dilemma.] It is not possible (or it is difficult) to 
say anything, but equally difficult to keep quiet (kahyō na parata, binu kahē na 
rahyō parata)1.  

I invoke your gracious and merciful nature to gather enough courage to 
humbly submit before you (bali, dīnatā) that though it is true that a person feels very 
glad and relieved when he narrates his tale of woes, miseries, sufferings and problems 
in front of his able superiors (baṛō sukha kahata baṛē sōṁ), but still I feel hesitant 
to do so when on the one hand I consider the Lord's greatness and the on the other 
hand the inconsequential nature of my complaints (prabhukī baṛā'ī baṛī, āpanī 
chōṭā'ī chōṭī), as well as my impertinance and meanness in approaching the Lord 
who is so holy and pure while I am so sinful, lowly and pervert (prabhukī punītatā, 
āpanī pāpa-pīnatā). 

[1A similar dilemma is faced by Tulsidas earlier in verse nos. 111 and 256 of 
this Book ‘Vinai Patrika’. 

To wit, though usually it is so comforting for a distressed person who is 
suffering from some kind of trouble to tell his Lord about his problems because it 
relieves his mental stress at once and assures him that his Lord would certainly solve 
his problems, but in my case I feel very reluctant to do so. The reason is that my 
problems are so tiny that there are not worth telling the Lord, as he would smile at me 
and say “you are like a child who gets upset by small things; why are you so 
perturbed by these inconsequential things which should not bother you at all if you 
regard yourself as my servant and devotee in the first place”.  

A seeker must keep in mind the stature of the giver when asking for anything 
from the latter. For instance, if a person is given a rare chance to present himself 
before the king of the realm and ask for something, would he be so stupid to ask for 
worthless things and waste away this rare opportunity, or would he be wise to ask for 
some rare gift that suits the stature of the king, that does not undermine the king’s 
majesty and greatness when this gift is shown to the world? Surely, only a mad person 
would ask a king for giving him something to eat for a day; it would be laughable!  

The king would judge the nature, the character, the personality and the status 
of that person by what he asks from the king. It won’t behove good for a man of noble 
upbringing to ask for tiny and worthless gifts from a king if the latter is so pleased 
with him that he is willing to give whatever is asked for. It’s better not to ask for 
anything at all than seeking rubbish.  

Tulsidas says that Lord Ram is not an ordinary King. He is the Supreme Being 
and the Lord God himself. So if one is given a chance to ask something from the 
Lord, wouldn’t it be wise to ask for something rare and special—such as seeking 
spiritual welfare, eternal beatitude, the purest kind of bliss and happiness, for 
liberation and deliverance from the cycle of transmigration and its attendant miseries, 
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and for emancipation and salvation of the soul? Isn’t is so absurd and ridiculous to ask 
the Lord to relieve worldly sufferings which would howbeit certainly end one day 
when this gross body is discarded at the time of death?  

Wouldn’t it be better and wiser for him, therefore, to leave everything at the 
discretion of the Lord by asking for nothing but for the Lord’s grace and mercy, 
because then the Lord would himself be in a dilemma as what to give to Tulsidas that 
would suit the Lord’s majesty and stature. Obviously, the Lord would go on giving 
and giving but still think that it is not enough and in accordance with his stature; the 
Lord would feel self-conscious and think that whatever he has given to Tulsidas, or 
for that matter to any other seeker, is not much and enough.  

By adopting this approach, Tulisdas would get to keep the cake and eat it as 
well: that is, he would be not only be relieved of all his worldly miseries and 
sufferings but in addition be blessed by eternal peace and happiness as well as by the 
reward of liberation, deliverance, emancipation and salvation even without his asking 
for them.  

So Tulsidas says that he is in a fix, not being able to decide what to do and say 
before the Lord.] (1). 
 
Considering both these aspects (as outlined in stanza 1 herein above), my Mana (mind 
and heart) becomes reluctant due to hesitation (i.e., I can't gather courage to speak 
anything before your majesty) (duhū ōra samujhi sakuci sahamata mana).  

But when I hear about the Lord’s magnificent virtues, his graceful and 
magnanimous temperament, and his nature to welcome and accept with courtesy and 
politeness even the most lowly, the fallen, the downtrodden, the distressed and the 
wretched ones, I feel confident and gather courage once again (to approach him and 
narrate my woes to him) (sanamukha hōta suni svāmī-samīcīnatā). 

Oh Lord (nātha)! It is well known that when someone sings your glories and 
pays tribute to you by bowing his head before you (gunagātha gāyē, hātha jōri 
mātha nāyē), then howsoever he may be lowly, sinful and wretched you have 
invariably made such a person fully contented and fulfilled (nīca'ū nivājē prīti-rītikī 
prabīnatā)2.   

[2To wit, you are so kind-hearted and magnanimous that if a person stands 
before you and praises your glorious nature, then you grant him boons so liberally that 
he is left with nothing more to expect or want. 

Oh Lord, you are inclined to receive and welcome your devotees very 
respectfully, notwithstanding how wretched, resourceless, distressed, downtrodden, 
maligned, sinful and tainted they are. When they sing your divine glories and pay 
their obeisance to you by bowing their heads before you, you feel glad to shower your 
grace and benevolence upon them so much so that they feel delighted and fulfilled in 
every possible respect.] (2). 
 
In this royal court (of Lord Sri Ram) everything is ruined by haughtiness, vanity, 
pride and ego (ēhī darabāra hai garaba tēṁ saraba-hāni), while being humble, 
meek, poor and courteous results in not only obtaining the rewards of welfare and 
good fortunes but also of one’s sustenance and well-being that become assured (lābha 
jōga-chēmakō garībī-misakīnatā).  

[Some of the instances are now cited here.] There was no one as ‘fat’ as (i.e. 
as famous in valour, strength and powers as the demon king of Lanka known by the 
name of) Ravana, whereas no one was as ‘thin’ as (i.e. weak and humble as his 
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brother) Vibhishan (mōṭō dasakandha sō na dūbarō bibhīṣana sō)—but in their 
case, your preference for the virtues of affection and total surrender (by the devotee 
Vibhishan) comes to the fore clearly (būjhi parī rāvarēkī prēma-parādhīnatā)3.  

[3This story of Lord Ram accepting Vibhishan and declaring the reason for 
this acceptance, as well as of the Lord declaring him as the future king of Lanka 
which meant sure death of Ravana indirectly, has been narrated in the epic “Ram 
Charit Manas”, in its Sundar Kand, from Chaupai line no. 6 that precedes Doha no. 
41—to Chaupai line no. 2 that precedes Doha no. 50. 

When Vibhishan was insulted publicly and kicked out of the kingdom of 
Lanka by his elder brother Ravana, the former came to surrender before Lord Ram. 
The Lord had then most cheerfully welcomed Vibhishan and gave him shelter when 
the Lord saw that he was utterly distressed and needs the Lord’s protection. Further, 
when Lord Ram observed that Vibhihan is very loyal to him and has great devotion 
for him, the Lord decided to eliminate Vibhishan’s tormentor, i.e. his elder brother 
Ravana, and restore his honour by crowning him on the throne of Lanka. This 
preference shown towards Vibhishan over his arch rival Ravana, though both were 
brothers belonging to the same demon family, establishes the fact that Lord Ram 
shows an inclination to favour anyone who has affection and devotion for the Lord, 
no matter how resourceless, powerless and humble he may be.  

At that time Lord Ram did not think twice that accepting Vibhishan would 
anatagonise his powerful enemy Ravana who still held the Lord’s wife Sita in his  
captivity, and that this might prove dangerous for her safety.] (3).   

 
Here (in Lord Ram’s court), having and showing off one’s cleverness, cunning, tricks 
and crookedness are equivalent to thousands of stupidities and foolish behaviours 
combined into one (yahām̐kō sayānapa ayānapa sahasa sama). [To wit, one 
should not try to be smart and deceitful before the Lord. It would be highly stupid to 
do so.] 

Verily and forsooth, in the court of Lord Ram, all blemishes, sorrows, 
darkness and malignancies of a person are erased by his honestly accepting his sins, 
miseeds, faults and misdemeanours with a mind and heart that are frank, truthful, 
pure, simple, straightforward and deceitless (sūdhau satabhāya kahē miṭati 
malīnatā).  

If you (Tulsidas says to himself) remember the fate of the Vulture (Jatau), the 
Stone (Ahilya) and Sabari4 (gīdha-silā-sabarīkī sudhi saba dina kiyē), your love, 
affection and devotion for the Lord will never diminish (hō'igī na sā'īṁ sōṁ 
sanēha-hita-hīnatā)5.  

[4The story of ‘Jatau’, the vulture, has been narrated in verse no. 57, stanza no. 
3 of this Book ‘Vinai Patrika’; that of ‘Ahilya’, the cursed wife of sage Guatam who 
had become a stone, in verse no. 43, stanza no. 3; and that of ‘Sabari’, the outcaste 
tribal woman, in verse no. 152, stanza no. 8. 

4They were all lowly, wretched, humble, outcastes—but seeing their faith, 
love and devotion, the Lord accepted and liberated them cheerfully. The Lord gave 
them eternal peace and happiness; he granted them liberation and deliverance from 
the horrible life they were leading, and the Lord gave their souls the boon of 
emancipation and salvation. Tulsidas says that if one remembers their fate then one 
feels very comfortable and reassured of peace and freedom from torments associated 
with life in this world because he too would be protected by Lord Ram. But one must 
remember that it is only possible if one has complete faith, devotion and affection for 
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Lord Ram and his divine name. Simply reading their stories is of no good if no lesson 
is drawn from it.] (4). 

 
 
Your name (i.e. Lord Ram's holy name) can fulfil all desires like the Kalpa Tree 
(which is the all wish-fulfilling heavenly Tree of the Gods) (sakala kāmanā dēta 
nāma tērō kāmataru).  

Immediately on remembering your holy name, all the sins, evils, vices, deceits, 
trickeries, crookedness and falsehoods of Kaliyug get disintegrated and become 
harmless (sumirata hōta kalimala-chala-chīnatā).  

Oh Lord who is an abode of mercy and compassion (karunānidhāna)! Tulsidas 
wants only this one boom (baradāna tulasī cahata)—that he should always remain 
floating like a fish is in the holy water of river Ganges that is symbolised by the nectar 
of having devotion and affection Lord Ram who is the husband of Sita (sītāpati-
bhakti-surasari-nīra-mīnatā)5.   

[5To wit, Tulsidas essentially says that just like a fish that cannot survive a 
moment without water, he too should not live a moment without having devotion and 
affection for Lord Ram.] (5). 
 
[Note—In this verse, the emphasise is on having unwavering devotion, faith and 
affection for Lord Ram and his divine and holy Name.] 
  

 
 

Tulasīdāsa reaffirms his abiding and honest devotion for Lord Śrī Rāma 
 

¼263½ 
 

  ukFk uhds dS tkfuch Bhd tu&th;dhA 
jkojks Hkjkslks ukg dS lq&izse&use fy;ks 
  #fpj jgfu #fp efr xfr rh;dhAA1AA 
dqd`r&lqd`r cl lc gh lksa lax ijîks] 
  ij[kh ijkbZ xfr] vkius gw¡ dh;dhA 
esjs Hkysdks xkslkbZa! ikspdks] u lksp&lad 
  gkSagw¡ fd;s dgkSa lkSag lk¡ph lh;&ih;dhAA2AA 
X;kugw&fxjkds Lokeh] ckgj&varjtkeh] 
  ;gk¡ D;ksa nqjSxh ckr eq[kdh vkS gh;dh\ 
rqylh frgkjks] rqegha iS rqylhds fgr] 
  jkf[k dgkSa gkSa rks tks iS àSgkSa ek[kh ?kh;dhAA3AA 

 
 
                                                   (263) 
 
nātha nīkē kai jānibī ṭhīka jana-jīyakī. 
rāvarō bharōsō nāha kai su-prēma-nēma liyō 
rucira rahani ruci mati gati tīyakī. 1.  
kukṛta-sukṛta basa saba hī sōṁ saṅga paraîō, 
parakhī parā'ī gati, āpanē hūm̐ kīyakī. 
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mērē bhalēkō gōsā'īṁ! pōcakō, na sōca-saṅka 
haunhūm̐ kiyē kahauṁ saunha sām̐cī sīya-pīyakī. 2.  
gyānahū-girākē svāmī, bāhara-antarajāmī, 
yahām̐ kyōṁ duraigī bāta mukhakī au hīyakī? 
tulasī tihārō, tumahīṁ pai tulasīkē hita, 
rākhi kahauṁ hauṁ tō jō pai hvaihauṁ mākhī ghīyakī. 3.  
 
Verse no. 263—Oh Lord (nātha)! Please be kind to understand properly and correctly 
what is inside the mind of this humble servant (i.e. devotee, follower, subordinate) of 
yours, and let there be no ambiguity in it (nīkē kai jānibī ṭhīka jana-jīyakī). 

My intellect, which is like a charming and loyal woman (“tīya”—who is 
symbolically like my wife because it is faithful to me and is always eager to do what I 
myself wish to do), has taken a vow to have complete faith and reliance upon your 
majesty, and treat this virtue as her de-facto husband and lord (rāvarō bharōsō nāha 
kai su-prēma-nēma liyō). With this determination, this woman (i.e. my intellect) 
owes her allegiance only to you, is loyal only to you, and has decided to have 
excellent virtues, upright character, righteous behaviour and noble conduct that is 
most appropriate and befitting for her husband and lord (rucira rahani ruci mati gati 
tīyakī)1.  

[1“To wit, since I have decided mentally that Lord Ram is my only Lord and 
Redeemer, since I have finally surrendered myself to the Lord and declare my 
allegiance to him, my mind and intellect too follow suit as they are extremely loyal to 
me and always help me to carry out my wishes.” 

Here, Tulsidas tells Lord Ram that when he prays to the Lord and says that he 
is his faithful devotee and loyal to him, he actually means it. There is no deceit, 
trickery or pretension in his mind or heart when he declares his devotion and faith for 
Lord Ram. He wants to assure the Lord that his mind and intellect are fully aggreable 
and cooperating with him when he makes this declaration, and the Lord should have 
no doubts about his intentions and integrity.] (1).  

 
Oh Lord, driven by my fate and circumstances that were further complicated by the 
the good or the bad effects of my deeds, I was compelled to live with all sorts of 
people in this world and somehow cope with them (kukṛta-sukṛta basa saba hī sōṁ 
saṅga paraîō). [To wit, I had no control over this situation.] 
 I have had a lot of experience and have learnt a lot by this interaction (with 
people of diverse nature, character and attitude). I have tested their nature and 
intentions, and now I have become quite familiar with the varied ways of this world, 
some quite honest and comforting, and others that are quite misleading and painful 
(parakhī parā'ī gati).  
 I have also learnt much about the deeds being categorised as good or bad and 
their respective consequences so as to judge the quality and the result of my own 
deeds myself (āpanē hūm̐ kīyakī). [So I concluded that no one else but I myself am 
to blame for my present situation—for one cannot escape from the Rule of Nature that 
one is liable for what one does. Therefore one must not blame others for his sufferings 
and pains, nor should one feel jealous of others if they are happy and peaceful, 
because both the situations are the results of corresponding deeds.]  
 Oh Lord (gōsā'īṁ)! I am not the least worried or afraid about my own 
welfare; I am not at all perturbed about my future being either good or bad (mērē 
bhalēkō pōcakō, na sōca-saṅka). [This is because once I have surrendered to you 
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and taken shelter and refuge with you, no further harm can ever come to me. Besides 
this, it is now your responsibility to take good care of me; so why should I worry or 
feel scared about my future?]   
 I say under oath in the name of the ‘Lord who is dear to Sita’ (“sīya-pīyakī”—
i.e. Lord Ram) that whatever I am saying is the truth, and nothing but the truth 
(haunhūm̐ kiyē kahauṁ saunha sām̐cī) (2).      
 
[If I speak deceptively and try to cheat or trick you, it wouldn't succeed because—] 
You are the Lord of wisdom, knowledge, intellect and discrimination as well as of 
speech (gyānahū-girākē svāmī). You are aware of what is outside (the external 
world) as well as what is inside (in the heart, mind and intellect) (bāhara-
antarajāmī). [Because you are omniscient and all-knowing; because you reside in the 
subtle heart and the subtle mind of all living beings as their ‘consciousness’ and 
‘conscience’ respectively.] 

Therefore, how can one conceal from you about the real intentions of what is 
being spoken by the mouth, and separate it from what is hidden inside one’s heart and 
mind? (yahām̐ kyōṁ duraigī bāta mukhakī au hīyakī). [One can’t cheat you with 
sweet words spoken to please you, while having bitter poison hidden inside the heart.] 

Verily indeed, in all sooth and without gainsay, it is a fact that ‘Tulsidas is 
yours, and you are the Lord who does good for Tulsidas’ (tulasī tihārō, tumahīṁ 
pai tulasīkē hita). Let me be like ‘a fly in the butter’ (hvaihauṁ mākhī ghīyakī) if 
what I declare here is wrong or deceitful even in a single word (rākhi kahauṁ hauṁ 
tō jō pai)2.  

[2If a fly is found in butter, we pick it and fling it out. Not only that, we will 
scoop a little amount of butter from around the place where the fly had been found 
and throw it away along with the fly as that portion of the butter would be deemed to 
be contaminated and unfit for use. So Tulsidas says that if he is speaking a lie when 
he says that “he belongs to Lord Ram, and the Lord is his only one who worries about 
Tulsidas’ welfare”, then let him be thrown away by the Lord disdainfully and 
contemptuously just like one throws away a “fly found in butter”.  

Conversely, this statement of being like a “fly in the butter” also refers to the 
situation which is just like a fly that dies when it gets trapped in a can of butter, as it 
gets suffocated due to the butter’s viscosity, and unable to fly out of it, it dies. Then 
the fly is picked up and thrown away contemptuously. So likewise, let Tulsidas suffer 
interminably if he is speaking a lie about his faith in Lord Ram.  

By alluding to the “fly in the butter”, Tulsidas asserts that what he says is 
honest and absolutely truthful, and if it is not then let Lord Ram eject him like one 
throws a dead fly from the butter.] (3).  
 
 
 

Lord Śrī Rāma as the matchless Lord, while all others are selfish 
 

¼264½ 
 

  esjks dáks lqfu iqfu HkkoS rksfg dfj lksA 
pkfjgw fcykspu fcyksdq rw fryksd eg¡ 
  rsjks frgq dky dgq dks gS fgrw gfj&lksAA1AA 
u;s&u;s  usg  vuqHk;s  nsg&xsg  cfl] 
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  ij[ks  iziaph  izse]  ijr  m?kfj  lksA 
lqân&lekt  nxkckftghdks  lkSnk&lwr] 
  tc tkdks dkt rc feyS ik¡; ifj lksAA2AA 
fccq/k l;kus] ifgpkus dS/kkSa ukgha uhds] 
  nsr ,d xqu] ysr dksfV xqu Hkfj lksA 
dje&/kje  Je&Qy  j?kqcj  fcuq] 
  jk[kdks lks gkse gS] Ålj dSlks cfjlksAA3AA 
vkfn&var&chp  Hkyks]  djS  lcghdks 
  tkdks tl yksd&csn jáks gS cxfj&lksA 
lhrkifr lkfj[kks u lkfgc lhy&fu/kku] 
  dSls dy ijS lB! cSBks lks fclfj&lksAA4AA 
thodks thou&izku] izkudks ije fgr 
  izhre] iquhrd`r uhpu] funfj lksA 
rqylh! rksdks d`ikyq tks fd;ks dkslyikyq] 
  fp=dwVdks pfj= psrq fpr dfj lksAA5AA 

 
 
                                                    (264) 
 
mērō kahyō suni puni bhāvai tōhi kari sō. 
cārihū bilōcana bilōku tū tilōka maham̐ 
tērō tihu kāla kahu kō hai hitū hari-sō. 1.  
nayē-nayē nēha anubhayē dēha-gēha basi, 
parakhē prapan̄cī prēma, parata ughari sō. 
suhṛda-samāja dagābājihīkō saudā-sūta, 
jaba jākō kāja taba milai pām̐ya pari sō. 2.  
bibudha sayānē, pahicānē kaidhauṁ nāhīṁ nīkē, 
dēta ēka guna, lēta kōṭi guna bhari sō. 
karama-dharama śrama-phala raghubara binu, 
rākhakō sō hōma hai, ūsara kaisō barisō. 3.  
ādi-anta-bīca bhalō, bhalō karai sabahīkō 
jākō jasa lōka-bēda rahyō hai bagari-sō. 
sītāpati sārikhō na sāhiba sīla-nidhāna, 
kaisē kala parai saṭha! baiṭhō sō bisari-sō. 4.  
jīvakō jīvana-prāna, prānakō parama hita 
prītama, punītakṛta nīcana, nidari sō. 
tulasī! tōkō kṛpālu jō kiyō kōsalapālu, 
citrakūṭakō caritra cētu cita kari sō. 5.  
 
Verse no. 264—Addressing his mind and heart, Tulsidas says— ‘Listen to me and 
pay heed to my honest advice at least once, then do whatever you like best (mērō 
kahyō suni puni bhāvai tōhi kari sō).  

See with all the four eyes you have (“cārihū bilōcana bilōku tū”—i.e. the 
two external, physical eyes of the body, and the two internal eyes symbolised by the 
mind and the intellect) and tell me whether you have any one to take care of you 
selflessly, if there is anyone who is your true well-wisher and benefactor except the 
Lord Hari (Sri Ram) anywhere in the world (tērō kō hai hitū hari-sō), whether it be 
in all the three Lokas (such as the subterranean, the terrestrial and the heavenly 
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worlds—“tilōka maham̐) or in any of the three periods of time (such as the past, the 
present and the future—“tihu kāla kahu”) (1). 
 
[Here, Tulsidas addresses his ‘true self’, i.e. his soul.] Residing in your home 
represented by your gross physical body, you had experienced the nuances of 
relationships of different kinds, some of affection and others of disaffection, that you 
have had with those whom you had regarded as being your kith and kin and relatives, 
in your present life as well as in your previous lives (nayē-nayē nēha anubhayē 
dēha-gēha basi).  
 By experience you must have judged by now how much and how truly they 
actually loved and respected you; was their love and respect for you real and true, or 
was it merely a smokescreen to deceive you for their selfish ends (parakhē prapan̄cī 
prēma)1. 

[1To wit, if you were intelligent and wise you must have observed that 
everyone who showed affection for you had some sort of vested interest in you. If you 
met their expectations from you, if you were of any use to them and helped them 
achieve their goals, then they took interest in you and pretended to be your best friend 
and a loving relative. But if you did not stand up to their expectations from you, they 
turned away from you. It must be obvious to you by now through personal experience 
that each individual whom you think loved you and had affection for you was driven 
by his or her self-interest. Verily, none was interested in whether or not you were 
suffering on their account, what pains and strains you had to endure to fulfil their 
demands and needs. As long as you continued to oblige them, they proferred their 
affection for you, but once you asked them to repay your loans to them, they became 
your sworn enemies!]   
 By and by, the mystery and the secret of all forms of pseudo affections and all 
sorts of false relationships came out into the open for you (parata ughari sō).  

You must have realised what really this society of friends is in this gross world 
where all relationships are hinged on mutual benefits that are derived from material 
things, where all relationships are full of pretensions and deceit, and no one is really 
interested in your personal welfare and spiritual well-being (suhṛda-samāja 
dagābājihīkō).  

You must have understood that all relationships are like a trade where goods 
are exchanged or bartered for gains and profits, where deceit, cunning, trickery and 
treachery are the instruments that are employed by all to strike a good bargain 
(saudā-sūta). [Honesty and truth are for the foolish and the failures in life; falsehood, 
pretensions and cunning are the norms for getting success and praise. In this 
environment, say who was your true friend in life?]  
 When anyone has some work to be got done from someone, the former would 
bend over backwards to please the latter; he would virtually prostrate and put his head 
at the feet of the latter so that the particular work can be got done successfully (jaba 
jākō kāja taba milai pām̐ya pari sō). [But once his objective is achieved, he would 
not even recognise that person who had helped him achieve success in getting the 
work done; he won’t recognise his benefactor.] (2). 
 
[What to talk of ordinary creatures when—] The Gods themselves are also very 
clever, cunning and selfish (bibudha sayānē)—have you not recognised them 
properly (i.e., have you not realised how selfish and cunning they are) (pahicānē 
kaidhauṁ nāhīṁ nīkē)?  
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If these Gods give something to you (by way of boons or blessings or good 
fortunes) then they would first take away or extract many times more from you for 
this extending this favour (in the form of severe austerities, penances, offerings, 
sacrifices, rituals, worship, adulation, vows, meditation, chanting of the holy Mantra 
etc. that you do to please them) (dēta ēka guna, lēta kōṭi guna bhari sō). 

Now as far as ‘Karma-Dharma’ are concerned  (i.e. doing righteous deeds, 
taking correct actions, and generally behaving in accordance to the principles of 
righteousness, propriety, ethics and noblility of conduct and thought), they too remain 
mere labours (worthless efforts) if they are not supported by the blessings of Lord 
Ram (karama-dharama śrama-phala raghubara binu).  

All these ‘Karmas-Dharmas’ devoid of devotion and faith in Lord Ram are 
akin to doing a ‘Havana’ (fire sacrifice) on ash (because the fire cannot be sustained 
on ash and it will soon be extinguished, thereby ruining the whole sacrifice) (rākhakō 
sō hōma hai), or like rainfall on infertile soil (because no matter how much rain falls 
on such a piece of land, it won’t produce any crop and would just drain off) (ūsara 
kaisō barisō)2. 

[2To wit, all Karma and Dharma remain mere physical exercises if they are not 
directed to attain spiritual welfare of a person, and this welfare is centered on having 
devotion for Lord Ram. If this goal is not achieved, then the rewards that one gets by 
doing meritorious deeds known as Karma and by observing the principles of Dharma 
are not of any real value because they are limited to benefits that one gets in this gross 
mortal world which is temporary and perishable. So whatever comfort, pleasure and 
happiness that one gets are also of limited value and transient as the life itself is in this 
this gross world. If one does the same Karma and Dharma by aiming to have devotion 
for Lord Ram, and offers whatever rewards are due to him to the Lord, then the 
benefits one gets are manifold times more greater and sustainable—for he gets to have 
eternal peace and happiness, is rewarded with liberation and deliverance from the 
cycle of miseries and torments, and gets to attain emancipation and salvation for his 
soul that in turn grants eternal rest to him.  

If anyone is opposed to Lord Sri Ram and relies solely on his own efforts, 
such as in performing of rituals and observing sacraments, in acquiring knowledge of 
the scriptures and their wisdom, in order to attain emancipation, salvation and bliss, 
then all such endeavours and exercises would be in vain.] (3). 

 
He who is good and auspicious in a wholesome way, whether it was in the past (in the 
beginning), in  the present or at the end (ādi-anta-bīca bhalō), he who provides 
auspiciousness and always does good for all the creatures irrespective of who they 
may be (bhalō karai sabahīkō), and he whose divinity, glory and majesty is world 
famous and universally acknowledged by the Vedas (scriptures) in an unequivocal 
term (jākō jasa lōka-bēda rahyō hai bagari-sō)—verily indeed and in all sooth, 
there is no other Lord who is more virtuous, more auspicious and possesses more 
excellent characters than Lord Sri Ram who is a dear husband of Sita (sītāpati 
sārikhō na sāhiba sīla-nidhāna)3.  

[3Lord Ram’s majestic glories and excellent characters are matchless and 
divine. They have been universally praised by all in this creation, and the scriptures 
too have proclaimed them unanimously. Indeed, there is no other Lord or God as 
praise-worthy as Lord Ram anywhere in this existence.  

The Lord has been divine, auspicious, glorious and a doer of good for all since 
the beginning of everything, is so even now, and will be the same till the end.] 
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[Tulsidas admonishes himself and says—] Oh you wicked and good-for-
nothing fellow (saṭha)! You seem to have virtually forgotten such a wonderful and 
magnanimous Lord as Sri Ram (who is ever so ready to look after you) (baiṭhō sō 
bisari-sō), and then you lament about the uncertainty of your future (kaisē kala 
parai)4!  

[4In this situation, say, aren’t you a truly dumb fellow? Woe to you and your 
wisdom! To wit, you are so worried about your future and well-being, but you don’t 
realise that you are responsible yourself for all your worries. When you have such a 
gracious, merciful and all-able Lord over your head to look after your needs and take 
care of everything for you, it makes no sense in your being worried about anything at 
all. Surely, since you do worry and lament about your past, present and future, it is 
obvious that you have forgotten the Lord. Otherwise, there should have been no cause 
for your fears, consternations and perplexities. Say, aren’t you utterly dumb and 
stupid?] (4). 
 
Alas! You are virtually insulting him (“nidari sō”—i.e., ignoring, neglecting and not 
paying due reverance to Lord Ram) who is the very life of all living beings (“jīvakō 
jīvana-prāna”—i.e., who is the soul and the essence of all living beings; who is the 
pure consciousness that infuses life in the gross body of all the creatures; and without 
whom no creature can ever survive), who is the greatest well-wisher and benefactor of 
all living beings as he is the dearest entity of their lives (prānakō parama hita), and 
who is the most beloved (dearest) of those who are lowly, fallen, wretched and 
humble, and their purifier and redeemer (prītama, punītakṛta nīcana). 
 Oh Tulsidas (tulasī)! You should concentrate your mind and heart on the act 
of grace, kindness and mercy that the King of Kaushal, Lord Sri Ram, had performed 
for your benefit at Chitrakoot (tōkō kṛpālu jō kiyō kōsalapālu, citrakūṭakō caritra 
cētu cita kari sō)5.  

[5Legend has it that Lord Sri Ram and his brother Laxman had once 
manifested themselves as two Rajput warriors astride two horses before Tulsidas at 
Chitrakoot, but unfortunately Tulsidas could not recognise the Lord. He however 
regretted later on when he came to know about the truth of this revelation, but it was 
too late by then.  

So in this stanza Tulsidas reminiscences about that wonderful incident and 
curses himself, saying that he is such a great fool that he forgets such rare blessings so 
easily, and that inspite of Lord Ram showing exceptional favour to him by appearing 
before him in person he continues to lament and wail like an ordinary person. What 
more stupidity can a person exhibit? Why doesn’t he, Tulsidas, exult and feel 
exhilarated at the love and affection that the Lord has for him; why does he feel 
neglected and forlorn when Lord Ram is so eager to take care of him and holds him so 
dear to his heart as to reveal himself personally before Tulsidas?  

Here, Tulsidas advises himself that he must recall that incident and feel 
exhilarated that the Lord had himself revealed before you to give you a rare privilege 
of having a divine glimpse of the holy Lord from up so close, an opportunity that even 
great sages and hermits are denied. You should feel extremely blessed and honoured 
by this incident, but instead of feeling ecstatic and spiritually blessed you continue to 
lament and wail like an ordinary creature. Woe to you and your low level of wisdom! 
Wake up and come to realise how blessed and fortunate you are indeed, instead of 
lamenting and grieving about your misfortunes and an imaginarily doomed destiny.] 
(5). 
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Tulasīdāsa requests Lord Rāma to caution Kalīyuga 
 

¼265½ 
 

ru lqfp] eu #fp] eq[k dgkSa ^tu gkSa fl;&ihdks*A 
dsfg vHkkx tkU;ks ugha] tks u gksb ukFk lksa ukrks&usg u uhdksAA1AA 

ty  pkgr  ikod  ygkSa]  fc"k  gksr  vehdksA 
dfy&dqpky larfu dgh lksb lgh] eksfg dNq Qge u rjfu rehdksAA2AA 

tkfu  va/k  vatu  dgS  cu&ckf/kuh&?khdksA 
lqfu mipkj fcdkjdks lqfcpkj djkSa tc] rc cqf/k cy gjS ghdksAA3AA 

izHkq lksa dgr ldqpkr gkSa] ijkSa tfu fQfj QhdksA 
fudV cksfy] cfy] cjft;s] ifjgjS [;ky vc rqyflnkl tM+ thdksAA4AA 

 
 
                                                    (265) 
 
tana suci, mana ruci, mukha kahauṁ ‘jana hauṁ siya-pīkō’. 
kēhi abhāga jān'yō nahīṁ, jō na hō'i nātha sōṁ nātō-nēha na nīkō. 1.  
jala cāhata pāvaka lahauṁ, biṣa hōta amīkō. 
kali-kucāla santani kahī sō'i sahī, mōhi kachu phahama na tarani tamīkō. 2.  
jāni andha an̄jana kahai bana-bādhinī-ghīkō. 
suni upacāra bikārakō subicāra karauṁ jaba, taba budhi bala harai hīkō. 3.  
prabhu sōṁ kahata sakucāta hauṁ, parauṁ jani phiri phīkō. 
nikaṭa bōli, bali, barajiyē, pariharai khyāla aba tulasidāsa jaṛa jīkō. 4.  
 
Verse no. 265—Oh Lord! I try to keep my body clean (i.e. I do not volunatarily 
indulge in sinful acts and try to be good, fair and honest in all my dealings and 
actions; I observe religious vows and sacraments faithfully) (tana suci), my mind has 
interest in auspicious things and cooperates with me in this endeavour (of cultivating 
good virtues and having devotion for you) (mana ruci), and I publicly announce that 
I am a follower and servant of the Lord who is dear to Sita, i.e. Lord Ram (mukha 
kahauṁ ‘jana hauṁ siya-pīkō’)—but inspite of these good things and a conducive 
environment, I fail to understand by which misfourtune I am unable to develop and 
establish the best kind of relationship with the Lord (Sri Ram) and have affection for 
him (kēhi abhāga jān'yō nahīṁ, jō na hō'i nātha sōṁ nātō-nēha na nīkō) (1).  
 
The conditions have become so bad for me that when I need (or ask for) water, I get 
fire instead (jala cāhata pāvaka lahauṁ). Similarly, Amrit (the soothing elixir of 
life) becomes poison-like for me (biṣa hōta amīkō)1.  

[1To wit, inspite of my best effort to acquire peace, happiness, bliss and 
tranquillity in life by leading the best sort of life I possibly can, I get agitation, 
torments, miseries, unhappiness and disturbances of all kinds instead.] 

Indeed, what the saints have described of Kaliyug and its inherent nature and 
ways of being evil, corrupt, deceitful, deceptive, cunning and treacherous are all 
correct (kali-kucāla santani kahī sō'i sahī).  
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I have become so deluded under its influences that I have begun to hallucinate 
so much so that I am unable to distinguish between sunshine and night (mōhi kachu 
phahama na tarani tamīkō)2.  

[2To wit, Kaliyug has so much corrupted my mind and tainted my intellect that 
I am unable to distinguish between what is good and what is bad for me. Perhaps this 
is the reason why I am suffering so much. It may be that Kaliyug has prevailed over 
my wisdom so much that I have failed to have complete faith and devotion for Lord 
Ram as is evident from the fact that I keep on worrying about my future when I know 
that the Lord is always there to take care of all my needs, both spiritual and temporal. 
So my worrying and lamenting makes no sense. Refer verse no. 264 herein above.] 
(2). 
 
When Kaliyug sees that I am blinded, it pretends to be my well-wisher, and advises 
me to use an eye ointment made from clarified butter extracted from the milk of a 
lioness living in the wild forest to cure my blindness (jāni andha an̄jana kahai 
bana-bādhinī-ghīkō). 
 Since I am already feeling so miserable by being blind, my mind and intellect 
have become so agitated that they are eager to find some relief whatsoever from any 
source. In this scenario, I fail to see through the wickedness of Kaliyug. When it finds 
me so eager to fulfil my desires, it manages to steal me of whatever wisdom I have 
(taba budhi bala harai hīkō). I foolishly begin to follow its instructions in the hope 
of finding some remedy for my sufferings, but when i end up by getting more misery, 
agony and grief in the wake I begin to regret and start pondering over my misfortunes 
and how foolishly I allowed myself to be misled by Kaliyug’s evil designs  (suni 
upacāra bikārakō subicāra karauṁ jaba)3.  
 [3Kaliyug makes a fool out of me. If I go near a lioness in the forest to get its 
milk for preparing the ointment, I am surely inviting death, for as soon as I approach 
the wild animal it would tear me apart!  

To wit, my eagerness and desire to attain peace and happiness in life had so 
much clouded my wisdom and intellect, i.e. made me ‘blind’, that I failed to see what 
was actually for my good when I listened to the cunning advice given to me by 
Kaliyug. When it found that I am so eager to find happiness and peace for myself that 
I would blindly follow anyone who provides me a way to achieve my objective, this 
wicked fellow pretended  to be my friend and advised me to find what I am seeking, 
i.e. pleasure, comfort, joy and happiness, by pursuing the gross world and its material 
things. In my blind desire I forgot to realise that this world and its sense objects are all 
givers of unhappiness and grief; I forgot to understand that the world and its things 
are all transient and the so-called comfort and pleasures they give are like the water 
seen in a mirage on the hot sand of a desert—the more one tries to go near them the 
further away they recede from him. In the end only frustration and dismay as well as 
misery, pain and torment are all that remain. And by the time I have come to realise 
this mistake, my whole life has already been spent in vain.] (3). 
 
[Since my intellect, wisdom and discrimination have all been destroyed by Kaliyug, I 
am deceived and trapped into believing the prescription proferred by it—as a result of 
which I start indulging in pleasures related to the sense objects of this world and 
spend my time pursuing them relentlessly. In this situation when I begin to love the 
world and be devoted to it, how can I have true affection and devotion for Lord Ram? 
The two can’t go together!] 
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In this background, oh Lord, I have something to say to you must earnestly 
and humbly. But at the same time I feel very hesitant (prabhu sōṁ kahata sakucāta 
hauṁ) because I fear that you would not pay heed to me and my prayers would lose 
their value  (parauṁ jani phiri phīkō). For this reason I invoke your gracious and 
benevolent nature of giving a patient hearing to even those who are lowly and fallen 
(bali) to politely plead before you as follows: Please be kind to summon this fellow 
Kaliyug near you, and instruct him to stop his nefarious ways and desist from thinking 
of creating nuisance with ill-witted people like Tulsidas (who are not intelligent and 
wise enough to see through Kaliyug’s evil nature and sinful designs, and are not 
strong enough to resist him on their own) (nikaṭa bōli barajiyē, pariharai khyāla 
aba tulasidāsa jaṛa jīkō)4.  

[4To wit, Tuslidas asks Lord Ram to put a tight leash on Kaliyug so that he 
stops tormenting humble creatures and misleading them. If the Lord does not 
intervene on behalf of humble people like Tulsidas, then a time would come when all 
the devotees of the Lord would begin to suffer under the horrifying influences of 
Kaliyug. And surely it would not be good for the Lord’s own reputation that his 
devotees suffer for any reason whatsoever.] (4). 
 
[Note—Refer verse nos. 220, 221 earlier, and verse no. 266 herein below of this Book 
‘Vinai Patrika’ in the context of this verse which describes the evil nature of Kaliyug.] 
 
 
 

Evil Designs of Kalīyuga 
 

¼266½ 
 

T;ksa T;ksa fudV Hk;ks pgkSa d`ikyq! R;ksa R;ksa nwfj ijîks gkSaA 
rqe pgq¡ tqx jl ,d jke! gkSa gw¡ jkojks] tnfi v?k voxqufu Hkjîks gkSaAA1AA 

chp  ikb  ,fg  uhp  chp  gh  Njfu  Njîks  gkSaA 
gkSa lqcju dqcju fd;ks] u`irsa fHk[kkfj dfj] lqefrrsa dqefr djîks gkSaAA2AA 

vxfur fxfj&dkuu  fQjîks]  fcuq  vkfx  tjîks  gkSa 
fp=dwV x;s gkSa yf[k dfydh dqpkfy lc] vc viMjfu Mjîks gkSaAA3AA 

ekFk  ukb  ukFk  lksa  dgkSa]  gkFk  tksfj  [kjîks gkSaA 
phUgksa pksj ft; ekfjgS rqylh lks dFkk lqfu izHkqlksaxqnfj fucjîks gkSaAA4AA 
 
 
                                                    (266) 
 
jyōṁ jyōṁ nikaṭa bhayō cahauṁ kṛpālu! tyōṁ tyōṁ dūri paraîō hauṁ. 
tuma cahum ̐ juga rasa ēka rāma! hauṁ hūm̐ rāvarō, jadapi agha avagunani 
bharaîō hauṁ. 1.  
bīca pā'i ēhi nīca bīca hī charani charaîō hauṁ. 
hauṁ subarana kubarana kiyō, nṛpatēṁ bhikhāri kari, sumatitēṁ kumati 
karaîō hauṁ. 2.  
aganita giri-kānana phiraîō, binu āgi jaraîō hauṁ 
citrakūṭa gayē hauṁ lakhi kalikī kucāli saba, aba apaḍarani ḍaraîō hauṁ. 3.  
mātha nā'i nātha sōṁ kahauṁ, hātha jōri kharaîō hauṁ. 
cīnhōṁ cōra jiya mārihai tulasī sō kathā suni prabhusōṅgudari  
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nibaraîō hauṁ. 4.  
 
Verse no. 266—Oh Lord who is graceful, compassionate and kind (kṛpālu)! What a 
dilemma it is that the more I try to come near you, the further I go away from you 
(jyōṁ jyōṁ nikaṭa bhayō cahauṁ tyōṁ tyōṁ dūri paraîō hauṁ).  

Oh Lord Ram (rāma)! You have always remained constant, steady, uniform, 
immutable and unchanging in all the four Yugas (i.e. the four eras that constitute one 
cycle of creation and destruction; they are called Sata, Treta, Dwapar and Kali Yugas 
respectively) (tuma cahum̐ juga rasa ēka), and I have also always been under your 
majesty’s tutelage during this cycle (hauṁ hūm̐ rāvarō) though I am full of sins, 
evils, turpitudes, perversions, vices and unrighteousness (jadapi agha avagunani 
bharaîō hauṁ) (1). 
 
Finding that I am alone (i.e., separated from you) during the present era, this wicked 
and wretched fellow Kaliyug has deceived me by his trickery midway (bīca pā'i ēhi 
nīca bīca hī charani charaîō hauṁ).  

I was like pure gold in the beginning (i.e. I was pure, immaculate, uncorrupt, 
pious, righteous and auspicious), but Kaliyug has converted me into someone who is 
tainted with impurities (hauṁ subarana kubarana kiyō)1.  

Kaliyug made me a pauper from being a king (nṛpatēṁ bhikhāri kari)2; he 
made me an ignorant fool from being a wise and exalted one (sumatitēṁ kumati 
karaîō hauṁ)3. 

[1To wit, I was initially an embodiment or an image of the supreme blissful 
state of pure consciousness, but this Kaliyug has transformed me into a corrupt, 
decadent, pervert and depraved person. My primary form is the pure consciousness 
known as the Atma or soul, and it is eternally holy, divine, pure, blissful and 
contented, but this wicked fellow Kaliyug had cast his evil eyes on me and clouded 
my wisdom so much that I could not see who I actually was, but began to see myself 
from the tainted prism that Kaliyug put before my eyes.  

Under the evil influences of Kaliyug I forgot all about who I actually am, I 
forgot that my primary form is the pure conscious Atma that is not only eternally holy 
and divine but is also an image of the Supreme Consciousness represented by Lord 
Ram, and so therefore I am one with and inseparable from the Lord! I forgot it. Under 
the deluding influences of Kaliyug I began to think that my identity is the gross body 
that lives in this equally gross world of gross things. 

Kaliyug first blindfolded me by covering my wisdom and intellect with a thick 
cloud of delusions, and when it finally allowed me to see it thrust a tainted prism 
represented by lust, passion, corruption and evil before my eyes so that I got a 
distorted view of the world. The result was catastrophic for me. I began to hallucinate 
and started being attracted towards all things that are worth discarding; I found charm 
in the gross world and its sense objects; I found pleasure in gratification of my sense 
organs; I enjoyed sensual pleasures and plunged headlong in the affairs of the world 
as if this was my final destiny, and there was nothing beyond it. I pursued this world 
so diligently that all my energy was spent in this endeavour till a time was reached 
when I realised that Kaliyug has taken me for a ride. I had moved far away from the 
right path my soul was proceeding on towards my final goal of attaining emancipation 
and salvation, and alas I had got myself trapped in misery and grief in my pursuit of 
the mirage that Kaliyug had unfolded before my greedy eyes.  
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Alas, though I had been so close to Lord Ram in the beginning, I have so 
foolishly moved away from him now. But the Lord must understand that I am not to 
be blamed for my misfortunes; it is this rascal Kaliyug that had misled me. Of course 
I don’t deny that I did allow myself to fall prey to Kaliyug’s nefarious designs, but 
after all I am a human being, and the temptations thrown before me by it were so huge 
and enticing that I slipped and fell down.  

But I have recovered myself and got my senses back now. So I pray to Lord 
Ram to forgive me. If the Lord does want to punish the culprit, then he should punish 
Kaliyug and not me because I was helpless against the might and the masterful crafty 
nature of Kaliyug. 

2Like a king I was so happy and contented in the beginning. Then this fellow 
Kaliyug pulled me in a pit of miseries and torments that left me wailing and lamenting 
like a beggar. The assets by way of peace, bliss, contentedness and happiness that my 
pure self had was robbed by Kaliyug who left me disenfranchised and grieving. 

3My primary form was pure consciousness known as the Atma that is 
inherently wise and enlightened. But now I am behaving so stupidly under the 
delusory effects of Kaliyug that has affected my entire life.] (2). 
 
Since then (i.e., since Kaliyug had cast his evil eyes on me), I have been wandering 
aimlessly (like a mad man, or a vagrant, a vagabond and a beggar) in the mountains 
and forests (i.e., everywhere in this world in search of peace and happiness) (aganita 
giri-kānana phiraîō). But all I got in return was getting burnt (tormented endlessly) 
without a physical fire (binu āgi jaraîō hauṁ)4.  

[4To wit, I roamed everywhere in this world in search of peace and happiness, 
but all I got were sufferings, torments, grief and miseries. Under delusions cast upon 
my mind and intellect by Kaliyug I could not realise that my true peace and happiness 
would be found at one single place if I just approached Lord Ram and surrendered 
myself before him, praying before the Lord for forgiveness and mercy, instead of 
wondering madly in the world, pleading before this and that god, wailing before this 
and that worldly lord or master, or trying so many methods and formulas that I was 
advised to try to get over my misfortunes by all and sundry people I met on the way.] 

Finally I reached the blessed place called Chitrakoot (which is a forested and 
hilly terrain where Lord Ram had spent a substantial time of his forest sojourn, and 
which is a serene and tranquil place for worship and meditation). I found a peaceful 
environment here, and because of its auspicious and blessed aura I began to see 
through the wickedness of Kaliyug (citrakūṭa gayē hauṁ lakhi kalikī kucāli saba)5.  

[5It is believed that Lord Ram, when he had stayed here, had blessed this place 
that its environment would be eternally protected from evil and sinful influences of all 
kinds. Those who would live here would be free from worldly delusions and miseries, 
and it would be easy to attain spiritual goals by doing meditation, contemplation, 
penances and austerities here. So great sages and hermits made Chitrakoot their 
chosen place of residence, and some established hermitages around it. The place was 
calm and serene and conducive for spiritual practices.  

Hence, when Tulsidas reached there during his wanderings, he discovered 
great mental peace and calmness that he was serching for so long. Since this place 
was blessed, it had a holy aura about it, and Tulsidas found that all his emotional 
sufferings have subsided. Here he found good company in the form of like-minded 
saints and sages, and so he could concentrate his mind peacefully on meditating and 
contemplating on Lord Ram, free from the disturbances and chaos created by worldly 
people that had been the cause of so much heart-burn for him till that time.]  
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I am getting scared of my own self because now I have discovered how 
tainted, evil and bad I have become (aba apaḍarani ḍaraîō hauṁ)6.  

[6Earlier I was surrounded by evil and pervert people, so I could not see much 
difference between myself and the surrounding world. In fact, I thought that I was far 
better than the rest. But now when I reached Chitrakoot and saw the saints and sages 
living here, the contrast became exceedingly sharp. Woe to me and my misfortune! 
What have I done to myself! Why, I was so happy and blissful in the beginning, and 
look what ruinous state of affairs I have created for myself!] (3). 
 
Tulsidas says—‘I stand humbly with a bowed head before my Lord Ram to tell him to 
be cautious (mātha nā'i nātha sōṁ kahauṁ, hātha jōri kharaîō hauṁ), because 
when a thief (here referring to Kaliyug) is recognised and singled out publicly he 
becomes very dangerous, and usually he would kill his identifier (in revenge), which 
in this case is Tulsidas (cīnhōṁ cōra jiya mārihai tulasī). Having warned the Lord 
to be cautious and having made my submissions (prayers) before him, I shall now 
become free from all worries (sō kathā suni prabhusōṅgudari nibaraîō hauṁ)7.’ 

[7Here, Kaliyug is the thief or the culprit who has been identified by Tulsidas 
before the king, Lord Ram. So therefore, if the Lord allows Kaliyug to escape 
punishment, and at the same time if he does not extend an umbrella of protection for 
Tulsidas and warn Kaliyug to leave him alone for otherwise he would be severely 
taken to task, it is certain that Kaliyug would take revenge upon Tulsidas and wreak 
havoc on him, most wrathfully and mercilessly. Tulsidas would be tortured and 
tormented by Kaliyug in a far worse manner than what he was subjected till now. 

Tulsidas says that after having presented his case before Lord Ram he is now 
at ease for he knows, and is confident, that the Lord would take note of everything he 
has said. Kaliyug would get his dues, and the Lord would forgive Tulsidas for all his 
misdemeanours because now he would know who the real culprit is. The Lord is so 
merciful that he might take pity on Kaliyug and spare him the rod that he actually 
deserves, but it is also sure that Tulsidas would be redeemed and rehabilitated, and 
that Kaliyug would be sternly warned not to disturb him any more.] (4). 
 
[Note—Refer also to verse nos. 139, 173, 184, 194, 195(2), 220-221, 265 of this Book 
‘Vinai Patrika’ that also describes the evil nature of Kaliyug.] 
 

 
 

Tulasīdās' Satyāgraha’ (determination/vows) 
 

¼267½ 
 

iu dfj gkSa gfB vktqrsa jke}kj ijîks gkSaA 
^rw esjks* ;g fcu dgs mfBgkSa u tue Hkfj] izHkqdh lkSa dfj fucjîks gkSaAA1AA 

nS nS /kDdk teHkV Fkds] Vkjs u Vjîks gkSaA 
mnjnqlg lk¡lfr lgh cgqckj tufetx] ujd funfj fudjîks gkSaAA2AA 

gkSa epyk yS NkfM+gkSa] tsfg ykfx vjîks gkSaA 
rqe n;kyq] cfugS fn;s] cfy] fcy¡c u dhft;s] tkr xykfu xjîks gkSaAA3AA 

izxV  dgr  tks  ldqfp;s]  vijk/k&Hkjîks gkSaA 
rkS euesa viukb;s] rqylhfg d`ik dfj] dfy fcyksfda ggjîks gkSaAA4AA 
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                                                     (267) 
 
pana kari hauṁ haṭhi ājutēṁ rāmadvāra paraîō hauṁ. 
‘tū mērō’ yaha bina kahē uṭhihauṁ na janama bhari, prabhukī sauṁ kari 
nibaraîō hauṁ. 1.  
dai dai dhakkā jamabhaṭa thakē, ṭārē na ṭaraîō hauṁ. 
udaradusaha sām̐sati sahī bahubāra janamijaga, naraka nidari  
nikaraîō hauṁ. 2.  
hauṁ macalā lai chāḍihauṁ, jēhi lāgi araîō hauṁ. 
tuma dayālu, banihai diyē, bali, bilam̐ba na kījiyē, jāta galāni  
garaîō hauṁ. 3.  
pragaṭa kahata jō sakuciyē, aparādha-bharaîō hauṁ. 
tau manamēṁ apanā'iyē, tulasīhi kṛpā kari, kali bilōkiṁ  
haharaîō hauṁ. 4.  
 
Verse no. 267—Oh Lord Sri Ram! From today onwards, I have firmly resolved to lie 
(or squat) at your door and shall not move from here unless my demands are met 
(pana kari hauṁ haṭhi ājutēṁ rāmadvāra paraîō hauṁ).  

Till the moment you pronounce ‘you are mine’1, I shall not budge from this 
place for the rest of my life—I declare my intentions openly with you as a witness (so 
that you cannot deny that you were unaware of it) (‘tū mērō’ yaha bina kahē 
uṭhihauṁ na janama bhari, prabhukī sauṁ kari nibaraîō hauṁ)1. 
 [1Refer also to verse nos. 250, stanza no. 4, and verse no. 253, stanza no. 3 on 
this Book ‘Vinai Patrika’ in this context.] (1). 
 
[Oh Lord, do not be under the impression that you can push me out using force of 
your royal guards because—] The messengers of Yam (the God of death and hell) 
tried to eject me (or push me out) from the front of hell's door, and they become tired 
of pushing and shoving me but were unable to do it (dai dai dhakkā jamabhaṭa 
thakē, ṭārē na ṭaraîō hauṁ)2.  

[2You know why? Because my sins, evil deeds and unrighteousness were so 
immense that just by the virtue of their weight I managed to hold my ground at Yam’s 
place. To wit, I spent many births in hell and Yam was unable to get rid of me. In 
brief, I am a very stubborn sort of man; if Yam and his messengers, who are known to 
be cruel and merciless in their dealings with creatures, could not push me out from the 
hell’s door, say how would you push me out against my will as you are so merciful 
and kind that you would never ever think of employing brute force upon me just for 
the sake of pushing me out of your door.] 

After taking repeated births in this world and suffering the intolerable miseries 
and excessive torments of the mother's womb which is like a physical form of hell, I 
became so horrified and disgusted that at last I gave up my stubbornness and 
voluntarily came out of that hell (udaradusaha sām̐sati sahī bahubāra 
janamijaga, naraka nidari nikaraîō hauṁ)3. 

[3Tulsidas compares the sufferings endured by a creature while it is still inside 
the mother’s womb to that of hell. He says that he left that hell only when he decided 
to do so as he was horrified by it, and not because Yam was able to eject him. But 
Lord Ram’s place is so pleasant and heaven-like, and therefore unless the Lord 
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promises to grant Tulsidas his wishes, he will continue to lay sieze of it and enjoy 
lying there in comfort.] (2). 
 
I shall certainly obtain that thing which I have determined to get, and I am so 
obstinate that nothing would change my position and I will not forgo my demands 
(hauṁ macalā lai chāḍihauṁ, jēhi lāgi araîō hauṁ). For in all sooth, oh Lord, you 
are so kind and gracious that after a certain point you will become mellowed and yield 
to me and agree to provide me what I have set out to obtain (tuma dayālu, banihai 
diyē). 
 This being the case (that ultimately you would yield and grant me what I want 
to have), I invoke your merciful and gracious nature, and prithee (bali) that it is wiser 
and prudent for you to do it quickly, and sooner the better because I am feeling very 
guilty and self-conscious for causing so much embarrassment to you (bilam̐ba na 
kījiyē, jāta galāni garaîō hauṁ)4.  

[4Lord, I do not willingly want to put you in an embarrassing situation by 
continuing to lie at your doorstep with my demands. I am almost dying of regret and 
remorse for my actions as they are causing so much discomfort to you, but if I don’t 
do it you will not heed my request. See, I am like a child before you, and a parent 
must deal kindly and lovingly with his stubborn child who wants nothing else but 
such a simple thing as his father placing his hand of blessing over the child’s head.  

Think, what will the world and those who see me lying at your doorstep with 
my demands unfulfilled say about you? You have a grand reputation as the Lord who 
fulfils all the wishes of everyone who come to you seeking something, and here I am 
praying and beseeching you for so long for a simple thing—a mere acceptance of me 
as your servant—and still I am being denied this request. Say oh Lord, how will you 
answer this, and say how will you protect your own fame and reputation if you do not 
heed my prayers and force me to squat at your door for long? So it is best for you to 
tell me that you have acceded my demands so that I get up, bow reverentially before 
you, and leave this place happily to go out and sing your glories and praise your 
benevolent nature for all to listen in this world. Accepting my demands would bring 
laurels to you. 

But in case you don’t listen, then let me warn you that the people would say 
that so many days have passed since Tulsidas has been praying at the door of Lord 
Ram, and look at his Lord—he is so stone-hearted that he doesn't bother about his 
devotee’s sufferings and has been deaf to his pleas. This would undermine your whole 
reputation and glories. This is the cause of my remorse, sullenness and lamentation 
for I don't want you to be embarrassed. So, you had better say once ‘Tulsidas, you are 
mine’, and I shall end this non-violent protest instantly!] (3). 
 
Oh Lord, I accept that I am full of faults and unrighteousness, that I am sinful and full 
of vices, that there is nothing worthy in me to make me acceptable to you openly. And 
perhaps this is the reason why you are feeling shy and hesitant to openly accept me 
(pragaṭa kahata jō sakuciyē, aparādha-bharaîō hauṁ).  
 If this is the case then you need not say this in public that you have accepted 
me; just be kind to accept Tulsidas as one of your own in your heart (tau manamēṁ 
apanā'iyē, tulasīhi kṛpā kari).  

But be kind enough to give me a subtle hint that you have accepted me 
internally though you don’t wish to say it out in the open. It would serve my purpose, 
because I am terrified of Kaliyug and want assurance from you (that you are my Lord 
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and guardian, and so I need not be afraid from anyone) (kali bilōkiṁ haharaîō 
hauṁ) (4).   
 
 
 

How will I know that Lord Śrī Rāma has accepted me? 
 

¼268½ 
 

rqe viuk;ks rc tkfugkSa] tc eu fQfj ifjgSA 
tsfg lqHkko fc"k;fu yX;ks] rsfg lgtukFk lksa usg NkfM+ Ny dfjgSAA1AA 

lqrdh izhfr] izrhfr ehrdh] u`i T;ksa Mj MfjgSA 
viuks lks LokjFk Lokfelksa] pgq¡ fof/kpkrd T;ksa ,dVsdrsufgaVfjgSAA2AA 

gjf"kgS  u  vfr  vknjs]  funjs  u  tfj  efjgSA 
gkfuykHk nq[klq[k lcS lefprfgr vufgr] dfy&dqpfy ifjgfjgSAA3AA 

izHkq&xqu lqfu eu gjf"kgS] uhj u;ufu <fjgSA 
rqylhnkl Hk;ks jkedks] fcLokl] izse yf[k vku¡n mefx mj HkfjgSAA4AA 
 
 
                                                     (268) 
 
tuma apanāyō taba jānihauṁ, jaba mana phiri parihai. 
jēhi subhāva biṣayani lagyō, tēhi sahajanātha sōṁ nēha chāḍi  
chala karihai. 1.  
sutakī prīti, pratīti mītakī, nṛpa jyōṁ ḍara ḍarihai. 
apanō sō svāratha svāmisōṁ, cahum̐ vidhicātaka jyōṁ ēkaṭēkatē  
nahiṇ ṭarihai. 2.  
haraṣihai na ati ādarē, nidarē na jari marihai. 
hānilābha dukhasukha sabai samacitahita anahita, kali-kucali  
pariharihai. 3.  
prabhu-guna suni mana haraṣihai, nīra nayanani ḍharihai. 
tulasīdāsa bhayō rāmakō, bisvāsa, prēma lakhi ānam̐da umagi  
ura bharihai. 4.  
 
Verse no. 268—In the previous verse no. 267 we have read that Tulsidas urges Lord 
Ram to accept him no matter how bad and unworthy he may be for it. He has also 
asked the Lord not to feel embarrassed if by publicly declaring that he has accepted 
such a sinful and evil man as Tulsidas makes him feel so, but it would be alright if the 
Lord silently accepts in his heart that Tulsidas is his devotee. But then, in the latter 
case, how will Tulsidas know that he has been accepted by the Lord and that the Lord 
has forgiven him for his past midemeanours? This verse answers this question.]    
 
When my Mana (the ‘mind’ with its various components such as sub-conscious, 
thoughts, intellect, discriminatory powers, perceptions, et al, and the ‘heart’ with its 
emotions, sentiments etc.) turns towards you (and away from the world) (jaba mana 
phiri parihai), then only will I be satisfied that you have truly accepted me and are 
pleased with me (tuma apanāyō taba jānihauṁ). 
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 When my Mana abandons all its trickery, deceptions and pretensions (chāḍi 
chala) to develop true, sincere and natural love and affection for the Lord (Sri Ram) 
(tēhi sahajanātha sōṁ nēha karihai) with the same enthusiasm with which it had 
been indulgent in gratification of the sense organs and pursuing the pleasures that it 
got from the world and its sense objects (jēhi subhāva biṣayani lagyō)—then only 
would I think and know that you are pleased with me1.  

[1To wit, when my Mana turns away from the mundane, delusory, gross 
temporal world and its countless temptations, when it does not feel the urge to gratify 
one’s sense organs, when the allurement of pleasures and comforts offered by the 
sense objects of this world lose their charm and appear dull, and instead when it (my 
Mana) feels attracted towards the Lord, in having devotion, faith, love and affection 
for the Lord, in serving the Lord with the same enthusiasm with which it had been 
pursuing the world and got attracted towards its charms—then only will I think that I 
have been accepted by the Lord and he is pleased with me. 

Till the time my Mana finds natural affection for the Lord and has a sincere 
desire to be devoted to him and enjoy his company, and till the time it loses all 
interests in the world and desire for self-gratification, how can I believe that the Lord 
has really accepted me?] (1).  
 
[Further, I can't be assured that you have accepted me unless—] The way my Mana 
makes me love my son and be attached to him (sutakī prīti), the way it makes me 
believe and have faith in my friends and compatriots (pratīti mītakī), and the way it 
makes me have fear of the king of the realm (“nṛpa jyōṁ ḍara ḍarihai”—i.e. makes 
me obey the king’s orders, pay tribute to him, exhibit loyalty and allegiance to him, 
and seek the king’s protection and patronage)—when it (the Mana) has developed a 
similar sort of affection, faith, reliance and loyalty towards the Lord (Sri Ram), when 
it determines that all its interests and well-being are centered in the Lord (apanō sō 
svāratha svāmisōṁ), and when it is steadfast in this vow and never ever gets 
distracted from its chosen path (nahiṇ ṭarihai) much like the bird Chatak that keeps 
its gaze fixed on its target (cahum̐ vidhicātaka jyōṁ ēkaṭēkatē)2—it is only then 
that I would be satisfied and know that the Lord has accepted me. 
 [2The bird Chatak is said to have taken a vow that it would drink drops of 
rainwater which the cloud puts directly into its beak, or otherwise it would prefer to 
die of thirst, so enamoured it is with the dark rain-bearing cloud. Tulsidas cites this 
example to emphasise that when his mind and heart have firmly decided that he 
should not seek anything from anyone except his beloved Lord Ram, when he is able 
to develop natural love and affection for his Lord, and when the Lord also 
reciprocates his emotions and pays respect to his sentiments by overlooking all his 
shortcomings and embracing him irrespective of how he is—then only would Tulsidas 
understand that Lord Ram is pleased with him and has unequivocally accepted him.] 
(2). 
  
[Again, only when the following conditions or characteristics evolve in me shall I 
consider myself as having been accepted by Lord Sri Ram—] When it (the Mana) 
develops the highest level of equanimity and calmness by neither feeling exhilarated 
and excited on getting the highest honour in this world (haraṣihai na ati ādarē), nor 
dying of burns inflicted by the fire ignited by insults, humiliation or rebuke in it 
(“nidarē na jari marihai”—i.e. when it does not get angry and vengeful inspite of 
the greatest of provocations), when it is able to remain calm,  poised, unruffled, 
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uniform, unwavering, stable and tranquil under contradictory situations, such as profit 
and loss, joys and sorrows, fortunes and misfortunes, adversities and favourable 
conditions, and all other sorts of paradoxes and complex circumstances that are 
hallmarks of life in this world (hānilābha dukhasukha sabai samacitahita 
anahita), and when it completely abandons its involvement with all the deceitful, 
treacherous, evil, sinful, pervert, decadent, unrighteous, unscrupulous and detestable 
ways of Kaliyug (kali-kucali pariharihai)—then only will I be satisfied and know 
that I have been accepted by the Lord and he is pleased with me (3). 
 
[Other virtues that would define my acceptance by Lord Ram are the following—] 
When my Mana shall become ecstatic with joy on hearing about the fame, glories and 
virtues of the Lord (Sri Ram) (prabhu-guna suni mana haraṣihai), and a stream of 
affectionate tears would roll down my eyes (nīra nayanani ḍharihai)—then only will 
Tulsidas believe that he has become one of Lord Sri Ram's own devotees (tulasīdāsa 
bhayō rāmakō, bisvāsa).  

And when this realisation dawns in Tulsidas’ mind, he would be overwhelmed 
by surging waves of love and affection for Lord Ram that would emerge in his 
ecstatic heart; he would be extremely delighted and euphoric, and his heart would 
erupt in joy (prēma lakhi ānam̐da umagi ura bharihai). [Tulsidas prays to Lord 
Ram to make this thing a reality.] (4).  

 
 
 
                     How much love should I have for Lord Rāma 

 
¼269½ 

 
jke  dcgq¡  fiz;  ykfxgkS  tSls  uhj  ehudks\ 

lq[k thou T;ksa thodks] efu T;ksa Qfudks fgr] T;ksa /ku yksHk&yhudksAA1AA 
T;ksa  lqHkk;  fiz;  yxfr  ukxjh ukxj  uohudksA 

R;ksa  esjs  eu  ykylk  dfj;s  d#ukdj!  ikou  izse  ihudksAA2AA 
eulkdks  nkrk  dgSa  Jqfr  izHkq  izohudksA 

rqyflnkl  dks  Hkkorks]  cfy  tkm¡  n;kfuf/k!  nhtS  nku  nhudksAA3AA 
 
 
                                                   (269) 
 
rāma kabahum̐ priya lāgihau jaisē nīra mīnakō? 
sukha jīvana jyōṁ jīvakō, mani jyōṁ phanikō hita, jyōṁ dhana  
lōbha-līnakō. 1.  
jyōṁ subhāya priya lagati nāgarī nāgara navīnakō. 
tyōṁ mērē mana lālasā kariyē karunākara! pāvana prēma  
pīnakō. 2.  
manasākō dātā kahaiṁ śruti prabhu pravīnakō. 
tulasidāsa kō bhāvatō, bali jā'um̐ dayānidhi! dījai dāna  
dīnakō. 3.  
 
Verse no. 269—Oh Lord Sri Ram! Will I ever have as much affection, love and 
endearment for you (a) as the fish has for the water (“kabahum̐ priya lāgihau jaisē 
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nīra mīnakō”; the fish cannot survive detached from the water), (b) as the creature 
loves a life of comfort and happiness (“sukha jīvana jyōṁ jīvakō”; the creature tries 
all dirty tricks to get comfort and happiness in life), (c) as the serpent loves the ‘Mani’ 
(“mani jyōṁ phanikō hita”; the Mani is a luminiscent sac formed by secretions from 
the glands on the hood of a special type of snake; if the sac is removed it is said that 
the snake dies), and (d) as a great greedy miser loves his wealth (“jyōṁ dhana 
lōbha-līnakō”; for a miser, everything else in the world is secondary as compared to 
his pennies) (1). 
 
Or else, even as a young actor is naturally attracted towards a young, clever and 
beautiful actress (jyōṁ subhāya priya lagati nāgarī nāgara navīnakō), oh Lord 
who shows mercy and compassion (karunākara), please produce (or develop) in my 
mind and heart (i.e. my inner-self) an intense desire (tyōṁ mērē mana lālasā 
kariyē) for drinking the nectar symbolised by having exclusive love and devotion for 
you that is of the purest kind, that is intense, truthful, steady, abiding and eternal by its 
inherent nature (pāvana prēma pīnakō). [Oh Lord, let it be so that I love and have 
affection for no one else except you; let me be devoted to you  and no one else.] (2). 
 
The Vedas assert (kahaiṁ śruti) that the Lord fulfills all the wishes and desires (that 
arise in the heart of his devotees and those who come to him seeking something—
“manasākō dātā”), and that the Lord is very clever and proficient towards that end 
(prabhu pravīnakō). [That is, the Lord understands one's needs and desires even 
without speaking or asking for them specifically. So the Lord fulfills them on his own 
by merely approaching the Lord and submitting one’s self before the Lord.] 

Oh an abode of mercy, compassion, kindness and grace (dayānidhi)! I 
earnestly beseech you, I sincerely plead before you (bali jā'um̐) to give as alms the 
things which Tulsidas wishes in his heart (tulasidāsa kō bhāvatō, dījai dāna 
dīnakō). [And, what does he want? For an answer, refer verse nos. 267, 268 among 
others. In brief, Tulsidas wants nothing else but to have everlasting love and devotion 
for Lord Ram and faith in the Lord’s holy name.] (4). 
 
 

 
Lord Śrī Rāma, will you .....? 

 
¼270½ 

 
dcgq¡ d`ik dfj j?kqchj! eksgw fprSgksA 

Hkyks&cqjks tu vkiuks] ft; tkfun;kfuf/k! voxqu vfer fcrSgksAA1AA 
tue tue gkSa eu ftR;ks] vc eksfg ftrSgksA 

gkSa  lukFk  àSgkS  lgh]  rqegw  vukFkifr]  tks  y?kqrfg  u  fHkrSgksAA2AA 
fcu; djkSa viHk;gq rsa] rqEg ije fgrS gksA 

rqyflnkl  dklksa  dgS]  rqegh  lc  esjs]  izHkq&xq#]  ekrq&firS  gksAA3AA 
 
 
                                                     (270) 
 
kabahum̐ kṛpā kari raghubīra! mōhū citaihō. 
bhalō-burō jana āpanō, jiya jāni dayānidhi! avaguna amita  
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bitaihō. 1.  
janama janama hauṁ mana jityō, aba mōhi jitaihō. 
hauṁ sanātha hvaihau sahī, tumahū anāthapati, jō laghutahi na  
bhitaihō. 2.  
binaya karauṁ apabhayahu tēṁ, tumha parama hitai hō. 
tulasidāsa kāsōṁ kahai, tumahī saba mērē, prabhu-guru,  
mātu-pitai hō. 3.  
 
 
Verse no. 270—Oh Lord Raghubīra (Sri Ram)! Will you be ever kind enough to 
glance (or look) at me affectionately (kabahum̐ kṛpā kari mōhū citaihō)?  

Oh Lord who is an abode of kindness and mercy (dayānidhi)! Considering 
this fact about me in your heart (jiya jāni) that ‘whatever sort of person this fellow is, 
whether he is good or bad, he is nevertheless mine, he is my follower, servant and 
dependant’ (bhalō-burō jana āpanō), will you please have mercy on me and end my 
faults, shortcomings, vices, taints and blemishes (avaguna amita bitaihō)1?  

[1Oh Lord, please regard me as your devotee and servant who is totally 
dependent upon your grace and mercy. I don’t say that I am good and worthy of you, 
but it is also not deniable that I have no one whom I can call ‘mine’ except you. So oh 
Lord, please be kind on me, purify me and cleanse me of all my faults and vices that 
have tainted my character for so long, so that I become fit to be called your devotee.] 
(1). 
 
In all my previous births, this Mana (mind and heart) of mine had the better of me as 
its always had been able to subdue me so much that I fell prey to its nefarious designs, 
and under its instructions I got indulgent in the world and its sense objects (as I was 
subservient to this Mana) (janama janama hauṁ mana jityō).  
 Now tell me Lord, will you please make me win over it (my powerful Mana 
that is my biggest enemy) in this life (aba mōhi jitaihō)? [To wit, will you make it 
happen that in this life my Mana would listen to me and become devoted to you? Will 
you prevail upon this Mana of mine so that it helps me to have affection for you and 
worship your holy feet?] 
 This will benefit us both. On the one hand it is true that I would be blessed and 
fulfilled (and would therefore be obliged and thankful to you forever) (hauṁ 
sanātha hvaihau sahī), and on the other hand you would also be able to retain you 
reputation and get immense fame and honour for being the benevolent and merciful 
Lord who patronises and provides solace and succour to all those who have no one 
over their head to take care of them, who are helpless and hapless (tumahū 
anāthapati), if you were to overlook my shortcomings and faults and accept me (jō 
laghutahi na bhitaihō) (2).    
  
 I am pleading with you in such a humble way because I am very nervous, distressed 
and scared stiff about my fate and the precarious circumstances that I find myself in 
(binaya karauṁ apabhayahu tēṁ). You are certainly my best benefactor and well-
wisher (tumha parama hitai hō).  

So oh Lord, whom else should Tulsidas go to pray to and plead his case with; 
from whom else should I expect help, mercy, solace and succour (tulasidāsa kāsōṁ 
kahai), because for me, you are my only Lord, you are my only Guru (teacher, guide 
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and moral preceptor), you are my only parent, both as a mother as well as a father, 
and whatever other affectionate relationships that may exist in this world (tumahī 
saba mērē, prabhu-guru, mātu-pitai hō) (3). 
 
[Note—Refer also to verse no. 211 of this Book ‘Vinai Patrika’ which also deals with 
a similar theme.] 

 
 
 
                   Tulasīdāsa beseeches his Lord Rām to accept him 

 
¼271½ 

 
tSlks gkSa rSlks jke jkojks tu] tfu ifjgfj;sA 

d`ikfla/kq]  dksly/kuh!  ljukxr&ikyd]  <jfu  vkiuh  <fj;sAA1AA 
gkSa rkS fcxjk;y vkSj dks] fcxjks u fcxfj;sA 

rqe lq/kkfj vk;s lnk lcdh lcgh fcf/k] vc esfj;ks lq/kfj;sAA2AA 
tx  g¡flgS  esjs  laxzgs]  dr  bfg  Mj  Mfj;sA 

dfi&dsoV dhUgs l[kk tsfglhy] ljy fpr] rsfg lqHkkm vuqlfj;sAA3AA 
vijk/kh  rm  vkiuks]  rqylh  u  fclfj;sA 

VwfV;ks  ck¡g  xjs  ijS]  QwVsgq  fcykspu  ihj  gksr  fgr  dfj;sAA4AA 
 
 
                                                    (271) 
 
jaisō hauṁ taisō rāma rāvarō jana, jani parihariyē. 
kṛpāsindhu, kōsaladhanī! saranāgata-pālaka, ḍharani āpanī ḍhariyē. 1.  
hauṁ tau bigarāyala aura kō, bigarō na bigariyē. 
tuma sudhāri āyē sadā sabakī sabahī bidhi, aba mēriyō sudhariyē. 2.  
jaga ham ̐sihai mērē saṅgrahē, kata ihi ḍara ḍariyē. 
kapi-kēvaṭa kīnhē sakhā jēhisīla, sarala cita, tēhi subhā'u anusariyē. 3.  
aparādhī ta'u āpanō, tulasī na bisariyē. 
ṭūṭiyō bām̐ha garē parai, phūṭēhu bilōcana pīra hōta hita kariyē. 4.  
 
Verse no. 271—Oh Lord Sri Ram (rāma)! No matter what sort of a person I may be 
(whether I am good or bad), but I am your majesty’s (humble, faithful and devoted) 
servant (devotee, follower) (jaisō hauṁ taisō rāvarō jana)—so keeping this in 
mind, don't abandon or forsake me (jani parihariyē)1.  
 [1To wit, I don’t say that I am an excellent and qualified devotee or servant or 
follower of yours, but nevertheless it can’t be denied either that you are my only Lord 
and I am faithful and devoted to you, I have affection for you. So you must always 
keep this fact in mind when deciding how to deal with me, for Lord I have no where 
else to go.]   

Oh the Lord of Kaushal (Ayodhya) (kōsaladhanī)! You are an ocean of 
mercy, grace, kindnesss and compassion (kṛpāsindhu), and a care-taker and sustainer 
of your refugees (saranāgata-pālaka). I prithee that you must always follow the 
tradition established by your own majesty and be vigilant towards your grand 
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reputation of the Lord who is beneficent and benevolent towards all those who have 
taken shelter and refuge with you, and who seek your grace, kindness, mercy and 
compassion from your highness (ḍharani āpanī ḍhariyē) (1). 
 
I and my fate are already ruined by others (i.e. by the countless shortcomings and 
faults that I have, such as passion, lust, greed, attachments, arrogance, pride, deceit, 
falsehood, pretensions, deception etc.) (hauṁ tau bigarāyala aura kō), so please 
don't do anything to ruin them further (by not accepting me as a refugee at your holy 
feet and turning me away) (bigarō na bigariyē).  

Verily and in all sooth oh Lord, you have always been most benevolent, kind, 
graceful and magnanimous towards all, and you have always mended the fate of all in 
every possible and imaginable way (tuma sudhāri āyē sadā sabakī sabahī bidhi). 
So please show the same grace upon me, and mend me and my fate in the same way 
(aba mēriyō sudhariyē)2.  

[2To wit, all those who had ruined their fate by being evil, unrighteous and 
unscrupulous have had their fate mended when they came and surrendered before 
you. All of them were given freedom from worries and miseries; all of them were 
granted liberation and deliverance. Now it is my turn to get the same blessing from 
you.] (2). 
 
Why are you afraid that the world will laugh (ridicule, mock or scorn) at you for 
having accepted me (because I am an unworthy fellow who does not deserve to be 
shown the honour of being put in the same line as the rest of your blessed devotees)? 
(jaga ham̐sihai mērē saṅgrahē, kata ihi ḍara ḍariyē)3. 

[3You shouldn’t be worried or feel shy about what the world would say if you 
accept me, though I am a very evil and sinful man not worthy to be your servant, 
follower or devotee, for you are well-known to be a Lord who willingly and 
cheerfully accepts all those who are sinful and fallen, all those who have been rejected 
by other and have nowhere to go. Then you gladly provide them with solace and 
succour; you give them protection and liberation from their worries and miseries. Oh 
Lord, this is precisely why you are so famous and respected in this world—it is your 
wont, it is your promise, a word of honour and a pledge that you’ve made yourself 
that anyone who comes to your door seeking mercy and succour is always shown 
respect and obliged with fulfilment of his wishes. No one goes empty-handed from 
your doorstep. So why would you deny me this privilege?] 

Treat me in the same way as you had befriended the monkeys (of Kishkindha, 
including Sugriv, Angad, Hanuman etc.) and the boatman (who took Lord Ram, his 
wife Sita and brother Laxmana across the river Ganges when the Lord was on his way 
to the forest from Ayodhya) with courtesy, politeness and simplicity (kapi-kēvaṭa 
kīnhē sakhā jēhisīla, sarala cita, tēhi subhā'u anusariyē)4.  

[4Lord Ram had treated all of them like his own brothers though they were 
lowly by birth and unfit to be raised to a high stature that was equivalent to being a 
kith and kin of Lord Ram. The Lord had not paid attention to their caste, race, vices, 
sins or misdemeanours while cheerfully embracing them and blessing them. Tulsidas 
argues that if they can be accepted by the Lord so courteously and with a friendly 
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disposition, then why should he be not; why should he not accept the same treatment 
for himself.] (3). 
 
Though I am a culprit, but after all I am yours (aparādhī ta'u āpanō). [You cannot 
deny this relationship.] Therefore, you must not forget this humble fellow called 
Tulsidas (tulasī na bisariyē).  

When one’s hand gets fractured (or diseased in some way), it is tied to one’s 
neck by using a sling (and not cut-off from the body and thrown away to get rid of the 
nuisance) (ṭūṭiyō bām̐ha garē parai).  

Similarly, when a person’s eye that is already blind (and therefore useless for 
him) starts hurting in some way, he tries his best to take care of it (phūṭēhu bilōcana 
pīra hōta hita kariyē). [To wit, although this eye is useless for him, he never 
neglects it or tries to pull it out and throw it away as a cause of nuisance.]5 

[5Tulsidas cites these two stunning examples to stress upon Lord Ram that one 
cannot just pick up and non-chalantly throw away anything that is very dear and close 
to him and a part of his life though that particular thing is more of a nuisance than 
being of any good to the person—just like the case of broken hand or the blind eye 
that cannot be thrown away by anyone though they are of no use to him and create 
more problems to him than of being any help.  

Tulsidas pleads with Lord Ram that the Lord should accept him inspite of all 
his drawbacks and shortcomings simply because he is a devotee and a servant of the 
Lord, and therefore a part of his linage of followers and devotees who deserve special 
treatment at  the hands of the Lord just like a patriarch who has to take care of all the 
members of his extened household no matter how evil and mischievious they may be.] 
(4). 
 
[Note—Refer also to verse no. 153 of this Book ‘Vinai Patrika’ in this context.] 
 
 
 
Tulasīdāsa pleads with Lord Śrī Rāma not to procrastinate further in extending 

grace and protection to him 
 

¼272½ 
 

rqe tfu eu eSyks djks] ykspu tfu QsjksA 
lqugq jke! fcuq jkojs yksdgq ijyksdgq dksm u dgw¡ fgrq esjksAA1AA 

vxqu&vyk;d&vkylh tkfu  v/ke  vusjksA 

LokjFkds lkfFkUg rT;ks frtjkdks&lks VksVd] vkSpV myfV u gsjksAA2AA 
Hkxfrghu]  csn&ckfgjks  yf[k  dfyey  ?ksjksA 

nsofugw nso! ifjgjîks] vU;ko u frudks] gkSa vijk/kh lc dsjksAA3AA 
ukedh  vksV  isV  Hkjr  gkSa]  iS  dgkor  psjksA 

txr&fcfnr ckr àS ijh] leqf>;s /kkSa vius] yksd fd csn cM+sjksAA4AA 
àS  gS  tc&rc  rqEgfga  rsa  rqylhdks  HkysjksA 

fnu&gw&fnu    fcxfj gS] cfy tkm¡] fcyac fd;s] viukb;s lcsjksAA5AA 
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                                                     (272) 
 
tuma jani mana mailō karō, lōcana jani phērō. 
sunahu rāma! binu rāvarē lōkahu paralōkahu kō'u na kahūm̐ hitu mērō. 1.  
aguna-alāyaka-ālasī jāni adhama anērō. 
svārathakē sāthinha tajyō tijarākō-sō ṭōṭaka, aucaṭa ulaṭi na hērō. 2.  
bhagatihīna, bēda-bāhirō lakhi kalimala ghērō. 
dēvanihū dēva! pariharaîō, an'yāva na tinakō, hauṁ aparādhī saba kērō. 3.  
nāmakī ōṭa pēṭa bharata hauṁ, pai kahāvata cērō. 
jagata-bidita bāta hvai parī, samujhiyē dhauṁ apanē, lōka ki bēda baṛērō. 4.  
hvai hai jaba-taba tumhahiṁ tēṁ tulasīkō bhalērō. 
dina-hū-dina bigari hai, bali jā'um̐, bilamba kiyē, apanā'iyē sabērō. 5.  
 

Verse no. 272—Oh Lord Sri Ram! Please do not bring any kind of ill-feeling or 
prejudice in your mind against me (tuma jani mana mailō karō), and please don't 
turn your benevolent sight away from me (lōcana jani phērō)1.  

[1To wit, Lord, don't be angry at me simply because I am a culprit and sinful, 
nor should you turn away your sight from me to gesture that you are no longer 
interested in me.] 

Oh Lord Ram, listen (sunahu rāma)! I say in all sooth and without the least 
gainsay that in this world as well as in the next (after death), there is no one besides 
your majesty who can take care of my welfare and well-being, there is no one except 
you who would redeem mew, there is no one whom I can rely upon and claim to be 
my best friend, well-wisher and kith and kin (binu rāvarē lōkahu paralōkahu kō'u 
na kahūm̐ hitu mērō) (for I have repeatedly said and affirmed that Lord Ram is my 
only Lord and Guardian in this life as well in the life hereafter) (1). 
 
Considering me (jāni) to be worthless person who is devoid of any worthwhile 
virtues, qualities and character (aguna), of being so unfit and incompetent that I was 
of no use or value to any one of them (alāyaka), of being lazy, indolent, slothful and 
lethargic (ālasī), of being naïve, lowly, mean, impoverished and useless for all 
practical purposes (adhama anērō)—all worldly companions and relations of mine 
who were selfish and kept their contact with me only as long as I could serve their 
vested interests (but in whom I had so much faith, upon whom I had relied upon, had 
affection for, and had thought to be my friends and comrades) have abandoned me, 
have forsaken and forgotten all about me (svārathakē sāthinha tajyō) like someone 
discarding a treasury-chest if it is said to be cursed and keeping it would bring bad 
omen to the owner (tijarākō-sō ṭōṭaka)2.  
 They lost complete interest in me and washed their hands clean of me so much 
so that they never bothered to turn back to cast even as much as a glance to see if I 
was alright or suffering (aucaṭa ulaṭi na hērō)3. 

[2The phrase used in the text is “tijarākō-sō ṭōṭaka”. The word “tijarākō” 
refers to something that is related to a chest or vault where valuables are kept, and the 
word “ṭōṭaka” means a magical charm consisting of mysterious rituals and chantings 
that are used in occult practices to attain some objective.  
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Here Tulsidas invokes this practice to observe that when his worldly 
companions failed to extract some service from him and keep him in their fold inspite 
of their trying all sorts of odd means to distract him from his chosen path of serving 
Lord Ram and offering his life and time exclusively to the Lord, they lost complete 
interest in him. So now onwards, Tulsidas was left with only one companion—and he 
was Lord Ram. The saint urges the Lord to take pity on him as he has sacrificed all 
his worldly relations for the sake of the Lord, and if now the Lord does not warmly 
embrace him and include him in the fellowship of his devotees, then one can just 
imagine the precarious condition in which Tulsidas would be left to face his destiny. 
It’s alright for him if the Lord so wills because Tulsidas would accept what the Lord 
wishes, but would neglecting Tulsidas who has completely offered himself to the 
Lord go down well for the Lord himself and behove good for his reputation and 
majesty, will the Lord find peace if he does so? Surely and certainly the answer is an 
unequivocal ‘no’! 
  3Everyone in this world pretended to be my friend and kith and kin as long as 
I was of some use to them. But once they discovered that I would be of no worldly 
use to them because of my determination to serve Lord Ram and no one else, 
suddenly they turned their faces away from me and abandoned me as if I was a plague 
for their well-being; they had nothing to do with me.] (2).  
 
Oh Lord (dēva), what to talk of selfish worldly people, even the Gods (had no mercy 
on me as they) have abandoned me (dēvanihū pariharaîō) and care not for my well-
being when they found out that I lacked devotion for them, I did not offer worship to 
them (for now I am devoted and worship Lord Ram exclusively) (bhagatihīna), that I 
had deviated from the orthodox religious path prescribed by the Vedas (for I did not 
chant their texts, nor did I follow the various rites, performed the many sacrifices and 
observed the sacraments prescribed by them) (bēda-bāhirō), and that I was 
surrounded by all the evil and sinful characters so characteristic of Kaliyug (i.e. I was 
not pious, righteous and holy, I was sinful and overcome with countless faults of 
character and moral so typical of the present corrupt era known as Kaliyug) (lakhi 
kalimala ghērō). 
 Verily indeed, they had not been unjustified in their actions (an'yāva na 
tinakō) because I am not worthy of them and have virtually offended them by going 
against their wishes and chosing an independent path for myself and my destiny 
(which of course they won’t like to happen) (hauṁ aparādhī saba kērō)4. 

[4Obviously, the Gods would have expected me to pay obeisance to them, to 
offer them sacrifices and affirm my allegiance to them. But I didn’t. I chose Lord 
Ram instead. So they got annoyed with me. Oh Lord Ram, where will I go if you too 
disown me?] (3). 
 
I have been taking your name only to fill my stomach (“nāmakī ōṭa pēṭa bharata 
hauṁ”—i.e., I hide behind the garb of being your devotee by chanting your holy 
name, pretending to be your ardent disciple, devotee and follower just for the sake of 
quelling my hunger as people would give me alms as charity, thinking me to be a 
saintly person). 
 Just by this simple ruse I have become famous in this world (jagata-bidita 
bāta hvai parī), and it recognises me as a saintly and pious person who is devoted to 
Lord Ram (whom the world knows to be a personified form of the Supreme Being 
himself) (pai kahāvata cērō)5.  
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[5To wit, the world gives me respect just for this simple reason that I chant 
your name loudly without much exertion on my part and without having to be careful 
about any formal way to do it as your holy name can be repeated in any way one finds 
convenient.]   
 Now Lord think over it yourself (samujhiyē dhauṁ apanē): Which of the 
two is of a greater importance and more significant (as a witness on my behalf), the 
World or the Vedas (lōka ki bēda baṛērō)6?  

[6If one relies only on the opinion of the Vedas, i.e. the ancient scriptures 
which have limited reach as they are known only to an exclusive group of experts, 
then by their definition I am not your devotee. But if one takes into consideration the 
opinion of the World with its vast population which openly acknowledges and 
vouches for me when it declares that I am your disciple and follower, and by 
extension a devotee of yours, then you must consider the opinion of the majority that 
is in my favour, and hence accept me as your disciple, servant, follower and devotee. 

To wit, On the one hand there are limited number of Veda experts who will 
say that I am a fallen man not worthy of redemption since I do not pay my obeisance 
to either the Gods whom the Vedas expect a man to offer obeisance to nor follow any 
of the practices prescribed by them, and on the other hand there is the vast population 
of the World that unanimously proclaims me to be Lord Ram’s devotee and servant as 
I constantly repeat the Lord’s holy name—then anyone can easily decide in my favour 
because I have a large number of witnesses endorsing my claim. 

See also verse no. 165, stanza no. 4 of this Book ‘Vinai Patrika’.] (4). 
   

It is therefore a forgone conclusion that whenever Tulsidas gets a chance of acquiring 
any sort of welfare and redemption for himself then it will be only at your (Lord 
Ram’s) hands (hvai hai jaba-taba tumhahiṁ tēṁ tulasīkō bhalērō)7.  
 [7In the next verse no. 273 we learn why Tulsidas is so urgent in his appeal to 
Lord Ram to save him and secure his future: it is because this saint-poet had a 
premomition of his impending death. In verse no. 274 that follows it he conclusively 
asserts that his solace and succour lies only with Lord Ram.] 

I honestly and sincerely submit before you and invoke your merciful nature to 
say (bali jā'um̐) that the more you delay, the more ruinous this poor and wretched 
fellow’s (Tulsidas’) fate would be, and it would continue to decline further the more 
you procrastinate (dina-hū-dina deva bigari hai).  

The more you delay, the more difficult would it for you to pull me out and 
redeem me at a later date (so delaying and being indecisive would make no practical 
sense for your majesty). Hence oh Lord, I prithee that you must accept me fortwith 
without further procrastination, the ear lier you do so the better for both of us 
(bilamba kiyē, apanā'iyē sabērō)8. 

[8Well, this being the case that at last it is destined and almost certain that you 
will have to take care of my welfare, well-being and redemption, then you should do 
it at the earliest—that would be better for both of us.] (5). 
 
 
 

Tulasīdās' premonition of his impending death  
 

¼273½ 
 

rqe rft gkSa dklksa dgkSa] vkSj dks fgrq esjs\ 
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nhuca/kq!  lsod&l[kk]  vkjr  vukFkij  lgt  Nksg  dsfg  dsjsAA1AA 
cgqr ifrr Hkofuf/k rjs fcuq rfj] fcuq csjsA 

d`ik&dksi&lfrHkk;gw]  /kks[ksgq&frjNsgw]  jke!  frgkjsfg  gsjsAA2AA 
tks  fprofu  lkSa/kh  yxS]  fprb;s  lcsjsA 

rqyflnkl  viukb;s]  dhtS  u  <hy]  vc  ftou&vof/k  vfr  usjsAA3AA 
 
 
                                                    (273) 
 
tuma taji hauṁ kāsōṁ kahauṁ, aura kō hitu mērē? 
dīnabandhu! sēvaka-sakhā, ārata anāthapara sahaja chōha kēhi kērē. 1.  
bahuta patita bhavanidhi tarē binu tari, binu bērē. 
kṛpā-kōpa-satibhāyahū, dhōkhēhu-tirachēhū, rāma! tihārēhi hērē. 2.  
jō citavani saundhī lagai, cita'iyē sabērē. 
tulasidāsa apanā'iyē, kījai na ḍhīla, aba jivana-avadhi ati nērē. 3.  
 
Verse no. 273—Oh Lord! Whom else should I tell (about my agonies and sufferings) 
if I don’t tell you (tuma taji hauṁ kāsōṁ kahauṁ)? Who else is my benefactor and 
well-wisher (aura kō hitu mērē)?  

Oh the friend of the lowly, the meek, the downtrodden, the humble, the 
wretched and the distressed ones (“dīnabandhu”—a reference to Lord Ram)! Who 
(else except you) has a natural and habitual tendency of being selflessly merciful, 
kind, graceful, compassionate and benevolent (sahaja chōha kēhi kērē) towards 
one’s servant and companion (sēvaka-sakhā), towards those who are distressed and 
in a miserable and pitiful condition (ārata), and those who are distitutes, desolate, 
helpless, hapless and without any one to take care of them (anāthapara)? (1). 
 
Many a sinners and evil ones had crossed this ocean-like world (bahuta patita 
bhavanidhi tarē) without any ship or bridge to take them across (binu tari, binu 
bērē) just because you had glanced at them once (tihārēhi hērē) [To wit, they 
obtained deliverance and emancipation simply relying upon your grace.] 

Oh Lord Sri Ram (rāma)! You had just glanced at them, either done so angrily 
or gracefully, willingly or inadvertently, scornfully or pleasingly (kṛpā-kōpa-
satibhāyahū, dhōkhēhu-tirachēhū), and that was sufficient for them to be liberated 
from this  vicious cycle of birth and death as well as cross this mundane world which 
is like a vast and intractable ocean (2). 
 
Out of these glances—i.e. whether it be benevolent or malevolent, angry or pleased, 
munificent or  scowling, merciful or cruel, compassionate or scornful and stern—
whichever way you deem fit (jō citavani saundhī lagai), look at me as quickly and 
as soon as you can (cita'iyē sabērē)1.  

[1To wit, the Lord’s glance would be more than enough for me, no matter how 
the Lord looks towards me. My objective would be served as soon as the Lord glances 
at me because it would mean that the Lord has at least thought of me once. Further, he 
is so merciful and kind that as soon as he catches a glimpse of me he will immediately 
take notice of my pitiful condition, of the fact that I am standing before him with 
hands held together in prayer and submission. So he would instantly consider my case 
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and settle my fate then and there. So I am least bothered how Lord Ram glances at me 
as long as he does it at least once; it would be sufficient to mend my fate for good.] 

The thing is oh Lord, please accept Tulsidas as quickly as you can, and please 
don’t be lax or careless in this (tulasidāsa apanā'iyē kījai na ḍhīla) because 
Tulsidas' lifespan is coming to an end soon (i.e. his death is near at hand, and 
therefore not much time is left) (aba jivana-avadhi ati nērē)2. 

[2This last stanza clearly proves that Tulsidas had had a premonition of his 
approaching death. We must remember that a man approaching a certain death, which 
is too close to him for comfort, is very honest in whatever he says. This desperation is 
evident in these verses.] (3). 

 
 
 

Lord Śrī Rāma is the only succour and solace 
 

¼274½ 
 

tkm¡ dgk¡] BkSj gS dgk¡ nso! nqf[kr&nhudks\ 
dks d`ikyq Lokeh&lkfj[kks] jk[kS ljukxr lc v¡x cy&fcghudksAA1AA 

xfufg] xqfufg lkfgc ygS] lsok lehphu dksA 
v/ke@v/ku vxqu vkyfludks ikfycks Qfc vk;ks j?kquk;d uohudksAA2AA 

eq[kdS dgk dgkSa] fcfnr gS thdh izHkq izchudksA 
frgw  dky]  frgq  yksdesa  ,d  Vsd  jkojh  rqylhls  eu  eyhudksAA3AA 
 
 
                                                    (274) 
 
jā'um̐ kahām̐, ṭhaura hai kahām̐ dēva! dukhita-dīnakō? 
kō kṛpālu svāmī-sārikhō, rākhai saranāgata saba am ̐ga bala-bihīnakō. 1.  
ganihi, gunihi sāhiba lahai, sēvā samīcīna kō. 
adhama/adhana aguna ālasinakō pālibō phabi āyō raghunāyaka navīnakō. 2.  
mukhakai kahā kahauṁ, bidita hai jīkī prabhu prabīnakō. 
tihū kāla, tihu lōkamēṁ ēka ṭēka rāvarī tulasīsē mana malīnakō. 3.  
 
Verse no. 274—Oh Lord (dēva)! Where can I go (to seek solace and succour) (jā'um ̐ 
kahām̐)? Where else can this sorrowful, miserable, distressed, humble and lowly 
fellow like me ever expect to find any sort of refuge or shelter (except at the holy feet 
of Lord Ram); what destination do have I except Lord Ram (where I can go to find 
rest and peace for myself) (ṭhaura hai kahām̐ dukhita-dīnakō)?  

Say, who is a more benevolent, munificent, kind, merciful and compassionate 
Lord than you (kō kṛpālu svāmī-sārikhō) who would cheerfully and willingly accept 
and give shelter and refuge to those who have no physical strength nor any kind of 
resource or ability to take care of themselves and their future (and are therefore 
feeling absolutely helpless and hapless) (rākhai saranāgata saba am̐ga bala-
bihīnakō) (1). 
 
Other than you, all other Lords in this world would favour and welcome only those 
people who are rich, have special skills and qualities, and who can render good 
service to their masters (ganihi, gunihi sāhiba lahai, sēvā samīcīna kō)1.  
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[1To wit, only Lord Ram is such a selfless Lord that he would willingly accept 
everyone irrespective of the fact whether or not that person has any good qualities, is 
of any good to the Lord, and is worthy of the Lord’s majesty and reputation. Even the 
most wretched, lowly, distressed and good-for-nothing creature is welcomed 
affectionately by the Lord. The only criterion that Lord Ram has is the level and 
truthfulness of devotion, faith, affection, honesty and sincerity that the person has 
when he submits himself before the Lord seeking his grace and mercy. Pretensions 
and trickery are absolutely abhorred by the Lord.  

Refer also to verse nos. 163, 216, 229, 249, 264 especially in this context.] 
 Truly indeed and without gainsay it is the uniqueness of the majestic glory of 
Lord Ram that he is only Lord who is ever so eager, so enthusiastic and so diligent in 
taking good care of the sustenance, welfare and well-being of the most lowly, the 
most wretched, the most downtrodden and the most humble ones like me (Tulsidas) 
(adhama/adhana aguna ālasinakō pālibō phabi āyō raghunāyaka navīnakō)2.  

[2To wit, the Lord never gets weary of routinely taking care of such people. It 
is a regular habit with him; it is part of his character that he never tires of doing so, 
and he does it most cheerfully, affectionately and willingly, and without any 
obligations of any kind upon the beneficiaries of his grace and largesse. The Lord 
does not either boast of his magnanimity and benevolence, nor does he embarrass the 
beneficiary by telling anyone about him.] (2).  
 
Oh Lord, what can I openly say with my mouth (mukhakai kahā kahauṁ)? You are 
wise and clever and all-knowing, hence you know what is in my heart and mind 
because nothing is hidden from you (bidita hai jīkī prabhu prabīnakō). [To wit, 
since the Lord knows one’s inner thoughts, there is no need to express them in 
words.] 

For those whose Mana (mind and heart) is overcome with gloom and 
depression, whose Mana is darkened by sins and perversions, whose Mana is 
tarnished by corruptions and vices of all kinds, whose Mana is overshadowed by evil 
thoughts and gloomy forebodings like the case of Tulsidas (tulasīsē mana 
malīnakō)3—for such people your majesty’s Lordship is the only beacon of light of 
hope, the only source for solace and succour, and the only strength on which they can 
rely for their welfare and well-being (ēka ṭēka rāvarī) anywhere in the three 
divisions of this world (“tihu lōkamēṁ”—i.e. in the heaven, the terrestrial world, and 
hell or the nether world), or anytime in their lives (“tihū kāla”—i.e. in the past, the 
present and the future). 

[3These apparently degrading and disparaging words that Tulsidas uses for 
himself only go to show his humililty and modesty. They do not actually mean that 
this great saint-poet was like a sinful and fallen person as described in this or any 
other verse of this book ‘Vinai Patrika’, but they simply mean that even if a person is 
extremely lowly and fallen and has lost all hopes of redemption, he should not lose 
heart and he should not fear to approach Lord Ram with his burden of sins, for the 
Lord is so gracious and compassionate that he would overlook the person’s bad past 
and take full measures to protect his future. Howbeit, it is important that when the 
person approaches the Lord seeking his mercy and grace then he does so with 
sincerity and a firm determination to not repeat the evil doings of his past. He should 
fear the Lord in the least, he should not be affright that the Lord would send him to 
the gallows, but be fully confident that he is sure to get the Lord’s grace and mercy.] 
(3).   
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                        Glory of Lord Śrī Rāma: the most munificent,  

benevolent and magnanimous Lord-of-all in this world 
 
 

¼275½ 
 

}kj }kj nhurk dgh] dkf<+ jn] ifj ikgwA 
gSa n;kyq nquh nl fnlk] nq[k&nks"k&nyu&Ne] fd;ks u l¡Hkk"ku dkgwAA1AA 

ruq tU;ks@tursm dqfVy dhV T;ksa] rT;ks ekrq&firq gwA 
dkgsdks jks"k] nks"k dkfg/kkSa] esjsgh vHkkx ekslksa ldqpr Nqb lc Nk¡gwAA2AA 

nqf[kr nsf[k laru dáks] lkspS tfu eu ek¡gwA 
rksls  ilq&ik¡oj&ikrdh  ifjgjs  u  lju  x;s]  j?kqcj  vksj  fuckgw¡AA3AA 

rqylh frgkjks Hk;s Hk;ks lq[kh izhfr&izrhfr fcukgwA 
ukedh efgek] lhy ukFkdks] esjks Hkyks fcyksfd vc rsa ldqpkgq¡] flgkgw¡AA4AA 
 
 
                                                    (275) 
 
dvāra dvāra dīnatā kahī, kāḍhi rada, pari pāhū. 
haiṁ dayālu dunī dasa disā, dukha-dōṣa-dalana-chama,  
kiyō na sam̐bhāṣana kāhū. 1.  
tanu jan'yō/janatē'u kuṭila kīṭa jyōṁ, tajyō mātu-pitu hū. 
kāhēkō rōṣa, dōṣa kāhidhauṁ, mērēhī abhāga mōsōṁ  
sakucata chu'i saba chām̐hū. 2.  
dukhita dēkhi santana kahyō, sōcai jani mana mām̐hū. 
tōsē pasu-pām̐vara-pātakī pariharē na sarana gayē,  
raghubara ōra nibāhūm̐. 3.  
tulasī tihārō bhayē bhayō sukhī prīti-pratīti bināhū. 
nāmakī mahimā, sīla nāthakō, mērō bhalō bilōki  
aba tēṁ sakucāhum̐, sihāhūm̐. 4.  
 
Verse no. 275—[Reminiscing about his impoverished upbringing when he was 
deprived of even the basic comforts and dignities in life, and musing about his past 
sufferings, agonies and pains, Tulsidas says—] 
 
[Oh Lord!] I had gone from door to door in despair, narrating my tales of woes (dvāra 
dvāra dīnatā kahī) by sheepishly opening my mouth to bare my teeth (“kāḍhi 
rada”—i.e., I pretended to smile and be polite while expressing my miserable 
condition in the hope that the other person would show some pity upon me and help 
me).  
 I had even fell down and grasped their feet (as a token of my absolute 
surrender before them), and begged them to have some pity and mercy upon me (pari 
pāhū). 
 There are so many great merciful and kind Lords and Masters (haiṁ dayālu) 
who are reputed in all the ten directions of the world (dunī dasa disā)1 for their 
ability to remove the cause of distress and suffering of those who come to them 
seeking relief for their agonies, as well as for being gracious enough to forgive any 
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misdemeanour committed by such people who surrender themselves before them 
(dukha-dōṣa-dalana-chama).  

I had gone to all such Lords and Masters, but all my efforts were in vain, for 
none of them even talked with me (kiyō na sam̐bhāṣana kāhū)2.  

[1The “ten directions of the world” simply means ‘everywhere’. Technically, 
these ten directions are the following: north, north-east, east, south-east, south, south-
west, west, north-west, zenith and nadir.] 

2To wit, no one bothered to find out what I wanted, why I had come to them, 
or what was the reason of my misery and woeful condition that had led me to fall at 
their feet. They simply neglected me and turned away.] (1). 

 
My parents had abandoned me just like worms that abandon their own off-spring 
immediately after birth (tanu jan'yō/janatē'u kuṭila kīṭa jyōṁ, tajyō mātu-pitu 
hū)3.  

[3The worm is not at all bothered about its young ones once they hatch from 
their eggs. Tulsidas says that he was too abandoned by his parents soon after his birth. 
The reader is advised to go through a brief life-sketch of Tulsidas that is included as 
an appendix at the end of this book to get an idea of this great saint’s life in order to 
fully appreciate this present observation.]  

Say, why should I be angry and indignant, and whom should I blame (kāhēkō 
rōṣa, dōṣa kāhidhauṁ)?  All this is due to my own misfortunes (mērēhī abhāga). I 
am so wretched, unfortunate, unholy, lowly and downtrodden that people shy away 
from me so the extent that they are reluctant even to touch my shadow (i.e., they keep 
away from me, treat me as an un-touchable, think that I am cursed, and therefore 
everyone abhors my company) (mōsōṁ sakucata chu'i saba chām̐hū)4. 

[4To wit, it’s the fiat of Fate, and all my sufferings and agonies are destined in 
my destiny by the cruel Creator. Why should I then complain about them; why should 
I either blame my parents or the Lords and Masters of the world for subjecting me to 
such neglect? Why then should I feel indignant, dispondent and distressed? ] (2). 
 
Seeing me disheartened and in such a dejected and despaired condition, saints and 
pious people took pity on me. They assuaged my despondent heart and assured me not 
to worry, for there was still hope left for me (dukhita dēkhi santana kahyō, sōcai 
jani mana mām̐hū).  
  They advised me that even animals and birds who were as sinful, lowly and 
wretched as you were not abandoned, rejected or forsaken by Lord Sri Ram when 
they went to take shelter and refuge at his feet, and they were all sustained till the end 
(tōsē pasu-pām̐vara-pātakī pariharē na sarana gayē, raghubara ōra 
nibāhūm̐)5. 

[5Hence, I must also go and seek the blessings of Lord Ram instead of 
brooding about my fate and crying over it. I must learn a lesson from the life of such 
lowly and helpless creatures as animals and birds who were taken good care by Lord 
Ram, and feel assured of happiness for myself. 

To wit, Lord Ram not only took care of them as long as they lived in this 
world  but also ensured that they found liberation and deliverance from the cycle of 
birth and death by blessing their souls with emancipation and salvation. So, wouldn’t 
the merciful Lord take care of me? Why do I worry?] (3). 
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Ever since that time, this Tulsidas has become ‘one of yours’ (i.e., he has 
unconditionally accepted you as his only Lord and Master, as his only Guardian and 
Patron) (tulasī tihārō bhayē), and though he cannot say with certainty that he has 
great affection or faith in you6, but still he can voucesafe that he is very happy and in 
great comfort (bhayō sukhī prīti-pratīti bināhū).  

[6Why do I say that I am not certain that I have the highest degree of pure 
devotion and faith in Lord Ram? It is because had I possessed these virtues I wouldn’t 
have been suffering and wailing like the way I am doing at present, and have been 
repeatedly doing in the so many previous verses of this book Vinai Patrika. I wouldn’t 
also have repeatedly pleaded with Lord Ram to show mercy on me, and wouldn’t 
have repeatedly accused the Lord of not paying heed to my prayers as I have been 
doing over and over again in so many verses earlier. Does it not show that I lack full 
confidence and conviction in the merciful and compassionate nature of the Lord, that I 
need not repeat my prayers so often as the Lord would surely must have taken into 
cognizance my very first prayer itself?] 

Oh Lord! Verily indeed and in all sooth, your majesty’s holy and divine name as 
well as your inherent merciful and compassionate nature have such a wonderfully 
mystical effect that inspite of all my drawbacks and unworthiness they have done all-
round good for me and taken care of my well-being and welfare (nāmakī mahimā, 
sīla nāthakō, mērō bhalō bilōki).  

I feel so shy and humbled by this graceful nature of yours, and I will laud the 
greatness of your virtues and glorify your nature of showing so much affection for 
those who have taken shelter and refuge at your holy feet by singing about them (aba 
tēṁ sakucāhum̐, sihāhūm̐)7.  

[7Tulsidas says that though he is an unworthy person and lacks any good quality 
that a devotee of the Lord is expected to possess, and that this lack of auspicious 
virtues in him is compounded by the ill effects of his bad destiny, but still Lord Ram 
has shown him grace and favour so much so that Tulsidas now feels a sense of bliss, 
happiness and exhilaration, he feels assured of redemption and salvation.  

Lord Ram is so very nice and graceful that by merely saying his name and being 
present before him even a sinful person gets full benefit of the Lord’s mercy and 
grace.  

Tulsidas feels extremely thankful and grateful to Lord Ram that even a lowly and 
forsaken person like him has benefited immensely from the graceful nature and 
excellent character of the Lord. So he decided to sing the Lord’s wonderful nature of 
welcoming and accepting everyone who comes to the Lord seeking refuge and shelter 
at his holy feet, irrespective of who they are, whether they are eligible or not.] (4). 

 
[Note—Tulsidas highlights Sri Ram's mercy, grace, benevolence, benefaction, 
benediction, munificence and magnanimity towards all and sundry, especially his 
devotees, in this verse.] 
 

 
 

 
Lord Śrī Rāma is the Best and a Peerless Lord 

 
¼276½ 
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dgk u fd;ks] dgk¡ u x;ks] lhl dkfg u uk;ks\ 
jke jkojs fcu Hk;s tu tufe&tufe tx nq[ nlgw fnfl ik;ksAA1AA 

vkl&fccl [kkl nkl àS uhp izHkqfu tuk;ksA 
gk gk dfj nhurk dgh }kj&}kj ckj&ckj] ijh u Nkj] eqg ck;ksAA2AA 

vlu&clu fcuq ckojks tg¡&rg¡ mfB /kk;ksA 
efgek&eku@vlq fiz; izkurs rft[kksfy [kyfu vkxs] f[kuq&f[kuq isV [kyk;ksAA3AA 

ukFk! gkFk dNq ukfg yX;ks] ykyp yypk;ksA 
lk¡p dgkSa] ukp dkSulks] tks u eksfg yksHk y?kq gkSa fujyTt upk;ksAA4AA 

Jou&u;u&eu ex@vx yxs] lc Fky ifrrk;ksA 
ew<+ ekfj] fg; gkfjdS] fgr gsfj ggfj vc pju&lju rfd vk;ksAA5AA 

nljFkds!  lejFk  rqgh]  f=Hkqou  tlq  xk;ksA 
rqylh  uer  voyksfd;s]  cfy]  ck¡g&cksy  nS  fc#nkoyh  cqyk;ksAA6AA 
 
 
                                                    (276) 
 
kahā na kiyō, kahām̐ na gayō, sīsa kāhi na nāyō? 
rāma rāvarē bina bhayē jana janami-janami jaga dukh dasahū disi pāyō. 1.  
āsa-bibasa khāsa dāsa hvai nīca prabhuni janāyō. 
hā hā kari dīnatā kahī dvāra-dvāra bāra-bāra, parī na chāra, muha bāyō. 2.  
asana-basana binu bāvarō jaham ̐-taham̐ uṭhi dhāyō. 
mahimā-māna/asu priya prānatē tajikhōli khalani āgē,  
khinu-khinu pēṭa khalāyō. 3.  
nātha! hātha kachu nāhi lagyō, lālaca lalacāyō. 
sām̐ca kahauṁ, nāca kaunasō, jō na mōhi lōbha laghu hauṁ  
niralajja nacāyō. 4.  
śravana-nayana-mana maga/aga lagē, saba thala patitāyō. 
mūṛha māri, hiya hārikai, hita hēri hahari aba carana-sarana taki āyō. 5.  
dasarathakē! samaratha tuhī, tribhuvana jasu gāyō. 
tulasī namata avalōkiyē, bali, bām̐ha-bōla dai birudāvalī bulāyō. 6.  
 
Verse no. 276—[This verse continues and expands upon the idea expressed in the 
previous verse nos. 274 and 275.] 
 
What have I not done (kahā na kiyō)? Where have I not gone (kahām̐ na gayō)? 
Which place is left to visit and try? In front of whom have I not bowed my head (sīsa 
kāhi na nāyō)?  

But oh my King and Lord Sri Ram (rāma rāvarē)! Till the time I had become 
your servant (devotee, follower), I took repeated births (in different wombs) in this 
world and suffered from tribulations and miseries in all the ten directions (corners) of 
the world (but I never ever found peace and happiness anywhere for myself) (bina 
bhayē jana janami-janami jaga dukh dasahū disi pāyō)1.  

[1To wit, I did not get peace, happiness, tranquillity and comfort even in the 
wildest of my dreams no matter where I went, what method I tried, in which form I 
took birth, which lord or master I served, and what means I tried to adopt and the path 
I diligently followed to fulfil my wishes. I was left high and dry every time. I felt 
exploited and cheated by everyone, and I had lost all hopes of redemption till the time 
I came to you on the advice of saints. And as soon as I approached you, it seemed a 
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magic had happened—for all my woes and torments vanished in thin air; I felt light in 
my heart and mind, and it was like being surrounded by an aura of bliss and divinity. 
It felt so nice and graceful indeed!] (1). 
 
Under the influence of ignorance and delusions, and driven by my desires to get 
worldly comfort, pleasures and riches (āsa-bibasa), I had wistfully gone from door to 
door of so many Lords and Masters whose heart were impure, corrupt, pervert and 
selfish (nīca prabhuni) in the hope of getting my wishes fulfilled at their places. To 
please them and get their attention, I had surrendered myself before them 
unconditionally, pleaded with them that I was most loyal and very devoted to them, 
and begged before them most humbly (khāsa dāsa hvai  janāyō), narrating my 
woeful tales of poverty and ill-fortunes with cries of pity in my voice in the futile 
hope that it would in some way arouse sympathy and empathy for my miserable 
condition in their stern hearts (hā hā kari dīnatā kahī dvāra-dvāra bāra-bāra), but 
nothing did I get in return.  
 I opened my (hungry) mouth in front of them in the hope that some morsel of 
food would be put into it, but I faced humiliation and insult instead because not even 
discarded or burnt pieces of food, or even the worthless ash was given to me (to fill 
my mouth and stomach with) (parī na chāra, muha bāyō)2.  
 [2To wit, I roamed from one donor to another, I went to each person of whom I 
had heard that he was compassionate and a liberal giver of charity, but to my dismay I 
found that none had any interest in me. They thought me to be so unworthy and 
miserable that it was worthless to give anything to me as I was already doomed to ruin 
and suffering by the fiat of destiny, and all these so-called charitable persons did not 
want to invite the wrath of the Creator by trying to help someone like me who was 
condemmed to the roasted in the fire of agonies by the Creator himself. So all of them 
turned away from me and completely neglected me as if I did not exist. 

Here, “food” is a metaphor for the basic requirements of sustenance that are 
needed for one’s existence in this world, and “Lords and Masters” include all the gods 
and deities to whom a person pays obeisance and offers oblations for fulfilment of his 
wishes. Tulsidas essentially says that he had tried all these, but ended empty-handed. 
He regrets and feels remorseful that though he knew about Lord Ram as he had heard 
about the Lord from saints and pious people and had read about him in the scriptures, 
he was so utterly stupid that he did not go to him.  

He regrets and feels ashamed of himself that while he had shamelessly gone 
and begged before heartless lords and masters who had haughtily scorned at him, he 
had abstained from approaching Lord Ram for so long inspite of being aware of the 
Lord’s grand reputation, excellent qualities and majestic virtues of being the most 
benevolent, merciful, graceful, compassionate, liberal, large-hearted and 
magnanimous Lord ever known in this world, a Lord who cheerfully welcomes and 
affectionately embraces all those who have no other place to go.] (2). 

 
Without food (to eat) and clothes (to wear), I ran around here and there (everywhere) 
like a mad man (asana-basana binu bāvarō jaham̐-taham ̐ uṭhi dhāyō).  

Forsaking and sacrificing my self-respect, dignity and honour which should be 
dearer to one more than his life (mahimā-māna/asu priya prānatē tajikhōli 
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khalani āgē), I had showed my empty stomach to wicked rascals every other moment 
(in the hope that they would take pity on me) (khinu-khinu pēṭa khalāyō) (3). 
 
Oh Lord (nātha)! Due to greed and avarice, I wistfully yearned (for the pleasures of 
the objects of the senses in this material world) (lālaca lalacāyō), but I found nothing 
anywhere, i.e., I found no solace or succour anywhere; I drew a blank (hātha kachu 
nāhi lagyō).  

I say honestly and truthfully (sām̐ca kahauṁ)—which dance is there that the 
wretched, wicked and mean ‘greed and avarice’ did not make me dance in a 
shameless manner, compromising on my dignity and self-respect? (nāca kaunasō, jō 
na mōhi lōbha laghu hauṁ niralajja nacāyō)3. 

[3To wit, I was so dumb and deaf that I blindly followed the directions of my 
greed and lust to dance to the tunes of the world and obey the commands of its lords 
and masters. I did not have any compunctions in acting most meanly and in a silly 
manner just in order to satisfy my greed, lust and passion.] (4). 
 
I had tried to put my ears, eyes and mind on their respective paths in which they found 
interest in the hope that it would be helpful to me in attaining my objectives 
(śravana-nayana-mana maga/aga lagē), but everywhere (i.e., at all my attempts) I 
was only downgraded (i.e., I only faced failure and despair) (saba thala patitāyō).  

[When I could not find satisfaction, peace, comfort and happiness anywhere, 
then—] I beat my head and accepted defeat in my heart (“mūṛha māri, hiya 
hārikai”—i.e., I became absolutely hopeless and despondent). That is why, being very 
agitated, extremely distressed, profoundly worried and full of despair, I finally 
decided to come and seek shelter in your (Lord Ram’s) holy feet because this seems 
to me my only hope of ever getting welfare and well-being for myself, my only source 
from where to expect solace and succour, and it is surely and without doubt my last 
resort (hita hēri hahari aba carana-sarana taki āyō) (5). 
 
Oh King Dasrath's son (“dasarathakē”—i.e. Lord Sri Ram)! You are the only Lord 
in this world who is able, adept, potent and competent in every respect (samaratha 
tuhī).  

It is your majesty’s excellent fame, glory, virtues and characters that are 
universally sung (praised) in all the three Lokas (“tribhuvana jasu gāyō”—i.e. the 
subterranean world, the temporal world, and the heavenly world).  

Tulsidas humbly, earnestly and truthfully begs before you to take notice that 
he is reverentially bowing his head at your feet, and requests you to please remember 
your merciful and benevolent nature to be gracious enough to glance at him (tulasī 
namata avalōkiyē, bali)4.  

I say in all sooth and without any gainsay that it is your renowned fame and 
majestic glory (known as “Birdawali”)5 that assures everyone of redemption and 
fulfilment of desires that has motivated me to come to you. It has given me moral 
support and hand-held me to come and surrender before you (with the hope that you 
will welcome me and provide me with protection, solace and succour) (bām̐ha-bōla 
dai birudāvalī bulāyō).  
 [4In verse no. 273, a similar idea is expressed by Tulsidas. 
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5Tulsidas has appealed to and invoked Sri Ram's ‘Birdawali’ which represents 
a long chain of legendary glories, of excellent character and renowned virtues of Lord 
Sri Ram who is famed for being extremely benevolent, munificent, magnanimous, 
kind, gracious and compassionate benefactor of all, irrespective of who they are. The 
Lord is very careful, vigilant, agile, adept, competent, proficient and able to uphold 
his open declaration that he will accept all who seek his patronage and protection, and 
come to him to seek refuge and shelter in this holy feet. The Lord has also time and 
again affirmed that he would purify, redeem, emancipate and deliver all those who are 
have no chance of attaining freedom from the entangling web of sins and vices so 
typical of Kaliyug. Creatures who are very miserable, downtrodden, mean, base, 
pervert, decadent, depraved, sinful, vile, hated, despised and detested by the world are 
also assured of emancipation and salvation if they surrender before the Lord and pray 
to him for redemeption of their souls.  

In brief, all those who can never hope to ever break free from the vicious grip 
of the cycle of birth and death and escape from its attendant horrors can find their 
redeemer and helper in Lord Ram, with only one caveat—and it is that the person 
must regret for his past sincerely, and be determined to mend his ways whatever 
comes in the way. If he surrenders before the Lord with this firmness of mind and has 
developed devotion and affection for the Lord, his holy name and his holy feet, then 
let him or her be assured of the Lord’s grace and mercy that is showered without any 
questions asked upon such a person like the rejuvenating raindrops that fall upon the 
parched land after a long spell of drought, or like the reassuring brilliant rays of the 
bright sun seen after the hideous darkness of the previous night that had sent chill 
down the spine of a person who had seen ghosts and phantom then. As an example we 
can cite some verses for reference, viz. nos. 262, 272, 274, though this idea is spread 
throughout this book as its central theme.    

Lord Ram’s soothing grace and mercy acts as a balm for those toremented by 
the fire of the Tritaap, i.e. the three horrors of life in this world that are called 
‘Adhibhutik’—those related to the affairs of the temporal world, ‘Adhidaivaik’—
those related to angry gods and opposed stars, and ‘Adhyatmik’—related to spiritual 
problems. See verse no. 260, stanza no. 2. 

The Lord acts as a bridge to take a creature effortlessly across the tumultuous 
ocean represented by this world of transmigration. See verse no. 273, stanza no. 2. 
 The point to note in this last stanza is that Tulsidas has personified Ram's 
‘Birdawali’ by saying that it has given the ‘support of its arms’ and ‘promise of its 
words’ in calling him to Ram's holy feet. In effect this means that this ‘Birdawali’ is 
the one who inspired Tulsidas—even extended its helping hands when he hesitated, 
was reluctant and in a dilemma, demured or faltered and not Sri Ram himself 
(personally). In fact, even a quick perusal of the verses of this book will reveal that Sri 
Ram does not seem to answer Tulsidas' pleadings—he remains mute and non-
committal. Hence, Ram's ‘Birdawali’ is deemed to be superior to Sri Ram himself 
even as his ‘Holy Name’ is superior to him. So, both Ram's ‘Birdawali’ and ‘Holy 
Name’ are more important than Sri Ram himself in a physical form. 
 And in consonant with Sri Ram's Birdawali as described above, not only 
Tulsidas but all others who pay heed to the saint's advice are guaranteed redemption.] 
(6). 
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Request for Lord Rāma's endorsement on Tulasīdās' final petition-1 
 

¼277½ 
 

jke  jk;!  fcuq  jkojs  esjs  dks  fgrq  lk¡pks\ 
Lokeh&lfgr lclksa dgkSa] lqfu&xqfu fclsf"k dksm js[k nwljh [kk¡pksAA1AA 

nsg&tho&tksxds  l[kk  e`"kk  Vk¡pu  Vk¡pksA 
fd;s fcpkj lkj dnfy T;ksa] efu dud lax y?kq ylr chp fcp dk¡pksAA2AA 

^fou;&if=dk* nhudh] ckiq! vkiq gh ck¡pksA 
fg;s gsfj rqylh fy[kh] lks lqHkk; lgh dfj cgqfj iw¡fN;s ik¡pksaAA3AA 
 
 
                                                     (277) 
 
rāma rāya! binu rāvarē mērē kō hitu sām̐cō? 
svāmī-sahita sabasōṁ kahauṁ, suni-guni bisēṣi kō'u rēkha dūsarī khām̐cō. 1.  
dēha-jīva-jōgakē sakhā mṛṣā ṭām̐cana ṭām̐cō. 
kiyē bicāra sāra kadali jyōṁ, mani kanaka saṅga laghu lasata bīca bica 
kām̐cō. 2.  
‘vinaya-patrikā’ dīnakī, bāpu! āpu hī bām̐cō. 
hiyē hēri tulasī likhī, sō subhāya sahī kari bahuri pūm̐chiyē pām̐cōṁ. 3.  
 
Verse no. 277—Oh my King and Lord, Sri Ram (rāma rāya)! Who is my true friend 
and benefactor except your majesty’s Lordship (binu rāvarē mērē kō hitu sām̐cō)?  

I openly address and challenge everyone to draw a line and prove me wrong if 
what I say is untrue (svāmī-sahita sabasōṁ kahauṁ, suni-guni bisēṣi kō'u rēkha 
dūsarī khām̐cō) (1).  
 
All the different relationships, such as friends, companions and kith and kin, that a 
Jiva (living being) forms in this world are related and limited to his gross body (and 
they have nothing to do with his soul), and therefore they are all tentative and false 
like the body itself (dēha-jīva-jōgakē sakhā mṛṣā)1.  

[1The gross body is not the real identity of any living being; it is perishable 
and actually an impediment in the spiritual welfare of the living being. Therefore, all 
relations formed by this body have the same value—they are not real, they are 
perishable and they are impediment for the long-term welfare of the Jiva.] 
 These worldly relationships are stitched togther with an imaginary thread 
(mṛṣā ṭām̐cana ṭām̐cō), and when one ponders deeply one comes to the conclusion 
that they are like the stem of the plantain tree that peels out in layers after layers, 
leaving nothing solid behind (kiyē bicāra sāra kadali jyōṁ)2.  

[2To wit, all worldly relationships are imaginary and absolutely tentative like 
pieces of cloth supposed to be held together by virtue of being stitched with each 
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other by an imaginary and non-existent thread. Likewise, they have no pith or essence 
in them just the pith-less stem of the plantain tree.] 
  These relationships give the impression of being real and attractive just like 
the case of worthless glass beads that look valuable if they are put randomly in 
between priceless pieces of gems and pearls in a garland (mani kanaka saṅga laghu 
lasata bīca bica kām̐cō) (2). 
 
Oh my Father (bāpu)! Please be kind to read yourself (āpu hī bām̐cō) this humble 
petition of this poor fellow (Tulsidas) which he is presenting to you in the form of this 
composition called ‘Vinai Patrika’ (‘vinaya-patrikā’ dīnakī). Verily indeed and in all 
sooth, Tulsidas has searched his heart and poured out whatever was inside it, and 
therefore whatever is written in it is true and honest, and without deceit and 
pretensions (hiyē hēri tulasī likhī).  

So oh Lord, remember your merciful nature and take pity on Tulsidas to first 
put your signature on it as a token of your approval and acceptance (sō subhāya sahī 
kari), and only then you may consult your company of advisors later (if you want to 
do so) (bahuri pūm̐chiyē pām̐cōṁ)3. 

[3Tulsidas means that if the Lord starts taking views of others on his petition, 
then it is sure to be rejected as he is a sinful person and not worthy for receiving the 
Lord’s grace. But at the same time it is not deniable that Tulisdas has no other Lord 
except Lord Ram and he is fully devoted to him, so the Lord can’t turn him away. So 
it would be wiser for the Lord to take a firm decision in Tulsidas’ favour and accept 
him without questions asked.] (3). 

 
 
 

        Request for Lord Rāma's endorsement on Tulasīdās' final petition-2 

¼278½ 

 
iou&lqou! fjiq&nou! Hkjryky! y[ku! nhudhA 

fut fut volj lqf/k fd;s] cfy tkm¡] nkl&vkl iwft gS [kkl[khudhAA1AA 
jkt&}kj  Hkyh  lc  dgSa  lk/kq&lehphudhA 

lqd`r&lqtl] lkfgc&d`ik] LokjFk&ijekjFk] xfr Hk;s xfr&fcghudhAA2AA 
le;  l¡Hkkfj  lq/kkfjch  rqylh  eyhudhA 

izhfr&jhfr  leq>kbch  uriky  d`ikyqfg  ijfefr  ijk/khudhAA3AA 
 
 
                                                 (278) 
 
pavana-suvana! ripu-davana! bharatalāla! lakhana! dīnakī. 
nija nija avasara sudhi kiyē, bali jā'um̐, dāsa-āsa pūji hai khāsakhīnakī. 1.  
rāja-dvāra bhalī saba kahaiṁ sādhu-samīcīnakī. 
sukṛta-sujasa, sāhiba-kṛpā, svāratha-paramāratha, gati bhayē gati-bihīnakī. 2.  
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samaya sam ̐bhāri sudhāribī tulasī malīnakī. 
prīti-rīti samujhā'ibī natapāla kṛpāluhi paramiti parādhīnakī. 3.  
 
Verse no. 278—[In verse no. 277 we have read that Tulsidas has petitioned Lord 
Ram. Then he had a second thought. Others in the royal court of the Lord, especially 
those who were very close to him and were always consulted and taken into 
confidence by the Lord in all matters, were watching everything closely, and Tulsidas 
intuitively realised that it would not be proper and wise to for him to by-pass them as 
it might prove counter-productive for him. He wanted to join the great legion of the 
Lord’s devotees and followers, and so it would seem odd and haughty on his part to 
stand alone separately in the court where other devotees of the Lord were also present, 
instead of striking a cordial and friendly relationship with them in the very beginning 
itself. After all, he would soon join them, and though the Lord knew him very well for 
long but as of now he was a newcomer for the rest of the members of the Lord’s 
court. It would not seem courteous and polite on his part to neglect them and not even 
say a ‘hello’ to them while expecting them to accept him warmly when he joins their 
ranks soon. So, the wise and erudite saint immediately rectified himself and turned to 
Hanuman (the most trusted devotee of Lord Ram and who always goes out of his way 
to help others to become devotee of the Lord), and the Lord’s three brothers, 
Shatrughan, Bharat and Laxman, asking their help in supporting him to be accepted 
by the Lord. The response was positive and enthusiastic as expected. 

There is another important and remarkable point to note here. Tulsidas has 
cleverly first directly approached Lord Ram and handed him his petition for mercy by 
hand to him. Then he turns to others, seeking their cooperation and help. He wanted to 
prempt any chances of their opining negatively against him, thereby compelling the 
Lord to defer any decision in his favour, because these courtiers would have surely 
observed the facial expressions of Lord Ram when Tulsidas had handed his petition to 
the Lord directly as done in verse no. 277, and it must have been obvious to them by 
now that the Lord is highly favourable towards Tulsidas and is most willing to accept 
him as his devotee, both in a standalone capacity as well being a member of the great 
legion of the Lord’s followers and devotees. Thus, even if they had certain 
reservations against Tulsidas, they would keep it to themselves, and instead publicly 
support his candidature. Refer verse no. 279, stanza no. 2 below. 

From the language of the following verse it appears that the Lord took 
Tulsidas’ petition and kept it aside for consideration, perhaps seeking time to consult 
members of his court listed herein below. Tulsidas picked up the hint, and so he 
immediately turned towards them and prayed to them to support his petition when the 
Lord puts it before them for advice. This idea is evident in the very first stanza 
below.]  
 
‘Oh the Son of Wind-God (“pavana-suvana”—i.e. Hanuman)! Oh the Vanquisher of 
Enemies (“ripu-davana”—i.e. Shatrughan)! Oh Bharat (bharatalāla)! Oh Laxman 
(lakhana)! Whenever the oppurtune time arrives and as soon as it is possible (nija 
nija avasara sudhi kiyē), remember this poor, humble, meek, lowly and wretched 
Tulsidas  (dīnakī).  
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I invoke your kind and helpful nature to plead before you in the most humble, 
sincere and urgent way I can (bali jā'um̐). [To wit, I most earnestly beg of you to 
intercede on my behalf when your turn comes to give your opinion on my petition to 
Lord Ram.] 

If you show kindness and are gracious enough to do so, then the hopes of this 
most weak and resourceless servant called Tulsidas will be fulfilled and he would feel 
accomplished (when Lord Sri Ram would endorse this ‘Vinay-Patrika’ by putting his 
signature on it, and for this kind gesture of all of you I shall forever remain indebted 
and obliged to you) (dāsa-āsa pūji hai khāsakhīnakī) (1). 
 
In the royal court, acclaimed saints and those with pious and pure heart are always 
praised, revered and honoured, and welcomed—what is new in it, for it is the norm 
(rāja-dvāra bhalī saba kahaiṁ sādhu-samīcīnakī)?  

But if you all recommend the case of this shelter-less, desolate, destitute, poor 
and resourceless fellow (Tulsidas) (gati-bihīnakī), then he shall get refuge in the holy 
feet of the Lord and find an eternal destination for rest and peace in his life (gati 
bhayē).  

In return you would get excellent fame and great renown for your kind 
heartedness and charitable act (sujasa), you will derive immense personal satisfaction 
and happiness by doing good to a helpless soul who needed your help in his times of 
distress (sukṛta), and your Lord (Ram) would also be exceedingly pleased with you 
for this kind act by showing his pleasure and blessing you for your noble act (because 
the Lord gets naturally and habitually pleased on those who show mercy and 
compassion on others who are lowly, meek, weak, distressed, humble, downtrodden 
and miserable) (sāhiba-kṛpā).  

In this way, many purposes would be served for your own good and welfare 
by this one single kind act of yours: for instance, your worldly interest as well as your 
spiritual well-being would be ensured (svāratha-paramāratha)1.  

[1To wit, by helping me get my petition approved by Lord Ram and thereby 
providing a buoy to my sinking spirits, you would get excellent fame and honour in 
this world for helping a destitute and suffering person find shelter, solace and succour, 
and the attendent contentedness and joy that this charitable act would bestow upon 
you would help you further in your spiritual pursuit as all good and meritorious deeds 
always do to their doer.] (2). 
 
So, as soon as you get the right opportunity (samaya sam̐bhāri), remember and take 
care of the work of this sinful, humble, meek and wretched Tulsidas (who has pleaded 
before you so earnestly and tearfully) (sudhāribī tulasī malīnakī).  

Explain carefully the sincerity, the enormity, the depth and the gravity of the 
love, affection, conviction, faith and devotion (prīti-rīti samujhā'ibī -- paramiti) that 
this dependant (servant or devotee) of the Lord, who has surrenderd himself before 
the Lord, has for him (natapāla -- parādhīnakī), and remind the Lord of his nature 
and reputation of being merciful, compassionate, gracious and kind (kṛpāluhi 
paramiti) to such persons who have come to seek refuge and shelter in his holy feet, 
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no matter how fallen and sinful the seeker may be (prīti-rīti samujhā'ibī natapāla 
kṛpāluhi paramiti parādhīnakī).’ (3).  

 
 

 
Lord Rāma’s Acceptance of Tulasīdās’ Prayers & Endorsement of his Devotion:  

 Tulasīdās’ Final Redemption 
 

¼279½ 
 

ek#fr&eu] #fp Hkjrdh yf[k y"ku dgh gSA 
dfydkygq ukFk! uke lksa ijrhfr&izhfr ,d fdadj dh fucgh gSAA1AA 

ldy lHkk lqfu yS mBh] tkuh jhfr jgh gSA 
d`ik  xjhcfuoktdh]  ns[kr  xjhcdks  lkgc  ck¡g  xgh  gSAA2AA 

fcg¡fl jke dáks ^lR; gS] lqf/k eSagw¡ ygh gS*A 
eqfnr ekFk ukor] cuh rqylh vukFkdh] ijh j?kqukFk@j?kqukFk gkFk lgh gSAA3AA 
 
 
                                                 (279) 
 
māruti-mana, ruci bharatakī lakhi laṣana kahī hai. 
kalikālahu nātha! nāma sōṁ paratīti-prīti ēka kiṅkara kī nibahī hai. 1.  
sakala sabhā suni lai uṭhī, jānī rīti rahī hai. 
kṛpā garībanivājakī, dēkhata garībakō sāhaba bām̐ha gahī hai. 2.  
biham̐si rāma kahyō ‘satya hai, sudhi mainhūm̐ lahī hai’. 
mudita mātha nāvata, banī tulasī anāthakī, parī raghunātha/raghunātha hātha 
sahī hai. 3.  
 
Verse no. 279—[The royal court of Lord Ram is in session. Tulsidas’ petition comes 
up for hearing. Laxman spoke on behalf of the others as follows—] 
 
Laxman observed that Hanuman was internally aggreable to Tulsidas’ prayers of 
acceptance by the Lord, and Bharat was also favourably inclined. So Laxman took the 
initiative and spoke for all of them (māruti-mana, ruci bharatakī lakhi laṣana kahī 
hai): ‘Even in this depraved, pervert, sinful and corrupt age of Kaliyug, oh Lord 
(kalikālahu nātha), there is this one humble servant of yours (i.e. Tulsidas) who has 
been successful in having abiding love, affection, faith and devotion for you inspite of 
all the odds stacked against him (nāma sōṁ paratīti-prīti ēka kiṅkara kī nibahī 
hai)1.’  

[1To wit, inspite of being surrounded by sins and worldly perversions all 
around him, Tulsidas has managed to be pious and saintly; he has managed to be 
devoted to Lord Ram when all the world was morally and spiritually degraded.]  
 When Laxman made this submission, the whole court got up to unanimously 
approve of it (sakala sabhā suni lai uṭhī), saying: ‘Yes indeed. This is the truth, and 
we all endorse it because we are aware of his undiluted devotion, faith and affection 
for the Lord (jānī rīti rahī hai). Indeed and without gainsay, the merciful Lord (Sri 
Ram), who takes care of the poor and the wretched (kṛpā garībanivājakī), too thinks 
highly of him and is very favourably inclined towards him. Even as everyone was 
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watching, the Lord had held him by the arm, welcomed him and accepted him 
(dēkhata garībakō sāhaba bām̐ha gahī hai).’ (2). 
 
When Lord Sri Ram saw that the entire assembly was in favour of Tulsidas, he smiled 
happily and said, ‘Yes, it is true. I am aware of this fact.’ (biham̐si rāma kahyō 
‘satya hai, sudhi mainhūm̐ lahī hai’). 

What more was left to be done and expected. Lord Ram instantly signed the 
petition of Tulsidas in his own hand and put his seal as a token of approval (parī 
raghunātha/raghunātha hātha sahī hai)!  

Tulsidas was overwhelmed with joy at the Lord's grace and mercy for 
accepting him; he was exhilarated and bowed his head before the Lord for now 
Tulsidas’ destiny and fate were mended forever for good (mudita mātha nāvata, 
banī tulasī anāthakī)!! (3). 

 

The End 
                                                    
 

                          ----------******-------- 
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Appendix - 1 

Most popular verses of Vinai-Patrika 
 

 The following verses of Vinai-Patrika are most popular amongst the masses 
and are recited or sung with the greatest of devotion, reverence and humility. The list 
is not meant to be exhaustive in the sense that besides the listed verses, the rest are not 
popular, but is only meant to be indicative. The appeal of all the verses is equally 
intense. While one may find the melody of his heart reflected in one particular set of 
verses, others may find it in another, even as different musical instruments give 
different tunes and shades of music, but they are ‘music’ nevertheless :- 

Sr. No. Verse No.   Ist Line of Verse 

  1-  36   eaxy&ewjfr] ek#r&uanu--- 

                            maṅgala-mūrati māruta-nandana.    

  

  2-  41   dcgqd vac] volj ikb--- 

                      kabahum̐ka amba, avasara pā'i. 

 

  3-  45   Jh jke pUnz d`iky Hkt eu--- 

                      śrī rāmacandra kṛpālu bhaju mana  

 

  4-  66   jke tiq] jke tiq] jke ti ckojs--- 

                      rāma japu, rāma japu, rāma japu bāvarē. 

 

  5-  68   jke jke jke thg tksykSa rw u tfigS--- 

                      rāma rāma rāma jīha jaulauṁ tū na japihai. 

 

  6-  79   rw n;ky] nhu gkSa--- 

                      dēva-tū dayālu, dīna hauṁ. 

 

  7-  87   lquq eu ew<+ fl[kkou esjks--- 

                      sunu mana mūṛha sikhāvana mērō. 

 

  8-  94   dkgs rs gfj eksfg fclkjks--- 

                      kāhē tē hari mōhiṁ bisārō. 
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  9-  96   tks iS ft; /kfjgkS voxqu tuds--- 

                      jau pai jiya dharihau avaguna janakē. 

 

  10-  97   tks iS gfj tuds vkSxu xgrs--- 

                      jau pai hari janakē auguna gahatē. 

 

  11-  98   ,slh gfj djr nkl ij izhfr--- 

                      aisī hari karata dāsapara prīti. 

 

  12-  99   fojn xjhc fuokt jke dks--- 

                      birada garībanivāja rāmakō. 

 

  13-  101   tkm¡ dgk¡ rft pju rqEgkjs--- 

                      jā'um̐ kahām̐ taji carana tumhārē. 

 

  14-  105   vc u ulkgha] vc u ulSgkSa--- 

                      abalauṁ nasānī, aba na nasaihauṁ. 

 

  15-  111   ds'ko! dfg u tkbZ dk dfg;s--- 

                      kēsava! kahi na jā'i kā kahiyē. 

 

  16-  114   ek/ko! eks leku tx ekgha--- 

                      mādhava! mō samāna jaga māhīṁ. 

 

  17-  143   lqugq jke j?kqchj xqlkbZa--- 

                      sunahu rāma raghubīra gusā'īṁ. 

 

  18-  149   dgk¡ tkm¡] dklkSa dgkSa\--- 

                      kahām̐ jā'um̐, kāsōṁ kahauṁ--? 

 

  19-  160   eSa gfj ifr ikou lqusa--- 

                      maiṁ hari patita-pāvana sunē. 

 

  20-  162   ,slks dks mnkj tx ekgha--- 
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                      aisō kō udāra jaga māhīṁ. 

 

  21-  164   tkur izhfr&jhfr j?kqjkbZ--- 

                      jānata prīti-rīti raghurā'ī. 

 

  22-  166   ,sls jke nhu fgrdkjh--- 

                      aisē rāma dīna-hitakārī. 

 

  23-  174   tkds fiz; u jke cSnsgh--- 

                      jākē priya na rāma-baidēhī. 

 

  24-  175   tks iS yxu jke lkSa ukgha--- 

                      jō pai rahani/lagana rāmasōṁ nāhīṁ. 

 

  25-  179   dgk¡ tkm¡] dklkSa dgkSa--- 

                      kahām̐ jā'um̐, kāsōṁ kahauṁ. 

 

  26-  186   dkSu tru fcurh dfj;s--- 

                      kauna jatana binatī kariyē. 

 

  27-  189   jke dgr py, jke dgr py--- 

                      rāma kahata calu, rāma kahata calu. 

 

  28-  198   eu ifNrS gS volj chrs--- 

                     mana pachitaihai avasara bītē. 

 

  29-  204   tks eu ykxs jke pju vl--- 

                     jō mana lāgai rāmacarana asa. 

 

  30-  208   ukFk lks dkSu fcurh dfg lqukokSa--- 

                     nātha sōṁ kauna binatī kahi sunāvauṁ. 

 

  31-  211   dcgq¡ j?kqcal efu--- 

                      kabahum̐ raghubansamani! 
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  32-  235   ,slsfg tue&lewg fljkus--- 

                      aisēhi janama-samūha sirānē. 

 

  33-  242   rqele nhucU/kq] u nhu dksm eks le--- 

                    tumasama dīnabandhu, na dīna kō'u mōsama 

 

  34-  253   jke! jkf[k, lju 

                    rāma! rākhiyē sarana 

 
  35-  254   jke! jkojks uke esjks ekrq firq gS--- 
                    rāma! rāvarō nāma mērō mātu-pitu hai. 
 
 
 
                                         ------------*********---------- 
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Appendix – 2 

 
Theme-wise Classification of Verses 

 
 
1. Prayer offered to Lord Ganesh: Verse no. 1 
2. Prayer offered to the Sun God: Verse no. 2 
3. Prayers offered to Lord Shiva: Verse nos. 3—10, 12—14 
4. Prayer offered to Lord Bhairav, a form of Lord Shiva: Verse no. 11 
5. Prayers offered to Mother Goddess: Verse nos. 15—16  
6. Prayers offered to the holy river Ganges: Verse nos. 17—20 
7. Prayer offered to the holy river Yamuna: Verse no. 21 
8. Prayer offered to Kashi (the holy city of Varanasi): Verse no. 22 
9. Prayers offered to Chitrakoot (the place in the forest where Lord Ram   
 had spent some time of his  forest sojourn): Verse nos. 23--24 
10. Prayers offered to Hanuman (the greatest devotee of Lord Ram who was  
 in the form of a monkey warrior): Verse nos. 25—36 
11. Prayers offered to Laxman (the younger brother of Lord Ram): Verse nos. 37—38  
12. Prayer offered to Bharat (the younger brother of Lord Ram): Verse no. 39 
13. Prayer offered to Shartughan (the younger brother of Lord Ram): Verse no. 40 
14. Prayers offered to Sita (the divine consort of Lord Ram and an incarnation  
      of goddess Laxmi, the divine consort of Lord Vishnu): Verse nos. 41—42  
15. Prayers offered to Lord Ram (an incarnation of Lord Vishnu, the Supreme Being): 
      Verse nos. 43—48, 50—51, 53—56.    
16. Prayer offered to Lords Hari-Shankar (a joint prayer to Lord Vishnu &  
      Lord Shiva): Verse no. 49. 
17. Different incarnations of Lord Vishnu: Verse no. 52. 
18. Saints—their glories and virtues: Verse nos. 57, 172. 
19. Lanka, the city of demons— 
      a metaphor for the evils that dominate the creature’s inner-being: Verse no. 58. 
20. Forest—a metaphor for journey through life: Verse no. 59. 
21. Prayer offered to Lord Nara-Narayan— 
      The metaphor of the Pilgrimage to Badrikaashram: Verse no. 60 
22. Prayer offered to Lord Bindu Madhav: Verse nos. 61-63  
23. Glory of Lord Ram and His Holy Name: Verse nos. 64-72, 77, 94, 99-101, 
 105-107, 129-131, 144, 151, 155-156, 159-160, 168, 173, 184, 192, 213, 254, 
 227-228, 247, 251-252, 254-255, 262.  
24. Advice to the creature: Verse nos. 73-74; 82-84, 132, 135-136, 236. 
25. Prayer; Surrender to Lord Ram: Verse nos. 75, 141-142, 248.  
26. “Ram Bola”: Verse no. 76.  
27. Lord Ram is the merciful, gracious, benevolent, benignant and selfless Lord  
 who is a benefactor for all: Verse nos. 78-80, 134, 152, 154, 160, 166, 
 206-207, 216-217, 222, 232, 262, 264, 274. 
28. Tulsidas' humility and humbleness, & Lord Ram's greatness and exalted stature: 
 Verse nos. 79, 118, 148, 158-161, 171, 206-207, 209, 242, 252. 
29. The Torments of the world: Verse nos. 81, 124-125, 188. 
30. The deluding nature of the world and its associated miseries; various spiritual 
 problems & their Remedy: Verse nos. 82, 91, 111, 116-117, 119-121,  
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154 (3), 188, 199. 
31. Journey through Life: Verse nos. 83, 234. 
32. Advice to the Mind: Verse nos. 84-85, 87-90, 124, 126, 143, 196, 199, 224. 
33. Dhruv’s mother’s advice to her son: Verse no. 86. 
34. The Stubborn and Stupid Mind: Verse nos. 88-90. 
35. How foolish are we: Verse no. 92. 
36. Lord Ram's merciful and benevolent nature: Verse nos. 93, 134, 152-153, 
 193, 274. 
37. Tulsidas' humility: Verse nos. 95-96, 114, 117-118, 168, 209, 242. 
38. Tulsidas’ prayer to Lord Ram to seek the Lord’s grace and mercy:  
      Verse nos. 93-94, 103-104, 109-110, 112, 117-118, 125, 127, 134, 141-142, 
 153-154, 158, 181, 195, 206-207, 209, 231, 243, 248, 251-252. 
39. If .....  Verse nos. 97, 151. 
40. The Macrocosmic vis-à-vis the Microcosmic form of the Lord: Verse no. 98. 
41. Lord Ram is the only benevolent Lord, a true benefactor of all the creatures,  
 and their best friend and well-wisher: Verse nos. 84, 99, 101, 139, 153-154,
 160, 162-163, 191-193, 200, 206-207, 217, 210, 213, 216-217, 225, 229-230, 
 243, 250, 253. 260, 264, 274-276. 
42. Rarity of the Human Body, its real Utility, and the Frailty of the Mind: 
 Verse nos. 83, 88, 102, 198, 201-202. 
43. Seek shelter only at the Holy Feet of Lord Ram: Verse no. 103-104, 131, 160, 
 197, 204, 218, 253. 
44. Lord Ram's Name is like the gem called ‘Chintamani’: Verse nos. 105, 116, 
 129, 206, 235. 
45. The Lowly made Holy by Lord Sri Ram: Verse nos. 106, 137-138, 144, 152, 154, 
 166, 180, 183, 193, 213-218, 236, 239-241, 247-248, 251, 257, 262. 
46. How to Worship Ram by a symbolic form of Fire-Sacrifice: Verse no. 108. 
47. Establishing Relationship with God: Verse nos. 113, 174-175. 
48. Importance of Wisdom and True Knowlege: Verse nos. 88, 115, 122. 
49. The effect of Maya (delusions) and Moha (worldly attachments):  

Verse nos. 116, 121. 
50. True saints: Verse no. 118/4. 
51. The World is Like a Dream: Verse nos. 119-121, 188. 
52. How peace can be obtained: Verse nos. 120/5, 246. 
53. Mere talk is not enough: Verse no. 123. 
54. The importance of the Mana (mind): Verse no. 124. 
55. Culprits that Occupy the Heart: Verse no. 125. 
56. Lord Ram's Benevolence & Grace are the Only Solution for the many  
 Spiritual Problems faced by the Creature: Verse nos. 126-128, 135, 192-193, 
 339-241. 
57. Lord Ram’s Holy Feet: Verse nos. 128, 131, 133. 
58. Words of Wisdom for the Welfare of the Creature: Verse no. 135. 
59. The horrors associated with life in this world (birth, childhood, adulthood  
 and old age): Verse no. 136. 
60. The importance of Saints: Verse no. 136/10. 
61. Realisation of true ‘Self’: Verse no. 136/11. 
62. Immense Effects of Lord's Grace: Verse nos. 137, 159-160. 
63. The Lord's open lotus-like Palms that symbolise the perpetual grant of mercy  
 and grace upon the Devotee: Verse no. 138. 
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64. The Menace and Moral Corruptions of Kaliyug: Verse nos. 139, 173, 184, 
 194, 195(2), 220-221, 265-266. 
65. The fate of those who have turned away from the Lord: Verse no. 140. 
66. The wayward and vagrant tendency of the Mind: Verse nos. 143, 196, 245. 
67. A symbolic Village in the Name of Lord Sri Ram: Verse no. 145. 
68. Tulsidas pleads with Sri Ram to accept him: Verse nos. 146, 168, 250, 253, 
 256-260. 
69. Evils and Vices are like Pseudo Friends that Ruin a Person: Verse no. 147. 
70. Pleading with Sri Ram: Verse nos. 149, 153, 271. 
71. Kinship with the Lord: Verse no. 150. 
72. Lord Sri Ram is the Best and a Peerless Lord: Verse nos. 153, 154, 157, 159,  

179-180, 191, 206-207, 222, 225, 230, 249-250, 276-277. 
73. Lord Ram's Name as Kalpa-Tree: Verse nos. 155 (4), 156; 225 (4); 226, 251,  
 262 (5). 
74. Lord Ram's Generosity and Greatness: Verse nos. 106, 162-163, 176-177,  
 179-180, 182, 185-186, 239-242. 
75. Only Lord Ram is a selfless Lord: Verse nos. 163, 216, 229, 249, 264, 274. 
76. Lord Ram gives precedence to devotion above everything else: Verse no. 164. 
77. Lord Ram Shows Favour to the Humble and the Poor: Verse no. 165. 
78. Devotion and Worship of Lord Ram in the Vedantic context: Verse no. 167. 
79. Reasons for one’s miseries: Verse nos. 168, 244. 
80. Tulsidas pleads with Sri Ram: Verse nos. 169, 180-181. 
81. Regret at Lack of Devotion: Verse no. 170. 
82. Would I'll ever be good? (The Character of a Saint): Verse no. 172 
83. Who is a True Companion: Verse no. 174. 
84. Life is futile without devotion for Lord Ram: Verse nos. 175, 261. 
85. Lord Ram’s greatness and Tulsidas’ humility: Verse nos. 176, 210-212. 
86. Lord Ram is the only Helper and Well-wisher: Verse nos. 177-178, 191, 229, 250. 
87. The Parable of the cloud, fish, spoilt coin, Papiha: Verse no. 178. 
88. Tulsidas compares Sri Ram with other Lords: Verse no. 180. 
89. Tulsidas pleads with Lord Ram for protection: Verse nos. 181, 185-187, 210-212, 
 221. 
90. Tulsidas’ confidence in his Lord Ram and his determination to get   
 the Lord’s benevolence and mercy: Verse nos. 182-183, 192-193, 210-212, 
 239-243, 261. 
91. Lord Sri Ram can be attained by purity and sincerity: Verse no. 185. 
92. Importance of Sri Ram’s Mercy and Grace: 

(Tulsidas pleads with the Lord to save him): Verse nos.186-187. 
93. The metaphor of the Palanquin/The Pilgrim's Journey through life: Verse no. 189. 
94. The world is selfish: Verse nos. 190-191, 199-200, 216, 243. 
       Example of the gods, a deer, the fire, the water, the moon, the sun and the cloud: 
 Verse no. 191. 
      Example of the countless worldly relations, such as parents, friends, partners, kith 
 kin, masters and lords: Verse nos. 199-200, 243. 
95. Everything is futile without having affection and devotion for Sri Ram:  
 Verse no. 194. 
96. Having devotion/affection towards Sri Ram's Holy Feet (Parable of  

the deer and the parrot): Verse nos. 197, 204. 
97. The Golden Opportunity which shouldn’t be missed: Verse nos. 198-201. 
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98. A warning to the Mind: Wake up; Don't be misled and fall into a trap:  
 Verse nos. 84, 143, 196, 199. 
99. Death dangles like a sword on the head of all living beings: Verse no. 200. 
100. The world is like a tree or an ocean: Verse no. 202. 
101. The rarity of the human body and the need to use it properly:  

Verse nos. 83-84, 102, 130, 135/1, 151, 194, 198-202. 
102. The Analogy of the 15-day waxing phase of the Lunar Cycle: Verse no. 203. 
103. How to benefit from the Kalpa Tree symbolised by Lord Sri Ram: Verse no. 205. 
104. The metaphor of the ‘Bird-catcher’: Verse no. 208. 
105. Tulsidas' assurance of salvation: Verse nos. 209. 
106. What Tulsidas wishes: Verse nos. 210, 231. 
107. Ram, will you------? : Verse nos. 211, 270. 
108. Why not me? : Verse nos. 106, 212, 241-242. 
109. Example of the Lord’s grace & mercy from Lord Krishna’s life: Verse no. 214. 
110. Proof of Lord Ram's grace and benevolent nature: Verse no. 215, 239-241,  
 246, 251. 
111. All Gods are selfish except Lord Hari (the other name of Lord Ram):  
 Verse no. 216. 
112. Why should one pray before the Lord: Verse no. 219. 
113. Tulsidas’ prayer to Lord Ram to save him from the cruelty of Kaliyug: 
 Verse nos. 220, 221, 265-266. 
114. Will the Lord accept me and have benevolence upon me?: Verse no. 223. 
115. Lord Ram's Name is superior to Sri Ram himself: Verse no. 228. 
116. Sri Ram is my only Lord in this world: Verse no. 229 
117. Before whom shall a person reveal the pain and suffering of his heart except 
 Lord Ram: Verse no. 210, 231-232. 
118. One must not try dirty worldly tricks with Sri Ram: Verse no. 233. 
119. Life spent in vain: Verse nos. 83, 234. 
120. Advice to the tongue: Verse nos. 129, 237, 247. 
121. The Jiva (living being) is like a ‘Kabandh’: Verse no. 238. 
122. A person who is embraced and accepted by the Lord is deemed to be 

most fortunate and blessed: Verse no. 239. 
123. Lord Ram is attainable only by having pure love and affection for him  
 in one’s heart:  Verse no. 240. 
124. Oh Lord, why don't you show your grace upon me?: Verse no. 241. 
125. Why I am unhappy: Verse nos. 168, 244. 
126. My treacherous mind and intellect: Verse no. 245. 
127. Why is there no peace: Verse nos. 120/5, 246. 
128. Lord Ram’s Holy Form and Divinity; Importance of Bhakti: Verse no. 251. 
129. Tulsidas’ Dilemma: Verse nos. 256, 262. 
130. Tulsidas asks Lord Ram to say just once, ‘Tulsidas, you are mine’:  

Verse nos. 250/4, 253/3. 
131. The glory of Sri Ram, the friend of the downtrodden: Verse no. 257. 
132. Tulsidas' humility and his polite request to Sri Ram: Verse nos. 258, 260. 
133. Invoking Lord Ram's benevolence & munificence: Verse no. 259. 
134. Regret that the life has been spent in futility: Verse no. 261. 
135. What one should ask for from Lord Ram if given an opportunity: Verse no. 262. 
136. Tulsidas reaffirms his abiding and honest devotion for Sri Ram: Verse no. 263 
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137. Sri Ram is a matchless Lord because all others are selfish: Verse nos. 264, 274. 
138. Tulsidas requests Ram to caution Kaliyug: Verse no. 265. 
139. Tulsidas' ‘Satyagraha’ (determination/vows): Verse no. 267. 
140. How will I know that Sri Ram has accepted me?: Verse no. 268. 
141. How much love should I have for Lord Ram: Verse no. 269. 
142. Tulsidas beseeches his Lord Ram to accept him: 271 
143. Tulsidas pleads with his Lord Sri Ram not to procrastinate further in extending 
 grace and protection to him: Verse no. 272. 
144. Tulsidas' premonition of his impending death: Verse no. 273. 
145. Lord Sri Ram is the only succour and solace: Verse no. 274. 
146. Glory of Lord Sri Ram, the most munificent, benevolent and magnanimous 
 Lord-of-all in this world: Verse no. 275. 
147. Request for Lord Ram's endorsement on Tulsidas' final petition:  

Verse nos. 277-278. 
148. Lord Ram’s acceptance of Tulsidas’ prayers and endorsement of his devotion:  
 Tulsidas’ final Redemption: Verse no. 279. 

 
 

----------********--------- 
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Appendix - 3 

 
Keyword-wise Classification of Verses 

 
The following ‘KEYWORD’-wise categorisation of the verses of Vinai-Patrika are 
only for the purpose of fecilitating easy reference, but in no way conclusive or 
exhaustive because majority of the verses have more then one underlying 
philosophical idea incorporated in its lines, and to say that one is superior or more 
important than the other would be unjustified, misleading and wrong. Therefore, the 
following list is only indicative :- 
 
A. 
Advaitya (non-dual)—50/8, 57/9, 202, 203/3 
Arti worship—47, 48 
Aswathama—226/4 
Axiom—227/1 
Agitations-3 types—242/4 
 
B. 
Being away from Ram—169 
Birdawali of Ram—236/1, 276 
Bird Catcher—208/2 
Bhagwan-meaning—55/9 
Birth-Torments of—136/1-9 
Boat—243/4 
Buddha—52/8 
Birth-troments of—136 
Birth-four types—136/9 
 
C. 
Creature-Advice to—66-70, 73-74, 91, 132, 136, 204, 236 
Culprits that occupy the heart—125 
Chintamani gem—86/4, 105, 116/4,  
129/4, 206/2, 235/4 
Chitrakoot—241/3, 264/5, 266/3 
Crocodiles—260/2 
Cucurbit—139/8 
Companion—174 
Coin—178 
Creation-delusionary—111 
 
D. 
Dwaitya—113/4, 136/11-12, 167/4, 202/2, 203/3 
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Devotion for Ram (sample verses)—2, 3, 109, 164-5, 167, 170, 175-6, 194, 263 
Dhruv's mother's advice—86 
Delusionary powers of Lord (sample verse)—116 
Death dangles like a sword—200 
Difficulties in Ram's devotion & worship—167 
Delusionary dance—91 
Delusions (sample verses)—82, 111, 116, 119, 120-21 
Dharma-the 4 legs of—248/3 
Demons-slaying of—152/3 
Donkey—117/2, 175/1, 255/3 
Deer—197/1 
Dandak forest—257/2 
Dog—89/3, 92/4, 117/2, 136/8, 140/3, 146/5, 165/4,  168/3, 175/1, 258/2 
 
E. 
Enemies-who are—187 
Eye-ointment—174/3, 265/3 
Ear-blemishes of—237/3 
Easy to serve—157/4 
 
F. 
Fish like mind—92/2, 102 
Friends-who are false—147 
  "    -who are true—174 
Footwear—209/1, 231/4 
Futility of all other means except Lord Ram—173 
Frog—92/5, 142/4, 220/4 
Falcon—90/3 
Forest—59 
Fable-of owl, dog—146 
Foolish—92 
 
G. 
Golden oppurtunity—198, 201-2 
Gita-reference to—203/5, 254/2 
Ganges-reference to—218/3 
Goat—117/2 
Ganesh—247/2 
Garland—237/4 
 
H. 
Humility and modesty of Tulsidas—75-77, 79, 81, 95-6, 104, 106, 109-10, 114, 117, 
148, 158-9, 171 
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How foolish are we—92 
Har and Hari—49 
Havan—108, 264/3 
Human body-utility of—201-2, 203/8, 243/3 
How to know that Sri Ram has accepted me?—268 
How much should we love the Lord—269 
How is tranquility achieved—203/4-5 
Holi—203/17-18 
How is the Lord conquered—204/1-2, 205/4 
Hanuman-prayers to—25-36 
Hath-yog—209/3 
Humble & meek—165 
 
I. 
If....—97, 151 
It is never too late—187 
 
J. 
Journey through life—83, 136 
Jackal—140/3, 159/3, 220/4 
K. 
Krishna-reference to—49/6, 52/7, 56/2, 57/3, 78/5, 93/4, 97/1, 98, 99/2, 106/4, 135/1, 
163/3, 188/4, 213/3, 214, 217/4, 239/2-4, 240/3 
Kaliyug (sample verses)—139, 188/4, 219/1-2, 220, 228/1, 229, 232/2, 247/1, 250/4, 
265-6 
Kinship with the Lord—150 
Kalpa Tree (sample verses)—156, 205, 225/4 226, 244/4, 247/4, 249/4, 251/1, 255/1 
Kabandh—238 
Koshas-the 5 Koshas—58/2 
Karma-Dharma—184/2, 264/3 
Karma-Kanda—259/3 
Kirtan—159/4 
 
L. 
Lanka-symbolic—58 
Lack of devotion (sample verse)—170 
Lunar cycle (the 15-fold path to emancipation & salvation)—203 
Life spent in vain (sample verse)—234, 261 
Lord-kinship with—150 
Lioness-milk of—265/3 
Lord of the Lord-less—270/2 
 
M. 
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Mind-Advice to—45-6, 65, 84-5, 87-90, 102, 124, 126, 143, 196, 199, 202/4-5, 204-
5, 224, 254/3, 260/4, 268/2 
Miseries-reasons for (sample verse)—168 
Mind is treacherous—245 
Maya's kingdom—246 
Metaphor-of cloud, fish, spoilt coin,  Papiha (sparrow hawk)—178 
  "    of broken hand, blind hand—271/4 
  "    of mirror—190/2, 233/3 
  "    of musk-deer—244/2 
  "     of parrot—197/2 
  "    of tree—202/2 
  "    of bird—208/2 
  "    of Totka—272/2 
  "    of Palanquin—189 
  "    of bamboo—114 
  "    of village—145 
  "    of butter-milk—260/3 
  "    of haunted house—199/5 
  "    of Laddu—224/3 
  "    of mud-pitcher—200/1 
  "    of Lanka—58 
  "    of banana—277/2 
  "    of pond—244/3 
  "    of holi—203/17-18 
  "    of harvest—221/4 
  "    of sleep—74 
  "    of sword—200 
  "    of ocean—202/2 
Metaphor - of knot—227/4 
  "    of effigy—241/5 
  "    of water—240/4 
  "    of garland—237/4 
  "    of mountain—60/6 
  "    of women—60/7 
  "    of moth—92/2 
  "    of chess—246/4 
  "    of driver—254/3 
  "    of home—255/2 
  "    of dog—258/2 
  "    of fly—263/3 
  "    of Havan—264/3 
  "    of eye ointment—265/3 
  "    of thief—266/4 
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  "    of broken hand and blind  eye—271/4 
  "    of serpent—275/2 
Macro/microcosmic Lord—98 
Meaning of beauty—157/1 
 
N. 
Name of Sri Ram—24/5, 46, 65-70, 99, 105, 129-31, 144, 155-6, 159, 173, 184, 192, 
226-8, 247, 250, 254-5 
Name-superior to Ram—228 
Nar-Narain—60 
 
O. 
Owl—146, 222/2 
 
P. 
Prayers-to Bharat—39 
   to Bindu-Madhav—61-63 
   to Chitrakoot—23-24 
   to Devi—15-16 
   to Ganesh—1 
   to Ganga—17-20 
   to Hanuman—25-36 
   to Har & Hari—49 
   to invocational—36 
   to Laxman—37, 38 
   to Ram—43-4, 50-6, 58- 61, 64, 103, 109-10, 141-2, 208 
   to Sun—2 
   to Shiva—3-10, 12-14 
   to Shatrughan—40 
   to Sita—41, 42 
   to Saints—57 
   to Varanasi—22 
   to Yamuna—21 
   to Bhairav—11 
   to Goddess—15-16 
Palms of the Lord—138 
Palanquin—189 
Para-Apara Vidya—54/4 
Pran Vayu (the life giving wind force)—54/2 
Parmatma-who is—53/3 
Parikshit—220/5 
Pranayam—197/3 
Parable of Mlecha—212/2 
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  "    of deer, cotton, parrot—197 
  "    of dog, owl—146 
Pig—140/3, 175/1, 258/3 
Parikshit—220/5 
 
R. 
Ram's glory and fame—64, 71-2, 77-80, 94, 97-8, 100-1, 106-7, 114, 116, 127-8, 134-
5, 137-8, 152-4, 157, 161, 163, 165-6, 176, 178, 180, 183, 191, 206, 213, 215, 217, 
222, 225, 230, 251-2, 257, 262, 275-6 
Ram's merciful nature (sample verses)—93, 186, 193, 195, 221, 232, 239, 243, 251, 
259, 262, 274 
Ram as supreme Brahama—51-2 
Ram, will you....?—211 
Relationship with God—113 
Ram's true nature & form—135, 236/1, 251, 262, 276 
Ram as only benefactor (sample verse)—178-80, 186, 222 
Ram-only Lord—229 
Ram cannot be deceived—233 
Ram's munificence-invoking of —239, 259 
Rasaas-of tongue & literature—169 
Rambola-Tulsidas' childhood name—76 
Ram-the best Lord—104, 153, 207, 225, 230, 232, 235, 249-50, 253, 260, 264, 274 
Ram's holy feet—101, 131, 133, 140, 160, 197, 204, 210, 218, 229, 240, 263, 274 
Ram's generosity—162 
Ram is the greatest bestower (sample verses)—163, 217 
Ram loves humble & meek—165 
Ram-love & devotion—164, 167, 169-70, 175, 194, 240 
Ram-only helper—178-9 
Ram-attained by purity and sincerity—185, 240 
Ram-will you liberate me—211-2, 223, 241, 270 
Ram Rajya—248 
Ram-being away from/opposed to—169 
Ram-best well-wisher—191 
Rambola—76 
Rabbit—159/3 
 
S. 
Saints—57, 136/10-12, 141, 172, 203/19-20 
Selfish-all except Sri Ram—75, 216, 236/2, 243/2, 249, 260/3, 264/2-3, 272, 274 
Solution-the only—127 
Satyagraha (civil protest)—267 
Six-Shastras—173/5, 251/4 
Shiva-characters of—49 
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Siddhis-the 8 Siddhis—61/9 
Salvation-means of (sample verses)—103, 182, 209 
Sudama—163/3 
Soul-body relationship—264/2 
Son-worthy—175/3 
 
T. 
Tongue-advice to—65, 129-30, 229/1, 237 
Talk-mere is not enoug—123 
Tulsidas-premonition of death—273 
  "   pleads  with  Ram  for acceptance and refuge—76, 146, 148-50, 160, 169, 
177, 181-82, 187, 219, 223, 271 
  "   compares his own humility with ther greatness of Sri Ram—177, 242  
  "   pleads for mercy & grace —169, 195, 221, 239, 241, 243, 248 
  "   assurance of salvation— 209 
  "   wants & desires—210, 231, 271 
  "   determination & request to Ram—182, 185, 208, 226/5, 241, 256/3, 258,  
   270/2, 272 
  "   courage—262 
  "   honest assertion—263 
  "   asks Ram to caution Kaliyug—265 
  "   pleads with Ram to hurry up—180, 250, 272-3 
  "   warns—272/2 
  "   final redemption—277-79 
  "   admonishes Ram—112, 241, 272 
  "   admonishes himself—118, 176 
  "   humility & modesty—95, 96, 109, 110, 114, 117, 148, 158-59, 171, 177, 
  182, 231/4, 242, 258, 261, 274/3 
  "   Ram's vision at Chitrakoot—264 
  "   only way he can serve Ram—232/4 
Temple—185, 237/2 
True self (sample verse)—136/11-12 
Totka (magical charm)—272 
Torments—81 
Taste of food—169/1 
Tulsidas' advice—235/4 
 
U. 
Untouchability—255/2 
Uselessness of other means—155 
 
V. 
Village of Ram's name—145, 210/4 
Vinai-Patrika's endorsement by Lord Ram—277-279 
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Vishnu-characters of—49 
Vedantic concept-Ram's devotion—167 
Vidya—'Para-Apara'—54/7 
Virtues—205/2 
 
W. 
Wisdom (sample verses)—82-85, 92, 102, 104, 115, 121-3, 135-6, 140, 168-70, 172, 
187, 190, 197-201, 233, 251, 255/2, 264/2-3,261 
Washerman's reference—152/10, 165/4, 272/4 
Warnings—199, 201-2 
Womb-wisdom inside it—136 
What is being God—172 
World-illusionary (sample verse)—188 
  " is selfish—190 

  " delusions—91, 111, 119, 121 

  " dream like—111, 116,  

 119-20, 188 

  " like a tree—202/2 

Why- to pray—219 

  " not me?—212 

  " am I unhappy—244 

  " is there no peace—246 

What-more can I say—256 

  " is true devotion—205/4 

Will you, Sri Ram?—270 

Womb-agonies of—136 

 

Y. 

Yam & Niyam—58/6, 172 

Yogi—167/4 
Yagya-the best—254/2 

 
 
 

----------********--------- 
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Appendix – 4 

 
A Brief Life-sketch of Goswami Tulsidas 

 
 
One of the greatest saints, poets, philosophers and blessed souls known to us is 
Goswami Tulsidas. This saint, born in India in the 16th century, was a great devotee of 
Lord Ram, the incarnate Supreme Being. Tulsidas was not an ordinary poet or saint; 
he was an apostle of the Lord sent especially on this earth to spread the message of 
love, devotion and faith for the Supreme Being in the form of Sri Ram, a form that the 
common man could easily relate to and understand. Tulsidas propagated the divine 
story of Lord Ram and made the Lord’s holy Name a household name through his 
writings, thereby making spiritual liberation and deliverance easily available to the 
common man, and bringing the Supreme Being nearer to him and his heart than ever 
before.  

His message of having love, devotion, faith and submission for Lord Ram as a 
way to find eternal liberation and deliverance from the endless cycle of birth and 
death, as a means of finding freedom from the formidable shackle of miseries and 
torments that constantly harass a creature in this deluding world in which all the living 
beings find themselves trapped, and to obtain emancipation and salvation for their 
souls which would lead to their ultimate and final peace, tranquility and blissful rest, 
was heartily accepted and welcomed by the masses for its simplicity of approach, and 
for the freedom that it provided them from elaborate rituals and formalities as 
ordained in the ancient scriptures which the common man found extremely difficult, 
impractical and cumbersome to follow. 
 While the original scriptures were written in the classical language of India, 
known as Sanskrit, that was limited to the higher and learned classes, therefore 
making these scriptures beyond the reach of the common man, Tulsidas wrote in the 
local dialect known as Avadhi, which is a branch of the main language known as 
Hindi that is spoken throughout the central planes of India. It was the language of the 
masses, and therefore the writings of Tulsidas became instantly understandable, 
accessible and dear to the populace.  
 He wrote about the divine story of Lord Ram in a poetical style that fluently 
employed the various Raagas (tones, metres and notes) of Indian classical music as 
well as folk music. This immediately was acceptable by the people as compared to the 
chanting of the hymns in a staccato manner, or discourses that were dry and boring for 
the masses. After a hard day’s toil, a common man found rejuvenation and 
refreshment when he sang a part of Tulsidas’ verses rather than hear or read some 
long-winding discourse telling him about some distant and unknown God.  
 So we come to the next important contribution of Tulsidas in the field of 
spiritualism and religion. Through his writings he spread the message that having 
love, devotion, faith and submission for Lord Ram, who is no one else but incarnate 
Supreme Being known as Parmeshwar, the Supreme Ishwar, and the Lord God, is the 
easiest and most convenient method for finding Mukti (liberation and deliverance), 
Shanti (peace and tranquility), Shukha (happiness and joy) and Anand (bliss).  
 For achieving this aim the individual needed only to inculcate the habit of 
constantly remembering the Lord and focusing his mind on him and his holy Name, a 
method which the scriptures defined as Yoga. While Yoga was complicated, 
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cumbersome, time consuming and aimed at an abstract form of God, the philosophy 
of Bhakti (love, devotion, dedication for the Supreme Being) as propagated by 
Tulsidas centered on Lord Ram as the Divinity personified, the Lord whose divine 
form and mystical deeds were easily documented and readable, making them 
understandable and within reach of the common man. This methodology brought this 
same hitherto abstract God extremely near to the common man, and made the God 
dear to him. The method of story-telling and singing the Lord’s glories through 
melodious verses and hymns instantly struck an emotional and lovable common cord 
with the individual who now felt that Mukti and spiritual Shanti was not only limited 
to the high and the mighty as their exclusive prerogative, but he has also the same 
right over them.  
 It is obvious that any person can easily relate to an event or a personality 
which is common to his own experience and knowledge of the world he is acquainted 
with, rather than some divine Being who is intractable, unknown, invisible and living 
in a world beyond the wildest of one’s imagination. So the net effect was that the 
Supreme Being was made accessible, approachable and available to the common man 
by saint Tulsidas through his writings, and the philosophy of Bhakti (devotion, 
dedication, love, faith, submission, constant remembrance etc.) that they preached.  
 The books and philosophy of Tulsidas dedicated to having ‘Bhakti’ for Lord 
Ram as an infallible remedy for all spiritual and worldly ills and misfortunes have 
spread like wild-fire amongst the masses, making him more popular than any other 
single poet or author of the land. This singular fact that the acclaim and respect that 
Tulsidas has generated down the centuries, which no one else has managed to match, 
vouches for the greatness of his writings, the deep import of the message of 
spiritualism and love for the Supreme God that they contain, the correctness and the 
truthfulness of his approach and preaching, and the especial blessedness of his soul.  
 There was one more big benefit and reward to humanity from the books of 
Tulsidas. The society was presented with the noble and ideal character of a king 
known as ‘Ram’ whose exemplary life and highly correct conduct set a bench-mark 
for others to emulate themselves and teach others to follow. It showed man that when 
the Supreme Being became a human being, he himself had to undergo all the throes of 
pain and sufferings as well as bouts of joys and happiness that all of them have 
experienced in their own lives to a lesser or greater degree. But inspite of all these ups 
and downs of life, Lord Ram maintained the highest level of moral and emotional 
standards as prescribed by the scriptures. This is therefore possible for them—all 
members of the society—to do.   

After all, there have been hundreds and thousands of great kings, emperors, 
conquerors and rulers in this world, and all had faithful bards lauding their 
achievements in glorious and colourful terms—but all faded away on the sand of 
time; none of them are called ‘God’. It is only Lord Ram who is eternally remembered 
as the saviour and the redeemer, so obviously there must be a difference between him 
and the rest. So by following the path walked by Lord Ram himself as narrated by 
Tulsidas, the individual man can be sure that he is following the best path that can be 
followed in his life. In other words, the common man had a practical and handy guide 
to show him the correct and the righteous way during the course of his routine life and 
his dealings with this mundane and humdrum world—this is another great 
contribution of Tulsidas and his writings.   
 So we see how the Supreme Lord of this creation has used this great apostle 
and messenger of his, i.e. saint Goswami Tulsidas, to help the creatures of this 
creation, the subjects of the loving God’s vast realm, come closer to their dear Lord 
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and find their ultimate redemption by the easiest path that can be made available to 
them in this world of fast-paced life, contradictory and confusing doctrines, lack of 
proper spiritual guidance, and moral degradation.  

The books of Tulsidas are like pitchers full of ambrosia for finding eternal 
peace of the mind and the heart. Just like fish feels refreshed when submerged in 
water, the soul of the individual person would feel refreshed and rejuvenated by 
keeping its self submerged in the nectar of Lord’s love and devotion by way of 
singing and remembering the divine deeds and stories associated with Lord Ram who 
is a known and a visible incarnation of the Supreme Being as narrated and sung by the 
great Tulsidas.  
 
Now, let us read about Goswami Tulsidas’ life and works. 
 Since great saints and sages did not wish themselves to be praised but 
preferred that their Lord be praised and worshipped instead, so therefore Tulsidas 
wrote next to nothing about himself. All accounts of his life are available from 
contemporary accounts and circumstantial evidences as well as analysis of his 
writings by modern scholars and researchers. Thus, certain controversies and 
distractions are bound to exist, but here we shall read the most accepted version of 
this saint’s life and works. 
 Goswami Tulsidas was born in the Hindu year Samvat 1589, corresponding to 
1532 A.D. His birth place is known as Rajapur (pronounced as Raajaapur). This is a 
small hamlet in the central part of India, and it is located in the district of Banda near 
the city of Allahabad in the state of Uttar Pradesh.  
 The day of the birth was the Hindu day of Sraawan Shukla Saptami which 
corresponds roughly to the seventh day of the bright lunar fortnight in the fifth Hindu 
month known as Sraawan that falls in late July to mid August.  
 The time of his birth is believed to be very inauspicious—it was an asterism 
known as Mula that was on the ascent at that time. This period is called 
‘Abhuktamula’, and it is said that a child born under this asterism brings death to its 
parents.  
 The child himself was very odd—he was born after full twelve month in the 
mother’s womb, and at the time of his birth he had the full complement of teeth.  
 This frightened the parents out of their wits. The only way was to either 
abandon the child or not look at his face for eight long years.  
 His parents were extremely poor Brahmins. His father was Atma-ram Dubey, 
and his mother was Hulsi. [According to some accounts, the surname of his father was 
‘Shukla’ instead of ‘Dubey’.] As destined, his mother Hulsi died on the fifth day of 
his birth. The father was heart-broken and overcome with superstition. He abandoned 
the child.  
 The midwife who had delivered the child was named Muniya. Her mother-in-
law was named Chuniya. It was this kind lady who took care of the abandoned child 
and fed him. As ill fate would have it, Chuniya too died when the child was six years 
old. His father refused to accept him and so the child was made an orphan!  
 The mother was a great devotee of Lord Vishnu and used to worship the 
sacred Tulsi plant regularly. So, the family guru or the family priest called the child 
‘Tulsi’. This was his first name.  
 There is another version which says that the family priest of the child was 
himself known as Tulsidas, and he gave the child the name of ‘Tularam’ (pronounced 
as Tulaaraam). It was abbreviated to ‘Tulsi’.  
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 Anyhow, when the child was forced to fend for himself at the age of six years 
as outlined above, he went from door to door begging for food, and as his signal call 
to announce his coming and request the household to give him alms he used to say 
aloud ‘Ram’. So the people began to call him ‘Ram-bola’—literally meaning someone 
who says or calls out Ram.  
 The Supreme Lord of the world has his own mysterious ways, and when he 
selects someone to fulfill his divine mandate and become his apostle, the Lord takes 
full charge of his life. All great souls are born like ordinary human beings—no one 
drops from air like rain—and it is what they do later on in life, what they give to the 
society, what mankind learns from them and how it benefits from their teachings, 
their message and their legacy is what that really matters, and it is what that makes 
them stand out as a colossus and a tall landmark on the landscape of humanity.  

And so it happened that a saint named Narhari-das, a descendant of the great 
seer and sage named Ramanand, had a vision (dream) that he must pick up a helpless 
child who was orphaned and abandoned by the world, and instruct him about the 
divine story of Lord Ram. Narhari-das spotted the poor boy and took him under his 
wings, developing a special affinity with him because of the divine order.  
 Narhari-das took the boy called Ram-bola to Ayodhya and performed his 
sacred thread ceremony. It was on this occasion that Ram-bola was rechristened as 
‘Tulsi-ram’. The two—Narhari-das and Tulsiram—lived for about ten months at 
Ayodhya, the birth place of Lord Ram and the capital of his kingdom during the 
Lord’s sojourn on earth. Even during this short stay, the boy was completely 
enthralled by the immortal story of the Lord which he used to hear in rapt attention at 
a number of places where it was traditionally said and repeated in this holy town. The 
hidden spark of divinity and holiness as well as the fire of love for his beloved Lord 
Ram that lay hidden in his bosom and concealed in his heart got its first puff of 
rejuvenation here, and this hitherto concealed fire was later on to become a raging all-
engulfing fire of total submission for his beloved Lord Ram, a fire of unquestioned 
and undiluted love and devotion as well as the unstoppable longing for attaining Lord 
Ram that not only overtook the entire being of Tulsidas alone but it also swept across 
the length and breadth of the land.  
 Narhari-das took Tulsiram to a place called ‘Sukar-kshetra’ that is near 
Ayodhya at the confluence of the rivers Saryu and Ghagra. Here they lived for the 
next five years.  
 Another learned man named Shesha Sanaatan came visiting, and he took 
Tulsiram with him to Varanasi, a holy city traditionally held as the center of learning 
and education in the classics and languages from ancient times. It was here that 
Tulsiram was re-named ‘Tulsidas’ by his new guru Sanaatan.  

At Varanasi Tulsidas learnt Sanskrit language and its grammar. He was 
introduced to literature devoted to the theme closest to his heart—the theme of Lord 
Ram. He read the versions of the Lord’s story as narrated by sages Valmiki and Veda 
Vyas, as well as the various Purans and other ancient texts. Tulsidas literally gulped 
down these texts like a hungry man partaking of delicious food for the first time in his 
life. He was extremely bright and mastered the finer nuances of the language and the 
ancient texts.  

Gradually his name and fame spread as an eligible bachelor who was an expert 
teacher and a scholar par-excellence. He used to teach and preach the Purans and the 
versions of the Ramayana, and earned his livelihood as well as renown. A Brahmin 
family of the Bharadwaj lineage lived in a village known as Taarpita which was 
across the river Yamuna from Tulsidas’ ancestral village of Rajapur. The head of the 
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family was a Brahmin named Deen Bandhu Paathak. He had a beautiful daughter 
named Ratnawali (Ratnaawali). When he heard about the great name and fame of 
Tulsidas he married his daughter Ratnawali to him.   

Tulsidas and Rathawali had a son named ‘Tarapati’ (Taaraapati). But 
unfortunately the child died early in infancy. Besides this single tragedy, Tulsidas’ 
married life was otherwise happily spent for fifteen years. Tulsidas loved his wife 
passionately and he could not think of ever living without her even for a day.  

Now let us see how the remarkable change came into his life—a change that 
turned this scholarly household man who used to spend his days like an ordinary 
scholarly person giving discourses and preaching the scriptures and earning his 
livelihood into a legend even during his lifetime, someone who left us a legacy of 
Bhakti and Mukti that are easily accessible, as well as a rich heritage of devotional 
literature of exceptional beauty and charm like the world has never seen before.  

There are two versions of the incident that was the turning point in his life, and 
which made this hitherto passionate man renounce the world completely along with 
all its attractions, and instead devote the rest of his life in total submission to his 
beloved Lord Ram, a life of total submersion in the ocean of love and devotion for 
Lord Ram who was the beloved of his soul.  

The first version is as follows. It happened that once his brother-in-law came 
visiting the household of Tulsidas. Tulsidas had to go out on some assignment to 
preach the Purans for eleven days. So his wife Ratnawali took his permission and 
went with her brother to her parent’s home, promising to come back before Tulsidas 
returns. But when he came back from his assignment he found that she hadn’t come. 
So enamoured was Tulsidas with his wife that he could not wait for her arrival, and he 
set out forthwith to his in-law’s place. It was night and the river Yamuna was in spate, 
but Tulsidas didn’t have patience left in him. So he caught hold of a floating corpse 
and crossed over to the other side. When he reached his in-law’s place, he got due 
respect, but Ratnawali was shocked and dismayed at his behaviour; she felt 
embarrassed at his conduct and thought that people in her village would start passing 
lurid and lascivious comments when they come to hear the developments the next 
morning. Besides this, she wished good for her husband’s spiritual welfare because 
she was no ordinary woman. She thought to her self that her husband had been 
teaching and preaching the scriptures for so long a time but had not understood any 
tiny bit of their meaning. So she scolded him when they were alone. The essence of 
what she said is this—‘Look. The amount of love and passion that you have for me 
and my body made of bones and flesh, how wonderful would it have been if you had 
even half of it for Lord Ram whom you preach about, who has taken care of you when 
no one else bothered, and who fills your stomach even now.’  

Tulsidas’ eyes of wisdom opened instantly. He got up and retraced his steps 
immediately. Ratnawali was again shocked. She did not mean that her husband would 
abandon her. Her scolding was supposed to be a normal tiff between a wife and a 
husband, and was nothing as serious as it turned out to be.   

Anyway, Tulsidas turned away from this humdrum life once and for all. 
Broken and devastated, Ratnawali lived thereafter like a hermitress, spending some 
time in her maternal village and sometime in the village of her brother-in-law named 
Nanda-das. It is believed that she composed 201 Dohas, two-line verses having 
devotional and spiritual tone. She died in Samvat 1651 (A.D. 1594).  

According to the other version, when Tulsidas reached his in-law’s house, all 
were asleep. He caught hold a serpent to climb the boundary wall, thinking the serpent 
to be a rope, and called out the people inside to open the gates. All woke up, but 
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Ratnawali was extremely peeved and she scolded Tulsidas in the manner described 
above.  

Moving out for ever, Tulsidas went on a pilgrimage to all the sacred places, 
and finally settled down in Varanasi. He was already well-known here as a scholar 
and a great devotee of the Lord. Tulsidas began spending his time preaching the texts 
of the Sanskrit versions of the Ramayana but thought to himself that he better write 
the divine story of Lord Ram in the local dialect for the benefit of the masses. Again, 
he decided that it was the best form of meditation and contemplation for him which 
will have a two-pronged benefit—one was that his days and time would be spent 
constructively in remaining submerged in the thoughts of his beloved Lord Ram, and 
second he would leave behind a legacy that would generate devotion, dedication and 
love for the Lord in the heart of the coming generations down the ages. He realised 
that the story of Lord Ram was till that time in Sanskrit, a language of the scholars 
and not of the common man, so there was the great need of speaking and writing in 
the common man’s language so that the Lord’s story became easily readable and 
understandable by him. Thus, by his writings Tulsidas brought Lord Ram and his 
divine name closer home and nearer to every ordinary household, every single 
individual on the land.  

It is said that the local people of Varanasi recognized his scholarship and he 
was made an Abbott of a monastery, known as a Mattha. It was this appointment that 
bestowed the title ‘Goswami’ upon him because it is a title of honour. The word also 
means someone who has learnt to exercise control over the sense organs. This Mattha 
came to be known as the ‘Tulsidas Mattha’, but by Samvat 1848 (A.D. 1791) it was 
renamed as ‘Sthaan Tulsidas’.  
 Tulsidas wrote for approximately 50-60 years of his life. Amongst his 
contemporary poets and saints with whom he came in contact are the following—
Surdas, Nanda-das, Mirabai and Keshav-das. It is also known that a Muslim chieftain 
named Abdur-rahim Khaan-khaana, who was a governor and administrator of 
Varanasi, and a rich Hindu landlord named Todarmal were greatly influenced by 
Tulsidas and had great respect for him.  
 There is a popular legend associated with Tulsidas. We shall cite some of the 
well known ones here.  
 There was a criminal who would call out ‘in the name of Ram, give alms to 
this murderer’. Tulsidas was so delighted and overwhelmed when he would hear the 
name of this beloved Ram being called out that he would take this criminal to his 
austere place and share whatever food he had with him. This of course led to great 
scorn and anger amongst the orthodox Brahmins who demanded an explanation from 
Tulsidas. He told them that once this man has said ‘Ram’ all his sins were wiped 
away. Infuriated further, the Brahmins said that if he had this much faith in the Lord 
and if what he said is the truth then he must prove it. The test was that if the stone bull 
placed in a Shiva temple would eat from the hands of the criminal it would be proved 
that what Tulsidas said was correct, otherwise they would castrate him from the 
society. On the designated day, to the wonder of all assembled to watch the spectacle, 
the stone bull actually ate from the hands of the criminal!  
 This made his tormentors more jealous of him. They hired a professional thief 
and told him to enter his house in the night and steal his manuscripts. When the thief 
came in he found Tulsidas sleeping blissfully but two young boys, with bow and 
arrow in hand, were guarding his house. They were Lord Ram and Laxman 
themselves. The thief beat a hasty retreat out of fear for his life, and then become 
Tulsidas’ great admirer.  
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 The continued harassment of Tulsidas made him appeal to Lord Hanuman, the 
most beloved devotee of Lord Ram and himself a manifestation of Lord Shiva, to help 
him. Hanuman asked Tulsidas in a dream to write a prayerful petition to Lord Ram 
seeking the Lord’s intervention. It is believed that these prayers turned out to be the 
text of the book ‘Vinai Patrika’ that Tulsidas wrote.  
 There is another fascinating legend related to his life. It says that everyday 
after his morning ablutions Tulsidas would pour some water at the base of the holy 
banyan tree. A spirit that lived on that tree and suffered due to some mistakes of the 
past evil deeds was able to quench its thirst and heard the divine name of Ram which 
Tulsidas would utter while pouring water. The spirit was absolved of its sins and 
found liberation. So it blessed Tulsidas and told him that he can have a wish fulfilled. 
Tulsidas wanted a Darshan (holy sight) of his beloved Ram, and so he asked for this 
boon. The spirit told him that an old beggar-like man attends his discourses everyday; 
he comes first, sits at the back of the congregation, and is the last to leave. He would 
help Tulsidas to meet Ram. Next day, Tulsidas found him out and caught hold of his 
legs—beseeching him to make him see Ram. This old man was no one else but Lord 
Hanuman in disguise.  
 He advised Tulsidas that he should go to Chitrakoot, a place amongst the 
mountains where Lord Ram had spent the earlier part of his forest exile, and there he 
will have a Darshan of the Lord. Tulsidas went to Chitrakoot and made it his habit to 
first take a bath in the river there and then prepare a paste of sandalwood that he 
would apply to his own forehead and to those devotees who came to take a bath in the 
river, saying the name of Ram each time. Shortly after his coming, one day Lord Ram 
appeared before him and asked him to give some sandalwood paste and apply it on 
the Lord’s forehead. Not only this, the Lord applied the paste to Tulsidas’ forehead 
with his own hands. What more would Tulsidas want! He got the fruit of his life. He 
became ecstatic and immediately went into a trance-like state of extreme bliss known 
as Samadhi that is said to have lasted for the next three days.  
 There is a verse commemorating this event. It is as follows— 

ãäÞã¨ã‡ãîŠ› ‡ãñŠ Üãã› ¹ãÀ ¼ãƒÃ Ôãâ¦ã¶ã ‡ãŠãè ¼ããèü¡ ý  
¦ãìÊãÔããèªãÔã Þãâª¶ã ãäÜãÔãñâ ãä¦ãÊã‡ãŠ ªñ¦ã ÀÜãìÌããèÀ ýý  

It means ‘On the banks of a river in Chitrakoot, there is a crowd of saints and holy 
people. Tulsidas is rubbing sandalwood to make a paste, and Raghubir (Lord Ram) 
uses this paste to make the mark of the Tilak on their foreheads.’ [The Tilak is a sign 
consisting of three parallel horizontal lines that are made on the forehead of devotees 
of Lord Vishnu using paste of sandalwood.]   
 
 Once he had gone to Vrindavan to visit the holy sites associated with Lord 
Krishna. In the main temple there he addressed the presiding deity and sang that he 
would bow his head only if the Lord holds a bow and arrow (like Lord Ram). It is said 
that immediately, to the amazement of all present, the idol of Lord Krishna was seen 
holding a bow and arrow. Tulsidas fell down like a rod to pay his obeisance to his 
beloved Lord Ram who had revealed there and then on the altar. There is a subtle 
message in this incident—that all forms of the Lord are the same, whether it is the 
form known as Lord Krishna or the form known as Lord Ram. What one needs to see 
his beloved Lord everywhere in this creation is love, devotion, dedication, conviction, 
faith and sincerity that are deep and truthful—if these qualities are there, the Lord is 
also there.  
 There is one more episode of historical authenticity that is worth recounting 
here. It is believed that the Mughal Emperor Jahangir had heard of the mystical 
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powers of Tulsidas. When he met Tulsidas once, he asked him to show some miracle. 
Tulsidas refused, saying that he knew no black magic, and the only thing he knew was 
the name of ‘Ram’. This obviously angered the emperor, who was not accustomed to 
such blunt replies, so he ordered that Tulsidas be imprisoned. ‘Let me see how your 
Ram saves you now,’ rebuked Jahangir. It is believed that a fierce bunch of monkeys 
attacked the fort and the prison, wreaking havoc all around. Jahangir realised that 
Tulsidas was not an ordinary man, and he relented. He not only released Tulsidas 
from prison but gave him gifts in the form of gold and silver coins. It is a belief that 
Tulsidas used that money to build Hanuman’s temple at Varanasi with moulded the 
Lord’s image his own hands.   
  
Tulsidas left his mortal coil (body) in Varanasi on the banks of the holy river Ganges 
at the Assi Ghat. The day was Sraavan Shukla Saptami of Samvat 1680 (A.D. 1623). 
According to another account, the day was Sraavan Badi Teej, and this day is 
regarded as more authentic because it is followed as the death anniversary of Tulsidas 
by the descendants of Todarmal who regard Tulsidas as their Guru. [Shukla Saptami 
is the seventh day of the bright half of the lunar month, while Badi Teej is the third 
day of the dark half. Sraawan is the fifth Hindu month falling roughly between end of 
July and mid of August.]  
 
Tulsidas was exceptional and unique because besides being a scholar and a learned 
man-of-letters, he was an enlightened soul especially empowered by the Holy Spirit 
of the Lord himself to spread the message of love and devotion for the Lord as a 
means of attaining spiritual purity, peace and bliss alongside the opportunity of 
attaining emancipation and salvation for the individual’s soul, known as the Atma. 
Tulsidas adopted the simplified method of remembering the Lord through the medium 
of the Lord’s deeds in this world. This helped Tulsidas to ever remain submerged in 
the thoughts of Lord Ram, and to keep his mind focused on the Divinity and away 
from this deluding world and its entangling spiritual mess. This is what the essence of 
Yoga is—to remain focused on the ‘Truth’ and exclude all that is the ‘untruth’.  

This was a form of meditation and contemplation for Tulsidas; it helped him 
to divert his mind from the affairs of the mundane world around him and focus it 
instead on the Divine Being who lived in this external world as Lord Ram and as the 
Atma, the pure conscious soul, in his inner self. This is also the focus of Yoga, the 
established and scripturally sanctified way of establishing a union between the 
individual’s soul known as the Atma, and the Supreme Soul of this creation known as 
the Parmatma. A profound resonance is created when the vibrations of the individual 
soul begin to correspond with the cosmic vibrations generated by the Supreme Soul, 
and this leads to what the scriptures recognize as the state of bliss and Samadhi, the 
state of perpetual ecstasy and bliss.  

The reason for his continuously writing so many versions of the same story of 
Lord Ram in so many different ways—e.g. Ram Charit Manas, Kavitawali, 
Geetawali, Barvai Ramayan, Vinai Patrika, Dohawali—is that he used this method as 
a means of meditation on the Supreme Being in his visible form as Lord Ram, and 
repeating the Lord’s holy name as much as possible by continuously writing on this 
theme as a means of contemplation and fixing his mind on the Divinity instead of 
anything related to the physical world of material objects. This was a profound form 
of Yoga for him as it helped him to establish a communion of his soul with the 
Supreme Soul represented by Lord Ram. 
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This is what Tulsidas subtly taught us—to become eternally blissful by 
remaining engrossed in the thoughts of the Divinity that is bliss personified, and enjoy 
the happiness that comes with the realisation that the Supreme Lord, our protector and 
redeemer, is not only always with us but also exceptionally easy to access without any 
hassle and formality. And the tool for this achievement is to keep the Lord eternally in 
our mind and heart by keeping them submerged in his thoughts. This is easily done by 
reading, hearing, telling and discussing about the Lord’s divine story in all its myriad 
variations and colourful versions.   

In order to achieve this end, Tulsidas wrote prolifically on the theme of Lord 
Ram as an incarnation of Divinity, as the Supreme Being living himself in our midst 
in the form of Lord Ram’s holy story!  

One great benefit of this approach was that his entire life and time was spent 
in the form of one huge Yoga, done continuously and unbroken. He did not remain 
satisfied by writing one book, say the Ram Charit Manas, but wrote three other books 
to narrate the same story—these are the Kavitawali and the Geetawali. These two 
books supplemented and complimented the epic story which was narrated in the Ram 
Charit Manas. There were certain events in the epic life of Lord Ram that the great 
soul Tulsidas wished to add more colour and vibrancy to, so he decided to mould 
them in the form of music and song. A song that is sung melodiously is more heart 
warming and heart touching than mere narration of events no matter how beautifully 
they have been narrated. So he wrote the Kavitawali and the Geetawali—both these 
narrate the same story of Lord Ram’s life and deeds but in a pattern that is set to 
different ‘Raagas’ which are musical notes, metres and tones of classical Indian 
music. It is practically observed in our day to day life that one can easily recall some 
song, sing it comfortably and hum its musical tune more easily as compared to 
reciting some regular text of a classical book. 
 
The books of Tulsidas—As has been noted above, Tulsidas spent his life preaching, 
teaching and writing about his beloved Lord Ram. The following books are 
universally regarded as being written by him. The list is according to the year and 
period of his life when he wrote them.  
1. Vairaagya Sandipani—it was written roughly between Samvat 1626 and 1627 
(A.D. 1569-70).  
2. Ram-agya-prashna—it was written roughly between Samvat 1627 and 1628 (A.D. 
1570-71).  
3. Ram-lalaa Nahachhu—it was written roughly between Samvat 1628 and 1629 
(A.D. 1571-72).  
4. Janki Mangal—it was written roughly between Samvat 1629 and 1630 (A.D. 1572-
73).  
5. Ram Charit Manas—the writing of this great epic was started in Samvat 1631 
(A.D. 1574)---but the date of conclusion is not determined.  
6. Parvati Mangal—again, it was started in Samvat 1643 (A.D. 1586)---the date of 
conclusion is not determined.  
7. Geetawali (Ram Geetawali)—it was written roughly between Samvat 1630 and 
1670 (A.D. 1573-1613).  
8. Vinai Patrika—it was written roughly between Samvat 1631 and 1679 (A.D. 1574-
1622).  
9. Dohawali—it was written roughly between Samvat 1626 and 1680 (A.D. 1569-
1623).  
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10. Varvai Ramayan—it was written roughly between Samvat 1630 and 1680 (A.D. 
1573-1623).  
11. Kavitawali—it was written roughly between Samvat 1631 and 1680 (A.D. 1574-
1623).  
12. Hanuman Baahuk—it was written roughly between Samvat 1631 and 1680 (A.D. 
1574-1623).  
13. Krishna Geetawali—it was written roughly between Samvat 1643 and 1660 (A.D. 
1586-1603).  
 
Now, let us very briefly glance at what these thirteen books are about. Tulsidas’ 
magnum opus is unquestionably the Ram Charit Manas. It is the most revered and 
sacred text, known universally as the Ramayana, which is the narrative of the divine 
story of the life and times of Lord Ram who was the incarnate Supreme Being on 
earth. It is universally regarded as the bench-mark for the narrative of the holy story 
of Lord Ram. 
 The Geetawali and Kavitawali are variations of the Ramayana as they also 
describe the divine story of Lord Ram but use the different Raagas (notes, metres and 
tones) of classical music of India to narrate the different events in Lord Ram’s life.  
 The Barvai Ramayan is also another such book which narrates the story of 
Lord Ram, but it is shorter than the above two books. It uses two-line verses called 
Barvai Chand instead of the Raagas.  
 The Dohawali is a compilation of two-line couplets dealing with a host of 
topics covering ethics, morality, proper ways of conduct and behaviour, matters 
concerning society and politics, daily problems of life and how to cope with them, and 
of course the theme of having reliance on the Supreme Being in the form of Lord Ram 
for being assured of all-round wellbeing and welfare.  
 The Vairagya Sandipani is a short work like the Barvai Ramayan, and it 
highlights the characters and virtuousness of those who have renounced all attractions 
of the material world and have completely surrendered themselves to Lord Ram, 
thereby developing the virtues that make a man a true saint and holy.  
 The Janki Mangal and Parvati Mangal are two books that describe the 
marriage of Lord Ram with Sita and Lord Shiva with Parvati in a poetic style laced 
with devotion and affection for the respective Lord. The verses of these two books 
were traditionally recited during marriage ceremonies in Indian homes as auspicious 
charms that brought happiness and wellbeing to the newly wed couples. 
 In this genre falls the other short book called Ram Lalaa Nachu. It pertains to a 
ceremony that is part of the overall marriage rituals in Indian homes. During this, the 
head and the beard of the groom are shaved and his nails cut before the actual 
marriage begins. It is usually done just before the marriage party starts for the venue 
of the marriage rituals. The book describes this ceremony for Lord Ram prior to his 
marriage with Sita. It is meant to complement Janki Mangal.  
 The Hanuman Baahuk was written by Tulsidas towards the end of his life 
when he suffered from severe attack of pain in his arms (‘Baahu’). He prays to Lord 
Hanuman to relieve him of this agony. It is believed that Tulsidas was cured of this 
disease after he prayed to Hanuman using the hymns of this book.  
 And finally we have the Krishna Geetawali. It so happened that another great 
saint named Surdas, who was his contemporary, had a friendly exchange with 
Tulsidas, saying that he did not know that Ram and Krishna were the same Divinity in 
two forms. Surdas was perhaps referring to incident when Tulsidas didn’t bow before 
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the image of Lord Krishna when he visited Vrindavan till the Lord held a bow and an 
arrow.  
 To prove that it was not so, that he only loved the image of the Lord with the 
bow and arrow though he knew that there is no difference between Ram and Krishna, 
Tulsidas wrote Krishna Geetawali that describes the holy story of Lord Krishna. Not 
to be outdone, Surdas did the same in the reverse order—that is, though he was an 
ardent devotee of Lord Krishna, he wrote a book titled ‘Ram Charitawali’ that 
describes the story of Lord Ram just like Tulsidas’ Krishna Charitawali that describes 
the story of Lord Krishna.   

 
 
 
----------*********--------- 
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Appendix - 5 

 
Letter to Lord Sri Ram by the Author of this Book 

 
'Lord, why are you cross with me?' 

 
 
My dearest, sweetest and most beloved Ram! 
 I hope this  letter-cum-petition of mine will find patient audience with you 
(because through this I want to talk to you).  
 I don't know how you are, but as for me, I am both miserable and happy, sorry 
and thankful simulteneously. Miserable because for such a long time, such a long 
journey through life I've walked and walked till my legs have become too weary to 
walk further and demand rest, happy because I had you by my side in thick and thin, 
in rain and sun-shine, and I am glad I had such a caring companion whom I could call 
my ‘own’ without any reservations, and with aplomb, and despite the ups and downs 
of life. (Remember? We fought and laughed, shared our dreams and thoughts and the 
nitty gritties of life; we made promises, broke them, repented and wept, and were 
nevertheless fast friends all over once again). Sorry because I gave you so much 
trouble, was burdonsome on you and was a source of constant nuisance value and 
annoyance for you, thankful because you still bore with me, cared, loved and had a 
tender corner in your heart for me. You never grumbled. I didn't overtly acknowledge 
it, but nevertheless I knew and realised it.  
 And dear, what a life and what a long, arduous and turbulent journey it has 
been! Almost like a sine curve. Earlier on, life appeared gilded and rosy, but destiny 
had different plans in store for me—I was flung like a kite without a string from the 
crest of the sine curve, as it were. Drifting, plumetting, soring and plunging in bouts 
of utter despairs and joys, and in troughs and crests of the wave—it was like one big 
roller-coster exam in ‘para diving’. Is it not important that in this terrifying turmoil, I 
clung to you, to the belief in my heart that I'll not be forsaken by you, that this ‘kite’ 
has the unbreakable string of your name to anchor it firmly in the invisible hands of 
the one whose name it was, when there was no solid land underneath my legs. Then, I 
didn't forget you, did I? Was I disloyal to you? So why are you cross with me? 
 When the tidal wave of time and circumstances pulled the rug from under my 
tired feet, when  in abject despair and very distraught, I left my homestead with no 
moorings in sight in this dark, broad, wide, stretched-till-horizan and lonely world, 
nay, when I simply jumped off the crest of the sine curve sponteneously—because 
sliding down it to the nether world would have been equally disastrous—to get one 
last fresh breath of air before I dashed on the dark ocean below, it was then that 
suddenly, unperceptibly and miraculously the string-less kite of my life felt the tug. 
Lo and behold! It was not adrift rudderless after all, for an invisible string held by an 
invisible hand was slowly gliding me down. I quite vividly remember I told my father 
before we separated—never to meet again—not to worry about me for I am leaving 
home to visit my Father. That the ferocious, cruel swipe of ‘Kaal’ swept me off my 
feet was no fault of mine. Still, I remembered and loved you, am I not right? So, why 
are your cross with me? 
 Come! Come! Let my foster father, whom I'll never see again, look at me from 
heavens now and be comforted how happy I am in the lap of my true Father—I was 
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welcomed by Him with a carpet of rose petals, as it were. He even removed the thorns 
Himself because I wasn't accostomed to them. He didn't let me labour; He held the 
umbrella for me; He did not let me die uncared for! Dear, tell me, is not a father one's 
true, sincere, best friend? So what wrong did I do when I called my Father as my 
friend, and aren't you one, aren't you both (or, was it the other way round, I called my 
friend my Father)? So, why are you cross with me? 
 I had never believed in lip-services. Formal prayers, worship, rituals, rosary, 
Mantras are for me a mere formality—they are offered to Gods and Lords, not to one 
who is the dearest of dear and who is more pleased with a drop of salty, but 
affectionate, tear of remembrance than a casket full of perfumed, sweetened nectar. 
So I never did it. So, why are you cross with me? 
 I feel very lonely without you. One does not have to remember a ‘breath’ or 
‘air’ because one does not live without it. Even a ‘moment’ was a long time interval 
to keep alive without you. So I didn't climb a mountain to echo that I love you. So, 
why are you cross with me? 
 And, besides, true friends do not require constant appeasements and reminders 
of their mutual affection—in fact, that would be tentamount to superficiality. For a 
tree having deep roots, daily waterings to survive or nourishment are useless, and 
neither can it be uprooted by storms or floods so easily. So I didn't bother to search 
for a hose pipe or water. So, why are you cross with me? 
 I never turned the rosary (why should I when every breath is the bead); I never 
bowed my head (why, aren't you present above my head); I never recited the Mantras 
(why, which Mantra did Ajamil or Jatau or Sabari recite?). I didn't wish the stiff 
upper-lipped, stiff-necked, starched, rigid, crusty, flaked and parched task master 
called ‘formality’ to interfere with our tender, succulent, sweet-and-sour relationship. 
So I shut the door to all these, and these wretcheds filled your ears against me. So, 
why are you cross with me? 
 I remember how you had rushed to meet Bharat at Chitrkoot—forgetting 
where your bows and arrows were, how dishevelled your clothes were, stumbling and 
flying as fast as your legs would carry you. And how you embraced Bharat!  
 
ßcjcl fy, mBkb mj yk, d`ikfu/kkuA Hkjr jke dh feyfu yf[k fcljs lcfg vikuAA    
 
“barabasa li'ē uṭhā'i ura lā'ē kṛpānidhāna.  
bharata rāma kī milani lakhi bisarē sabahi apāna.”  

(Ram Charit Manas,  Ayodhya Kand, Doha no. 240.)  
 

 And how you had dashed to the door to welcome the wretched Sudama at 
Dwarka! Remember? How you embraced him? Sudama had bought four fistfulls of 
dry puffed rice for you as a visiting gift. I too have not come empty-handed! I have 
bought some 4-5 books I have written for you while alone, as a gift. Books! You ask 
me, why books? Oh come on! Don't you remember, like Sudama, you used to jest and 
taunt me while in our younger days that I was too much of a book-warm, and I had 
often told you to stop frolicking around with your antics? So, look! You couldn't write 
a single line yourself (why would you, for you were proud of being the embodiment 
of knowledge and essence of the Vedas themselves) and I have written such a 
horrible-reading tome for you. So what if I didn't bring rice for you like Sudama. So, 
why are you cross with me? 
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 And, Oh wretched me! Ah! I didn't bring even as much as  a garland for you. 
So what, I have my slender-as-garland arms to offer you round your neck. So, why are 
you cross with me? 
 And Kewat had had the fortune of river Ganges nearby, so he could use its 
holy waters to wash your feet. How stupid I am, I didn't bring even a cupful to wash 
your feet—but, hold! So what, I have my tears and my palms for that purpose; and 
remember, tears are warmer and salty, so they would be more comfortable and 
soothing for your tired legs as compared to the cold, poluted water of the river. So I 
didn't bring water! So, why are you cross with me? 
 Tulsidas had sought the intercession of Sitaji (Vinai-Patrika, verse no. 41, 42), 
Hanuman, Ganesh, Shiva etc. (verse no. 36), Laxman (verse no. 37), Bharat (verse no. 
39) and Shatrughan (verse no. 40) to approach you. What the hell? I wanted to 
approach you directly without any intermediary. It is not that they would not have 
helped me—in fact, they would only have facilitated my passage to you—but I still 
wished to stand in front of you directly for I was sure that when you see me, my 
miserable and appaling condition, my wrinkled, weather beaten face, sunken cheeks, 
grey and dishevelled hairs, unkept and crumpled clothes, dragging and staggering 
gait, bent posture, and a tear-drop welling-up in the corners of my lustre-less eyes, I 
am dead sure that that would be more compelling and forceful to serve my purpose. 
So, I dared to gate-crash on you! So, why are you cross with me? 
 All in all, you can't beat me with your tricks and logics and antics even as you 
couldn't in my life-long journey. Remember, I always won? I always had my right of 
way? Or was it that you made me win even as you had made your brothers and other 
children of Ayodhya win at games? 
 Oh my, gotcha! So the secret is out! The cat is out of the bag at last, as it were! 
Your'e NOT crossed with me after all! Hurrah!  
 For then, you wouldn't have held my kite when it was adrift in the sky, you 
wouldn't have made me comfortable more than my father could, you wouldn't have 
told Hanuman stealthly to hold my pen while you dictated these books I so foolishly 
call as been written by me, you wouldn't have rushed to meet me like Bharat or 
Sudama...... and, and ........ you wouldn't have promised to take care of my last 
seconds even as you had done for Jatau and Sabari, and to let me find a permanent 
home in your own heart even as the soul of Ravana or Sishupal had found theirs in 
you. So its official now! You aren't cross with me! 
 You aren't cross with me for sure, but just seem to be playing that old game of 
hide and seek for which you are an expert. But, I shall beat you at your game even 
here—for I've searched you out in my heart. No joking, this! I have all the trumps up 
my sleeves. You have hidden in (and occupied) my heart throughout this long, ardous 
journey of life, making me feel lonely and forlorn outside. Well, when the time comes 
for me to find a final resting place, I'll also hide inside your heart! Its a fair bargain; a 
win-win situation for both of us—you have a home now and I will have a home then! 
Excellent, indeed, friend! 
 And remember always that you have still to keep the promise you have made 
to me—that you'll lend me your arms as a pillow to rest my head before I finally close 
my eyes for good, and your shoulders to lift and carry the bier with yourself as a pall 
bearer, and your hands to perform my last rites, and your heart to give me a final, 
eternal resting place. And, never to say ‘adieu’, Oh dear friend! 
 But, suddenly I feel morose. Why? Because I could not keep my part of the 
bargain (or promise) that I had made to you in the dark cavernous womb when I was 
oblivious of the sunlight outside, but would you also forget yours? I know, and am 
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intensely certain, you won't—because you hadn't for anyone till date, and that is my 
only reassurance. And, if what Tulsidas has said in his Vinai-Patrika in verse no. 
259/2 is true, I am sure of your mercy also! So, I am happy once again. I am sorry that 
I was morose—I wouldn't be any more again. 
 That is all, Oh dear Father and friend! Oh darling, sweetest and most beloved 
Sri Ram! Keep cheerful and smiling eternally, abidingly. (Even if you weep for me, 
don't let me know). For I wish you to be always happy, smilling and carefree even as 
you had always wanted me to be in my life. 
 I close this humble submission of mine with sweetest of memories, and with 
lots, lots, lots of love and affection for you, besides of course reverence and respects 
unbound! 
 
Your son: Ajai Kumar Chhawchharia 
 
15th of August, 2017. 
 
                                   -------------**********------------- 
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Appendix - 6 

 
                                             About the Author 
 
Ajai Kumar Chhawchharia left home when he was approximately 29 years of age due 
to an inner call of his heart that told him to devote his life in the service of his beloved 
Lord God, Sri Ram. Worldly attractions did not enchant him at all. So, he didn’t 
marry, and after his father’s death he came and settled permanently in Ayodhya, the 
holy town in India associated with Lord Ram.  
 
Presently he works as an honorary manager of a world famous Kanak Bhavan Temple 
at Ayodhya, and spends his time writing in English so that the world can access the 
wonderful nectar of metaphysical, spiritual and devotional philosophy that is 
contained in Indian scriptures for which they are so renowned.  
 
His English Books published separately by a reputed publisher of India, the details of 
whom can be had by contacting the author on his email given below, include: (i) The 
series on ‘108 Upanishads’ in five volumes having eighteen parts, (ii) Veda Vyas’ 
‘Adhyatma Ramayan’ in two parts, (iii) ‘Devi Puran Ramayan’, (iv) Valmiki’s 
‘Adbhut Ramayan’, and (v) ‘Biography of Lord Ram’ based on Tulsidas’ books. 
 
Genre of Writing: Spiritualism, Philosophy, Metaphysics, Religious, Devotional and 
Theological. 
 
The author’s Books are available for order online both in ‘e-book’ format and ‘paper-
back book’ format at following websites—  
(a) www.amazon.com (in their ‘kindle’ + ‘paper-back book’ versions),  
(b) www.pothi.com (in ‘paper-back book’ + ‘e-book’ versions),  
(c) www.draft2digital.com (in ‘e-book’ version) through the following platforms: (i) 
Apple (ibooks), (ii) Barnes & Noble (nook), (iii) Kobo, (iv) Page Foundry, (v) Scribd, 
(vi) Tolino etc.:-- 
 
 
(A) List of Books that are currently available as mentioned above  :-  
 
(A-1) (1) The Chariot of God: Dharma Rath; (2) OM and Naad; (3) YOGA—Its 
Practice and Philosophy according to the Upanishads; (4) Ram Geeta; (5) The 
Revelation of Creation—as envisioned in the Upanishads; (6) The Pentagon of 
Creation: As Expounded in the Upanishads; (7) The Triumvirate of Creation; (8) 
Maya: The Whirlpool of Delusions in Creation; (9) Surdas-Ram Charitawali; (10-a) 
The legend of Lord Shiva: Book 1 ‘Lord Shiva’s marriage with Parvati’; (10-b) Book 
2 ‘Lord Shiva’s Sacred Hymns’; (10-c) Book 3 ‘Shiva’s different names & their 
significance, Shiva Puran, Upanishads’; (11) the Mahavakyas of the Upanishads; (13) 
Lord Ram’s marriage with Sita (based on Tulsidas’ books “Ram Charit Manas”, 
“Janki Mangal”, “Ram Lala Nahachu” & “Geetawali”, and sage Veda Vyas’ book 
“Adhyatma Ramayan”; (14) “Anthology of Sacred Hymns, Stotras & Mantras of Lord 
Ram”; (15) “Vairagya Shatkam” of king-sage Bhartrihari; (16) An Anthology of the 
Sanyas Upanishads-Parts 1 and 2; (17) “Kaag-Bhusund Ramayan” or the “Aadi 
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Ramayan” based on Tulsidas’ Ram Charit Manas; (18) The Legendary Glory of 
Hanuman; (19) “Narad Bhakti Sutra”—Aphorisms for Devotion for God and the 
Principles of Love for the Lord; (20) “Shandilya Bhakti Sutra”—Aphorisms for 
Devotion for God and the Principles of Love for the Lord according to the illustrious 
sage Shandilya; (21) “Bhakti Sutra Mala”—A Garland of Spiritual Wisdom in the 
form of an Anthology of Aphorisms pertaining to Bhakti or devotion, love and 
affection for Lord God; (22) Glory of Lord Ram’s Holy Name, Sacred Mantras, 
Stotras & Hymns; (23) Saints and Non-Saints: Their Distinguishing Characters and 
Qualities; (24) A True Guru (Qualities, Importance and Need of a True Teacher, 
Preceptor, Guide and Advisor); (25) “Sundar Kand” of Ram Charit Manas; (26) The 
Story of Ravana and the Epic War of Lanka—Told in Slow Motion (based on, and 
will have the full relevant Text of, Ram Charit Manas, Adhyatma Ramayan, Anand 
Ramayan, Geetawali Ramayan, and Kavitawali Ramayan); (27) The Great Ancient 
Sages, Seers, Saints and Enlightened Kings of India; (28) The Metaphor of the Hansa 
in the Upanishads: The symbolism of a Grand Swan used to explain the wisdom of 
spiritual and metaphysical principles by the Upanishads.  
 
(A-2) Goswami Tulsidas Series: (1) Book 1- ‘Dohawali’; (2) Book 2- ‘Parvati 
Mangal’; (3) Book 3- ‘Kavitawali’; (4) Book 4- ‘Janki Mangal’; (5) Book 5- ‘Ram 
Lala Nahachu’; (6) Book 6- ‘Geetawali Ramayan’; (7) Book 7- ‘Vairagya Sandipani’; 
(8) Book 8- ‘Vinai Patrika’; (9) ‘Barvai Ramayan’.  
 
(B) The following Books have been published in ‘Printed-Book Deluxe Editions’ by a 
reputed Indian Publisher (details given below) : 
 1. Detailed English renderings, with explanatory notes and commentaries of 
the 108 Upanishads classified according to the Vedic tradition = 6 volumes; 18 parts. 
[Vol. 1=Rig Veda Upanishads; Vol. 2= Sam Veda Upanishads; Vol. 3= Shukla Yajur 
Veda Upanishads; Vol. 4= Krishna Yajur Veda Upanishads; Vol. 5= Atharva Veda 
Upanishads; Vol. 6= Vedanta Concepts explained with specific references to the 
relevant Upanishads.] 

2. English rendering of Adbhut Ramayan by sage Valmiki.  
3. English rendering of Adhyatma Ramayan by sage Veda Vyas.  
4. English rendering of Devi Puran’s Ramayan by sage Veda Vyas. 
5. A Divine Biography of Lord Ram & Glory of Lord’s Holy Name. 

Name and contact of Publisher of above Printed Books listed under (C): 
 Chaukhamba Publishing House, Delhi. [Sri Neeraj Gupta.] 
 Email < chaukhambapublishinghouse@gmail.com > 
  < chaukhamba_neerj@yahoo.com > 

Postal Address: 4697/2, Street no. 21-A, (HDFC Bank wali Gali), 
  Ansari Road, Darayaganj, Delhi—110002. 
 Phone: Mobile (Neeraj Gupta)—+919811133683 
  Office: 011-23286537; 011-32996391 
 
(C) Book under preparation:  
A full-blown English rendering of Tulsidas’ epic ‘Ram Charit Manas’ is under 
preparation. It will be a unique Book and an elaborate one, as it would run into many 
thousands of pages that would endeavour to explain each single verse of Ram Charit 
Manas in detail from different perspectives, with the aid of explanatory notes and 
references.   
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   (ii) < ajaikumarbooks@gmail.com > 
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